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ALL EYES
McCANN-NO.
AIR AGENCY
It is in the spotlight
because it has come so
far so fast, because bigness has not made it immune to problems and
because its structure i<ie among agencies

..irtALLIBI

HEi-FFRi

CH

of Maryland DRUG sales
are covered by WITH at
lowest cost per thousand!
Vnd the other 24% are so far from Baltimore
hat they're actually controlled by distribuion centers outside of Maryland.
Vhen you buy W-I-T-H,

you buy all of

Metropolitan Baltimore's burgeoning populaion of 1,550,645**— up 20.2 Tc in the past
ieven years alone. You get blanket coverage
SaJes Management,

1957

K "figures"!
Baltimore's best
adio buy is . . .

of the total effective buying market— and no
waste coverage. You get by far the lowest cost
per thousand.

That's why ... for drugs and every other
product ... it rates as your first choice.
"Metropolitan Research

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington;

Ke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver. Atlanta, Miami, New

Page 34

1957 radio set
sales biggest
since tv era
Page 37

That's why W-I-T-H has twice as many advertisers as any other Baltimore radio station.

WITn

presentatives: Select Station Representatives in New

„
Piggy-back marketing launches
a new coffee

Orleans; McGavren-Quinn

Simmons

Associates in Chicago and Boston;

in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles.

Proof that tv
can sell
almost anything
Page 41

FOR

WONDERS
THAT WORKED

KFAB

TWORK
NBC RWH) NE
This od originally appeared in
The Wall Street Journal, Broadcasting & Telecasting, and Sponsor.

Thanks, NBC
Your ad in The Wall St act Journal, Broadcasting & Telecasting, and Sponsor
so adequately told our story.
We're proud of our affiliation with NBC... and we're proud of the facts you
brought out in the ad. ..facts like:
. .. j 2 V ( audience rating increase in key time periods!
. . . that ')()< f of today's KFAB

audiences arc adults!

Like you say, NBC . KFAB is on the move w^ producing big results for advertisers daily ind doing it for a lower cost-per-thousand than any other Omaha station.
more
R. Morrison.

facts from

Petry— or from KFAB*s

General

Sales Manager,

■

I

♦

A

B
BASIC

NBC

50,000

WATTS

Buyers and Users of Radio Advertising in Iowa
(Advci i

File

this

page

with

your

folder

on

Des

Moines

Radio.

This

is

information you must know in "shopping" this great market wisely.
KRNT went on the air 22 years ago. Its management
a manner that the public would be proud of the station.
KRNT

is a 5,000-watt affiliate of the Columbia

KRNT is important to people. It is manned
they know it and the public knows it.

has always tried to operate in such

Broadcasting

System.

by people who have important work to do and

KRNT is programmed with the whole family in mind. It presents a balanced schedule of
entertainment, religious, agricultural, educational, news, sports and discussion programs each
week.
This station operates in the public
interest, convenience and necessity.
It is mature.
The KRNT news operation is directed by a professional newsman. He directs a staff of
eight professional newsmen. The newscasts on this station are now, and have been, among the
highest rated in the United States. The people respect KRNT newscasts for their accuracy and
objectivity.
They like their completeness.
KRNT news presentations are adult.
KRNT's professional three-man sports team is headed by a former college and professional
athlete known throughout the nation. KRNT programs sports events heavily, and does them professionally.
Music heard on KRNT is selected by a qualified music director, a man of musical knowledge, a professional musical arranger. The music is selected for family appeal. Our musical offerings are always in good taste.
KRNT

personalities are erudite, articulate, friendly, alert emcees.

They

serve as hosts.

They are not "disc jockeys". Their bid to fame is not jive talk. They did not get to be be favored
personalities by flagpole sitting or playing some record over and over for 24 hours. They are constant, useful companions to thousands.
They entertain.
They inform.
They serve the people.
Here is an example.

One afternoon

recently when

a snow

storm caused

hazardous

driving

and traffic tie-ups, KRNT threw formats away and reported conditions from all over the area. Four
hundred phone calls were handled on a three-hour program. People depend on KRNT . . . KRNT
never lets them down. The people who work here take pride in its operation and the people who
listen to it respect it.
Because

KRNT

stands for something, it amounts

to something to people. The policies which

govern KRNT are well known by the people. There are many products and services we won't advertise. For instance, we don't accept beer or liquor advertising and people know we turn down
thousands of dollars from this classification each year. In the last city election, KRNT did not
sell political advertising. We gave it away — equitably — to all candidates. In this particularly vital
election we figured the public was best served that way. Not all the people agree with the policies
which govern our operation but they respect us because they know our principles are not for sale.
KRNT is believable.
Character makes a medium believable. To be acted upon advertising has to be believed by
the people you want to sell. It makes all the difference in the world who represents your company.
KRNT

has spent years building strong character in the community. It represents you well. Its reputation for dependability has been firmly established and is jealously guarded.

That's why KRNT is famous for results for advertisers. KRNT is believed in by most people.
It has character. It stands for good things in the community. It has great acceptability among
people in the age of acquisition. It amounts to something to people who amount to something. It
is believed by people.
KRNT is a successful commercial station. It carries more local advertising by far than any
other station in this six-station market. Most of its business is repeat business. It has an excellent
repeat national spot business.
KRNT

is a good radio station . . . has exceedingly high ratings, too.

KRNT, Des Moines, Iowa, is represented by a good organization, the Katz Agency, and their
office is as near you as your telephone.
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All eyes on McCann
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The number one air media agency is in t lie spotlight because it lias
come so far so fast, because bigness has not made it immune to the
problems
of |\ show selection and because
it is structurally
unique

33

F°r companies which need a \ chicle l<> merchandise around, here's a
Gve-minute
show
pattern
which
worked
for banks,
utilities, movers

Contributing
Bob Foreman
Joe Csida

Piggy-back marketing plus radio launch a new

Art Editor
Phil Franznick
Martin Gustavson, Asst.

Programing prestige at spot costs

34

product

Martinson's introduced its new instant coffee by (ll tying it to
their established
brands
and
(2l
using
unique
radio commercials

Production

Editors

Editor

Roi

1957 radio set sales biggest since tv era
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Projection of 10-month

figures indicates radio set sales last year

were

Probable

biggest

since

1948.

total

is running

16%

ahead

of '56

provide

proof
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How clients will pick agencies this year
\ record number of account shifts may be coming.

How

will clients

choose new shops? Based on some of the recent agency changes, here's
the likely pattern
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linking and how commercial
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WOC-TV
Covers the Quint-Cities
Plus 39 Surrounding Iowa
and Illinois Counties.
Population — 1,583,800*
Families — 489,700*
Effective Buying Income —
$2,686,413,000*
* Source: Sales Management
"Survey of Buying Power,"
1957

WOC-TV

The WOC-TV
higher than thi
boring TV
u. .1
satisfactory
this Big Area
homes.
Ask your P.G.YX
you NCS Cover

On-the-Air since October, 1949
. . . First in the Quint-Cities
and First in Iowa . . . Serving the
largest market between Chicago
and Omaha

. . . between Minneapolis

and St. Louis.

f Central
operates

The Quint-Cities Station
— Davenport and Bettendorf in Iowa: Rock Island, Moline and East
Moline in Illinois.

WHO-TV

nd

Broadcasting
WHO-

Company

which

also

owns

and

Radio-Des Moines

WOC TV

Col. B. J. Palmer,
President
Ernest
C. Sanders,
Res. Mgr.
Mark Wodlinger,
Res. Sales Manager
PETERS, GRIFFIN,
WOODWARD, INC.
EXCLUSIVE
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE

NEWSMAKER
of the week
'"''When Johnny Ontler retires, an era retires,'1'' a broadcaster
recently said of the general manager of WSB, Atlanta. This
week Outler retired, uas temlered a banquet, heard WSB
executive director J. Leonard Reinsch pay tribute to his
distinguished service, received a 14-foot cruiser as a gift.
The newsmaker:
John M. Outler. fiery champion of
everything he helieved was right for radio, comes from the distinguished breed of ex-newspapermen turned broadcasters. In his
league were the Martin Campbells, George Burbachs, Dean Fetzers,
Harold Houghs and other graduates of reputable dailies who turned
in their copy hooks for microphones, bringing the integrity of
American journalism to the new medium of broadcasting.
Outler came to WSB

in 1931 as business manager from the paper

that spawned the station — The Atlanta Journal. He had been on the
Journal since 1916 except for the
years of World War I when he
was a First Lieutenant in Field
Artillery, seeing service in both
the St. Mihiel and Meuse-Argonne
offensives with the famed 82nd
Division.
Not only was Outler business
manager of WSB Radio, but for
some years was virtually its only
salesman. In those days he was a
well-known figure on Madison
Avenue. "He was always great
John M. Outler
company," one veteran adman recalls. "One minute Outler was a warm philosopher, the next a great
spinner of yarns with a Southern drawl as wide as Peachtree Street,
and the next moment he was in deadly earnest; one thing he never
was — a stuffed shirt."
Within the ranks of the broadcasters, Outler never sat back and
let things run their course. If something was good for radio, he
reasoned, then it was worth taking the stump for. Outler was one
of the organizers of the National Association of Broadcasters, serv-

VUEJ

ing as chairman of the group's executive committee for one jreai
and as a committee member for three. In 1956-57, he was chairman
of the radio board of directors of NARTB. With WSB an NBC

J

affiliate, it followed that Outler serve as a member of the network's
stations planning and advisory committee. His reputation as a radio
pioneer plus his peppery style of self-expression placed him in demand as a speaker at trade meetings and at clinics conducted by
Broadcast Music, Inc. In 1944, he became general manager of WSB
Radio, doubling in that assignment in 1948 when tv was added.
WSB

continued to expand, outgrowing its studios and offices in

Atlanta's Biltmore Hotel, and about a year-and-a-half ago moved
into its new $] million Southern Colonial-style station. ^
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PICK YOUR

AMONG

THE STARS

During the prime "AA" nighttime hours, when the
stars shine brightest, WRC-TV averages a 43% greater share of audience* than any other station in the
Capital ! And if you call pronto, WRC-TV will arrange
ten-, twenty-, or the new thirty-second spots in this
prime evening time adjacent to the greatest stars
and shows in television.
If you figure lovely ladies attract the customers,
set your sights on availabilities flanking programs

SPOT

IN WASHINGTON!
such as "The Dinah Shore Show" and "The Gisele
MacKenzie Show. " Or go Western with a fast-action
show like "The Restless Gun." Or use comedy to
gladden the hearts of your stubbornest prospects.
Pick your spot before or after shows like "The
George Gobel Show, " ' 'Groucho Marx- You Bet Your
Life' ' and ' 'The Life of Riley. ' ' A choice few of these
spots among the stars are available now. Call WRCTV or your nearest NBC Spot Sales representative.

WF ;-TU4
* ARB-

SPONSOR

Washington, D. C, Metropolitan Area Report - October 1957.

•
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WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Mark this market
on your list!
r
1,093,100
population
$1,062,690,000
effective buying income

CENTRAL and SOUTHERN ALABAMA <

/e

You reach Central and Southern Alabama — containing onct/iinl of Alabama's population and retail sales — only through
WSFA-TV. You cannot cover this big, rich market with any
other TV station or combination of stations.
Mark Central and Southern Alabama on your list . . . and
buy it with WSFA-TV!

$741,637,000
retail sales

$184,927,000
food store sales

$21,859,000
drug store sales

WSFA-TV's 35 Alabama counties, including 29-county market
area defined by Television Magazine 1957 Data Book, plus
6 counties which have proved regular reception. Does not include
3 Georgia and 3 Florida bonus counties.

Sales Management Survey
of Buying Power, May 1957

£S
The WKY
WKY
WTVT
Represented

Television System, Inc.
and WKY-TV

Oklahoma City

Tampa - St. Petersburg
by the Katz Agency
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MONEY

TO

YOUR

BUY
UY

PRODUCT!

s334 billion
retail sales
in

1
AMERICA'S

10th
10th TV
TV

MARKET

The thriving economy of SELLvania is
well-known, as exemplified by its sound,
liberal spending. Proof of the unique
sales opportunity
is
3'/2 million

people

1,015,655 families
917,320 TV sets
%QVa billion annual income
CHANNEL

8

MULTI-CITY

MARKE

WGAL-TV

LANCASTER,
PA.
NBC and CBS
STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.
Representative: The

MEEKER

Company,

Inc.

•
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Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
4 JANUARY.
SPONSOR

1958

Copyright 1958
PUBLICATIONS

INC.

Any appraisal of the air media's 1958 prospects must be hedged by these
twin unknowns: The length and depth of the economic dip and the profits
squeeze.
Note that carefully as the preface to the following summary
expectations for the new year:

of Madison

Avenue's

• It will be a mild slump of six or eight months' duration. But in the interim much
obsolete thinking will be junked. Advertising funds will be reallocated much more
sharply in line with results.
• The trap that many hasty advertisers may fall into is to gear his plans for the
1958-59 season to March or April sales reports.
• Pressure will mount

for shorter-term network commitments.

Advertisers will in-

sist that the networks assume greater program risks, and the networks, in turn, will try to
pass on this hazard to Hollywood producers. Out of this vicious circle may emerge (a)
more 60- and 90-minute programs,

and (b) an authentic tendency toward Pat Weav-

er's old magazine concept.
• The trend toward smaller nighttime commercial units seems certain, making
it attractive for advertisers to spread into several programs and nights of the week. (See
item on ABC TV's minute-announcement stratagem on page 11.)
• As network tv becomes more of a buyer's market and "cost efficiency" becomes the No. 1
shibboleth, daytime tv will sharpen as a basic "meat-and-potatoes" medium.
• Hardening of product and services competition will work to the benefit of
spot. The percentage of the advertising dollar is sure to rise in this category. Advertisers
will find it increasingly imperative to concentrate on problem or opportunity
markets.
• The economic

situation favors network

marily because of the cost factor.

radio as well as spot radio — pri-

Both should do as well in 1958 as they did in '57.

• This will be the year of magnetic tape. For the networks it will have this advantage: Assuring program schedule regularity in every section of the country. For
those who pay the program bills, a possible headache from a union jurisdictional battle
may be in the making.
• The willingness and courage of national advertisers to finance innovations
or new types of programing will lessen. The pressure will heighten on ad managers
and agencies to deliver audiences safely. Hence the urge for the tried and true.
• Agencies will be harder put than ever to participate in every facet of the
client's marketing function. They'll have to become expert in marketing cost analyses
to be in a position to defend their proposed strategies.
• In this year of the hard-sell, advertisers will seek to milk the last ounce of promotion and merchandising out of their air media investments.
The pressure will be
on both network and station for more merchandising
; support.
The year wound

up in a blaze of dollar signs for national spot radio.

After a mild November, radio activity among the reps last month took on a tempo of
such proportions that a December record in new and renewed business seems likely15%

SPONSOR

•
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Several reps checked by SPONSOR-SCOPE
ahead of the December 1956 high.

1958

estimated the volume

will run 10%

to

SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued .

As you go over your billings outlook, category by category, for 1958

you

might find it interesting to know what the top marketing men, who maintain sensitive feelers on how the money will be spent, have to say.
Here's a cross-view of their impressions:
TOBACCO: Sales are expected to zoom

another 5% and the ad budgets will keep

pace. BEER AND SOFT DRINKS: Hard liquors will feel something of a sales drought
and the advantage will go to the less potent — and cheaper — lines.
FOODS: Solid all the way, including the convenience foods, whose habits will be
hard to break.
SOAP: Sales and ad expenditures will keep reaching upward. Women are expected
to do more of their own laundering, with added import for the powder packages.
APPLIANCES: Should be helped (sooner or later) by a modest upturn in housing
construction.
AUTOMOTIVE: Since ad money is allocated according to production, it's all in the
bag for the initial half of the year. With union negotiations coming up in the summer,
there's a shadow of doubt about things after that.
HIGH-PRICED FASHION ITEMS:
The tidings are not so forte.
Mutual is going on an FM

Money is tight.

station building and/or buying spree.

It's already filed for an FMer in San Francisco and intends buying or asking the
FCC for six more.
The aim is two-fold: (1) Owning its own

program-carrying

there's no AT&T service, and (2) complementing
lines are available.

the AT&T

service in areas where

service where no class A

Mutual president Paul Roberts says he's also convinced there's a big future in FM
from a listener point of view.
The matter of
work billings has
TvB now has
It is exploring
sub-contractor in
service.

establishing a service that would provide information on tv nettaken a change in course.
come into the picture thus:
a proposition from N. C. Rorabaugh which would (a) make him a
compiling these reports, and (b) put TvB in the role of selling the

Meantime, Robert W. Morris, president of BAR, which is proceeding to turn out this
information in conjunction with LNA, has approached TvB on a proposal of its own.
Morris told sponsor this week that BAR, as the clearing house for these data as well as
his expenditures-by-brands service, is willing to charge TvB $6,000 per annum. He's
asking the same fee from the networks and the top agencies.
The new LNA-BAR tv and radio network service would provide these elements:
(1) Advertiser, (2) Brand or brands, (3) day and time of the program, (4) list
of stations used, (5) total dollars gross for time and program, and (6) total dollars
expended bv individual brands.

70%

NBC Radio this week estimated that — if the current pace continues — it will have sold
of the available commercial programing in the fore part of 1958.
Here's a comparison of NBC's estimated sales per fixed features with the intake a 100% sellout would bring:
FEATURE

% ANTICIPATED

SOLD

SELLOUT

Monitor
News on the Hour

80%
80

7:30-8 p.m. strip
Niteline

80
50

Morning dramatic strip
Afternoon programs
TOTAL

75
65
71.5%

VALUE

IN

MILLIONS

$5.2
4.2
4.0
6.0
8.0
8.0
$35.4

SPONSOR
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued .

The cold remedies continue to pour profits heightened by the Asian flu epidemic into the air media, slugging away while the market is hot.
Bufferin (Bristol-Myers) this week followed up Anacin's (Whitehall) heavy minuteannouncement spread among ABC TV nighttime programs with a similar buy which
encompasses a minute each on O.S.S. and Scotland Yard and two minutes a week in the
John Daly news strip.
75%
Since the sale of minute announcements in ABC TV nighttime properties shows
signs of developing into a trend, SPONSOR-SCOPE herewith lists the information that
the networks is making available to agencies on these shows:
PROGRAM

Country Music Jub]
John Daly News
Navy Log

* PRICE PER MIN.

lee
$10,500
7,000
28,397
14,000
32,260
14,660

o.s.s.

Sugarfoot
Scotland Yard
West Point
*Time and program

costs.

12,000

CLEARANCE

107
45
110
60
114
67
82

stations
stations
stations
stations
stations
stations
stations

% TV HOMES
60
90
80
90
76
85

Latest proof of tv as a powerhouse medium: A third of all nighttime network
shows (31 to be exact) reach at least 25 million viewers.
This estimate, worked up by NBC TV this week, is based on the December ARB.
Contrast that 31 with a year ago. The figure then was 23.
NBC TV's analysis of this ARB report also indicated that:
Of the shows pitted against one another, these deliver over 25 million viewers
apiece: Maverick, Ed Sullivan, and Steve Allen; GE Theatre and the Chevrolet Show;
Perry Mason and People Are Funny.
Another pertinent observation from the same source deals with a comparison of average evening tv homes and average ratings for all network programs. The breakdown, based on the second November NRI:
NOVEMBER 1955
NOVEMBER 1956
NOVEMBER 1957
20.9; 6,195,000

21.0; 7,195,000

21.4; 8,293,000

Note: As of 1 December, the population was around 170 million; tv homes numbered
41,200,000.
ABC TV this week did some processing of the Nielsen 2 November report and
came up with this finding: Whatever homes ABC TV does deliver are homes
delivered at a much lower cost per thousand homes per commercial minutes than
last year.
Here's a comparison of that cost between years and comparative networks:
network
1956
1957
ABC TV
$3.47
$3.06
CBS TV
2.66
3.00
NBC TV
3.73
3.54
Note: These CPMHPCMs are based on the average half hour from 9:30 p.m. to 10:30
p.m. and net time and talent costs.
These net time and talent costs per average half hour are compared this way:
NETWORK
1956
1957
ABC TV
CBS TV
NBC TV

$51,323
79,481
86,136

$64,393
90,107
99,197

CBS TV sales promotion's latest boast is that the network is still tops in the total
highest-rated daytime quarter-hours.
The breakdown (spanning 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays) as based on the December
Trendex:
CBS TV, 14; NBC TV, 8; and ABC TV, 4.

SPONSOR
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Sellers of radio can gain a surer footing in their search for new business if they
know some of the questions that clients are asking their agencies.
Here's the type of information sponsors are seeking:
RESEARCH: What's the out-of-home listening count? What's the commercial cutoff point in saturation schedules — when does my schedule reach the point of diminishing returns? Under what circumstances shoul 1 a local personality or e.t.'s be used for
my commercials?
COPYWRITLNG: Are the copywriters well versed in the effective use of sound as
well as jingles? What ideas have they got in new sounds for casual, or background,
listening?
PROMOTION: What are the radio people doing to regain space in the columns and
infuse a sense of glamor into the medium? What are the merchandising opportunities offered by the suggested schedule? Will it create enthusiasm and excitement among
my dealers and salesmen?
AGENCY PERSONNEL: Are you developing trained experts who know the business
of radio in all its aspects? Are they people who do not feel that they have been nudged
into a dead end. but rather see a tremendous opportunity and challenge in the medium?

What do reps consider the topmost problem facing them in 1958?
SPONSOR-SCOPE asked some of the leaders in the field, and their responses can be
capsuled thus:
• Assume a sharper concern over the incursion of the networks into spot and do
something constructive about it.
• Recognize that the tv networks, in particular, are as much competition to tv
spot as any other medium, including Sunday supplements and magazines.
• Set up a rep-and-station-controlled organization that would provide through research, success stories, and other data to promote not only the effectiveness of spot but
also its advantages when compared to other media.

McCann-Erickson

may find itself in the film selling business this year.

The corporation's Hollywood subsidiary, McGowan Productions, has just completed
l pilot of Snowfire, and the plans are (1) to offer the series to a McCann-Erickson client,
ind (2) if there are no takers there to sell the show to somebody else.

A cogent reason why some sponsors buy into network
huge audiences as against shows that top the competition:

programs

that offer

These advertisers have learned that if they're looking for relief, it's easier for the
network to get a replacement.
There's always somebody in the wings — who thinks more in terms of millions of viewers than actual ratings — ready to spell them.
Two NBC TV programs in that category are Perry Como and Steve Allen.
Among the advertisers who have found it easy to get tickets-of-leave because of this
circumstance are American Dairy, Pharmacraft, Timex, and Polaroid.

Sales are picking up on participations in ABN's live daytime programing.
In addition to buys by Lever and the Florida Realty Bureau, there's in the offing an
order for five announcements a week from Gillette-Toni in behalf of the company's new
cold remedy, Thoroxon.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;
Spot Buys, page 06; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 69; Washington Week, page 77; sponsor
Hears, page 80; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 86.
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GOOD
WAY
GOOD
WAY

TELL

For really fast response, do
what Bufferin does. Give
your
commercialthemore
"go" to
by converting
message
print— in TV GUIDE. There,
in black-and-white or color,
5.3 million families can
see it, dwell on it, seven
days a week. You'll be
making those precious TV
seconds work overtime . . .
you'll be building a stronger
impression for sales! Ask
your TV GUIDE

"7- Day Showcase"

SPONSOR
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representative.

For Your Product

ffjJjI'lW

On the hour .

Timehuyers
at work

Southern California
Plays KBIG'S
"MYSTERY SOUND"

Game

EVEN IN THE SPUTNIK
AGE the copybook
maxim holds ...to move
goods, you must first
move people.
KBIG'S "MYSTERY SOUND" contests
are moving Southern California radio
listeners by the thousands this winter.
27,359 SUBMITTED
ENTRIES in the first six
contests (October-De- Ijj^fg*™
cember) based on handcuffs clicking, a stick rubbed along a
fence, a rock crusher crushing, Angel's
Flight funicular railway funicularing,
and a camel saying whatever itis camels say.
"MYSTERY

SOUND"

KB GIVES A ,ight lift to alK
r^"fjJi3

plus prizes
the first
fifteen
correctto answerers
(vacation trips, appliances, perfume,
dining and dancing at glamor spots) .
LIKE ALL KBIG ADULTappeal programming of
memory music and

Nina Flinn, Fuller & Smith & Ross, Inc., New York, is enthusiastic
about the expanding role of the timebuyer in agencies today.
"More and more agencies are giving the timebuyer broadened responsibilities," Nina says, "realizing the importance of the buying
relationship to the over-all campaign. In the last few years, in
many large as well as small agencies, the scope of the timebuyer
has been extended considerably beyond perfunctory requesting availabilities, figuring frequency discounts, and computing cost-per1,000's. In these agencies the
timebuyer has been elevated from
slide-rule statistician to creative
buyer. The account group and
media directors often utilize his
experience, judgment and knowledge of the many facets of the
broadcast industry in coordinating media plans with copy psychology
and marketing patterns. But most important of all has been the new
objectivity with which he buys. No longer does he see his schedule
as a group of separate entities. His purchases are integrated with
total advertising aims; the result is creative as well as efficient spot."

Alice Ross, Heinman, Kleinfeld, Shaw & Joseph, Inc., New York,

"just enough" news,
"Mystery Sound" is lowpressure, easy-going, friendly— and fun.
BUT... like KBIG commercials, it
moves Southern California to action!

reports that "once upon a time a timebuyer opened a New Year's
bottle and out floated a genie. "I'll grant you three wishes, Class
'A'; or six wishes Class 'C'," the genie said. "In Class 'A,' I can
give you such wishes as 90% rate discounts, I.D.'s that run a minute, and rates and schedules that

Your KBIG or Weed
contact would like to
show you a new geographical mail breakdown
based on contest mail.

never knicknacks
change. Inas Class
such
a rep'C,'
in aI have
gray
inflammable
suit who
literally
[
jjjL I

Ef hH
MkJfB'A PwBt

KBIG
the Cololtna Station

lO.OOO

Walls

740-"^"
Nat. Rep. WEED

and Company

burns when you cancel a schedule,
a timebuyer who loves broadcast

much she won't read coverage
maps
because
they're inprinted,
and
a station
manager
the 956th

ranking market singing 'Time On
My Hands' on a minute e.t. in 16
different languages including Sanscrit." The buyer chose three
from Class "A" and the genie executed his magic with flashing lights
and thunder that resembled Frankenstein placing schedules. Seconds later, the wish confirmations came through with ringing bells —
which turned out to be an alarm clock, and our buyer woke up.
••|p
HB

"Ob well," he said with resignation, "another day, another holler."
4 JANUARY
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you need the personal touch to sell in Milwaukee
'Tis not only what you say . . . but how
you say it in this business. That's why we
insist that, when you send us live copy . . .
our disc jockeys deliver a LIVE live
announcement! It's an INTEGRATED
commercial, too ... as much a part of the
show as Perry Como or Frank Sinatra . . . and
it's the word of a fellow that Milwaukee
listeners enjoy. Yes, by design on WEMP,
your copy gets the interpretation necessary
to effectively sell the market!

WEMP
5000 watt -power at 1250 k.c.

SPONSOR
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I

KV EXTKKTAINJiriNT

STATION

i Football and

corre.v/nnidents, F. ,S\ Weather
wire, Police and Fire Dept. radio,
regular daily telephone contacts.

u live by Headley-Reed

use books
FROM
SPONSOR
SERVICES

T.V.

RADIO
DIRECTORY
FREE

JARO

HESS

CARTOONS

SET OF 5 (9" X 12" PRINTS)

$4.00

Information packed "use" books that should be on every air
executive's desk and a series of famous Jaro Hess Cartoons to dress up

OF THE
U.SL/1958

any office — yours for the asking or buying.
Each book serves a particular function in the broadcast field.
Standards of the industry, they supply
varied data on TV & Radio Stations,
on programing & markets all over America
for agencies and advertisers.
Others supply facts on agencies & personnel.
All are catalogued for easy references and have

All-Media

proved to be vital tools for admen &
broadcasters everywhere.

TIME BUYERS
OF THE U.S.

Evaluation Study

Order the ones you need today.

$2.00 PER COPY

ALL-MEDIA STUDY
$4.00 PER COPY

DICTIONARY/HANDBOOK

TV DICTIONARY
$1.00 PER COPY

QUANTITY PRICES ON

SPONSOR

TV/RADIO BASICS
$1.00 PER COPY

SERVICES

40 E 49 STREET, N EW YORK 1 7, N. Y.
Please send me the following book(s)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

TV-RADIO DIRECTORY
JARO HESS CARTOON SETS
BUYERS' GUIDE
TV RADIO BASICS
TV DICTIONARY
ALL MEDIA STUDY
TIME-BUYERS OF U.S.

NAME

FREE
at $4.00
at $1.00
at $1.00
at $1.00
at $4.00
at $2.00

per set
each
each
each
each
each

_

COMPANY
ADDRESS^

CITY

_

nclosed find check

REQUEST

STATE
bill me later

TOTAL

In CENTRAL
WASHINGTON

Agency
Beauregard

Bream

ad libs

on tv's westerns

Beauregard Bream, executive vice president
<>l the Madison Avenue agency of Snook, Crappie and Bream, Incorporated, was recently interviewed bya man from Squawk, one of the newer
trade sheets in our fair industry. The reporter
seeking information on what the new television
\ear holds in store for a lucky public had, of
course, singled out the Delphic oracle of our
industry. Since I was privy to Beauregard's remarks (being on a
neighboring bar stool I . I shall endeavor to reproduce the gist of
what The Man said.
"You asked about the Adult Western, sub?", replied Beau.
"What makes this type of Western adult — or is that merely a
verbal form of whitewash for it?"
"To the contrary, my good man. Adult they are in contrast to the
Hopalongs of early television. If you compare today's product to
that of yesterday, you will see that the relationship of characters
in the Adult Western is more believable; the depth of characterization makes the people more believable. Less emphasis is put on
the chase and on the gunplay than heretofore — and the reasons for
it— the psychological reasons — are given a probe or two.
"To put it more simply, compare an old Tom Mix feature with
from
'High Noon' or 'Shane' and you see the difference."
"Well, Mr. Bream, adult or juvenile, where does it all j
Beauregard drew a deep breath.
i and
"It goes that-a-way, suh," he said cryptically. "It goes
on.here?"
We can expect more rather than fewer. And why?"
that i
"Why, Mr. Bream?" asked the reporter.
"Because every one of them is doing well. Rating-wise,
Look at the top 10 in this Nielsen pocketpiece."
Beau reached for his inside pocket and drew forth the good book.
Four are in top 10
""Four of the top 10 — whether you considah total audience or
average arc cowboj shows. Further, practically every one of the
15-odd programs which carry revolvers are rating extremely well.
Why not expect more — especially when you discover that all three
networks and a half a dozen packagers are already preparing pilots
of this genre?"
"But what about saturation, Mr. Bream?" inquired the inquiring
reporter, "won't diminishing returns set in? Hasn't the viewing
public had enough?"
"I doubt it," replied the Sage of Madison Avenue. "I recall the
same question being asked me when network radio consisted of
one crime-show after another. We called it back-to-back programing then. In those days some folks figured all the gunplay would
lack the listeners i i<zhl out of the living room.

But it didn't work
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HERE- Take Our
PULSE!
STRONG
and STEADY
24 HOURS
A DAY

\

^

a i

The Healthiest Ratings in Omaha...
HOOPER

PULSE

TRENDEX

Nov.-Dec. 1957
8 A.M.- 10 P.M.

Nov. 1957
8 A.M.-6 P.M.

Dec. 1957
8 A.M.-6 P.M.

43.2 share

23.0 share

40.8 share

All Put KOIL in the Winners' Circle!

A Vital Force in Selling Todays Omaha
with more than twice as many listeners as any other station
SPONSOR
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Agency

ad libs continued .

UA&

CHANNEL 4-SIGHT

thai way.

More and more melodrama kept coming."

"Well, sir," said the reporter, "if there's going to be more before
there's less, can you give me your views on just what the big appeal
of the adult western is?"
"Be glad to, young man," replied Beauregard Bream as he raised
his glass to his lips.
"Right down through American history the hard-riding, firmjawed, sure-shot of the plains has been our idol. Currier and Ives,
printers to the people, knew this and sold millions of just such
scenes. I happen to have their 'Plainsman on Buffalo Hunt' in my
office, large folio with generous
margins.
Lovely example
of

Cowboys in every medium
"Then take the stereopticon. Hundreds of slides for this device
were made of cowboy scenes. And there's the Dime Novel such as
Kit Carson; heah too were featured the exploits of range riders.
And radio had its Lone Ranger. Along came the movies with a long
line of similar yarns starring Tom Mix and Ken Maynard, William
S. Hart and Richard Dix, to name a few."
So you see, suh, the Western is as American as corn pone and
hlackeyed peas. It's escape. It's hero worship. It's a most satisfying form of identification. And in television, by Custer they're a
lot easier to do and do well than contemporary melodrama or contemporary comedy. People will believe a lot more in a period piece
than they'll swallow in one that's set in their own times. Hence the
plotting, casting, direction, sets — all are viewed less critically in a
No special "seeing" device is
needed to magnify results when
you use Channel 4-Sight on the

Western of yesteryear than in today's slice of life."
"Am I to take it, Mr. Bream, that you are defending the swing
to Westerns and are encouraging it?"
Follower not a leader

great Golden Spread.
More than 100,000 TV sets in a
vastly healthy and wealthy market.
Power:

Visual

100

Aural

"I, my young friend, am not a leader but a follower. I merely
answered your question and probed the reason for my answer."
"But is it good to have so many? Surely, you must have an

kw

50 kw

"I have opinions, suh, on the use of fuchsia nail enamel, ladies'
shoes
with pinpoint toes and toothpick heels, the bourbon that's sold
opinion?"
up No'th, heah, free verse, abstract art, and the Brooklyn Dodgers'
moving to Los Angeles. However. I have learned over the years
that my views neither alter nor bolster the prevailing mores and
that inv expressing them merely antagonizes those who disagree
with me. Hence I have decreed that I will go no farther than interpret and predict. I will not pass judgment. Thank you for ask-

Antenna Height 833 feet
above the ground

ing my opinions, however, and a good day to you."
"Good day, Mr. Bream," said the reporter.

KGNC-TV
CHANNEL
*"-*^
contact

4
AMARILLO,

*****%.

ANY

KATZ MAN

TEXAS

*%**»^

Letters to Bob Foreman

^

are welcome

Do you always agree with what Bob Foreman says in Agency
ad libs? Both Bob and the editors of SPONSOR will be happy
to receive and print your comments. Address them to Bob
Foreman, c/o sponsor, 40 E. 4>9th, New York 17, New York

*****..
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T. V. spot editor
A column sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television
s \ it 15 \
NEW
YORK:
CHICAGO:

200 EAST
56TH
STREET
16 EAST ONTARIO STREET

It's new "Instantized" . . . it's easy to use . . . it's a wholesome product for
the entire family. This series of 60-second commercials for Pet Milk dramatizes these three points via live action and animation, with special echo effects.
Here expert casting proves once again to be as important as technical skill
in creating television that sells. Produced by SARRA for the PET MILK
COMPANY through GARDNER ADVERTISING COMPANY.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

This series of 60 and 20-second spots for Brading's Ale puts a man in his
element — before a hunting lodge fireplace, in a club locker room or at
home working at his hobby — as he relaxes with his favorite ale. A new
arrangement of the Brading's Ale jingle, "Man, it's mellow," sparks the
script and sells "Canada's First Prize Ale." Produced by SARRA for
BRADING DIVISION, THE CARLING BREWERIES LTD. through THE
F. H. HAYHURST CO. LIMITED.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

"Flavor so deep . . . you can feel it" is hammered home (with a velvet glove)
in these 60, 20 and 8-second Salada Tea spots. This theme, plus Sarra's
forthright handling of simple, everyday situations, gives the series unusual
sales impact. The excellence of Salada Tea is proven in an extreme close up
live action shot of the tearing open of an actual tea bag to illustrate the
selling point of "no tea dust — no twigs — only costlier, hand-picked tea leaves."
Produced by SARRA for SALADA-SHIRRIFF-HORSEY INC. through
SULLIVAN, STAUFFER, COLWELL & BAYLES, INC.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street
VIDE-O-RIGINAL is a quality-controlled motion picture duplicate, made
exclusively by Sarra as an additional service to Sarra clients. Produced in
Sarra's own photographic laboratory, a VIDE-O-RIGINAL protects your TV
commercial investment. No matter how many you order, each print has all
the the
spark
of a TV
Sarra
original because it's custom made for maximum
on
home
screen.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

SPONSOR
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fidelity

MILK
Strike which would cut off New
York's milk supply is covered by
exclusive interviews with adamant
labor and management

officials.
Actors' Studio, h
ambition to play role of Grush

u

THIS IS NEW YORK'

GLAD TO GIVE YOU
A FEW MINUTES OF
TIME, MR5. WORTH

PLAYBOY
•■.■';

PLAYBOY

MEYNER

MARY
ipp talks about the lampooning
i'l Abner," by rival comic "Mary

MOTORMAN

tells"ThislsNew
i is "pleased, not surprised"
by his nationally-significant victory.

Afiv

th." Capp counterattacks, pics little lady as "Mrs. Worm."

ay crash, including tapes
• emergency amputation allowing
lotorman to be freed from his cab.

IN WCBS RADIO;..
Reporters Jim McKay and Dave Dugan attack New York's news
stories with vigor and excitement. They can do the same for your sales stories.
y

When they do, you'll get audience attention, faith and response.
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

News and views for women in
advertising and wives of admen

Women's

week

What's it like being a Russian housewife? Just ask Helen Hall,
president of the New York AWRT, reporter for NBC's Monitor and
currentl) lecturer on life behind the Iron Curtain. Helen's broadcast
work has taken her just about everywhere, including a three-week
trip to Russia.
Here's what she found out about tv, perfumes and consumer habits
in Russia:
1. Tv and radio sets are priced relatively low because they're so
vital for spreading political indoctrination. Technically, she found
tv on a good level. "Programing, however, is what we'd consider too
'egghead.' " she told SPONSOR. "They telecast entire ballets and
dramas and educational lectures. Their hours of telecasting are
much fewer than ours."

Ih tnmr mlh llv S. l/_/:'S/>mi,r it, OkLhmu

2. If you're buying perfume in the Soviet Union, you have a
choice of such sexy scents as "Red Star," "Red Flower," "Kremlin,"
and prior to de-Stalinization, "Breath of Stalin's Daughter."
3. Russian women continue to be badly dressed according to
Western standards. Helen attended the Kremlin reception for the
Prince of Cambodia, found most women dressed in broad-shouldered,
wide-lapelled suits or in dresses vaguelv comparable to U. S. styles
in 1940.

Women "buy" educational tv: And this includes the housewife as
well as the career woman. One of the programs that has recently
aroused considerable attention by its record is WCBS-TV's Sunrise
Semester, a series of daily half-hour, college-level literature lectures.
Despite the fact that it's scheduled virtually at dawn (6:30 to
7:00 a.m.) this program attracts a vast audience if one is to judge
by the sale of books discussed on the show.
"Many people are starved for this type of educational programing,"
Y&R's tv-radio v. p., Bob Mountain, told sponsor. "My wife hasn't
missed a lecture in weeks, despite the early hour of the show."
And, in the same vein, the topic chose for discussion at the New
York AWRT luncheon meeting at Toots Shor 22 January is "Educational tv can be fun."
New Year's Resolutions: It's usually easier to make them for
someone else. Sponsor made the rounds among execs and asked them
to come up with ideas (See also sponsor, 28 December).
Reggie Schuebel, media director of Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, has
come up with a few that she feels "the other guy should find easy
to keep; but I hope he'll think better of it":
"The networks might resolve to show more Westerns next year and
produce n<> more live shows.
packagers can resolve to keep up costs and price advertisers
mil"Tv
<il television.
"For clients: 'We resolve to insist on slide-rule bu\ing because
the ratings the thing and there's no need for timebuyers."
SPONSOR
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NEW YORK ■

Advertising
K FRANCISCO ■ LOS ANGELES ■ HOLLYWOOD ■ MONTREAL ■ TORONTO
CO CITY ■ FRANKFURT ■ SAN JUAN ■ CARACAS

Low-Cost TV
The thing to remember about TV costs is: it's not
necessarily the cost-per-minute that counts. It's the
cost-per-sale. Television may be costly. But it need
not be expensive — if you've got good commercials.

. JANUARY
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49th an I
Madisor

"KOP{ Naturally,
Mr. Hooper!"
in San Francisco
Total

merchandising

Our compliments to sponsor for its
trenchant presentation of the Nationwide/Mama story ("Are Your Sales1957).
men Audience Builders?" 7 December,
In fact — we think it's such a complete reporting job that our client has
asked us to order 6,000 reprints of this
article for immediate distribution to
their audience building salesmen.
As you see, we not only make the
most of every merchandising possibility— by the station, by the advertiser,
by his salesmen — we even go further:
even articles about merchandising become effective merchandisers.
William Pitts,
vice president,
Ben Sackheim, Inc., New York
B &

M

case

history

Search as I will, I can't find the case
history on those B and M Beans. Do
you suppose your office could send us
tearsheets?
Many thanks!
M. M. Winthrop
Tech Agency, Inc.,
Detroit, Mich.
«en
July
the
1raced
grocer)

Pulse Agrees - KOBY No. I
Station Bam to midnight!
When the facts are bared — Hooper, Pulse, and Nielsen
agree KOBY is the dominant first in America's sixth largest market! For example, September-October Pulse shows
a 16.2 overall average share . . . nearly 20% higher than
the number-two station. Top this off with KOBY's audience Composition Percentage in San Francisco-Oakland
of 81% adult listeners, average 6 am to midnight. No
wonder KOBY turns over products . . . not audience!

Marketing series

Would it be at all possible for you to
send four more copies of your articles
on the marketing revolution and its
effect on ad agency functions that were
printed in your fine magazine?
The copies are earmarked by now
and when we want to refer to it, it
seems someone else is reading it.
L. D. Garrett
Advertising Department
Stokely-Van Camp, Inc.
Frozen Food Division

KOBY 10,000 watts- full time
San Francisco is KOBYIand I

Santa's depth probe

A high toss of my Adam for your
Santa piece in the December 21 issue
I "Santa on a hot tin depth probe").
It was a priceless gem — worthy of put-

SE£ PETRY FOR KOBY San Francisco
and KOSI, Denver's No. 1 overall
ttERICA

BROADCASTING

CO.

ling on as a skit at some organization's
4 JANUARY
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Christmas Party next year. Maybe,
even, a tv show with the right format.
Especially hilarious was the cartoon
which did a figurative strip-tease on
Mr. Claus.
Come

through with more of this

kind of writing — and who'll need tranquilizers?
Harry Chapperon
Director of Public Relations
Emil Mogul Inc., New York

Congratulations on placing Santa
Claus into the glass menagerie of MR.
Very clever piece of writing!
A. J. Alexander
Zachary and Liss, New York

"Strictly by the numbers"

Thanks a lot for your permission to
use the sponsor playlet "Strictly by
the Numbers" on the Bill Vernon Hi
over WBAI-FM, New York, last Friday night.
A salesman with us for five years,
Bill Vernon decided to celebrate his
anniversary by producing his own
half-hour, live show with music, skits
and parodies on our industry. And
"Strictly by the Numbers" was a natural for lampoonery use. Your man
Bill Miksch did a great humor job in
this piece, and we had as much fun
putting it on the air as listeners did
hearing it.
Hank Sylvern gave us the appropriate musical background for the trials
and tribulations of timebuyer Estrelita
Kumquat, Hornbill Harumph, ad director for Little Charmer Cobra Flutes,
and Marv Distelfink, account executive at Finn & Haddie agency.
Incidentally, I understand there's
been a run on cobras at the Madison
Square Pet Shop as the result of the
charm conveyed by Charlie, the
borscht-eating cobra in "Strictly by the
Numbers."
Martin Katz
director, sales development
Blair Tv
P.S. There's been some question as to
why Bill, a tv time salesman, used the
fm radio medium. Bill says "tv audiences are too big."
•
Both playlets referred to in the letters above
are by SPONSORS
William Miksch.
Reprin
"Strictly
by the Numbers"
are availabb

SPONSOR

•
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Beware the siren call of outmoded figures;
the new WQAM has 38.1% of the daytime radio audience
Any <l;it:i or impressions about .Miami should
carry a date, pre- or post- WQAM. The New
WQAM went on the air little over a year ago,
with a unique showmanship-and-precision blend
which lias produced dramatic and consistent audidol

WQAM

31.5% of the state's population.
Talk to Blair or WQAM General Manager Jack
Sandler.

•overing all of Southern Florida with 5,000 watts on 560 kc . . . and radio #1 in

SXATIO
TODAY'S
TODD
STORZ,

Today
Hooper,
Trendex
and
Pulse all show
WQAM iirst by big margins. And so does a recent
Southern
Florida Area Pulse, accounting
for

RADIO
PRESIDENT

FOR
• HOME

INJ S

TODAY'S
SELLING
OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Miami

WD6Y
St. &Paul
REPRESENTEDMinneapolis
BY JOHN
BLAIR
CO.
WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED

WTIX

BY JOHN

BLAIR

St CO.

New Orleans

REPRESENTED

BY ADAM

WQAM
REPRESENTED Miami
BY JOHN

YOUNG
BLAI

INC.

•?
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$106 million
air billings
No. 1 agency

$76.4 million
No. 3 agency

$60 million

No. 2 agency

(tie)

$36 million
No. 5 agency

$22.5 million
No. lO agency

ALL

EYES

ON

McCann-Erickson's drive has made

McCANN
it top air agency and an

attention-getter in the business. Because of the nature of
its growth,
I here is probably no greater target
for comment — good and bad — than
success, and there is probably no better example of that truism these days
than McCann-Erickson. The agency is
the cynosure of attention on several
counts.
• It was, in 1957, the largest buyer
of tv and radio time and talent in the
U.S.- — and probably the world.
• It appears hell-bent on becoming
the biggest income-producing advertising agency in the business and, in the

it is the

subject

process of trying to pass J. Walter
Thompson, has been converting itself
into a company in which the standard
advertising functions are supplemented
by a host of other communication
services.
• If it is not the most fascinating
agency around it is certainly the most
revolutionary with satellite functions
popping out like so many buds and an
organizational setup that awes outsiders and sometimes confuses its own
people.
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of

PART,

1 OF 2 PARTS

more

than

• It has
revolution
confidence
led one ad

usual

scrutiny

latched on to the marketing
with a surpassing air of
that impresses clients and
executive to remark (half

in envy) that "McCann-Erickson acts
as if it invented marketing."
• It is the target of a rash of rumors about the imminent loss of suchand-such an important account. Hints
about Coca-Cola going elsewhere arise
with a regularity that suggests an
automated rumor machine at work.
• Its network
television activities

IVlCCANN

S

air decision makers include :

Marion Harper

. . .

McCann-Erickson s president says
of tv: "We have great confidence
in the medium. In no way does it
scare us. We dont tremble. And
undergo what McCann-Erickson people
feel is an inordinate amount of outside

McCann's young (41) president
Marion Harper Jr. put it this way:

attention. McCann's bold programing
decisions for Chesterfield and the

"We have great confidence in the
medium. In no way does it scare us.

early-season troubles resulting therefrom were particularly apt grist for
outside observers. And the shifts in

We don't tremble. And we have sophisticated clients." This was said during
a discussion on the perils of net tv.

top l\ -radio personnel recently did little to stop wagging tongues.
McCann sits more or less quietly under the spotlight, shrugging off the
attention as the price of being a leader. This leadership has been particularly obvious in the case of recent tvradio use and particularly significant
in that McCann has historically ranked
low in air billings.
It is notable that of the top five
ranking agencies in air billings during
L957, the agency was low man as recentl) as 1953. During that year McCann ranked 10th with $22.5 million.

It is also obvious that McCann's
clients have confidence in the way the

The following
show, it leaped
million, and in
spot with $106

year, sponsor figures
to 5th place with $36
1(J57 reached the No, 1
million, which repre-

sents about 50^ of McCann's domestic ad billings. The money is spent
for such clients as Liggett & Myers,
Bulova. Westinghouse, Swift, Esso,
Coca-Cola, Nabisco, Mennen and
others.
A number of factors account for
McCann's surge to top position in air
usage. Ii is obvious, for one, that
McCann believes in the potency of t\.
Of the 1106 million air total, fully
'>','•>'', was spent in the video medium.

we have sophisticated clients. . . .
Now that the network tv audience
is divided by three rather than two,
the old definitions of safety and
security dont apply. ... We encourage people here to accept creative responsibility and they do so."

agency manipulates the various elements that go to make successful television. A prime example of this is
the use of tv to put over the "Forward
Look" for Chrysler. It seems pretty
well agreed at McCann that Chrysler's
relatively newr corporate image of a
big and lusty company turning out
cars of modern design was molded
more firmly by network tv than any
other medium.
While McCann's growth in air billings were no doubt helped by (1) the
growth of McCann itself, (2) the growth
of advertising and (3) the growth of
business (in that order), McCann has
sought to instill in its clients its own
confidence in tv's impact. In many
cases, of course, that confidence is
already there. There is no better example than Chesterfield. The tobacco
firms are traditionally heavy air users
and McCann's 1956 coup in winning
Chesterfield's billings had not a little
to do with its bigger barrel of tv
mone) in 1957.
The driving force behind McCann's
growing tv orientation comes from
the agency's top account management

— Harper, Executive Vice President
Robert E. Healy and C. Terence Clyne,
the agency's top tv-radio executive
(who was recently named to corporate
headquarters with international tv-radio added to his responsibilities). All
home office decisions involving the use
of network tv ($63 million went into
the medium via McCann in 1957) are
either initiated or reviewed by the trio.
All network shows must be approved
at this level. Harper, for example, rides
herd on Chrysler, Healy supervises
Coca-Cola while Clyne is the top management man for Chesterfield.
There are, no doubt, a complex of
reasons for the air-mindedness of McCann's top management but in the case
of Clyne it is not necessary to look
beyond his position. Harper, who spent
a good part of his agency life in research and dislikes generalizing about
media, is particularly impressed, however, by the many marketing oppor-
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McCanris top tv-radio man in the
U.S. and abroad has this to say of

Newly -added to the corporate staff
to work on overall tv-radio strat-

the agency: "McCann has strong
leadership backed by a bright, aggressive team. Thoroughness is one
of its strong points. . . . Network
tv will eventually have to sell more
participations. The law of dollars
is pushing us toward this. . . . I
think some way can be worked out

egy, MacAvity notes: "I find the
agency tremendously well-organized and integrated. . . . There
doesnt seem to be much reason for

to buy films for 13-week periods."

well the good ones have paid off."

, Terence Clyne

program costs to go up much higher and the same is true of talent.
. . . We can expect many more
specials in 1958 because of how

George Haight

Thomas MacAvity

Says the tv-radio chief of the home
office: "The days of hunches are
gone. There used to be a time
when you saw four or five pilots
and then — boom! Now, a lot of
preparation and market planning
is necessary. . . . Hits challenge
any medium — 51 Broadway shows
last season, 10 were judged hits.
. . . We're producing more entertainment than the movie studios."

tunities offered by tv. Healy was a
former Colgate executive and, as one
McCann executive put it, "Radio and
tv were basic to his way of living."
McCann's decision-making in network tv has undergone some intense
outside scrutiny in the wake of the
buys for Chesterfield of Frank Sinatra,
Eddie Fisher and Club Oasis. The
purchases illuminate a number of
facets about McCann's thinking, operations and the pitfalls of creative programing and advertising.
The first facet that struck the business was that McCann bought three
untried musical shows, all involving
vocalists, for Chesterfield and Liggett
& Myers' new menthol brand, Oasis.
That all were vocalist-fronted shows is
not, in itself, startling. A number of
cigarette companies have been identified with singers. And, of course, it
wasn't too long ago when Chesterfield
and
Perry
Como
were
associated.
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Considerable market as well as motivational research was used as a basis
of decision. What it came down to
was McCann's recommendation that
the cigarettes be sold through personalities.
"We felt singers offered the best
opportunities," Clyne told SPONSOR.
"We wanted top singers, like Dean
Martin, Eddie Fisher and Sinatra. The
association, the endorsements, the personalizing on tv is, we feel, better
selling. It's better to have Eddie Fisher
holding a cigarette than an impersonal
film anthology which might reach
more
Clubpeople."
Oasis came about partly
through a research study on night
clubs McCann did about a year ago.
People were asked what club they
would most like to visit (the Stork
Club — which most people thought had
entertainment — by a wide margin),
whether they had gone to night clubs,

whether they knew what the inside
of a night club looked like, etc. The
survey indicated that night clubs are
associated with glamor and that people
would like to see top stars in a night
club setting.
With L&M filters using Dragnet and
Gunsmoke, two former Chesterfield
shows, McCann is undertaking, via
Sinatra and Fisher, to establish fresh
associations for Chesterfield, which,
like many old-line cigarettes, has seen
better days. It wanted the name talked
about. It felt that viewers watching a
musical show would be attentive. In
Club Oasis, of course, McCann has a
rare opportunity to create awareness
for a new brand name. Through
switching headliners on the show,
McCann also gets, or feels it gets,
audience turnover. Just how much
turnover is not certain at present but
McCann research people are looking
{Article continues next page)

"Egghead sessions" to mull over key advertising problems and future trends are indicative "t McCann-Erickson's constant probing. Home office group above, led 1>> (ieorge Ifaight.
regular!) ili-< u-~e- tv's role in marketing. Left to right are Albert Sherer. director, Marketing Communications Workshop; William Dekker, director of media department: Mary
Harris, programing supervisor; .lame- Harvey, creative group head: Haiglit: James (Willis.
account service supervisor: Neil Tardio, secretary to group (called Project #9); Robert
( oen, research director for media: Lansing Lindquist, associate director of tv-radio program
serviic-. \mong the subjects discu--ed arc the number of stations in 10 years, the future
role of the networks
and the role of the advertising
agencies
in program
packaging

into ili«' qiK'stinii now carefully.
That tlif three shows didn'l exactl)
s,-t t\ cm lilt- is common knowledge.
The lai-st Nielsens at presstime (secMini November) show the following;
Sinatra. 11.5 average audience. 13.2
total audience; Club Oasis, 1 7.1 and
19.6; lish.r.

17.0 and

22.8.

It is

interesting to note, however, that the
2'i December Trendex revealed the
Sinatra show beating the competition
handily, a coup that was undoubted!)
aided b\ the appearance of Bing Crosby. Furthermore Trendex ratings for
In weeks showed Club Oasii topping
Lawrence \\ elk and Gale Storm and
averaging five points higher than Poll)

Bergen in the same time period. The
Nielsen rating for Fisher, it should
I e pointed out was earned against tinfirst Lowell Thomas show of the season
on CBS. In addition, on 24- December.
Fisher made a strong Trendex showing against Sugarfoot. getting a 15 to
the latter"- 14.8 and was onl) behind
Wyatt Earp hv .8 of a rating point.
On CHS Phil Silvers and Eve Vrden
averaged onl) a 9. 1 against Fisher.
Would it have been better to bu\
into established shows':' Talking about
network t\ in general. Harper gave one
indirect answer to this question. "Now
that the network tv audience is divided
by three
rather than
two the old

definitions of safety and security don't
appl) ."' he said. Other McCann execntivcs. such as Clyne and Tom MacAvvit) I recently added to the corporate
staff as an aide to Clyne), stressed
the disappearance of the franchise and
the way unexpected competition can
upset even the long-running programs.
'"What would Como do opposite
Maverick?" MacAvity asked.
Even more important is the firm insistence atMcCann that tv be tailored
to fit the marketing problem. George
Haiglit. who recently took over the
top tv-radio program spot in the home
office when Clyne moved over to corporate headquarters, brought up these
criteria: "Does an existing show meet
the product's needs? Does it provide
lb.- right kind of identification? Does
it provide identification at all? In
a co-sponsored show, .is the other sponsor compatible? Is the show on the
wav
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^^an a local radio advertiser buy the
prestige of program sponsorship for
little more than announcement costs?
Wells Fargo Bank in San Francisco
discovered in 1954 that it could, and
since then a host of other banks, insurance companies, and even a West
Coast mover, have followed suit.
How? By sponsoring a daily, fiveminute show of distinction. The show
in this particular case is Point of Law,
a unique presentation of bona fide
court cases and their decisions.
Based on readily available, free material— lawsuits documented in lawbooks and case records — the program
works like this: facts of the lawsuit are
presented by narrator Jack Moyles,
then the arguments of both attorneys
in the case are presented. A commercial follows, and then the real court's
decision is revealed to the listener —

PRESTIGE
COST

. . .

OF ANNOUNCEMENTS

Looking for a show you can sponsor at a cost that's
painless? Why not try capsule radio programing
that capitalizes on readily available, free material?

the bank services on Point of Law.
Wells Fargo's success with the show
is today being repeated by several
other firms as the result of show syndication through Wayne Steffner Productions inHollywood.
Banks from Shreveport, La., to
Utica, N. Y., and Coral Gables, Fla..
are today sponsoring the program.
But they're not the only- ones. Some
of the non-financial sponsors include

moving and storage companies, appliance firms, B. F. Goodrich stores, even
General Motors' Delco division.
Many of these sponsors enjoy endorsement oftheir program from local
bar associations. Over 60 state, city
and county lawyers' organizations have
given unqualified support to Point of
Law — and permit the use of their
names on the air as endorsements for
this unique capsule program. ^

with an explanation of the court's reasoning.
Point of Law's first audition tape
was presented by writer-lawyer Michael Lipman to Arthur Hull Hayes,
then general manager of KCBS, San
Francisco, and now president of CBS
Radio network, and Jules Bundes, recently promoted from KCBS general
manager to administrative vice president of CBS Radio. That was in April
1954.
In quick succession, Byron Nelson.
now San Francisco manager of CBS
Radio Spot Sales, sold the show to
Wells Fargo; it hit the air and attained
almost immediate advertising success
for the bank.
Costs: $394.50 per week net before
agency commission.
When a booklet dealing with the
subject of wills and executors was offered by Wells Fargo, hundreds of replies were received. Educators in the
San Francisco bay area asked for reprints of scripts to use in courses on
government, civics and sociology. And
new customers for savings accounts,
safe deposit boxes and other banking
services reported they came to Wells
Fargo as the result of hearing about
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Literary law is studied l>y Michael Lipman and wife Clayre, preparatory to writing a script for Point of Law. Scripts are documented from actual court records

Espresso introductorj pack tied the new
product
to it- established
predecessoi

PIGGY
BACK MARKETING

,TS OUR TREAT!

FREEVJir

ANE>

Martinson's added a new product — espresso — to its Jomar
Instant coffee line.

(1) Well-established Jomar carried the

new item to the market place;

(2) a unique radio commercial

sold Americans; (3) foreign language radio reached the Latins

^^an a new product ride piggyback' to market supremacy on the reputation of an established brand?"
Executives at Martinson's Coffee
Inc., New York, asked themselves that
question twice in the past four years.
Both times they combined clever radio advertising and unusual marketing
tactics and found the answer for them
was "yes."
Martinson's is a 57-year-old premium coffee brand with primary distribution in the metropolitan New York
area market and in New England. The
product also is sold as a specialty item
in at least one outlet in every fairsized U. S. city, with heaviest sales tallied in these areas: Philadelphia, Wilmington, Washington, Miami, Palm
Beach and Beverly Hills.
Since 1953 the company has added
two new products: Jomar Instant Coffee and, about two months ago, Jomar
Instant Espresso. In both instances
radio and
"piggy-back"
marketing provided these
results:
• Jomar Instant today is the leading regional instant coffee brand in the
New York metropolitan area, beating
out such big-name brands as BeechNut and Chase & Sanborn.
Sales have

tripled in the past three years.
• Though it's still too early to judge
Jomar Instant Espresso success accu-

ness in the consumer stores that Martinson felt was impossible to maintain
with paper bags.

rately, here's an indication of its future: The company sold four times as
many of its introductory, special-offer
packs as anticipated. And more could
have been sold, according to Martinson's Edward Down, vice president in
charge of grocery sales. "The offer
was so successful we had to put our

"The Rolls-Royce of coffees" became Martinson's tag shortly after
store introduction. Martinson promoted this line by supplying bis retail
sales force with Rolls-Royce automobiles for use when calling on customers.
The existence of definite regional
tastes in coffee has been the restricting

stores on
SPONSOR.

factor in Martinson's marketing picture, as it is with a score of other
coffee producers throughout the coun-

an allotment basis," he told

• Distribution stands at 100% for
Jomar Instant in New York area supermarket chains; it's running about 75%
for the espresso.
Martinson's profile:
late Joseph Martinson
coffee firm at the turn
the product has been
mium item — at a price

Ever since the
Sr. started his
of the century,
sold as a prehigher than the

try. Dave North, Martinson's advertising director, told SPONSOR, "As you
go further west the tastes are for
weaker blends with shorter roasting
periods. Chicago represents about the
'middle' ground in U.S. coffee tastes.
Our biggest successes outside New
York are in areas where you find transplanted New Yorkers, such as Miami.

competitors'. Today Martinson's coffee costs about $1.12 a pound; others
run about $1.04.

Palm Beach and Beverly Hills."
This regional coffee taste factor

At first, it was marketed only to
class New York restaurants. The picture changed in 1927 when American
Can Co. introduced its vacuum-pack
process. The new can guaranteed fresh-*

makes national
it possible
for Martinson's
to
beat
manufacturers
in its
home
territory,
Martinson's
now ranks
thirdhowever.
in the metropolitan
New York market, along with Chock
Full 0' Nuts, another regional premi-
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:ed Your Coffee Delivered in Rolls-Royce
tten
uits

How'. Uii. for PuHia' on tk« Rib?

Royce

RADIO

trucks promoted

Now

Yorfe wilt U

the sky during 193]

Early autogyro put Mi

tr..t*d to

Martinson's quality in 1920'

LAUNCH

A NEW

PRODUCT

Jomar planners
0- t0 r-) Jerome S. Neuman, president of Martinson's; Ruth Branch, tv/radio department manager at Al Paul Lefton;
Robert Misch, Martinson's account supervisor at Lefton; David North, company advertising director, and J. B. Martinson, Jr., board chairman

Pearl Bailey, sexy musical beat,

the grocers a no-risk sales setting. "He
knew the two-in-one packages (see cut)
would move because of the Jomar

and clever lyrics spice commercial
inn brand. Maxwell House and Savarin
rank first and second respectively.
The Jomar era: Because of its qualit\ connotation, Martinson's was somewhat reluctant to enter into the instant
coffee market. "Let's face it. instant
is not the same as a regular, highgrade coffee," says Joseph Martinson,
Jr.. present chairman of the board.
"We believe, however, that it has a
place — on the shelf as a regular adjunct to coffee," he t<>l<l sponsor.
How did Martinson's introduce
Jomar? "Vie did two things," says
advertising director North. "We capitalized on the quality name of Martinson's and we used a soft-sell campaign,
as apposed to the hard-sell used by

other instant coffee producers."
These same precepts held forMartinmiii - present campaign to introduce
Jomar Instant Espresso.
"We tied the unknown to the
known," says Bob Misch, account
supervisor at Al Paul Lefton agency.
How? "With a special-offer campaign
that gave a free jar of Jomar Instant
Espresso for every jar of regular
Jomar Insant bought. People knew
Jomar already and were more than
willing to try the espresso, knowing
that the regular Jomar Instant alone
was worth the purchase price of both.
We were selling value, but there's no
such thing as value if you don't know
the product," says Misch.
This introductory method also gave

name," North told SPONSOR.
"Repeat orders for the instant espresso started coming in from grocers
as soon as the one-month, special offer
ended. This is the true test of a new
product — shelf-movement after the special offer
director
said.is over," Martinson's ad
Radio's role: Martinson's largest
single advertising expenditure is in
radio; about $180,000 of its $420,000
annual ad budget. The remaining
$240,000 is split evenly three ways for
(1) newspapers and magazines, (2)
outdoor, and (3) co-op advertising,
merchandising aids and a unique community relations program.
"It's only natural that we rely
heavily on radio for our Martinson's
and Jomar advertising — we have a
long history in the medium," adman
Misch stated. "We were one of the
first sponsors of Gabriel Heatter way
back when radio was just starting to
roll," he told SPONSOR.

Cupping procedure uses revolving table with
bean samples and their respective cups of coffee.
Taster checks each cup and narrows down selection to determine

Martinson's

bean

purchase

Today, Martinson's uses radio in the
New York metropolitan area for all
three of its products. Radio is also
used to advertise the regular vacuumpack coffee and Jomar Instant in these
cities: Syracuse, Albany-ScheneetadyTroy area, Hartford, Pittsburgh and
Miami.
In recent years, Martinson's radio
commercials have shown a highly distinctive touch, epitomized now with a
unique Pearl Bailey pitch for instant
espresso.
This languorous lady of lyric uses
the same singing style in the new commercial as she does in her recordings.
The sales message, created by George
Nelson Prodactions, of Schenectady,
N. Y., is particularly reminiscent of a
style Miss Bailey set in her famed
rendition
of "Tired."by an announcer
She is preceded
stating, "Ladies and Gentlemen, direct
from Cafe Espresso, a happy crowd
enjoys the music of Pearl Bailey."
Background voices provide an authentic-sounding cafe setting.
The lyrics, backed up with a sexy
musical beat, sell the ease of instant

Sexy-voiced
Pearl BaUej sings lyrics
in tin- unique
Jomar
Instant espresso
radio
commercial.
Prime
copy
point:

easy

espresso: "you'd like some coffee, some
after-dinner coffee, espresso coffee —
but you don' wanna drag out that
big oP machine that makes it and mess
aroun' and fuss aroun' and fool aroun'
i Please turn to page 82)

preparab
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BIGGEST

SET

SALES

BASICS/JANUARY

SINCE

TV

Not since 1948 has there been a radio set sales year
like this one with approximately 15.5 million sold
found sales of about 6.7 million home
radios and 4.4 million auto sets totaling over 11.1 million, an increase of
about 16% over last year. If the same
rate of increase has persisted during
the last two months — and it is reasonable to suppose that it has — then this
has been the best year since 1948.
In that year, when tv had barely cut
its baby teeth, radio sales reached
about 17 million. Since 1920, when
commercial broadcasting was authorized, industry estimates place total radio set sales at close to 270 million. ^

In the set sales department, 1957
should mark radio's biggest year since
television came on the scene. On the
basis of sales, both home and auto, in
the first 10 months of this year, the
chances are that at this moment about
15.5 million sets have been sold.
Here is how sponsor projects this
estimate: The first 10 months of 1956
saw 5.9 million home sets and 3.6 million car sets sold for a total of more
than 9.5 million. (See Sales Index table below for exact figures.) This
year's

comparable

10-month

period

1. RADIO'S

DIMENSIONS

TODAY

Radio

station index

End of Novembe
Stations

1957

CPs not

bids in hearing
requests

1
1

Fm

3180
537
End

Am
1

2954
515

Fm
Sourc

Radio

'
RAB,

reports,

of November
1
1

121
22

commercial

1

1

New

374

1956

1

32

•September

Radio

ea

set

sales

1 "!

index

1957
Ten Months

Oct. 1956

Ten 1956
Months

Home
Auto

923,849

585,666

6,764,221

10,000,000

522,746

547,818

4,362,091

135,000,000 124,000,000

Total

1,446,595

1,133,484

1 January

1956,
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1 July

1957,

Source:

9
114
0

stations.

Oct. 1957

82,000,000
32,000,000

station*

116

1

Type

10,000,000*

Source:

monthly

109
51

ch year.

set index

90,000,000
35,000,000

Total

: FCC

1
1

Elec

11,126,312
TMA).

Home

figo

5,990,718
3.607,911

9,598,629

2. NETWORK

TIME PURCHASES

FALL 15.4

Network radio sales, in terms of program time, dropped
NETWORK

l.i.-J' i for the current week compared with four weeks
ago, according to sponsor. Sales figures in business indicator at right are taken from the complete current list
of network radio clients below as well as the previous
list run in the last issue of Radio Basics. For purposes

BUSINESS

Program
Week

INDICATOR

Hours Sponsored

beginning
111.9

of comparability, 6-second and 8-second commercials
are considered as 30 seconds of program time while 20second and 30-second commercials are considered two
minutes of program time. In the list below, covering
week beginning 4 January, minute commercials sold
as such are figured as five minutes of program time.

ABN

132.3

Sandura Company:

AFL-CIO: institutional; Ed. P. Morgan; M-F; 75 min.; /. W. Vandercook; M-F; 25 min.
American Bird Food Mfg. Co.: Breakfast Club; W; 5 min.
Assemblies of God: religious; Revivaltime; Su; 30 min.

floor covering; Breakfast Club; Th; 5 min.

Sleep-Eze: sleeping tablets; Breakfast Club; M,F;
10 min.
Texas Company:
gasoline & motor oil; Metropolitan Opera;
210 min.

Bankers Life: White Cross Hospital Plan; Paul Harvey; Su; 15 min.
Beatrice Foods: LaChoy;
Breakfast Club; Th; 5 min.

CBS

Bristol-Myers: Buflerin; Breakfast Club; M,W,F;
15 min.
Buitoni Foods: Spaghetti;
Breakfast Club; F; 5 min.
Campana

Sales: Ayds, Italian Balm;

Breakfast Club;

F;

5 min.

Duffy-Mott: Sunsweet prunes, juice; Breakfast Club; Tu,F; 10 min.
General Foods: Calumet; Breakfast Club; M; 5 min.; Post Cereals;
Breakfast Club; M-F; 25 min.
General Motors: Chevrolet; John Daly-News;
M-F; 50 min.
Gospel Broadcasting: Old Fashioned Revival Hour; Su; 60 min.
Billy Graham: religious; Hour of Decision; Su; 30 min.
Highland Church of Christ: religious; Herald of Truth; Su; 30 min.
Krechmer Corp.: wheat germ; Breakfast Club; Tu; 5 min.
KVP Co.: freezer wrap, shelving paper; Breakfast Club; F; 5 min.
Midas Muffler: auto mufflers; Weekday Newscasts; M-F; 25 min.
Milner Products:
Perma Starch, Pine-Sol; Breakfast Club; W,Th;
10 min.
Notional Brands, div. of Sterling
Boys; M-F; 25 min.

Drug:

Oral

religious;

Roberts

Evangelistic

Assn.:

Dr. Caldwell's;
Oral

Roberts'

Sunshine
Broad-

Plough,
Inc.: Musterole,
St. Josephs
Aspirin, others; Newscasts;
M-F;
15 min.
Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class; Su; 60 min.
R. J. Reynolds:
Winston;
Weekday
Newscasts;
M-F;
25 min.;
Weekend Newscasts; Sa.Su; 90 min.
Rust Craft Publishing
Co.: greeting cards; Breakfast
Club;
W;
5 min.

articular
r brand!
precede
' mdi
were adiertUK
drertlied.
Except
t

brands

Sa;

Voice of Prophecy: institutional; Voice of Prophecy; Su; 30 min.
Dr. Thomas Wyatt: institutional; Wings of Healing; Su; 30 min.

Aero
Mayflower:
George
Herman — News;
M-Sa;
Sevareid — News; M-Sa; 30 min.
American Bird Food: Houseparty; Th; 7% min.

30

min.;

Eric

American Home Foods: Chef Boy-ar-dee pizza pie; Arthur Godfrey;
Th; 15 min.; Robt. Q. Lewis; Sa; 5 min.
Angostura-Wupperman: Arthur Godfrey; F; 10 min.
Armour: Arthur Godfrey; Th, & 4th F; 30 min.
Bristol Myers: Arthur Godfrey; M,W; 60 min.; Helen Trent; 7%
min.; Ma Perkins; 7% min.; Backstage Wife; 7% min.; Dr. Malone;
Calif. Prune & Apricot Growers Assn.: Houseparty; M,Th; 30 min.
Campana Sales: Robert Q. Lewis; Sa; 5 min.
Carnation: Houseparty; W; 15 min.
Chun King Sales: Arthur Godfrey; W & F, alt. wks.; 15 min.
Clairol: Galen Drake; Sa; 5 min.
Colgate-Palmolive: Our Gal Sunday; M-F; 37% min.; Backstage
Wife; M-F; 37% min.: Strike It Rich; M-F; 37% min.; 2nd Mrs.
Burton; M-F; 37% min.
Comstock Foods: Robert Q. Lewis; Sa; 5 min.
Curtis Circulation: Arthur Godfrey; Tu; 15 min.
Ex-Lax: City Hospital; Sa; 5 min.;
min.; Suspense; Su; 5 min.
Ford

Motor:

Ford

div.;

ii I'llS

!
. plan

Robert Q. Lewis; Tu,Th,F;

Ford Road Show — Bing Crosby,

All

List

slums

complete

15

Rosemary

clifii

'1
rarily

credited
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Clooney; M-F; 25 min.; Sa; 10 min.; Su; 20 min.; World News
Round Up; M-F; 25 min.; Ford Road Show— Arthur Godfrey; M-F;
125 min; Edward R. Murrow; M-F; 75 min.
General Foods; Arthur Godfrey; Tu,Th,F; 15 min.; Wendy Warren;
Th; 5 min.
General Motors: Chevrolet; Allan Jackson — News; Sa; 20 min.;
Robert Trout— News; Su,M-F; 50 min.; Delco; Lowell Thomas;
M-F; 75 min.
Grove Labs.: Johnny Dollar; Su; 5 min.; FBI in Peace & War;
Su; 5 min.; Gunsmoke; Sa,Su; 10 min.; Sez Who?; Su; 5 min.:
Mitch Miller; Su; 10 min.; Sports Resume; Sa; 5 min.; Amos V
Andy; M-F; 25 min.; Robert Q. Lewis; M,W,F; 15 min.; World
Tonight; Tu,Th,F; 15 min.; Galen Drake; Sa; 5 min.; Sports
Resume; Su; 5 min.; City Hospital; Sa; 5 min.; Rusty Draper;
Tu,Th; 10 min.; Sat. Night Country Style; Sa; 5 min.; Suspense;
Su; 5 min.; World Tonight; Sa; 5 min.; World News Roundup; Su;
5 min.
Hartz Mountain Prod.: Arthur Godfrey; Th & F, alt. wks.; 15 min.
Home Insurance Co.: Jack Benny; Su; 30 min.
Hudson Vitamin Products: Galen Drake; Sa; 5 min.: Robert Q.
Lewis; Sa; 5 min.
Johnson & Johnson: Amos V Andy; M,W,F; 15 min.; Mitch Miller; Su; 5 min.; FBI in Peace & War; Su; 5 min.; Gunsmoke:
Sa; 5 min.
Journal of Lifetime Living: Sidney Walton: Su; 5 min.
Kitchens of Sara Lee: Arthur Godfrey; F; 15 min.
Knouse Foods: Arthur Godfrey; W; 15 min.
Lewis Howe: Robert Q. Lewis; Sa; 5 min.
Libby, McNeil & Libby: Arthur Godfrey; Tu; 5 min.
Longines-Wittnauer: Longines Symphonette;
Su; 25 min.
P. Lorillard: Rusty Draper;
F; 5 min.; Indictment;
Su; 5 min.;
FBI; Su; 5 min.; Sports Resume; Sa,Su; 10 min.; Mitch Miller;
Su; 5 min.; Amos V Andy; Sa; 5 min.; Johnny Dollar; Su; 5 min.;
Suspense; Su; 5 min.; Wash. Week; Su; 5 min.; World Tonight;
F,Sa; 10 min.; Robt. Q. Lewis; F,Sa; 10 min.; Galen Drake; Sa;
5 min.
Men t ho la turn Co.: Nora Drake; M; 7% min.; Road of Life; M,W,F;
22% min.; Backstage Wife; Tu,Th; 15 min.; Second Mrs. Burton:
F; 7% min.
Miles Labs: Wendy Warren; M-F; 25 min.; Bill Downs— News;
M-F; 25 min.
Milner Products: Robert Q. Leivis; Sa; 5 min; Nora Drake; 7%
min.; Ma Perkins; 7% min.; Dr. Malone; 7% min.
Philip Morris: Country Music Show; F,Su; 50 min.
Peter Paul: Arthur Godfrey; Tu alt. wk.; 15 min.
Pfizer: Backstage Wife; 7V2 min.; Our Gal Sunday; 7V2 min; Helen
Trent; 7% min.; Dr. Malone; IVi min.; Right To Happiness; 7%
Pharma-Craft Corp.: Arthur Godfrey; M, alt. Tu,F; 30 min.: Helen
Trent; W,F; 15 min.; Nora Drake; Tu,W; 15 min.; Young Dr. Malone; alt. M; 7% min.; Houseparty; M,F; 15 min.; Road of Life;
Th; 5 min.; Second Mrs. Burton; F; 5 min.
Plough, Inc.: St. Joseph aspirin, Musterole; Robert Q. Lewis;
Tu,Th,Sa;
15 min.
R. J. Reynolds: Phil Rizzuto— Sports ; Tu,Th,Sa; 15 min.
Seeman Bros.: Arthur Godfrey Time; W; 15 min.
Singer: Arthur Godfrey; M & alt F; 22"% min.
Spring Air: Amos V Andy; 5 min.; Galen Drake; 5 min.; Robert
Q. Lewis ; 5 min.
A. E. Staley: Peter Lind Hayes & Mary Healy; M-F; 50 min.;
Ma Perkins; M; 7% min.
Standard
Brands: Arthur Godfrey; M; 15 min.
Sterling Drug: Gunsmoke: Su; 5 min.
Vick Chemical: Amos V Andy; M-Sa; 30 min.; Robert Q. Lewis;
Th,Sa; 10 min.; Gunsmoke; Sa,Su; 15 min.; Mitch Miller; Su; 5
min.; Johnny Dollar; Su; 10 min.; Sez Who?; Su; 5 min.; Rusty
Draper; M,W; 10 min.; Indictment; Su; 5 min.
Weco Products: Arthur Godfrey; M; 15 min.
Wm. Wrigley, Jr.: Howard Miller Show; M-F; 75 min.; Pat But tram
Show; M-F; 75 min.
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Beltone: hearing aid; Gabriel Heatter — News; Th; 5 min.
Christian Reformed Church: religious; Back To God; Su; 30 min.
Coca Cola: Coca Cola; Eddie Fisher; Tu.Th; 30 min.
Colgate-Palmolive: Instant Shave, After Shave, and other men's
toiletries, Brisk toothpaste; Sportsreel with Bill Stern; M-F; 50 min.
Consumer Drug Corp.: Oragen; Gabriel Heatter— News; M-F; 25
min.; John Scott — News; Su; 5 min.
Dawn Bible Institute: religious; Frank and Ernest; Su; 15 min.;
Datelines and the Bible; Su; 10 min.
Dawn Bible Students Assn.: Datelines and the Bible; Su; 10 min.
Ex-Lax, Inc.: Ex-Lax; True Detective Mysteries; M; 5 min.; Treasury Agent; Tu; 5 min.; Gang Busters; W; 5 min.; Secrets of Scotland Yard: Th; 5 min.; Counter-Spy; F: 5 min.; Gabriel Heatter;
adjacencies; M-F; 11 20-sec.
First Church of Christ, Scientist: religious; How Christian Science
Heals; Su; 15 min.
Gospel Hour, Inc.: The Gospel Hour;
Su; 25 min.
Billy Graham Evangelical Assn.: Billy Graham; Su; 30 min.
Hudson
Vitamin
Corp.: vitamins;
Gabriel Heatter;
Su; 5 min.
Kraft Foods Co.: All Purpose oil, mustard, Kraft dinner, Miracle
Whip, Italian dressing, cheese spreads, Parkay margarine;
Tommy
Henrich — Sports News;
Sa; 10 min.; John McLean — News;
Sa;
10 min.: Jaffrey Ford — News;
Sa; 5 min.; Lyle Van — News;
Sa;
5 min.; Cedric Foster — News;
M-F;
25 min.; Steve McCormick —
News; M-F; 25 min.; Robert Hurleigh—News; M-F; 25 min.; Les
Smith— News: M-F; 25 min.; Frank Singiser—News; M-F; 25 min.;
True Detective Mysteries; M; 5 min.; Treasury Agent; Tu; 5 min.;
Gang Busters; W; 5 min.; Secrets of Scotland Yard; Th; 5 min.;
Counter-Spy ; F: 5 min.
Lever Brothers: Pepsodent, Dove; Frank Singiser — News; M,Tu,Th;
5 min.
P. Lorillard: Newport; newscast adjacencies; 24 20-sec.
Lutheran Laymen's League: religious; Lutheran Hour; Su; 30 min.
Nylo Net: Harry Hennessy — News; M; 25 min.
Pharmaceuticals: Serutan and Kreml;
Gabriel Heatter; Tu,W;
10
Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class: Su; 30 min.
R. J. Reynolds: Camels; newscast adjacencies; M-Sa; 14 20-sec.
Rhodes Pharmacol Co.: Imdrin; Gabriel Heatter — News; Tu; 5 min.
Helaine Seager: Pink Ice; True Detective Mysteries; M; 5 min.;
Treasury Agent: Tu; 5 min.; Gang Busters; W; 5 min.; Secrets of
Scotland Yard; Th; 5 min.; Counter-Spy; F; 5 min; Heatter — News;
W; 5 min.
Sleep-Eze Co.: Sleep-Eze; Gabriel Heatter — News; Su,F; 10 min.
Spring Air: mattress: Gabriel Heatter — News; F; 5 min.
Sterling Drug: National Brands Div.: Fizrin analgesic alkalizer;
Gabriel Heatter: Su; 5 min.; M-F; 25 min.; John Wingate; M-F;
25 min.; Bill Sterns Sports Beat; Su; 5 min.; True Detective Mysteries; M; 5 min.; Treasury Agent; Tu: 5 min.; Gang Busters;
W; 5 min.; Secrets of Scotland Yard; Th; 5 min.; Counter-Spy;
F; 5 min.
Tint 'n Set: Henry Mustin—News; Su; 5 min.; John Wingate—
News: M-F: 25 min.
Voice of Prophecy: religious; Voice of Prophecy; Su; 30 min.
Whitehall
Pharmacol:
Anacin;
Westbrook
Van
Voorhis — News;
M-F; 75 min.
Wings of Healing: religious; Wings of Healing: Su; 60 min.
Word of Life Fellowship: religious; Word of Life Hour: Sa; 30 min.

NBC
Allis-Chalmers: institutional; Farm & Home Hour; Sa: 25 min.
American Motors: Rambler; Monitor; Sa.Su; 55 min.
Anahist Co.: Anahist; Bandstand; Tu; 5 min.; One Man's Family;
Tu; 5 min.; Affairs of Dr. Gentry;
M,W,Th;
15 min.; Nightline;
Tu,W,Th;
15 min.; Monitor; F.Sa; 25 min.

y

New. Nielsen coverage ;study for^tv,
NCS #3, will be out in August 1958
| lii- weds \. C. Nielsen v.p. and assistant to the president John Churchil] announced Nielsen's plan for a tv
coverage Btudy, NCS#3, to he out b> late Vugust. In six
weeks of pre-announcement selling 90 stations, one network. 35 advertisers, agencies signed. This far outstrips
action on \CS#2 in a eomparahle period, says Churchill.
\s a veteran of air media research, John Churchill has become used to
cult-to-nieasure t\ and
a bed of controversy.
coverage stud) will he

being in "the hot seat." In diffiradio, ever) new study is born in
Judging from NCS#2, the 1958
no exception.

Vmong the big hones of contention: the charge that
NCS data is old before it gets into use because of programing and facilities changes. How does Churchill reply?
"Total homes reached
won't change with one
or two program
switches." he told
sponsor. "We're measuring the number of
families that tune in to
a station at least once
a week and it doesn't
matter to which par-

I oh n

ticular program. Therefore only a radical
change
in the . entire
Churchill
■

programing
of a station is likelx to affect this figure.

character

"And
facilities changes today tend to improve the
pirture qualit) rather than expand the geographic reach
of a station."
He adds that NCS#3, based on February, March and
\piil L958 data, will still be a good guide for buying
next fall.
"\\ e don't recommend \CS#3 as a means of projecting individual show ratings," Churchill told SPONSOR.
"We feel its priman purposes are (1) as an indicator
of a station's reach; (2 I as a means of comparing one
station's total audience with another's, and (3) as a
guide for tailoring t\ plans to individual clients' sales,
distribution and dealership patterns. If used for these
purposes, the data are reliable and accurate."
The forthcoming coverage study is strictly for tv — for
the first time in Nielsen history. The reason, according
I., Churchill: radio listening patterns didn't change sufiicientl) to warrant another stud) so soon after NCS#2.
( "Besides, the radio industry was not willing to support
it finam iall\ . I
^

NETWORK

RADIO

CLIENTS

continued .

Bell Telephone: Telephone Hour; M; 30 min.
Billy Graham Evangelistic Assn.: Hour of Decision; Su; 30 min.
Bristol-Myers: Bufierin; Hourly Hews; M-F; 105 min., 21 30-sec.
Brown & Williamson: Kools, Viceroy; Hourly News; M-F; 215 min.,
42 30-sec.
Carter Products: Arrid (20 min.) ; Little Liver Pills (45 min.) ;
Bandstand; M,F; 10 min.; True Confessions; rot.; 5 min.; Woman
In My House; rot.; 5 min.; One Man's Family; rot.; 5 min.; Pepper
Young's Family; rot.; 5 min.; News of The World; M.W; 10 min.;
Monitor; Sa; 5 min.
Dow Chemical: chemical prod.; Red Foley Show; Sa; 25 min.
Evangelical Foundation: religion; Bible Study Hour; Su; 30 min.
Ex-Lax: Ex-Lax; Bandstand: M.W.Th.F; 2 6-sec, 2 30-sec; Pepper
Young's Family; M-W; 5 min.. 2 30-sec; One Man's Family;
M-Th-F; 10 min., 1 30-sec; People Are Funny: W; 5 min.; Great
Gildersleere: Tu ; 5 min.; Life # The World: Th: 5 min.; Ms True
Story; M,W,F; 15 min.
Foster-Milburn: Doan's pills; My True Story: M; 5 min.; One Man's
Family; W; 5 min.
Gillette: Gillette prods., Paper-Mate, Toni prod.; Boxing; F; 25 t
Grove Labs: hair products; Monitor; Sa,Su; 50 min.; Bromo-Quinine;
My True Story; Tu.Th; 2 30-sec; Bandstand; M-F; 5 30-sec; 15
min.; True Confessions ; Tu,Th; 5 min.; 1 30-sec; Affairs of Dr. Gentry; M,W,F; 5 min.; 2 30-sec; 5 Star Matinee; Tu.Th; 5 min.; 1
30-sec; Pepper Young's Family; M,W,F; 5 min.; 2 30-sec; One Man's
Family; M,W,F; 10 min.; 1 30-sec; Great Gilder sleeve ; Tu; 1 30-sec;
X Minus 1; Th; 5 min.; Monitor; Sa,Su; 3 30-sec; 10 min.
Insurance Co. of N. America: insurance; Monitor; Sa,Su; 25 min.
Lutheran Laymen's League: religion; Lutheran Hour; Su ; 30 min.
Massey-Harris-Ferguson: farm implements; Alex Dreier; Sa; 15 min.
Morton Salt: salt; Alex Dreier — News; Sa; 5 min.
Mutual of Omaha: On the Line With Considine; Su; 15 min.
North American Van Lines: moving; Monitor; Su; 15 min.
Northeast Airlines: Monitor; Sa,Su; 25 min.
Pharmo -Craft: Coldene; News of the World; M,W,F; 15 min.
Plough, Inc.: St. Joseph aspirin, children's aspirin, Dr. Edward's
olive tablets, Mexana; Monitor; Sa,Su; 55 min.; 9 30-sec; My True
Story; M,W,F; 15 min.; Bandstand; Tu-F; 20 min.
6-sec.
Procter & Gamble: Gleem; Various Shows; Su-Sa; 21 30-sec; 20
Quaker Oats: Quaker Oats and Mother's Oats; Various Shows;
M-F; 4 30-sec, 2 6-sec.
Ralston-Purina: feed division; Harkness — News; M-F; 25 min.
Reader's Digest: Magazine, Condensed Book Club; Hourly News;
M-F; 525 min.; 21 30-sec; Bandstand: M.W.Th; 15 min.; Monitor;
F; 5 min.; Nightline; W; 5 min.
R. J. Reynolds: Camel; News of the World; M-F; 25 min.; Prince
Albert; Grand Ole Opry; Sa; 30 min.
Richfield Oil: oil products; Richfield Reporter; Su-F; 90 min.
Skelly Oil: oil; Alex Dreier— News; M-Sa; 90 min.
Standard Brands: Instant Chase & Sanborn; Bandstand; M-F; 10
min.. 10 30-sec; True Confessions; W,Th,F; 15 min.; Affairs of Dr.
Gentry; W,F; 10 min.; Five Star Matinee; M,Th; 10 min.; Royal
Desserts; Affairs of Dr. Gentry; 15 min.; Bandstand; 5 min.; Fiv
Star Matinee; 5 min.; Pepper Young; 10 min.; True Confessions
15 min.; Various Shows; 10 30-sec.
Sun Oil: oil; Three Star Extra; M-F; 75 min.
Swift & Co.: Allsweet marg.; True Confessions; Th,F; 1 30-sec, 5
min.; My True Story; W-F; 1 30-sec, 10 min.; Bandstand; Tu-F;
4 30-sec, 10 min.; Affairs of Dr. Gentry; F; 5 min.; Five Star Matinee; W,F; 1 30-sec, 5 min.; Woman In My House; Th,F; 10 min.
Viek Chemical Co.: Vaporub; various programs; Tu-Sa; 30 6-sec.
Voice of Prophecy: religion; Voice of Prophecy; Su; 30 min.
Woverly Fabrics: Monitor Sa.Su; 100 min.
Whitehall Pharmacol Co.: Anacin; Bandstand; M,T,Th; 15 min.;
True Confessions; M.W.F; 15 min.; Affairs of Dr. Gentry; M,W; 10
min.; Five Star Matinee; M,W,F; 15 min.; Woman In My House;
Tu,Th,F; 15 min.; Nightline; Tu,W,Th; 15 min.; Monitor; F.Sa;
5 min., 1 6-sec.
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RESULTS

. .

Automotives
AUTOS

CADILLAC-OLDSMOBILE

SPONSOR: Riverside Motors

AGENCY: Direct

USED

CARS

SPONSOR: L. 0. Gates

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Joe Levino, who owns Riverdale

Capsule case history: Television made a perfect score on

Motors, a Cadillac-Oldsmobile agency in Goshen, Ind., a

this one; over a 13-week period L. O. Gates, automobile

cit) of 10.000. admits he could scarcely exist without the

dealer, sold every used car it advertised on tv. Last Novem-

extended marketing range tv gives him: Southbend. Elkhart

ber, Gates completed a 26-week contract for two announce-

and southwestern Michigan. Ad budget: 80r, on WSJVTV; the balance on the local newspaper. In three years on

ments a week on WNDU-TV. Results to that point were
such that they bought a 52-week renewal order for three
announcements a week. Since 19 November, one of the

tv, business has increased 60%.

Riverside sponsors a 90-

minute feature film on Thursday evenings at 10 on a seasonal basis, but Joe notes that due to tv's heavy impact, the
volume of inquiries doesn't diminish during the 13-week
hiatuses. In a picturesque slightly Continental accent, Joe
delivers strictly ad lib commercials; audiences look forward
to his messages as avidly as they do to big-name local tal-

three weekly announcements has been used exclusively to
promote the sale of used cars. During the 13-week period
following the first of these announcements every one of the
used cars featured on television was sold. The sales occurred either the next day or within a week. It was noted
that although display material and classified ads are some-

$150,000 worth of cars."

times used, customers consistently ask to see "that car on
tv." The cost per announcement per used car sold was $36.
Gates sales are hitting an all time high with the aid of tv.

WSJV-TV,

WNDU-TV,

South Bend-Elkhart

USED

CARS

ent. Says Joe of tv : "Recently, with two programs, I sold

South Bend-Elkhart, Ind.

TRACTORS/FORD
SPONSOR:

Ford Tractor

AGENCY:

Dennis, Parsons & Cook

PURCHASE:

SPONSOR: Right Motors

Announcements

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Television advertising has given

Capsule case history: Ford Tractor dealers in the Savannah area gained 666 potential customers as a result of a

this Cleveland used car dealer two straight months of sellout

special premium offer run for three days on WSAV-TV.
The campaign opened the door to increased sales activity by

Motors started sponsorship of Jungle, 11:20-11:30 p.m., a

providing dealers with a means of gaining direct contact
with possible new tractor buyers. Ford Tractor bought
three announcements on WSAV-TV's Jim and Jesse and the
Virginia Bays, a program of live country and Western
music aired on Wednesday evenings from 7:30-8:00. In
single mentions on three successive programs the Ford
Farming Almanac was offered to anyone who would write in
for it. Requests for the almanac were received from people
in 111 towns in 45 counties of WSAV-TV's two-state coverage area. William W. Cook, vice president of Dennis, Parsons & Cook, reported that the offer, which produced 666
requests

in all, pin-pointed

WSAV-TV, Savannah
42

many

prospective

customers.

PROGRAM : Jim & Jesse & the Virginia Boys

and the biggest sales month in its history. In May, Right
Monday-through-Friday wildlife action film series on KYWTV. Car sales rose and in June an all-time high was reached
in turnover. Buddy Carter, President of the firm, reports
a 44% increase from the already augmented sales of May to
June. He reports: "To meet the demand our tv advertising
produced, we increased our front line and garage facilities,
but even this was not enough. From 174 cars in May, we
sold 250 in June and could have sold more if we had had
them." He added: "We are now doing about four times
the business we did before we started using tv. At this rate
Right Motors will soon make auto sales history." Pitchman
for Jungle commercials is a radio-tv veteran, Joe Finan.
KYW-TV,

Cleveland

SPONSOR

•

PURCHASE:

Jungle
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Beverages
BREWERY
SPONSOR:

COFFEE

Standard Rochester Brewing Co.

AGENCY:

Direct

SPONSOR:

Butter-Nut Coffee Co.

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule Case History: Intensive use of television is cited

Capsule case history: The special premium offer is a

as a major factor in an unprecedented increase in sales for

standard promotional device used by many kinds of adver-

the Standard Rochester Brewing Company.

The firm spon-

sored one-half of each NBC-TV baseball game of the week,
plus half of 10 local Rochester Red Wing games over
WROC-TV,

Rochester. In addition, also over WROC-TV,

the brewery bought a spot schedule of ten I.D.'s per week,
and continued alternate week half-hour sponsorship of City
Detective, a syndicated film series. Maurice L. Lewis, vice
president and treasurer of the company, pleased with the
sales results of tv participation, said: "Increased sales of
our products show that people appreciate our bringing them
the tv ball games and they've said 'thank you' by asking for
Standard Dry and Topper Beer more than ever before."
According to Clarence E. Jennings, president and general

tisers in nearly all media. The success of Butter-Nut Coffee's television promotion shows why advertisers keep returning to this type of campaign. Butter-Nut made the following tv offer: "Send 25<£ and a key strip from a can of
Butter-Nut Coffee to KOA-TV,

Denver, and you'll receive

10 packs of Burpee seeds, a $2.35 value." The offer was
made on Weatherman Bowman s weathercast at 10:10 nightly and in announcements at various times and ran from 11
February through 23 March. During this time, requests for
the seeds were received from 13,456 viewers and the sponsor reported that 15,000 cans of coffee were sold. The promotion reached far beyond the immediate Denver area.

manager, the brewery has increased the number of delivery

Responses to the offer represented a total of 245 cities and

trucks in Rochester by 15%

towns in Colorado, Nebraska, Wyoming

WROC-TV,

and added three trailers.

Rochester

PURCHASE:

Various

Denver

and Kansas.

PURCHASE:

Announcements

WINES

MILK
SPONSOR:

KOA-TV,

Leatherwood Co.

AGENCY:

Direct

SPONSOR:

Manischewitz Wine Co.

AGENCY:

Emil Mogul

Capsule case history: This dairy advertiser gained 500%

Capsule case history: Manischewitz Wine Company, New

in sales of half-gallons of Leatherwood Homogenized Milk
by means of a special merchandising campaign based on

York, returned to full program sponsorship last fall in a

The Cisco Kid's popularity with television audiences. To
introduce their new two-quart container, which features pictures of Cisco and his sidekick Pancho with copy about the

years Manischewitz has concentrated its television advertising in participations and announcements. But last September,
after four years of straight commercials, the wine company

show, Leatherwood offered a plastic Cisco Kid tumbler as a

assumed full sponsorship of a half-hour program on WRCATV, New York. The show, Hy Gardner Calling, is broadcast

package-attachment premium. The offer was advertised just
twice on The Cisco Kid program on WHIS-TV. Commercials indicated that the tumbler would be available for two
days only. As a direct result of the two exposures on
WHIS-TV, Leatherwood sold its entire stock of 15,000 special cartons long before the close of the weekend offer. W. S.
Brank, general sales manager of the dairy company, estimates that these 15,000 sales represent purchases by three
out of every four families in the Bluefield, W. Va. area.
WHIS-TV, Bluefield, W. Va.
4 JANUARY 1953

PURCHASE:

The Cisco Kid

move that has proved highly profitable for the firm. In recent

on Saturday nights from 11:30 p.m. to midnight. Both live
and film commercials are used on the program. Since the
firm began sponsoring Hy Gardner, sales of Manischewitz
kosher wines have shown a sharp increase in the New York
market. Meyer H. Robinson, treasurer and general manager,
stated that "we believe the prestige value of our product's
being associated with Hy Gardner's celebrity-filled program has contributed substantially to this sales rise."
WRCA-TV,

New York

PURCHASE:

Hy Gardner Calling
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Cleaning
RUG CLEANERS

CLEANSER
SPONSOR:

Add] Chemical

AGENCY:

Direct

SPONSOR:

Peacock Rug Cleaners

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Peacock, a large Memphis rug

Capsule case history: Moving into the consumer market
in addition to the industrial in a highly competitive field has

cleaning firm, decided to test the sales power of tv versus

been successfully carried off by this firm through tv adver-

the other media. Accordingly, the firm placed a five-plan

tising. \ilcll Chemical's product, Lestoil, a liquid all-purpose detergent, had been tried and proven in the commercial laundry and cleaning business. In January 1955 this
firm decided to branch into the consumer market. It chose

schedule in WHBQ-TV's

WMUR-TV

(whose signal extends into the Boston area).

man was supplied with a questionnaire and instructed to

It bought a heavy pattern of minute and 20-second spots in
"B" and "C" time on a 52-week basis. Immediate product
interest and distribution demand occurred. Since then,

have customers at each pick-up or delivery-stop fill out the
forms. The purpose of the questionnaire was to learn which
medium influenced customers to call Peacock. Results: 82%

Lestoil has increased its WMUR-TV expenditure almost
100% and has moved into other Eastern markets. Today,

of Peacock customers were influenced by WHBQ-TV's Million Dollar Movie, with the remaining 18% divided among

Lestoil is giving keen competition to Procter & Gamble's
Spic & Span and is now the 36th largest user of spot television with a first quarter (1957) tv budget of $640,000.
PURCHASE: Mir

LAUNDRIES

& CLEANERS

SPONSOR:

Page the Cleaner & Furrier

newspaper, radio and direct mail. Subsequently, Peacock
placed almost 100^? of its ad schedule on WHBQ-TV

Memphis

WASHING

AGENCY:

Direct

with

a 10-plan of five daytime 10's, and five nighttime minutes.
WHBQ-TV,

WMl.'R-TV, Manchester

Million Dollar Movie: three 10-

second afternoon spots and two nighttime 60's. During the
same period, a similar budget went into newspaper, radio
and direct mail. At the conclusion of the test, each route

SPONSOR:

PURCHASE:

Announcements

MACHINES

Schorr Furniture & Appliance

AGENCY:

Wilkes

Capsule case history: A sales increase described as "star,

Capsule case history: This advertiser's use of television
In promote its new shirt laundry division brought Page the
greatest volume of shirt business in the Edmonton, Alta.,

tling" was the result of this advertiser's departure from the
advertising procedure most often employed by retail stores.

area. Page's success with tv advertising in promoting its
dry-cleaning and fur storage facilities led this Edmonton
firm to rel\ heavily on t\ when introducing its shirt service.

selected. As an experiment. Schorr Furniture and Appliance

Since it began using CFRN-TV over two years ago, Page
has experienced a steady upswing in sales of all its various

month. The results of this experiment led Schorr to make

services. 'I In- firm's commercials, aired in announcements,
ci ii- -i nl approximately one-half live and one-half film
clip announcements. Page personalizes its service by using
the live announcements to introduce its route salesmen.
The successful introduction of the new shirt laundry department underlines tin- effectiveness of television in meetin- Page's advertising needs. The Page shirt department now processes over 7,000 shirts per week. Page's

It's not uncommon for retailers to use only one advertising
medium but when this is done newspapers are usually
placed its entire advertising budget on television for one
an ad budget allocation unusual for a retail store: for
the entire year of 1956, Schorr's total ad expenditure of
$12,000 (devoted only to Bendix washers) was for commercials on KSLA-TV. The store used the Amos V Andy
show for 10 months, changing to one-minute announcements
at the end of the Amos 'n Andy series. For the remaining
two months five filmed announcements were run per day in
the morning, afternoon and in KSLA-TVs

late movies.

Alex Starko reports (hat the firm's dollar volume is
now running some 10' ; to 50' < ahead of last
\eai. in all divisions, due principally to CFRN-TV.

Schorr reports that with tv only, more Bendix washing machines were sold in 1956 than in any previous year.

(I KVTY. Edmontoi

KSLA-TV, Shreveport, La.

I'l IK II W.:

\imouncements

P" RCHASE: Amos V Andy;
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WGR-TV now leads all other
stations with the largest share of
the viewing audience in Buffalo
from sign-on to sign-off seven days
a week!
Nine of the top fifteen shows in
Buffalo are seen on WGR-TV. They
include " Wyatt Earp" (highest
rated of any show on any station
— with 44.9% of the viewing
audience) , "Sugarfoot," "The Frank
Sinatra Show," "The Pat Boone
Show," "Maverick," "Broken
Arrow," both "Lawrence Welk"
shows and "Ozzie and Harriet."
Other network shows which won
hands down on WGR-TV are
"Mickey Mouse Club,"
"Disneyland," "Zorro," "Rin Tin
Tin," and "Colt 45."

IN

BUFFALO
WGR-TV led in 19 out of 20 quarter
hours, 5:00-6:00 p.m., Monday
to Friday.
Local shows took their share of
rating honors, too — and WGR-TV
averaged more viewers per set than
any other station!
Source: October ARB

ABC

CHANNEL

Hot network programming —
outstanding local personalities —
superb studio facilities — local
acceptance — tremendous bonus of
Canadian coverage — and the
strongest merchandising in Buffalo.
No wonder WGR-TV is the first
choice of advertisers as well

2

BUFFALO
A

TR

WROC-TV,
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A N SCO

Rochester • WGR

Contact Peters, Griffin, Woodward
for availabilities.

N Tl N E NT

Radio, WGR-TV,
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Department
DARING

Store

SALE

LADIES

SPONSOR: Bry's Department Store

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: A saturation campaign was bought
by Bry's Department Store in Memphis to initiate its 'Daring Sale' promotion. Opening day, a total of 12 separate
program spots were telecast from outside and inside the
store. Typical shots included: 10:00 a.m. crowds waiting
for the store to open; the president of the store welcoming
Memphis to its sale; department managers calling attention
to specific merchandise values ; views of the crowds on various floors; a 5:30 p.m. farewell from weary clerks inviting

SPONSOR:

READY-TO-WEAR

King's Department Store

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Ladies ready-to-wear companies do
not usually employ television advertising to promote sales.
Nor do discount houses use tv in any substantial amount.
This firm is both and recently used the visual medium with
success. King's Department Store of West Palm Beach,
Florida, bought an announcement on Starlight Theatre (a
nightly feature starting as 10:00 p.m.) on WEAT-TV,

for

one night only on 2 May. The announcement was a oneminute live promotion delivered by one of the show's feminine hostesses. The sale-feature items — ladies ready-to-wear

shoppers to the store the next day. Bernard Pincus, Bry's

dresses at $2.67 — were displayed on a rack. Within three

president, reported the results of the telecast: "It brought
people into the store from all over Memphis, and the store

days of the one announcement, King's Department Store had
sold 900 dresses. This was a gross product turnover of

buzzed with excitement. Enthusiastic comments poured in

$2,403.00 of merchandise. Cost of the single announcement

from everywhere. WMCT

was $43.20. Edward J. Hennessy, General Sales Manager

was a major factor in the sale's

success — it was one of the biggest in the store's history."

of WEAT-TV

WMCT,

WEAT-TV,

Memphis

Food

PURCHASE:

Special program

PURCHASE:

Announcement

Products
FOOD

CHICKENS
SPONSOR:

reports that no other advertising was used.

West Palm Beach

Wentz Super Markets

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Owners of supermarkets must move
their perishable food products quickly. Recently, the owner of the Wentz markets moved 11 tons of produce in less
than 24 hours with one 20-second tv announcement. Wentz
has been a continuous tv advertiser for the past two years.
On its regularly sponsored show, Mr. District Attorney
(Thursdays, 9:30 p.m. over KHSL-TV),

Wentz has three

one-minute commercials. Each of the one-minute commer-

SPONSOR:

& GROCERY
Park *N Shop

RETAILERS

AGENCY:

Crawford Advertising

Capsule case history: Had you spotted a pajama-clad
citizen toting a watermelon on a Charlotte street one night
last summer, you wouldn't have had to worry about hallucinations. Residents of the Charlotte area were induced to
play the "pajama game" through a novel tv offer made by
Park 'N Shop. This sponsor began advertising on WBTV
with The Harvesters, a 15-minute program aired at 10:00
p.m. which features gospel singers. On the first program, 31 July, watermelons were offered at 10^ each,

cials consists of three 20-second specials. On 4 April Wentz

5^ if the viewer appeared in pajamas. Customers flocked

ran a special on fryer chickens. By 4 p.m. the following

to the Park 'N Shop, thousands wearing pajamas, and
nearly two trailer-truck loads of watermelons were sold less
than two hours after the show went off the air. In addition,

day, seven tons of fryers had been moved. Wentz re-ordered
another four tons of chickens and by noon Saturday, these
had been sold out. Total sale volume: $8,800. Cost of the
announcement: $65. Net profit from the sale: $637.50 —

Gladiola Biscuits, a product new to this market, were offered at 5^ a can and 15 cases were sold less than 5 minutes

plus increased traffic in all markets. With this and similar

after the show ended. The two-week period following this
show brought a 40% sales increase and since the first show,

instances indicating results of its tv advertising, Wentz has

the business increase averaged more than $1,000 per day

just renewed its contract with KHSL-TV
KHSL-TV,

Chico. Calif.

PURCHASE:

for another year.
Mr. District Attorney

for a five-week period.

Cost for the first two weeks — $560.

WBTV, Charlotte, N. C.

PROGRAM:

SPONSOR

•

4
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Symbol
of

bvl
V lUw
Virginia, is the major source of TV programming

WSVA-TV, Channel 3, Harrisonburg,
for 200,000 families in the important

Shenandoah Valley market. As such, it must serve the "old timers" plus the thousands of
"newcomers" who are streaming in to work in the new plants of ASR Products, Westingr
house, General Electric, Du Pont and Reynolds Metal.
The residents of Staunton, Waynesboro, Charlottesville and Harrisonburg receive on
Channel 3 a well-diversified selection of local programs, both live and film — as well as top
network shows from the CBS, abc and nbc networks.
wsva-tv's rapidly growing list of sponsors is proof of the vital service it is providing
advertisers in covering this vital portion of the Greater Virginia Area.
If you buy Richmond, Washington and Roanoke, then wsva-tv, symbol of service in the
Shenandoah Valley, is a "must" buy. Ask for details from Peters, Griffin and Woodward.

A TRANSCONTINENT

STATION

WROC-TV, Rochester • WGR Radio, WGR-TV, Buffalo
WSVA

SPONSOR

•

4 JANUARY
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Radio. WSVA-TV. Harrisonburg

WSVA-TV

CBS-NBC-ABC Channel 3
Harrisonburg, Va.

TV
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Food

.

Products
PROCESSED

HAM
>PU\SOR:

II. L. Handy Co.

AGENCY:

Hoag & Provandie

SPONSOR:

FOOD

Mrs. Grissom's Salads Co.

AGENCY:
AdvertisingGlassman
Agency

Capsule case history: Television proved to be a natural

Capsule case history: In no other advertising medium has

for introduction of H. L. Handy's new product improvement Ham-in-the-Pan. Tv commercials enabled the adver-

Mrs. M. Grissom, owner of Mrs. Grissom's Salads Co.,
achieved such immediate and positive results as in television. In fact, before trying tv, she had poured $2,000
into media other than television or radio and received no

tiser to demonstrate very graphically the major benefits of
this new tvpe of pre-cooked ham. Ham-in-the-Pan is a boneless, fruited ham which comes to the consumer fully cooked
and candied in an aluminum-foil pan. After the ham is
heated, which is the only preparation necessary, the pan can
be thrown out. The basic appeal of the convenience of the
throw-away pan was emphasized in commercials carried by
WHCT-TV. This campaign spearheaded the Ham-in-the-Pan
promotion in the Hartford market area. The tv saturation
consisted of 24 one-minute announcements broadcast on
WHCT-TV

during the big pre-Christmas ham weeks, 10 to

21 December. Scrubbing pans must be Hartford's pet peeve
— the tv campaign gave the new products a flying start.
WHCT-TV,

Hartford, Conn.

PURCHASE:

Announcements

results either in increased sales or wider distribution.
Switching her budget to television, she bought five oneminute participations in WSIX-TV's Romper Room, 9:30
to 10:30 a.m. After a few short weeks the demand had
forced H. G. Hill Super Markets, Nashville's largest chain —
where Grissom had no previous distribution — to stock every
one of their 41 stores with the line. The total cost to Mrs.
Grissom was $200 — one tenth the cost of her former
campaigns. "Sorry, we're sold out," became a familiar
phrase in most Hill stores. Other chains which were already
carrying the food line rang up similar increases in sales.
WSIX-TV,

Nashville, Ter

PURCHASE:

Announcements

Furniture
FURNITURE

FURNITURE
SPONSOR:

Empire Furniture Store

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Just four one-minute announcements
on station CJLH-TV brought the Empire Furniture Store a
dollar volume amounting to over 18 times the cost of the
announcements. The live commercials were designed to
increase sales of specific items from Empire's varied stock
of furniture and home furnishings. The four announcements were aired during the two-week period prior to Christmas 1956 and only television advertising was used. One
announcement brought the sale of 40 television stools, 24
hassocks and 10 sewing boxes. Well over 60 hostess chairs
were sold as a result of two of the announcements and with

SPONSOR:

New York Furniture House

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: The greatest one-day sale in the
history of New York Furniture House resulted from the
store's initial use of Saturday Evening Movie. The program,
broadcast on KBTV, Denver, was first sponsored by the
furniture store on 23 February. The firm's commercials
emphasized the excellent values that could be obtained at
New York Furniture's annual warehouse sale. No other advertising was used for the sale. The store remained open the
next day to get the full benefit of consumer response. On

the remaining plug the Empire sold 10 studio lounges. The
amount realized from these sales totaled over $3,360 and

Sunday morning customers were lined up outside the store

was the direct result of tv commercials costing only $184.

was heavy throughout the day and by closing time the total

The $3,360 represents sales of the advertised items onl) and

number of customers for the day was over 3,500. The

does not reflect the increased dollar volume on other goods
resulting from store traffic created by the tv campaign.
Empire has continued its use of tv, concentrating the
greater part of a January sale ad budget in that medium.
CJLH-TV, Lethbridge, Uberta

PURCHASE:

Announcements

waiting for it to open for business at 9:00 a.m. Store traffic

merchandise sold during this one day amounted to a dollar
volume of $32,000. Gratified by the return from their sale,
New York Furniture House has renewed for a full year.
KBTV,

Denver

PROGRAM:

Saturday Evening Movie
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WORKING

PARTNERS

<5 ^P

Maybe we do it the hard way, but we have always believed that the stations
-epresent are entitled to continual personal representation by the heads
of this firm. H-R was started by a group of working partners; we are still
working partners today. And because we have selected our growing sales
staff on the basis of maturity, depth of experience and dedication to our
selling policies, you can be sure that today, as when H-R was started, that
we will "always send a man to do a man's job."

FRANK

RADIO

TELEVISION

DWIGHT
FRANK
PAUL

HEADLEY,

President

REED, Vice President
PELLEGRIN,
WEEKS,

Vice Presider

Vice President

6 Rio Grande Bldg.
OXford 7-3120

RAndolph 6-6431

910 Royal Street

JAckson 3-7797

Has, Texas
«srside 2-5148

YUkon 2-5837
529 Ron A
FRanklin 3-7753

TV
RESULTS

.

Household
SEWING

AIR CONDITIONERS
SPONSOR:

Richards & Roth

VGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: While selling air conditioners in
[exas during January and February isn't quite as difficult
to accomplish as selling refrigerators to Eskimos, it's not
exact!) easy either. Richards & Roth, local air conditioner
and refrigerator dealers, sponsored Stage 7 alternate weekly
for. these two months. During this period, normally the
slack season for this product, the sponsor sold and installed twice as many air conditioners as in a comparable
period in the hottest months of 1956. Horace Richards
revealed that sales exceeded those of all their competitors
during the two winter months. Total tv cost: $880. Richards & Roth used no other media, and was the only firm

SPONSOR:

MACHINES

E. W. Edwards & Son

AGENCY:

William Lane

Capsule case history: This advertiser sold at least 22 sewing machines as a direct result of 13 announcements on
WHEN-TV, Syracuse. E. W. Edwards & Son bought a single
weekly minute participation in the Gal Next Door show for
13 weeks. Each week an Edwards representative joined Kay
Larson, the program's personality, in demonstrating a different sewing machine model and its various attachments. During the 13 weeks of the promotion Edwards' salespeople
made note of each specific reference by a customer to the
television advertising. By the end of the campaign's run a
total of 22 people had alluded directly to the tv commercials
in connection with the purchase of a sewing machine. There

of its kind to advertise on tv in Corpus Christi. "Because

were additional purchases by customers who did not refer

of its sensational success," Richards says, "we continued to
sponsor Stage 7 on a permanent basis — and the sales

to the announcements which Ross Dickson, manager of the

continued

at this level.

Tv

is the best

KSIX-TV. Corpus Chrisl

sales

medium."

PURCHASE:

Program

J. A. Walsh & Co.

WHEN-TV,

Syracuse

WALLPAPER

RADIO-PHONOGRAPHS
SPONSOR:

sewing machine department, also attributes to the television
advertising. Mr. Dickson has now renewed for 13 weeks.

AGENCY:

Direct

PURCHASE:

Participations

& PAINTS

SPONSOR: Channer's Wallpaper & Paint Store

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The appeal of a music-and-news

Capsule Case History: Since Canada has no morning tv

video show, KTRK-TV's new program Soundtrack, was
explored recently in a campaign run by J. A. Walsh & Co.,

programing, and a limited schedule in the afternoon, daytime tv is still virgin. However, there is evidence that a

Houston's RCA distributor. Applying the concepts of radio
to television, Soundtrack enables its audience to enjoy television in the busy morning hours from 7:00-9:00 a.m.
without having to sit in front of the set. As a test item.
J. A. Walsh bought 12 one-minute announcements on
Soundtrack during the first week in December. The commercials advertised an RCA radio-phonograph priced at
$29.95. Since this was a test campaign, the distributor
purposely did not inform its dealers of the commercial
broadcasts and no other advertising was used. Dean R.

client can find his proper daytime niche. An example is the
successful tv campaign of Channer's Wallpaper & Paint
Store in London, Ontario. The retailer decided on a threemonth television spot campaign with some doubt as to the
value of afternoon time. The purchase was on CFPL-TV,
London, Ontario. The results of this planned campaign
included an over-all business increase. Instead of the usual
seasonal peaks in the spring and fall, Channer's saw a better
distribution over the entire year. Sales rose up to 25%

Benton, sales manager for the RCA Victor division of J. A.

increase during special paint promotions, and tv announcements were able to rid the shelves of overstocked items. The

Walsh, said that the 12 announcements, at a cost of $210, sold

retailer estimated store traffic at 500 customers a week.

over 100 items. The sponsor signed for 13 additional weeks.
KTRK-TV,

Houston, Texas

PROGRAM:

Soundtrack

Channer's has increased its campaign to 52-weeks coverage.
CFPL-TV,

London, Ontario

PURCHASE:

Announcements
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PITTSBURGH

KDKA-TV

National representative :
Peters, Griffin, Woodward

*Tops, reports November 1957 ARB, with
62.9 share of sets in use from sign-on to signoff 7 days a week in the Pittsburgh metro-
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Real
NEW

.

Estate
PROPERTY

HOMES

SPONSOR:

W. E. Johnson Realty

AGENCY:

Time & Copy

SPONSOR:

LISTINGS

Zweifel Realty Co.

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: A new home is an expensive item

Capsule case history: Zwiefel Realty Co. achieved a new

but the Wallace E. Johnson Realty Co., using just one tv

kind of success through television advertising. Its tv campaign brought so much new business that the firm was

announcement, recently sold 17 houses during a single weekend. On the recommendation of Time & Copy, Johnson Realty some time ago began using a one-minute announcement
on WHBQ-TV The announcement is aired on Thursday
nights within the Million Dollar Movie. Results have been

forced to suspend its commercial schedule or risk being
completely swamped.

Zweifel Realty, a small real estate

agency, wanted to increased its property listings through tv
advertising. With a restricted budget, the firm invested just

consistently gratifying, but last March one of these weekly

$19 per week in television. Zweifel bought alternate week

commercials brought a real sales bonanza. This announce-

co-sponsorship of an early evening weather cast (aired from

ment covered the opening of Johnson Realty's Value Villa
homes and was telecast at approximately 10:45 p.m. Thursday. The firm reported that on Friday morning over 25

6:10 to 6:15 p.m. on KROC-TV). Commercials were broadcast four times between 25 March and 10 May. After just
these four appearances Zweifel's property listings had in-

phone calls were received from people who had seen the commercial and that on Saturday and Sunday 17 homes were

creased to a point far beyond the company's physical ability to handle them. Suspension of tv was necessary to catch

sold. The sales Avere attributed directly to the announce-

up with the landslide of listings, though Zweifel Realty plans
a return to KROC-TV when it is able to handle tv results.

ment on WHBQ-TV
WHBQ-TV,

since Johnson used no other medium.

Memphis

PURCHASE:

Announcements

KROC-TV,

Rochester, Mini

PURCHASE:

Weathercast

AGENCY:

Hall-Mitchell

Restaurants
CHINESE
SPONSOR:

EATERY

FOOD

China Food Kitchen

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Salt Lake City residents in search
of Chinese food responded so enthusiastically to announce-

SPONSOR:

Knott's Berry Farm

Capsule case history: Knott's Berry Farm, famous tourist
attraction outside of Los Angeles, has built its traffic to an

that they caused a telephone tie-up which

all-time high in its history through television advertising.

probably made the phone company wish they'd all stick to
steak. For an eight-day period, KTVT ran one 10-second

And it reached this peak during its usual off-season period.
The company launched a campaign on KTLA in January,

ments on KTVT

announcement each night advertising China Food Kitchen's
home delivery special, "Quickee Chickee." During that time
the information board of the Mountain States Telephone and
Telegraph Co. was swamped with over 2,000 calls requesting

buying participations in the cartoon featurette Popeye (a
Monday through Friday program, 7:00-7:15 p.m.). Knott's
is a family-type attraction and its promotion was aimed at
the parents through the juvenile viewer. Despite the fact
that winter months are not conducive to traffic for this out-

the number of the trade name "Quickee Chickee," rather
than the firm name. As a result, the phone company has
issued multiple listings for the firm. John Quong, of China
Food Kitchen, stated that compared to other types of advertising done in the past, tv gave a much greater and more

door entertainment, shopping and eating place, on Sunday
10 March, Knott's had the biggest traffic day in its entire
history. Prior to this, Knott's reports that on 9 February,
the personal appearance at the Farms of Tom Hatten, KTLA

immediate response. He also reported an over-all increase

personality appearing on the show, "drew an unusually large
number of children." Cost of advertising: $900 per week.

of 20' ; in home delivery business since the television drive.

Knott's concluded this tv campaign at the end of March.

KTVT,

KTLA,

Salt lake City

PURCHASE:

Am

Los Angeles, Calif.

PURCHASE:

Participations
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and
tops in
ST. LOUIS

KSD-TV

NBC-TV

affiliate

since

February

8,

1947

National representative:
NBC Spot Sales

*Tops, reports November 1957 ARB, with a
41.3 share of sets in use from sign-on to signoff 7 days a week in the St. Louis metropolitan
area.
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Restaurants
PIZZA PIES

PIZZA PIES
SPONSOR:

Gabitoni's restaurant

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Gabitoni's, a restaurant in Springfield, Ohio, began its television advertising with minute announcements after the Saturday pro-football games on
WICS-TV three years ago. The commercials offered to deliver pizza pies upon order and results were satisfactory, so
after the football season the schedule was moved to 10:15
Sunday night, just preceding the feature movie program,
Command

Performance. This time the response was over-

whelming. Johnny Lynn, owner and operator of the restaurant, reported the barrage of telephone orders for pizza
pies was so incessant after each announcement that another

SPONSOR:

Volcano Restaurant

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: For a little over a year, the Volcano
Restaurant in South Bend has been appealing to the palates
of pizza lovers via tv with a resulting 30% increase in business, as of last January. The restaurant purchased a weekly
one-minute participation in Lamplight Theater, a feature
film show aired Monday-Saturday night on WNDU-TV.
Though the commercials concentrated on Volcano's pizza
take-out trade, business from diners in the restaurant also
flourished. After just one month on tv, business was heavy
enough to permit operation time to be cut by five hours a

telephone line had to be installed. In addition, the restau-

day with a consequent reduction in expenses. In addition,

rant's on-the-spot business increased many fold throughout
the week. The cost per announcement was $45; yet the

the campaign's success recently enabled Volcano's owners to
open a new pizza restaurant in Niles, Mich. Nine months

number of pizzas sold ranging in price from $1.39 to $2.69

ago Volcano canceled all other forms of advertising to concentrate on tv. This year is expected to see a doubling or

made this a worthwhile investment. Proving again the power of tv to sell when the advertising is properly placed.

tripling of its tv time. Cost has been $45 per announcement.

WICS-TV,

WNDU-TV,

Springfield, 111.

PURCHASE:

Announcements

South Bend-Elkhart

PURCHASE:

Participations

Retail Stores
CREDIT

FUR RETAILER

JEWELER

SPONSOR: Zale's Jewelry

AGENCY: Direct

SPONSOR:

Joseph "The" Furrier

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Zale's, reportedly the largest volume
chain of credit jewelry stores in Texas has used tele-

Capsule case history: Joseph "The" Furrier, owner of a
retail operation in Scranton, Pa., has watched business soar

vision for several years, but never on a steady, contractual

since he first signed a contract with WDAU-TV, three
years ago. Harold Joseph has been using a steady news

basis. As a test, they bought a one-week campaign of eight
one-minute live spots on KGBT-TV,

Harlingen — four day-

time and four nighttime — on behalf of certain watches; a
large schedule for Zale's. At the end of two days, the entire
stock of 80-plus watches were sold out. This was the fastest
moving item in the chain's history via any medium, and
the traffic created accounted for thousands of dollars of
other sales. Impressed by the results, the chain's management bought more tv in all their markets, and KGBT-TV

or weather sponsorship campaign in late summer and early
fall, complementing this with spot. Year after year Joseph
reports a continuing rise in sales which he attributes directly to WDAU-TV.

His sales figures for 1955— the first

year he used WDAU-TV— were 12% ahead of 1954. His
1956 totals were 18% over 1955. He was so confident of
1957's results that he predicted a 22% increase and to date
has nearly surpassed his entire year's estimate. Currently
Joseph is sponsoring Weather seen twice weekly at 6:35 to

received a one-year schedule of spots and newscasts, all live.
Incidentally, as a corollary result, the manager won first

6:45 p.m. The store's weekly budget: $197; 85%

prize in an intra-chain

dollar goes to tv; 15% for radio and newspaper. "We'll
use tv indefinitely," he says, "for its tremendous impact."

KGBT-TV. Harlingen, Tex.

contest Zale's held for its stores.
I'l H( II \SK:

Announcements

WDAU-TV,

Scranton, Pa.

PURCHASE:

SPONSOR

•

of the

Announcements
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topst IWISH-TV
NDIANAPOLIS

National representative:
The Boiling

Co.

^ WISH-TV dominates the nation's
14th television market, consistently wins
[ more quarter hours than all other stations combined and averages 41% more
viewing families than the next Indianapolis station.*

A

CORINTHIAN

STATION

ARB,

November

Responsibility in Broadcasting
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Retail Stores
MEN'S

SPORTING

CLOTHING
AGENCY: Direct

SPONSOR: Valley Mills Store

Capsule case history: "One spot is as good as 10 if you
have the right station and program," commented the owner
of Valley Mills Store, a local independent clothing shop.
Valley Mills Store had failed to get the expected results
claimed by other media and decided to try television. Mills
bought just one spot in Midday, seen Monday through Friday 12:00 noon to 1:00 p.m., on WRGP-TV,

Chattanooga.

The products: men's trousers and shirts. The cost was only
$40 and as a direct result of this one spot, the store sold
$2,600 worth of merchandise — more than they sold in any
single day prior to this announcement. Up to one week
after the spot ran, people were still asking to see the line of
pants and shirts displayed on Midday.

Of even greater

importance is the fact that Mills has turned their entire budget to television. "Customers came from as far away as 25

GOODS

SPONSOR: Wisconsin Sporting Goods Stores

good results to a group of four sporting goods dealers in
the Lacrosse, Wis., area. The four dealers, each in a different town covered by WKBT, Lacrosse, recently purchased
Fite Nite Sport Lite, a 10-minute weekly program with emphasis on hunting, fishing, camping and boating; it follows
the ABC TV boxing show. KWBT Sportscaster Ed Hutchings presents a guest each week who is an authority on some
one outdoor sport. Questions are requested from the viewers and the sender of the question chosen to be aired each
week receives a substantial prize donated by one of the sponsors. Robert Morrison, sales manager of WKBT, reports
that this show "invariably sells out the merchandise advertised the day following." The initial test campaign ran eight
weeks. The cost: $100 per week. Sponsor satisfaction is

miles, and they will continue to come," the manager said.

best evidenced

WRGP-TV,

WKBT, Lacrosse, Wise.

Chattanooga, Tenn.

PURCHASE:

Announcement

SHOES

by a 26-week

WAREHOUSE

SPONSOR: Zimmerman's Shoe Stores

AGENCY: Direct

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: A local television show which inherits its viewers from a network sports program brought

renewal

effective

PURCHASE:

26 June.

Fite Nite Sport Lite

SALE

SPONSOR: Sears, Roebuck

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: That television is an "extremely

Capsule case history: Tv advertising helped this sponsor

potent medium" is the conclusion reached by the president
of this company after a two-week campaign resulting in a

buck the elements and made Sears' annual warehouse sale a

complete sell-out of the advertised product. Zimmerman's
bought five spots per week on KONO-TV, San Antonio, to
advertise "Ivy League" ladies' and children's shoes and
anklet socks. At the end of the two-week period, the entire
stock of these shoes — 600 pairs — were sold out at both
stores, as well as 95 dozen pairs of anklets. The minute
participations ran one a day in American Bandstand. A
pair of women's shoes and another of children's were shown
on camera and there was a brief mention of the anklets.

success in spite of wintry weather. Sears, Roebuck, Wheeling, W. Va., placed a saturation schedule of announcements
on WTRF-TV which ran for three successive days prior to
the sale. WTRF-TV was the only medium used to promote the
sale. On the day of the sale the temperature was 27 degrees;
there were four inches of snow on the ground and a heavy
snow was falling. In addition, Sears' warehouse is located off
the beaten track in a hard-to-find spot. Nevertheless, when
the warehouse opened at 8:00 a.m. over 300 people were
waiting outside, and the huge building was crowded all day

The selling price was the regular $6.98 a pair; anklets were
at three pairs for a dollar. No other station or medium was

long. Don West, the store manager, reported that, as of 11:00
a.m. on sale day, time payment totals were running more

used, nor were the shoes shown in window displays. Zim-

than one full hour ahead of last year's sale. For its previous
sale Sears had used newspaper ads as its primary medium.

merman's president has substantially raised the tv budget.
KONO-TV, San Antonio, Texas
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PURCHASE:

Announcements

WTRF-TV, Wheeling, W. Va.

PURCHASE:

SPONSOR

•

Announcements
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top
SPOT TV I ad medium
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and
tops in
WICHITA,
KANS.

KAKE-TV

National representative
:
The Katz
Agency

*Tops in 5 of top 10 net shows; 7 out of top
10 film shows; 9 of top 10 multi-week shows.
Tops, reports November 1957 ARB, with 45.8
share of sets in use from sign-on to sign-off 7
days a week in the Wichita metropolitan area.

RESULTS

. . .

Miscellaneous
CHRISTMAS

BOOKS
SPONSOR: George Wyman & Co.

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: \ one-shot, 30-minute television
time purchase promoting a single book moved $2,560.50
worth of this merchandise at a cost of $179 for this South

SPONSOR:

TREES

Christmas Tree Land

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: The use of live evergreens for
Christmas trees is a well-established tradition which must
present formidable competition to retailers who attempt
to sell a different type of Christmas tree. With the aid

Rend. huh. department store. Louis Melicek, vice president in charge of merchandising, reports the only other ad-

of television advertising, however, Chicago's Christmas
Tree Land was highly successful in selling a tree which was

\ertising used was tune-in ads in the newspaper, but no

not only different but also far more expensive. Over a

mention of the book or price was included. The promotion

period of two weeks, Christmas Tree Land ran commercials

vehicle was a Conrad Nagel film on the subject of arthritis,

on WBKB for the Starlight Tree, a permanent metallic
Chistmas tree that revolves on a musical base. The ad-

placed 4:30-5:00 p.m., Sunday, 17 February, on WNDU-TV.
The book, entitled Arthritis and Common

Sense, priced at

$3.95 per copy, was promoted within the normal commercial time; phone orders, mail orders and in-store sale of the
book were advertised by voice over slides. Immediate response taken by the telephone answering service recorded
86 orders within two hours of the program. By the end of
the week, 650 copies of the book had been sold. Comments

vertising consisted of a series of 14 one-minute live participating announcements spread among three daily tv shows.
The Starlight Tree retailed at $129.50 per tree and during
the two-week advertising period 5,066 trees were sold for a
total dollar volume of approximately $650,000. As the
Christmas Tree Land firm had only geared its 1956 production for a total seasonal sale of 5,000 trees, the number

from Wyman's sales staff: "amazing," "great," "gratifying."

of sales during the two-week period was a tv advertising
coup.
The cost of the 14 announcements
was $2,000.

WNDU-TV,

WBKB,

BRAKE
SPONSOR:

South Bend

PURCHASE:

30-min. program

RELINING
Esquire

PURCHASE:

Chicago,

Announcements

HAIR CURLERS

Brak.- Service

AGENCY:

Direct

SPONSOR:

Weaver Products

AGENCY:

Herb Flaig

Capsule Case History: A retail business was able to in-

Capsule case history: With television its primary promo-

crease its sales by 25% with spot television advertising.

tional medium, a soft rubber hair curler called "Spoolie"
hit the $200,000 mark in retail sales in the first five weeks

I li< Esquire Brake Service of Miami entered into tv with
the objective of increasing the sale of brake linings (includ-

of the tv campaign. For the promotion, Weaver Products of

ing installation) at a special tv rate of $7.95 per brake job.

Minneapolis, makers of "Spoolie," selected WLW-T's Paul
Dixon Show, a weekday morning variety show, and Headin

The campaign, over WITV, Miami, consisted of four oneminute participations per week in class "A" time on a rotalion schedule. The purpose of changing the time segment
of the spots each week was to reach different audiences.
The one-minute participations were always in half-hour syndicated film shows, a- opposed to 20-second network adjacency spots. The cost of the campaign was $5,200. In the

West, a weekday afternoon movie. Weaver ran 10 to 11 announcements aweek on WLW-T during the five-week period.
In addition to the $200,000 in retail sales, more than $40,000 in back orders were received from drug, department,
grocery and 5 & 10 cent stores in the Cincinnati area. Production fell behind demand and customers had to wait six

13 weeks that Esquire has been with WITV, retail sales

to eight weeks for orders. "Spoolie," a new type of curler
which resembles a small punctured mushroom, retails at

have increased by 25%.

$1.50 for a package of 32 curlers. Weaver Products now

It attributes this success directly

to its intensive tv campaign which is still in progress.

is sponsoring the two shows on a long-range contract basis.

WITV,

WLW-T,

Miami

PURCHASE:

Participations

Cincinnati

PURCHASE:

SPONSOR

•

Announcements
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TOLEDO

WSPD-TV

National representative:
The Katz Agency

"Tops, reports November 1957 ARB, with a
48.5 share of sets in use from sign-on to signoff 7 days a week in the Toledo metropolitan

TV
RESULTS

.

Miscellaneous
MOVING

HELP WANTED
SPONSOR: Libertj Dress Manufacturing Co.

AGENCY: Direct

SPONSOR:

& STORAGE

Hodges Warehouse

Corp.

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule Case History: \ local manufacturing firm learned

Capsule case history: Television has been an unknown

the potent) of tele> ision as a medium of advertising during

quantity in the field of moving and storage advertising in

the current Boston newspaper strike. The Liberty Dress Co.

Tulsa. Hodges Warehouse Corp. decided to test the impact

of Boston had placed an advertisement for stitchers in the
Sunday newspapers. When the strike went into effect the
previous night, this firm turned to WBZ-TV,

Boston and

purchased a 10-second station I.D. The spot was used at
11:10 p.m. Sunday immediately following the 11:00 o'clock
newscast. The effect of television advertising was vividly
demonstrated the following morning when, before 10:00
a.m., the Liberty Dress Co. had 22 applicants, each one
equally qualified to fill the available positions. Jerry
Rosen, owner of the dress firm, said that a newspaper ad

of television by buying one-minute announcements

on

KVOO-TV's late news segment for two months. The response was so overwhelming that Hodges bought a schedule of I.D.'s following the expiration of the campaign.
Business directly traceable to the commercials: one $350
long distance move, six local moving jobs that totaled $300
and four local storage jobs amounting to $150. In addition
to these orders, the company has had continuing calls for
information. Consequently, Hodges has revised its entire

normally results in four or five replies, at the most. Due to

approach to selling warehousing services. It recognizes that

this overwhelming response, the company is sold on the

big results for a specialized service can only be produced

effectiveness of tv advertising, and is now in the process of
planning a schedule of tv ads for use when help is required.

through advertising that has scope; KVOO-TV
the impact and mass audience it needed.

WBZ-TV. Boston

KVOO-TV,

HOBBIES
SPONSOR:

AND

PURCHASE:

Announcement

ORGANS

CRAFTS

Read Drug & Chemical Co.

Tulsa

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Frank Fleishman, Read's buyer,

SPONSOR:

AND

gave Hodges

PURCHASE:

Newscast

PIANOS

Templins of Elkhart

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: This advertiser's investment in television advertising brought him an excellent return. As a

reports an impressive sales increase at all 56 Read's stores
on the full hobby and craft line since the company assumed

direct result of a tv expenditure totaling only $460, Templins

sponsorship of a new tv program, Working Wonders. The

of Elkhart, a retail outlet for organs and pianos, sold more

9:30-10:00 a.m. Saturdays,

than $5,000 worth of instruments. During an eight-week

treats a wide range of scientific subjects in a manner de-

period, W. W. Templin, Jr., the store's owner, purchased
35 eight-second I. D.'s on WNDU-TV at a cost of $12 per
commercial. The eight-week campaign resulted in the sale
of two pianos and one organ. With the addition of one

program, aired on WBAL-TV

signed to appeal to school-age youngsters. The show is used
exclusively to promote hobby and craft items. The commercials use films and completed models as well as live
shots of kids actually working with various models and kits.

other announcement at a cost of $25, another organ was

One commercial on the Martin Sea-Master produced a sell-

sold after the eight-week period. Beyond this, Templin has
been able to attribute to his television advertising other sales

out of the 720 pieces on hand; another on Remco's Crystal
Radio Kit, run for a few weeks, caused Read's to wire
urgently for additional merchandise. Fleishman says,
". . . this is the most effective means we have yet discovered
for moving such a Im'.u varietj of hobby and craft materials."
WBAL-TV,

Baltimore

PROGRAM:

Working Wonders

to out-of-town customers. These people have reported seeing
his commercial on tv. One organ customer came from
Akron, Ind.. 50 miles away. Templin has since renewed on
WNDU-TV

with two announcements per week for 52 weeks.

WNDU-TV,

South Bend, Ind.

SPONSOR

•

PURCHASE:

I. D.'s
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TULSA

National representative
:
Edward

Petry

®
V
T
0
K

@ KOTV dominates the rich Tulsa market, consistently wins more quarter
hours than all other stations combined
and averages 37% more viewing families
than the next Tulsa station.*
Novt

A

CORINTHIAN

STATION

metropolitan

and

area

ARB,

Responsibility in Broadcasting

RESULTS

. .

Miscellaneous
RETAIL

TOYS

GROUP

SPONSOR: [ndependenl Grocers Uliance AGENCY: Geo. F. Florey

SPONSOR:

Capsule case history: In order to promote the wide

Capsule case history: Television has repeatedly demonstrated its effectiveness as a medium for the abbreviated,

\arit-t\ of products handled by grocery stores, this sponsor
wanted a television campaign which would appeal to all
segments of the tv audience. To achieve this end the InThe organiza-

tion has credited this program line-up with causing a
l1'1-'. sales increase in its 95 outlets in the east-central
Illinois area. Four programs of varying types were selected
to appeal to a maximum

time audience through two programs — Public Defender, on
Tuesdays at 6:30 p.m. Happy Home, on Monday-throughFriday, is IGA's daytime housewives' special. Midwest
Matinee, designed for children, has boosted sales of milk
and ice cream. The commercials on these programs run
the gamut from low pressure institutional plugs to strong
promotion of IGA brands. The $60,000 tv appropriation is
shared equally among the organization's 95 retail outlets.
WCIA,

Champaign. 111.

PURCHASE:

Various

ments to promote a sale, a particular product, a special

pany bought just three one-minute participating announcements on WBKB to advertise their Add-A-Count toy. The
announcements were broadcast on the children's show
Morning Spectacular and were presented live once a day
for three consecutive days. The $1.25 toy was made available to viewers only through mail or telephone orders. As
a direct result of the trio of commercials. Marwin Co. sold
1,400 of the toys for a gross sales volume of $1,750. Onethird of the orders were placed by people from four
states outside of Illinois. The three-day advertising
campaign cost the Marwin Co. a total of $322.50.
WBKB,

Chicago

TV REPAIR

SALE DAYS
SPONSOR: Oregon, 111. Chamber of Commerce
Capsule case history: The Chamber

AGENCY: Direct
of Commerce

Oregon, 111., placed a schedule with WREX-TV,

of

Rockford,

111., to promote their two-day sales festival. Aim: to draw
each one of the 3,205 inhabitants of the small town to the

Direct

offer, etc. The impact of a "quickie" television campaign
was illustrated again in a special promotion initiated by the
Marwin Co. during the 1956 Christmas season. The com-

audience. IGA reaches the night-

Thursdays at 9:30 p.m. and a 15-minute newscast, aired

AGENCY:

special purpose ad campaign. Time after time it has brought
results to advertisers who relied on just a few announce-

dependent Grocers Alliance utilized a multi-program lineup on the Champaign, 111., tv station, WCIA.

The Marwin Co.

SPONSOR:

PROGRAM:

Morning Spectacular

SERVICE

Bob Reed Tv Service Co.

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: From a one-man, one-truck concern
to a 13-staff, eight-truck business is the success story of this
firm, built through tv advertising. In October 1955, Bob
Reed opened his tv repair shop. He tried newspaper and

sale. The Oregon Chamber of Commerce used WREX-TV's

radio promotion but results proved unsatisfactory. In De-

10-plan — consisting entirely of 10-second station break I.D.'s
in Class "C" time. Cost: $265. Total increase in sales
for these two days over normal sales was $18,000. Every

tained to the present day, with approximately the same ad-

store recorded doubled and tripled merchandise movement.
Although Oregon is some 18 miles southwest of Rockford,
a Chamber of Commerce spokesman pointed out that there
were numerous

people from Rockford and surrounding

cember he started a campaign on WICS which he has main-

vertising budget of $67.50 per week. He bought a "five-forone-plan" on Weather Briefs, a Monday-through-Friday,
6:55-7:00 p.m. show. The plan provides for sponsoring the
program one day a week, with one 10-second announcement
on each of the four other days. Using a repetitive-type mes-

hamlets who came for the sidewalk festivities. Oregon has
no daily newspaper of its own. "This was our most successful and prosperous year," the C of C president stated.
"We consider WREX-TV a unique force for sales results."
WREX-TV,

Rockford. 111.

PURCHASE:

Announcements

sage, this client finds that as soon as a viewer's set goes out
of order, Reed's commercial is called to mind and he gets
the call for repairs. Just recently, this still fast growing business has moved to a new location with three times the area.
WICS,

Spr

PURCHASE:

Program & Announcements
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top
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and
tops in
SCHENECTADY

WRGB
National representative:
NBC Spot Sales

*Tops, reports November 1957 ARB, with
48.0 share of sets in use from sign-on to signoff 7 days a week in the Albany-Troy -Schenectady metropolitan area.
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SPONSOR

Should
Wilbur

commercials

Stark, president, Wilbur StarkJ<rr\ Layton, Inc.

A good commercial is basically a salesman. \nd every good salesman knows
that it's selling wisdom to tune yourseH i" your prospect's mood. No "rahrah" stuff when lie's got the inventory
blues and no off-color jokes to the Baptisl trade. When you and your prospect are working on the same wave

Time of day
contributes

length, then is the time to gradually
lead into your pitch.
This is as basic for any successful
selling job as the Pythagorean theorem
is to geometry. Yet what happens to
the television commercial which is, in
essence, a form of "person to person"
selling? Very rarely, I believe, does
the sponsor or agency key his message
to the time of day his program is seen.
And the time of day is one element
that contributes to a viewer's mood.
Tv has now reached an intermediary
stage of maturity and it must take its
responsibilities more seriously.
One large area of responsibility is
selling the product. I firmly believe
more concentrated attention must be
given not only to copy theme but to
the general configuration of this selling medium; factors such as, does the
commercial hold steady to the show's
format or is it incongruous, what kintf
of audience is most likely to be
reached, etc. must be faced up to.
As regards the time slot, I can speak
most pertinently about what Jerry Layton and I have learned from having
produced over 3,000 tv shows. Currently, we have Modern Romances and
True Story on the air, and consequently are quite familiar with daytime.

ASKS

be keyed

to the time of day

During the day, the woman viewer
is alone and lonely. She watches tv
while ironing or doing another household chore. She reaches out for identification. Ifthe announcer makes his
pitch in terms which permit her to
identify with someone or something —
on a personal level — she is the perfect
prospect, ready to accept the buying
proposition.
But at night, she watches her set
with different emotions. She is now
gregarious, in the company of her husband, children or friends. To reach a
member of a "group" audience, in contrast to a solitary audience, commercials must be geared differently.
Too often an example of the following poor tv selling tactic is spotted
around the dials. A daytime announc-

~

hand, it should not be so placid and so
integrated as to escape completely
identification as the sponsor's message.
Product marketing strategy, which
not only affects the selection of television vehicles, also determines the nature of the commercial message. To
illustrate, at the time of Saran Wrap's
national introduction, the television
programs MJ&A used were Today,
Kate Smith, and Your Show Of Shows.
And, even with the singular objective
of product introduction, the commercials used on these programs varied
considerably. Some were live, some
on film, some employed the program's
personality. Subsequent developments
in the strategy of marketing Saran
Wrap indicated benefits could be
gained from a change, both in program and in commercial message. The
television program selected was Medic
and I think illustrates, perhaps better

er says, "Now mix your hands in this
dough . . ." Fine for that time of day.
But — when the same type of pitch hits
the nighttime audience, it is thrown
down the drain. Obviously all male
viewers are lost. But the female at that
time is not eager to be reminded of
her many chores. She is more feminine now and in the mood for a ro-

than any other example that I could
cite, the position of the program vis-avis the commercial. The product of

mantic "pitch."
The most elemental precept of show-

completely different, yet no less wellintegrated, or effective in their selling

manship, "play to your audience,"
should be the steady focus of the commercial producer.
Henry Halpern, vice president in charge

of media and research, MacManus,
Adams, Inc., New

John &

York

really great creative effort were the
black light commercials carried on the
Medic show. These commercials were

W< /0% v

Mood created

£

by program
should
be
:onsidered

It is our strong feeling that a commercial can best get across its message
if it is in tune with the "time of day"
during which it is aired. Literally, oi
course, it isn't the "time of day" but
rather the nature and mood of the
viewing audience and the type of program being viewed that set the commercial requirements.
We believe that a commercial should
not introduce a discordant note, which
can act to annoy and possibly even to
repel the viewer, but on the other

message or in keeping with the character of the audience and the mood
created by the program than the more
standard techniques used in earlier
commercials to advertise the same
In determining commercial treatproduct.
ment, we give important consideration
to the mood of the program, the character of the expected audience, and the
nature of the selling message.

SPONSOR

•
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Robert J. Coen, associate research director, McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York
Let me try to answer this from a research point of view.
Any efforts which will increase the
effectiveness of commercials are worth
considering. Audiences differ by time
of day either in terms of physical
make-up or receptiveness to various
types of communications.
In all com-

Continuou
audience
research U
big factor
Portland, Maine, Metropolitan Area Telepulse (October
munication efforts the goal is to obtain
maximum results at minimum cost.
The degree of keying, or varying of
techniques, depends on the product involved, its audience strategy and the
practical limits of making use of such
variation. From the research standpoint it is desirable to continuously
pursue efforts that may indicate different levels of commercial effectiveness. Indicated variations would then
have to be compared to the added expense resulting from a variation in
commercial treatment in order to reach
a final judgment as to the advisability
of such variations.
The task to be done by the commercial as well as the audience and marketing strategy are taken into consideration before selecting the parts of the
day that will carry the messages. It is
possible, at this stage, to obtain indications as to the physical presence of
men, women, teenagers and children in
the audience. Additional quantitative
information can be obtained which will
provide a more detailed profile of the
character of the audience. This more
or less basic knowledge in combination
with previous experience and research
can often reduce the number of alternative choices or at least highlight the
ones that are of major importance.
In the final analysis good judgment,
complete utilization of available information, and judicious research investments will be continuously required to
judge what varying degrees of keying
may provide. The accumulative weight
of these tools must then be related to
the practicality and economy connected with using various keying techniques.' ^
4 JANUARY
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10-17) confirms and
month . . .

WCSH-TV

improves

figures quoted

last

now 4Y2 times ahead of nearest competitor

in quarter-hour viewing, capturing 81%

of all periods

surveyed when three area stations were operating.

WCSH-TV

took 371.5 to next station's 82.5, or 10%

better than in Pulse 13 -county area study of May 1957.
(Third station did not place in quarter hour "firsts")

WCSH-TV

has:

11 of top 15 once-a-week shows
7 of

top

10

multi-weekly

shows

(NBC

News

first;

station's News on 6 second)
9 of top 10 syndicated film shows
Any Weed-Television

man

can supply detailed break-

down of this latest evidence of Channel 6 superiority in
northern New

England's quality market.

WCSH-TV
PORTLAND,

MAINE

National and regional spot buys
in work now or recently completed

SPOT
TV

BUYS

BUYS

The Andrew Jergens Co., Cincinnati, is planning its 1958 campaign for its hand lotion. The 52-week schedule kicks-ofl 15 January
in 25 to 30 major markets. Minutes and chainbreaks during both
daytime and nighttime segments are being placed with frequencies
varying. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Gary Pranzo. Agency:
Cunningham & Walsh. Inc., New York. (Agency declined comment.)
American Chicle Co., Long Island City, N. Y., is working on
schedules in about 70 markets for its Dentyne chewing gum. The
campaign starts in January and runs for 13 to 18 weeks depending
upon the market. Minute and 20-second announcements are being
scheduled for daytime periods; frequency varies from market to
market. Buying is not completed. Buyer: A. Martin Bruehl. Agency:
D-F-S, New York. (Agency declined to comment.)
The Norwich Pharmacal Co., Norwich, Conn., is purchasing
announcements in various markets for its Pepto-Bismol. The schedule
starts 15 January for six weeks. The advertiser is slotting chainbreaks during daytime hours; frequency depends upon the market.
Buying is not completed. Buyer: Helen Kowalsky. Agency: Benton &
Bowles, Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

Hundreds of extra eyes to be
exact — the most restless
retinue of retinas — work for
you at SPONSOR to help keep
you the best informed executive
on broadcasting that you can
possibly be.

RADIO

Experienced eyes that see
beneath the surface and beyond
the fact. Eyes that bring you
not alone news but the most
comprehensive analysis of this
news in the entire publication
field.
That's why you should read
SPONSOR — at home . . .
where you can give it your
unhurried time — your relaxed
imagination. One idea that
you can apply might well be
worth a lifetime of subscriptions.
Now — for less than a penny
a day — just $3.00 a year —
you can have 52 issues of
SPONSOR delivered to your
home. Try it on this
money back guarantee.

Continental Baking Co., Inc., New York, is firming up its 1958
campaign for its bread line. All major markets in its areas of distribution are being used. The schedules start in early January for
52 weeks. Daytime minutes, women's audience, are being slotted.
Frequencies depend upon the market. Buyer: George Detelj. Agency:
Ted Bates & Co., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

RADIO

St.

|
■

I'll take a year'
You
guarantee

B

not satisfied.

1

NAME

1

FIRM

|

ADDRESS
□ Bill m.

New

York

17, N. Y.

s subscriptio n of SPONSOR.
full refund
any time
I'm

|
|
■

|

a

Bill Arm

AND

TV BUYS

The Texas Oil Co., New York, is buying both radio and tv schedules for a mid-winter push of its gasolines and oils. The short-termer
starts in late January and is heavy saturation with a male audience

Only gift subscriptions for advertisers or agencies are eligible.
J| SPONSOR
40 East 49

BUYS

Lever Bros., New York, is preparing an intensive campaign in 39
markets for its Imperial Margarine. The 14-week schedule begins
13 January. Minutes for daytime and nighttime hours are being
bought with an average frequency of 40 per week per market.
Buying is not completed. Buyer: Penny Simmons. Agency: Foote,
Cone & Belding, New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

in mind. In tv, minutes, chainbreaks and I.D.'s, 6:00 to 12:00 p.m.,
are being scheduled. In radio, minutes and 20's are being placed
during peak morning and afternoon traffic hours, nighttimes and
weekends. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Jack Bray. Agency:
Cunningham & Walsh, Inc., New York. (Agency declined comment.)
Lever Bros. Co., New York, is planning campaigns in major markets for its Breeze detergent. Both radio and tv will start 6 January
and will run in four periods of six weeks each. Announcements of
all lengths will be used, with frequency varying. Buying is not completed. Agency: SSCB, New York. (Agency declined to comment.)
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AFTER ALL'S
SAID AND DONE

CHANNEL

{\£JJ

DETROIT

ARB
Reports
FLINT AUDIENCE
SIGN ON TO SIGN OFF
(Nov., 1957; Released Dec, 1957)

Just a few days ago, in December, 1 957, ARB released the
first truly comprehensive television audience report for the

WJBK-TV
CHANNEL 2
DETROIT

33.0

int area (58 airline miles from downtown Detroit). In light of
'aried and confusing trade advertising concerning that area
(complete with "facts" concerning almost everything except
he basic ingredient of AUDIENCE), we respectfully call your
attention to the fact that our Detroit Channel 2 outlet is still

STATION

B

31.2

STATION

C

17.7

STATION

D

STATION

E

DETROIT
BAY

CITY

LANSING
DETROIT

8.3
6.9

All Others

3.8

by WJBK-TV, proving again that the wise buy is the station
power of 100,000 watts, 1,057-foot tower, and with complete
, facilities for local programming in full color. Basic CBS.

THE KATZ

AGENCY,

230 N. Michigan, Chicago 1, III.; 1 1 1 Sutter, So

INC. \^S

A pictorial review of local
and national industry events

I.

PICTURE

WRAP-UP

Congressional
audio-visual
as
radio broadcastLibrary
tapes gets
are new
presented
to L.reference
Quincy
, by CBS

Awards for participation in
World Plowing Matches at Peebles, Ohio, are held by winners.
Shown (1. to r.) : Robt. Barre,
co-chairman of World Conservation Exposition and 5th Annual
Plowing Matches; Dwight Heckathorne, pres., Ohio Farm Bur.
Fed.: Earl K. Devore, gen. chairman; Robt. Miller, WLW Farm
Dir. and exposition co-chairman;
Doug Stanfield, Farm Bur. Fed.

Sales heat they hope to generate in KYW, Cleveland, campaign is symbolized by Johnny
Bell (1.) and Wes Hopkins. Occasion:

Station's

anniversary

Ground-breaking
for
WTAE, Pittsburgh's third vhf tv
station. Shown (1. to r.) : John
M. Wolf, Mrs. I. D. Wolf, Irwin
I). Wolf, v.p., Earl F. Reed, pres.,
and Leonard Kapmer. exec. v.p.

Brrr! Icy "spots" are filmed
by Art Ross, tv/radio director for
Campbell-Ewald, on location atop
of Harding Ice Cap, in Alaska

Radio's Arthur

Hull

Hayes

Timebuyers contest told why KETV movies are good buy
for national advertiser. Seated (1. to r.) are contest judges:
Gordon Gray, exec, v.p., WOR-TV, New York; sponsor editor
and publisher, Norman Glenn; James Douglas, senior v.p.
Ted Bates. Looking on: KETV v.p. and general manager
Eugene S. Thomas (1.) and sales manager, Robert 0. Paxs

News and Idea
WRAP-UP
ADVERTISERS
Toy manufacturers went heavily
into tv this year. They report an
early sell-out of many tv-advertised lines and a gross take approximating last year's total volume of $1.2 billion. Around
63% of the total comes from
Christmas sales.
As a case in point, Ideal Toy Corp.,
which sponsors the Shirley Temple
Story Book, this year sold 140,000
Shirley Temple dolls which retailed at
$12 to $15. Thus they netted over $1
million on a doll, extinct for 20 years,
that was literally resurrected by tv.
Melvin Heilitzer, advertising and
public relations manager for Ideal,
credits tv as "our most dramatic and
effective advertising of the year."
Other toy manufacturers who used
tv heavily this year were Remco Industries, Climax Industries, Rainbow
Crafts, American Character Doll,
Lionel and American Flyer electric
trains, and Milton Bradley and Parker
game
manufacturers.
Borden

Co. has formed a new division to encompass its milk and
ice cream operations.
It will be known as Borden's Milk &
Ice Cream Co.
Francis R. Elliott is president and
Harry L. Archer, vice president, of the
new division.
Westinghouse Electric has parceled out a number of new executive assignments among its top
level officers. Their new duties:
Gwilym A. Price, formerly president
and chairman, now becomes chairman
of the board.
Mark W. Cresap, Jr., formerly executive v.p. and director, is now president and chief administrative officer.
E. V. Huggins, now chairman of the
board's executive committee and vice
president.
John K. Hodnette, now executive
vice president.
George G. Main, vice presidentfinance.
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Francis E. Dalton, controller.
tary.
Carlisle P. Myers, corporate

secre-

Russell B. Read, assistant treasurer.
New assignments at Vick Chemical:
E. B. Newsom, v.p. in charge of
sales and sales promotion; A. J. Elias,
v.p. in charge of advertising and marketing; J.S. Scott, advertising manager.
General Cigar Co. has named Theodore Kaufmann executive vice president. Itis a newly created office.

AGENCIES
Two 30-year-old Chicago agencies,
Roche, WiUiams & Cleary and the
United States Advertising Corp.,
have formed perhaps the first
merger for 1958. New name:
Roche, Rickerd & Cleary, Inc.
The home of the new company will
be Roche, Williams & Cleary's present
offices.
John Pierre Roche, president of
Roche, Williams & Cleary, will be
chairman of the board. C. E. Rickerd,
president of United States Advertising,
is president of the merged agencies.
Latin American Advertising, Inc.,
has been formed in L.A., with representation in Mexico City, and
will specialize in Spanish language
advertising.
Its founders are R. Mercado and
Norman Palmer, both formerly with
KWKW.
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Agency
appointments:
Weiss
&
Geller for Doeskin paper products. A
saturation spot tv campaign is planned
. . . Keyes, Madden & Jones for
Roselux Chemical Corp. . . . W. B.
Doner, Baltimore, for Sears, Roebuck,
Baltimore. They will use radio and tv
. . . The Zakin Company, New York,
for Camera Import Corp. . . . BlaineThompson Co., New York, for Claridge Food Co., Flushing . . . BBDO
for Sheaffer Pen's national advertising.
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Keyes, Madden & Jones, former agency,
will retain
\ertising.

Sheaffer's cooperative

ad-

Campbell-Mithun, Chicago, has inBtalled a public relations and publicity
department, \sith Frazier E. Nounnan
as director.
People: William Pitts, new v.p. in
charge of creative services for Ben
Sackheim . . . John Cross, now v.p.
for Compton . . . Donald E. Manges,
account executive for W. S. Walker.
Pittsburgh . . . George E. Burgess,
Jr., account executive for Merwin
Owen Nair Advertising, Hartford,
Conn. . . . Nancy Breen, media and
traffic director for Ray Barron, Boston . . . Charles Powers, director of
tv-radio commercial services, and
Thomas Greenhow, director of programing for McCann-Erickson, L.A
. . . Wallace Lepkin, research direc
tor for MacManus, John & Adams . .
Eldon Smith, merchandising direc
tor for all Young & Rubicam offices
. . . Marian Baer and Bob Chambers to the writing staff and Robert
Stanley to the tv-radio art staff of
Needham. Louis & Brorby, Chicago.

.New on the job: David G. McIntyre, assistant account executive for
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield
. . . Frank R. McMann, research associate for Emil Mogul . . . Eldon
Sullivan, account executive and v.p.
for Cunningham & Walsh . . . Franklyn S. Ferry, v.p., account executive
and plans board member for Hilton
and Riggio . . . David A. Weiss and
Richard W. Stephenson to the public relations department of Hicks &
Greist,, New York . . . David K. McCourt, account executive for Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis . . . Marian
Jaeger, director of fashion and home
furnishings for Burke Dowling Adams
. . . Harry P. Stitzlein, account executive on the Goodyear Tire & Rubber account for Norman Malone Associates, Akron . . . Donald B. Kraft,
v.p. and manager of Honig-Cooper's
Seattle office . . . William R. Gillen,
manager of BBDO's Chicago office.
New at N. W. Ayer: James Eysler,
to the copy department and John R.
Lee to the service department, Philadelphia; W. Keith Hafer, to the business development staff, Herbert J.
Jacobs to the tv-radio art staff. New
York; and Warren Abrams, to the
service department, Chicago.

REPS

Re-elected : Frank A. Headley, president; H. Preston Peters, vice president; Eugene Katz, treasurer.
Newly elected: Richard O'Connell,
secretary.
New on the board: Joseph J. Weed,
for three years; Lewis J. Avery, two
years; and Robert Meeker, for a oneterm.

John E. Pearson's San Francisco
office has been realigned with the
promotion
of F. A. "Mike"
ter
as manager.

Wurs-

Wurster has been sales executive in

Il —

ICELAND'S STATION FOR MUSIC & NEWS

Rep appointments: George P. Hollingbery for WJBF-TV, Augusta, Ga.
. . . Dore-Pancoast, New York, Chicago and West Coast representative
for WFEC-AM. Miami . . . McGavrenQuinn, national rep for KXOA, Sacramento . . . Foster and Creed, Boston, for WDCR, Dartmouth College
station. WDCR begins commercial operation on standard AM frequency on
1 February . . . Edward Petrv for
KOSI, Denver.
New personnel : Dick Moran to the
staff of John E. Pearson's new Des
Moines office . . . Stephen A. Machcinski, Jr., executive v.p. of Adam
Young. Machcinski has been general
sales manager of radio-tv sales, and in
his new position will devote all his
time to supervising radio sales . . .
Arthur O'Connor, to the New York
office of Devney, Inc. . . . Irving Kirk,
controller for Adam Young, New York
. . . Howard S. Shepard, to the sales
promotion and development staff of
Harrington. Righter & Parsons.

ASSOCIATIONS
NAB's year-end roundup appraises
history.
1957 as the best year in radio's

The result of SRA's officer selections:

year

Conn. David Scott will manage the
division office.

Pearson's New York office. Previoushe was with BBDO and Kieswetter,
Baker, Hagedorn & Smith.
He succeeds as manager Martin
Percival, who has resigned to take a
position with McGavren-Quinn, New
York.
NBC Spot Sales has opened a New
England
division
in
Hartford,

Some stand-out trends in the growth
of radio:
• Of 49 million homes, 48 million,
or 96%, own radios.
• Set ownership has climbed to 140
million — a gain of 137% over the past
decade.
• Radio homes spend over 2 hours
a day with sets turned on.
• This year 14 of the top 15 pre-tv
net sponsors returned to network radio.
• 1957 advertising expenditures are
expected to show a 20% increase over
1956, i.e. to reach $650 million over
$571 for last year.
• Stations on the air total 3100
AM; 500 FM stations.
The current trend to horror and
shock programing is coming under the close scrutiny of NAB's
Television Code Review Board.
According to chairman William B.
Quarton, subscribers may expect a
firm stand by the board regarding the
scheduling of such shows during hours
when children may be watching.
He warned
that horror and shock
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programs are generally unacceptable
for children's viewing hours and some
horror shows might not be acceptable
at any hour on tv.
Scheduled for 1958: The Society
of Motion Picture and Television Engineers will hold its 83rd convention
21 April at the Ambassador Hotel,
L.A. Theme of the conclave: Films
for Tv.
Members of BPA's steering committee for 1958:
James Kiss, WPEN, Philadelphia;
Gene Godt, WCCO-TV, Minneapolis;
Dave Partridge, Westinghouse, New
York; Bruce Wallace, WTMJ, Milwaukee. Charles Wilson, WGN, Chicago,
serves as chairman.
The committee's function is to plan
and develop activities and services for
the association.

RESEARCH
NBC Spot Sales says a survey
Pulse conducted for it explodes
the "myth" that nighttime radio
audiences are inferior in "quality" to daytime audiences.
The survey, involving a total of
1,602 interviews in New York, Chicago and San Francisco, compared
listening between 6-9 a.m. with listening between 7 and 10 p.m.
Some of the characteristics between
morning and night audiences:
26%• Upper income level: 25.4% vs.
• Auto ownership: 77.4% vs. 75.3%
• Tv set ownership: 93.2% vs.
92%
• Housewife 25-34 age group:
30.6% vs. 30%
• College attendance: 21.1% vs.
22,8%
• High school education: 53.2% vs.
54.3%
Pulse did an audience study of
the 735,000 Puerto Ricans in New
York for WHOM, Spanish Ianguage station and among the findings were these:
• Radio set ownership is 100% and
tv set ownership, 79%.
• Radio listening in homes is 29%
at 7 a.m. and 30% at 7 p.m.
• Spanish is spoken in almost 100%
of homes, and both Spanish and English in 67%.
• Median age of the Puerto Rican
population falls between
18 and 29,
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making it one of the youngest consumer groups in the area. Average family
size is 4.2 persons — higher than the
New York average.
• Median education level is eight
years of elementary school. 28% have
attended high school or college.
• WHOM, with 12 hours of Spanish programing daily, ranks first in
listening in 46 of its 48 daily quarterhours of Spanish broadcasting. 71.3%
of the families tune in WHOM some
time during the day.
Western dramas are the highest
rated group among half-hour tv
shows this season, according to
Nielsen.
Their average rating: 28.1%. Quiz
and audience participation shows come
next with 27.1% — a 4-point gain over
last year.
A psychology professor at the University of Michigan took issue with
the idea that subliminal projection will influence viewers through
subconscious manipulation.
The professor, Richard Blackwell,
who directs UM's vision research labs,
said:
"I am not convinced that subliminal
projection would be at all effective as
an advertising technique. Ads we
faintly see would have about the same
effect as the ones that are obnoxiously
visible. We would pay little or no attention to them once the novelty had
worn off."

FILM

Screen Gems, Ltd., European affiliate of Screen Gems, Inc., is expanding its coverage of the Continent and enlarging technical
operations in its London headquarters.
The Paris office, slated to open
shortly, will be supervised by John
Cron. George Blaug, formerly with
Columbia Pictures International, has
joined the Paris office and will spend
most of his time touring Europe.
His first job will be a tabulation of
over 800 feature films in preparation
for increased feature distribution in
Europe.
Ziv has acquired the rights to
story material based on the reallife adventures of Bat Masterson,
great western hero.
Production on the new

series will

start after 1 January. The program is
being readied for fall showing.
The series will be based on the classic history of Masterson's exploits in
Dodge City during the hectic '70's.
Beth Drexler Brod has joined the
news staff of SPONSOR and will
specialize
in covering the film
field.
Miss Brod was formerly with Tide
Magazine.
About people: Pete Rogers, named
sales manager of NTA's west coast
division . . . James E. Perkins, to
president of Paramount International
Films, Inc. . . . Kenneth M. Flower
appointed account executive of CBS
TV Film Sales, San Francisco office.

RADIO

STATIONS

Most radio listeners will not tune
out most types of music, even
though they prefer certain types
of music to others.
So Dr. F. L. Whan, of Kansas State
College found out in a recent survey
of the attitude of Iowans toward radio.
Adults said that rock-and-roll would
be the type they'd most likely tune
out, while teen-agers overwhelmingly
said they'd
concert
music.thumb off classical and
Only 6%

of the girls and 9%

of

the music.
boys said they'd listen to any kind
of

Ohio d.j.'s, don't look now, but
there may be an internal revenue
man peering over your shoulder.
The Ohio Broadcasters Association
has bulletinized its members to the effect that since several states' d.j.'s are
being
know: "scrutinized" they ought to
The 20%

cabaret tax does not

apply if the d.j. in a restaurant
does nothing more than introduce
records and read commercials.
Essex Productions, whose principal stockholder is Frank Sinatra,
is awaiting FCC authorization for
purchase to assume control of
Mount Rainier Radio & Television Broadcasting Corp.
The group now includes radio stations KJR, Seattle, KLX, Portland,
Ore., and KNEW, Spokane.
Lestern M. Smith, president and
general manager
of Mount
Rainier

Broadcasting, will continue as general
manager of the stations.
The Triangle Stations' holiday
gift to admen was a leather-bound
"personal hook for executives."
The 132-page item is loaded with
useful and well-documented data pertaining to marketing, advertising and
air media.
A group headed by kenyon Brown
and RAB's Kevin B. Sweeney is
awaiting final FCC approval of
their purchase of KFOX, Long
Beach, Cal., from ihe Hogan
Broadcasting Corp.

new

Ira Laufer, will continue as general manager of the station under the
ownership.

KOSI, Denver, has started construction on its new $100,000 radio center
that will house transmitter, studio and
general offices.
Occupancy is anticipated for 1 April,
1958.
Public service: WJTN, Jamestown,
N. Y., carried an editorial by its president, SiGoldman, on the annual deficit
facing the Jamestown General Hospital, an institution which serves three
neighboring communities as well as
Jamestown. As a result of his recommendation, the mayors of the four
communities concerned have met to
work out means whereby their villages
can share in meeting the deficit.
Satisfied advertiser:

Charles A.

Stevens Co., women's apparel store,
has renewed its sponsorship of
WMAQ's 15-minute Sunday night
newscast for the 23rd consecutive
year.
Kudos:
• WTIX,
New
Orleans,
has re
ceived a Certificate of Achievement
for its cooperation with the U.S. Army
Recruiting Service.
• WDRC, Hartford, Conn., has
been praised for its promotion of
highway saferj l>\ stale motor vehicle
commissioner John J. Tynan. The letter reads: "(your station I has been
mosl considerate ami generous of your
time and support in making our state,
not only a pleasant place in which to
live, but a safe place in which to
drive."

Stations with ideas:
• WITH, Baltimore, is offering to
its advertisers the services of a consumer panel for product testing and
market information.
The panel, made up of 500 Baltimore women, represents varying
church groups, service organizations
and economic and social backgrounds.
Advertisers, to participate, must be
recipients of a Community Club Award
and include no competitive products in
their test projects. Identity of the panel members is kept secret.
• WRFM, New York, has originated an audience letter campaign urging
auto manufacturers to include FM radios as standard car equipment. Seventeen FM stations throughout the country and United FM, Inc., L.A., have
joined in the campaign.
• Two promotion ideas by KGW,
Portland, are being passed on by ABN
to other affiliates.
1) "Mystery Sounds," which is
based on listener identification of
three familiar household sounds, with
a $1000 bill as first prize.
2) "Around the Clock," which invites listeners to guess when an alarm
clock will ring on each of 24 days.
With a U.S. vacation trip for two as
the prize. This one pulled 21,000 entries.
Withdrawal of affiliation: WJWAM, Cleveland, on 29 December cancelled its affiliation with ABN to go
independent.
Realignment: The McLendon
Corp. this week reshuffled its executives in this fashion:
W. S. Morgan returns as v.p. and
general manager of KLIF, Dallas;
Dale Drake becomes v.p. in charge
of national sales for all Texas Triangle stations; Buddy McGregor fills
the new post of director of production.
Additionally: Phil Page moves
to program director for KEEL, Shreveport; Gene Edwards returns to KILT,
Houston, in a program capacity.

Here's where they are now: Aubrey Morris, to the news staff of
WSB, Atlanta . . . Dwayne Burk, announcer-engine r for KIMA, Yakima
. . .Joe Bossard, national director of
merchandising for KCBQ, San Diego
. . . "Gil" Paltridge, station manager for KGO, San Francisco . . . Alex
M. Victor, director of sales promotion for KMLA, L.A. . . . Robert B.
Martin, program director of WJBK.
Detroit ... J. Vincent Callahan,
v.p. in charge of national sales for
WHAY, New Britain, Conn
Robert Bullock, chief engineer for Don
Lee Broadcasting . . . Chris Lane,
program director for KAKC, Tulsa . . .
Charles A. Butts, supervisor of FM
sales for WBZ-FM, Boston.
People in new places: Duane Modrow, promotion manager for KMA,
Shenandoah, Iowa . . . Charles R.
Thon, general manager for WEEX
AM-FM, Easton, Pa. . . . Clarence
(Bud) L. Waggoner, general sales
manager for WSIX, Nashville . . .
Thurston Holmes, account executive
for XEAK, San Diego . . . G. (Dan)
Poag, account executive for WLOK,
Memphis . . . Dave Dary, news director for KWFT, Wichita Falls, Tex.
. . . Homer Cunningham, program
director for KWFT, Wichita Falls, Tex.
New staffers at KEEP, Twin Falls,
Idaho : Lenny Hesterman, program
director; Dick Spry, continuity director; Mel Evans, production manager; Wayne Douglas, national-regional sales director and sports director; Dave Hilty, local sales manager;
Lew Holder, morning d.j.; Zita
Roache, bookkeeper; Walt Snow,
chief engineer.

TV

STATIONS

The FCC's year-end report highlighted these developments:
• There are outstanding more than
650 commercial tv authorizations, over
100 translator permits and over 50
permits for educational tv stations.
• There were more than 700 FM

They've been promoted: Harley
Lucas, WCUE, Akron, and John
Crohan, WICE, Providence, R. I.,

station authorizations, the first numerical FM increase in 9 years.

now v.p.'s of the Elliot Stations . . .
Robert M. Lambe, v.p. in charge of
sales, and John C. Peffer, v.p. in
charge of operations for WTAR Radio
Corp., WTAR AM-TV, Norfolk, Va.

workload has greatly increased in recent years with no increase in manpower. It wants Congress to extend
the license period from 3 to 5 years
and also wants the Communications

• The FCC again complains that its
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Act changed so as to eliminate many
"red tape" hearings which serve only
to permit interested parties to delay
decisions.
Other business before the FCC:
• Approval has been asked for a
transfer of stock interests of the M &
M Broadcasting Co., owners and operators of WMBV-TV and WMAM,
Miami, to the Superior Evening Telegram Company of Superior, Wisconsin.
• Permission has been granted to
Carolina Broadcasting Co., Greenville,
for purchase of half interest in WMFD,
Wilmington.
Station doings:
• KOLO-TV, Reno, drew thousands of San Franciscans into Reno to
view the 49ers-Detroit pro football
telecast which was blacked out of the
Bay tv area on 22 December.
• KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, showed
the first films ever taken of a Pennsylvania court trial. The presiding judge
and the defendant gave permission for
the filming of a murder trial in Clarion
County to which no other news photographers were admitted.
In the public service:
• KOOL AM-TV, Reno, has been
running a series of 5-minute editorials
explaining the evils of pay tv to its
audience. It has also formed a speakers bureau composed of station executives who are ready and able to speak
on the subject at any time.
• WLW-D, Dayton, Ohio, is presenting Science Everywhere, a new
Saturday morning series of science
programs for elementary school children. So far over 37,000 study sheets
have been distributed to 1,000 teachers for use in follow-up work in their
Anniversaries :
• WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, last
month celebrated its 10th year of
broadcasting. It was the eleventh tv
station in the nation to go on the air.
• KTVA, Anchorage, Alaska, has
celebrated its fourth year on the air in
December. It is Alaska's pioneer commercial tv station.
New net affiliations:
WBOY-TV,
Clarksburg, W. Va., has become a
secondary interconnected affiliate with
CBS . . . WLBR-TV, Lebanon, Pa.,
becomes the fifth Triangle station to
join ABC-TV.
SPONSOR
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Station applications: Four applications for new stations were filed between 9and 14 December. The applicants:
• Southwestern Publishing Co., Fort
Smith, Ark., for Channel 9, Hot
Springs, 306-kw visual, with tower
679-ft. above av. terrain, plant $432,000, yearly operating, $244,400.
• Moline Television Corp., Moline,
111., for Channel 8, 316-kw visual, with
tower 1,000-ft, above average terrain,
plant $782,441, yearly operating,
$573,352.
• Public Service Broadcasting, Rock
Island, 111., for Channel 8, Moline, 316kw visual, with tower 1,000-ft. above
av. terrain, plant, $1,015,796, yearly
operating, $975,000.
• David P. Pinkston & Leroy Elmore, as Western Television Co., Lubbock, Tex., for Channel 5, 20.4-kw
visual, with tower 361-ft. above av.
terrain, plant, $163,526, yearly operating, $250,000.
Between 16 and 21 December:
• Bay Area Telecasting Corp., St.
Petersburg, for Channel 10, 316-kw
visual, with tower 1036-ft. above average terrain, plant, $1,100,000, yearly
operating, $1,300,000.
Tv tower notations:
• WFIL-TV and WRCV-TV,
Philadelphia, have combined to raise
the highest tv antenna (1369 feet above
sea level) in the middle Atlantic states.
It will serve 2 million tv homes in the
area.
• WTEN, Capital Cities' new station serving Albany, Schenectady,
Troy and Pittsfield, Mass., boasts a
1356 foot antenna, second in height
only to the Empire State Building.
They're new on the job : Ralph L.
Atlass, v.p.-Chicago for Westinghouse
. . . Ralph Renick, v.p. in charge of
news for WTVJ, Miami, Fla. . . .
Clark Pollock, program director,
George Hutchins, operations manager, and John L. Schambow, promotion manager for K VTV, Sioux
City, la. . . . Ted Snider, tv program
director for WTCN-TV, Minneapolis
. . . Tony Kraemer, audience promotion manager and Michael Lannon, sales promotion manager for
WRCA AM-TV, New York . . . Bob
Stephenson, to the news staff of
KTRK-TV, Houston . . . Al Cunningham, staff artist, Fred Grise, lab
technician-staff photographer,
James

Burris and Lou Epton, production
assistants for WMBD-TV, Peoria.
Frank M. Smith, president of Capital Cities Television Corp., Albany,
New York . . . Elmer Cartwright, to
the sales force of WSM, Nashville,
Tenn. . . . Edwin R. Gorby, traffic
manager for WBOY-TV, Clarksburg,
W. Va. . . . Gene Wike, to the camera, announcing and studio production staff of KIMA-TV, Yakima, Wash.
. . . John E. Barrett, sales manager
for KFRE-TV, Fresno . . . Russell
McElwee, manager of local and regional sales for WSOC-TV, Charlotte,
N. Car. . . . Curt Sorbo, station manager for WMOT-TV, Minot, N. Dak.
. . . Juanita Wilcox Mitchell, rejoining WLW-C, Columbus, as film
director.

CANADA
International Survey's latest compilation of listening and viewing
habits in Canada and its two major provinces include these highlights :
1) The number of hours spent listening to radio per day:
All Canada
3.00 hours
WINTER '57
Quebec
3.37 hours
2.06 hours
Ontario
All Canada
2.00 hours
SUMMER '56
Quebec
2.36 hours
Ontario
1.30 hours
2) The number of hours Canadian
day:
tv homes spend viewing tv show per
All Canada
Quebec
Ontario

• 4.20 hours
4.46 hours
5.12 hours

The pre-Christmas telethon of
CKSO AM-TV, Sudbury, Ont., did
exceptionally well this year.
With the help of a local chapter of
the Barber Shop Singers, the stations
collected over $10,000 in cash plus
about $1,000 in toys.
The donations were distributed in
the form of food and toy packages to
about 3,000 children.
Canadian personnel moves: E. J.
Gardner, v.p., creative director of
McKim Advertising in Toronto . . .
J. Paul Moore, media director of
Needham, Lewis & Brorbv.
^

McCANN
i Continued from page 32)
McCann, of course, is aol the firs!
agency in the world to have programing problems. Nor is it the firsl to
be thrown on its mettle to prove how
it- creative people can pull chestnuts
out of the fire. In MrCann's case
working over the shows would have
been necessar) anyway because the
shows were new and. to a certain
extent, experimental.
In the case of the Sinatra show. Ale.
('ami's most serious problem, the job
entailed negotiations with a performer
whose difficult] to work with is legendary. This job fell on the shoulders
of Clyne, top man on the account, a
business friend of Sinatra for some
years, and the man who recommended
the show in the first place. Liggett &
Myers people credit Clyne with a
masterful job of convincing Sinatra to
junk a Dumber of program plans, limit
his other work while producing the
show and offering a schedule of two
live musical shows out of three, starting 3 January. Guest starts will include Dinah Shore. Rosemary Clooney.
Tony Curtis and Louis Prima.

McCann, which produces Club Oasis,
has been working along the lines of
building up a repertory of stars who
click on the show (and are available).
Jiimm Durante and Dean Martin are

is trying to balance the scales so far as
its own corporate image is concerned.

among those who clicked and who
be repeated. Added starters for
include Sinatra. And\ Griffith,
Harris. Ka\e Starr. Keely Smith

will
1958
Phil
and

thing is certain: There is nothing haphazard about McCann-Erickson. It is
reflective, self-critical and highly organized. It probes and then probes

Jo Stafford.
As for the Eddie Fisher show, its
Nielsen average audience and Trendex
have been running around 17 to 18.
which Clyne says is average for nighttime network tv. It has beaten CBS

its own probing. Indicative of Harper's
feeling that McCann people must constantly learn and constantly improve
is the recently set up Marketing Communications Workshop, which occu-

consistently and is giving trouble to
Sugarfoot and Wyatt Earp. It had
been handicapped by a weak lead-in
from Nat Cole but the singer has been
replaced by Treasure Hunt in a recent
move which was designed to lend
strength to the evening's lineup.
McCann's image: The emphasis on
creative responsibility and the creative
man is quite noticeable at McCann.
Harper's sentences fairly bristle with
the terms. Since McCann has a reputation on the outside as a strong research agency, it appears that McCann

Take off that gray
flannel,
Smidley.
You can't even loot like Madison

\\ hether McCann is stronger in research or the creative side or whether
it has found the happy balance, one

pies the entire 30th floor at the home
office's new quarters at 485 Lexington
Ave. in New York City.
The workshop is a training center
for new people but also the scene of
a group of seminars (called "egghead
sessions" by McCann people) where
representatives of various agency departments discuss key advertising
problems and attempt to develop some
kind of picture of what advertising will
look like. For example. Haight, Lance
Lindquist, one of the two associate
directors under Haight, and Mary
Harris, director of program services,
are involved in a seminar on television's future role in marketing.
There are seven people in all in the
group. Besides the tv-radio representatives, there is a representative from
the account service department, one
from media, one from research and
one from the creative (copywriting)
side.
"We started off discussing where tv

Avenue anymore. Why, every other

is today,"
Lindquist
"I
think
the last
time we explained.
talked about

buyer in the business is snapping

how many tv stations there might be

up this Cascade buy. Where ya been,
Smidley? This Cascade is tremendous.
An exclusive billion-dollar television
market — the biggest single buy in
the West and getting bigger every day.
Let's get a bundle o

it, Smid,

CASCADE
BROADCASTINC

COMPANY

in 10 years. We've covered a lot of
ground. We talked about the future
of the networks, whether networks
would continue as program producers,
whether agencies would be forced into
production, whether agencies would
want to be forced into production,
even whether there would be any netThe worksconclusions
of this and other
at all."
seminars are tentative at present. But
there is no pressure to come up with
answers for a deadline. "Maybe we'll
have answers in two years," Lindquist
hazarded.
Satellites: If ad agencies move into

NATIONAL

REP.: WEED TELEVISION

PACIFIC

NORTHWEST:

MOORE

& ASSOCIATES

production, it may well be that McCann's proliferative tendencies
may
SPONSOR

•
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WOMEN

point the way. Among the affiliated
companies of McCann-Erickson is McGowan Productions, a tv film production firm which has been quietly turning out Death Valley Days and Sky
King for U. S. Borax and Nabisco,
respectively, both McCann clients.
It is not the intention of McCann to

...have the BUYING POWER
and the INFLUENCE!

use McGowan Productions solely as a
production firm for McCann clients.
Following the pattern set down by
other McCann affiliates, McGowan
Productions is a company set up to

. . . and in SH REV E PORT, women
Weekdays,

make a profit on its own — though McCann clients will get first crack at
McGowan shows.
McGowan has turned out two pilots.
The Sheriff, made two years ago, was
junked. It's latest, Snow Fire, a projected series about a talking white
horse and a little girl who is the only
one who can understand the animal,
is reportedly ready for viewing by
McCann network tv clients.
McCann is also in the tv film commercial business. Its LaBrea Productions, located in Los Angeles, like
McGowan Productions, is working for
a list of advertisers 70% of which
are McCann clients. Both production

McCann's three counseling firms, Market Planning Corp., Communications
Counselors, Inc and Sales Communications, Inc. They are solid evidence of
McCann's desire to master all the
communications problems of business.
What actuates McCann's proliferative tendencies? The profit motive,
surely. No business so intent on helping its clients turn a dollar can be
indifferent to taking in more than it
spends.
But that doesn't explain the unconventional approach. Perhaps it can be
summed up by saying that with some
people the pioneering drive can't be
contained.
^
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Monday

thru Friday . . .

(according to these rated quarter-hours
from the new Nov. 1957 ARB Survey)

Breakfast
finished . . . and the kids
45
Chan. 3

Sta. B

**n109

30

3

2

in
10 00
15

5
5

10

30
45
00
15

55
5
5

11.45

3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

9

30

'

off to school . . . then a
**1

morning of good viewing . .

— and Channel 3
WINS
44 to 5
Lunch dishes done and they watch
no

— and Channel 3
WINS* 61 to 7
While Mom

Chan.

1 IS
45
4S
2 15
7 is
? 10
DO
in
2 45
i 00
on
1 in
3
4
4

all afternoon, 'til it's
time to start dinner . . .

outfits are now under Clyne's supervision.
Though both firms are primarily
money-making outfits, they offer excellent opportunities in other directions. For one thing, they provide
McCann with a ready-made yardstick
to evaluate the costs of programs and
commercials made by others. McGowan Productions also provides the
kind of programing control other
agencies dream about.
More familiar to the ad world are

watch

Channel 3, KTBS-TV

5
5
2
3

Sta.
0 B

5
5

0
0

5

0
4
0
0

0
2
1

0
0
0

5
5
5
5
5

cooks dinner, the kids

choose their own programs . . .
"an. 3 sta.~B
4:30-5:00

10

0

— an(j Channel

3

WINS* 16 to 4
Nov. 1957 ARB

Metro Shreveport Survey

KTBS

SHREVEPORT,
E. NEWTON
See your nearest

Petry

WRAY,
Man

LOUISIANA
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

tor complete

details

and availabilies.

TV

we deliver
1000

like31cthis*
for

luch prettier, actually, from a sponsor's point of view, because
these ladies buy! And at WVNJ you can talk to a thousand
of them (and their families) for one minute at a cost of only 31c.
Same rate for men, too.
As
Most advertisers know that the New WVNJ has more listeners
than any other radio station broadcasting from New Jersey,
a matter of fact — almost twice as many as the next 2
largest combined.* •Source — Hooperatings Jan. — Feb. — New Jersey
Most advertisers know the quality of this audience — for the new
programming concept of playing only Great Albums of
Music has brought the station thousands of new and potentially
better buyers than ever before.
Most advertisers know, too, that WVNJ delivers this audience
at less cost per thousand than any other radio station not
only in Jersey but in the entire metropolitan area as well.
That's why WVNJ is the hottest radio station in the New
Jersey market — bar none.
Get the facts and you'll
make WVNJ part of your advertising day.

WVNJ
Newark, New

Jersey

Radio Station of the Newark

Evening News
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
4 JANUARY,
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This year should see the beginnings, but by no means the end, of proceedings which will change the ground rules for TV networks.

INC.

How great the changes may be is a matter for pure speculation, but it appears certain
lhat new limitations will be adopted governing network methods of operation.
The report of the FCC's network study group under the chairmanship of Dean Roscoe
Barrow will form the basis of whatever action is taken, despite the fact that the seven FCC
commissioners will subscribe to relatively few of the recommendations.
These are some of the prospects for 1958:
• Congress will sidestep actual legislation — such as the Bricker (R., Ohio) bill calling for
FCC regulation of networks. The various Congressional committees concerned will likely
wait to see what action the Commission takes.
Commission action will probably consist of long-drawn-out
which will probably be put into action during this year.

'rulemaking proceedings,"

• Network "must buy" and option time policies will be prime prospects for such proceedings, in which the FCC will propose changing the rules or instituting new rules.
• The majority of commissioners will not, it now appears, be enthusiastic about changing the rules for networks. (But the FCC has the Department of Justice, plus several Congressional committees, looking over the old shoulder. If the FCC doesn't at least start proceedings in a few directions, then action could come from other sources.)
• The Barrow report will be filed by the FCC with the Senate and House Commerce
Committees early in January, with a notation that the Commission has been unable to come
to conclusions about the Barrow recommendations, and will need time for further study.
In the event the FCC seeks to hold off too long, the Senate Commerce Committee is
quite likely to hail the Commissioners down for questioning on the Barrow report and on
what they intend to do about it.
The Barrow report, it may be recalled, was not complete. Lacking were recommendations on programing and talent. When these are finally completed, it is said that they will
look with disfavor on network control of programing and talent to the present extent.
• Pay-tv on a broadcast basis appears pretty well set for the FCC-authorized trial sometime this year.
Neither Congressional Committee with jurisdiction (the respective Commerce Committees) seems able to muster enough strength to hold off such a trial. The FCC set March 1
as the date when it will first consider applications, in order to give Congress time to forbid the tests. But action appears to be doubtful.
• The probe of the year in this field will be conducted by the Moulder (D., Mo.) subcommittee, which will look into the way in which government regulatory agencies are administering the laws under their jurisdictions.
FTC will have to explain how it regulates ad practices and the FCC will be quizzed
most strongly on whether it has any qualifications for awarding of station permits which
it follows with any degree of reliabilitv, or whether political and other influences sometimes
enter into competitive cases.
( See News Wrap-Up,

SPONSOR
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page

69, for notes on FCC year-end report. )
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BETTER!

The five Triangle Television Stations
are NUMBER ONE in their coverage
areas! And their margin of superiority
is GROWING each day!

Operated

by:

Radio

WFIL-AM

•

WFBG-AM

• TV,

Triangle

FM

and
• TV,

Div. / Triangle

Philadelphia, Pa.

/

Sales

• WNBF-TV

Office,
• WFBG-TV

Publications,

WNBF-AM

Altoona-Johnstown, Pa. / WNHC-AM

National

Blair-TV: WFIL-TV

Television

485

•

• FM

FM

Inc. / 4-6th & Market

• TV,

Binghamton,

N. Y.

/

Sts., Philadelphia
WHGB-AM,

• TV, Hartford- New Haven, Conn. / WLBR-TV,

Lexington

/ Blair Television

Avenue,

Associates:

New

WLBR-TV

York
/ The

Lebanon-Laneastefr
17,

New

Katz Agency:
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PA,
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Last year- 26 4% MORE quar-..
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H

Last
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ALTOONA-JOHNSTOWN, PA.
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This year- 24.2% MORE audience — throughout area — than nearest
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SEVEN
DAYS
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LEJBANON-LAJNCASTERjiPA.

Last year— Station not on the air.
This year— First UHF station to
cover HLEBANON,
LANCASTER,
HARRISBURG, JYORK- Americans
NUMBER ONE UHF Market-and
at a f raction of the cost of nearest
competitor.
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A round-up of trade talks,
trends and tips for admen
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HEARS

General Motoi-8 moves into 1958 without completing its search for a tv "czar."
INC.

Latest trade "name" rumored to have been approached by Jack Van Volkenburg,
retired CBS TV president.

Referring to 1957's record turnover of accounts, a Madison Avenue veteran remarked this week:
"The situation looks to me like the early '30s. Companies found it easier at that time
to change agencies than change the ad manager."

Prudential's 20th Century series on CBS TV
has become
special type of marksmanship:
Shooting horses off the air.
One of the steeds romping opposite Prudential's
fame; the other was Flicka, of My Friend Flicka.
Both departed.

show

associated

was Trigger

of Roy

with

a

Rogers

Something discovered by CBS TV salesmen may serve as a handy tip for their
brotherhood: The chances of selling a daytime personality show to an advertiser
are sharpened if you bring a projector and kine of the program.
The average sponsor isn't in the habit of watching daytime fare; so a pitch becomes
more real to him if he can get a glimpse of the show in action.

Here's a sure way girl tv personalities can upset an account executive when attending aformal luncheon in the sponsor's Wall Street oak-paneled dining-room: Insist on
wearing dark glasses.
The agencyman on a giant banking account — -who suffered through this — pleaded that
this "Hollywood touch" might be off key in such surroundings.
But the personality, who dishes out chatter on a New York station, waved the protest
aside as "oldhat."

It's fairly easy to recall the hit shows of radio's heydey, but do you remember
any of its memorable flops?
SPONSOR HEARS checked the memories of oldtime Madison Avenue programers, and
the show most mentioned was the costly The Circle. It was sponsored by Kellogg
and included among the exchangers of wit and wisdom Ronald Colman and Noel Coward.

Did you ever hear of an agency penalizing a rep because one of his stations
wouldn't take the agency's schedule?
That's just what happened this week. The agency bluntly told the rep: If our business
isn't good enough for one of your stations, then it doesn't belong on any of your
stations.
The rep's protests ;v>t him nowhere.
Some months ago the same agency canceled all its placements with a rep because one of his stations complained about delayed payments.
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HAVE

TWO

GREAT

The

ELLIOT

CHANGED

INDEPENDENTS
STATIONS

NATIONAL

SALES

REPRESENTATIVES

Both WCUE, Akron, and WICE, Providencebroadcasting more news ... more music —
more often — are now represented nationally
by Avery- Knodel, Inc.
m/m/ ■ «; <5 delivers more listeners per dollar than any other
medium in Providence. Fastest growing station in the rich
Providence area— 955,000 population, 305,000 radio homes.
Aggressive new management . . . and popular programming . . .
have made WICE your best buy in this booming market!

J*

fcue

consistently gn
listeners per dollar
throughout the great majority of the day than any other Akron
station. Up-to-the-minute and on-the-spot news, too. WCUE's
1,000 watts of well-programmed power sell to a market of
247,888 radio homes (NCS #2).
Both

stations

now represented

by . . .

A V ERY-KNODEL
I N CO R PO RATE

YORK

ATLANTA

4
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DALLAS

195o

DETROIT

D

MCISCO

LO S

ICAGO

SEATTLE

A

WWL-TV
catches
TV Movie-ers
while

MARTINSON'S
MARKETING
(Continued from page 36)
and clean up everything after it— oh
no ... all you gotta do now is boil
some water and add after-dinner
Martinson's Jomar Instant Espresso
coffee — you'll love it."
The "after-dinner" theme is hit hard
to educate consumers to the use of
espresso, a fairly new wrinkle in American coffee-drinking habits. In this
education area. Jomar benefited somewhat from a campaign carried by

they're
AWAKE!

Savarin's Medaglia d'Oro during the
past few years. This is a regular espresso. The only instant espresso competition faced by Jomar is from Ehler's,
another regional coffee producer.
While punching home the copy
points to educate consumers on espresso use, and the ease of Jomar's instant
variety, the commercial has the extraordinary quality of sounding like a
record that might be purchased for
home hi-fi enjoyment.
Miss Bailey's easy, swing-tempo delivery isprobably most responsible for
this, but North also credits George
Nelson's methods. Nelson flew to Las
Vegas to record Miss Bailey in the
small hours of the morning following

At 10:45 every Monday-thru-Friday
night and at 10:30 on Saturdays and
Sundays,
with

THEATRE

another

4 comes

outstanding

on strong

feature

film.

Channel 4's 10:30 (M-F) News-SportsWeather is the perfect attraction to
hold viewers on WWL-TV.
THEATRE

4 is the watchable

night movie

in New Orleans. Your Katz Representative has the specifics for spot sales. Or
call Howard

Summerville

Stone at Express 4444, New

or

Harry

Orleans.

her appearance at one of Vegas' pleasure palaces.
"The recording was done in a small
studio, and Miss Bailey brought along
her own combo — the same one she
used on her club date," says North.
"The fact that the musicians were so
familiar with Pearl's delivery style undoubtedly contributed to the e.t.'s effectiveness, Martinson's ad director
told SPONSOR.
The clincher brainstorm for the
commercial the 'direct from Cafe
Espresso' bit — is credited to North by
board chairman Martinson. The announcer's introduction and the night
club atmosphere sounds were added
by Nelson back in New York City after
Martinson's executives heard the Las
Vegas recording. "The whole mood of
the thing lent itself beautifully to this
treatment,
Martinson. and Dave spotted it," says
For Jomar espresso introduction,
Martinson's capitalizes on the heavy
romance-language population in the
New ^ ork market.

NEW ORLEANS* CBS IN
THE CRESCENT CITY

"This is, in essence, an 'A' and 'B'
radio campaign." says Mrs. Ruth
Branch, tv/radio manager at Al Paul
Lefton. "The 'A' campaign is carried
on one Spanish
(WWRL)
and one
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Roy McMillan, right. WSB Radio Farm Director, receiin Georgia Farm Bureau Federation award from
D W Clanton, A & P official H L Wingate, center. ; immediate past president of the Federation

For outstanding service to Georgia agriculture

Georgia Farm Bureau Federation award
again goes to WSB Radio
This 1957 trophy is the second to be awarded WSB

Radio by the Federation

in recognition of the station's progressive and active farm programming for
the betterment of Georgia farmers and farming.
It is another laurel to be added to the scores already earned by WSB

WSB
RADIO

Radio throughout 36 years of broadcasting in the public interest. No other
Georgia radio station — or economical combination of Georgia stations — gives
advertisers an audience as large and loyal as does Atlanta's WSB
Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
4 JANUARY
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Radio.

NBC affiliate Represented by Edw. Retry & Co.

Italian i\\()\ i station to reach tht
audience that already knows, through
I ackground, about espresso. The 'B'
i- a general frequency campaign for
introduction and is carried by seven
New York area stations (WQXR,
WPAT. WOK. \\ 11LI. WNEW, WMCA,
WRCA). In the New York area about
133 anouncements are aired per week;
about 50 of these are on the foreign
language outlets. Live commercials
are used on these stations to avoid
special recording costs. Also, the live
messages gain the advantage of a station personality's identification with

th product, a major factor in foreign
language markets.
Times used are primarily from 6:00
to 10:00 a.m. These reach the working
girl and male audiences before they
leave for work. "Coffee is one of the
household items where the man usuall\
has a definite, stated brand preference," says Misch. "If he doesn't like
your brand he can negate its use in
his home
the
adman— and
says. that's it, you're sunk."
What's the importance of the workaudience?
"We their
want totimereachis
these ing girl
women
because

limited — tlie\ are a perfect target for
instant
Misch. espresso commercials," explains
In much of its timebuying, Martinson's bought into top-rated, qualitv
shows that had the double-edged effectiveness of reaching large audiences
and provided a good background for
the Martinson's Jomar name. Among
these: Klavan & Finch on WNEW,
Dorothy & Dick on WOR. Gaslight
Review on WPAT and Pulse on
WRCA.
The same approach held in 1955
when radio was used to advertise the
first Jomar Instant. "We ran 200-300
announcements a week during that
campaign.
" Mrs.forBranch
said. Instant
Commercials
the Jomar
introduction also were offbeat. I he\
were jingles done in a Gilbert iv Sullivan style and purportedh sun- b) "a
busy housewife," "a busy business
girl" and a "busy businessman." All
of them sold the speed and ease of
Jomar, along with flavor and the
Martinson's name. The latter copy
point
representedof the
firm'sproduct
first tryvia
at
the marketing
a new
free-riding name.
on the company's wellestablished
Radio also is used for Martinson's
vacuum pack regular coffee. Commercials again are unusual. The) feature
Dwight Fiske. super-sophisticated cafe
singer-pianist of years standing in the
New York area. The sales messages

I've Staked a Claim in Texas
To m\ friends over the country, I am mighty proud to announce our purchase of Radio Station K.WFT, Wichita Falls.
I exas.

I have wanted this station lor twenty years. Its 5KW coverag*
is a phenomenon ol the industry. K.WFT lias one of the
choicest locations in the nation — probably THE choicest —
with respect to ground conductivity. This, with 620 frequency,
gives
us a I 'J. \IV i .ul ins aveia-inn L'.">0 miles . . . in the rich
Southwest.
You'll be- heai in- more from me — plenty more! In the- meantime, keep me in mind, won't you?
Hen I.uch
LOW

FREQUENCY

President

and General Managei

^

620

kt --Wichita

Falls, Texas

capitalize
on Fiske's
reputation
singer
of clever,
but saucy
songs asanda
are sexily suggestive. Main sales
theme: "economize with the best. '
The company claims that research
has proved that its coffee is more
economical than others, despite higher
price, because it takes less to make
an equal amount of coffee of corresponding strength. A New York sumcampaign50forannouncements
Martinson's this
vear mer
included
per
week on five stations.
Schedule versatility is maintained by
Martinson's in its radio advertising.
"We change plans frequently to get
the best buys, or to switch from, for
example, Jomar Instant commercials to
Martinson's," says adman North.
How much merchandising does the
coffee companj seek from the station?
Here's the view of board chairman
Martinson: "Today's stations have become very important as a selling instrument— the station that goes out of
the straight broadcasting activity and
enters into active selling for its adver1 j wi \m

L951

tiser will do best.''
"We seek station help for sampling
to consumers and mailings to retailers
and chains," says North. Martinson
termed the present roster of stations as
"pretty good" in cooperating with
merchandising plans.
What about tv? "Yes, we tried some
tv back in 1955," says board chairman
Martinson. "But we sat down and
figured things out and found it was
costing us $120 a second for a local
spot between two big network shows.
On our present budget, we decided,

WKLO
LOUISVILLE

Tftr

right then, to stick with radio."
Other advertising: Magazine ads are
primarily devoted to Jomar Instant
and Jomar Instant Espresso. A clever,
flying-man character is carried in the
instant ads to project the speed of the
product. Magazines used are, of
course, limited to local publications.
In New York, these include New
Yorker, Cue, theater and opera Playbills, and the Sunday magazine section
of the New York Times, as well as
This Week. "We also use some supermarket magazines where we can select
the chains we'll hit," Misch said.
In outdoor, North told SPONSOR,
"we're in the process of ringing New
York with painted spectaculars to
push Jomar. The signs will cover all
the major transportation routes to the
city." Prime feature will be Jomar's
flying man, dressed either as a railroad conductor or a bus driver. He'll
display a king-size electric clock; the
copy line reads "time to switch to
real coffee flavor.
"We hope that
checking the time
says North. The
to run for three
run about $5,500

commuters will start
at the Jomar signs,"
campaign is slated
years and costs will
a month.

Community relations: Martinson's
has an annual community relations
program "that's worth a fortune to
us in publicity, and costs under $20,000 to carry out," the company ad
director told sponsor. "We serve
coffee, free of charge, during the holiday season to motorists in over 80
towns and cities in Martinson's northeast U.S. marketing area."
Conducted to help reduce accidents
during the annual heavy-drinking season, the campaign gets full support
from local police departments, churches
and other organizations. Radio stations
cooperate with spot announcements. ^
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With these WKLO

Air Salesmen

you reach the heart-strings
that control the purse-strings
of Rich Kentuckiana.
May we tell you more about
their Proof Positive
(PROFITABLE)

Performance?

Ask Bill Spencer, Manager, or Your JOHN

BLAIR MAN

Tv and radio
NEWSMAKERS
Harry W. Bennett, Jr. lias been appointed senior vice president and chief administrative officer of the New York office of
The Joseph Katz Co. He conies to Katz
from Bryan Houston. Inc.. where he was
executive vice president, administrator and
account supervisor. Bennett was previously director of advertising and sales promotion for the food division of Lever Bros.

ur
exyotra

SPONSOR
An army of extra sensitive ears
works at SPONSOR to keep you
in front of the industry and
the industry in front of you.
SPONSOR is the listening post
of thousands of successful
executives all over America
because its very publishing
concept (of news in brief and
observation* in depth) has made
it the most widely read, widely
quoted and the best respected
publication in the entire
broadcast field.
That's why men who plan
their future read SPONSOR —
at home. You should, too.
Give it your unhurried time
and it will give you so much
more in return. One idea will
pay you back a thousand fold.
Now — for less than a penny
a day — just S3. 00 a year —
you can have 52 issues of
SPONSOR
delivered to your
home. Try it on this
money back guarantee.
Onlj

gift subscriptions for ad- "i agencies are eligible.

SPONSOR
40 East 49 St., New York

Phil Williams has been named vice president in charge of syndicated sales for ABC
Film S\ ndication. He will assume this new
position on 6 January and have full responsibility for the company's syndicated sales
operations. Williams has been with Ziv
Television Programs. Inc. since 1952 as
an eastern spot sales manager and prior
to that as a spot sales manager in the central division, headquartering in Dallas. Before that. Williams spent
15 years with Time, Inc. in sales, public relations and advertising
capacities. He was a member of the Fortune Magazine sales staff
and in charge of public relations; theatrical sales manager for the
March of Time; and advertising director for motion pictures and tv.
John Burns continues as vice president of national sales.

Bruce Eells has been named executive vice
president of United Artists Television,
Inc.. recently formed tv subsidiary of
1 nited Artists Corp. Meanwhile, United
Vrtists has increased its participation in
the tv film syndication field through recent
acquisition of 700.000 shares of the capital stock of Associated Vrtists Productions

17, N. Y.

I'll toke a years subscription of SPONSOR.
You guarantee
full refund any time I'm
not satisfied.
NAME
FIRM
ADDRESS
B.ll

and account supervisor at the Complon Agencj for the Procter &
Gamble account. Joseph Katz. president of the company, also announced the appointment of Charles W. Shugert as vice president
and director of marketing. He joins the Katz Company from Benton
and Bowles, where he has been vice president and account supervisor. Shugert previously spent 26 years at the Shell Oil Company.

rr

a Bill

Corp. flic <tock purchase was made
through a new I nited \rtisls subsidiary called Gotham Television
Film Corp. Purchase price was $12 a share, split SO. 00 in cash and
$6 in debentures. Eells announced recentl) that I A TV will launch
its production activities earl) this year with I nilrd irtists Playhouse. It will he an anthology of half-hour films financed bj I \
and available for network sponsorship <>r syndication.
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This man can be as "remote" as he wants
All he has to do is push one plug into an Ampex Model 350, and he can operate the recorder— from any place.
He has Remote Control!
The Compact Unit he's holding controls every function, including Start, Stop, Record, Fast Forward and Rewind.
It even has a Red Light that indicates "Record," and a Green Light that indicates "Play."
You too can be as remote as you wish, limited only by the length of the connecting cable you install. And you
can now buy this Unit, and all other Ampex Professional Equipment, on a factory - direct basis. For factual
information about Ampex recorders, write directly to the address below.
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Animal kingdom:

SPOTS
From a WOR-TV,

New York, release — "Mighty Joe
1 oung apes King Kong — Racks up a

SPEAKS

Whopping 78.3 Rating." Looks like the
monkeys are taking over the world.

Spot acceleration

Christmas past: Outside the RTES
Christmas party at the Roosevelt Hotel
in New York the other day. WIP. Phil-

It the media directors of some of the nation's largest agencies arc correct, >pot television will undergo new growth ac-

adelphia, had a "picketing" Santa
Claus parading with a sandwich sign

celeration during 1958. And as far as spot radio is concerned, the tremendous pace of 1957 seems likely to be
maintained.

reading. "Accept no substitutes in
Philadelphia." One thing about Santa
Claus — he's no local personality.

This is welcome

news to broadcasters. But the news can

be even better and the business growth even bigger if spot is
made easier to buy.
Individual salesmen make spot easier to buy every day by
the deftness with which they present the facts to buyers. And
virtually all of the representative firms have been taking
steps to streamline their operations.
Hut some

of the most important basic progress comes

through group action like that of the Station Representatives
Association and the 4 A's which recently developed a standard
confirmation form including a contract on the reverse side.
This time-saver was worked out over a period of many
months and is just one of the new techniques going into the
works. We urge the industry to work vigorously on this front
during 1958 if it is to develop spot to its full potential — as
well a-< serve the best interests of agencies and advertiser.:-.

Light-touch
First came

Recognition: A Metairie, La., woman
wrote Dinah Shore after having
watched the GM anniversary tv spec
on NBC TV that her 18-month-old
daughter who has just learned to
identify sexes was able to point out
which was a "man" or "woman" as
each performer appeared. However,
when Dinah appeared for the commercial, the tot said, "That's a Chevrolet."
Well, she's got a good chassis.
Same old stand: Since subliminal
projection has entered the tv scene,
the following letter was received from
its originator. James M. Vicary: "We
have received so many phone calls
asking "where can Mr. Vicary be
reached now? that I feel I should let
you know I am still doinj: m\ usual
work." Subliminally?

presentations

the light-touch commercial.

Then, as 1957

drew to a close, the light-touch air media presentation followed. Along with most timebuyers we've spoken to, we enjoyed the light-touch presentations. They were a welcome
switi h from bar graphs of by-gone years.
The ABN use of live talent demonstrations; Gordon

Mc-

Lendon's Texas-style slide film presentation with dramatic
narration; the WNAX, Yankton, S. D., color movie including
a ghosl narrator; the WJW-TV, Cleveland, movie spoofing an
old fashioned market presentation . . . these and many others
during recent months have been refreshingly creative.

Guilty: Psychiatrists, according to TV
Guide, have found a new neurosis: a
guilt complex on the part of tv viewers
who don't use the products advertised
b) sponsors of their favorite shows.
And they should feel guilty!
Friends? Sometimes air media likes to
look over the shoulder of print media.
Gordon's Co. ad in a newspaper campaign borrowed this heading from
Shakespeare: "We are advertised by
our loving friends." The advertisement was for Vodka, the national
drink of Russia.

Though all lht> light-touch presentations we've seen thus
far have be?n uccessful, we pass this warning on to stations:
don'l be carried away. Buyers lik? the light sell; but they
want facts too. \ ml what was -mart selling for someone else
ma) not be right for you.
THIS

we

fight

FOR:

Agencies and stations

in each market should ask: "How are we judged
in thi.s community'.''" The spreading trend for
cities to try advertising taxation, makes locallevel p.r. by admen and media a pressing need.

Heading:
Times —
SovietFrom
Has aA'.TvY. Telescope
Trained on Cape Canaveral, no doubt.
Ad managerese: Overheard in a
Madison Avenue agency corridor, one
adman to another: "Well, I've tried
this out on some pretty king-sized
people." This opens a whole new vein
of marketing strategy — fitting the consumer to the product rather than vice

Weather is big news in Minneapolis-St. Paul. A mean annual temperature of 45.6° includes highs
of 104° and lows of —34°, an average of 42.7 inches of snow and 25 inches of rain.
This gives WCCO Television's Number One Weatherman Bud Kraehling plenty to talk about,
700,000 television families plenty to watch. Weathercasts at 12:20 p.m., 5:55 p.m., and 10:20 p.m.
promise solid attention for your sales message. Check the forecast with Peters, Griffin, Woodward.
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WHEELING: 37s TV MARKET
television Magazine 8 1 57

One Station Reaching The Booming Upper Ohio Valley

Solvay manufactures Chlorine,
Caustic Soda, Chloromethanes, Vinyl
Chloride and many industrial
chemicals needed in plastics,
soaps, textiles, paper, gasoline
and petroleum products. Natural
salt deposits, proximity to
j markets, excellent rail
and Ohio River facilities motivated
completion of this multi-million
dollar operation in this area.
Solvay
another BIG in this
GROWING BIGGER market where
nearly two million people spend
over two-and-a-half billion
dollars annually . . . where
425,196 TV homes react to the
influence of WTRF-TV.

"I've been with Solvay since this new plant started; some 300 of us
work here now. Moundsville's twelve miles from home but I really
enjoy that drive along the river. We live in Wheeling; we, meaning
the wife and daughter. Guess you'd call me a family man. Fish a little
but I go for armchair duty in front of that TV set, love "Wagon Train."
In fact, WTRF-TV suits us just fine! I'd say we live nicely."

316,000 watts

?*•

|j M (J

network c

WHEELING 7, WEST VIRGINIA

Mftrf tit
— —

■ ■

reaching a market that's reaching new importance!

■

<^H1lLi)

"The ABC people insist
it's a Thanksgiving party..."
Indeed it is. The end of a great ABC Television year (and the start of what
should he an even greater one) is the perfect time to fill an imaginary ballroom
with people to whom we owe thanks. People like:
The advertisers and agencies whose concrete support has made possible our
successful move to fully competitive status. (We're also thanking you by currently serving up an average of almost Mi of the total network TV audience at
considerably less cost than our competition.)
The press, both trade and consumer, for their full and fair coverage of our
growth into fully competitive status.
Our directors and stockholders, whom we thank for their confidence and
tremendous personal investments.
CBS and NBC, for their part in making the whole industry picture a healthy,
competitive one. (And bear in mind, gentlemen, that our newly scored average
30% share of audience didn't all come out of your slice. ABC's revitalized
programming has increased viewing levels in virtually every time period in
which ABC competes.)
Our affiliates and employees, whose enthusiastic hard work has brought us
so far.
And let's not forget the FCC. Their implementation of the American system
of broadcasting has made all of this possible.
So carve up the turkey and uncork the wine. This one's on ABC— with thanks!

ABC TELEVISION

NETWORK

11

JANUARY
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Spot tv pinpoints cigar smokers
Dutch Wasters is "nl> one ol main brands selling the numerically minute market of cigar smokers in the U. S. Its newest pitch to meet the
heavv

coinpciitinn : -pot

l\

and

stylized

■•French"

film

commercials

A new tool for television buyers
Within the next week, CBS TV Spot Sales begins mailing 4,500 slide
rules to ad personnel.
Watch
for preview of the new tv slip-stick
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KTHS
sells
nearly All
of Arkansas!

"KTHS was
instrumental
in attaining
our goal."

Says WALDO

FRASIER,

Executive Vice President, Arkansas Farm Bureau Federation.
58,000 Arkansas farm families belong to the Arkansas Farm Bureau
Federation, the State's leading farm organization. For more than four
years the AFBF has sponsored the daily "Farm and Market Reports"
over KTHS. Here is what Mr. Frasier said in his renewal letter to us :

* Enclosed herewith is a contract for another
year of broadcasting in behalf of Arkansas
Farm Bureau Federation.
I think that credit should be given where
credit is due . . . and I can truthfully
. state that our farm program, Monday

together as a unit of one for a better agricultural outlook has been most successful.
The success also lies in the quality of our
KTHS talent, Marvin Vines, who has done
a very good job securing information for
our program. J J

through Saturday, "Farm & Market Reports" was most instrumental in achieving
the goal we set out to achieve 4-1/2 years
ago. The efforts of collecting the farmers

^A^-^th)

WALDO

FRASIER

Waldo Frasier, the Board Members of the Arkansas Farm Bureau Federation, and farm families throughout the State all know that KTHS is
Arkansas' state-wide station that gets state-wide results. Ask your Christal
man for all the facts.

KTHS ... LITTLE ROCK
50,000 WATTS
REPRESENTED

BY

THE

HENRY

I. CHRISTAL

CO., INC.

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President
B. G. Robertson, General Manager
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NEWSMAKER
of the week
This ueek Pharma-Craft is moving into a new plant in
Princeton. Y. J. Reason, according to company president
Frank Bell: Heavy use of tv and radio helped triple Phar maCraft sales in the last three years. The company has had to
expand plant facilities to keep pace icith increasing air
media-stimulated demand for Coldene and Fresh prodacts.

SMASH

RATINGS

all over the country! NEW
CHARLIE CHAN improves
ratings, betters time periods
everywhere!
In Los Angeles, on KRCA it
has improved the Saturday
night 7:00-7:30 time period
by more than 92 %, with a
22.1c'c share of audience in
this 7 station market. (Pulse
11/57).
George Burke of KRCA
states, unsolicited, "Needn't
tell you how well the
program is progressing.
Clients most happy with
Captures the big share of
audiences in Chicago,
it."
Atlanta, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Columbus, Detroit,
New Orleans, Pittsburgh,
Dallas-Ft. Worth and in key
market after market!

The newsmaker:
When Parma-Craft President Frank Bell
announced bu\ ing a new plant, he added that the move was just
part of an aggressive growth program begun three years ago by this
Joseph Seagram subsidiary.
"We use radio, spot and network both, to spearhead our forward
push," says Frank Bell. (Pharma-Craft, through J. Walter Thompson, has a solid portion of its $7 million budget for the 1957-58
fiscal year in network radio, including Arthur Godfrey, I\ora Drake,
Helen Trent, Young Doctor Malone and Ma Perkins on CBS: Art
NBC.)
Linkletter, News of the World on
The results of aggressive air advertising, according to PharmaCraft executives, have been "phenomenal";
Pharma-Craft sales tripled in
the past three years, since Frank
Bell became president and embarked on the expansion policies.
This year's advertising budget
is nearly twice as large as last
Frank I

In 1957 alone, Pharma-Craft
bought out five new products, to be produced in the new Princeton
year's.
plant: Fresh Roll-On Deodorant, Mr. Fresh, Coldene Tablets, Coldene Antibiotic Nasal Spray and, recently, Coldene Stick Chest Rub.
Says Frank Bell: "We went national with Coldene Liquid Cold
medicine in January 1956 using the best salesman in the world. I
mean Arthur Godfrey. But I knew that before he could really sell
his audience, he'd have to be sold himself. Well, poor Arthur had a
cold — a bad one — the day I met him. I must confess I was happy
because this gave me a chance to prove that we really had something. Because Arthur tried the product and believed in Coldene, he
didn"t just read canned copy. He told his own experience with
Coldene. And ever since, with all our radio personalities, the basis
of our commercials is the performer's own feeling in bis winds.
The results: Coldene's first year was black ink all the way. And in
1957 Coldene sales were up 100% over a year ago.
Since his approach on the air has worked, Frank Bell plans to
continue expanding with tv-radio as his mainstays in advertising.

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 MADISON

• N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100

As he told SPONSOR: "No question the Pharma-Craft budget is topheavy in radio and tv. While network tv (Steve Allen and Arthur
Godfrey) and radio are No. 1 with us, we buy radio announcements
so extensively that between now and the end of the cold season,
Coldene will have 7,000 local radio announcements in addition to
everything else."

^

s

st need
FAMILY

RADIO

FILLS A NEED

. . .

that's why it is accepted by so many so avidly.
People are attracted to the companionable music,
the titillating features.
Ten years of sifting and sampling has demonstrated
that a general audience

can be kept intact by a

continuous program service of broad acceptance.
No
audience
fragmentation
by
special
group
programing.

Bartell Group

family radio is a happy

union of

the best in broadcasting — creating audience participation and entertainment for buyers in six
mapr

markets.

-', Highlighting the success of family radio is the
p, clear rating dominance of Bartell Group Stations.

WSeteeeft...aHd$<>ee/t/
Sold Nationally by ADAM

YOUNG,

Inc. for WOKY,

The KATZ
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10 MILLION

BUYERS

was a dynamic year for television. There are
now three and a half million more television homes than last
year. More people are spending more time watching television
than a year ago. And the three networks' share of audience
has increased over 1956, while the independent stations' declined.
1 957 also saw an unprecedented shift of audience among networks, with
NBC emerging as the Number One network daytime and advancing
into a virtual stand-off for the Number One nighttime position.
During the day NBC leads the second network by 6%. This is
an audience increase of 30% over last year for NBC
second network has declined 11%.

while the

At night NBC's average audience has jumped 10% in twelve
months while the other network's has dropped 10%.
In terms of nighttime half-hour wins NBC and its major
competition are now tied with 21 apiece.
In the completely reprogrammed 7:30-8:00 PM

(NYT)

Monday-Friday strip, NBC's audience is 71% greater than a year ago.
These gains are naturally reflected in NBC's business
ledger. Sponsored time and gross network billings are the
highest ever recorded by the network.
While advancing in audience and sales, NBC also won more awards
for distinguished programs than any other network. During 1957
it gave America its most talked about productions— television classics
like Green Pastures, Pinocchio, the General Motors Fiftieth
Anniversary Show and Mary Martin's Annie Get Your Gun. NBC
also offered the nation's educational television stations their
first live network programming.
By all yardsticks of leadership, 1957 was a year of substantial
progress for the "*

Source: Nielsen Television Index,

Today, almost! j radios are tuned to "Radio 99"(WIBG, Philadelphia)

for everv

tuned to it just a year ago!

Hooper figures for October-November 1957 show "Radio 99"
with a 13.8 % share of audience (Monday-Friday, 7 AM-6 PM).
This represents a 187.5 % increase over the last report!
Under the dynamic leadership of Storer Broadcasting
Company, WIBG has added new shows, new personalities, new
ideas. The result: "Radio 99" is now among the top three
stations in Philadelphia— a must to cover the fantastically
growing Delaware Valley market.
Your best time to get the facts is right now.

Represented

nationally by The Katz Agency, Inc.
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Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers
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National tv spot bowed into 1958 this week with a type of buying pattern that
1) augurs much more sales work and 2) involves some pretty harrowing mathematics.
ON THE
variety.

SALES

SIDE : The immediate prospects are acutely of the hand-to-mouth

There are plenty new schedules around, but — as the reps have discovered — the
commitment pattern is pretty much from four to six weeks.
What's apparent in this obviously cautious attitude is that these short-termers are virtually all necessity products.
SPONSOR-SCOPE checked several agency marketing specialists on the import of this
development and their collective opinions point in these directions:
1) A general shift in merchandising
intensity advertising programs.

strategy toward more

and more

high-

2) Instead of stretching out the budget over a long term, advertisers will tend to
concentrate on short saturation hursts that will stir up an immediate consumer push
and impress the retailer.
3) Dollar-wise, this strategy may turn out to tv and radio spot's advantage
in 1958. (The difference will be in the amount of selling and paperwork for reps
and stations.)

ON THE MATHEMATICAL
with a two-fold errand:

SIDE:

A P&G crew is on a swing of the country

• Get the reaction of stations to a new idea for computing discounts at the termination of a contract, and
• Monitor local telecasts for an infringement of spot commercials on P&G network
time.
The plan that's being checked with stations for acceptance is this: After a contract
has run its course, all schedules and the rates and plans will be reviewed and P&G
will select the discount most favorable to it.
The Compton agency's explanation: There are so many plans and rates spilling out of
stations that it's not easy for the buyer to know in advance whether he's getting
the best break.
If P&G's proposal is generally accepted among stations, Compton will expand its
staff of contract clerks and divvy up the added costs among all P&G agencies.

CBS Radio is harnessing its plans for 1958 to this credo: Radio is more than
a tonnage medium. Advertisers will find it advantageous to sponsor their own tailor-made
programs.
The network feels convinced (1) there's a prospect for the former Woolworth-Percy
Faith Hour and (2) other advertisers will be attracted to ideas like the Peter Lind HayesMary Healy strip, which Staley Manufacturing has bought.

Most of the film syndicators wound
substantially ahead of 1956.

up 1957

with a profit flourish running

What they promise they're going to do with a thick slice of this money: Invest it in
a better quality of new product (especially since they may lose some choice evening
time when the networks get into magnetic tape).
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continued .

New business in national spot radio took off this week as if it were trying
to corner the market before the New Year made much headway:
Here are some of the availability bids that have kept the reps hopping:
PHARMACRAFT (Ting medicinal skin cream) : 50 spots a week for eight weeks in
nine markets via JWT, starting 27 January.
GRANITE CITY STEEL: Three five-minute farm programs a week for 26 weeks in
30-40 markets, starting 15 February, via the Gardner agency.
INTERNATIONAL SHOE: Five one-minute announcements a week for four weeks in
60 markets, starting 10 March, through Krupnick & Associates, St. Louis.
DODGE:
Saturation schedule of minutes in 50 markets via Grant.
ARMOUR (chili-con-carne) : 30 one-minute announcements a week for four weeks,
starting 27 January, via N. W. Ayer.

New tv spot business is looking just as racy as radio — at least in the number of
products.
Brands on the tv side include:
Crisco, Cheer, Duncan Hines (all P&G), Val Cream (Chesebrough-Ponds), Bosco (Corn
Products), Necco (New England Candy Co.), Jergens, Chooz & Feenamint, Breeze (Lever),
Standard Brands Dog Food, Good Luck Margarine. Maxwell House regular coffee. American Cyanamid. Life Magazine.

Philip Morris Co. will cut loose 18 January with spot saturation campaigns
in both tv and radio to send off Parliament's new filter.
Between 80 and 90 markets will be used for a starter via Lennen & Newell.
The market lineup for Parliament compares with some of its competitors thus: Kent,
60 markets; Tareyton. 70 markets: L&M, 45 markets (may expand soon).

The Stations Reps Association is taking bows on the fact that its estimate of
national spot radio sales for 1956 was only a mite away from the FCC's
which appeared the past week.

figures

The FCC total for that year's national spot: $149.5 million. The SRA had it estimated at S145.9 million.
(The FCC figure is 20.8% over 1955.)
In this same report on broadcast financial data for 1956, the FCC estimated that the
total advertiser expenditures for radio and tv was $1.8 billion.
The FCC also estimated that $185 million was paid in commissions to agencies
from air media and that $219 million was paid by advertisers to "organizations
which do not operate networks or stations."
(For further details of FCC report see WRAP-UP under FINANCIAL.)

Detroit is getting some heavy wooing from
advertising dollar.

the air media for more

of the

Two of the week's developments underscoring that pitch:
1 ) TvB is coordinating its 50 presentations in Detroit with a series of pitches
at the National Auto Dealers' convention in Miami next week. It's the first time that
TvB has gone after dealers in that fashion. The crew will be headed by Halsey Barrett,
TvB's national sales director.
2) Detroit's ad managers are being deluged with letters from stations telling
them thev're living in the past by concentrating their efforts at the grassroots level
through newspapers. The admen are being urged to travel the smaller markets and find
out for themselves the relative impact of the station vs- trie newspaper.
TvB's theorv why these admen are newspaper-oriented: They're still impressed by the
newspaper tearsheet. So TvB is urging stations to counter this habit with a "television tearsheet," which would dramatize with facts and figures the sales successes
of local air media in the durables field.
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continued

NBC, CBS and ABN were hotly bidding this week for a sizeable radio budget
prof erred by Bab-O (B. T. Babbitt Co. via Donahue & Coe).
NBC Radio offered a package of 26 30-second announcements a week at $11,500 a
week, with an added inducement of tailor-made merchandising support.
ABN countered with a hefty package of its own and assurance that it would provide
all the markets required for the product.
CBS Radio submitted a batch of daytime T^-minute segments.

Something you'll see more and more of during 1958:
Advertisers trying to buy the closing segments of network shows so that their
local distributors or dealers can tie in with local announcements.
This angle, which NBC Radio has been stressing in recent months, largely activated
Philco's five-times-a-week schedule on ABC's Don McNeill show.
The campaign, via BBDO, will emphasize Philco's new tv line.

Tv stations can be assured that Brown
its I.D. schedules doesn't mean
that account than it got last year.

& Williamson's mass cancellation of

that the medium

will be getting less in 1958 from

A Bates administrative executive explained to SPONSOR-SCOPE

this week:

"We have no plans to cut the total budget for spot.
"What's being done for our client is redeploying the spot money so that it can
be used where the competition is giving his brands the toughest pressure. In other
words, we'll be massing our spot forces where they're needed most."

Bristol-Myers may not have finalized its tv network plans for the 1958-59 season, but
there's one thing that's sure: Continuation of the Hitchcock series.
The companv's long-range plans involve a costlv merehandising-promotion
with the Hitchcock show as the core. Y&R will handle the job.

shirt

Watch for a reaction to set in commercial-wise
or dishes.

plan

against the showing of soiled

The household soaDS aDDear to be taking their cue from the success of the new Dreft
commercials and changing their pitches to either the high-fashion or abstract approach.
Motivational researchers anparentlv found out that housewives would rather see the
product associated with a cover-girl than a replica of themselves messing around the
kitchen sink or laundrvroom.

Esty won't start administering the over-all Sun Oil account until March.
In the meantime the a.<rencv will take over in Florida, Sun's test market.
Estv is all set with a jingle that will be featured in the radio spot campaign.
According to reports, that finsrle was the clincher in landing the account.

ABC TV's most exploited rating coup of the past week: Adventure on Scott
Island drew a rating of 12.5 and a 20.0 share of audience in its first showing on that network.
As Harbormaster, the same series got a 7.1 rating and 12.4 share of audience in its
last stand on CBS TV.
Opposition now: Ed Sullivan and Steve Allen. Previous competition (when on
CBS TV) : Zorro and Yon Bet Your Life.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

BBDO's appointment of a network radio coordinator a year ago has worked out so successfully that the agency has taken another significant step : It's assigned Ed Fieri,
veteran time buyer, to the function of coordinating all radio spot buying and planning with all network radio developing.
Fieri will work hand in band with Bill Hoffman, network radio coordinator,
whose operations under Bob Foreman resulted in bringing quite a number of BBDO clients
back into network radio last year.
Starting from the premise that not all radio coverage problems can be resolved by only a
network or a spot buy, Fieri and Hoffman between them will:
• Develop radio prospects among clients in the agency.
• Integrate their respective areas in comment recommendations.
• Suggest how one facet of the medium can supplement the other.

In marketing you often try to gear your efforts to the comparative influence of pur20%
chase by men, women, and children.
In drug products,
60% the percentage split runs something like this — according to some40%
recent studies:
70%
MEN
CATEGORY
30%
WOMEN
CHILDREN
65%
60%
Dentifrices
60%
20%
40%
Deodorants
Hair dressings
35%,
Headache remedies
Laxatives

Robert A. Schmid, a veteran in many facets of the network business, has moved
in with the NTA Network as v.p. in charge of station relations.
Schmid started with Mutual in its fledgling days, became a v.p. and director, and after
Tom O'Neil took over Schmid was named a v.p. -director of General Teleradio.

The results of Westinghouse's sandtest commercials
mate the sale impact of a novel sales approach.

shows you can't overesti-

The bell-ringer for these four commercials: Westinghouse's share of the washing machine market went up very markedly.
(For more on this see the 15-year rise of air media at McCann-Erickson, starting
page 36.)
NBC Radio's Joe Culligan currently is putting promotional emphasis on the
network's programing record.
This bid for recognition on the programing score is based on these two factors, according to the October Nielsen reports :
1) Of the 24 quarter hours between 7:30 p.m. and 11 p.m., Monday through Friday,
NBC led in 10 segments, tied with CBS in three, and ran behind CBS in one.
2) NBC's One Man's Family, My True Story, and Life in the World reached more
homes than the CBS opposites, which were, respectively, Strike It Rich, Arthur Godfrey, and
Edward Murrow.
DeSoto is looking for immediate relief from the balance of its obligation
of the Groucho Marx Show ($120,000 in time and talent alternate weeks).
The automotive feels it's had all the advantage it can get out of the quiz. The present commitment runs into the fall. DeSoto-Marx alliance dates from '50.
For other news

coverage

In this Issue, see Newsmaker

of the Week, page 4;

Spot Buys, page 44; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 49; Washington Week, page 61; sponsor
Hears, page 64; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 70.
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Square miles don't buy
your product

People do

x/

/

->/.

You need coverage AND

In WHB's

audience.

96-counly

IT'S A WHB

world

PULSE

WHB is first in 432 of 432 quarter hours 6 a.m. to midnight (Pulse, Kansas City 96-county
area ... 6 a.m. to midnight, Monday through Saturday, Sept., 1957)
Whether it be Metro Pulse, Nielsen, Trendex or Hooper . . . whether it be Area Nielsen or Pulse . . .
WHB is the dominant first throughout . . . with audience shares
consistently in the 40% bracket. And, WHB is the dominant first
among every important audience-type !

WHB

Talk to a Blair man . . . or WHB
Armstrong .

710 kc. watts
10,000

General Manager Georgt

W.

KANSAS

WD6Y

CITY

Minneapolis St. Paul

REPRESENTED

STATIO
TODAY'S
TODD STORZ,

RADIO
PRESIDENT
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FOR
* HOME

l\l S

TODAY'S
SELLING
OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

BY JOHN

WHB

Kansas City

WTIX

New Orleans

REPRESENTED

REPRESENTED

BY JOHN

BY ADAM

WQAM
REPRESENTED Miami
BY JOHN

BLAIR

& CO.

BLAIR

& CO.

YOUNG
BLAIR

INC.
& CO.

He must know
a good spot"

Young & Rubicam does too. The Y&R timebuyers, who place
millions of dollars of spot television business, are seasoned
masters at picking the best station buys on the market, in
any market. Their decisions reflect the findings of Y&R's own
expert research department . . . and the wealth of market and
station data supplied by CBS Television Spot Sales.
During the past year, Young & Rubicam has scheduled spot
campaigns on KSL-TV, Salt Lake City, for such blue-chip
advertisers as American Home Products, Simmons Mattress,
P. Lorillard, Northern Tissue and Lipton Tea.
Good spot to be in? Young & Rubicam thinks so. And so do
the 346 different national spot advertisers currently running
campaigns on the thirteen stations and the regional network
represented by. . .

CBS TELEVISION

SP®T SALES

wcbs-tv New York, whct Hartford, wcau-tv Philadelphia, wtop-tv Washington,
WBTV Charlotte, WBTW Florence, WMBR-TV Jacksonville, wxix Milwaukee,
wbbm-tv Chicago, kgul-tv Galveston, ksl-tv Salt Lake City, koin-tv Portland,
knxt Los Angeles, and the cbs television pacific network

.m^^'

I

*

Timebuyers
at work
Edna S. Cathcart, J. M. Mathes, Inc., New York, timebuyer for
such accounts as Canada Dry, Inc., Luden's, Inc. and Economics
Laboratory, had many trends on her mind when SPONSOR called —
new developments in audience research; station merchandising
approaches; agency and rep practices; spot versus network buys.
"But with the New Year," Edna
said. "I'd like to say something
about SPONSOR. Recently I had
occasion to buy a card for a man
who has everything, including
birthdays, and I found a little gem
that made its point simply. It
SHE only has eyes for you
...onKOIN-TV.Ifyouand
your product have ideas
about getting acquainted,
KOIN-TV will happily
handle the introductions
...in Portland and throughout 3 0 surrou nding
Oregon & Washington
counties. Her vital statistics, plus the fascinating
facts about KOIN-TV's
ratings and exclusive
coverage are a favorite
topic with the debonair
gentlemen from CBSTV Spot Sales. Just
ask them.

merely noted, 'No long orations,
just one word — Congratulations!'
And I thought this is what I would
like to say to SPONSOR. This magazine in a few short years — how
many? — has become
a reading
must for the advertising industry. In the first place, sponsors read
it and if you're not a good ad libber you had better be informed
on what sponsor reported. Seriously, sponsor contributes so much
to the every day business of doing a good job in advertising that
I would

like to say to the editors

and

staff.

'Congratulations.' "

Joe Fierro, Donahue & Coe, Inc., Nei York, feels that many radio
stations are mistakenly thought of as 'Rock V Roll" outlets — with
use they feature a great deal
a predominant teenage audience — bee,
of this
for
manytype of
. "An analysis," Hoe says, "of daytime ratings
of these i -called Rock V Roll stations shows them, for
the most part, to be consistent; the
over-all audience includes adults,
especially housewives, as well as

-^

teenagers. So it's an error to
assume that because a station devoles a major portion of its programing to R&R that it is appealing only to a teenage group. The
fact that so many local independent stations are scheduling it is
because the majority of their audience— of all age groups — prefers
it. Music-and-news stations, after

all, pla>

ii rciil hits — and currently most hits are R&R. Tomorrow,
of course, it may be some other type of music. But whatever the
music, it will indicate broad public tastes rather than audience
composition." Joe feels the determining factor is the climate
created

bj

the station's

format

and

the personality

of its d.j.'s.
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MERCHANDISING

M USCLE

makes us your strong right arm
in the rich Richmond area
Q

IN-STORE FOOD

DISPLAYS

Q

COMMUNITY

Qj IN-STORE DRUG DISPLAYS

Q

MAILINGS

CLUB AWARDS

TO

RETAILERS

R

IN-STORE FOOD DEMONSTRATIONS,
Q
SAMPLING, COUPONING

PERSONAL CALLS ON JOBBERS,
WHOLESALERS,
RETAILERS

Q

STORE WINDOW

|J BARGAIN

BAR

DISPLAYS

Q

REPORTS TO FOOD ADVERTISERS

PROMOTIONS

^

PROMOTIONAL

QQ

NEWSPAPER

SPOTS

ADS

WXEX-TV

Tom Tinsley, President

National Representatives

NBC

B ASIC

" C H AN

N E L

•
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Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice-Pres.

Select Station Representatives in New York. Phiradelphia. Baltimore. Washington; Simmons Associates in Chicago and Boston;

Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans; McGavren-Qumn
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in Seattle. San Francisco. Los Angeles.
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by Joe Csida

"The Little Guy
with the

Big Following"

Sponsor
backstage
This is going to be the year when

. . .

In this New Year it's two to one that —
. . . Elvis Presley will not become a General
during his upcoming tenure in the U. S. Army,
in spite of the constant build-up Elsa Maxwell
pursues in the young man's behalf on the Jack
Paar Tonight show.
. . . Arthur Fatt of the Grey Advertising Agency
won't make a repeat appearance on Night Beat.
. . . No bigger contribution will tv radio make to the Broadway

"Wee

ReBeL"

WRBL
AM

—

FM —

COLUMBUS,

TV

GEORGIA

stage than Meredith Willson, whose "Music Man" is slightly better
than "My Fair Lady" in some respects, and at least as good in
most others.
. . . Godfrey's sponsors will continue to go with him, despite rating
decreases as long as he is the wham salesman he is.
. . . Motion picture executives, on all levels, production, distribu:
tion and exhibition (particularly the latter) will have an even
tougher time than they did last year. Just wait until those rerun
deals are worked out with more unions on more post-1958 films, and
these latter-day jobs hit the tv screens.
. . . OUie Treyz will have to apologize at least twice more for statements made by Mike Wallace guests.
. . . The advertising agency business on the upper levels will be
just as tough as in 1957. Heads will roll. Firms will continue to
merge. FJlcers will beget ulcers as the national economy continues
tight, and those tv multi-million dollar mistakes become less and
less forgivable.
. . . Full hour shows will definitely continue to win larger audiences.
. . . The public will, more than ever before, ignore most of the
critics.
. . . Fee tv will account for more aspirin sales than the common
cold.
Trek to the West Coast
. . . Too many of the same actors and actresses will have parts
in too many of tv's dramas. On a recent Sunday, Dorothy Sticknev had key parts (major feature role in the former, and lead in
the latter) in GE Theatre and Alfred Hitchcock Presents, back to
back on CBS TV.

WRBL-TV
Coverage
Promotion
Ratings

. . . Don't know how good a stock buy Hal Roach, Jr.'s new setup
will be, although I'm in, but Theatrical Investments Plan should do
right well. They invest loot in legit, and their first four shows this

Renewals
Local Acceptance
Local Programing
Public Service
CALL HOLLINGBERY

CO.

season are: "Jamaica," "Look Homeward, Angel," "The Dark at the
Top of the Stairs" and "Music Man."
. . . Nothing will stem the tv trek to the West Coast.
. . . Many major entertainment enterprises will continue their programs of diversification, as witness United Artists currentK gc.in^
into the record business, and the tv business via Associated Artists
Productions' maneuver.

(Don't know about their AAP venture, but
11
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NUMBER

ONE

IN A FACT-FILLED SERIES

IN
LAS VEGAS
THE
BIG
SWITCH
IS
TO

THE "NEW"

KSHO-TV

HAVE YOU MADE

THE BIG SWITCH ?

Join the many National spot buyers who already
have in the first 60 days of operation and more
coming
in daily . . .
YES . . . IN BOOMING

LAS VEGAS

KSHO-TV
LAS VEGAS,
STUDIOS & OFFICES ON

THE

GROUNDS

VEGAS

OF EL RANCHO

REPRESENTED
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BY

THE

BIG

SWITCH

IS TO:

** 13
NEVADA

AA c G A V R E N - Q U I N N

CO.

Sponsor

WILS
the key station in

MICHIGAN'S
MIGHTY MIDDLE
MARKET
with a 24 hour schedule and

5000
LIVELY

WATTS

has over twice the number of
listeners than all other stations combined in
(March-April, 1957— C. E. Hooper, Inc.)

backstage

continued . .

their approach to the disk business is purely from Major Bowes.)
. . . MGM will continue to hurt for some time to come.
. . . Science fiction will he bigger than ever, will bust through in
major fashion on tv. (Sales of magazines in the field are \\a\ up.)
. . . The pop music disk jockey convention spearheaded by the
Storz stations, and scheduled for March in Kansas City, will be the
first in a long line of successful confabs of this group.
. . . More stars will invest more money in radio and television
stations, following lead of such wise entertainers as Crosbys and
Hope. Frank Sinatra's business counsellors have just bought a
group of Northwest radio stations, and Jim Lowe, and Jimmy Stewart's investment people are shopping around, to name just a few.
Westerns will stay hot
. . . Rock-and-roll music will continue stronger than ever with
the teen age set, although some of the more extreme forms will fade
in mass popularity.
. . . Sagebrush sagas will also continue big.
. . . Government will not get off broadcasters' backs.
. . . Radio will have another lush year in spite of softening of
national economy, or maybe because of it.
... Trading in broadcast properties will reach new peaks.
. . . Mergers of major entertainment operations intra-tv-radio.
and inter-entertainment as between tv-radio and other fields will
take a spurt.
. . . Instant ratings (ARB, Nielsen — and there'll be others) will
lead to an even more laughable and widespread misuse of rating
information, and give new zing to top 10 to top 25 lists.
. . . The 700-plus Paramount pre-1948 feature films will hit the
tv market.

LANSING
contact Venard,
Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.

"17 Central Michigan
counties with
$1,696,356,000
spendable income.

WILS
fltffr 0*j£ c^yfc

Executives like it warm
. . . More previously-employed broadcasting executives will acquire substantial pieces of broadcasting properties, as Avitness Jack
Van Volkenberg's move in this direction in St. Petersburg, Fla.,
and Kevin Sweeney's ditto move in Long Beach, Cal. Note how
they search out those sunny climes. Niles Trammell was one of first
broadcast leaders to show the way here years ago when he moved
into Miami picture, out of NBC's presidency.
. . . Color television will make its largest strides to date, but won't
quite bust through as major mass circulation medium.
. . . The NAB Convention in Los Angeles in April will be the most
exciting and interesting in years.
. . . Music-news formats will be more popular than ever, and more
and more stations will make their own local surveys of top tunes.
Top 40 as such, however, will dwindle in usage, with variations on
this theme, the order of the year.
. . . Jack Paar's stature as one of tv's all-time major personalities
will be enhanced and he will do at least three "Specials."
. . . Other singers will knock themselves out. with little success,
trying to emulate Como.
. . . Tv sets-in-use will continue to climb.
. . . We'll fret and fuss over juvenile delinquency, national and
international crises, etc.. but '59 will dawn with each of us, and the
country in good shape.
\ happy, healthy one to you!
^
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WNAC-TV

PRESENTS

the ultimate in Boston

TV entertainment

feaZufa^

from the libraries of
*

MGM

* 20th CENTURY

FOX

*

ujoacjtv

COLUMBIA

Call
The
SPONSOR

Yankee
•
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Division

of

* U.A. * RKO

H-R

|R|K|CJ>1 Teleradio

Television
Pictures,

Inc.

NOW, FOR THE FIRS
PULSE STUDY FO
PROVES THERE
IN THE QUALITY 0
NIGHTTIME
RADIO AUDIENCES

ME, A SPECIAL
BC SPOT SALES
0 DIFFERENCE
> basic facts about nighttime radio are generally accepted
.y: (1) A substantial nighttime radio audience exists.
Cost-per-thousand is as low as that of morning radio,
there is definite proof of a vital third fact: nighttime
morning radio audiences are of the same quality and
e to advertisers.
i special study commissioned by NBC Spot Sales, The
te, Inc., compared the characteristics of evening radio
ners with those of morning radio listeners. With remarkj: consistency in all of the markets studied (New York,
cago, and San Francisco), the Pulse 1,620-interview
pie proved that, for all practical purposes, there is no
trence in the quality of morning and nighttime radio
iences. Here are highlights* of the study:
RADIO AUDIENCE CHARACTERISTICS 3 MARKET COMPOSITE
SOCIO-ECONOMIC

LEVEL

SIZE OF FAMILY

35 or over
EDUCATION
OF
HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD
College
High School
Grade School or none
AUTOMOBILE
OWNERSHIP
Yes
No
TELEVISION
OWNERSHIP

MORNING
LISTENERS
6 TO 9 AM )

NIGHTTIME
LISTENERS
(7 TO 10 PM)

ADVANTAGES

OF NIGHTTIME

RADIO-Add

the results

of the NBC Spot Sales study to the known facts about nighttime radio, and a powerful story emerges:
• No difference between nighttime and morning radio
in terms of audience quality.
• A substantial nighttime radio audience exists.
• Nighttime radio cost-per-thousand is, in many cases,
lower than that of morning radio.
• Greater advertising impact and memorability in commercially uncrowded nighttime hours.
• Greater separation from competing product commercials.
• Considerably more freedom of choice of commercial
location.
• Attractive discount plans available to nighttime advertisers.
• Greater variety of program types during nighttime
hours.
All indications point to a much increased use of nighttime
spot radio in 1958. The time to be investigating the possibility of nighttime radio is right now.
*Call your NBC Spot Radio Salesman today for all the
details of the new study on the quality of nighttime radio
audiences.
WRCA, NEW YORK
WHK, CLEVELAND
WRCV, PHILADELPHIA
WAVE, LOUISVILLE
WRC, WASHINGTON
WMAQ, CHICAGO
WAMP, PITTSBURGH
KSD, ST. LOUIS
KOMO, SEATTLE-TACOMA
KNBC, SAN FRANCISCO
KGU, HONOLULU

(nbc)

SOLD BY

SPOT SALES

News and views for women in
advertising and wives of admen

Women's

going up/

week

On hiring agencymen (and women): Carol Lee, Compton's 27year-old personnel director, figures her job is just about ideal. She
has good cause:
"I'm married to John Lee, who's an account executive in the
agency. And, the way I met him is that I hired him."
Carol interviews the candidates for Compton jobs such as marketing, research and account executives. But creative copy jobs are
filled by the specialists in that area themselves.
"Advertising is an excellent field for women," says Carol. "At
Compton we have some 650 employees of whom 300 are advertising
specialists. At least 100 of the specialists are women. Half our
copywriters are women. Research is staffed with many women and

Food sales in the
a Crosse television
market have
increased
In per cent in the
past year
—
almost
double
the rate of the
uritry as.a whole.*
tales Management
Survey of
Bayer Purvey,
May '56,
May '57.

WKBT

Serving

130,000
TV Homes
CBS -NBC -ABC

H-R

Represented
by:
TELEVISION, INC.
HARRY HYETT,
Minneapolis

so Her
is radio-tv."
main tips to women who want professional advertising jobs:
1. Know precisely what job you're qualified to fill, its limitations
and opportunities, and what you want out of your career.
2. Be businesslike and dedicated. Don't give the impression that
you just want to fill time between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
3. Remember you're a woman.

Stay feminine, but ladylike.

Industry education plans: New opportunities for women teachers
are opening up in industry, according to Ida Crawford, director of
Bristol-Myers' Educational Service Department.
"More and more companies are creating educational departments
to build good-will for themselves and their products," she says. Her
department sends out such information as tips on safety in the
kitchen, ways to prevent or cure Asian flu, household guidance
leaflets.
"When I started out as a teacher," she told SPONSOR, "I never
thought I'd end up talking on television. But that's something we
do almost as often as we make up pamphlets or manuals on educational subjects. We also provide educational aids to teachers, particularly home economics teachers as part of our program."

What do admen's wives do? One account executive's wife has her
own real estate office with four or five salesmen in it. She's Elan
Shinn, head of Elan Shinn Real Estate, wife of Kay Shinn, who's an
account executive for The Condon Co. in Tacoma, Washington.
He told SPONSOR: "My wife has been a very successful real estate
woman for the past 12 or 15 years. This causes no conflict with my

J&fa

business, but our names do. My first name is 'Kay' and no one can
figure out from it whether I'm a man or woman. You can't be sure
with 'Elan's' name either."
Bedlam? Only at convention time, when Kay and Elan have both

****

8

LA CROSSE,

WIS.

been assigned strange roommates ("until we show up"). Of course,
hubby Kay has mistakenly been named an honorary member of
the WAVES!
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n Kansas

City

all eyes are tuned
to KCMO-TV and
the "eye-full" tower

—More quarter-hour firsts (according
to ARB and Nielsen) than any
other station.
— Broadcasting at maximum power
from the world's tallest selfsupported tower.
-Mid-America's No. 1 station in
audience, picture clarity and
sales success.

KCMO-TV

Kansas City channel 5

WHEN-TV
KPHO-TV

Syracuse
Phoenix

WOW-TV

Meredith

C

channel 8
channel 5

1958

STP^

Joe Hartenbower, General Mgr.
Sid Tremble, Commercial Mgr.
Represented nationally by Katz Agency
KCMO-TV ... One of Meredith's
Big 4
. . All-Family Stations.

;i

Stations Are Affiliated with Better Homes
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®
and

Gardens

and

Successful

Farming

Magazines,

I
.

NO
FZZLE
MISSILE
SOUTH
TEXAS

49th an
Madiso
Daytime tv study

We are very impressed with your recent article on daytime tv presenting
material from an NBC TV study on
its effectiveness — in particular with the
article's accuracy and clarity of presentation. Incidentally, since the article we have been receiving requests
from agencies and prospective daytime tv clients for more information
on our survey. Your readers may be
interested in knowing that we are preparing afinal report on our daytime tv
research which will be available soon.
Mary Baiman joins me in thanking
you for an excellent job.
Thomas E. Coffin
dir. of research, NBC

Sales are rocketing to new

heights in

San Antonio . . . when the pitch is made
over KONO
National

Radio.

and local advertisers alike

have found there's nothing faster than
sound — the sound of their message
supported by KONO'S great D-J's.
That's the sound that's heard all over
South Texas . . . the sound that has
sold more

advertisers (and customers

for advertisers) than ever before
KONO's

in

31 -year history.

Get the sound fact on San Antonio —
call your
H-R

Representative

or Clarke -Brown

man

Congratulations on your item comparing radio super saturation with newspaper on pages 38 and 39 of your December 7th issue. Would it be possible
for you to rush us 100 reprints of these

•
Reprints
pages?

of

Joseph R. Fife, gen. mgr.,
WBBC, Flint, Mich.
this

article

are

available

upon

Case history challenge

Late last fall I issued a challenge to
SPONSOR — although I didn't know I
was issuing it at the time. I mentioned to a group of people at a convention that the case history we had
just heard in a meeting left me unsatisfied. Itglossed over any of the
real detailed thinking behind the campaign and just hit the result highlights.
I commented that many publications
do the same thing in their case history
articles.
sponsor executive editor Miles Da-

C3
860

SAN

kc

5000

watts

ANTONIO

VK.v.,.*. ^A)^?.,-,,

EJ 2
Radio

vid was in the group and said he accepted that comment as a challenge.
The result was the Lehn & Fink case
history
which issue.
appeared in sponsor's
30 November
As the year closes I want to note
that sponsor and writer Hal Meden
fulfilled the challenge. I believe this
case history did what I found lacking
in the one presented at the convention.
It provided grist for the thought mill
of othcrad managers faced with prob-
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lems

similar

to

those

we

had

with

Lysol.
Thanks for a great job.
Emanuel Goren, manager,
Lehn & Fink Div.
Lehn & Fink Products Corp.

in B0FFA10

DON'T get snowed under
an avalanche of spots

Radio station editorial policy

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: to have radio
stations lead the way in telling the
public the good things about their
community, state and nation, and not
be prophets of doom.
In line with this policy we at WJTN
have each year, for several years, taken
time out during the holidays to air our
editorial opinions of the outlook for
the coming year. We thought you
might be interested in some of the
things we told our listeners this year:
"Among the blessings Jamestown
residents should consider are one of
the state's finest school systems, its
own community college, two top-rated
hospitals, and outstanding churches.
"Despite a shutdown by one manufacturing firm, the industrial picture is
generally good. Both employment and
industrial pay rolls are well above the
same figures during the 1954 'recession.'
"All in all, the Jamestown area is
a good place in which to work and
live. With the cooperation of all of
us, it can become even better."
Si Goldman, president
WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y.
•

SPONSOR

has advo(

sell optimisn
•eady began

WJTN
and other
apply broadcast i

All-media study

I have recently been introduced to
your All-Media Evaluation Study and
I think this is a most valuable contribution to advertising information.
It is so useful that it is a great help
to we people in Australia because of
the general principles it enunciates.
George Stokes, manager
Frank Mason & Co.
(Aust.) Pty. Ltd.
. . . Where can advertising agencies
submit commercials for awards? Can
you tell us how one can learn of such
competitions in time to enter?
David Commons
Hollywood Film Commercials
•
To SPONSORS
knowledge the only organ
tion making film commercial awards on a nati
al basis is the Art Directors Club of New Yc
SPONSOR
each vear chooses the top lO tv c
mercials
of the 1957
vear issue).
(See last Butyear'swe selections
28
Dcember
accept
'entries," making our own choice with the aid
leading tv commercial
specialists.
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NO
NO

DOUBLE
TRIPLE

SPOTTING
SPOTTING

flo;
Sales curves go blasting upward in the "clustered"
Milky Way Market, powered by WBTW's
unduplicated coverage.
Examine closely the impressive market created
by WBTW coverage . . . clusters of bustling,
prosperous communities orbited around Florence.
Compare carefully the 75-mile area population
of Florence with these other Southern markets:*
Florence — 1,338,600
Augusta— 1 ,01 5,200
Tampa-St. Petersburg — 1,105,000

Miami— 1 ,1 51 ,700
Charleston — 484,500

Act decisively. Call your nearest CBS Television Spot Sales
office now.

"^^^S^^,

* — 1956 Survey of Buying

Power

f SPONSOR
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CLIENTS

ADVERTISER

SHIFTING

IN

LAST

SIX MONTHS

JANUARY

INCLUDED:
I-:STIM\TED BUDGET

FROM

All-State Insurance
Armour Meats
Beech-Nut Foods
Brylcream-Eno
Buick

Christiansen
Tatham-Laird
Kenyon & Eckhardt
Atherton & C
Kudner

Leo Burnett
N. W. Ayer
Young & Rubicam
Kenyon & Eckhardt
(Pending)

Colgate's Halo
Coty
Helene Curtis
Charles E. Hires

Carl Brown
Heineman, etc
Ludgin & Best
N. W. Ayer

D'Arcy
BBDO
McCann-Erickson
Maxon

2,000,000
1,250,000
3,500,000
2,000,000

Jergens-Woodbury

F&S&R

Cunningham & Walsh

3,000,000

Lever's Swan
Lorillard's Kent
Manischewitz Wine
W. A. Shaeffer

BBDO
Young & Rubicam
Emil Mogul
Keyes, M&J

NL&B
Lennen & Newell
Gumbinner
BBDO

1,500,000
3,000,000
1,500,000
1,500,000

Sun Oil

EW-R&R

Esty

4,000,000

WHAT

DO CLIENTS

1958

SWITCH

$1,500,000
3,000,000
2,500,000
1,500,000
23,000,000

FOR

The "marketing" agency that produces selling tv commercials and
buys air media at a low cost-per- 1,000 will haul them in in 1958.
Here's how tv clients measure agencies — and go about finding one
by Evelyn

■ or agencies wary after a record
volume of 1957 account changes, the
year opens with no indication of a
let-up. A SPONSOR survey this week
among major clients indicates tension
will be felt among agencies for as long
as the economic barometers point
down.
Though the forecasters see 1958
business taking on steam in the last
two quarters, by coincidence this is
also the year the Frey study comes up
for serious consideration. (The final
Frey report is now due out in Feb11 JANUARY

1958

Konrad

ruary, ANA told sponsor this week.)
In realism-minded 1958, what
will clients seek from their current agencies?
How will they go about hunting
new agencies — if need be?
SPONSOR sought the answers from
top admen in companies selling products including gasoline, cigarettes,
soaps, cosmetics and hard goods. One
theme recurred: The agency that can
hedge the risk in television and offers
extensive marketing services will get
— or keep — the billing.

Admen are more demanding of the
agency those
now. who
They're
from
chosea different
agencies breed
only
a few years ago. Whether they're
marketing v.p.'s or not, most now view
advertising as part of a marketing
master plan and they expect the agency
to keep pace.
Here's what they will look for:
1. Tv commercials outrank network buying ability. The tv department continues to be decisive for
national clients, but standards have
changed with changes in tv itself.

WHAT

DO

CLIENTS

SWITCH

FOR?

above anything else," says Nabisco
advertising director Harry Schroeter.
His view is typical of national spot
or big network advertisers.
Leverage with the networks is still

buyer's market. Getting a good network buj was appeal enough.
"We gel into program buying and
network negotiations ourselves," says
Bristol-Myers' Don Frost. "We'd certainl) consider the agency's ability to
<lo these jolis. But its ability to produce good commercials is more im-

a factor, but it doesn't rank as high
with most tv clients as it did in a
sellers' market. The big nighttime
spenders can pick and choose. But
small-budget advertisers may still look
to the agency to open some network
doors.

Network client competition has
portant."
changed: Clients aren't fighting as
hard for the good time slot as they
are for the viewer's attention. As a
result of UJC's strength, network time
is more available. Audiences are more
split. Toda\ each commercial must
convert a maximum percentage of
viewers into sales for the tv investment to pa) out.
"We

judge

our

AGENCIES

agency's

tv show-

MUST

PASS

CIGARETTE

ed . .

manship according to its ability to produce consistently creative commercials

Two years ago, the agency with a
well-known tv director who had solid
network contacts hauled them in on
the strength of thai bait. It was a

"We want the agency to keep us
up-to-date on all opportunities to get
into shows when they first break," says
Lehn & Fink's new general manager,
Emanuel Goren.
"As network advertisers, we still
consider this very important. But it
takes more than a department head
with a known name. We feel it takes
an agency with big tv billing and a

STIFF TESTS,

HARD

COSMETIC
WilliamCoty Siegel

'"'I I I jlilj I I kl'l'JiillL! "I lop ■

"Mark. -liii;: -er\ ices were among our
ii urns in our recent
choice of BBDO. We wanted an
agency big enough to give us the
iiin-i expert and -pcciali/.ed help in
ill ana- of marketing our line. From
the Btarl all of US On the management committee choosing an agency

agencies

agreed

creativity,

service."

on

our

current

through after the buy has been made."
2. Programing judgment is high
on list. The agency that has it will
make out like Marilyn Monroe at an
Army camp. But how can the agency
demonstrate show savvy?
A couple of years ago, a shop with
a show in the top 10 was automatically
hot. Now clients want more proof.
The star agency of yesterday won't
sta\ hot today, unless it can virtually
guarantee performance.
"One still feels drawn into an agency
that's got a batch
Sylvania's Terry
we know that's an
be the one client

of hit shows," says
Cunningham. "But
illusion. You might
who pulls down the

average. That's why we would judge
the
agenc\
"s programing
a more
scientific
angle. wisdom from
"Track record is one indication. But
you also look at sales results, not just
ratings.
How did the agency follow

QUOTES

AND

QUESTIONNAII

GOODS

GASOLINE
Don

Terrv Cunningham

mil job. We have
ilirn- men in the advertising department who talk in ageni ies to keep
informed about new advertising technique- and i" k.-.-|i up-to-date on organization and personnel in this
changeable industry. We judge our
on

AS THESE

large staff of specialists to carry

needs."

"It's important for an

agency to

have a good track record with products marketed through the same
channels as ours. That's why si
clients with budgets exceeding $5
million on several products may find
it efficient to split their account these
days. We chose JWT for its marketing and tv know-how in our lines."

Stewart

"More and more of our p
have to be handled on a loc;
Therefore we feel our au. in\
have regional offices in mark
are important to us. As h
users, we also checked into oi
cy's network and spot buying
their commercial product io .
judgment
in
tv show
pickh|
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M>

through? So you look at integration
of commercials, merchandising, trade

wants
to know his agency can provide
it.

reaction
to program
The client
with a choice."
stake in network
tv looks for new program research in
his agency. He wants to know what
it does to predict new show ratings.
Admen say top company brass is most
anxious to find an agency with research guarantees against bad tv show
investments.

"Research is our safeguard against
a bad investment," Colgate general
product manager in toiletries Ed Gum-

"That's the first question our company president asks," says the advertising director of a multi-brand drug
company. "Like most clients today,
we form a management committee to
pick an agency and we've found that
the top men on the committee are
most gun-shy of new tv shows. They
feel reassured by an agency with new
program research methods."
3. Research is as important as
judgment. Name the type of research
and the client wants it. Or, he at least

pert, told sponsor. "Our agencies have
to be fully staffed to do ratings and
audience research on our shows, pretest the copy, put media research behind every choice of a commercial
Some
time
slot."clients object to agencies
using research as a lever against commissions. They don't want to buy
these services as a package deal, and
an increasing number of advertisers
are searching for new ways to pay for
them. But all of them do want the
agency to provide them.
The big-budget clients, often with
their own research operations, still
look to the agency for its research
backing. For example, they want
agency interpretation of ratings in-

formation. "The agency gives us a
benchmark against which to measure
the way our research people read the
figures," says Nestle's Don Cady.
Motivational and other deeper probing research have come into their own.
Package goods advertisers look for
research in an agency. The harder it
is to sell products, they say, the more
important research becomes.
"The best-laid media and copy plan
can flop if you don't know what makes
a woman pick your package off the
shelf," says the advertising director
for a highly successful tv user. "The
feel for knowing this is what we used
to call 'creative advertising judgment'
in the old days. But motivational research takes a lot of the guesswork out
of this judgment. We want an agency
that4. keeps
guessesmust
to a be
minimum."
The the
agency
a good
media buyer.
"Time buying ability
(Please turn to page 66)

QUESTIONNAIRE
f RIGHT

DEMONSTRATE

for services of new
1.
2.
3.

Emanuel

4.

Goren

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

m

10.

j

11.
12.

13.

network tv advertisers and we
i the agency tv department to
5 informed of all network buys
l as these open up. That's why
ked an agency with sufficient
ing to pull weight with the
ks. We also picked McCann
e stature and creativity of
p television
executives."
11
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advertising agency

How long has agency been established?
How many people are employed?
Give details
of personnel by department; such as, copy,
art, mechanical production, media, research.
List the Officers and Senior Executives of
the agency and indicate the experience of
each.
How many and what active accounts does the
agency have?
Give names and year they
started with the agency.
What is the average number of employees per
active account?
How many accounts have been added during
the last three years?
Give names.
How many accounts have been lost during the
past three years? Give names.
What executive would head the group handling our account, and who would be his
senior assistants directly on the account?
What is the agency's procedure in taking
over a new product?
Why does the agency believe that it is best
equipped to take care of
(Product x)?
To what extent does the agency rely on
research?
To what extent does the agency rely on
copy testing, to decide the possible effectiveness of campaigns presented to a client? What are the methods of copy testing?
What methods are used by the agency to test
the effectiveness of advertising campaigns
currently appearing?

Colgate agency questionnaire is typical of way many tv clients first contact new agencies. From
returns, Colgate narrows choice. For how Colgate picked D'Arcy for Halo, turn page
1958

HOW

COLGATE

PICKED D'ARCY
FOR HALO

I his week D'Arcy went to work as
the new agency for Colgate's Halo, a
$2 million-plus brand with a fondness
for network and spot tv. (The two
that just missed: Geyer and Fletcher
D. Richards.)
D'Arcy won out mainly by showing
sales results for its clients which outpaced growth in their respective industries.
"And that is what advertising is all
about,"
as a Colgate adman
told
SPONSOR.

One of the key members of the com-

Marketing, research and air media know-how are major
items, Colgate told SPONSOR.

The system : questionnaires

to all soliciting agencies, interview of agency head and
agency account group by committee of Colgate admen

mittee picking D'Arcy was Ed Gumpert, general product manager of the
Colgate toiletries articles division. Here
is his step-by-step story of how Colgate
goes about picking an agency — told to
sponsor just a few hours before the
choice
of D'Arcy became official late
last week.
By implication some of the points
Gumpert makes are also what the firm
expects of its current agencies:
Q.
A.

How do you decide which agencies are in the running?
We held a series of informal meet

ings among ourselves to decide on the
exact nature of the product's needs be
fore we came up with agency names.
Q. Who was involved in these
omrnen da tions ?
A. The product manager, director of
marketing for our division, the head of
our division, our media director and I.
Together, we tried to pin down the
product's problems — whether it needed
more creative copy, had a media problem or had a motivation problem.
These meetings on the needs of the
product brought up suggestions of
agencies that might fill the bill.
Q.

How

do you first contact these

agencies
A. Our ? first step is a general questionnaire that any agency interested in
the account could answer. (See questionnaire on page 31.) We got about
20 returns which we studied carefully
against the needs we had sketched out
for the product. After elimination because of product conflicts or because
Agency choice at Colgate starts with recommendations from product managers, but
involves division head too. Above, Colgate execs huddle about agency services. They are
(L to r.) Joseph Deimling, Lustre-Creme product mgr.; Kenneth B. Arrington, Colgate
dental products mgr. ; Paul Elliott-Smith, Colgate's men's line and Brisk product mgr.;
Edward Gumpert, general products mgr. for toiletries articles division; Paul Byrne, ass't
product mgr.: Stanley II. Pulver, media manager. These men review agency presentations

they didn't fit the idea we started with,
ning.
we wound up with about half of the
answering agencies still in the runWe invited these agencies in for interviews.
{Please turn to page 68)
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More

beans

for Beantown

are prescribed by ad doctor
R. F. O'Brien, agencyman for
Homemaker's baked beans,
as he signs WORL time
contract.

Witnessing,

U. to r.) , station manager
A. E. Haley; Chet Soule Sr.,
Monmouth
WORL

Canning treas.;

salesman Hal Segal

RADIO

PUTS

A

NEW

BEAN

IN

OLD

BOSTON

Beans are big in Boston, but a crowded market didn't offer room
for Homemaker's
blast

of

brand. So, it created its own niche with the

saturation

radio.

Now

^^ an radio advertising sell refrigerators to Eskimos?
Executives at Monmouth Canning
Co., Portland. Me., think maybe it
can, judging from the coup it pulled
for them. Radio took their virtually
unknown Homemaker's brand of baked
beans and built it into the number
three seller in what is probably the
best-supplied
bean town in the country
— Boston.
featured on label
baked bean fame

After, "Boston
to capitalize on

SPONSOR
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When

Monmouth,

a vegetable

and

it's third

seller

among

32

bean packer for over 50 years, e\ed
the Boston bean market in late 1954, it
found an area already saturated with
more than its share of big-name brand
names. Friend's, B&M, Heinz, Van
Camp, Campbell's. Libby's and numerous private label brands kept the local
store shelves well stocked. Boston evidently needed another bean brand like
it needed another Scollay Square.
But Monmouth went in anyway and,
in a little over two vears with about

Selling beans is serious business to Boston disk jockeys, and they find the cam

$25,000 invested in radio, it shot from
nowhere to it> present third-place ranking in this 32-brand field of baked
beans.
Prior to the first radio campaign, in
September. 1955. package and label redesign h\ Robert F. O'Brien & Co.,
Boston advertising agency, outfitted
the product for the big push.
Research into the market's bean
brands turned up an interesting fact.
Of all the beans in a city famous
throughout the world for the product.
none brand
used the
key word '"Boston"' in
their
names.
Monmouth immediately switched its
name from "Homemaker's New England Oven-Style Baked Beans" to
"Homemaker's BOSTON
Baked
Beans." "Homemaker's" appeared in
small print, with "Boston" emphasized. The label redesign further incorporated an authentic signpost of
colonial days, the coach-and-four and
the tollhouse — all done in bright red.
white and blue. The container was
changed to an easier-to-stock glass
beanpot, heat
Following
Homemaker's
test stocking
chains.

'n serve style.
the package overhaul,
bowed into Boston via
by two large grocery

Food brokers pushed the brand by
obtaining mass displays, holding instore demonstrations and utilizing
dealer incentives and consumer premiums at point-of-purchase. A third
food chain was added to the distribution list and test-stocked Homemaker's
in 10 of its stores.
The beans sold, but for the most
part area store buyers were still dubi"it won't
sell over
the long haul"
was ous—their
attitude.
Saturation
radio
changed that attitude in late 1955.
Monmouth reveals that most Boston
agencies soliciting the account advised
tv advertising because of the visual impact of Homemaker's
container.

glass beanpot

Why, then, the selection of radio?
With their limited initial budget
(about $8,500), Monmouth executives
boughl agency head O'Brien's belief
in the power of radio's multiple recall

impressions in a saturation campaign.
O'Brien told them "an advertiser
who buys five tv announcements a
week and thinks he's getting adequate
coverage is whistling Dixie. Five announcements in a broadcast week is
negligible. At that rate, how many
thousands don't hear your message?"
the New England adman reasoned.
O'Brien opened Homemaker's air
schedule with a saturation campaign
on one independent station, WORL, in
September 1955. For the first month,
30 one-minute and nine 20-second
spots, along with six 10-minute muskprograms, were used per week. Following this campaign, a series of others carried Homemaker's WORL radio
advertising through November 1956
with heavy weekly schedules using
minutes, 20's and some 10's.
Spots and program commercials all
pushed Homemaker's as "the real
thing" in Boston baked beans. The
sales messages were run from 7:00
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. daily, with heaviest
concentration during the prime housewife listening hours of 9:00 a.m. to
12 :00 noon, and 3 :00 to 4:00 p.m.
Out-of-state motorists coming into
the area also were targets for the
Homemaker's commercials. They were
exhorted to make their tour of historic
Boston complete by trying Homemaker's — and purchase of the product
to take home as a memento was suggested.
Merchandising: During this first 14month period, station merchandising
helped
over. put the Homemaker's campaign
Jumbo postcard mailing were sent
to the trade; listeners were hit with an
offer to send in a cap from the Homemaker's jar to receive a coupon good
for another jar free. WORL estimates
it took in over 1,000 caps during this

campaign.

An all-day remote broadcast was
aired from a super-market. Disk
jockeys ran their shows from the
Homemaker's section in the store, inter\ tewing shoppers and drawing attention to the Homemaker's displays.

The extensive merchandising paid
off materially when a fourth food
chain stocked Homemaker's in all of
its stores.
Increased sales resulted in another
packaging innovation. Research among
housewives purchasing Homemaker's
revealed their desire for a smaller container. Monmouth added an 11-oz.
pantry-pack tin to its line. This move
again added more chains to the distribution picture, leaving only one major
chain in the area remaining without
Homemaker's on its shelves.
More radio: During the early months
of 1957, Homemaker's used three other
radio stations in Boston; WNAC, WBZ

SPONSOR
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WORL
staffers get first-hand view of
Homemaker's processing at canning plant.

lory is their best prep school for bean sales

Grouped (/. to r.) , agencyman O'Brien:
WORUs salesman Segal; d.j.'s Dave Maynard,
Greg Finn and Stan Richards : station manager Haley; d.j. Norm Tu/in, and Monmouth
Canning's Chet Soule Jr. Discussing canning
procedures

and WCOP. In July, it started its biggest pitch via radio.
The brand bought a campaign representing the largest advertising budget in station WORL's history. The
campaign started with 40 minute and
60 20-second spots per week, continuing through December with frequencies ranging from 60-85 announcements per week. Recorded and live
commercials, still pushing "the real
thing" theme, were used.
Station merchandising activities
again played a prime role. The entire
staff of WORL d.j.'s, along
count salesman Harold Segal
tion manager Arthur Haley,
all-day visit to the Monmouth

11

JANUARY

with acand stapaid an
cannery

1958

in Portland. I See picture above.)
They learned the entire production
process from raw beans to the pack-

is

Monmouth's

Richard

White

Homemaker's Boston Baked Beans signs
biggest radio contract ever placed with
Radio Station WORL, Boston.

aged and labeled Homemaker's product. Haley, holding to the theory that
an announcer can do best with a product he knows personally, told SPONSOR,
"the glass jar of beans our staffers
were going to sell on the air became as
familiar to them as their own first

I U*8tST MM0 CM»P»

WST0H 8*Kt0 B"''S *

names. This kind of close, first-hand
contact with the product and its production enables our announcers to sell
Homemaker's more convincingly."
Merchandising activities to the trade
included telegrams to New England's
grocery buyers informing them of the
{Please turn to page 59)

Merchandising to the trade it

gram mailers, jumbo postcards <
displays.
Consumers
received

Wl

2 »/.-,»-,.

THE

15-YEAR

RISE

OF AIR MEDIA

A

Re-evaluation in 1943 was
starting point for current
dominance.

M<< iann uses spot radio
as shock troops, says

Though not a

big user of net radio it

home office media chief

denies bias toward medium

"Media today must be
mobile and flexible," says
II ill mm Dekker, media

by Alfred J. Jaffe

director of McCann-Erick-

i\.\\y yen to generalize about the media policies of McCann-Erickson inevitably bucks up against the many ifs
and buts that are bound to crop up in
describing an operation as large and

I

sons home office. "As a
marketing-minded firm we are aware of the competitive

l>n\ ii premium in term

picture. The competition
shelf

complex
the nation's biggest buyer
of tv and asradio.

space means that a brand

McCann has a variegated client list.
As William Dekker, home office media

for supermarket

that doesn't move is delisted in a hurry. With
spot radio we can concentrate on markets of our
choice.

We are willing to

/ cost-per- 1,000 to place our

advertising where we want

two outstanding package goods agencies, devote a higher percentage of ad
spending to air media than McCann.
Other top agencies like B&B, Leo Burnett, D-F-S and William Esty — where
package goods are less important but
still predominate — also lay out a larger share to tv and radio.

it and with the required
pressure. . . . Hack in
L943 Mi (n n a uiis in
about fifth place in total
bitting* but less than 20th
place with radio. McCann decided to take a
fresh looh at the medium

tit

Leaving out the Marschalk & Pratt
division, in which package goods are a

/s n result, in about five
years

we

had

ninth plate."

moved

chief, points out, no one type of account dominates. The agency while
loaded with package goods, which
could easily explain its heavy air
usage, also represents a long list of
durable goods, soft goods and industrial firms.
And note that Ted Bates and SSCB,

to

definite minority, McCann's client roster includes 16 industrials, seven building material advertisers. 10 utilities,
eight petroleum firms, eight companies
selling either home furnishings, appliII JANUARY

1958

AIR

MEDIA

USE

BY

McCANN

Bulova

New York home
. ___
.

Chesebrough-Ponds
Chrysler Cor,,.
__
Chrysler Div.
Coca-Cola & Bottlers _
Columbia Records
Corn Products
Esso
Hood Rubber
_..

IcCANN

Lehn & Fink- .
Liggett & Myers _
Look Magazine
.
Wennen
.
Nabisco
Nestle
.
Standard Oil (N.J.)
Wesdnghouse

ances or equipment and six financial
clients.
expectation
of borne
a "balanced"'
useThe
of air
media is both
out and
confounded by the facts. Despite its
ranking status in tv-radio, McCann
does not lead in spending in any of
the four air media. SPONSOR figures
show that J. Walter Thompson spends
more in network tv, Bates spends more
in spot tv while BBDO spends as much
in spot radio. On the other hand, McCann spends almost nothing in network radio.
McCann's No. 1 position in the air
media is the culmination of a 15-year
history in which, first, radio and, then,
tv received increasing emphasis. This
is partly the result of the clients McCann acquired as well as a conscious
effort back in the 1940's to find more
uses for radio.
"Back around 1943," Dekker said,
"McCann was in about fifth place in
total billings but less than 20th place
with radio. In the print media, McCann ranked high in almost every instance. If I'm not mistaken, in most
cases the agency was in fifth place or
better in the various print categories.
It was big in outdoor, for one thing.
Esso and Nabisco were heavy users of
outdoor."
With around 10% of its billings
going into radio, McCann decided at
that time it was overlooking some
good bets in the medium. It also felt
a better balance of media usage was
called for. As a result, the radio department was reorganized and a central radio operation was created. Dekker joined McCann at that time as
{Article continues next page)
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NET
TV

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

office
. _
_
__
_
—
_

—

___

.

..

_

-

Chicago office
Bell & Howell __
Brunswick-Balke Collender Co.
Carter Oil Co. ..
Helene Curtis Inc.

CLIENTS
SPOT
RADIO

TV
SPOT

CLIENT

_.

X
X

X
X
X
X

....

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Milk Foundation
Milnot Co. _.
Rival Packing Co.

.

Cleveland Office
Anchor Hocking Glass
Clev. Eke. Illuminating
Columbus & South. Ohio Electric
Manners Restaurants, Inc

.

National City Bank
Ohio Bell Telephone .
Sohio
Los Angeles office
Bell Brand Foods, Inc
>
Southern California Gas
Southern Counties Gas
..
1 . S. Borax & Chemical ..._

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

Portland office
Carter Oil Co., Pacific Div.
Coca-Cola Bottlers

1

Pacific Power & Light Co
Houston office
Geo. H. Dentler & Sons
Fidelity Chemical Corp
Foley's
Houston Coca-Cola
Houston Natural Gas
Humble Oil & Refining

-

_

Paymaster Feed Mills
Texas Rice Promotion Assn.

_

San Francisco office
American Trust Co

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

California Packing Co
California Spray Chemical
Lucky Lager Brewing Co
S.O.S. Co.
_....

_

Louisville office
Lincoln Bank & Trust Co

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
_ .

X
X

X

X
X
X

Derb) Foods, Inc.
Lewis Howe Co.

Swift '& Co. .

X
X
X
X
X

RADIO
NET

X

X

X
X

McCann stimulates ti-radio commercial writers by tearing
do uii walls between print and air creative people. Air
writers benefit from the ad experience of print veterans

head timebuyer in the newly-organized
radio department. At the same time a
continuing radio research program was
instituted.

research around to satisfy the media
department but that is not to say that

These two steps produced the following results: In about five \ears, McCann had moved up to ninth position
in radio hillings among U. S. agencies
and increased radio billings to ahout

types of station audience data are
used: (1) coverage or station signal
strength data to pinpoint potential
reach; (2) circulation data of the NCS
type to indicate general audience
strength by areas; and (3) ratings for
specific audience count. To the question of whether McCann was going to

25' ; of its total. However, this growth
in radio usage was not at the expense
of other media since the advertising
indtistrx was growing fast. The initial
growth was in spot with network purchases added subsequently.
"The momentum of that push 15
years ago has carried through to the
present." Dekker said. "This is not a
matter of automatically pushing forward with a poli<\ previously decided
upon, no matter what — although it did
involve a thoughtful, planned course of
action. We had a lot of success with
radio. If we didn't have our feet on
the ground, we might almost have been
carried awaj with our success."
In 1949 McCann hired its first t\
director and established a tv unit in
the radio department. However, a lot
of mone) was invested before the agenc) was able to get a dollar in commissions, much less show a profit.
The research program during these
years of growth was spread over both
the quantitative and qualitative areas,
although the former was (and is) used
much more because of its availability.
However, at one time McCann was the
onlj agency to have the LazarsfeldStanton program analyze] I a magnetic
tape recording setup with "like" and
"dislike" buttons for the respondents
so that immediate reactions could be

it doesn't welcome the quantitative material that is around. All three basic

subscribe to NCS#3, Dekker's answer
was a resounding, "Yes!" Like all top
agencies, however, McCann uses NCS
data as a base on top of which agency
researchers add their own judgment,
formulas and research — the details of
which are none of your business.
In seeking clues to McCann's thinking about media, outsiders have interpreted lack of recent light net radio
usage as more or less agency policy.
This has certainly been the feeling of
radio network people, who found themselves able to crack McCann in only
a few instances during 1957.
Few agencies will admit to a generalized bias against a particular medium, certainly not an agency with as
broad a client list as McCann. This is
not to say, however, that a denial of
such policy is mere diplomacy.
Be that as it may, agency president
Marion Harper Jr. states flatly that the
fact few McCann clients use network
radio at present has no special significance. He said that currently there are
few cases of marketing problems of
any McCann client indicating a need
for the medium, but that when such
a problem arises, McCann will use it.
A strong endorsement of network

measured i installed on ii- premises.
Work in audience-reaction analyses,
especiall) for commercials, has been a
constant feature of McCann's air research program.

radio's place in today's media picture
was made before the ANA last fall by
Lansing Lindquist, vice president and
associate director of the tv-radio program service department. Lindquist

There's far from enough qualitative

said, in the text of his speech, "Today,

writing talent these days
is particularly k<
Search for
director of McG

is Don Calhoun, creative
:e. "Tv has . . .

the radio networks, having put their
backs to the wall with nowhere to go
except forward, have gone a long wa\
forward. There is no doubt that network radio today is programmed,
scheduled and priced more intelligently
than ever before. . . . Now that the\
know how to program for an audience
so peripatetic that more than 50% of
it may be on wheels on a given Sunda\
afternoon, now that they have learned
to price radio in such a way that an
advertiser can use it more flexibly than
any other medium, radio has reached
a maturity that ought to confound its
Despite McCann's appreciation of
the advantages of network radio today,
it is apparent that its appreciation of
critics."
spot radio is greater. No agency spent
more on spot radio in 1957 (McCann
and BBDO tied for first place in spending with $12 million each).
In discussing McCann's particularly
active role in spot radio, Dekker declared: "As a marketing-oriented agency, we are very aware of the competitive picture. And the fact is that few
companies have a flat national distribution. That is, a firm with, say 60%
national distribution in grocery stores.
ma\ have from 30 to HO' < distribution
in individual markets, although a firm
with its own retail sales force can get
9095

distribution

across-the-board.
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A LAND RUSH

J. Spiro. Jr.. a New Orleans real estate man, faced a

tough problem this fall: He had over $400,000 worth of lotto sell in suburban New Orleans in a year when home building has taken the first major downward dip since World War
II. He also had a relatively small advertising budget, liaditionally destined for newspaper space.
But Spiro and O. W. Joslyn. president of the Joslyn Agency
in New Orleans, mulled over the problem and decided on an
off-beat approach: "Let's create a radio-inspired land rush."
The best way to create a sense of urgency about the lots,
Spiro felt, was through a concentrated radio saturation. At

. . . grown so fast there is a challenge to find
ply of bright talent to keep up uiili it."
research we extend ou) world oi expei

a cost under $1,000, Joslyn Advertising bought 30 one-minute
announcements and seven one-hour-long remotes on WTIX.
New Orleans, to be concentrated on weekends and at night
to reach the whole family.
During the first weekend of radio advertising, the land rush
was on: Spiro sold $250,000 worth of lots or 60^ of his
entire development holdings by Monday morning.
On his less than si. 110(1 expenditure in nighttime and weekend radio, Spiro got a $250 to one return.
The broadcasts were made by l.an\ Wilson, a top WTIX
personality, who went on the air right in Spiro's field office
at the development site. From there, he urged listeners to come
out, to see and to buy. His programs, on the air for four
hours on Saturday night and three hours Sunday
alien
n.
reached families in their cars who were oul foi weekend driyes

Media today must be particularly
mobile and flexible. Dekker stressed.

— a time when the) would be most receptive to a home-building message. And aide to re>|
d to it immediately.

The fierce competition for super market shelf space means that a brand
that doesn't move is delisted in a hurry, he said. To meet problems such as
these. McCanri uses spol radio as shock
troops to apply pressure in different
ways, at different intensities and during different times of the year.

Joslyn. president of Ins agency and account executive foi
Spiro. sa>> thai the Spiro radio campaign on W Tl\ eoiiyerted
him to a firm belieyer in nighttime and Sunday radio, \ltei
the campaign, he wrote to Fred Rerthelson. WTIX \ .p. and
general manage] :

Creative nest: "There's been a lot of
publicity about the impact of social
scientists on the agency practice of
advertising," Harper told SPONSOR recently, "but I would like to point oul
that the biggest part of the McCannErickson payroll still goes to creative
people."
McCann nurses its creative people,
not in the cozy, protective sense but
in its concern with finding the proper
relationship between each creative man
and his fellow (and they, in turn, with
their fact-oriented colleagues). This
nursing is also apparent in its stimulation of the creative process, a kind of
organized stimulation colored by Mc(Please turn to page 57)
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Saturation campaign <:<»t results

"It is a genuine pleasure for me to extend my personal
congratulations to you and your station for the phenomenal
selling job WTIX did this past weekend for my client, Harry
J. Spiro, Jr.. Inc.
"As you probably know, yve
the bulk of our budget went
30 one-minute announcements
(7:00 to 11:00 p.m. Saturday

used some new-paper space, but
into radio — WTIX radio! For
and seven one-hour programs
and 3:00 to 6:00 p.m. Sunday I

direct from Harry Spiro's field office at a cost of little under
$1,000, we sold 60% of our 226 lots for approximately $250,000. Needless to say, Fred, this was probably the wisest bu)
Harry and I ever made.
"Who said nighttime radio was dead? Many sales were
made long before the 3:00-6:00 p.m. Sunday remote. I salut
you and your on-the-air salesmen on the job you are doing— a
job of which you and WTIX can be unhlushingh i

DID

NET

TV COST -PER -1,000 BUSl

■

REGULARLY SCHEDULED SHOW
The average nighttime half-hour moved up 19c
General drama (30 min.)

this year, Nielsen says. But it was way below

General drama (60 min.)

1955 and 1954 as well. Westerns and quizzes are

Suspense drama (30 min.)

among show types whose cost-per-1,000 fell

Situation comedy (30 min.)
Western drama (30 min.)

a.9
&

llu» much are network television costs up this year?
The common assumption is that tv costs have broken all records this season. Reason: the most talked about "costs" are
investment costs — what it takes to buy in. And these, as everybody knows, have gone up every year since tv was a pup.
But this week A. C. Nielsen figures released to SPONSOR show

Adventure (30 min.)*
oJ
Variety (30 min.)

0
G

Variety (60 min.)

W

that, for the average nighttime half-hour, cost-per-1,000 per commercial minute is below 1954 — although there has been a rise
since last year.

Quiz and aud. partic. (30 min.)
Musical (30 min.)

This comparison of all half-hour nighttime shows for 1954
through 1957 is among the highlights in the parade of figures
which appears at right. Viewed as a living record of the trends
in network television, the chart can provide valuable orientation
as to where tv is going in terms of:
• Average audience reached by the varying program types.
• Average cost per program (time and talent) by program
t\ pes.
• Cost-per-1,000 per commercial minute by program types
— as well as a breakdown on all nighttime shows by length.
The half-hour show7 figures are particularly revealing because
tin- nighttime length is by far the most numerous. There are
()0 half-hours on the air this season compared with four quarterhours, 23 hour shows, and two 90-minute shows.
As you would assume the chart's cost trends follow audience
preferences developed this season. Westerns show a lower costper-1,000 per commercial minute than last year — and are way
below 1954 and 1955.

Informational (30 min.)

All 30-minute shoivs
All 60-minute shows

.5 ©

All 90-minute shows

$i <

js-S

3| <

Adult serials (15 min.)
Other adult ( 15 min.)
Other adult (30 min.)

Other show types with a lower cost-per-1,000 this year compared with last include: quiz; adult daytime serials; and once-a-

w Ja'

week kid show-.

Show types which are up include: 00-minute drama (although
half-hour drama is down); situation comedy; adventure and
variety in both 30- and 60-minute lengths.
For an explanation of term- used in the charts, see the caption
at the head of the page opposite.
^

All 15- minute shows

5rg

Once-a-week (30 min.)
Multi-weekly (15 min.)

Mm

u

&s
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Period

covered by chart below is September-October of 1954-1957. Audience,

average total cost and cost-per- 1,000 per commercial minute data are simple averages of all programs for which cost data are available. Costs are an average for

HE

the two weeks ending approximately 20 October for each year; audience size

ROOF?

is an average for the four weeks ending 20 October. The show types listed are
on the basis of terminology in use now. Thus the program category which was
known as "Talent variety & music" in 1954 is dubbed "MusicaT' in 1957.
Most show types have remained the same over these four years however. All
figures

Nielsen average audienee
(add 000)
1955 1956 1957

1954

5,137

1

1

5,747

5,042

6,607

4,486

6,105

5.312

6,266

3,953

5,346

*

7,386
7,641
7,976
7,855
7,856
6,829

j

6.551

7,162

7,484

!

9,494

8,150

8,445

I

4.603

5,814

6.659

|! 3,851

5,635

4,612

2,907

2,846

are

copyright

by A.

C. Nielsen

I
Average cost per telecast
(add 000)
I
|| 1954 1955 1956 1957

9,468
7,128
7,472
8,641
9,731

$51.6

$67.9

79.6

122.9

132.3

143.6

69.9

78.7

87.5

55.9

69.3

81.8

94.5

43.9

59.1

70.4

85.9

*

*

10,431
9,487
5,269

64.9

76.5

71.2
82.3

136.3

177.5

135.1

37.3

55.6

65.0

42.2

59.0

63.3

I
|

$87.3

44.9

5,791
6,839

$79.9

and are

69.9
81.3

furnished

$4.25(13)
3.01(10)

4.32(4)
4.63(23)

4.41(3)

1,302

1,553

2,670

3.83(19

«

3.70(7)

3.52(81
3.80(8)

4.73(5)
4.24(11

3.32(7)
2.47(6)
3.64(17)
5.58(5)

3.05(6)
3.86(7)
4.51(17)

2.76(71
4.00(16)
5.77(3)

6.08(9)
3.05(11

4.40(5)

4.93(5)

6.04(6)

4.50(3)

4.43(4)

4.31(6)

4.01(7)

5.39(4)

3.32(4)

4.52(95)
3.42(21)

3.82(82)
3.22(23)

2.83(18)

8,636

103.6

136.9

134.2

190.7

6,617

8,075

none

294.4

269.4

282.9

3,008

11.2
11.0

none

16.4

18.6

14.6

17.1

19.2

26.2

32.5

2.33(4)

45.0

51.6

none

18.1

2,434

2,734. •

2,565

18.2

21.7

4,285

21.9

31.3

4,759

13.2

14.4
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4.01 (90
3.86(23

14.1

2,169

3,619

3.97(7)

4.24(14
3.11(8)
3.71i 17 i

3.07(11

*

2.85(15)

S

3.43(5)

3.66(7)
3.03l9i

4,038

7,522

3,011

data.

$3.91 i10 ) $3.21(5)

3.27(10)

4.19(27)

4.17(89)

2,333

$4.54(25)

4.39(12)

79.2

7,854

1,659

its NTI

Cos!-per-l,000 commercial minutes
"""""<"' sh<ws » ■"' ot this type '" "aren thesis)
1954 1955 1956
19^

198.5
81.5

from

4.87(3)

5.28(4)

3.95(2)

2.38(9)

3.50(7)

1.87(7)

2.20(11

2.77(21)

2.80(30

2.52(4)

2.28(2)

3.05(4)

2.52(5)

3.68(9)

3.24(6)

3.20(6)

2.27(3)

2.07(8)

none

1.27(2),

3.33(20)

■
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What

was

your

ASKS

best
audience

Todd Storz, The Storz Stations, Omaha
We have found that our most successful audience promotion devices have
been promotions that offer something
of a service to listeners. The "Presidential Preference Poll." which was

Service
promotions
outpull
prize devices

run for six da\s coincidentallv on
Will!. WDGY, WQAM and KOWH,
Omaha I then one of our properties)
was perhaps our one most successful
undertaking. As many as 24 extra
phones were set up at the individual
stations to handle the overwhelming
response of the public. Listeners were
invited to call in their preference,
Eisenhower or Stevenson, and halfhourly tabulations were broadcast all
da) long. Over half a million votes
were tabulated in what turned out to
be the biggest opinion poll ever conducted. In addition to effect ivel\ forecasting the result of the impending
election, it also was credited with helpin,<r to get out record numbers of voter- in all four of the cities.
Another verv successful promotion
was the addition of a private weather
forecaster to supplement the regular
Governmenl forecasts. We hired Dr.
Irving P. krick. who was General
Eisenhower's private forecaster in the
E. T. 0. in wartime. These private
reports stimulated a great deal of interesl in view of the fact that they
were much more "long-range" than
the Weather Bureau's. Krirk would
forecast the weather up to a month in
advance and in some instances even
further. We found the idea to be par.
ticularh
effective
in the summer

promotion

months when the telephone volume of
requests for long-range week-end reports for picnickers prompted us to
make it a regular weeklv feature of the
forecasts.
The most durable of our promotions
has been a service called "Sound Off."
Every hourly newscast on all of our
stations gives the listener a chance to
"sound off" about any of the day's
problems. Their complaints and ideas
get almost immediate results and this
feature has not only been a great audience builder, but also a most worthwhile community service. The Miami
City Commission just recently passed
a very rare resolution of commendation proclaiming what an "outstanding
service" "Sound Off" is.
We feel that promotions of this nature have more of a long term value
than the ephemeral prize-laden promotion devices.

Joseph M. Baisch, general manager,
WREX-TV, Rock ford, III.
The most successful audience promotion devices of WREX-TV have been
those which blend in the strongest elements of participation by the communities in our family of cities, and the
advertisers (and their agencies) with
the station.
our most successful approaches, we have selected six:
1. Station I.D.'s saluting WREXTV's "Family of Cities."
2. Special prestige remote telecasts.
3. Special full sections in area news.
papeis devoted exclusively to television
fall programs coincidental with Channel 13's anniversaries.
4. Client-station sponsored theatre
parties throughout area.
5. Personalized sound-on-film plugs
by visiting stars.
6. Testimonial civic dinner screenin-- of -elected programing.

■■

Specially prepared slides featuring
landmarks or a "community shot"
carry a video legend "Janesville
watches WREX-TV, Rockford" in supered position
as station
I.D.'s
around
the clock.run
Originally
conceived
for the four cities of 30,000 population
or more served by WREX-TV, demand
byr the smaller communities loyal to
Channel 13 are now included, so a total of over two dozen cities' salutes
are regularly rotated daily.
Maximum

audiences have been as-

sured by remote telecasts of Installation of the now Bishop of the Rockford Diocese; of East and West High
graduation ceremonies; of Vice President Richard Nixon's appearance at
the National Guard Armory; of Christmas Eve Midnight Mass.
Two or three times yearly, a series
of theatre parties is worked in conjunction with WREX-TV sponsors
with admission by labels from the client's products.
As top tv stars appear in the area,

Theatre
client labels
parties
with
! tickets

Among

sound-on-film "plugs" promoting their
show- are developed
for our area.

Len Ellis,Hammond.
commercialIndiana
manager, WJOB,
Here is a sure-fire formula by means
of which any radio station can have
the push-buttons of a large number of
car radios set to their frequency. We
call the plan "Operation Push-Button,"
and it has been instrumental in set-
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Operation
even sold

"Jones,

ting the right hand hutton in an estimated 118,000 cars to WJOB. Listed
below is the sequence which the campaign followed.
1. Introductory letter mailed to
785 gas stations, service managers of
auto agencies, and radio repair shops.
2. Card which each participating
dealer was asked to use acknowledging
his participation.
3. Form used by each participant
to list cars serviced and to be mailed
in weekly.
4. Identifying sign displayed by
each participating dealer.
5. Reminder card sent to each participant the first week.
6. Reminder card sent to each dealer the third and again the fifth week.
7. Continuity broadcast 20 times
daily for six-week period.
8. Weekly letter sent to each dealer
who had submitted a list.

turn in your nose...
you're through!"

We don't folio
trends. . . i

start them

fit
the sales
requirements
of
the advertiser. '
animation inc. 8564
Melrose A',

Hollywood 46, Calif. OLympia

9. Congratulatory letter sent out
each week to winning dealer.
According to lists received from 785
dealers who were contacted, we conservatively estimated that approximately 118,000 cars actually had their
radio push-buttons set to this station.
We have confirmed this estimate by
means of a fairly extensive spot check
of dealers by telephone.
For example, one large automobile
dealer sells more than 3,000 cars per
year. His service department had previously never set push buttons to any
particular station. This department
now sets a button in every car they
sell to WJOB. In addition to the cars
serviced by dealers, many thousands
of drivers influenced by the promotion
set their own buttons.
We were also pleasantly surprised
by getting new business from several
of the dealers who were impressed by
the traffic created by radio.
All in all, we consider it to have
been the most highly successful audience promotion we have ever staged,
and intend to make of it an annual
audience-promotion event.
^
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You've never heard it so good —
and Pulse bears us out by rating
WBNS radio first in 315 out of 360
quarter hours Monday through
Friday — 6 a.m. to midnight. And
when you hear sales coming from
1,707,400 folks with $3,034,624,000
—Askthat's
John"good
Blair. hearin' "

WBNS

RADIO

COLUMBUS,

OHIO

2-351,0

National and regional spot buys
in work now or recently completed

NATION-WIDE . . .

^

•Negotiations . . .

SPOT

BUYS

■

• Financing . . .
•Appraisals . . .

CALIFORNIA

TV

BUYS

The Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is going into scattered
markets for its Duncan Hines cake, cookie and other mixes. The
campaign starts in mid-January for the contract year. The schedule: five to 10 nighttime chainbreaks per week per market; 10 to 15
nighttime and daytime minutes. Buyers: Lee Lahey and Joe Burbeck. Agency: Compton Advertising, Inc., New York. (Agency
declined to comment.)

$250,000
A

sound

investment

with

excellent real estate and a
long record of high earnings.
A fine community
living too!

for family

General Goods Corp., White Plains, New York, is lining up schedules in major markets for its Regular Maxwell House coffee. The
campaign kicks off in late January for 52 weeks. Minutes during
nighttime segments are being sought, with frequencies depending
upon the market. Buying is half-completed. Buyer: Roger Clapp.
Agency: Benton & Bowles, Inc., New York. (Agency declined to
comment.)

RADIO
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Wm. T. Stubblefield
1737 DeSales St., N. W.
EX 3-3456

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Ray V. Hamilton
Barney Ogle
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2754

ATLANTA,

CA.

Jack L. Barton
1515 Healey Bldg.
JA 3-3431

DALLAS,

TEX.

Dewitt (Judge) Landis
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
Rl 8-1175

SAN

FRANCISCO

W. R. (Ike) Twining
I I I Sutter St.
EX 2-5671

HAMILTON
STUBBLEFIELD
TWINING
& ASSOCIATES

INC.

BUYS

Lever Bros., New York, is firming up schedules in major markets
for its Silver Dust Blue detergent. The campaign starts in midJanuary and runs through the middle of November; four six- week
flights, with six weeks between each flight, are being placed. Daytime minutes, 7:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, make
up the schedule. Frequency varies with the market. Buyer: Ira
Gonsier. Agency: SSCB. New York. (Agency declined to comment.)
Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York, is scheduling announcements in
major markets for its Super Suds detergent. Schedules depend upon
the market: some run for 52 weeks, others for 13 weeks. Minutes
during daytime hours are being slotted, with frequencies varying.
Buyer: Garry Pranzo. Agency: Cunningham & Walsh. New York.
(Agency declined to comment.)
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., New York, is running announcements in a number of markets during January and February for its
Chesterfield cigarettes. Announcements: Minutes, 20's and I.D.'s
during late afternoon periods, with some afternoon spotting; frequencies vary. Buyer: Virginia Conway. Agency: McCann-F.rickson. Inc.. New York.

RADIO

AND

TV BUYS

Time, Inc., New York, is preparing a major nationwide campaign
to promote Life magazine subscription sales. 43 radio markets and
26 tv markets are planned. The starting dates are staggered, beginning 20 January and running through 7 February. The advertiser is seeking a dual audience: in tv, minutes, 20's and I.D.'s in
prime time; in radio, 20's and chainbreaks during early morning
and late afternoon, with some women's shows, sportscasts and news
segments. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Bill Dollard. Agency:
Young & Rubicam, Inc., New York.
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SAN ANTONIO |f ONO"

TV

Channel 12
12 NOON 'Til MIDNIGHT
MONDAY

THROUGH

FRIDAY

And from 3 PM to Midnight Monday
through Friday KONO-TV has MORE
THAN TWICE AS MANY Va hour
firsts as ALL other San Antonio
stations COMBINED! 110% MORE
than all competition! (122 firsts vs 58)

H-R TELEVISION,
NEW

YORK

CLARKE

SPONSOR

•
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CHICAGO

BROWN

INC.
• 10

CO.

Capsule case histories of successful
local and regional radio campaigns

^

RADIO

SERVICE
SPONSOR:

RESULTS

STATION

Massey's Service Center

SODA
AGENCY:

Direct

SPONSOR:

Willow Springs Bottling Co.

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Massey's Service Center in Monroe,
La., had tried many diversified advertising tactics over the

Capsule case history: A few months ago Al Riedman,

years. Some met with moderate success. However, none

schedule on KIOA, Des Moines. The campaign consisted of

approached the overwhelming success achieved with the
Disc Jockey Derby Marathon on KNOE. In February of

a one-minute spot Mondays through Fridays and full sponsorship of a Sunday disk jockey show to push Hires Root

last year Ben Parnell, co-owner and manager of Massey's
Service Center, bought approximately $700 in time on

Beer for Willow Springs, the regional distributor. Other

KNOE during the 10-day marathon staged by the jockeys
of KNOE. The campaign resulted in the largest flow of

man's greatest expectations. The staff of KIOA planned the

automobiles in Massey's history — nearly $20,000 in business. As KNOE was the only media contact with the consumer, Parnell attributed the success to the direct sales

manager of the Willow Springs Bottling Co. bought a small

advertising was at a minimum.

The results exceeded Ried-

entire campaign to gain maximum impact within Willow's
limited budget. Riedman reported sales to 1 e the highest in
the firm's history, and they're continuing to rise at a faster
pace than ever before. Prior to this schedule Willow

pull of KNOE. Prior to this schedule, Massey's was a
hesitant buyer of radio and had devoted most of their

Springs had had little dealings with the radio medium.
Riedman is so pleased at the results of this campaign he

advertising budget to print. "I hope that you will let me

plans to continue using radio with an increased budget.

be one of your most enthusiastic boosters and advertisers,"

"The medium returns many-fold every dollar invested in

Parnell told the station. "I'm certainly sold on radio results."
KNOE, Monroe, La.
PURCHASE: Announcements

it," he says. "It certainly does the job for us."

SHOES

MUSIC

SPONSOR:

AND

APPAREL

J. R. Thomas

AGENCY:

Direct

KIOA,

Des Moines, Iowa

SPONSOR:

STORE
The Jenkens Music Co.

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: In the past, the J. R. Thomas shoe

Capsule case history: The Jenkens Music Co., one of the

store and children's shop in Charlotte, N. C, has been a
sporadic user of radio. Until recently the major portion

largest retail music outlets in Tulsa (all musical instruments

of his advertising budget was funneled to other media.
Starting 21 August he placed a consistent campaign of one
announcement per day on the WSOC Drum's Late Show,
heard Monday through Friday from 5:05 to 6:00 p.m. The
cost was only S2P> a week. The spots were live with a copy
change twice monthly. Thomas used no other media with
the exception of a small newspaper schedule. The local
appeal of Dewey Drum and his ability as an air salesman
was a major factor in sales success. Business volume has

including pianos and organs, plus radio and tv sets, phonographs, records and sheet music), used radio in the past
and was reluctant to try the medium again. However,
KAKC, Tulsa, set up a schedule for Jenkens on music-andnews programs featuring local personalities with high audience popularity. In a special Magnavox promotion alone,
which cost Jenkens under $300 for time, the store sold
$12,000 worth of the instruments. In addition, this schedule brought to the store the heaviest traffic Jenkens has
known in several years and resulted in more sales in all its

risen 1")'' ami i- steadil) increasing. Due to the outstanding sales results received, J. R. Thomas has renewed his

other departments; the 157o volume increase in the record
division is representative. Because of the impact of its

campaign for an additional 52-week schedule. "In no other
media can I get such a large and receptive audience so

announcements, Jenkens has now doubled its radio expendi-

economical!) as in radio." he commented, "I give credit to
WSOC salesmanship for the increase in our shoe sales."
WSOC, Charlotte, Y <:.
PI RCHASE: Announcements

budget," said B. F. Franklin, Jenkens' tv and appliance
manager for the Jenkens Music Co.

ture. "Radio now has a permanent place in our advertising

KAKC,

Tulsa

PURCHASE:

SPONSOR
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Washington's

doubled

its ears in 17 years

It took the Washington Metropolitan Area only 17 years — from 1940 to 1957 —
to jump from one million to two million in population. It had taken 140 years to
reach the first million mark. That's a sign of phenomenal growth. Here's another.
Since 1930 Washington's population has virtually tripled — has grown faster
than any of the other ten largest U.S. metropolitan areas.*
That's your lucrative market — and WWDC Radio is your logical
station. It's no coincidence that our growth rate has paralleled the
area's — to the point where we were first or a mighty close second
in every PULSE survey of 1957. We have a simple formula — to be
a listenable station to our 2,000,000-plus area audience, and a promotional station to our hundreds of national and local advertisers.
The mutually happy result — ever-increasing listeners for us, everincreasing sales for you.

WWDC

'-Economic Development Committee, Washington Board of Trade
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REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

idio Washington

BY JOHN

BLAIR A CO.

A pictorial review of local
and national industry events

PICTURE

WRAP-UP

Pogo Poge, or Morgan White, KLO, Ogden, Utah, faces
The Bat, famed wrestler, in a pogo stick match first six out
of 10 falls to win. Poge won the first two falls, so enraged
The Bat that he tossed Poge out of the ring, flattened the ref.
"Bill the Bartender,"
Nimmo (righl
Perlstein, president of Pabst.
cials

for

fi\ •• \ear*

during

Pabst's veteran i
N
their

sponsorship

of

hoxing

h

Adman

Ronnie Caire, Vu

Orleans agenc) executive, finds

himself a target during WNOE's recent "Fun Kadi.." promolion. With him arc WNOE salesman SJ Giangrosso and
Chcric Lee, one of four beauties who carried WNOE promotion
materia] to advertising agencymen
throughout
New
Orleans

n

positions

the)

take

during

Miss WPST-TV, Miami, doubled her beaut) honors when
she was elected Orange Bowl Queen. Seen b) millions during
her reign as howl queen, Mania Valibus has been used since
VugUSl b) the Miami station in trade magazine advertisements

telecasl

News and Idea
WRAP-UP
ADVERTISERS
Paper Mate, a Gillette subsidiary,
estimates that unit sales for ball
point pens will reaeh a record of
110 million for 1957 — a growth
of 10%.
Sales for 1958 are expected to reach
a 10 to 15/( increase over '57. Ball
point sales now account for 85% of
total sales for the pen industry.
RCA is Iaunehing a new dealer
trade-in campaign to promote
sales of color tv receivers.
The campaign features greatly increased trade-in allowances on blackand-white- receivers toward the purchase of color models ranging from
$495 to $850 in price.
Named to new jobs: Glen E.
Davidson, formerly western sales
manager for W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co.,
now merchandising manager of the
firm . . . Tom Tausig, assistant director of advertising for P. Lorillard. He
was formerly with station WTOP-TV,
Washington and with Ted Bates as
radio-tv supervisor . . . Annette
Green, director of publicity and promotion coordinator for the Lentheric
Division of Helene Curtis. . . . Ben
Halsell, director of advertising and
sales promotion for the Texas Co.
Whirlpool Corp. has purchased
from Servel the patents and production properties of the Servel
gas refrigerator and ice maker.
The cash purchase price: approximately $6,500,000, with $1,600,000
paid by Servel for fulfillment of contractual obligations.
Servel, which will be marketed as
an RCA Whirlpool brand, fills out the
line of major electric appliances manufactured byWhirlpool.

AGENCIES
Ken Beirn has become an agency
president for the third time: this
time for C. J. LaRoche & Co.
Beirn's last presidential stand was
Ruthrauff & Ryan. Before that, Biow.
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At LaRoche. James Webb moves up
to chairman of the board and Chet
LaRoche himself becomes treasurer
and chairman of the executive committee.

'should

Sam Fry has joined the media setup at Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
after five years at Colgate.
Fry suddenly left Colgate where his
last post was media director for the

I buy-

household division. Fry's background
rates him as one of the best media
strategists on soap products in the
business. OB&M has some Lever busi

Grant Advertising has opened five
more overseas offices.
The new offices are located in Singapore, Malaya; Colombo, Ceylon;
Nassau; Bahamas; and Salisbury and
Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia.
Grant offices around the world now
number 40. with 9 in the U.S.

J

, • « "•:.,k,r;"' B'"" i
market

fn,

lowing

1

D'Arcy Advertising will handle
Colgate-Palmolive's Halo Shampoo account, which was resigned
recently by Carl S. Brown Co.
Billings on the account run close to
$3,000,000. The Vel Beauty Bar account, likewise resigned by Brown,
may also go to D'Arcy.
Erwin, Wasey & Company of the
South, an Oklahoma City agency
handling 31 southern accounts, is
changing its name to Humphrey,
Williamson & Gibson, Inc.
The agency was for seventeen years
affiliated with Erwin. Wasey, now
merged with Ruthrauff & Ryan.

*^
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ioCo with
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SOUTHERN

Glenn

Advertising, of Los Angeles, thinks the best way to pick
a show for a client is to telecast
several pilots and let the viewers
vote on which they like best.
The agency calls its idea the Pilot
Panel.
Account switches: American Viscose Corp. on 31 March will move
its advertising from N. W. Ayer to

OREGON

NORTHERN

•CALIFORNIA

* money markets"

Best Buu

KF<3I

KLAMATH

FM.LS, OREGON

Ask \V\e Meeker Co.

5000

W

Arndt, Preston, Chapin, Lamb \ Keen,
Philadelphia . . . D. L. Clark Candy
< »». i- moving its account again, this
time t<> Maxon from Grant Advertising . . . Whitehall IMiarmacal has
moved Kolynos tooth paste from Grej
Advertising to Tatham-Laird. Billings
on Kolynos and other products are
expected to run around SI million.
Other agency appointments: S. E.
Zubrow, Philadelphia, for E. B.
Evans, Inc., manufacturers of sundae
toppings and syrups . . . Burke Dowling Adams for Colt's Patent Fire
Arms Manufacturing Co.
C. Wendel

Muench,

founder and

president of C. Wendel Muench advertising agency, has joined Henri,
Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, as v.p.
and member of the executive plans
board.

NETWORKS
This was the week for year-end
reports assessing the growth and
future of network radio.
CBS cites these highlights:
• Set ownership stands at 969?
ol I .S, families, multiple-set ownership is higher than ever before, and
car radios number 'M)] ._> million.
• Advertiser activity is brisk,
with 14 of the 15 companies using
radio in 1948 back on CBS.
• There is a pattern of undivided
full-sponsorship of network programs. Among them on CBS are the
Ford Road Show, Jack Benny for the
Home Insurance Co. of New York,
Philip Morris Country Music Show,
the Longines Hour, Just Entertainment
and the Howard Miller Show for the
William Wrigley Co., Lowell Thomas
and the News for Delco Batteries, and
independent newscasts for Chevrolet
and Miles Laboratories.

Dwight Mills, chairman of the executive committee of Kenyon & Eckhardt,
retired from the agency 31 December.

in

People: Frank Taubes and Wib
lard Benner, creative supervisors for
Ted Bates . . . Nan Marquand, in
charge of tv talent, and Stephen Kaplan, now doing tv programing, for

14 million Americans in '57 — the majority not replacement but additional
sets.
• ABN redesigned its program
structure to meet the needs of Americans on the move. The programing
emphasis now is on personality.

BBDO . . . Bernice "Bunny" Walker, media director of Goodman Advertising . . . Santo Calapai, art director for Burke Dowling Adams . . .
Charles Powers, director of tv-radio
commercial service department, and
Thomas Greenhow, director of programing for McCann-Erickson, L.A.
. . . Clifford Botway to the media
department of Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather.
They became v.p.'s: E. Williams
Burke
and Charles
R. Strotz of
Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis . . .
John Emmart of Roy S. Durstine,
San Francisco . . . Harmon O. Nelson of Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie, L.A. . . . Milt Walt of Goodman
Advertising, L.A. . . . George B.
Beaumont of Benton & Bowles . . .
William R. Wright of Young &
Rubicam, Chicago . . . Robert H.
Jones and David T. Thomas of

ABN sets forth the year's growth
these terms :
• Radio sets were purchased by

• Supporting ABN's new programs
are Chevrolet, H. J. Heinz, Sterling
Drug, Twentieth Century Fox, Nescafe
and Knox Gelatin.
Mutual's president Paul Roberts
describes 1957 as the "year of radio revolution.'1
Quoting
from his statement:
"There is only brightness and light
ahead for all radio — for the network,
for its affiliated stations, for FM.
"Many factors lead to this prediction. Most basic are the following:
I I i ever increasing numbers of radio
sets being sold — many more units per
year than tv receivers; (2) greater
realization by advertisers of the mass
impact, and economy, of radio advertising and (3), probably most important, down-to-earth realization by station owners and managers of the need
to exploit their radio medium as much

McCann-Erickson Corp. (International), a division of McCann-Erickson,
Inc. . . . Walter E. Rahel, v.p., and
Albert W. Emery, executive v.p. of
Harris D. McKinney, Inc., Philadel-

as possible."
Major
works: advertiser buys on the net-

phia.

programs.

Four advertisers have placed $3
million with NBC-TV in daytime

Corn Products will sponsor for 52
weeks segments of The Price Is Right,
It Could Be You, NBC Matinee Theater and Queen for a Day.
Other daytime buys were made by
Nan Camp. II. W. Gossard and Mentholatum.
In a nighttime
Time Corp. for
one-half of NBC's
alternate Sundays

buy. United States
Timex will sponsor
Steve Allen Show on
starting 26 January.

On ABC TV, these four advertisers have signed:
Bristol-Myers for Bufferin has purchased participations in West Point,
Scotland Yard, and John Daly and the
News.
Lever Bros, for Wisk, Joe Lowe in
behalf of its Popsicles, and Peter Paul
for Mounds and Almond Joy have
bought into American Bandstand, new
daytime show on ABC-TV.
Bristol-Myers for Bufferin and Vitalis has signed in as third sponsor of
CBS' Perry Mason.
It will share alternate week sponsorship beginning 4 January with LibbyOwens-Ford. Purex is sole sponsor on
the alternate weeks.
Milestone: NBC-TV's weekday show
Modern Romances will reach its 1,000
performance on 16 January.
CBS Radio has scheduled a new
15-minute afternoon drama series
titled The Couple Next Door.
It stars Peg Lynch and Alan Bunch.
Mutual will begin after-midnight
programing on 13 January with
The Barry Gray Show.
The show, featuring interviews with
well known personalities, will be heard
daily from 12:05 to 2 a.m. NYT.
This week's promotions at the networks :
Harold C. Lang, formerly assistant treasurer, has been elected controller of CBS.
George D. Matson, controller for
NBC, has been elected v.p. and treasurer by the board of directors. Aaron
Rubin, assistant controller, has been
appointed
Matson controller.
succeeds Earl Rettig, who
recently was elected president of California National Productions.
Other net appointments: Jack
Benson,
employment
manager
for
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OMAHA
led by

Adam

Young

Inc.

\BYs personnel department . . .
George Arnold, manager of sales development for CBS Radio Spot Sales
. Herman Keld, to NBC Spot
Sales from CBS TV research.
AB-PT*s Oliver Treyz likewise
waxed enthusiastic on the status
of tv.
Setting forth ABC's 1957 growth to
the position of a fully -competitive,
fully-programed network, he cited as
responsible two factors:
l 1 i An increase in stations resulting in a rise in homes delivered from
75' ; at the beginning of 1957 to 85%
at the end. ( ABC anticipates 90' ", live
coverage during 1958.)
(2) Recent heavy investment in new
programing. One result: homes tuned
in per average minute have risen from
4,932,000 in November '56 to more
than 7,000,000 at present.
Treyz' prediction for 1958 in terms
of billings: over $100 million.

REPS

POWER
PEOPLE
W

Edward Petry has taken stern issue with the Barrows report on
tv network practices.
Petr\. who is not a member of the

national spot rates and local rates of
network affiliates.
Rep appointments: Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, for KFEQ, St.
Joseph, Mo., and for KVIL-TV, Amarillo, Texas . . . The Paul H. Raymer
Co. for WFIE-TV, Evansville, Ind . . .
Harlan
G. Oakes
& Associates,
for Los Angeles and San Francisco for
KWBR, Warner Bros, station in Oakland, Cal. An eastcoast rep will be
announced later.
People : Edward R. Eadeh, the new
director of research for Weed.
Eadeh has been since 1955 industry
consultant to the FCC network study
staff . . . Dennis Roehl, account
executive for the Detroit office of John
Blair & Co. . . John J. Weir, account
executive for the New York office of
Blair Television Associates . . . Arthur
C. Stringer, appointed v.p. of Blair
Television. He is manager of Blair's
Chicago office . . . George Arnold,
manager of Sales Development for CBS
Radio Spot Sales . . . William F.
MacCrystall, to the sales staff of H-R
Television, L.A.

RESEARCH
TvB

SRA, agrees that there's a need for
improved use and control of the airwaves, but he feels "indiscriminate attacks" could "hobble, if not destroy
the very keystone of our broadcasting
Petn in his statement to the FCC:
• Disagreed with the Barrows conclusion that network practices have
served
to restrain competition between
s\stem.""
network and national spot advertising.
• Contended that if there's been any
restraint it's been due to a lack of
sufficient tv facilities in major markets.
• Scouted the claim of the Barrows
report that network option time has
handicapped reps in selling program
time periods in competition with the
networks. The Petr;, Company, held
Petry, competes aggressive!) with the
networks for the advertiser's dollar as
it does against other media.
• \ Hi i in<-< 1 thai a strong station
schedule with the "proper allocation
of time for network programs is tinmost valuable thing" the reps have to
sell.
• Warned against Government intervention incontrolling network rates.
as this has a close relationship to the

revealed this week its estimates of tv advertising expenditures for 1957 and 1958.
It is estimated that advertisers will

spend $1,416,400,000 in 1958 for
time, talent and production. This is an
increase of $94 million over the 1957
total estimate of $1,322,000,000. Here
is a breakdown of the totals:
1958
1957
(in millions)
694.3
661.2
Network
National and
386.1
360.8
regional
spot
Local spot
336.0
300.0
TvB's estimates are projected from
the Printer's Ink-McCann-Erickson estimates for 1956.
Other data from TvB this week
stands to refute a phrase often
heard lately: "the boredom factor of
Figures for the first eleven months
show:
• The tv advertiser reached 10%
more daytime homes in 1957 than in
1956, and 19% more evening homes.
• The average evening program
reached 1,325,000 more homes per
broadcast in 1957 than in 1956. Day-

tv."
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) those who live on air...
During the past 10 years advertisers and their
agencies have spent billions of dollars on air. A lot
of people lived on it. A lot of goods were moved.
To those who live on air SPONSOR serves a function
no other publication can match, for SPONSOR is
the most definitive study of air in the broadcast industry. Itis the news of air — the plans of air — the
progress of air — the thoughts of air — the very life of
air — delivered to you every week — 52 weeks a year.
Most every man who's gotten anywhere in air reads
SPONSOR. The man who wants to get there faster
reads SPONSOR — at home because the very chemistry of broadcasting — the factors that make it move

and earn its salt are just much too important for
light reading on a routing list.
If you live on air — read SPONSOR at home. Read
it on A time — B time or C time but make sure it's
free time at home. At the new low price of $3 a
year you can have 52 issues of this most useful publication in the field at your side — to see, study, tear
out and file. It's the best investment you'll ever
make. Order your home subscription today.

SPOIS
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE

R
TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

broadcasts
homes.

ARB

iched 272,000 i

TvB analysis of Nielsen viewing
data gives further proof that tv
viewing is on the upswing:
• In October, L957, the average h
home spent 5 hours and 27 minutes
viewing t\ daily. This is the largest
increase over the same month of the
previous year since February, 1955.
• In 1957 seven out of 10 months
set all time highs for time-spent-viewing per day.
A

demonstration

of subliminal

projection techniques will be made
before the FCC, members of Congress and the Washington press
on 13 January.
The Subliminal Projection Co.,
New York, will stage the demonstration over the closed circuit facilities of
WTOP-TV.
A

first

among

new

shows:

Pat

Boone's program on ABC-TV has
scored highest in sponsor identification among all new shows, according
to Trendex. It led its nearest competitor (Rosemary Clooney) by 35%.

will cover 200 markets in its

To show that the 5-minute newscast

annual survey of tv station reception, tune-in, and UHF conver-

is one of radio's best buys, RAB also
is distributing a research report to
this effect:

sion— known as its "A-to-Z" Metropolitan Area Coverage Study.
The report is expected in midMarch.
RAB
1958.

is giving two research projects an immediate send-off in

• One will attempt to gauge the importance ofautomobile radio to advertisers. Its objectives are to determine
i1 i
with
(2)
with

the number of '58 cars equipped
radios at time of delivery and
the volume of trade-ins equipped
radios. A similar survey undertaken last year revealed that over 85%
of cars were equipped with radios.
• RAB is also extending its "radio
awareness tests."
These tests attempt to prove that
radio can create a high degree of
memorability among listeners. The
method involves advertising on one or
several stations in a market a product
which exists but which is unknown or
unavailable in the area. Listeners are
then questioned as to the means by
which they learned of the product and
some of its features.

E'S

1) A 5-minute newscast broadcast
over a single radio station is received
by
the market's
totalalmost
familiesone-third
during aofweek.
2) Over a period of four weeks
the audience builds to half the families
of an area reached nearly 25 times
each.
TvB

will serve as an information

clearing-house for the LNA-BAR tv
network expenditure reports in this
respect :
It will obtain from ABC, CBS and
NBC the station lineups for their various accounts. And turn this data over
to LNA-BAR for inclusion in its
monthly service. The service will also
make these sponsors' individual brand
expenditures.

FILM
Foreign
film sales are off to a firm
1958.
Screen Gems, for instance, has exhausted its Cuban
market with the

MOYINC

-and he's going to make a I

JP i
,_<.,-__>.'-

I©Mf

IlfSlI

M
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*A most significant affirmation of the effectiveness of the CBS Radio Pacific Network and 'nighttime radio.
54
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sale of five more half-hour series to
CMBF-TV and CMQ-TV, Havana.
The five are: Father Knows Best,

Burt Kleiner, with the investment firm
of Cantor, Fitzgerald & Co., and William H. Hudson, petroleum executive,

Tales of the Texas Rangers, 77th Bengal Lancers, Jet Jackson and the suspense films from All Star Theatre.

have been named to NTA's board, replacing B. Gerald Cantor and Jack M.
Ostrow. Resignations came from conflicting interests.

CBS TV Film Sales, aggressively
pushing local merchandising of its
films, has announced an annual award
for the "top merchandising campaign
devised for a CBS Film program."
The first award is slated for February.
National advertisers as a whole apparently aren't strong for barter
time.
An ANA survey disclosed that:
• Only nine out of 234 surveyed
had any dealings with barter time.
• Of these, five were dissatisfied.
Some highlights of NTA's 1957 yearend report:
• A 148% increase in net income
over 1956. (1957 total: $1,094,031).
• 206% increase in exhibition contracts (to almost $18 million).
• Total assets of $32 million, as
against $13 million in '56.

3VE

Filmfl ashes :
• Secret Service will have 39 new
episodes in 1958. The CNP show now
with 172 markets had better coverage
than seven of eight nightime programs
. . . Sales of Ziv's Sea Hunt now include 146 markets . . . Screen Gems'
new feature film group, Triple Crown
sold to ten stations even before start
of formal sales campaign.
New

Assignments:

Pete Rodgers,

named sales manager of NTA's West
Coast division . . . Richard A. J. McKinney,
rector. appointed KYW-TV's

RADIO
WFAA

STATIONS

has resumed its fire against

NCS#2's crediting this Dallas station with a coverage different
from the one Nielsen gives its co-

!*•
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plied by Nielsen.
In a letter to Nielsen v.p. John
Churchill, WFAA's radio-tv director,
Alex Keese, noted:
"Apparently you gave Katz the data
for Fort Worth as WBAP-WFAA-820
and also apparently, you gave them the
data for Dallas crediting WFAAWBAP with the coverage for 570.
"We feel you should have spelled
out, in detail, the fact that both Dallas and Fort Worth should be credited
with coverage from the 820 frequency,
giving us equal stature with WBAP.
"When Nielsen originally put out
this erroneous information we had a
feeling it would hurt us, especially in
the national spot field. We are making
a study now to determine to what extent we have been injured."
Keese feels that Nielsen should insist on Katz correcting its schedule,
"even

to the extent

of recalling

the

CBS Radio Pacific Network

JOHN

•

Agency's Quick Spot Radio Estimator
for Top Stations in Each Market. This
estimator was based on figures sup-

West's oldest and most distinguished
radio news programs, will be heard on the

*rA*»

Newscaster first Class

SPONSOR

Fort

The old wound was recently opened
when sponsor published the Katz

The 10 PM Richfield Reporter, one of the

r new friends!

M T M M

film di-

wavelength occupant, WBAP,
Worth.

starting January 1, 1958*

EIGHT
CONSECUTIVE

original print order and releasing a
new but accurate tabulation."
WEBB

has joined the other Baltimore tv and radio stations in lil-

f TIMES...

ing suit against the city's tax on
advertising.
The suit states that the ordinances
unlawfully and unconstitutionally delegate power to the city treasurer and
other employees without proper legislative authorization.

Here's how a radio station and a
car dealer combined to put over a
foreign car in an Iowa market.

MY MOMMY
LISTENS TO^Vj

KITE
More

Mommies

and

Papas in SoM/fl*Ctmu<r
Listen Daily to KiTE Than
^NCS #2
to Any Other Station*
Call

Avery-Knodel,

The dealer, wishing to emphasize the
economy factor, put 10 gallons of gas
into the sealed tank of a Simca auto,
sent the car with two drivers off on a
1 l.i mile junket to Louisville.
Station KBUR, Burlington, Iowa,
did a half hour broadcast as the car
was readied for departure, carried
hourly reports on the Simca's fuel consumption and handling while on the
road and did a final wrap-up on the
trip at the point where the car ran out
of gas.

,|

U

adult

Independent.
Denver's

s&

Result of the promotion: three Simcas sold the day following the test.

WTOX

How KEX, Portland, Ore., encourages traffic safety:
KEX will award $500 annually to
the citizen group in Oregon which does
most to promote traffic safety — with
the proviso that the money be used to
further the
accident preventionorganization's
program.

IN

WILMINGTON
DELAWARE

LOCAL ADVERTISERS
USE WTUX BECAUSE
WE PROMOTE
* Billboards
* Newspapers
* Penn Fruit — Point of Sale
* Direct mail
* Displays
See your Walkerman

Wilmington, Dela.

WTOX

The station is itself the recipient of
the National Safety Council's Public
Interest Award for Exceptional Serv
ice to Safety.

New on the job: Don C. McCarty,
assistant program director for WSAI,
Cincinnati . . . Robert C. Richards,
commercial manager of Washington
and Baltimore for WOL, Washington
. . . Earl Sargent, farm director for
KWFT. Wichita Falls, Tex
Frank
Gaither, general manager for WSB,
Atlanta . . . Jeff York, local sales
manager for XEAK, L.A. . . . George
H. Buschmann, executive assistant
for Radio Cincinnati, serving stations
WBRC, Birmingham. Ala.; WTVN,
Columbus, Ohio; WBIR, Knoxville,
Tenn. ; and WKRC, Cincinnati.
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TV

STATIONS

Westinghouse will hold its second
industry-wide conference on local
public service programing in Baltimore, March 5-8.
The meetings are designed to advance the use of the broadcast media
for education, information and enlightenment.
Some 200 educators, public figures
and broadcasters are expected to attend.
Tv "firsts" in Southern Cal:
• KTTV, L.A., dispatched two remote telecast units to cover an armed
robbery at an Inglewood cafe. For one
hour and twenty-two minutes the cameras detailed the arrival of 150 police,
firing of tear gas, surrender and arrest of the bandits and the rescue of
six hostages. The station did two rebroadcasts from kines of the drama.

Where they are now: Mary Warren, program director for KCOP, L.A.
. . . Ron Schafer, merchandising and

ing
o&o's: $70.2 million; 10.4% under 1955.
• Radio network time only: $48.4
million; 44.5% below 1955.
(See Sponsor-Scope,
page 10, for

publicity manager for KSAN AM-TV,
San Francisco . . . Marcus Bartlett,
general manager for WSB-TV, Atlanta
. . . Robert J. Reardon, director of
sales for WNBC, West Hartford, Conn.

Stock market quotations: Following stocks in air media and related
fields are listed each issue with quotations for Tuesday this week and Tuesday December 17. Quotations supplied byMerrill Lynch. Pierce, Fenner
and Beane.

FINANCIAL
Here are some excerpts from the
FCC's broadcast revenue report
for the calendar year of 1956:
• Total tv and radio revenue: $1.4
billion; 15%
above 1955.
• Tv revenues only: $896.9 million; 20.4% above 1955.
• Radio revenues only: $480.6 million; 6% above 1955.
• Combined tv and radio profits:
$238.8 million; plus 21.7%.
• Tv profits only: $189.6 million:

• KERO-TV, Bakersfield, initiated remote telecasting for that area

plus 26.2%.
• Radio profits only: $49.2; plus

by covering a '58 model auto show
from the Stockdale Country Club.

7%.
• Station radio sales, exclusive of

Station on the air: WMBD-TV,
Peoria, 111., did its first telecast on
1 January, making it the first new station to go on the air in '58. The station is affiliated with CBS TV.
New station facilities:
• KPAR-TV, Abilene, Texas, be
gan broadcasting from its new auxiliary studios in downtown Abilene on
9 January.
• WAVE AM-TV, Louisville,
plans to build a new radio-tv center
in downtown Louisville for occupancy

network and regional o&o's: $410.4
million; 9.4% increase over 1955.
• Radio and regional sales, includ-

Crosley Broadcasting on 6 January opened its new Cleveland Sales
Office to represent its stations in
northern Ohio, Michigan and western Pennsylvania.
James R. Sefert, national account
executive for WLW-C, will take charge
of the new office.
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Tues.
7 Jan.

+1%
+3%
+ %
+2%
+ %
+2%
+ %
+5%
+2%
+2%
- %
+3%

American Stock Exchange
Allied Artists
3
3%

+ %

Assoc. Art. Prod.
C&C
Super
Dumont
Labs.

8%
T7s
3%

8%
&
3%

Guild Films
NTA

2%
6%

2%
6%

• Choicest Location — Convenient to
Everything

Plince's
86th Street and
Harding Ave. Motel
Phone: Union 6-5514

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Largest Motel in Miami Beach
200 yards to uncrowded beach
Abundant Parking Space at door
5 bus routes within one block
Dress as you please
Exceptionally large rooms
All rooms air-cooled or air-conditioned
Combination tile tub and showers
Built-in Electric Heaters
GE Electric Kitchens
Attractive modern furnishings

WRITE

FOR

RESERVATIONS

(Oneto day's
deposit required
hold reservations)
2 rm. Kitchenette Apt.
Kitchenette Apt.
Dec. 20
to
Jan. 20
Jan. 20
to
Mar. 30
Apr. 1
June 30
July 1
to
Aug. 30
Sept.
to 1
Dec. 20

Change

New York Stock Exchange
AB-PT
12
13%
AT&T
16514 168%
Avco
5%
6%
CBS "A"
24
26%
Columbia Pic.
13
13%
Loew's
12%
14%
Paramount 32
32%
RCA
28%
34%
Storer
19%
22%
20th-Fox
21%
23%
Warner Bros.
18%
17%
Westinghouse
60%
63%

Bqsl Buu in Miami Boach

in the spring of '59.
• WPST-TV, Miami, will begin
operating from its new studios in
downtown Miami on 17 January. The
ABC affiliate boasts a 60-ft. tower atop
its new building.
A group of movie exhibitors in
Cincinnati have signed with
WKRC-TV for a year-long weather
show.
The buy is believed to be the first
of such length by a movie group.

Tues.
17 Dec.

Stock

* complete Baths

from $3 per person
double

from $4 per person
double

from $7 per person
double

from $5 per person
double

from $6 per person
double

from $1 1 per person
double

from $2 per person
double

from $2.50 per person
double

from $4 per person
double

from $3 per person
double

from $4 per person
double

from $7 per person

from $2 per person

from $2.50 per person
double

from $4 per person
double

double

- %
+ %
+ %
+ %

McCANN-ERICSON
[Continued

trative council, which advises Harper
on various problems involving the

from page 39)

Cann's self-conscious, probing nature.
At McCann. a> at main other agen• ies, the term "creative" refers to the
verbal and visual art of producing advertisements for print and air media,
and in no sense is meant as a reflection on such indubitably creative activities as buying, producing, analyzing and babying tv programing.
The creative department of McCannEricksons home office is headed by
John H. Tinker. Jr.. a senior vice president and also chairman of the adminis-

home office. As "lord of all creation."
Tinker is involved in high policy matters so the burden of day-to-day operations falls on Don Calhoun, who is
titled creative director and who is assisted by Margot Sherman and Russ
Schneider.
latter keeps
desk clean ofThe
business
matters.Calhoun's
Next in line are five associate creative directors, each responsible for a
group of accounts. Three of these executives were creative heads at other
agencies. Each associate director manages a complete team of writers and

art directors for both print and air media plus t\ producers for live and film
commercials.
As part of the stimulative process,
McCann has no barriers between the
air and print people. This is a result
of the tearing down of the walls some
years ago between print writers and
art directors. There was, for a while,
a separation of air and print people,
but that was done away with, too.
"This teamwork does three good
things," said Calhoun. "One: It integrates all advertising more closely than
was ever possible when radio-tv was a
separate department. Two: Tv people
benefit from the basic advertising
thinking that print people usually
bring to a problem. Three: print peopie benefit by learning tv techniques.
When the two groups work together we
findOnethey
moreeffective
good ideas."
of spark
the most
stimulators
around McCann these days is Cinema
'58 (called Cinema '57 last year).
These are regular showings of the best
and most interesting in the cinematic
art from all over the world. Recent
examples were an industrial color
short made for Alcoa, a new Czech
puppet film and an experimental film
from Canada which used only Arabic
numerals and arithmetic signs. "Whenever we've had a Cinema '57 showing,"
said Calhoun, "it's been standing room
only." The department also holds
monthly screenings of its tv output for
the creative staff and management.

BEAUMONT

PORT

ARTHUR

Angling for greater
Beaumont-Port

sales in the

Arthur-Orange

area? You need the only facility
covering this oil-rich market
of 1,000,000 prosperous TexansK F D M Beaumont Radio & TV
ABC

i ■?>

^.

See

PETERS-GRIFFIN-WOODWARD,

inc.

Calhoun
is proud commercial
of McCann'stalent,
collection of tv-radio
claims four of the hottest jingle writers
in town plus at least three others who
can come up with a good tune any day.
"One of the advantages of bigness and
success is the fact that it attracts good
people and ambitious people from all
over the country."
McCann has also found acres of diamonds in its own back yard. At a
seminar to orient its print people on tv
techniques in 1956, McCann found 12
good writers and four good art directors. The search for talent these days
is especially keen. Tv has grown so
fast there is a challenge to find a bright
talent to keep up with it." Calhoun
said.
If the beardless youths who come
into McCann are not equipped with
the advertising basics commonly found
in the veteran print copywriters, they
are soon exposed to it on two research
levels. First, there are the marketing
facts and surveys that determine the

SPONSOR
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copy approach and, second, there is
the research on commercials that provides creative people with a playback
on results.
While creative people operate on a
different level than researchers, the
creative people at McCann seem to
work comfortably with facts. The
agency uses the standard services as
well as its own surveys to determine
commercial impact.
To Calhoun, commercial research is
an extension of the creative man's
world. "When Milton Berle appeared
on Wide, Wide World, he said something to this effect: 'The American
audience is not one audience. It's
thousands of different audiences. The

BOSTON

BEANS

(Continued from page 35)
giant radio advertising campaign, window displays, and a beanpot-shaped
jumbo postcard mailing to 2,500 grocers in the New England area.
Listeners also were brought into the
merchandising picture. A catered
luncheon at the station's studio-auditorium drew a capacity crowd of 150
housewives. An hour-long broadcast
highlighted the affair. Four station
d.j.'s were on hand to interview housewives and client representatives.

get a big, big yawn in Oklahoma.'
"Research simply helps creative people to broaden their understanding of
people throughout the country, to know
how they react, how they think, how
they feel when we talk to them. And
that ain't a bad thing. Almost every
creative person writes on the basis of
his own experience and the experience
of his friends. Research simply helps
us meet and know more friends . . .

Homemaker's jar. In return, the studio tour plus a free tin of the sponsor's baked beans. Result: Over 3,000
people flowed into the studio during
that broadcast day.

millions of them."
One of the most successful tv commercials ever turned out at McCann
was the "sand test" commercial for
Westinghouse which compared the
ability of washing machines to wash
sand out of clothes and broke Gallup
Robinson impact records four times in
a row. It was first presented over
Studio One in September 1956 and the
most recent exposure, a couple of
months ago, got the best G-R rating of
all. The impact of this Betty Furness
commercial can be gauged by the fact
that the third time it was shown, it
was estimated that 22 million people
not only saw but remembered it, too.
Most important of all, since the first
commercial, Westinghouse's share of
the washing machine market increased
50%.
As much as the creative man
searches constantly for commercial effectiveness, thejudgment of his peers
still matters. At last count, McCann
had won 83 top awards for creative
excellence in all fields last year, Calhoun reports. "Awards aren't everything but it's nice to know that in the
eyes of creative juries and panels —
real pros — we seem to look fairly
bright."
&>
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WFLA-TV

to make hay where
the sun shines!

\

Last October another station promotion for listeners took the form of an
all-day open house at the station. Listeners were invited in to see the studios, watch the broadcasts and meet
the entire staff of radio personalities,
from the disk jockeys to the office staff.
Hourly drawings for prizes were held.
What was Homemaker's tie-in? Requirement for admission to the open
house was a cap or label from the

gag that gets a laugh in New York can

Use

Tv enters: With sales going up steadily and expanded marketing plans
afoot, the company supplemented its
1957 radio advertising with spot tv,
starting in August.
I.D.'s were bought on WNAC-TV,
Boston, at a frequency of about 15 per
week on a run-of-the-schedule basis.
A 1957 cap-off: The last holdout
food chain took Homemaker's to its
shelf bosom in December, five months
after the start of Monmouth Canning's
most ambitious radio/tv advertising
endeavor.
Homemaker's now has distribution
in all the major chains throughout
New England; also has distribution in
Detroit, Mich., and is conducting market testing in one Southern market and
in one New York state market.
Results of the testing will determine
Homemaker's possible attack on other
U.S. market areas.
Increased sales of other Monmouth

Only the sun covers more
ol Florida than WFLA-TV!

IN AREA RATINGS!
WFLA-TV blankets the fastgrowing Tampa-St. Petersburg
Metropolitan area where far-sighted industrialists are investing millions of dollars in new plants and
expanded facilities . . Florida's 2nd
and America's 34th retail market!
But that's not all! 1957 Trendex
Report proves WFLA-TV delivers
an added 40% in area rating outside the Tampa-St. Petersburg Metropolitan area. In the same surTampa Station
B's theratings
show vey,
no increase
outside
Metropolitan area.
So, if you want to DOMINATE
30 counties in Florida's richest,
most heavily populated trade area,
where a rocketing industrial and
agricultural economy provides
steady year 'round buving power
— buy WFLA-TV — the station
that gives you both, results and
ratings!
Channel 8-the RESULTS

Channel

Canning's products is reported by company executives as a bonus side effect
to the Homemaker's air campaigns.
Cut green beans, wax beans, kernel
corn, pumpkin, squash and blueberries marketed by Monmouth Canning
are all enjoying a sales boost.
^

National Repie*entative-BLAlR-TV Inc.

in Washington, WRC

EVERY
NIGHT

is the speaker of the house

It's another big win for WRC in the nation's Capital. The latest
Nielsen* proves WRC is the Number One Radio Station from 6 pm
to midnight every night of the week! And the lead is impressive:
FOR THE

ENTIRE WEEK,

WRC'S AVERAGE

NIGHTTIME

SUNDAY

THROUGH

QUARTER-HOUR

SATURDAY,

RATING IS A

SWEEPING 54% GREATER THAN THE SECOND STATION'S!
Ask now about expanding your evening schedule on WRC. And ask, too,
for details of the important new Pulse study that proves there
is no difference in the quality of nighttime and morning radio
audiences. Your NBC Spot Sales representative is the man to see!

WRC

• 980

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

SOLD BY INBCl SPOT SALES

in, D.C.. Area-0<t<,br,-t\'onmb<r, 71
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
II JANUARY,
Copyright
'ONSOR

The FCC this week brought Sen. Warren Magnuson, Senate Commerce Committee chairman, up-to-date on the status of the Barrows Network Study report.

1958
1958

PUBLICATIONS

WEEK

IN

Said the commission in a letter to Magnuson: We have submitted to the Justice Department for study examples from the Barrows report of alleged specific violations of the
anti-trust laws by the tv networks.
"•
The letter noted there were many similarities between the recommendations of the Barrows report and the Senate committee's own report on network practices.
However, said the FCC, it would be premature to comment on the Senate's report until
it had completed its study of the Barrows document.
On the questions of independent tv production and tv talent, both of which were
omitted from the Barrows report because of litigation to secure subpoenaed information from
independent program packagers, the FCC said all the requested information had been received from the subpoenaed companies.
However, supplemental information from other independent program producers is still
coming in, the Commission said, and therefore no date can be set for the special report on
programing and talent.
The FCC indicated it would come to some decision on what to do about conveying its
reactions to the Barrows report to the Committee with relative speed. But it pointedly failed
to promise official FCC reaction.
Meanwhile, the Commissioners continue to hold briefing sessions with Dean Barrow on
the weighty, wordy report.
There is little chance that there will be any voting on specific recommendations in anything like the near future.
Latest thinking is that the FCC, which has already asked the webs to comment
on the Barrows report, may open up the whole thing by asking for reactions from
anybody else who wants to argue about it.
This would permit the Commissioners to sit back for a long, long time before arguing
among themselves about the thing.
Developments are pushing the networks toward the proverbial hot seat early in this
along.
Congressional session, with signs that the spot will become warmer

as the ' session wears

Already asked to tell their side of the story with respect to the Barrows report, and already under scrutiny by the Justice Department in connection with some Barrow findings,
the webs will be forced very much on the defensive from now on.

The FCC

released radio financial data for the calendar year 1956, showing

total radio revenues up 6% over the preceding year, but also showing more losing stations, and showing a 10% drop in network income and a 93.8% drop in
network profits.
(See SPONSOR-SCOPE

and NEWS

WRAP-UP

for details of this report.)

In issuing the bureau's annual report for the fiscal year ending 30 June
1957 the FCC complained that its workload was increasing very fast.
It pointed out that 1,315 stations were sold this year — an increase of 239 from
the previous year.
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use books
FROM
SPONSOR
SERVICES

T.V.

RADIO
DIRECTORY
FREE

JARO

HESS

CARTOONS

SET OF 5 (9" X 12" PRINTS)

$4.00

Information packed "use" books that should be on every air

I

executive's desk and a series of famous Jaro Hess Cartoons to dress up
any office — yours for the asking or buying.
Each book serves a particular function in the broadcast field.
Standards of the industry, they supply

PrF THE

varied data on TV & Radio Stations,
on programing & markets all over America
for agencies and advertisers.
Others supply facts on agencies & personnel.
All are catalogued for easy references and have

All-Media

proved to be vital tools for admen &
broadcasters everywhere.

TIME BUYERS
OF THE U.S.

Evaluation Study

Order the ones you need today.

$2.00 PER COPY

ALL-MEDIA STUDY
$4.00 PER COPY

£§

Vyf'

DICTIONARY/HANDBOOK

FOR SPONSORS

TV DICTIONARY
$1.00 PER COPY

QUANTITY PRICES ON

SPONSOR

V/RADIO BASICS
$1.00 PER COPY

SERVICES

40 E 49 STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
Please send me the following book(s)
NO □ TV-RADIO DIRECTORY
NO □ JARO HESS CARTOON SETS
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

□
□
□
□
□

BUYERS' GUIDE .....
TV RADIO BASICS
TV DICTIONARY
ALL MEDIA STUDY
........
TIME-BUYERS OF U.S.

NAME.

FREE
at $4.00 per set
at
.at
at
at
at

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$4.00
$2.00

each
each
each
each
each

_

COMPANY—.

,

ADDRESS
CITY

.
STATE

enclosed find check

REQUEST

bill me later

TOTAL

A round-up of trade talks,
trends and tips for admen

^
II JANUARY,

SPONSOR
1958

sponsor publications inc.

HEARS

A surefire way for a columnist to get an ironic smile out of Madison Avenue is

lo w m^ UP a diatribe about agency "interference" with this injunction: "Let's give show
business back to the showmen."
The sum total of network shows being produced by Madison Avenue this season:
Three out of 94.

Don't be surprised if network tv schedules this summer are studded with
panel gimmicks instead of second-run films as replacements.
Freelance producers of the panel type are getting lots of inquiries from agencies on
what they've got in this line on the shelf or drawingboard.

Film ideas to create a favorable image of Madison Avenue continue to pop up.
The latest: A proposal for 26 fifteen-minute documentaries that would be jointly
financed by ad agencies, shown on tv stations, and distributed among schools, clubs, etc.
The Four A's operations committee

is looking it over.

A former station programing executive's distaste for watching the
ture films he booked cost him $2,000 or more this week.

very fea-

He flunked a question at the $2,000 plateau on the identity of the Hangman of Czechoslovakia, even though he had once telecast a film built around this Nazi character's

An observation picked up from CBS's Frank Stanton during a sidewalk (Madison Avenue) chat on the business outlook:
"Television salesmen are faced with the challenge of being able to shift gears —
from order-taking to actual selling."

Weather reports are something that advertisers currently buy day-in-and-out,
but back in 1927-28 there was an advertiser who let the weather determine whether he'd go on the air.
The sponsor — the late I. J. Fox, furrier — would appear of an evening with Rudy Vallee's band in tow at WMCA's studio in New York.
Fox would look out of the window, and — if it looked like rain — he'd peel off $50 for a
lialf hour of time and tell Vallee to get going.
Why the sky inspection? Fox theorized they would listen to the radio if inclement weather kept them home.

William Paley, whose masterminding of CBS programing is as keen as ever, thinks
that radio's great opportunity is in the area of dispensing information.
Figures Paley:
Sputnik, space travel, and atomic energy have made people more avid than ever for
explanatory and fill-in data.
CBS' new series, Answer, Please, is the opening gambit and test of this theory.
SPONSOR
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Take Our Pulse.

it's the
of OMAHear
HA!tbeat
HOOPER
Nov.-Dec, 1957

8 AM- 10 PM

PULSE
Nov., 1957

8 AM -6 PM

TREND
Dec, 1957

24 Hours
A Day

EX

8 AM - 6 PM

43.2
share

23.0
share

40.8
share

C30Q&

AveryKnodel
Rep.

A withVital
Force
inmany
Selling
more than
twice as
listeners Today's
as any other Omaha
station
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WHAT CLIENTS WANT
{Continued from page 31)

pricing, new

as such might not be mentioned when
advertisers narrow the choice,"
Nabisco's Harry Schroeter. "But
we're heavy spot users we would
the start give an eye to agencies

says
since
from
with

successful spot tv accounts."
Manv clients cover this subject in a
preliminary questionnaire they send
out to agencies they'll want to interview. (Note: Recent users of this approach include Lever, Colgate and
Lehn & Fink.) In two- or three-page
questionnaires they ask about the
agency's billing, general attitude toward marketing, research, tv program,
ing. They also want a list of accounts.
Frequently the company's own media expert, whether it's the ad manager himself or a media director, then
goes over the agency's recent air campaigns for clients with similar problems.

your extra

"One way to spot-check the agency's
media buying ability is to pick some
markets that are important to our particular product and see what the agency has on the air for its clients in those

hand is

SPONSOR

cities," says Lever's Bob Prentiss,
manager of corporate advertising policies.

A corps of the most capable
editorial hands in the business
work for you at SPONSOR to
bring the latest broadcast
developments within reach of
your fingers — week after week
— 52 weeks a year.
SPONSOR

The client with a big chunk of
money in spot tv and/or radio puts
media buying ability at the top of his
list. He may have some staff people
do a thorough research project com-

is the nerve center

of the industry.
of ideas — of
every day USE
widely quoted
the field.

It's the magazine
penetration — of
— the most
publication in

paring one agency's cost-per-1.000 batting average with another. The bigger
the investment in spot, the more likely
the client is to probe into such specifics
as organization of the agency media
department; name and background of
buyers to work on his account; extent
of media research facilities.
5. Everyone wants marketing
services. Spot tv advertiser, Coty,

It's the one book you ought to
read — at home. It will give
you more to think about and
more directions in which to
expand your thinking than any
other trade journal you can buy.
Now — for less than a penny
a day — just $3.00 a year —
you can have 52 issues of
SPONSOR
delivered to your
home. Try it on this
money back guarantee.

went so far as to give marketing services as the major reason for choosing
BBDO in fall 1957.
"From the start, we considered five
agencies big enough to offer a maximum of marketing services in our

Only gift subscriptions for advertisers or agencies are eligible.

line," says Coty advertising director
William Siegel.
J1

SPONSOR
40 East 49 St., New York

17, N. Y.

1

subscription of SPONSOR.
1 I'll take a year'
■ You guarantee full refund any time I'm
■ not satisfied.
' NAME

I

1

FIRM

1

|

ADDRESS

|

□

D Bill firm
Bill me

■

|

Marketing is at the top of the checklist for giant companies like P&G, Colgate or Lever as well as smaller-budget
advertisers, although the) might differ
in their \\a\s of usinu these services.
The package goods clients tend to use
the services most fully.
"We

want

the

agency's

views

on

product development,

packaging and any phase of our marPrentiss.keting operation," says Lever's Bob
This attitude is not universal. When
Revlon's George Abrams split the
firm's $16 million among four smaller
agencies after a year with BBDO, he
told SPONSOR he prefers marketing
counsel from within his own company,
not from the agency. At the time, he
considered marketing services an agency plus he could afford to bypass.
Marketing services vary in value to
clients in hard goods. For instance,
Sylvania's Terry Cunningham told
sponsor that if he were faced with
having to pick a new agency he'd certainly look at "the agency's track record in products marketed through
channels similar to ours." Since new
product development and pricing in tv
and radio sets or light bulbs depends
upon engineering, an agency can help
little in that area, he feels. But knowledge of the trade is a help.
Many clients are using marketing
services as the big area for bargaining
with a new agency. While most clients
want these services to be available, a
sizable minority resents having marketing handed them in a package deal.
Some would prefer to pay for it on
a cost-plus basis or in some other arrangement that does not make marketing services mandatory as a form of
"commission rebate" (see SPONSOR 14
December 1957).
6. Regional offices are a plus.
Clients find it more and more important to have an agency that can solve
their local problems at the grassroots
level.
"Most of our problems are local in
nature," says Texaco advertising director Don Stewart. "So it helps us
when we have a problem in Los Angeles, to have an agency office there
staffed with men already familiar with
theThe
localneed
situation."
for regional offices has
prompted a number of agency mergers,
including Cunningham & Walsh's marriage with Brisacher, Wheeler, San
Francisco. In the giant merger between Erwin, Wasey and R&R the fact
that the regional offices complemented
each other was another big reason the
two shops got together. But the mechanics of integrating different agencies have broken down in some cases.
FWRR has had trouble getting started
as a merged
and 68)
some acl Please operation
turn to page
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On today's radio buys . . .

\

Nielsen Station Index

gives you
<£0HL^x^^
' w. mk daily, weekly
%^ \ and monthly
I ^^^ >i reports!

I> on broad time blocks — morning, afternoon, evening
> on weekly time-period strips*
> on individual quarter hours*
Whether the radio buy is a spread of participations or a single time period
. . . whether it's a continuing schedule or a one-time-only . . .
the radio audience facts you need on your market are reported in all
their dimensions in the
NSI

BI-MONTHLY

RADIO

REPORTS

A reminder: When total reach of each station is the prime consideration,
the NSI Station-Total Audience data provide the answers. When competitive impact or concentration on the heart of the market is your goal,
the NSI Metro-Area Ratings meet your specific needs. The Nielsen
Station Index reports all the foregoing dimensions both ways.
*Similar tv audience data in the same markets are reported in the NSI Tv Reports.

Nielsen Station Index a ■«*»<* a* A.C. Nielsen Company
2101 Howard Street, Chicago 45, Illinois-HOllycourt 5-4400
Call . . . wire ...or write today for all the facts
Chicago 1, Illinois
) North Michigan Avenue
FRanklin 2-3810
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New York 36, New York
500 Fifth Avenue
PEnnsylvania 6-2850

Menlo Park, California
70 Willow Road
DAvenport 5-0021

WHAT

CLIENTS

i Continued from page 66)

WANT

counl losses liave already occurred.
Sonic clients arc war) of merged
agencies at the moment and want to
see proof of a successful integration
before moving to such a shop. This
recent attitude may discourage some
agenc) mergers in the near future.
But shopping for all types of agencies i- more intensive and wi<

HOW

COLGATE

PICKED

A. The answers don't tell us what
the agencv would do for our product.
They're not presentations in the sense
of being campaign suggestions. But
the\ do give us background
for the
interviews by telling us how the agency
is staffed, what its principals think
about things that are important to us,
such as marketing and research.
Q.
Who's invited to the initial agency
interview?
Usually

the agency

president

or

executive v.p. It's an informal meeting where we go into more detail about
the agency's answers to the questionnaire. We also begin discussing individuals who would be connected with
our account, like department heads
and other agency principals.
Since there were so many agencies
involved at the start, these meetings
took over four weeks. By the end of
this period, we had narrowed the
choice to three or four agencies. That's
when the "depth-interviewing" starts.
Q.
A.

shopping a year-'round job to keep
up-to-date on new agency developments at the same time.
"We believe it"s important to keep
on top of the agency picture at all
times," says Philip Morris advertising
director Roger Greene.
"Three men

D'ARCY

y.
If hat kind of impressions run you
form from the returns to your question noire?

A.

among clients than it's ever been. In
fact, some advertisers make agency-

Do these "depth-interviews" involve more people?
Yes. On the second or third visit

the agency president or principal usual!) brings along another key executive For a heavy tv account this might
mean the tv director or media director, although it's likely to be another
member of agency management.
Where we're concerned,
the questions at this point generally come from
our media director and product managei because these are the men best
acquainted with the specific needs of
the product
Q. // hat do you learn from these
larger meetings?
A.
Here we get a better feel of the
agency
philosophy and general ap-

FOR

HALO

agencies
we now
have." director of a
Says the
advertising
multi-brand food company which has
a similar system: "Our agencies know
we do this, and it sure keeps them on
their toes."
^

Continued from

proach to package advertising. We get
a reaction to our own problems on the
specific product.
For instance, if the agency principal
has his creative director along, the
man might say, "There's too much
stereotype in shampoo advertising. We
have the motivational research facili
ties to know how to appeal to the
housewife.
Look at this campaign for
one of our clients and you'll get an
idea of the way our creative people
interpret this research."
Q.
Do you go to the agency for a
visit at this point?
A. When our choice is narrowed to
three or four agencies, the whole committee does go on a tour of these
agencies. But most of us know the
agencies pretty well anyhow. All of us
knew several key people in the agencies we considered, either personally.
or certainly by reputation
Q.

How did you compare the agencies as to tv ability?
A. Tv is really an open secret. We
know the good and bad tv buys. Nielsen tells that. We just looked at the
accounts these agencies had that were
predominantly tv and measured their
network and spot buys, checked the
cost-per- 1,000, quality of production,
adjacencies and sales effectiveness.
Q.
What do you expect out of agency
marketing?
A.

on our staff interview agencymen continuously. This doesn't mean in the
least that we are dissatisfied with the

When we work with an agency, we

want it to be an extension of our company. That means that it has to be
staffed to make intelligent contributions in every area between the manufacture of the product and the actual
purchase by the consumer.
We checked each agency for background and experience of its marketing men, especially in our line.
Also, since we spend millions of dollars, we wanted every research device

page 32)
available. No one considers research a
substitute for judgment, but it would
be foolish to make multi-million investments without using every tool.
Actually, all of us learned a lot from
each solicitation. Talking to many
agencies helps sharpen our marketing
and research thinking, too.
Q. What do you look for in an
agency's media department?
A. Performance. Our media director
doesn't tell an agency how to organize
its media department, but he can judge
how efficient it is from its recent campaigns. Also, he knows the individuals
in it by reputation and stature.
Q. Since you work so closely with
an agency, how do you safeguard
trade secrets?
A. That's a constant dilemma in this
business. However, each agency that
was in the final running gave us some
indication of its assurances to us. One
agency mentioned the precise amount
of its personnel turnover and stressed
how small it was. Also, these agencies
told us in their original presentation
(their answer to our questionnaire)
what sort of employee incentives they
offer to keep turnover to a minimum.
Q. When do you meet the product
group that would be assigned to you?
A. We start getting acquainted with
these people almost from the start of
the "depth-interviewing" of the agencv .
After
all, they're
the individuals we'd
be working
with closely.
On the other hand, we want to know
before then to what extent the agency
principals and department heads will
be involved in planning our strategy.
Then, when we meet the potential account supervisor, we have an idea of
the kind of help he'll get from the
By the end of the interviewing
know each copywriter and media
ecutive who'll work for us.
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Tv and radio
773
P.O.

BOX

REYNOLDS,

GA.

m

HOW
MANY
TV
SETS

ENOUGH
FOR
$10,000
WEEKEND
SALES

Here's the full story, as written by
Ed Goddard, of G. H. Goddard &
Son,

Reynolds,

Ralph L. Atlass, a pioneer in Chicago
radio, has been named Chicago vice president for Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
Inc. He has been general manager of
WIND. Chicago since WBC purchased that
station in December 1956. Before the
transfer of ownership, Atlass had been
president of WIND, Inc., of which he was
a founder and principal stockholder. His
activity in air media began as a youth, when he was an experimental
broadcaster. In 1922, Atlass became a commercial broadcaster. In
his long history in radio, he has scored many "firsts." among them
the first play-by-play broadcast of a football game from Northwestern University in 1925; the first coincidental audience survey; and
the first Chicago commercial pickup of Guy Lombardo's orchestra.

Ga.

"If you had a Harvest Sale in
Macon, certainly it did not bother
us. Our sale was most successful
and I am sure the credit is due to
your fine staff at WMAZ-TV and
to "Uncle Ned" and his salesmanship.
"We had people . . . from Perry,
Dublin, Montezuma, Oglethorpe,
Ideal, Macon, Butler, Geneva, Howard, Warner Robins, Fort Valley
and many other places. When asked,
their reply was "I saw Uncle Ned
on TV" .... In a town where we
have only 773 Post Office box holders both city and rural we did a
volume in excess of $10,000 on Friday afternoon and Saturday. In my
opinion

NEWSMAKERS

HOLDERS

Arthur C. Stringer has been appointed
vice president of Blair Television Associates. He is manager of Blair's Chicago
office. Stringer's career, which covers more
than nine years in the industry, began in
WBTM.

Danville. Va., where he was promotion manager. In 1950 he joined
WFMY-TV, Greensboro, N. C, as account
executive, later becoming
merchandising
director there. Prior to managing the Chicago office of Blair Television Associates, he was sales manager of television station KTVR
in Denver, Colorado. Stringer's father, Arthur C. Stringer, Sr., was
a prominent member of the broadcasting industry for more than 25
years. During World War II, he directed the industry's service and
government recruiting programs, as well as handling radio news.

that is good business."

^^1^^
m^*Ejk

^^^ .
'^^^^
^B^ta^^H

George Skinner, veteran broadcasting personality
and
program
consultant,
has
joined the Katz Agency as full-time radio
program consultant.
In this capacity, he
will survey radio programing
generally.
visit client markets to consult with Katz
represented stations ami make programing

|£^ V JIH

MACON
NATIONAL

, G-A.
REP.

AVERY- KNODEL.

INC.

recommendations.
Before joining the Katz
agency, Skinner was engaged as an independent radio program consultant. Since August 1957. he has analyzed and made recommendations on programing for six major radio
outlets. From October 1956 to July 1957, he conducted WABC
\ru 'i ork's George thinner Show daily from 6:00-9:00 a.m. Prior
to that he was panel moderator of Make Up Your Mind. From 1948
I.. 1954, Skinnei was an independent packager of radio and tv shows
in Philadelphia
in addition t<» his activities with local stations.
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ONE

TV STATION

REACHES

1/5 OF CANADA

1/5
of all
Canadian
furniture
sales
are
made
in our
Hamilton
Toronto
Niagara
coverage
area

"Within our huge coverage area 2,552,715 people spend $126,133,000 each year in over 688 furniture
putlets. This represents 21.69% of all furniture sales made yearly in Canada. Another black and white
pet proving CHCH-TV serves the richest market in Canada." Source: Sales Management Elliott-Haynes.
^or further information call : Montreal: UN 6-9868, Toronto: EM 6-9236, <&hf1MJFWIJ fPlM
Hamilton: JA 2-1101, Vancouver: TA 7461, New York City: PL 1-4848, !£ LHImM m I ¥
Chicago: MI 2-6190, San Francisco: YU 6-6769
channel it Canada

SPONSOR
SPEAKS
Commercials-first

psychology

The first sign of an important change in thinking among
admen shows up this week in what clients tell sponsor they
now seek from their agencies: above all else, the ability
to create tv commercials that sell (see page 29).
Obviously clients have always considered commercials
important.
But the tendency is to put tv show selection first.
The commercial's sales impact, however, far outweighs in
importance the exact size of the program audience. If this
simple concept hits home, today's tendency to over-value tv
ratings will automatically fall back into perspective.
Perhaps programing has been given priority traditionally
because sales effectiveness is infinitely harder to measure
than audience. But if as much sweat and money were put
into customer-counting as nose-counting, we'd be on the way
to real air media stability.
The frantic search for maximum audiences, accompanied
by repeated schedule turnover, would not be typical of television ifit were known scientifically which combination of
programing and commercials was selling.

Non-prize commercial
We began wondering recently why none of P&G's commercials made our own choice for the top 10 commercials
of 1957.
By coincidence that evening we saw a Joy commercial in
which one housewife tells another across the yard between
their kitchen windows.
The Joy user underplayed it— with great authority. Hers
was the kitchen with the smooth white enamel cabinets. The
non-Joy lady still had a kitchen with open wooden shelves
and an embroidered air of years-ago.
This was deep-down selling but subtle enough to slide
down like a raw oyster. Such commercials, we suspect, rarely win prizes from a jury of admen because they don't attracl attention to themselves.
Though we arc proud of our top 10 selections and make
no apologies for them, we're moved to comment that sponsor
honors or an) other commercial honors are not so important
.i- the payoff in the supermarket — and the two necessarily
cannol always go hand in hand.

h

f$

lO-SECOND

SPOTS

Southpaws: Disk jockeys on KING,
Seattle, recently ran a salute to lefthanded people, received left-handed
compliments ("I had an inferiority
complex until I met you" . . . "That's a
nice suit; who shines your clothes?")
and gave prizes for the best (an auto
polishing by a left-handed waxer, Ice
Capade tickets on the left side of the
house, candy bars wrapped by a lefthanded wrapper). Bet the promotion
director typed the releases on a lefthanded typewriter.
Hope: Faye Emerson, writing in the
N. Y. World-Telegram, predicts that tv
comedians will be getting a lot of work
as replacements next summer.
Sweat, clown, sweat.
'58 outlook: Martin Katz, of Blair
TV, predicts a two-hour longer work
day on Madison Avenue this year. He
just got his desk pad for 1958 from
the same company that furnished his
1957 pad (Stark Calendar Co.) and
found that where last year's had engagement schedules printed from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m., the new calendar starts off
at 7 a.m. and runs through to 6 p.m.
Remembrance: sponsor's exec editor,
Miles David, received a handsome
calendar at Christmas designed to
aid the gift-giver. With it came a
supply of red "reminder" tabs ("Remember your wedding anniversary,"
"Remember your mother-in-law's birthday," etc.). It should have had one
more — "Remember to enclose cards
with
what Christmas
the sender gifts."
forgot Because
to do. that's
Sartorial: An AP article quotes
derella's president, Larry Mack,
saying that most male tv stars
sloppily, have bad posture and

Slenwith
dress
set a

poor example for the country's youth.
Stop slouchin in the saddle, pardner,
and purty-up that Stetson!
Nifty gifty: Lang, Fisher & Stashower
Advertising Agency of Cleveland, sent
out silver pill boxes this Christmas
with the following legend:
This sitter box is to contain
Nostrums for your health and brain;
Intiitiilts inr adman's ills . . .
A full complement of pills.
Mil town to pace you slow;

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: The most dangerous
factor in a recession is consumer psychology.
H e urge stations to combat the attitude that
spending must be delayed by telling the story of

Benzedrene
Aspirin to
Saccharine
And, as a
SmIii Mini

mil economy's strength in on-the-air editorials.

We hope they'll ease your times and stress
And fill your days with happiness!

for go-go-go!
shrink big heads;
i<> check that spread.
matter of routine . . .
and Dramimine.

They've helped us cure our aches and pains
Through 25 years of ad campaigns.

november

OTu

Station 2
(IND)

Station 4

Station 7

KBTV

(NBC)

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
NOON TO 6:00 P.M.

(CBS)

5.7

26.3

(ABC)

34.6

34.7

0.1

6:00 P.M. TO 10:00 P.M.

2.8

30.2

31.4

34.4

1.2

Station •ihar. of SetS-in Use

Others

—Denver ARB — November 1957

KBTV leads where leadership is important . . . during I
time the greatest share of the 324,571 TV homes in the Denver
market do their viewing. The less vital time periods, of the
November survey, KBTV cheerfully relinquishes to stations
2, 4 and 7. Call PGW for the complete ARB story in Denver
and for availabilities on KBTV.

DENVER'S
FAMILY
STATION
John C. Mullins, President

Joe Herold, Station Mgr.

Represented Nationally by Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
^

Inc.

ARB is spelled no different— it just looks different in Denver. KBTV loves ARB. KBTV loves
Telepulse too, but not a subscriber to the October '57 survey so unable to publish their KBTV
superiority story.

It takes both . . .
to tell the whole ARB story
#

SAC

rA*1 *H*°

RO^O'
tA^'

KBET delivers the

tA REPORT
tttA** A*

greatest audience in the
Sacramento-Stockton Markets
from sign -on to sign -off.*
STATION

NOVEMBER 1957 ARB, weighted Sacramento, Stockton book. (The only ARB
Report subscribed to by all three station:
in the market)

SUNDAY

SHARE

OF

SETS-IN-USE

THRU SATURDAY

SIGN-ON

TO SIGN-OFF

6:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:00 PM to Midnight
6:00 PM to Midnight

TOTAL

AREA

SACRAMENTO

SET

COUNT:

430,029

.fCBS]

CALIFORNIA

Call H-R Television, Inc. for Current Avails
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ADVERTISERS

USE

"
HOW CAN

"Heard a couple off
Storz Stations
this trip. Never a

RADIO BEAT

dull moment."

1957?
Buyers look for more
growth in '58, but to
do it they feel industry must provide better
research, sounder promotion, streamlined
selling, showmanship
Page 33

Dutch Masters
tries imagery

Understand there's
fiever a dull moment
lor advertisers,
dither."

transfer in tv
Page 36

challenge to
Madison Avenue
Page 39

any of these 4 important markets . . . every time's
akood time with the first place Storz Station
N^NEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL . . . WDCY is first
All-day average. Proof: Pulse. See Blair or
ie?ral Manager Jack Thayer.
SAS CITY . . . WHB is first . . . All-day.
if : Metro Pulse, Nielsen, Trendex, Hooper, Area
sen, Pulse. All-day average as high as 48.5%
ilsen) . See Blair or General Manager George W.
istrong.

NEW ORLEANS . . . WTIX is first . . . All-day.
Proof: Hooper (29.2% — twice the rating of the next
two stations combined) . . . Pulse. See Adam Young
or General Manager Fred Berthelson.
MIAMI . . . WQAM is first . . . All-day. Proof:
Hooper (37.0%) . . . Pulse (1st 410 of 432 y4 hours)
. . . Southern Florida Area Pulse . . . Trendex. See
Blair ... or General Manager Jack Sandler.
WDGY

Minneapolis St. Paul

REPRESENTED

STATI O INI S
"ODAY'S

RADIO

FOR

TODAY'S

SELLING

WHB

BY JOHN

Kansas City

REPRESENTED

WTIX

BY JOHN

New Orleans

REPRESENTED

WQAM

How much tv
does a spot
dollar buy?

BY ADAM

Miami

BLAIR 4 CO.
BLAIR & CO.
YOUNG

INC.

Page 43

"SELLING BIG AGGIE LAND"

An important new film, coming to your city soon
Umbrella

coverage

is just

one

facet

of

the

fabulous

WNAX story. You'll find out about the tremendous
buying power of the WNAX listener — spendable income
of $3,012,164,000 in '56; the Gross Farm Income — 3rd
in the nation; the outstanding loyalty of BIG Aggie
listeners in 175 counties in 5 states to their station,
WNAX.

This sound and color film has played to SRO audiences
in New York and Chicago and > ill be coming to these
cities soon —
MINNEAPOLIS

CEDAR
SAN

BIG ACCIE

LAND

ST.

DETROIT
KANSAS CITY

LOUIS

OMAHA
DES MOINES
DALLAS

RAPIDS
FRANCISCO

LOS

ANGELES

cated for your city, arrange for a special showIf a with
showing
ing
your isn't
Katz i
:. "Selling Big Aggie Land" is a must
for any time buyer interested
selling a rich market of 600,000-plus

WNAX-570
CBS

YANKTON,

S.

RADIO

D.— SIOUX

CITY,

IA.

A Peoples Broadcasting Corporation Station.

for the

FOURTH
PULSE
PJuWIWl Gftfidt Sfci W<3wA
•PULSE-MARCH

THRU

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY
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Vir media men see stepped-up acth
More research of oul-of-home audiei

36

The 'arty' sell — and to men at that!
Here's hov Dutch Masters uses spot tv to reach our wealthiest one-sex
market— 15 million cigar smokers who spend almosl $600 million a year

for 19.")8. Improvement areas:
. spot; better station promotion

Jack Cunningham's challenge to Madison Ave.
C&W's John P. Cunningham, who recentlj blew the whistle on tv's creeping mediocrity, amplifies his original thoughts on the Boredom Factor
How
42

much

tv does a spot dollar buy?

< l[x T\ Spol Sale- research has just come up with a new slide rule
for buyers that gives a quick estimate on coverage by market groups
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How can tv beat 1957?
\n anah-i- based on the recommendations of buyers: pricing, sales
technique, new business lips. Counterpart to radio story in this issue
Polaroid dares —
To use live commercials to sell it- picture-in-a-minute camera. It bets
the camera won't fail, the commercial personality won't jiggle, and that
viewers will believe the sales message. Sales? Up 51% in 1957 over 1956
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ALWAYS the CHAMP!
The November

1957 ARB

Metropolitan Survey of

Des Moines' 3-station market shows that WHO-TV

is

first in 243 of all 466 quarter hours from Sign-on
to Sign-off, Sunday through Saturday.
We are far from "Survey happy," and despite our
ARB leadership, we still say that NO survey can really
describe the tremendous audience impact of WHO-TV.
Advertisers who have known the WHO

operation

over the years know that decades of highest integrity,
public service and better programming all add
up to RESULTS

you can obtain only on WHO-TV.

DES MOINES METROPOLITAN AREA SURVEY
AMERICAN
RESEARCH
BUREAU
NOVEMBER

20-26,

Number of
First-Place
Quarter Hours
WHO-TV
Station "K"
Station "W"
Ties
NOTE: At least TWO

243
158
57
8

1957
Percentages of
First Place
52% Hours
Quarter
34%
12%
2%

stations were on the ai

for all 466 quarter hours reported.

W.

WHO-TV is part of Central Broadcasting Company, which also o
and operates WHO Radio, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport

Affiliate

WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
IS FIRST

i
J

WHO-TV
^WHO-TV

Channel 13 • Des Moines
Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
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Inc., National Representatives

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

NEWSMAKER
of the week
On Tuesday noon, admen

got the real low-down

on one of

1957's most controversial subjects — the General FoodsBristol-Myers "lend-lease" operation in spot tv announcements. Before the RTES weekly seminar in New York, David
P. Crane, B&B vice president in charge of media, told how
and why his department took the step it did last summer.

OF ALL
TV HOMES
IN THE

The newsmaker:
Dave Crane, 42-year-old vice president
at Benton & Bowles, is a firm believer in flexibility of media. "Television is too young a medium to fall prey to those who prefer
rigidity and safety of status quo to the needs of flexibility," he told
the RTES audience. "Spot television can prosper to the degree that
it makes itself attractive, more attractive than other media. The
increasing cost of local television makes it imperative that flexibiliy
be offered in many forms."
It was this need for flexibility that caused Crane and his staff to
set up the General Foods-BristolMyers "package." The package
consists of some 700 I.D.'s in 104
markets. General Foods occupies
31 weeks and Bristol-Myers takes
over 21 in this 52-week operation
that ranges from 30 announcements per week in Los Angeles to
as few as three in smaller markets. The plan was not launched
without some criticism within the
industry. Some charged it created
undesirable precedents, others that
it was a monopoly of availabilities.
Crane contends B&B created no

Dave Crane

precedent — that precedent was already established for shared positioning bynetwork broadcasting and magazines. And in spot tv, he
said, "both announcements
an alternating week basis."
out that many other clients
while reps report they are

and local programs have been sold on
As for the monopoly charge, he points
have larger schedules in "prime hours"
by no means sold out on I.D. avails

between 7:30 and 10:30 p.m. "Monopoly," Crane said, "is a feeble
word when supply exceeds demand."
About 10 years of Crane's life as an adman was spent in his
native state, Minnesota, where he was ad manager for Hormel Co.,
Austin, and later an account exec for BBDO in Minneapolis. It was
as an a. e. that he came to B&B seven years ago. Three years ago

Call lew Johnson, Sole. I
Philadelphia,
LOcutt
8-2262 —
— for the be.l buy* In VUEI

he took over media, but also does account work for Johnson's Wax.
In his years at B&B he has seen the agency prosper (in 1957, a
total of 22 clients accounted for a billing of $93 million of which
$55 million goes into broadcast media) and outgrow the 444 Madison
Ave. address where it had been since it began in 1929. Last month,
B&B moved to 666 Fifth Avenue, a brand new building where it
occupies 137,300 sq. ft. of floor space from the 12th through 17th
floors, with almost a whole floor given to tv production. ^
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WFBG-TV

is dominant in 15 Central Pennsylvania

counties— the only area where it competes alone for
the audience with the Johnstown station. Proof from
Central Pennsylvania Trendex— the most complete
rating study ever made in the area: WFBG-TV delivers
24.2% MORE audience, sign-on to sign-off, seven
days a week. Only CBS station covering the area

WFBG-TV

from Pittsburgh to Harrisburg, WFBG-TV also carries

A LT O O N A- J OHNSTOWN,
Channel 10
ABC-TV CBS-TV

the best of ABC including "American Bandstand,"
the nation's number ONE daytime TV program.
Call Blair-TV today for rates and availabilities.

PA.

Represented by BLAIR-TV
Operated

by: Radio

and

WFIL-AM

• FM

• TV,

WFBG-AM

• TV,

Triangle

SPONSOR
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Television

Div. / Triangle

Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM

Altoona-Johnstown, Pa. / WNHC-AM

National

Sales
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Publications,

Office,

4-85

• FM

• FM

Inc. / 46th

• TV,

& Market

Sts., Philadelphia

Binghamton, N. Y. / WHGB-AM,

• TV, Harrford-New Haven, Conn. / WLBR-TV,

Lexington

Avenue,

New

York

39, Pa.

Harrisburg, Pa.

Lebanon-Lancaster, Pa.
17,

New

York

with

THE

BASH
I

KOB-TV
WSB-TV
KERO-TV
WBAL-TV
WGN-TV
WFAA TV
WTVO
WICU-TV

Albuquerque
Atlanta
Bakersf ield
Baltimore
Chicago
Dallas
Durham-Raleigh
Erie

WNEM-TV
. . Flint-Bay City
WANE-TV . . . . . Fort Wayne
KPRC-TV . .
Houston
WHTN-TV . . . . . HuntingtonCharleston
KARK-TV . . . . . . Little Rock
. . Los Angeles
KCOP
Miami
WPST-TV . .

WISH TV

.

KSTP-TV .
WSM-TV
WTAR -TV
KMTV . .
WTVH . .
WJAR-TV

.
.
.
.
.

.... Milwaukee
St. Paul
. . . Minneapolis-

KCRA-TV
SacrameiJ
WOAI-TV
San Antojf
KFMB-TV
San Dill
KTBS-TV
ShrevepB
WNDU-TV South Bend-EIkh ll
KREM-TV
Spoktl
KOTV
Tul
KARDTV
Wichl

Nashville
Norfolk
Omaha
.... Providence
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ADVERTISING MEDIUM!
<th SPOT, you can pick key time periods in all time zones... reach
istery fans, comedy fans, western fans— as many diverse groups
you please, as often as you please. Because of these, and
her great advantages, you really get results when you buy SPOT.
Television Division

The Original Station Representative
New York • Chicago ■ Atlanta « Boston ■ Detroit ■ Los Angeles > San Francisco ■ St Louis
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WGAL-TV

LANCASTER,
PA
NBC and CBS
STEINMAN

STATION

Clair McCollough, Pres.
Representative: The

MEEKER

Company,

Inc.

•

New

York

•

Chicago

•

Los

Angeles

SPONSOR
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•

Francisco
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Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers

^^sj

1*
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Copyright 1058
PUBLICATIONS

INC.

More and more sponsors are dreaming up a question that tv sooner or later
will have to tackle firmly. This is the puzzler:
"I have no complaints about cost-per-thousand.
But what sort of identification do
I get? Does the audience really know who foots the bill?"
In part, this query stems from the pattern of program partnerships on network
tv shows; in part it may be the natural belief that a medium producing such vast numbers
of listeners surely must be producing a certain amount of waste.
At any rate, this week the trade was growing identification-conscious. And it's
the advertiser in the non-package goods fields who is most concerned.
Most knowledgeable admen think the best way to crack this nut is the creation of more distinctive commercials.
As these experts see it, the broad similarity of programs and multiplicity of co-sponsorships has shifted the identification burden to the message.
Observed one of them to SPONSOR-SCOPE this week: "The commercials are beginning to look and sound more alike than the programs. All of which contributes
to the blurring effect on the viewer's memory."
To marketing experts, this problem of sponsor identification is in a premium
position because of these hazardous possibilities:
• Advertising is given the same assembling-line approach as the production of the
product.
• The tendency to copy what's been successful for a competitor instead of creating
a distinctive, individualized program.

Bates is firming up a tv spot campaign for American
involve an expenditure of around $1,200,000.

Sugar Refining that will

It will be a daytime schedule and center on the company's Domino
Most of the money ordinarily would have gone into the print media.

brand.

The December Florida cold snap which hit the citrus crop hard had repercussions on Madison Avenue this week.
The Florida Citrus Commission,

through B&B, pulled out of Today and asked CBS

TV for relief from commitments on Edge of Night, I've Got a Secret, and the Garry
Moore morning show.
The commission had apportioned half of its $4-million budget for network tv.

It's rare for a major agency to disclose a dollar-by-dollar breakdown
media expenditures for the year.

of its air

Here's one from Benton & Bowles for 1957, showing a total of $56.4 million for
tv-radio — representing 60.6% of the agency's total billings ($93 million) :
WHERE

SPENT

Spot time
Network time
Production
TOTAL

SPONSOR

•
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TV

RADIO

$16,825,330

$1,679,282
828,499

20,849,013
15,951,620
$53,625,963

289,363
$2,797,144

L-

SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued .

The bulk of network radio
As tabulated by CBS and NBC,
(1) Ted Bates; (2) BBDO;
(6) JWT.
Both CBS and NBC Radio rate

business came through six agencies in 1957.
in particular, they alphabetically comprise:
(3) Campbell-Ewald;
(4) K&E;
(5) Y&R; and
JWT as No. 1 among their big spenders.

Even agencies for the best-selling auto lines are keeping their fingers crossed
about the budget outlook.
The reason: Sometimes the corporate powers, faced with poor sales in the company's
other lines, deem a general cutback expedient.
As of now, the car agencies sitting prettiest are the ones whose tv commitments carry through next fall.
By that time the expected economic pickup should be in effect.

Blair this week was putting the finishing touches on what it describes as a
novel approach to daytime tv saturation.
Dubbed Purse-suasion, the spot announcement concept will encompass these facets:
• A sizeable package of announcements per week over 13 weeks.
• Scheduling the announcements on a rotation basis to reach a maximum accumulative
audience over the stretch.

S. C. Johnson has adopted the stratagem of moving in and out of daytime network tv.
The buy on NBC TV: Four quarter-hours a day on four different days during
January and February.
Four different shows will be used per day.
Under the four-brand vertical rate the cost is $14,000 per quarter-hour, time and
talent.

This may be the year in radio for the program

with the offbeat idea.

BBDO, at least has a hunch in that direction. Hence it's now scouting around for
a list of such shows that might fit in with the needs of certain of the agency's radio
prospects.
For instance: Among the items that U. S. Steel manufactures is garden tools; so the
agency thinks there's a pretty good dark horse for the account in a CBS Radio greenthumbers' show called Garden Gate.
If you're handy at inventing symbols, note this:
Film syndicators would be mighty grateful for a term to differentiate them
from the fellows in the business of selling spot announcements.
What's got to be a touchy problem is this:
Manv an unsophisticated advertiser has a tendency to associate a syndication
pitch with a spot announcement campaign.
Linking the term "selective markets" to syndication doesn't help much. The spot announcement fraternity has been using that term for years.

You can expect ripples from this public relations problem to show up one of
these days in tv advertising.
GE and other giant industrial corporations are embarking on a crash program
determine:
1) Whether the American
the missiles race, and

to

public holds big industry responsible for the lag in

2) How such an impression can be met and overcome.
A psychological corporation is putting the finishing touches on a questionnaire that
will be used as the opening gambit.
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What Libby-Owens-Ford is trying to work out with its fellow sponsors of Perry
Mason (CBS TV) could lead to a new sponsorship pattern for hour shows for
the 1958-59 season.
L-O-F's agency, F&S&R, has asked the agencies on the Purex and Bristol-Myers account
to see whether their clients might change the participation formula to this effect:
• Purex would be sponsoring two full hours a month, instead of a half-hour every
week.
• And L-O-F and B-M would be the major sponsors of a full hour each
other two weeks of the month, instead of a half hour each on alternate weeks.

the

F&S&R's main objective: Eliminate the chain break announcements in the middle of
the show, and thereby gain a better sponsor identification.
Here's how the commercials would be divided during the course of four weeks:
WEEK

OF THE MONTH

First
Second
Third
Fourth
TOTAL

PUREX

L-O-F

4
2
4
2
12

1
3
1
1
6

BRISTOL-MYERS

1
1
1
3
6

In making a pitch for a cosmetic account this week one of the tv networks
disclosed that 3 million working women tune in regularly on daytime programing.
That's about one out of six regular daytime viewers.
The 3 million are either on part-time jobs, work on night shifts or are temporarily
out of work.

Reps and tv station management

showed

apprehension

this week

over the

import over P&G's new plan for computing discounts.
Under this proposal P&G would have the privilege of reviewing each spot contract
on termination date and deciding which of the station's discount plans it preferred.
The sellers' concern has prompted these questions:
1) Will P&G now insist on the right to include multiple products in saturation
packages and thereby dilute the intent of such packages?
2) How long will it take a station to know what it actually derives from a P&G
contract?
3) Will P&G's plan eventually force stations to reevaluate their entire pricing
structure?
To question No. 1, Compton offers this answer: If the saturation plan is clearly labeled
for a single product. P&G will abide bv the policy.
But, adds Compton, if P&G should discover that Lever Bros, had gotten a favored discount for concentrating 260 announcements into a single month — and P&G had used 500
announcements over a year — P&G will argue that it is entitled to the same discount
as Lever.
The grounds: P&G should not be penalized just because it stretches its advertising
over 52 weeks. (See 11 January SPONSOR-SCOPE for other implications of this discount
tangle.)

Food advertisers are still buying their nighttime network tv at a sound average cost-per-thousand.
As estimated by SPONSOR-SCOPE, the CPMPCM for December averaged out at
$3.10 for the 16 food accounts on the networks that month.
The calculation, based on time and program costs, comes out as:
American Dairy, $3.00; Best Foods, $3.85; Borden, $3.80; Campbell Soup, $2.70;
Carnation, $3.30; Derby Foods. 3.60; General Foods, $2.30; General Mills, $2.50; Kellogg,
$3.40; Kraft, $3.50; National Biscuit, $2.30; Nestle, $2.60; Pillsbury, $3.85; and Quaker
Oats, $3.95.
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(See 25 January SPONSOR-SCOPE

for rundown of drug-toiletries CPMPCM.)

SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued . . .

Official Washington and newspaper readers
certainly
found
out this week
how the CBS TV affiliates feel about pay-tv and the FCC Network Study report.
The affiliates meeting in Washington captured not only the Washington spotlight but
newspaper front pages all over.
In taking its stand against pay-tv and the Barrow report on the politicos' own home
ground, the network came off with this unprecedented coup:
• The dinner CBS TV gave to its affiliates was attended by 993 Representatives and their wives and 80 Senators and their wives.
Another angle that made this meeting different:
The press was invited, and most of the sessions were open to it.
(See WRAP-UP,

MGM-TV,

page 59, and WASHINGTON

WEEK,

page 75, for more details.)

Inc., has found it necessary to expand the scope of its operations.

With sales prospects for its feature library showing saturation, MGM's sights are now on:
• Stepping up its film commercial business in Hollywood.
• Expanding sales efforts in the network market.
Six pilots are planned for the
1958-59 selling season.
• Packaging its shorts (the MGM Comedy Theatre, for example) .
(Coming 1 February will be a SPONSOR special section, Tv Film Marketing:
1958,
dealing with the outlook and planning of film distributors.)

CBS Radio is making moves to buck NBC
out the weekend.

Radio's heavy news spread through-

CBS this week was developing more five- minute news programs that will boost the weekend total to 26. Chevrolet already is underwriting 12.
The 14 newcomers will be available to advertisers on a major-minor basis.

Parliament will likely swing into spot radio after the present saturation tv campaign in up to 80 markets (introducing the new filter) has run its course.
The emphasis in scheduling the current tv spots in the evening and late night
areas. B&B is the agency.

Another indication of radio's mounting appeal as a summer medium: NBC Radio
has the SRO sign up on all Monitor five-minute comedy segments for the hot
months.
Agencies were told this week that the only thing available on Monitor in summer
minute announcements.

Take this from Madison Avenue marketers: The spreading domination

are

of brand

sales by chainstores and discount houses is stacking the blue chips in advertising's
favor this year.
Regardless of the sales graph, the fight for brand identification through the hard
pre-sell will mount through 1958, because the big volume outlets make it so.
The old-line sales manager may bewail the fact that his routine customers won't like
it, but the marketing director will gear his strategy to this:
The chainstore operator — who stocks 5,000 items and upward — is concerned with his return per-square-foot of shelf or floor space and looks to the manufacturer to stimulate
demand for the brands occupying his valuable space.

For other

news

coverage

in this Issue, see Newsmaker

of the Week, page 4;

Spot Buys, page 56; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 59; Washington Week, page 76; sponsor
Hears, page 78; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 84.
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Artist: Forest Wayne

Great Ideas of Western Man . . . one of a series

KPRC-TV,
JACK

HARRIS.

\

d General

Manager

■ JACK

McQREW,

Station Manager

• EDWARD

RETRY

HOUSTON
& CO., Natio

Hertel

gf|

CASE

Timebuyers
at work

HISTORY-DRIVE-INS

Eileen Barry, Grey Advertising Agency, Vu York, says that "there
are still nationally advertised brands which have never used tv. or
use it sporadically. When they do become interested, the primary

Your KBIG Is As Big
A Value As Our

aspects of agency operations. I've
found these experiences very rewarding: to get involved on a
small, measurable basis in market-

Glorified Hamburger!
WHEN

SCOTS MANAGEMENT CORPORATION finished locating the tenth in its
chain of Self-Service Drive-Ins at hightraffic spots on Los Angeles' far-flung
arteries in the spring of 1957, the next
step was selection of one advertising
medium giving strong coverage for
all 10.
ON ADVICE

OF BECKMAN-KOBLITZ,

objective is to 'test' the market keyed to the product. Doing the
planning and buying for such a test brings into focus the varied

INC.

advertising agency, Scots gave the assignment to radio; specifically, to the
740 high-traffic spot on the radio dial
filled by the Catalina Station, KBIG.
"SCOTS MESSAGE, 'where they glorify
the 19e" hamburger,' obviously reached
the desired audience" testify agency
partners Milt Beckman and Eddie
Koblitz.
"100,000 HAMBURGERS were sold during the three-day annual 1 0-cent sale . . .
plus countless French fries and soft
drinks. At the regular 19«! price, Scots
sells 6 million hamburgers a year... 3
million malts. ..500,000 pounds of
potatoes.

ing, research, and buying, then see
sales results, and — if you are ver\
lucky — the expansion of the product to one that is nationally advertised." Eileen points out that on
most scale campaigns, the buyer's
time is taken up in buying, but in
a test, the buyer gets the chance to
study the multiple phases of advertising being brought together. "Some of the excitement conies from
the great need for secrecy. Recently, we had to change test markets
and start all over when our client's competitor went all out with his
advertising in the market, thus distorting the clients test results."

Ed Jennings, Hicks & Greist. Inc., New York, says that "while some
members of the television industry are busy publicizing the advent
of subliminal commercials — which, to the average member of the
Great American Public, seems to be a fiendishly Big Brother device

"COVERAGE IN THE RIGHT places, plus
friend-making programs and actioncreating air personalities, makes KBIG

to warp men's minds — others are loudly decrying the imminent
arrival of pay-tv to the extent that
viewers hear more about this new
entertainment medium from the

as big a value as the 19^ hamburger!"
Your KBIG or Weed contact has a
handy file of case histories in other categories to help you judge Southern
California radio.

those which promote it. Meanwhile, the viewer who turns to free
tv for entertainment is confronted

s

^ jj^

interests that oppose it than from

with such a plethora of Westerns,
a
A

fl|^^^
I
%
fc

(lu'z shows and pap, illegitimately
descended from one or two worthwhile members
of each species,
that he welcomes with open arms

anything breaking the monotony.
Perhaps this explains the upsurge of movie attendance and nighttime
radio audiences, making it likel) that pa\-t\ would be widely accepted. Let's hope that the programing interests will soon resign
their attempts to jump on successful bandwagons and. in-lead, risk the
Nat. Rep. WEED

and Company

creation of new ideas before the i\ audience seeks some new love."
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Jugy|

49th an
Madisoi

K02I outstrips
in Denver Ivem all;

Your article on the Maypo commercials in the December 14 edition was
iufoi mati\e and interesting through.
out. However, I would have also liked
a photo and story about the actual
creator — who apparently is John Hubley
— and his son who does the boy's
voice.
All too often, it seems to me, the
person who actually does the initial
creative diggings on such great things
goes relatively unnoticed.
Frank Knight, vice president
Richard A. Foley Adv. Agency
Philadelphia. Pa.
Now that the excitement of the holidays has somewhat subsided, I should
like to extend to you my sincere thanks
and heartiest congratulations for the
article, "The Maypo Marketing MiraIt was an extremely exciting thing
for us and, judging by the number of
comments I had from friends in the
advertising world, it was interesting
to a good main of your readers.
Edward G. Gerhic

Hooper and Pulse Agree KOSIno.1 station G am -6pm
KOSI has captured Denver's buying public! This new
twist in radio has shattered the stilted precedent set by
old fashioned stations! KOSI's new era of new ideas is
reflected in Pulse ratings of 5.1 average per quarter hour
6 am-6 pm . . . the undisputed No. 1 station overall!
Hooper shows KOSI outstripping sixteen competitors with
a 22 overall average. No wonder KOSI dominates Denver
. . . It's time to see your Petty Man1

-5,000 watte
tower is K02I- land
WGVM
It's
Greenville, Miss.
■1 Hooper
Call Ed Devney

SEE PETRr EOR KOSI, Denver
and KOBY, Saw Francisco's Nt
overall in Hooper, Pith'.', 6- Nielsen:
MID-AMERICA

BROADCASTS

v.p., sales, Heublein, Inc..
Hartford. Conn.
cle."
Audience builders
Thanks and congratulations to SPONSOR
Executive Editor Miles David and
writer Hal Meden on the fine reporting job in the story entitled "Are Your
Salesmen Audience Builders?" in the
December 7th issue of SPONSOR.
The excellent job being done by Nationwide in merchandising their Mama
series is worthy of careful study by
c\cr\ sponsor of a television program.
It seems strange that today when ratings have assumed such tremendous
Importance to sponsors of television
programs that agencies and advertisers give so little attention to the proper
merchandising of a program.
The value of propei merchandising
has been demonstrated so often that
(here can no longer be any serious
question of its impact in building audiences and sales and yet the proper
merchandising

of

television

shows

L8 jam auy 1958

WBEN-TV

11:30
THEATRE
nightly

When budget is the consideration, consider this:
"Your TV Dollars Count for More on Channel 4."
This has been the buy-word in Buffalo since
1948 when WBEN-TV first pioneered television
in Western New York.
And if picking spots for a spot-campaign is your
current concern, "spot" judgment again dictates
WBEN-TV, particularly in our two top-movie
programs. Both enjoy the highest popularity in
their respective time slots. Women — and plenty
of them -enjoy our MATINEE PLAYHOUSE.
Adults — and plenty of them — make it a point
to see our 11:30 Theatre.

WB EN-TV
MATINEE
PLAYHOUSE

There's a good spot for you on these "good
buys" in Buffalo. HARRINGTON, RIGHTER and
PARSONS, our national representatives, will be
Johnny-on-the-spot when you call them
for details.

WBENTV
CBS

in

1 :00 - 1 :45 pm
Mon. thru Fri.

pioneer

station of Western
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New

York

4
Buffalo

49th

& MADISON
ed. .
among the vast majority of sponsors
continues at a relatively low level.
I sincerely feel that articles such as
the Nationwide merchandising story
make a very real contribution toward
the education of program sponsors in
this very important aspect of building
television advertising into a successful
sales vehicle.
Fred J. Mahlstedt
dir. of operations & prod.
CBS TV Film Sales, Inc.

nation in spendable income per person. And,
KVOO ranks 1st in
penetration and coverage of the rich Tulsa area
— all this, plus bonus
coverage in Kansas,
Missouri and Arkansas!
Yes, KVOO is always

A

reply

to Joe Csida

We are one of the independents who
did not write to you when you did
your piece on the Plough stations. We
thought it was a good column even
though at WWDC we have some different ideas about programing than does
Harold Krelstein.

your 1st choice for
reaching the 7th! Better get on right now!

So that should give us the privilege
of commenting on your piece in the
December 28 issue about networkaffiliates.
I think the CBS study was a very
smart move, but to me the results just
aren't believable.
Some of us who have been independents for many years have long
been aware that people listen either for
information or because radio is a
"friend." So, here at WWDC, we have
concentrated on those two factors.
We have had the same personalities
on the air for years. One of them, Art
Brown, has been doing a morning show
at WWDC for eight years. In every
time period he is either first or second
in town. His basic format is not too
different from competition but he is
one of the friendliest, most personable
fellows on radio anywhere.

The only station covering all ot Oklahoma's No. 1 Market

Broadcast
Center
• 37th
Cr Peoria
HAROLD C. STUART
GUSTAV BRANDBORG
President
Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO.

1 170 KC • 50,000 WATTS • CLEAR CHANNEL
"The Voice of Oklahoma"

. NBC

One of radio's great appeals is to
people who are lonely. Loneliness
reaches its peak in the wee, small hours
of the morning and many a time our
all-night man, Nat Wright, has, by telephone, talked individuals out of committing suicide.
As for information, we defy any
network-affiliate to compare with us on
such matters as local news, road information, local weather, continuous
ime signals, etc.
In short, when an advertiser buys a
iood independent, at least our type of
independent, he buys large audiences
at a reasonable cost-per-1,000 and
he gets people who have faith in the
station the) listen to.
Ben Strouse, president
WWDC, Inc., Washington

IP, JANUARY
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Just Good Radio . . .
geared to the specific tastes, needs, and interests
of each community

WAVZ
National: Hollingbery Co.
ALBANY,
New England: KeMel.-Ca
rter
Daniel W. Kops, President
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Richard J. Monahan,

SCHENECTADY,

N£w

^^

TROY,

NEW

^^

Vice President and National Advertising Manager

YORK

ask any

Oklahoma
housewife
. . . about the vital part WKY-TV

plays in her

shopping! She'll tell you that WKY-TV has been
lier buving guide fur years, and a pantry check wil
irove it. You'll find most of her brand-name iti
lave been advertised on WKY-TV!
WKY-TV enjoys the loyalty and trust of housewives to a degree almost unbelievable to anyone
who has not been to Oklahoma. This is reflected in
both retail sales and in a remarkable coverage and
rating story. Ask your Katz man!

OKLAHOMA
NBC

CITY

Channel 4

THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC.
WKY

OKLAHOMA CITY

WTVT TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG
C^
WSFA-TV MONTGOMERY
Represented

by the Katz Agency

lit
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>e great in '58.

with your own top-rat©j
film syndication progr

1

starring
Rod Cameron
Mystery- Adventure
78 half hours

OSEMARY
CLOO
SHOW
Rosemary Clooney
Musical Ya>
39 half hours

HOLLYWOOD
STAR PLAYHOUSE

\C)
r^
^■Bt
™^ir-*^-

^K^^L w

Famous

Hollywood Stars
Drama
over 400 half hours

starring
John Howard
Drama
78 half hours

SOLDIERS starring
OF FORTUNE
John Russell
and Chick Chandler
Adventure
52 half hours
CRUSADER
starring
Brian Keith
Drama
52 half hours

Grj

J_

ft
THE

RAY

MILLAND
SHOW

Ray Millan
76 half houi

HEART

Pat McVey, Jane Nigh

H*-

39 half hours

^^^^^H

FEDERAL

OF THE CITY

MEN
^H
^H
^H

1 ^>
MAYOR

THE

TOWN

Thomas Mitchell

Drama
PLAYHOUSE

"IS"

'58's NEWEST
•58's GREATEST^

>P!IP
MICKEY SP

M'GAVIN
DARREN
in 39 all- new half-hour
mystery dramas . . .
available only to regional
and local advertisers

your own big-time star... your own hit show...

mca tv

your own choice of markets... all yours with

distributors of the highest-rated film series
in America... all made expressly for you, the
regional and local advertiser!

be great in '58 with America's No. 1 distributor
of television film programs... three -time winner
of the television industry's highest award for
"service to stations,, agencies and advertisers"

mca tv

(The Billboard Annual All-Industry Poll)

For availabilities, prices and private screening,
write, wire, phone your MCA TV film syndication
representative in
NEW YORK
BEVERLY HILLS
ATLANTA
CHARLOTTE, N. C
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
DALLAS
DETROIT
KANSAS CITY 15, MO
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW ORLEANS
PITTSBURGH
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
ST. LOUIS
TORONTO
LONDON
PARIS
ROME
MUNICH
BERLIN

598 Madison Avenue
9370 Santa Monica Blvd
515 Glenn Bldg
106 N. Caldwell St., P.O. Box 1503
430 North Michigan Ave
426 Transportation Bldg
1172 Union Commerce Bldg
2311 Cedar Springs
15037 W. Eight Mile Rd
6014 W. 76 Terrace
1048 Northwestern Bank Building
504 Delta Bldg
530 Sixth Avenue
105 Montgomery St
101 Jones Bldg
303 Gill Avenue, Kirkwood 22
180 University Avenue, Toronto 1, Ontario
139 Piccadilly, London, W.l England
49 bis Avenue Hoche, Paris 8me France
11 ViaTevere
G.m.b.H. Maximilianstrasse 44
G.m.b.H. Ebereschenallee 15, Charlottenburg 9

Plaza 9-7500
Crestview 4-7711
Jackson 4-5846
Franklin 7-5360
Delaware 7-1100
Parkway 1-1144
Cherry 1-6010
Riverside 7-7536
Broadway 3-8690
Niagara 2-2064
Federal 3-5552
Express 2087
Grant 1-9995
Douglas 2-4368
Mutual 4567
Taylor 1-0974
Empire 3-4031
Mayfair 7211
Wagram 92-41
860809
295863
944915
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News and views for women in
advertising and ivives of admen
JOE FLOYD
LOWDOWN

Women's

week

Memo from the agency receptionist: An agency receptionist may
know more about the goings-on than top executives of the shop. As

—

magazines. Usually he tells the receptionist, "Don't announce me
yet." When a man does that, an experienced receptionist will
engage him in a friendly, impersonal conversation until the con-

receptionist, there's no doubt, does have to be a one-woman
welcoming committee, but there's a limit to her memory too.
3. The appraiser. He stands outside the reception room (jotting
down names from the door), then asks the receptionist, "How long
has Mr. So-and-So been with the agency?" When he's got all the
information he wants about the man, he leaves, only to return
sometime later and ask for Mr. So-and-So.

THE

KEL-O-LAND

...

IF THEY

fO^ AIN'T

1. The "watchdog." He's the man who comes in and sits and sits
and listens. Sometimes he covers the listening by leafing through

versation he's listening to is finished.

IN

^ _|

one of Compton's veteran receptionists puts it, "If you want to keep
it a secret, don't discuss it in the reception room."
The gal who sits behind the desk in the agency reception room
has no trouble recognizing the following types:

2. The "Guess who?" or "Don't you remember me?" type: He's
the man with the ego, but he puts the receptionist on the spot. After
all, hundreds of people come in to an agency every day. A good

GIVES YOU
ON MEDIA

PREFERENCES

THEY'RE
LISTENING

Sure,
they've got big
tubes
in KEL-O-LAND.
But picture
when their
eyes are resting, their ears are
tuned to the big radio voice
K E L O , a vital selling force in
the 4-state KEL-O-LAND market.
To get KEL-O-LAND's ear, just
call the K E L O rep near you. Joe
Floyd and his 105-man crew will
give your commercial the kind
of attention that spells immediate
returns.

4. "Personal" caller. He's the man who says, "Tell Mr. Smith
that Mr. Jones is here to see him. It's personal." Nine times out
of ten he turns out to be an insurance or stock salesman.
5. Media reps. "They're the receptionist's joy. They tell their
name and affiliation. They know whom they want to see. And while
they're waiting, they're usually cheerful, and chat pleasantly with
you. In fact, I can usually spot the tv/radio reps. They always talk
and they never look at the magazines."
Experts agree that agencies are well advised to choose receptionists carefully and train them in agency etiquette. The first impression of the agency's stature and personnel is the one made by the
gal behind the reception desk.

KEL-O-LANDS
RADIO
VOICE

BIG
Fashion crocus: Adwomen got an eyeful of what's new and what's
what in feminine fashions for spring, summer and resort wear at the
recent joint RTES-AWRT annual luncheon held last week at the
Hotel Roosevelt. The show was produced and narrated by New
\ ork fashion authority Eleanor Lambert, with the cooperation of the
International Silk Association, U. S. A.
Presiding at a head table loaded with luminaries of the fashion
world were John Daly, vice president of ABC TV and president of
RTES, and Edythe Fern Melrose of WXYZ. Detroit, president of
AWRT.
Amusing sidelight w!as a satirical skit on men's fashions engineered
by television and radio's Bob and Ray. (Male vs. female again,
girls! But it's nice to know they're so interested.)
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SIOUX

FALLS,

S.

D.

JOE FLOYD,
President
Evans Nord, Gen. Mgr.
Larry Benrson, V. P.
Ask

H-R

about

KEL-O-LAND!

In Minneapolis it's Bulmcr & Johnson,

Inc.

i Bob Foreman

"The Little Guy
with the

Agency

ad libs

Big Following"
Tv's fight for the 1958-59

ad dollar

Many of these efforts ago I took occasion to
describe the hazards of television and the gamble upon which an advertiser embarks when
entering the medium. This was, of course, intended to be helpful to tv. The onlv tangible
results I achieved as far as I know were that
W. C. Richardson, advertising eastern manager
of a somewhat national magazine called Life,
saw fit to equip some of his salesmen with reprints of my remarks.

"Wee

ReBeL"

WRBL
AM

—

FM

COLUMBUS,

—

To what nefarious purposes these gentlemen used them, I can't
imagine.
It is with the same naivete that I compose another piece on the

TV

GEORGIA

seamy side of tv. Perhaps
purveyors of match covers
chance since the subject of
affect our electronic art-form

these comments will be picked up byand table tents but I must take this
today s Tight Money and how it will
is of considerable moment.

You don't have to be a heavy drinker to hear discussions on every
side about things looking tough for 19S8. Though most manufacturers are expecting a satisfactory year, few seem to be in a mood to
ladle out advertising dollars with philanthropic abandon. Hence the
fall season in television will. I believe, see the tightest budgets it
has \et faced.
Network

tv must guarantee audience

If you need tangible evidences of this, let me refer you to the
availability right now of a goodly number of good high rating network programs from which the present sponsors are looking for relief. Isaid "good" shows — and I mean just that. Excellent vehicles with track records in black and white for anyone who can
fathom a \ielsen pocketpiece to verify. In fact, some are in the
top 10!
Of course, this is a tough time of vear to find anyone with enough
money lying around loose to permit the picking up of a network
television show. Nevertheless, the situation does indicate a problem that will still be with us in April when buying decisions for the
1958-59 tv season are made.
Which brings me to this point:

WRBL-TV
Coverage

Unless network television is able to find a way of providing ex-

Promotion
Ratings

posure on an audience-assured as well as short-term basis, it is going
1,, forfeit new millions of dollars to other media. This has always

Renewals

been the case but it is doubly true at a time when advertising mana-

Local

gers are worried about what lies ahead and thus won't make the
commitments which television has long forced them into.

Acceptance

Local Programing
Public Service
3ALL HOLLINGBERY

CO.

I realize that some network programing does allow short-term
flexibilities but these are generally in fringe time. I refer to network television which gives a sponsor an insertion, or two. or three,
delivering with reasonable assurance exposure to his advertisement
of a pre-determined number of people. If this sounds unreasonable
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PFERE- Take Our

pulse;

-c-

y

j\

STRONG
and STEADY
24 HOURS
A DAY

The Healthiest Ratings in Omaha...
HOOPER

PULSE

TRENDEX

Nov.-Dec. 1957
8 A.M.- 10 P.M.

Nov. 1957
8 A.M.-6 P.M.

Dec. 1957
8 A.M.-6 P.M.

43.2 share

23.0 share

40.8 share

AJlPut KOIL in the Winners' Circle!

T33Q .
Force in Selling Today^s Omaha
Vital
A with
more than twice as many listeners as any other station
SPONSOR

•
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Agency

ad

libs

continued . . .

to those who hawk for the flicker-and-revolver medium, let me remind them that magazines and newspapers have been disbursing
this type of advertising comfort to ad managers for decades. And,

MORE IN

furthermore, it isn't unreasonable.
New short-haul policy needed
I was talking to Ollie Treyz, top man at ABC TV, the other day
about this and he made the astute comment it is about time that
networks started to offer advertisers top-drawer availabilities on a
short-haul basis. It may be that ABC, which made such terrific
strides in circulation last year, will be the first to do it. What would
be necessary, Ollie said, are enough short-commitments to justify
the network embarking on the program.
By announcing to the trade now this policy innovation, a network
makes it clear that the slots offered to advertisers are not Distress
Merchandise. Nor would this in any way obviate the need for the
wholh owned, long-commitment half-hour and one-hour opus. This
is just one other avenue for television to go down to get hold of
budget dollars.
It is possible that if networks were to make a number of spot

WGR Radio's mobile STUDIO 55
travels each week to a different
high-traffic location — a super
market, a County Fair, etc.
WGR DJ.'s John Lascelles,
Warren Kelly and Frank Dill
broadcast live from STUDIO

55,

attract thousands with their
personal appearances
Thousands

and contests.

of passing cars see the

trailer and the crowds, instantly
turn on their radios.
Over a million cars and a million
homes in this $4 billion market.
WGR

covers the New York State

Thruway too, from Ohio to Syracuse,
with a loud, clear signal. Add our
Canadian coverage and you've got a
combination

that can't be beat!

ABC Affiliate, Represented by
Peters, Griffin, Woodward

BUY

positions available on an in-and-out basis, the local stations might
scream that spot-money is being diverted from their coffers. However, in prime time, the network caliber of program would help
justify this. Also the same number of station breaks and I.D.'s
would still be available for local distribution as there are now. In
addition, the budget required to take on even one network spot is
such that there would still be untold numbers of local, regional and
even national advertisers ready, willing and able to buy the local
time slots.
Inflexibility can divert dollars
The inflexibility of present network programing causes in its
wake an inflexibility of network buying which is today's biggest
problem. A 52-week buy I weekly or alternate-weekly) and the
amount of money that must be earmarked for such a purchase causes
every thinking and fearing man to pause. In times like these it's a
long enough pause to divert the dollars into other media.
Unless the economics of film (especially) which now require longterm contracts including summer reruns are revised, television will
be harder to sell than ever. As for programing in 1958-59, who's
going to gamble on the show-type when he's already running petrified? So where will the great new ideas be aired? To paraphrase
I'.ri \\ illiams, "Nowhere!"

^

? happy

RADIO
BUFFALO'S FIRST STATION
LJ A TRANSCONTINENT
STATION
CT-VBy-LWROCTV,
Rochester
• WGR Radio. WGRTV.

(~i
^

Buffalo • WSVA Radio. WSVATV,

Letters to Bob Foreman are we come Agency
nil,
i ou alway.
what Bob Foreman says in
Do libs? Both Bob and the editors of SPONSOR
ad
will b
agree
to receive am
comments. >wAddress
to Bob
York
I hem
Foi amui. C 0 sponsor, 40 E. 4,9th, N
17, Neiv York

Harrisonburg

print

) mil
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Famous on the Georgia Scene

*

CHICKAMAUGA NATIONAL PARK contains more than
1800 markers, tablets, monuments and artillery pieces
memorializing the Battle of Chickamauga. Also famous on
the Georgia scene is WAGA-TV, the state's leading television station. Its extensive coverage and consistently high
ARB and Pulse ratings make it your best television buy
in the Southeast's No. 1 market. Up-to-the-minute statistics
and market data are included in a new WAGAland brochure
— write for your copy.
STORER
NEW

YORK-625

Madison

BROADCASTING
Ave. • CHICAGO-230

COMPANY
N. Michigan

SALES
Ave. • SAN

OFFICES
FRANCISCO-11 1 Sutter St.

i

"See where
WTIX Is getting

3

firster!"

fc

"Right!

1
I

.

PI

^

.mm

.

I J k

m\
New Word

^^

More than
T\^V
twice the
audience of
\
le next
two stations
combined.

from New Orleans!

WTIX now enjoys 2!). 2' ; of the daytimi
Mon.-FrL, November-December Hooper.)

idience.

(7 a.m. -6 p.m.,

And then, there's Pulse:
WTIX is first in 433 quarter-hours, tied for first in 22, second in only A
and third in only 1 . . . of a total of 504 quarter hours.
So whether you goby Hooper or Puis,.. . . you've got yourself the dommaa
New Orleans station . . . when you buy WTIX.
Chat with A. lam Voun- . . . or WTIX

WTI

General Manager Fred Berthelsoi

JC first . . . and getting firster in It station NEW

ORLEANS

WD6Y
Minneapolis
St. Paul
REPRESENTED
BY JOHN
BLAIR 4 CO.

S~TWT-i
TODAY'S

TODD

STORZ,

RADIO

PRESIDENT

FOR

. HOME

ONS
TODAY'S

OFFICE: OMAHA,

SELLING

NEBRASKA

WHB

Kansas City

WTIX

New Orleans

REPRESENTED

BY JOHN

WoTlvi^mT^
represented

SPONSOR

BLAIR

& CO.

^^

"^

1

by"john BLAIR & CO.
•
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195 7

j $200,000,000

1956

I

1955

*

$149,500,000

M

$120,393,000

1954

CAN

RADIO

foresee 10% rise over boom year 1957.

1957?

TOP

Clients are bullish on network and spot radio.

$120,168,000

Reps

Here are

^

ways to pull in new clients now making media plans

I his year radio can have its bigboom since
the arrival
of tv," says
Y&R gest
media
director
Pete Levathes.
If the first few weeks of 1958 are an
indication, conditions are ripe. Reps
surveyed by sponsor in New York this
week talk of at least 10' < growth over
1957's estimated $200 million spot radio volume. The SRA, whose 1956
forecast came within 2.8r/( of the FCC
report on 1956 volume, also predicts a
10% growth in 1958.
Surprisingly, buyers of both
network and spot radio are even
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more bullish.
They report:
• Several major network radio buys
will be announced by the end of this
month.
• More clients are emphasizing spot
radio plans in their 1958 media strategy meetings. But reps feel that it will
be spring before the campaigns now
being discussed get on the air.
• Radio, network and spot both, has
been getting more media planning time
at top air billings agencies than at any
period since pre-tv. A number of agencies are reevaluating media in the light

of 1958 client needs. McCann. Y&R
and BBDO, for instance, already see
greater radio activity than at this time
last year.
• And agencies are adding more
radio specialists like Ed Fieri, new spot
radio coordinator at BBDO.
Tighter ad money and competitive
market conditions are driving a lot of
advertisers to radio's door. But if the
sellers of the medium want them to
knock and come in. they'll have to
know what clients and agencies are after. Here are some of the bis, needs:

Have the sellers caught up with their own

tions may follow suit by the end of
six-months' rate protection in June. If
such boosts have an adverse effect on

medium?

business, it won't become apparent until time for fall buying comes around.
"If station management is wise, it
will be disciplined about rates and not

They're underestimating value of on-air

talent and programing, claim some buyers
Put time in modern packages:
\\ hen admen talk spot radio today,
they're talking big frequency — 20 to
100-plus announcements a week per
market. Eventually, this has to mean
greater spill-over into non-prime daytime anrl nighttime.
"Interest in nighttime radio is going
up," says Y&R's Ray Jones. "And it
can increase through the year with
good programing, salesmanship and
revamped packages."
These new packages will have to
contain maximum number of advertising impressions per dollar in 1958 to
attract clients with medium-size budgets— and they're the ones who are
considering radio as their prime medium in many markets.
Modern time packaging does not
necessarily have to reach the "family
audience" all at one time. Clients are
looking at the cumulative, over-all ef-

boosts don't drive out the clients now
using the medium. On the other hand,
moderate hikes, where justified, can be
good because they show that the medium isback."
Where
the network are concerned.
NBC has announced a rate increase
starting 1 April. To date, ABC continues to hold the price line, as does
MBS. CBS, with its less segmented
programing, continues to sell at higher
rates than the other three networks.
Some of the top radio stations put
through relatively modest rate increases bymid-1957, when spot radio's
resurgence began to inspire confidence
in the medium.
Reps expect more sta-

Complexities

raise them in the first flush of success,"
says
s Frank
are a Compton
lot of clients
who Kemp.
used to"There
be on
radio and haven't returned to it yet.
The first job for the medium is to attract these advertisers back in."'
Don't overdo music: Admen are increasingly concerned about quality in
radio programing and quality of the
audience. They're not satisfied to
know that a station programs music.
"What kind of music? And who's listening?" are questions now being
asked.
The associate media director of one
of the top 10 radio agencies told
SPONSOR: "I'm not at all sure music is
the best kind of radio programing to-

of buying radio could hold up growth

fect of the campaign today. And they'll
pa\ for reaching just segments of this
total "family audience ' — if the price
is right.
SPONSOR found too that agencymen
looking toward spring campaigns this
year are seeking additional incentives.
A number of saturation advertisers go
in for two- to eight-week flurries to
solve specific problems and then pull
out. Longer-term merchandising support from stations and better discounts
to long-term clients may counteract
this trend.
Don't
be afraid
to boost
rates
but . . . Agencymen are recommending caution about price boosts; but
the) anticipate a rising trend 1»\ mid'
year. Their views are split about the
effect of such increases. Some fear
that blanket rate boosts may diminish
radio's price advantage over competitive media and make it less appealing.
But others say that certain in-

stature. creases may actually raise radio's
"Moderate rate increases may lie in
ordei in some cases," Bays a top agency executive in charge of network
radio. "Hut tin- networks ami stations
both will have to In- careful these

Confusing rate cards can slow

radio
home

selling problems
symboliealh
needs measurement.
Summer

i

ii». warn* Compton"s
Frank Kemp,
illustrating
jres below.
Second
problem
(right) : Out-ofmight increase if such figures were available

IV
day. nor am I sure that the networks

\ ^

or stations are wise to stress radio as 'a
companion to provide background.' If
the programing doesn't deserve the listeners' full attention, how can you persuade the client his commercial will
stand out?"
There are many who feel creativity
and originality in radio commercials
far outstripped programing innovations in 1957. True, new spot and network concepts were developed during
the past year (admen look forward to
new programing announcements NBC
will make this month I , but there's
plenty of room for more innovation.
"The time may be ripe for a return
to more interesting 'talk' programs," a
high-level agency programing executive told sponsor. "If radio is to keep
growing, it mustn't sell itself short by
talking about cumulative audiences
only and shrugging off programing."
Use research to provide some answers. There are plenty of unknown
Network radio director Bill Hoffmann keep
BBDO clients informed of new programing: and bir
ing opportunities,

i solution: Hire men

ably grow much faster," says Compton's Frank Kemp.
"Maybe radio is a sensational medium during the summer because of
vast out-of-home audiences." says
Kemp. "But how do we know? We
hear about the out-of-home listeners,
but no one has the figures."
Other research problems that challenge media men include trying to find
the point of diminishing return in
saturation. "There must be a point
when repetition loses its effectiveness,"
says BBDO director of network radio
Bill Hoffmann. "If research provided
that answer, we might be able to spend
our

radio dollars more effectively."
Other top priority questions: What's
the relative effectiveness of live personality selling on radio versus e.t.'s?
Can interesting sounds or humor in radio commercials distract the listener's
attention from the product pitch itself?

JANUARY

boost

net

radio

Spot
radiobroadcast
at BBDObuyer
is now
by
veteran
Ed coor
Flei
will scout new buys for all agency

activit

in agencies who coordinate new radio facts and figures

quantities in radio buying today. "If
the industry as a whole underwrote
some research projects to answer some
of these questions, radio would prob-
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Promote without 'puffery': Agency
media men are first to admit that
they're pretty blase about station promotion pieces. In fact, one top agency
media director who swore sponsor to
secrecy, has mimeographed memos
which his buyers give their secretaries
instructing them to file all station promotion material in the wastepaper basket, sight unseen.
"Occasionally, we'll lose a gem that
way, I admit." he told sponsor. "But
too much of the direct mail promotion
is 'puffery.' In all their promotions,
either direct mail or advertising, stations should stick to information. Case
histories are always interesting to us."
With the growth of media research
in big agencies, there's less and
reliance on market data furnished
the stations. But buyers do want
formation about the character of

less
by
inthe

station, its acceptance in the community, the background of its performers.
"Radio has given up its glamor
without a fight." says BBDO's Bill
Hoffmann.
"The place where the net-

works should promote is by building
its talent in columns and in magazines
and on the air. They've got a lot of
'glamorous' names on the air these
days, but they're not exploiting these
names
Betterfully."
promotion on the part of stations say agency media men, would
make it easier for them to enthuse clients. It can pave the way for wider
use of radio within the agency.
"We're not here to promote the memium as such," says BBDO's Ed Fieri,
newly appointed coordinator of spot
radio in the agency. "But we do want
to make sure it's being used in every
case where it would solve a client's
media problem most efficiently. Intelligent promotion could run interference for us."
When

reps are good, they're very,

very ing good,
. . And
doa better but
and .better
job they're
according
to such broadcast buyer veterans as
(Please turn to page 72 i

#%n ancient cigar store Indian
guards the executive office fover at
Consolidated Cigar Corp. headquarters
in New York (!itv. His intense "lookout" pose I see cut I is well suited to
represent the firms search for sales in
today's highlv competitive cigar market in the I . S.
Spot t\. with unique 'arty' commercials is the new medium in this quest
for sales In a subsidiary of the corporation. Consolidated Cigar Sales Co..
Inc. The firm spent, by sponsor estimate. $300,000 in air media during
1957 to advertise its Dutch Masters
brand. About $250,000 went into firsttime use of spot tv: the balance was
used in radio.
Worlds largest cigar manufacturer,
the parent firm operates through three
-ale- divisions accounting for about
18.5$ of the total industry dollar volume in the U. S. today. Consolidated's
-ales totaled sT2.i! million in 1956.
Exactl) how much of that figure
came from the sale of Dutch Masters
is, naturally, a well-guarded secret
within the Consolidated organization.
Some measure of the I rand's importance can be made, however, from this
quote: "In most major metropolitan
markets Dutch Masters and El Producto are competing against each other

THE

for top sales ranking within the quality price line — from two for 25c to
25c each. a companv executive
stated.
I he two brands are. in fact, competing cousins; El Producto also is a
Consolidated product, marketed by the
firm's subsidiary. G. H. P. Cigar Co.
Industry profile: Consolidated, as
well as other cigar manufacturers, has
a tough row to hoe in marketing its
product.
Prime reasons:
• Cigars are strictly an adult male
item.
• I here are only about three million regular cigar smokers in the U. S.,
according to Cigar Institute of America. Men smoking three or more cigars
per dav areto considered
"regulars."'
addition
this industry
backbone,In
there are an estimated 12 million additional men who smoke cigars occasional .sa\s CIA.
• There are about 75 major companies competing for this numerically
minute market with hundreds of different brands.
\\ ith so few potential customers,
what's the attraction'.'' Dollar volume.
Men spent $166 million more for cigars in 1956 than women did for cosmetics, according to estimates
pre-

'ARTY'

pared bv Drug Topics. I See chart for
comparison of cigar volume with other
products used primarily by one sex.)
"Individual spending of each cigar
smoker makes him an extremelv valuable customer," says Jack Sperzel,
Dutch Masters' advertising manager.
He points out "a man smoking six cigars a day (heavy) spends $5.25 a
week if he buys 2 2r>6 Dutch Masters.
Even if he buys our 1<V brand, Harvesters, he represents $4.20 a week in
Advertising, therefore, plays a vital
role in the cigar marketing picture.
"\\ hv. if we could just get the 12 million occasional smokers to consume
sales."
one cigar per day, think of what it
would mean to our industry — the onl)
problem would be to build more factories," says Stan Kolker, assistant to
the president of Cigar Institute of
America.
Dutch Masters advertising:
Dutch
Masters advertising has undergone an
overhaul since July 1956 — at the hands
of Sperzel and Erwin, Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan. (Erwin Wasey was the
agencv for Consolidated Cigar Sal Co.. Inc., for over 20 years. I
"Cigar advertising has been routine
and pedestrian and we are striving to

SELL — AND

TO

Ml-R

A handful of men spend more money annually on cigars than
all women do on cosmetics, but how does a marketer reach
that handful of customers? Dutch Masters put spot tv in the
advertising media lineup — and capitalized on imagery transfer by using French-flair art in commercials and magazines

sponsor

•
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get away from that approach," says
Bob Sanders, Dutch Masters' account
executive at EWRR. This goal is reflected in the brand's first-time use of
spot tv, started in September 1956 and
now running in nine metropolitan markets: New York, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Rochester, Schenectady. Hartford, Buffalo, St. Louis and Cincinnati. About
85 spots weekly run on 17 stations.
Spot tv also is used throughout the
12 Western states via EWRR's Los
Angeles office, where the Dutch Masters' West Coast advertising activities
are centered, sponsor estimates Dutch
Masters spends about $1 million annually in advertising, split about
$150,000 for West Coast action, $850,000 for remaining sections of the U. S.
The decision to put a full quarter of
the advertising expenditure into spot
tv was made because of five factors,
Sperzel told sponsor:
• "We could select and use only
those markets where we felt we needed
tv support.
• "Spot announcements could give
us faster impact initially than any type
of show property we could afford.
• "The highly visual nature of our
campaign made it a natural for the
repetitive tv commercial treatment.
{Article continues next page)

THAT!
French

artwork,

tying in to Dutch Masters

Advertising slrateg1
Legler, account
stipends'
solidated
Cigar Sales
Ci
Mogulescu, asst. to pres.

ling discussion from (1. to r. I . .lark
Inc.:

Frank

of Consolidated

Wells,

perzel, advertising manager for Conpresident of that company, and Jack

CigE ' Corp.,

parent

of the

sales

company

Critics question
of Francois'
pace

much - overworked 'quality' word,"
Sanders told sponsor.

use

"Research indicated we had a qualit\ image in the public's mind, but our
old scratch-board type ads tended to
have an old-fashioned appeal. We
wanted to update this campaign — to
get the modern effect and broaden our

art, fast

in commercials

but objective

was

to
women

stand out in crowd

appeal." Sanders said.
This modern approach helps carrj

u i in g would be
followed the example of actress

Vivienne Drummond; as it is, nighttime
is best bet — to hit the jnale audience

out an aim of the entire cigar industry— to attract younger men into the

• "These commercials give us an
imager) transfer benefit in our national magazine advertising.
• Present budget limitations make
it feasible to use tv support for magazine advertising, rather than tv exclusively. We sell this cigar in every

tage.
use theAndre
artwork
of France's
noted They
illustrator
Francois
as a
base. Francois designed a series of
unique magazine ads featuring clever
drawings done in a wash technique;
these drawings I see cut I were semianimated and mixed with live-action

hamlet in the U. S. and you can't highlight every hamlet with tv unless
vou're a General Motors."

to carry the Dutch Masters' sales message.

"French"1 commercials : Dutch Masters" commercials have a French heri-

"Good things happen to the man
who smokes Dutch Masters." is the
commercial theme. "We wanted to tell
a quality story without using that

cigar-smoking fold. Cigar Institute's
Kolker reveals there's been notable
success in this endeavor; "the cigar
smoker's average age today is about
35, whereas in 1947 it was around
45," he told sponsor.
A smartly worded and bouncytuned jingle carries the sales message
for the unusual visual approach. Sampie lines: "Eyes pop, waiters hop, race
horses hurry and hearts flip-flop for
the man who smokes the fine cigar —
for the man who smokes a Dutch Masters; heads turn, torches burn, taxiI Please turn to page 80)

Cigars
Sh in in g Preparations
Blades I
Cigartheir
customers
may he few(left)
and far
between,
hut
dollar expenditure
makes
the

Razors I

market a giant in comparison to
product*. And the niont-\ goes into
of retail outlets — Consolidated says
found in more outlets than hair

Klei trie Shavers I
Hen's Toiletry Sets ■

other one-sex
a wide varict\
cigars can be
tonic or soap

Mail Poli
'/ r par ulii

Perfumes i
i 1956

Iiruu Topics'

e

nsferring the soft
The ofproblem
of
style
Andre Francois
irt work from maga-rcials is talked over by
EWR&R account exec,
agency

tv/radio

dir.

JACK CUNNINGHAM'S
CHALLENGE TO MADISON
A steadfast friend of tv
who recently documented
"Boredom Factor" in viewing speaks out on what
admen must do to rekindle

he says is dying out

John P. Cunningham, presi-

d.
dent of Cunningham & Walsh,
has been
— a keen student of tv
viewing
ibits since the beginhe has warned against
"mediocrity" and sets blueprint
to combat it through imagination

l"ot long ago, John P. Cunningham,
president of Cunningham & Walsh,

cerned, less penetration-per-skull per-

blew the whistle on "creeping mediocrity" in tv. The occasion was the 30
October ANA meeting in Atlantic City.

Among the programing practices
that Cunningham exorcized was the
lack of imagination which finds many
dollar."
agencies and advertisers riding a show
trend simply because it is a trend, as
witness the current Western cycle, for
example.

About a month later, came C&W's 10th
report on Videotown ( See "Videotown
10 years after," sponsor 7 December I
and once again the industry was reminded of the existence of a Boredom
Factor in tv viewing which, as Cunningham put it. "causes dial-switching,
vacant-minded viewing, lower ratings
and, as far as tv advertising is con-

the spark of creativity

|
''

AVE.

Since Cunningham and his agency
have a deep interest and vast respect
for tv both as an advertising and entertainment medium, and also because
C&W itself was a pioneer in bringing

CUNNINGHAM

continued .

Cheyenne,

\HC. adult

Western,

an,

. CBS TV Gunsmoke were C 1

'Yes, we'd try to steer a client from 'another adult Western9. . ."

the adult Western avalanche to t\
screens (Gunsmoke on CBS TV and
Cheyenne on ABC TV), sponsor asked
Cunningham to amplify and defend
some of his statements.
\ report of this interview
question-answer form:

follows in

{). ) our address before ANA

was

lilted "Creeping Mediocrity in Tv
And the Advertiser's Responsibility?"
How much of the Boredom Factor is
the
how advertiser's
much blameresponsibility?
should be laidAndat
other doorsteps, such as tv show producers?
A. The Index of Boredom is the responsibilit) of the advertiser and the
networks working together. It is sometimes easier for a network salesman to
sell imitative shows on the basis of successes in that area I for instance, the
success of Gunsmoke) than a new type
of show. It is easier for the advertising manager to sell it to his superiors.
Responsibility lies on all three doorsteps— the network, the agency, the advertiser. Iwould attach very little
blame to t\ show producers. The) are
merelv Irvinjj diliuenlK to create marketable products.

enough and secure enough to stand a
little self-criticism and analysis at this
time.
Q.

We assume you raised the question in the hope that creators of tv
shows will hurry to remedy the situation. But does it honestly seem possible that boredom will be relieved

among audiences that daily grow more
s iphisticated, to people who have come
to regard the medium as a commonplace part of living?
A. I don't think that creators of tv
shows will hurry to remedy any situation. They will, however, always be
seeking new patterns or fresh angles of
old patterns so they may have something distinctive to offer. Among these
will come the $64,000 Question's,
Gunsmoke' s and the / Love Lucy's of
the future. It is true that people have
come to regard the tv set as a commonplace instrument in their homes.
But they expect great entertainment
from it beyond all other forms and I
have no doubt they will eventuallv get

For opposing views on
i). Considering your own agency's
great stake in tv, didn't you have some
qualms about raising the issue oj boredom ?
\. I have no qualms about raising
an) issue thai I think will improve the
effectiveness of the ad\erti«.in» dollar
or, to pul it the other wa) . thai will
keep it- effectiveness from being depreciated. believe
I
thai h toda) is big

tv and on "Boredom,"
turn to "SPONSOR
Asks," page 54, where
three industry leaders
voice their opinions

j

it. although there
Boredom Factor.

always

be

Q. You said that boredom is compounded byimitation. Would you or
your agency really try to steer a major
client away from "another adult Western" ifhis heart is set on it?
A. Definitely yes. We would try to
steer a major client or a minor one
away
even iffrom
his "another
heart was adult
set onWestern,"
it. We
would try to unset it. That is what we
are in business for. We would, however, consider favorably another adult
Western if it was a "marked creative
departure from the pattern," to quote
myself in my own speech that brought
this question to me. After all. Cunningham & Walsh bought Gunsmoke
and Cheyenne in the very beginning of
the adult Western wave.
Q. Did you have some specific suspicion that boredom had set in among
tv viewers? Was it this that prompted
you to include a depth survey of view- i
ers' reactions for the first time in this
year's Videotown study?
A. I had more than a suspicion. Professional tv reviewers and tv writers
have been complaining vociferously in
the press about current tv mediocrity.
Furthermore, I believe there has been
a somewhat exceptional rise in tv criticism from everyday listeners and tv
enthusiasts. We wondered how deeply
it had seeped into the people. Therefore, we included the depth survev in
our Videotown study. May I say there
is never a time when an Index of Boredom does not exist in any show.
The
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important thing is the comparative index among shows and the slow rise of
this boredom index, not only in any
one show, but particularly in a classification of shows, such as Westerns,
^ ariety Shows, and so forth. That is
the Index of Boredom we must watch

THIS DEPARTMENT
TESTS -USES

RADIO

STORE

NIXES

REGULARLY

for the sake of effective program sponsorship.

Scranton s Globe store puts $15,000 a year in medium

Q. Isn't it safer for the advertiser to
ride along on a crest or trend that has
proven reasonably successful in ratings
than to strike out into unexplored programing fare?
A. It is much safer, but advertising
agents and advertisers will get extra
dividends from their advertising dollars— in other words, more penetration-per-skull-per-dollar — if they do
not timorously adhere to safe, imita-

Use radio without testing its sales effectiveness against other
advertising media?
Many department store admen may regard this as foolhardy .

tive, "me too" paths.
Q. You mentioned wider coverage of
I . \ .. televised Congress, etc., as something that might add excitement to tv.
But isn't this a responsibility of the
broadcaster rather than the advertiser?
A. You are right. This is the responsibility of the broadcaster. To quote
myself again from my talk. I said.
"We should encourage the broadcaster
all we can" for the sake of making
broadcasting fare one of tremendous
importance and value to all the people.
This makes for a more effective advertising instrument.

but hear out John Noble, president of The Globe Store, Scranton, Pa.'s largest department store.
Globe doesn't run tests to determine the comparative returns
on advertising media, and Noble says, "The $15,000 a year
or so we invest in radio every year proves that we regard and
use the medium as an effective selling tool."
The Globe Store, serving about 380,000 people, uses five
radio stations regularly in its advertising: WEJL, WGBI.
WARM and WSCR, all Scranton, and WCDL, Carbondale, Pa.
About 95'/ of radio money goes into sponsorship of three
programs. They are: Globe Store Shoivcase, a music-and-news
program aired from 9:00 to 10:00 a.m. Monday through
Saturday; Globe Sports Calendar, 5:45 to 6:00 p.m. daily;
and Athlete of the Week, a program honoring the outstanding
schoolboy athlete of the week in Northeastern Pennsylvania,
and broadcast from 1 :30 to 1 :40 p.m. Sundays. All programs
are over WEJL. Other radio activity is confined to announcements, used particularly during special sales.
Noble says, "we use radio to sell the whole store, rather than
saturating our programs with merchandise. It sells us to the
people through our slogans, like 'Scranton owned — Scranton
operated,' or, 'Scranton's largest store.' "
^

Q. Wluit practical steps can the advertiser or agency take to force more
exciting programs into the airwaves?
A. Research helps. Depth interviews,
such as our Videotown, helped to give
us a feel of what people find most exciting, as well as what they are beginning to tire of. Courage helps. Courage to consider new types of shows,
and devoting time and judgment to assay them. There are always indications of what people are beginning to
find new and exciting on tv. The big
thing is to look for new angles to apply to popular trends of programing
and not merely to try to duplicate toprated shows:
Sum-up: On the basis of last year's
Videotown study, it appears the future
of tv viewing will be influenced partly
by set development, partly by socioeconomic changes — but mostly by programing itself. It is the latter area
wherein lies Cunningham's challenge
for a better 1958.
^
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Coverage map for WEJL is discussed by (1. to r.) : Cecil Woodward,
station general manager; Donald O'Brien, Globe Store advertising manager; John Noble, store president; and Paul Ransford, Globe's merchandise manager. Globe finds radio especially effective during special sale

HOW

MUCH

Here are some answers
from CBS TV Spot Sales
research on both cost
and audience.

Data will

soon go out to admen
on a handy slide-rule

TV DOES

A SPOT

I his week. CBS TV Spot Sales came
up with some important answers about
spot television plus a bright new tool
to make buying easier.
The tool is the Cume-Rule. a handy
slip-stick that will provide the buyer
with instant information on cost, coverage and audience. Within the next
week, about 4.S00 of these slide-rules
will be mailed out to key advertising
personnel across the country — client
ad managers, media directors, timebuyers and account executives in agencies.
Out of the research that produced
the Cume-Rule come some interesting
facts about spot tv. For one thing
there is its tremendous reach:
• Three 20-second
announcements

DO L LAI

per week in Class "AA" nighttime in
the top 45 markets showed a gross national rating that translated into 22
million family impressions, representing 80$ coverage of U. S. tv homes.
• On an unduplieated basis, the
weekly reach of such a schedule proved
to be more than 14 million different
homes (34$ of tv homes I.
• In four weeks, the unduplieated
audience swells to 23% million |.i!!', )
different homes. The cost of this Inn
would be $47,070 per week (see charts).
Since the Cume-Rule covers both
night and day announcements, here is
an example of the reach of 12 daytime
20-second announcements in those
same 45 top markets: Again the coverage is 80 r/( , but family impressions

Men behind the slide rule: (1. to r., standing) John A. Schneider, general manager CBS TV Spot Sales; George Blechta, \ice presides
\. C. Nielsen Co.; Thomas Dawson, CBS T\ Spot Sales director of promotion; Waller Stein, assistant research manager for CBS TV Spc
Sales. Seated al desk is Roberl F. Davis, director of research, CHS TV Spot Sales, who was in charge of the multi-month long projec

-!-_;=■

Jf!T"-.
\

WHAT SPOT TELEVISION COSTS

$
60,000

IIY NOW?

^~~"

# 320-SECONDS
NIGHTTIME
.12 DAYTIME

50,000

,+*"

*»•"*

•••*

,..••'

20-SECONDS

40,000

30,000
Chart

..•••"

/

.."

-•-'"

of three nighttime and 12 daytime (20and 10-second) announcements as
groups of 15 markets are added to the
original top 15 markets in a spot tv
campaign. This information has been
translated into slide rule form in new
Cume-Rule shortly to be mailed admen

..-+■
10000.15 ••'"
,000

30

20

3 NIGHTTIME
._- — -#10-3EC0N0S
.12 DAYTIME

♦
*

at right demonstrates the cost

10-SECONDS

45

60

75

MARKETS

•"■"""

«,«,,«,»»»««„,„
••

SPOT TELEVISION'S GROSS AUDIENCE
fAMHY IMPULSIONS
PER WEEK

35
TIME ANNOUNCfMENIS

per week go to 27 million. The weekly
reach, unduplicated, is about 11% million different homes (28.6% of U. S.
tv homes), and in four weeks, this
daytime audience grew to nearly 18.5
million (44.9%) different homes. The
cost of this Monday-Friday 12-announcement buy works out to $38,953
per week.
It is this type of information that
can be found in seconds with the CBS
TV Spot Cume-Rule. It shows two
types of buys. One side of the slide
rule is daytime; it reports statistics on
12 daytime announcements (20-seconds and 10-seconds) per week in the
top 15, 30, 45, 60 or 75 markets. The
reverse side tells the nighttime story —
three announcements (20's and 10's)
in nighttime Class "AA" time per week
in the same market groups.
CBS TV Spot Sales specially commissioned A. C. Nielsen Co. to do all
the audience research — coverage, gross
families reached, one week unduplicated audiences and four week unduplicated audiences. It is based on a
tabulation of the national Nielsen Television Index, and a four-week sample
was used— 6-19 October and 27 Octo-
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30
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nKIMNKHOIS
♦3

m

20
15*^^

10
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5
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15
30

45
MARKETS

ber-9 November were the weeks taken.
Of special importance to advertisers
who use the new slip-stick is the fact
that the Nielsen ratings are not program audiences, but are actual audiences to the announcements — viewing
between programs. It was not a matter of averaging two successive tv
shows.
All costs are from Nov. 1957 Standard Rate and Data. Both the audience
data and costs are based on local times
on

CBS-affiliated

stations.

The

day-

15

60

time 12-announcement schedule runs
Monday through Friday between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. In the case of the
three-announcement nighttime schedule, it is based on these local times —
8 p.m. Monday, 9 p.m. Wednesday, 10
p.m. Friday.
Robert F. Davis, CBS TV Spot Sales
research director, was the man responsible for the project. He was aided by
Walter Stein, assistant research manager, and the CBS TV Spot Sales re(Article continues next page)

The reach and cost of spot tv in 15 to 75 top tv markets
3 NIGHTTIME

ANNOUNCEMENTS

PER WEEK

15
Type of annct.

20 Sec.

10 Sec.

$27,630

-1 1,847

. .12

$20,096

$9,987

20 Sec.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

PER

WEEK

<in

black

60
10 Sec.

type

below)

75

20 Sec.

10 Sec.

154,195

$27,035

$44,969

$22,107

20 Sec.

10 Sec.

$60,840

$30,327

$51,070

$25,211

=

147,070

H9t292
$14,988

$30,962

DAYTIME

45
10 Sec.

Cost

Families 1 000 1

i in red type below

30
20 Sec.

$38,953

$19,072

°0 U. S.

Families iOOOI

% U. S.

Families (000)

% U. S.

Families (000)

% U. S.

53.2

28.181

68.4

33.248

80.7

36.009

87.4

Families (000)

°0 U. S.

37,327

90.6

< overage
21.918

12,788,000
imiiressions
per week
Net

15.263.000

audience

Families 1 000 1

Families (000>

1 1,956

t week
tin da plicated

Data based on

17.1

11,454
12 ani

uncemenl

16. I
27.8

11. Ill'

27.7

9.517

23.1

19.911

18.1

15,409

37.4

schedule between '.i "" A.M-5:00 I'M

Hondas

30.497,000

local

31.1

1 1.783

28.6

times .-" CBS

Families (000)

% U. S.

14,049

18,499

Friday,

SOURCES: Coverage an. I family data from NTI, Oct. Nov. 1957.

search staff of five. Davis and this
inoup processed all the research data,
worked out the costs, integrated them
into tables, then developed from it the
new slide rule. Planning started in
August.
"'We have had requests for this type
of information before," Davis said,
"and we've done some specific research for individual advertisers along

Families 1 000 1

% U. S.

26.580.000

24,538,000

27.101.000

21,226.000

°0 U. S.

Weekly
umluplicated
7,045

22.049.000

i7.:i>7.iii)(i

44.9

station.

Cost

32,917,000

% U. S.
Families (000)

% U. S.

15.191

;;:.n

16.521

1(1.1

13.019

31.6

13,802

33.5

26.24 1

6.;.:

28.428

69.0

20.641

50.1

22.166

53.8

;"

1

arc 1 week rate.

Costs from SRDS, Nov. 1957.

similar lines, hut this is the first time
we've done it for the whole industry.'"
"Here at CBS TV Spot Sales," explained Jack Schneider, general manager, "we've done research on a continuing basis for both advertisers and stations. So we had guidance from outown experience on how valuable such
a study could be. It's a funny thing
with us reps." he added, "we're a highly competitive bunch when it comes to
getting business for our stations. But
when it comes to attracting advertisers
into spot television, well all turn our
research departments inside out to get
advertisers into the medium."
What this new CBS study and sliderule provides is information for spot
television that is not duplicated, for
example. b\ newspapers. In the category of costs, it might be equalled, but
in coverage and actual audience to
individual advertisements it is far and
away ahead of print media particularly
since the ratings are for audiences at
the actual times of commercials.
It is also the feeling around CBS I \
Spot Sales that the ratings given on the
slide rule mav be more meaningful to

Markets ranked according to NCS #2.

buyers than the families tuned in. In
other words, a 25 rating may be more
significant than the 10 million unduplicated homes. But the slide rule
gives both. I The two-color table above
shows data that the rule will furnish.)
Since the CBS TV Spot Sales studv
is a first, there is nothing in the line
of past information against which to
measure trends. But it does afford a
quick, clear contrast of day and night
tv announcements in relation to both
costs and audiences, and a look at the
graphs will show a parallel relationship between the two. Between 3
night announcements and 12 daytime
on a weekly basis, the difference in
both time charge and audience remains prett) constant from 15 through
75 markets.
Says Jack Schneider, "The reach
and efficiency of spot television realh
didn't surprise us. It came out pretty
much as we figured it would."
Advertisers who do not receive their
Cume-Bule within the next week or
two. mav write CBS TV Spot Sales at
488 Madison Ave.. New York. ^
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TV

THIS YEAR

THE

AXE

BASICS/ J AN.

FEB

'/"

DROPS

FAST

Seven of 40 new shows on net tv this season have been dropped.
While casualties so far are just small fraction of hours programed, they are twice as numerous as last season by this point
shows to hit the
Among the 40 r
air this season, sevi 1 had been dropped
by this month, (all nighttii
In all, 10 evening programs from
among the 157.25 evening network
half-hours were dropped.
Thus at mid-season 6'A of all evening network half-hour periods have
been reprogramed. Last year by the

dropped are Date With The Angels
and Guy Mitchell. Open Hearing,
American Bandstand and Keep It in
the Family, sustaining shows, are also
off. Debuting half-hours include The
Betty White Show, Sid Caesar Invites
You, Love That JUL The Dick Clark
Show and Adventures at Scott Island
I formerly Harbourmaster on CBS.
CBS TV: This network does not

same time only 3(/< were changed.
Here is the rundown by networks:
ABC TV: The sponsored programs

1. THIS
Network

show as many changes. Assignment
Foreign Legion and Harbourmaster

MONTH

Sales

Status

Week

IN

NETWORK

Ending

%

TV

18 January

Daytime
SPONSORED

are off. Richard Diamond, Private Detective makes its initial winter appearance, replacing Harbourmaster. I It
was a replacement show this summer.)
NBC TV: Bowing out are Whais
It For, Amateur Hour and Red Barber.
Nat King Cole went off in December.
Replacing these shows respectively are:
End of the Rainbow, Outlook, NBC
Sports Spot and Treasure Hunt.
Daytime tv: Dotto for Strike It
Rich ( CBS ) ; Kitty Foyle for Bride
and Groom
I NBC I.
^

Nighttime
SPONSORED

HOURS

HOURS

m Live

Live
11.4 ABCi*
90.8 CBSfB
87.0
NBC ■

132.5

I 33.3

I 26

ABCfi

=" 42.9
62.4
|

NBC lI
CBS

25.4

| %
AVERAGE

COST

Cost

Number

Hour drama
$49,186

7

Half-hour music-var.
$45,350

10

OF

NETWORK
Cost

SPONSORED

Number

Half-hour drama
$36,000
11
Half-hour adventure
$28,670
10

Cost

Number

Situation comedy
$37,877

18

$29,250

11

e shows.
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PROGRAMING

Quiz

Cost

Number

Hour music-variety
$103,725
7
Half-hour western
$35,416

12

2. ALPHABETICAL
Sponsored

Nighttime
SPONSORS

COST

PROGRAM

AND

PROGRAM

Network

INDEX

Programs

AGENCIES

6-11

38.000

iturea of McGraw:

33.000

End of The Rainbow: D-L

30,000
38,000

38,000

Father Knows Best: Sc-F
•Eddie Fisher: V-L

108,000

36,500

Eve Arden: Sc-F

Doug Edwards News: N-L&F

Alcoa, FSR; alt Coodyear, Y&R

S.

C.
Johnson.
Brorby:
U. S.

Lever,

|WT.

Armstrong

Needham,
Louis
&
Time,
Peck;
Crey-

alt

Shulton,

Cork,

V-L
Tennessee
Ernie Ford Show :
G.E. Theatre: Dr-F
•George Gobel: V-L

Wesley

BBDO

t

Whitehall, Bates; Brown & Wr
Bates; American Can, Compto

iturea al Scotl Wand:

•Steve Allen Show: V-L

p.m.
SPONSORS

PROGRAM

Pharmaceuticals.

Parkson

Scott Paper, |WT;

L&M,

(1 11

Lever Bros, j

Mc-E

38,000
47,000

Cen

Elect,

115.000
(alt wks)

RCA

& Whirlpool, K&E

BBDO

32,000
Amer

Bachelor Father: Sc-F

Tobacco,

Gunsmoke:
Jack Benny: C-F

W-F

Have Gun, Will Travel: W-F
Hitchcock Presents: My-F

Polly Bergen: Mn V-L
Burnett
8,500

Bold Journey: A-F
Pat Boone: V-L
Jim Bowie: W-F

Chevrolet,

32,000

Amer

40,000

Burns & Allen : Sc-F
Caesai Invites You: CV-L

Purina,

45,000

31,000

Broken Arrow: W-F

Ralston

Miles, Wade;

B

Whitehall,

j 36,000
29,000

45.000

Gillette,

Colt .45: W-F

78.000

Cen

34,000

Mars.
Knox
nett

Lever Bros, JWT

59,000

Chrysler,

58,000

L&M,

37,000

Campbell,

140,000

28.000

Bob Cummings

36,000

nson

December Bride: Sc-F
Destiny: Dr-F
\-l

6,000*t
38,000

Elect, Y&R,

BBDO

R. J. Reynolds,
Kraft, JWT

Campbell

Gisele MacKenzie: V-L
Perry Mason: My-F
Maverick:

Mc-E

Kimberly-Clark, FCB; Noxzema, SS
C&B; RCA & Whirlpool, K&E; Sunbeam. Perrin-Paus: Amer Dairy.
Campbell-Mithun;
Knomark,
Mogul

W-F

Millionaire: Dr-F
Mr. Adams

& Eve: Sc-F

Name

that Tune: Q-L

People Are Funny: M-F

Crant

Cen Foods, B&B

13,000

Cen

Foods,

Dick And The Duchess: Sc-F

33,500

75,000

Mogen
Best

35.000

L&M,

Wyatt Earp: W-F

30,000

Cen

People's Choice: Sc-F
Person To Person: I-L

1 29)

Ford,

David, Weiss;

•Price Is Right: Q-L
H. Curtis,

The Real McCoys: Sc-F
Restless Gun: W-F

DFS; Ccneral Foods,
Mills,

DFS;

Lever Bros, BBDO;
Brown

Max20 Factor,
S)

Anderson-McConncI

37,000

alt wk open
&

Williams

46,000

Amer

Tobacco, SSC&B,

alt H. 6

Eversharp, B&B; alt Scott, JWT

40,000

35.000
d/2hr.)
34,000
C/2
hr.)
41.000

55,000
23,000
38,500
23,000
24,000
34.000

Kaiser Companies,

1 Libh
srol Si
Y&R

Colgate, Bates
R. J. Reynolds,

Esty

Buick,

Frigidaire, Kudnc

Kudner;

Kellogg, Burnett; Whitehall, Bat
U. S. Rubber; F. D. Rcchards
H. Bishop, Spector
R. J. Reynolds,
Y&R
Borden,

Y&R;

Esty; Toni,
Amer

Nort

Home

Proi

34,000

|WT

1 3 S

Derby, Mc-E; Cen Mills, Tatha
Laird: DFS; Cen Foods, Y&R; Ri
nolds Metals,
Buchanan:
Frank

Dragnet: My-F

BBDO

Rand, Compton

Playhouse 90: Dr-L&F

B&B;
L&N

35.000

2 days open

IL

Esty

Bates
P&C,
Y&R;

Patrice Munsel: MuV-L

Navy Log: Dr-F
Original Amateur Hour: V-L

Plymouth,

Remington

Wile

34,000

M Squad: My-F
Bur-

Mc-E

Mennen,

Soup,

Y&R:

30,500

28.000

Mc-E
BBDO;

lohnson,

Y&R

& Crey

Reeves; alt Kellogg,

29,500

Disneyland: M-F

•Color show, (L) Liv
sustaining, partiripatini
eosta including talent i
mission). They do not

M

&

53,000
34,000
46,000

Love That Jill: Sc-F

Bristol-Myers, Y&R;

John Daly News: N-L&F
Date With the Angels: Sc-F

&

Lipton,

Bristol-Myers, Y&R

24,000

8.000

Court of Last Resort: Dr-F
Show: Sc-F

Y&R;

Maxon

42,000

•Perry Como: V-L

I onntrj Music Jubilee; Mu-L

Sewing,

(1 wk i

Bates; alt Lever, JwT

I've Got a Secret: Q-L

Lassie: A-F
Leave It To Beaver: Sc-F
•Life of Riley: Sc-F

North

36,000

35,300

Line-up: My-F

Cavalcade of Sports: Sp-L

Club Oasis: V-L

Purina, Cardner
Cen Mills, BBDO

40,000
Singer

•Rosemary Clooney: V-L
Climax: Dr-L

Ralston

Toni,

L&M, DFS; Sperry Rand
Y&R

I Love Lucy: Sc-F

•Kraft Tv Theatre: Dr-L

DFS

Carnation, EW.R&R;

37,500

Circus Boy: A-F

Campbell-Ewald

Chicle,

The Californians: W-F

Cheyenne: W-F

CBB

Y&R;

38,000

Robin Hood: A-F

*Big Record: Mu-L

Richard Diamond:

Lipton,

Godfrey's Scouts: V-L

BBDO

P&C,

B&B

Compton

segment. List does not include
irt. Costs refer to average show
ross (include 15% agency corncharges. This list covers period

Rin Tin Tin: A-F

21,500

Allstate,
alt RCA,

Burnet
K&E

35.000
37,300

Warner-Lambert,

SSC&B;

alt s

36,000
41,500
Chemstrand,

Sally: Sc-F
Srhlitz Playhouse: Dr-F

FC&B;
Speidel, K&E;

DD&B;

alt

Royal

:

38,000

,Au) Audience Participation, (C) Comedv,
(D) Documentary,
(Dr) Dram (I
T -rview, (J) Juvenile. (M) Misc., (Mu) Music, (My) Mystery, (N) Newi
, (S) Serial, (Sc) Situation Comedy, (Sp) Sports, (V) Variety, (W) W •"> |

Listing continues

on page

41 \ I

. at

home

at

play

Omnipresent,
ubiquitous
radio!
And
now
Pulse scores another
important big plus ....

"NETWORK
RADIO"

^•J First "Network Radio"
was published in November.

Reporting total

attention to radio, a whopping

total becoming

more so! The American

Marketing Association

honored Pulse pioneering which as far back as
47 correctly measured

total "out-of-home" ad-

ditive to "in-home." Better subscribe for "Network Radio" now!

SPONSOR

•

18

Published monthly.

JANUARY

1958

3. NIGHTTIME

O

M

CBS

NBC

ABC

P

Ns

uT

MONDAY

SUNDAY
ABC

C

A

I

TUESDAY

CBS

ABC

NBC

CBS

NBC

6:00
Beat The Clock

6:15

Meet

The Press

6:30
No net service

6:45

20th
Century
Prudential

11Shirle>:i7;?Tle
""^ .. ., .

D Edwards
Brown & Wmion

D

7:00
My

7:15

Friend

Maverick
Kaiser Companlei
(7:30-8:30)

Bachelor

Focus

Father
OSS.

alt Kodak

sust aUWCart«r
Spo

No

net service
D

Edwards

(repeat feed)

Robin Hood
Johnson
& Jhsn

Price BCA
Is Right

Adventures at
Scott
Island

O.S.

Steve

Ed Sullivan

Love That Jill

Burns
& Allen
Carnation
alt
Gen Mills

Restless
Cun
War.
-Lambert

Mai Facti >
11 -II SI

Time

Talent Scouts

Wells Fargo

Cheyenne

Speidel alt

( repeat" eed)
Treasure Hunt

Name
That Tune
Whitehall alt

Upton
alt Ton!
Ball-Arnez Show
Ford
(2/3)

Sid Caesar
Invites You
H.I, -iu Kulmi-lrin
(] 26 B]
You Asked

C.

for It

Dinah Shore
Chevy
Show
(9-10)
Chevrolet

E. Theatre
Cen Electric

Hitchcock
Theatre
Bristol-Myers

Buttei

Chevy

Firestone

I

Loretta

Challenge
$64,000
Revlon alt
P. Lorlliard

10:15
Brlst i Myers

What's

My

Bride

Welk

No

net service

No

Top Tunes

net

Broken
Arrow
Rals-Purina

Twenty-One
Pharmaceuticals

Eve

Studio One

ait H Curtis

Index

continued...

*I)inali Shore Chevj Show :
Mu-V-L
Phil Silvers Show: Sc-F

COST
150,000

Sponsored
SPONSORS
Chevrolet,

42,000

P&C,

Sgt. Preston: A-F
Scotland Yard: My-F

32,000

Quaker

Frank Sinatra:

67,500

V-F

$64,000 Challenge: Q-L
$64,000 Question: Q-L
•Red Skelton: CV-L&F
Gale Storm Show: Sc-F
Studio One In Hollywood:
l)r-I
Sugarfoot: W-F
Ed Sullivan Show: V-L
Sunday News Special: NL

Suspicion:

My-L&F

8,600

A

Turn

of Fate

Telephone Time

RedPet Skelfon
Milk

Bell

alt S. C. Johnson

0,
Bob

35,000
39,000
52,000
39,500

55,000

Oats,

R.

Reynolds,

Esty

Y&R:

Chesterfield, Mc-E
P. Lorillard, Y&R;

Bristol-Myers.

The Californians
Singer alt

Point

—

$64,000
Revlon
Question
No net service
No

net

service

Revlon,

BBDO

BBDO

Nestle,
B. Houston;
E. H. Weiss
Westinghouse,

Helene

Curtis,

Mc-E

40.000
< Vi hr.)
79.500
9,500

Amer. Chicle. Bates; Luden's. Mathes;
Colgate-Palmolive,
Bates
Mercury,

K&E;

alt Kodak, |WT

Whitehall,
Bates;
ucts, Bates

alt

Ford,

Morri

JWT;

Philip

Network

Carter

Telephone Time: Dr-F
The Thin Man: My-F
This Is Your Life: D-L

Prod-

Upton
net service

No

3

[S SO li

6-11

p.m.

COST
SPONSORS

AND

36,000

Amer

31,000

Bell, Ayer

36,000

Colgate-Palmolive,

52,000
47,500

P&G, B&B
Gen Foods,

23,500

To Tell The Truth: Q-L
Tombstone Territory: W-F
Trackdown:
A-F

22,000

Treasure Hunt: Q-L

22.000

Truth or Consequences: Q-F

23,000

20th Century: D-F
Twenty-One: Q-L
U.S. Steel Hour: Dr-L
Voice of Firestone: Mu-L

45,000

Wagon Train: W-F
Mike Wallace: I-L

Tr
D.
Met

Dupont Show of
The Month

Programs

Danny Thomas: Sc-F
•Tic Tac Dough: Q-L

Pet Milk, Gardner; alt S. C. Johnson,
FCB

Beth
Ozzi'
W

West

Tales of Wells Fargo: W-F

WBT

Foods,

Revlon,

J.

Cummings

Reynolds
alt Chese-Ponds

Ford

PROGRAM

AGENCIES

Camp-Ewald

Burnett;

General
Y&R

Nighttime

AND

P&G
of McCraw

To Tell The

i 21)

PROGRAM

Tc

Aru:1

^

L&M

Truth
Pharmaceuticals

Philip Morris

service

^

Eddie Fisher

Arden

alt Mile*

Gen Foods
Studio One
In Hollywood

Young

P&G
Show

Line

George Cobel
(alt Auks.
8-9)
RCA
Whirlpool

Alcoa -Goodyear
December

10:30
10:45

Phil Silvers
Kellocs-alt
P&G
R. J. Reynolds

(8-9)

'(10-11)

Welk Top Tunes
New
Talent
Dodge-Plymouth
(9:30-10:30)

Show

Wyatt Earp
SGen
Mills
Nsu" alt P&G

Danny Thomas
Gen Foods

Firestone

10:00
Scotland Yard

Sugarfoot
(altwks
7:30-8:30)
Colgate-Palmol.

Bold Journey
Ralston-Purlna

Allen

9:00

9:45

Focus

Daly News
Whitehall

|ohn
Steve
Allen
S. C. Johnson

Ed Sullivan
(8-9)

Maverick

8:30

9:30

John

Edwards
Whitehall

7:30-8-30)

8:15

9:15

Sports

No net service
D Edwards
Brown & Wmson
(repeat feed)

|ohn
Daly
News
Bristol-Myers

jack alt
Benny
Amer Tobacco

8:00

8:45

Sports

Hans Brinker
Hallmark
Sally

Campbell Soup

7:30
7:45

Flick;

42,500
33,500

Tobacco,

AGE:i

SSC&B;

Bates

B&B

Warner-Lambert,
RCA, K&E
Pharmaceuticals,
Bristol-Myers,

Lennen

G**

Parkson
Y&R

Amer Tobacco, BBDO;
Mobil Oil, Compton

30.000
60.000

a1

al ^

Harel
Bishop.
Product
ServicesSpector;
Sterling Drug, DFS

U.S. Steel. BBDO

28.000

Firestone, Sweeney

25,000

Drackett, Y&R; lewis-How
Edsel.Morris,
FC&B Ayer
Philip

15,000

Vi hr.

<««

Prudential, Reach McClintor
Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

& (ames
M

IGRAP
THURSDAY

BlESDAY
IS

18 JAN. - 14

ABC

NBC

FRIDAY

"u

s?

CBS

NBC

ABC

FEB.

SATURDAY

CBS

NBC

ABC

CBS

NBC

,„
IT

Ml

Sports Focus

■JO

John

Daly News

No

Sports

net service
D Edwards
Whitehall

Focus

John
Daly News
Bristol-Myers

No

net service
D Edwards
Brown
& Wmson

i'
ford

Circus
Boy
Mars alt
Kellogg

Train

Drackett.
Lewis-Howe
alt
Edsel

Sgt.

.--«
V

Richard
Private

The Real McCoys
Sylvania

(2/12)
e Hr
11)

TBA

Rin

l,

girc

Shower

Navy Log
U. S. Rubber

No

net service

5-esday Fights: Sp-L
vnce

Welk:

Mu-L

| Top Tunes:

The

Playhouse 90
Kimb-Clark

At. Adams & Eve
R. J. Reynolds

Patrice Munsel
Buick alt
Frigldaire

Schlitz Plyhse
Schlitz

AND

his My

n Wyman:
'UkedFor
^et Your
I a Young:

File: Dr-F

Dr-F
It: M-F
Life: Q-L
Dr-F

'■r Hit Parade:
• Grey Theatre:
r: A-F

Mu-L
W-F

38,000

Plymouth, Crant

39,000

Revion,

36,500

H.

18,000

Skippy

51,750

Florida Citrus,

(2 5 SI

Spector;

Peanut

DeSoto, BBDO;

Quaker

Butter,

CBB

Toni,

North

Oats,

Fame:
Dr-L
"High Adventure with
Lowell Thomas: Dr-F
*Dean Martin Show: V-L
Omnibus:

P&C,

B&B

49,000

Amer

Tobacco, BBDO;

No

Cisele MacKenzit
.„«*„,,
Dean
Martin
)•>,., .i,a,p ,u s,,,i

alt Toni, North

45,000

Gen Foods, B&B;

37,000

AC Spark Plug, Brother; 7-Up, JWT

Ford, JWT

♦The Unchained Goddess:
D-F
Wide, Wide World: M-L

Gunsmoke
L&M
alt

End of the
Rainbow
Pharmaceuticals

$200,000
115,000
275.000

165,000

(1/11 S)
Your Hit Parade

net service

alt Tonl

jectaculars
SPONSORS

COST

Ford,

AND

AGENCIES

JWT— 2 3

Monsanto.
Dupont,

NL&B— 1/19
BBDO— 1 21

Hallmark,

FC&B— 2 9

250,000

General

225,000
115,000

Liggett & Myers,
Union
Carbide,

M-L

* Shower of Stars: CV-L
* Shirley Temple's Storybook

42,000

Have Gun, Will
alt Lever
Whitehall
Travel

Sperry-Rand

and S|

Conquest:
D-F
* Dupont Show of the
Month:
Dr-L
* Hallmark Hall of

Welk

Mike Wallace
Philip Morris

NBC
Sports
Spot
sust (1/10 S)

PROGRAM

BBDO

Bishop,
NL&B

Dairy

Maj
Factor
c|ub 0asis
Polly 3lt
Bergen

of

Gillette
Sports
(10-concl)

Specials

Crant

Bristol-Myers, Y&R

ar Winchell

Cavalcade

L. Ball-D. Amez Show : CV-F

Plymouth,

Helene Curtis, Ludgin;
Benton & Bowles

CV-L

Amer

Gale Storm
Helena Curtis
_Nestle
, ,. alt

Dodge Welk
Lawrence

Lawrence

AGENCIES

Grant
&

' Perry
Como
RCA
& (8"9)
Whirlpool
Klmberley-Clark,

Duchess
Mogen David alt
H. Curtis

The Thin Man

P&G
alt
Brown & Wmson

Mc-E; Miles, Wade

12,000

' White:

Winchell
File

1 erson To Person
Amer (Ml
& Hamm
alt Time

)ane
Wyman
H. Bishop

SPONSORS

Dodge

Perry Mason
Purex
alt sust
Dick And The

Country Music
Life of Riley
Lever alt sust

The Lineup

29,500

QL

Crey

Frank Sinatra
Chesterfield

Walter

Rosemary Clooney
The Lux Show
Lever

Myers

19,000

Ton! alt
R. J. Reynolds

(9-10)

Ford
Ford Show

e Point: A-F
Line:

Zane

M Squad
Amer Home Prod

Playhouse 90
Philip
Morris

Dodge,

People An

alt Bristol-Myers

Lorillard

Colt .45
Campbell Soup
alt Mennen

Myers

14,500

Perry Mason
(7:30-8:30)
Lib-Owens-Ford

Dick Clark
sust (2/1 S)

Jubilee

Playhouse 90
Ameralt Gas

Mennen,

The Family
Keep It In

Country Music

Court Of Last

Of Stars

45,000

V-L

Trackdown
Amer
Tobac

Truth Or
Sterling
Consequences

Jubilee

Draenet
L&M
alt

People's Choice

COST

PROGRAM

Remington

Jim Bowie
Amer
Chicle

alt Quaker

1

It To

Tool

S)

(8:30-9:30)
(1 out of 4 wks)

Bristol

Tin Tin
Nabisco

Leave

S
Life Your
You Bet
Nsu"

Diamond
Detective

Climax
Chrysler
(8:30-9:30)
(3 out of 4 wks)

Bristol

(9-10)

This Is
Your Life
P&G

-

Pat Boone
Chevrolet

Unchained
Goddess
AT&T

- idi

Dough
alt

AC Spark. 7-Up

Kraft Theatre
Kraft (»-lu)

The

Tic Tac
RCA

Preston

(1/3
Father Knows
Best
Scott Paper
alt

luT

(repeat feed)

S

N«u"

Wagon

News

D Edwards
Brown
& Wmson

D Edwards
Whitehall

Motors,

Ltd.,

Camp-Ewald— 1 22

Mc-E— 2 1
Mathes;
Aluminum

JWT— 1 26,

2 9

200,000
225,000

300,000

Chrysler,
J.

Mc-E— 1 23

H.
Breck,
Ayer;
Hill
2 2

Amer.

Tel.

&

Ayer;
Bros.
Tel.,

National
Coffee.

Dairy.
Ayer —

C&W— 2 12

210.000
Gen. Motors, McM,

J&A— 1

19,

C O M

DAYTIME

MONDAY

SUNDAY
ABC

CBS

NBC

Lamp Feet
Unto

P A I

ABC

TUESDAY

CBS

My

Carry

ABC

NBC
Moore

CBS

NBC

Carry
Moore
Gerber alt

Arlene Francis

Arlene Francis
Sterling

~

Florida Cltrut
alt Vlck Chem
Arthur

Godfrey

Look Up & Live

Arthur

Treasure Hunt
all Mentho

Price Is Right
UN

Bristol-Myert

Lever
Bros
all Ches-Pnds
Ches-Pnds

Dotto

Truth or
Consequences
Sterling alt Lever

In Action

alt

Camera

Three
(1/6

S)

Hotel
Cosmopolitan
Let's Take

Trip
Love of Life
Amer Home Prod
Search for
Tomorrow
P&G
Guiding Light

Wild Kellogg
Bill Hickok

Godfrey

Pharmacrart
alt Peter Paul

Price Is Right
Lever
■It Sterling

Truth or Cons.

Dotto
Colgate

Lever

(1/7 S)
Hotel Cosmo.
Tic

Tac Dough
P&G
alt
Church & Dwlght
Tonl

AmeraltHome
P&G Prod

Tic Tac
Dough
Stand
Brandt

-

P&G

alt P&G
Search
P&G for
Tomorrow

It Could Be You
Menthol alt

P&G
Cuiding Light

Close-Up

No net service

t Could
Be You
Ch.se-Pondi
alt P&G
Close-Up

News
News

Frontiers
Faith

alt

Chese-Ponds

Mentho

Ches-Pnds alt P&G
No net service

Watch
Mr.
Wizard

Treasure Hunt
Brillo

Peter
Paul
alt sust

Stand Brandt

(1:25-1:30)

As the World
P&G

of

(1:25-1:30)
co-op
Howard

tust

As the
P&GWorld

"-si."

Miller
Fan Camp (1/28S)

Beat The Clock
No

net

service

Howard

Beat The Clock
Nestle alt sust

Miller

Howard

Miller

Bristol-Myers

Art Linkletter
Stand Brandt

Wisdom

Campbell

Youth

Johns Hopkins
File 7

Dean

Pike

Bowling Stars
Am Machine &

Paul Winchell
Hart/. Mtn

Texas Rangers

Face-Nation

World
News
Round-Up

Seven

Lively Arts

Look

Here

Ranger
Mills

Conquest

Do You Trust
Your
Wife?

BigColgate
Payoff

Matinee

American
Bandstand

alt

sust

Big

(3-4)

-

Matinee

t

Payoff

(3-4)
Verdict Is Yours
Matinee

Do You Trust
Your Wife?

Verdict Is Yours
Tan Camp (1/28S)
Swift
alt Tonl
P&G
Brighter Day

Wide Wide
World
(4-5:30. alt wk«)
Gen Motort

American

Brighter Day

Bandstand
Secret Storm

Omnibus
(4-5:30. alt wks)
rnlcm Carbide
Aluminum Ltd.

Edge of Night
American
Bandstand

Queen for a Day
Chese-Ponds alt
Mentho
Tonl alt

P&G
Modern Romance:
Sterling Drug

American
Bandstand

Queen for a Day
Stand
Brandt
Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod
P&G
Edge of Night

American
Bandstand

Florida
Vlck

P&G
Modern

Romances

Citrus

Chemical

Kellogg

Wide Wide
World

M. Saber
Of London

alt Tonl

Matinee

Comedy

Time

Sir Lancelot
alt Wander

Omnibus

Lone
Oen

Kitty Foyle

Kitty Foyle

Soup

Wants
Bandstand
partic & co-op

The Last Word

Kellogg
Art Linkletter

Sweets

Co.

Mickey
ClubMouse

Co.

P&G alt
Pharma

alt

Comedy Time
Chese-Pondt
P&G

alt

sust

Mickey
ClubMouse
Mars alt Armour

Am
Par
V4 co-op
NOTE:

L preceding

S following date n

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S
NETWORK TELEVISION
COMPARAGRAPH

& INDEX

The network schedule on this and preceding pages i I!!. I'M
includes regularly scheduled programing 18 January to
1 I February, inclusive (with possible exception of change!
made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly scheduled programs to appear during this period are listed
as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled programs not listed are: Tonight, NBC,
11:15 p.m.-l:00

W

- 14

iG

R A P H

1

ABC

NBC

„

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

I NESDAY

CBS
Carry Moore
Nestle
Libby alt

Arlene Francis

ABC

NBC

Nestle alt

c

Treasure Hunt

trey

1

Gen.

Price Is Right
Alberto Culver
alt Lever Bros

Gen Foods
Gen Foods

Truth or
Consequences
sust alt 1. & Finli

Truth or Cons.

0

"

a

ife
Prod
w
ght

Tic Tac Dough

Hotel
Cosmopolitan

P&O

Love P&G
of Life

alt

P&G

(1:25-1:30)

sust

Howard

Miller

Beat The Clock
Nestle alt
Libby

Art Linkletter

Kitty Foyle

1

Matinee
(3-4)

Howard

Big

Matinee

Do You Trust
Your Wife?

Art
Kitty Foyle

-

i
p

■

No net service

1h

sust)

Howard

Miller

No net service

Howard

Miller

No

net

service

No

net

service

No

net service

|

No

net

service

1

Payoff

Verdict Is Yours
Matinee

NCAA
Football
(var. times)

,]

NCAA Football

H

Linkletter
Staley
Swift alt

American
Bandstand
partic & co-op

Do You Trust
Your Wife?

i

J

(12-1)

Ranger

Gen Mills
alt Nestle

alt Vick

panic & co-op

Yours

2/1)

Lone

Beat The Clock
G. Mills alt Gerber

Miller

Matinee
Bandstand

\\

sust

Swift

Pillsbury

off

(1/18,

Prod

co-op
Close-Up

Miller

Johnson & Johnson
alt Purex

\m,

alt Corn

As the World
P&G

As the World

;||J

P&G

No net service

Close-Up
co-op

Howard

Drug

Sterling
Drug
Detective
Diary

Cuiding Light
P&G

P&G
Pillsbury

True Story
Sterling

Dough

Concert From
Carnegie Hall

Search for
P&G
Tomorrow

P&G alt
Brown & Wmson

Miller

Tac

ItAmCould
You
Home Be alt

It Could Be You
Alberto Culver
alt Miles

co-op

Tic

Jimmy Dean
(12-1)

Search for
Tomorrow
P&G

Howard

Playhouse

alt
SOS
P&G

Cuiding
P&G Light

(1:25-1:30)

Andy's Cang
Minn.
Mining

Love of Life
Amer Home Prod

Lelin & Fink

No net service

Saturday

alt sust
Lever alt sust

Hotel
Cosmopolitan
sust alt Swift

Tic Tac Dough
Kraft

1

Gen Foodi
alt Borden

alt Cum I'm,!

Truth or
Consequences
S)

It Could Be You
Gen Foods
alt Armour

.vice

tt«

(1/10

Ruff & Reddy

Susan's Show

Dotto

Alberto Culver
alt Miles

Howdy Doody
Baking

Price Is Right
.ever

Mentho

Dotto

NBC

Mighty Mouse
Colgate

Corn Sterling
Prod
alt

Sun Bisc alt
Florida Citrus
Gen Mills
alt Vick Chem

alt Miles

C no.

Treasure Hunt

Mills

Treasure Hunt
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Home Prod
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Modern Romance:
Sterling Drug alt
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Prod
Comedy Time
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Welch
Gen Foods alt
Mentho

Buccaneers

Sweets Co.

Mickey Mouse
Club
Gen Mills
alt sust

a.m., Monday-Friday, participating sponsorship; Sunday
News Special, CBS, Sunday, 11-11:15 p.m. (Carter and
Whitehall); Today, NBC, 7:00-9:00 a.m., MondayFriday, participating; The Jimmy Dean Show, CBS, 7:007:45 a.m., Monday-Friday, participating; Captain Kangaroo, CBS, 8:00-8:45 a.m., Monday -Friday, 9:30-10:00 a.m.,
Saturday, participating; News, CBS, 7:45-8:00 a.m. and

Queen for a Day
SOS alt
Welch

All-Star Coif
(4-5)

Miller Brewing

(See

above)

Wlldroot

Iris. -Myers. Llbbybeam, Zenith.
Owens-Ford,
SunR. J. Reynolds
NCAA

(See above)
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Sunbeam.

games
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■
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Football
Scoreboard
Kemper

.lit

(15 min. pgm. —
follows Football)

U ;|
HI

8:45-9:00 a.m., Monday-Friday.
All times are Eastern Standard. Participating sponsors
are not listed because in many cases they fluctuate.
Sponsors,
shown along
of nighttime
and agencies

|
H

Football

Morris, AMF

(See above)

D

co-sponsors and alternate-week sponsors are
with names of programs. Alphabetical index
programs, together with show costs, sponsors
starts on page 46.
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What

ASKS

do you think of the charges
that tv is becoming

Harold
E. Fellows,
chairman of the
board, \ IB, Washington, I). C.
The first question to consider in evaluating these charges that television has
become boring is. I believe, just who
is being bored? We all recall that last
summer, before a single one of the new
programs went on the air. segments of

the entertainment trade press flat!) announced that the forthcoming season
was "a dud." The) were certain that
the) would be bored, if \<>u please, b)
programs whose first rehearsals were
-till week- avvav .
The viewing public, on the other
hand, preferred to make its judgments
after the fact. What has that judgmenl
been? All available measurements that
I have seen indicate that this has been
the most successful season in television

\ ice and positive contributions they
can make to this great medium. I do
suspect, though, that last summer's
prognostications
of a "dud"
season
conditioned some critics
in the manner
of Chicken Little's dire predictions.
No amount of evidence to the contrar)
is going to convince these few that the
sk\ is not falling.
While I believe that broadcasters
have every right to he proud of public
acceptance of current television programing, am
I
equall) certain that this
industry will not be complacent about
its future. Both at the national and
local levels, broadcasters are placing
more emphasis on creative planning
for future programs. This wise investment will provide invaluable "lead
time" and insure that television programing, vital and dynamic todav. will
continue to he so tomorrow.
Peter Cash, president. TvB, New York
I have been asked to comment on "the
boredom factor of television" statement which has. although taken out of
context, come into focus in print and
discussion.
Thev talk about it as if

histor) in terms of audience acceptance. Furthermore, the growth in the
amount of time Americans spend viewing television has increased as the season went on.
In view of this evidence, there is no
doubt in mv mind how broadcasters
must resolve an) doubt raised b) the
charges "I growing boredom. The
broadcaster's hist responsibility is to
the public ami all objective indicationare that he is fulfilling that responsihilit\ well. There is considerable
irony, it seem- to me. in the fact that
in many cases the kind- of programs
linequlvocall) condemned in advance
b) some critics have been the season's
hit- a- far a- the public i- concerned.
I certainl) do not challenge the good
faith of the great majority of our critics. We welcome the constructive ad-

boring

someone had been measuring it on
-dine objective basis.
Frankly, I would dismiss this unsubstantiated diatribe except for the fact
that it has commanded attention in
published
space and could get serious
ing.
attention from ke) people in advertisBecause such ambiguous statements
as this are obviousl) refutable 1 am
not going to take the time to answer
point 1)\ point the emotional reactions

"Jf

stirred up amongst a few. But, I am
going to offer a sampling of television's most recent dimensions to demonstrate how ridiculous they are.
In the month of October, 1957, for
example. Melsen data tells us that the
average U. S. Tv-home spent five hours
and 27 minutes viewing television each
day. This measurement of "boredom"
represents the largest increase in viewing time over the same month of the
preceding year since February of 1955
beat out February, 1954.
What's more this increase in time
spent resulted from an increase in
homes viewing for every single hour of
the broadcast day.
The report also showed that seven
out of 10 months in 1957 set new records as all-time highs for time spent
viewing per day. This, on the surface,
would tend to indicate that people certainly were going out of their way to
be entertained and learn something on
television — not to be "bored."
And they come back in increasing
numbers. In 1957, through November, network television's audience
reached record proportions with audience totals in each month of the year
exceeding last year's comparable
month. This was true of daytime as
well as nighttime tv. This is all the
more substantial when you note that
the average evening network program
reached almost a million and a half
more homes per broadcast in 1957
than in 1956 and during weekdav daytime programs an average of 272.000
additional homes.
The proof of the pudding is then, I
say, in growing audiences and the
amount of time devoted to television.
Whatever the levels of television, it
can be and is constantly being improved upon to meet the changing
tastes of the people. That's a pretty
far cry from talking about boredom.
Cliches, such as these, only cast suspicion upon all the working informa-
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tion which the entire advertising fraternity originates and makes available
for the guidance of advertisers. The
television industry must continue to do
a more positive selling job — to get
across concrete viewing facts at all
levels.
Mark

Coodson, Goodson-Todman Productions, New York

The average man is a bundle of conflicting impulses and instincts. He
wants security, but he loves to gamble.
He craves peace, but is titillated by
danger. He loves his wife, but, oh
\ou kid.
Likewise with tv. The viewer is intrigued bythe new, fresh, and exciting

— but held firmly in the grasp of the
old, the tested, the familiar. 1 believe
of the two forces — there is more
strength to the old and familiar.
In other words, I feel that "boredom" is a relatively inconsequential
factor in the shifting of audience affections.
When a new show comes on, a
viewer may or may not get around to
giving it a trial tune-in. If it is opposite
an old favorite, it may take him weeks
before he even hears about the other
program. And, if there is only minimal hubbub about the new show, our
viewer may never tune it in for so
much as a tiny taste.
If he does go for a sample, and finds
it appealing, he may come back for
more and, then more again. If this
process continues, the new show may
{Please turn to page 82)
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I
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National and regional spot buys
in work now or recently completed

SPOT
RADIO

BUYS
BUYS

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., New York, is planning a topmarket campaign for its Oasis cigarettes. The schedule kicks-off in
late January for ahout eight weeks. Minute and 20-second announcements during early morning and late afternoon are being slotted:
frequencies vary from market to market. Buyer: John Morena.
Agencj : McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York. I Agency declined to
comment. I
Ceneral Foods Corp., New York, is preparing a campaign for
Southern markets to promote its Sanka coffee. The short-term
schedule begins 27 January. The advertiser is placing daytime minutes, 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.. Monday through Friday. Frequencies
vary from market to market. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Kay
Brown. Agency: Young & Rubicam. Inc., New York. (Agency
declined to comment. I

TV

BUYS

Corn Products Refining Co., New York, is lining up major markets for its Nu Soft fabric softener. The campaign starts 28 January;
three flights of three weeks each are being placed, with three weeks
between each flight. Schedules are made up of daytime and nighttime minutes, frequencies varying from market to market. Bu\er:
Jay Schoenfeld. Agency: McCann-Erickson. Inc.. New York. ( Agencv
declined to comment.)
Channel 7 rolls up its sleeves
behind solid programming and
digs in on merchandising and
product promotion that really
pays off. Give your marketing
or distribution problems the
Channel 7 solution-enthusiastic
cooperation from folks who know
firsthand just what makes this
unique Miami market tick.
WCKT's plus services deliver a
promotional punch that gets
you greater returns per TV
dollar day after day.
Try WCKT now and discover why
Channel 7 makes TV a better
buy than meets the eye!

WCKT
CHANNEL.
MIAMI.

FLORIDA

Peter Paul, Inc., Naugatuck. Conn., is going into major markets to
push its Mounds candy. The advertiser hasnt used spot in some
time, and this campaign is its initial reentry into the medium. The
schedule starts 19 January in some 60 markets; frequency depends
upon the market. Buyer: Martin Bruehl. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. New York. I Agency declined to comment. I
The Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is scheduling announcements in various markets for its Crisco. The campaign starts in late
January and runs through the contract year. Minutes during both
daytime and nighttime segments are being used, frequencies varying.
Buyers: Graham Hay and Bob Hay. Agency: Compton Advertising.
Inc., New York. I Agency declined to comment.)
Emerson Drug Co., div. of Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co..
is placing announcements in the top markets for its Bromo-Seltzer.
The campaign starts in late January and extends until the end of the
year. The advertiser is purchasing nighttime minutes, and frequencies will vary. Buyer: Jeane Jaffe. Agency: Lennen & Newell. Inc..
New York.
(Agency declined to comment. I
J. A. Folger & Co., Kansas City. Mo., is adding a substantial
number of markets to its present schedule. Starting dates are staggered through February, and the schedules range from seven to 10
weeks. 20-second announcements are being used during daytime
segments; 20-second and I.D.'s are being used during nighttime:
frequencies: 15-30 per week per market. Buying has just started.
Buyer: Al Randall. Agency: Cunningham & Walsh, Inc., New York.
I Agenc\ declined to comment. I
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No self-respecting haruspex can afford to be caught
divining without a copy of this syllabus of Eastern
Iowa lightning and firepower. If you're not on our
mailing list and would like a copy, notify WMT in
Cedar Rapids or our national representatives, The
Katz Agency in New York Citv.
P.S. You don't have to play a mandolir
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. . .in fact
WSJS television outsells all other stations
in Piedmont North Carolina and Virginia

television
WINSTON-

SALEM

WSJS

television

blankets the biggest,
richest market in the Southeast
The Piedmont section of N. C. and Virginia offers the advertiser a regional
market with concentrated population in
the most industrialized and progressive
area in the Southeast.
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Power
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News

and Idea

WRAP-UP
ADVERTISERS
The government's anti-trust suit
charging RCA and NBC with unlawfully conspiring to obtain five
of the nation's tv stations has been
dismissed by a federal judge in
Philadelphia.
The suit, filed 4 December, 1956,
came four months after the FCC had
approved the exchange of stations. The
Government, informed of the transaction, did not object at the time the
licenses were issued.
Chief Judge William H. Kirkpatrick
in dismissing the case upheld RCA's
contention that the suit constituted
double jeopardy.
Johnson Motors has signed as cosponsor for three Bob Hope hourlong specials over NBC-TV this
spring.
The three shows will occur on 6
February, 2 March and 5 April.
Johnson, with Timex, was one of
Hope's original sponsors last fall.
Plymouth, which picked up the remaining shows after Timex cancelled
after the first, co-sponsored its last
Hope show on 17 January. No new cosponsor has yet been signed.
The American Dairy Association
and the Chocolate Milk Foundation are using network tv and spot
radio to promote a new wintertime refreshment — hot chocolate
milk.
The campaign will run this month
and next.
Revlon continues to diversify,
its latest aquisition being Knomark (Esquire shoe polish.)
Knomark's ad budget with Emil
Mogul this year was about $2 million.
Colgate-Palmolive will extend its
Thin Man series over NBC-TV for
26 weeks.
The contract with MGM-TV calls
for the production of 13 new programs
and the use of 13 repeat programs
during the summer.

SPONSOR

•
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Serta-White Cross mattress company of Cambridge Mass. is going
heavily into air media for its biggest advertising and promotion
program to-date.
As a starter, Serta is sponsoring a
Sunday afternoon feature film program
over WNAC TV, Boston. In the offing
is a saturation spot schedlule on New
England radio stations.
James M. Delaney, senior partner
of Delaney & Woods accounting
firm, has resigned as chairman of
the board of Curtiss Candy Co.
Delaney began his 21-month sojourn with Curtiss as a consultant.
The completion of the prime objectives
of his management program for Curtiss has permitted his return to fulltime participation in his own corporation.
On new assignments: Tom Tausig,
assistant director of advertising for P.
Lorillard. The position, a new one, has
been set up as part of an expanded
marketing program for Kent, Old Gold
and Newport cigarettes . . . W. A.
Jimison, advertising director of the
Chicago-Central District of the Borden
Company . . . H. R. Chamberlin, L.
R. Johnson and R. J. Davis, Jr.,
promoted to full divisional advertising
managers for the Carnation Company
. . . Dwight R. Anneaux, general
manager of the utility division for
Whirlpool . . . Dean L. Stubblefield,
advertising manager of SchenLabs
Pharmaceuticals.
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PULSE

KSTN

LEADS

SELL

with

K

71%*

BY 45%;:;:::

Certainty

T

"most-listened-to" station in the Big
Stockton Market for the past four

AGENCIES
What 1957 did for Ted Bates:
Billings for the year rose to over
$100 million— compared to $75,700,000 in 1956.
The entire increase came from clients with the company at the start of
the year. No new ones Avere added.

years.

MEMBER STATION

A-BUY in California
R/M/C

Productions, Inc., tv commercial production subsidiary for
Reach, McClinton, has completed

GEORGE

P. HOLLINGBERY

CO.

A pictorial review of local
and national industry events

PICTURE

WRAP-UP

Lights! Action! Commercial! Madame Helena Rubinstein is shown here during the
\V«

York

api

Hitchcock Theater is se-

lected byLook magazine as the

year's best half-hour dramatic
show. Receiving the 1957 tv
award is Ufred Hitchcock (center). With him are Joe Moran
(l.)i vice president of Young
& Rubicam. and Don Frost,
vice president and advertising
director for Hitchcock's sponsor, the Bristol-Myers Company

Man with a mink, Ted Neale, Jr.,
Neale \dv. Woe. Hollywood, receives
this stole from Felix Vdams (r.), KLAC,
Los Angeles, operation- vice president for
his winning answer in a KLAC-sponsored
agency contest. Watching are two of the
contest judge- (1, to r. > Ed Cooper, vice
president-western manager of sponsor
and Marvin Saltzman, publishej ol 1/ 11

m

HM

Satellite Cakes are result of baking
contest held to honor the 3rd anniversary
of KEPR-TV, Pasco-satellite of KIMAT\ , \ akima-ow ned and operated by the
Cascade Broadcasting Co. Arguing oxer
the winners are (1. to r.) Bill Moody,
program director and Monte Strohl. stalinn manager. KPER. Ed Morrissey,
he baCas-

.p. of Mode
Columbus.

years of spol advertising over WBNS-TV,
With
him are Arnold
Routson
(1.),

WBNS-T*
presidenl

accounl executive and Paul Kelly (r.i.
of Kelly & Lamb
Advertising
Agcnc>
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5 timebuyers - 5 reasons for
buying WKY, Oklahoma City!
Total coverage sold me!
NCS #2 gives WKY 56 counties
— 18 more than the 2nd station!
Coverage area contains 68%
of Oklahoma's population,
retail sales!
Nielsen proves
unduplicated
weekly WKY's
coverage
is greater than the next
4 stations combined!
..*

Pulse showed me WKY is \
clearly dominant morning ...
noon . . . night! Audience 6 a.m. to ;
midnight averaged 45%
greater than 2nd station!

Cost-per-thousand
clinched it for me! Top
audience, top coverage
make WKY best buy!

Reputation means a lot
to me . . . and WKY has been
one of America's great pioneer
stations since 1920!

"And you'll like the way the Koti people c<
with accurate, useful information and prime

WKY

abilities when you want them."

However you buy... it's

930 kc
NBC
OKLAHOMA CITY
The WKY
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Television System, Inc.

CHANSATIONAL!
CHAR
N
PHILADELPHIA!
SMASH

mm

RATINGS

all over the country! NEW
CHARLIE CHAN improves
ratings, betters time periods
everywhere!
In Philadelphia, on YVCAUTV it improved the Friday
7:00-7:30 time period on its
very first rating by more
than 17', to immediately
become one of the highestrated syndicated programs in the market on any
station, any day, any time,
with a 41.9' , share of audience. (Videodex 11/57).
Captures the big share of
audiences in Chicago, Los
Angeles, Atlanta, Baltimore.
Columbus, Detroit, New
Orleans, Pittsburgh, Dallas Ft. Worth and in key market
after market!

its third month of operation with
the shooting of its 35th commercial.
Werner
Michel,
agency
v.p. in
charge of tv/radio, is president of
R/M/C Productions and a member of
the agency's board.
Tv Guide this week asked Madison
Avenue media buyers to help it
celebrate its passing of the 6-million circulation mark by drinking
a bottle of champagne.
Tv Guide furnished the toast.
New England merger: Silton
Brothers, Callaway Inc. has been
formed in Bos'.on with the consolidation of Silton Brothers and
The Callaway Associates.
Officers of the new company are
Jason N. Silton, chairman; Myron L.
Silton, president; Morris Susman.
treasurer; Ramon H. Silton. executive
v.p.; Earle W. Hoffman, senior v.p.;
Norman Collingwood, v.p. of the industrial division, and Andre B. Paquette, v.p., art department.
In New Orleans, Arthur G. Radlauer and R. J. Caire have merged
their separate operations to form
the Radlauer and Caire Advertising Agency.
Anniversary: The Moss H. Kendrix Organization in Washington
has observed the tenth year of its
operation as a p.r. and marketing
firm serving the Negro market.
The organization, which functions
on a national basis, has sixty-odd product associates located in the major
Negro markets of the country.
Agency appointments : Wexton
Advertising, for the Transogram Co.,
manufacturers of toys and games . . .
Maxwell Associates, Philadelphia,
for Eastern Specialty Co.. manufacturers of electric specialties and testing
devices . . . Miller, Mackay, Hoeck
& Hartung, Seattle, for Mission
Macaroni Co.. division of Golden
(wain . . . Fletcher D. Richards for
the Prolon Dinnerware Department of
I'ro-Phy -Lac-Tic Brush Co., Warner-

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 MADISON

• N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100

Lambert subsidiary . . . O'Neil, Larson & McMahon, Chicago, for EverHandy Rosary Co. . . . Joseph Katz,
Baltimore, for Arthur Murray Dance
Studios . . . Baldwin, Bowers and
Stracban, Buffalo, for Dunlop Tire
& Rubber Corp.

Dwight Mills, chairman of the executive committee of Keny on & Eckhardt,
retired from the agency on 31 December.
Promoted to v.p.: Norman Houk
of Leo Burnett . . . Bernard Kramer
and Alfred Paul Berger of Emil
Mogul Co. . . . Stanley D. Canter of
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather . . . George
B. Beaumont of Benton & Bowles
. . . Adrian Price of Wexton Advertising . . . Albert W. Emerv and
Walter E. Rahel of Harris D. McKinney, Philadelphia . . . Elmer D.
Silha, executive v.p. of O'Neil, Larson
& McMahon, Chicago.
People going places: Daniel A.
Packard, v.p. and marketing director of Geyer Advertising, Detroit . . .
Walter Henry Nelson, director of
public relations and publicity for
Reach McClinton . . . Samuel L. Frey.
v.p. and media director for Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather . . . Harry Way,
\.|).. media director and plans board
member for Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan . . . Beverly D. Bianco, radiot\ coordinator and J. Arthur Rath,
account executive, for Spitz Advertising, Syracuse, N. Y. . . . Herschel
Williams, v.p. and director; Eve
Boyd, secretary of the company; and
Bill Kerr, executive assistant to the
president, for Robert C. Durham Associates, advertising agency management consultant firm . . . Gerard J.
Guarch, art supervisor for Leo Burnett . . . Perry E. Pasmezoglu, senior account executive for Goodman
Advertising. L. A.

ASSOCIATIONS
TvB's Halsey V. Barrett appeared
before the National Automobile
Dealers Association in Miami this
week. Among the things he told them:
• TvB has made 51 custom-built tv
presentations to Detroit and the automobile manufacturers in the past year.
• TvB's effort at the NADA convention aimed to coordinate use of tv
by manufacturers with greater use and
exploitation of the medium by dealers.
• The personal persuasion of tv is
the mass selling answer to the mass
production know-how of Detroit.
TvB also made presentations during
the week before various groups of the
National Retail Dry Goods Association holding their "Retail Week
in
New York."
SPONSOR
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SYMBOLS

OF

IMEMIEWI1IBI1ILI1W

gan's

lower and
upper
peninsulas isfive miles long, including

approaches. Its two main towers
r 552 feet above the water.

Dreamed of since early pioneer days, believed in by generations of Michigan leaders,
the Mackinac Straits Bridge is now a majestic reality.
Another reality is the impressive stature of WWJ-TV

in southeastern Michigan.

Built on a firm foundation of leadership and quality, WWJ -TV towers high in public
esteem and acceptance.
Seeing is believing to the great WWJ
TV audience— a priceless advantage to every advertiser.

Representatives

SPONSOR

•
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Peters,

Griffin.

Woodward.

Inc

Harold Vbrams, before the Independenl Retailers Syndicate, demonstrated li«)\\ to applj a knowledge ol
print production to the preparation of
t\ commercials.
He: ill \dvised members of the
Associated Merchandising Corporation
to take 1595 of their media money
and. as a starter, earmark it for tv,
and (2) concluded a talk hefore the
Smaller Stores: "If \ou are not using
t\ now \ou just aren't reaching all of
your potential audience."
Promoted: Warren J. Boorom, for
two \ears promotion manager for
RAB, now is director of member
sen ice.
His responsibilities: to increase
R \B services to individual members
and to expand the national radio sales
organization's station

membership.

FILM
CBS

TV Film Sales this week issued a 1957 year-end report highlighted bythese items:
• Over-all gross sales were up

.'■!()'(. Foreign sales accounted for
20' 1 of gross, an increase of 27%
over '56.
• Whirlybirds was sold in 157
markets, with 91' i renewals.
• The Grey Ghost has rung up sales
to date in over 100 markets, the compan\ recouping its production cost in
the early fall.
• Another major sell was Mama.
AAP's decision to shelve 200 of its
features and package the rest into
groups of 52 titles reflects some
interesting trends in the film business:
• Increasing selectivity on the part
of the stations. They want good name
features
and they're willing to pay for
it.
• A preference for smaller packages
and shorter contractual periods.
Opposition to the release to tv of
post- 194-8 movies is mounting.
Leaders of the Screen Producers
Guild, Screen Actors Guild, Screen
Directors Guild and Screen Writers
Ouild met this week to close ranks and
collectivel) attempt to outlav\ the
practice.
In the foreign
Sere •n Gems

markets
reports

months of 1957 more than doubled all
of 1956's sales in that market.
In line with the sales increase, Screen
Gems has added Gottfried Hofer Jr.,
former head of Y&R's Mexican and
South American plans board, to its
Latin American sales force.
CBS TV Film Sales has added five
new countries to its foreign market,
bringing the total to 23.
Newcomers include Bermuda. Finland. Iran, Peru and Switzerland.
Fremantle of Canada, NBC TV
Film's Canadian distributor, also plans
a major expansion, and as a first step
has added three new sales executives:
J. Henri Tremblay, of Montreal:
George B. Prokos of Toronto; and
Adair C. Knight, of Winnipeg.
PEOPLE:
Robert
A. Schmid,
to
NTA as v. p. for station relations, a
newly-created post. Schmid was former
v. p. and director of General Teleradio
. . . Harry Ackerman has joined
Screen Gems as production v. p. . .
Arthur E. Breider, new MGM-TV
Central Division sales manager . . .
Frederic L. Gilson, named CBS TV
Film Sales account executive . . . Edward T. Kenner, to Pintoff Productions as sales & service v. p.
TPA

has added six new account executives: Murray Baker, Joseph Barnett.
Roland Van Nostrand and George
Drase, in the Central Division; Oscar

Lynott, in Mexico City; and Lee Cannon, in the station sales division.

NETWORKS
Frank Stanton's talk before the
opening session of a CBS-TV affiliate meeting in Washington this
week contained these salient observations:
• CBS feels that the softness in the
economy may be felt in tv, but there
was much reason for an optimistic
outlook. ("We'll have to work hard,"
Stanton interpolated.)
• "Deep concern" over CBS-TV's
future stemmed from threats of pay tv
and the FCC's network study report,
which would force restraints in doing
business with the networks.
• CBS did more business in 1957
but made less money, because of the
increased cost of doing business.

The dominant

theme of the early
j was that CBS is entering a pemost intensive inter-network

competition with these ways to
bat it: More and more promotion.
publicity and exploitation.
Summaries of some of the comments:
Jack Cowden, CBS TV operations
director for advertising and promotion: Station owners as well as the
network cannot count on habitual network viewing; there is no such thing.
Each program must stand on its own
as a separate and distinct challenge.
Norman Knight, Yankee Network
president and executive v.p. of WNACTV Boston: There's not "just a softening in the economy. There's an almost complete stoppage of new clients
entering television." Those who now
use tv are reevaluating the medium in
terms of its value in today's softening
economy. The answer: a hammerand-tongs approach in backing up
a network's show with merchandising, promotion and publicity and
letting him know about it.
T. A. Sugg, executive v.p., WKYTV, Oklahoma City: the network can
bring the affiliates into closer relations
with it by (1) more closed circuits
and ( 2 I more frequent visits by CBSTV executives among the affiliates.
I See WASHINGTON WEEK page 75
and SPONSOR-SCOPE page 12 for
more details. I
Major advertisers signing with
NBC-TV this week:
The Nestle Co. and American Home
Products will sponsor NBC News on
alternate Thursdays from 6:45 to
7 p.m. The buys are effective immediately and run through 17 April.
General Foods will sponsor The Ruff
and Ready Show on alternate Saturday
mornings for 52 weeks, effective immediately. Hazel Bishop and Glamorene have bought into the new nighttime
version of Treasure Hunt. They will
sponsor the show on alternate Tuesdays
from 21 January.
NBC's year-end report highlights
a number of gains made by the
network in 1957.
Among them:
1) A total of 210 advertisers bought
time on NBC — a record for the industrv. The resulting billings amounted
to anure all
cited.)time high for NBC. (No fig2) Millions of additional viewers
flocked to NBC— lured, the web believes, by its refurbished programing.
5 ) Twenty-three new evening shows
— 5C//Y of the schedule — appeared last
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This recent letter to
WROC-TV speaks for itself.
"We'd like to tell you about
the success we have had on
WROC-TV with Trudy McNall's
Home Cooking Program.
"About a year ago we launched
NANCE'S mustard supreme,
a pouring mustard. For several
months distribution was spotty
and retail turnover slow.

here's how to sell in Rochester !
"In April we purchased one
one-minute spot per week on
Trudy McNall's program, plus
radio spots on two stations.
Distribution was immediately
achieved through all chains, and
in a matter of weeks the
previously reluctant independent
stores came into line. Four weeks
proved that Trudy McNall was
the primary factor in our success
and all other advertising
was dropped.
"Our local distributor reports
increases in sales of nance's
mustard so far this year at 65 %.
One local chain has more than
doubled its business.
"Our sales prove that this program
is at least the equivalent in
impact of shows with ratings
many times greater. Trudy
McNall really sells her viewers.*"

0^L%.&JL^U.
MORE

SPONSORS

WROC-TV

CHOOSE

BECAUSE

• 27.4% more homes reached
daily than the other Rochester
channel (NCS #2)
• Greatest power
• Unsurpassed local programming
and personalities
• Stable labor market with one
of the highest per capita incomes
• Best merchandising, best
advertising results
Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, He.

A TRANSCONTINENT
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STATION

WROC-TV
NBC- ABC-Channel
Rochester, N. Y.

5

fall. Nighttime audiences increased bj
10%.
4 1 Daytime audiences increased by
.'■>()', over last year. Morning ratings
were practically doubled.
5) Total sales on NBC Radio went

concern of the public over Russia's
recent gains; 2) the high viewership
pulled by morning tv.
Today bewail its seventh \ear on the
air 14 January.

RADIO

up 41 '( — through programing and
sales improvements.
0 1 Shares of audience on radio
were u|> 379$ from 10 a.m. to noon,
and 40' < in the 2-3 p.m. period which
was programed locally last year.
7 1 152 affiliates are equipped to
transmit color programing, placing
color t\ within reach of 96.9' < of all
t\ homes.

Net radio buys this week:
• Charles Pfizer for Candettes has
purchased $300,000 worth of daytime
participations on CBS.
• Philco will sponsor Don Mcary.
Neill's Breakfast Club five days a week
from 9 to 10 a.m. beginning 20 Janu-

8 i Magnetic tape recording in color
and Mack and white will go into opera-

ing Corp. has bought into Mutual's
late evening program, The Long John
Show, 11:35 to 12 Mid. begininng 13
January.

tion in April of '58. Its use will contribute to nationwide schedule, regularit\ and replace kinescope and lenticular film processes.
NBC TV's Dave Garroway reports
he's received 200,000 requests for
the Rockefeller report on national
seeurity which he offered on Today.
The response, 35 times greater than
an) other pulled by a single Today
program,
seems to indicate: 1) the

MBS . . . Selig J. Seligman, elected
a v. p. of the ABC division of AB-PT. j
He
L. A.is general manager of KABC-TV, I

• Niagara Therapy Manufaetur-

• Hudson

Vitainin bought post-

Contest

STATIONS

ideas:

• WLOF,

Orlando, Fla., held a|

"Free Living Expenses Contest." which
required listeners to identify, in order, ,J
the 16 sponsors
whose commercials
were heard following the sound of a
"panic button." The contest drew 3,000
letters for each of three weeks. Thel
prize: $600.
• WRR, Dallas, in conjunction
with the State Fair of Texas, promoted
"Cotton Bowl Carnival Week" with a
mystery sound contest. Listeners who
identified the sound (a handkerchief

midnight segments of Mutual's Barry
Gray Show. It's the first sale for the
network after midnight. Agency: Pace
Advertising.

rubbed against a gunstock in the shooting gallery) dropped their entries in a
box on the midways. The prize: .$500.
• Four Good Neighbor Stations
in New Hampshire are searching for

Other net appointments: John
Fitzgerald, administrator of cost control for ABN. He has been director of

"the prettiest girl in school" in a contest suggested by a song of that title.
All high school girls within listening
range are eligible, and the winners will
be chosen on 19 April.
• WARL, Arlington, Virginia,
has under way a whisker derby which
it hopes will raise $500 for the brace

sales service for ABC-TV . . . Raymond L. Fuld, account executive for

The Customer is Always Right!

fund of the children's hospital. Men
are urged to grow beards in competition for the $300 first prize to be
awarded 6 April, and all listeners are
asked to make donations to the fund.
• KSFO, San Franeiseo, asked
listeners to finish the slogan "Bernie
is great because
. . ." Green
based onplaying
a recording of Bernie

Whether you're one of the more than 50,000
radio-electronics engineers who will attend this
year's convention and show or one of the 800-plus
exhibitors, you made this what it is today.
jHtft's big... but just big enough to bring you all
that's new in radio-electronics
• research and development!
THE

MARCH
24-27
IRE NATIONAL CONVENTION
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
and The Radio Engineering Show
Coliseum, New York City

"More Than You Can Stand in Hi-Fi."
The contest, sponsored by San Francisco Records, drew 30,000 entries
from every state and some foreign
countries. First prize was a $1500
Ampex home music system.
Affiliations: WCGC, CharlotteBelmont, N. C, joined ABN on 6
January . . . WEIR, Weirton, W.Va.,
joined NBC on 1 January . . . KCBC,
Des Moines, la., affiliated with ABN
on 5 January . . . WAMV, St. Louis,
affiliated with ABN on 13 January.
Anniversaries:
• WHOP, Hopkinsville,

Ky.,

completed 18 years of broadcasting on
8 January. The station is affiliated
with CBS.
• A religious
program
on
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first in Los Angeles.

CHANNEL

98

11

Your goods will i
ed-up audit
In Greater Los Angele

KFW
) General

Ma

) Nationally

by Bl/

WDRC.

TERRE HAUTE,
Indiana's 2nd Largest
TV Market

Hartford, observed its 23rd

anniversary on 5 January. It is the
"Radio Voice of Religion" heard Sundays at 9:15.
Citations: WTIC, Hartford, has received the commendation of the U.S.
Naval Submarine Base at New London
for promoting a highway safety campaign at the base . . . WINE, Buffalo,
for its coverage of news and veterans
affairs, has received the VFW's Americanism and Citizenship Award.
Station buys: RKO Teleradio assumed control on 2 January of
WGMS, Washington, from The
Good Music Station, Inc. ... Ed
Weston, former assistant general manager for WCPO. Cincinnati, has purchased WZIP, Covington, Kv.
Faces in new places: Robert E.
Mitchell, general sales manager for
WINZ, Miami . . . Mel Corvin, sales
account executive for KCBS, San

Weekdays
at noon
AMOS N ANDY

Francisco . . . William Hansher, special assistant to the president of RadioCincinnati . . . Thomas D. Tyson,
manager of press and promotion for
WAMP and WFMP, Pittsburgh . . .
Mel S. Burka, general manager of
WTIP. Charleston, W. Va. . . .John
H. Pace, general manager for KABC.
Hollywood and directing manager for
KGO. San Francisco. Both are ABN
stations . . . Sandy Jackson, program
director for KOWH. Omaha ... Lee
Allan Smith, local sales manager for
| WKY, Oklahoma City . . . Maury Farrell, director of special sales, special
events and sports for WBRC, Birmingham.

TV
WBCs

PRIME MID-DAY
PARTICIPATIONS
San Antonio's "money-managers" . . . and
al a cost on the package plan
that goes as low as $24.75. Let
Amos
V
Andy
sell your
product . . .

STATIONS
A. W. Dannenbaum,

in his

year-end report this week, forecasts "an even more promising
opportunity
tion revenues.in 1958"

for tv sta-

WBC's tv stations have just completed the best year in their history,
he disclosed, with billings up 6.Z%
over 1956, the previous high.
is projecting
a 5.9' , increase
for WBC
its stations
in L958.
Programs for teen-age audiences
are being emphasized these days.
Among the stations featuring
them:

SAN

ANTONIO

• WBAP-TV , Fort Worth. Tex..
i> doing a record show (ailed Teen Age

Downbeat. It features (lancing and
top tunes picked b\ the teen agers.
with students from a different school
appearing
each dav. Grand Rapids,
• WOOD-TV,
Mich., is programing a weekly rock
'n roller called Bop Hop. There rae
interviews, contests, dancing and skits
by the area's high school students.
• WLW, Cincinnati's Bob Braun
is the organizer of a two-hour Sunday
teen show
Bandstand. Itis called
attendedBobeachBraun'
week s 1>\
150
teenagers from Cincinnati high schools.
WDSM-TV,
Duluth,
Minn.,
has
presented its former tower to the
Duluth-Superior Educational Corp. to
help get its educational tv station on
the air.
The gift, representing $75,000 of
equipment,
as theandstation's
contribution was
to made
education
scientific advancement.
Honored:
G. Richard Shafto has
received a testimonial plaque from the
directors of The Broadcasting Company of the South in recognition of his
25 years of service as executive v. p.
Affiliate: KMOT-TV, Minot, N.D.,
on 12 January joined NBC as a primarj optional interconnected affiliate.
Going on the air: WLOF-TV, Orlando, Fla., will being operation on
1 February. The station operates on
316,000 watts video, and 158,000
watts audio, with tower 749 feet above
sea level.
New

It is the area's ABC affiliate.

on the job: Richard

A. J.

McKinney, film director for KYWTV, Cleveland. 0. . . . Jane Bresler,
publicity writer for WTCN AM-TV,
Minneapolis and St. Paul . . . William
P. McGowan, to the Charleston news
staff of WHTN-TV, Huntington. W.Va.
. . . George McClellan, sales representative for WCAU-TV, Philadelphia
. . . George E. Moynihan, public
affairs director for WBZ-TV. Boston.
He succeeds Chester F. Collier, recent l\ appointed public affairs director
for Wcstinghouse . . . Bill Fitzgerald.
Io the neus staff of NYMTY. Omaha.
\eb. . . . John N. Bushnell, Jr.,
director of engineering for KVOO AMTY. Tulsa . . . Raymond E. Owen,
assistant
chief O.engineer
for \\J.'INNTV.
Columbus,
. . . Ronald
Pollock, research and sales development
consultant for NNPIY New York.
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» Average Share of Audience

»Average Rating
:ry.m

>At radio prices!
It happened in San Francisco . . . December 22, 1957, when nearly one out of each four Bay Area
homes was tuned to KSFO for the pro-football game between the 49ers and the Detroit Lions!
It can happen again . . . when KSFO broadcasts the Major League Baseball games played by the
San Francisco Giants. For proof, check the 1957 Nielsen and Pulse radio ratings of the Milwaukee Braves. You'll find the Braves consistently drew 50 to 80% of the tuned-in audience!
This tremendous audience can be yours in sports-minded San Francisco — and throughout Northern California*— for the full seven months of the regular and exhibition season.
Only a one-quarter sponsorship of these exclusive baseball broadcasts remains unsold. Call collect
or wire KSFO or AM Radio Sales Company in New York, Chicago or Los Angeles, now!
* The games played by tlie San Francisco Giants will not be broadcast
by commercial television. KSFO and the other stations of the Golden
West Radio Network have exclusive radio rights to the Giants' games
throughout Northern California. Each sponsorship includes this full
Northern California coverage.
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VHF
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Always first in the So uthwest
first in the n* tion in
Share of Audience
in
3-station VHF mi
mming,
rlcets. That's
how
the August ARB ranks
first in progra KRODfirst
TV — buy *er and
height first n promot
and.
tising bove all. first
West
to cover adverTexas
Southern
and
New
"^■jbmB
Mexic

Trendex, beginning 1 February,
will add five cities to its rating surveys bringing to 20 the number
of multi-station markets covered
by the reports.
The new cities are Boston, Houston.
Indianapolis. Omaha-Council Bluffs.
and St. Louis.
TvB

Mill next show its new presentation "The Vision of Television
— 1958" to admen in Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, Indianapolis, Cincinnati and St. Louis.
Previous showings in Chicago, New
^ (irk and Philadelphia hrought out
crowds in excess of 3.000.
ARB"s top ten tv programs
1-8 December:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Perry Como I NBC I
Gunsmoke
( CBS I
Lassie I CBS I
Steve Allen (NBC I
Ed Sullhan
I CBS )
Lucille BallDesi Arnez (CBS)

7. People Are Funny
( NBC I
8. Have Gun Will Travel
i CHS I
9. Jack Benny (CBS I
10.
You Bet Your Life
( NBC I

or

for

VIEWERS

PROGRAM

Results of BAR's
elections:

48,690,000
46,720,000
45,130,000
38,480,000
37,070,000
36,830,000

32.970.000
32,900,000
32.580.000

recent officer

FILM
Bryan

COMPANY
• TA 3-8158

• Dalles

Friday basis will reach 45' '< of all
homes an average of 2.2 times. This
study covered the 11:45 p.m. period
in Saskatoon. London and St. John's,
Nfld.

The CBC will build a network relay center at Calgary to improve
its tv service to the four western
provinces.
The center will go into operation
when the network is hooked up directly
with the Pacific Coast in Jul}. 1958,
although completion of its facilities is
not anticipated for two years.
Key to the operation will be the use
of four magnetic-tape video recorders
to insure live quality reception at best
local viewing times. The Calgary center
will function to delay the transmission
of programs and thus compensate for
time zone differences.
Kudos: CKNW, New WestminsterVancouver has been awarded first

operations.

place in the National Home Week
Media Awards Contest of the National
House Builders Association. The station was commended for intensity of
coverage and enthusiasm in getting
behind
local promotion for National
Home Week.

CANADA

3825

• A single late evening spot or program participation on a Monday to

v.p. of BAR's New York office, and
Alfred K. Edwards, Jr., v.p. for field
Promoted: Keith Culverhouse, now
director of sales development for TvB.

TV Spots look better
produced by

First results are now in of a series
of TV market studies being eonducted by BBM for the Broadcast
Advertising Bureau. Here is what they
show on the market impact of the
medium
in Canada:
• Three 20-second announcements
at non-prime viewing hours will reach
over two-thirds of a market with multiple impact. The time periods chosen:
Tuesday 7:30 p.m., Thursday 4:15
p.m.. and Friday 11:30 p.m. in the
London, Calgary, Regina and St.
John's markets. The announcements
reached 68'y of the homes an average
of 1.6 times each.

33.890.000

Robert W. Morris, formerly executive v.p.. has been voted in as president. Retiring president Phil Edwards will serve in the newdy created
position of publisher and as chairman
of the executive committee.
Other officers are David W. Allen,
cxecuti\e v.p. for production and administrative matters. Albert C. Morey,

JAMIESON

avoid special promotions before and
during the survey days, believing that
if inflated figures are arrived at by
such activity, users might then discount them to the discredit of both
stations and BBM.

The Bureau of Broadcast Measurement has announced the dates for
its 1958 spring survey.
They will be 17 to 23 March for the
30 metropolitan and city areas, and 19
to 22 March for rural areas.
BBM

is strongh

urging stations to

Job appointments: Jack Webster,
to the news staff of CKNW New Westminster- Vancouver . . . Eugene M.
Kinney, elected v.p. of Zenith Radio
Corporation of Canada. Ltd., Windsor.
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SKOAL
A VOTRE SANTE
We're starting the New Year with a special fifth
our FIFTH YEAR

OF TELECASTING .... and with a salute

to our viewers and advertisers, who have helped immeasurably
in keeping us THE FIRST TV STATION
Viewers PREFER

IN SHREVEPORT.

our station! The proof lies in the

November ARB which gives us 7 of the TOP 10
shows .... 19 of the TOP 25!
Advertisers PREFER

us, because of our PERFORMANCE

story.

Let your Raymer man "set 'em up", while he tells you that
story

channel

he knows it well and likes to tell it!

shreveport, la.
Represented by PAUL H. RAYMER
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CO., INC.

RADIO
I Continued

11IIU

greater network radio activity 1>\ our
from page 35 I

JWT's Ruth Jones. McCann's Tad Kelly and FC&Bs Art Pardoll. to mention
a few.
But this \ear. they'll have to do even
better if they're to capitalize on 1957
opportunities.
Some all-media men put radio presentations today way above pitches
made by other media in terms of creativity of approach, direct presentation
of information and logic. Views on
the efficiency of the salesmen themselves are split.

ANNISTON
ALABAMA
serving
and
selling

"They tend to go where they know
the business is. rather than hustle up
new agencies and clients," says Compton's Bert Mulligan. "You can't blame
them for that, but if they're to increase
their volume over last year, they will
have to create interest in new areas."
The toughest criticism is that the

over
110,000
with good
popular music
Rep: Everett-McKmney

Inc.

reps are "selling figures and circulation" these days, rather than programing. Too many have fallen into the
rut of underplaying creative programing. Cost and circulation are easier to

clients this year than last," says
BBDO's Bill Hoffmann. "Trushay has
its entire 1958 budget in network radio. Its schedule started in mid-January. GE is starting on Godfrey. Other
clients on this vear so far include Du
Pont, U. S. Steel. General Mills. Bristol Myers. Philco. Penick and American Institute of Men's and Boys' Wear.
But right now we're on the verge of
one of the biggest returns to network
radio since the advent of tv."
The forward leap of network radio
came during the same period when
spot radio took its big step ahead.
Since 1957 was not a year of big
budget increases on the part of the
majority of air advertisers, it's apparent some of the radio gains were
at print media's expense.
Admen expect to see this trend
maintain
throughout
1958.
As radio proved its effectiveness
throughout 1957, client budgets for
1958 began to include radio right from
only.
the start. It's no longer the supplementary or "plug-up troubles" medium

ONE OF THE

sell. But it's programing that gives a
station its character. And if new buying patterns are to be stimulated, the
reps will have to sell programing with
renewed vigor.

FIRST 100 MARKETS

"Even some network salesmen tend
to play down the talent content and

tighter — so some of the 1958 radio expenditures must come out of print,

character of individual shows," a wellknown agency media executive told

magazines and newspapers both. It's
the exception when radio represents an
extra budget appropriation. Right now
many annual budgets are in the process of being split for the various
media.

sponsor. "One guy came in to sell me
on a schedule, told me how great one
of their new talents is. and when I
asked him background on the guy, all
he could say was, 'Well, he did a lot on

4S THE

the Coast'."
Admen more advanced than sellers? Agencies who buy radio may be
ahead of sellers in the way they have

BO*"

WHBF
RADIO & TELEVISION

COMING!
Greatly Expanded TV Coverage
from

a

New

1000-ft

Tower.

0
REPRESENTED

BY AVERY-KNODEL,

INC.

reorganized for the medium's new
character.
At least two top agencies. Y&R and
BBDO. have put top-level media executives into radio coordinating functions.
Y&R's Ken Wood and BBDO's Bill
Hoffmann specialize in network radio,
keep on top of new developments in
that medium and help present it to
other agencymen and to their clients.
Signs are now strong that other
agencies may make similar moves. Client interest is making it expedient for
agencies to give radio more manpower
and research.
"We've already

seen indications of

But despite its newly acquired stature in the eyes of advertisers, radio
money won't come easy. Tv rates are
as demanding as ever and ad money is

This means — it's imperative that
sellers keeps up with the changed radio
climate — and hard-sell it if radio is to
keep growing.
The earliest indications are that both
air media must sell harder than in
years past in order to keep expanding.
Ad money is being spent even more
cautiously in 1958 than it was last
season, during the first few months of
the big business recession.
Although
tv sales
keeps effectiveness,
getting admen's
kudos
for its
its
high cost might create a pinch unless
the sellers of tv take action right now.
In next week's issue, sponsor will report the views of clients and agencymen currently buying both network
and spot tv and their tips on making
1958 a bigger year in spite of the
ad money squeeze that began a few
months ago.
^
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F. R. P.
IS
F.R.P. is many things . . . F.R.P. is SPORTS

. . .

Play-by-play on every Oriole game . . . the full Colls season . . . thrillpacked Saturday afternoons of Navy football.
The World Series . . . the All-Star game . . . the Sugar and Rose Bowls . . .
championship boxing every week . . . the running account
from traekside of horse races from Maryland and around the country.
The most complete day-by-day coverage of the sports world by WBAL
Sports Director Joe Croghan . . . interviews with people who are making
news wherever they are.
F.R.P. SPORTS

tends II BAL i

dole. Arizona, for Orioles
> rover the Colts, and to

South Raul for a Navy-Notre Dam

F.R.P. is SPORTS— fully covered, fully reported, fully broadcast
. . . AND SPORTS IS ONLY ONE PART OF F.R.P.

WBAL
Y I. CHR1STAL

RADIO
CO.

**jb

^i^jLr"^
*FULI_
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RANGE

PROGRAMMING

9 N.Y.
Rated 2-to-1 Favorite
in all surveys for 7 years

Representatives:
EVERETT-McKINNEY, In
York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francis

PONSOR
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
18 JANUARY,
SPONSOR

1958

Copyright 1958
PUBLICATIONS

INO.

This has been one of those really hectic Washington
Note these developments:

WEEK
weeks for the industry.

• Rep. Oren Harris (D., Ark.), chairman of the House Commerce Committee, opened
hearings on pay-tv with the express intention of blocking the pay-tv trial authorized by the FCC.
• The Moulder House Commerce subcommittee ran into stormy weather in the
form of dissension among its members and between itself and the parent house committee.
But it finally came up with a 27 January starting date for hearings on the manner
in which regulatory agencies are administrating laws under their jurisdictions.
• The CBS TV affiliates'' meeting drew massive attention from official Washington
and newspaper readers in its soundings off against pay-tv and the FCC Network Study Report. (See SPONSOR-SCOPE, page 12 and NEWS WRAP-UP, page 59.) The course was
set for the affiliates to offer united testimony on the Barrow report.
• FCC Chairman Doerfer assured the House Commerce Committee he will not "tolerate"
any pay-tv operation that would jeopardize free-tv.

The FCC is giving the networks a breathing spell on the Barrow report, which
will likely last at least for the rest of this year. Here's the involved story:
The Commission invited comments by all interested parties at hearings to begin on
3 March on the controversial report of its Network Study Group.
The Senate Commerce Committee, the Celler House Judiciary antitrust subcommittee,
and the House Small Business Committee all had issued reports of one kind or another on
network practices.
All were set to prod the FCC on action or lack of action on their own reports as
well as on the Barrow report. The Commission sent a letter to the Senate Commerce Committee saying that the recommendations of its Cox report were quite similar to many Barrow findings, and since the Barrow report was still under study comment on the Cox report would be premature.
Since the same sort of reasoning would apply to the other reports, and since the
start of official proceedings on the Barrow report by the FCC enables the agency to decline
to comment on a matter under active consideration, it would appear that the' setting of
Barrow hearings shunts Congress neatly aside for this year, at least.
The hearings, incidentally, are of a fact-finding nature. If, after they are concluded, the Commissioners believe some changes should be made in network ground rules,
they would issue proposed rules, the networks and other interested parties would file
briefs, and then answering arguments, and finally the Commission would likely call
other sets of hearings before coming to final decisions.

House Commerce
January.

Committee

porary reprieve from

chairman

the Moulder

Harris this week gave the FCC

subcommittee's

a tem-

hearings due to start 27

Subcommittee chairman Moulder has planned to start his inquiry into the ways regulatory agencies administer by poking around the FCC, with emphasis on possible skeletons
in the FCC closet.
Harris countered this by:
1) Keeping the power of subpoenaing agency files away from Moulder and retaining
that right for himself.
2) Turning the first phase of the hearings into a general inquiry.

SPONSOR
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Last Fall, when Little Rock and Sputnik exploded l^

KNOW YOUR SCHOOLS"
ALERTS AMERICA
TO ITS NUMBER ONE
PROBLEM

:«y

tion into the headlines as America's greatest problem
NBC Owned Stations were already at work on theiurf
sive know your schools Project. Planned with i^
operation of the "United States Department of lata
Education and Welfare, this was a community-le1!*
amination of our schools, aimed at alerting listene 1 1„
viewers to what is going on inside the American clas; ou
At the end of the six- week project, the NBC Impact ab
Service technique had achieved 800 million audient i«
pressions. It had also achieved these results :
hartford — WNBC-sponsored Public Service Fti »
drew 60,000 to education exhibits

YRK _ wrca, wrca-tv saturation spot announceompaigns led to enthusiastic public support of All
Nighborhood Schools

los angeles — krca Benefit Telecast raised funds for important extra-curricular activities

xr.LPMA — wrcv, wrcv-tv documentary series
e of coming need for scientists

buffalo — wbuf promotion boosted parent attendance
during Open School Week to record-breaking 55,000.
The techniques used in the know your schools Project
and the results achieved are now being documented for
general use. In making them available, the NBC Owned
Stations welcome broadcasters, educators and all other
interested individuals and organizations to join them in
a continuing drive to heighten public awareness of America's Number One Problem — Education.

■■» xncisco — knbc on-the-air promotion brought a
i crease in PTA membership

NBC OWNED

wgton-wrc, wrc-tv interview-series projected
idare for Higher Education in the nation's capital
te year 1970
<> - WMAQ, wnbq special programs inspired for»rof Community Action Meetings and Discussion
sin local schools

STATIONS

A round-up of trade talks,
trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR
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HEARS

Gunsmoke's James Arness should be the best informed
problems facing the networks in government areas.

tv performer on the

Arness, as guest at the CBS-TV affiliates meeting, sat through Frank Stanton's
speech on the implications of the anti-network activity and Dick Salant's academic analysis of the Barrows Network Study report.

The trade is keeping a sharp eye on the work of Korean
signer of the abstract commercial which Union

Paul Kim, the de-

Carbide used on this week's Omnibus

special.
It feels this youngster might add sparkling dimensions to functional abstract art.

The 1,000-odd people at McCann-Erickson's New York plant can't help but
be audio news conscious: They get a 15-minute news program at 4:15 daily over the
division's closed circuit.
The broadcast consists of world and New York news plus company items. (There are no
outside commercials.)

The lesson is hard and costly, but the sponsors of three wobbly tv shows did the
buying on the talent agent's say-so.
A deal practically had been set when the agencies finally got into the picture.

A young timebuyer's assistant in one of the topline agencies was told this week when
she asked for a raise:
"Come
many

now, money

isn't everything. Where

else could you be exposed to so

eligible men?"

Why rep salesmen find the going so frustrating in one of the major spot agencies:
Three of the major accounts virtually

mastermind

their own

media

buying,

making it tough for a salesman to track down "the" decision-maker in the agency.

Despite all precautions, an agency occasionally can't help finding two highly incompatible products back-to-back in a chainbreak.
As happened this week to Piel's Beer and Bufferin on WNBC TV:
On the heels of the Piel blurb came that now trademark)' flash of the woman
graine agony.

in mi-

The old wheeze about familiarity seems to be motivating those who do most of
the letter-writing to the tv networks.
A check by sponsor indicates that those who express appreciation are in the minority.
Most of the mail is about some gripe or another.
Up to a year or so ago the proportion

was just the other way.
SPONSOR

•
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THE PHILADELPHIA TELEVISION AUDIENCE

£

December 1957 ^\

/

PHILADELPHIA '^TROPOLITAN AREA
STATION SHARE OF SETS-IN-USE SUMMARY

Z^i
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

26.5

Sign-on to 9:00 AM
9:00 AM to 12:00 Noon

32.5
U0.3*

:
-

¥<*
1.9

lil.5* L3.5
23.8

Sign-on to Noon
18.5
35.0*
19.8

Noon to 6:00 PM

19.1

6:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:00 PM to Midnight

27.0
27.1

6:00 PM to Midnight

27.0

28. 6*
U1.9 17.9
3 .1
61.1 36. h
2>.5
U1.3
53.2

SATURDAY
17.9

2.2
2.1»

29.2

33.3

39.0

Sign-on to 6:00 PM
6:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:00 PM to Midnight

2.5

18.1
29.1
28.0

0.1

\JflL-TV

:

0.7
V-.9
56.1
L7.9

1.8*
3.0

15.0

Sign-on to 6:00 PM
6:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:00 PM to Midnight

-

0.3

0.2

35.6

SUNDAY

0.2

2.6
3-0

31.2
y-.-i

2U.U
23.3

36.9
15.8

fa ajl£ hffau

0.2

'-

Noon to 3:00 PM
3:00 PM to 6:00 PM

^^-

Other

WFIL
(A3C)

0.9

26.U
U2.7* U3.U
2U.6 L6.2

0.7
0.3

1.1
3.6*
2.3

SUNDAY THRU SATURDAY
6:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:00 PM to Midnight
6:00 PM to Midnight

28.7
25.5
27.8
25.3

32.5

2.U
2.3

39. 1

2.3

36.5
32.5
36.6

1)1. h

0.1
0.2

38.9

(§IGN-0N TO SIGN-OFF

0.1
0.2

_^*~
3li.o
These shares are based on time periods when the station
was on the air. The asterisk is used only for stations
that are on less than the station telecasting the most
quarter hours during the particular period.

TRIANGLE

STATION

WFIL

AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU, INC.

-TV

PHILADELPHIA,
PENNSYLVANIA
CHANNEL 6

ABC-TV

WFIL-AM
FM
• r
TV,
wp;;r:;Mby:. r;t

Philadelphia, mPa.
t-~

/ ' WNBF-AM
™°°*°

/
a.. ..
WFBG-AM.TV
FBG
AM
TV. A.toona-Johnstown, Pa. / WNHCAM
Trianale
«Nafi„„
i <~
.
angle
National
Sales
Office,
485

™. PM

.

-■
-rw

B/■ —
l

*

B.nghamton,

. FM . TV. Hartford-New Haven
exmgton
Avenue,
Lexington
Avenue

• BLAIR-TV

»—

N.Y.

-*,

/

«—*-.

WHGB-AM,

...

Harrisburg,

...

Pa.

WLB"-TV,
Pa.
Conn '/ WLBR
TV
lLebanon-Lancaster,
h
I
New
York
17,
New
York
mn,
,

DUTCH
MASTERS
[Continued from page 38)
cabs scurrj and ladies yearn foi the
man who smokes . . . etc."
"In many instance? we used drawin-- identical to our magazine ads in
the h commercials; but much of the tv
artwork had to be specially done for
us Some
by Francois."
says Sanders.
admen have
been critical of
the Dutch Masters' commercials from
two standpoints: (1) the Francois art
style, the) say. doesn't reproduce well
in l\. and (2) pacing is too fast, they
claim.
"We

took the calculated risk that

Francois' soft, smeary style would be
tough to transmit on tv," says Rollo
Hunter. FWRR vice president and director of tv/radio, who worked with
the creative staff on the films.
"However," he continues, "this is
the sort of thing you never see in tv —
and remember, this is designed strictly
for spot use. The unique artwork,
combined with the semi-animation and
the fast pacing make our commercials
stand out in the spot tv climate, where
they stack 'em three deep sometimes."
\\ h\ only semi-animation?
Hunter

told sponsor "we're limited as to what
we can do with Francois' artwork under our contractural agreement with
him. We felt, also, that by just making the eyes pop or the waiter's legs
jump in the 'waiters hop' line, we
would enhance the Francois style and
still retain its flavor."
How does Hunter feel the commercials have stacked up? "With the
amount of money we can spend, we've
got to be darned sure our commercial
is going to catch your attention; I believe our unique approach is getting
that attention."
The films, produced by David Piel
Productions, were made in minute
lengths, but can be cut for use as 20's
and I.D.'s.
In buying time for the commercials,
Sanders said, "we bought spots between 6:00 and 12:00 p.m. daily
around top-rated shows to reach a volume male audience. We also bought
into a lot of feature film programs,

has alternate-week sponsorship of the
fight telecasts from New York's famed
St. Nicholas' Arena.
El Producto has been in the fight
picture since December, 1955, over
the DuMont station in New York City,
and on some of the stations comprising the DuMont Sports Network. At
present, El Producto-sponsored fights
are carried in New York and Washington.
Tv results : Admen connected with the
Dutch Masters campaign on tv are reluctant to credit this advertising with
any direct sales results as yet, saying,
in effect "it's too earh/ to tell." Sperzel took sponsor to Jack Mogulescu,
assistant to the president of the parent
firm, Consolidated Cigar Corp., who
echoed the sentiments of many admen
today in relation to advertising effectiveness measurement.

good fare for the male audience."
Tv also gets heavy play from another brand in the Consolidated Cigar

Young, crew-cut and spectacled executive Mogulescu had this to say:
"We have no way of knowing exactly
what results advertising, or any specific form of advertising gives us in

Corp.'s setup — El Producto, marketed
by G. H. P. Cigar Co. This subsidiary

the"All
salesI can
picture."
say at this time," he con- 1

Fbvfr Ut F/ieoito
The November '57 ARB reports —
Between 7 a.m. and 12 midnight
Sunday through Saturday
KMJ leads with 200 quarter-hour firsts
while Station A has 134, and
Station B has 132

KMJ-TV

•

FRESNO,

CALIFORNIA

IN TOTAL
RATED TIME
PERIODS
• Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
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We Really

TKS&&,

in SHREVEPORT!
Another astonishing McLendon success story!
Trendex* tells it sensationally — from last
among eight Shreveport stations in November
to FIRST in December — a one-month miracle!
Shreveport's new KEEL has jumped from 4%
of the Shreveport audience in November to
32.7% in December . . . next highest station
18.2%. And these are just metro ratings — they
tell nothing of the way the huge coverage of
KEEL has keel-hauled the 69-county area it
dominates with its 10,000 watts at 710 on the
dial — 1,420,400 population in its half-millivolt
area. KEEL (formerly KTBS), 35 years old this
year, and yet as new as tomorrow! In one month,
KEEL has 21% more listeners than all Shreveport network stations combined, and 55% more
listeners than the next highest independent radio
station. Just ask the General Manager, Richard
Wilcox, or your nearest John Blair man for the
full picture on KEEL.

A

TEXAS

TRIANGLE

AFFILIATE

KLIF-KFJZ
DALLAS-FORT

WORTH

KILT
HOUSTON

Represented by John Blair & Company
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KTSA
SAN

ANTONIO

tinued. '"is that preliminary reports
from the markets where Dutch Masters
is using tv seem to show that they are
doing better sales-wise than most of
our other cities. Hut. In pothctii all\
speaking, investigation in one of our
t\ cities could reveal the distributor
had strengthened his sales force, which
might account for some of the sales
increase in that city.
"I see case histories all the time
where someone says, 'sales rose 300%'
after this or that medium was used —
frankly I'm skeptical as to whether all
the contributing factors have been
"For instance here's a hypothetical
analyzed."
case. Sales go up an average of 10%
in the tv cities as opposed to the nontv cities. Then, investigation of the
non-tv cities shows that four of them
dropped considerably, dragging down
the average of all. Some of the non-tv
cities could have upped sales 20% but
drops in others could negate their effect in the overall picture. Until we've
compiled all the facts and looked at
the picture — then investigated further
to find out why the picture looks like
it does, we're reserving opinion on the
effectiveness of the spot tv campaign,"
the analytical executive stated.
No need for telescopic vision
to see the results you will reap
from the use of Channel 4 on
the great Golden Spread.
More than 100,000 TV sets
in a vastly healthy and wealthy
market.
Power:

Visual
Aural

100

Radio: "We used radio where we
couldn't afford tv," Sanders said. The
catchy tv jingle, composed at EWRR,
was used in Detroit and Cleveland on
radio.
"In Cleveland we ran about 15 spots
a week on two stations; in Detroit five

kw

50 kw

per week on one station," Sanders
told sponsor. In Detroit, Dutch Masters also sponsored a 15-minute show
about 4:00 p.m. Saturdays during the
football season. Titled Big Ten Parade, it followed the big ten games.
A rundown of the preceding game was
given by the local sportscaster. Spot
20-seconds also were used in University of Michigan games broadcast by
a local station.

Antenna Height 833 feet
above the ground

Dutch Masters integration of its entire advertising program among the
various media is pointed out by Sand-

KGNC-TV
CHANNEL
4
^
~ ^--^

AMARILLO,

TEXAS

CONTACT
"**- — ^
ANY
^^^^

KATZ MAN

*^\.

ers. "The jingle tied radio to tv, the
artwork tied tv to print media, and the
'good things happen to the man who
smokes Dutch Masters' theme wrapped
it all up into a single advertising package for top effectiveness," he said.
What will air media's role be in the
future? Sanders predicts "some expanded tv activity this year.
We'll

probably continue with our present
schedule into February or March, drop
out for the summer and come back in
our present markets, plus some new
ones, in the fall." Radio? "It will
probably continue as a supplement to
tv; we feel our campaign i- better
suited to tv because of its visual approach," the EWRR adman said.
The air activity will continue, as in
the past, to back up Dutch Masters
print media investments: $233,305 in
magazine advertising and $337,182 in
newspapers during 1956, according to
PIB and ANPA Bureau of Advertising
estimates. For the first 10 month of
1957, magazine ads totaled $241,211,
PIB estimates.
^
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(Continued from page 55)
then become the habitual favorite.

Or

he may jiggle back and forth between
the old and the new in a kind of schizoid uncertainty.
If, however, he isn't overwhelmed by
the
sensation,
he more.
just doesn't
bothernewto come
back for
And if
enough fellow viewers feel as indifferbered. ently as he — the new show gets clobCertainly this clobbering has not
come about because of audience "boreAs a matter of fact, I am convinced
that shows that get on and stay on for
a while show remarkable resistance to
the boredom factor. Shows become institutionalized— part of regular viewing habits, and it takes a real atom
dom."
blast to shake the audience away to
something new.
Of couse, there are qualifications.
If new and imaginative touches are not
introduced to keep a show vital, it can
grow brittle and dusty. Then, when
vigorous competition is brought to j
bear against it ... it can suddenly
crumble. But — I repeat — this accounts
for a son's
minor
percentage of every seacasualties.
In most cases, the husky new program, full of high hopes and p.r.'s
promises, is shoved into the ring
against the aging opposition, set for a i
one-punch knockout — only to find after the count is in — that wiry old ,
grandpa, tired blood and all, is still in
there punching, while sonny is out on
his big budgeted bottom.
Bored? Nobody even had a chance
to start yawning.
^
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DRUG SALES
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Tv and radio
NEWSMAKERS
Robert A. Schmid has been named to the
newly created post of vice president for
station relations of National Telefilm Associates' film network. Schmid has been a
vice president and director of General Teleradio, the tv-radio station subsidiary of
RKO Teleradio. He was also a member

to its sale by RKO.

of the board of directors and vice president of Mutual Broadcasting System prior
At MBS he served as administrative vice

president of sales, programs and advertising; vice president in
charge of station relations; and vice president in charge of advertising, public relations and research. Ely Landau, NTA board
chairman, says Schmid joins NTA as a planned expansion move adding seasoned broadcasting executives to the firm's management team.

Bob Hanna lias 1 een promoted to the post
of national sales manager at WPST-TV.
Miami. He had been retail sales manager
since the station went on the air in August
1957. In June 1957, Hanna organized the
nucleus sales crew of WPST-TV, the newly
formed Public Service Television, Inc., a

Hundreds of extra eyes to be
exact — the most restless
retinue of retinas — work for
you at SPONSOR to help keep
you the best informed executive
on broadcasting that you can
possibly be.
Experienced eyes that see
beneath the surface and beyond
the fact. Eyes that bring you
not alone news but the most
comprehensive analysis of this
news in the entire publication

wholly owned subsidiary of National Airlines, Inc. His background in the industry
includes association with ABC network in Hollywood. Hanna has
worked in radio and tv for 14 years as announcer, producer and
at one time, the talent on his own Miami Star Parade program. In
1934 he headed the tv and radio department of Bevis Assoc. Advertising Agency. He returned to the Storer organization and sales in
1956 with WGBS-TV, Miami.
WPST-TV is represented by Petry.

field.
That's why you should read
SPONSOR — at home
. . .
where you can give it your
unhurried time — your relaxed
imagination. One idea that
you can apply might well be
worth a lifetime of subscriptions.
Now — for less than a penny
a day — just $3.00 a year —
you can have 52 issues of
SPONSOR delivered to your
home. Try it on this
money back guarantee.

Frederick C. Neuberth, Jr. has been appointed director of radio research, a newly
created post, for Avery-Knodel. Inc. In announcing the establishment of a separate
radio research department, Lewis H. \\er\.
president, noted that the move was part of

Only gift subscriptions for ad01 agencies are17,eligible.
'
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full
any time I'm
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the firm's continued expansion in the direction of greater service and increased sales

development afforts on behalf of represents! stations. Neuberth has been with Avery-Knodel for 10 years,
working in radio sales, research and as a staff executive. In his new
post, he will be responsible for counseling the firm's represented
stations and sales staff on (1 ) new research needed and (2) on the

D

Bill me

D
Bil

fir

analysis of existing research. Before joining Avery-Knodel. Neuberth
spent Id wars at T\\ \ headquartered in Washington and New ^ ork.
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.BECAUSE

THEY

KNOW

TEN'S ON TOP — Right! On top of 1, 329, OOO people,
representing 407,700 families and 357,555 TV homes*
TEN'S ON TOP — Right! On top of more than 3Vt million
tourists ivho visit South Florida and Miami every year.
So ivhen you show it on WPST-TV you show it to the World!
*Source — Television Magazine
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ABC

NETWORK

Public Service Television, Miami, Fla.
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Co.

SPONSOR
SPEAKS
Subliminal threat
Subliminal projection will never be used in television because today's advertisers arc too mature to trifle with a device
-o main viewers would resent as an invasion of privacy. If
subliminal projection is tried on tv, it will be in a publicity
^t iint or short-lived experiment.

lO-SECOND

SPOTS

Pitch: Tv actress-announcer Zel deCyr
recentl) handed this advice to women:
"Advertising agencies hire me to share
my enthusiasm ahout certain products
or \\a\> of living with you . . . It's
almost like a marriage . . . But how
man) women have this kind of sharing in their marriage? How many
women are able to get their husbands
to even listen to them? . . . You have
to interest him. You have to use an
approach that will attract him, amuse
him, entertain him . . . hut above all

Vnd >ci we're concerned that this gadget which has
somehow captured public attention can do a good deal
of harm to television.

make him want to hear you." It wont
necessarily ivork — husbands are prone
to what motivational research calls

This week, for example, the New York Times Magazine
carries an article called "Most Hidden Hidden Persuasion"
which suggests to the glance-reader that tv is ripe to try subliminal projection (though it does not really say so because
indeed there is no basis for such a statement).
A large cartoon portraying the demons of subliminal projection at work on an American family sets the stage — fol-

"selective inattention."

lowed bya sub-headline which states: "now tv faces the challenge of the subliminal, or phantom, plug — painless, odorless, noiseless and definitely sneaky."
But the article itself reports the only use now planned for
sp is in motion picture theaters (where a new test, it is said,
will soon begin). The Times also says sp has been rejected
b) all three networks as well as NAB. Why then link subliminal projection with tv at all?
The answer is that many literate people have a virtually
uncontrollable passion for finding fault with television. An
issue like subliminal projection, however illusory, provides
an occasion to preach that tv admen will stop at nothing to
work their will on the public.
This is claptrap — and we call on tv's spokesmen to refute
such articles as that in the Times Magazine. Indeed a wise
step would be the offer of a rebuttal article to the Times from
someone in the industry. (We'll do the offering ourselves if
no one else comes forward.)
Moreover we call upon the originator of most of the subliminal talk, James Vicary of Subliminal Projection Co.,
Inr.. to reconsider his plan to promote sp. Vicary, who has
done much imaginative work in his primary field, market
research, is unlikely to reap much return from sp in tv —
though theaters may be another matter.
Meanwhile, almo.-t subliminally, he can do harm to the
stature of tv and tv commercials with the public.

Freewheeling: On St. Louis'
tional station, KETC-TV, Frank
Associates agency tried a
"brainstorming" session. Now
one can think like an adman.

Security: Along Madison Avenue,
New York's Con Edison Electric Co. is
engaged in an extensive wiring operation that has much of the stem torn up.
Other morning, an adgirl noticed this:
from one small excavation, a workman
would scoop a shovelful of dirt, walk
about five feet away to another small
hole and drop in the dirt. Our adgirl
could only assume that later he would
reverse the process. She commented,
"There's the most secure, enduring job
on Madison."
Arf! If we were an agency, we'd try
awfully hard to get at least one of the
following accounts that manufacture
dog deodorants: Scent-Sation, WagNolia, or Pet-Tunia.
Promoters: To publicize its new Cinema 7. a Sunday movie series, WNACTV, Boston, is using a set of art masterpieces with captions: Whistler's
Mother says, "Whistler's out but I'm
staying in for Cinema 7"; Venus, "I
lost my head when I heard about etc.";
Rodin's Thinker, "Who's thinking?
I'm just waiting for Cinema 7." And
we're just waiting for p.r. boys to run
out of ideas.
More

I

this we fight FOR: Radio's chances to
exceed boom rear L957 look excellent as 1958
begins. But sellers will have to do more than
coast, is the In si step, we suggest they check
pointers from admen which appear on page 33.

educaBlock
public
every-

Promotion: Dave Yarnell, director of public relations for WABD-

TV, New York, publicized Night Beat's
special program on "How to treat a
New Year's Eve hangover" by sending
out aspirin tablets. We missed the
show, but ate the aspirins. It worked.
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STATIONS

KCMO-TV, Kansas City
• KPHO and KPHO-TV,Phoenix
KRMG, Tulsa
and WOW-TV,Omaha
• WHEN and WHEN-TV,Syracuse

Inlli about

IMPACT...!
ARB says it ... .
TELEPULSE says it .

"WLAC-TV

X

has 41.0%

of the audience from sign-on
to sign-off 7 days a week/'
The

South' s Great

MULT

I -MARKET

Station
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AS THE
BARROW POT
BEGINS TO BOIL
Washington rumblings
are focusing spotlight
on net tv study and
proposals
to ban
tion time. Here
are opthe
possible effects on the
nation's advertise] Page 29

lhe Product That

Saturation

Wasn't Very Good Looking

radio's newest

)ri upon a time there was a Product that wasn't very good looking.
kr that was a shame, too, because it was a nice little Product, a pleasant thing,

problem

Page 32

anless and unassuming. Even useful. But, it just wasn't very good looking.
:c this reason, it dealt the Advertising Men a dilly of a fit. Heaven forbid

AMF's tv theory:

h. they should picture it. They certainly couldn't describe it. It was undemonstrable.
ft Advertising Men were in a king-sized, filter-tipped Quandary. But one day when

customers firstratings second

h' were conferring, the Mailroom Boy walked into the Conference Tent with some \
m quills and risked a Suggestion: why not just tell the People what the Product did?
¥< describe it. Or picture it. Or demonstrate it. This was a Great Idea and they did it. And \
h Product sold like crazy. And the Mailroom Boy was made a Vice President. And all was well

Page 34

ral '.Sometimes words speak louder than action. Honestly now, is your product good
o ting? Demonstrable? If not, just tell the People what it does! For this, use Radio.
* have several attache cases full of hard-hitting facts about our favorite medium. May
♦ •show them to you?

Re success of its users speaks
4r SPOT national spot radio
R dio Division

EDWARD

RETRY

Tv gets set
to do some
hard selling

clearly

Page 38

& CO., inc.

r e Original Station Representative
3RK • CHICAGO

• ATLANTA

• BOSTON

• DETROIT

• LOS

ANGELES,*

SAN

FRANCISCO

• ST.

LOUIS

■ t-J

St. Joseph, Missouri
680 KC 5000 WATTS

2,502.000 <srds c°nsumer
7

7

Markets, July, 1957)

households*

794,860

farm P°Pulation

1 A A

O A O

S Cons
<SRDts,
July,umer
1957)
o U o , 1 U U Marke
7

$3,671,000,000
Consumer spendable income per year**
counties

139

[ in St. Joseph
i in a 34 County Area
50% More audience than the next station from 5:30 A.M. to 12:00 noon,
Monday through Friday.
21% More audience than the next station from 12:00 noon to 7:00 P.M.,
Monday through Friday.
40%
More audience than the next station from 5:30 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.
Saturday.
(34

35

Years

old

this

year!

KFEQ

Ted

County

survey— Pulse,

Nelson, Exec. V.P.

March,

/

National

1957)

Ted

Branson,

Manager

Representative:

Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.

•Sr
|

•fa

y

Put your Omaha money . . .
•zi^n? the biggest Pulse* J* :
KOWH . . . for seven consecutive years at the top in daytime
Omaha radio, thanks to programs and personalities that
get through to people. Good coverage, too, on 660 kc.
Become an Omaha success story. Talk to Adam Young or
KOWH General Manager Virgil Sharpe.
*Dec. 1957, 7 a.m.S p.m., Mon.-Sat.
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News

ARTICLES

29

Barrow pot begins to boil
Washington rumblings focus spotlight on net tv study and proposals to
ban option time.
SPONSOR examines possible effects on advertisers

32

Saturation radio's newest problem
Does greater copy variety go hand in hand with size of saturation campaign, or is copy repetition as effective? Here's what experts think

34

38

Customers first — ratings second
There's no worship at the tv ratings altar by AMF.
the
into practice by sponsoring bowling

They put qua]
to reach bowler

Tv gets set to sell
The signals are up. For the first time, television must start selling
hard. This is what the buyers say they want as the tables start to turn
Is merchandising really worth it?

40

'" -clling the Spanish language market, it seems to have special impact. One example: The success of Libby's baby foods in New York
Trek to the West Coast

42

Does the current westward move mean New York's talent pool is drying
up? sponsor asks three New York tv talent buyers for their appraisal

47

Editorial sumup: SPONSOR 1957
-^s 1958 gets underway, a quick look back. Here is a complete, concise
recap of sponsor's last-half 1957 articles, indexed for quick reference
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KTHV
sells
nearly All
of Arkansas!

"KTHV

largely

responsible for
300% sales
increase!
Says ROBERT

S. HERZOG,

Advertising and Sales Promotion Manager,
Boyer International Laboratories, Inc.
Boyer International Laboratories recently bought a 13-week saturation campaign on KTHV for their H-A Hair Arranger, a liquid
grooming aid. Although it is currently available only in the
western two thirds of the nation, H-A ranks fifth in national sales.
Boyer plans to tackle selected Eastern markets soon, using same
saturation technique. Here's what Mr. Herzog says about KTHV:

•• I think you will be interested to know that
with only half of our 13-week campaign
expired, we have already reached our
sales and distribution expectations.
Our sales for the first seven months of
this year have exceeded last year's first
seven months' sales by 300%. In fact, this
year's first seven months' sales out-do all
of our 1956 Little Rock sales by 125% . . .
and the past six weeks of advertising and
promotion are responsible for 58% of

"Good movement." "Excellent displays in
stores." "Sold
for the
first time." "Doing quite well in
stores." "Reordered." And the proof
of these reports is, of course, shipments.
To a large extent, the credit must go
to the exceptional job you and KTHV
advertising, promotion, and merchandising did for us. The cooperation you gave
us was equally exceptional. J J

this year's business.
Reports from our sales representative in
the Little Rock area read as follows:

S7

ROBERT

KTHV . . . LITTLE ROCK
316,000 WATTS .... CHANNEL
Henry Clay, Executive Vice President
B. G. Robertson, General Manager
SPONSOR

•
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S. HERZOG

i"

ADVANTAGEOUS BUYS
IN WMAR-TV'S RICH
MARYLAND MARKET

O

THE ELEVEN O'CLOCK

m

NEWS

reported by MATT

THOMAS

Monday thru Friday
11:00 to 11:10 P.M.
• An experienced
newscaster
• trained news writers and cameramen
•world-wide,
nation-wide,
Maryland
news
• complete weather report and forecast
• WMAR-TV and CBS newsfilm
• facilities of Associated Press and
The Sunpapers
plus AP wirephotos

0

CHANNEL 2 THEATRE
full length feature films
Monday thru Friday
11:15 P.M.
Popular Hollywood stars in top movies
from Columbia, Warner Bros, and 20th
Century

Fox libraries. Every Friday is

Mystery

Night with a first-run suspense-packed film shown.

WMAR-TV
• • •

•

CHANNEL

~

SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD.
TELEVISION
AFFILIATE
OF THE
COLUMBIA
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, Int.
N*w York, Detroit, S». Louis, Son Fronciico.
CMcogo. Atlonto, Dollot, lot AngeUt

NEWSMAKER
of the week
S. C, Johnson & Son, with over 50% of its multi-million
budget in tv, has divisionalized its set-up to have belter marketing anil advertising control over its many neiv products.
Under its newly elected president, Howard M. Parker, the
company plans to introduce a number of new consumer products with spot tv/ radio campaigns to be followed by net tv.
The newsmaker:
Howard M. Parker, new president of the
72-\ ear-old S. C. Johnson Company, says that advertising propelled
the multi-brand wax manufacturer into an enormous expansion program during the past few years.
"We've better than doubled our advertising budget over the last
three years." he told sponsor. "And more than half of our appropriation continues to be in television because of the sales impact
and demonstration ability of the medium."
Among the most recent tv-successes is the company's new Klear
floor polish, about to go on network tv.
"We launched Klear with a substantial spot tv campaign in New
England some 18 months ago and
today this floor polish has national
distribution."
S. C. Johnson's expansion follows the pattern of some of the
gianl soap companies: Some new
products the firm is Introducing
are directly competitive with established Johnson brands.
"This does not mean that one
brand takes away from another

Howard M. Parker

necessarily/" says Packard. "Actually, it just assures us of a larger
share of the floor-cleaning market. The same woman who uses Stride
on some floors, could use Klear on other floors in her home. The
characteristics of the products are different."
Johnson's line is split among three major agencies: Needham,
Louis & Brorby (Johnson's agency of record for the Steve Allen
Show), Benton & Bowles and FC&B. Through these agencies, Johnson is alternate-week sponsor of Steve Allen, and Red Skelton and
has just bought an eight-week participation campaign in se\<n different NBC TV daytime shows. Glade. Johnson's air freshener, will be
Starting a major spring 1\ -radio spot campaign through Benton &
Bowles b\ mid-Februarj .
"The new divisional organization which divides our products into
the Household Products Division and Service Products Division, will
make various product managers and divisional admen responsible for
our advertising effort," says Packard.
"All our advertising has to be approved by our merchandising and
advertising review committee, which consists of the chairman of the
board, president and other top-level executives.
^
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All da.y-^~r~every day and
Sundays . . . every rated quarterhour gives KCBQ the biggest San
Diego

audience

by a grand

(Pulse, Oct. -Nov.) Another

ment for the
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— FAMILY

progran

major markets demonstrate^.^
general audience can be kept intact
and growing by a continuous program service of broad acceptance
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fragmentation

by

ful slanting to special groups.

Result:
Double

Advertisers always
reach buyers.
and redouble

your campaign

the power

of

in Bartell markets . . .
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[BEEN
AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 10 MILLION BUYERS
Sold Nationally by ADAM
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YOUNG,

Inc. for VVOKY
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Take Our Pulse

it's the Heartbeat
of OMAHA!
HOOPER
Nov.-Dec, 1957

8 AM- 10 PM

PULSE
Nov., 1957

43.2
share

23.0

8 AM - 6 PM

share

TRENDEX

40.8

Dec, 1957

8 AM - 6 PM

share

le1.
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■"
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24 AHours
Day

AveryRep.
Knodel

Selling
inmany
Force
A withVital
more than
twice as
listeners Today's
as any other Omaha
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Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers
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In just a few weeks the 1958-59 network tv buying season starts rolling, and you
can expect anything but a shortage of new programs.
CBS TV and NBC TV each has over 20 shows in the making — under outside assignment or on the boards.
Whether or not they're bought by September, most of these will be scheduled by
the two networks in their fight for dominant position.
Hence agencies will be urging their clients not to let themselves be trapped into
stalling on future commitments because of spring business conditions. The reason is simple:
A buyer scramble in the fall would find the networks in an advantageous price
position.
Judging from comment heard these days at plans board sessions, tv might be pushed
into a special type of selling job due to the squeeze on the advertising dollar.
The tenor of the top-level comment:
• We have come to recognize tv as the greatest glamor medium, but how much
know about its ability to deliver sales?
• Granted tv's dynamic status, how do you compare
tv with a dollar spent in other media?
This may be a clue to what a lot of other admen
the buying season starts in two-three months:

do we

the value of a dollar spent on

are thinking about doing when

George Abrams, Revlon ad manager, told SPONSOR-SCOPE this week he anticipates:
• A scramble for the shows that can come through this season with good track
records.
In other words —
• Sidestepping of new properties for programs that have been established with viewers.
• A revival of tv's early mystery-crime cycle, but with the accent on quality in writing, production, and character.

Robert Hall Clothes this week wrapped up plans for its spring radio-tv saturation schedule.
The list will involvel80 radio and 120 tv stations in 150 markets.
Schedules will average 100 radio spots a week and 20 tv spots.
The first stage of the campaign, via Frank B. Sawdon's Jerry Bess, is set for the
week of 17 February.
The peak will come around Easter.
Spot tv prospects soon will be asked to look at some
of the medium.
At least three major reps now
(1) Prove the basic value of
(2) Serve as the springboard
The idea is to create a distinct

new

qualitative studies

are immersed in preparing presentations which will
tv spot (aside from costs), and
of an updated all-industry pitch.
image of spot tv as compared to other media.

Lucky Strike returns to network radio (NBC) in May, after four-year absence.
The buy: The Bob and Ray package consisting of 10 5-minute week-end shows.
The contract is for 13 weeks. American Tobacco considers the campaign: 1) an extenBBDO

SPONSOR
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sion of the brands' spot schedule and 2) a tool for reaching the out-of-home audience.
developed this one.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued .

Drug-toiletries advertisers are buying their nighttime network tv this season
at an average cost of about S3. 35 per-1000-homes-per-commercial-minute.
SPONSOR-SCOPE's estimate, based on December average homes
talent costs, shows the CPMHPCM for this class of advertiser to be. :

and time plus

American Home Products, $4; Bristol-Myers, $2.65; Chesebrough-Ponds, $2.70; Colgate,
$2.70; Helene Curtis, $2.90; Max Factor, $6.90; Johnson & Johnson, $2.10; Pharmaceuticals,
Inc., $3.05; Revlon, $3.50; Schulton, $4.20; Toni, $3.20; Warner-Hudnut, $3.10; Whitehall,
$3.40; Wildroot, $2.10.
(See 18 January SPONSOR-SCOPE

for CPMHPCM

of food advertisers.)

For the advertisers in the top rating rungs the cost of nighttime impressions is
still an extraordinary bargain.
This shows up markedly in an analysis by SPONSOR-SCOPE
second December 1957 report.

of the top 10 in Nielsen's

Applying SPONSOR-SCOPE's estimate of time and talent costs to Nielsen's calculation of average homes per program you get these costs-per-thousand-homes-per-commercial minute:
PROGRAM

TIME & TALENT

Gunsmoke
Jack Benny
Wells Fargo

$ 80,000
110,000

I've Got a Secret
GE Theatre

COSTS

AVERAGE

72,000
71,000

Perry Como
Wyatt Earp

13,266,000
13,225,000
13,184,000
12,813,000
12,648,000

$64,000 Question

12,648,000

Danny Thomas
Hitchcock Presents

93,000
94,000
72,000

65,000
85,000
93,000*
*Per 20-minute segment; two minutes of commercial.

CPMHPCM

HOMES

16,851,000
13,637,000
13,555,000
13,514,000

2.69
$1.59
1.78
1.75
2.34
2.37
1.82
3.55
1.72
2.33

One sector in air media claiming it's still building up steam mightily is NBC
Radio: Joe Culligan estimates that by 1 March the network — at the rate business is going
— will have $16-million worth of commitments for 1958.
In terms of NBC Radio features, the dollar distribution looks like this: News Around the
World, $4.2 million; Monitor, $4.5 million; My True Story, $2 million; Bandstand, $2.3 million; the afternoon soap operas, $2 million; and News and Life of the World, $2 million.
The network's estimated net potential for this year:

$24-25 million.

CBS TV's affiliates left no bases untouched during their Washington
a few days ago.

gathering

After the meet had made its general impact on the town's politicos, groups of station
managers took their attitudes toward the FCC Network Study report and pay-tv to
their Congressmen.
An example: Breakfast dates with Senators Knowland and Kuchel, arranged by George
Whitney, of KFMB-TV, San Diego, for the California delegation.
Chief objective of the coffee session: An explanation of the intricacies of the tv
business and the relations between networks and affiliated stations.
(For an analysis of the implications of the Barrow study report to tv advertisers, see
article on page 29.)

Another account this week left the R&R-Erwin-Wasey fold: The animal supplement division of Merck, worth about $1 million in billings.
The business went to LaRoche, of which Ken Beirn recently became president. Beirn
had the Merck account at R&R-E-W.
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continued

The M. A. Wallach Co. is the latest candidate to toss its hat into the rating
service rink.
The Wallach system, which the Advertising Research Foundation has been asked to look
at, would cost $13 million a year to operate.
ARF also has been asked to underwrite a $20-million test of the Wallach system in
Syracuse on the premise that the method would eliminate the "rating muddle." (The investment, ofcourse, would be returnable, if the service were bought.)
The proposed technique:
1) Personal telephone calls to a large pre-selected panel while the program is on
the air.
2) The interviewing would be conducted by two staffs: one inquiring about viewing
and audience composition factors; and the other on commercial recall, product information, etc.
3) The size of the sample would far exceed Nielsen's 1,500 audimeters and the interviewing additionally would entail person-to-person follow-ups.
So far tv stations have shown little interest in participating in the project. Hence the
entire support will have to come from networks, sponsors, and agencies.
M. A. Wallach's background: American Home Products, KFC&C, NBC, and in the
business of auditing retail stores and making consumer-retailer marketing studies.

The three tv networks collectively grossed $48 million from time sales last
November, which was 9% better than in the like month of 1956.
PIB showed these plus margins per network in comparing the two months: ABC TV,
22.1%; CBS TV, 8%;
and NBC TV, 5.2%.
The gross time billings for the networks jointly in the first 11 months of 1957:
$446.5 million (5% over 1956). The plus margins: ABC TV, 6.3%; CBS TV, 7%; and
NBC TV, 2.6%.

A company's tv position is becoming more and more a strong consideration
in mergers and acquisitions.
This consideration falls into two areas: (1) a network program that the other party
would like to have, and (2) added media discounts that can accrue from a doubling-up.
Cases in point from the program angle:
Revlon latching on to the Perry Como Show via the purchase of Knomark (Esquire
shoe polish); Helene Curtis' getting into What's My Line by buying out Jules Monteil;
and Warner-Lambert's linking itself to Ozzie & Harriet in the take-over of Hudnut.
Program control and discount positions played no small part in these purchases:
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. of J. B. Williams; Gillette-Toni of Paper Mate; and P&G of TipTop Peanut Butter.

The ANA's tv-radio committee is beginning to take a really dim view of triplespotting on network affiliated stations.
As the first step in doing something drastic about the practice the committee is conducting a survey among the ANA membership to (1) find out what's been their experience with triple spotting, and (2) get suggestions for remedies.
The proposal that will likely come out of this study : Circulate a list, by markets, of
the stations reported by ANA members to be flagrantly engaged in triple-spotting.

Steve Labunski resigned this week as programing

v.p. at ABN

and a realign-

ment of the network's programing policy is in the making.
The indicated change in programing concept entails a return to recorded fare to some
degree — with the continued emphasis on personalities.
Obvious inference: The heavy live-schedule — especially in afternoon and evening — was
too high-budgeted for the current market.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued .

With the return of Campbell Soup shortly to network radio (NBC) the medium
will be able to make this claim: It's now got every one of the 15 biggest network radio
spenders of 10 years ago (the peak year for the medium).
Much of the Campbell money is coming from surplus that had been allocated for
NBC TV for the 1957-58 season.
The Campbell radio business is being channeled through BBDO.
This week brought the unusual spectacle of a network officially correcting the
publicity release of a customer.
Bymart-Tintair announced it had acquired a half hour of Tonight, and NBC TV count-

days.

ered this with an explanation: Tintair's commitment was for three minute announcements on the show's Wednesday session and a single announcement on alternate Wednes-

NBC TV further noted it didn't want the impression to get out that it sold Tonight
in half-hour segments — only participations.
The D'Arcy agency is reported clearing the decks for the acquisition of the
8 4-million Lincoln account.
As a preliminary step, Y&R this week resigned the Lincoln business.
P.S.: Looks like Buick will settle on its new agency this week also. Front runners continue to be 1) Benton & Bowles, 2) Leo Burnett and 3) Ted Bates.
Adam

Young raised the torch of the independent station a bit higher this week

with the unveiling of an updated compilation of who's first in the top 25 markets: independent vs. network. stations.
The 1957 count for the independents, based on Pulse averages, as computed by Young:
standing
1957
1956
First
Second
Third

21
10
11

10 plus 3 ties
7 plus 4 ties
4 plus 3 ties

The lavish salaries being paid this season to performers in tv are beginning to
backfire.
For instance, columnist Earl Wilson quoted Shirley MacLaine, not so long ago an
obscure dancer, this week to the effect that:
"When thev told me the price ($500,000 for 10 tv shows), I didn't answer — because
my mouth fell open. I didn't say 'yes' — I thought I was talking to crazy people. They
thought I wasn't happy and were going to increase it."
As a producer of shows other than his own, this has been a tough season for
Jack Benny.
Scott Paper and Schick are pressuring NBC TV for a better show than they've
been getting out of the Giselle MacKenzie half-hour; the odds are that at the end of
March there'll be a different program in the spot.
Another Benny propertv causing some anxiety is Bachelor Father, which— like the MacKenzie show— has a western for a nemesis. For Bachelor it's Maverick: and for MacKenzie
it's Have Cun. Will Travel.
Still another imminent casualtv (but not Benny's) : Sally, alternately sponsored by
Chemstrand and Roval Bee. Y&R. Dovle-Dane-Bernbach. and NBC are jointlv scouting for a
replacement (the starting date depends on program choice).
Bristol-Mvers meantime has cut back to an alternate week on Playhouse 90.
For other news coverage In this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;
Spot Buys, page 54; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 59: Washington Week, page 69; SPONSOR
Hears, page 72; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 78.
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The Twins tike radio with their fun
. . . and tun with their radio

That's why WDGY
and why WDGY

is first* in the Twin Cities . . .
billings are at an all-time high!
Talk to a Blair man, or WDGY
General Manager Jack Thayer.
: Latest Pulse.

W

D G Y

50,000 watts

Minneapolis-St. Paul

WDGY

REPRESENTED

STATIO
TODAY'S

RADIO

FOR

ODD STORZ,

PRESIDENT

• HOME
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TODAY'S
OFFICE: OMAHA,

Minneapolis St Paul

Kansas City

WTIX

New Orleans

REPRESENTED

SELLING
NEBRASKA

BY JOHN

WHB

REPRESENTED

BY JOHN

BY ADAM

WQAM
REPRESENTEDMiami
BY JOHN

BLAIR

& CO.

BLAIR

& CO.

YOUNG

INC.

BLAIR

& CO.

ZIVs NEW, ALL NEW HAH

T SERIES !
ADOLPHE
MENJOU

fflON-ADVENTURE

TARGET IS
ALL IMPACT!

ALREADY
OLYMPIA
BREWING

BOUGHT

Everything viewers look
for in engrossing TV fare!

WESTERN

k ENFORCEMENT

TARGET
HAS
THEM
ALL!

BY:

DREWRYS
BREWING

Boy City
E. Lansing
Ft. Wayne
Cedor Rop.d:

Timebuyers
at work
Jack Canning, SSCB. New York, timebuyer for Pall Mall and Noxzema, feels that a rep's selling job should not end after an order has
been placed. "Reps." Jack says, "are always submitting out
spot ofim-j
provements tobuyers, when their stations have been left
campaign. But rarely do they offer these improvements aftei
sold a schedule. They feel the\
already have the business, and
good spots that become available
are usually sold to new advertisers. Yet, the rep has a moral
responsibility to service an old account first and offer these good
spots to improve existing schedules. And it would be good business. While many of the new
spots would be used for improvements within a present schedule,
others would be used as additional new schedules. The over-all effect would be healthy for the industry. As advertisers realized the concern for their schedules, spot
activity would doubtless increase. So help us out, fellows. We
can only keep check on all the stations in a schedule with your

We're Riding High
... at KONO
Higher and higher go the
KONO ratings every month . . .
by ANY survey.
But what's more important to
advertisers is the fact that
KONO's sales potency is higher
and higher, too . . . even higher
that the audience ratings
indicate.

cooperation.

What helps us in the long run is sure to help \iiii."

Douglas H. Humm, Charles W. Hoyt Co.. New York, says: "I like
ratings. Don't get me wrong. I don't think they are the be-all and
end-all of buying. Far from it. But on the other hand, I don't
think they deserve the abuse and malignment which has been heaped
on them. Ratings are perhaps the one most important tool, I said
tool, of buying. How else would
we get an idea of the comparative
audiences of stations and programs? Idon't mean that a 14.7
is necessarily better than a 13.7.
Not at all. But in order to give

That's because there's new enthusiasm and an earnest desire
to SELL in the minds of every
D-J on the KONO staff.
Try us . . . and see for yourself.
For rates and availabilities, see

your

H-R Representative
or Clarke -Brown man

E3
SAN

E3
ANTONIO

Radio

our client the largest possible audience for his dollar, we must use
^,
Hfcfe

all the means at our disposal, ratings being the chief among them.
Of course, as has often been pointed out, ratings serve merely as a

guide, and should be used in conII the other techniques of sound timebuying.
We
junction with
must take into consideration audience composition, the reputation
of the station. ts believabilitj and ability to motivate sales.
But
ratings arc important,
And I sa\. use them prudently, but don't
abuse them.
Even i
they're not perfect, we still need them."

of Maryland FOOD sales are covered
by W-l-T-H at lowest cost per thousand
And the other 29% are so far from Baltimore
that they're controlled by distribution centers
outside of Maryland.
When you buy W-I-T-H, you buy all of
Metropolitan Baltimore's burgeoning population of 1,550,645**— up 20.2% in the past
seven years alone. You get blanket coverage of
•Sales Management, 1957

It "figures"!
Baltimore's best
radio buy is . . .

the total effective buying market— and no
waste coverage. You get by far the lowest cost
per thousand.
That's why W-I-T-H has twice as many
advertisers as any other Baltimore radio station. That's why, for food and every other
product, it rates as your first choice.
"Metropolitan Research

W- 1 T H
Tom Tinsley, President

R. C. Embry, Vice-President

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Simmons Associates in Chicago and Boston;
Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans; McGavren-Quinn in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles.
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by Joe Csida

CHANSATIONAL!

^

Sponsor
| backstage
Tv networks

at a turning point

There are all kinds of indications these days
that the American people are interested, to a de-

SMASH

RATINGS

all over the country! NEW
CHARLIE CHAN improves
ratings, betters time periods
everywhere!
In Chicago, on WBKB it has
improved the Wednesday
night 10:15-10:45 time spot
by 251' c to become the
NUMBER ONE syndicated program in the market on any station, any day,
any time!
Outstrips closest competition by over 53%, capturing
a 39.2% share of audience.
(Videodex 11/57).
Captures the big share of
audiences in Los Angeles,
Atlanta, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Columbus, Detroit,
New Orleans, Pittsburgh,
Dallas-Ft. Worth and in key
market after market!

gree they've never evidenced before, in national
and international affairs. Television, of course,
and to a lesser extent radio, can certainly take
credit for making a vast contribution to this developing public interest. And television, too,
just a short time ago, gave one of the most
dramatic indications as to just how strong the people's interest in
world affairs has become.
On Tuesday, 7 January, Dave Garrowa\. on his Today show,
offered to send a copy of the Rockefeller Brothers' Foundation report on national security to any listener who wrote in for it. Before
the weekend, Dave had received over 200.000 requests for the report,
with hundreds still pouring in. in every mail. The Rockefeller report, as all of us know, hardly falls in the category of light reading.
It goes on for some 25,000 words in its analysis of the comparative
strength of our nation and the Russians. And when a quarter of a
million people take the trouble to write in for a report of this kind,
as a result of one announcement on a 7 to 9 a.m. tv show. \ou've
got a reasonably alert and intelligent populace, and certainly one
which is responding to television.
Network tv at its best
Typical of the manner in which tv is fulfilling this desire on the
part of an ever-growing segment of the populace for meaningful in- j
formation concerning the state of our union and the universe is the
show the CBS TV network ran on 5 January as one in its series of
90-minute Twentieth Century shows. Utilizing the brilliant corps of
CBS correspondents in key areas around the globe, and in penetrating, meaningful interviews with more than a half-dozen missile ex- [
perts from all branches of the service, and other scientists, this
program. Where We Stand, was literally an education on the same |
general subject as the Rockefeller report: Our preparedness for any
possible attack by the Soviet. Not only did it make crystal clear the
danger of our present position I We're at least a year, probably two
behind the Russians in intercontinental missiles) but it was as timely
as the next day's newspapers. For one of the experts interviewed
on the show was Lieutenant General James M. Gavin, chief of
weapons research and development of the United States Army, and
at that very moment the front pages of the country's newspapers
were telling the story of Gavin's proposed retirement "because I can
do more good out of the sen ice. (ban in it."
All in all, the show was a masterful job, and sponsor, Prudential
Insurance Company of America, agency Reach, McClinton, the network and all personnel concerned deserve the highest praise. The
show cost Prudential about $125,000, and took three months of

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 MADISON

• N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5 2100

preparation. It was a prime example of the kind of show which is
possible to produce only because network television in this country
has developed along the lines and to the degree it has.
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'AY
FIRST Networl
FIRST Feature Film Library
FIRST in News
FIRST in Syndicated
Half Hour Shows

ARB

FIRST in Audience Surveys

PULSE

FIRST in Service ..

CMme# | 5 Oittafa
Meredith Stations are affiliated with Better Homes
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and Gardens

and Successful Farming Magazines

i

toUzr

who's second?

We at WBBM-TV

are anxious as a mother hen to

know who's second in Chicago television.
The latest ARB report shows one station in second place.
At the same time, another station is ranked second
by the Chicago Nielsen Station Index.
But Nielsen, Telepulse, ARB*... all agree on one thing...
WBBM-TV commands first place by a wide margin.
We believe that's what interests you.
Showmanship shows the way in Chicago television. The same
Showmanship

that turns your advertising into Salesmanship.

The kind you find only <">

WRRM

—TV

Chicago's Showmanship Television Station— Channel 2
*December,
1957
CBS Owned-Represented by CBS Television
Spot Sales

I
SETS

IN USE

SIGN ON TO 6 PM-24,6
6 PM TO SIGN OFF-50.8 ?

SHARE OF
AUDIENCE

Sponsor

backstage

contin

Which makes it all the more a pity that people like Dean Roscoe
Barrow, Congressman Emanuel Celler and others of their ilk find it
profitable to build and further their own careers on efforts to restrict and hamper network development. As CBS's Frank Stanton
has often and eloquently pleaded: In this time of crisis it is more
vital than ever before in the nation's history that the networks, both
radio and television, be kept as strong and as solvent as possible.
The FCC is, of course, in the throes of pursuing an investigation
based on the recommendations in the Barrow report, and the networks, having no other alternative, are spending untold amounts of
additional money and hours of invaluable manpower preparing their
answers to the 20 December letter sent to them by the FCC.

100%!

The reps vs. the Barrow

THE
CALIF -ORE
TV TRIO

report

It was especially heartening recently to see such a staunch competitor of the networks as Ed Petry, of the rep firm bearing his
name, speak up in behalf of the networks. Petry 's statement, of
course, concentrated largely on the question of option time, and

bridges the entire
$485,803,000 retail
sales gap between
Portland & San Francisco

said: ". . . to hobble the networks through a further unwarranted,
unnecessary and undesirable restriction of network option time
would do a disservice to every person in the country now enjoying
the wonders of television.
Other aspects of the recommendations in the Barrow report could
be equally damaging to effective network operations in all kinds of
important areas. It is our fervent hope that every sound-thinking
and honest organization in the industry will speak up, if and when
given the opportunity, in the networks' behalf. Certainly ever) station affiliated with a network should make itself heard, either singly
or through group action. And it is even to be hoped that some Earsighted and industry-minded independent will raise their voices in
cennection with some of the more blatantly cocke\eil aspects of the
Harrow report.
Another drive at the networks
It is discouraging, too. to see another drive aimed al the networks
at this very time. I'm talking about the renewed and louder-thanever hue and cry raised by Campbell-Ewald's Philip McHugh on the
old theme that tv prices are out of line and have reached their ceiling. McHugh was so quicklv joined, of course. b\ other agencj
leaders, that the whole recent move began to smack of the successful
efforts of the Association of National Advertisers to reduce radio
rates, several years ago. Whether advertisers will be as successful
in knocking down tv rates remains to be seen.

Three

Markets — One

KOTI
KIEM
KBES
THE
CALIF-ORE

CHANNEL
Eureka, Calif.

3

CHANNEL
Medford, Ore.

5

SMULLIN
TV

TRIO,

Detroit.

JickionvllU,

CBS
ABC
>NBC

STATIONS
Don

ask associates
blair-»/m^
..*.
Oallu,

Billing

CHANNEL
2
Klamath Falls, Ore.

8t

Telford,

Mg

national
representatives
Louli.

It's slightly ironic that ABC TV's substantial progress as a third
and effective major television network is one of the prime reasons
McHugh and other agency men set forth for hitting the webs over
the head for reduced rates, while the same web's growth is apparently disregarded by Congress and the FCC. For the imbalance
several years ago among the four webs, with Dumont and ABC losing their shirts against solidh entrenched CBS and NBC was quoted
by the web-hunters as being responsible for their investigations and
reports. Now that free competition has resolved the situation into
one which finds three strong webs healthily competing against one
another, the web-hunters seem to be unaware of ABC TV's amazing
strength and continuing growth. The web-hunters seem unaware,
but the agencies and advertisers aren't. Do you wonder v\hv network executives are inclined toward a slight bitterness and cynicism? t^
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Why Maid Durkee
Director of Sales &
Advertising Selects
WLW Radio and
TV Stations

Network Affiliations: NBC; ABC; MBS

• Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, Cleveland

• Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales:

Los Angeles, San Francisco. Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc., Atlanta, Dallas... Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of AyGO
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49th aH
Madisof
Which

commercial

slot is best?

Recently have you published any reports on the relative viewing of the
first, second and third commercials
within a program? For instance, for
30-minute television programs, what
are the differences, if any, between
the number of sets tuned in to the first
commercial, the middle commercial
and the final commercial?
Or perhaps the question should be
stated what are the different viewing
levels per five-minute segment of a 30minute program?
John D. Carew, research manager,
Zimmer, Keller & Calvert, Inc.,
Detroit
• SPONSOR has never carried a depth treatment on this subject because there are few if
any general answers. The niinute-bv-minute audience flow varies with the strength of the program,

average probably

because

it would

be a relatively

Correction

I'm sure you've discovered by now
from other sources that your recent
TV-TULSA

THERE

covers

45

ARE
TV

counties

319,278
FAMILIES*

Within the "fabulous 45" are 31 Oklahoma
counties where the retail sales equal half of
Oklahoma's total — the half you can't reach
without TV-TULSA. Counties in Kansas,
Missouri and Arkansas are a bonus to this rich
Oklahoma
market.

item in Sponsor-Scope on Ed Fleri's
new appointment at BBDO was not
entirely accurate.
If you will compare it with the enclosed BBDO memo outlining his responsibilities, you'll find that his duties
are much broader and somewhat different than your story implied.
He is to act in the Spot field exclusively and to work on matters pertaining to both spot radio and television.
Your implication that he is to operate on radio problems only puts an
unintentional and undue emphasis on
that medium.
We

you get the fabulous 45.
ONLY Iwith

at Blair-TV heartily applaud

Ed's appointment and predict that this
important move by BBDO will result
in an increasing number of its fine
accounts examining and discovering
the powerful advantages of spot tv.
Jack Mohler
Blair-TV
• SPONSOR regrets this inaccuracy
and is glad
to lake this opportunity to correct it.
Piggy-back marketing

Your recent article "Piggy-back marketing and radio launch a new product?" was received with enthusiasm by
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all of us. We feel it was a very fine
and informative piece on our Jomar
Instant Espresso radio campaign.
We could use another kindness.
Could you please send us three or four
additional copies of the article. . . .
David North, ad dir.
Martinsons Coffee Co.

"Women's

shows"

When you asked for my home address
so that I could enjoy sponsor in the
quiet of my own home, I loved you!
As a woman broadcaster for nigh on
to 19 years, and gal about our radio
station, who in addition to doing two
25 minute shows a day, five days a
week, makes it a point to call on her

PULSE* says . . .

KLZ RADIO

has the highest average rating
of any Denver station!
Proof that listeners do prefer a station

sponsors personally to see what's cooking and gets copy from the merchandise on display or from recommended

which programs... not to just a small,

sales for the week, etc., I don't have
much time to read quietly in my office.
So I will be delighted to share my now
office copy, and continue to enjoy my

the total all-inclusive radio audience.

personal copy "at home."
Another thing I would like to say
... I am a grandmother ... so having
given quite a few years to radio and
some to tv, I have never felt as so
many women may have, that we had
come to the end of these so-called
"women's shows." I sincerely felt that
they should be modernized a bit, as
our younger generation is modernizing. Ithink it sounds more sincere to
have a woman talk about a homemaking product than having some
male voice trying to explain how a
souffle should look when removed from
the oven, or how easy it is to use a
sewing machine or bake a cake using
the new mix by XYZ.
Forgive the sounding off like this,
but you people are and always have
been a help to those of us who double
in brass, and I for one appreciate it.
Connie Stackpole
WG1R, Manchester, N. H.

single segment of the audience... but to

HOW?
Effective Air Personalities
• JACK

WELLS

• ART

GOW'S

• PAT

GAY

• JACK
• STARR

Show

Show

WELLS

from 10:15 to 11:15 a.m.

from 12:05 to 12:45 p.m.

Show

YELLANDS

• and DENVER

from 7:15 to 9 a.m.

Ladies' Choice

from 4:00 to 4:55 p.m.
Party Line from 8 to 9 p.m.

AT NIGHT

from 6:30 p.m. to Midnight

r LU O

personalities and features

from CBS — the nation's leading network!
'ULSE, October, 1957

Any Comments?
sponsor likes to hear from its
readers. Your comments or
your criticism represents one
of our best methods of insuring that we are accomplishing
our purpose.

KLZ

1958

560 KC

For the whole story call your KATZ r
station
manager
and
director
of
CBS for the Rocky Mountain Area
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Represented

r Lee Fondren,
:s in

Denver.

by the KATZ

Agency

W — ~A

SIGNAL
FOR A
NEWS FLASH

The first faint sounds of Sputnik as it soared through sic

were heard on NBC. This was one of the year's most •■
portant news breaks. More than that, it was dramatic vidence of the spirit which characterizes NBC News touy
At a time when headlines have a special urgency for Amelia.

NBC News is providing minute-by-minute coverage of w'ld
events unmatched in broadcast journalism for speed, axtness, comprehensiveness and mature interpretation.

iiis has been evident all through the past months of crisis.
3r its resourcefulness at Little Rock, Variety called NBC
jews "a heads-up, hustling-, news-digging operation."
Jst recently NBC received astonishing evidence of the
>le it is playing in informing America. During an interew with Nelson Rockefeller on TODAY, Dave Garroway
fered a copy of the Rockefeller Study to anyone who would,
;nd for it. Following this single announcement more than

200,000

requests for the study were

received

by NBC.

Official recognition came last week when the annual Sylvania j
Award for outstanding network news was given to the Na-i|
tional Broadcasting Company "because it has taken a big step
in 1957 in doing more things and greater things with ne\vs.";j

NBC TELEVISION NETWORK

Ai

6R»N BAY

WBAY

HAYDN

R

EVANS,

Gen. Mgr.

Rep.

WEED

TELEVISION
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THE BARROW
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BOMB

With hearings on the explosive proposals of the FCC's Network
Study Staff coming up, the key issue of option time will be joined.
Would its end really cripple network television as we know it?

I he long-simmering Washington probe of the television networks has reached the boiling stage.
After nearly four years of exhaustive examination,
attacks from many quarters and recommendations
touching every aspect of chain operation, it appears
that the issue of network survival is about to be joined.
Battle lines are being drawn this week as the industry prepares to testify before the Federal Communications Commission regarding the explosive (and
what many say are destructive) recommendations of
the FCC's Network Study Staff headed by Dean RosSPONSOR

•

25
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coe Barrow of University of Cincinnati Law School.
Hearings are scheduled to begin 3 March and the deadline for appearances to be filed is only a few days away.
Even before the hearings have begun, however, the
sound of skirmishes has been crackling.
• As the year ended, and less than three months after the release of the Barrow report, the FCC fired the
first shots as it sent off letters to all tv networks and
about two dozen affiliates regarding alleged violations
of chain broadcasting regulations concerning network
and spot rates, program and territorial exclusivity.

possible consequences of an option
time ban, an examination of the present option time arrangements would be
in order. The FCC's Chain Broadcasting Regulations permit networks to option no more than three hours during
each of the following time segments:
8:00 a.m. to 1 p.m., 1:00 to 6:00 p.m.,
6:00 to 11:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m. to
8:00 a.m. In exercising an option, the
network must give the station at least

Abolition of network option time would slowly erode
clearances with a checkerboard pattern whose impact

M

noes far beyond the actual periods closed to clients,
warn

networks

and affiliates.

56 days' notice. The time can be recaptured from any local or national spot
program, commercial or sustaining.
But the option cannot be exercised
against another network.
The FCC regulations provide these
limitations insofar as contractual agreements between network and affiliate are
concerned. This means the network is
free to negotiate with stations to clear

While option time is

widely favored, not everybod v in ina iustry goes along

• Veteran rep Edward Petry came
out with a strong and pointed defense
of network option time. While most
reps are in favor of option time in
general, main would like to see some
limitations so as to provide more spot
program availabilities in cream evening time. Petry's statement contained
no reservations on this score. It was
also significant in \ iew of the public
silence among reps.
• CBS TV affiliates rallied behind
their network and threw down the
gauntlet in a resolution "to oppose vigorously the findings, conclusions and
recommendations of the Barrow report
on network broadcasting which affect
affiliates as a group." A special committee under John S. Hayes, president
of the Washington Post stations, was
named to direct and unify the strategy
of CBS affiliates in the counter-attack.
While the Barrow report aimed
shafts at a number of vital /ones ol
network operation, much testimony is
expected to revolve around the proposal to ban option time, which the Bariow group said probably violated antitrust law-. Except possibly for the proposal to limit ownership of stations by
networks, there is no Barrow proposal
thai siiike- si, close to the foundations
ol network operation. It was no accident that, of all the Barrow recommendations 'and there are main). Petry
i entered his fire on the proposed ban.
Furthermore, there is no Barrow
proposal likely to affeel t\ advertising
so much as the option time proposal.
\\ nether or not it would cripple the
networks (and the feeling that it might
is mil unanimous, even anion- broad-

tasting executives) there is little question that the scuttling of network option time would have considerable impact on the methods and strategy of
buying tv stations singly or in groups.
Exactly what would happen in the
event option time were banned is not
easily spelled out. This cloud of uncertainty isone of the reasons (though
not the most important! why the networks and most of the stations fear its
abolition. However, the bedrock basis
is the assumption that if a network
cannot offer pre-cleared time on a more
or less simultaneous basis across the
country, then it really has nothing to
sell.
Before

attempting

to construct

THE

ABC's

the

OF

programs in non-option or station time.
But it cannot exercise a unilateral option or compel an affiliate to cancel an
existing program. Furthermore, it is
believed that a program that straddles
option time (say from 10:00 to 11:00
p.m. I is to be considered in non-option
time.
Stations can cancel network programs, even in option time, under three
conditions. As set forth in the FCC's
regulations, they are: (1) when the
station reasonably believes the program is unsatisfactory or unsuitable,
(2) when the station believes the program is contrary to the public interest
and (3) when the station wishes to
substitute a program of local or national importance.

OPTION

TIME

A. WHEN IS IT PERMITTED? FCC's Chain Broadcasting Regulations provide that networks can option no more than three hours
during each of the following four segments: 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m..
1:00 to 6:00 p.m.. 6:00 to 11:00 p.m., 11:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m.
lion.
B. HOW DOES IT WORK? In exercising
must give station at least 56 days notice. Optic

network
xercised
ork. on time
be .
against local program but not against anothei
rule does not prevent network from programing during
Option
sfactory,
can refuse to
C. WHAT ARE STATION'S RIGHTS? Station
deal if it (1) believes program is unsuitable or i t sati
wishes
(2) feels ili' program is not in the public inter*
to substitute a program oi local or national important ,for(3)w eh show
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Refusals to clear option time for one
reason or another are not exactly widespread but they are not rare, either.
For example, testifying before the Senate Commerce Committee in 1956, CBS
President Frank Stanton disclosed the
following regarding clearances in Class
"A" time: of 815 station hours offered
to CBS "basic required" affiliates, 91
were not cleared during one week in
May of that year. On all CBS affiliates
thai week, 524 hours of option time
were ordered by network clients but
not cleared by stations. The figure of
roughly 10% of Class "A" time not
cleared is, according to those in a position to know, fairly representative of
all the networks.
The question of the specific effects
on network operation in the absence
of option time revolves, of course,
around this question of the degree of
clearances. In painting a hypothetical
picture of a no-option time network of
the future, the networks and broadcasters foresee, not a sudden collapse
of traditional network operation, but a
gradual erosion of pre-cleared time.
It has been made clear beyond dispute through the years that the stations want network programs. It, therefore, follows that if option time were
abolished the stations would continue
taking network programs. However,
the option time proponents say, a network is a delicately balanced affair.
The fact that a substantial number, or
even a majority, of network stations
are cleared is not enough. The losses of
a few key stations could easily upset a

BARROW

REPORT

LIST OF CURBS

INCLUDES

LONG

ON NETWORKS

Limitation on station ownership
The Barrow recommendations, regarding tightening of multiple
ownership rules is regarded by network as endangering income
which they need to support the "extras" in network operation,
such as public service and cultural shows. The recommendation is that licensees be forbidden to own more than three vhf
stations in the top 25 markets. However, the over-all limit of
five vhf and two uhf outlets would be retained. The recommendation isreminiscent of the proposal to limit multiple owners to no more than three stations in total as made three years
ago by Harry Plotkin, special (Democratic) counsel of the
Senate Commerce Committee.
Ending of must-buy lineups
The must-buy practice, according to Barrow, may violate antitrust laws. The Network Study Staff recommends that a minimum dollar purchase be substituted. The latter method is now
being used by ABC but not by the other two webs. The Barrow group takes the same stand in this area as Rep. Emanuel
Celler (D— N.Y.) head of the House Antitrust Subcommittee
and Kenneth Cox, who was special counsel of the Senate Commerce Committee.
Ous'ing of networks from rep business
The networks should be given a reasonable time, "say two
years," said the Barrow group, to divest themselves of their
spot sales organizations. This was recommended in the Plotkin
memo also. Though non-network reps are generally against the
Barrow proposals, most are in favor of this recommendation.
Placing networks directly under FCC

rule

network buy from the advertiser's
point of view.
Even if an important station wanted
to clear for a show, without option
time it becomes exposed to extreme
pressures from local and spot clients.
Option time is a convenient counterargument for station managers under
these pressures. Without it, the local
or spot advertiser can threaten (and
possibly carry out the threat) to move
over to the competition.

Barrow urged the FCC to recommend that Congress specifically
authorize it to apply pertinent rules and regulations directly to
networks but suggested that the official views of the Department
of Justice be requested first. In his address to tv affiliates
earlier this month, Richard Salant, CBS, Inc.. vice president,

"The station manager," said a network executive, "can easily tell himself
that to put in, say, a syndicated show,
during one half hour in the week cannot make much of a difference. And he

New rules were urged to take away from the networks their
alleged power to control spot rates (through pressuring stations
to bring their spot rates up the network rate level) and to use
network rate increases as a lever to gain additional clearances.

said the company had no objection to application of the existing network regulations directly to the networks rather than indirectly through stations but expressed the fear that the Barrowrecommendations envisaged far more regulation than now done.
Control over rate-making

can tell himself that he's done it before. Only now what will happen is

Other proposals

that this thing will snowball. Once he's
opened the gates, he can't very well
refuse others. And once he's done it,
{Please turn to page 67)

Other Barrow proposals include full publicity for affiliation
contracts, forcing webs to place program where clients want.
including overshadowed markets, non-affiliates in certain cases
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SATURATION

RADIO'S

NEWE!

With the great reach and frequency of today's spot radio campaigns,
how often should the same commercial copy be repeated? Was George
Washington

Hill right about repetition or is copy rotation needed?

In the last year, radio commercial
BOTH

FREQUENCY

INFLUENCE

NUMBER

AND
OF

COMMERCIAL
COMMERCIALS
Type of

Client

Rheingold

(L.A.)
D'Arcy
FC&B

Budweiser

(Chi.)
FC&B

Hit Parade

BBDO

Pall Mall
Tetley

SSC&B
Esty
Ogilvy B&M

30

3

Music

25

7

25
30
15
35

2

Jingle & talk

7

Jingle & talkJingle & talk
Light talk
Light talk

Cavaliers

Light talk
Mogul

Jingle & live
B&M

Ather. & Curr.
Hoyt

Light talk
Jingle & talk
Light talk

Lennen & Nei

Newport

7

3

35

Beech-Nut Gum Grey
Y&R
Esty
Hoffman

Arnold Bread

5

Light talk & jingle

Camel

Ogilvy

1

Jingle

Esty
D-F-S

Pepperidge
Eno

commercials

Music & talk

Jingle

Winston

Rayco

USED

Frequency
per wk.

Talk & jingle

Pepsodent

L&M

TYPE

: talk

40
30

7

10

9

30

7

25

15
10

20

2

justify the strategy behind their cam-

10
1 (jingle)

25

In one case, a client can run a spot

cial copy variety in saturation radio. These are just a few of the
quencies. The column at right shows about how many different commercials they are rotating. Pepsodent, with a high frequency, for
example, uses one piece of copy at a time, achieves success through
repetition. Beech-Nut Gum, with a lighter schedule on this station,
as

many

copy

changes

as

announcements

Saturation radio, which, in the short
space of a month can reach 75% of
the radio homes in a market, is certainly a spur to the agency copy department. Question: With reach and
frequency blanketing homes like a
blizzard, how long can the same copy

20

15
30

successful clients on a N.Y.C. station and their approximate fre-

nearly

perhaps the new concept of radio advertising has been more responsible
for the exciting new copy than any
other factor.

be repeated before it bores or irritates?
A look at the chart on this page will
show the variety of answers that can
be tagged on this question. All of the
clients are successful users of saturation radio. The success stories that
each could rack up would more than

This tahle gives some idea of the divergent approaches to commer-

has

copy has come in for some fine bouquets from both the consumer and
trade press. That the plaudits have
been deserved is beyond question, but

per

week.

paigns.
radio campaign spanning many months
and do it with no more than a single
commercial. Pepsodent and Texaco
are two prize examples of this approach to radio copy. Both would
have been earned a hard pat on the
back
a gruff
"You're
on the beam"
from and
the late
George
Washington
Hill.
As far as that Madison Avenue genius
was concerned, no one could be exposed to the same message too often.
Repetition spelled success. Under the

25
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ROBLEM

Those changing
spots:buysBeech-Nut
commercials
to tell commercials
its "flavor lasts"
story.theAtseries
Y&R, fresh
Bill
Dollard
(in shirtsleeves)
the time Gum
whileuses
Billmany
Backer
writes enough
to keep

blows of a relentless hammer, the sell
was driven into the public noggin.
On the other hand, the chart shows
that many equally successful advertisers in saturation radio are changing
copy as frequently as mother changes
diapers. With this school of admen,
the public is entitled to a bit of entertainment along with the sell. The
theme, or sales story, may be repeated
in 10 rotating commercial cuts, but
in each, the lead-in or situation copy
has been varied. The sell is not actually softened, the basic copy points are
still repeated, but the capsule that delivers them has been sugar-coated.
"Hard Sell is too often confused
with
told
here
that

Hard Listening," a copy chief
SPONSOR. "It's one thing to sit
on the sending end and decide
a radio listener will not tire of

hearing your minute of deathless prose
or happy little jingle no matter how
often it is repeated. It's another thing
to be on the receiving end. All too
often we neglect to take into consideration the listener's state of mind."
Whether copy is changed often or
remains the same throughout a campaign apparently is not the deciding
factor in a campaign's success. A
good, bouncy jingle, for example, can
be played over and over again just as
a hit tune can be played over and
over again without wearing out its
welcome. Today's copywriters and
jinglesmiths are removing the irritants. As saturation radio accumulates
its massive audience, new people hear

25 JANUARY 1958

the commercial for the first time, but
those who have heard it before are not
annoyed. If they have heard it often
enough, they may even whistle or hum
along with the e.t.
The copy which has given radio a

current campaign's product message.
Rambler cars, which have enjoyed
great success through radio this year
(sales up 81% over a year ago), follows this concept. Says Ray Mauer
who, with Jim DeFoe, writes Rambler

lot of new "sound," however — the
light touch commercials — would seem
to be the ones that demand the variety
of versions within a saturation campaign. Pepperidge Farm, Tetley Tea,
Beech-Nut Gum, Rambler, Dodge,
Ford, Life Savers, Piels Beer and other
commercials of a whimsical nature are

radio/tv copy at Geyer: "It's unquestionably important to have a central
theme to take advantage of the repeti-

usually sent out to radio stations in
batches with instructions to rotate.
Since their effectiveness and listenability depends largely on the good
humor backdrop to the pitch, these are
generally produced and distributed in
groups. To play and replay but a
single cut of such a "talk" commercial
would be tantamount to telling the
same joke over and over again.
"The persons we're using in our
commercials to sell Pepperidge Farm
and Schweppes," says Reva Fine,
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather copywriter
on both the accounts, "are real people
— Commander Whitehead and Parker
Fennelly. To the radio listener, these
men have become friends, and one
doesn't expect a friend to tell the
same story again and again. Thus we
use a variety of approaches and situations to get across the product idea."
Of those admen to whom SPONSOR
spoke, all agreed on one thing — vary
the showcase if necessary, but never

tive impact of radio. But it's equally
important to put this theme within a
framework that has freshness and
"Variety in the approach to the basic product story is a fine thing," says
change."
Ed Schneeberg, B&B copywriter on
Maxwell House Coffee (an account
which has a good supply of varied
commercial approaches to its central
theme), "but variety should never dithe sales story."
An luteexcellent
example of commercial
variety and its use in saturation radio
is Tetley Tea. The copy is written by
George De Coo at Ogilvy Benson &
Mather, and David McCall is the copy
supervisor on the account. Tetley had
a new product story to tell about a
year ago — (1) that Tetley Tea is from
only the tiny leaves from the top of
the tea plant; (2) that these leaves are
ideal for tea bags; (3) that Tetley
leaves come from at least 22 different
plantations. It is strictly a quality story.
Today, practically every radio listener isfamiliar with the "I like those
tiny little tea leaves" jingle. Listeners
have also come to know a man named
{Please turn to page 67)

"Bowling Stars** offers sus
pense, excitement. Here's a tv
screen view of Lind) Faragalli,
from Paterson, \. .1.. rolling a
ball worth $10,000 in prizemonej
his last ball in a perfect game

Wi\c

me three-quarters <>l a mil-

lion bucks and I'll give you 6.7 and
6.9 network tv ratings for 26 weeks."
Many admen would probably turn
that proposition down flat as a bad
deal. This despite the fact that
throughout broadcasting's life span
they've talked about "buy the right
audience, don't worry about total
numbers." Examples of in-practice
support
come by. of this theory are hard to
But among the few existent practitioners is a U. S. business Goliath —
American Machine & Foundry, a company that rang up over $260 million
in sales and rentals during 1957 for
production of everything from atomic
reactors to bowling balls.
AMF is today spending $750,000 to
sponsor 26 weeks of Bowling Stars, a
film series of championship bowling
carried by about 80 ABC TV stations
from 4:00 to 4:30 p.m. every Sunday.
And last Sunda\ (19 January) it
spent another $100,000 to sponsor
a bowling season highlight, the AllStar Bowling Finals, held in Minneapolis under the auspices of the Bowling
Proprietors' Association
of America.
What's AMF. a firm that in 1952
and 1953 put its tv money into Omnibus, doing with bowling shows today
— particularly the low-rated Bowling
Stars presentation?

One of the most intensive diversification programs in the history of
American business is responsible.
AMF used to be concerned primarily
with selling machinery to U. S. industry and defense products to the government.
Acquisition of a number of subsidiaries, a move started in 1949, is responsible for altering the picture.
These new subsidiaries resulted in two
things: (1) increased production of
AMF's consumer products, particularly in the bowling products field, and
(2) addition of a host of new items to
AMF's roster.
Result: Today, more than ever before, AMF must woo the consumer direct. The company has chosen to do it
by dropping the primarily institutional-type tv advertising used on Omnibus in favor of harder sell of its
consumer goods via a show designed
to hit its major marketing target —
bowlers.
Principally, the products are: bowling balls, bags and shoes from AMF*s
bowling products group; bicycles, tricycles and a host of other wheeled
vehicles for juveniles from the wheel
goods division: DeWalt power tools
and accessories from its DeWalt division, and a variety of rubber recreation goods, from basketballs to skin(Article continues page 36)

Audience

First-

Make-up
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AMF advertising and marketing executives are happy with
Bowling Stars despite low ratings. In conference (1. to r. ) . are:
\ H \ nc una, manager of design services. AMF marketing division:
Tom Young, Jr., Fletcher D. Richards account executive for AMF

In an era when many treat rating points
as the crown jewels of tv, here's an
industrial empire in revolt.

RATINGS

SECOND

AMF reaches

its market — bowlers — with a program
that virtually guarantees pre-selection
of audience.

Singers and gunslingers may

have more viewers, but do they bowl?
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AMF promotes Nr
by using tv to promote bowling
pinspotters
Over 30,000 pinspo
today; in 1952 ther

diving equipment, produced by Voit

to determine the value of Bowling

Rubber Corp., AMF's most recent subsidiary addition. All of these products

Stars to AMF," Young states. "We
are running a show with specialized appeal to hit our principal audience —
bowling enthusiasts." As an indication
of AMF's success in reaching this audience, Young revealed that in markets
where bowling is a particularly popu-

fall in the category of "leisure time
equipment" in the eyes of AMF's executives.
And there's another, though not
strictly a consumer, product. This is
AMF's Automatic Pinspotter, an automatic device for bowling lanes. The
pinspotter is augmented by a complete
variety of bowling equipment, including lanes with underlane ball returns, bowling pins, ball racks, scoring
tables and ball cleaning and polishing
machines.
"We use our tv show to sell all of
our consumer recreation products for
US, with bowling as the vehicle of interest." This is the basic show purpose, as outlined to sponsor by both
AMF's advertising and marketing executives: Jerry Donovan, advertising
director of the bowling products
group; Jack Dabney, marketing director for AMF; Vic Ancona, Dabney's
assistant, and Tom Young Jr., account
executive at Fletcher D. Richards,
agency for AMF bowling products.
How about those ratings? "You
have to look below the ratings surface

lar sport, "our ratings go as high as
18.0
19.0."
"Weor estimate
we're reaching about
five million bowling fans and prospective bowlers with each Bowling Stars
show, and for the money we're spending, we're very happy with that audience," the adman stated.
AMF is making a bid for increased
audience, however, with its new timeslot, which it acquired on 5 January.
Previously, the program was telecast
from 8:30 to 9:00 p.m. Sundays,
against the formidable Ed Sullivan
and Steve Allen competition on CBS
and NBC.
Bowling and AMF: Bowling's importance to this American business
giant has been magnified tremendously since 1951. It was then that AMF
introduced its present automatic pinspot er, a product designed to revolu-

tionize the sport by taking it out of
the back-room, pool-hall type of location and putting it into palatial surroundings. Modern, well-lit, attractively decorated establishments are
springing up all over the country today— some of them boasting as many
as 60 lanes. Replacement of the pinboy with automatic pinspotters — and
television — are credited by AMF executives with creating this bowling boom.
"The pinspotter made it possible for
the alley operators to accommodate
bowlers on a 'round-the-clock basis;
bowling shows on television whetted
the appetites of millions who had never
tried the sport," says Donovan.
AMF estimates there are over 20
million bowlers in the U.S. today, and
they're spending a whopping $350 million a year on their sport — 10 times
more than the total gate receipts -for
major league baseball in 1956.
Women

are prominent in the bowl-

ing picture
The Women's
Internationaltoo.
Bowling Congress,
established
in 1917 with 40 members, today lists
more than 900,000 members. Hundreds of bowling establishments have
blossomed forth with afternoon leagues
for the ladies — and some lanes even
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4lf you're merchandising toothpaste, you
oad the dealers' shelves, advertise on teleision and promote your product. We put
nir merchandise — a pinspotter service — on

MUSIC

he howling lane, and we use tv to sell peo>le on bowling. This builds business for

RESPOND

he lanes and in turn builds pinspotter rentds and sales of AMF
bowling products."

Morehead
AMF

Patterson

board chairman

HATH

CHARM --ITS FANS

TO CONTEST

STIMULI

Disk jockey proves his listeners are with it— for sure
|fow responsive is the disk jockey listener?
This week WCBS, New York, was still counting some of the
evidence that the listener can be brought into the act. Its
"Three Of A Kind" contest pulled 15,686 entries over a 15week period though each entry represented considerable creative effort.
The work: to match up three tunes that went well together
via a central theme, original story or quip made out of the
song titles. Contest was on Jim Lowe's Hideaway show (Sat.
1:30-6:00 p.m.). Two of the winners:
If I Could Help Somebody
In Times Like These
I'm Available
The Lady Is A Tramp
The Gentleman Is A Dope
Two Lost Souls

Billy Eckstein
Sylvia Syms
Margie Rayburn
Frank Sinatra
Eydie Gorme
J. P. Morgan, Perry Como

The results: during the contest's first week, 197 postcards
were received; 733 the second week; 1,260 the 10th week;
offer beauty salons and baby-sitting
facilities.
What does all this mean for AMF
Pinspotters Inc.? There are about 66,000 certified bowling lanes in 7,500
U.S. bowling emporiums today, and
more are being built all the time. So
far, AMF has placed over 30,000 automatic pinspotters in these places — all
in five years. In 1952, there were only
188 pinspotters in operation in the
country. This year, AMF estimates
more than 50% of the nation's bowling lanes will be on round-the-clock
operation with the electronic device.
Since AMF leases its machine to
operators on a rental basis, the company will continue to derive income
from its pinspotters, even if the
market saturation point is reached.
Couple this fact with AMF's manufacture of other bowling equipment, both
for alley operators and consumers, and
the basic tv goal is plain. "We're out
to enlarge the base of bowling participants— the more enthusiasts we deliver to the sport, the better it is for
AMF," says Donovan.
Tv Bowling: How to deliver enthusi(Please turn to page 74)
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1,801 the 13th week — a 15,686 total over the entire span of
the September-December contest.
Each week's three winners received Columbia Hi Fi table
model phonographs.
A total of 45 sets went to the winners.

Tic tac toe board is used by disk jockey Jim Lowe of WCBS, N. Y.,
to illustrate contest where listeners chose three records that told a story

TV GETS

SET

This week admen
FLEXIBILITY

TO

SELL

I'll!!
HARD
It

told SPONSOR

of spot tv is tailor-made for today's marketing-

conscious client, can make spot the "recession-proof" medium
COSTS

must be held down this year as advertising money gets

tighter.

Dollar growth in net, spot tv can come from new business

SALESMANSHIP

!

in 1958 means creating new uses for spot tv,

developing new approaches to net tv buying, seeking new clients
SERVICE by reps and stations can cut timebuyers' paperwork,
make tv less costly to handle and encourage wider use of spot tv

What do L958's" money-strapped
advertisers want from tv?
Evidently plenty. The sellers of the
medium are facing real sales resistance
for the first time in t\'s history. The
complexion of tv's market place has
changed and buyers' demands are
stiffer. Perhaps it was Norman Knight,
president of the Yankee Network, who
Bummed it up best (at last week's CBS
TV affiliates meeting i :
"Selling is tough today . . . and it
u ill gel tougher."
Despite this sober appraisal, industi j estimates foi network and spot i\
billings in L958 peg volume at 'i' '<
above L957. (See l\l'> figures <>n opposite page, i
This week sponsor went to agenc)
media men and l\ clients to find out
what
t\ sellers will have
to do if
they're to reach their L958 objectives:
Stop creeping rates. Medium-sized
advertisers are cry. ing "uncle."
I he)

know tv can deliver sales, but fewer
clients can swing that initial investment.
Some are solving the problem b)
adapting radio buying patterns to spot
tv. The trend is toward more flurries
of four-to-six weeks. Biggest drawbacks :
• Loss of advertising continuity.
• Higher cost to agency in buyer
man-hours.
• Sluggish response from stations
and reps in filling short-term in-andout orders.
"Spot t\ can be the Logical benefactor of the softer national economy,"
sa\s
media v.p.
Lee Rich.
"It
offers B&B
the in-huilt
flexibility
necessary
to clients whose sales problems shift
more rapidly in these uncertain times.
But spot t\ must help us afford these
advantages. Stations have to hold
down the rates. The) should offer
packages to induce longer contracts
and

year "round campaigns.

kill triple spotting. Each tv dollar
has to produce at maximum efficiency .
"And that's impossible when your
commercial is buried between two |
spot announcements and adjacent netone million
tv bu\er
who
handledwork inpitches."
excesssays
of $5
in 1957
air media billing.
Several top agencies, including ^ &R,
JWT and B&B, to mention just three,
are currently carrying on full-blown
crusades against triple spotting. They
want reps to tell them what other commercials their stations will slot in the

break.

""When a rep offers us announcement availabilities in prime time, we
want to know we"ll he the only I.D. or
the only 20-second announcement in
that break," says Y&R's Ray Jones. I
""No client can afford to have his mes-|f
sage diluted b) haying it wedged in
His view
point
is typical of mediajl
among
a hatch
of others."
executives today .
•
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Sell to fit needs. The business will
go to the station and rep who know a
client's over-all advertising needs and
ke\ presentations to them. One approach may be to find new uses for
spot tv to fit it creatively into an advertiser's network strategy.
For instance, spot tv can increase a

Ease network "must buys." Today's marketing-conscious client wants
to have the full impact of his tv dollars

re-

What

coverage must result in certain weak spots. The problem is to plug up these holes.
"How can this be done
quickly, economically, and
with flexibility required by
a shifting network competitive picture? A broadcast
spot campaign can answer

Network

TvB

sees

ahead
1957

$

agency's cost of handling

for 1958'58
$

661.2
360.8

386.1

Local spot

300.0

336.0

$1,322.0
for 1958 tv dollar

TvB's prediction
a 7%
increase
ov er
mates.
gain
in

merchan-

This
than

1957

the
over

7%

its

growth

csti nated
the

1956

1957

chandising," says B&B's Grace Porterfield. "Some stations are doing a good
job in promoting the campaigns of
long-term advertisers. But too many
stations don't keep the agency informed about the job they're doing.
This means extra man-hours to avoid
unnecessary merchandising duplications."' Buyers want to see more merchandising and promotion of the station's own local shows to build up the
value of the adjacent announcement
campaigns. And they want reps to
keep them up-to-date on a station's effort to build its importance in the
local market.
Design escape hatches. The tv giants can spread the risk of long-term
network commitments by buying into
two or more shows on a split-sponsorship basis. But agencymen point to a
number of medium -size advertisers
who could afford only a 13-week run
on network.
"In prime evening time the door's
25 JANUARY
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Cunningham & Walsh's Jerry
Sprague. "Any scheduling
error or make-good or billings error becomes more
difficult to make up during
a six-week campaign than in
a 26-week
Some
of period."
the snags

$1,416.4
voli

year- end

me represents
industry

esti-

larger dollar
me
incre ase v chalked up
icks
in tv figures.
McCann-Ei
Would

9.3%

dise. "Tv is the most powerful marketing medium
when it's linked to the place
of sale through good mer-

"As we use more and more
spot tv.
short flights, we need reps'
confirmations faster," says

694.3

National spot

Total tv

all these requirements."
Some enterprising reps
have based a pitch on making up ratings differentials
through spot tv in weaker
network markets.
and

Trim paper work. As more clients
buy spot tv in shorter-term flurries,
the timebuyer's job becomes more
buys."
complex. Better servicing on the part
of the reps could relieve this burden,
say the agency media men,
and would help trim the

out of his commitment."

greatly in individual markets. In the current competiti\e network situation, broad

Promote

market. Rigid network must-buy requirements may be driving some of
these advertisers into spot programing

tiser to make a good buy. And it's
hard for the year-round client whose
needs have changed to be able to get

network client's reach in specific trouble areas. Said George Blechta, A. C.
Nielsen v.p., at last week's ANA
search workshop: "The appeal of the strongest network
television show will vary

fewer stations and still hit most of his

still closed to them," says Bryan
Houston media director John Ennis.
"It's still hard for the seasonal adver-

in the areas where his sales are. Network must-buy stations don't fit each
national client's needs.
"Chicago is a natural part of a basicnetwork, but it could be bad for a
coffee advertiser." says the head buyer
for a major coffee brand. "Chicago
has so many local brands, the national
coffee client might be better off with
three other markets in the place of
Chicago. But two tv networks make
no provision for such substitutions."
A number of agencymen feel that
some of the money going into spot
programing buys could be attracted
into network if must-buy requirements
were based on dollar volume as in the
case of ABC TV rather than upon
specific station lineups.
Says the media v.p. of an agency
that billed over $20 million in tv in
1957: "Often the bulk of sales of national advertisers comes from a handful of markets. If such a client happens
to have a very well-rated network
show, he could really get along on

that

develop in buying a shortterm
campaign
could
be
avoided through better communication between the stations and their reps.
For
instance, some stations still
run make-goods
without
checking the agency through
their rep before doing so.
"This complicates our job

of policing
a campaign."
says one JWT buyer. "And
the make-good might not deliver the
impact that we were entitled to get."
Develop new presentations: Media
buyers work long hours. They don't
like the kind of presentation, no matter
how glamorous or witty, that takes an
hour and keeps them in the office after
six doing work they could have done
had the presentation been shorter.
"I wish the reps would stick to facts
and keep them short and sweet," says
amuch
Compton
executive.
"Toois
of the media
stuff they
show us
puffery and we know it. Market data
is something that any large agency
today can develop within its own shop.
What we want is more competitive
information about the way one station
stacks up against the others in a
market. We want background on its
programing
and personalities."
It boils down
to this: Media men
want to see facts, logically and creatively presented. They're unim
by meaningless decoration.

be read. Eye-level shelf position brings
the labels into easy visibility. This
easy identification tends to increase
the
variety
of foods a mother will buy
for her
offspring.
Libby beat the first problem by buying into popular Spanish language
programs featuring personalities whose
endorsement of Libby's would be taken as gospel by the Spanish-Puerto
Rican housewives.
The second problem was met with
intensive merchandising of the radio
advertising to storekeepers and supermarket buyers.

CAN
MERCHANDISING
REALLY
RAKE IN THE PESOS?
It seeins particularly effective in Spanish-language
markets, where radio listeners have an
emotional loyalty to a station's personalities.
Libby's merchandised baby foods heavily in New York's
Latin market and today is top seller in the field

Iwlore babies of Spanish-Puerto
Rican extraction in New York City are
eating Libby's baby foods today than
any other brand. And executives at
Libby, McNeill & Libby, Chicago, are
crediting Spanish language radio.
Libby, prior to its use of this medium, was just one of a number of
brands doing about equal business
among the 240,000 Spanish-Puerto
Rican families in New York. Today
it's top seller in this market.
The firm faced two basic problems
in building its variety of 28 different
baby foods to its new rank:
• To build brand preference for a
product that is unique in one respect:

the product consumers — infants — have
no say in selecting the brand they're
going to eat, above perhaps a gurgle
of joy or yell of dissatisfaction at the
high-chair table.
• To obtain eye-level shelf position
in grocery stores and supermarkets.
This point is particularly important to
1) a 1 > \ food manufacturers. Research
has shown that baby foods sell about
50% better if displayed at eye level.
Why? Baby foods are strained to a
"mush" consistency and packaged in
glass jars. It's extremely difficult to
tell the difference between, say, a jar
of strained apple sauce and a jar of
strained bananas — unless the label can

Programs:
Libby started in June
1956 with a schedule of about 30 announcements a week in two of New
York's Spanish language programs:
Spanish Breakfast Club, aired from
5:00 to 10:30 a.m. daily over WWRL,
and La Voz Hispana del Aire, broadcast from 5:30 to 9:30 p.m. daily by
the same station.
The schedule, as worked out by
J. Walter Thompson, Chicago, carried
through until the end of December
1957 when Libby's took a hiatus. Return to the schedule is expected this
month. Costs during 1957 were about
$15,000, sponsor estimates.
All time segments of the shows were
used at one time or another by Libby's.
The last Pulse survey on the programs,
taken from 12 to 17 November 1956
in 500 Spanish-Puerto Rican homes,
gives Breakfast Club this rating spread:
from 2.6 at 5:00 to 5:15 a.m. to 16.2
for the 8:00 to 8:15 a.m. segment.
The low for La Voz is from 5:30 to
5:45 p.m. (9.8); highest rated segment isfrom 6:15 to 6:30 p.m. (13.8).
Pulse estimates the Spanish-speaking
market at 970,000 people in the New
York area.
Effectiveness of the radio advertising was tested by Libby's in June,
1957 with a one-month free offer to
listeners. The firm offered a baby
spoon in return for a Libby's label as
proof of product purchase.
Result: Over 9,500 labels poured
into WWRL in the first three weeks
alone. Statistically, this averages out
to a response of one out of every 26
Spanish-Puerto Rican families in the
New York City area.
The station's sales promotion staff
also worked up a hard-hitting merchandising program aimed directly at
SPONSOR
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the grocery stores and supermarkets
servicing the Spanish-Puerto Rican
market.
• With eye-level shelf position as a
prime target. WWRL sent 8 x 10 glossy
pictures of the station's leading Spanish language M.C.'s to the store managers. Handwritten in Spanish on each
picture was a message urging them to
give Libby's the desired shelf position. The note capitalized on the radio
advertising by pointing out to each
grocer that eye-level shelf position
would mean greater turnover and profit for him — because Libby's was the
only baby food advertised in Spanish
radio.
• A letter on WWRL

stationery,

signed by the station's leading personalities, was given to each Libby salesman. The letter, asking for the desired
shelf position, was shown to each grocery store owner or manager. Salesmen report the message proved successful in many stores.
• Personal appearances by the radio stars were also arranged at large
supermarkets.
At one appearance, La

Money

to spend? New

"Libby's, in using Spanish language
radio, is selling one of the three hottest
markets in America." So says Selvin
Donneson, sales manager of station
WWRL, New York.
Donneson, in a recent address to
the Timebuying & Selling Seminar of
the New York RTES, defined these
three markets as "Negro, SpanishPuerto Rican, and foreign language."
He reveals that Libby's, in wooing
the Spanish-Puerto Rican market in
New York, is hitting a population
group with $888 million in spendable
income. "Employment of Puerto Ricans is at an all-time peak," he states,
"with the average Puerto Rican family
having an income in excess of $3,700
a year."

SPONSOR
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Autographed

photo of Alfredo Barea,

MC of La Voz Hispana, with his endorsement

of Libby's, were given out at supermarkets

Voz MC Alfred Barea autographed
12,000 5x7 photos for eager shoppers.
This photo also incorporated a handwritten message by Barea personally
endorsing the Libby's baby foods line.
• Point-of-purchase display materials were also found to be effective merchandising tools with the intensely
loyal Spanish-language customers. Shelf
strips, posters and floor display cartons all were used. And all tied in to
the radio advertising through program
mention and large photographs of the

York's Spanish-language
The importance of selling this group
in its native tongue is emphasized by
Donneson because of this fact:
• "Mass advertising doesn't reach
the Spanish-Puerto Rican population
because it's not able to understand a
client's advertising unless it is presented in Spanish." He contrasts this
situation with that of other foreign
language markets like Italian, Polish
and Jewish. "These people understand English well enough to comprehend and be sold by an advertising
message wherever it appears," he
states.
He also characterizes the SpanishPuerto Rican market as the only growing foreign language market in New
York because of three factors: "(1)

WWRL Spanish-language show stars.
Spanish-language radio experts tag
this type of merchandising as particularly effective in selling this market.
They contend that the Spanish-Puerto
Rican radio listener develops exceptional loyalty to favorite personalities.
Their endorsements of products therefore produce immediate results in the
market place.
Distribution was another area Libby's benefited in as the result of its
Spanish language advertising-merchandising. Itstarted with its baby foods
in about 200 stores; today over 800
stores in New York's foreign language
market are carrying the line. This
means about 85% distribution has
been attained, according to estimates
by Net
JWT.
campaign results: Both of Libby's objectives have been met. Sales
figures substantiate the establishment
of brand preference in the SpanishPuerto Rican market; store surveys
show that most of the 800 stores carrying Libby's are carrying it at eye-level
shelf position.
^

market

has $888 million

There is no restriction on immigration
from Puerto Rico — they are American
citizens. (2) Puerto Ricans are arriving at the rate of more than 50,000
each year. (3) Even those born here
speak Spanish 90% of the time because they have to talk to the great
majority who were born in Puerto
Rico and speak only Spanish."
To admen who want to test Spanish
language radio's effectiveness in a
campaign, Donneson recommends inventory checks at key supermarkets
during the campaign; salesmen surveys to determine changes in dealer
attitudes; and comparison of product
volume with wholesalers before the
campaign starts, and again just before
it comes to an end.
^

With the West Coast trek, SPONSOR

Is New

ASKS:

York's tv talent pc

This week SPONSOR asked three
New York users of tv talent for
their answers. Here are their
sometimes conflicting viewpoints.

enormous to-do when Pathe. Essana\.
Fox and other pioneer film producers
abandoned the Fast for the West shortIs alter the turn of the century, taking

Roger

practically all of the talent with them,
hut somehow the theatre continued to
function.

Pryor, vice president. Foote, Cone
& Belding, Veto York

'I hen again, in the late Twenties and
early Thirties, when sound came to
films, there was a great demand for
"talking"' actors, and, again, a broad
"folding of tents'' was experienced.
But the theatre, and the then infant,
radio, somehow survived.

The exodus of live television to the
\\ est Coast has of course drastically
reduced the talent pool in the East but
I. for one. see no reason to be unduly
concerned. If practically all of live
television is to originate on the Coast,
doesn't it logically follow that our
Eastern talent needs will he somewhat
lessened ?
Nor do I feel we should be at all
surprised. Either by the production

So, it's happened again? So, let us
be calm. Let's not worry too much
about a loss of supply when we know
that the loss of demand has automatically lessened proportionately.
For such talent as we will need in
the East, we'll have to dig a little deeper, to be sure. But new faces and personalities will emerge to take their
places beside those who remain. They
always have.

light our senses with new talent, experimental plays and the unusual director; documentary and art films are
growing in demand and playing to capacity houses: and live television
spectaculars of any distinction, invariably are produced from New York.
It is true, however, that much of
live television has moved westwaija
But we have another phenomenon —
the "Eastern" — to take its place. These
particular films have been notable for
their excellence and their unusual
character. "On the Waterfront,"
"Face in the Crowd." "Twelve Vngrj
Men" and many others are adding to [
New York's stature as a new film ,
capital.
Statistically, the production picture
is stable. Local theatrical unions are f
in full employment and the talent pool J
has not diminished one iota. The
threat that 90r 4 of television commercial production would emanate from |
Hollywood has not materialized. New

move, or bj the inevitable "Horace
Greeley" on the part of the talent.
In the first instance, overlooking the
ol>\iuu> fad that a square foot of San

York is producing at least 70' \ of the
total film commercial output, with Chi- I
cago and other centers cutting into the i
remaining 30' i .
Optimism is clearly evident in New
^ ork as a production center. Feature,
television and industrial producers are

Fernando \ 'alley is considerably
cheaper than a square foot of Rockefeller Center, production of anything

refurbishing the old "flicker" studios
>ii building their own.
What
New York has is definable

resembling motion pictures is a "way
of life" in Holly wood. Theirs is not
a "sometime" activitj in production —
the) re a dedicated group, and the
lowest man on the technical totem pole
evidences a pride in his work rarely
encountered
in the East.

and basic: quality . The "Star-System,"
with all its disadvantages,
is not a [
prime factor here. The directors and |j
writers are the arbiters of performing
talent. More fresh, new talent, consequently, find themselves
before the i
footlights and Klieg lights. Here, theactor is not considered a "piece of tal- I
ent,"
but an intelligent, dedicated professional.

\- Eoi the talent, "I < ourse
following production on its \\
trek. \\ hen one has something
one lake- it to the mosl active
place.
But. win

the alarm'.'

thej 're
estward
to sell.
market

There was an

Walter

Lowendahl, president.
film, Inc., New York

Trans-

\'\ hat may appear to be a mass exodus
of talent from New York, is in reality
the exodus of some shows seeking to
holster ratings with the hypo of the
big name Hollywood personality.
\c lually the real talent will always be
here in New York. Phis is a sophisticated town with a penchant for the
off-beat, untried commodity. Broadwax and off-Broadway, continue to de-

Another ingredient New York possesses is not quite so definable: vital- 1
This vitalitv mav he that magic

itv.
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THIS IS BOREDOM?
TV VIEWING

ying up?

ROSE

LAST

MONTH

IN EVERY

HOUR

1 1 tv"s Boredom Index is on the rise, you can't prove it by the
percentage of viewers who are staying in front of their home
screens. ARB figures released to sponsor for December show
substantial increases for total U.S. sets-in-use. And this is at all
hours of the day, from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 midnight. Chart below
shows the hourly viewing figures bv local time zone as well.

breath, an intangible that makes a
stage, television or screen play rise
Average tv sets-in-use by time zones, Dec. .

above trite formulas, "short-term"'
trends and the same old faces.
In short, New York's got something
— it always has. it always will.
Judd

L

Monday-Friday
Local
Eastern
Zone
,
«
,
Time
1957
1956

Pollock, president, MPO Television Films. Inc., New York
8 AM

Tv spot
production
is not

9
10
11

16.3
12.8
15.0

12 Noon

Moreover, we find that "name"
talent is becoming increasingly available to us. Among the stars and
feature players who have been filmed
at MPO in recent months are Martha
Wright, Bing Crosby, Patti Page,
Monty Wooley, Joe E. Brown, Enid
Markey, Viola Roache, Tom Petty and
Olive Templeton. It is inevitable that
Broadway talent, such as the last four
mentioned, will work more and more
in t\ commercials now that program
production is lagging in New York.
But the key to New York's stability
(Please turn to page 67)
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1PM

Pacific

956

1957

16.2

11.0

17.7

13.1

11.2

11.0

9.2

14.2

8.2
11.1

14.5

16.5

13.5

15.6

18.6

19.8

17.3

13.2

14.9

15.2

15.9

11.6
12.9

8.0

10.9
13.7
15.2

22.3

21.0

16.5

11.0

18.1
19.7

14.3

18.1
16.1

11.6
2
3

14.7
19.0

4

27.2

5

36.6

12.3

17.4

14.0
21.1
19.6

37.2

28.0

36.6

Sunday-Saturday
6 PM
7
8
9
10
11

12 Mid.

40.3

53.9

39.3
52.3

66.4

71.5

65.5

67.9

51.8

56.4

24.5

21.5

1957

8.4

54.3

67.9

16.0

10.1

13.2

15.0

11.8

18.3

20.6

23.5

32.8

42.5

30.4

39.0

50.4

9.5
12.1
12.8

23.5

17.7

30.4

27.5

48.3

62.1

66.3

60.2

28.2

38.8
14.5

5.5

61.4
62.5
64.6

60.8

59.0
39.8

11.0

43.8

61.1

67.7
52.4

32.7
35.7
49.5

54.6

3.4
3.4

9.0

evening averages

54.6

15.4

12.0

1956

14.4
19.0

69.1
61.1

13.2

14.5

13.5

33.7

13.4

Total U.S.

1957

9.3

17.2

affected

Talent a\ailabilit\ for the production
of television commercials is as good
as ever in New York, and in some
\\a\s better, despite the westward trend
in live l\ .
In the case of actors and models, it
is difficult to determine just how many
are following the live shows to California in the hope of more steady employment. But a phone call to any
casting agency clearly demonstrates
that the oversupply of experienced
talent seeking commercial employment
is as much a fact of life as ever.

12.8

daytime averages

Central

56.4

5.4

55.7
29.9

15.1
33.7
20.5

16.7

With her memory-I^iif-bver li;

T LAST!

Whether you sell her shoe polish or throat
lozenges or room deodorants — any product she doesn't use or think of every day
— strong advertising frequency is the
way to insure her memory. And CBS
Radio daytime drama offers the statistics
you need: radio's biggest audiences, high
frequency of impression, efficient costs.
But more than this, CBS Radio delivers
a most attentive audience (as strikingly
revealed by a six- city study of the qualitative differences in listener attitudes
toward stations). Here, you talk to millions of your best customers while they
really listen! CBS RADIO

NETWORK

SPARTANBURGGREENVILLE MARKET

1,788,361
PEOPLE

POPULATION COUNTED WITHIN
75 MILES OF WSPA-TV TRANSMITTER ON PARIS MOUNTAIN
3 MILES NORTH OF GREENVILLE, S. C.

SPARTANBURG

• GREENVILLE

">"•>

COUNTED POPULATION
A. D. RING AND ASSOC.
1950 CENSUS

ITS THE lARGE^T
POTENTIAL AUDIENCE
SOUTH OF THQ LINE

serving the SPARTANBURG-GREENVILLE supermarket

s. c.
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Newsmaker:
John C. Doerfer. FCC
Sponsor asks: What is there about your market
which a buyer has to see personally to understand?

33

13 July p. 39
13
20
20
27

July
July
July
July

p.
p.
p.
p.

60
35
38
36

3 Aug. p. 18
3 Aug. p. 64

(Glen

Are sponsors overdoing comedy commercial-.'
""Dudley" campaign for Nucoa
Sponsor asks: Is program mood really important t
selling a product?
Follow -through for tv sales success. Proctor Elec
It's the old words that Mill sell: Foreman
Can tv sell after midnight?
Oldsmobile

10 Aug. p. 35
17 Aug. p. 32
17 Aug. p. 56
24 Aug. p. 30
24 Aug. p. 18
31 Aug. p. 38

^

SPONSOR

INDEX

continued...

Sponsor asks: What are the trends in tv and radio
premium oilers this fall?
How t\ lieked a winter sales slump. National Paint
& \ arnish, Los Vngelea
What l- station merchandising? — Carl H. Yogt
Drop a successful jingle? Burgermeister Beer
Sponsor asks: How do you write a jingle 1957 style
The
fimin
radio commercial,
circa 1930 (from
Walter Schwimmer's

book)

__

_

Check your commercials against radio's best
Sponsor asks: How do writers use research in creating commercials?
Webster can't do it all (product personality: tv vs.
radio) : Foreman
Does it pay to merchandise a show today? _

_

What's a gag worth?
Csida
How to hypo an old product with air media. White
Kinii Soap Co. __
TV tune-in ads: a critique: Foreman

__

Radio in transition:
Can e. t.'s replace local personality? .
Sponsor
asks:
How
did you create your prize
winning
radio commercial?
..—
What the space age means to sponsors
Should a $70,000 spender put it all in tv? Amsco
Sponge
Cloth
___
Sponsor asks: In business slowdown, how should
advertisers slant broadcast copy? _
_
Win Hoffman marketing demanded humor
How \our tv commercial gets on the air
What Lysol learned about day vs. night tv
Daytime tv documents its case. NBC-TV study
James Yicary: subliminal Svengali?
To integrate (commercials), or not: Foreman
Are salesmen audience builders?
Nationwide Ins.
sponsor's choice for top 10 tv commercials,

1957

Cosmetics and Drugs

31 Aug. p. 72
14
21
28
28

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

p.
p.
p.
p.

38
41
31
50

Foreign and
12 Oct.
19 Oct.

p. 37
p. 40

19 Oct.

p. 56

26 Oct.
26 Oct.
2 Nov.

p. 18
p. 42
p. 24

2 Nov.

p. 40

9 Nov.

p. 16

9 Nov.

p. 34

9 Nov.
16 Nov.

p. 50
p. 38

16 Nov.

46

16 Nov. p. 50
23 Nov. p. 36
23
30
30
30
7
7
28

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

40
34
37
38
18
32
32

Armour's "split" personality (foods and soaps) __
How to hypo an old product with air media. White
King Soap Co.

2 Nov.

p. 40

Film
Sponsor asks:
commercials?

What

are

the

fall

film

trends

Telepulse ratings: top spot film shows
Why Hollywood turned to radio: Csida

_.._

Telepulse rating-: top spot film shows
Once bitter rivals now swap stories (tv and motion
picture industry): Csida
Movie-men don't know how to use radio.
Md.c ndon, KLIF, Dallas
...

D.pth -indie- i I i feature film; (2) spot ratings
Telepulse ratings: top spot him showDichter on Dracula: the- tv horror cycle
Telepulse rating-: top spot film shows
Telepulse rating-: top spot film shows

primary medium?

Good

July
July
July
Aug.

p.
p.
p.
p.

60
56
16
50

p. 16

24 Aug.

p. 34

7
7
21
5
5
2
9

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

7 Dec.

52
86
18
34
54
43
48

p. 50

Beverages
Humor

'split" marketing personality

p. 26

Mexico's profit potential for you

Marketing

Beneficial's marketing jigsaw puzzle
TV: the marketing medium

6 July p. 30
3 Aug. p. 27

._

How tv spans Armour's split marketing personality
The marketing veep: how he operates
Spot tv's own marketing revolution (an analysis of
spot tv trends) .....
_..
Why Hoffman marketing demanded humor
Agency marketing: vital plus or hidden cost?
The Maypo marketing miracle

31 Aug. p. 41
28 Sept. p. 25
16 Nov.
23 Nov.
14 Dec.
14 Dec.

p.

35

Miscellaneous
Newsmaker:

John C. Doerfer, FCC

Beneficial's (Finance) marketing jigsaw puzzle ....
Ohio bank (City Nat'I Bank and Trust Co., Columbus) breaks tv precedents
Index January through June 1957
Weather
show
lands a perfect sponsor.
Skuttle
Manufacturing Co. (humidifiers)
Torture tests still wow 'era. Orders Mattress
Newsmaker:
Kenneth C. Gifford, Schick, Inc.
How Prudential insures full value from net tv
How the gas industry (American Gas Association)
markets a new identity on tv
....
Edmund

F. Buryan, Sheaffer Pen Co.

Candid quotes on trade paper ads. sponsor's judges
in awards competition
The softy set. West coast show, Pet Exchange,
aimed at pet lovers
_
The cul de sac of creative management: Foreman
How tv licked a winter sales slump. National Paint
& Varnish, Los Angeles
This bank
(Twin City Federal Savings and Loan
Association)
isn't afraid to sell
Newsmaker:
R. Neison Harris, Gillette Co
Does radio follow customers to suburbia?
National

6 July p. 5
6 July p. 30
13 July p. 36
13 July p. 48
20
27
10
10

July
July
Aug.
Aug.

p.
p.
p.
p.

34
36
5
32

17 Aug. p. 35
24 Aug. p. 5
24 Aug. p. 30

7 Sept. p. 46
14 Sept. p. 18

21 Sept. p. 36
5 Oct. p. 5
12 Oct. p. 40

24 Aug.

Gordon

Telepulse rating-: top spot film shows
More action on the film front: Csida
Jack Paar vs. feature film: Csida

Foods and

6
13
27
10

p. 28
p. 34

21 Dec.

24 Aug. p. 39
26 Oct. p. 44
14 Dec. p. 42

Follow-through for a tv sales success. Proctor Elec.
27

30 Nov.
14 Dec.

20 July p. 18

Excitement in Alaskan tv: Foreman
Canadian Radio and TV: 1957

Newsmaker:

31 Aug. p
31 Aug. p
p.

28 Sept. p. 31
26 Oct. p. 42
23 Nov. p. 36

International

Spanish-language radio

6 July

Guarding a $7,000,000 tv investment. Helene Curtis
Vewsmaker: Howard J. Morgens, P&G

Drop a successful jingle?
Burgermeister Beer ....
Doc- ii paj to merchandise a show today?
QBA
Why Hoffman marketing demanded humor ..
Why Whitman (candy) moved into spot radio
The Maypo marketing miracle
Pepsi, Vnnie and the soft, soft sell

31 Aug. p.

34

31 Aug. p.

41

(foods and

"Sight-draft" helps cut spot's paperwork maze.
Morey, H&W
plan with Sinclair Refining
"Pr with ad tools." Aluminium Ltd., Canada
AT&T: science- at work in air media planning
Should a $70,000 spender put it all in tv? Amsco's
sponge cloth
What Lysol learned about day vs. night 1\
Are salesmen audience builders?
Nationwide Ins.
Newsmaker:
Joseph F. Cullman, Philip Morris _
This utility (Western Mass. Electric) buys live tv
for $178 a show
Newsmaker: Roscoe Barrow, Dean of U of Cincinnati Law School. (Study against "option time"
and "must-buys")
Frey impact will he felt this spring

19 Oct. p. 34
19 Oct. p. 37
9 Nov. p. 30
16 Nov. p. 46
30 Nov. p. 34
7 Dec. p. 32
I I Dec. p. 4
28 Dec. p. 28
2.'! Nos
12 Oct

(Please turn to jxige 52)
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WLOF

TV

Orlando, Florida
ON THE AIR

FEBRUARY

Full

316

KW

1st
Power

Reaching 29 Mid ■ Florida Counties
167,275 TV Homes

CHANNEL
ABC
FOR

NEW

SPONSOR

YORK

•

• ATLANTA

25

JANUARY

Network

IMMEDIATE

YOUNG
• CHICAGO

9

AVAILABILITIES,

TELEVISION
• ST.

LOUIS

• LOS

ANGELES

• SAN

1958

PHONE

CORP.
FRANCISCO

• BOSTON

49

n

\

AWARDS

WON

BY

McCAN

N - ERI CKSON,

1957

AmericanAmerican
Institute of
GraphicInstitute,
Arts/5 selections
in "50 Best Ads of the Year"
Rayon
Inr.

The Coca-Cola Company
Calamlna Records

Esso Standard Oil Company
American Institute of Graphic Arts/Certificate of Excellence
Westingliotise Electric Corp.
Printing Trades Exhibit/Award of Special Merit
Uestinghouse Electric Corp.
Cleveland Advertising Club; Performance Award
Tin nhiu Bell Telephone Co.
Cleveland Advertising Club/2 Performance Awards
The Standard Oil Co. (Ohio)
— Full Color (newspaper)

Art Directors Club of Chicago/3 Awards (posters)
The Standard Oil Co. (Ohio)
Art Directors Club of Chicago/lst Prize (TV commercial)
The Standard Oil Co. (Ohio)
Art Directors Club of Chicago/Merit Award
The Commission for Green lilac Advertising
International Association of Cooperatives/lst Prize (brochures)
Diamond Walnut Growers, Inc.
Mead Papers, lnc./"A top award" in national competition (4-color. magazines)

Best Direct Mail Campaigns of 1957/2 Selections

Esso Standard Oil Company

Chrysler
Art Directors Club
Chrysler
Art Directors Club
Chrysler

Cor pur, it a, a
of Detroit 3
Corporation
of Detroit ,'2
Corporation

iChrusler Division*
Silver Medals
(Chrysler Division!
Silver Medals
(Chrysler Division)

FinancialTemco
World/Best
"Annual
Aircraft
Corp.Report Ad" for industrial ma
Financial World/Bronze "Oscar of Industry" for Annual Re[

WAYS "83
TO
FEEL
GOOD

Metronome Year Book,"Creation of musical worth of a |azz
National Biscuit Co.
Negro Market Poster Display Contest/Brandford Award for
The Coca-Cola Company
Western Advertising Art Awards TV Award of Excellence
n Advertisi
Magazine/Selection among top ten TV commercials of 1956
Liggett &■ Myers Tohocco Co. (Chesterfield Cigarettes*
ung Age Selection among best TV commercials of 1956

Tide Magazine/Selec
Advertising Age Panel of Advertising Women/Selection amor

; "Outstanding Advertising

Companies of 1956" (magazines)
Chrysler Corporation 'Chrysler Division)
an/Certificate of Award Iw
Lithographers' National Association Annual Awards Competit
in of Outdoor Advertising Art/First Award
m of Outdoor Advertising Art/Second and

i Soft Drink Classification
hird Awards in Gasolines aad

n Outdoor Advertising Art/2nd Award in Auto Accessories Classification
ntion of Outdoor Advertising Art/First Award in Beers Classification
Supply Co.
ntion of Outdoor Advertising Art/6 Additional Selections in "100 Best Posters

(Los Angeles)/Award of Distinctiwe Merit

0 Co. (New Jersey)

inting Exhibition/Selection as one of

s/lst AWard "for advertising introducing
Associated Business Publications
chandise consumer advertising to
Donahue Sales Corp.

i/Award of Merit "for advertising to merds/First Award

"for advertising to sell

I Merit "for advertising to sell

'distinguished advertising in the public interest"
'distinguished advertising in the public interest"
"distinguished advertising in the public interest"
Saturday Review Annual Awards/

the publi

'Disneyland" as a top TV program which "in

Derby Foods, In,
e/Public Service Award for safety
Greater Philadelphia Fuel Confer
Esso Standard Oil Co,
paid
promoting highway safety
National Safety Council /Alfred P. Sloan Award

libition/Award of Excellence for TV commercial
1957 Advertising Associatior
advertising
California Packing Corp.
1957 Better Copy Contest ol Publil

ts Competition/Honorable Mention for magazine
Jl I

rectors Club of Cleveland /5 First Awards, 8 Merit A

Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp.
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co.
Lima tailoring Co.
The Mead Corporation
The Oh, a Hell Teh phone Co.
The Standard Oil Co. (Ohio) -

deas
for Home
II ,sh„,
/houseBuilders
ElectricContest.
Corp. The Producers' Co

:. Certificate of Merit

SPONSOR

INDEX

continued.

Publicity and Promotion
Admen
can get
n.itil. Mogul

merchandising

support — J. Len-

Newsmaker:
Kenneth C. Ciflord, Schick, Inc.
How
the gas industry
markets
a new
identity.
American Gas Association
How to promote a larger audience for your show _
What is station merchandising? — Carl H. Vogt __
"Pr with ad tools."' Aluminium Ltd., Canada
Does it pay to merchandise a show today?
QBA
Sponsor asks: How can stations improve their national promotion?
BPA survey: how station promotion directors see
themselves
Are salesmen audience builders?
Nationwide Ins.
Sponsor asks:

Can

publicity

save

a wavering

tv

13 July p. 44
10 Aug. p. 5

radio solves marketing jigsaw
ficial Finance Co. _.

puzzle.

Bene-

Behind radio's fabulous comeback: Csida
Are lower rates the answer to night spot radio? ...
Radio
Basics/July
Why Hollywood turned to radio
._.
Volvo goes national with spot radio
Top fall trends from sponsor's Tv/Radio Basics ...
Why should I buy spot radio?
(John Blair presentation)
How to make every radio dollar work like ten?
North American Van Lines
...
Radio

7
21
19
26

Nighttime radio: progress roundup, outlook— 1958
The impact
of station personality:
Csida
(CBS

p.
p.
p.
p.

42
41
37
42

2 Nov.

p. 94

16 Nov.
7 Dec.

44
32

14 Dec.

42

Nighttime radio's star is rising
Radio Basics September
Sponsor asks: What are important trends in transcription services?
Where 87% of spot buys are made.
SRA gives a
% breakdown for four cities
_
What is station merchandising?
Radio in transition: the saturation medium
BBDO

6 July
13
13
20
27

July
July
July
July

27 July
27 July

gives radio a comeback luncheon

Radio Basics/ October
Cluck your commercial against radio's best
N«-uro radio: dangers amid opportunity
Webster can't do it all (Product personality: tv vs.

radio) : Foreman

Spanish-language radio: why it is growing fast ...
Could
(tv and) radio clip a business dip? What
ten companies will do next
Radio
in transition:
Can
local personality?
.
Radio Basics/November

new

e.t.'s

replace
_

the

3 Aug.

RTES seminar: spot radio's pioneer days
Semantic
differential:
new
station
yardstick
psychological word association

40
P-

24 Aug.

P34
34

31 Aug.
31 Aug.
14 Sept.
14 Sept.
14 Sept.
21 Sept.
21 Sept.
28 Sept.

12 Oct.
12
12
19
19

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

26 Oct.
26 Oct.
9 Nov.
9 Nov.

30
51

test)

...

9 Nov.
16 Nov.
23 Nov.

(Katz Agency)

Radio Motivation Analysis,
Tv/Radio Year End Report

Inc.)

_.

14 Dec. p.
21 Dec. p.

...... 28 Dec. p.
28 Dec. p.

New
Year's
resolutions — for
the
other
guy.
sponsor polls radio (and tv) people
_
Radio Results: annual roundup of best campaigns

28 Dec. p.
28 Dec. p.

Research
Is tv viewing off in summer?
backed by ARB

H-R research project
6 July p.

Inside Dr. Dichter, profile
Newsmaker: Arthur C. Nielsen, Jr., A. C. Nielsen
Are clients ducking the 15% on tv packages? ANA

3 Aug. p.
17 Aug. p.

survey
_
_
Where 87% of all spot buys are made.
SRA
a % breakdown for four cities
Can you tell your Nielsen from Trendex?

31 Aug. p.
gives
21 Sept. p.
21 Sept. p.

Depth studies (1) feature film, (2) spot ratings ..

5 Oct. p.

PGW's Univac makes buying spot tv/radio easier
Sponsor asks: How do writers use research in creating commercials?

12 Oct. p.

The Frey Report: will agencies fight hard?
Newsmaker: Sid Roslow (Pulse)

BPA — ideas at work. Second annual convention ...
AT&T: science at work in air media planning

2 Nov. p.
9 Nov. p.

picture highlights of second annual convention

9 Nov. p.

BPA survey: how station promotion directors see
themselves
_
._
Newsmaker: Dr. Wallace H. Wulfeck, ARF

16 Nov. p.
23 Nov. p.

P-

Let's stop rating
Rating madness

34
P- 56
28
PP- 41
30
34
P- 37
P- 40
P- 41
P- 40
P- 42
P- 18
44
PP- 28
PPPP- 34

BPA:

19 Oct. p.

26 Oct. p.
...... 2 Nov. p.

PP- 43
40
P- 72
P-

jitters:

39
P- 50
P- 42
PP-

Foreman

... 23 Nov. p.
23 Nov. p.

Semantic differential: new station yardstick. WBC's
psychological word association test
Daytime tv documents its case. NBC-TV
James Vicary: subliminal Svengali?
Sponsor asks: What
search needs?

are air media's biggest re-

Ratings while you wait. New ARB system— Arbitron
._.
Motivational St. Nick at the agency Xmas party
(one-act play)

-

-_.

30 Nov. p.
7 Dec. p.
7 Dec. p.
14 Dec. p.
21 Dec. p.
21 Dec. p.
21 Dec. p.

The
impact
of a station's
personality:
Csida
(CBS Radio-Motivation Analysis, Inc.)

Issues and

23 Nov. p.

study .... 30 Nov. p.
....
30 Nov. p.

Videotown after 10 years.
C&W's 1957 report
Radio super-saturation vs. full page newspaper ads.
H-R project along with Pulse ......
New spot radio rate estimator (Katz Agency)
Do we need more program research: Foreman

Special

9 Nov.

Sponsor asks: How did you create your prize winning radio commercial?

(WBC's

39
P- 16
P- 33
37

17 Aug.

125 Oct.

PGW's Univac makes buying spot radio/tv easier
The funny radio commercial, circa 1930
Does radio follow customers to suburbia?
National
Shoes
_

20
30
33

27 July

Basics/August

Movie-men don't know how to use radio. Gordon
McLendon, KLIF
Is radio a primary medium?
Good Humor
Sponsor asks: What are trends in tv/radio premium
offers this fall?

7 Dec. p.
7 Dec. p.

New spot radio rate estimator

Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

30 Nov. p.
30 Nov. p.

ads. (H-R project along with Pulse)
Radio Basics/December

17 Aug. p. 35

Radio
Spot

Spot radio's first $200 million year?
_
Why Whitman (candy)
joined spot radio
Radio
super-saturation
vs. full page
newspaper

28 Dec. p.

Sections

Top fall trends from sponsor's Tv/Radio Basics
Seventh annual Canadian Radio and Tv Report:
1957
The Canadian market
A radio-tv director looks at Canada

27 July p.
24 Aug. p.
24 Aug. p.
24 Aug. p.

42
PP-

25
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Key buying trends in radio-tv
Profile of Canadian radio
Profile of Canadian tv
Canadian Radio Basics
Canadian Tv Basics

_
_

Sixth annual Negro Market Supplement
Negro market: why buyers are looking twice ....
Agency analysis: admen tell why, how they buy
Negro radio
Case histories: stations report sales and audience results _—
Negro-appeal stations: they work with and sell
the community
_
Negro population basics
National advertisers
Negro station profile
Negro radio stations

—

sponsor's first annual Tv and Radio Trade Paper
Advertising Awards
Why sponsor launched awards — and who won
Analysis of tv and radio ads from awards judges
The winners in 14 categories
Sixth annual Farm Radio and Tv Section: 1957
Farm market:
there's a $37 billion market on
those farms
_
Farm air audience: when it tunes and what it
Farm director: key figure in farm radio and tv
Farm radio is being rediscovered, too
NATRFD seeks higher standards
Cross-section of farm radio stations
Cross-section of farm tv stations
sponsor's annual Radio Results
Annual Tv Results appear in 4 Jan. 1958 issue

24
24
24
24
24
28

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

43
44
44
46
52

: Helene Curtis

28 Sept. p. 6
28 Sept. p. 8

Why we need tv account execs: Foreman

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

10
13
17
18
28

5
5
5
5
2

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

37
38
41
44
47

2 Nov. p. 48
2
2
2
2
2
2
28

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

50
52
56
59
64
70
35

6 July p. 27
6 July p. 36
6 July p. 39
13 July p. 4
13 July p. 36

Stan

Lomas, MacManus, J & A tv expert
Excitement in Alaskan tv: Foreman

13 July p. 39
20 July p. 18

Top fall trends from sponsor's Tv/Radio Basics... 27 July p. 37
The one-shot in tv advertising: Foreman _
3 Aug. p. 18
Tv: the marketing medium
3 Aug. p. 27
Tv Basics/ August
3 Aug. p. 47
Sponsor asks: Do many packages still need to be
redesigned for tv?
3 Aug. p. 64
Barter: how big, how bold, how bad for tv?
10 Aug. p. 29
How Prudential insures full value from net tv
10 Aug. p. 32
The Mike Wallace moral: Foreman .......
_ 17 Aug. p. 18
Is tv soft compared to other media?
17 Aug. p. 29
How the gas industry markets a new identity on
tv. American Gas Association
17 Aug. p. 35
Spot tv running life ahead of 1956
17 Aug. p. 39
Follow-through for tv sales success.
Proctor Elec.
Are clients ducking the 15% on tv packages?
Can tv sell after midnight?
Oldsmobile

24 Aug. p. 30
31 Aug. p. 31
31 Aug. p. 38

How tv spans Armour's split marketing personality
Tv Basics/September
Sponsor asks: What are the trends in tv/radio
premium offers this fall?
When should you drop a weak tv show?
Daytime tv outpulls all media for Lyon Van Lines
The softy set. (West coast show, Pet Exchange,
aimed at pet lovers)
Is a client revolt against tv costs brewing?

31 Aug. p. 41
31 Aug. p. 63

SPONSOR
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21 Sept. p. 34
21 Sept. p. 41

Will tv get its own
NARTB's study
Tv Basics/October

28
28
28
28
28

"bureau of circulation"?

28 Sept. p. 34

PGW's Univac makes buying spot radio/tv easier
How to "catch" an audience: Csida
Ignore tv barbs from critics
Pr via tv.

Aluminium

14 Sept. p. 38
21 Sept. p. 18
21 Sept. p. 31

gives a %

What is station merchandising?

Television Piocampaign
camera.

Is tv behind the urge to merge?
Where spot buys are made. SRA
breakdown for four cities

28 Sept. p. 3

Television
Guarding a $7,000,000 tv investment
Is tv viewing off in the summer?
Tv Basics/July
Newsmaker: W. D. (Dub)
Rogers,
neers _
Ohio bank breaks precedents in tv
How to write commercials with a

How tv licked a winter sales slump. (National
Paint & Varnish, Los Angeles)
Jack Paar vs. feature film: Csida
_

Ltd. sponsors Omnibus

Webster can't do it all. (Product personality: tv
vs. radio) : Foreman
Will Catholic church screen programing?
Tv Basics/November
Can U. S. tv exist half- free?
Dichter on Dracula: the horror cycle

28
12
12
19
19

Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

37
20
34
18
31
18
19 Oct. p. 37

26 Oct.
26 Oct. p. 38
26 Oct. p. 57
2 Nov. p. 37
2 Nov. p. 43
9 Nov. p. 16

Tv tune-in ads — a critique: Foreman
Could tv (and radio) clip a business dip? What
ten companies will do next
Westward ho the ratings: Csida

16 Nov. p. 18

Where does spot tv go from here? Spot tv's own
marketing
revolution

16 Nov. p. 35

What the space age means to sponsors. (Will Sputnik spark science fiction?)
Should a $70,000 spender put it all in tv? Amsco
Sponge Cloth
Let's stop ratings jitters: Foreman ....
Tv Basics/December
The price of temperament: Csida
What Lysol learned about day vs. night tv .
Daytime tv documents its case. (NBC-TV study)....
Are your salesmen audience builders? Nationwide Insurance sponsors Mama
Videotown after ten years. C&W's 1957 report
Sponsor asks: How do your readers react to the
tv season?
_

9 Nov. p. 28

16 Nov. p. 38
16
23
23
30
30
30

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

46
20
45
16
34
37

7 Dec. p. 32
7 Dec. p. 35
7 Dec.

p.

Don't write off tv's new music shows: Csida
Sponsor asks: Can publicity save a wavering tv
show?

14 Dec.

p.

20

14 Dec.

p.

42

Next year's tv costs
This utility (Western Mass. Electric)
live tv for $178 a show
Tv Basics/January

21 Dec.

p.

23

21 Dec.
21 Dec.

p.
p.

28
37

buys local,
__

52

Timebuyers
Timebuyers rates the reps (part two)

13 July p. 42

Timebuyers take "see-for-yourself" tour.
WSTVTV Steubenville, Ohio
Sponsor asks: What is there about your market

20 July p. 32

which a buyer has to see personally to understand?
Sponsor asks: What is there about your market

20 July p. 44

which a buyer has to see personally to under-

31 Aug. p. 72
7 Sept. p. 33
7 Sept. p. 36

stand? (cont'd.)
Timebuyers of the U. S.
Timebuyers of the U. S.
Strictly by the numbers:
Timebuyers of the U. S.
Reps rate the timebuyers
Timebuyers of the U. S.
Timebuyers of the U. S.
What to watch for when

7 Sept. p. 46
14 Sept. p. 33

Timebuyers don't want rate deals
Spot buyers: 1957 3rd quarter.
(Top 100 spot tv
advertisers)

(part two)
(part three)
a play on timebuying
(part four)
(part five)
(part six)
buying music and news

_.

27
3
10
10
17
24
24
31
7

July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

50
37
40
36
41
27
78
45
38

12 Oct. p. 31
16 Nov. p. 48

National and regional spot buys
in work now or recently completed

SPOT
RADIO

BUYS
BUYS

International Latex Corp., New York, is preparing a test campaign
in 10 markets for its Playtex rubber gloves. The markets are widely
scattered so test results will be representative of the entire country.
If the test is successful, the advertiser will initiate a major campaign
later this year. The schedule starts in late January; minute e.t.'s are
being placed, saturation frequencies. Buyer: Tim O'Leary. Agency:
Reach. McClinton & Co. (Agency declined to comment.)

POPto PARADE'
6)5
Midnite
• • . your best radio buy in
Rochester, N. Y.

*W

A^
D '
ROCHESTER,

N.Y.

hear ye

National Biscuit Co., New York, has designed a new package for
its Premium Saltines and is introducing it with a spot campaign in
various markets; food store newspaper advertising runs concurrently.
The schedule starts in February, with daytime minutes, Monday
through Saturday. Buyers: Sal Agovino and Ted Kelly. Agency:
McCann-Erickson, Inc.. New York. (Agency declined to comment.)
Maiden Form Brassiere Co., New York, is purchasing schedules
for its brassiere line. The campaign starts in early February for 13
weeks. Minute announcements, Monday through Friday, are being
placed; frequency varies from market to market. Buyer: Renee
Ponik. Agency: Norman, Craig & Kummel, Inc., New York. (Agency
declined to comment.)
J. H. Filbert, Inc., Baltimore, is scheduling announcements in 35-40
markets for its margarine. Schedule: late January through midMarch. Mostly daytime minutes, with some nighttime spots, are
being slotted. Frequencies depend upon the market. Buyer: Tom
O'Dey.

Agency: SSCB, New York.

TV

(Agency declined to comment.)

BUYS

Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc., New York, is entering a number of
markets for its Valcream hair preparation for men. The advertiser
is using sports programs and announcements, with the pattern depending upon the market. Buyer: Ethel Weider. (Agency declined
to comment.)

More

listeners hear

WINSTON-SALEM
than the other three city
stations combined

RADIO

and TV BUYS

Greyhound, Chicago, is scheduling announcements in both rad
and tv to promote its bus travel. In radio, a 13-week campaign
40 markets is being run. In tv, a 10-week West Coast campaign
slotted starting 30 March. Frequencies vary from market to market.
Buyer: Tom Reiley. Agency: Grey Advertising, New York. (Agency
declined to comment.)
Bristol-Myers Co., New York, is scheduling announcements in
Southern markets for its Vitalis hair preparation; the campaign runs
for 13 weeks. Live minutes are being slotted during early morning

WINSTON

SAl EM/ GREENSBORO/ I

and late afternoon segments, with a male audience in mind. Frequency depends upon the market. Buyer: Sam Vitt. Agency: Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, New York.
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Capsule case histories of successful
local and regional television campaigns

TV RESULTS
SHOES
SPONSOR:

Britain's

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Although Brittain's, one of the
Soutb's leading children's department stores, had had little
experience with the television medium, they turned most of

MILK

& MILK

SPONSOR:

Foremost Dairies

PRODUCTS
AGENCY:

Dave Bennett & Assoc.

Capsule case history: Beginning in September and
running through November 1957, Foremost Dairies of La
Feria, Texas, ran one announcement in Steve Donovan
Western Marshall, Saturday mornings from 10:30 to 11:00,

their advertising budget to WRAL-TV during the months of
March and April; only a small amount was channeled to
other media. The results well justified the expenditure.

cut the "F's ' from the Foremost products, and send them

After reviewing the business volume for these two months,
thev netted an 18.4% increase over the same period of

to KGBT-TV. Some products have larger "F's" than others
and are priced higher. Points were assigned according to

1956, and total sales exceeded any April and March in

the letter size and three prizes were offered for those send-

Brittain's history. After conferring with WRAL-TV's sales
manager, Mr. Sam Mobley, manager of the Raleigh store,

ing in the most points: a bicycle, portable radio and a
badminton set. The results: Over a quarter of a million
Foremost labels were received from all sections of the Rio

bought one announcement

on Thursdays in Popeye, at

which time a pair of children's shoes were shown. The
total cost was only $210. Mobley was so impressed with the

on KGBT-TV.

Harlingen. Texas. Youngsters were asked to

Grande Valley and surrounding area. Foremost Dairies
reported a 10% increase in milk sales in the Valley alone;

sales results that they have been running schedules since then

figures on other Foremost products also showed a marked

with tremendous success. "We do not know of any other

increase. "Tv is the most powerful advertising medium I

media that could have done the job so well as television,"

have ever seen," remarked John White, owner of the Fore-

commented Mobley.
WRAL-TV,

"It sells our lines with consistency."
PURCHASE:

Raleigh, N. C.

Announcements

"We plan to increase our tv schedules."

Harlingei

PURCHASE:

Announcements

TABLES

COSMETICS
SPONSOR:

most dealership.
KGBT-TV,

Avon Cosmetics

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Helen Church, supervisor for Avon

SPONSOR:

Judd

Drugs

AGENCY:

Direct

Representatives in 16 mid-Missouri counties, purchased five

Capsule case history: Before Judd Drugs, a medium-sized,
Midwestern drug chain, used tv they were skeptical of its

spots a week on KOMU-TV,

pulling power; now it is a must in their advertising budget.

Columbia, Mo. These were

scheduled to precede "Campaign Fifteen," a three-week
intensive sales drive for Avon Representatives. The spots
ran adjacent to various NBC

programing throughout the

Their first experience on tv was with WSJV-TV,

South

Bend, Ind. Charles Judd, president of Judd Drugs, pur-

day; two were in Queen For A Day, and one in Matinee

chased full sponsorship of a half-hour syndicated film to
be shown on Friday nights from 10:00 to 10:30 p.m. In

Theatre. The cost was $80 on the station's five-plan. When

order to really test the strength of tv advertising, Judd

Avon's drive was over, representatives of the 16-county
district had experienced a 50% sales increase over the same

offered hostess tables at $1.99 each. He used just one announcement inhis show. By the end of Saturday morning

period last year. Women in the area were actually waiting
for an Avon saleswoman to call, some of the representatives

he had distributed five dozen tables in his five stores, includ-

reported. Because of heavy sales, Helen Church renewed

biggest single Saturday morning gross they had ever known
in the same period of any year. Traffic in other sections of

this schedule on KOMU-TV. Although some of the increase
was due to natural growth, she credits the major portion of

ing those in Goshen and Warsaw. In addition, it was the

Judd's stores increased also due to this one announcement.

the campaign's success to tv. "On all sides I hear glowing

"We are more than pleased with the results of our experi-

reports of the impact of tv on our customers," she says.

ment," says Judd, "and are preparing a new tv campaign."
WSJV-TV, South Bend, Ind.
PURCHASE: Program

KOMU-TV,

SPONSOR
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NO-CAL

9J<

IS SOLD ON SPOT

Wl

fKD V ELfl I / ofcfl f Wom) rfo ISo-Cal and its agency, Paris
tV: Peart, account for the biggest ISeiv York sales jump in
No-Cal history? They credit Spot Television on WRCA-TV.
No-Cal Board Chairman Hyman Kirsch says. "Spot TV . . . because
its high frequency at low cost makes a full saturation campaign finan-

the clock campaign with a complete merchandising and pr<
program — the headline-making Miss No-Cal Contest."
Does Spot Television on WRCA-TV deliver? "Actual sales'
are confidential," says Mr. Kirsch, "but No-Cal is devoting
share of a larger advertising budget to Spot TV. Not only

cially feasible. And Spot's selectivity allows us to concentrate that
campaign on our prime sales target — the figure-conscious housewife."

signed for an increased Spot schedule on WRCA-TV, and r
our sponsorship of the Miss No-Cal Contest for 1958, but weeals
expanded our Spot TV campaign into the Philadelphia maist

"WRCA-TV," continues Mr. Kirsch. ". . . first, because it commands
such a healthy chunk of the New York audience. Secondly, because
it offers an economical saturation schedule of good availabilities.
And finally, because the station backs our 30-spots-per-week, around

Seated, left to right: No-Cal Corporation officials: Lee Kirschffra
urer; Hyman Kirsch, Chairman of the Board; Morris Kirsch, Piridn
Standing, left to right: Donald C. Porteous, TV-Radio Directo P<"
& Peart;
Buck, Director
Sales,
Spot
Sales Max
Representative,
NBC ofSpot
Sales.WRCA-TV; Ed Kene.-k,"]
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BY MORRIS
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■ ■ A I LC. ft T Joseph Reich, Grand Union Supermarket
i iger in W/hite Plains says, "Judging from the additional
jHfrer o/ cases we're been moving, ISo-Cal sales have ineted appreciably in recent weefcs."

NBCISPOT

SALES

1 ''lers and advertisers alike are convinced that No-Cal's use of
" (jTelevision pays off right down the line. They know first-hand
»• adjacencies to the great NBC entertainment lineup and the top
-, programs and personalities can do for advertisers who buy
pilules on the television stations represented by NBC Spot Sales.
MO right: Joseph Reich, Grand Union Supermarket Manager, White
A Shopping Center, New York; Joe Murphy, Merchandising Man« !fRCA-TV; Irving Ehrlich, Sales Manager, No-Cal Corporation.

REPRESENTING

TELEVISION

STATIONS:

HARTFORD-NEW BRITAIN-WNBC
NEW YORK-WRCA-TV
SCHENECTADY-ALBANY-TROY-WRGB
PHILADELPHIA-WRCV-TV
' WASHINGTON-WRCTV
MIAMI-WCKT
BUFFALO-WBUF

LOUISVILLE-WAVE-TV
CHICAGO-WNBQ
ST. LOUIS-KSD-TV
DENVER-KOA-TV
SEATTLE-TACOMA-KOMO-TV
LOS ANGELES-KRCA
HONOLULU-KONA-TV

A pictorial review of local
and national industry events

PICTURE

WRAP-UP

Stop fee tv campaign bj Michiga
is climaxed in Washington with deli
cross -o unti j house traili
- to Rep. Our,, Hani-. Chairman of Housi

entry won! For telling why she bought radio time on SomNetwork, Rose Marie Vitanza, timebuyer, Carl S. Brown, won
prize: 10 day all-expense trip to Mexico
ill O'Connell,

exec,

director,

Sombrero,

tells

City, Acapulco.
the

good

news

Commercial wins citation for public service advertising on TV. Y.
Times station WOXR. I. Delancy (2nd 1.) advertising manager,
Sinclaii Refining Co. and K. Girdler (3rd 1.) dir. of p.r. and advertising, Sinclaii Oil Corp. are given aw. ml l>> E. Sanger (2nd r.) exec.
v.|... WQXK and Nf. McGee (r.) v.p. in charge of sal,-. WQXR. Left,
S. Morey,

pres.,

Morey,

Rear seat viewing

Humm

& Warwick, N. Y., Sinclair's agency
uto set developed by
of General

Motors

Poodles are prizes

in KYW-TV, Cleveland's contest to boost
of MGM movies. Station personality Big

the prizes offered to the three best entries of
plaining favorite MGM

scene caught on KYW-TV

News and Idea
■

WRAP-UP

Cost per thousand?

.0000001/!
You get nearly

ADVERTISERS
Philip Morris assured Consumers
Reports that it didn't mean to offend when if referred in newspaper ads to what CR had to say
about the new Parliament.
CR publicly threatened to bring suit
against PM.

AGENCIES
J. Davis Danforth, BBDO executive v.p., believes that despite the

The New York Yankees for their
1958 season have scheduled the

changes in an agency's functions
nothing will take the place of a
good creative idea.
He expressed this view before an
American Marketing Association panel
on the role of the modern ad agency
in launching new products.
Said Davis : "Someone has remarked
that 10 years from now advertising

heaviest tv coverage so far — 140
home and road games totaling
some 400 viewing hours for New
York area fans.

agencies will no longer be called 'advertising agencies.' They may be referred to as 'marketing agencies.'
There will never, in my opinion, be any

Ballantine and R. J. Reynolds will
pick up the tab as in past years.

question that an advertising agency's
primary job is to create the basic theme
that will sell a product to the con-

New product ranks bulged a bit
this week with additions by two
major advertisers and the return
of an old name to the marketing

Some interesting quotes from Dansumer."
forth's panel statements:
"In one national supermarket chain
a record was kept over a 16-month period of new products presented to the
buyers.
"It was found that in this period of
time 10,000 new items were offered.

fold.

The newcomers:
• Self, a home permanent by Gillette, introduces a new feature in that
line. Waving is done by end papers
which eliminate the need for dripping
lotions. Spot TV will be used.
• A new smudge-proof ink for ball
point pens by W. A. Sheaffer.
• Ingram, an old name in shaving
creams, is back under the management
of The Ingram Menthol Co., which acquired the Ingram name and good will
from Bristol-Myers.
Radio and tv spot campaigns will be
used later in the year.
American Cyanamid has commissioned the first nationally syndicated tv newsreel designed for a
farm audience.
Produced by Cunningham & Walsh,
the 15-minute program will appear for
13 weeks on 62 stations. Sponsorship
will be on behalf of Aureomycin, an
antibiotic used as a feed supplement
and as a medicant to control livestock
diseases.
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"Of this number 1,430 got as far as
the buying committee (of the chain)
and only 370 were accepted for either
test distribution or across-the-board
distribution.
"In other words, only a little over
3% of all new products presented to
the chain ever got on the shelf."
Added Danforth: "Considering that
this is just one supermarket chain, imagine how many thousands of new
products are submitted to drug chains,
variety stores, appliance dealers and
other types of retail buying groups.
This has been the reason for the evolution in the advertising agency busiIn other words, it is important that
the agencies cooperate in every facet
ness."
in the development of a new product —
or in the over-all marketing effort.
Merger : Sven Thornblad Sales Engineering Co., New York agency,
and F. P. Walther, Jr., and Associ-

50 MILLION IMPRESSIONS
MONTHLY
(combined radio and visual)
throughout

Entire Boston Market
in
exclusive

'S
WORL
"COLOR
PACKAGE"!
ist time anywhere the greatest
merchandising plan
ever

Saturation Radio
Full Color
Subway Posters
plusgreater Boston
throughout entire
Transit System — multiple postings in all 62 subway & elevated
stations!

For full details, contact
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
National representatives for

WORl

Boston's "950 CLUB" station
950 on every dial
5000 WATTS
INDEPENDENT

ates, Inc., Boston agency, have
combined their Bervices and facilities.

paint products. Spring and fall campaigns will use radio.

The name of the Boston agency and

Recent officer elections at Calkins
and Holden:

the present offices of both organizations have been retained under the
consolidation.
Publicis Corp.. U. S. affiliate of
Publicis. S.A., Paris ad agency, has
opened offices in Radio City, N. Y.
National Advertising Agency Network will hold its 27th Annual
Management Conference 2-6 June
at Montebello, Canada.
Wilson & Co., Chicago meat packers, has started its search for an
agency to take over its ham, bacon, sausage, canned meats and
Jane Wilson products.
The account, whose budget is estimated at over $1,000,000 a year, was
resigned recently by Needham, Louis
& Brorby.
Agency appointments : McCannErickson for the Adler Co., Cincinnati sock manufacturers . . . Charles
F. Hutchinson, Inc., Boston, for
Briggs-Maroney Co., manufacturers of

1. w. ? ?
KPQ
Whatisl.W.?
You Get It With

KPQ

Wenatchee

$100 Reward
Whatisl.W.?
KPQ,

Natl

Reps:

Seattle,
Natl

F0RJ0E

Portland
Sales:

Pat

answer

Wenatchee,

&

CO.,

Reps: ART
O'Halloran,

to
Wash.

& ASSOC.

KPQ,
Wenatchee
NOrmandy 3-5121

ii

CBS Radio reports a half million
dollars in new business contracted for.
The sponsors: Kiplinger's Changing
Times magazine, Charles Pfizer for
Candettes lozenges, Hearst's Good
Housekeeping magazine, and Dodge
Division of Chrysler Corporation.
Appointed by NBC this week: Walter D. Scott, formerly v.p., national
sales manager for NBC Television
Sales, now v.p. television network sales
. . . Don Durgin, formerly v.p., sales
planning, now v.p, national sales manager .. . Dean Shaffner, formerly director ofsales planning, now v.p., sales
planning . . . Edward Stanley, director of public affairs.
Other personnel items: Jerome B.
Golden, secretary and general counsel
for AB-PT . . . Selig J. Seligman,
general manager of KABC-TV, elected
v.p. of ABC . . . Alice Stamatis, director ofsales service for ABC-TV . . .
Murray Grabhorn, formerly with
ABN, now account executive for Mutual .. . Eugene Fitts, director of station services, a new department at
Mutual.

copywriter for Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample .. . Milton S. Samuels, to Gordon Best Co., Chicago, as v.p. . . . John
Wolff, production assistant; Jo Zimmerman, media assistant and Gail
Lynn Michaels, assistant in the radiotv department at Grant Advertising,
Chicago . . . Christian Valentine,
Jr., director of tv-radio commercial
production department for McCannErickson . . . John A. Garber, account supervisor on the Halo account
for D'Arcy . . . Nat Lazar, account
executive for The Shaller-Rubin Co.,
New York . . . Don Grady, copywriter
for William Esty.

NETWORKS
Pall Mall this week

INC.
MOORE

They're on new assignments: H.
H. "Dobby" Dobberteen, v.p. in
charge of media for Warwick & Legler . . . Edward C. Fieri, Jr., supervisor of spot broadcasting and telecasting for BBDO . . . Alan D. Lehmann,
to Flagler Advertising, Buffalo, as v.p.
. . . John T. Wheeler, account executive on the Chrysler Division account
for Ross Roy, Detroit . . . Russell
Fradkin, to Cole, Fischer & Rogow as
v.p., account supervisor and executive
plans board member. Formerly president and founder of Fradkin Advertising, he will handle all his previous
accounts from his new position . . .
Lawrence G. Stark, marketing director of Honig-Cooper . . . Bernard Gilwit, art director for Kenyon & Eckhardt . . . Warren B. Wiethaupt, media group supervisor; Donald W. Osten, chief space buyer; and Daniel C.
Roberts, research group supervisor in
charge of farm group accounts for
Gardner Advertising, St. Louis . . .
Cynthia Scott, director of public relations for Herbert Baker Advertising,
Chicago . . . Ralph E. Combes, p.r.
director for Ackerman, Associates, Oklahoma City . . . Marion MacDonald,

Wenatchee, Wash.

Mail

Robert D. Morgan, v.p. and director of marketing; Frank J. Harvey,
treasurer: Walter B. Geoghegan, director.

Other new network business:
On ABC TV: Carter Products for its
Arrid Cream Deodorant, America)
Bandstand, Thursdays; The Crackei
Jack Co., a participating sponsor oi
Lone Ranger, Sundays beg
March ; Joe Lowe Corp., a weekly participation inLone Ranger, beginning
25 May and three participations in
American
Bandstand during June and
July.

became

the

third co-sponsor of Wagon Train.
The brand also co-sponsors Wells
Fargo on the same network (NBC TV) .
Agency: SSC&B.

FILM
How important the brewer has become to syndication is the theme
of a statistical release this week by
California
National
Productions.
The findings are based on CNP continuing through 1957.
Relates this CNP release:
• Beer companies account for 16%
of all markets, topping every other item
in the food category.
• Twice as many big breweries are
syndication buyers as small breweries.
• Among the 29 brewers in the billion-barrel class, 20 sponsored one or
more NBC Television Films (now
CPN) series.
• Of the 80 largest brewers, 45 were
syndicate film sponsors and 33% of
all 318 breweries in the U.S. bought
syndicated series.
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Relating this data to actual sales,

Foreign

developments : Screen

'55-56, 73% of
upped beer proof the non-film
output.

Gems' Rin Tin Tin, according to the
BRI TV Index of Puerto Rico, reached
220.260 viewers in the San Juan area,
with a rating of 52.0, the second largest for December . . . Highway Patrol

Transactions:
WRCA-TV,
New
York, bought 140 post-1948 features
from Republic . . . KNXT, L.A., contracted for Screen Gems' new group of
112 features (Triple Crown) . . Trans-

(Ziv) again showed up as London's
No. 1 show in Tv Audience Measurement, England rating service, for the
week ending 29 December . . . Ziv International has sold Sea Hunt in these
foreign countries to date: England, W.
Germany. Philippines, Japan, Australia,
Puerto Rico, Cuba and Venezuela.

CPN says that from
film series sponsors
duction, while 54%
users decreased their

lux in a year-end report says it's sold
the Encyclopaedia Britannica Films
to 101 stations.
Rating data: CPN states that the
latest November ARB reports show
Boots and Saddles topped Twenty-Six
Men, Casey Jones and Honeymooners.
Uso in some towns outscored To Tell
The Truth, FaI Sullivan and the Gillette
Fights . . . NTA, quoting from the
same ARB reports, deposes that Sheriff
of Cochise gained top attention in such
markets as Atlanta, Cincinnati, Memphis, Birmingham, Richmond, San
Diego, Fort Wayne and Nashville.
Re new series : NTA is putting into production a new situation comedy
series, How to Marry a Millionaire,
with Lori Nelson, Mery Anders and
Barbara Eden. Ben Feiner, Jr.. will
produce . . . Screen Gems will distribute
Herbert B. Leonard's Dial 116. Deals
with the exploits of the L.A. Fire Department's rescue squad . . . Wayne
King, the "Waltz King" of the 1930's,
will do a half-hour syndicated series
under the Filmcraft banner . . . TPA
starts production on its New York Confidential series this week. There'll be
39 episodes.
Union NoSe: The Screen Directors International Guild voted to
put pressure on film producers for acceptance as a collective bargaining
agent. The job was assigned to the
Guild's executive board.
Strictly personnel: William
Hooper joins the Chicago office of
CBS TV Film Sales as account man
. . . Berle Adams and Herb Rosenthal are made directors of MCA TV
Ltd. . . . Les Lobe, formerly with
ABC Films, now with Ziv's New York
sales division . . . Andrew Halmay,
v.p. in charge of sales and client relations, Wilbur Streech Productions . . .
A. Frank Parton, Southwest division
manager for Screen Gems out of Houston. Covers Texas and Oklahoma.
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ASSOCIATIONS
has opened 1958 nominations to its Advertising Hall of
Fame, with the deadline set for 15

according to a report by Electronic
Industries Association.
NAB has prepared a 24-page booklet setting forth the contributions
of free tv to broadcasting in the

u. s.

Titled "Free Television — How It
Serves America," the booklet explains
to the general public how tv works
technically and how the American system of free tv came about.
NAB has also mailed nearly 1,000
kits of its promotional material
for the observance of Farm Broadcasting Day to radio and tv stations requesting it.

The AFA

April.
Nominees are chosen from advertising men and women who have rendered special service to the progress of
advertising and who have been deceased two years at the time of election.
Radio set sales of 925,600 for November, 1957, were up a quarter
of a million over November, 1956,

1 February is the day set aside for
the observance.
The

American

Heart

Association

has opened its sixth annual Howard W.
Blakeslee competition for outstanding
reporting in the field of heart and
blood vessel diseases.
Selections are made from newspaper and magazine articles, books, radio
and tv programs and films. Awards
carry a $500 honorarium, and entries
must be submitted by 1 May.
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"JAXIE"

SAYS, IT'S PAAR

FOR THE COURSE

TONIGHT!"

The people in the multi-billion dollar North Florida - South Georgia
market demand Jack Paar for their course of entertainment . . . he's
straight down the sales fairway with Tonight!
BASIC
NBC
AFFILIATION

WFGA-TV
A

TV
™ ■ W

FLORIDA'S

Channel
Jacksonville,

COLORFUL

STATION

12
Flori

How
The

Marketing

Division of the

VM V \*ill hold 39 Bmall-group
meetings in various cities from

sand is no higher and in many cases
lower than morning radio.
3) No differences in terms of quality exist between nighttime and morning radio audiences.

February to June as part of its
spring seminar program.
Close to 1,000 marketing men are
expected to attend the workshops and
instructional seminars.

How to use spot radio to build a
cumulative audience fast is shown

NAB's Third Annual Conferenee
of State Association Presidents will

in the tenth of RAB's studies being
i anicd on 1>\ Nielsen. The gist of the
findings:

be held 18-19 February at the
Shoreham Hotel. Washington.

• Ten spots broadcast over a 12hour period reach better than one-fifth
of a market's radio homes more than
twice each.

BPA has named nine regional
chairmen to serve on its 1958
membership committee.
Appointed to assist chairman Howard Meagle of WWVA, Wheeling, W.
Va., are James Kiss, WPEN, Philadelphia; Ken McClure, WMBR, Jacksonville, Fla.; Marian Annenberg. WDSU,
New Orleans; Roy Pedersen, WDAY,
Fargo, N. Dak.; Montez Tjaden,
KWTV, Oklahoma City; Janet Byers,
KYW, Cleveland; James Barker,
KBTV, Denver; Edward Morrissey,
KIMA, Yakima, Wash.; and Harvey M.
Clarke, CFPL. Canada.

• Thirty announcements broadcast
over a 36-hour span will deliver more
than one-third of all households nearly
four times.
Conclusion: the 30 announcement
buy is both effective and economical
for beefing up a campaign.

RAB is mailing to its member stations and networks the second in
its advertiser testimonials on the
effectiveness of radio.
This one: "Radio: Grove's Prescription for Greater Sales."

RESEARCH
NBC

TV resumed the rating tomtoms this week — to this effect:

• NBC

picked up first place in

Nielsen's Multi-Network Area nighttime ratings report for November. It's
the first time NBC has led CBS since
September, 1954.
• NBC's average accumulative evening ratings lead over CBS is 4%, and
over ABC, 26',. A vear ago NBC
trailed CBS by 22% and led ABC by

NBC

Spot Sales has put out a brochure highlighting the advantages
of nighttime radio.
Conducted bj Pulse in the New
York, Chicago and San Francisco markets, the Stud) ^lm\\>:
1) A substantial nighttime radio
audience exists.
2) Nighttime

radio

cost-per-thou-

RADIO

STATIONS

KWK, St. Louis, went on a record
smashing binge and from it gained
much listener approval and news-

tc

It's easy
on film...
Because film offers unlimited
scope for special effects, for
polished perfection in all thing
One man is made two . . .
large objects made small ...
small things, large . . . time ana
space conquered— all with a
snap and precision that make
film sing out, its use constantly
on the increase !
Truly, a good release is a
better release when you
USE EASTMAN FILM.
For complete information writ!
Motion Picture Film T

paper space.
After the management had decided
to keep rock n' roll off the schedule as
of 20 January, the station's d.j.'s broke
each rock n' roll record over the air as
the number was completed.
Other St. Louis stations report beLng pelleted with mail urging adoption
of the same policy.
Reports on public service:
• WQXR, New York, is presenting four weekly seminars on the subject "New York's New Approach to
Juvenile Delinquency." The series will
attempt to discover whether the city,
which allots $30 million a year to fight
delinquency,
is spending its monej
wisely!

c hicago

1, III.

Wei t Coast Division
Hollywood 38, Calif.

or W. J . GERMAN,

Inc.

Agents for the sale ana distribute
Eastman Professional Motion Picture F

• hMOX. St. Louis, will broadcast a weekly series featuring outstanding editorials in the area's newspapers.
• KDAY, L.A., is supplementing
its weathercasts with reports on atmospheric radioactivity.
• WPTR, Albany, N.Y., supplements its regular highway traffic reports by stationing four mobile car
units at treacherous spots for on-thescene reports.
• WPOW, New York, on 21 January began programing 8 hours weeklj
in Spanish. The programs include
news reports <>f the Spanish community
and a husband and wife program.

Be sure to shoot
IN COLOR . . .
You'll be glad you di

avoid double

trouble

• WCCO,

Minneapolis, is featur-

ing the big events in Minnesota's hislorj in a series of 12 broadcasts called
Minnesota Milestones.

MY
'MOMMY
LISTENS

• KTTV, L.A., will present Judge
Elmer Doyle of the Domestic Relations
Court in Divorce Court, a public service program designed to aid in curbing the increasing divorce rate in the
community.
• KDKA,

Pittsburgh, is broad-

casting the Air Force's CONELRAD
signals for emergency warnings about
weather conditions.
• WRCA, IN'ew York, in cooperation with New York University, is presenting a weekly science series designed to acquaint listeners with new
s< ientific achievements.
What's happening
side:
More §QM CUcfamJQMommies and Papas Listen
Daily to KiTE Than To
Any Other Station^
NCS#2

Call

Avery-Knodel,

5000

I

W

9

Best Buu

KFdJI

FALLS, OREGON

Ask {he Meeker Co.

II50

nation's first live series of stereophonic
broadcasts over WFLN beginning 21
March.
Local contests and promotions:
• KPHO, Phoenix, Ariz., is offering its chief announcer Larry Burroughs as a baby sitter to the listener

Best Buu

KLMAATH

on the music

• The
Philadelphia
Orchestra
with Eugene Ormandy will present the

KC

who best answers "Why I would like
Larry
Burroughs
25
words
or less. for a baby-sitter" in
• WBBC,

Flint, Michigan, pulled

60,732 votes in its '"Teen Queen" contest— more than have ever voted in any
election in the historv of the countv.
• WDGY, Minneapolis-St. Paul,
is inviting listeners to send in slogans
that describe the station. Samples so
far: The station alive and alert, whether you're washing clothes or digging
dirt . . . None can tie WDGY ... The
station with that certain SONGthing.
• WEEP, Pittsburgh, asked for
volunteers to go to the moon, drew
150 takers, one of whom offered his
mother-in-law.
• WNEW's Art Ford on Make Believe Ballroom is asking listeners to
I send in their listings of the 10 greatest
record performances of all time. Prizes
total ow-i 825.000. with winners to be
announced in February.
• WHYE, Roanoke, Va., is ask-

land, and WAMV.
signed with ABN.

St. Louis, have

People: William A. Jones, promotion director for WSIX AM-TV, Nashville. Tenn. . . . Tom O'Brien, to
the news staff of WINS, New York . . .
Ned Sheridan, general manager,
Clayton W. Eley, Jr., sales manager,
and Lee Allan, WAVY announcer, for
\^ A\ "i . Portsmouth, Va. . . . Merrie
Lynn Junkin, director of promotion
for KTLN. Denver, Col. . . . Guy
Wadsworth, sales director for WAVI,
Da\ ton, 0. . . . Carl Loose, promotion
and merchandise manager for WBOY
AM-TV. and Dick Huslead, manager
of WBOY-AM, Clarksburg. W. Va. . . .
Bernard F. Corson, Jr., program director for WLS. Chicago . . . Joe H.
Baker of KBON. Omaha, to the board
of directors of Inland Broadcasting Co.
. . . Charles L. Murn, station manager of WOKO, Albany, and a director
of Governor Dongan Broadcasting
Corp. . . . Charlie L. Getz, Jr., publand. licity director for KYW AM-TV. CleveAlso appointed: Parker Smith,
sales manager for WGRC, Louis\ille
. . . Bernard E. Neary, managing director for WGBS, Miami, Fla. . . .
Bob Faselt, account executive for
WNEW, New York ... Jeff York, local sales manager for XEAK. L.A. . . .
Walter Hiles, sales manager for
KS AN. San Francisco . . . C. Edward
Little, g.m. of WGMA, Hollywood,
Fla. . . . Rod Wolf, station manager,
Carl Y. Coriell, sales manager. S.
Carlton Avers, sales promotion manager, and Leo Hart, controller, for
WRTA, Altoona. Pa
V. Paul Pippert, farm reporter for WCMO, Kansas City. Mo. . . . Bob Cooper, program director for KGO, San Francisco,
Cal. . . . Frank Taylor, to the sales
staff of WKRC. Cincinnati, Ohio . . .
Lee C. Hanson, merchandising and
promotion manager for WKMH, Dearborn, Mich. . . . Joseph Wolfman.
assistant to the vice president of KSON,

listeners
to send
any "thing"
that ing
they
can get
into anin envelope.
To

San Diego . . . Ralph F. Glazer, account executive for KSFO, San Francisco . . . Joseph C. Winkler, commercial manager for WFLN, Philadelphia .. . Al Bertaux. to the news staff
of \\ \KK. Hagsrstown, Md
layne
Swain, station manager for \\ \kk.

date they've received 1500 "things"
ranging from a dead grasshopper to a
lock of Tab Hunter's hair.
New
affiliations:
WSRS,
Cleve-

Atlanta. Ga. . . . Pe"er P. Theg, station manager for WILD. Boston . . .
Thomas Whitley, acting station manager for WYDE, Birmingham, Ala.
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CBS station affiliates concluded
their Washington conference on
14 January with the adoption of
resolutions opposing pay tv and
the findings and recommendations
of the Barrow report.
Some of the conclusions:
• Pay tv will offer no significantly
different programing than free tv now
does.
• It will tend to black out free tv
and siphon away its programs and
talent.

-v~ &

VV

* cf <? ^ # ^

^

/ &

• The public will lose in being
forced to pay for what it now enjoys
free.
• Barrow report recommendations
would greatly restrict and regulate tv
broadcasting and would weaken affiliates, networks and their relationship
to the detriment of the American system of free tv broadcasting.
(See page 29 for analysis of Barrow
views on advertising.)

\*
WBNS
RADIO

WOR TV this week wrapped up
the deal to telecast 78 Phillies
games this season.
The station formerly aired the Dodgers games.
Efforts continue to be made on
behalf of public interest to achieve
the entry of tv cameras into court
and Congressional hearings.
• Representative F. Jay Nimtz of
South Bend plans to introduce a measure that will permit televising sessions
of Congress and Congressional meetings.
• Stations WGBI and WDAU
TV in Scranton, Pa., used a budgel
controversy of wide-spread public i:
terest to challenge the ban againsl
microphones and cameras in the Lack
wanna County courts. Judge T. Linus
Hoban refused the stations' formal request for permission to cover the hear-

COLUMBUS, OHIO

DON'T get snowed under
an avalanche of spots

Bormo

NO
NO

WWOL

Public service activities:

C/tecA^ NIELSEN

• WTOP AM-TV, Washington,
raised over $10,000 in its Christmas

c/uek v pulse

"Dollars for Orphans" fund drive, cosponsored by the Junior Chamber of
Commerce.

• WLW

Cincinnati's Bob Braun
25 JANUARY 1958

SPOTTING
SPOTTING

More listeners per $ too
Dig out the facts and figures

ings, but the stations' stand has elicited
community support.

• WTMJ AM-TV, Milwaukee,
through publicity on its programs
helped raise $65,000 on behalf of the
CARE Food Crusade.

DOUBLE
TRIPLE

/ C/ieek
*/
/ The
national advertisers
V 50HOOPER

1 y C/ieck wh° n°w indude wvfOL

WWOL

FORJOE

& CO.

i~ already receiving contributions in

vertised on WOOD

his "Teens Against Polio" drive in the
forthcoming L958 March of Dimes
campaign.

I \ appear
drug
stores. in some 400 of the area's

Equipment note:
RCA
has developed a production
model t\ monitor for testing the quality of color broadcasting in commercial and closed circuit operations.

publishing a "Merchandising Reporter' to serve the local merchandising
needs of network advertisers. It contains product news of NBC advertised
products, program audience figures,
and other data of interest to retailers.

• KRON-TV,

WGN-TV

Radio and WOOD-

San Francisco, is

will be the first station able

to tape record and phvj back color telecasts when it receives deliver) in June
of color conversion accessories for its
Vmpex \ ideotape recorder.
According to NSI: December
lor WOK make it the only New
independent station to register
ings increase during nighttime

gains
York
a rathours.

Station merchandising activities:
• WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids,
Mich., and Hazeltine and Perkins
Wholesale Drug Co.. have combined
in-store merchandising with radio and
tv advertising in a promotional campaign.
Display cases containing drug items
and the line "Your best buvs are ad-

Tv tower notations:
• WIS-TV, Columbia, S. C, has
received authorization to build a 1522foot tower 18 miles outside the city.
It will be the tallest structure east of
the Mississippi and increase station
coverage 1>\ 85-' i .

COMMERCIALS
A framing guide, designed
standardize measurements for
art work for tv commercials,
been developed for the use
agencies and tv stations by
4A's and SRA.

to
the
has
of
the

They are recommending that agencies and tv stations adopt the guide to
eliminate some of the confusion and
unnecessary delays.

V

An example of station self-regulation: WGN-TV, Chicago, has reduced
by one-third the number of commercial announcements it will carry on its
feature film programs sponsored on a
participation basis.
In contrast to the tv code of the
NAB, which allows one commercial
announcement for every five minutes
of programing, the station now carries
commercial breaks at approximately
15-minute intervals, as determined 1>\
the story line.
The station feels the allowable number of announcements is excessive for
feature films because of the too-frequent interruption of the story line.
Robert Lawrence Productions has
established new animation facilities in
its New York headquarters for the production of animated commercials.
Animation, Inc., Hollywood, has
been assigned by Needham, Louis &
Brorby to produce three one-minute
animated commercials for Household
Finance.
The firm also has completed two
animated

commercials

for

Kellogg's

Corn Flakes. The spots utilize the
Zerox technique, which achieves the
effect of a child's drawing.
The Rockmore Company, maker*
of transcribed radio commercials,
has found a new spot to carry its
advertising.
The label on the record carries a
line designed to whet the sole interest
of the announcer. One such message:
"RED DOT CIGARS, GET AN EARFUL OF THAT CRAZY DIT-DOT
TALK ON THESE RED DOT COMMERCIALS."
Shamus Culhane has devised a new
three-dimensional cartoon technique
which combines reality effects with the
appeal of cartoon characters.
The technique employs such devices
as textured stock, which lends cartoon
clothing a realistic, textured quality,
and live actors, shown in color against
black and white modernistically-animated backgrounds.

7-

Newly appointed: Peter H. Cooper, manager of animation operations,
and Glenn Botkin, production supervisor for Robert Lawrence Productions, New York . . . Peter Del Negro,
mid-western representative in the Chicago office of Playhouse Pictures, Hollywood.

FINANCIAL

Stock market quotations: Following stocks in air media and related
fields are listed each issue with quotations for Tuesday this week and Tuesda\ two weeks ago. Quotations supplied by Merrill Lynch. Pierce, Fenner
( liange
and Beane.
15%
Tues.
7 Jan.

Stock
AB-PT

New

TU8S.
21
Jan.
Exchange
171%
27%

York Sti
13%

AT&T
Avco
CBS
"A"
Columbia Pic.
Loew"s
Paramount
RCA
Storer
20th-Fox
Warner Bros.

168%
6V4
26%
13%
14%
32M>
34%
22%
23V2
17%

ck

Allied Artists

3%
8-%
i7d
3%
2%
6%

r-2^

13V2
7
23%
34V4
14
24%

—

:!s

171%
%
63%
3%
34
+1%

8%
Westinghouse
63%
2%
American Stock Exchange
6%

Assoc. Art. Prod.
C&C Super
Dumont Labs.
Guild Films
\ 1 \

— %
— %

+ %
+1%
—

\'s

+1'.

+
7b
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BARROW
(Continued from page 31)
the competition will do it. And so on.
all across the country."
The end result, say the networks,
would be a checkerboard of non-network shows that would make it impossible for the chains to operate in
the traditional manner. An advertiser
would find it difficult to clear identical
times on all stations. Local or spot
bins expire eventually but with the
checkerboard effect, expiration dates
for any particular slot would vary. An
advertiser with a film show might overcome this problem but an advertiser
with a live show would have to fall
back on kine or tape in a substantial
number of markets and schedule the
program at different times or not use
the market until more desirable time
can be cleared.
The more difficult problem of clearing live shows has a number of aspects. Aside from the fact that live tv
is considered by many to be the gem
in the network setting, live tv also
means news, special events, sports, cultural programs and public service
broadcasts. With some of these delayed broadcasts are useless.
But probably more important is the
network's contention that the reduced
income which would result from the
loss of time to local and spot advertising would not enable them to continue
supporting programing of that nature.
Furthermore, if live tv is driven off the
networks through inability to clear
across-the-board, what, ask the networks, are the value of lines? If microwave relay and the coaxial cable are
dispensed with, where is your network?
The nature of network-affiliate contracts in the absence of option time is
another factor that would affect the advertiser. Networks have been studying
this question, though they have no intention of revealing what line of
thought they're pursuing — for good
and obvious reasons.
However, some of the more obvious
alternatives would include incentive
type arrangements. For example, stations could be paid more for clearing
a show live than for a delayed broadcast. There could also be a sliding
scale of compensation. Stations might
be paid a low percentage, say 5 or
10%, for the first few hours cleared
with increasing percentages as more
and more time is cleared. For the ad-
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vertiser at the end of the queue this
would mean that as time gets harder to
clear the station would be offered a
bigger incentive to clear his show.
The warnings against the abolition
of network time have been extended by
the networks to warnings against cutting it down also. One network executive said that even cutting one hour
out of evening option time — which
many reps favor — would seriously affect the network's financial structure
and ability to subsidize not only sustaining but commercial shows. The
networks also appear to be against the
splitting of nighttime option time into segments so that some spot shows
can be slotted in cream time.
This latter attitude is apparently directed against one of the suggestions
made at the time the Barrow group was
talking to SRA people. The proposal
would provide that a continuous option
time period could extend no longer
than two contiguous programs or an
hour and a half, whichever was less.
This would not cut down the total option time but would mean, for example, that the networks could program
from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m., go off the air
for half an hour and then come back
on from 9:30 to 11:00 p.m. With an
evening of half-hour programs, this
break in network service would have
to come twice.
Despite the dark picture painted by
the networks of an optionless world,
there is a small minority within the
broadcasting industry which feels that
(1) a banning of option time would
not seriously affect the networks and/
or (2) it would provide greater opportunity for spot clients to compete in
television. Stations need the networks
too much to let them go under, this
group says, and would accept most network shows on the air because it is to
their interest to do so.
Those concerned with spot clients
echo the many Washington probers
who contend it is not proper to allow
one group of advertisers to be able to
preempt time from another. The antioption time forces include Kenneth
Cox and Harry Plotkin, both of whom
were special counsel to the Senate
Commerce Committee, and Rep. Emanuel Celler, chairman of the House antitrust subcommittee. The three mentioned, however, have, unlike Barrow,
not called for abolition of option time
but for limitation. It is now up to
the FCC to decide.
^

SATURATION
RADIO
I Continued from page 33 I
Albert Dimes who is a tea-taster for
Tetley. Dimes (played by actor Mercer McLeod ) has been incorporated
into a series of four amusing situation
commercials.
Still another example of serving up
the same line of copy sell in a varieiy
of palatable ways are Beech-Nut Gum
commercials.
The Beech-Nut story is a simple one:
( 1 ) it tastes better, and (2) the flavor
lasts longer. These points have been
consolidated in the now familiar line:
"While the flavor lasts." Around this
tag line. Bill Backer, Y&R copywriter.
has been turning out a stream of lighthearted situation commercials ranging
from antiquity to the modern — from
Nero's fiddling to teen-agers' jive-talk.
The historical parodies now total more
than 15, while the teen-age series
(slotted most frequently in the afternoon) number half a dozen. Also for
the teen-agers, Beech-Nut has a rock'n-roll jingle.
^

SPONSOR ASKS
(Continued from page 43)
as the nation's commercial headquarters is another kind of talent — the producers, directors, cinematographers,
scenic designers and choreographers
whose creative activities make possible
the delivery of high quality product to
the agencies. Because New York has
always been the mecca for commercial
production talent and because of the
trend to permanent staffs rather than
hiring free lance personnel for individual jobs, we are unaffected by
any shift in live tv. MPO's permanent staff of 100, working in the five
sound stages in two owned-and-operated production centers turned out
enough television commercial footage
last year to make 15 feature-length
Hollywood productions.
With the emergence of the Lincoln
Square area as a commercial production center, with the trend to yearround employment of production talent
by major producers and with the continued support of New York production by advertising agencies, it is hard
to see how a shift of live tv westward
I possibly a temporary condition) can
seriously affect an entrenched industry.
The trend here is toward expansion.

IN LAS VEGAS . .

SWITCH
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NUMBER

WHY

TWO

NEW

KSHO-TV

IN A FACT-FILLED SERIES

THE
SWITCH?

IT'S
AS
SIMPLE
AS.
* NETWORK,

THAT

IS.

RE MOVIES your best Entertainment? Popularity of movies
on television throughout the country indicates the viewer
believes it is. On KSHO-TV "Movies are better than ever"
because KSHO-TV has the million dollar MGM Movies
proved to be a potent audience builder.
IGGER POWER ... 10 times bigger . . . and a new antenna
location secured KSHO-TV immediate viewer response.
Audiences all over Southern Nevada have switched to
KSHO-TV . . . and told us so in thousands of cards and
letters.
[ATCHING 'ABC" was the "catch of the year" for KSHO-TV.
Now, Southern Nevada audiences — the richest audiences
per capita in the U. S. — can enjoy American Broadcasting
Company TV programs without having to take secondary
position over sharing with another network . . . ABC is
exclusive in this market area on KSHO-TV.
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
25 JANUARY,
Copyright
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Pay-tv continued to occupy center stage in Washington

1958

PUBLICATION!

INO.

WEEK
this week and it looks

as though it'll stay there until the Moulder hearings take over.
To put the initial sessions of the House Interstate Commerce Committee hearings on paytv into focus:
• The first week was suited to project the arguments in favor of pay-tv. This was so because
the FCC commissioners were called upon to defend their decision to permit a test.
• By contrast the appearances during the week of Skiatron, Zenith and Telemeter did little
to advance their cause. There remains little new to say by either advocates or opponents.
• This second week was the week for opponents of the system, and it was doubtful whether
they could add anything either.
After the conclusion of the hearings comes the critical point for pay-tv.
The Commerce committee, weighted against pay-tv, could report out a bill forbidding the
new system. On the other hand, failure of the bill to pass Congress would be almost as eloquent
as Congressional approval.
Another gambit would be a House resolution— with likely even less weight — asking the
FCC to hold off approval pending Congressional determination of legal and policy questions.
Of course, this resolution would have no effect in law. It could only express the sentiment
of one chamber (the House) and as such would be observed, probably, by the FCC for at
least a year or two.
A third possibility would be a majority vote of House Commerce committee, alone, expressing opposition to pay-tv and asking the FCC to put the trial on the shelf pending Congressional action. As a courtesy to the committee the FCC would probably hold off the test
until the end of the session.
A final possibility:

No action at all, by The Commerce committee.

The odds favor the third possibility for this reason : It carries no risk. Any bill or resolution voted down by Congress would be a negative, but strong, push-ahead for pay-tv.
A closed-door Commerce committee vote could fail without formal notification to anybody
that the vote had been held.

There's every prospect of long, gruelling hearings when the House .Commerce
special (Moulder) subcommittee on legislative oversight wings into action next
week.
The temporary victory of Rep. Oren Harris, chairman of the full committee, may run into
a buzz-saw.
Harris had diverted Rep. Morgan Moulder from drawing a bead on alleged malfeasance
in the FCC toward a broad probe of how all agencies are administering the laws under their
jurisdiction.
Moulder and subcommittee council Schwartz are unconvinced, and it will be difficult for
Harris to keep under complete control the very probable tendency of these two to work over
into areas they have been probing for so long.

The Senate Commerce Committee isn't quiet either.
After considering for years and doubting the wisdom of action on the ASCAP-BMI imbroglio, the communications subcommittee is now leaning toward setting a date for hearings
on the Smathers bill to outlaw broadcaster stock ownership in BMI.
Sen. Mike Monroney, a critic of ratings, would like a probe of these services, but
nothing has been done about holding formal hearings.
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TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG
34th
39th
29th
33rd

in
in
in
in

Florida's dynamic Interurbia
total retail sales
$786,145,000
food store sales
$161,983,000
automotive sales
$147,698,000
general merchandise sales . . . $114,546,000
(Sales Management's Survey of Buying Power, May 1957)

ST. PETERSBURG

TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG NOW
Dominate

one of America's richest markets with WTVT!

• 33 of the 50 top shows on WTVT!
• 8 of the 50 top shows are local live news, weather, sports originations on WTVT!
• 8 of Ihe 10 top syndicated shows on WTVT!

^

^^

1

ARB proved it first in February. ..Pulse proved it again in June...ARB re-affirms
it now in November: your top buy in the Twin Cities of the South is WTVT
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LAKELAND

TAMPA

BRADENTON
SARASOTA

" '''
'
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WTVT's maximum power VHF signal delivers bonus coverage of 239 prospering communities!

Dth IN RETAIL SALES PER CAPITA!
(U.S. Depr. of Commerce)

WTVT
The WKY Television System, Inc. • WKY-TV
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and WKY

Oklahoma City • WSFA-TV

Montgomery

i

A round-up of trade talks,
trends and tips for admen

*
25 JANUARY.
>ONSOR
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HEARS

Bulova president John H. Ballard is back in the saddle, with firm control over
that $8-million advertising budget.
Arde Bulova's executive v.p., Stanley Simon, previously held the reins.
Makes it cozy for McCann-Erickson's Terry Clyne, who originally brought the account
into the house.

Esty has about given up its yen for an FBI tv series.
The main obstacle: The FBI requires that the writer go through its academy so
that he can write with first-hand authority on the role of an FBI agent.

It's no bed of roses for the producer of a radio commercial
parody of a current hit tune.

built around the

Here's the risk he runs: The moment such a parody appears on the air disk jockeys
stop playing legitimate recordings of the number.
The producer's counter device: He holds off his parody until the tune is among
the top 10, figuring that by that time the number has taken on such momentum that a
jockey can't drop it.
Not all big advertisers set their budgets by cost-per-sale, forecast of performance, or other such "scientific" formula.
The president of one of the giant paper companies still does it by the form-sheet of
two decades ago: He figures out how much dividend and bonus money he needs, how much
it takes to buy some mills, and then pulls the ad budget out of his hat.

If you have any doubts about how scrupulously reps
consider this recent incident:

protect their accounts,

Before Bates had a chance to issue cancellations on Viceroy and Kool spots in a number
of markets, the agency for a competitive brand called the reps and said it might absorb the spots if it knew the markets and schedides.
The rejoinder of the reps generally:
Such information can't be made available until Bates actually cancels.

A piquant comment by an adman on the recent sharp reversal of policy at a couple
major agencies in the matter of intramural publicity:
"The original management boys who made their millions are gone and the stock
is now split up among the top workers. To make money on this stock they need some new
accounts; hence the open talk about billings and how their clients love 'em."

Burnett has its reception-room apple-bowl, but back in the early '30s CBS had a
reception-room item that eventually wound up gracing the desk of many a visitor.
It consisted of small attractive copper ash-trays, which the network for a long time
never tired of replacing.
They became a sort of well-distributed trademark.
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YOU MIGHT

PITCH A RINGER S TIMES
YOU NEED WKZO
RUT

OUT OF 10* —
RADIO

TO HIT PAYDIRT
6-COUNTY

PULSE

REPORT

KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA — MARCH, 1957
SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY
WKZO
6 A.M.- 12 NOON

35

12 N00N-6

30

Station
20 "B"

Station "C"
9
10

P.M.

21
29

6 P.M.-I2 MIDNIGHT

10

21

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

IN KALAMAZOO-BATTLE
AND GREATER WESTERN

CREEK
MICHIGAN!

Reach out and ring up the biggest share of the Kalamazoo-Battle
Creek and Greater Western Michigan radio audience, with WKZO.
Pulse figures at the left prove that WKZO delivers it— morning,
afternoon and night!
Many of the most impressive ratings are for WKZO local shows —
with several giving up to 40% Share of Audience! . . . or over twice
the share of the nearest competitor.
Want more facts? Ask your Avery-Knodel man!

WKZO

CBS

RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE
CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
i the championship in 1955 with an .863 ringer average in 35 games.
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AMF

it's there
for you...
1 channel

AUDIENCE

i Continued

from page 37)

asts? "Show, via television, the simplicity and enjoyment of the sport in
today's attractive howling establishments," says AMF's marketing director Dabney.
Boivling Stars marks the industrial
firm's third use of this approach. The
first was Bowling For Fun, a live show
run for 13 weeks during the summer
of 1953 in Chicago, Detroit and Cleveland. The program featured a halfhour format encompassing exhibitiota
bowling, audience participation and
bowling instruction. It was used primarily to "hypo business during the
off-season in principal market areas,''
says Donovan. Show time was 7:30
to 8:00 p.m. Saturdays.

TULSA

%>

v

C°V«AGE

Did you know that Sales Management
rates Tulsa both a better quality and
a better productive market than either
Boston or Baltimore? It's a fact; and
alert advertisers are taking advantage
of it . . . northeastern Oklahoma has
an effective purchasing power of $1billion. Your key to this pot of gold is
KVOO-TV with its productive programming, PLUS revealing market research, merchandising and promotion
aids, and constant attention to your
account and problems. Yes, in Tulsa,
it's for you . . . through Channel 2.
When do you start?

AMF's second bowling show was
titled Bowling Time. An hour-long,
syndicated film program, it started in
October, 1955 with a 13-week series.
A second 13-week series was shot in
1956 and in October of that year was
sold in markets where the first series
had been carried. Bowling Time was
also sold in 1956 as a 26-week series
in markets where the first films had
not been shown. All told, the film program was telecast in about 180 markets. Primary times were late evening,
late Saturday afternoon and early Sunday afternoon.
In putting
together
today's
Bowling
Stars
show, AMF
took
a format
tip
from each of its previous programs;
the half-hour length of Bowling for
Fun and the 26-week duration of Bowl-

loser receive a bonus of $10 per pin
for each pin scored over 700. A
whopping $10,000 is offered for perfect 300 games, of which there have
been two (see series of pictures for
reactions of the first $10,000 winner) .
"Whispering" Joe Wilson of Chicago, nationally known tv sportscaster
who has gained fame for his tense,
hushed-voice style, is narrator of the
show. As pointed out by the 25 September Variety, "Wilson's running
elucidation, with his sotto voce technique growing to full voice when the
ball connects, builds the tension nicely
milking
the drama."
The "drama"
of the show is played
out against a backdrop of AMF bowling equipment. As one AMF executive smilingly admitted, the show is
"practically a 30-minute commercial"
in this respect. The Faetz-Niesen Recreation Center in Chicago, where the
series was filmed, is equipped with
AMF automatic pinspotters, and everything from AMF balls to scoring tables are present in the film footage.
How do AMF executives compare
Boivling Stars with the company's Omnibus participation?
"Omnibus put us on the map," says

10 o'clock

Theater

ing Time.
"We decided an hour was too long
for this type of program — it has a tendency to wear thin with that length of
time," says Dabney.
Adman Donovan says the 26-week
series duration is ideal for AMF from
two standpoints: "it gives us solid
sponsor identification, something that
you're not sure of building in 13
weeks; it coincides in most sections of
the country with the bowling season —

liabilities contact any
Television
Associates

from September to March."
Bowling Stars, produced by Matt
Niesen, prominent tv bowling show
impresario from Chicago, features
man-to-man, three-game singles competition between bowlers from every
section of the country. (Only the last
game-and-a-half in each series is
telecast.) The winner of each tenpin
match receives $1,000, the loser $1.00
per pin. In addition, both winner and
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1/5 of Autos
all
Canadian
are registered
in our
Hamilton
Toronto Niagara
coverage
area

ONE TV STATION

REACHES

1,5 OF CANADA

'thin our huge coverage area there are 638,426 registered automobiles. This number represents 21.80 %
fer one-fifth of all registered automobiles in all of Canada this year. Another black and white fact
"ing CHCH-TV serves the richest market in Canada." Source: Sales Management Elliott-Haynes.
'further information call: Montreal: UN 6-9868, Toronto: EM 6-9236, /jk ftgamgl YW
baton: JA 2-1101, Vancouver: TA 7461, New York City: PL 1-4848, ^fCHCHmTw
!»go: MI 2-6190, San Francisco: YU 6-6769
CHANNEL^ CANADA

ONLY KMID-TV covers
the lion's share of "Oil Rich7' West Texas.

Ancona. "Up until the time we sponsored it. we were virtually unknown to
the man in the street. On Omnibus we
advertised the industrial, consumer
and defense aspects of our business.
and people soon came to know the
■WIF name well."
This primarily institutional approach during the 1952-1953 seasons
has been tagged by some admen as the
company's bid for prestige to help it
win government defense contracts.
Some credence is lent to the theory
b\ this fact:
AMF defense business leaped $19.4
million in 1953 over 1952, according
to a companv prospectus dated 23 January, 1957. In relation to total sales
and rentals, the 1952 figure repre-

• MIDLAND
• ODESSA
• BIG SPRING
Don't overlook the rich KMIDTV market! Channel 2 is the only
single advertising medium completely covering this tri-city
market.

89,274 SETS
As of July 1, 1957
"Oil-Rich" West Texas has no
unemployment problems and has
this kind of money to spend . . .
CSI PER HOUSEHOLD
MIDLAND

$7,428

ODESSA

$7,049

BIG SPRING

$5,931

sented 54.4jc of AMF's gross; in 1953
it was 55.3%.
The effect of more consumer products in the market place is seen in the
1956 figures, where government work
accounted for only 35. 7f \ of the firm's
gross dollars from sales and rentals.
The quasi-consumer item, the pinspotter, was responsible to a large degree
for the changed picture: rentals for
the ingenious electronic device jumped
from $100,000 in 1952 to $17.2 million in 1956.
The almost 20/t cutback of government business in relation to the firm's
total income between 1953 and 1956.
with a concurrent 40.5% increase in
total sales and rentals, is tribute to the
success of AMF's diversification program. AMF was designated last January as one of "the best-managed big
companies in the I machinery ) industry" by Forbes, business and financial
publication.
In discussing the financial end of the
program. AMF's chairman of the
board Morehead Paterson says, "We
decided that instead of trying to find
new products on which we would have
to spend money that we didn't have,
to try to exchange our stock for other
Result:
18 companies were acquired
going
companies."
by AMF for 857,811 shares of stock
and $4.8 million in cash.
Tv commercials: All of AMF's principal consumer goods are advertised
on Bowling Stars.
From the first show through Christma-, gift-giving was the theme of
AMF's commercials for its bowling
equipment. DeWalt power tools, Voit
recreation equipment and such popular

wheeled goods as Roadmaster bicycles,
Junior tricycles, and AMF juvenile
tractors and cars.
as a
The pinspotter machine is pluj
via commercials selling bowling as
famib sport. Off-hours bowling,
possible because alley operators doi
have to depend on pinboys, and AMF's
"rhythm bowling'" s\stem are pitched.
AMF's automatic pinspotter works
a 17-second cycle, measured from
time the ball leaves the bowlers hi
until the pins are reset and the ball
Ion".
returned. This steady, unerring cy<
is claimed by AMF tc
"rhythm" for the bowler that supposedly contributes to higher scores.
One-minute commercials are used
for the machine while 30's are relied
on for pitching the AMF consumer
bowling
products.
90's
are used for
DeWalt, Minutes
Voit and and
wheeled
goods. Minute-and-a-half commercials
are used at show opening. These have
an institutional flavor and show all
types of AMF products, from tobacco
and baking equipment to atomic reactors.
The early-1958 commercial schedule
will be primarily used for bowling
products; "this is the height of our
bowling products season," says adman
Young. "After Christmas we're pretty
well dead for a while as far as Voit
and wheeled goods products are concerned," he told sponsor.
Financing for Bowling Stars is split
about $300,000 for production paid by
AMF Pinspotters Inc., the remaining
$450,000 paid by the parent firm via
pro-rated amounts for each of the subsidiaries represented on the program.
TVs PR job: AMF also uses Bowling
Stars as a public relations tool in dealing with bowling proprietors across
the nation.
Young points out "we can go in to
an
and prove
to him
the operator
only company
advertising
the 'we're
sport
of bowling for you on a national network basis,' and we've found this has
a tremendous effect."
This aspect of the tv show is particularly valuable to AMF today because
of new competition from BrunswickBalke-Collender. The B-B-C firm last
year introduced an automatic pinspotting machine to compete with AMF's.
There is a primary difference in
B-B-C's marketing, however. It is selling the machine outright to the operators, instead of leasing it under an
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AMF-type arrangement.
"This p-r function is another exampie of how a low-rated show can work
for you— when it's hitting the
right
audience," says Young. And Vic
Ancona adds: "For sponsors selling
or toothpaste, the rating is beer,
vital.
They're buying numbers, not an
audience. In this type of mad competi
tion,
a comic drops a couple of points,
and
he s dead.

"As far as we're concerned,
the
character of Bowling Stars is carrying
I
out our corporate
aim to increase I
direct-to-consumer sales— and the
hV
ures prove it. The AMF trademark
Soday getting consumer recognition.
Another 1957 AMF tv venture further demonstrates the company's aim
of hitting the "right" audience, and.
in this instance, the right audience
also was a large one.
AMF spent about $400,000 to buy
participating sponsorship of four
NCAA football games, telecast regionally by NBC TV. "Maybe it seems
strange to sell bowling with football,
says adman Donovan, "but remembe:
every football fan is a sports enthusiast—a perfect potential bowler. And
each of these games reached an average of 22 million of these prospective
customers."
Commercials used by AMF for the
football telecasts pushed the idea of
off-hours bowling for the family,
youngsters and women.
Print and promotion : For its bowl
ing products, AMF spends about another $550,000 a year for print media
advertising, point-of-sale materials and
special bowling promotions.
An estimated $50,000 of this goes
into trade magazines and consume
r
bowling publications. Part of the remaining half-million dollars supports
a unique bowling promotion: AMF
sends 24 bowlers around the
country
to put on special exhibitions and <nve
bowling instruction in AMF-equ
ipped
bowling establishments.
AMF's tv activity also gets
promotion treatment in the bowling lanes
via
posters advertising the Bowlin
g Stars I
program and its local channel and
telecast time.

Promotion money also is
allocated
for preparation of audience promot
ion I
kits used by bowling lane proprie
tors.
Inese mclude a variety of
mats for
newspaper advertising,
photo
I
^
news releases. s and

SPONSOR
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WLBT delivers 31%
more Mississippi homes!
5 JACKSON

TELEVISION

AUDIENCE

JACKSON
STATION

TOTAL

SHARE

TELEVISION

OF SETS-IN-USE

1957

SUMMARY

WLBT
NBC-ABC
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
Sign-on to 9:00 AM
9:00 AM to 12:00 Noon

November

AREA

2nd
24.3

Sta

48.3
75-7

23.9
23.2

76.8
47.8
48.1
76.1

46.5
51.7

Sign -on to Noon
Noon to 3:00 FM
3:00 FM to 6:00 FM
Noon to 6:00 FM

52.2
46.4
48.0
51.9

6:00 FM to 10:00 FM
10:00 FM to Midnight
6:00 FM to Midnight
61.3
53-6
53-5
52.0

SATURDAY
Sign-on to 6:00 PM
6:00 FM to 10:00 FM

68.7

21.9*
38.7

10:00 PM to Midnight

31-3
78.8
42. 7*
46.2

SUNDAY

Sign-on to 6:00 FM
6:00 PM to 10:00 FM

48.6

46.3

10:00 FM to Midnight
58.8
SUNDAY THRU SATURDAY

53-8

6:00 FM to 10:00 FM
10:00 FM to Midnight

47.2
53-7

51.4
47.0

% .u

43.8

6:00 FM to Midnight
52.8
SIGN-ON TO SIGN-OFF

53-0

These shares are based on time periods vhen the station
was on the air. The asterisk i6 used only for stations
that are on less than the station telecasting the most
quarter hours during the particular period.
28

AMERICAN

RESEARCH

BUREAU,

INC.

Channel 3
Jackson
see Holllngbery

Tv and radio
#*

NEWSMAKERS
Samuel Thurm

MORE

tor, he will now supervise Lever's corporate advertising and consumer relations
budget administration and the operation
of the promotion services division, as well
as continuing to direct the media division,
to joining Lever Brothers in 1956, Thurm was associate
director of Young & Rubicam, Inc., a possition he held
ir years. He entered Y&R in 1946 as assistant research direcreviousl) he was research director of Eversharp, Inc. Thurm
;raduate of Dartmouth, and holds a masters degree from
bia. Before service, he was an analyst with Bulova Watch Co.

radio homes at the

LOWEST
cost per home are

DELIVERED

by WSUN
than any other station in the

HEART of
FLORIDA

WSUN
ST.

has been promoted to the

newly created position of general manager, advertising services division of Lever
Brothers Company. Formerly media direc-

RADIO

PETERSBURG

- TAMPA

Jack Stapp has been named vice president
and general manager of WKDA, Nashville. The appointment was announced
by John W. Kluge, food broker and owner
of WKDA and a chain of six other radio

ONE OF THE

FIRST 100 MARKETS

and tv properties. Stapp had been program manager of WSM, Nashville, for
18 years in charge of the program and
talent operation.
He left last year to
devote full time to his property, the Tree Music Publishing Co.
Since leaving WSM, Stapp has continued as producer of the Prince
Albert network portion of the Grand Ole Opry, an assignment he
has handled for 11 years. He is also producer of The Jim Reeves
Show, which is originated in Nashville and fed to ABN five days
per week. Stapp was a program producer and evening network
manager at CBS for six years.
He assumes his new duties 1 Feb.
R. Morris Pierce has been appointed vice

WHBF
RADIO & TELEVISION

COMING!
Greatly Expanded TV Coverage
from a New

1000-ft

Tower.

0
REPRESENTED

BY AVERY-KNODEL.

INC.

[•resident and general manager of WANE
& WANE-TV, Fort Wayne. Construction
to put both stations under one roof has
just been completed and Pierce will head
up the new combined operation. He has
been in charge of WANE-TV since it went
on the air in 1954. He entered broadcasting in L925 and served as chief engineer ai
\\ MX. Detroit; WJAY, Cleveland; WWVA. Wheeling and WGAR,
Cleveland. Following World War II, Pierce was v.p. in charge of
engineering for the "Goodwill" Stations: WGAR; WJR, Detroit;
KM PC. Los Angeles. Before moving to Fort Wayne in 1953, Pierce
was president and general manager of WDOK, Cleveland. WANE &
WANE-TV are Corinthian stations. Also in the group: KOTV,
Tulsa: KGUL-TV.
Galveston;
WISH
& WISH-TV,
Indianapolis.
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you're covered, pod-nuh!
. . . and you're shooting for complete coverage of
Tidewater, Virginia, including the cities of
Norfolk,

Newport

News, Hampton,

Portsmouth

and Virginia Beach when you use WGH
RADIO. 24 hours of non-direction power.

Homo (joun JoW Btoi Ul
BIG

RADIO

Tidewater's UlvT Station . . . 5,000 watts — 1310 kc . . . Norfolk, Virginia
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lO-SECOND

SPEAKS
"Let's sell optimism"
There arc two ways in which television and radio can help
make the current recession short-lived.
The first is ahead) much in effect — namely, the persistent
u>e of air media to do their normal high-impact selling joh.
The second has been used only sporadically thus far and is
an entirely different weapon — namely, the editorial power
of air media to help maintain consumer confidence.
Fear that we may he entering a long-lasting husiness recession can deepen and extend the dip through which our
economy
down

i> now passing. The more

people hear of a slow

in husiness, the more they may he inclined to put off

spending for products and services.
We

suggest stations marshal the facts which dramatize

the long-term depth of strength in our economy and tell this
story to their audiences (with local slants). This can take
the form of on-the-air editorials, public service announcements, or interview capsules within programs. But it should
he a well-thought-out, carefully researched and consistent
campaign. In short, sponsor (as it did during another shortlived recession) calls upon stations to "sell optimism."
But let's make it a hard-hitting campaign in keeping
with the very real ability of the air media to create
virtually over night a new habit, a new hrand
or a new consumer psychology.

Practically every afiiliat? attending the CBS

TV

sessions

last week (and tin-re was hardly an affiliate

thai didn't) commented on the remarkable
through of the proceedings.

for 'McGregor, the Giant TV Dog.'
The design shows a small hoy astride
a stuffed dog watching a Western program. The animal will also serve as a
pillow.'" For those parents suffering
from coiv poke -fatigue?
Tie-in: Angelique & Co., perfume
manufacturers, is now sending out all
its checks scented with Angelique Pink
Satin perfume. Their check-writer
prints the word "scent" instead of cent,
while the pay-order reads: "Pay to the
odor of."" Sweet smell of largesse!
Arbirron: ARE president, Jim Seiler,
at a recent RTES luncheon meeting,
told how during the development of
the new Arbitron rating technique, a
gimmick was tried that not only gave
tune-in data but also took a picture of
the home viewers with a special camera every five minutes without their
knowing it. That must have revealed
some interesting audience behavior
patterns!
Eh? A sponsor editor covering the
same RTES meeting mentioned above
is ready to swear he heard Jim Seiler
say that selection of homes for Arbitron "had nothing to do with whether
or not the residences were telephone-

image —

Tv teamwork
in Washington

SPOTS

Practical:
From Y. Y. 77mes— "The
Sterling Doll Company. Inc.. of New
^ ork registered a trademark this week

flow and follow-

The objectives were apparent; ths agenda was a masterpiece of coordination and the departmental report provided
the essentials and no more. Although the Barrow Report and
fee tv were the chief subjects, it was apparent that CBS TV

equipped; many of these homes don't
even have electricity." A little shook
up, our editor keeps muttering about
"that new wind-up tv."
Names, names: An MGM Records
release about the appearance of ABC
TV's American Bandstand of guest
star Marvin Rainwater concluded with
the mention that '"Rainwater has been
busily engaged filling nightclub and tv
engagements . . ." What, not filling

knew what to do about these and other pertinent problems.

any
rainbarrels?"
inevitable:
Report in N. Y. Journal
American from the International Home

Tin- Resolutions Committee put their finger on the man
behind tlii- remarkable example of planning and implementation l>\ commending CBS president Frank Stanton, and we

Furnishings
man in the
encing home
returned on

sa) tlii^ without taking anything away from such outstanding
team players as Merle Jones, Dick Salant, Hubbell Robinson,
Hill Lodge and their associates.

Madison Avenue, N. Y., executive's
'uniform' and on softer, contemporary

6

this

we

fight

FOR:

Tv plays so vital a

part in our economy {see above) that if fee tv
stifles free tv, the basic health of the nation will
be seriously affected. This point should /><■
pressed
home
in the buttle against
fee ti .

Market in Chicago — "The
gray flannel suit is influfashions for 1958. Gray
furniture modern as the

styles for his suburban home . . ."
Clear case of protective coloration for
the adman at home.
Yoicks! TV Guide reports Adolphe
Menjou will be host-narrator for a
new tv series titled Target — and will
even star in some episodes as a cowboy. It's here: the suave Western!

I

A timebuyer's

dream!

According to the Nov. '57 Pulse
just released for Louisville

For the full story of WINN
Call your nearest Avery-Knodel

office

"One of America's Really Great Independents'

WINN

LOUISVILLE,

KY.-1240

KC.

Glen A. Harmon, Vice President, General Manager

Our ratings are higher in saturated San Diego!

Of the top 25 shows in the sykrocketing San Diego
Market, 23 are on KFMB-TV. All of the top 10 shows
are on KFMB-TV and 19 of the top 20 are on KFMB-TV.
In addition, 81% of all shows on KFMB-TV gained
rating points over the previous Nielsen Rating.*

KFMB
WRATH

KK

ALVA1

SAN

DIEGO

.

^

30R

^

ROC

ft
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TV/RADIO

ADVERTISERS

Distinguished

Gentlemen's

Companies

Agree...

USE

WILL NETWORK
TELEVISION
RE-TOOL?
Clients are wary of
long-terra commitments
in a tight-money year.
Here is how buyers
and sellers feel net tv
may evolve by next fall
Page 27

KOIL Leads in Omaha
One of the Highest Rated Stations in the Nation

er Abra
the
answ
ms'
George to
rating muddle
Page 30

Buyers

Agree

Why Polaroid
gambles on live
demonstrations

Too.

Page 34

FILM '58:
annual
report
SPONSOR'S

A VITAL FORCE IN SELLING TODAY'S OMAHA
with more than twice as many
DON

COMING

SOON

KMYR

BURDEN,

listeners as any other station
President

— DEN VER

*Subjeet to FCC Approval

5 KW — 710 K C*

Page 41

KPHO RADIO
n Phoenix!
is^^'

YES ! KPHO leads the 1 0-station Phoenix Market with
more absolute quarter-hour FIRSTS than the
combined total earned by the 2nd and 3rd ranking stations!

Check your Phoenix
Schedules and
call your Katz
Man now!

KPHO

Radio

WHEN Radio
WOW Radio
KCMO Radio

Phoenix
Syracuse
Omaha
Kansas City

Meredith Stations' are affiliated with Better Homes

910
620
810

and Gardens

Dick Rawls, General Mgr.
John Crowley, Commercial Mgr.
Represented
nationally by
The
Katz Agency
KPHO RADIO . . . C eof
Merediths BIG 5 .
All-Familv Stations

and Successful Farming Magazines.

Buyers and Users of Television Advertising In Iowa
File this page with your folder on Des Moines Television.

This is

information you must know in "shopping" this great market wisely.
KRNT-TV went on the air 2Vz years ago as the third station in the market. In two weeks time
Channel 8 had taken over audience leadership.
KRNT-TV is a basic affiliate of CBS Television. It went on the air with full power of 316,000
watts just 4 months after getting its FCC permit. The station serves Iowa's biggest, richest, heaviestpopulated market.
KRNT-TV is important to people. It is manned by people who have important work to do. They
know it and the public knows it.
KRNT-TV news rates probably as high or higher than that of any other station in the nation in
a multi-station market. The new KRNT-TV high is a 50.8 rating in the November 1957 ARB Metropolitan
Area Report.
The KRNT news operation is directed by a professional television-radio journalist. He directs a
staff of nine professional newsmen. Four newscasts are presented daily. The people respect KRNT-TV
newscasts for their accuracy and objectivity. They like their completeness, they like the heavy use of local
stories and local film, they like the world news coverage afforded by the use of CBS newsfilm, and they
like the way the weather picture is integrated into the news presentations. KRNT-TV's 20-minute news
program at 10:00 P.M. started out fully sponsored when the station went on the air and now 2Vi years
later has the same two alternate sponsors.
KRNT-TV's professional three-man sports team is headed by a former college and professional
athlete known throughout the nation. KRNT-TV presents two highly-rated sports programs daily and
each year does a number of remote telecasts of sports events. All these programs are handled with great
skill and fine technique, and get very high audience
ratings.
KRNT-TV personalities are warm, friendly, alert, articulate, TV-wise emcees. They entertain. They
inform. They serve the people. Their programs are well thought-out, intelligently presented. They believe inwhat they are doing, and the people believe in them. They are sincere, and they take great pride
in the station's operation.
The people know this and respect them and the station.
KRNT-TV takes very seriously its announced intention of operating in the public interest, convenience, and necessity. In 1957 the station devoted more than 451 hours of program time to public
service. That figure includes more than 200 hours of local live public service programs. For one of those
programs the station cleared a half-hour afternoon time and presented a daily 13-weeks series, "Know
Your Schools". For this a complete grade school classroom was built in the studios, including a false
ceiling. The hidden camera and microphone technique was used in showing viewers actual elementary
school classes in operation. KRNT-TV was one of the first stations in the country to televise "live" an
actual heart operation as performed on a small boy.
Because KRNT-TV stands for something, it amounts to something to people. The policies which
govern KRNT-TV are well known by the people. The station is very careful to make sure all its presentations are in good taste. KRNT-TV won't advertise many products and services; for instance, beer and
liquor advertising, and the people know the station turns down thousands of dollars from this classification
each year. In the last city election, KRNT-TV did not sell political advertising. The station gave
it away — equitably — to all candidates. In this particularly vital election KRNT-TV figured the
public was best served that way. Not all the people agree with the policies which guide the operation but
they respect the station because they know its principles are not for sale.
Character makes a medium believable. KRNT-TV is believable. To be acted upon advertising
has to be believed by the people you want to sell. It makes all the difference in the world who represents
your company. KRNT Radio and KRNT-TV have spent years building strong character in the community.
They represent you well. Their reputation for dependability has been firmly established and is jealously
guarded.
That's why KRNT-TV is famous for results for advertisers. KRNT-TV is believed in by most people.
It has character. It stands for good things in the community. It has great acceptability among people in
the age of acquisition. It amounts to something to people who amount to something. It is believed by
people.
KRNT-TV is a successful commercial station. It carries more local advertising by far than any
other station in this three-station market. Most of its business is repeat business. It has an excellent
repeat national spot business.
KRNT-TV is a good television station
. . . has exceedingly high ratings, too.
KRNT-TV, Des Moines, Iowa, is a Cowles operation — represented by a good organization, the
Katz Agency, and their office is as near as your telephone.
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IN

[ AUDIENCE

IOWA [

OR

ILLINOIS

(outside

Chicago)

According to Nielsen Coverage Service, WOCTV Leads in ALL Categ )ries: Number of Homes
Reached Monthly, Nu
Weekly and Dail
Weekly and Daily

WOC-TV

C<

Population
Retail Sales
Effective buying Income

WOC-TV-

ber Reached Weekly . . .
I )aytime Circulation;
ghttime Circulation.

ERAGE

DATA

-

1,583,800
489,700
1,934.984,000
2.6S6..+ 13,000
1957 Survey of Buying Income
(Sales Management)
317,902
Advertising
Research
Foundation

Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting Company which
operates WHO-TV and WHO- Redio-Des Moines

The Quint-Cities Station
— Davenport and Bettendorf in Iowa: Rock Island, Moline and East
Moline in Illinois.

WOC TV

also owns and
Col. B. J. Palmer,
President
Ernest
Res. C.
Mgr.Sanders,
Mark Wodlinger,
Res. Sales Manager
PETERS, GRIFFIN.
WOODWARD, INC.
EXCLUSIVE
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE

NEWSMAKER
of the week

L

OF ALL
TV HOMES
IN THE

This week there's a new vice president at Pharmaceuticals
Inc. He is veteran adman Franklin Brack. His job: to scout
the field of drug firms and related industries to see which
products — consumer or ethical — can be added as teas J. B.
Williams Co. in a marketing move largely influenced by tv.

The newsmaker:
Soft-spoken, 55-year-old Franklin Bruck
who started his own advertising agency at the age of 21, has come
full-cycle. About 20 years ago, when he was president of the
Franklin Bruck Advertising Corp. of New York and Los Angeles,
one of the clients he represented was a new firm formed in 1935
called Serutan Co. This single-product family enterprise of New
Jersey was destined to snowball into the mammoth known today as
Pharmaceuticals Inc. Now Bruck, after a lapse of years, returns to
serve not only Serutan — but all the products of its expansion:
Geritol, R.D.X., Zarumin, Sominex, Aqua Velva, Lectric Shave,
Williams Shaving Creams, Conti
Shampoo, Kreml Hair Tonic and
Skol sun creams and lotions.
The Williams products including Conti, Kreml and Skol were
acquired this summer when Pharmaceuticals, ata cost of about $5.4
million, bought out the J. B. Williams Co. of Glastonbury, Conn.
The move was evidence of tv's impact as a business revolutionizer.
This medium sells products with
just about the same relentless abandon as it eats up program material. Many clients are finding it profitable to use their committed
tv hours to sell a string of products instead of only one. (See "The
Marketing Medium," SPONSOR 3 August 1957.)
So Bruck's assignment is to look for still more companies with
still more products and weld them into the Pharmaceuticals empire.
"We are currently negotiating with some very large companies," he
told SPONSOR in a phone interview to the Cranford, N. J., main plant.
As the product line swells, it is quite possible that still bigger
budgets will be allotted to tv. At present, the all-media budget is
close to $20 million with the lion's share in tv sponsorship of three
network shows: Twenty-one and End Of The Rainbow on NBC TV
and To Tell The Truth on CBS TV. All billing is now done through
Parkson Advertising except international, which is through JWT.
Parkson was formed as recently as August of last year, and Bruck
was chairman of its board.

Johnson, Sol.
Philadelphia,
LOcutt
8-2
your nearest Kali
Agency
office
— for the beil buy, In VUII

Bruck, a pre-med graduate of Fordham, served a short apprenticeship in advertising with Baron Collier and Hearst before starting
his own agency. In tv, he is remembered for lining up 13 supermarket chains in a co-op sponsorship of Startime on 39 stations. ^
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YOU

MIGHT

DRAW

A

HIT...
AMERICAN

RESEARCH

BUREAU

TO

march 1957 report
GRAND

TIME

ROYAL

FLUSH*

GET

THE

K ALAM

JACKPOT

AZOO-G

IN

RAND

RAPIDS!

RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO

For the winning- hand in Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids you
need the market dominance of WKZO-TV! Look at the

Number of Quarter Hours
With Higher Ratings

PERIODS

WKZO-TV
MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m. to 1 1 :00 p.m.
SATURDAY
8:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m
SUNDAY
9:00 a.m. to 1 1:00 p.m.

Station B

facts : ARE- shows WKZO-TV

576
10

WKZO-TV

40

telecasts from Channel 3 with 100,000 watts

from 1000' tower. It is the Official Basic CBS Television
Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids — serves over 600,000

16

).

television homes in one of America's top-20 TV markets!

WKZ0TV
100,000 WATTS

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

is first in 267% more quar-

ter hours than the next-best station— 327 for WKZO-TV,
89 for Station B !

143
94
50

—

YOU NEED WKZO-TV

•

CHANNEL

3

•

1000' TOWER

Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Crand Rapids
For Greater Western Michigan

Avery- Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
*Odds against it — 649,739 to 11
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WATCH
OUR
SMOKE!

THE SILENT SERVICE, our submarine series, has made such a whale of a splash
that 39 additional half -hours are already on the ways.
BOOTS AND SADDLES-The Story of the Fifth Cavalry, our U. S. Army- Arizona
Frontier series, is riding high.
And now we're going places by rail-with UNION PACIFIC, our new Engines-andInjuns series about the railroad's dramatic push through the West. You know it's
on the right track!

CNP

NBC TELEVISION

FILMS -A DIVISION OF CALIFORNIA

NATIONAL

PRODUCTIONS.

INC.

purchase

this TV market
instead of a single city

WGAL-TV is dominant in the three standard
metropolitan markets in the Channel 8 primary coverage area — Lancaster, Harrisburg,
York — as well as in numerous other cities —
Lewistown, Lebanon, Gettysburg, Chambersburg, etc. When developing marketing plans \
for your product, look beyond the usual single- <
city concept. Profit from WGAL-TV's multicity dominance.
STEINMAN

STATION

. Clair Mc Col lough, Pres.

WGAL-TV
Representative: The

MEEKER

Company,

Inc.

LANCASTER, PA.
NBC and CBS
Chicago

• Los Angeles

i Francisco
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Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers
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"Agencies still are sitting on whole campaigns that are ready to go — budgets set
and markets selected — just waiting for the go-ahead from the client." So said SPONSORSCOPE on 23 November in summing up the spot situation.
This week the green light came

strong and clear. For many a rep it probably

means a record January — notably in radio.
Standing out head and shoulders is the business coming from the cigarette
companies.
Amid the excitement of garnering availabilities you can hear the revived lament among
the reps: How can my stations manage to clear for all these brands?
Six cigarette brands broke their campaigns in one week, their requirements totaling well over 100 spots a week.
Most of the schedules run from 6 to 10 weeks. One — L&M's — is on a 52-week basis.
The other brands: Chesterfield, Oasis, Hit Parade, Lucky Strike, and Parliament.
Among other accounts that joined the radio spot deluge are Nucoa
Kit

(Guild, B&B),

(Earle Ludgin), and Upton's Iced Tea (Y&R).
(For further details see Spot Buys, page 50.)

The volume of prime-time programing
be just about what it was a year ago.

available on the tv networks seems to

Some of the shows mav have trouble finding takers because they are locked into periods
that create too much product conflict — Restless Gun, for instance, which, because of the
broad drugs-toiletries protection given Warner-Lambert and the tvpes of products on either
side, tends to bar many a prospect.
For shoppers with special promotions or interested in the long-run, here's what can
be found:
ABC: A half each of Adventure at Scott Island. Jim Bowie, Scotland Yard, all of OSS,
and a third of Navy Log.
CBS: Two half-hours of Playhouse 90 and alternate sponsorships of Perry Mason, Richard Diamond, I Love Lucv. Mr. Adams and Eve, and the Armstrong spot.
NBC: Alternate weeks of Groucho Marx, Suspicion (half-hour), Restless Gun; Life of
Riley. Price Is Right, and Tic Tac Dough.

Another project under study by the ANA's tv-radio committee.
test commercials efficiently and at low cost.

How

to pre-

As preliminary steps the association is gathering information from Telestudios, Inc.,
Schwerin, the Institute for Motivational Research, plus agencies that have done research in
depth on the subject.

It's been a pretty good cost-per-thousand season for the cigarette companies
in nighttime network tv, with perhaps one exception.
SPONSOR-SCOPE's calculation, on the basis of the talent plus time bill, shows these
costs-per-1 000-homes-per-commercial-minute :
American Tobacco Co., six shows, $2.65 average; Lorillard, three shows, $3.65 average; Philip Morris, three shows, $4 average; Liggett & Myers, three shows, $4.85 average: R. J. Reynolds, $2.80 average; Brown & Williamson, single show, $2.70.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

Watch for a mounting counter-attack by the tv networks against the claims
of competitive media that the cost of nighttime tv is higher than ever.
NBC TV appears first to have taken the initiative in this drive by releasing a statistical
barrage showing that the present cost-per-1000 is less than it was a year ago.
Other lines that this counter-offensive will take:
• The rates for nighttime have slowed down to plus 3/10 of 1% a month, whereas
the rise used to be over 1% a month.
• There have been rate reductions in other time areas, such as class B.
• Advertisers can count on economies
a broad scale.

in production with the advent of videotape on

The success of Prudential has stirred another insurance giant, New York Life,
to scout out a corporate image that it can use in nework tv.
On the premise it must learn to walk before it runs in tv, New York Life is doing some
testing in Providence, under Compton's guidance.
Two stations are involved: W PRO-TV and WJAR-TV. The programing, keyed to a
giveaway booklet, consists of news, sports, and announcements.

One area where SPONSOR-SCOPE

this week found a firm note of optimism

was among NBC's corporate pulse-takers.
Citing January as an omen of how things were going, the statisticians noted that:
• Net tv network sales in January should be at least 1.5% over the same month
of 1957.
• Total sponsored time for January was 128 hours, compared with 126^4 hours the
year before. (ABC TV was estimated to be four hours ahead and CBS TV three hours less.)
• Network radio sales for January were 115%
estimate for CBS Radio was 28% and ABN 5%.)

ahead of January 1957.

(The plus

Here's how the network radio count looks for the first week of February:
ABN, 19.3 hours; CBS Radio, 37 hours; MBS, 18.9 hours; NBC Radio, 57.6 hours.
Total: 132.8 hours.
(For a more detailed rundown of network radio sponsorship see Radio Basics, page 37.)

Don't look for marketing innovations the next several months.
Madison Avenue marketers have reconciled themselves to a period of status quo hi
testing, merchandising, and promotion concepts.
Manufacturers will be more aggressive than ever, but they'll be inclined to stick to tried
and true formulas for the time being.
These agencymen feel that the penalty for unsuccessful innovation is too great right
now to take chances.

As the new network tv buying season approaches, you'll likely hear a minimum of talk about making nighttime commitments more flexible.
Some of the especially knowledgeable admen have been mulling over this urge for easier
escape hatches and here's what, SPONSOR-SCOPE found this week, they're saying:
• If the sponsor wants to retain control of the program, he must be willing to gamble
and stop looking to the network for more flexibility.
• To insist otherwise, the advertiser plays into the hands of the networks. If they
are to assume the financial responsibility for keeping the schedules loaded, then advertisers
as a whole will find themselves faced with acceptance of Pat Weaver's old magazine concept.
SPONSOR
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

So many new rating methods and candidate rating services have been popping up lately in tv that you virtually need a program to tell the players.
Here's a fast guide, compiled by sponsor's audience-probe experts:
ARB: (1) Viewers recall from a roster what they looked at, also indicate the home
audience composition. (2) Via a fixed sample, an electronic device — Arbitron — measures
the tune-in every 90 seconds and sends it to a central office.
NIELSEN:
Records on tape the minute-by-minute tuning of a fixed sample.
PULSE: The home viewer is asked in person to recall from a list what shows had
been tuned in. The sample is not fixed.
TRENDEX:
Phones homes to inquire what's being looked at right now.
VTDEODEX:
Uses the home diary method on a fixed sample.
M. A. WALLACH: Personal interview combined with telephone coincidental
(like Trendex). The interviewer checks the accuracy of tuning and audience composition by
being in the room where the set is located. The sample is not fixed.
(For analysis and comment on Wallach method see page 30.)
With Maverick and Sid Caesar riding high on either side, ABC

TV figures that the

Sunday 8 :30-9 p.m. spot could develop into another case of Fitch Bandwagon

posi-

tioning in the 1930's.
The low-budgeted Fitch show, spotted at 7:30-8 Sunday nights, capitalized handsomely in ratings for years because it was spotted between Jack Benny and the Chase &
Sanborn Hour (from which Edgar Bergen eventually emerged on his own).

For a measure of what the western has come to mean to the American home, note
this: There are over 500 million peeks at this type of program per week.
Here's how SPONSOR-SCOPE arrived at this figure:
1) On the basis of the latest ARB and Nielsen data, the viewing of the 14 westerns on
the three networks adds up to about 150 million homes.
2) Multiply that 150 million by average viewers per set (2.3) and you get close to 350
million.
3) There are 18 syndicated westerns running on local stations. Credit each of these
with at least 5 million watchings and you get a tally of 90 million watchings per week.
Note: The above total of 440 million does not, of course, include the scores of feature
westerns making the rounds weekly on local stations.

AT&T

appears ready to step into the weekly bigtime in tv.

Through N.W. Ayer, it's looking for a show that will have an aura of prestige and implant the right corporate image. Ratings would be a secondary consideration.
Meantime AT&T has canceled its Telephone Time on ABC TV, effective April.

work.Latest feather in radio's cap: All six of the package food giants are back in netThe sextette: General Foods, Standard Brands, Del Monte, Campbell, Best Foods,
and National Biscuit.
Note on this week's Campbell buy on NBC: Impressed by network's frequency story,
the account took a spread of 35 spots a week for 10 weeks, starting 17 February. If the campaign clicks, there will be a heavier schedule in fall.
Even when the national economy looks a bit murky, Texas tries to be different.
Reports a SPONSOR-SCOPE correspondent: Texas radio and tv stations are having
a whale of a time from local sales.
Beef prices are up; there's been plenty of rain; Egyptian cotton crops are going good;
and the feed is coming up fine.
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The advertising team that's moved in on Bab-O and Glim (B. T. Babbitt) is
the same foursome that had a great deal to do with the success of Ajax and Vel
Pink Liquid at Colgate.
In the Babbitt reunion there's Mike Frawley, executive v. p.; Jack Sudgen, v.p.-marketing director; Carl Brown, chairman of Brown & Butcher, Inc.; and Thomas C. Butcher,
president of this new agency partnership. All have worked for Colgate or serviced the Colgate
account.
Before Ajax came into the field, Bab-0 had 50% of the market. It's still at a 40% level.
Bab-O and Glim represents about 90% of Babbitt's volume.
P.S. : On the eve of losing the account to Brown & Butcher, Donahue & Coe was negotiating for a sizeable buy in network radio for Bab-O.
BBDO's radio sector wound up January with this notable achievement: It has
brought five of its major accounts back to network radio.
The accounts and the origin of the money for network radio:
Philco, from co-op; GE Lamps, new money; Bristol-Myers' Trushay, from magazines and tv; Lucky Strike, new money; Campbell Soup, new money.
The radio networks this week had lively going in new business.
L&M

Filter bought a weekly package of three one-minutes and four 30-seconds in

ABN's live programing; NBC added Libby-McNeill-Libby to its lists (besides Campbell
Soup and Lucky Strike) ; and MBS got orders from Quaker State Oil, Bufferin, and
L&M. CBS also got some business from L&M plus a sports pact from Barbasol.
Sam

Thurm,

Lever general manager

of ad services, disposed of four gripes

at this week's RTES (N.Y.) timebuying and selling seminar.
Thurm said he was against: fl) 52-week talent contracts; (2) over-commercialization, particularly triple-spotting: (3) lack of integrity in media presentation; and
(4) the kind of people who sneer at ratings.
Biographical note: Thurm used to be an aeency researcher on media.
An example of network radio's flexibility which can easily lend itself to applications in other lines: The Saturday Evening Post bought a one-day splash over CBS to
plug the article on Ed Sullivan in the 11 February issue.
This is in addition to the magazine's regular sponsorship of Arthur Godfrev.
Despite all the basic expenses for the exploitation of newly -acquired products,
P&G still was able to show an appreciably bigger profit for the final half of 1957
than during the like period of 1956.
The consolidated net profits: $36.6 million vs. $33.5 million.
Hollywood this week was the pre-buying-season mecca for the tv department
head of several of the topline agencies.
Their mission: To get an idea of the program projects in the works — even before they
get to the pilot stage.
Tn their interim phone reports to New York, these admen indicate:
1 ) Producers are mixing their program types rather widely— not being certain
about popularity trends in the 1958-59 season.
2) Plentv of new westerns will be available, along with crime-mystery and scienee-fiction adventure.
B) There's a pronounced optimism that next season will be ripe for comedy shows —
particularly situation comedies.
For other news coverage In this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4:
Spot Buys, page 50: News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 57; Washington Week, page 65; SPONSOR
Hears, page 68; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 74.
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Mrs. America
who controls
the purse-strings
of the nation

tell her. . .
il her with

PURSE-SUASION
i
I I! I \ /

Penetrating Saturation with Daytime Spot-TV

Advertisers who sell to the home and family are having marked success with PURSE-SUASION - through which sales messages are
strategically placed, Monday through Friday, covering the entire
daytime audience. Reasons for this success are obvious:
1. It combines the persistence of Saturation with the impact of
Television.
2. No other medium delivers your selling message with Television's
penetrating power of Sight, Sound and Motion.
3. Through PURSE-SUASION your commercial reaches Mrs.
America at home— during her "business hours"— when you can most
easily focus her thoughts on the health and comfort of her family.
\ Developed by the stations Blair-TV represents, PURSE-SUASION
| is available at rates that appeal to alert mass-market advertisers. It
can be applied in one market — or coast-to-coast. For details, phone
your nearest Blair-TV office
Or use this handy coupon now ►
OFFICES: NEW

AIR-TV

YORK

.

CHICAGO

•

BOSTON

•

DETROIT

•

Blair-TV represents these major-market stations:
KING-TV — Seaftle-Tacoma
WABC-TV-New York
WBKB— Chicago
WPRO-TV— Providence
WCPO-TV— Cincinnati
KTTV— Los Angeles
KGW-TV-Portland
WFIL-TV — Philadelphia
WDSU-TV-New Orleans
WXYZ-TV — Detroit
WFLA-TV— Tampa
WHDH-TV— Boston
WBNS-TV— Columbus
KGO-TV— San Francisco
WMCT— Memphis
WIIC — Pittsburgh
KFRE-TV-Fresno
KTVI — St. Louis
WOW-TV— Omaha
WEWS-Cleve!and
WNBF-TV — Binghamton
WJZ-TV— Baltimore
WFBG-TV — Altoona
KFJZ-TV— Dallas-Ft. Worth

BLAIR-TV
415 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
I'd like complete information about PURSE-SUASION
— and how to use it most effectively. Please phone
me for an appointment.

ST. LOUIS

TEmpleton 8-5800
Superior 7-5580 KEnmore 6-1472 WOod'rd 1-6030 CHestnut 1-5686
JACKSONVILLE
• DALLAS
• LOS ANGELES
• SAN FRANCISCO
• SEATTLE
Elgin 6-5570
Riverside 1-4228
Dunkirk 1-3811 Yukon 2-7068 ELIiott 6270

\\V
\ ^\

Street AddressCity & State

SYLVANIA TELEVISION AWARD
FOR OUTSTANDING LOCAL
PUBLIC SERVICE SERIES

"Awarded to wspd-tv, Toledo, Ohio,
for -the one ix SIDE' — a courageous
and dramatic IB-program film expose,
which led to immediate reforms

THE 01

of conditions at the Toledo
State Hospital for mentally ill."

Photographed and taped in the wards of the
hospital by wspd-tv and presented as a public
service, viewers of the 17 counties surrounding Toledo learned for the first time such depressing truths as ;—
• 70 patients in one small room.
• One tub to serve the entire dormitory ("and
your turn for a bath isn't until next week") .
• No fire exit.
• Toilets hardly more than boxes.
• No beds — merely blankets on the floor.

With the first program letters started to pol
in — 20,000 of them before the series h.jl
been completed, wspd-tv staffers carried thel
and. films to the state capital, gained an au(l
ence with the law-makers ; result ;—
On June 18, 1957, the Toledo State Hospitl
was voted approximately $2,000,000 for n«l
units and to renovate the present faciliti<|
Construction is well on its way to completkj
. . . another in a long series of community pni
ects undertaken, and brought to a successf|
conclusion by a Storer Station.

Hm wspd-tv
STORER

BROADCASTING

TOLEDO,
OHIO

COMPANY

WSPD-TV, Toledo, Ohio • WJW-TV, Cleveland, Ohio • WJBKTV, Detroit, Mich. • WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga. • WVUE-TV, Wilmington-Philadelphia ■ WSPD, Tolei
WJW, Cleveland, Ohio • WJBK, Detroit, Mich. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga. • WIBG, Philadelphia, Pa. • WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va. • WGBS, Miami, Fla.
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Timebuyers
at work

CASE HISTORY
TRAVEL

Howard

Across-the-Board News=
All Aboard, Union Pacific!
IF you're coming or going in Southern
California (and most of the area's eight
million usually are), Union Pacific will
reach you . . . VIA KBIG RADIO.
U P HITS SOLIDLY at the 99% radio
homes and 80% radio-equipped cars
(l!/t autos per family!) with four newscasts aday on The Catalina Station.
"WE PICKED KBIG four years ago as a
basic for Union Pacific" says Marion
Welborn, Vice-President, The Caples
Company advertising agency, "because
its 10,000-watt island-based signal on
740 kc covers all eight counties of
Southern California, at lowest cost-perthousand. This year we have quadrupled KBIG programming for the
railroadl'
"NEWS ON KBIG has both quantity and
quality" adds H. J. Forbes, Union
Pacific Los Angeles advertising manager. "Hourly reports from AP, UP,
and City News Service, plus Sigalert
traffic bulletins, give us complete coverage. The air work of Alan Lisser and
Larry Berrill, year-after-year award
winners in their field, assures prestige!'
WHATEVER YOUR CATEGORY, your
KBIG or Weed contact has a handy file
of case histories to help your evaluation
of Southern California Radio.

Webb,

Ralph Allum Co., New York, is concerned with the

ever-increasing bickering among the networks over rating superiority. "The networks." Howard says, "should cooperate with each
other in the interests of a healthy future for television. The road
ahead is likely to be rocky, especially if fee tv is sanctioned. And
the networks have a far better
chance of keeping their audiences,
individually and together, if they
work together." Howard points,
in particular, to two networks
scheduling spectaculars against
each other on the same day and
during the same time segment.
The result, as they are fully aware,
is a smaller audience for each
show than if they were scheduled
separately. "If networks would exchange programing data and aline
their major shows according to non-competitive activities, both the
advertiser and the public would benefit. The advertiser would gain
a much larger audience and lower cost-per- 1.000; the public would
have a better choice of shows. As it is now, the impact of much of
the advertising is lost because of severely competitive programing

Inez Aimee, Atherton & Currier, Inc., New York, feels a big step;
was taken when P&G announced that in the future it will decide the;
form of discount plan to which it is entitled only at the termination
of the contract, instead of operating on multiple plans and rates as)
the campaign proceeds. "P&G will no longer fall victim to the 'special deals' offered only one product of a multiple-agency client and
they will not lose out on package
rates because they were unaware
of them when the schedule was
current," Inez says. "Too many)
stations carry in their side pocket
the 'unpublished rates' which are
available only to some agencies

I rates, types
JOHN

POOLE

BROADCASTING

Nat. Rsp. WEED

CO.

and Company

buyers, etc . . . P&G's move force?
these stations' hand. So that the)
won't get caught in an awkwart
position, they will have to publish
nbinations, packages and continuing discount!

Ultimately, this may result in uniformity of rate cards." Inez think;!
that the few stations and reps which are concerned should reflect fo:V
a moment and realize that previously they didn't have all thei
cards <>n the table and are now merely catching up with the field
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KAY-NAK

3 more broadcast leaders
use Highway advertising;
WSOC-TV PROMOTION

MANAGER,

JAMES

W. EVANS, SAYS:

"As a new station in Charlotte, N. C, we're out to identify our name as
quickly as possible. We're using National's displays on all important highways.
We're pleased with the terrific comment these signs have produced.
With their help, we're growing fast to first."
These stations— like KPAY, KALL, KWHO,
KSOP, KSCR, KIMN— and many other network affiliated
stations across the country, are increasing "audience
the only nationwide highway advertising company . . .
awareness" with National's displays. You can too.
offers:

NATIONAL . . .

• Pinpoint localized coverage, frequent repetition, high
impact, low cost.
• Complete service — design, manufacture, location, erection, maintenance.
• The stature and integrity of its parent company —
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company.
For more information, send for the free illustrated 8-page
booklet,
it
today! "Station Identification on the Highway." Do

NATIONAL
ADVERTISING
COMPANY
1 ^^^r

AMinnesot
Subsidiary
of
a Mining
and

<«. ^
ffeMj^
Manufacturing Company
^SfiP^
Executive Offices: 33 S. Clark St. . Chicago,
Illinois
Chicago
. Detroit
• San Francisco
. New York

(1

National Advertising Company, Dept. 000
33 S. Clark St., Chicago 3, Illinois
Gentlemen:
Please rush your 8-page brochure on National's
services for the radio-TV industry.

Agency

ad libs

The cul de sac of creative management
John Orr Young, who gets top billing in the
ad agency known as Young & Rubicam, was
walking toward the New Haven R.R.'s 8:11 out
of Saugatuck and, as is natural in the environs
of that adman's commuter train, talking about
the ad business. He was glad to see, he stated,
that an ex-copy writer had ascended to the
throne in the shop that gives me desk space and
in commenting on the wisdom of such a move he listed several other
former creative gents who were calling the shots up and down Madison, North Michigan Avenue and westward. The point Mr. Young
was making was that, in his opinion, this was a healthy thing for
the business in general. Which, of course, didn't curry any illfavor with your jovial reporter whose background is rich with
graphite and tissue-pad.
After boarding the train, however, I started to compare the
glories of being an Ad-Land Executive and Part-of-Management'sTeam versus the simple charm of being a swashbuckling, pencilin-ear copy man.
Maybe it's un-American, certainly it's heresy but my mind kept
toying with the thought that maybe there should be a way of
relegating the top slot to a modestly salaried hired hand who isn't
really the star performer himself. The prize fighter and the race
horse and the champion dog have somebody see to it that the
training table's got good food and the rent is paid and nobody
steals any towels.
Management

must cover the details

When you come right down to it, a lot of management thinking
has to be on this level. There's the rent (those wonderful discussions of cost per square foot and if we add storage space in Cleveland should we sign a 99- or 78-year lease?). There's The Retirement Plan (which never produced an ad or a commercial but takes
more time to prepare than the three best campaigns in history).
There's the Outside Office Situation (which someday will require
office buildings to be hollow cylinders). All of which is topped by
...when you speak
through KOIN-TV.
In Portland and an
ncredible 30-county
area in Oregon and
Washington, she looks most,
stens most, reacts most,
A/hen KOIN-TV is your

v.

voice. (Confidentially,

the gentlemen from
CBS- TV Spot Sales become
positively lyrical when they

discuss her buying habits.
You need ask only once.)

The Big Management Dilemma — does the tv department really need
a m<>\ ieola?
Perhaps this sounds like the busy day of a diseased mind — or
a badlj run agency. But do not kid yourself, sir. In a personal
business such as ours personnel is big business. Even the largest
o\ agencies have very few employees compared to a manufacturing
concern. Of these few employees more than half are concerned will
work that is also being done in banks and beauty shops and bookie
joints (secretaries, bookkeepers, receptionists, phone girls, etc.) —
in other words, not with advertising. So the prexy of the ad agency
darn well better have the answers for his ad makers as to why Old
So and So gol the outside office for here comes Young So and So
with blood in his eyes. And he better have the answer about the
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GOOD
WAY
MAKE
STICK...

Pall Mall adds fuel to its sales fire
by rekindling the power
TV commercial
pyramiding

of its

in TV GUIDE.

By

the impact of its story

in print, Pall Mall successfully
exploits TV GUIDE'S unique 7-day
exposure. It makes a sustained
impression on more than 131/2
million readers. It also talks to this
TV audience "in color." Net result:
more power for Pall Mall,
"greater length" for its sales story,
lower costs for the ad budget.
Your TV GUIDE

representative can

show you how you can do the same.

"7-Day
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Showcase"

For Your Product

ftlfl'ff

I

I
The NEW Nov. '57 ARB
PROVES
CHANNEL 3 KTBS-TV

DOMINANT
...IN THE

ad libs continued .

lease in Des Moines just before the office

signing
folded. of that 99-ye

There's another aspect to consigning topnotch creative men to
top management slots well worth thinking about, even if nothing
can be done about it. Put simply — what a waste! Such a squandering of talent, so rare a commodity in a business that long ago faced
a talent-drought!
One quick glance at any magazine, a few minutes of viewing on
any tv channel or listening to the radio is all that is needed to
convince any sound judge of what is good advertising; that there's
a desperate shortage of creative savvy.
G.B.S. once said — he who can, does; he who cannot, teaches. For
the ad biz that might well be paraphrased to: he who can is put

MORNING

9:30 AM to 12 noon, 5 days a week,
CHANNEL 3 KTBS-TV LEADS
in 44 out of 49

into a job where he can't possibly.
(Editor's

note:

SrONSOR

decided

THE MECHANICS

DOMINANT
...IN THE

Agency

AFTERNOON

I

1:00 to 5:30 PM, 5 days a week,
CHANNEL 3 KTBS-TV LEADS
in 77 out of 88

to free

at

least

one

^

for

OF MANAGEMENT
to cxet,

3u

*,7>t ->

(0>

coo&dim arose

quarter hours rated.*

...AT NIGHT
7:00 to 10:30 PM, 5 days a week,
CHANNEL 3 KTBS-TV LEADS
in 50% of the

TO**

quarter hours rated.*

TOTAL DOMINANCE
...7 DAYS

adman

SOAP

(JmjThJ

4 MP

r/$5C£.

V^

A WEEK

9 in the morning 'til I I at night
CHANNEL 3 KTBS-TV LEADS
in 54% of ALL
quarter hours rated.*

AND

KTBS-TV

210

UP!

STILL GOING

. . . compare

the

November

/

March ARB and you'll see:
KTBS-TV UP
57 Testation BDOWN 12%

0£rn/e£N r
COFFIB
AND BNmZrA/Mftlf

3

"Nov.

1957

ARB

Metro.

ae»/i^ Ail tteirs i
TcHRJCe

5U€£

cMS(j{.r#Nr re

Station

E AjJ-BlLTniH HEAf T

UP

in

CONSOLES

SHREVEPORT
Consult Your Nearest

MEE.T/NC3
5CHB
DC A E~ G- \

serj t/P X#A$

p/wry, &m/uu<>

4ti c/tu coue,.

CHANNEL j KTBS-TV
the DOMINANT

O C. j "o O Q.n

t'q'q

MOT

Aft

&Q6>S#7,

PETRY Man!
Shrcvcport

Survey

loped by SPONI

esearch staff, allows the large,
en -day administrative detail.

-

Meet Bob McConnell

Experienced broadcaster . . . with a flair tor programming and sales . . . tempered
by sound business judgment . . . highly respected throughout the industry
. . . Bob helped build WISH-TV. ^
A Hoosier . . . native to Indianapolis ... a leader in his community . . .
Bob McConnell knows the people WISH-TV

serves and how best to reach them.

Bob is one of the important reasons why WISH-TV

Q®

dominates

the nation's 1-uh television market, consistently wins more quarter hours than
all other stations combined* and averages - * 1 ". . more viewing families than the next
Indianapolis station. Let Bob and WISH-TV help you in Indianapolis.
Represented by Boiling.
♦Total week (Metropolitan ARB

A

CORINTHIAN

KOTV Tulsa < KGUL-TV
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Galveston, serving Houston • WANE

1958

ION
& WANE-TV

INDIANAPOLIS

11 57.)

Responsibility in Broadcasting
Fort Wayne • WISH & WISH-TV

Indianapolis

49th ail
Madisotj

"K(»: Naturally,
Mr. Hooper!"
in San Francisco

VK

Optimistic

outlook

\\ c wire pleased to read, in a recent
issue of sponsor, about WJTN's happy
editorial policy to "accentuate the
positive'" when the present fashion
seems to be much wailing at the wall
about our economic woes.
Although we don't decry facing the
facts about business, there's more negative thinking and negative talk than
the situation warrants. We're glad to
pass along a little slogan that's going
round here in Detroit to anyone who
wants
to use
"Everything's Great
For '58!"
Couldit. be!
Marie M. Winthrop, President
Tech Agency, Inc.,
Detroit, Michigan

Radio

campaign

Some months ago SPONSOR printed an
interesting article regarding the experience of the Higbee Company, one of
the leading department stores in this
city, with a radio campaign for a spedon line
Shop.of men's suits in their Brancial

Pulse Agrees - HflBY Ho. I
Station Bam to midnight!
When

We would appreciate it if > ou would
send us a copy of the magazine containing this article.
H. P. Scharf, adv. mgr.
The Richman Brothers
Cleveland
• This article appeared in the 6 April 1957
issue of SPONSOR. The 25 January 1958 issue
rarried a romplrte index of SPONSOR articles
published July-December
1957.

the facts are bared — Hooper, Pulse, and Nielsen

agree KOBY is the dominant first in America's sixth largest market! For example, September-October Pulse shows
a 16.2 overall average share . . . nearly 20% higher than
the number-two station. Top this off with KOBY's audience Composition Percentage in San Francisco-Oakland
of 81% adult listeners, average 6 am to midnight. No
wonder KOBY turns over products . . . not audience!

KOBY 10,000 watts • full time
San Francisco is KDBYland 1

Spanish

language feature

Our station is preparing a special piece
of promotional material emphasizing
the importance of Spanish language
radio in Southern California.
We would like very much to excerpt
portions of some of the material in
"Gateway to a 3 Billion Dollar Market"
which appeared in the 26 October issue
of SPONSOR and which refers to our
station.
Bobert Griffin
p.r. director, KWKW

SEE PEJ-RY fOR KOBY San Francisco
and KOSI, Denver's No. I overall
MID-AMERICA

BROADCASTI

SPONSOR
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Saturation radio

I have just been re-reading "Saturation radio vs. newspapers" (sponsor.
7 December, 1957). Have you any
thing on "Television vs. newspapers?'
Would be most grateful for reference,
and tear-sheet if available.
Kind regards from a very regular
reader.
Timothy Matthews
program dir.,
CKGN-TV, Northbay,
•
On page 25 in the 21
SPONSOR
ran a complete

Locol

station

DO YOU
KNOW
WHO

j
J

THIS IS?

1

Ontario

December
1957 issue
inter-media compari-

dilemma

sponsor has set this "noggin" thinking . . . asking why I can't get national
sponsors with products to sell rather
than just local participation as has
been the case for the past nine years.
Delaware County has passed the half
million mark population-wise and could
be an excellent "test area." Our station
covers a tri-state area: eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware, yet we are considered under

mk. ^H

1 *• 'A *"*
Mr

Turn to 1

J page 55 [

the Philadelphia "umbrella" and when
campaigns are run or advertising is
placed, the network stations are used.
The sponsor feels he is blanketing the
area when he actually isn't.
I was particularly interested in the
reply to Joe Csida by Ben Strouse
of WWDC because he so aptly describes the service performed by local
stations to the local community.
I
who
how
how
this

jusf great/

You've done it again. Ya missed
A the biggest single TV buy in the
West. You passed up the Cascade
Television package again . . . this

honestly feel it's the local soul
knows what the people want and
to present it. But the problem is
to convince the timebuyers that
is true.

KIMA-TV with its satellites. Doesn't
an exclusive billion-dollar market
tickle your fancy? Here's a halfmillion people and Cascade's got
'em — exclusively, tet's not miss it

Marion Pedlow, WDRF
Chester, Pa.

again, Smidley, or we'll be missing you around here.

Quite a market . . .

General merchandise $60,135,000
Radic

commercials

Apparel

I wa wondering, if you have had in
any past issue of your magazine any
material or data pertaining to the
effectiveness on radio of a live com-

KIMA-TV
YAKIMA.

WASHINGTON

with its satellites

mercial as opposed to a jingle.
Harry Wood, radio & tv timebuyer,
MacLaren Advertising Co., Limited,
Montreal, Quebec

KIPK-TV, Pisco. Wist.
KUW-TV, Lewisto, Utk,
Mil KSAB-TV
fytnti, Meses lake. Wish.

CASCADE
BROADCASTING

• In the 28 September 1957 issue SPONSOR
ran an article titled "Should vou drop a successful jingle?" The 9 March
1953
issue of
NATIONAL
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$26,172,000

REP:

WEED

TELEVISION

PACIFIC

NORTHWEST:

COMPANY

MOORE

&

ASSOCIATES

Sn;rrc:

Luteal

UiB. latest Pulse.

WHCT is first in Hartford !

I

a****8-8

NO MATTER

WHO

DOES THE MEASURING,

whct is the number one television
station in the Hartford area. From
8 am to sign-off, seven days a week,
cbs owned whct tops all competing
stations in its total-week share of
audience and total quarter-hour wins,
according to both arb and pulse.
For example, during the all-important,
highly competitive nighttime hours,
arb and pulse agree that whct has . . .
The largest share of audience (29.1, ARB,)
The highest average rating (13.6, ARB,)
The most quarter-hour wins (73% more than
the 2nd station, 82% more than the 3rd, ARB)
The
Greater
ratedlargest
networknumber
shows of (14
of theHartford's
top 25, AK&)top-

Greater Hartford's favorite early criming local
news program ("Seven O'clock Report" )
Greater Hartford's top-rated late evening news
program ("Eleven O'Clock Report")

From any angle, throughout HartfordNew Britain (where family income is
third highest in the nation) the leading
television station in the market is . . .
WHCT

Channel 18 - CBS Owned

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

You need coverage AND

In WHB's

audience.

96-county

IT'S A WHB
WHB

1

People do

Square miles don't
buy your product

world

PULSE

is first in 432 of 432 quarter hours

ii a.,,,, to midnighl
(Pulse, Kansas City 96-county
area . . . 6 a.m. to midnight, Monday through
Saturday, Sept., 1957

audience shares consistently in the 40%

bracket.

Aml- WHB is the dominanl first among every importanl audience-type!
Talk to a Blair man . . . or WEB General Manager

Whether it be Metro Pulse. Nielsen, Trendex or Georgi W. Armstrong.
Hooper . . . whether it be Area Nielsen Or Pulse . . .
'situated in Missouri, Kansas and Iowa
Willi is the dominant
first throughout . . . with
WHB
KANSAS CITY 10.0(H) ,ralfs,71<

WDGY

REPRESENTED

Minneapolis St. Paul

Kansas City

WTIX

New Orleans

REPRESENTED

TODAYS
3DD

STORZ,

RADIO

FOR

PRESIDENT

• HOME

TODAY'S
OFFICE: OMAHA,

SELLING
NEBRASKA

BY JOHN

WHB

REPRESENTED

BY JOHN

BY ADAM

WQAM
REPRESENTED Miami
BY JOHN

BLAIR

& CO.

BLAIR

& CO.

YOUNG
BLAIR

INC.
& CO.
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Short-term participations in nighttime

Slow swing to live

NET

TV MUST

RE-TOOL

So say admen now starting fall planning. They foresee a slow swing
toward live programing to make shorter commitments possible. Greatest
danger: An aura of caution that could downgrade programing, ratings
by Evelyn

I his week a top-level adman told sponsor what it
would take to lure him back into regular network tv
sponsorship next fall:
"The guarantee that we could get out from
under in case of need."
The adman in question is the granddaddy of all
big-show tv sponsors: Don Stewart, advertising director of Texaco. He has seen the medium through the
days of Milton Berle's 80 ratings and virtually indelible Texaco sponsor identification to today's splitsponsorship, split-audience era.
1 FEBRUARY 1958

Now, like most admen, he approaches fall network
tv planning with caution. Before committing multimillion budgets, admen want to find ways of hedging the bet.
As a result, sponsor this week found these trends
emerging from the search for the safe network buy:
Clients demand more flexibility. They've got two
big reasons for fearing the long-term commitment.
There's the perennial fear of being tied into a flop.
But in these uncertain business conditions, top man-

advertisers who previously considered
themselves too small to undertake

Client pressure is on tv nets to open
prime time shows for short-term insertions to
meet today's need for greater flexibility
agement also hesitates to commit major sums of money on as long-range a
basis as network tv usually requires.
The networks are aware of this
problem of course. Bill Hylan, CBS TV
sales v.p., summed it up at the Januar\ affiliates meeting:
'" \ client who decides to sponsor a
weekly half-hour program can be faced
with the decision, in April or May, to
set aside $5 million or more of his
budget to cover a 12-month period
which will not start until the following
September. Such a commitment is not
undertaken lightly by anyone, and certainly not by most American business-

on each network on a one- or two- or
three-insertion basis (See BBDO's Bob
Foreman on network tv opportunities
in sponsor 18 January 1958.)
"With the continued swing to cosponsorship, show identification is becoming more and more of a nebulous
luxury as it is," says the media director of a major cigarette brand. "At
the same time, buying into a show on
an insertion basis won't lessen the client's identification opportunities, if he
stays in long enough. It just gives an
escape hatch. And it also gives him
a chance to broaden his audience base
by buying into several shows rather

prime-time buys.
Swing toward more live shows may
be in offing. The pressure for flexibility and shorter-term contracts may
encourage more live programing.
"It's certainly easier to get short
commitments with live rather than
film programing, and that can be an
advantage not to be overlooked," says
Campbell Soup ad director Rex Budd.
"Of course, a show like Lassie can't
be done live. But clients today have
a wide range of formats they can pick
from that lend themselves to live."
Agencymen doubt that the balance
between live and film will change drastically byfall 1958. but a number anticipate a slow swing back over the
next two years from the earlier-day
plunge into film.
"There's an inbuilt limit to the kind

The pressure is mounting among
men."of the biggest-budget advertisers
some
today in regard to their commitments
where both time and production costs
are concerned. The number of clients

than one, if he chooses."
Clients would like to see the networks open up certain shows for such
short-term opportunities before fall
buying gets into swing in April.

of flexibility a film producer can af-

who've been trying to unload parts of
their network tv shows to co-sponsors
has increased in recent weeks.

Said Bob Foreman in sponsor: "By
announcing to the trade now this policy innovation, a network makes it
clear that the slots offered to adver-

or 52 would give clients more breath-

"Talk of recession has frightened a
number of clients," Revlon ad v.p.
George Abrams told SPONSOR. "More
advertisers today want to keep a larg-

tisers are not Distress Merchandise."
At the same time, the networks could
use this means to encourage new network tv appropriations for fall from

er chunk of their budget as a 'contingencyShorter
fund' to be network
thrown into
trouble areas.
contracts
would give them this added feeling of

Net tv future depends

ford to offer," says Texaco's Don
Stewart. "His investment makes shorter contracts hard to figure. But even
a 26-week commitment rather than 39

To what extent live programing increases next fall still hinges on the
ing space."
caliber of programing, live or film,
that will be offered this spring. It
also depends on the type of escape
hatches film producers will be able to

on how business goes

flexibility."
Nighttime participations can draw
small-budget clients. An increasing
number of moderate-budget advertisers
fear that network tv costs don't allow
them sufficient regular exposure.
"Even alternate-week sponsorship is
becoming too high for medium-size
budgets," says FCB's tv-radio v.p.
Roger Pryor. "The question then is
whether exposure once every three
weeks, for instance, is sufficient for
some package goods. Less frequent
appearance will produce a point of diminishing return to the advertiser."
To keep these clients in network tv
next fall and draw some smaller-budget- into nighttime, clients and agencies are beginning to pressure today
for more participation opportunities.
What the) want is the opportunity to
buj into one or two prime-time shows

Upturn . . .

Downturn

...

Client "wait-and-see" attitude reflects current business uncertainties, rather

// recession deepens by late

than a changed attitude toward network tv. As ABC
sales v.p. Thomas

force networks into new
sales policies. While the
networks are still holding

Moore points out, "network
tv has been whittling down

off on major sales policy
decisions, CBS TV sales

its cost-per-1,000. Current-

v.p. Bill Hylan predicts a
possible swing to live as a
means of making short contracts possible. Says ABCs

TV

ly 50r/chave
of ABC's
shows
a cost nighttime
efficiency
of $3 or less." If business
gets better, clients might
si a 1 1 Inning network tv on
similar long-term basis as
in years past. But buying
season is likely to start
later than it did last year.

spring,
for shorter
network pressure
commitments
may

Tom

Moore, "Those who

may want shorter commitments will get them but
most will take the cost advantages of longer-term
network tv commitments."

work into their contracts.
Says CBS TV's Bill Hylan: "We can
anticipate a tendency on the part of
advertisers and their agencies to shorten the length of the initial commitment next season — particularly on new
programs which are on film. This
could conceivably result in a trend to
live programs if the purveyors of film

Two top clients tell what they demand

can't provide greater initial flexibil-

Texaco's Don Stewart

ity"
Admen may also favor more live
for fear of being caught flat-footed
with a flop. The live show can be improved from week to week. If ratings
droop, the format can be changed drastically in a short time. But if a film
show falters, the show doctors may
have to work eight to 10 weeks ahead
before improvements show up on the
home screen.

says flexibility and
escape clauses are vital
lures for regular net
tv sponsors today. Few
can afford to commit
millions for one year.

Admen

of net tv

want research to back up

show choice. Judgment alone won't
ring up a sale with top company management these days. Before a company
president approves a multi-million
show investment today, he will want
assurances that the show has a fair
chance of success.
This means a greater emphasis on
program research: The networks will
have to back up their properties with
more audience pre-testing. Packagers
will be expected to show more than
track records for other properties. And
top agencies are working hard on developing new research techniques right
now to forecast show success on the
basis of some reasonable trial run.

Bristol -My er's Don Frost
would like to see shorterterm contracts for time
and programing. "But"
he says, "the economic
situation will dictate
length of fall contracts."

"Today, when top management is
more concerned than ever with getting
a return on its tv investment, there's
pressure to play safe," says Revlon's
George Abrams. "No one can take
the risk out of show business, but some
show testing before a commitment can
minimize the gamble."
Can clients get stung next fall by
playing it too safe? Admen are beginning to fear that a less adventuresome or experimental fall in terms of
programing concepts could result in a
drop in total viewing hours. At the
same time, the feeling among individ-

so far I've heard mainly
mystery and Western
offered for fall. That
that these new entries

dates back to network radio's heyday
(Eddie Cantor once signed such a contract), it's unlikely that any segment
of the tv industry could afford to

may not be good just because they're
in familiar categories."
If live programing becomes more
appealing, admen see hope for new
concepts in the contribution of networks, packagers and agencies alike,
since the initial investment is less speculative.

carry the burden of rebates on the basis of rating flops.

still early, but
of adventure,
shows being
doesn't mean

Says Lehn & Fink product manager
for Lysol Dick Seclow : "Actually, who
calls a season uninventive? The critics

ual clients to date is that they'd prefer
to stick to the types of shows, like
Westerns and adventure, that had solid
records during the past season.

viewing hours held up."

"Next fall's programing will only be
as good as the stuff the packagers and

The search for guaranteed audi-

networks come up with," says BristolMyer's Don Frost.
"Of course, it's

ence is on. But it's tough to hit on a
sound formula.
While the concept

SPONSOR
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blasted last fall's entries, but total

Nor would guaranteed audience
formulae solve the client's real concern over his network tv investment —
that is, the sales return. Most admen
look at tv with this rule of thumb in
mind: There should be roughly a 10%
relationship between tv and sales in
the package goods field. This means
that a $4 million tv investment pays
out when it produces $40 million in
sales. The size of the audience alone
is no insurance that such a sales-toadvertising ratio w?H be achieved.
"In as uncertain a field as show
{Please turn to page 52)
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Miles Wallach,
research firm head,
spells out the details:
Personal coincidental interviews
(offered for the first time)
backstopped by telephone calls;
samples of about 3,000 per half
hour for network tv; audience
composition data validated by
checking in the room where the tv
viewing is taking place; an answer
to the tuning-vs. -vie wing hassle

I o an advertising business bedeviled
by a variety of tv ratings and rating
methods, another entry was presented
this week.
Described as the answer to the ratings muddle, the new service, offered
bv M. A. Wallach Research, Inc., has
the distinction of being sponsored by
a prominent advertising executive,
George Abrams (whose idea it was),
vice president of Revlon and, perhaps
significantly, chairman of the radio
and tv committee of the ANA.
It also has the distinction of offering
for the first time on a regular basis,
the personal coincidental method
which, though not new by any means,
has never been used by a rating service in the U. S. The personal coincidental method requires interviews in
the home to gather rating data covering only the moment of the interview.

UJDDLE

"This is an effort to solve a mess,"
•
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done. If I'm worthy of being chairman
of the ANA's radio and tv committee,
I have to do something."
Abrams said he was seeking a single service acceptable to everybody.
Current rating services, he felt, all
have faults. While conceding that
ARB's instantaneous rating service,
Arbitron, was a step forward, he declared that electronic methods, including Nielsen's, emphasize set tune-in
rather than actual viewing. And, he
added, there were questions in his mind
about the diary and aided recall methods.
There is no substitute, Abrams maintained, for asking a person in his home
at the moment of viewing what he is
watching. And there is no reason, he
said, why the combination of personal
and telephone coincidental couldn't result in the one best source of tv audience data.

JJ

While the personal coincidental
method has a number of uses in market research, its particular value in ratings is that, when properly conducted,
it combines the advantages of the coincidental method (the respondent is
not required to remember anything)
and the interview method (the interviewer can gather a variety of information and, in some cases, check on
its accuracy). On the other hand, the
personal coincidental method is expensive because, for tv rating purposes,
each home visit results in viewing data
at only one moment in time. Under
the Wallach setup, personal and telephone coincidental interviews would
be combined to provide samples of
3,000 per half hour.
In aligning himself on the side of
the personal coincidental method,
Abrams, who stressed he had no financial connection with the Wallach firm,
described his interest as representing
the interests of advertisers in general.

SPONSOR

he said. "Nobody is really satisfied
with the ratings situation. Everybody
has been complaining. Ratings have
become a joke in the minds of consumers. Obviously something has to be

1958

The proposed service would be operated by a research firm which has
been in business for about 10 years.
Its president, Miles A. Wallach, has
supervised market research for a number of advertisers and agencies including Revlon, Kastor, Farrell, Chesley &
Clifford, American Home Products,
FC&B, Campbell and NBC.
Initially, Wallach has his eye on the
tv network field but he intends to expand his service to local markets. A national probability sample has been designed covering 600 areas. Interviews
would be conducted one week each
month. Wallach intends to get around
the "rating week" hassle by interviewing on different weeks of the month.
Interviewing would cover seven evenings a week from 6:00 to 11:00 p.m.
Because of the expense of the personal
coincidental method and because of the
prevalence of strip programing in
weekday daytime web tv schedules,
Wallach would gather data on one
weekday before 6:00 p.m. He said that
a study of ratings had convinced him
there was not much difference in daytime viewing from day to day during
the week. In addition, interviews will
be made all day Sunday. As for Saturday, Wallach said he had not yet

made up his mind whether to cover it.
Wallach has set himself up a monumental interviewing task. Because of
the nature of the coincidental method,
a large number of interviews are required. Wallach has charted as his
goal a per-broadcast national network
sample larger than that used by any
service except Video-dex. He envisages
15,000 personal coincidental interviews
alone per evening, which comes down
to 1,500 per half hour. Wallach estimates that nearly 2,000 interviewers
would be at work simultaneously each
evening. This means that each interview would cover an average of eight
homes during the entire evening.
On top of this would be an equal
number of telephone coincidental interviews. The telephone method has
been superimposed on the personal for
two reasons: First, it will provide a

COMING:

Another

plan to solve the ratings muddle will appear in an early issue

check on the personal interviews and
vice versa. Second, telephone interviews will be used to cover rural and
farm areas where it would be prohibitively expensive for interviewers to
travel.
In most cases, telephone interviews
would cover the same areas as the personal coincidental interviews plus the
only. densely populated areas. In some
less
areas there would be telephone calls
The two sets of data from telephone
and personal interviews would be combined by a method which Wallach describes as statistically reliable. His reports would show both the combined
data and the individual figures gathered by each method. However, Wallach does not intend to sell either the
personal or the telephone coincidental
figures by themselves.
Naturally, in expending this huge effort, Wallach intends to get more than
rating data. So far as personal interviews are concerned, he is after the fol31

think people would not be anxious to

Men rating service would supply commercial

show a stranger what they're eating —
or drinking. But you'd be surprised
how cooperative people are. I do pantry surveys in which people are asked
to show scores of brand products. This

memorability, station-break audience data
lowing information:
• Audience composition.
• Viewing of all sets in the home.
• Commercial memorability and acceptability.
• Actual audience to station-breaks.
• Channel-to-channel movement for
the preceding hour.
The telephone interviews would not
attempt to get this much information.
Telephone interviews are most effective when short and. furthermore, the
interviewer cannot check the accuracy

where the viewing is going on. Thus,
interviewers would not only be able to
count the number of persons viewing
but jot down data on sex and age
groups.
Most important of all would be the
presumed ability of the interviewer to
nail
down the answers to tuning vs.
viewing.
"I know that the agencies are particularly anxious to learn whether daytime tune-in figures reflect actual viewing." Abrams said.

"With the person-

Status of Arbitron
Abrams-Wallach rating service proposal
follows close on the heels of another tv
service, Arbitron, ARB's instantaneous rating technique. ARB President Jim Seiler,
left, reports Arbitron, currently behind
schedule, is ready to roll in New York except for the technical problem of "balancing" electronically the telephone lines from
the 300-hnme sample to the central office.

is a common type of survey and there's
no real problem in getting informaWhatever problems do exist in developing an interviewing technique will
be tackled in a pilot study to be done
in Syracuse, N. Y., sometime in February, according to present plans. The
tion."
test will use a probability sample and,
except for the area covered, will attempt to get the same kind of information which would be sought on a
national basis. While Wallach did not
detail the problems he seeks answers
to, it is likely that kinks will have to
be ironed out of the proposed questionnaire and techniques to gain entry
and gather information refined and
tailored to the problem at hand.
So far as actual rating data goes, information gathered would include both
average minute and total audience figures. Sample size, however, would
tend to vary somewhat per half-hour
since there would be around eight personal coincidental interviews for ten
half-hours during the evening. This
means that each interviewer would be
evening. around two half-hours each
skipping
On the other hand, the large number
of different homes visited would result
in over-all sets-in-use figures of high
accuracy. One week of interviewing at
night would provide a sample of more
than 100,000 homes.
The coincidental method does not
provide rating buyers with cumulative
audience data. Conceivably, this could
be a serious omission in view of the

■ it I lie response. However, they would
provide additional information not gotten by the personal interviews — rural
and farm viewing. In addition, the
telephone interviews would ask about
audience composition and channel-tochannel movement.

al coincidental method you can deter-

Judging from Abram's explanation
of the proposed survey, audience composition would be the most valuable
information gathered in addition to
ratings. Particularly important, according to the Revlon executive, is the
fact that interviewers would be able to
validate this information. They would
be instructed to interview in the room

problem.
"We did a study for a large food
company in which the interviewer had
I., observe the eating habits of people

mine this accurately."
Can interviewers get all this data?
Will they be able to gain entry into a
room while people are watching a program and ask questions about it? Wallach doesn't regard this as much of a

during mealtime. That's a tougher job
than observing tv viewing and yet we
got cooperation in 90^? of the cases.
This was no small survey, either. There
were 7.000 homes involved. You might

fact that Nielsen — Wallach's most obvious competition — provides that kind
of information. Abrams contends that
lack of cume is no great loss, however.
Another kind of information along
the same lines not provided by the
coincidental method is audience overlap for different programs, information of interest to clients who sponsor,
or want to sponsor, more than one
show.
One of the deficiencies of some of
the other rating services Wallach seeks
to remedy is the time lag before reports are published. He is aiming at
giving reports out two weeks after field
work is completed.
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STUNT

OF THE WEEK

The question of cost is a key one
and Wallach acknowledges the fact. He
would not give any details on rates and
probably will not be sure himself until
the pilot study reveals whether there
are any unforeseen cost elements. As

The stunt: At KIWW,

he pointed out to SPONSOR, he can't
charge much more than Nielsen and
remain competitive, while, because of
the nature and scope of the personal

other broadcasting day. There was the "sign on" and "devotional." But from then on, it had no resemblance to standard
operating. By that evening, a total of 1,573 phone calls were
received from baffled listeners who had been treated to a whole

| And the music goes around, o-ho
San Antonio, the day began like any

coincidental method, he can't charge
much less either.

12 hours of listening to the same record — an original Mexican

SPONSOR-SCOPE of 25 January
described the new service as a $13 million a year operation. This would fit
in with one research executive's estimate that a personal coincidental interview might run around $6 per home,
including overhead. With 1,500 interviews per half hour and assuming 35
nighttime hours plus 16 daytime hours
covered, this means there are 153,000

ranchera tune — played over and over again. D.j.'s announced
record titles, but all they played was the ranchera. The station's doors were locked. Its three trunk lines were blocked by

interviews per report or 1,836,000 interviews per year. At $6 per head, the
total would come to $11 million.
According to an authoritative source,
telephone coincidental costs per half
hour for a sample of 400 would run
about $65, including tabulation. With
a sample of 1.500. the cost per half
hour might run about $150. With 51
hours a week, the cost would come to
115,300 per report and $183,600 per
year. However, the usual telephone coincidental estimates are for urban
areas. Since a part of the telephone
coincidental interviewing would be
done in rural areas, the cost probably
would be higher.
However, Wallach disputes the estimate of $6 per home for personal coincidental interviews. He said he had
done personal interview studies for $4
to $5 per home that were more complicated than a visit for tv information
would be. Assuming, therefore, a $2
cost per home the cost per year of a
personal coincidental study would be
about $3.6 million. It can be seen that
the conflicting pressures of economical
vs. careful interviewing could make a
considerable difference in the price.
Wallach said he would offer special
ways of buying to the networks to
bring down the cost. One way he mentioned was allowing networks to buy
lor shorter periods than a year.
When asked why no one had ever
come out with a personal coincidental
rating study on a regular basis, Wallach answered, "They were afraid of
bucking competition." Wallach, apparently isnot.
^
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incoming calls. Many puzzled San Antonians who couldn't
get through to the studio phoned the homes of Juan Gattas,
KIWW program director and its owner, Bob Pinkerton. Some
even phoned the police department. The next day, tape recordings (which had been made of some of the calls) were
played back on the air. Sample comments: "Is the announcer
drunk?" "Something must be wrong with your record player."
"Whose idiotic idea was that?" A d.j. asked if they should
play it again, and the next 10 minutes brought 60 calls — 48
Yes and 12 No. The same stunt was done simultaneously on
Texas stations XEO, XEOR, and KTXN.
The implications : Gags and grass-fires have a way of spreading, and if this one gets out of control, here's what admen can
look for on Madison, Wacker Drive and Wilshire Boulevard:
• Employees of the Finn & Haddie Agency received their
same pay checks over and over again for a whole year. Owing
to the cancellation, however, they were only able to cash it
once. Everyone agreed it was a fine joke and laughed heartily.
• The same episode of the adult Western, Trampas Walk
Willie, had its 309th consecutive showing in as many nights on
WEAK-TV. Ratings have held up well. Not many tv fans are
calling the station any more because somebody cut the wires.
• Every day for the past four months, Wilma Greech, timebuyer for Turnbuckle & Sluice, has been sending out requests
for avails but to date has not bought a single spot. Reps who
have been rushing up with lists are laughing themselves silly.
• WHEW-TV threw its programing format out the window
yesterday. Pete Moss, the station's farm director and long the
favorite personality in this section of the Ozarks, was kept on
the air from sign-on to sign-off. By 10 a.m., Pete had run out
of talk, so for the rest of the day and night he read the livestock quotations over and over again — a total of 1,119 times.
By 11 p.m., the number of rocks thrown through the studio
windows tipped off the station management that Pete was no
longer a favorite personality. He leaves WHEW-TV tomorrow
to open a tractor-seat repair shop up North.
• Every morning for the last 30 days, Brockton Warp, president of Warp & Woof Agency has found the same telegram on
his desk from his only client: "Effective today we are transferring our account." An hour later, he always gets a call from
the client who chuckles and says, "I'm only kidding." Warp
has laughed off 80 pounds at the gag; remarks: "It shows the
power of repetition in advertising."
^
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Polaroid bets tv personalities like Jack Paar
and Steve Allen are good photographers
as well as salesmen.

They shoot Polaroid

photos — live — to demonstrate the picturein-a-minute camera.

Return on the big

gamble : Sales have doubled in three years

w ales gross up a total of 41%.
Stock shares split four-for-one.
Product practically sold out in stores.
That was the picture at Polaroid
Corp., Cambridge, Mass., as the firm's
heaviest year of tv advertising drew to
a close — and shaped up as the biggest
365 days in the company's history.
This state of affairs gave tv what
practically amounts to a ranking as the
high lama of advertising media in the
eyes of Polaroid's congregation of
happy stockholders.
And these corporate owners are also
regarding their advertising planners
with reverence. For what they're doing in tv takes guts. They take a camera, a product that would be regarded
by some admen as a cantankerous instrument not to be relied on for unerring performance, and sell it with
live tv commercials. Any product malfunctiorj and the whole network viewing world would know it!

What's happened? Polaroid started
using tv regularly with this approach
in late 1954. That year ended with a
gross of about $23.5 million — the 1957
total is expected to be more than double this amount.
Also, Polaroid executives are crediting heavy tv advertising last November and December with creating a sellout of their camera in a number of
photo outlets across the nation.
Faith in tv's sales power, and the
live commercial approach, is mirrored
in management's increased investment
in the medium during the past three
years.
This is the picture:
• In 1957, sponsor estimates the
New England firm spent over 70% of
an approximate $1.5 million advertising budget in tv.
• In 1955, tv's slice was only about
45% of a SPONSOR-estimated $825,000
advertising allotment.
Why the substantial increase in tv

advertising while print allotments
stayed virtually the same? Polaroid
has probably the world's most exciting
demonstration product — a camera that
has the unique facility of producing a
finished snapshot 60 seconds after it's
taken.
"We would have known demonstration was our best advertising method
even if there'd never been tv," a company spokesman said, "but tv lets us
demonstrate it to millions at once."
Polaroid Corp. was founded in 1937
by Dr. Edwin H. Land as a manufacturer of light polarizing filters and
lenses. It introduced the camera, only
one of its kind in the world, in Boston
during the Thanksgiving holidays of
1948.
Up to that time Polaroid sold to the
consumer only indirectly, primarily
through sunglasses and camera filters
marketed by other companies that used
the Polaroid optics. American Optical

SPONSOR
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"Will it be goody" seems to

salesman Jack Paar is asking himse
after snapping Tonight singer Bett
(right), and he shows
teh

was and still is one of Polaroid's biggest customers for sunglass lenses.
During the war years the company
specialized in government work.
Today, Polaroid's light polarizing
glass products are found on crack U. S.
rail streamliners, as well as such palatial ocean-going vessels as the S.S.
Constitution.
But the real financial backbone for
Polaroid today is its line of picture-ina-minute cameras, five models ranging
in price from $72.75 to $169.50.
A Polaroid annual report for 1955
estimates that 92% of the income that
year was derived from camera, film
and accessory sales. This percentage
is fairly accurate for application to the
1957 sales total also, according to
Polaroid's admen: Stan Calderwood.
company advertising manager; Joe
Daly, vice president of Doyle Dane
Bernbach and account supervisor for
(Article continues on next page)
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POLAROID— PICTURE
YEAR

SALES

1955

OF GROWTH
AD

BUDCET

$26,420,723
$ 825,000*

1956

34,464,283
1,210,000*

1957
48,000,000*

1,500,000*
Growth

of Polaroid

% TV
45.5%*
64.0%*

72.5%*

since 1955 is reflected in sales figures — and increasingly

larger advertising budgets each year. As the budget grew, so did tv's share
of the dollar; about 27% in the three-year span. Polaroid is planning further increases in the ad budget for 1958 — with most of the money
the tv medium.
Tonight show.

slated for

Plans are definite now for continuing participations on the
Radio is most likely out of the advertising picture because of

Polaroid's belief in the power of demonstration for its photo-in-a-minute camera

i

Polaroid* s live commercials sell
"the fun of photography," — the photos
themselves, not camera hardware

Polaroid; and Neil Schreckinger, DDB
account executive.
Polaroid's t\ : The camera company's
1957 tv advertising cost about $1.1
million, SPONSOR estimates, for participations in three NBC TV network
shows.
Programs and costs, according to
SPONSOR figures, are: Steve Allen
Show, nine participations and two
cross-plugs — about $775,000; Perry
Como Show, three appearances costing
approximately $205,000. and 20 Tonight participations with an estimated

So.3.000 tals — based on sponsor figures.
Cost-per-1,000 per commercial minute averaged out to about $3.40 during
1957, according to Polaroid estimates.
"Cost-per-1,000 is a secondary consideration with us, however," Calderwood
states. "Satisfying our commercial requirements isthe most important factor— and these are best filled with participations innetwork shows featuring
The Allen
and Como shows were
popular
personalities."
used exclusively during the Christmas
holiday season to push gift-giving of
Polaroid cameras;
the Tonight show

with Jack Paar was used during the
year, but it also got heaviest play during the Christmas shopping season.
One result:
Early in the gift-buying season Polaroid found that dealer stocks were
rapidly being sold out. "We had to
keep shifting stock among our dealers
right up until Christmas eve," says
Calderwood.
A clever stop-gap measure helped
meet the tv-inspired sales demands.
Polaroid came out with a special gift
certificate. The certificate included a
Polaroid snapshot of the person giving
the gift and said, in effect, "there's a
Polaroid Land camera waiting for you
at the XYZ Camera Shop." This gimmick enabled the dealer to continue
selling Polaroid gift cameras even
though his stock was depleted by heavy
business.
In the Christmas campaign, as well
as in all of its tv advertising, Polaroid
banked on live commercials by established personalities to sell its product.
And
therein philosophy.
lies the key to Polaroid's
advertising
Polaroid is selling the fun of photography according to the firm's admen. They feel this can best be demonstrated with a well-known personality actually having a good time with
the camera in a live commercial.
"Film would take away the spontaneity and drama," Schreckinger
states. "When Jack Paar opens up
the back of that camera and pulls out
the picture he's just taken, there's a
different expression every time — this
adds a believability that would be impossible toduplicate with film." (For
a rundown on the pre-Tonight Jack
Paar, see Pageant, November, 1955
article, "The Weeping Comic" by
SPONSOR senior editor Evelyn Konrad.)
Polaroid and DDB are so sold on
the live approach that they're willing
to take the inherent risk involved — the
risk that someday a Steve Allen or a
Jack Paar will take a poor picture.
"We could fake this by taking the picture ahead of time," says account exec
Schreckinger, "but, as with film, the
spontaneity would be lost so we don't
do it. Every commercial is real and
the shot viewers see on the screen at
the end of the minute developing time
is the shot they saw taken by the per-

Polaroid's admen •'" firm subscribers to the selling power of tv personalities.
They bank on ii exclusively in all of the camera firm's tv activity, discussed by (1. lo r.),
Neil Schreckinger, Doyle Dane Bernbach account executive; Stan Calderwood, company
ad manager, and Joe Daly. DDIi vice president and the Polaroid account supervisor

Polaroid does have some built-in insonality."surance for a good commercial, even if
(Please turn to page 70)
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UP AFTER

DIP

Total of program time sold comes to 132.8 hours for current
week, equal to previous peak before Christmas. Buys by RCA,
Pabst on NBC pace purchases; live shows on ABN start to move
heavy schedule of
mercials each on
Friday nights and
the weekend. Both

r\her a post-New Year's dip, network radio business jumped back to
its previous peak, latest SPONSOR figures show.
For the week beginning 1 February,
total time sold on all four networks
comes to 132.8 hours. This compares
with 111.9 hours for the week beginning 4 January and 132.3 hours for
the week beginning 7 December.
Some of the heaviest buys accounting for new business were on NBC.
Both RCA for its appliances and
Pabst for its beer and ale bought a

homes

dropped. Toni bought into four of
them for Thorexin, while Knox Gelatine and Lever (for Breeze and Dove)
bought into three each. Hudson (vitamins) bought into one. Another important ABN buyer was Philco.
On CBS there were two large soap

a scattering of 30-second commercials.
Also on NBC, both the Kiplinger
Changing Times magazine and the
Whitehouse Co., record merchandiser,
were in with four 15-minute programs
each.
The first substantial interest in

opera buys. Carter bought into five
of the soap strips for a total of 37V2
minutes per week, while Ralston Purina's total came to 45 minutes.
Important buys on Mutual were
made by Niagara Therapy Mfg., Halogene, Nylonet and Ex Lax.
^

ABN's schedule of live shows saw four
clients
buying
although
there's
been talk
that them
some of
them will
be

1. RADIO'S
Radio

100 minute comMonitor, starting
running through
clients also added

DIMENSIONS

TODAY

Radio

index

End

station

index

ra

1957

of December

bids
Stations

CPs not

New station

Am
3195
537

Fm

End
Am
Fm
Source

Radio

set

2971
516
FCC

mo nthly

Radio

index

1956

locatio

reports,

1
|

of December
1
1

Auto
Public
places
Total

10,000,000*

10,000,000

135,000,000

124,000,000

1 January

1 FEBRUARY

1956,

1958

1 July

1957,

Home
Auto

Total
Source:

|

1956 39

1 ''J

11 Months
1957

689,409

7,689,841

609,139

4,925,157

1,298,548
(formerly

114
0

index

563,066

Assn.

9

ch year.

925,620

Industries

116

1

•September ea

Nov. 1956

1,488,686
Elec ronic

395

1

stations.

set sales

Nov. 1957

1

117
24

commercial

Type

90,000,000 82,000,000
35,000,000 32,000,000

100
53

6,680,127

12,614,998
RE TMA).

Home

11 Months
1956

Ago

4,217,050

10,897,177

2.

NET

RADIO'S

CURRENT

Network radio sales, in terms of program time, are up

ning
NETWORK

1<">.7'< for the current week, compared with four weeks
ago, according to sponsor. Sales figures in business indicator at right are taken from the complete current list
of network radio clients below as well as the previous
list run in the last issue of Radio Basics. For purposes

ABN
institutional; Ed. P. Morgan; 75 min.; /. W. Vandercook;

American

Cyanamid

chicken:

Breakfast

Club;

10

American Bird Food Mfg. Co.: Breakfast Club; 5 min.
Assemblies of God: religious; Revivaltime; 30 min.
Eankers Life: White Cross Hospital Plan; Paul Harvey; 15 min.
Beatrice Foods: LaChoy:
Breakfast Club: 5 min.
Beltone Hearing Aid Co.: hearing aids; Breakfast Club; 5 min.
Bristol-Myers: Bufferin; Breakfast Club; 15 min.
Buitoni Foods: spaghetti: Breakfast Club: 5 min.
Campana Sales: Ayds, Italian Balm; Breakfast Club; 5 min.
Duffy-Mott: Surisweet prunes, juice; Breakfast Club: 10 min.
General
Foods:
Calumet;
Breakfast
Club;
5 min.; Post Cereals;
Break last Club:
25 min.
General Motors: Chevrolet; John Daly—News; 50 min.
Gospel Broadcasting: Old Fashioned Revival Hour; 30 min.
Billy Graham:
religious: Hour of Decision;
30 min.
Highland Church of Christ: religious: Herald of Truth: 30 min.
Hudson Vitamin Products: vitamin catalog: Herb Oscar Anderson:
10 min.
Kitchen Art Foods, Inc: Py-O-My Apple Thins and Blueberry Muffin
Mix; Breakfast Club; 15 min.
Knox Gelatine Co.: Knox Gelatine; Breakfast Club, Herb Oscar Anderson. Jim Reeves. Jim Barkus: 60 min.
Krechmer Corp.: wheat genii; Breakfast Club; 5 min.
KVP Co.: freezer wrap, shelving paper: Breakfast Club: 5 min.
Lever Brothers: Breeze detergent, Dove; Breakfast Club, Herb Oscar
Inderson, Jim Reeves, Jim Backus; 55 min.
Midus Muffler: auto mufflers; Weekday Newscasts; 25 min.
Milner Products:
Penna Starch, Pine-Sol;
Breakfast Club; 10 min.
National25 min.
Brands, div. of Sterling Drug: Dr. Caldwell's:
Bins:
Olson Rug Co.: rugs; Breakfast Club; 10 min.
Oral Roberts
Evangelistic
casts; 30 min.

Assn.:

religious:

Oral

Sunshine

Roberts'

INDICATOR

Hour9 Sponsored

begir

1 Feb.

1

4 |an.

|
111.9

AFL-CIO:
25 min.

Ancronized

LIST

BUSINESS

Program
Week

of comparability, 6-second and 8-second commercials
are considered as 30 seconds of program time while 20second and 30-second commercials are considered two
minutes of program time. In the list below, covering
week beginning 1 February, minute commercials sold
as such are figured as five minutes of program time.

Co.:

CLIENT

Broad-

Charles

Toni Co.: Thorexin;
Merv Griffin, News;
Voice of Prophecy:
World Vision, Inc.:
Dr. Thomas Wyatt:

Herb Oscar Anderson, Jim Reeves, Ji
25 min.
institutional; Voice of Prophecy; 30 r
religious; Dr. Bob Pierce; 30 min.
institutional; Wings of Healing; 30 r

CBS
Aero Mayflower:
i Bird

George Herman — News ,Eric Sevareid — News;
Food: Houseparty;

i Home Foods: Chef Boy-a
; pizza pie; Arthur Godfre
Robt. Q. Lewis; 20 min.
Angostura-Wupperman: Arthur Godfrey; 10 min.
Armour: Arthur Godfrey; 45 min.
Bristol Myers: Arthur Godfrey, Helen Trent, Ma Perkins, Backstay
Wife, Dr. Malone; 90 min.
Calif. Prune & Apricot Growers Assn.: Houseparty: 30 min.
Campana Sales: Robert Q. Lewis: 5 min.
Carnation: Houseparty: 15 min.
Carter Prod.: Second Mrs. Burton, Couple Next Door, Our Gal Sw
day, Backstage Wife, Road To Life; 37% min.
Chun King Sales: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.
Clairol: Galen Drake; 5 min.
Colgate-Palmolive:
Warren; 85 min.

Backstage

Wife,

Second

Mrs.

Burton,

Wenc

Comstock Foods: Robert Q. Letvis; 5 min.
Curtis Circulation: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.
Ex-Lax: City Hospital, Robert Q. Lewis, Suspense; 25 min.
Ford Motor: Ford div.; Ford Road Show—Bing Crosby, Rosemai
Chwney, World News Round Up, Ford Road Show— Arthur Godfre
Edward R. Murrain; 280 min.
Frito Co.: Arthur Godfrey;
15 min.
General Electric: Arthur Godfrey;
15 min.
General Foods: Arthur Got.
n—News,
Robert
General
Motors:
Chevrolelet; News,
Allan Jac
lelco; Lowell Thomas; 75 n
Grove Labs.: Johnny Dollar, FBI in Peace & War, Gunsmoke, Sez

Pfeizer & Co.: Tcrramycin
Egg Formula
and other product-: Breakfast (dub: 20 min.
Philco Corporation: appliances; Breakfast Club; 25 min.
Plough: Musterole, St. Josephs Aspirin, etc.; Newscasts; 45 min.
Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class; 60 min.
R. J. Reynolds:
Camel;
Weekday Newscasts;
25 min.; Weekend

Who?,
Mitch
Miller, Sports Resume, Amos 'n Andy, Robert Q.
Lewis, World Tonight. Galen Drake, City Hospital, Rusty Draper,
Sat. Night Country Style, Suspense, World Neivs Roundup;
Hartz Mountain Prod.: Arthur Godfrey:
15 min.
Home Insurance Co.: Jack Benny; 30 min.
Hudson
15
min. Vitamin Products: Galen Drake, Robert Q. Lewis, Garden;

Rust Craft Publishing: greeting raid-: Breakfast Club: 5 min.
Scndura Company: floor covering;
Breakfast Club: 5 min.
Slcep-Eze:
sleeping tablet*: Breakfast Club:
15 min.
Texas Co.: g.i-oline \ motor oil; Metropolitan Opera: 210 min.

Johnson & Johnson: Amos V Andy, Mitch Miller. FBI in Peace &
War, Gunsmoke;
30 min.
Kendall Co.: Galen Drake, Robert Q. Lewis, Amos V Andy: 15 min.
Kiplinger Agency: (.hanging Times: 10 min.

total.
' br»nls

[ireo-ile
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Kitchens of Sara Lee: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.
Knouse Foods: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.
Lewis Howe: Robert Q. Lewis; 5 min.
Libby, McNeil & Libby: Arthur Godfrey; 30 min.
P. Lorillard: Rusty Draper, Indictment, FBI, Sports Resume, Mitch
Miller, Amos 'n Andy, Johnny Dollar, Suspense, Wash. Week, World
Tonight, Robt. Q. Lewis, Galen Drake; 75 min.
Mentholatum Co.: Road of Life, Backstage Wife, Second Mrs. Burton, Our Gal Sunday, Couple Next Door; 45 min.
Miles Labs: Wendy Warren, Bill Downs— News; 50 min.
Dumas Milner Products: Robert Q. Lewis, Nora Drake, Ma Perkins,
Dr. Malone, Second Mrs. Burton; 35 min.
Niagara Therapy Mfg. Corp.: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.
Philip Morris: Country Music Show; 50 min.
Peter Paul: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.
Chas. Pfizer & Co.: Our Gal Sunday, Helen Trent, Dr. Malone, Couy, Sext Door, World Tonight, Galen Drake, Mitch Miller, FBI,
Johnny Dollar, Gunsmoke; 60 min.
Pharma-Craft
Corp.: Arthur
Godfrey, Helen
Trent, Nora
Drake,
Young Dr. Malone, Houseparty, Ma Perkins; 105 min.
Plough,
Inc.: St. Joseph
aspirin, Musterole;
Robert
Q. Lewis;
20 min.
Ralston Purina: Backstage Wife, Helen Trent, Our Gal Sunday, Nora
Drake. Ma Perkins, Second Mrs. Burton; 45 min.
R. J. Reynolds: Phil Rizzuto — Sports; 15 min.
Seeman Bros.: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.
Singer: Arthur Godfrey; 22% min.
Spring Air: Amos V Andy, Galen Drake, Robert Q. Lewis; 15 min.
A. E. Staley: Peter Lind Hayes & Mary Healy, Ma Perkins; 57%
Standard Brands: Arthur Godfrey;
Sterling Drug: Gunsmoke; 5 min.

15 min.

Vick Chemical: Amos 'n Andy, Robert Q. Lewis, Gunsmoke, Mitch
Miller. Johnny Dollar, Sez Who?, Rusty Draper, Indictment; 90 min.
Weco Products: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.
Wm. Wrigley, Jr.: Howard Miller Show, Pat Buttram Show;
150

MBS
America's Future: booklet; John T. Flynn — News; 5 min.
Beltone: hearing aid; Gabriel Heatter — News; 5 min.
Christian Reformed Church: religious; Back To God; 30 min.
Coca-Cola: Coca-Cola:
Eddie Fisher: 30 min.
Colgate-Palmolive:
Instant Shave, After Shave, and other men's
toiletries, Brisk toothpaste; Sportsreel ivith Bill Stern; 50 min.
Consumer Drug Corp.: Oragen; Gabriel Heatter — News, John Scott

Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class; 30 min.
R. J. Reynolds: Camels; newscast adjacencies; 14 20-sec.
Rhodes Pharmacol Co.: Imdrin; Gabriel Heatter — News; 5 min.
Sleep-Eze Co.: Sleep-Eze; Gabriel Heatter — News; 10 min.
Spring Air: mattress; Gabriel Heatter — News; 5 min.
Sterling
Drug:
National
Brands
Div.: Fizrin analgesic
alkalizer;
Gabriel Heatter, John Wingate, Bill Stern's Sports Beat, True Detective Mysteries, Squad Room, Exploring Tomorrow, Secrets of Scotland Yard; 85 min.
":

;r"i!lllll

Tint 'n Set.: Henry Mustin — News, John Wingate — News; 30 min.
Voice of Prophecy: religious; Voice of Prophecy; 30 min.
Wings of Healing: religious; Wings of Healing; 60 min.
Word of Life Fellowship: religious; Word of Life Hour; 30 min.

NBC

!'!|i!i!!::!ii!:i:: ::

Allis-Chalmers: institutional; Farm & Home Hour; 25 min.
American Motors: Rambler; Monitor; 55 min.
Bell Telephone: Telephone Hour; 30 min.
Billy Graham Evangelistic Assn.: Hour of Decision; 30 min.
Bristol-Myers: Bufferin; Hourly News: 105 min., 21 30-sec; Trushay;
Bandstand, True Confessions, One Man's Family, 5 Star Matinee,
Woman In My House, Pepper Young, Monitor; 20 min., 19 30-sec.
Brn. & Wmsn.: Kools, Viceroy; Hourly News; 215 min., 42 30-sec.
Carter Products:
Arrid, Little Liver Pills; Bandstand,
True Confessions, Woman In My House, One Man's Family, Pepper Young's
Family, News of The World, Monitor; 45 min.
Dow Chemical: chemical prod.; Red Foley Show; 25 min.
Evangelical Foundation: religion; Bible Study Hour; 30 min.
Ex-Lax:
Ex-Lax;
Bandstand, Pepper
Young's
Family,
One Man's
Family, People Are Funny, Great Gildersleeve, Life & The World,
My True Story; 45 min., 5 30-sec, 2 6-sec.
Foster-Milburn:
Doan's pills; My True Story, One Man's Family;
10 min.
Gillette: Gillette prods., Paper-Mate, Toni prod.; Boxing; 25 min.
Grove Labs: hair products; Monitor; 50 min.; Bromo-Quinine; My
True Story, Bandstand, True Confessions, Affairs of Dr. Gentry, 5 Star
Matinee, Pepper Young's Family, One Man's Family, Great Gildersleeve, X Minus 1, Monitor; 60 min., 18 30-sec.
Kiplinger Washington Agency: Changing Times magazine; 4 15-min.
prog.
Lever Bros.: Pepsodent;
Shot

Various Shows; 85 6-sec;

Rinso;

Various

Lutheran Laymen's League: religion; Lutheran Hour; 30 min.
Massey-Harris-Ferguson: farm implements; Alex Dreier; 15 min.
Morton Salt: salt; Alex Dreier — News; 5 min.
Mutual of Omaha: On the Line With Considine; 15 min.
North American Van Lines: moving; Monitor; 15 min.
12 ■
Northwest Airlines: Monitor; 25 min.

Dawn Bible Institute: religious; Frank and Ernest, Datelines and
the Bible: 25 min.
Dawn Bible Students Assn.: Datelines and the Bible; 10 min.
Ex-Lax, Inc.: Ex-Lax;
True Detective Mysteries, Squad Room, Exploring Tomorrow, Secrets
of Scotland
Yard;
25 min.;
Gabriel
Heatter: adjacencies; 10 20-sec.
First Church of Christ, Scientist: religious; How Christian Science
Heals: 15 min.

Plough,
Inc.: St. Joseph aspirin, children's aspirin, Dr. Edward's
olive tablets, Mexana; Monitor, My True Story, Bandstand; 90 min.,
9 30-sec.
P&G: Gleem; Various Shows; 21 30-sec, 20 6-sec.

Gospel Hour, Inc.: The Gospel Hour; 25 min.
Billy Graham Evangelical Assn.: Billy Graham; 30 min.
Halogene Corp.: Halogene;
Cedric Foster— News, Robert F. Hurleigh—News, Bill Stern— Sports News; 60 min.
Hudson Vitamin Corp.: vitamins; Gabriel Heatter; 5 min.; Barry
Gray Show, Answer Man; 15 min.
Kraft Foods Co.: All Purpose oil, mustard, Kraft dinner, Miracle
Whip, Italian dressing, cheese spreads, Parkay margarine; Tommy
H enrich— Sports News, John McLean— News, Jaffrey Ford— News,
Lyle Van—Neivs, Cedric Foster — News, Steve McCormick — News,
Robert Hurleigh—News. Les Smith— News, Frank Singiser—N ews,
True Detective Mysteries, Squad Room, Exploring Tomorrow, Secrets
at Scotland Yard; 180 min.
Lever Brothers: Pepsodent, Dove; Frank Singiser — News; 5 min.
P. Lorillard: Newport; newscast adjacencies; 24 20-sec.

Reader's Digest: Magazine, Condensed Book Club; Hourly News;
525 min., 21 30-sec.
R. J. Reynolds: Camel; News of the World; 25 min.; Prince Albert;
Grand Ole Opry; 30 min.
Skelly Oil: oil; Alex Dreier—News; 90 min.
Sterling Silversmith Guild: silverware; Monitor; 20 min.
Sun Oil: oil; Three Star Extra; 75 min.
Swift & Co.: Allsweet marg. ; True Confessions, My True Story,
Bandstand. Affairs of Dr. Gentry, 5 Star Matinee, Woman In My

Pabst Brew: Monitor; 500 min.;

Various Shows; 10 30-sec.

Quaker Oats: Quaker Oats and Mother's Oats; Various Shows; 4 30sec, 2 6-sec.
RCA: appliances, radios, tv sets, etc.; Monitor; 500 min.; Victor
records; Various Shows; 9 30-sec.
Ralston Purina: feed division; Harkness—News; 25 min.

Lutheran Laymen's League: religious; Lutheran Hour; 30 min.
Niagara Therapy Manufacturing Co.: therapeutic equipment; Long
John Show; 125 min.

House; 45 min., 7 30-sec.
United Insurance Co.: insurance; Monitor; 5 min.
Vick Chemical Co.: Vaporub;
Various Programs; 30 6-sec.
Voice of Prophecy: religion; Voice of Prophecy; 30 min.
Waverly Fabrics: Monitor; 100 min.
Whitehall
Pharmacol
Co.: Anacin;
Bandstand,
True Confessions,

Nylonet Corp.: Ice Cake; Westbrook Van Voorhis—News, Steve McCormick—News ; 40 min.
Pharmaceuticals: Serutan and Kreml; Gabriel Heatter; 10 min.

Affairs of Dr. Gentry, 5 Star Matinee, Woman In My House. Nightline, Monitor: 90 min., 1 6-sec.
Whitehouse Co.: recording Great Moments In Music: 4 15-min. prog.
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"BRIGHTEST, FUNNIEST
COMEDY PACKAGE ON TV"
says I11I.1.IIU \HD. Jan. L'llth. 1958

LEROKNOERROL
COMEDIE
131 Uproarious Fill
Flexibly Packaged I
A Variety of Form!

Contact Us Today For
Auditions and Details

FILM!

GUILD

COMPANY,

460 PARK AVENUE • NEW YORK 22, N.Y.
IN CANADA:

S.W. CALDWELL,

MUrray Hill 8-5365

Ltd., TORONTO

A SPONSOR

A Precision

Marketing

REPORT

Tool

What's the outlook for television film in 1958? Is syndication still limited to regional
and local advertisers, and overlooked by major national marketers ? What specific marketing problems are making blue chip advertisers take a long second look at film
syndication ? And has the quality of film improved enough for big advertisers to do more .
than just look? Here's an informed run-down on who will be buying film in 1958, what
buying, and why. Plus the latest
pilots, barter, industry innovation

To the advertiser, his ageney, and the film seller
1958 will go down as a significant year for film.

Why?

Here are

the current buying patterns and the dynamic change due

No matter which facet of the tv film business affects you — buying, selling, or production— your focus on the months ahead is going to be sharpest if you keep this
basic picture in mind:
• 1958 will go into the books as the year in which national advertisers paid their first
serious respect to the medium — a development that closely is linked to the fact that:
• The quality of syndicated film has improved
impressively.
• Which, in turn, is linked to the past steady growth of film sponsorship by the regional fellows — brewers, dairies, banks, etc.
In short, the money to encourage quality has come from the bottom and now is having
its effect at the top. In the process, the bigger, more stable film companies have
strengthened their position while the fly-by-nighters are on the wane.
Film today is emerging as a marketing tool with recognizable precision and prestige.

BUYING

PATTERNS!

It's a sure bet that syndicated

film buying is in for another strong year, despite conflicting predictions on the state of
the U.S. economy. Industry leaders, who see a possible 3'r change in their own profit picture (in either direction), won't cut significantly into their tv output.
Quite the reverse, they feel that any general economic doubts could be a boon to
syndication buying. Why? Because a softer market might induce advertisers to put their
money into concentrated markets. So the syndicators are moving full speed ahead with
a record number of pilots.
Moreover, last year's solid profit picture gives the film seller the working capital he
needs. And he's spending it.
As for the national advertiser — this year's big new find — there's no denying that he sometimes still considers syndicated film as second-rate quality-wise. But he's taking a new, hard
look at its flexibility, proven audience appeal, and dollar values.
Note what's going on and why:
• Brewers have emerged as No. 1 users among

national advertisers of syndicated

half -hours. There's a good marketing reason for this: National beers must compete on
a local market basis with strong regional competition. And they want identification with
a specific, high-appeal tv program. Consequently, you'll find Schlitz, Budweiser, Falstaff,
and other nationwides among leading users of filmed half-hours.
• Cosmetics have their own problems. Regional tastes are fairly distinct in the industry. Result: You'll see more and more drug companies buying spot syndication this year.
• Individual companies with individual problems will be looking to film to help
solve their one-of-a-kind situations. Example: Welch's Grape Juice, which has its largest
grape supply in the Northwest, is a strong buyer of syndicated film in Western markets.
Reason: Build consumption nearest the source of supply.
• Similar marketing headaches will lead big spenders who have thus far turned the other
cheek to syndication to supplement their network fare. K. J. Reynolds' Camels (through
\\ m. Est) i already leads the cigarette-makers' march with various buys in 70-odd markets.
Close on its heels are Philip Morris' Marlboro (Leo Burnett) and American Tobacco
(BBDO).
Vuto-makers will be looking to better dealer relationships with local and regional
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cooperative buys for prestige half-hours. (Example: Ford, and its dealers, who have
jointly purchased a number of half-hours. I
These trends can be brought home visually by a quick look at MCA's and Ziv's sales
picture. Among national advertisers who have purchased MCA film over the past
six months are: General Electric, Nestle. Revlon. Toni, Ford Motor Co.. Falstaff Brewing,
Carling Brewing. Schlitz. Lipton Tea. Coca-Cola, R. J. Reynolds, Philip Morris.
Also, Kraft Foods, Seven-Up, Nabisco, National Dairies. General Tire & Rubber, Aerowax,
Baker's Chocolate, Beeman's Gum. Alka Seltzer, Sears. Montgomery Ward.
Among Ziv buyers: Carnation Milk. Cott Beverages. Phillips Petroleum, Bristol-Myers,
Household Finance. Budweiser. Schlitz. R. J. Reynolds. General Baking. Safeway Stores,
Kroger Stores. Miles Laboratories. Quality Bikers, and Best Foods.
Don't figure economic
risome consideration:

factors entirely on the plus side, though. Here's one wor-

Wobbly business trends may keep some buyers from purchasing until the last
minute. That could mean a certain amount of confusion in finding time periods and
detract from film's basic flexibility appeal.
It may also make some of the blue chip boys — who are used to getting the best
time slots — mad.
The regional advertiser last year turned out to be the film industry's stabilizer.
He bought big, showed faith, and made it a quality-minded, less risky business. There'll be
further evidence of this in 1958.
Among the newer major trends you'll find:
• More cooperation between large buyers and film sellers. Ad agencies will be getting in on the planning stages of first-run syndication series, let the film makers
know what advertisers want. That's not all. More and more big advertisers will look for
a major say-so in production by actually financing film products. In addition to control over programing and the product, re-run residuals will make the investment a
profitable proposition.
• Dollar-for-dollar. major syndication sales in 1958 will be to sponsors. Heretofore
advertisers have preferred to buy from stations for a variety of reasons:
— swoop.
It's easier on the agency to make the deal for time and package in one fell
— Stations, buyers feel, are in a better position to sign a short-term
(It's less a problem for them to find alternate sponsors.)
— Advertisers feel stations have a more sensitive touch on the local

contract.
market

Butpulse.
stations are growing less inclined to take risks on big, unsold product.
So
the selling and servicing burden will be falling heavily this year on the syndicator. Consequently,
• Marketing of film by syndicators this year will become an increasingly streamlined operation. Bigger sales forces, better selling methods, more complete presentation
packages, and more actual merchandising of the product by the syndicator will be evident
in 1958. In short, film distributors will have to start adopting strong marketing techniques
lo sell the advertiser and service the station.
• Selling peaks — by and large — will be less sharp. Although the great majority of
new shows will hit the presentation trail along about April (for fall airing), there's an increasing tendency to stretch buying out over the full year. (Current examples: MCA's
Mike Hammer, with first airings scheduled this month: TPA's New York Confidential, slated
to begin in May.)

^^^^2)

I ^^b

One really cheery trend this year will be in production costs.

Believe it or not, they'll stay about where they are, and consequently, so will costs
to the advertiser. Syndicators are depending more on know-how for quality than on a
mere flood of money.
Most union
contracts already have been settled for the year, so
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Last year, the move was away from pilot filming.
Barter was having a heyday, at least in back-room discussion groups.
What should happen this year is no guess.

costs shouldn't shoot up there, either.
A new first-run series will cost the buyer about $37,500

Here's why

(for a show alone)

if he buys in the top 100 markets.
Here's the way it works out:
• For the top 10 markets, the show will run about $14,700.
• For the next 20 markets (11-30), add another $9,100.
• The next 20 markets (31-50), put down $4,800 more.
• If you add another 25 (making a total of 75 markets), your cost will go up by $5,200.
• And the remainder of the 100 will take an additional $3,700. completing the total of
$37,500.
Pricing will, of course, depend somewhat on the film product. As both advertiser and film seller state: The good film will bring a premium price — higher than the market generally will bear. (For further trends on production and programing, see page 46.)

I ILw
I 2}a After last year's attempts at a breakaway, the pilot film is back
again and will resume its position this year as the No. 1 selling method. Film sellers
who tried presentations (in lieu of pilots) last year weren't satisfied with the competitive situation, and now are filming pilots once more. I NCP disclaims the value of pilots, but nevertheless produces highlights of its series in "prototype films." i
You'll still find grumblings among agencies that a series doesn't live up to its pilot, but
the significant fact is there's nothing better to replace it. There will be a few exceptions:
With increased cooperation between buyer and seller in the planning stage of a film, a pilot
might be eliminated.

But for the most part, it's the best compromise.

Syndicators will spend at least as much on pilots this year as in the past. Increased competition and advertiser emphasis on quality might force the initial investment to
go up. but practical economics should offset that somewhat.

T~m r\F\ | 1 1 % I
Here's an area that won't be enticing the blue chip advertisers or their agencies — but it nevertheless has found its place and will stay on in some
form as a business practice.
Bargain hunters, prohibitive programing costs to stations, and unsold time will keep
barter alive and flourishing. But any expansion this year generally will be within the framework alread\ established: in fringe time.
Practically to a man, large agencies who have looked into barter possibilities
have rejected them — often for prestige reasons. Usually they now get what they want
via rep relationships built up over the years; it's too risky to alienate those affections or
take a chance on losing prestige.
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Symbol
of fine
television
films

OFFICIAL
FILMS
Inc.
The Adventures of Robin Hood
Sir Lancelot
The Buccaneers
Sword of Freedom
Decoy
Vagabond
The
Big Story
Errol Flynn Theatre
My Little Margie
Star Performance
The American Legend
Trouble With Father
The Star And The Story
Dateline Europe
Overseas Adventure
Cross Current
Rocky Jones, Space Ranger
Willy
My Hero March of Scotland Yard
Colonel
The Hunter
The Scarlet Pimpernel

NEW

YORK • ATLANTA
BEVERLY HILLS . CHICAGO
DALLAS • MINNEAPOLIS
SAN

FRANCISCO

• ST. LOUIJ

Will the tv feature film always be a space-filler?
Here's the latest data on feature programing, the status of old
and new film, and what you can look forward to in 1958

r rCv/UU\/
I I \J 1^1 ■ Advertisers, agencies and other buyers shouldn't
look for any startling programing changes next year. New ideas don't grow on trees,
so 1958 will be another year for the already-proven success. True, there will be a
heavier accent on writing and good production; but the large majority of films currently
underway for spring presentation are of the tried-and-true action-packed variety; westerns, adventure thrillers, etc.
There's been plenty of talk of more situation comedy, but the actual evidence is hard
to find. Last year's flops (singer-personality filmed half-hours and sports shows, for example) are being buried. A few fresh ideas will be rearing up. such as NTA's George Jessel
Show I which will feature Jessel tying together old film shorts made by old stars) and a
possible hour-long series by Guild based on works by noted story-tellers (Hemingway,
Faulkner, etc.).

Because of limited time offerings, films currently under production for first-run
syndication are mostly in the half-hour format.
The mass move to the West Coast hasn't been overlooked by syndicated film makers.
Most new series will be filmed in the West, but there also will be greater use of film's|
flexibility with on-the-spot filming, i.e., TPA's New York Confidential (made with hidden
cameras on New York streets), and CBS TV Film's Ivanhoe (England-produced).
(Specific programs by specific companies will be noted regularly by SPONSOR
as they are scheduled.)

FEATURESl

For the feature film seller, 1958 could prove to be a bleak

year. But for the advertiser, the feature this year should be an increasingly invit-i
ing medium through which to sell a product.
With the growing need for the longer, more complicated message, advertisers may
try to find an ideal solution in feature films (ratings are maintaining a healthy high, too).
But although features are still selling at premium prices, haphazard programing
editing of big, mixed-quality film packages sometimes have succeeded in maki
lures increasingl\ forbidding to advertisers.

and

At the same time major stations already have contracted for large packages which they
must sell. As a result of these cross-currents:
ICO

: f.-a-

• You'll see a growing tendency toward the small, select package, with many grouped
lliematically.
• You'll also find a better sense of programing and merchandising on the part
stations. Note, for example:
Triangle's Philadelphia station, WFIL, which has rated
its 2,000 films, quality-wise and length-wise, and started a systematic programing schedule,
slating different film types at the hours they'll draw biggest audiences.

1 FEBRUARY
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Advertisers won't be buying full feature sponsorships. Colgate's buy in Los Angeles (KTTV) of a Friday night feature was unique — a need for identification on a strong
independent station in a seven-station market. Generally, though, buyers will be more content to spread their sales message over a period of time for maximum saturation.
Biggest persuasion job for stations this year: Getting the big buyer used to
the idea of spot rotation. Advertisers accustomed to buying spots for choice time periods
don't like the idea of being rotated. But stations are forming a philosophy, will maintain
it's most expedient to charge one price, and rotate all advertisers into choice time
spots.
Distributors' biggest problem:
After the boom, what?
Feature sellers will be forced to move into new fields — syndication, commercials, production, etc. — to supplement their fading business, now that the bulk of pre-1948 films has
been sold (and the squeeze to keep post-1948 films off the tv screen is on).

1% t'lCU
I^I2H
Film series backlogs will make up as much or more of
the viewing fare throughout the year as ever before. Advertisers — big and small —
looking to best possible cost-per-thousands feel the 39 and 13 formula (39 new, 13 re-runs)
is about the best value in tv today.
Spurred on by studies such as McCann-Erickson's ( for Esso, which produced the
hard fact that the majority of viewers didn't know Golden Playhouse was a re-run series; and more important, that the series didn't do any prestige damage to Esso), national and large regional advertisers will continue to lean heavily on used film.
Changing audience composition from one year to the next helps keep the backlog
market flowing, too.
Another important factor: Agencies, while they want quality films, still pick what's
available in the good time slots in each market. If a re-run is the best available bet. they'll
buy it.

I ^%V^II^IVIh
Taping of network shows could make film selling more
ticklish this year. The biggest impact naturally will be felt on the West Coast where choice
times currently are available for film. They won't be when taping makes network shows more
movable.
Syndicators admit to some qualms about this situation.
As for taping shows for syndication, it's not in the picture as yet.
problems and engineering difficulties will hold it down for a while.

Equipment

IVI EL m\ V^ §■ f\ fM U I 9 1 1^1 %3I •
Local merchandising
will plaj
increasingly important role in syndication this year, both for the advertiser and station. But the burden of the merchandising service is going to fall on the syndicator.
Advertisers still won't pour too many dollars into promoting their local shows. But syndicators, fighting for their share of the dollar, think the difference between a happy and an
unhappy customer can be merchandising. So a race in promotional services is in the
making. The film seller will be the key man, supplying stations and advertisers with the
effective tools.
At the same time, he'll be trying to make advertisers and stations merchandising-minded.
A recent example: CBS TV Film Sales, which is inaugurating an annual award to the station best merchandising one of its shows.
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With shelf-space at a premium,

How

Thomas,
director of merchandising. KFWB, Hollywood

O

ASKS:

do you merchandise

This week SPONSOR sought the
answers from three station merchandising directors. These techniques have proven successful in
promoting
super
market
items.
Betty

SPONSOR

item plans
and strategic
promotions

Since more than 50% of KFWB's total
billing represents clients with supermarket products. KFWB's total food
account merchandising program is a
continual search for new and better
techniques that will bridge the gap
between advertising and sales to insure increased product movement for
the advertisers.
The best single technique I have
found is the related item promotion.
This technique involves knowing the
item and what makes it move. One
spring our account list included Pictsweet frozen peas, Pictsweet potato
patties and Ocean Spray cranberry
sauce. We set up a very healthy "Old
Fashioned Chicken Dinner for $1.25"
sale for an 8-unit chain of giant supermarkets, the kind that have made the
Los Angeles region famous. We borrowed some portable frozen food reefers to set up in the center aisle of each
store. These were stocked with the
chain's own label frozen chicken
and the two Pictsweet frozen
with open case stacks of the 8
Ocean Spray sauce at each end

parts,
items,
ounce
of the

reefers. The chain's sign department
canopied the reefers with the familiar

meat section signs that women
tomers never seem to miss.

cus-

The grocer was happy . . . the sale
was a real traffic builder for him. In
addition to moving his own brand of
chicken parts very profitably and the
KFWB-advertised Pictsweet items, it

a supermarle*

of the supermarket operators, their
trade practices, their habits and policies and yes, their politics.
Herb Salrzman, merchandising director,
WOR, New York

was proved that, if promoted, the socalled "off season" cranberry sauce
moves at an unprecedented rate. But
probably the happiest of all was another KFWB advertiser . . . the chip
steak manufacturer who loaned us the
reefers for the occasion. Through the
promotion we arranged for his merchandise to receive permanent placement in the regular frozen food cases
of the eight stores!
In the complex Southern California
region the corporate chains do not
dominate the food industry as they do
in other sections of the country. For
this reason competition among the
o.OOO-odd suppliers of supermarket
products is more aggressive and makes
the problem of establishing consistent
sales practices among the grocers
more complex to achieve. This is the
main reason why successful media
merchandising plans are so important
to advertisers selling in Southern California. But you may ask what makes
them successful?
The "Old Fashioned Chicken Dinner . . ." sale is a good example not
only because of the first technique of
combining items that have related uses
but also because it was launched in an
aggressive small chain known to be
carefully watched by the sales managers and supervisors of the larger
chains. When the sale was later presented to the larger chains ... it was
already pre-sold on the basis of performance.
This then is the second most important technique: knowing the personnel

No one technique is completely suitable for all supermarket products, as|
many merchandisers have discovered
the first time out. However, there are j
certain formulas which we have found
to be very successful over the years in
helping us solve some of the merchandising problems of various clients, A
both at the outset of their advertising!
campaigns and in the remolding of
outmoded or faulty displays.
The best technique and the one that
has generally given us the most tangible results, is displays of the client's
product or products at the point of
purchase in the market. When I say
displays, I specifically refer to an area
in the store other than the normally
allotted shelf space for the product.
The same display will not, of course,
get equally good results for all items.
In almost all cases, the type of display is dictated by the nature of the
product itself. For beer products, because of the tremendous rate of movement, end aisle or island displays, or
both are most suitable. Canned tuna,
fish or the like would not create as
much sales activity so dump or basket
displays are more appropriate.
These techniques cannot be used'*
solely.
Other supplementary methods
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must be employed in association with
this basic display approach.
I have found that to fully implement
a merchandising display plan, it has
been necessary to work very closely
with client's sales managers and/or
brokers. This gives the station's merchandising man a greater insight into
the problems of the grocery manufacturer, and thereby enables him to offer his assistance more fully.
John

J. Dixon, general manager, Radio
Station WROK, Rockford, Illinois

^

Jf

Store radios
tuned to
catch product
spots

Radio Station WROK, Rockford, Illinois, has employed two methods of
merchandising food product campaigns effectively during the past year.
Miss Betty Thro, our promotion and
merchandising manager, maintains direct contact with 250 supermarkets
and independent food dealers in the
Greater Rockford trade area covered
by WROK. She discovered that, to be
successful, a national food product
schedule placed on WROK must be
brought dramatically to the attention
of the store manager and his people.
Although aisle, window, or counter
displays are important, we have found
that many store managers and their
supervisors in chain groups are jealous
of the display space in their stores.
They have a set plan for the use of
this space and like to arrange their
[Please turn to page 52)
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Ik iiWCSH-TV Cmm«mj...
it's the 13-county Portland, Maine trading area . .
it's northern New England's top market, and . .
WCSH-TV sells it best!
743,270 consumers live here, supported by
a billion-dollars-plus spendable income,
80% spent at retail at home. (SRDS CM estimates
July 1 1957)
238,000 homes are TV equipped.
projections to NCS #2)

(1957 Census Bureau

Surveys agree Channel 6 serves this market better . .
More viewers watch Six (NCS #2)
These viewers prefer Six 4Vi to 1
(quarter-hour breakdown Oct. '57 Met. Telepulse)
And — Six is the only NBC-TV affiliate effective in the area.
NORTHERN

NEW

ENGLAND

Your Weed-Television

man

IS SOLD

ON

SIX!

has convincing evidence.

WCSH-TV
PORTLAND,

MAINE

&

National and regional spot buys
in work now or recently completed

SPOT
TV

BUYS

BUYS

The National Brands, div. of Sterling Drugs, Inc., New York, for
its Fletcher's Castoria, is adding the current schedule in 75 markets;
new markets are mostly in the Southeast and Southwest. Schedules
begin in February and run through the end of the year. Minutes
during daytime segments are being lined up, with frequencies
varying. Buyer: Rose-Marie Vitanza. Agency: Carl S. Brown Co.,
Inc., New York.

Riding Your Way-

General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, is launching a campaign in scattered markets for its Gold Medal flour. The short-term schedule starts

To Rope In

in February. Pattern: Wednesday through Friday, minute announcements during daytime periods, with some chainbreaks; Sunday'

Greater Sales

through Saturday, nighttime I.D.'s. Frequency: 16 to 20 spots per
week, depending upon the market. Buyer: Dick Boege. Agency:
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc. (Agency declined to comment).

"Little Buckaroos"

is a series of

films written, produced, and directed to capture the thrills of the Wild
West

on a small-fry level . . . enacted BY children FOR children.

Each story is a complete episode,
with tried-and-true Western themes:
Bank Robbery, Stage Holdup, Hero
and Heroine, Good

Men

Catch the

Bad Men.
Filmed

on

location in Texas,

"Little Buckaroos"
little buckaroos

is built for the

in your own

com-

munity ... a natural for your own
local children's program.
For

full

information

"■J^* -fed -X. .ft. El

CREEK,

rates,

A

Tommy Reynolds — Rey-Car
TV Production

BUCKARO
PIPE

and

TEXAS

O'S

Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co., Lambert-Hudnut Div.,
Morris Plains, N.J., is scheduling announcements in scattered markets for its Bliss Home Permanent; the campaign runs for ninei
weeks. The advertiser is slotting I.D.'s during daytime segments, with I
frequency varying from market to market. Buyer: Renee Ponik.
Agency: Norman, Craig & Kummel, Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)
The Nestle Co., White Plains, N.Y., is entering scattered markets
to push its Nestea instant tea. The campaign starts in February: an
nouncements of various lengths during daytime segments are being
scheduled; frequencies depend upon the market. Buyer: Dick McClenahan. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., New York.
(Agency declined to comment.)

RADIO

BUYS

Armour & Co., Chicago, is going into top markets for its Chili Con
Carne, after having re\ised its original plans for a campaign of wider
scope. The short-term campaign kicks off in February. One-minute
spots during daytime segments are being used, with frequency depending upon the market. Buyer: Don Heller. Agency: N. W. Ayer
& Co., Philadelphia. (Agency declined to comment.)
The Nestle Co., White Plains, N.Y., is scheduling spots for its
Nescafe in selected markets to push a special price offer. Minutes,
20's and I.D.'s are being used for the short-termer; frequency depends upon the market. Buyer: Frances John. Agency: Bryan Houston, Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)
The Borden Co., New York, is running three-week schedules in

nnmx[

IflmTCTJO.
*■

various markets for its instant coffee; the short-termer is a special!'
price promotion. Minutes are being slotted, frequencies varying]?
Buyer: Stuart Eckert. Agency: DCSS, New York. (Agency declined!
to comment.)
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Believable as the trees, the lake,
the sky -that is WWJ-TV in
Detroit. Here, acknowledged
leadership and prestige give
every advertiser a priceless
advantage, create for every
product a cordial acceptance
that quickly leads to sales.
ASSOCIATE

AM-FM

STATION

WWJ

>wned S operated fay The Detroit News
: Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
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Inc.

NET

TV

there are many avenues for making it

{Continued from page 291
business, it also seems impossible for
any segment of the industry to carry
the burden of the risk alone.'" says
Campbell Soup's Rex Budd. "'While
we, assuch
clients,
wouldn't webe also
adverse
to
some
assurances,
realize
that the seller of the medium is entitled to a fair return if the industry
as a whole is to sta\ health) ."
Circulation while important, is not
everything. Nor does a network control the circulation when a client
brings in an outside package.
Agencies will have to contribute
more. Their biggest opportunities
would derive from a swing toward live
programing. But at the moment, clients still stress the importance of creating well-integrated commercials with
sufficient sales impact to convert the
largest number of viewers into buyers.
Money for commercials to go into
high-priced network vehicles is still
being held too tight, according to
agency tv directors. Many feel that
clients dilute the value of their show
by running the same film commercials
in it waek-in and week out.
"A

good

show

is important,

DO YOU
KNOW
WHO

pay off in sales after the show's been
picked." says Revlon's George Abrams.
"The agency should certainly develop
more creative and original commercials. It has to contribute to show
promotion and merchandising."
Forecast for fall cost-per-1,000 is
status quo. Admen feel that network
tv costs have reached a plateau. Talent costs are expected to remain level.
"The era of long-term talent contracts and out-size guest shot fees began to draw to a close two years ago,"
says the tv v.p. of one of the top 10
agencies. "This fall, talent agents may
actually find it tougher to keep up the
price level of the last season. In fact,
in one instance we expect to pay
$5,000 for the same talent that was
priced
in 1957."
Sinceat no$7,500
further
splintering of the
total viewing audience is expected, industry estimates peg cost-per-1,000 for
fall as comparable or lower than in
fall 1957. The reasoning: Fall 1957
saw the three-way split of the network
audience. The independent stations
had become strong audience attractions by that time. Total viewing is
expected to remain level.
^

1
but

J
1
1

J
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(Continued from page 49)
own displays. When the store managers are made aware of a concen- •
trated radio campaign being staged by
an agency for a client on WROK, they
will often reciprocate voluntarily by
putting displays in the right locations.
Two merchandising methods were
utilized by Miss Thro for WROK.J
The first was a jumbo counter card i
notifying store personnel of the exact!
times when the client's announcements
were to be aired. This encouraged the
tuning of store radios to WROK
throughout the day; and when customers as well as sales people heard,
the spots, interest was created, which'
helped to move the product. Also,!
this method made the store manager
keenly aware of the complete satura-|
tion schedule which was being provided to help him build profits.
The second method was the use of
small recordings which were sent toil
the complete dealer list. The record-B
ings contained a sample spot, a cleverB
musical commercial in behalf of theft
Dubuque Packing Co.
The results secured by these two[|
merchandising methods were described
in a letter to WROK from Earl Perrin,
Jr., of the Perrin-Paus Co., Chicago,
who handled the campaign. He wrote
in part . . . "Sales in the Rockford
area were increased 25% after our
8-weeks' schedule last summer, and •
reports ending for the first 3 weeks of
the current campaign showed that sale9|
are up another 10%. Needless to say,
this brings no tears to Ed Amiss,!
Dubuque's advertising manager, and
we feel that your station certainly de-!
livers the goods."

^'

1

^P3 Turn to 1
^Sl^^^ 1 Page 55 I
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Client with heavy announcement

schedule in KPIX's

"Big Movie". Ten PM first runs rated top
feature film strip in Bay Area, according; to ARB.
Ask Lou Simon or your Katz man for upcoming' availabilities.

no selling campaign is complete without

f\^ §"* I y\^

® CBS in SAN FRANCISCO

WESTINGHOUSE

BROADCASTING

CO., INC.

A pictorial review of local
and national industry events

PICTURE

WRAP-UP

State legislature in action is covered

Big Winner Spencer Jacobs (2nd 1.) gets
Pontiac for answering question on KOWH,

live by WSAZ-TV,

Omaha's Frank Allen show. With him (1. to
r.) F. Allen; Virgil Sharpe, KOWH gen.
mgr.; Fred Schneider of Schneider Pontiac

carried on three of the stations' news programs. Reporters Nick Basso and Bob Horan
round
out these sessions from Charleston

Huntington, W. Va., and

Ashtray
as a memento
to NABHurley,
pres. pres.
Harold E. Fellows
(c.) by John
Broadcasting Executives Club of New England and gen. mgr. WNEB as group celebrated 10th anniversary. Chairman Nor
Kirby of Nona Kirby Station Reps watches

Miner's hat with 1000 watl lamp used I
d.j. Steve Palmer of WCPO, Cincinnati I
find off-beat
Kisses by the bucket marked KEXs first anniversary
a- .in independent music and news outlet in Portland. Staffers
George McGowan (foreground) and Barney Keep pose with
pretty promotion models at the star) of the kissing campaign

Bathing suits and mink- battled chill breezes as
models paraded transistor radios in WIL promotion.
The slogan: "We've nothing on bul WIL." The temperature inSt. Louis that day? 2a degrees above zero!

numbers in studio's catacombs

News

and Idea

in Norfolk, Va. A New York office is
also being established.

WRAP-UP
AGENCIES
The B. T. Babbitt account, billing
close to $2 million, has been
awarded to Carl S. Brown Co.,
now Brown & Butcher, Inc.
In a related move, Thomas C. Butcher, former executive v.p. of Lennen &
Newell, is coming in as president and
director of the Brown agency. Brown
now becomes chairman.
The agency had been shook previously with the loss of the $3 million
Halo account and other Colgate products.
J. H. S. Ellis, who retired 21 January from the presidency of Kudner,
has sold his stock holdings, about
53%, to the agency . . . Wexton
agency, New York, has distributed
40% of its stock among its executives

Robert Gibbons, transferred from
Cleveland to New York as creative

and introduced a pension plan for all
employees.

group head for McCann-Erickson . . .
Michael Sasanoff, creative director
of the tv and radio department for
Lawrence C. Gumbinner . . . George
G. Anthony, media director for Dan
B. Miner Co., L. A. . . . Benjamin F.
Grogan,

D'Arcy's third installment in its
program to acquaint media people with agency operations was
presented 15 January to representatives ofNew York tv stations.
Topic: How an agency creates advertising that sells.
John W. Shaw, Chicago agency,
has been chosen to handle advertising for Goetz Brewing Company
of St. Joseph, Michigan.
The agency has delegated responsibility for the Western area to Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie, L.A.
Jane Winne, Inc., an association to
offer merchandising service plans to
radio and tv stations, has been formed

associate director of merchandising on the Stokeley-Van Camp
account, for Lennen & Newell . . .
Sheldon B. Sosna, v.p. and copy

supervisor for Grant Advertising, Chicago . . . Carl A. Shem and Homer
A. Yates, Jr., account executives for
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago
. . . Bruce W. Barnes, art director
for Needham, Louis & Brorby, New
York . . . C. Stuart Siebert, Jr., account supervisor on the Whirlpool account for Kenyon & Eckhardt . . . Don
Arvold, to the executive staff of
BBD&O, L. A. . . . Bennett Foster,
copy supervisor for Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie, L. A. . . . Faith T.
Feltus, media and research director
for Larrabee Associates Advertising,
Washington . . . George A. Bailey,

(Answer to

IT'S
WOR-TV'S
TED STEELE!

question
on pages
23 and 52)

And 50% of the people in metropolitan New York identified Ted Steele from this picture when
asked "Who is this" by the Alfred Politz Research people.*
Politz also found that over a four week period . . .
2,394,000 people (over age 11)
...watch Ted Steele -and even more important viewers overwhelmingly (937r of all responses)
find Ted Steele to be:
BELIEVABLE

• ENTHUSIASTIC

MODEST

• SINCERE

• FRIENDLY

♦ LIVELY

• YOUTHFUL

Here then is a personality who can promise a large and enthusiastic response to your sales
For full details on Ted Steele, call or write your WOR-TV
"From a major research survey conducted by
Alfred Politz Research Inc., April 1-22, 1957.
1 FEBRUARY 1958
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representative today.

I V CHANNEL 5f NEWYORK

to the account group of Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford ... Dr. William H. Lundin, director of motiva^
tion research for Gordon Best C<
Chicago . . . Michael A. Chappell.
copywriter for Campbell-Mithun, Min
neapolis.

NETWORKS
NBC's information service reported this week that for every complaining letter it received in 1957
there were three complimentary
ones.
The mail count broken down thusly :
Approving
33,862
Criticism ....
... .10,291
Seeking information
61,232
Total
. ...105,385
Mutual this week entered into' a
new affiliation agreement with the
42-station Intermountain Network
and added four stations to its
affiliates.
The Intermountain deal authorizes
Mutual to sell the regional's time and
programs to national advertisers.
New stations joining Mutual are
WKIX AM-FM, Raleigh, N. C;
WMCK. McKeesport-Pittsburgh, Penn.;
and WCLM-FM, Chicago.
No need for telescopic vision
to see the results you will reap
from the use of Channel 4 on

Sales to two major advertisers by
ABN this week:

the great Golden Spread.
More than 100,000 TV sets

Liggett & Myers, for L&M filters
purchased a 52-week participation in
the Herb Oscar Anderson
and Jim
Backus shows.

in a vastly healthy and wealthy

Power: Visual

100 kw

Aural

50 kw

Anttnna Height 833 feet
above the ground

j

will broadcast exclusively the Basiliobout on 25 March, 10:30 p.m. The
Mennen Co. and Miles Labs will sponsor .. . NBC-TV will feature Benny
Goodman and his band in a special
1-hour colorcast on 9 April, to be
sponsored by the Texas Co. Kraft
Television Theater will be preempted
on that date.
ABN

has elected five committeemen for two-years to its stations
affiliates advisory board. They
are:
Simon Goldman, WJTN, Jamestown,

"power to

Mag'net-ism

attract;KOA-RADIO
power to gain
AND
HAStheIT!affections."
The programming and personality magnetism
that dominates the entire Western
Market!
COV'er«age_

KOA-RADIO

reaches

-and sells- 4 million Westerners in 12 states, PLUS the summer BONUS audience of over
12V4 million tourists!
Radio _ mcons KOA-RADIO

- the

only station you need to sell the
entire Western Market!

Pepsodent
has scheduled
a twoweek campaign for Dove soap, with

| participations on the Herb Oscar Anj derson, Jim Reeves, Jim Backus and
Merv Griffin shows.
f

>

SM 2-58

great radio stations
50,000
WATTS

!

CONTACT
ANY

KATZ

MAN
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N. Y., for District One; C. B. Locke,
KFDM, Beaumont, Tex., for District
Five; James Wallace, KPQ, Wenatchee. Wash., District Seven; Phil Hoffman, WTCN, Minneapolis, for District
Three.
Elected for one year were: J. P.
Williams, WING, Dayton, 0., District
Two; T. B. Langford, KALB, Alexandria and KRMD, Shreveport, La., District Four; William Grove, KFBC,
Cheyenne, Wyo., District Six; J. S.
Younts, WEEB, Southern Pine, N. C,
District Eight.

ASSOCIATIONS
The real thing : A rockslide in New
York's Bronx that demolished a
bakery and killed one person was
the live action witnessed by the
RTES Production Workshop,
meeting 22 January in the WOR
news room.

Planned for the group had been a
remote pick-up interview between Les
Smith of the WOR mobile unit and
New York fire commissioner John
Cavanaugh.
When first reports of the disaster
sent the waiting Cavanaugh and the
WOR mobile unit speeding to the disaster, RTES workshop members got a
first hand look at how a radio newsroom operates when short wave reports
come in and are cut in at once into
on-the-air programs.

FILM
Official Films this week became
the first distributor to announce
its full roster of 1958 syndication
offerings.
Latest pilot in production is for a
sociological crime series, Confession.
Other series on the Official slate:
Calamity Jane, Western Union, Big
Foot Wallace (all westerns), Signal
Eleven (detective), and Adventures of
the Invisible Man (action series based
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London)
on H. G. . Wells' novel, to be filmed in
More new offerings : Warner Bros.
starts production this month on an
hour-long series, Public Enemy . . .
CNP will offer Union Pacific, which

WSBT-TV

PRIMARY COVERAGE650,000 TV VIEWERS IN
PROSPEROUS

has already been sold to the series'
name-sake in markets the railroad
serves . . . The 15-minute Patti Page
Show has been re-edited into a halfhour series, for immediate distribution

MICHIANA*

by Screen Gems.
1 MCA has upped its sales of Mickey
Spillane's Mike Hammer to 114
markets. Latest sales to Lone Star
Beer (covering all of Texas) and John
Labatt brewers, both on a 52-week
contract.
Other brewers who have bought the

WSBT-TV
WINS BY
A

series include Carling's Red Cap Ale,
and Budweiser. Philip Morris
(for Marlboro), American Home
Products and Gallo Wine are
among other buyers.
Other late sales: Schlitz, O'Keefe
! Brewers and Interstate Insurance
are most recent renewers of CNP's
Silent Service.
Second series of the

You can reach only one conclusion when
you study A.R.B., Pulse, Hooper and other
rating reports: People here have an overwhelming preference for WSBT-TV! No
other area station comes close to WSBT-TV
in the number of top-rated shows carried.
Chicago
and Michigan stations aren't even
in the running.

J 10-month-old program went into production this week . . . CNP also negotiated a sale for daytime stripping
of Medic re-runs with WABD, N. Y.,
and WTTG, Washington, plus WLAC,
L. A. . . . Official Films' Big Story is
up to 44 markets, with recent sales to
Budweiser, Progresso Foods, Best
Foods, Carlings Brewing and Pacific Gas & Electric . . . Another Official product, Decoy, has added these
sponsors: American Home Products,
Wilson & Co., Nash Dealers, the Kro' ger chain, Colgate-Palmolive, Blue
Plate Foods, General Cigar and Jacob
Schmidt Brewing. Total markets:
79.

There's more to this market than meets the
eye. The 14 counties in WSBT-TV's primary coverage area account for annual
sales of $974,611,000— .5063% of the Nation's total!
Ask your Raymer man for the details or
write to this station.

| Lassie has come back to TPA on
the tail-end of a capital gains deal.
Jack Wrather not so long ago
bought all rights to Lassie from TPA
and Robert Maxwell. This week he
turned over to TPA the syndication

i Sorthern Indiana
and Southern Michigan. Set count,
180.570—3.6 persons per family.

I

SOUTH
BEND,
IND.

ASK PAUL H. RAYMER

COMPANY

• NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

rights to 103 Lassie episodes as already sponsored by Campbell Soup.
The deal does not affect the Campbell connection.
INTA is offering a mass of features
series, and shorts on a subscription basis.
Tbe catalog contains over 1.000 sub-

jects.
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Stations subscribing have a choice
of the entire catalogue, when and
where it wants to use.
Ratings data: Ziv's Sea Hunt's
premiere 12 January over New
York's WCBS TV, got a 25.3 rating (ARB) against 12.6 for Your
Hit Parade. Previous network show
la mystery) in that time slot (10:30
p.m. Saturday), rated 18.8 in December, tying Your Hit Parade.
Merchandising Notes:
Ziv named its latest series, Target,
because of the title's merchandising
possibilities.
Ziv's sales promotion department has
been pushing the title for a long time,
but the new series is the first that fits
the objective. (Adolph Menjou stars.)
Strictly Personnel:

Joseph

M.

Brandel, named v. p. of Ziv's overseas
company. International Television Programs . . . Carroll Bagley, to Screen
Gems as national sales executive.
Screen Gems also announced expansion of its sales force, naming A.
Frank Parton as head of its new
Southwest Area. Richard Campbell
will be salesman in the area.

TV

STATIONS

More than 300 agency people in
60 taxicabs ran down the clues in
a Mid-Manhattan Treasure Hunt
staged 23 January by the Crown
Stations to cap their New York
sales presentations.
First prize of an $18,000 Ampex
Stereophonic Tape Recorder went to
Walter Teitz, of Dancer-FitzgeraldSample. Vespa scooters were won by
Marion Jackson, Foote. Cone & Belding; Dick Boege, Dancer-FitzgeraldSample; Bette White, Young and Rubicam; and Hubert Sweet, Atherton and
Currier.
Other prizes: RCA hi-fi sets were
won by 15 contenders and ski sweaters
by five others. Cocktails and a buffet
at the Waldorf topped off the excitement.
The fee-tv debate is spreading into local communities.
A recent instance: the Omaha Area
Radio-Tv Council, which hosted a
luncheon-discussion and drew 150
Omaha officials and industry people to
hear William Nail and Frank Fogarty
(of WOW)
speak up for and against.
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Powerful 50,000 watt

KSL

RADIO

Now this is the kind of ride that advertisers
really enjoy:
Coverage that reaches and sells 1,113,000 people
in the 111* county Greater Salt Lake Market.
And these extra rides are free . . . Complete
merchandising programs guided by our expert on
sales, Harry Fletcher, to include: surveys,
in-store displays, contests, mailings
and on-air promotions.
Take advantage of the plus
selling that you get only on the
Big "K," and get your share
of free rides today!
CBS For the Mountain

West

Dedications: WPST-TV's new studio building in Miami on 17 January
. . . KPAR-TY*s new Abilene. Texas,
studios and power increase on 9 January.
KSD-TV. St. Louis, will erect a
1649-foot toner, extending its coverage
area about 70' \ .
Station on the air: KVII-TV, Amarillo, Tex., has gone into operation.
It is affiliated with ABC and owned by
Southwest States, Inc.

w ii m
CLEVELAND'S STATION FOR MUSIC I

Transfer:

Edward

P. Talbott has

purchased controlling interest in
KAVEAM-TV, Carlsbad, N. Mex.,
from Mr. and Mrs. John H. Battison,
pending FCC approval.
Honored: Ray Stewart, public affairs director at WHTN-TV, Huntington, W. Va., awarded a citation from
the Polk County Medical Society in
Des Moines. . . . Charle9 C. Bevis,
Jr. general manager of WBUF, Buffalo, appointed by Governor Harriman
to the Governor's Citizens Council on
Traffic Safety.
Where they are: Kenneth B. Craig,
program director and A. Richard
Robertson, promotion and publicity
director, for KTVU, Oakland, Cal. .
Lou Markham, salesman for KWTV.
Oklahoma City. . . . Peter Good and
Leonard Guion, to the sales staff of
WWJ-TV, Detroit. . . . Dick Drum.
my, Jr., national sales manager; Bob
King, local and regional sales manager ;and Rom Palmer, in charge of
programing
and
production
for
WFAA-TV, Dallas, Tex
Houston
D. Jones, assistant commercial manager for WAVE-TV, Louisville . . .
Irwin C. Cowper, v.p. in charge of tv
sales for WTIC-TV, Hartford, Conn.,
. . . .Roger A. Newhoff, sales planning coordinator for WRC-TV, Washington . . . Bill McClinton, assistant
public relations director for WIIC,
Pittsburgh, Pa
Glenn W. Maehl,
to the sales staff of KTVU, Oakland,
Cal. . . . F. W. Hagerty, sales service and merchandising manager for
KOMO-TV, Seattle . . . Bill Fitzgerald, to the news staff of KMTV, Omaha
(inadvertently listed WMTV by SPONSOR) .. . Jules Rivlin, tv sports editor

for WHTN-TV.
Huntington,
W.
. . . C. P. Hasbrook, chairman of ield
board of directors, and Stuart
Martin,
president of Mt. Mansfieh
Television, Burlington, Vt. . . . Ri<
ard P. Williams, assistant promotioi
manager for WVUE-TV, Philadelphia.
On the move:
Roger Lee Miller,
tv director for WTCN-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul . . . Everett Aspinwall,
to the news staff of WCSH-TV, Portland, Me. . . . Kenneth Rabat, sports
and staff announcer for WWTV, Cadillac, Mich. . . . Paul R. Swimelar,
local sales manager for KOMO-TV,
Seattle . . . Jack Allen, retail sales
manager for WPST-TV, Miami . . .
Henry A. Magnuson, night news editor for WCSH-TV, Portland, Me. . . .
Joseph Leeming, manager of press
and publicity for WBUF, Buffalo . . .
Jack Barry, operations manager for
WPST-TV, Miami . . . Marvin Camp,
supervisor of press and public relations activities for WOR AM-TV, New
York.

RADIO

STATIONS

Fortune in the February issue credits the independent stations for
radio's phenomenal revitalization
as an advertising medium.
The central figures in this narrative
are the Bartell brothers. The article
describes the Bartell's growth as
owners of an independent group, and
their philosophy of operation.
Also noted in the article is the rise
of other chain operators, like Todd
Storz, Gordon McLendon, the Plough
Group and Westinghouse.
The competitive surge of the radio
networks in the past year or two is
also mentioned.
Don

W. Burden, who

this week

bought KMYR, Denver for $400,000, appears on the way to join
the rising host of station-group
owners.
In addition to owning a major share
of KOIL, Omaha, (of which he's president), Burden also controls KWIK,
Pocatello.
KMYR, 5 KW on 710 K.C., was j
bought from Bill Dolph-Herb Petty, j
with James Blackburn as broker.
WBOE,

Cleveland Board of Education Station, has offered its facilities to carry the programs of
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as impossible as trying to sell Portland without
channel

12 JU

Best cost-per-thousand buy plus coverage and audience* —
that's why KPTV, Channel 12 is your MUST BUY media to sell the vast
Oregon and Southwest Washington market.
Oregon's FIRST Television Station • Repre
* November Telepulse
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inted Nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc. • Srterfu/e Portland, Oregon

WERE-FM during the month that
station is off the air to permit instal ation ofnew antennas.
WERE-FM is having it? power upped
to 40,000 watts, which will make it
one of thewhen
country's
most to
powerful
stations
it returns
the airFMin
February.
WCPO, Cincinnati, has replied to
loeal pleas for classical music and
cultural appeal programs by offering: the free use of its FM facilities to the community's educational and cultural groups.

Response by civic leaders has been
immediate. They've formed the Committee for Enjoyable Listening to provide high level programing not available on commercial stations.
WSAI, another Cincinnati station,
is jacking up its FM programing
too.
Following an experimental 3-hour
"Milton Cross Presents'' program, the
station received 1200 pieces of mail
asking for more classical music. As a
result, WSAI is resuming FM programing on a regular basis.

Here's where they are now: Stuart
H. Barondess, station manager for
KCLL. Fort Worth-Dallas, Tex.
Wendell W. Doss, to the sales staff
of WTCN. Minneapolis-St. Paul . . .
Charlie L. Getz, Jr., publicity director for KYW AM-TV, Cleveland . . .
William Dean, account executive for
KMOX, St. Louis . . . Carleton Sieck,
eastern sales representative for KNXCRPN . . . Carl Gadd, program director for KWTV, Oklahoma City . . .
George H. Bush, managing director
for
KTYL,
Phoenix . . . Laurese

|
|
i
[

|
L

|

Byrd Gordon, promotion and adver- '
tising director
for WTOP, Washing- I
ton . . . Ray Reisinger, promotion
director for WCKR, Miami, Fla.

CANADA
Three

British Columbia

stations

have pooled their national sales
effort.
The attraction: National advertisers
will be able to buy the Okanagan $100- )
million retail sales market on one contract at an attractive cost-per-1000., !
and benefit from the reduced cost of
selling the stations.
The CARTB
will hold its annual .:
convention
in Montreal
30 March-2
April at the Sheraton
Mount
Royal I
Hotel.
BBM will host a luncheon meeting
on the second day of the meet.

LOOK WHAT BLEW IN FROM KANSAS..
... to help run KWFT . . . my old sidekicks . . . Homer Cunningham,
program director . . . Lew Dickensheets, assistant manager . . . and
Dave Dary, news director. Greeting them is Les Pierce, sales manager.
If you know these guys, you know why I snared them . . . they're
the greatest !
The mug at left is me, Ben Ludy . . . proud new prexy of KWFT.
We bought this station for its fantastic coverage . . . 1/2 mv/m
radius of nearly 250 miles ... in the rich Southwest.
It's a great station . . . and getting greater! A big value for your
ad dollar . . . and getting bigger! Your H-R man has all the dope.

MAXIMUM

CONDUCTiv

jf"^

^20KWFT
O J. W

kc -- Wichita

Call

Your

H-R

Falls, Texas

Canada Packers Limited doesn't
think that giveaway shows are in thei
company's best interests.
Hence it has cancelled its sponsor-'
ship of its two quiz shows, Who Am I?
and It's My Living.

BarJ
Agency appointments: Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago, for Thorn- 1
as J. Lipton, Ltd. Services on the ac-i
count will be coordinated through thel
agency's Toronto office . . . O'Brienl
Advertising, Ltd., Vancouver, fori
the Pacific National Exhibition, cen-1
tennial celebration of British Columbia.!
People: John J. Vince, copy direcl
tor of the Toronto office of Batten. Bar-I|
irec-I
ton, Durstine & Osborn . . . Stai
Man
Clinton, CBC film cameraman,
pointed to the Canadian Society
Cinematographers . . . Bruce McLeod, general manager for CKGN-TV,
North Ba\ . . . R. E. Jacob, president
and general manager for Canadiar
Crittall Metal Window Ltd.
^
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top

SPOT TV

ad medium
for 1958

and
tops in

ALBANY-TROY
SCHENECTADY

WRGB
National representative:
NBC Spot Sales

*Tops, reports November 1957 ARB, with
48.0 share of sets in use from sign-on to signoff 7 days a week in the Albany -Troy -Schenectady metropolitan area.

Gwtt A06um4 of Mit4it Station

PULSE REPORT^

a 3 months study
of listening habits
reveals

WVNJ
has more listeners
in essex county
than any radio station
in New York or New Jersey
Essex County: population 983,500
Effective Buying Income $2,324,743,000
per family E.B.I.— $7,940
Source-. Sales Management —
Survey of Buying Power -May 1957

WW

RADIO

W/

IMIJP

STATION

Newark, New

Jersey

OF %\\t Kctoarfe #ews

% A copy of this revealing report will be mailed to any advertiser or agency.
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
I FEBRUARY,
SPONSOR

How

1958

Copyright 1958
PUBLICATIONS

INC.

long or how often the Moulder

subcommittee

WEEK
on legislative oversight will

keep the FCC on the front pages was anybody's guess this week.
In any event the on-again-off-again probe of alleged misbehavior of FCC commissioners
is on again. That is, almost definitely.
The fires that broke out when an investigative report leaked from the Moulder group
into the newspapers have been banked. And all between Moulder and Rep. Oren Harris, parent of the House Commerce Committee, is in agreement — at the moment.
Said Harris: The only difference of opinion was over chronology — whether general hearings would precede the specific probe of irregularities or not.
The Harris pronouncements on the opening of the hearings didn't exactly clarify past
events, and they were even less clear about the future.
Declared Harris at first: (1) Premature publication of the Moulder staff's 30-page recitation of alleged misdeed by FCC commissioners had done "immeasurable harm," blackening
names with no opportunity for defense; (2) The subcommittee always meant to probe the
charges; they were even unanimous on that; (3) In view of all the furore, he planned to
move for open hearings on the charges.
Later Harris appeared to switch again; h1? said the committee room would be available
for officials of any agencies to answer charges in public. He set 2-4-5 February as the dates.
It was not made clear whether on these dates the FCC commissioners would appear at
the bequest of the Moulder subcommittee or merely to refute the accusations, if they so wish
to do.
The charges included (1) free tv color sets; (2) payment of expenses for attendance at
industry functions; (3) acceptance of per diem reimbursements from the Government afterwards; (4) questionable decisions in some 60 cases of tv channel competition; (5) political
pressure in such cases; (6) consultations on the outside with parties having matters up for
decision before the FCC.

Now that the House has the broadcasting industry in the frying pan, the Senate
Commerce Committee is stoking up the fire.
First of the Senate committee's hearings to be assigned a definite date — 11 March: the
Smathers bill to require broadcasters to divest interests in the record and music publishing
firms. The target, obviously:
BMI.
Waiting a date, but on the "must" schedule, is the Langer (R., N.D.) bill to forbid advertising of alcoholic beverages on radio and tv.
Hearings are finally scheduled for the Bricker (R., Ohio) bill providing for FCC regulation of networks on the same basis as individual stations are now regulated.
The Bricker bill hearings are complicated by the unwillingness of the FCC to make comments on the subject pending the outcome of their consideration of the Barrow report.
The FCC's network study under the chairmanship of Dean Barrow also suggested the
possibility of network regulation. The Committee will want the FCC to testify, but it is a
question how long it will wait.

The House Commerce Committee has concluded its pay-tv hearings and was set to
consider what it should do, if anything, to forestall the FCC-approved test of the
system.
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use book

C

FROM
SPONSOR
SERVICES
..,*#*

T.V. RADIO DIRECTORY
FREE

ACCOUNT

JARO

HESS

EXECUTIVE
CARTOONS

SET OF 5 (9" X 12" PRINTS)

$4.00

buyers)

nf or mat ion packed "use" books that should be on every air
' Executive's desk and a series of famous Jaro Hess Cartoons to dress up

OF THE
U.S./1958]

| [ny office — yours for the asking or buying.
* iach book serves a particular function in the broadcast field.
Standards of the industry, they supply
aried data on TV & Radio Stations,
>n programing & markets all over America
or agencies and advertisers.
Others supply facts on agencies & personnel.
\11 are catalogued for easy references and have
jroved to be vital tools for admen &

All-Media

broadcasters everywhere.

TIME BUYERS
OF THE U.S.

Evaluation Study

Drder the ones you need today.

$2.00 PER COPY

ALL-MEDIA

STUDY

$4.00 PER COPY

DICTIONARY/HANDBOOK

I^H

FOR SPONSORS

TV

DICTIONARY

$1.00 PER COPY

QUANTITY PRICES ON REQUEST

SPONSOR

'7/RADIO BASICS
' 1.00 PER COPY

SERVICES

40 E 49 STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
Please send me the following book(s)
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

□ TV-RADIO DIRECTORY
□ JARO HESS CARTOON SETS

FREE
at $4.00 per set

□
□
□
□
□

at
at
at
at
at

BUYERS' GUIDE
TV RADIO BASICS
TV DICTIONARY
ALL MEDIA STUDY
TIME-BUYERS OF U.S.

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$4.00
$2.00

each
each
each
each
each

COMPANY
ADDRESS
enclosed find check

bill m e later

TOTAL

A round-up of trade talks,
trends and lips for admen

SPONSOR
I FEBRUARY, 1958
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HEARS

TV stations catering to rural audiences have a different slant on the popularity

"f broad comedy than the networks.
Judging from the mail and ratings, the farmers can't have enough funny stuff.
As a case in point: One of the most popular syndicated shows in the less populated areas is the Honeymooners — Brooklyn accent and all.
CFor the year's outlook of tv film, see special report, page 41.)

Visitors to an agency which moved
in the character of the upper personnel.
There's legs of that overwhelming

from Madison to Fifth Avenue note a change
Ivy League look and attitude.

McCann-Erickson is finding itself squarely in the middle of an argument between the two factions in its Coca-Cola account: The parent company and the bottlers.
The nub of it is this:
• The parent company is pressing for the expansion of the family-sized bottle because itmeans more use of the Coca-Cola syrup and enlarged profits.
• Rather than invest in equipment for the larger bottle, the franchise-holders show an
inclination to up the price of the smaller bottles.

The rating battle among the tv networks is forcing more and more personal appearances on the road by the stars of filmed shows.
Hollywood actors have come to see the silver lining in these tours: A chance to cash
in on their popularity at the grass-roots level while they're up there on top.

Here's why some advertisers are loath to cancel out abruptly from a major tv
show:
(1) The big promotional buildup the show got among the sales force, and (2) the
transfer of this buildup to the dealers by the company's salesmen.

Reported out of Detroit: An agency is about ready to toss in the towel on an
account that's been in the house less than a year.
To tool up financially for the business the agency borrowed over $1 million from
a bank, cut out dividends, and reduced salaries in the higher brackets.

Before the disk jockey became the personification of the local musical program, radio
stations tried to get an image across via colorful program titles.
You may remember some of these:
Around a Gypsy Campfire
Castles of Romance

Magic Carpet of Melodies
Madonna of the Blues

Dancing with Your Loved One
Dream Caravan

Music from Paradise
Music Makes You Beautiful at Breakfast

Dreams of Remembered Love
Echoes from the Lorelei

Songs for Lonely Housewives
Troubadour under Your Window

Love Songs for a Bride

Voice of the Heart
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—Ill audiefflCe
In the 3-station Atlanta market WSB-TV has
a 42.6% share of the total tune-in, sign-on to sign-off Sunday through Saturday — (ARB
8 months average, May through December, 1957).
— in
COVerage
In the 50% or better penetration areas WSB-TV
2% more
than station
station CC. (NCS
(NCS No. 2.).
covers 100 counties; 25% more than station B- 79.°L
mnrp than
— in
retail
SaleS
In the 50% or better penetration areas, counties
covered by WSB-TV have retail sales of $2,209,524,000. This is $135,277,000 more than
station B and $456,271,000 more than station C. (SRDS Consumer Markets.)
— In
facilities
Full power on low Channel 2, local programming
of nationally recognized professional caliber, Southern leader in telecasting in
the public interest. Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution.
South's largest newspapers. NBC affiliate. Represented by Retry.

"White Columns" is the home of WSB-TV
SPONSOR

•
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and WSB Radio

POLAROID
(Continued from page 36)
the picture taken is poor. A low-grade
shot would give the performer an opportunity to plug one of Polaroid's
prime copy points: "if your picture
Isn't good, you don't have to wait to
find out — you know it right away — all
you have to do is take another shot.'"
The live, picture-taking approach
was started by Polaroid in 1955; Dave
Garroway was the personality, Today
was the show. "Actually, that's the
v\ a\ Garroway wanted to do it," says
Calderwood, "and Steve Allen and
Jack Paar continued the approach."
Perry Como is the only program
star that doesn't do Polaroid commercials when the camera firm buys into
his show. Famed sports announcer
Red Barber did the sales job for Polaroid's three participations in Como
during 1957.
Commercials are scripted by DDB's
copy department, but the agency tells
Polaroid's tv salesmen to use their own
discretion and "'say what you want
within the commercial framework."
"This holds particularly true when
they take the picture out of the camera," says account supervisor Daly.

V4J7f* SAYS,

In

one instance, Steve Allen coined a
phrase later used by Polaroid in its
magazine advertising. Steve commented "it's a darb," his rather unique
synonym phrase for "it's the greatest."
Principal copy points Polaroid
stresses are: ease and fun of camera
operation; pictures can be seen right
awaj : the quick way to get pictures of
the kids for the family album; picture
quality is excellent; Polaroid shots
make top-grade enlargements.
Picture quality is a consistent copy
point in the tv commercials, and it's
often demonstrated through use of Polaroid enlargements. These are shown
by the program personality while the
picture he took is "cooking" in the
camera's developing chamber.
Emphasis on picture quality is important to Polaroid today because of
its early-day history. When the camera was first introduced, many photo
enthusiasts, with some justification,
felt the Polaroid shots were inferior to
those taken with negative-producing
cameras. New films and camera improvements have changed all that, however, and today's amateur photographers are comparing Polaroid's picture
quality favorably with that of the conventional cameras, (sponsor's
con-

SALES SOARING"
in

P.M.
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Though Polaroid's report states I
there are no exact figures for the photo I
industry as a whole, "some of the I
trade books estimate the average cam- 1
era burns about three or four rolls |
Has Polaroid faced any pitfalls
its tv advertising? "We have to be
veryyear."
careful our commercial bel
per
ability efforts don't backfire," says
Schreckinger. "Because our picturetaking is a mechanical operation everyone can see, viewers may tend to reason 'they can't take the chance of a
bad picture — this must be rigged.'
That's why we never — but never — let
the camera out of the viewer's sight.
If this happened, even inadvertently,
the audience could reason we use two

again plays an important part for Polaroid. "People trust these stars," says
Schreckinger. "Take Allen, for instance. He has a great deal of conviction and sincerity in his commercial
delivery — and also obviously enjoys
what he's doing. Result — people see a
guy they can trust handling our camera with"fun
enjoyment."
This
of photography" pitch by
Polaroid is classified by the ad strategists as a departure from the norm in
camera advertising. "We don't sell
the hardware of photography — lenses,

for availabilities.

BASIC

According to a Polaroid report, customer surveys show that among new
camera owners, about 30 rolls of film
are used per year during the first
two years of Polaroid ownership. Average for all Polaroid owners exceeds
12 rolls per year.

peeled
from
the camera
In this
respect,
the showback!"
personality

in 64 counties
drop
whatever

they're doing to join Skipper Al and the Popeye
Playhouse every Monday thru Friday from 5:00 to
5:45

Recognition of the camera's picture I
qualit) is reflected in the amount oil
film Polaroid owners buy, as compared I
to conventional camera owners.

cameras and a "switch" deal to guarantee good results. That camera never
leaves the screen from the time the
shot is taken until the finished print is

"THE SAILOR SENDS
A half-a-million
youngsters
North
Florida-South
Georgia

ference shot, Pg. 00, is a Polaroid picture taken at DDB).

shutters and attachments," they state.
"We think the average home photographer looks upon all this — along with
having to wait days or weeks for the
results of his photography — as a pain
in the neck. We sell him the fun, the
sheer enjoyment of photography — and
that's found in the pictures themselves,
not in the hardware that many camera
manufacturers concentrate on in their
advertising," the admen told sponsor.
SPONSOR
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Can

you

spot the difference?

• You can't call it an ordinary simulcast . . . it's Stereophonic TV !
Heard throughout central Indiana for the first time !
WFBM-TV

added this new dimension in sound to thrill the many

IX**

CHANNEL

thousands who viewed Delco-Remy's "Christmas in Song," commemorating General Motors' 50th Anniversary.
Two microphones, one television and one radio, carried two separate audio transmissions— regular broadcast for radio listeners and
Stereophonic Sound for those of our TV audience who had both

b^ INDIANAPOLIS
BASIC

NBC-TV

AFFILIATE

television and radio properly placed and tuned to this special program.
At WFBM-TV, an experienced staff accustomed to being first is
the difference, too !

Represented Nationally by the KATZ

Agency

We're also proud of our area ARB.
Call us for any facts you may need.

Dealers tv conscious: Polaroid's ad
men report that dealers are exception
all) happ) with the firm's tv approach
"Customers are continually asking
them for 'the camera Steve Allen uses
or even 'the Garroway camera' and w<
haven't used Garroway for a Ion;
time," says Daly.
Tv also has tended to increase ap
plications for dealerships, but secur'j
ing dealers has never been a Polaroic
problem. "We have always had morr
applications for dealerships than vr<
could handle," Calderwood tol<
SPONSOR.

Polaroid sells its cameras througl
several types of outlets in addition t<
retail camera stores. Departmen
stores, sporting goods stores and dru<
outlets with complete photographic de
partments handle the product.
The New England firm merchandise:
its tv activity to these dealers througl
trade magazine advertising, presentai
tions by its salesmen, point-of-purchasi
display material, and dealer mailings
Consumer magazine advertising alsc
plays an important role in reaching th<
dealers, according to the Polaroic
Corp. admen.
Polaroid's print ads all bear what I
fast becoming the trademark of Doyle
Dane Bernbach work: a striking pho
tograph as the dominant element witlj
copy kept to a minimum. And the
agency often relies on its tv personalil
ties for subject matter in the domij
nant photograph.
The print media ads are also cart
ried into the tv commercials sometimes
As an example: Steve Allen used i
Life advertisement picturing an impact
ridden head-and-shoulders shot of *
policeman on a rainy night. He em
phasized the sharpness of the Polaroic
blow-up by commenting on the detail
rain drops, etc., in the photo.
Calderwood told sponsor "the po
liceman advertisement is typical of th<
kind of work we get from DDB, ii
print as well as in its handling of t\
commercials. This ad got the highes
Starch rating for any black and white
one-page advertisement run in Lif<
during the past two years. Of all merl
who saw the magazine issue, 31% hac1
read most of the body copy."
Polaroid spent about $423,000 ir
magazine advertising during 1957, acj
cording to sponsor estimate. It was
used for 17 full pages in Life, one'
third pages in Time, Newsweek, Sportt
Illustrated and New Yorker, and quar
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ler-pages in Look and Saturday Evening Post. Trade advertisements were
run monthly in 1957.
1958 plans: Polaroid plans an increase in its advertising budget for the
coming year, and most of it will go
into tv. Exactly what the figures will
be is, naturally, not being revealed.
The only definite show plans at present are for continuing participations
in Tonight, a long-time favorite of the
camera manufacturer. "We started
with Steve Allen's old Tonight show
in September 1954 and we've been
with the program every year since,"
Schreckinger told sponsor.
What other shows Polaroid uses de-

WWL-TV
catches
TV Movie-ers
while
they're
AWAKE!

pends "on what's available on the networks," says Calderwood. "Our minds
are open to all possibilities," he said.
Use of spot tv is, of course, not being considered because of Polaroid's
live commercial requirements. "We're
sticking with our tv concept of live
demonstrations of the camera by wellknown personalities," says Schreckinger. Why not live commercials by local personalities? "This is too involved," says the DDB adman. "We
have to have a production person present for all our commercials to see that
the camera is properly loaded, that the
exposure setting is correct, and to run
a film test," he told sponsor. "So we've
got to have a live network show emanating from one location."
How about radio? About the only
possibility for this medium to tap the
Polaroid ad budget would be if history
repeated itself and the firm bought
out another low-priced camera. In
June 1954 when it introduced its
$72.75 model, Polaroid used radio announcements on a saturation schedule
in about 25 markets strictly to carry
the news of the new model. The importance of demonstration to its ad-

At 10:45 every Monday-thru-Friday
night and at 10:30 on Saturdays and
Sundays, THEATRE 4 comes on strong
with another outstanding feature film.

Channel 4's 10:30 (M-F) News-SportsWeather is the perfect attraction to
hold viewers on WWL-TV.
THEATRE

4 is the wafchable

night movie

in New Orleans. Your Katz Representative has the specifics for spot sales. Or
call Howard

Summerville

Stone at Express 4444, New

vertising, Polaroid's admen feel, neccessarily negates radio's use as a basic
medium.
^

NEW ORLEANS" CBS IN
THE CRESCENT CITY

or

Harry

Orleans.

PICK YOUR SHOTS in
ST. LOUIS
with
UIS with

/

SELL

Tv and radio
NEWSMAKERS

The only way
to reach this
vast Country
and Western
market

Horace D. Nalle has been named vice
president in the Philadelphia office of
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc. He
was formerly vice president of GeareMarston. Philadelphia advertising agency
which recently merged with EWR&R.

He

joined Geare-Marston in 1953 as an account executive and was made v. p. in 1955.
Nalle later became account supervisor and
member of the agency's management committee. In addition to his
new duties, Nalle will continue as a member of the management committee. A Princeton graduate. Nalle was formerly employed in the
plans-merchandising department and Philadelphia service office of
N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc., Philadelphia. He presently holds the office
of secretary-treasurer

of the

Philadelphia

Council

for the 4A's.

Irwin C. Cowper has been named vice
president of tv sales for the Travelers
Broadcasting Service Corp. He was appointed sales manager of WTIC-TV. Hartford, last February, after heading WTIC's
radio sales department for a number of
years. Cowper is a graduate of Boston
University. Prior to joining the WTIC
staff in 1933, he was associated with radio
t WTIC he served
stations WNAC, Boston and WMCA, New Yo
progressively as announcer, continuity writer, continuity editor.
salesman, assistant sales manager and sales manager. As a continuity
writer, he produced scripts for many of the station's programs including The Romantic Bachelor and The Slumber Hour, the latter
with Ed Beeley.
He is a member of the Hartford Advertising Club.

Robert M. Lambe

has been elected vice

president in charge of sales for WTAR Radio Corporation (WTAR, Radio & WTARTV, Norfolk). He has served as general
*ales manager in charge of sales and promotion since 1952. Prior to that he was
general sales manager of WFMY-TV,
Greensboro, N.C. Lambe was graduated
from North Georgia College in 1938 and
has served in radio and tv since that time with the exception of four
years service as caption in the Air Force. Campbell Arnoux, presidenl and general manager of WTAR Radio Corp. also announced the
appointment of John C. Peffer as vice president in charge of operalions. He has been assistant general manager of WTAR since 1952
when he was promoted from bis previous post of operations manager.
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The Smart

is headed

Dollar..

for the NEW

WLOF-TV
ORLANDO,

FLORIDA

ON THE AIR - FEB. 1, 1958
Now . . . in Fabulous Central Florida, a NEW
Channel 9, signs on with full 316 KW power.

basic

ABC

station - WLOF-TV,

From its massive tower, 749 feet above sea level, WLOF-TV will beam top-rated
network programming, plus the best in syndicated and feature films, to a rich
29-county area as* the exclusive VHF ABC outlet providing unduplicated coverage in 29 counties, 167,275 TV homes, in Central Florida.
Best availabilities don't last forever. Phone your Young Television representative —
now —and join the smart money on WLOF-TV.

YOUNG
NEW

YORK

• ATLANTA

TELEVISION
• CHICAGO
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• ST.

LOUIS

• LOS

ANGELES

• SAN

CORP.
FRANCISCO

• BOSTON

SPONSOR
SPEAKS

lO-SECOND

SPOTS

Personal: From Y. Y. Times —
\\ WTED— GRAVEDIGGER
Must be close-mouthed, experienced ii
all soils, adept at concealment. Shoukj
be 6' deep, 60-minute man, but gen
teel. Apply Alfred Hitchcock, 281
Madison, New York 17.
fs this a new tv treat — Hamlet bj\

Business isn't soap opera
Recently SPONSOR advocated that the air media use their
editorial power to ""help maintain consumer confidence*"
during this period of economic wobbliness (25 January).
Now a veteran broadcaster — after a cross-country tour —
gives us his impressions of how some radio/tv stations treat
business events:
"Like those old-time soap operas . . . Tears galore."
This could he worse than saying nothing. Economics is not
a subject suited to hasty dramatics. Indeed, the touring
broadcaster reports that one commentator virtually predicted
"we'll he in a deep depression by June."
Management by all means must guard against such incidents. For anything short of a professional approach runs
the risk of drawing frowns in influential and knowledgeable
circles — bankers, educators, and top-flight business men.
They know the difference between a Federal Reserve Board
report and a soap opera.
Fortunately, a happy reversal of the business trend is
likely to set in soon (and we hereby drink our own medicine
by citing professional opinion, not inventing our own). But
the lesson still remains: When you want to provide the public
with a worthwhile image of the economy, do it the professional way.

Hitchcock?

Surprise: An apartment-dweller ad
man recently threw a cocktail party
Just before his guests arrived, h«
dashed out to a serve-yourself ice cub<
shop for some rocks. He inserted thra
half-dollars in the automatic dispenser
received three sacks of cubes. Thei
on the point of departing, he noticec
another dispenser that took quarters
"Perhaps," he reasoned, "a half-order
more of ice cubes will be plaving i
safe."' and he fed in a quarter. /|
huge, uncut block of ice crashed to the
floor at his feet. Our adman walkec
quietly away, and hopes it has meltec
by now.
Definition: "A camel is a horse del
signed by a committee." — Dave Crane
B&B media v.p., at a recent RTESl
Timebuyers Seminar.
Suds: Bernice Fitz-Gibbon, New York
ad consultant, told the United State.-j
Brewers Foundation convention that;
"In many a family, personal contact!
have fallen into disrepair. Beer, ant
the climate it creates, is a nourisher o:
self-esteem. It brings inner assurance
and security. It inflates deflated egos.'l
It also goes good with pretzels.

Film's maturity

Locale: Y\ e've just been reminder
that the name of the Pennsylvania
town where an irate propertv-holdei

While we're on the subject of quality performance, there's
one sector of the industry for whom it certainly will pay
off this year:

had his neighbor's five garages (whicl
he considered eyesores) bulldozer
away is — of all things — Media!
The moral: Never cross a Media man

The tv film people.
\ Letter, more mature product is going to bring the stamp
<>l approval from national advertisers and give the huge film
business a better foundation — money-wise and prestige-wise
— than ever before.
The details appear in a special section on page 41.

4
(ft

this we fight for: Despite business uncertainties, this is no time to "play-it-safe" to
the exclusion of new creative approaches. Tv
will be a sorry medium if sponsors automatically reject new formats when haying shows.

What- next? Out in Rolla, Mo., ra
dio station KTTR is running a 'lie.
funeral contest" for any listener wh(
has registered with the station and ther
gets killed in a highwa) accident
Public service or private service? \
Here's what's next: During a specia
events survey on WEEP, Pittsburgh
150 listeners phoned the station withii
a 15-minute period and volunteered t(
go to the moon. The WEEP releas<
reporting the news concluded witl
". . . listeners were told they wouh
that's
a relief!
be under
no obligation. . . ." Well

SPONSOR

•
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Nov. ARB
average
in every
rated
Vs
Popeye
market

Highest rated daytime children's show— that's
) Popeye! November ARB figures in all 60 markets
show he's been flexing his muscles again— with
ratings up to 36.4! Share-of -audience figures are
bulging too— in Baltimore, for example, Popeye has 75.5%,
in Philadelphia 70.3%, in Detroit 61.5%. Want to cash in?

f^^fP/
'^0(

x

| Write, wire or phone for £B^
complete list of ARB ^
ratings in 60 markets. Distributors
^^

for Associated
31,5 Madison Ave., MUrray Hill
75 E. Waekcr Dr., DEarborn
1511 Bryan St., Riverside
91 1 0 Sunset Blvd., CRestvieu-

Artists ■ Produc
6-2323 P
2-2030 | CHICAGO
7-855.1
6-5886 LOS ANCELES

Pittsburgh's Golden Triangle as viewed from Mt. Washingtoi

KDKA

has reached new heights

in Pittsburgh . . . and we mean the middle of Pittsburgh—
Allegheny County, that is!
The latest Metropolitan Pittsburgh PULSE* shows KDKA
first in three
383 out
of as
496 good
quarter
hours
surveyed.
almost
times
as the
figures
for theThat's
same
period last year!
And in the Greater Pittsburgh PULSE* (15 counties),
KDKA rated No. 1 in an amazing 489 out of 496 quarter
hours ... a cool 98.6%!
Whether you want to reach the heart of Pittsburgh or the
equally rich market that surrounds it, these figures prove
that KDKA is the one sure way to do it effectively at low
cost. For availabilities, call Don Trageser, KDKA Sales
Manager (EXpress 1-3000, Pittsburgh), or your PGW
''Colonel".

KDKAW
WBC tlolion . . .
•PULSE— Aug.— Sept. 1957

50.000

watts

WESTINGHOUSE
BROADCASTING
COMPANY, INC.

Radio
Clear Channel

CLEVELAND, ktw
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*Hb GENERAL UBRARV

ortheastern Pennsylvania Has Always Followed The

LEADERSHIP
Of These Three Stations
35 years ago WBRE went on the air . . . 20 years ago WBRE became an NBC
affiliate ... 7 years ago WSCR was added ... 5 years ago WBRE-TV went on
the air (the first TV Station in Northeastern Pennsylvania) ... 3 years ago WBRE-TV
was acclaimed America's First Million Watt Station ... 1 year ago, First in COLOR

TV.

USE

TODAY'S MOOD:
COMMERCIALS
COME FIRST
Tv commercials are
undergoing the closest
scrutiny in years as
admen now search for
new audience -holding
techniques, improved
product presentations
Page 27

The secret of
selling with
kids' tv shows
Page 30

Sociology

instead of
Westerns
Page 36

Alert advertisers know these stations have

le forward march of progress and leadership
§-s on, with bigger and better facilities to
s ve our advertisers. This year we broke ground
f this modern studio.

SELL YOUR

earned listener and viewer loyalty through
superior entertainment, talent service and
showmanship. That means SALES!

PRODUCTS

ON

IBRE- WBRE-TV WSCR!
"UDIOS AND

OFFICES
Call

Headley-Reed

IN W I LK ES-B A R R E and
offices

or

staff

"The world's
luckiest

representatives

NOW!

SCRANTON

Page 38
timebuyer"

WHEELING: 37* TV MARKET
♦Television

Magazine

8/1/5T

One Station Reaching The Booming Upper Ohio Valley

"I'm outside foreman, a twenty-seven
year man with Valley Camp. Sure, we work

No. 3 IN A SERIES

MINING

hard and we're proud of the quality
coals produced here. This job keeps
the missus, our child and me mighty
comfortable. Live just a couple
of miles from the mine, in the
Elm Grove section of Wheeling.
Do we watch TV? We
sure do, our own

THE VALLEY CAMP
COAL COMPANY
Mining rich coal resources,
Valley Camp operates three
area mines, employs around
600 men, pays approximately
four million dollars annually.
Mined raw coal is washed,
screened and thermally dried
before it is shipped by rail,

station, too. WTRF-TV
does a great job!"

truck
and water
America's
industrial
and to
commercial
coal consumers. Valley
Camp — with expansion
underway, another impressive
picture of this super market
where 2 million people spend
2 J _< billion dollars annually,
where 425,196 TV homes
react to the influence of
WTRF-TV.

316,000 watts NuBDCL netw

LXXrP'

WHEELING

Mitrf in

7, WEST VIRGINIA

aching a market that's reaching new

importance!

^531

Michigan's Great Area Station — Strategically Located
to Exclusively Serve LANSING- FLINT- JACKSON
with a Dominant 100,000 watt signal from its new 1023' tower
located between Lansing and Flint . . . NBC—

CBS— ABC

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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Insights into deeply-felt needs of the Changing
American
Consumer
can help end tv program sameness, says Tatham-Laird research exec
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the world's luckiest timebuyer"
5 of a taxi cab treasure hunt D-F-S's Walter Teitz
I his new hobby — entering and winning
contests
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KWKH

SHREVEPORT

reaches OVER

TWICE

as many homes as
EITHER Shreveport TV station
Nielsen NCS No. 2 shows that KWKH

reaches

278,520 homes. That's more than double the
coverage of either Shreveport TV station . . .
and more coverage than all other radio stations
combined!
KWKH's

140 counties have 727,530 radio

homes. That's more people than live in St.
Louis or Washington! There are few, if any
other such lucrative markets in the entire
country where one station so dominates its
home county as well as the surrounding area.
The Christal Company

has all the facts on

KWKH — the big buy in North Louisiana,
South Arkansas and East Texas.

;rage map show nearby counties with weekly audie
e of total homes. Nielsen actually ere
measurable audiences in 66 counties not shown here — count
far distant as Luna County, New Mexico. In 47 of these add
counties, KWKH has coverage of 10% or more of the homes!

K WKH
A Shreveport Times Station
| TEXAS

SHREVEPORT,

LOUISIANA
ARKANSAS

50,000 Watts
The Henry I. Christal Co., Ino,
Representatives [ Exe

•

CBS Radio

get 60

selling seconds^jft

every minute you buy!

X

talk
i

io
rad
spot
with the
petry radio man!
Seconds don't mean a thing on Radio unless your prospects are I
attentively, respectfully listening, and the spot is priced right. I
That's where the Petry Radio Man can help you. He knows I
who's listening to what, and when . . . and how much it'll cost to I
reach them in America's important markets. He'll make sure I

you know what you've got when you buy SDOtl

radio division

EDWARD

PETRY&

CO., inc.

the original station representative

San Francisco

SPONSOR

•
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NEWSMAKER
of the week
FCC chairman for less than a year, John C. Doerfer has seen L
enough public attention paid to the Commission to con- h
vince him the job is no sinecure. He defended FCC actions u
this past week in testifying on charges of improper adminis'
tration

of

the

tv

industry

and

"personal

misconduct." [

The newsmaker:
Since he was appointed to the FCC in I
1953, Wisconsin Republican John C. Doerfer has seen its members, I
as well as himself, become more familiar with the radio and tv industry they have been charged with regulating. There was a time i
when their appearance at a regional broadcasters' meeting was a
rarity. Nowadays it is fairly common. One result of this was the
recently-disclosed charge that commissioners have acted improperly
in accepting expense money to attend trade association meetings,
This charge was made in a recent report put together by the staff
of the House Subcommittee on

I
I
jj
I

Legislative Oversight under Dr.
Bernard Schwartz, professor of
law at New York University. The
report also alleged that FCC policy in granting station licenses is
not consistent and frowned on informal discussions between FCC
members and industry people
about cases pending before the
commission. Doerfer defended
himself and his colleagues (the expense money allegations also involve Commissioners Robert T.

John C. Doerfer

Bartley, Rosel H. Hyde, Robert
E. Lee and Richard A. Mack), called the charge misleading and in- 1
accurate and pointed out that the Communications Act permits hon- 1
orariums in such situations.

With Audience Share October PULSE
shows WCRO with a 27% and a 30%
advantage over the other two stations
in the market in average share of audience (6 A.M. to 12 Midnight).
With Quarter-Hours Wins 94 out of
every 100 quarter hours measured
for Johnstown s three stations shows
WCRO with the HIGHEST tune-in.
Call Forjoe or John Pallottini, General
Manager, collect at JOHNSTOWN 5-6551
The Tower With the Sales Power WCRO
Johnstown,
Penna.
1230 on the dial

Doerfer defended the commission's actions at length in appearing I
before the subcommittee this past week (for details see Washington!
Week this issue). Even before he testified, however, it was known he I
felt that the charge concerning expense money was unfair and I
picayunish.
As for allegations of inconsistency in FCC policy regarding I
station grants, Doerfer has already expressed the opinion that I
consistency for the sake of consistency in situations as compli-I
cated as deciding among competing broadcasters was not practical. ■
The different factors involved in each market makes a case-by-case ■
approach necessary, he has said.
Doerfer is 53 and a native of Milwaukee. He moved into politics I
as a Democrat in 1935 but in 1940 he was elected city attorney of!
West Allis, Wis., on a non-partisan ticket. The same year he becameH
chairman of the local Wendell Willkie committee and switched to the!
Republicans. He was chairman of the Wisconsin Public service Com-!
mission from 1949 until appointed to the FCC to fill an unexpired!
term.
^
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-TV

PENNSYLVANIA
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ABC-TV
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by: Radio
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WFIL-AM

• FM

• TV,

WFBG-AM

• TV,

Triangle

Television

Div. / Triangle

AJtoona-Johnstowr,, Pa. / WNHC-AM

National

Publications,

Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM
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Office,

485

• PM

• PM

Inc. / -46th & Market

• TV,

Sts., Philadelphia

Bmghamton, N.Y. / WHOB-AM,

• TV, Hartford- New Haven, Con*. / WLBR-TV,

Lexington
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New

York
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Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers
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There's still one area in network tv where the demand
supply:
performing personalities that can sell the product.
In fact, the networks — SPONSOR-SCOPE
suasive personalities as a desperate need.

is greater than the

learned this week — regard the shortage of per-

Strange as it may seem, the calls for the salesman-personality stem from two product
categories that are poles apart— cigarettes and autos.
The cigarettes that have spelled out this want to the networks are Philip Morris,
American Tobacco, and Brown & Williamson.
As for the automotives, if you can deliver an Arthur Godfrey, an Ed Sullivan, or a Steve
Allen to Buick vou've got a sale.
Philip Morris has put its Marlboro
marketing and strategic reasons.
Among the major ones are:

brand into syndicated film for a multiple of

1) It was able to get prime time in most of the 25 markets it wanted.
2) Through syndication, the brand could develop a strong identification with toprated shows in local markets — particularly with series that rate well in prestige alongside
network programs.
3) Full minutes were

needed

to get over the complete copy platform.

4) It was able to increase the pressure on strong markets (a la the buy of Mickey
Spillane in New York) and bolster the weaker markets.
(FILM BASIC in IS February issue will analyze other recent buys.)

Economists — say agency marketers — are finding the buying pulse among
sumers as lively as it was several months ago.
That's why there's little likelihood of the big maufacturers
and cutting prices.

con-

breaking the line

A clue to the temper of these toprank advertisers: A major agency checked its heavy,
goods accounts and noted that if half of them put through a 5% price cut they could assure
their 1957 volume and still make a nifty profit. Not one of these shows any such disposition nevertheless.

In light of the Chrysler Imperial coming up strong as a competitor, there's been added effort by the TvB to bring Cadillac into the ranks of tv customers.
The response from Cadillac's agency, MacManus, John & Adams:
• Cadillac's preponderance of sales is in the big cities and hence must do a market-bymarket advertising job.
• Program-wise Cadillac must be immeasurably
can be done on a selective market basis.
Meantime, the agency has embarked
ents of Charles F. Adams,
copy platform.

The
going to
Note
right now
•
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different and it's hard to see how this

on a campaign

of publicizing the copy tal-

son of the late James Adams, who drafted Cadillac's original

"health war" looming in cigarettes, say Madison Avenue marketers, is
be a big source of media revenue.
the experts: The smaller brands like Kent and Parliament are swinging hard
at the health theme. But watch for the three giants to join battle.

SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued .

Look for Purex to ride out the balance of 1957 with daytime tv — either spot
or network, or both.
Purex retires from CBS TV's Perry Mason 22 March. (The sponsor wanted to continue
until June, if the network were willing to cut back the commitment to a weekly halfhour.)
Also involved was a request for a two-week extension to think over what Purex would
do come June. CBS preferred to recapture the whole hour.
Brown & Williamson has increased its commitments on CBS TV, taking over
the Saturday 8:30-9 p.m. segment for a new giveaway, Lucky Dollar, effective in April.
Some of Madison Avenue's knowledgeable show experts see in this buy the start of
another heavy quiz-cycle, but this one more or less on the quasi-lottery side.
There doesn't seem to be any particular rush among advertisers to beat a possible strike deadline by the Screen Actors Guild 1 March.
Commercial producers reported this week they were busy, but not abnormally so.
SAG and the producers are due to reopen negotiations next week: the expectation on
the agency front is that the SAG will pare down its original demands appreciably.
The last time SAG and the producers couldn't agree — three years ago — the Guild's members were kept out of commercial work for three months.
CBS TV estimated this week that gross time sales for the three tv networks
in 1957 will show a total of $514.5 million— an increase of 5.4% over 1956.
The dollar increase of 1957 over 1956 comes to $26,376,000. and the plus
margin for each network worked out this wav:
ABC TV
CBS TV
NBC TV

n 5.275,000
5.810,000
5.291,000

7.6%
6.8
2.8

According to CBS TV's calculations, the percentage of billings carried by each network, comparing 1956 to 1957. ran thus:
network
1956
1957
CBS TV
15.8%
46.4%
NBC TV
38.5
37.6
ABC TV
15.7
16.0
CBS TV statisticians also estimate that when the gross time billings for the first
quarter of 1958 are toted up. CBS TV will be leading NBC TV by 13.3% and ABC TV
by 43.7%.
In terms of shares of daytime billings (10 a.m. -6 p.m.), the expected breakdown is:
CBS TV, 52.4rv' : NBC TV. 37.3% : ABC TV,

10.3%.

National spot radio sales for 1957 should show up around the $160-million
mark.
This figure is estimated on the basis of the $131 million that the SRA now figures the
medium did for the first nine months of 1957. Increase over 1956: 28%.
About 65% of the billings came from these categories: Food, tobacco, drugstoiletries, automotive, and beer-wine.
Miles Wallach, who believes he can solve the ratings muddle with his own
viewer-measuring system, this week formally asked the Advertising Research Foundation for financial backing for a test in Syracuse. He wants $20,000.
Should the ARF turn him down Wallach plans to try the Ford Foundation. If that
fails, he'll pay for the tryout himself. (For an anahsis of Wallach's proposed setup, see
I February sponsor, page 30.)
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

Tv spot calls slid off this week — following a sturdy January — but what should allay
apprehensions are these impressions gathered along Madison Avenue:
• The buying slowdown is merely temporary. There are no perceptible trends toward backing away from previously set plans or budgets, though the advertiser currently is
inclined to feel his way with spaced short bursts of buying.
• February is traditionally a slow month in the business, but there are signs of a healthy
acceleration in March.
• Advertisers are being tempted by the lure that the situation in prime 20's and
I.D.'s is not as tight as in the past several years.
• Some advertisers seem to be marking time until stations adopt a type of packaging that
"favors the local advertiser."
• Meantime the disposition toward radio spot is as favorable now as it was in 1957.
with the price factor gaining more weight.
Stations in the smaller markets will get a big lift if a trend now developing in
spot buying continues to make headway.
The trend: Mixing up the buys among all classes of markets and not confining
the list to, say, the ton 30. 40. or 50 markets.
Reason for the shift in strategy: Hitting where the schedule is most needed to perk
up sales.
One agency giving this concept full play: BBDO.

So many

rating terms are tossed around

in trade conversation that even a vet-

eran sometimes stops to wonder whether he's got his connotations crossed.
Here's a set of definitions that is basic in reading a ratings scorecard:
SETS-IN-USE (OR HOMES USING TV) : Number or percent of all tv homes
which are tuned to anv program.
("All tv homes total 100%.)
SHARE OF AUDIENCE: Percent of sets-in-use tuned to a particular program. (All
sets in use are 100%.)
RATING:

Percent of all tv homes which can receive a particular program and are

tuned to it. ("All homes which can receive program are 100%.)
TOTAL AUDIENCE: \ ratine: Avhich shows the total number or percent of homes
which tuned the program at anv time, dn Nielsen, homes tuning six minutes or more are
included except for five-minute programs, in which case average audience is used.)
AVERAGE AUDIENCE: A rating which shows the number or percent of homes
tuned during the average minute. CTn other Avords. the average of minute-bv-minute audience, provided by electronic tuning and coincidental methods.)
CSee 1 February SPONSOR-SCOPF for various rating services methods.)
One of the things that i« conspicuously noticeable about network
The continuous effort to bring in the non -traditional air advertiser.
Two cases worth underscoring this week: M)
class with purchase of a quarter of the week's NBC
nent tie-up by CBS Radio of Hertz U-Drive-It in
that both these sponsors are well aware of the
sonal experience with autos.

radio selling:

Midas Mufflers' rise to the big-time
News on the Hour, and (2) the immia contract of sAveeping dimensions. Note
importance of car radio from per-

A thumbnail historv of Midas on NBC: It started Avith a minute participation about
a year ago: jumped its obligations, successively, from 10 to 13 and to 43 participations:
now is spending $1.1

million

("85% of its budget) on the network.

Now it's NBC Radio that lias become the one-day beneficiary of the Saturday
Evening Post's penchant fo»- using network participations to plug a lead article.
CBS Radio had previously been the channel for these promotions. But Avhen BBDO.
Avhich has been pushing this concept, couldn't find the right buy this time on CBS. it turned
to NBC.
It's NBCs first piece of SEP business.
SPONSOR
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

W estinghonse Broadcasting's president Don Gannon this week reproved those
who are inclined to link the word "soft" with the tv industry.
Gannon told a RTES timebuyers and sellers seminar that these "sowers of gloom" can
he compared to the people who not so long ago wrote off radio.
To Gannon, tv is simply going through "a change in the rate of climb" — a maturing process.
Indication? are that growth from here on out will be slower but steadier.

NBC TV's sales department this week was putting on added pressure to close
the gap caused by the loss of the Kraft daytime business — four quarter-hours a week.
\nnual billings: $2 million.
(Kraft's daytime doings had been the keystone of a daytime success-story presentation
which NBC started showing around recently.)
The new advertising-sales group which recently took over at Kraft apparently needed
money for some special effort and decided to take it from tv.

The motion picture industry — that is, the boxoffice side — has failed in its efforts
to keep regular stationbreak advertisers off NBC during the MPPA-sponsored Academy
Awards show 26 March.
Through Donahue & Coe, the MPPA sought to sew up all intervening chainbreaks,
thereby avoiding any outside commercial interruption.
In turning down the bid. Bud Rogers, both as TvB chairman and WSAZ-TV
manager, posed these counterpoints:

general

• Regular contract advertisers ought not to be preempted unless it was a matter of
urgent public interest.
• Tv stations exist on the time sold between network programs and to use "station
facilities to promote the superiority of non-interrupted programing seems nothing short of
suicidal."
Baseball can mean
the Game of the Week.

big money

for a tv network — even when it broadcasts only

CBS TV will gross $4 million from the 26 Saturday and 17 Sunday games it has
scheduled for the 1958 season. (The rights themselves come to SI. 5 million.)
Only segments open for sale are a quarter hour Sunday and an alternate quarter-hour
Saturday.
The sponsors to date: Falstaff Beer, State Farm Mutual Insurance. Marlboro, and
Colgate Shave Cream.
At the bidding of its affiliates, ABN will continue on a live-programing policy
in all sections of the schedule except nighttime.
Said Pat Williams, chairman of the affiliates advisory board: "This (live programing) is the great plus a network has to offer."
Following the policy pact between network and affiliates, ABN's sales department got
these bits of good news:
• A renewal for 18 five-minute weekend
39 weeks), and

news periods from R. J. Reynolds (for

• A contract from General Mills for sharing 10 of these newscasts for 23 weeks.

For other news coverage '« this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;
Spot Buys, page 46: News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 53; Washington Week, page 69: SPONSOR
Hears, page 72; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 78.
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This could go on

all day . . . and into the night
(and it does)

first 95% of the
Miami folks make WQAM
time . . . because they prefer WQAM's unique
showmatiship-and-precision blend.

tinuei to le-ld decisively on Hooper. (Latest all-day average: 36-1 <c,>
And WQAM is first on the latest Southern Florida area
Pulse which accounts for the listening habits of 31.5%

to this dominant
quarter hours belong
432 Pulse
410 ofStation.
Storz
(Monday-Saturday,
6 a.m.-midnight.)
Not
only is WQAM a dominant first per Pulse, but it con-

of the st:,te<s P°PulationSpend some time with Blair or WQAM
Jack Sandler.

WQAM

>ig all of Southern Florida zvith 5, 00 it n-Mts

560 k

WDGY

•i,i radio #! in Miami

REPRESENTED

^rrxKT i o rxi s
TODAY'S

RADIO

FOR

DDD STORZ,

PRESIDENT

• HOME
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TODAY'S
OFFICE: OMAHA,

SELLING
NEBRASKA

general manager

Minneapolis St. Paul
BY JOHN

WHB

Kansas City

WTIX

New Orleans

REPRESENTED

REPRESENTED

BY JOHN

BY ADAM

WQAM
REPRESENTED Miami
BY JOHN

BLAIR

& CO.

BLAIR

& CO.

YOUNG
BLAIR

INC.
A CO.

-r

-r

i

o
e
A

U

TIDEWATER-YORK™
AIR CONDITVOHIMG
REF
mnntn
AS you can see, Tidewater is spelled with a capital T in Virginia. Unlike the old oxt>
in the song, Tidewater, Va., is a place, not just a proposition. Any Virginian can tel||
exactly where it is.
It is the single, continuous urban area comprising the cities of Norfolk, Portsmi
Newport News, Warwick and Hampton in a booming metropolis ringing Hampton Rl<
one of the world's greatest natural harbors.
Warwick and Newport News will merge July 1; and it has been proposed thl
five should unite.
For marketing purposes, all five already are one city, spelled TIDEWTAR V'i
which spelling locates and defines the market. For WTAR delivers the whole package
WTAR was the first Radio station in the market. WTAR was the first Telefeiofl
station in the market. And WTAR continues to lead in both Radio and TV. WTARVeaK
SPONSOR
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MOELON

MAP. . .

life^

fide

experience and well established leadership can lead you to more sales in TIDEWTAR,

'irginia's greatest and one of the nation's fastest growing markets!

CTl

VA

Market No. 1 in the State, No. 27 in the Nation.
WTAR RADIO

•

WTAR TELEVISION

WTAR Radio Corporation • Business Offices and Studios: 720 Boush St., Norfolk 10, Va.

)0 Kilocycles

•

Channel 3

Telephone: MAdison 5-6711 • Represented by Edward Petry and Company
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Timebuyers
at work

K C

Felice Feldman, Roy Gain Advertising Vgency, New York, bl
lieves nighttime radio is on the way hack, particularly during late
evening and early morning hours. '"All-night shows are a different
"More people are
and valuable breed all their own.' Felice says.
up and listening after midnight thai l we estimate — there are many stili

,should
Why
I buy-

working a night and early morning shift who listen while preparing for work, those who are traveling by automobile, and others who
'just can't sleep.' These people
not only tune in faithfully every
evening, but are usually faithful to
one
and the
d.j.advertiser
personality."
Feliceshow
feels that
who

r Because ,

;^n,arc;r,ookal
r av«*affefan,}|-

' "nere 1

buys a solid schedule on these
shows benefits in two ways: (1)
the listener is continually exposed
to his advertising — so the product
impressions stick; (2) less competition and less distraction froml
other products when the spot is done 'live,' by the show's person-*
ality it seems more personal and takes on much of the character of a
personal endorsement. "In addition, rates after 7:00 p.m. are often!
lower and after midnight, even bigger reductions are allowed."

' The
8,000
sq. miles of j
KFJI's coverage extends
"": counties, in two
• • • 37,505 radio
f— '-, who are
your
^'"''•''-•••Hi.hKFjfr

Ed O'Brien, tv producer and timebuyer for William Warren, Jack-I
son & Delaney, New York, comments, "Tv is no longer like a guest
in the house — a person whose every word we'd listen to. Today, it
is more a member of the family, occasionally saying something interesting. We chat, read, play games or work at our hobbies while the
set burns up kilowatts. There are;
shows where we put down thel
book and listen — but there are
many more
boredom of
show comes
commercials

Dowi/ruiied...
SOUTHERN NORTHERN

that just break the!
silence until the next
on. Consequently, tv
have a bigger selling

CALIFORNIA

job to do. In the past. t\ commercials have relied heavily on the

'money markets"

salesman's axiom, 'sell yourself

OREGON-

Best Buu

KLAMATH

FALLS, OREGON

Ask -the Meeker Co.

5000

W

and then the product': tv used
show to sell the product.
function of the commercial
primarily to get the attention of the audience that the show
alread) attracted. But now that a boredom factor has entered

the
Thej
\\as
had)
the

picture, there's a definite need for commercials that have a little
more heart . . . humor, and entertainment. It's the buyer's job to!
find an audience

and the agency's job to make
SPONSOR
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COVINGTON
In Baltimore, and wherever else he's been, Richard is to
records what rock is to roll. His easy-going personality
and musical savvy have earned him large and loyal

proved by daily survey of a cross section of Baltimore's
music vendors.
Dick also doubles in brass as W-I-T-H's program
director. His proven formula for gaining and holding

audiences. For the past 8 months, he's had the top rated
show in Baltimore.* Now he's on W-I-T-H — from 4 to
6 P.M., Monday through Saturday. His show, Coving-

audiences, plus W-I-T-H's pinpoint no-waste coverage
and lowest-cost-per-thousand rates, make obvious your

ton's Corner, features the town's top twenty tunes — as

best radio buy in Baltimore. Contact your "rep." now!

•Nielsen, Hooper and Pulse— Oct. thru Dec., 1957

It ''figures"!
Baltimore's best
radio buy is . . .

WITH
Tom Tinsley, President

R. C. Embry, Vice-President

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Simmons Associates in Chicago and Boston
Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans; McGavren-Quinn in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles.
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Philadelphia radio listening UP 31%*
"Radio 99" (WIBG) listening UP 186%*
All data based on C. E. Hooper, Inc. (October-December 1957 vs. October 1956)
Total rated time periods
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199

1

AFTERNOON LISTENING

MORNING LISTENING

STATION

H7i

STATION

"Y"UP
STATION

STATION
L_J

WIBG
UP
212-8%

STATION
32.7%
19.0% «z"
30%
DOWN
DOWN
16.3%

^^
STATION
,1

STATION
«w» UP
3.7%

STAT^T
"X" UP
31.0%

18.3%

DOWN

34.6%
D0WN

0,„2»

SATURDAY LISTENING

NIGHT LISTENING

jor Philadelphia statio
(10 A.M. -6 P.M.)

"W" UP

WIBG

STATION

231.9%

16.4%
Zf

«'

tzzt
«M

42.6%
STATION

STATION

«w.. DowN
STATION ST«x'0N
DOWN
2.7%
STATION
STATION
DOWN
DowN
17 Wn
"Y"
"I"
39.8%
41.6%

WIBG
Only

"RADIO

165.9%

53.7%

STATION
38.4%

DOWN

DOWN

. "Z"

99"

station to gain in all time categories

Biggest overall increase — by far
First in night listening
First in Saturday listening
OVERALL

SHARE

OF

AUDIENCE

NOW

16.3%

To move your merchandise in Philadelphia, move to the station that's moving up
under new Storer management and programming. Move up with WIBG, "Radio 99."
Represented
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nationally by the

Katz Agency,

Inc.

by Joe Csitla

MGM
JOINS
CHANNEL

Sponsor
backstage
Motion pictures' Armageddon

COLUMBUS,
GEORGIA

In raj \e
noted the soi

Ye

obvious probability that the

ago
motion picture business i production anil exhibition) would run into piece
even rougher days in 1958
than the) d encountered heretofore. I hardlv
expected the delude of documentation which
broke this past week (as the present essaj i-

being written i.
Item: Sew York Times' Bosle) Crowther breaks a page on,, stod
based on a Sindlinger survey, the opening lines of which read:
"Financial failure looms for most of the nation's movie theater- and
film-makers it the trend of public interest in old movies on television continues to rise. . . ."

WeeReBeL
teams

up with

to present

LEO
the

MGM
Golden

Era

Theatre

AVAI LABLE
FOR
PARTICIPATIONS
*

FACKACE
s

1

„.

-11:00 pn,
Roth Imprfs

*

PACKAGE

2

z

"•"•
, conclustoh

Mil

Call

Hollingbery (.o.

WRBL-TV
,

COLUMBUS. GEORGI,

Crowther's storj further states: ". . . The public is spending four
times as main hours a week looking at old movies on television as
it is in attending new ones in theaters. The direct consequence of
this development, which began noticeably with the influx of top
qualitv old pictures on free television last fall, has been a seven
million drop in average weekly movie attendance in the final quarter of last year, compared to the same period in 1956. . . .'"
The tolling lull
The Times concludes with tolling bell: ". . . If the national level
of theater gross for the next nine months billows the trend of the
past six months, according to the report, theaters and production
will be down about 17' < . This would mean that theater- will have a
s2()D million annual loss in net gross and production will have an
annual loss ol S73 million in film rental. This." winds up CrowthejJ
a mite unnecessarily, "could be disastrous to the industry."
Item: Loew President Joe Vogel. still breathing hard from bis
violent hut victorious struggle against a group of dissident stool
holders, issued the company's report to its shareholders. The company lost $445,000 for the fiscal year ending August 31. 19.S7. Its
radio, record, music publishing subsidiaries, station \\\l(,\l. \l(.\l
records and the Big Three (Robbins- Feist-Miller) publishing firms
earned them $5,520,000 before interest charges and federal taxes.
but the MGM motion picture studio and distribution operation lost
87,784,000. In the first quarter of the current fiscal year, the com- i
pain lost over SI million. It is counting heavil) on its television
activities, including easing of its more than 700 pre- 1 01!! feature
films to pull it out of this lamentable position.
Item: Republic Pictures -old about IN) of it- post-1948 feature
film- to the NBC-owned stations for approximately $2 million. The
Screen \ctors Guild and the Writers Guild of America. West ha\e
both served
for failing
actors and
vision.

Republic with a 60-day notice of cancellation of contract
to negotiate with the Guild for additional payments t"
writer-, respectively, for the use of these movies on teleThere is talk to the effect that Republic is figuring on giviol

up production entirely, anyhow,

and consequent!)

isn't too , on-

Years
Ahead

FORTUNE

magazine

this month

gives recognition to
Bartell Family Radio leadership
in scientific research
for achievement

of maximum

audience. Continual sampling
and experimentation

keeps

Bartell Family Radio
years ahead.

BARTELL

FAMILY

RADIO
Years ahead
in enrichment
audience

of

composition.
Years ahead

in constant audience
participation and response.
Years ahead
in community

leadership.

Success of
Bartell Family Radio,
as FORTUNE

indicates,

is the scholarship,
product of
showmanship,

salesmanship.

Baited /t..<utd$e& /t/
I

BRRTELl

Iwoioil

rnmir

ix|

jim
!

lST to CO
AMERICA'S

FIRST

RADIO

Sold Nationally by ADAM
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FAMILY
YOUNG,

HKel

CTS
SERVING

Inc. for WOKY

10 MILLION
The KATZ

BUYERS

Agency

l
JOE FLOYD
LOWDOWN

GIVES YOU
ON MEDIA

PREFERENCES

IN

Sponsor

backstage

continued .

THE

KEL-O-LAND

. . .

cerned with what the SAG and WGAW may do. Whether or n
these unions will find some other way to stymie the deal is besi
the point here.
Can records et al bail them out?

1 IF THEY
tty AIN'T
LOOKIN'

.THEY'RE
LISTENING
Sure,
they've got big
in
KEL-O-LAND.
Butpicture
when tubes
their
eyes are resting, their ears are
tuned to the big radio voice
K E L O , a vital selling force in
the 4-state KEL-O-LAND market.
To get KEL-O-LAND's ear, just
call the K E L O rep near you. Joe
Floyd and his 105-man crew will
give your commercial the kind
of attention that spells immediate
returns.

All three of these items point to the rough days ahead for £
motion picture folks. They have been making every effort to diver
fy their activities and to get into other phases of the entertainme
business. Their respective moves into television are rather
known to readers of sponsor. Their moves into the rapidly growiil
phonograph record business are a little less familiar. MGM,
course, as stated above has run its record company subsidiary fj
almost 10 years, but they have just gone through a complete sha
up in the administrative personnel of the company. ABC-Paramou
Theaters has been operating its record company for several yea
now, and has just recently become one of the hottest labels in t
business. Paramount Pictures only last year purchased the high
successful Dot Record Company, complete with its ingenious, hai
working president, Randy Wood. United Artists started its ov
record company just a couple of weeks ago, in an inept way, b
started nevertheless. This week (as these lines are being writtei
Columbia Pictures bought another of the more successful indepe
dent record companies, Imperial Records. And reports are rampa
that Twentieth Century is planning either to purchase the thrivi
independent label, Liberty Records or start its own company.
I am personally quite heavily engaged in the record busine
and am fully aware of its tremendous growth potential, as well i
its opportunities for immediate vast profit. I seriously questic
however, whether any of the motion picture firms are going to §
truly well out of their record business activities for at least a f(
years. By and large they just don't know what they're doing, ai
don't understand elements of the record business.
It isn't too much of a secret that virtually all of the film coi
panies are either now, or have in the recent past explored ways ai
means of dumping their post-1948 product on the television marl>
even as Republic just did. There are no serious obstacles to su
selling or leasing. As has often been pointed out before, it's mere
a matter of working out an additional payment arrangement wi
unions such as the Screen Actors Guild and the Writers Guild
America, West.

KEL-O-LANDS
RADIO
VOICE

BIG

After the dam cracks, look out!
At our house we've watched, in recent weeks, such mouldies
Follow the Fleet, High ,\oon, Trader Horn, Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyt
and a couple of others which don't come to mind too readily. A)
my wife, June and I are busy enough to make this quite a bit
viewing. I'm sure Mr. Sindlinger's ominous findings were th(
oughly accurate, and no more alarmist than their content warranto
But we ain't seen nothin' yet, and won't until that post-1948 da
cracks.
Then, look out!
But for advertisers and agencies this is all to the good. The h
ter, newer movies will attract larger and larger audiences, and
successfully compete with the newer, better movies, the tv fill
makers, and the live programers will have to deliver more soli

Larry
Ask

Benrson,

V

H -R
ab< jt
1 1. Minneapolii il

KEL-O-LAND!

more potent audience-getting product than ever before. Tv sets-r
use will go to undreamed of highs, but the chances are many adv<
tisers and agencies will still work away at getting tv prices cut. %
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Take Our Pulse

its the Heartbeat
of OMAHA!
HOOPER
Nov.-Dec, 1957

8 AM- 10 PM

PULSE
Nov., 1957

8 AM - 6 PM

TRENDEX
Dec, 1957

24 Hours
A Day

8 AM - 6 PM

43.2
share

23.0
share

40.8
share

Winners' Circle!

C30QCL

Avery-

Knodel
Rep.

A withVital
Force
Selling
more than
twice asinmany
listeners Today's
as any other Omaha
station
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NOTHING SELLS
'i^/t
SAN ANTONIO
LIKE

N

ammmf
//tnW^t'/t^'ttwf'Hi ivja

49th j
Madis
Sponsor Hears addition
On Page 68 of the 28 December
of sponsor Magazine, I read your list
of people who have bought over $25
million in spot time. I would like to
add my name to the limited list ol
those in the business who have fulfillec
this quota.
Some of the accounts which I have
handled in the past are: Lever Brothers (Rinso, Lifebuoy and Spry)

NEW

PRODUCTS

are

delighted

and old favorites alike
with

the

San

San Antonio's bright spot — KONO

Radio.

If your product is good — it will sell
on KONO — because KONO is
programmed and beamed to appeal to
young ideas ... to fast-thinking people
aren't

afraid

of

new

ideas . . .

new tastes ... to young families who
have

new

needs

and

new

N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc.

Antonio

market — when they're plugged on

who

Dodge, Ford, Lincoln-Mercury, Virginia Dare, Ruppert Beer, and current
ly Plymouth cars and Chrysler Corporation Institutional.
Helen Hartwig

. . . and correction
I was astonished to read in Sponsoi
Hears in your January 18 edition tl
a Piel's Beer and a Bufferin annoum
ment had run back to back on WNBC
TV.
I am afraid that what SPONS(
Didn't Hear was the station identifies
tion. We don't even have a Piel's Bee)
schedule.
Francis A. Wooding

incomes.

manager, adv., prom,
WNBC TV
West Hartford, Conn.

And they LISTEN to the smooth, swinging
salesmanship

of KONO'S

deejays.

To get your share of this big market —
set a few bucks aside to prove our
claim — then

call

your

H-R Representative
\«//

or Clarke Brown Man

Time out to say "Thank You!" for thj
Libby's
well written story concerning WWRL'!
efforts in behalf of Libby's baby foods'
(25 January sponsor, Pg. 40).
Edith Dick
station manager
WWRL,

^J^

New Yorl

Utility tv
I want to ask your permission to re

860

kc

5000 watts

SAN

ANTONIO

print or quote from your article, "Thi|
Utility Buys Local, Live Tv for $17 '
aherShow,"
appearing
issue of
SPONSOR. in the 28 Decern

Radio

We want to send the reprints to oui
electric utility associates throughou
the country. Also, I wonder if w)
might obtain four or five addition*

copies of the issue for mailing to Westinghouse Electric Co. and to Public
Utilities Advertising Association.
Your mention of our housepower tv
commercials is being noted in our
Housepower Bulletin. This bulletin is
mailed to approximately 600 representatives ofthe entire electrical industr\.
John Hamrick
Housepoiver Program
Edison Electric Institute
N.Y.C., N.Y.

Spot tv vs. shows

Have you at any time published an
article or articles dealing with the relative merits of spot television versus
programs?
P. S. Logan, manager
time buying dept., radio /tv div.
Cockfield, Broivn & Co., Ltd.
Toronto
• This basic question is discussed in many
SPONSOR
tv case historic.
Virtually any article

Brainstorming

I believe I recall having seen an article
in sponsor within the past several
months dealing with the technique of
brainstorming. If so, would you kindly
send me a copy .
John W. Fraser, Jr.
Fraser-Wiggins, Collins & Steckly
San Antonio

Ad Agency in transition

Some time ago we believe an article
appeared in your magazine listing all
the factors involved — in their order
of importance — in the sale of a product at a profit. Preparation of advertising was about half-way down the
list.
We would like a copy of this list to
help document the relative importance
of the many services an advertising
agency should provide its client.
If you can send us a tear sheet of
this article we would be very grateful.
Roger Clayton Lakey,
sales promotion manager,
Bozell and Jacobs, Inc.,
Kansas City
•

This

article

SPONSOR
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The only station covering all of Oklahoma's No. 1 Market

Broadcast
Center
• 37th
& Peoria
HAROLD C. STUART
GUSTAV BRANDBORG
President
Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO.

1 170 KC • 50,000 WATTS • CLEAR CHANNEL
"The Voice of Oklahoma"

• NBC
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FIRST

Clients are spending more time and money on tv commercials
to get viewer attention, sell in tight economy.

Trend

is toward more factual copy, elaborate production values
When

Pepsi Cola ad manager Charles Derrick ar-

rives on the West Coast this week to plan the year's
tv commercials, he'll have to answer these questions:
• Can the commercial approach that was effective in 1957 produce sales in today's tighter economy?
• What production techniques will catch and hold
viewer attention against the stiffened competition of
programing?
• How much does a good, selling commercial have
to cost? And where should the money go?
8 FEBRUARY 1958

Derrick has plenty of company. The majority of
tv advertisers, network as well as spot, are giving
television commercials top priority this year. They
reason: it's the commercial which makes or breaks
their investment. As a consequence:
1. Clients are spending more. The commercial's
the thing, and they know it. It's the persuasive commercial that can make up for lower program ratings by converting a larger percentage of viewers into

Admen

insist upon

testing,

more

pre-production

results from

growing

research,
planning

copy

to insure

cost of commercials

buyers. It's the commercial that can
increase a client's share of the market
even when the total market is shrinking.
The mone) is not necessarily clue to
increases in production cost. In fact,
while costs have risen slightly in live
network commercials hecause of an
earl) 1957 rate card increase, the rise
in production costs as such have been

milder than in tv's earlier years. Where
film commercials are concerned, prices
for comparable jobs have remained
relatively level between 1957 and 1958.
The added client expenditure actuall\ stems from a new stress on effective
commercials. In the case of tv film,
for instance, advertisers tend to order
mure variations on the original theme
to assure variety and avoid viewer sat-

uration through excessive repetition,
Also, emphasis is on more elaborate,
original and costlier production values.
Clients in general spend less than
10% of show cost on commercials proing up. duction. But this figure is now mov"The amount spent on commercial
production in our case depends upon
the needs of the particular division advertising its products," says Sylvania
advertising director Terry Cunningham. "\\ e sell minute commercials it
our Sylvania network programing to
our divisions. These divisions spend
an average of $6,000 to $7,000 per
commercial. One division might use
four such commercials over a 52-weeli
period, spending $1.2 million for program and time costs. Another division
will spend $500,000 for show and time
over 26 weeks and still rotate four
commericals during this time."
"In the last six months production
costs have been rising somewhat," says
Frank Brandt, head of Compton's commercial production department. "But
commercial costs are getting larger for
different reasons. Mainly, they're
spending more because productions are
getting more elaborate."
Agency producers and tv commercials v.p.'s will tell you film commercials within a network show might costml
as much as 20% of the total show production tab but can be amortized by
spot tv use.
2. Attention-getting production
values are eating up larger chunks
of commercial budgets. Agency men
and clients both feel that it is becoming increasingly difficult to attract and
hold the tention.
sophisticated
atIn an effort tv
to viewers'
reach him

Chevrolet's

new

live pitch is hard-sell

Klaborate -etting- characterize commercials on ABC T\ I'm Boone
Shan, which Campbell-Ewald's Pete Miranda produces for Chevrolet
under the Mipci \ i-ion of Phil McHugh and Hugh Lucas. The 30
Januarj cop) stressed "polished lacquer finish fur a smooth, hard
surface" on the car. Commercial illustrated the point by showing
girl putting on lipstick h\ watching her reflection on the hood of
the car. To avoid blurring through camera movement, Miranda used
two cars and models who are luin-. Commercial cost about S.'i.J(ll)
to pro, hue (sponsor estimate). Below-the-line cost probably broke
down tbi- nay: set-, si. 1(10: lighting. $.">(!(): engineering (cameras,
00; -nolo, rental. $1,000. Above-the-line cost- (directoi
and talent i cost undei $500. Commercial ma\ require more cameras
than the -hou
itself.
In above
commercial,
Miranda
used
foul

against the competition of other commercials. t\ eo|i\ writers and producers
are
tures.using elaborate entertainment feaSome recent commercials are \
ally segments of Broadwa) musical
comedy in staging, costuming, scoring
For instance, a recent Clients! rand
Corp. commercial for nylon stockings
(through Doyle Dane Bernbach) has
a 20-piece orchestra playing back
ground music off-screen.
"The trend is awa> from opticals
and other technical gimmickrj that
might have intrigued viewers in the
days when the mere fact of sound and
motion held viewers' interest," says
Doyle Dane Bernbach tv-radio direcFEBRUARY

1958

tor Don Trevor. "Today we search for
a creative concept, in keeping with the
product needs, that's original enough
to interest people. The nylon stockings
commercial, for instance, was done in
a stylized high-fashion approach, with
color still transparencies being shot by
the camera on an animation stand."
These commercials, to be shown
through the summer in 99 markets on
a spot basis, were actually conceived
to give a high-fashion magazine ad
feeling to the viewer, while getting the
benefit of motion.
The emphasis in commercials today
is on being different and if there's a
price to be paid for it. clients are generally game.
"The worst mistake a tv advertiser

Clients demand

could make is to spend millions on a
network show, get top ratings and then
lose its impact by running either the
same film commercials over and over
or else unimaginative live ones," says
Revlon's George Abrams, an outspoken
champion of personalized, live commercials.
In the search for individuality, agencies are ordering an increasing amount
of original musical scoring for background of their commercials. The unusual sound, which became important
in radio commercials some three years
ago during the medium's early comeback days, is now becoming a more
and more important part of tv commercials. But the cost of such original
scoring and of hiring musicians can be

held down without loss of effect.
Says Campbell-Ewald producer for
Chevrolet, A. J. "Pete" Miranda: "Film
commercials are using much more original scoring especially in terms of 'effects' to underscore dramatic values of
pictures. But the scorers and musicians are free-lancers and favorable
contracts can be made. Also, we realize we don't need a symphony to create
an effect. Often four pieces can do a
fine job."
3. Copy stresses facts, not feelings. While the production values in
today's commercials are keyed to pack
an emotional wallop, the copy itself
sells facts,
{Please "reasons-why"
turn to page 50) viewers

unusual

approach to commercials
to insure attention

Musical-comedy approach sells P&G's Royal Drene shampoo (through Compton). Songand-dance routine of teen-age cast was used not only as attention-getting device, but to
make Drene commercial stand out among others and create "teen-age date" setting for the
product.
Agency producer
Frank
Brandt
foresees trend toward
more
such commercials

Humor was used effectively in Pepsi-Cola's first commercial for its 27
November NBC TV spectacular "Annie Get Your Gun." Adman Charles
Derrick's theory is that Pepsi-Cola could afford Harpo Marx's soft sell (left)
within its sponsored show, but needs more direct approach for spot tv

THE

SECRET

OF SELLING

WITH

I

Make your commercials the biggest event of the program.
Here's what one three-week campaign accomplished for Cocoa Marsh :
It put over a new cold-weather use for the product — and sold
over 40,000 jars of Cocoa Marsh.

CONN,
NBROOK,
WGLE
ho says
you can't build a uni-

versal advertising-marketing formula
— one that can be used in any market?
Many admen say it, and follow with

the rationale, "You gotta have flexibility. Operating with formulas or in
patterns digs a grave for flexibility."
In sharp contrast is the viewpoint
held by Taylor-Reed Corp., Glenbrook,
Conn. With strict adherence to a tvbased formula, this company has built
its Cocoa Marsh, a chocolate-flavored
milk booster, into sales prominence in
15 new markets in 15 months. And
this in the face of stiff competition
from such giants as Bosco, Ovaltine,
Nestle's and Hershey's.
The formula is comprised of these
factors, as outlined to SPONSOR by Malcolm P. Taylor, company board chairman, and Ted Grunewald, Cocoa
Marsh account supervisor and vice
president of Hicks & Greist agency:

Sales in general?

Frequency averages about three
times per week per show, with all
shows bought on a 52-week basis.
Costs for 1957 ran about a half-million
dollars, sponsor estimates.
Results: Cocoa Marsh sales were up
110% in 1957 over 1956. Also, the
product now has over 60% distribution in these new markets: Boston,
Portland, Providence, Hartford, New
Haven, Springfield, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago and two undisclosed cities that are being opened up
in the immediate future.
In the strictest sense this has been a
reincarnation for Cocoa Marsh, for it

Up 110% in 1957

basement. The Cocoa Marsh formula,
$7,200 and a second-hand, 60-gallon
steam kettle — those were their initial
assets.
Cocoa Marsh was built to national
distribution during the war years. The
end of the war brought sugar availability, and with it— keen competition
in the chocolate syrup field.
Taylor-Reed tried to hypo its business in 1947 with network radio advertising for Cocoa Marsh. But they
found they'd bitten off more than they
could chew financially and radio activity died in a short 26 weeks. Advertising returned to the print media. In
time, Cocoa Marsh distribution retrenchments left the product only in

had lived nationally before. Introduced in 1939, it was the product on

{he New York market.

which former Yale roommates "Mac"
Taylor and Charlie Reed formed their
company
in a Mamaroneck,
N. Y.,

; But young (both in their 40's),
Taylor and Reed are putting what they
learned to good use today.
Taylor,

• Participation in local children's
tv shows — with frequency and contiauity.
• Promotions carefully designed to
capture kids' imaginations, parents'
allegiance and store buyers' enthusiasm and support.
• Allotment of advertising funds
for each market on the basis of sales
volume in the market.
Cocoa Marsh started regular use of
children's tv with one show in New
York City in October 1956. Today,
Cocoa Marsh is participating in about
32 different programs in 16 northeastern and central U.S. market areas.

They're off and running at Macy's, left, and even sales clerks lend a helping'
SPONSOR

•
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Tv sells Cocoa Marsh's high-flying promotions by stimulating kids' imaginations

) SHOWS

"Name the truck and it's yours" was the pitch to kids in several
Cocoa Marsh market areas. Bob Emery, Big Brother on station WBZ-TV,
Boston, demonstrates the fun of owning the powered vehicle by driving it right
onto the studio floor during his show. Girl Scouts were guests on the program

talking to sponsor one rainy day recently in his Glenbrook plant office,
had this to say :
"We've learned the advertising-marketing trick. First find the advertising
medium that answers your needs, then
work out an economically sound marketing program around it— and prove
it in one market before going further.
I've observed many companies that, on
the basis of a very short testing period, plunge right into a full-fledged
program." He smiles ruefully as he
adds "and believe me, I'm not saying
we haven't been guilty ourselves."
Taylor-Reed is achieving economic
soundness in its marketing today by

Railroad promotion was used by Taylor-Reed Corp. as an opening-gun
salvo in tough metropolitan markets like New York City. The gimmick: "Name
the Cocoa Marsh lion." Claude Kirchner, above, of Terrytoons, WOR-TV, New
York, puts four small-fry aboard for a studio run during his program. The
trains also have been used by Cocoa Marsh for store openings and supermarket
promotions.
Cocoa Marsh promotion piece, above right, helps sell store buyers

basing advertising expenditures directly on sales. "We determine our
advertising dollars in any given market on a hard and fast percentage fig{Article continues next page)

Probably its biggest promotion, Cocoa Marsh's fantastic "Name the
Drink" contest held in New York last December had a real hooker for kids —
the prize. Winners got a chance to grab off as many toys as they could when
turned loose in Macy's Toyland, below. Amount of time depended on placement
in the contest. The contest drew 40,000 entries — each with a Cocoa Marsh
label — during the three weeks it ran on five local kids' shows. Promotion was
tied in to Christmas season by including candy canes in the drink's recipe

ab off their loot in front

SPONSOR

•
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newsreel

cameras,

above.

Mothers of the youngsters received $50 gift certificates, abo^

Advertising should run 8-16% of sales on a product
with ,~i()cc manufacturing costs, "Mac" Taylor estimates

"And Stanson also watches the progress of our promotions. If one isn't
going too well we know it immediately
and it can either be built up or
dropped," Grunewald told SPONSOR.

ure that we applj to the market's sales.
Or, in the case of a new city, we put
the percentage against its estimated
sales potential." says Taylor.
Though not revealing, naturally, the
Cocoa Marsh percentage figure, Tax lor
nevertheless estimated that advertising
should run between 8 and 16% of
sales on a product with .">()',' manufacturing costs. "But this can vary greatK. depending on the product." he says.
The medium: In deciding that tv was
the medium for Cocoa Marsh, the
ad planners ran the media gamut.
'"Through the \ears," sa\s Taylor, "we
had used newspapers, radio, in-store
promotion, premiums, and both blackand-white and color advertising in
women's service magazines."
"But our market is kids," Grunewald says, "and today's kids are practically tv fans exclusively. They're
just not interested in radio, for instance, because tv gives their imaginations greater satisfaction — and they
consequently become emotionally involved with t\ ."

Cocoa Marsh considers this imagination factor in all areas of its tv activity, particularly in (1) program selection, and (2) the promotions it carries
off via the tv screen.
"We look at the feature I personality
in buying children's tv," Grunewald
told sponsor. "He is going to be selling our product and if he tickles the
imagination the child will take to him.
When that happens, the kids believe
the showman when he tells them 'Cocoa Marsh is delicious — and you'll be
strong
as a lion'."
The Hicks
& Greist-Cocoa Marsh local approach to advertising is particularly stressed in program buying. "We
have a man in the field (executive
producer Milt Stanson) all the time to
keep an eye on our shows, evaluate
new program personalities and watch
these markets constantly for possible
better buys," says Grunewald.
"Though we buy on a 52-week basis
for
continuity,"
he continues,
two-week
cancellation
clauses "spot's
mean
timebuyer Vincent Daraio can make
fast switches whenever we want to."

Promotions:

i

Historically a heavy jj

user of promotions in all media, Cocoa Marsh today is going all-out with
this approach in tv. All big, all highly
original and all perfect imaginationstimulators for kids, they've met withi
outstanding success in the medium.
I
A fantastic "Name the Drink" contest, held in New York during the first
three weeks of December, is a perfect
example of a Cocoa Marsh promotioni
Colossus.
The big imagination-stimulator here
was the prize offered — the winner!
could have all the toys he or she could
gather together when turned loose in
Children's Heaven — Macy's toy department— for five minutes! Second-place
winner got three minutes, while the
third-slot contestant got two minutes.
The speed of a child unleashed in a
toy department is something to be
reckoned with. After the dust settled
it was roughly estimated that one
small, even frail-looking youngster
can stack up over $140 worth of to\s
(Please turn to page 74)

Advertising conference at Taylor-Reed Corp.'s Glenbrook, Conn, plant includes (1. to r.) : Charles Reed^
company president; Charles Skoog, president ol lli<k< & Greisl agency; Vincent Daraio, H & G timebuyer; Malcolm Taylor, chairman of the board for Taylor-Reed; Ted Grunewald, agency vice president and Cocoa Marsh
acct. supervisor; and Mill Stanson, II&G exec producer. Ad team has opened 15 new markets for Cocoa M.n-h
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"DON'T

BE SO

GREEDY," CLIENT
WARNS TELEVISION

Malcolm P. Taylor, board chairman of
Taylor-Reed Corp., says stations will have
greater success if they learn to serve sponsors

"a re-evaluation of tv rates for chil-

"Opportunistic" approach must be replaced by professional selling tactics, Taylor-Reed board chairman says.
He wants stations to offer ad counsel and standardized rates

dren's programs is absolutely necessary." Contacted by sponsor, Helitzer
said, "We pulled out of children's fare
in favor of family shows because of
these
Idealcost
Toyfactors."
used to invest tv money in
such network kids' shows as Captain
Kangaroo, Winky Dink and Howdy
Doody. "Now," says Helitzer, "we've
switched to the so-called family-type

I v stations are too darn opportunistic."
So says one of 1958's prized customers for tv — a small-sized adver-

charges, "with complete disregard for
the advertiser's dollars."
"It's vitally important to a sponsor
that children believe their show hero

show— such as sponsorship of Macy's
Thanksgiving Day parade and Shirley

tiser. And it's the advertisers of this
stature that tv's sellers are worried
about this year. The unhappy combination of downhill budgets and uphill rates could drive them to other
media, the experts warn.
The man making the charge is Malcolm P. Taylor, board chairman of
Taylor-Reed Corp. — a $700,000 tv
spender in 1957.

— and how can they if one month he
advertises one brand in a product

Taylor is what he terms "the tremendous variance in costs among the different markets." He decries the lack
of even a hint of standardization,

"Mac" Taylor is the first to credit
tv with sales effectiveness, (see The
Secret of Selling with Tv Kid Shows,
page 30). But at the same time that
he offered kudos to tv, he listed some
pet peeves with SPONSOR.
These had to do with the medium's
sellers, their techniques and attitudes
today and their possible effect on tv's
dollar potential tomorrow.
Opportunism: "Take children's tv
shows, which we use heavily, as an
example," says Taylor. "Some stations
have program personalities selling out
of both sides of their mouths," he
FEBRUARY 1958

category and two months later he's
advertising
the competition?"
the
Connecticut for
executive
asks.
Cost of kids' tv is another thorn in
Taylor's side. He warns: "There are
stations and areas where the cost of
children's tv shows prices them right
out of the market. This can only reduce their dollar potential to the
In this area Taylor echos the sentistation."
ments of Melvin Helitzer, Ideal Toy
Corp.'s director of advertising and
public relations.
Helitzer said recently, "Stations
charge the same rate for a children's
program as they do for a daytime adult
program. In any rating system the
number of viewers may be the same,
but advertisers get paid off on the
basis of sales, not rating points.
"It is an obvious fact that children
do not have the purchasing power of
adults." said Helitzer. And he warned

Another
tv cost factor that annoys
Temple
movies."

stating, "Tv costs just don't seem to be
based on any one factor, or even any
Discussing other shortcomings he
group of factors."
sees in tv, Taylor says: "I feel the tv
industry must pay much more attention to the fundamental of selling —
recognize the customer's needs and
make the medium answer those needs."
A tv seller should, according to
Taylor, make it his business to
"thoroughly understand the manufacturer's marketing problems." He
should then ask for an approximate
budget and — putting to use his knowledge gained from experience — make
tv recommendations to the agency that
show true concern for effective use of
the available funds.
"Tv

marketers

should

also

know

thoroughly
their station's programs
{Please turn to page 64)

SCHOOL

FOR

RADIO-TV

TIMEBUYER

On-the-job training with
plenty of supervision and

U

'ntil a year-antl-a-half ago, when he
came to work for McCann-Erickson in

encouragement is the

the mail room, Steve Wadyka's closest
contact with advertising was as a

approach used by agencies
in developing new timebuyers.

One thing sure, a

timebuyer's education can't
be haphazard in a "new
world" where radio has
become "fashionable" and
there are about 3,700
stations to watch

At B&B: Lee Rich, Benton & Bottles media director, addresses a group of timebuying trainees. Theij first Btep on 1 11« - mail to
becoming a timebuyer is in tin- Media Analysis Croup where they remain for a minimum of six months Learning the rudiments
of all media; become familiar with markets.

call

letters,

coverage,

ratings,

estimating

tuner-in. Such terms as "coverage"
or "cost-per-1,000" never cropped up
during his liberal arts course at the
I Diversity of Maryland. Today, they
are part of this 25-year-old's workaday
world, for Steve is now an assistant
buyer on the Esso Standard Oil Company media group at McCann-Erickson.
Steve's progress through the shop
from mail to media is a typical example
of Mc-E's on-the-job training program,
of similar programs in other agencies.

and of the industry's awareness that
the development of media buyers in
increasingly-complex media world can
be no haphazard thing.
After some months in the i
room, during which time Steve had
shown an interest in media, he was invited to join the Mc-E "Statistical
Analysis Unit." This is the training
group from which Mc-E draws its media personnel. The fact that Steve
came into it from mail does not mean
that this is its only port of entry. Some
come from billing, others from estimating. When an opening in the unit oc-

»

SS OF '58
At McE: Ted Kelly, Mc-E broadcast supervisor in Bill Dekker's media
department, takes time out of his coffee break to help trainee Steve Wadyka
with a timebuying problem.
Steve is now an assistant buyer
(see story)

rurs. it is available to anyone from any
department.
During his first week in the Statistical Analysis Unit, Steve met with
agency specialists in different media,
i In the unit, trainees are exposed to
all media — broadcast, print, outdoor.)
With each of these admen he spent one
or two hours getting briefed on the
rudiments of buying tv and radio time,
magazine and newspaper space, outdoor campaigns. He came away from
his session with Broadcast Supervisor
Thaddeus Kelly with a check-list of
all the things he would have to learn
in timebuying and a glossary of terms.

While the unit is a training ground,
it also is a productive arm of the media department. Steve was immediately plunged into work on market analyses, estimating, invoice-checking. He
was assigned specific media problems
to work out, but never before the overall problem was carefully explained so
that he could see how his part related
to the whole.
From the moment he entered the
unit, Steve was not only a working
member of the media group but benefited from "extra-curricular" activities
as well. Whenever a network, station
rep, or print media association held
a presentation for the agency's media
department, Steve and other trainees
were included. He attended pitches,
luncheons, dinners and cocktail parties
of the industry. He was put on the
routing list of trade magazines to
which the agency subscribed. At any
time he was free to consult with any
member of the department from Media
Director Bill Dekker on down.
During the training period, each
trainee is watched carefully for special
aptitudes and interests. After several
months, as is the custom, Steve was
called into a session with Dekker. At
this meeting, Dekker got
report of Steve's progress,
capabilities, and mentally
into which he would best

a first-hand
analyzed his
picked a slot
fit when the

opportunity came.
The opportunity came in September
(six months is the minimum time a
trainee remains in the unit) . There
was an opening in the Esso media
group, and Steve was tapped for it.
Now he works under the supervision
of Sy Goldis, broadcast supervisor on
the account and Rudy Wahlig, print
supervisor. His next step may well
be as a full-fledged timebuyer.
Meanwhile, Steve has been active on
his own.
Last June he enrolled at

New York University's Graduate
School of Business, attends evening
classes aiming at a degree in business
administration.
The story of Steve Wadyka is a recurring one, not alone at Mc-E but at
many agencies. The business of radio
timebuying has become a process almost as complex as the count-down on
a missile firing. A look at the radio
broadcasting picture shows why this
is so. Where 15 or 20 years ago there
were perhaps less than 1,000 stations —
in many cases only one outlet to a
market — today, there are 3,700 stations to keep track of and new ones
coming along as fast as FCC grants
permits. Saturation radio is the rule
rather than the exception. The marketing concept has pervaded every
agency department including media.
In such a volatile environment, the
timebuyer's education is never done.
But the groundwork must be strong.
At Benton & Bowles, buyers are developed not dissimilarly with the process through which Steve went at Mc-E.
The trainee first joins the B&B Media
Analysis Group and remains in it for
a period of not less than six months.
Here he learns the rudiments of all
media because, depending on which
account he finally is assigned to, he
may be predominantly a timebuyer or
a print buyer. In the field of broadcast, he becomes familiar with coverage, call letters, ratings and rating
services, frequency, audience accumulation. After his "apprenticeship" in
the Media Analysis Group, he is moved
in to work with a timebuyer as a staff
assistant. Now he learns the finer
nuances of buying time: station
"sounds," programing philosophies,
intangibles not found in source books.
During this program, trainees also
[Please turn to page 66)

THERE is probabl) no juicier subject along Madison Ave. these
days than whether tv is afflicted with mediocrity and sameness in its

#%s this year's network tv season ap-

programing. In sponsor's 18 January issue Cunningham & Walsh's
President John Cunningham called for more originality, more

things have or haven't turned out the
way everyone wanted. Both clients
and agencies will take a backward
look over fall programing to help them
decide what they ought to do about
next year. Everyone will be searching
for the big rating opportunities.

chance-taking, more creativity from Madison Ave. Another approach
to the problem is offered here by Dr. Donald L. Kanter, director
of creative research at Tatham-Laird, Chicago, and a member of the
grow in- (orps of academicians who have come into the advertising
business. The ideas expressed here also involve contributions by
Les Delano, media director of North Advertising, Chicago.
Dr. Kanter starts with the assumption that repetitious programing
dulls the impact of the advertising message. He then calls on programing thinkers and producers to investigate new areas by examining popular and not-so-popular insights into the American Character

proaches the midpoint, it'll be time for
the usual crop of post-mortems on why

The best prospect for the most intense post-mortem will be the Western.
Lots of us believed they were going to
be overdone this year. We recognized,
of course, they did fine last year — but
this fall something like a dozen nighttime Westerns were slotted and it
seemed reasonable to believe that the

— digging out the deeply-felt needs of the consumer and going on
from there. Dr. Kanter is not suggesting specific program ideas

public would become numb
never-ending bang-bang.

but he gets close enough to make clear he is not talking in a vacuum.

The fact is, they're doing very well
and some of the reasons may be found
in their deep, psychological value to
the American audience.

There may even be the start here of ideas which could be considered
in time for use next season.
Of biographical interest is the fact that Dr. Kanter presents contradictor personality facets which suggest both the egghead and
non-egghead. He took his Ph.D. in social psychology (egghead),
played third base for Tatham-Laird (non-egghead), likes New
Orleans jazz (egghead), is both a fresh water and deep sea fisherman (non-egghead), reads

Shakespeare

and

Stendahl

(egghead).

to the

It's the Lone Stranger — canny, competent, moral but muscular — restoring
order in a hostile, threatening environment. The appeal of this in a world
of Sputniks and complex, unpredictable events seems obvious. To state
the general proposition, the more nearly a program zeroes-in to its audience's

SOCIOLOGY
INSTEAD

How to help yourself

OF

WESTERNS?
Copycat show formats on tv are dulling the impact
of sponsor blurbs, says Tatham-Laird researcher.
Why, he asks, don't producers make use of insights
into the American Character?

(See pictures at right.)

Today's era of self-help, as exemplified I
Norman Vincent Peale, emphasizes fornro
las to live positively and happily, point
out agency researcher Kanter. The nee<
for this kind of formula, he says, shouh
provide

grist

for

SPONSOR

television

•

program

idea!
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attitudes, emotional needs, beliefs, or
values, the more successful it is likely
to be in generating identification, involvement, empathy and, therefore,
success.
The crucial question here, however,

For example: among other things,
the show affects advertising by creating an audience mood, by appealing to
certain kinds of consumers, and by
associating a brand with specific personalities, situations, or emotions. If

isn't really why the Western or any
other program type, for that matter, is
successful.
The problem is:
What does this imitative and

your show "fits"
show creates the
kind of sale you
types of people

repetitious programing — this
framework of "sameness" — do to
advertising?

prospects, you're in good shape. But
this is true only if your competitors

It seems to me that, with today's
programing, you only get one of the
two things you should get for your
media dollar — an audience. Today,
you don't necessarily get an appropriate, reasonably different and distinguishing editorial context for your
commercial. It seems fair to say, in
this connection, that sameness of show
material on the networks reduces the
advertiser's opportunity to build a
sharply-etched, highly differentiated
brand image.
We are beginning to understand how
the program in which the advertising
message is planted influences the way
viewers will respond to the advertising.
The show material provides the backdrop, so to speak, for the advertising.

your product, if your
proper mood for the
have to make to the
who are your best

or, even other advertisers, aren't using
the same kind of a show as their advertising backdrop. This can only
make for blurring in the minds of the
viewers. This can only dilute the kind
of unique image and consumer franchise your advertising should build.
This should be an important consideration inthese days of tough competition, particularly when the viewer
is literally swamped with commercials.
A distinctive showcase may be the best
way, indeed the only way, of building
a distinct and meaningful product personality.
Now imitative programing is, naturally enough, related to the great
financial risks involved in television.
Because of this, there is the tendency
to lean heavily on program track-rec-

Iks like "The Organization Man,"
e Lonely Crowd," provide an un•tytanding, says Kanter, of group
•sures and may suggest programs
=h provide dramatic
answers
to

The high school and college graduate is drawn to
magazines like Playboy, explains Kanter, because

B [vidua] dilemmas involving the
lict between person and the group

it provides tips on "What to do when you get there."
Tv producers could work similar ideas into shows
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ords, and in past performance in building new shows — and this, of course,
results in a good deal of programing
similarity.
Is this necessary? Is it good business to try to reduce your risk by
sticking close to the past success line —
even though you have to forego the
opportunity for a unique show and all
the extras that go with it?
It doesn't appear to be good business and it shouldn't be the only way
out. There is a wealth of information,
other than specific program track-records, which could be as valuable as
actual program
ing new areas
in which the
might build a
understanding.

experience in predictfor programing — areas
professional showman
tv winner with more

This may sound sort of eggheadish,
but here it is: The information consists of insights into the contemporary
American character in its cultural
background. It consists of analyses of
(1) how and what Americans think,
feel and believe, (2) how they react to
their rapidly changing environments,
(3) what they value and desire in living their lives. Professor David Reisman's Lonely Crowd and William
{Please turn to page 63)

in the play activities of children, there is a
need for programs about group play, like the
old "Our Gang" comedies, now shown on tv
under the title "Little Rascals." Group play,
says Kanter,

requires

guidance and

know-how

"HOW I
BECAME

THE

WORLD'S
LUCKIEST
TIMEBUYER"

by Walter Teitz

Dam rrt'itzgerald-Sample

ON THURSDAY night, 23 January,
the Crown Stations of the Pacific
\<>rt Incest culminated a four-day series of presentations to New York ad
agencies with a treasure hunt that
started at the Waldorf and spread over
Manhattan. More than 300 agency
people, divided into teams of five
raced about the city in 60 taxicabs
(paid for by Crown Stations) following a trail of clues that finally led to
five crowns stashed in lockers in
Grand Central Station. Winner of the
first prize SI, 800 Ampex stereophonic
tape recorder was Walter Teitz, timebuyer at Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample.
Earlier the same week, Teitz won a
movie camera — second prize in a
WBOY-TV, Charleston, W. Va., contest. Start i ii g at right is Teitz' own
hilarious account of his night as a
treasure hunter and how the lucky
streak has changed his life.

ww herever you go these days, you
have to fill out questionnaires. Want
to be a timebuyer?— fill out a questionnaire. Apply for unemployment —
complete this form. Getting married —
fill in license. Getting a divorce —
complete this document. From Birth
Certificate to Death Certificate, the
road of your life is paved with forms
to fill out, questions to answer, and
documents to complete.
Now, mind you, I have nothing
against questionnaires. In fact, I'm
sort of proud about memorizing my
social security number, my maternal

nical lingo by putting down "Philately," my one and only hobby always
seemed to me to be so insignificant
next to those gregarious extroverts
who answered "List hobbies" with
golf, tennis, bowling, guitar, lepidoptery, photography, swimming, gardening, fishing, sailing, hiking, skiing,
violin, carpentry . . . etc.
But all that trepidation is a thing of
the past now. I've got hobbies galore
— and at this rate, I'll have to "attach
blank piece of paper if space pro-

great-grandmother's maiden name;
and my chest proudly expands when
I mark down a resounding NONE to

vided is insufficient for your answer."
How did I do it, you ask? It's easy.
Any timebuyer, with an assist from
Dame Fortune, can acquire hobbies
without number. As a guide for hobby

that ever-present query "List crimes or
misdemeanors of which you have been

hungry
did it: media marvels, here's how I

convicted." But there's always one
which made my hand tremble, my
stomach squirm, and my eyes flutter —
"List hobbies
_
."
Don't get me wrong. I have a hobby
— I collect stamps, have since I was a
kid, and enjoy every minute of it.
But even when I disguised it in tech-

The

first one

was

easy. They

opened a new tv station in Clarksburg, West Virginia, late last year,
called it WBOY-TV, chose an impish
little boy as a trademark, and then
advertised a contest to give the kid a
name. I sent in the form, and in a fit
of creative thinking, submitted "ClarSPONSOR

•
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Like good avails on a
station schedule, Crown's
treasure hunt clues led
300 timebuyers a merry
chase.

Midtown Manhattan

Penn Station's track 29 clue is found
by (1. to r.) Don Proctor, Y&R; Bette
Lyons, of Ted Bates; Gert Scanlan, BBDO.
"Trackman's" key fit locker holding crown

Cigar
Indian
(left)
ure

Store at Madison & 59th had a live
clue-giver. Blairman John Bissell
and Jack Canning, SSCB try to figout tip to Biltmore's Bowman
Room

was the market— the clues
built the coverage map

ky" as my bid for glory. Sure enough,
just three weeks later, I get a call in
the office announcing that I am the
proud owner of an eight millimeter,
gas-operated, clip-fed, recoil-less, electric eye, Bell & Howell motion picture
camera. But before I could even snap
a lens or flip a filter, I was on my
way to the second hobby of the week.
This one came a little harder. As a
matter of cold hard fact, it even cost
me a dime for a phone call. It all
started at the Waldorf, where the
Crown Stations, KING-TV Seattle,
KGW-TV in Portland, Oregon, and
KREM-TV Spokane, (for this prize
they deserve a plug) were hosts at a
treasure hunt.
Somewhere in midtown Manhattan,
these canny Northwesterners had hidden five crowns and had blazed a hazy
trail marked with ambiguous clues,
fhe first team to return with a crown
would win four Vespa motor scooters
and a mammoth hi-fi console. The
next three teams would receive smaller phonographs; the fifth team, ski
(Article continues next page)

checking Seattle Post-IntelliTimes Square newsstand swarmed with admer FC&B;
Robert Hutzenlaub,
gencer's personal column. L. to r. Frank Gromer,
Y&R; Dave Eaton, B&B: Edward Richardson, Geyer, ind Richard Vorse, Jr., JWT

Locker in station yields gold crown to (1. to r.), Marvin Antonowski, K&E;
Polly Allen, JWT; onlooker; Cathy Ligammari, FC&B; Bill Santoni, D-F-S, and
Donn Dolan, Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone. Crown was the goal in treasure hunt.

World's luckiest timebuyer
A horseshoe-shaped sliderule must be stock in trade for
Walter Teitz, timehuyer at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Nni one, but two contests bowed to his luck in less than a
week. First, he copped an electric eye movie camera in a "nameour-WBOY" contest held In WBOY-TV, Clarksburg, W. Va.
But that was onlj second prize— next time out on the muddy
contest track Teitz romped home first.
\ mere few days alter becoming a movie hobbyist, Teitz
found himself in the middle of Crown Stations' gala treasure
hunt held 23 Januan in Manhattan.
Result: ftmebuyer Teitz and four accomplices made up the
first team to find one of five elusive gold crowns that represented success in the hilarious treasure hunt.
His prize: An Ampex stereophonic tape recorder. (See list
Eor other treasure hunt prize-winners, i
Treasure hunt winners
o i s
()„.-».,.k
all-ex
Pacific Northwot
ml \irlincs
Si,l Silhrk. Kit-K

/;,/(, it ;.,/.■ )\ii:

vacation
in th<
via Northwest Ori

son,
D-F-SFC<tB

■ tet Atherton A Currier
l« \ Hi-Fi seta
Charlotte Oorbett, Donahue & Cot
■ - Donahue <t Coe
Dun, Christy, Morse International
San, II a veil,JWT
Bd-B

Donn Dolan, Dowd, Redfield a
Johnstone
Poll n Allen, JWT
Marrin A„l„„,,„'ski. K&E
Joe Kryla. Warwick d- Legler
Ed Parmelee, BttB
Jack .Stack, D-F-S
Jim Cumin. Ted Bates
Don I! oss,
SSCd-B
Lasme
ski sweaters
Anita

Wasserman, Lawrence <

Edna

Call,, -art. J. M.

i;,n Stantoni, D-F-S

sweaters, and the others a lot of exercise. About 300 timebuyers were divided into teams of five, given five dollars for cab fare, and set loose on an
unsuspecting town.
Luck rode with me from the very
start. My team members were seasoned veterans of the Battle of the A
Train, the Per-1,000 Wars, and the
Preemption Rebellion: Marian Jackson of Foote, Cone & Belding; Betty
Ruth White of Young & Rubicam; Hubert Sweet of Atherton & Currier; and
Dick Boege of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. To timebuyers such as these, who
can decipher station ratecards which
would put the Rosetta Stone to shame,
ambiguous clues were but grist for the
mill. And besides that, the team had
as its cab driver the intrepid Abe
Blassvogel, dented fender and all,
whose optimism fired us with zeal,
and whose double clutching sped us
on to victory.
The first clue, a simple crossword
puzzle, merely »a taste of things to
come, led us to the Biltmore, where
we picked up the second clue, which
rhapsodized about the corner of 59th
and Madison. There, in a small candy
store which sells bootleg buttondowns,
we reached the third plateau. And a
plateau it seemed as we parked in
front of the Plaza, the meter clicking
happily away, and racked our brains
to unravel the cryptic message. Something about a fellow named Bowman,
who built a place where lovers meet,
and it ended up with the phrase
"hickorj dickory."
Calls to the Architectural Advisor of
the Public Library and to a flabbergasted clerk at the Convention and
Visitors Bureau got us nowhere, when,
in a flash, someone remembered that
there was a Bowman Room at the
Biltmore. Even though we had been
there before, we were prepared for

Lucky Teitz (right) i> awarded his movie camera by George Clinton,
p of WBOY-TV, Clarksburg, W. Va. Y&R spot coordinator Ray Jones
(left) won first prize. Teitz, below, fondles recorder won in Crown contest

double spotting like that (what timebuyer
worthwe his
avail
isn't?),
and back
went
to sheet
the Biltmore
Clock. The clue dispenser, amazed at
seeing us again, shrugged his shoulders, said "Gee, there must be some
mistake," and handed us the fourth
clue with a sympathetic "Well, try
When we saw what that fourth clue
was, we came close to heading back
yourthebest."
to
Waldorf, where the bar was
open, unambiguously open. But by
now, the six of us — don't forget persistent Abe— had been forged into a
i Please turn to page 66)

AGAIN

AND

AGAIN, ARB

REPORTS:

QUARTER HOURS . . .
LEADERSHIP BY
STATIONS

significant
figures . . .

WDAU-TV... 318

in Pennsylvania's
third market

WDAU-TV
dominates!

station B

123

station C

83

station D

2

AUDIENCE SHARE

WDAU-TV.. 39.3
station B

28.9

station C

22.8

station D

Here ... in the Scranton-Wilkes Barre market . . . THIRD

LARGEST

IN THE

THIRD

LARGEST

STATE

...

from the area's highest tower, WDAU-TV's dominant position is established beyond all doubt. November,
1957, ARB again proves by a substantial margin that WDAU-TV is your best buy.*
The big station with the big programs serves Scranton-Wilkes Barre and 52 communities, each with a population of5000 or more. WDAU-TV covers 19 counties in Northeastern Pennsylvania . . . sells 1,500,000 people.

WLJAUf
Qf) CBS

Television

I
A

\
SPONSOR
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V

channel

for Northeastern

*Call

22

in Scranton-Wilkes

Pennsylvania

your H-R Television

Representativ

Barre

With business slowing down, SPONSOR

Are air media
Four personnel specialists in air
media say agencies are retrenching, with the spotlight on the
man
who
can
produce
results
Edith

Chatten,

Veto Directions Agency,
Sew York

Heaven knows, I prayed for a soapbox on Madison Avenue! So — NOW
HEAR THIS!
Three weeks ago at this writing I
advertised for one television producer.
I feel I am being conservative at this
point in estimating that the stack of
mail, resumes and phone slips now
reaches from the sidewalk on East 41st
Street up to the window of my office
here on the 17th floor.
Young men came in, took one quick
glance at their own bosses waiting for
interviews and dashed downstairs to
phone for appointments. Directors,
producers, writers and just about
everyone else concerned in this media
m sponded.
This deluge cannot be explained
awa) l»\ tin- pat retort that " — of
course, television is relocating to the
West Coast!*' I am in touch with
nation-wide agencies and networks and
the positions simply do not exist. I
have observed, however, that employment services have never had verj
much traffic in the areas presided over
b) directors or producers. M) Eew
sorties into this exalted plane have met
for the most part with firm, non-committal rebuff. These men are known
to surround themselves with groups
best described as cliques and all too

ASKS:

jobs getting scarce?

often lunching in the right place with
the right Joe determines a man's ability to make with the story boards and
cameras.
Therefore, it is difficult to come up
with any accurate figure concerning
how plentiful or how frequently openings have developed in this area before now. All I can say is that, suddenly, Iam the most popular gal in
town with a veritable army of men,
who have held responsible, well-paid
positions.
The sad fact is that many of these
are eminently well qualified with two
and three college degrees plus several
years of sound, top-flight experience.
Salary is not a question — these men
are willing to accept any reasonable
figure, no matter how much they have
made in the past.
Writers have felt the pinch seriously, but to a lesser degree — those with
real talent can generally turn their
hand to other fields, but even here
there are far too many who must explain their present activities as "freeAs for account executives, agencies
lancing."
are retrenching. In many cases it is
not a loss of accounts, but of billing,
and one man is being asked to handle
half of another man's load — thus eliminating from one to four top men. The
lowly "leg-man," or assistant, has all
but disappeared!
I will give most agencies credit,
however, for realigning personnel having seniority and using their talents
elsewhere, when possible. But certain
technical areas just cannot be thus
protected.
The amazing fact remains that there
are over 170,000,000 people in the
I n ited States — most of whom eat, live,
work and are entertained in a manner
envied by the whole world. If the
win ? is not here — where is it— and
market

Edwin

B. Stern, Edwin B. Stem Pe

sonnet Service, New

York

can
Now, you
it's do,
what
not whom do
you know

Alligator attache cases and Italian
black silk raincoats have lost their halo
for 1958.
The age of realism has arrived on
Madison
Avenue
and — more importantly — in the offices of the corporation
presidents and sales manager — who
control Madison Avenue.
"Whom can you impress?" has become unimportant. "Whose sales volume can you boost?" is the new criteria for the selection of new personnel
on both the media and production
sides of the radio and television industries.

'

j
I
I
I

Salaries can't be cut. Staffs can't be
appreciably reduced. But training of
the wrong people can be eliminated.
Double screening and double sifting 1
is now in effect.
The days of experimenting with
"maybe" people — who maybe will
work out and maybe won't — are all
over. Most hiring executives feel
there's enough of a gamble hiring
someone
they're
New jobs
will"sure
open of."
up during
year but the competition for them
be rougher and tougher. And vet
nation-wide economic explosion of

the
will
the
the

past ten years has created such a shortage that it will be several years before
anything resembling a lack of jobs for
the exceptionally competent — and
qualified — executive would be expected even with a mild recession.
The new target for 1958 is going to
(Please turn to page 44)
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NEW

TOP

NORTHERN

INDIANA!

This week

WSJV

changes

to its new

on

IN

channel

its new tower in South

28,
Bend,

highest in Northern

Indiana.

BETTER

BETTER

CHANNEL!

COVERAGE!

o
SOUTH

BEND

ZJ

ELKHART

national H-R representative

Cover

SOUTH

the

South

BEND

Bend

■ Elkhart

dJ ELKHART

and

Fort

Wayne

markets

with

ONE

buy.

See

mMm

your

H-R

man

today.

SPONSOR

ASKS

i Continued from page 42)

COVERAGE

be to get $1.10 of long range value for
each payroll dollar spent. The extra
10< will be looked for not from tomorrow's results but as a dividend the
company will receive in 1959 and 1960
from 1958 training.

in a Billion $ Market

WW\P

Ruth

Bachman,
Bing-Cronin
Service, .\ew York

Personnel

Let's face it, the effect is fewer jobs,
with the possible exception of Western
roles. The employment market is
Jb
CENTRM.
«*\TING
,* GRADE
A CO^^

sparser than ever, in terms of vacancies, since the decline began to be felt
last October.

Offering the Best of
J> '
the Cinderella Set work

However, every employer, with a
limited personnel budget, is being
forced to be doubly careful in his
evaluation of each candidate in terms
of what his salary dollar will buy. And
the good man who has a definite productive contribution to make will be
bought at the right time in the right

°*

a

PLUS STRONG
LOCAL
PROGRAMMING

So, maybe ... the age of high speplace.
cialization isin the process of disappearing. Since the first of the year,
quite a few employers have hired creative men with promotional abilities
and techniques, not long-hair record
men for long-hair records, not network
for network, not even saltine men (and
last \ear this would have been un-

featuring

LOREN
BOATMAN
Weather

Daily film of local happenings
ON THE AIR WITHIN ONE HOUR!
NUMBERED

AMONG

OUR

CLIENTS

Who Arc Getting Results:
FORD,

ZEST, GE, KOOL CIGARETTES, PONTIAC, CHEVROLET,
PEPSI -COLA, P&G, SUNBEAM
BREAD, LISTERINE, WESTINGHOUSE, ARRID, NORGE, HAZEL
BISHOP, SWIFT, CHRYSLER, DUNCAN HINES, SCHLITZ, PHILCO,
OLDSMOBILE, PEAK ANTIFREEZE,
FOLGERS COFFEE

WTVP

SBff

orthodox) for soda crackers' promotion. They've just hired good men who
have creative know-how.
As a general trend, the network people seem to be moving to the ad agencies, and the networks are bringing in
the young fresh blood from out of
town stations.
Perhaps the fact that business is off,
the fact there is a decline in job openings, should be a cheerful thought for
the qualified man. Perhaps the greatest threat to his finding that job is the
statistic that men in the ulcer industries are living almost up to 10%
longer.
Maybe they are finding more satisfaction in their work. They are not
being held as deadwood — this is non-

existent inour present belt tightening,
non-expansion picture.
The top cream of the top 5% of
people will always find their level, and
if you're not it, you're in the wrong
business.
Good luck, if you've got it, you'll get
there . . . and live longer.
i'.to YorkPersonnel Agency,
Berty Corwin, \ Corwin

Television employment opportunities
are reaching the lowest ebb since the
industry reached maturity. The reasons can be boiled down to the replacment of quantity by quality. In both
the production and commercial aspects
of the trade the specialists are falling
by the wayside in favor of men with
extensive all-around backgrounds.
As far as production is concerned,
the switching of live tv to the West
coast and the ever-increasing use of
film is sending a proportionately large
number of casualties out knocking on
doors. Agencies, too, are being forced
to replace the hail-fellow-well-met by
men with strong knowledge of selling.
The sharpest reductions are being
seen in the $10-20,000-a-year men,
with higher salaried positions being
expanded and filled by men who can
fulfill the agencies' objectives of
selling. Creativity, once the prime
requisite for tv employment, now calls
for knowledge in depth of the commercial intricacies of the profession.
Eggheads, once so popular, have not
produced the expected results. Researchers, who are able to orient their
findings in terms of sales are being
retained; but the ax is falling on
academic theoreticians. Financial analysts, however, are in strong demand
because of the increased cost of all
phases of broadcasting. In a field that
was formerly loaded with gentlemen —
l\ \ League — we-went-to-school-together cronies, only those able to develop
new revenue possibilities and compete
favorably for advertising budgets are
being retained. The brightest glow on
the job market shines for young men,
thoroughly trained for the demands of
their particular agency.
^
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A/BAV
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SMALL CITIES & BIG FARMS...A MILLION FOLKS

National and regional spot buys
in work now or recently completed

SPOT
RADIO

BUYS
BUYS

Fanny Farmer Candy Shops, Inc., Rochester, is planning Valen- j
tine and Easter candy promotions in its areas of distribution: New II
England, the Northern and Northwestern states. The Valentine schedule runs the week of 10 February. 20-second spots are being placed j
during early morning and late afternoon traffic hours to reach a male

audience. Frequency varies with the market. Agency: Charles W. j
Rumrill & Co.. Rochester, N. Y.

Ceneral Foods Corporation, Maxwell House Div., Hoboken, N. J., I
is adding short-term schedules in major markets to its current Instant
Sanka campaign; flights start in mid-February and March. Minute
announcements are being placed during daytime segments, with frequency depending upon the market. Buyer: Kay Brown. Agency:
Young & Rubicam, New York. (Agency declined to comment.)
Stephen F. Whitman

& Son, Inc., Philadelphia, is renewing its

schedules for its Valentine's promotion. Pattern is the same as Christmas campaign: in 64 markets, 20- and 30-second spots during early
morning and late afternoon are being scheduled, aimed at the male
audience; average frequency: 12 spots per week per market. Buyer:
Isabel Ziegler. Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc., New York.

TV

BUYS

Doeskin Products, Inc., New York, is making its first major move
into tv with a campaign primarily to promote its facial tissues. There
will be some advertising placed for its bathroom tissues, napkins and
paper towels. Previously, this advertiser favored print, but its new
agency sold them on the merits of full-scale tv. The schedules start at
different times in February and run until 1 June, concentrating on 10
major markets for the initial effort. Minute announcements, with

;

Video power of
WKBT, La Crosse,
has been more
than doubled —
an increase from
100,000 to
250,000 WATTS.

WKBT

some 20's, are being slotted during daytime and late evening segments. Target: the housewife. Frequency ranges from 10 to 17 spots
per week, depending upon the market. Buyer: Jack Geller. Agency:
Weiss & Geller, New York.
Ceneral Foods Corp., Maxwell House Div., is going into scattered
markets for its instant coffee. The short-term schedules will start
during February. Nighttime I.D.'s will be used; frequencies will
vary from market to market. Buyer: Grace Porterfield. Agency
Benton & Bowles, Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

Serving
130,000

TV Homes
CBS- NBC -ABC

VISION, INC.
AliKY

I1YKTT,

.Minneapolis

LA CROSSE.

WIS

RADIO

AND

TV BUYS

Robert Hall Clothes, Inc., New York, is planning a radio tv cam
paign in the 150 cities where its stores are located. Both radio anc
tv start in mid-February and run until the end of June. In radio, or
175 stations, minute spots will be scheduled throughout the week:
average frequency: 100 announcements per week in each city. In tv
on 125 stations, minutes, 20's and I. D.'s will be slotted throughofl
the week; average frequency: 12-25 spots per week in each city
Buyer: Jim Hackett. Agency: Frank B. Sawdon, Inc., New York.
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Capsule case histories of successful
local and regional radio campaigns

^

RADIO

RESULTS

HOUSING

AIR CONDITIONERS

SPONSOR: Rand-Powell Consti

AGENCY:

Reed, .Miller &
Murph> Adv.

SPONSOR:

\CE\CY:

Marasco- Shopping Center

Direct

Capsule case history: Because of lagging sales in housing

Capsule case history: Marascos Shopping Center of Des

Rand-Powell Construction Company decided to try radio

Moines, Iowa, bought five 30 second spots between 8:00

for their Roselle Manor sub-division. Through their agency

a.m. and 6:00 p.m. for three days on KIOA, Des Moines.

Rand-PoweLI purchased 40 spots on the package plan
spread evenlj over one weekend on KGB, San Diego. No
other media were used for this particular campaign, the cost

The copy was written especially to sell Fedders one-ton
model air conditioners priced at $179.95 and $225. It was
the first time that the center had carried air condition-

of which was approximately slJJO. The days the announcements were scheduled turned out to be windy and rainy. In

ers in their store and had expected a slower sales build-up.
The only other advertising used in the campaign was one

spite of the inclement weather they were able to force the

newspaper insertion which ran two days before the radio

market. Hal Rand, part owner of the construction company,

spots. The cost for the KIOA announcements was $75.00j

reported to Edward Miller, partner in their advertising

the newspaper schedule cost $180.00 — more than twice the
radio expenditure. When the campaign was over Marascos

agency, that he sold five homes which he attributes directly
to the radio spots. "This has certainly opened my eves to
the effectiveness of using radio to boost housing development sales." Miller said. "It has fabulous advantages
for the advertiser toda) who is selling high-priced lines."
KGB.

i Diego

PURCHASE:

better than $6,000.00. As a result of the spectacular sale he
received a free trip to Nassau I Bahamas), from Fedders. "I
give full credit for this campaign to KIOA," Marascos said.
KIOA,

Ann,

SHELVES
SPONSOR:

reported he had sold a total of 37 units, a dollar volume of

Des Moines

PURCHASE:

Announcements

JEWELERS

Maggi-SheU

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Maggi-Shelf Company of San Francisco, prior to using KFRC, had limited distribution and

SPONSOR:

Zales Jewelers

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: Zales Jewelers is the largest credit

Levy, president of the concern, pur-

jewelers in the Southwest, with 22 stores located in a sixstate area. They have been a steady user of radio for a
number of years in other markets, and especially KAKC,

chased five announcements a week for two weeks in KFRC's

Tulsa, Oklahoma for the past year. Zales expends a mini-

moderate sales in the San Francisco Bay Area. In middle
December, Norman

"Craig Kelley Show," 1:00 to 4:00 p.m., to advertise his
Maggi-C-Bars. The only other medium used in conjunction with the radio campaign was a co-op newspaper flight,
which did not noticeably affect sales. The results of the
radio campaign were by far greater than he had expected.
After a spot check of some of his retailers Levy was pleased
to report substantial sales increases. In one case a retailer
had ordered 3 dozen C Bars: he re-ordered 75 dozen within
two weeks time after the campaign ended. Aside from retail
consumption, sales increased considerably at the consumer
level as far northeast as Reno and as far south as San Jose.
KFRC, San Fi

PI Rl II \-K:

Announcements i

mum of $200 to $350 every month. They also use newspaper, but the cost of newspaper advertising in ratio to
radio runs 10 to one higher and return in proportion is far
better for radio. The announcements run in the early morning and late evening time periods. Since Zales started using
KAKC exclusively they report a 50$ per month volume in-j
crease, in spite of reverse business trends prevailing in the
area for this particular product. "We are more than pleased
with the results radio has given us for the last year and
looking forward to a long and profitable association with
KAKC,"

commented Sid Lipshy, vice president for Zales.'

KAKC, Tulsa

PURCHASE:

Innouncemol

Kelle> Show"
SPONSOR

•
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Two

heads

that tell a surprising

tale

Think the Washington Metropolitan Area is made up of Federal Govt, employees?
You're 37.4% right. The other 62.6% of the area's wage earners are engaged in
every business, profession or service you find in any other thriving metropolitan
center. A grand total of 812,000 employed — diversified, well-paid, constantly
growing — up 21%, in fact, during the last seven years.*
How to best reach this dual market? You need only one head to
answer that one! WW DC Radio was first or a mighty close second
in every PULSE survey of 1957. We have a simple formula — to be
a listenable station to our 2,000,000-plus area audience, and a promotional station to our hundreds of national and local advertisers.
The mutually happy result — ever-increasing listeners for us, everincreasing sales for you.

WWDC

^Economic Development Committee, Washington Board of Trade
FEBRUARY

1958

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

radio Washington

BY JOHN

BLAIR CO.

COMMERCIALS
(Continued from page 29)
should buy. The new "economy" approach i>n"t so much a "see-how-littlejrou've-gotta-spend" approach as it is,
"look - how - much -\ ou're-getting-for5 our-mone) ."'
"Today, we tr\ to prove to him as
. reativel) as possible that he's not just
indulging himself, but that he's getting sound value for his money," says
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather senior v. p.
and copj chief Judson H. Irish.
"We have production costs in mind
when we write our scripts. But our
I lients also realize that they must spend
nunc to appeal in today's tougher
more tv-seasoned market. I suspect
that commercials will continue to be
more factual, down-to-earth and persuasive in 1958 because selling is
tougher. At the same time, we need
moie originalit) to capture the viewThe factual and economy -minded apers."
proach is already evident in such considered-purchase products as cars or

For persuasion favors either live demonstration commercials or live-action
A recentl) completed Ogilvy, Benson
& Mather film commercial for Pepperidge Farm which will be shown by
spring, tries to combine originality
andfilm."
product demonstration for the
company's new frozen pastn . \ stock
character old farmer, in an old-time
baker) wagon, sets the pace for the
commercial's entertainment-sell mood.
But the core of the commercial is a
hard-sell segment showing the pastry
in the oven as it puffs up. Stop-motion
photography made this product demonstration possible.
4. Copy research and pre-testing
is more important today. Clients
insist on it and, with the exception of
particularly costly research projects,
the agencies are tossing this bit of insurance in gratis.

refrigerators. "Copy this year may return to the hard-sell, factual and more

"We use all kinds of research," says
Sylvania's Terry Cunningham. "J.
Walter Thompson gives us motivational guidance copy research and we try
our commercials out on a consumer

serious approach," says CampbellEwald's "Pete" Miranda.
"This need

Motivational research is getting the

panel."

biggest play. Today, when it is a
little tougher to separate a viewer
from his money, clients want to make
sure their commercials are appealing
to the emotion that will turn tbe trick.
Agency copywriters themselves are
increasingly research -conscious.
They've learned to apply these research
tools to their writing. What they're
concentrating on today is not hitting
upon the right theme. Rather it is
expressing the theme emerging from
research into a visually and creatively
appealing one.
5. Producers are hiring more
scale talent rather than name talent to do commercials. The emphasis is upon the entire commercial impact rather than on a star attraction.
Because clients are more cost-conscious today and also because more
trained personnel is available in agencies and film studios, waste in time
and money has been cut down to a
minimum.
Says K&E's head of tv commercial
production,
Al Tennyson:
has
been
some increase
in talent"There
costs and
below-the-line costs, but techniques
make up for it. For instance, we now
plan more carefully. Writing is done
with costs in mind, and we spend more
time in pre-production planning.
"Also, where film's concerned, we
tend to shoot in a series of three commercials at a time, rather than one.
That way, we can save a substantial
Clients also
tendcost."
to save money by
percentage
of the
rotating their commercials so that they
can use one theme with three varia-

<§T"i

tions through the year. As such top '
admen as Nestle's Don Cady points
out: The trade doesn't tire as quickly
of a commerical as the client ad direc-

Want your product to move
like a hurricane — or a
himacane? (We cater to both
sexes!) WBNS RADIO is the
answer. You can put the storm
warnings up with programs
that produce top Pulse-rated
shows, rated first 315 times out
of 360 Monday through Friday
quarter hours 6 a.m. to midnight. Select WBNS RADIO
and blow the top oil $3,014 6:4,000 of spendable income
Ask John Blair.

WBNS

RADIO

COLUMBUS,

OHIO

tor. And the viewers don't tire of it
as quickly as the trade.
In a few rare instances clients have
used the same commercial over and
over with great success. Lestoil is an |
example of this technique.
"Repetition in itself is the basis of
advertising and not necessarily an e\il.
Some copy points should be made often
and if a commercial is good, it can l>e
effective for a long time," says Lehn &
Fink product manager for Lysol. Dick
Seclow.
On the average, however, the trend
for 1958 is toward use of different versions of the same copy theme — several
films, not just one.
^
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she
spends

..while
they spend

dollars

dimes

i
that's why

WCAU

RADIO

SALES

means

RESPONSE

Forget the teen-agers? Never. The coke-set finds plenty to
attract them in the WCAU RADIO program listings. Their
music, played by personalities who talk their language.
But we recognize that multi-hour swing sessions . . . with
the same voice droning on and on offers little to attract the
real keeper of the family pursestrings.
That's why WCAU RADIO is kept so diversified — with more
outstanding local personalities (24 of them at last count)
than all the other local stations combined, variety shows
and women's programs* that really entertain — top rated
news programs written and edited by one of the country's

■alanscd

programming

like ours

means

SALES!

in Philadelphia
largest and best staffed news departments, on the spot short
wave relay special event coverage, sports commentary by
experts in their fields — the nation's most accurate weather
reporting service and music programs in tune with the
listening moods of the day.
Add to ibis the best of CBS — daytime dramatic serials and
network favorites — Arthur Godfrey, Art Linkletter, Edward
R. Murrow and Lowell Thomas and you have a 24-hour-a-day
program line up coincident with the quality and listener
loyalty that has given us leadership in this important market
for 35 consecutive years.

WCAU

RADIO

the station of RESPONSIVENESS
The Philadelphia Bui
'the 5 top heal women's programs in Philadelphia

SPONSOR

•
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• Represented Nationally by CBS Spot Sales

A pictorial revieu of local
and national industry events

PICTURE

WRAP-UP

■ntly before the Congressional House Co
ttee "ii Inter-tale and Foreign Commerce brought
together (1.
Richard Salant, vice president. CBS, Inc.; Robert E. Hinckli
:e president, ABC and AB-PT board member; Leonard H. Gold)
i. president,

\B-I'T Inc. and Frank Stanton, pre-ident of CBS. I,

First place

ague of Advertising Agencies competiorman Glenn, editor and publisher of sponsor, (1.)
of Jay Victor & Assoc, sponsor's agency. The
ted for the best trade paper campaign submitted by
iber in 1957 during award
dinner at Hotel Plaza

Direct approach for getting sales is used by Lee Hall, commercial manager of WLOF-TV, Orlando.
The station, a new ABC affili-

Silver medal from the Poor Richard Club is presented to Michael
J. Donovan (r.), v.p. and associate media director, B&B, by Murray

ate, wenl

Arnold, station manager, WPEN,

Radio

on

the air 1 February and

switcheroo!

'

turnabout audit ni i promotion campaign, W« BS, V i .. has readied a
series ol animated l\ film -i1"'- to
promote its I'" al programs over
\\< BS-1 \
top) sampie spots fo] lb' l.nnin /w.sv Shou :
(bottom)
for ihe .lit' I. Sterling Show

is represented

by Young TV

Philadelphia at the Club's luncheon

I

Idea
News andP
WRAP-U

THINK
.#»
f

OF A
NUMBER

the

p i

,\ p if it represents
si |$ lowest cost per

ADVERTISERS
Johnson's Wax has launched a
major ad campaign for two products— Glo-Coat and Glade.
Both products will continue to be
pushed
on Johnson's
shows,
Red Skelton
and Steve network
Allen.
In addition, eigth weeks of participation in seven daytime shows have
been scheduled for Glo-Coat, and 20
TV and 80 radio spots weekly for
Glade.
A record high in sales last year
for Piel's Beer was greatly attributable to Bert and Harry, according to president Henry J.
Muessen.
The company will continue to use
the animated cartoon series through
1958.
;> Roughly half of the commercials on
IArmstrong's Circle
will advertise the
building products,
yourself accoustical

Theatre this year
company's line of
emphasizing do-itceilings.

Paper Mate plans its largest advertising program this year, with
heaviest emphasis in network tv.
Spot tv will be used during special
buying periods, i.e., back-to-school,
pre-Christmas. FC&B is the agency.
RCA Whirlpool Corp. has budgeted almost $21 million for consumer advertising and promotion
in 1958.
Media allocation : approximately
30% for local newspaper, radio and
;tv; 18% for network tv; the rest for
magazines and special promotions.
Niagara Therapy Corp. is spending $500,000 in network and local
radio for the first half of 1958.
The company's network radio commitments: aweekly 15-minute segment
! of Arthur Godfrey and a nightly 25minute portion of the Long John show
over Mutual.
More campaigns:

Volvo,

Swedish-

FEBRUARY 1958

built auto, has launched a 60-day campaign in the New York area using spot
radio and print media. (See 27 July
sponsor p. 33 for Volvo's campaign
in U. S.) ... Nestle's Decaf has begun a heavy print and radio campaign
to exploit its new red, white and gold
foil label . . . Japan Canned Crab
Sales Co. of Tokyo will go into a
heavy lenten campaign using tv in New
York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago,
San Francisco and L.A. . . . New England Fish Co. is promoting its Pillar
Rock, Pink Beauty and Icy Point premium salmon brands via nationwide

tf

sand in Denver*
if it's heard by 74.2%*
of Denver radio listeners every week . . .

THE

ANSWER
IS 7280

P

KTLN,

Denver's #1 Independent radio station, out-raring three
network outlets.

newspaper and radio.
Promotions and premium offers:
• The Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, is
offering a "5 in 1" toy truck for 50
cents, a 3-tier snack server at $1 dollar,
a miniature live palm tree for 25 cents,
and dahlia plants at 50 cents, all to be
accompanied by various cereal box
tops. Kellogg is using advertising on
its various network shows to support
the offers.
• B. F. Goodrich's new theme for
its 1958 advertising is "Smilage!" The
"happy" theme stems from intensive
research to find a new approach in tire
advertising.
• Canada Dry for its Golden Anniversary Celebration in February, will
give a 30-cent refund to consumers
sending in three special gold bottle
caps. TV and radio spots will be used
to promote the offer.
Sylvania Electric Products, as part
of its continuing policy of decentralizing management, has moved in Barton K. Wickstrum as senior v.p. in
charge of its marketing operations.
The Borden Foods Company, a
new division of the Borden Company,
has been formed by the consolidation
of the company's cheese and food
products operations.
Named president of the Borden Food
Products division is Theodore O.
Hofman, also a newly elected v-p. of
the Borden Company. Among other
newly appointed executives are George

| &
Denver's
11 <$>
^^L
adult Independent. i

TOG
ANNISTON
ALABAMA
serving
and
selling

over
110,000
with good
popular music
Rep: Everett-Mc Kinney Inc.

M. McCoy, v.p. in charge <>f marketing; and Sam Thompson. \.|>.. general advertising and merchandising.
Borden has also established an autonomous dair\ and food products unit
known as tli<" Borden Company Southern Division, with headquarters in
Houston.
Recent appointments to B. T. Babbitt's marketing team:
John L. Woolley. v.p., now director of -ale-, .respohsihle for domestic,
institutional and foreign sales: Russell W. Thatcher, administrative assistant to the president: and Jack W.
Sugden, \.p. and director of marketing. Sugden, recentl) with ColgatePalmolive, will assume responsibility
for ad\ertising. research and development, merchandising and promotion.
Also recentl) ele\ated was Michael
1*. Frawley, now executixe v.p. of the
Brm.
Personnel appointments: Albert
E. Ritchie, v.p. in charge of marketing
for the W ildroot Company. He will coordinate sales, advertising and market
research in the newlj created post. . . .
Franklin Bruck. v.p. in charge of
new business acquisitions for Pharma-

ceuticals. Inc.. and the J. 15. Williams
Co. Formerl) chairman of the board
for Parkson agency, Bruck will now
supervise the development of new consumer products for Pharmaceuticals
and negotiate for the purchase of drug
linns and related industries . . . John
B. Naughton, assistant v.p. in charge
of sales for Dodge Division of Chrysler
Corporation . . . Edwin S. Patience,
general controller for the Borden Co..
succeeding Theodore O. Hofman,
now president of Borden Foods Cornpain division . . . Sheldon Feinberg,
treasurer for Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
and the J. B. Williams Co. . . . Eugene
M. Kinney, v.p. in charge of the hearing aid division for Zenith Radio
Corp., Chicago.
Also appointed: Frederick H.
Fleischman, manager, canned and
frozen food markets and Stephen H.
Garnett, manager of beverage and confectionery markets for the packaging
division of Rej nolds Metals . . . L. N.
Umdahl, controller, and W. K. Ruppenkamp,
general service manager
for the W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co
Irving Holczer, sales promotion manager. Robert Kuhn, advertising pro-

one always
stands
out

duction supervisor, and Alvin Appel
assistant advertising production supei|
visor for Bulova Watch Co. . . . Jacl
B. Scarcliff, sales promotion mar
ager, George G. Eckel, manager o
passenger and race tire sales, anh
Robert H. Jackson, west coast mar j
ager of advertising and promotion fo1
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., AkroiU
. . . Wilbur E. Dutchess and Franl

J.
Doogan,
v.p.'s
of the
Pioneer
Cream
Division
of the
Borden
Co. .Ic. |.
Robert J. Criddle, general sales mar
ager, contract and builder sales divf*
sion, for RCA Whirlpool kitchens an{
home appliances . . . Allen O. Smitl
art services supervisor and Donal
Mirabel, distribution supervisor fcl
Bulova.
Also. George W. Sisler. adve
tising manager of Ashland Oil & R.|
fining . . . John F. Habig, market 1
search director for the consumer ma
ket of Reynolds Metals la newl
created post) . . . Albert C. Fischei .
advertising and merchandising mai
ager of Bordon's Chicago Milk DiV
sion . . . Clarence E. Rice, assistai
southeastern
division manager c
Corp.
Whirlpools Appliance Bu\ers ("red

AGENCIES
Eight new accounts were added I
the roster at Needham, Louis |
Brorby last year, upping tot;
billings to almost $33 million.
The recently added accounts induct
American Smelting & Refining C(
Canadian Industries Ltd.. Indian He;
Mills. International Minerals & Cherl
ical Corp. (Ac'cent), Lever Bros. ({■!
Swan Soap). Lipton, Massev-Harri
Ferguson and Renault.
Smith & Dorian, which opened ill
doors
10 months
ago.
reports
I
billings have passed
the Nl-millh
mark and it will open a west cm
branch in San Francisco.
The new agency's compensatM
methods are a break from traditiojf
it is paid on a fee basis rather th;

Agency
p oirit m cuts:
O'Ne II
Larson
&a p McMahon,
Chicago,
Glen Pharmaceuticals . . . Gor|
Smith and Greenland, for Barmcj
Bros, Buffalo dress manufacturers . 1
Southern
Advertising.
Miami, f
b" FEBRUARY 191

At*

S THE POPULAR

York . . . Foote, ("one & Belding,
Chicago, has acquired the Zenith
Radio account from Earle Ludgen
. . . Lawrence Gumbinner will handle a new product of Whitehall Laboratories as well as Neet Depilatory . . .

STATION '

•Developing or progressing suddenly
(as demonstrated by KPOP)

So. California's
Radio Success
Formula
)0 w.

Represented
BROADCAST

NY., Chicago,

by:

TIME

Retirement:
Walther Buchen has
retired after 35 years as president and
founder of The Buchen Company. He
will continue with the company as a
consultant.
1020 k.c

SALES

Detroit, Dallas

WTLJX
IN

R. T. O'Connell appointed for Harriet Hubbard Aver cosmetics . . .
Olian Bronner, Chicago, will handle
over Fifty Capsulets for Geriatric Research Labs . . . Grant's Karachi
office appointed to the Pakistan Air
Force account.

WILMINGTON
DELAWARE

LOCAL ADVERTISERS
USE WTUX BECAUSE
WE PROMOTE
* Billboards

Officers elected to new positions are
John M. McDonald, chairman of the
board; Leon Morgan, president;
Joseph H. Caro, senior v.p. and
treasurer; and Walter H. Baers, senior v.p. and secretary.
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Parisi, assistant general manager for j
Doyle Dane Bernbach . . . Robert A. I
Brown, account executive on the
Georgia-Pacific account for McCannErickson, Portland, Ore. . . . Robert
R. Riemenschneider, media director!
for Gardner Advertising, St. Louis . .
Faris R. Feland, account supervisor]
for Reuter & Bragdon, Pittsburgh.
Where they are now : Oscar Filep<
po, v.p. in charge of the production,
traffic and art departments for Cohem
& Aleshire, New York . . . John Harper, media supervisor for North Advertising, Chicago . . . Arthur Cerf
Mayer, copy chief of Hicks & Greist,
New York . . . James G. J. Wells,
v.p. for market development; Gene'
Novak, copy supervisor for radio-tv;
and Jean Malloy, copywriter for the
Rumrill Co., Buffalo . . . Philip O.
Spelman, public relations account director on the Chrysler Division account for Communications Counselors,
New York . . . John F. Brookman,
account executive in the public relations division for Fulton, Morrisseyj
Chicago . . . Edward Armsby, account executive on the Westinghous*
Broadcasting Co. account for Ketchum,

Rife* Jfc ¥

NOW TOP BANANA in BUFFALO

'*■*
Mm

[ff
m

||ggjg)|£

now

leads all Buffalo stations with I

the largest share

* Penn Fruit — Point of Sale
* Direct mail
* Displays
See your Walkerman

.- WTOX
02363

Other appointments: Robert E.
Britton, v.p. in charge of marketing
and research operations for MacManus, John & Adams, Detroit . . . Robert
Nathe, executive producer of radio-t\
commercials for Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield . . . Thelma Lewis,
assistant media director for Ridgway
Advertising, St. Louis . . . Maitland
Jones, v.p. and creative director for
Fletcher D. Richards . . . Dorothy

MARKE
14thT

•
WGR-TV

* Newspapers

^1

^'

FULMINANT*

Key Colony Beach. Florida resort community .. . Cohen & Aleshire. \cu
York, for Lydia E. Pinkham Co., Lynn,
Mass. . . . Anderson & Cairns, for
Dictograph Products, Jamaica, New

of the viewing

audience

I

from sign-on to sign-off seven days a week. I
Source: ARB. ABC Affiliate. Call Peters, I
Griffin, Woodward

for availabilities.

WGR-TV
ABC

CHANNEL

2

BUFFALO

ELrI A TRANSCONTINENT
8

STATION
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ONE TV STATION REACHES

1/5 OF A BIG NATION

of
druall
g
Canadian
sales
are
made
in our
Hamilton
Toronto
Niagara
Peninsula^
coverage
area

min our huge coverage area 2,552,715 people spend $76,848,000 each year in more than 1,000 drug
p. This represents 24.24% of all drug sales made yearly in all of Canada. Another black and white
t>roving CHCH-TV serves the richest market in Canada." Source: Sales Management Elliott-Haynes.
further information call: Montreal: UN 6-9868, Toronto: EM 6-9236,
rjilton: JA 2-1101, Vancouver: TA 7461, New York City: PL 1-4848,
: MI 2-6190, San Francisco: YU 6-6769
CHANNEL^ CANADA

CHCH-TV

Macleod and Grove, New York . . .
Stever Aubrey, account service group
head in charge of Chesterfield and
Oasis accounts for McCann-Erickson.

ASSOCIATIONS
In an annual report reviewing
1957 accomplishments, the Assoeiation of Maximum Service Telecasters, Inc. points out that it
• Made significant contributions to
area studies of tv propagation characteristics

I 1 I made plans for a month-long,
observance in May to dramatize radio's
service to the American people (2) reaffirmed the broadcasters' ownership
of property rights in programs originated 1>\ them (3) heard a review of
legal problems relating to radio broadcasters b\ Association attorney Douglas Anello, who indicated that every
effort should be made to prevent local
advertising tax laws from getting on
the books.

REPS

• Successfully resisted the plan for.
elimination of the nationwide Table^of ,
H-R Representatives' Frank E.
Allocation
Pellegrin issued this warning this
• Will continue its efforts to obtain
week in a speech before station
removal of the excise tax on all-chanmembers of the Broadcast Advernel receivers as one move in the directising Club of Chicago:
tion of encouraging UHF.
Stations must give agencies complete
Meetings: The 6th annual meeting of
station and market data on their stathe New England Chapter of American
tions and markets or surrender the
\\ omen in Radio and Television will
buying field to the rating services.
he held 7-9 February at the Hotel
Statler in Hartford, Conn. ...

the

Spring convention of the board of directors of the Texas Association of
Broadcasters, slated for 16-17 March,
in Orange. Texas.
The \ \B's Radio Board took these
actions:

The Honolulu market area is the
latest study to come from NBC
Spot Sales current market series.
Among the data : 1 1 ) total population has increased 20r/f since 1950;
(2| buying income for the territory is

Let me know when the show is over.
I want to catch their commercial again!''

It is possible to create commercials that
add to the "entertainment" of a program.
Commercials that become conversation pieces
can sell a lot of product too. Our designs for
the animation sequence in "Around the World
in 80 Days" have been hailed by critics* as
the best part of a great show. The same talent
can make your next commercial a standout.

animation, inc.
8564
HOLLYWOOD

MELROSE

AVENUE

46, CALIFORNIA
OLympia

2-3540

New York • Chicago • Detroit

$905,809,000 with total retail sales at
8478.740,000.
National
available

Time
Sales is making |
its third
booklet
on J

Spanish
language radio and the '
Mexican market to advertisers and
agencies.
The
booklet,
entitled
"Mexican-jJ
American Memo", can be obtained by
writing on request from National Time
Sales.
Rep

appointments:
H-R
Television for KTVU, San Francisco-Oak-i
land. The station will begin operation
this spring . . . Young Television.
for WLOF-TV,
Orlando,
Fla. . .
CConnell-Palmer
Co., Los L. AB
and San Francisco representative, anci
Everett-McKinney,
New York anc
Chicago
representative, for Imperial
Broadcasting
System. The Southerr
California chain has stations in River
side. Brawley, Indio and Blythe . .
Devney, Inc. for WBPZ AM-TV, Loci .
Haven, Pa. . . . Latin Ameriean Net
work, New York, U. S. and Canada*
rep for Union Radio HRTV, Teguci!
galpa, Honduras . . . Pan Americai
Broadcasting
for station
HSIJS
Bankok, Thailand . . . The Meekei
Co. for WKAT, Miami, Fla
Foste !
and Creed, Inc., for WNBH AM-FMJ
New Bedford, and WOCB AM-FM
Cape Cod . . . The Boiling Co. fo I
KIKK, Bakersfield, California.
Harold Davis, 52, account executivj
for CBS Radio Spot Sales, died ItJanuary in Manhattan.

People: James Shannon, nations'*
sales representative for WIIC-TV, Pitts'
burgh. He was formerly chief timt
buyer for Ketchum, MacLeod & Grovf
Pittsburgh ... Ted Van Erk. to the t
sales staff of the Boiling Co. Van Erij
was formerly a special agent for thil
FBI . . . Robert V. Meany, present*)
tions director, and Martin Goldberg
audience and market analysis directoj}
for H-R Representatives . . . Sam B
Schneider, account executive for CBi
Radio Spot Sales, Chicago. He wal
formerly midwest manager for SPON
SOR . . . Doug Yates, account execi!
tive for CBS Radio Spot Sales servin
on the WCBS sales staff . . . Morto
A. Barrett, appointed secretary fcj
the Boiling Co. He will be director c
sales development in his new positioi
Thomas H. Melohn, account execi
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live for Blair-TV, Chicago . . . Fulton
Wilkins, account executive for CBS
Radio Spot Sales, New York . . .
Robert Ross Tortorich, to the Chicago sales staff of the John E. Pearson
* Co. . . . Jeanette F. Sytsma, execu°( ; tive assistant co-ordinating media activities for Intercontinental Services,
Ltd. . . . Sid Connolly, account executive for Kettell-Carter, Boston.

NETWORKS
ABN

has revamped some assignments and announced a realignment of executives :

• Dale L. Moudy, special station
services director, takes on additional
duties as assistant to president Roberl
K. Eastman.
• Irv Lichtenstein will head the
promotion and exploitation departmenl
in addition to serving in that post for
the special stations services department.
• Henry W. Levinson, formerly
manager becomes director of sales development.
• Lawrence J. Pollock, also formerly manager, now director of re

search.

Procter &

SCBA now has all four major networks within its fold.
New business announced
TV this week:

by NBC-

• Over $1 million and twelve advertisers for the Today and Tonight
shows.
• Johnson Motors, signed to sponsor one full hour and two half hours of
the Bob Hope Show.
Kudo: ABC-TV's Bold Journey,
cited by the People-to-People Foundation for its contributions to education
and international understanding.
ABC-TV's

Dick Clark, star of the

afternoon "American Bandstand" program, will begin 15 February a new
weekly nighttime program, The Dick
Clark Shoiv. No sponsors, as yet.

Names : Jack Ward Mitchell, supervisor of daytime programs for CBS
Radio . . . NBC's J. M. Clifford,
named chairman of the advertising,
publishing and entertainment section
of the 1958 New York Red Cross campaign.

RESEARCH
Gamble

and

Pontiac

will co-sponsor the 10th Annual
Emmy Awards telecast over NBCTV on 15 April.
The tab for the hour and a half
special: Around $250,000 for talent
and production.

RAB

is distributing to its members a booklet designed to sell
radio to those advertisers whose

Mutual sees a future in a 24-hour
program service for itself on the
basis of what it's learned about
road traffic.
The network thinks that with the
cooperation of its affiliates it can deliver a valuable information service
for drivers.

• Nine out of ten housewives spend
nearly two hours daily listening to
radio.

market is the nation's 13 million
working housewives.
The basis of radio's effectiveness for
this market:

• More than one
holds isheaded up
(See TV version
SPONSOR-SCOPE

out of four houseby a working wife.
of this 18 January
page 11.)

From turnpike authorities, for inThe Pulse has opened Chicago offices in the Tribune Tower to
to stance, Mutual
learned that a subserve the midwest area.
J stantial nighttime car audience is inNamed to head the new division:
j;l dicated by the percentage of tolls acn curring during nighttime hours from ' George Herro, formerly account exec9 to 15% on various roads from midutive for Mutual.
night to 6 a.m. (Mutual now broadcasts on a 19-hour basis.)
ARB is moving its western division into larger quarters on Selma
Street, Hollywood.
[J Mutual, via Mutual-Pacific, its new
Western Division, has joined the
The new offices will house ARB's
Southern California Broadcasters
Arbitron instant audience measureAssociation.
ment device.
a ■
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ARB

released this week its ratings

of the top 10 tv programs in January 1958 for the New York area.
The ranking:
Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Program
Rating
Perry Como
44.6
Loretta Young
38.2
Movie 4— High Noon
36.4
Gunsmoke
36.3
Playhouse 90
35.0
Shower of Stars
33.4
Danny Thomas
33.0
Lassie
32.8
Alfred Hitchcock 31.5
You Bet Your Life
31.1

FILM
One indication that selling peaks
are leveling to year-round buying
was a report this week from CNP.
Sparked by two new first-run sales
Union Pacific and Medic — and one
second series (Silent Service), CNP
rolled up a sales volume 250% higher
than any previous January, and the
second highest month in the company's
history.
Highest
195". sales
For the
week was
of 16April.
January,
totaled more than $650,000.
NTA reports a record net income
for the first quarter of this vear:
$270,000.
Last year's income for corresponding months was $237,000.
Sales : ABC's 26 Men reached the 165
market mark, with seven new sales.
New buyers include Safeway Stores in
three markets; X Bakery, one market;
Calcasieu Baking Co.. two markets;
and KSYD-TV. Wichita Falls.
CBS TV Films reports eight
new sales of its 15-minute Newsfilm package, to four U. S. Stations
and three abroad . . . the Trans-Lux
Encyclopaedia Brittannica Film Library was bought by WPRO TV. The
package contains about 700 films.
Re new series: TCF TV will produce
seven new pilots in the next two
months. Series include: Boot Hill, a
western; Cameo Kirby, an hour-long
series on a Mississippi gambler; Mr.
Belvedere and Mother is a Freshman.
both based on movies of the same
name; Transatlantic, an adventure
series; and two others, still untitled . . .
Space Patrol, a science fiction series,
will be distributed by the newly-formed

Cornel Distributing Corp. . . . MCA
made available tins week a second
series, of // You Had a Million, offshoots -I ( BS network's The Millionaire . . . TRans-Lux has jusl released
/ Trip in the Moon, a color science
film.
Reycar IN Productions, of Texas,
i- offering a western series with
all-child casts.
Tilled Texas Little Buckaroo's, the
films will run from 12 to 20 minutes,
with the idea of allowing for their
incorporation into a station's moppet
programs.
i BS \\ Film Sales announced impressive ratings on two of its shows:
Whirlybirds is ahead in 56% of its
markets, while Annie Oakley is gunwhipping her competition in 68% of
markets surveyed.
Features: Guild Films has acquired
tv rights to 141 features, most of
them of post-1948 vintage. Package
includes such films as / Shot Jesse
James, The Steel Helmet, Leave it to
the Marines. Lost Continent, etc. . . .

Screen Gems' Triple drown feature
group was recent!) picked up b)
KENS TV, San \nlonio. and KRLD
TV, Dallas, making a total market of
30 stations now sold. ... LAP reports sales of its Warner Bros, and
Popeye cartoon series to KSBW-TV
and KELO-TV, and a major group of
Warner Bros, features to WHCT-TV.

lasi week on a five-week lour through J
Latin Vmerica.

Merchandising: Screen Gems' new
series, Casey Jones, was introduced via
a press party at KPIX-TV. Special
feature was a $13,000 model train
exhibit
sonality. belonging to a station per-

New sales assignments announced at
AAP:
John
McGormiek,
midwest-I
ern sales manager:
Bob
Hoffman,
midwestern sales executive; Ben Elrod, western division sales manager.! J
In addition. Kirk Torney and I. en
Hammer
station sales coordinators.! j
will cover additional territory in the
northwest.

Tod Andrews, Gray Ghost star, begins personal appearances this week
on request from regional advertisers
and stations. Kick-off will be in St.
Louis.
In the foreign markets: AAP has
exhausted the Australian market
for its Warner features with a $1
million sale to Herald Sun TV, Melbourne, and TV Corporation, Sidney
. . . Bill Fineshriber, Screen Gems
international operations director, left

DON'T get snowed under
an avalanche of spots

n BUFFALO

Strictl) personnel: James Ander-J
son, named national sales manager 1
for broadcasting properties, and]
George Grandall, public relations
director, both at NTA . . . Ned Smith,
film.
appointed creative director at Trans-j

TV

STATIONS

Three northern California tv sta-1
lions linked themselves into a network J
to debate the subject of free or pay tv.l
By questions phoned in viewers
participated in the half-hour crossfire] 1
The mail vote that followed showeda
470 against and 20 for pay-tv. The»
phone reaction brought 180 opinions})]
— all against.
Participating with KRON-TV.
theW
anchor station for the program, wen
KSBW-TV,
Salinas and
KSBY-TV.i
San Luis Obispo.
(See SPONSORSCOPE, page 12.J
for more on these pay-tv discussions!
and ballots, i
On the teen side:

NO
NO

DOUBLE
TRIPLE

SPOTTING
SPOTTING

WWOL
More listeners per $ too
Dig out the facts and figures £&><3^V^

NIELSEN

c/iecA ^pulse
C/iec/c V HOOPER

FORJOE

& CO.

tWWOL
315 MAIN

STREET, BUFFALO, N.Y

• Tastykake Junior Show Business!
a weekly half-hour sponsored by the)
Tasty Baking Co., has debuted over
WFIL-TV, Philadelphia. The show!
features interviews with talented teen
agers, with a panel of experienced theatrical judges and even a booking
agent on hand to steer aspiring per
formers to possible futures in show
business.
• Top Ten Dance Party, a syndi
cated series on WHBQ. Memphis, held
a dance contest and asked viewers tc
enclose a penny with their choice vot<!
for the winner. A collection of $1,491!
resulted and was turned over to a local
charity.
• WSB,

Atlanta, is somewhat enr

barrassed by the way its new "shock';
series has (aught on with teen-agers
8 FEBRUARY 1958

It's all in a day's work of buying and selling
local radio and television time. And it's why .

Nielsen Station Index gives you both
Station-Total and Metro -Area facts
NSI Station -Total Audiences
(counting all the homes tuned in,
regardless of their location)

NSI Metro-Area* Audiences
(reporting the intensive
market area)

For cost-per-thousand appraisals... multimarket campaigns... local radio or tv effort
needing the full reach of the stations...

For matching radio or tv to brand needs...
appraising brand impact against competition

NSI Station-Total data
are indispensable.

...measuring "inner area" campaigns...
NSI Metro-Area data
are indispensable.

Each is essential; neither is sufficient by itself. You need both Station -Total and
Metro- Area data for profitable time buying and selling. The Nielsen Station Index
gives you both, in their full dimensions:
> Homes reached cumulatively in a month
(and in a week, for the weekly radio strips)
> Quarter hours received per home
(for weight of impact)
> Per-broadcast audience facts
(for station time period comparisons)
Only the Nielsen Station Index regularly reports both Station-Total and MetroArea Audiences... in the full dimensions of radio and television.
*The

ace
?pted U.S. Census -defined Metropolitan
Marketing
Areas,
Compari sons with other major marketing areas are available on request.

Nielsen Station Index

aserviceofthe A.C.Nielsen

2101 Howard Street, Chicago 45, Illinois-HOllycourt 5-4400

Company

. wire . . .or write today for all the facts
Chicago 1, Illinois
360 N. Michigan Ave.-FRanklin 2-3810
MCQR0&/FI6HIS
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New York 36, New York
500 Fifth Ave.-PEnnsylvania 6-2850

Menlo Park, California
70 Willow Rd.-DAvenport 5-0021

FINANCIAL

telecast a live dress rehearsal of the
The station felt youngsters shouldn't
be seeing the thrillers at all. so carefully programed them for a late hour
on Thursday. \n immediate storm of
complaints from parents and school
people revealed that high schoolers
were staying up anyway and urged
that the series he programed on Frida\. So \\ SB is doing that, seemingh
to everyone's satisfaction.
Programing — the public service
side :
• WRGB-TV, Schenectady, is
launching a dawn course in basic Russian, to he offered twice a week for
twelve weeks. It is designed to help
I . S. scientists assimilate Russia's technical scientific literature, and is cosponsored bv the American Chemical
Society, which saw an opportunity to
reach \ ia tv the heavy concentration
of scientific personnel in the area.
• WHTN-TV, Huntington, W.
Va., televised a simulated traffic court
session. It was presided over by Municipal Judge Richard Tyson and city
attornevs in their natural roles, but
with the police chief as defendant.
• WNBC. West Hartford. Conn.,

Hartford Symphony Orchestra — a tv
first for both orchestra and Connecticut viewers.
• KOVR, Stockton, Cal., is
bringing in local scientists for six live
telecasts devoted to rockets, space travel and satellites.
TV Personnel: Daniel D. Calibraro, assistant to the vice-president
and general manager of WGN . . .
Thomas Brown and Albert E.
Moore, account executives. WBAL TV
sales department . . . Alfred J. Gibbons, sales staff member of WRCV
TV . . . George T. Rodman, director
of advertising, promotion and press
information of KGO TV . . . Bill Fox,
news director. KTNT TV . . . William
J. Flynn, sales manager. WWL TV
. . . Donald J. Kramer, assistant tv
program and production manager,
WWJ TV . . . Tony Picha, promotion
manager of WMAR TV . . . Bob
White, public service director of
WJBK TV . . . Chester E. Pike Jr.,
station manager of WPTV . . . Mort
Silverman, general manager of
WJMR and WJMR TV.

Stock market quotations: Follow- M
ing stocks in air media and related
fields are listed each issue with quotations for Tuesday this week and Tuesday two weeks before. Quotations supplied by Merrill Lynch. Pierce, Fenner
( hange
and Beane.

- %

15%
Tues.
21 Jan.

Stock
New

York Stock
171%

AB-PT
AT&T
Avco

13%
27%
7
34%

Columbia Pic

23%
14
17%
34

Tues.
15
Feb. 4
Exchange
6%
28%
172%

- %
- %

13%

13%
+1%

Paramount
RCA
StorerS "A"
CB
Loew's
20th-Fox
Warner Bros.
Westinghouse

24%
63%
3%

23
24%
17%
35
31/4
65%
4%

+ %

368%
Ts

++2%%

6%

3%
American Stock Exchange
6%
r-s
Allied Artists
Assoc. Art. Prod
8%
C&C Super
2%
Dumont Labs.

ft

Guild Films
NTA

V-i

+ %
+1%

+ %
++ A%

FiAAt Ut F/ieono
The November '57 ARB reports —
Between 7 a.m. and 12 midnight
Sunday through Saturday
KMJ leads with 200 quarter-hour firsts
while Station A has 134, and
Station B has 132

KMJ-TV

•

FRESNO,

CALIFORNIA

IN TOTAL
RATED TIME
PERIODS
• Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
sponsor

•
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SOCIOLOGY

. . . WESTERNS

(Continued from page 37)
Foote Whyte's Organization Man are
both excellent examples of this documented, insightful understanding of
our culture and the audience for massmedia.

In "The Giant's Market", in the
Southeast . . .

Along with this heightened understanding ofthe wants and needs of the
tv audience there are facts connected
with the psychology of tv programing
— the understanding of the mental
processes by which people identify,
empathize or enjoy shows. For example: Dr. Herta Herzog in her article, "Psychological Gratifications in
Daytime Radio Listening," analyzed
the reasons why women listen to soap
operas. Among other things, she found
that women listen to serials for emotional release, to indulge in wishful
thinking or to obtain comfort and
ready-made solutions to their own
problems.
What about this age of self-help?
Rather than the age of anxiety, it ap' pears to be the age of Dale Carnegie,
; Norman V. Peale and other formularized assistance to help us live positively and happily.
Also, life is being
lived in newer, more socially-directed
circumstances. As one sociologist puts

THE
M-G-M
PACKAGE
IS OURS
ALONE
IN THIS
GREAT
4-STATE
MARKET

* it, the problem
is one of "keeping
{ down with the Joneses" — of getting
along in a group.
How
does (and
should) the group-oriented Changing
American conduct himself in a world
of altered values?
For example: It's easy to imagine a
show built around a competent, admirable and altogether human character who, say, is the personnel director
of a large manufacturing and sales
concern. In the course of his work,
: he solves problems — the everyday
problems of men and women who
choose to work in large, corporate operations. He guides by example. There
are, however, some over-all problems
to which he is constantly addressing
himself.
How does one maintain his individuality and, at the same time, conform
to a group? How does one live in a
large impersonal organization without
becoming a robot? These are basic
problems — problems which should capture the imagination of the growing
member of Americans who live in such
j situations.
Let's look at today's kids, themselves, for ideas. This is a time when
many parents deplore the lack of reFEBRUARY 1958

"Zke
GiantPOWER
of Southern
Skies"4
MAXIMUM
ON CHANNEL

. . . it's now "LEO'S ROAR
ON CHANNEL 4 . . ."
NBC

WFBC-TV has purchased the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer film package exclusively
for its Giant Market of 2-Million People.
Including Greenville, Spartanburg, Anderson and Greenwood, South Carolina, and
Asheville,

North

Ask us or WEED
assistance.

NETWORK

i!

WFBC-TY

Carolina.

for ratings, availabilities, and

Represented
Nationally By
WEED
TELEVISION
CORP.

sourcefulness and ingenuity in the
play activities of their children. "Kids
toda) dont know how to amuse themselves "i build things or show some
independence, etc." Where's the personally-created fun of the Our Gang
days "i the Rinkydinks?
No matter how much nostalgia is
responsible for this parental attitude,
there is a salient wish — on the part of
the parents for the sake of the children
who would love it — to go back to the
virtues of \esterda\ : resourcefulness,
self-reliance, constructiveness (look at
the tree house in Lassie). There
should be main ways this could be
programed.
For instance: There seems to be missing from tv today a group or a gang
with which the child can participate
in constructive how -to-do-it activities;
a group in which kids can participate
in some of the ritual and belongingness that are part of all group activities; a show which is a reflection of
that old-fashioned, American, do-it-forvourself, don't-buy-it, don't-let's-haveour-fun-made ought to have a good
chance in today's tv climate. Because
these are things that are basic to the

Nature of the Beast, kids building rafts
to play pirates, kids building wagons
to plaj firemen — all these things take
guidance and know-how. There are
great rewards for the advertiser who
provides this guidance.
The magazine business is another
source of insights for original tv programing. Look at how books like
Playboy have captured the interest of
the "uncertain set" — the young high
school and college graduates who are
looking for the mode of gratiousness,
the "really sophisticated way to live."
They want this information slipped
to them gently in a "cool," off-hand
way. No lectures, no preachments, but
examples of the good life. They want
to know what to do when you get there
just as much as how you get there in
the first place. With a few brilliant
exceptions, there have been few sympathetic and understanding tv portrayals of the uncertain set and the problems and feelings that they have.
Another lesson to be learned from
the magazines is applicable to tv programing. You have to tailor your
presentation to a specific target audience. Main people, for instance, be-

lieve Collier's folded because it was too
general. This criticism takes on mean- '
ing when the old Collier's is compared
to books like Seventeen and Playboy.
In the same vein, dramatic anthologies ;
are being given new handles which
presumably
will pinpoint an audience
better than promotion for a general
dramatic hour would.
Climax. Suspicion, Danger, The Vise are all examples.
Obviously, these are very broad examples. And they are programing
areas, certainb not show ideas as such.
But every show idea falls into an area
and the areas we've mentioned have,
along with others, been pretty sparsely
represented in tv despite their great

i

;

J
I

potentialities.
It's really no more risky than fol- 1
low ing the leader. And when you multiply audience by the plus of individ- j
ualized show context, it seems like a
smart thing to do.
^
"DON'T

BE

GREEDY"

{Continued from page 33)
and recommend their use by a client!
on one basis only — how well the show |
answers the advertising needs," Taylor 11
states.

the Jacksonville porpoise with a purpose, says:

TAKE

A MINUTE
to get your share of this important
Florida-Georgia SI1/? billion market.
It's "Theater 12" every Saturday and
Sunday evening at 1 1 :20 P.M. Frame
your sales message with great, audience-getting Twentieth-Century
Fox and Warner Brothers movies .. . and in the Jack Paar
"Tonight" show Monday
through Friday.

1

gite'LlphNimmeus
a (all in fadtsomille
at LLgin 6-H81 or
your
nearestlorP.G.W.
■■Colonel"
avail-

£A
Wt
ill
MH"
FLORIDA'S

TV
I W

SPONSOR.

the executive told

He compares tv unfavorably with
other media in this respect, stating that
it's considerably easier, for instance.'
to get good advertising counsel fromj
a magazine space salesman than it isj
from t\'s time salesmen.
Taylor also finds many tv stations
lacking in good merchandising sup-j
port of an advertiser's funds. He|
«rants that some do a top job, and thati
others are acceptable, but he saysl
there are still a lot of stations that
"don't do anything."
Taylor-Reed's board chairman lumps
all of these tv industry needs, as he

1, In

sees them, under the heading of "pro-r
fessional selling." And he predicts,
"The sooner stations stop selling on a
straight opportunistic basis the sooner!
they "11 do better financially."
Taj lor feels these points are partic-1
ularlv important to an advertiser of

{abili,ies.
, Griffin, Woodwar

nnel 12
Cha
Jacksonville, Florida

COLORFUL

to an advertiser,"

)

1/
tier

He credits tv's sellers with "a lot of B
first-hand experience; they've seen a!
lot of campaigns come and go. They (•
should make their knowledge available I

STATION

Taylor-Reed"s size in this — "the era ofi
mergers — when the big get bigger and
the small gel smaller."

^
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IN SOUTHWEST

GEORGIA'S

ONLY
METROPOLITAN

MARKET

WALB-TV

COMPLETELY

DOMINATES

Highest Nighttime RATING

75.0*

Top 15 once a week WALB-TV*
Minimum

Share of Audience 88%*

82,511

Share of Audience 99%*

markets in the United States" — Forbes Magazine.

WALB-TV

TV Homes

46.0*

Top 10 multi-weekly WALB-TV*
Maximum

"Albany is one of the top 10 GROWTH
The

Highest Daytime RATING

area has
21 Radio Stations

52 Newspapers

America's largest Marine Corps
supply center

Turner Air Force Base

Half a million population

*Tele-Puhe Albany, Ga. Metro
December 1957 — Mori, thru Sun.

WALB-TV
Albany, Georgia

Raymond

Represented by Venard, Rintoul & McConnell,

SPONSOR

•
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F. Carow, General Manager

Inc., New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco.

James

S. Avers, Atlanta.

TIMEBUYERS
' Continued from page 35)
have the benefit of sessions addressed
1>\ timebuyers and media specialists.
\t l.inil Mogul Co., timebuyers are
developed on the job. Says Les Dunier, vice president and air media director. "We don't hire a secretary in
our department unless we see in her a
possible timebuyer of the future."
Mogul stresses the development of
timebuyers from within the shop. A
typical woman timebuyer there might
tunc begun as a billing clerk, moved
into media research, then on to becofne
an estimator, an assistant buyer and
finally a timebuyer. The male timebuyer might have started in the mail
room, next taken over on checking invoices, moved on through estimating
or media research to assistant timebuyer and then timebuyer. At the
assistant timebuyer level, the Mogul
trainee is exposed to monthly conferences where all the buyers meet to
discuss and exchange new ideas and
information.
At Doherty, Clifford. Steers & ShenHeld, the steps usualh followed by the
young timebuyer-to-be are mail room,
estimating, and then on to assistant
timebuyer to work on several campaigns. How long they spend at each
step in training depends — as in most
agencies — on personal progress and
openings ahead. "But our agency tries
to get everyone of them into the swim
as fast as possible," says Sam Vitt, a
group supervisor.
-*v< B Feels a practical training program for new timebuyers should first
determine if the trainee has the inherent intelligence and capacity for
applying himself to media work, and
also be the means by which the trainee
may determine if media leads to the
opportunity he is seeking. In their
own program, the steps to assistant
buyer are (1) estimating, to learn
costs; (2) media research for basic
marketing and media planning. In
the latter department, the trainee becomes familiar with the rating services, coverage analyses, sales figures
and other data.
There are also opportunities for the
timebuyer to improve himself off the
job. Agencies suggest that timebuyers
subscribe to trade publications and
agencies afford them the chance to attend RTES timebuyers seminars. Field
trips to nearb) radio or l\ stations are
often part of the outside training. ^

LUCKIEST
TIMEBUYER
\Continued from page 40)
smooth-working team, . so we ran the
message up the flagpole, and sure
enough it played the Marseillaise. You
see. it was in French, and when translated came out something like, "Take
me to the main office of the American
Blue
BlueCompany."
what? Blue cheese, blue bird,
the old Blue Network? But that was
beyond the prescribed limits on 66th
St. Right here, like a bolt from the
blue, someone had one of those oncein-a-lifetime intuitive flashes and yelled
American Blue Print Co. We checked
in the phone book; their main office
was just five blocks from the Biltmore.
We gave it a try, drove by the main
office and, amid whoopla and flashing
flashbulbs, seized the fifth clue. We
didn't know it then but we had turned
the darkest corner of the labyrinth.
Things happened fast after that. We
had a small jigsaw puzzle, which
showed Times Square on one side, and
advised us to buy the January 18th
issue of the Seattle Post Intelligencer
and look at the personal column. Off
we went to the out-of-town newsstand
at the Times Building, procured the
paper, and there, right where they said
it would be, was a small insert telling
us to pace off 175 paces west from
44th St. and Broadway. The cabbie,
wise in the ways of Gotham, said that
175 paces would put us in front of
Sardi's. He proved his point, when
more flashbulbs popped as we landed
there.
By this time, we were all breathless,
and getting apprehensive as a new element entered into the picture. This
was "The Man in the Black Homburg."
We had noticed him before, at other
way stations, and now we were sure
that he represented a rival team.
We stood in front of Sardi's smack
dab in the middle of the theatre-going
throngs, looking for a phone number
as instructed. We raised our eyes
heavenward, for a sign, a portent, and
in the process, discovered the next
clue. On the marquee of an adjoining theatre was a phone number. We
rushed into Sardi's, sent the major
domo sprawling, hounded into the upstairs phone booth, and here I dug
deep into m\ own purse, fished out a
dime and dialed the number.
An electrical transcription played
that old tinier. "Pardon

me hoys, is

that

the

Chattanooga

Choo

Choo,

TRACK 29," and then silence.
Down the stairs we leaped, passing !
that Black Homburg on a mad dash
into our just-vacated booth. Back in
the cab with Abe, we carefullv weighed
the two choices — Grand
Central, or ,
Penn. Station? We picked the latter,
because that's where a train from Tennessee would come in. We burst into !
Penn. Station, only to find that there
is no Track 29.
Was this to be our Armageddon? \
Had the long trail been a wild goose
chase?
Our hearts sank; and then
soared, when we espied a young man
in a track uniform jogging along with i
a large "29" hanging around his neck.
We leaped at him, pummelled him, almost tore him limb from limb, until
he handed us the key to a locker (0489
to be exact). Scenting our quarry, we
ransacked the terminal, until, almost
as an anti-climax we found the locker,
turned the key, and there in dazzling
glory, lay the crown.
Jubilantly, we hopped back into the
cab, all but flogging poor Abe to speed
us to our rendezvous with destiny.
But wait a minute, what destiny, were
we first or fifth — quite a difference between a Vespa motor scooter and a
ski sweater.
We whirled into the Waldorf like a

|
1
|
I

;
I
I
I

i

cyclone to discover that indeed we were
first. Thirty minutes later, "Black
Homburg" bounced in with his team
for second place, the others struggled
in later, some with tales of harrowing
adventure.
But to get back to my second hobby, the prizes had yet to be awarded
and one of us five would waltz off with
a huge Ampex hi-fi console. There
were five letters spelling out Crown i
pinned to a curtain on the stage, and
we were told to stand under the letter
of our choice. I chose the N, and after m\ four teammates turned their respective letters around to find the word
"Vespa" written there, I knew without
looking, that I had my second hobby
of the week in the bag. It's sitting at i
home now — a great big mass of tubes I
and amplifiers, a radio, tape recorder,
and record player all rolled into one I
with binaural woofers, stereophonic
tweeters, and a few dials that look as
if the) might launch the ICBM.
Excuse me please, I have to run [»
along now.
I have a couple of questionnaires tofill out, and I sure hope '
ih. \ ask me to list hobbies, I'm loaded
with 'em.
^
•
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WRC-TV has a spot for you beside the biggest stars

22.8, the highest in the entire Washington art!'

in all television. During the prime "AA" nighttime
hours, when audiences are greatest and interest at

A select few of these spots among

a peak, your spot shares the limelight with big network name-stars -at spot's low, low cost.

will gladly help you plan a schedule immedially

WRC-TV*

And on WRC-TV, you're assured of big audiences
every night of the week, all week long. In this prime
evening time, WRC-TV has an NSI average rating of

the stars;n

Washington's Number One Station* are now Ifl
able. WRC-TV or your NBC Spot Sales representave

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

SOLD

I SPOT

BY
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
8 FEBRUARY,
SPONSOR

All industry matters in Washington

1958

Copyright 1958
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INC.

WEEK

this week took a back seat, naturally, to

the Moulder subcommittee's probe of alleged misconduct within the FCC.
The highlights of the proceedings, which produced frequent emotional and argumentative brushes between interrogator and witness and within the subcommittee itself, included:
• An opinion by Joseph Campbell, comptroller-general of the U.S. and watchdog over the
financial dealings of government agencies and personnel, that FCC chairman John Doerfer
had violated the law by accepting expense money from private interests.
• Doerfer countering this opinion with the argument that a section of the Communications
Act does permit "honorariums or compensations" for delivery of publications and papers.
(Campbell differed with Doerfer's interpretation.)
• Doerfer obviously succeeded as the questioning proceeded in casting legal doubt on the
Campbell interpretation. Further, as to most of the alleged wrongdoing imputed to him, Doerfer seemed to prove at worst he had done nothing more than innocently follow custom.
• Dr. Bernard Schwartz, special counsel for the Moulder group, being accused by Doerfer
of not caring for the facts but merely seeking to prove his case.
• Robert K. Richards, former NARTB administrative v.p., describing how Doerfer came
to receive $575 from the NARTB for a trip the FCC chairman took to Oklahoma. (Doerfer
later explained that $275 was for Mrs. Doerfer's fare and $300 was for a speech he made at
the dedication of KWTV's new antenna.)
Also developed was this: Doerfer allegedly collected from the government $240.65 for
airline fare from Oklahoma City to Seattle and from there to Washington, plus per diem expenses of $9 per day for 5 days, plus $10.50 for miscellaneous expenses.

It was presumed that similar cases would be developed about the other accused commissioners.
Doerfer accused Schwartz of trial by innuendo in the newspapers, and said "all the ordinary rules of fair play have been disregarded."
Doerfer also said it is not only the right, but the duty, of FCC commisioners to
consult with members of the industry.
Doerfer declared that in the 10% of the time when the Commissioners act as judges,
he discusses cases neither with litigants nor with anybody else. But in the 90% of the time
when the FCC is busy considering rules, it must confer with industry groups and individuals.
Commissioners Hyde and Bartley agreed with this position, aimed at the charge of
"fraternizing."
Hyde and Doerfer also agreed that acceptance of the loan of color tv sets was only a
part of their duties. They must keep up with developments in the industry they regulate,
they said.

As Schwartz kept hammering away at Doerfer about accepting $165.12 for a trip he didn't
make (Doerfer later returned the money upon realizing his mistake), people on the sidelines
were beginning to wonder whether:
1 ) The Moulder subcommittee was letting itself be taken completely away from its original objective by what House Speaker Rayburn has termed "flyspeck scandal."
2) How out of this bitterness and acrimony there was a chance of the inquiry doing a
high-level job in these areas: (a) whether the FCC was administering the law under its jurisdiction properly, and (b) whether the FCC's actions had been improperly influenced by outside forces.
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if you want decision makers63.0

SPONSOR
Broadcasting

76c fuedOoK

57.3

TV Age

42.7

TV Magazine

35.8

<u&c«l uacu: "What magazine do you read with fair regularity?"
Every respondent was validated as a decision maker in the broadcast field.

by every independent survey

*tf
»&■»
*7<£e <$ue*tio+i dtked

SPONSOR

73.4

Broadcasting

66.6

TV

Age

TV

Magazine

59.9

55.5

H

cwia: "What magazines do you read— every issue— every other issue— less frequently?"
Every respondent was validated as a decision maker in the broadcast field.

SPONSOR wins hands down
Among editorial-type publications
SPONSOR delivers more decision makers

SPONSOR

(at both the advertiser and agency level)

sells the TEAM

than the next big book in the field.

that buys the TIME

than any other broadcast publication.
Almost 50% more

*This excludes SRDS which is a reference publication.

A round-up of trade talks,
trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR

HEARS
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They're
still making radio jingles on a grand scale — Rheingold, for example,
sponsor publications inc.
usmg 33 musicians, 10 singers, and 10 whistlers to cut a parody of the Colonel Bogey
March.
The talent payroll came

to $10,000.

Producer Henry Jaffe won't produce the three remaining specials he had to go
on his contract with Exquisite Form Bra.
The basic reason:

Jaffe didn't like the commercials

on the first and only show,

M
a

You don't see his name in print but octogenarian A. H. Diebolt, who occupies a
small office on lower Park Avenue, has had an amazing impact on air media.
As monarch of Sterling and other drug empires he has dispersed more money in
radio than perhaps any source outside the giant P&G and General Motors.
An advertising shibboleth

of Diebolt's:

«►

Get one copy platform and stick to it!

Veteran d.j. Martin Block (WABC, N.Y.) is the latest to discard the top in
tradepaper listings and tailor his programing to the leanings expressed in listener mail.
The catalyst behind the change:
A poll conducted for him by Teen-Age Survey,
Inc., among 60,000 high school and college students and 5,000 parents.

The passing this week of William (Jolly Bill) Steinke, children's program pioneer
and cartoonist, brought back to oldtimers the bedlam that greeted them as they entered
Nick Kenny's cubbyhole at the N.Y. Mirror.
The spectacle: Steinke bellowing a sea chanty as he sketched a portrait for the
columnist; Nick's brother, Charlie, scratching away on the fiddle; and Nick himself
reciting a poem that he had just tossed off on his typewriter.

Unlike early radio, network tv has steered clear from the intimate touch that
comes from bracketing a couple first names for a title of a show.
You may recall these examples:
Betty and Bob
Jack and Loretta
Lum V

Abner

General Mills
Kirkman Soap
Horlick's Malted Milk

Martha and Hal Humphrey's Medicines

Myrt and Marge
Wrigley's Gum
Pic and Pat
. U. S. Tobacco
Tim and Irene ..... Admiracion Labs
Vic and Sade .. ...

Procter & Gamble

Ever notice how certain types of accounts drift to certain types of agencies?
Madison Avenue veterans will tell you that's because the image that the client-company
has of itself is the one it sees in the agency.
These images of agencies might be reduced to the following three:
1) The razzle-dazzle outfit that tends to deluge the client with newly sparked ideas.
2) The agency that prefers to stress service, keep on good terms with the client.
and is cautious about going out on a limb.
3) The agency whose top management is loaded with solid, conservative operators— men who have made quite a stake for themselves in personal business investments.

72
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INBC • 30 STARTS ANOTHER YEAR ON TOP
nFcbruary 13th, WNBC • 30 celebrates its fifth anniversary as Connecticut's leadership station —
esecond-oldest TV station in the state, and the first UHF in New England.
rcn Winsted to Willimantic, from Springfield, Mass. to Long Island Sound, the people of the
Ht Connecticut Valley know WNBC • 30 as their station
They like its programming leaderI. WNBC • 30 is NBC-TV in Connecticut, featuring the complete lineup of great NBC netok shows, plus an outstanding local schedule. . . . They applaud its nexus leadership. The first
a on in the state with its own remote equipment WNBC • 30 specializes in live local coverage,
)]>istently schedules more local newsreel film than any other Connecticut station. . . . They respond
*fs public service leadership. Among WNBC • 30's achievements: highly successful educational
(workshops,benefit telethons, public service spectaculars,
king ahead, WNBC

• 30 pledges that it will continue to strive in the future, as it has in the

, to deserve its proud reputation as Connecticut's leadership station.
I NBC

LEADERSHIP

STATION

IN HARTFORD-NEW

BRITAIN

• SOLD

BY

INBCJ

SPOT

SALES

COCOA

MARSH

[Continued from page 32)
per minute of freedom.
Advertised on five New York children's Digrams, the contest drew
about lO.tliH) entries — each with a
Cocoa Marsh label — during the three
weeks it ran.
The gimmick here was to name a
specially devised Cocoa Marsh drink
that tied in with Christinas via candy
cane?. The drink: a glass of hot milk
and Cocoa Marsh, with a peppermint
candy cane hung in the glass: the cane
gradually melted into the drink to provide an additional flavor kick.
'"Our aim here was to increase the
use of our product in cold weather,"
says Grunewald. "And, in a way, it
was a natural for the Christmas period
because it gave children their own personal Yule drink. Parents have a wide
variety of holiday drinks, but kids
probably feel sort of left out on this
score; this gave them a 'cocktail' of
their own."

Grunewald says this contest has all
the elements Cocoa Marsh seeks in a

a demonstration medium
matically highlighted.

promotion. "It was built around the
product; it bred a lot of first-time
Cocoa Marsh users because they needed the jar label to send in with their
entry; and it was perfect for capturing the child's imagination — every kid
seeing our commerical could just picture himself grabbing off toys by the

"We used a whistle-like gimmick
made by Bacon Bros., Boston, Mass.,

dozen at Macy's.
"The mothers were brought into the
contest act too. Each winner's mother
received
gift certificate,"
the
admana $50
told Macy's
SPONSOR.
Macy's was happy over the whole
deal also. Every Cocoa Marsh contest
commercial naturally contained a
Macy's mention. And the store got a
good deal of publicity at the time of
the winners' toy-rush when newsreel
and magazine photographers converged on the department store to
cover the event.
Cocoa Marsh also uses tv premium
offers frequently to stimulate sales. In
one premium promotion, tv's power as

a great new Joplin
LI

&

created for you by

KODE-TV
136,547 TV HOMES*
IN THE JOPLIN MARKET
Larger than Duluth, Phoenix, Ft. Wayne
$776,919,000
Buying
Income;
669,800 Total Population

•NOW 28%

HIGHER TOWER— HIGHEST

IN 4-STATE COVERACE AREA

•Television Magazine Set Count, July, 1957

You'll have more luck with
316,000 WATTS Designed Pow,
101 miles Northeast of Tulsa •
203 miles East of Wichita • 25

e

k Member of the Friendly Croup

KODE-TV-

JOPLIN,

MO.

KODE

was dra- 1

world's largest whistle manufacturer,"
Grunewald relates. "This thing had
been tried on the retail market and
died. But we picked it up, called it
'the magic flute' and offered it as a
premium for 25£ and one Cocoa
Marsh label.
"As soon as it got the benefit of tv
demonstration by our show personalities, it went like wildfire — we moved
over 58,000 'magic flutes' in Newi
York,
and of
Detroit."
The Philadelphia
literally dozens
promotions
and premium offers carried by Cocoa
Marsh on tv fulfill an important sidelight function for this sponsor. They
provide an efficient barometer for determining the sales effectiveness of the1
various tv personalities.
All promotions require label-mailing to the tv station by the children.
Careful tabulations of each show's
mail receipts are kept by Hicks &
Greist and broken down to reveal
every program's "cost per return."
This is done on a form titled "Cocoa
Marsh Promotion Efficiency" carrying!
these columns: market; station; program; promotion telecast period; promotion returns period; total telecasts;!
total returns; returns per telecast; tele-|
cast period expenditure, and cost per
return.
One report examined by SPONSOR
showed a cost per return spread of
from 21^ to $2.87. Average cost peri
return per show was 80^ on this particular report. Cancellation of the
$2.87 show, by far the most expensive,
brought the average down to 32^ per
return per show.
"Our ground rules for success in a
market are built around our ability to
measure the selling power of a show
personality,"
SPONSOR.
"One of theTaylor
reasonstoldwe're
so happy
with tv is that response is so quick we
can find out this kind of information
almost immediately. This makes foi
fast appraisal of our show investments.
If any changes are advisable, we carp
make them before good money goes
after bad," the Taylor-Reed executive
states.

>/• KODE,

KODE-TV,

How about ratings? "We've founo^
there's no correlation between a show's
rating and its effectiveness on a cosl
Joplin

basis," says the firm's board chairman. "Frequently a program with i

SPONSOR
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IN LAS VEGAS .. . THE

BIG V^

SWITCH

IS TO THE

NUMBER

WHY

THREE

NEW

KSHO-TV

IN A FACT-FILLED SERIES

THE
SWITCH?
BECAUSE
KSHO-TV
HAS
S.P.*
SOLID

XTROGRAMMING

Yes, "S. P." works both ways ... for product ... for consumer.
Solid Programming gives better "spot" adjacencies, better
"spot" participations in programs. Solid Programming means
more enjoyment
for the viewer, your customer.
Yes, Solid
both of them good for
Programming works two ways
your

product.

Here's just a small sample of KSHO-TV "S. P."
SYNDICATED
A.B.C. NETWORK
SHOWS
Wednesday Nite Fights
Disneyland
Pat Boone Chevy Show
Love That Jill
Zorro
Woody Woodpecker
PLUS
THE
FABULOUS
MILLION
STUDIOS & OFFICES ON
GROUNDS

OF EL RANCHO

Stage
DOLLAR

VEGAS

LAS VEGAS

THE

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

EN-QU
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MOVIES!

NOTE:
ABC shows are still coming in and there are still top
adjacencies available . . . look into the KSHO-TV story today!

KSHO-TV
•

7
MGM

THE

YES . . . IN BOOMING

SPONSOR

SHOWS

Susie (AAon. thru Fri.)
San Francisco Beat
Amos and Andy
Ramar of the Jungle
Star Showcase

INN

CO.

rating of 2.5 or 3 brings in labels at a
cosl per response far lower than a

Storekeeper relations : With competition keen, particularly from Bosco,

Heaviest use is for Q-T Frostings
mixes. First on the market with a

high-rated show — and there hasn't
been a proportionate difference in pro-

presently the nation's top-selling milk
additive, Cocoa Marsh goes all out to
gain store cooperation.
Store managers are supplied with a
barrage of display promotion material,
particularly when a contest or premium offer is running — yvhich is most of
the time. Display pieces are tied in
to the local tv participation, and program personalities are featured.
"We offer the stores no deals insofar as price concessions are con-

frosting mix, in 1948, Taylor-Reed
picked tv as its advertising medium

gram costs." Taylor states.
Commercials: All of Cocoa Marsh's
tv sales messages are done live by the
show personalities. Commercial copyw riling is another area where Cocoa
Marsh uses the local approach.
"Each commercial is tailored to suit
the particular program star using it,"
Grunewald told sponsor. "This means
there's no sharp contrast between the
personality's program character and
his commercial character," says Grunewald. The absence of this contrast
makes the tv pitches believable, the
Cocoa Marsh admen reason.
This believability factor is particularly important to Cocoa Marsh because "you've got to keep faith with
youngsters," says Taylor.
The "tailored" commercial approach complicates the traffic problems
at Hicks & Greist agency somewhat.
With a multitude of different commercial scripts and props in use at one
time "it's quite a job for traffic man
Ed Jennings to get everything to the

cerned," Taylor told sponsor, "but we
do a lot of special promotion for them.
We emphasize to the store manager
that we can increase traffic — particularly with promotions for store opening," he says.
Example: Cocoa Marsh has from
time to time run a "railroad" contest
to "name the Cocoa Marsh lion."
Price is a backyard size train that can
carry five youngsters. Powered with
either gas or electric engine and complete with 50 feet of track, the train is
another of Cocoa Marsh's big imagination-stimulators forkids.

Marsh on screen, regaling its "rich,
chocolate flavor" and pitching its Vitamin D and iron content by telling the
children "Drink Cocoa Marsh — be

Taylor-Reed makes these trains
available to store managers for use at
market openings, or during special
store sales and promotions. The attraction of a "free train ride for the
kiddies" at the market place has
brought added thousands to these special store events, according to the
Taylor-Reed admen.
"Our show personalities also do a
lot of personal appearance work at local supermarkets, through arrange-

strong as a lion." This nutrition factor is also aimed, of course, at the

ments made by the stations," Taylor
told sponsor.

right show at the right time," says account supervisor Grunewald.
Though the commercials are fitted
to the program star, all of them push
flavor and health value of the product.
Personalities mix and drink Cocoa

parent.
Mothers are hit again with Cocoa
Marsh's nutrition message when a
child enters a contest, or sends in for
a premium. This is done with mailings to the mother, with her address
gained from the child's contest entry
blank or premium request.
The tv approach with the "lion"
wordage is carried over to the store
shelves as the result of new package
and label design for the product.
About a year ago a distinctive "happy lion" logo was incorporated in the
milk booster's jar label — along with
the copy — "be strong as a lion." The
jar itself got an "easy-grip" design
that also made storekeepers happy because of easier stacking and more economical use of shelf space.

In opening new market areas, Cocoa
Marsh relies heavily on the local tv
participation to gain distribution. The
pattern: Station and program commitments are made firm 45 days in advance of the first show. During the
time lapse, Cocoa Marsh distributors
conduct an intensive campaign with
the store buyers and managers.
The tv schedule, along with its opening-gun contest or premium offer, usually makes for fast sign-up of stores.
"We can go into a market cold and
get our 60%-plus distribution in less
than three months' time," Taylor told
SPONSOR.
Other tv: Taylor-Reed also uses tv
advertising exclusively for four other

for the product in 1951. Why? "Because a one-minute film announcement
in tv is perfect for demonstrating the
ease of making frosting with Q-T,"
Taylor told sponsor.
Because the product is seasonal, according toTaylor, Q-T is advertised in
flights of about 30 announcements a
week for six weeks starting 15 October and 15 January each year. Q-T's
tv advertising, carried in 16 markets,
cost about $100,000 in 1957, sponsor
estimates.
About 40 film spots a
ing used by Taylor-Reed
duce its newest product —
rice. "This is the biggest

week are benow to introFluff-O-Matic
thing to hap-

pen to rice since it started growing,"
says Grunewald.
Fluff-O-Matic is "rice in a cooking
bag," he told sponsor. The rice comes
packed in a film-like bag which is
dropped into a pan of water and
cooked for the prescribed time.
After removal from the water, the
bag is zipped open and the ready-toeat rice emptied out for serving.
Tv film spots are being used in
flights in Philadelphia to push Spandy
Disinfectant, a product acquired by
Taylor-Reed about two years ago.
Spandy's tv investment during 1957
probably ran about $25,000, according to sponsor estimate.
E-Z Pop Popcorn, a product that enjoyed a meteoric rise to success via
heavy tv spot campaigns between 1954
and 1956, today is getting the TaylorReed marketing treatment.
The Connecticut firm originally became connected with E-Z Pop in late
1954 when it acquired the Eastern
states franchise for the product from
Top Pop Products, Detroit.
Last November, Taylor-Reed bought
E-Z Pop outright from Top Pop.
Taylor says "E-Z Pop is a good
product, but it rode to success originally on the hebasis
of its novelty."
"Now,"
continues,
"we are going
to build a sound marketing plan for it,
based on our experience with other
First step: "E-Z Pop is being advertised with tv film spots in about five
markets.
products." It's carried on an in-and-out
basis, principally with 12-plans. Costs
during 1957: About $50,000 by
sponsor estimate.
^

products.
SPONSOR
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Meet Paul Taft

Foresighted businessman and broadcaster . . . Paul saw the potential of television
. . . determined to be a part of it . . . built KGUL-TV

^^

Just as his station plays a prominent role in the lives of the people of Houston
and Galveston . . . Paul occupies a position of leadership in the
local affairs of these dynamic communities . . . friendly, experienced, popular . .
a man who is close to the people of Texas and knows how best to reach them.
Paul is one of the important reasons why KGUL-TV Qlp is your best buy in the
Texas Gulf area . . . the only station delivering city-grade service
to both Houston and Galveston. Represented by CBS Spot Sales.

A

CORINTHIAN

KOTV Tulsa " KGUL-TV

Galveston, serving Houston
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STATION
WANE

& WANE-TV

GALVESTON

Responsibility tn Broadcasting
Fort Wayne o WISH & WISH-TV

Indianapolis

Tv and radio
NEWSMAKERS

^■^^
J^^|
m <** '«

Lowell H. MacMillan has been named
station manager of WHEC, Inc., Rochester.
He has been associated with WHEC since
1938 when he joined the radio staff as
sports director and chief announcer. Two

H^

'EM
wows

years later he was appointed production
director of the station. He returned to

■
this same position in 1945, after spending
three years with the U. S. Air Force as a
Captain. In September, 1953, MacMillan was appointed assistant
general manager of WHEC — later his duties came to include WHECTV when that station went on the air in November of the same year.
A graduate of the University of Rochester in 1929, MacMillan began
his career with the Buffalo Broadcasting Corporation as sports director. He joined WHAM, Rochester, in 1931 in the same capacity.

IN

MIDDLE

GEORGIA

Emceed by happy Pappy McDonald, who has a way with records, "Poppy's Platters" is heard,
and better, listened to, Monday
through Friday from 3:45 till 5:45
P.M. Who listens? Teenagers, mother, grandmothers, AND the menfolks, sitting around home! Add to
these, the literally thousands of
auto radios of v >rkers leaving nearMr Base during
by Warner
Robin
e air. (An estiPappy's 17,000
time on
mated
lians
are
employed
there.)
Pappy's just one of WMAZ
Radio's staff of personalities who
keep listenership up, and more important, keep sales up, for WMAZ
Radio advertisers.
Pappy and all of them can sell
for you. Give them a chance, and
watch your sales figures rise in Middle Georgia.

10*000

WATTS

CBS

Sherril W.

Taylor, vice president and

director of promotion for the Radio Advertising Bureau, Inc., will become vice
president in charge of sales administration,
effective 1 March. He will supervise the
operation of RAB's national sales department. Said Kevin B. Sweeney, RAB president, in announcing the appointment:

11

"RAB's
steadily increasing national and
regional sales effort, with close to 5000 individual presentations
scheduled this year to advertisers and agencies, now requires the
full-time supervision of an officer of the company." Taylor was associate director of promotion for CBS Radio prior to joining RAB in
March 1956. Before that he was successively promotion director of
KSL, Salt Lake City; KNX, Los Angeles; and CBS Radio Spot Sales.

III

Miles David, sponsor's executive editor,
will become RAB's director of promotion,
succeeding Sherril Taylor (see above). He
has been with SPONSOR seven years, first
as a senior editor, soon after as managing

editor and, since 1954, as executive editor.
Said Kevin B. Sweeney, RAB president:
"Miles David is one of the best-informed
men in our industry on all phases of radio
broadcasting. He is especially well equipped to direct our accelerated promotion plan for 1958, which is built on issuance of dozens

MACON,
NATIONAL
AVERY

&A.
REP

KNODEL

of special reports." Before joining sponsor, David was associate
editor of Science Illustrated, a McCraw-Hill publication, and a freelance writer for consumer magazines. During World War II, he
served in the combat engineers, subsequently was a copy editor, then
sports editor of Stars and Stripes, Army daily newspaper in Paris.
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KLZ-TV Sweeps ARB Ratings
in Denver !

Latest ARB four-week
averages (Nov. 1957) prove undisputed
leadership of KLZ-TV.
KLZ-TV leads with 24 of the top 50
shows in the Denver market includii
Highest rated network show
(Gunsmoke 37.5)

DENVER

rated syndicated show
(Whirlybirds 34.4)
rated local show
(10 p.m. News 21.8)

(Bob Butz 5.8)
NOVEMBER,

rated local afternoon news
(Carl Akers 10.5)
High'

195*

rated local children's show
(Fred 'n' Fae 8.7)
rated local weather
(Dick Becker)
rated local sports
(Starr Yelland).

KLZ-TV delivers biggest audiences
consistently day after day. Call
your KATZ man and get the KLZ-TV
power story in Denver.
CBS In DENVER

10 TOP SYNDICATED

4.
Trooper
5. State
Frontier
Doctor
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

■TcBSl

Represented by the KATZ Agency
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SHOWS

1. Whirlybirds
34.4..KLZ-TV
2. Sheriff of Cochise... .27.5..KLZ-TV
3. Dr. Hudson
26.5..KLZ-TV
26.4..Stat.
'B'
24.0..KLZ-TV

HighwayCommand....21.1..KLZ-TV
Patrol
24.0.. Stat. 'C
Harbor
Bootef& Saddles
20.3..KLZ-TV
O. Henry
20.3..KLZ-TV
American Legend... .19. 4. .KLZ-TV

SPONSOR
SPEAKS

lO-SECOND

SPOTS

Timely signs: On Manhattan's 2nd
Avenue between 43rd and 44th Streets
is a radio appliance shop with this
sign in the window:
SPUTNIKS REPAIRED.

In defense of the FCC
The general reaction among broadcasters to the Congressional charges of ""personal misconduct" and improper
administration by FCC Commissioners is one of shock and
disbelief.
The seven members of the Federal Communications Commission are all political appointees — but, without exception,
each is capable of earning far more in private industry than
the $20,000 paid each commissioner for the vast responsibility of regulating and administering television, radio and
other forms of communication.
Furthermore, those who know the work of the seven gentlemen presently constituting the FCC have this to say about
them: They are tackling a monumental task, with an undermanned staff, cheerfully, industriously, and with intelligence.
Congress is entitled to make investigations, and the Congressional investigating committee is one of the safeguards
of our democracy. The charges leveled to date on FCC Commissioners, however, appear picayune.
And, in another important respect, we ride in defense of
the Commission. Not many years ago it was a rarity to find
an FCC Commissioner attending a broadcasters' meeting,
seeking out a grass-roots approach to a problem facing the
Commission, and studying the analytical trade publications
of the field. Today it's different. The members of the Commission have decided that they cannot operate from an "ivory
tower." The KWTV, Oklahoma City, visit by Commissioner
John Doerfer was, in the opinion of sponsor, a tribute to
Mr. Doerfer's zeal for learning things first-hand. We were
there with 50 or 60 other guests and applauded the fact that
FCC Commissioners saw fit to attend.
We have frequently visited with FCC Commissioners in
New York. Today, they even look in on Madison Avenue in
order to get a down-to-earth understanding of what makes
the industry cash register click. Their interest in a dollarsand-cents book like sponsor, frequently expressed, stems
from the same objective.
The FCC Commissioner, 1958 model, is underpaid, overworked, and now seems likely to be over-abused. Because
we need dedicated men in important government positions
we hope that the present investigations do not dull their zeal
for learning about the industry on the grass-roots level.
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THIS WE FIGHT FOR: If you re a television
station and anxious to fight fee tv, this is the
time Editorialize on the air; it's your right
— your urgent responsibility. (See the next
week's issue of sponsor for some tips on how.)

More signs: Martin Katz of Blair I \
in New York, foresees a new appreciation of the teen-age audience which
may well influence air advertisers: On
Lexington Avenue, a theatre marquee
advertising "The Story of Esther Costello" labels it "For adults and for the
better-informed teen-agers."
Fast company: WABC-TV, New York,
is holding a "Roller Derby Party" on
13 February which will highlight an
intermission match between stationmen and admen — the WABC-TV Big
Wheels vs. the Ad Agency Sputniks.
Giving rise to a new Madison Avenueism: "Let's roll 'em around the rink
and see who falls down."
Ubble: A BBDO

release credits Wil-

liam L. Carter, v. p. of Carter's, manufacturer of kiddies' knitwear, with
stressing the fact that as important as
surfable.and
wearable,
sleepable,
styling
fabrics playable,
are the "ubbles"':
dependable, growable, comfortable,
softable, boy and girl fashionable.
Other ubbles might be: launderubble,
durubble, and zipuppuble.
Bonus: A careful listener tells us that
WNEW,

New York, apparently has a

new pitch — "Serving New York 25
hours a day." That extra hour probably left over from Eastern Daylight
Saving Time.

Grin 'n bear it: WKAP,

Allentown,

Pa., releases carry this legend: "Mail
Address: P. O. Box 689. Smile Address: 1320 KCS." Note: Timebuyers
who use the mail address to buy schedules will still get smiles.

Dopester: The Crosley group I \\ L\\ T-C-D-I-A in Cincinnati, Columbus,
Dayton, Indianapolis and Atlanta respectively) has just come out with a
promotional cartoon showing two ad
agency execs beaming over a new timebuyer dressed in race-track clothes and
poring over what could be a race track
form or an avails list. The one exec
says to the other, "Sure glad we finally
hired somebody who could figure out
those station rate cards."

proved them wrong!
(\Yith the highest rated Monkey in the West!)

They said it couldn't be done . . . No
program from 8:00-9:00 a.m. could reach
the school-age children."
But 9,663 letters from school children made
specific requests to program host Ranger
Roy, asking that he- announce the time at
8:30 to let them know when to
school.
Now a large prop clock points the hands
at school time and mothers rest easier
knowing their youngsters won't be late
for classes. Promptly at 8:30 a.m.,
children who gotta go, go; their
younger brothers and sisters remain with Kartoon Karnival.
Yes, ARB;

thank you for

confirming
in
what
KBET-TV
knew

that

Dee ember
al
Kartoon

{Carnival averages a hefty
11.1 in Sacramento ami
Stockton.
This is "No Monkey business"; ask your H-R man

Call H-R

Television,

Inc. for Current Avails
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YOUR FIRST
LOOK AT NEXT
FULL'S TV
Tv programing for next
season is undergoing a
ior face-lifting. Nets
ict slow swing to
as clients hold off
imitments. But new
properties start to move

Can network radio
sustain the pace
it set in 1957?

in all the worL6 of ra6io
this man is closest
to the people of ameRica

Page 34

Lestoil's four
fabulous years
in television

Some call him "disc jockey." Others prefer "personality."
Both designations are too limiting. He is more:
He is friend, companion, confidant.
He is teacher, counsellor, shopping guide.
He is entertainer, public servant.
serves the housewife, the handicapped, those who toil by night.
^prt from his air salesmanship, he is often a talent in his own right.
His audiences accept him as one of the family.
They write him; they hang on his words.
He has great responsibility.
He lives up to it.

the stoRz stations salute

the 6isc jockeys of ameRica
on the eve of the First

Annual Pop

Music

Disc

Jockey

Convention

Page 37

How to fight fee tv:
an uncondensed
'•^fage 40
half-hour script

I

mterview:
Leo Burnett Media Supervisor, Douglas Burch, tells why he
selects WLW Radio and TV Stations for PURE OIL

it Offices: New York
Atlanta

Cincinnati. Chicago. Cleveland
Dallas

•
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Los Angeles.

Crosier Broadcasting Corporation, a division of AvCO
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Where does net radio go from here?
With llic dramatic gains of 1957 behind them, all four webs are pointing
for 1958. Consensus of sales execs: This year's business will top last
Is there a cloud over satire on tv?
Here arc the implications of Loevv's copyright suit against Jack Benny's
satire of ""Gaslight," now awaiting decision by the Supreme Court
Lestoil's fabulous four years in tv
lis overnight success in spot tv ended 21 years of retail failure. The
formula: Buy all stations in a market; advertise before distribution
How

40
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one, a half-hour
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Next fall's tv: Comedy or Western?
Comedians light for comeback as buying season starts. Westerns hold
steady, but mystery-adventure and situation comedy are coming in strong
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Tv set growth continues at healthy pace
Television set retail sales continue to grow, according to the latest
Nielsen and El A reports. Saturation level for 1 March 1958 up to 84%

Mid-Atlantic
Manager
Donald C. Fuller
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James H. Shoemaker

sponsor asks: When does sex make 'em squirm?
This week sponsor polled an agency spokesman, a market researcher and
a motivational researcher for the answer.
Here's what they had to say
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We've got
IOWA

all tied up . . .

WITH

MORE

THAN

25%

of all the Grade A agricultural land in America,
Iowa's farms average $11,800 of income per year. Yet
industry and other businesses are even more important in the Iowa
economy — account for $3.3 billion against agriculture's $1.1 billion.
Iowa's 351,900 urban families live in 42 cities, with populations
ranging from 5,200 to 190,600. 62 Iowa radio stations
compete for their attention. Yet 44.7% of ALL our families
(city, town and farm) say they "listen regularly" to ONE station —
WHO — more people than listen regularly to the next
FOUR commercial stations combined!
This preference for WHO

is the result of services to our listeners.

Every policy and program is based on that idea.
Let PGW explain it to you.

WHO
WHO Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Company, which also c

for Iowa PLUS!
Des Moines

. . . 50,000 Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
SPONSOR
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and operates WHO-TV,

Des Moines;

Peters, Griffin, Woodward,

WOC-TV,

Davenport

Inc., National Representative.

BIG
WHEEL

I'hen CNP rolls on a railroad -building series, it doesn't play choo-choo train with
>onerville Trolleys, it makes tracks for the real thing— UNION PACIFIC!
11 outdoors isn't big enough to hold a series like UNION PACIFIC. In addition to
e breathtaking scenery that lines the actual Omaha-to-Ogden route, we're using
e mammoth MGM Culver City Studio, with its own towns, rail line— even a
>me-grown river. When we spin a saga of the West, we spare no expanse!

CNP

rice we're in the railroad-building business, would you like to look at our line?

NBC TELEVISION

FILMS -A DIVISION OF CALIFORNIA

NATIONAL

PRODUCTIONS.

INC.

NEWSMAKER
of the week
Broadcasting news continued to boil out of Washington this
past week in the wake of the attack on fee tv by the House
Commerce Committee and the controversy swirling around
Bernard Schwartz, ex-chief counsel of the group's subcommittee on Legislative Oversight, which has been probing FCC.
The newsmaker:
Representative Oren Harris. \rkansJ
Democrat and chairman of the House Commerce Committee, is
credited with being the moving force behind the committee's resolution asking the FCC to hold off consideration of fee tv tests. For
awhile, Washington insighters say, his anti-fee tv feelings were not
shared by other committee members but the combination of his
persuasiveness, strong representations by broadcasting and movie
interests and anti-fee tv mail turned the tide. The vote on the resolution was reportedly 17-7.
The resolution held that tests of
fee tv were not presently in the
public interest because (1) it is
not established that the FCC has
the regulatory power in this area
and (2) approval of fee tv might
lead to a partial blackout of the
free tv system. The committee
held that the FCC should not move
until the Communications Act is
amended to specifically give the
commission
necessary
authority.
The resolution has no legal
; Harris
force but, practically, the FCC will
have to pay some attention to it. According to some sources, it is
almost certain that the FCC had previously assured Harris it would

ARE WITHIN

VUE

go along on a delay. At press-time, it was understood, the FCC
was preparing a formal answer to the resolution. Remaining questions about the resolution were: how long would the FCC hold off
hearings on fee tv tests and does it still feel it has the necessary
authority. The commission was set to consider fee tv test applications beginning 1 March.

•Trendei Suivey. backed \>i Storer Engineering Co. Sutv
Coll Lew Johnson, Sales Manager,
Philadelphia, LOcust 8-2262 — or
your nearest Kali Agency office
— for the best buys in VUE!

/*5>S>
/fya>Y
VVV^/*
XJtiJ/

Harris also figures in l'affaire Schwartz since he is ex-officio men
ber of the subcommittee. He reportedly sought to steer the FCC
probe away from the expense money charges towards the broader
subjects area of proper (or improper) administration of the Communications Act. Voting with him in the unfrocking of Schwartz
were two Southern democrats and four of the five G.O.P. members
of the subcommittee. Not too incidentally, Harris three weeks ago
returned stock in tv station KRBR Fl Dorado (his home town I, about
a year after he had been given 25% interest in the outlet for $500
and a note for $4,500.
Harris, who is serving his ninth consecutive term in the House,
is putting in his first term as Commerce Committee head. He
succeeded the late Percy Priest.
^
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CHARLOTTE is a
2 Station MARKET!
JANUARY 5th ARB PROVES IT I

WSOC-TV RATINGS GO UP
6 p.m. to Midnight Sun.-Fri. 49.6
WSOC-TV
49.2 Station B
COMPARE

THIS ... IN TWO

NOVEMBER ARB
MON.-FRI.
Sign on To Noon
Noon to 6 P.M.

s^S,X

MONTHS

JANUARY ARB

23.9
36.6

5Z.0
37.8

44.8

49.8

Sign on To 6 P.M.
6 P.M. to 10 P.M.

30.5
52.1

48-2
50.8

10 P.M. to Midnight

21.3 ,

29.2

Sign on to 6 P.M.
6 P.M. to 10 P.M.

53.9
47.4

52.3
47.1

10 P.M. to Midnight

45.0,

54.4

6 P.M. to Midnight
SATURDAY

>

SUNDAY

SUNDAY

through SATURDAY

6 P.M. to 10 P.M.

47.8

51.0

10 P.M. to Midnight
6 P.M. to Midnight

34.7
45.0

41.1
48,9

Sign On-Sign Off
WSOC-TV

39.9

-

,44.9

HAS 12 OF THE FIRST 25 SHOWS

H-R Reps Nationally & F-J Atlanta will show you the report.
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purchase

this TV market
instead of a single city

WGAL-TV is dominant in the three standard
metropolitan markets in the Channel 8 primary coverage area — Lancaster, Harrisburg,
York — as well as in numerous other cities —
Lewistown, Lebanon. Gettysburg, Chambersburg, etc. When developing marketing plans
for your product, look beyond the usual singlecity concept. Profit from WGAL-TV's multicity dominance.

STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres. """"""

"

LANCASTER,
NBC

Representative: The MEEKER

and

PA.

CBS

Company, Inc. • New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
15 FEBRUARY
8P0N80R

1958

Copyright 1958
PUBLICATIONS

Media buyers and sellers predict a major turn in the marketing wheel of major manufacturers for the latter part of 1958.

INO.

The essence of this development: "Concentration" has become the key word instead of "coverage." The marketing gear is going into reverse. Instead of spreading out into
smaller and smaller markets, the new strategy calls for holding and protecting the key
markets.
The desire for economy,

coupled with rising costs, are behind the move.

This change of direction doesn't mean that all the large manufacturers will maintain an identical pattern of key markets. Each manufacturer, naturally, has his own
problems and hence will tailor his efforts to his own product field and competitive situation —
but all within the context of the new strategv.
Look at the other side of the coin, and the outlook for the smaller manufacturer
could become brighter than ever — with accruing benefits for the buyer and seller of
media in the smaller markets.
Heres' why: As the big competition starts pulling out of the lesser markets, the little fellow quickly can seize the marketing; opportunity. Out of this will emerge opportunities for
agencies and stations in the secondary markets.

Camel has turned to syndication for an extra push in about 60 markets.
boro is also a recent film buyer: see SPONSOR-SCOPE 1 February.)

(Marl-

The significant angles about the brand's alternate week buys via Esty:
• The shows were bought mainly on the basis of available early and mid-evening
time. Series include Sheriff of Cochise, Highway Patrol, Sea Hunt, Gray Ghost, Dr. Hudson's
Secret Journal, Boots & Saddles, 26 Men, and State Trooper.
• Most of the 60-plus markets are of major status, but none of the top-bracket
markets (N. Y., L. A., Chicago) are included. The extra push was not needed as much there.
(For other focal information about films see Film WRAP-UP, page 70.)

Come summer Pepsi-Cola will be back in radio.
SPONSOR-SCOPE learned this week that the money has been earmarked for that medium
— but where it will be snent hasn't been decided.
Last summer Pepsi went NBC on a major scale, using this philosophy: Americans
have become a decidedly outdoor people in the summertime and to reach them in transit,
at play, and around the backyard grill you use radio.

Don't be surprised if Pepsodent becomes a massive buyer of tv I.D.s (as a
change from the radio spot saturation strategy it has maintained since 1955).
What was a terrific blow to radio the past week — Pepsodent's cancellation (via FCB) of
its spot schedules everywhere — could turn out to be a bonanza for tv.
One report this week had it that Lever Bros, had been much impressed with the
story that one of its agencies, BBDO, has been telling about its success with I.D.s for
Schaefer Beer, General Mills, and other accounts.
The BBDO philosophy: There's nothing like a mid-evening I.D. to stimulate an
appetite for certain products, like cigarettes, beverages, and even a piece of cake.
Significance of the Pepsodent cancellation: As a dominant buyer of early a.m. spots,
the dentifrice used over 125 markets (4 to 5 spots a day) on multi-stations in a market for 52
weeks a year.
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continued

Sellers of tv spot might find it smart to hone up thoroughly of what will be
available on late evening schedules.
Judging from what some of the hig users of spot were saying this week, there is going to
he a swing in the late spring toward these late availabilities.
Said a media executive for one of the soap-toiletries giants: "We'll he re-examining our
early evening commitments before the time change to determine whether it wouldn't be expedient tolatch on to the stay-up audience. You know, a big percentage of people don't
go to bed until late in the summer."
NBC Radio is off on a presentation blitz this week, going after business for the
second half of 1958.
The plan — in the East — is to make 60 agency presentations within the next 20 days.
Meantime the network's Joe Culligan has presentation teams on tour through the Midwest covering all prospective agencies and advertisers. Eventually these same groups will
spread out over the West Coast.
Note on NBC Radio's billings outlook for the second 1958 quarter: About $1.5 million better than during the like quarter of 1957. Business on the books for the second
quarter already is ahead of actual billings for the same period of 1957 — and there still are
three sellings months to go.
Tv stations in secondary markets find that their arch competitors for national
spot are the Sunday supplements, particularly in the food field.
Contacts with field executives of General Foods, for instance, have brought home to
these stations how rough the competition really is.
As disclosed bv the fieldmen, the media planning formula by which GF operates in
relation to secondary markets is this:
First, come the Sunday supplements because of color and their net breakdown of
circulation: second, tv and radio networks because of their broad coverage bases; and
third, spot as a saturation and reminder tool.

Those interested in network specials for next season will find this a worthwhile tip (it comes from agencies who have learned through experience) :
Let the packager of the special do the dickering for the spot with the network.
If a network wants his show strongly enough, it will cater to his preference for the
right night and the right time — both of which can mean a lot of extra viewers and rating points.
As a index to how the buyers of tv specials budget for commercials:

Pontiac

figures at least 10% of the program's price as the added cost for film commercials.
The commercials for the Victor Borge special this week came to around $35,000, while
the bill for Annie Get Your Gun's commercials tallied $65,000. The Borge show was $225,000 gross and Annie Get Your Gun, $600,000.

Don't expect the second section of the Frey report on agency-client relations
and compensation to produce a shock wave.
The ANA told SPONSOR-SCOPE this week that the second installment, due around 1
March, will merely be a "detailed breakdown
(see sponsor, 23 November 1957).

of points highlighted in the first report"

Added ANA comment: It can't be more specific, because it hasn't seen a draft of the
No. 2 installment.

Footnote to a rundown
SCOPE:

of the various rating services in 1 February SPONSOR-

ARB's current technique is a diary supervised by trained interviewers in each
of tlir 150 markets in which it produces surveys.
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continued.

Storer Broadcasting's decision to establish a 12-month rate protection as
against the present six months, for tv advertisers on its network-affiliated stations
may stir up quite a reaction.
The Geoffrey Wade agency this week took the move as a cue for drawing up
new procedures and requirements it would henceforth expect from stations.
At a luncheon he gave to heads of Chicago rep offices, Wade's marketing director Lou
Nelson set forth what he termed four "resolutions". They were:
1 ) All tv stations should offer 52-week rate protection to all spot advertisers.
2) The continuing discount — now in effect with 85% of tv stations — must be made
standard. (Under a continuing discount, if a contract runs into a second year and then is
cancelled, there's no shortrating. )
3) Wade advertisers in Class A and AA time should be made eligible for improved
spots as they become available on a station during the run of a schedule.
4) Wade advertisers are on record that they will refuse to buy stations practicing
triple-spotting.
The agency, Nelson discloses, bills around $6 million in tv.

New spot business was able to keep a fairly healthy franchise this week — especially with Welch Grape's radio buy in about 125 markets.
Another substantial customer in radio was United Fruit (top 60 markets for 10-12
weeks) . Sal Hepatica meantime was lining up availabilities.
On the tv side, the week's blockbuster was Nehi via Compton. The list looked like
200 stations.
Gulf came into the spot market and the indications are that Texaco will be doing the
same around 1 April.

CBS Radio might find a solution for its unsold Bing Crosby package in the pattern NBC Radio adapted for Bob Hope this week.
Like CBS with Crosby, NBC couldn't find a sponsor for a half-hour version of Hope. So
it's marketing 10 five-minute shows with Hope a week at a price of $12,000 for time
and talent.

Y&R has $3-4 million of Gulf Oil's money
cided on what concept to recommend.

to spend in tv, but it hasn't as yet de-

Meantime it's looking around at the news picture — local daily schedules — and continuing to thumb over show prospects for network sponsorship.

TvB's Norman (Pete) Cash tipped off tv stations through their reps this week
that if they want to secure automotive business they'd better get out and rub
shoulders with the local dealers.
The genesis of the warning: Semon

E. Knutson, Pontiac general manager, found out

from his dealers that they hadn't been made aware of a current spot tv campaign,
and, out of chagrin, ordered that the schedule be cancelled.
As a sequel to the incident, TvB offeTS this moral : Even though tv is a basic and glamorous marketing force, it is still incumbent upon the medium to merchandise a campaign among distributors, wholesalers and dealers.
The Pontiac spread covered about 60 markets.

ABC

TV in pitching its programing

story among

agencies in New

week struck a new theme:
It's the network that appeals most to the younger
folks, who, of course, are big potential buyers of goods and services.
The agencies included Bates and Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued.

Paramount's sale of it's pre-1948 library lo MCA stirred this query among feature
film sellers, admen, and stations: How does MCA propose to sell the product?
Specifically, the point of interest was: Would the 750 features be split up into small
packages; or would the sales emphasis be on the entire library; or would a portion of the
library be set aside for network sale?
Some pertinent facts about the transfer:
• It's an outright buy and involves worldwide tv rights.
• The negatives of the library will be turned over to MCA
have been signed.
• Paramount

as sought. All the papers

will receive $35 million, w ith 30% paid in cash. There will be an ad-

ditional $15 million to be paid Paramount out of a minimum of 60% of MCA's gross receipts from the features (thus making $50 million all told).
With the Paramount library included, the total pool of tv features now runs to over
9,500 films. Only major catalog not available is UniversaPs.
(See 22 February sponsor for prospective impact of Paramount's addition on buying.)
NBC TV's top sales echelon is facing up to the stiffer 1958-1959 market by
advancing the starting date for spreading the word about the coming line.
A top crew out in the midwest this week, telling about the shows that would be on tap
(plus prices) and generally looking for client prospects.
Bob Kinter and his fellows are benefitting from something they lived to rue last season:
Letting the competition get the jump on them as traveling salesmen.

If you're a percentage player in network tv, you'll be interested in knowing what
your chances are of getting a nighttime audience of 10 million homes under certain
competition.
A major New York agency worked out this table of odds, based on Nielsen Total Audience compilations for two weeks ending 11 January:
• If there is onlv one show opposite you with a 10-million-home audience, your
chances of also getting 10 million is 1 to 4.
• If there are two shows opposite you with 10 million each, your chances of hitting 10
million for yourself are 1 to 20.
Incidentally, there are only two half -hours of the week where the network audiences add up to 30 million. They are Sunday 8-8:30 and Tuesday 8-8:30.
Postscript on the 10-million shows: In January, 52 programs could claim 10 million
or more.
Donahue & Coe reported this week that it could depend on 150 out of a possible 178 NBC affiliates to devote their ehainhreaks to motion picture advertising
durins the telecast of the Academv Awards Show 26 March.
The agency, acting for the Motion Picture Producers Association in bidding for the
chainbreaks. had encountered more or less stiff resistence from stations. This, according to
D&C, had been largelv due to a misunderstanding.
SPONSOR-SCOPE learned, from reps that some agencies — Bates among
pressed dissent from station offers to make good the preemptions.
Another

oldtime

them — ex-

customer — Westclox — is coming back to network radio.

The plan : Two schedules of minute and 30-second announcements on NBC's
Monitor as special promotions in April-May-June for the graduation gift season and November-December forChristmas buying. BBDO, Chicago, is the agency.
Bab-O also bought NBC this week; 20 commercials weekly for 13 weeks.

For other news coverage In this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;
Spot Buys, page 56; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 67; Washington Week, page 81; sponsor
Hears, page 84; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 90.
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Here's what happened in St. Louis
when a dynamic team of young
Balaban Radio Executives, took over
the reigns of WIL, the oldest
commercial radio station in
St. Louis now in its 37th
year of community service.

/

INSTANTANEOUS
COMBUSTION
>&/£
^N

It was instantaneous! That's the way St. Louis accepted
wonderful WIL radio. The first 30 days brought an unprecedented,
30,000 pieces of mail. (Ask our mailmen!)

<&/s.

Advertisers and advertising agencies reacted instantaneously,

1$*

too. They made Jan. '58 the biggest new business month

<^

WIL is setting this great midwestern market on fire. (The Fire

in this station's 37 year history.
(List of "blue chip" sponsors available on request.)

"^

Captain said . . "it was INSTANTANEOUS COMBUSTION!")

«^\£_

Get hot with wonderful WIL radio . . with bright happy

^^

personalities . . . enjoyable music . . . complete news . . .
24 -hours a day. For instantaneous action call
John Box or your Adam Young man.

.

Sell St.Louis with the
"hottest" station in the midwest.

WONDERFUL IvJI I ST.LOUIS, MO.
JOHN Vice-President
F. BOX, JR.
Executive
ONE
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STATIONS.

^^JUtaL^7
^^KSflr
..IN

TEMPO

ASoM
0 A MNational,y
Y 0 U N G ,ByI N C.

WITH

ZIVs NEW ALL NEW HAI

NEW STARS EVERY WEEK!
Your viewers will see and thrill to a
galaxy of stars hand-picked for their
great performances on TARGET!
Howard Duff, Marie Riva and Sidney
Blackmer star along with names like
Bonita Granville, Lola Albright, Skip
Homeier and many more.

\1MED AT THE
MOTIONS OF

TION-ADVENTURE
lyyiX/QTCDV

WESTERN

ALREADY

TARGET IS

ALL IMPACT!
Everything viewers look
for in engrossing TV fare!

TARGET
HAS

THEM

W ENFORCEMENT I ALL!

OLYMPIA
BREWING

BOUGHT

BY:

DREWRYS
BREWING

Timebuyers
at work
Southern California
Plays KBIG'S
"MYSTERY SOUND"

Game

EVEN IN THE SPUTNIK
AGE the copybook
maxim holds ...to move
goods, you must first
move people.
KBIG'S "MYSTERY SOUND" contests
are moving Southern California radio
listeners by the thousands this winter.

43,944

SUBMITTED

|JPl|[|ffil

cember) based on hand- ^^^^^^*
cuffs clicking, a stick rubbed along a
fence, a rock crusher crushing. Angel's
Flight funicular railway funicularing.
and a camel saying what
ever it is camels say.
"MYSTERY SOUNDGIVES A light lift to all.
plus prizes to the first
fifteen correct answerers
(vacation trips, appliances, perfume.
dining and dancing at glamor spots).
LIKE ALL KBIG ADULTappeal programming of
memory music and
"just enough" news,
"Mystery Sound" is lowpressure, easy-going, friendly— and fun.
BUT... like KBIG commercials, it
moves Southern California to action!
Your KBIG or Weed
contact would like to
show you a new geographical mail breakdown
based on contest mail.

Snowden M. Hunt, Jr., Wade Advertising (Los Angeles I v.p. am
account supervisor of media and research, claims that "more honest)
on the part of station management and their representatives in tht
field of ratings would react to their long-term benefit." He find;
particular fault with stations who shift their programing for rating
week. Hunt believes that this is a
devious method of doing business
which leaves the advertiser just
where he was before the rating
was taken — without the facts. In
areas where ratings are taken only
once or twice a year, the advertiser never really knows what the
true picture is. Hunt also feels
that "a station is not playing fair
when it shifts programing without
giving an advertiser the opportunity, particularly on spot schedules, to stay adjacent to the strongest programs.
seem to realize that the advertiser is not buying
the hands on the clock, but rather is buying
adjacencies and the competition
of program

Marie
Coleman,
Donahue
& Coe, New
York, feels that th(
problem with ratings is not the techniques of measurement, but the
devices used by stations to render them invalid.
"Much of th<
ratings criticism comes from people who are not qualified to judg<
them," Marie says. "One comic dismissed them on the grounds tha
if you go into a cafeteria and tht
first 10 people you see are eatin<

sandwiches, that doesn'

pastrami
^^m^^
J^^V%
there
«•
pastrami sandwiches. Very funny

But certainly his understanding o
>|

KBIG
The tatalina Station

lO.OOO

JOHN

POOLE

Watts

^^^^
740-™BROADCASTING

Nat. Rep. WEED

CO.

and Company

Some stations d(
time as indicated b\
a position becausi
of other stations.

- » ff

sampling techniques is not clear
Most of the rating services an

highly refined meth
^^^^^^^^^^^.
n*£$
Wtk. J
l)f's tnat undoubtedly give an ac
^H
'"^asV^^^I
curate audience picture at the tinu
■i:;-t
^Al
of testing.
Consequently,
if
station's ratings are inflated anc
do not represent its normal audience, the trouble lies with the statior
itself, not with the technique of measurement. Stations should stoj
hypoing their ratings during rating week with promotion stunts
contests and movies that do not represent their normal fare
Buyers must question ratings of stations employing these devices."
15

FKBIUMRY

195?

mnmo

is

OUR
STOCK
It trades HIGH in the Shreveport Market! During the November
ARB rating week, both Shreveport Channels carried a
simultaneous line feed of an address by President Eisenhower.
50% MORE

viewers preferred to watch this address

over KSLA-TV! This rating story proves that more people
in Shreveport prefer to watch our channel.
Top-notch local programming combined with our basic CBS
affiliation, plus an active approach to community service,
has a great deal to do with keeping KSLA-TV

the

"preferred" station for advertisers and viewers alike.
You, too, can invest in our "preferred" audience by getting
the complete story from your Raymer Man.

shreveport, la.
Represented by PAUL
SPONSOR
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H. RAYMER

CO., INC.

K02I outstrip^ aW
in DqiwI

|H 49th ai
to fight fee tv

You'll be interested in this page advertisement which appeared in the Greensboro Daily News and The Greensboro
Record — circulation over 100,000 in
61 North Carolina and 6 Virginia

Television Is Free —
Let's Keep It That Way J

E=

Hooper and Pulse Agree HOSIno.l station G am -6pm
KOSI has captured Denver's buying public! This newtwist in radio has shattered the stilted precedent set by
old-fashioned stations! KOSI's new era of new ideas is
reflected in Pulse ratings of 5.1 average per quarter hour
6 am-6 pm . . . the undisputed No. 1 station overall!
I [oopei shows KOSI outstripping sixteen competitors with
a 22 overall average. No wonder KOSI dominates Denver

WFMY-TV

The program "Let's Talk Pay Tv"
originated in Charlotte and was telecast over a regional network of stations in Greenville and Spartanburg,
S. C, and Asheville, Charlotte, Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C. Mil- 1
lions of viewers got the answers to
questions which have been on their I
minds for months.
Thanks to sponsor for their support
to keep television airways free.
Gaines Kelley, general manager
WFMY-TV, Greensboro, N. C.\
•
AMF

For more on how

tv station!

are fighting

fee'

story

. . . It's time to see your Pctry Man!
The presentation of our programs andt
objectives was well stated in the article
in your 25 January issue.
Since the publication of this article,
we have received additional ratings
swing.
which have been decidedly on the up-

KOSI- Denver
5,000&K02I-wattsland
WGVM
It's Miss.
Greenville,
• 1 Nielsen *1 Hooper
Call Ed Devney

see petry fOR kosi, Denver
and KOBY, San Francisco's No. I
overall in Hooper, Pulse, & Nielsen
'A ERICA

BROADCASTING

CO

We are merchandising this article to'
our industry since we feel they, too,|i
I Please turn to page 20)

•
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NOONTIME,

RFD

or how to tell a cowboy from a pioneer
(Note:

This is about
gram and don't

say

a WMT
you

proweren't

Time: 12:45-1:15 p.m. Monday through Saturday
Along about 12:44 practically everybody
around the station picks up a musical instrument
and blows, bangs, bongs or beats for this stirring
daily event. Three musical units hold forth:
Tom Owens Cowboys M-W-F '; Leo and the Pioneers T-Th (Downbeat chose them No. 1 among
Westerns) ; Howdy Roberts' Band Sat. They
blow so many decibels we need an extra engineer
to ride gain. Regular appearances are made by
Sunny Sue, song singer; Marian Peterson, singing girl-type farmer: the Sobaski Twins, strolling troubadors.

Commercials: Handled by Ford Roberts, emcee;
ETs, straight reading or worked into show format, as desired.
Cost: Minute participation at card rate; qualifies
for multi-spot plan. Available for complete sponsorship of segments at card rate plus talent

charge.

Sell: Fun-filled program offering well-loved midwest musical entertainment at peak of farmlistening time. Accent on music; weather summary and birthday and anniversary segment also
featured. On air twenty years. It's spectacular.
Sign here.
>ids
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•

CBS

Radio

for East 3rn

Iowa.

600

kc

•

Na

;s: The

Katz

Agency

49TH
AND MADISON
[Continued from page 18)
will be interested in this fine anahsis
of our promotional activities.

the fabulous US

Jerry F. of
Donovan
director
advertising
AMF
Tv

reference

Pinspotters, Inc., N. Y.

+

books

I (I appreciate it if you can give me
some information on recent books in
the television field.
What are the best and more recent
Television
books
on — production
Television writing
Television commercial writing?
Byron H. Clark
Geyer Advertising.
Dayton

<;■:.». 1957.

Inc.

ing

•nd Production
If-tisioil.
lla^ti.l^-

House.
1935 n Progra
II P
11. Televisi.
..aid IV.
ss, 1955.
ction.
K
7.
Rol.e Is. Kd,.a d B.
Trie-vision
W ril
\.
Inc.. Writing
1954.
For
Televisi
Irvine.
lling.
Writer
8. Selde
...I.I.
.1., VTh.. 1952.
. <.ill..n
Television
9. Setlel
Advert! ..el
k.
CroweU, 1953.
od...lion II..... 1
Kdv t'Direction,
Wriiiim.
Telex isio i P
am:
Its heff.
Stagil
ard.J.
The old
Pro<
6.

11.

TV-Tulsa

covers

INDUSTRIAL
TOTAL

45

counties

where

. . .

PAYROLLS

$940,000,000.00*

Within the "fabulous 45" are 31 Oklahoma counties in which the industrial payroll equals almost
three-fourths of Oklahoma's

total . . . three-

fourths you can't reach without TV-Tulsa.
Counties in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas are a
bonus to this rich Oklahoma Market.

OMe

195
Wad .'.HIM. K..1..T
.rials;
1, ,»
n

to plan
a nd exeeu
Tv
Pr
faeililies. gHastings

r.
ii...

ops,

Memo

and

prodnrti

from

free

tv

fan

Re pay tv: Our city — as are many
others — is all agog about the idea of
instituting pay tv. In fact, we are to
have the proposition on the ballot, at
our forthcoming election.
The idea might be killed a-borning.
if sponsors would delete from their
expensive time, that unwanted, that
commercials. din, dubbed "singing'
nerve-racking
Announcers, as a rule, have trained
voices and do a good job in extolling

you
get the
fabulous 45.; "
ONLY
|with

their sponsors' product. But — inlinediateh following the half-minute in
which the announcer has gotten thousands in the mood to purchase then
sponsor's product, the following halfminute is taken over b\ one or niort
"hog-callers," with their raucou.
"voices," thus counteracting the gooc
effect that the announcer had engen i
dered. Have your advertising agen<-\
eradicate these pests from your «
and we'll have no pax t\ .
Louis Rich

15 FEBRUARY
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For
the LION'S SHARE
of Audience in OMAHA...

KOIL
•1 J

2nd
Best Share
_of Audience

♦HOOPER

Dec. '57 — Jan. '58

HOOPER

pulse

7.1

Dec, 1957
7AM-6PM

average
rating

43.3

TRENDEX

Best3sLe_
40.8

it's.
Buyers agree

A VITAL FORCE IN SELLING TODAY'S OMAHA
with more than twice as many
DON

SPONSOR
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listeners as any other station

W. BURDEN, President

>1\ .1^

^4

A
\

In the nation's top 26 markets, according to
December Network Radio Pulse measurements, here's the number of times CBS
Radio is the most popular network, out of
a possible* 233 quarter-hours:

CBS Radio Network

jpp^3 Other Networks
Ties

216
16
1

1

It's the programs. Jack Benny, Arthur
ey, the daytime serials. And also, "The
Tonight'' Murrow, Sevareid, the New
York Philharmonic, the Sunday afternoon
dramas. It's an entire schedule of programs,

I

all asking for the listener's attention and
involvement all the time. And getting it.
The one network with a schedule like this
wins every program popularity test, hands
down. Which leads to the basic point for
advertisers. Not only do audiences listen
most to CBS Radio. They listen hard. The
harder they listen, the easier you sell !

THE CBS RADIO NETWORK

Everyandquarter-hour,
day
night, Sunday
through Saturday,
in which programs of
CBS Radio and at
least one other radio
network were measured
in the Network
Radio Pulse, which
reports audiences to
network programs
carried ir.
of ten of the top
26 Metropolitan a

MGM
JOINS
CHANNEL

,
And so,

Agency

ad libs

OS

farewell (Bob's last column)

On 7 May 1951, the first of these epics
peared on the pages of sponsor. Thus began
an heroic effort on the part of the editor
spread wisdom and charm to its legion of

readers. Today — approximately 175 columns
later — the author has not jeopardized an account of the agency which employs him nor been
asked to change a single phrase by those who
put together this magazine. An enviable record from my point of
view since somehow I tend to thrive on controversy and enjoy the
most warped of opinions.
If by now you are wondering why the lead-in to today's item
seems to be reminiscent and maudlin, it is because this marks the
last of my contributions.
I am too involved with the business of making a living to be able
to compose 30.000 words a year as an avocation. For these
words, if read at all. are read by an informed group and it would

WeeReBeL
teams

up

with

to present

LEO

This I believed then . . .

the

MGM
Golden

Era

Theatre

AVAI LABLE
FOR
PARTICIPATIONS
•

PACKAGE
i

i to conclusion

I Id
•

J70

PACKAGE It.

Call Hollingbery

Co.

WRBL-TV
I

COLUMBUS. GEORGIA

be insulting at best to attempt to pass off thoughtlessness and pointlessness (though sometimes this may have seemed to be my goal'
to such an audience.

®a
[

Permit me, if you will, a personal farewell, since I give up
jottings with regret. They helped me to crystallize my own thou;
on a fast-changing business without permitting me to freeze on tl
They helped me to meet, via mail and in person, hundreds of f<
who also labor in this field.
elsewhere at which
I never attended a meeting in New York
did not run into someone who said— Now about what you said i
the last issue of sponsor—
I also was enabled via these commentaries, to put together a 1
With hard covers! Plus cartoons! While the circulation achieved I
this tome has not as \et forced "Gone With the Wind" to the i
I keep telling myself that Margaret Mitchell relied unfairly on j
Rut it is nice to have a book with your name on it. In additi
some people have actually read it. Furthermore, a few have <
merited they liked it. And one of m\ most valued critics. H. Will
Fitelson, of the theatre, television and the Theatre Guild, said,
began the thing expecting to be bored to death. I not onlj am >
alive; I enjoy e<
A great deal has taken place since the first Agency Ad Libs appeared here. I was a copywriter then infrequently subjected to 13'
week cycles, escalator clauses, talent agencies, network preemptions
ami ripped sprocket holes. It was a warm and comforting job.
From this protected haven, on that fateful day in May. there ap
peared in this magazine the following words on tv copy:
"The reason so much tv is ineffective these days is simph that ii
contains too mam thoughts, too main gimmicks. The reason fol
this i> usualb caused 1>\ the fad that the folks who are creating t\
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SAN FRANCISCO

GOLDEN

GAIT*

* Brisk, pre-sold stride adopted by thousands of Bay Area
shoppers busy buying products advertised on
KPIX's "This Morning!' For announcements soon available
on San Francisco's only local, live morning"
television program, call Lou Simon or your Katz man.

no selling- campaign is complete without

li B1^! y(L

© CBS in SAN FRANCISCO, CHANNEL

OqO

WESTINGHOUSE

BROADCASTING

5

CO., INC.

WDM-TV

BEAUMONT- PORT ARTHUR • ORANgI

op-oor Of

W<DrM^

:inest locol news coverage,
rated every day.
'957 ARB)

Top local shows.

Eight live

programs sold locally
since inception.

34 years of %u( <
broadcasting.
Most oxper i
facility in the market.

December ARB- Latest Proof
of Performance!

KFDM-TV HAS
THE TOP 20 SHOWS
IN THE MARKET!*
KFDM-TV

HAS GREATEST
SHARE
Sunday through Saturday
•
•
•
•

OF AUDIENCE*

Noon to 6 P.M.
6 P.M. to 10 P.M.
6 P.M. to Midnight
Sign On to Sign Off

•December.

1957

ARB
See PlTCHS-GRIfflN-WOODWARD,

•

C B S/A B C

CHANNEL

6

KFDM-TV
\NCE
> OF PERFORMANC
Coverage

in 20

including all major
'♦ i centers. (NCS#2)

BEAUMONT

C. B. LOCKE
Executive Vice President
and General Manager

PORT

ARTHUR

ORANGE

MOTT JOHNSON
Sales and Operati
Manager

INC.

HE HIGHEST
tower

in

-

Agency

ad libs continued .

copy approach their jobs in the traditional way. that is — In lifting
a space campaign up and sliding it over into television as undisturbed

the South

as possible. Let's say, you've got a modest 100-line advertisement
replete with headline, subhead, main picture and caption, two thumb-

(5th highest
in the world)

nail sketches, body-copy, coupon, slug with theme-line and a bo|
that says 'Compare these seven features.' Not too much even for 100
lines. But b\ tv standards this same amount of idea and wordage

is at

would take a full seven minutes to expound — and then you'd have
created nothing but chaos.

1 ,292 feet tall

"Recently on a package goods account I faithfully translated a
newspaper ad as packed full of copy and copy points as the one
just described into a one-minute television story board. Brought
the job in at 59 seconds to prove the point — and then I presented
tin- storj board, reading the audio as I went along, to the account
man and the space-writer. This demonstrated clearly that wed have
to sacrifice at least four of the side-ventures in the ad and concentrate

1 ,375 feet above

solely on the theme-line and elucidation of it. The other (subordinate) issues were unanimously left on the cutting room floor in

Augusta, Ga.

average terrain
1 ,677 feet above

order that we could devote all our time and the full potential of t\'s
impact to the basic reason-why. The result, I feel certain, will be as
satisfactory as any this client has achieved because the copy is

sea level

strictly geared to the medium and will roll right along over our
(audience's)

serves . . .
1 ' 2 million people

Well, I still believe it. So if nothing else I am consistent. Though
along the way, I daresay, I have changed bases and been less
reliable. But the past seven years have warranted new thinking in tv.

covers . . .

Certainly seven years have seen this medium stir and shake itself and come up with coats of many colors. Nowhere else in advertising could a person I you as well as 1) been party to and part

more of S. C. than
any So. Carolina
station, PLUS . . .

of such an exciting and fluid industry. I've often thought that the
deeper ulcers are generated by businesses where status quo is the I
norm and frustration an every-day assignment.
In conclusion, to Norm Glenn, Miles David and their staff, to
those at BBDO who wondered each issue what can of worms I might

more of Ca. than
any station outside
of Atlanta.
maximum

one-track mind and never deviate."
This I believe now . . .

power . . .

uncover, and primarily to those of you who saw fit to stumble over
my halting prose, I say thanks.
I'll miss you more than you do me.
^

100,000 watts
low band VHF

Seven years later

a

NBC b ABC networks

CHANNEL

AUGUSTA
Represented

by

Bob Foreman's stint as a regular SPONSOR columnist comes to
an end with this issue. As expressed in his column, Bob
reluctantly terminates this long-time association because his
expanded activities as executive vice president at BBDO utilize more hours per day than actually exist. We aren't saying
"goodbye" to Bob because we expect to induce him to give us
guest columns from time to time. So, to a wonderful associate
whose comprehension of the broadcast advertising business
and his remarkable ability to express it in words has constantly
amazed

us.

we

sas

"thanks"

and

"be

back

with

us

soon."

Hollingbcry
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IEET

THE

MILLERS...

most popular exponents
Culinary Arts in Western
Since 1948 Western New

York Homemakers

off the
New York

have received most of

their happiest receipes and helpful kitchen hints from Bill and Mildred Miller
on their popular WBEN-TV

"Meet the Millers" Show.

And too, on their show they've met practically every celebrity who has
visited the Buffalo area. Bill and Mildred have that kind of program —
service and celebrities for their viewers to enjoy. This adds up to
sales and profits for their sponsors.
Consistently the most

popular food merchandising show in Buffalo,

"Meet the Millers" sells everything from copperware to biscuits to a predominantly
female audience every week day afternoon.
If you have a product for home, family or kitchen it would be wise
to investigate the Millers and the selling impact they have among the 2,419,000
consumers in the WBEN-TV coverage zone. Our Sales Department or
national representatives:
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, Inc.
will be happy to fill you in on details.

WBEN-TV
CBS

SPONSOR
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BUFFALO
BAS

IC

—Lnriu

WDGY

REPRESENTED

TODAY'S
TODD
STORZ,

SnrWT-|
RADIO
PRESIDENT

FOR
• HOME

C3 INI S

TODAY'S
SELLING
OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Minneapolis St. Paul
BY JOHN

WHB

Kansas City

WTIX

New Orleans

REPRESENTED

REPRESENTED

BY JOHN

BY ADAM

•

& CO.

BLAIR

& CO.

YOUNG

WQAM
REPRESENTED Miami
BY JOHN
SPONSOR

BLAIR

BLAIR
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Family comedy will make major come-back

Westerns will still go strong

Horror shows
may start a fad

g

14

vaft,6

y

Variety shows will hold up

Action-detective is big new trend

Your first look at

NEXT

FALL'S

TV

Westerns, mystery-adventure and situation comedies will be fall 1958
staples. Networks predict slow swing to live, with panel and quizzes
predominant.

Shorter contracts and price plateau are in the offing

I v programing is undergoing a major facelifting for next season. But air time may almost overtake the industry before surgery is
completed.
Reason: Programers are keeping a wary eye on
what happens to the economy.
That fact became clear this week as networks and
packagers huddled over program plans — and talked
about these buying trends:
• In this new buyers' market, clients are holding
SPONSOR

•
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off commitments till they see how current properties
fare. They're also hesitant to put up cash early in
case better opportunities open up — as they did during the last-minute price breaks in August and
September 1957.
• The sellers are playing it "after-you-Gaston" in
the hope that a spring business upturn will loosen
client caution about long-term show commitments.
Despite the slow start, fall trends are beginning to
develop fast, as new properties move from planning

to production. Based on New York
and Los Angeles interviews this week
with network programing chieftains,
packagers and agenc) i\ v.p.'s, here's
sponsor's preview of fall 1958:
Prices to clients will remain sub-tantially on the 1957 level despite film production cost in:reases now estimated at 5-t<>-10%.
The range on film shows is roughly
this: $35,000 and upward for a halfhour Western; $40,000 up for starvehicles and situation comedies with
name talent: adventure or mysterj
shows in half-hour formats will run
between $35,000 and $40,000.
\ shift to more live programing may
bring down the industry average for
nighttime network tv shows. Look for
cost-consciousness to breed a number
of new quiz shows and parlor game
programs. The three networks are now
considering some with costs ranging
from $22,000 upward.
Fewer hour or longer shows will
make the grade. While the producers, network and packager alike, pre-

fer the hour format, the networks have
found these shows harder to sell. Clients fear that sponsor identification is
diluted on a half-hour segment of an
hour show. And a recent ratings comparison of hour and half-hour shows
within the same program category indicates that there's little audience gain
from the longer format on the average.
In the ease of Westerns and general
dramas the half-hour shows actual!)
scored a higher Nielsen AA, during the
fourth quarter of 1957.
The shorter-term contract is
here to stay. The networks as well
as individual film packagers are willing today to give clients an out after
26 weeks and even less. But such short
term commitments are offered face-toface, rather than being announced as
official sales policy.
"If clients and agencies were more
willing to commit themselves now.
they'd have a better chance to negotiate shorter film show contracts," says
ABC TV programing v.p. Jim Aubrey.
"They might be able to work out 20-

Mystery, action, and family
humor

shows make

up bulk

of new film product. Horror
shows may start new trend

ABC.
ulii'll -laihil -l.iinpi-ilc ill Western shows, hopes in have topraters in two new film horror series. One. patterned on Frankenstein
vies (below) is being co-produced with Screen Gems.
The other.
House o) II ax, is one ..I five Warner packages ABC T\ is considering

week contracts b\ coming in earl)
The reason clients pressure for 20week deals is apparent, according to
enough."
such agency tv v.p."s as Ted Bates' Jim
Douglas: "if \ou guess wrong on a
fall show, the 20-week or shorter commitment gives \ou a chance to build a
replacement. On a 26-week deal, you
don't get started until April and then
you head right into the slow: viewing
Look for a swing toward more
live shows. Since clients are ducking
long-term buys, the networks ma)
season."
spring some live shows in April when
heavy fall buying is expected to start.
But for the moment, network strategv
seems to be: Make the rounds with the
film properties first. Live shows can
be geared for production on much
shorter notice.
"We expect that the proportion of
live to film will be 55% live, but mainly because of live daytime shows," says
NBC TV programing v.p. Bob Lew inc.
"Among live shows that we expect to

Cross-section of product now being offered*
ADVENTURE-MYSTERY

;ee come up strong next fall is the hour
lrarna and hour variety show."
Partnership between networks
and packagers is today's pattern.
But the networks are going slow on
ommitting themselves to firm contracts with outside film producers. Tolax, the) start offering film shows to
agencies in the idea stage. Then they
wait for reactions before going ahead
with pilot production.
Among film packagers who have network partnership deals and who're expected to be heavily represented on
the air next fall are MCA, Warner
Brothers, Desilu, Screen Gems, 20th
Century. MGM TV. Ziv, to name just a
few. But much of the product these
producers are now beginning to show
around is still in the planning, not the
production stage, waiting for nibbles.
"Clients may go into such partnership deals as well for next fall," says
McCann-Erickson's George Haight.
Tlie\"re trying to stem rising costs,
and one way is through show ownerI Please turn to page 78)

Air Force Series is still in the planning stage (Desik
Barbary Coast, half-hour film considered by ABC
Blue Angels, half-hour film I Sam Gal!u>. naval air te am. considered by NBC
Bold Venture, half-hour film (Ziv) starring Dane CI irk, considered by ABC
Price, for CBS
Collector's Item, half-hour film (Herb Meadow)
stai s Vincent
Combat
Correspondent,
U.S.M.C., half-hour film I Screen Gems I
Dennis O'Keefe pilot is in the pi; ining stage (Revue)
Dial 116, half-hour film (Screen G( ns) , story of emergency operators
Focus, half-hour film (Revue)
stair
g Edmond
O'Brien
Front Office, half-hour film starring Ralph
Bellamy,
produced for CBS
Grand Jury, half-hour film (Desilu)
Ivanhoe, produced in England (Screen Gems)
Jefferson Drum, half-hour film (S
ns) sold to NBC; on air 25 April
Orson Welles, half-hour film pro.lu ed by his ! own company for ABC
Public Enemy, one-hour film I W; rner Bros.) produced for ABC
Road Block, half-hour film ( Revue ( considered by ABC
Ruditsky, half-hour film (Chertok) story of New York detective, for NBC
S.A. 7, half-hour fib
ing Lloyd Nolan
77 Sunset Strip, a half-hour film (Warner Bros.), produced for ABC
The Man Nobody Knows, half-hour film (Desilu)
being considered by ABC
The Sergeant and The Lady, half-hour film starring Peggy Castle, for CBS
Tokyo Police, half-hour film made in Japan considered by ABC
DRAMA
Closeup, 1

him

ANTHOLOGY

Motive, half-hour til
Naked City, half-hoi
Pursuit, an hour dn

(Revue I, weekly biographical sketches
(Ashley-Steiner) with Mike Wallace as host, for ABC
film (Screen Gems I stories about New York City
1a (on order of Climax)
produced for CBS

Rendezvous,

- film

half-he

(Howard Erskine)

considered by CBS

HORROR
House of Wax, half-hour film (Warner Bros.) considered by ABC
Tales of Frankenstein, half-hour film (Screen Gems) considered by ABC
LIVE
It's News To Me, half-hour quiz (Goodson-Todman)
stars John Daly, for ABC
Make Me Laugh, half-hour quiz (Pat Weaver) sold to ABC; airs 20 March
Off Beat, hour show starring Milton Berle, produced by his company for NBC
Wayne King Show, a musical being considered by ABC
Win

A Million, half-hour quiz under consideration by ABC
SITUATION

COMEDY

Father of the Bride, half-hour film (MGM-TV)
Guestward Ho!, half-hour film starring Jeanne
Joan of Arkansas, half-hour film (Phil Rapp)
Las Vegas Story, half-hour film (Warner Bros.)
Myrna Loy Show, half-hour film (Screen Gems

BC "ill ride Western trend with such shows
Northwest Passage (above). Most talked'<>ut comeback is Milton Berle's tentative
i" td return in own one-hour show, Off-beat

for CBS
oan Davis, for NBC
iling comedy, for ABC
amily comedy

Maggie, half-hour film starring Margaret O'Brien for NBC
Min & Bill, half-hour film (MGM-TV)
Mr. Middleton, half-hour live show considered by ABC
My Love Affair With The State of Maine, half-hour film considered by CBS
My Old Man, half-hour film (Screen Gems)
stars Ed Wynn
Personal & Private, half-hour film starring Mickey Rooney, produced for CBS
Papa Said No, half-hour film (Revue) a father-daughter comedy
Donna Reed Show, half-hour film (Screen Gems) considered by ABC
Room for One More, still in casting stage (Warner Bros.) considered by ABC
The Great Montague, half-hour film (Nat Hiken). Cedric Hardwicke, for CBS
You Know Me, Al, half-hour film (Arthur Lewis) stars Abe Burrows, for NBC
You're Only Young
Cimarron

Once, half-hour film (MGM-TV),
WESTERNS

City, hour film

(Revue)

still in planning stage

stars George Montgomery, for NBC

The Fastest Gun Alive, produced by MGM-TV and stars Glenn Ford
Florida sheriff show, half-hour film still untitled, produced by Screen Gems
The 49'ers, hour film by Warner Bros, for ABC
Northwest Passage, half-hour film produced by MGM-TV
Pony Express, produced by Frank Rosenberg for NBC
Rawhide, hour film (.Charles Marquis Warren)
considered by CBS
Stagecoach, hour film (Screen Gems)
still in the planning stage
The Texan, half-hour film (Desilu)
starring Rory Calhoun
U. S. Marshall, half-hour film (Desilu) starring John Bromfield
Yankee Bligh, half-hour film being produced by Revue
Tliese shows ar J in various st
ipiled in Xew York ami Los A ngeles.
fall-plaTimiig
i; a, few are already
committ
ily as Indication of product th at may be available to letwork clients.

With the comeback

now

ABN

started . . .

WHERE DOES
NETWORK RADIO
GO FROM HERE?
Tom

Harrison

helps promote

Last year's dramatic "re-discovery" of network

"Going into 1958, radio is in a mu
better position than it has been at a

radio by major advertisers means just one thing

time since 1948," says Tom Harris*
ABN vice president in charge of

to the webs' top level sales execs — that the boom

dio sales. As for ABN's own po
tion, it is the aim of President Rob
Eastman to do $1 million net bu

will go on through 1958. Here is why they feel
it will and what they are doing now to insure
the business increase they predict for this year

I he exciting resurgence of network radio during 1957 has given
ri-r In -nine quarters to the question of "Where does it go from
here?" SPONSOR called on sales experts at each network, came back
with this unanimous prediction: "Business is going to be still better
in 1958." Robert Eastman, president of ABN, for example, estiiii. itc- thai .ill the \\eli> together bad a $60 million net last year. His
prediction: Thai this will double within the next two or three years.
In no case are an\ of the network top-level executives sitting back
and "hoping" 1958 will top 1957. They personally are out to see
thai it happen-. Sales stalls have been increased. New selling
ammunition and not "soft sell" variety — has been thrown into this
all-out push foi advertising dollars. Each web. naturally, is emphasizing it- nun strong points of programing, and each web's program
department is strengthening such programing to make them still
more effective sales tools. The optimistic outlook for 1958 in network radio i- not > [ouded, either, by the present business "recession."
The feeling is thai radio ma) even capitalize on it; when the times
demand a long, thrift) look at ad budgets, then radio may be considered "the besl

bu)

since it can

offer impact

plus "tonnage."

COMING — Where does spot radio go from here?

ness per month throughout 1958.
With this goal in sight, what
ABN doing now? How is it selli
and what are the results? Since
December, 22 new clients have signi
and six have renewed. The All
sales staff has been enlarged o\
last year. Each salesman, in additi
to his regular beat, gives two >pe<
presentations a month. These i
creative pitches specially tailored
a specific prospect. Right now, t
ABN sales staff is hitting hard
summer selling on the grounds tl
radio is the only medium that d(
not show an audience decline wh
hot weather sets in.
Emphasis in the sales campaign,
course, is on ABN

"live" netwo

programing
— Don
McNeill's
fast
Club, Jim
Backus,
Men flreci
Gril
and Herb "Oscar" Anderson — ha
recently been bought into by su
majors as L&M, Lever, Knox. Huds
Vitamins and Gillette. "Music k I
most listenable thing on a natioi
basis," says Harrison, "and our m<
ern adaptation of music broadcaati
is Newscasts
bringing inaretheattracting
listeners."new sp<
sors,
among Allthem
Chevrolet.
newsGeneral
gets a Mills
big puail
at ABN this year with installation
an automatic system enabling afli.
ates to use net service in local time
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CBS

. I I;iii -man

uses MR study as sales tool

At CBS Radio we're projecting a
ain in 1958 over last year," says
;-ouis Hausman, vice president in
harge of advertising and promotion,
'o back up his prediction, Hausman
oints to steady renewals along with
uch new major clients who have
oined the network this year as: Ba
iasol, Mennen, Miles Labs, A. E.
taley ( Sta-Flo and Sta -Puf), C. H
slasland & Sons (rugs and carpets)
•mother trend is a swing to full spoi
jDrships; some examples; Aero May
owei and Home Insurance.
' The current softness in the national economy should have no adverse
ISect on net radio. "As times get
jugher," Hausman told SPONSOR,
.either through economics of the
puntry or through more products
lompeting for the consumer's dollar,
ue believe more advertisers will be
impelled to do hard-sell — the differ;ace between touching someone light! and grabbing him. At such a
me, 'impulse" items can become 'deberative' items. If advertisers want
) try to meet this only with circulaon, ' Hausman continued, "they can
se many media including outdoor
nd matchbooks. But if they want to
Id impact at a low cost-per-1,000,
idio is the thing."
The largest sales staff CBS Radio
er had is out making presentations
>r new business based on the results
E the recent study on qualitative difrences between stations by Motivaon Analysis, Inc. This is the sixty study which showed that radio
steners do distinguish between staons, listen more attentively to and
ilieve some more than others.
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MBS

NBC

Paul Roberts (right) takes

Geo. Graham : A

Paul Roberts, the new president of
Mutual, looks forward to a $14 million net business in 1958. This estimate is based on the selling of all
available option time, and MBS is
out to do just that. With more salesmen on the payroll than ever before
(including nine account execs), this
net is set to sell what it considers

"Right now on our books we have
more firm orders for the first half of
this year than we wrote in the entire

radio is best at — immediacy.
In line with this concept, news has
been upgraded through "Operation
Newsbeat." The news director at any
of its 450 affiliate stations may call
New York collect with any story he
considers worthwhile. If "hot," it is
picked up at once and cut into programing.
Carrying its immediacy concept
still farther, MBS has begun to test
an "auto network" for traffic information. Ifit is successful, it will be
a strong sales tool in 1958. The test,
started 27 January, consists of 31
MBS affiliates in the East, each of
which concludes its traffic bulletins
with a suggestion that the motorist
passing through turn to the dial position of the next cooperating MBS
outlet for traffic conditions ahead. It
may be extended to include all MBS
stations.
Affiliates play a major role in MBS
strategy this year. "Swap" programing, designed to get good clearances,
gives affiliates the chance to sell
locally in some network programs.
MBS reports renewals are steady,
some former tv money is starting to
come in. Some of the new major
clients are: Lever, Colgate, BristolMyers, Quaker State Oil, L&M, ExLax, Jell-O, Chrysler, and Whitehall.

first six months of 1957," George
Graham, NBC director of radio network sales planning, told sponsor.
He estimates that business volume in
1958 should exceed 1957 by $4 or
$5 million.
Where many of last year's campaigns were for short-terms, clients
are now buying on NBC for longer
duration. This trend. Graham feels,
is indicative of net radio results. This
feeling has been borne out by events.
American Motors has just given
Monitor an unsolicited award (see
picture), crediting it with major part
in lifting Rambler sales 81% in 1957.
NBC Radio also has seen the major
radio clients of the pre-1948 years
( Lucky Strike. General Mills, General
Motors. P&G, Lever, and the most recent— Chrysler) return to the web.
Midas Mufflers (agency: Bozell &
Jacobs), a Chicago manufacturer of
auto mufflers, came on Monitor last
year with one one-minute spot; now
spends about $1.2 million on NBC.
What are the sales tools of NBC?
"Not promotion in the sense that
most think of promotion." says Graham. "We try to be realistic and
promote for our advertising clients."
Service to clients includes setting
up and producing closed-circuit sales
meetings where a national advertiser's local dealers and salesmen can
meet in up to 190 cities covered by
the web and hear from execs in the
main office. General Mills, for example, ishaving just such a meeting
on 7 March to be fed to 80 cities. ^

WILL THE COURTS
KILL TV PARODY?
The Supreme Court will decide soon how much freedom
the Renins, Caesars and Skeltons have in poking fun at
copyrighted material.

Here's a brief description (in

laymen's language) of the implications in the case

I he future of the Art of Burlesque
on t\ (non-Minsk) variety) rests this
week in the hand? of the highest court
in the land.
\t issue: how much freedom does a
performer have in satirizing copyrighted material without permission?
Will restrictions on satire kill its use
in television?
The case: The Supreme Court is
considering
suit against
Jack
Benin. CBS Loews"
and American
Tobacco
for Benin's satire on MGM's

"Gas-

The background: In 1953. a year
light."
after Benin and Barbara Stanwyck did
a live tv satire on the movie, CBS
made a film along similar lines. Loews
brought action to restrain showing of
the film lit was never shown).
In

CBS-made Mm "illi Jatk Benin ^alirizin-:
MGM's movie "Gaslight" (below) led to suit

1955. Federal District Judge James
Carter in Los Angeles held that the
film was a copyright infringement on
the ground there was a substantial
taking of material from the original
movie. The Circuit Court of Appeals
later upheld the district court decision.
Late last month a 105-minute hearing
l supplementing written briefs) was
held before the Supreme Court.
Significance: This is what lawyers
call a case of "first impression." The
Supreme Court has never considered a
case of this kind before so that Olympian statements on the free use of
copyrighted material for purposes of
parody may be forthcoming. I Satire
on material in the public domain or
where the copyright owner has given
permission is not at issue here. I
There was nothing in the district
court's decision calculated to knock a
knowing copyright lawyer out of his
chair. However, the lack of previous
court decisions on this particular subject made Judge Carter's statements
seem (to certain lawyers, at least) restrictive. The fact that later in 1955
the same judge upheld Sid Caesar in a
case involving the burlesque of "From
Here to Eternity" made the outlook
for burlesque a little more promising
l-ut also a little more complicated
from a legal point of view.
Furthermore, in the eyes of one expert— Samuel Spring, New York attorney and author of "Bisks and Rights
in Television and Publication" — the
circuit court's words seemed to cast a
cloud over am kind of burlesque ol

copj righted dramatic material.
There seems little doubt that sine*
Judge Carter's original decision, thi
networks have treated hurlesque wit!
kid gloves. It is hard to say whethe;
there has actually been less burlesqut
on tv since the decision, a belief ut

tered by Benny's lawyer before the Su
preme Court. It has heen pointed ou
that the hiatus of Caesar, a fertili ■ l
source
of satire, may be the reason fo I
this feeling.

While copyright law is fairly com
i
plicated, the decision in the Bennf I
case appears to revolve around on
key word: substantial.
Judge Carte
|
said, in essence, that the fair use o j
copyrighted works does not permit th. 4 1
wholesale taking of material from th
original and, that, said Carter, is wha
Benny did. The fact that Benny pet
formed a satire does not change th
rule that the test of copy right infringt
ment is whether the taking was sul
stantial.
Carter denied this decisio, •
would discourage burlesque. He cor
tended there is plenty of opportunit
for satire in the public domain an
in satire which makes fun of typejj
of dramatic material or uses a specifi
work as a starting point to "take o
the blue."
Caesar decision. Judge Carte
intoIn the
said: "The doctrine of fair use permit
burlesque to go somewhat farther s
long as the taking is not substantial.
This seems to indicate that the wor
substantial is flexible and some lawyei
feel that Judge Carter ended up 1>
contradicting himself.
Whatever Judge Carter meant, th
eyes of a number of people in the I
business are directed at Washington t
see if the Supreme Court will clear u
the right to burlesque, if not once an
for all. at least for the time bein:
There is hope that in the current lil
eral civil rights atmosphere, the cou
will take a generous attitude towai
satire — considered by main the hi«l
est form of criticism.
So far as advert ising itself is ecu
cerned, fair use (including burlesA
of copyrighted material is more I
strictive than in the case of dramat
material. Advertisers usualK take i
chances with cop) righted materi;
They either get permission I and pa\
use the public domain or steer clca
However, in the legal world, a libera
izing of one part of the law can sla
ripples that affect other parts. In th
case, it's up to those nine men.
4
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Now: $115,000

per week

After 21 years
of failure . . .

LESTOIL'S FOUR
FABULOUS TV YEARS
Marketing maverick Lestoil buys every tv station in a market, advertises
long before distribution starts, makes station executives come with the
rep
^

HOLYOKE,

to its plant
MASS.

for contract

closing.

Sales?

Up 35,000%

since tv

by Hal Meden

I v has given meteoric success to
many consumer products — but in some
nstances these rocket take-offs obscure
oainstaking years of effort and dogged
letermination.

for Jacob L. Barowsky, 66-year-old
founder and president of Adell Chemical Co., maker of Lestoil.
That was the picture uncovered by
sponsor when it went to Adell Chemi-

It has only been in the last four
years — heavy tv years — that Barowsky
has found
toil. Todaythe
: way to jet-propel Les-

Perfect case in point:
Lestoil, reortedly the nation's fastest-growing
11-purpose liquid detergent and comnonly thought to have enjoyed an
nernight triumph.
But it was a night 25 years long —
quarter-century
of cold shoulders

cal's brand-new Holyoke, Mass., plant
recently (a flight, incidentally, that's
been made by scores of tv station executives because of a unique Lestoil

are rolling
each
week. off Adell's production lines

•
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buying mandate — a station man must
accompany the rep each time a station
is bought by Adell Chemical
Co.).

• Over 4,000,000 bottles of Lestoil

• Sales are 350 times what they
were at the end of 1953.
• In most of its advertised markets,
Lestoil is first among the all-purpose
liquid detergent brands.

He reasons. "We're still a new product to the stores every time we step
into a new market. Rather than waste

Will Lestoil hand cream be
Adell' s next product to get the
big spot tv push?

It could

easily be slotted into LestoiVs
present station schedule

\\ bat turned the tide? Spot tv used
in a highly unorthodox manner —
manner bred of necessity, actually.

a

It"? well known to the advertising
Fraternit) that Lestoil crashes a market area with saturation tv two to four
months before the product is found on
store shelves.
What isn't common knowledge is the
reason behind this risky marketing
maneuver. "It's simple," says softspoken, white-haired Barowsky. "We
couldn't get distributors to handle
Lestoil — even when they knew of our
t\ plans. So we had to create a consumer demand in the stores that they
couldn't ignore." Here's how it works:
A saturation schedule on all tv stations in an area creates consumer desire for the product — a desire transmitted to the storekeepers by customer
demands. The store men hit the distributors and. in no time, Adell gets

HOI YOKE,

*Cil

MASS.

the sales forces' time to go in and sell
our past achievements — just to save
some advertising dollars — we continue
with the approach that has proved so
With tv turning in these results, Lessuccessful."
toil's expenditure in the medium has
soared from $300 a week in January
1954 to an estimated $6 million for
1958. Lestoil today is buying time c
110 stations telecasting 2,362 spots

frantic telephone calls ordering rush
shipments of Lestoil.
Then Lestoil's 25-man selling force
blitzes the area — usually sewing up
about 90' i distribution in a few days.
And this, despite competition from

per week.
Dates way back: Lestoil's trade name
was registered by Barowsky in 1936,
and again in 1956, but the product was
born in 1933 as probably the first of
the liquid, all-purpose household deter-

such similar products as Lever Bros.'
Wisk, Fels-Naphtha's new Fels Liquid,
Barcolene, marketed by Barcolene Co.,
White Wave, put out by the Dumas

Adell Chemical's tenacious president
first became interested in cleaning
agents in 1927. At that time, after a
gents.
background in paper jobbing, metal
goods, manufacturing and real estate,
he joined his brothers in operating the
General Cleaners and Dyers in Hol-

Milner Corp., and P&G's new Biz. Another P&G product, Spic and Span
powder, also competes with Lestoil.
For years housewives have used it for
many of the cleaning chores that Lestoil is designed to handle.
Why does Lestoil continue today
with its unique tv approach to a market, despite its growing reputation as
a hot store item? President Barowsky

In this business he decided there
was a need for an agent that, with a
single washing, would remove both
yoke.
water-soluble and non-water soluble
soil. The first batch was mixed by
Barowsky and chemist John Tulenko

told SPONSOR, "I feel Lestoil may not
be as well-known in new markets as we

in a baby's bathtub. Initially, the
product was sold to laundries and

would like to believe."

VS. MADISON

AVENUE

S&

Kiffi^f

jr-,~*, |. mSm§

l '-Mtg^r^

sell

Lestoil

because

they

"",h,"whi • 1

tell the product stoi,

(left), simply and directly.
The) say Madisoi
Avenue soap and detergent commercials have 1'
many furbelows that distract from the produdM
On the other side of the fence, Cheer's Marthl
Wright
commercial
(above),
combines
musi:
dance, a star's personality

SPONSOR

•

to sell entertaining
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More

tv is the decision being made by Lestoil executives (1. to r. I . Aaron Kingsberg, president of Jackson Asso-

ciates, house agency; Mrs. Eleanor Miller, account executive; I. L. "Ike" Eskenasy, vice president of Adell
Chemical Co.; and Jacob L. Barowsky, company founder and president. Lestoil hit it big by paying little heed to
orthodox advertising and marketing tactics. Example: It saturates with spot tv before securing market distribution.
Press-time development: The Federal Trade Commission

accused Adell of failing to reveal in labeling and adver-

tising that Lestoil is "dangerously flammable." Barowsky says the FTC

ndustrial

plants

Industry
cutter for
)aper and
icceptance

was Lestoil's bread and
several years, particularly
textile mills. It met wide
in these plants because it

with

good

success.

•emoved wax, grease, oil, tar, pitch,
sraphite. adhesives and other impuriies from raw stock.
But Barowsky wanted to sell the
lomemaker, too.
.Lestoil's flops: The first big retail
msh started for Lestoil in 1940 in the
lolyoke-Springfield area. By 1946,
advertising — mostly newspaper and ratio—covered all of New England. But
|t didn't sell much Lestoil, and Adell
Chemical pulled in its marketing horns.
It ended up with distribution only
n western Massachusetts and Connecticut—areas that are close to the plant.

PONSOR

•
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"conclusion ... is erroneous" (see page 88)

Eight years of advertising trial and
error, all eventually adding up to er-

disappointments was the Adell search
for an agency — also disappointing.

ror, started in early 1946. I. L. "Ike"
Eskenasy, vice president of Adell, says,

"They simply wouldn't have us,"
Adell's president states.
"After all, I can't blame them too
much — we didn't have a lot of money
to spend," he quietly told sponsor.
Barowsky's solution to the agency
problem: a house agency, Jackson
Associates. It was first headed by

"Each 13 weeks brought on another
type of campaign — but unfortunately
these 13-week campaigns were interspersed with lulls in our advertising
program because the budget didn't permit continuous promotion."
During this period Lestoil tried:
newspaper ads, sometimes many small
ones in a single issue, sometimes full
pages; radio announcements; radio
newscasts; give-away promotions;
demonstrations; couponing; house-tohouse sampling, and two or three tv
I.D.'s per week.
Sales results: A rising curve after
each promotion, then drop-off.
Concurrent
with these advertising

Eskenasy and today is under Barowsky's son-in-law, Aaron L. Kingsberg,
Jackson president and Adell Chemical
Co. comptroller.
The company states the agency is
financially independent of Adell. It is
reportedly run on the standard 15%
commission system and Jackson Associates commissions do not find their
way into the client's treasury, agency
{Please turn to page 86)

HOW

TO FIGHT

FEE TV

I his week more Americans than ever before were aware

Stations can do it by televising

of what's at stake in the fee vs. free tv controvert . lit ason: Stations across the nation are programing special features designed to educate the public.
At the same time, main stations are measuring audience

programs designed to alert the nation's

opinion — finding fee tv faces stiff opposition from viewed
These were some recent station developments in what
already amounted to the biggest editorial effort \et staged

viewers to the dangers of fee tv. And many
tv outlets are now airing everything
from debates to dramatic presentations.
Here's reprint of one such half-hour show

by the country's tv outlets:
• WJBK-TV. Detroit, followed a question-and-answer
program with a request for votes by mail. Result: 3.062
against. 31 for fee tv.
• KOTV, Oklahoma City, after a brief editorial, drew
2,900 postcards— all opposing fee tv. About 200 of the
votes came from Bartlesville, site of the wired fee t\ test
• 97.699 letters, wire and petitions swamped I .S. Congressmen and Senators after a half-hour dramatic anti-fee
tv telecast by WBTV and WSOC-TV. Charlotte, N. C. Co J
was determined by a poll of the legislators conducted 1>\
Charles Crutchfield, v.p. and general manager of Jefferson
Standard Broadcasting Co. SPONSOR reprints the show serin
starting at right, for other stations seeking guidance on how
(o combat fee tv. The show was written and produced
b) (he WBTV

"A nominal fee . . . $'M) plus $12.50 installation . . . insert a little card in the
slot provided . . . and you arc hilled at
the end of the month."
Payola

So says

Tv's pitchman, right, to a

couple during " Sow It Can he. Tolled""

40

staff.

Charles Crutchfield (left) vice president and general manager of Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co.,
and Larry Walker, president of WSOC-TV, Charlotte,
Y (... discuss what fee tv would mean to the average
newer. Scene took place during WSOC-TV and WBTV
-iimillaneous
telecasts of the program
reprinted
here

"NOW

IT CAN

BE TOLLED"

An entertaining and informative programing
tool for
stations seeking a ready-made anti fee tv presentation. The
script is timed for a half-hour. Video instructions are set
'■above the dialogue because of space limitations.
Video:
MCU
Anncr., sets in BG being dis-assembled.
lights killed.
[Anncr. The program you have just seen is the last network
' tv program
you will ever see.
Tonight, all the
. television networks suspend operations. And this is
local television program you will see. . . . The
i January 27th, 1963 . . . five years after the birth
television. (Et music theme full) (Et under)
Video:
Card: Jan. 27, 1963 slow dissolve to slide:
Can be Tolled.

major
the last
date is
of pay
Now it

This is a fantasy ... a dramatization of the day, five years
jfrom now, when free television, as we know it today will be
; no more. (Et out)
Video: Fade out. Fade in. Dolly out from tv monitor in
\LR set to reveal family. . . . Father finishing evening paper.
; kid sulking on corner of sofa, mother enters and sits.
i knock on door) Father: (Walking to door) We having
company tonight?
I Mother: Not that I know of. (She rises and smooths dress)
■ Probably just someone
1 Jimmy.

dropping

in.

You

run

along

to

Video: Follow man to door he opens same, revealing salesman t\pe with satchel.
Father: (As he opens door) Oh! How do you do?
Salesman: Good evening. Are you Mr. John Q. Public?
Father: That's right. Won't you come in.
Video: Man ushers salesman into room.

each evening right here in your living room, being royally
entertained for . . . say three hours each evening ... six
days a week. Sound interesting?
Father: Well . . .
Video: Follow Hawker to monitor.
Salesman: Good! I'll continue. Payola Tv Corporation is
in business to serve you (Walks to tv set) thru this otherwise obsolete piece of your living room furniture. (Blows
dust off) You don't have to buy a lot of expensive equipment, just one small item (as he turn on set with scrambled
pix) which will clean up this scrambled mess. (Takes gadget from satchel) Here it is . . . Payola Tv's patented
"scramble-straightener."
Video: Father walks over.
Father: Now just a minute. If I understand you correctly,
you want to sell me this gadget, that will enable me to see
tv as I did a few years ago for nothing. How much will
this . . . thing . . . cost me.
Salesman: A nominal fee . . . only $30. plus an installation
charge of only $12.50.
Father: Then all I have to do is turn on the set?
Salesman:
Yes. . . . Then, just insert this little card in the
slot provided and a whole new world opens up before your
very eyes. You are billed at the end of the month for only
the programs you see.
Father: You mean I pay forty-two-fifty for this gadget plus
a fee for each show I see?
Salesman:

Right!

Could anything be simpler?

You're darn right. Old fashioned free tv was a whale of
a lot simpler. What can you offer to beat it?
Salesman:
(Smugly) I'm glad you asked that question Mr.
P. . . (Taking papers from satchel) have a seat. (Father
sits) First of all. Payola will bring into your living room a

Salesman: Thank you, I'm Harry Hawker, representing the
Pa\ola Tv Corp.
I don't know if you realize it Mr. Public.
but you're the only man on your block not subscribing to
our service.
Father: Oh?

super colossal line-up of outstanding movies.
Mother:
What's so new about movies . . . free television
ran two or three a day.

Salesman: Yeah . . . and not only that Mr. P. but you're
depriving your family of hours of happiness at a very low

Payola specializes in the "older good movies." None of
those ancient things with unheard of stars . . . but super

cost. Do ya' mind if I sit down?
Father: No, but, . . .

extravaganzas like . . . "The swamp woman." A Howard
Barrelbottom production. And Mr. Barrelbottom is turning
(Script continued next page)

Salesman: Ya' see Mr. P., with our new plan, you can spend
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Salesman : But ours are far better than any they offered.

"Now it Can be Tolled"9 mixes
fart and humor to rap fee tv setup
out a new masterpiece every three days.
Mother: (To husband) I don't think we'd better join, I . . .
Salesman: \nd that ain't all. ... In order to bring you a
wide varietj of entertainment. Payola goes to great expense
to bring you the top Broadway shows of each season . . .
plus, gel this Mr. P. . . . the top sports attractions from all
over the country . . . boxing, football, the bowl games.
baseball, e\en the World Series. Also there will be an
occasional culture offering, such as the opera. And to
wrap up the package you can even see some of the old
tele\ ision shows.
Father: I'll tell \ ou Mr. Hawker, I don't think we would be
interested in your offer. I can't see why I should . . .
Salesman:
Now let's not act hastily Mr. P. I'd like for you
to get a small sample before you make any decision. (Starts
attaching gadget I I can hook you up in just a second, and
I guarantee you can't turn us down after you see it.
Video: Dolly in to set. Out to news set.
Bean .... Elsewhere in the news tonight, a baby sitter w ith
champagne tastes in entertainment
has wrecked the beer
budget of John T. Jones, 22 Hardrock Lane.
Video: Pix baby sitter.
Vernon Viewmore was engaged by Mr. Jones to care for
his four children while Mrs. Jones was in the hospital.
Vernon, during the two evenings he worked ran up a bill
of S712 with the Payola Tv Corporation.
Video:
MCU Bean.
Attorney Arthur Lidflip, on assignment of the Legal Aid
Society sought a court order restraining Payola from exattendant.

ercising an attachment of Jones' salary as a filling station
The court took the plea under advisement.

On the labor front tonight, a nationwide steel strike was
threatened today as labor leaders stood pat on their demands for a special pay-tv fringe benefit of $242 a year.

So that members can afford pay television.
Video: Film clip voting.
Less than 5 percent of the qualified voters went to the pofl
today to vote on a bond issue which proponents say holds
the key to the future development of the area. In 1957 a
similar proposal for bonds in the amount of 70 million dollars also was sponsored by the county growth committee.
The committees 1957 proposals were given wide publicity
by the cities free television stations, with speakers appearing
regularly to outline projects and illustrate them with models
and drawings. In 1957 a record turnout of voters approved
the project by an overwhelming majority.
Video:
MCU Bean.
Proponents of today's defeated bond issue claim the failure
will penalize the growth of the area.
Red faced investigation officers of the sales tax department
admitted today that they raided a childrens birthday party
on an anonymous tip that a view-easy was being operated at
810 West Moppet Ave. A department spokesman denied
reports that the tip had come from pay-tv operators anxious^
to smash the growing ring of neighborhood view-easies on
tv-easies where scores of people gather at one home to see
pay-tv shows. The sales tax agents contend admissions are
being charged without the payment of tax. Officer M. T.
Strictly, known to the underworld view-easy gang as
"Mighty"' Strictly was in charge of the raid.
That's the news. . . . Leave the card in your "scramble!
straightener" you might miss something really big. And:
don't forget the 11 o'clock news, your best tv buy. . . Only
fifteen cents for a complete comprehensive five minute news
summary. . . . Goodnight.
Video:
Dolly out. Cut to CU Fletch.
Fletch: Don't touch that card. . . . I'm gonna tell ya' how
ya' can get more tv in your home on easy terms. Maybe \ on
saw our ad in the morning paper (Hold up paper) see
now

. . . pay

later. (Paper down)
Yessir,
I Please turn to page 60)

now

bud»el

Fighter tells viewers he has obtained
a sponsor, so his fight will cost
only $1.00 on tv — and commercials will
be run only between rounds, he vows

Muchos Pesos, "pay view-:
er of the year" is honored
during "Now it Can bt
Tolled" because he spent
$5,721.23 in a year fc|
watch tv. Gil Stamper.
WBTV, introduces Peso;,

TV

TV SET

SALES

HOLD

BASICS/FEB.-MAR.
s/i

UP

WELL

Retail television set sales for 1957 hit the 6.6 million mark,
slight clip from 1956. Healthy replacement market indicated.
Saturation

Status

up

show a projected 12.5 million t\ homes

been a yearly increase of four million
tv homes. But as saturation nears the
100% set mark, a leveling-off is inevitable. ActualK ol'< of I . S. homes
now have tv. This compares with 79%
on 1 March 1957. Considering the
high level reached last year, it's felt
195!> shows a laii'K husky increase.

MONTH

Sales

84%,

for 1 March 1958 — about a three million increase from the same date in
1957. From 1953 to 1957 there had

the year's monthly breakdown figures
show that sales were heaviest during
Christmas this year as in the past.

Network

hits

Latest Nielsen figures on saturation

I elevision set growth is continuing
at a healthy pace.
According to latest figures obtained
from the Electronic Industries Assn.
(see chart below), tv set sales for 1957
reached 6.6 million — down only 250,000 from 1956.
The December figure followed the
annual pattern, with a slight dip from
the previous year. However a look at

1. THIS

level

IN

Week

Ending

| %
| Live
1 12.9
I 92.2

I 85.9

from

last

15

In March 1956 saturation was at

ure is higher than last year's.

February

Nighttime
SPONSORED

HOURS

ABCf
7.75
CBSf —

^—

NBC «b™h^M23

^

%
1g1 Live
31.0
I 42.9
57.6

33

HOURS

ABCf i
CBS
l
NBC
i

Today

Tv homes index

Tv set sales index

1958

1957

I . S. homes

50.6

49.5

Tv homes

42.5

39.3
s figures

•
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1958

in millions

923,339

;:":■

year

72%,
65%;
1954.
5!!',sales
.
Even1955,
though
retail
tv set
show
a slight decline. 1957 was the fourth
biggest year in sales. The peak was
reached in 1955 with 7.4 million sets
sold. I In 1954 7.3 million were sold.)
Nielsen figures show that roughly
three million of the 6.6 million tv sets
sold in 1957 went into new tv homes.
The rest, it can be assumed, were replacement sets. This replacement fig-

18.5

Tv Dimensions

SPONSOR

million

TELEVISION

Daytime
SPONSORED

3.2

957.193

6,560,220

(..804.783

^

2. ALPHABETICAL
Sponsored
PROGRAM
Adventures
A-F

COST

at Scott

Vdventures

Wand:

of McGraw:

\U VI'
Uroa-Coodvear

Theater:

38,000

PROGRAM

Nighttime Network
SPONSORS

AND

R. J. Reynolds.

33.000

P&C,

38,000

Alcoa,

&

SPONSORS

Eve

Allen

Arden:

Show:

108,000

V-L

36,500

Bowles

End of The Rainbow: D-L
Father Knows Best: Sc-F
•Eddie Fisher: V-L

FSR; alt Coodyear, Y&R

Sc-F

Armstrong

Circle

Theatre:

S. C. Johnson. Needham, Louis &
Brorby; Crey
U. S. Time, Peck; Creyhound,

Tennessee
Ernie Ford Show :
V-L

Lever,

G.E. Theatre: Dr-F

JWT;

alt

Shulton,

43,000
(altwks)

Armstrong

Cork,

38.500
(altwks)

Amer

Tobacco,

Amer

Tobacco, BBDO

Wesley

•George Gobel: V-L

BBDO

Dr-L

Jack

Father:

Benny:

65,000
(altwks)

Mu

Record:

Bold

Sc-F

C-F

Polly Bergen:
•Big

V-L

Mu-L

Journey:

A-F

DDB

Robin Hood: A-F

Chevrolet,

32,000

Amer

31,000

Miles, Wade;

40,000

Carnation, EW.R&R;

Broken

Arrow:

W-F

& Allen:

Sc-F

Caesar

Invites You:

Californians:

Cavalcade

of Sports:

Cheyenne:
Circus

Sp-L

W-F

Boy:

•Rosemary
Climax:

CV-L

W-F

A-F

Clooney:

V-L

Colt .45: W-F
•Perry

Como:

40,000

Helena

Rubenstein,

37,500

Singer

Sewing,

45,000

Gillette,

Purina, Cardner
Cen Mills, BBDO
Ogilvy,

Y&R;

B

&

Lipton,

M
Y&R

Maxon

Cen Elect, Y&R,
Mars, Knox
nett

42,000

Lever Bros, JWT

59,000

Chrysler,

58.000

L&M,

37,000

Campbell,

BBDO

140,000

V-L

53,000

Lassie: A-F
Leave It To Beaver: Sc-F
•Life of Riley: Sc-F

30.500

Bob

Music

Jubilee;

of Last Resort:
Cummings

John

Daly

December
Destiny:
Richard
Dick

And

News:
Bride:

Diamond:
The

Mc-E
BBDO;

Mennen,

Mc-E

Kimberly-Clark, FCB; Noxzema, SS
C&B; RCA & Whirlpool, K&E; Sunbeam. Perrin-Paus; Amer Diirv.
Campbell-Mithun;
Knomark,
Mogul

Wyatt

My-F

Earp:

W-F

Williamson,

Dickie;

V2

Y&R;

13,000

Cen

35.000
30.000

Foods,

Lorillard.

B&B;

3 days open

Mr. Adams

& Eve: Sc-F

Patrice Munsel: MuV-L
that Tune: Q-L

Factor,

Anderson-McCon

Ford.

|WT

L&N

Playhouse 90: Drl.&F
•Price Is Right: Q-L

David, Weiss;

H. Curtis, C.

DFS; Ceneral Foods,

The Real McCoys: Sc-F
Restless Gun: W-F
Rin Tin Tin: A-F

B&B

Mills,

DFS;

P&C,

Compton

Esty

Buick,

Frigidai

Kudner;
Burnetl

U. S. Rubber; F. D. Rich
H.

23,000
24.000

Bishop,

Spector

R. J. Reynolds, Esty; Toi
Y&R
rden, Y&R;
Amer
Ho

34.000
34.000

Amer Oil, J. Katz; Hamm \W
Mithun, alt Time-Life, Y&
Amer Cas. L&N; Bristol-Myerll
Philip Morris, Burnett; k h
Clark, FC&B; Allstate, Burt

39,000
21.500

Speidel, K&E;

alt RCA,

K&E

Sylvania, JWT
Vl hr.
35,000
37,300

Warner-Lambert,

36,000

Nabisco,

41,500
Schlitz Playho

Y&R

R. J. Reynolds.

Kellogg,

SSC&B;

altnl

K&E

Chcmstrand,

Sally: Sc-F
Cen

i

55,000
23,000
38,500

Person To Person: I-L

Derby, Mc-E; Cen Mills, TathamLaird: DFS; Cen Foods, Y&R; Reynolds Metals, Buchanan:
Frank
L&M.

Max

Kaiser Companies,

People's Choice: Sc-F

75.000

, BBDO;

37,000

Colgate, Bates

Navy Log: Dr-F
Original Amateur Hour: V-L

Cen Foods, B&B

Mogcn
Best

■ wk 0

Compton;

34,000
41.000

Millionaire: Dr-F

hr. open

L&N

29.500

33.500

BBDO

Rand,

40,000

Bristol-Myers,

Sc-F

Soup,

Remington

35.000
<l/2
(14 hr.)
hr.)

W-F

People Are Funny: M-F

35,000

Vln

R. J. Reynolds, Esty
Kratt, JWT

Campbell

Maverick:

R. J. Reynolds, Esty; alt ChesebroughPonds, Mc-E

A-F

Y&R;

Gisele MacKenzie: V-L

Lorillard,

6,000tt

Johnson,

Perry Mason: My-F

36,000

N-L&F

&

Mc-E

28,000

Sc-F

Bates; alt Lever, II

Bristol-Myers, Y&R

46,000

Sc-F

Duchess:

M-F

8,000

BBDO

28,000

M Squad: My-F

Dr-F

Dr-F

Disneyland:

Dragnet:

Show:

Mu-L

& Whirlpool, K&E

34,000

Line-up: My-F

Name
Country

Elect,

RCA

Johnson

24,000

34,000
36.000

& Crey

Reeves; alt Kellogg, Bur-

Cen

Whitehall,

29,000

•Kraft Tv Theatre: Dr-L

Love That Jill: Sc-F

78,000
34,000

V-L

Dr-L

Oasis:

Ralston

Lever Broi

Mc-E

35,300

Pve Got a Secret: Q-L

Campbell-Ewald

Chicle, DFS

Parkson

JWT;

Lipton, Y&R; Toni, North
Y&R
L&M, DFS; Sperry Rand (1 w i

38,000
36,000

I Love Lucy: Sc-F

Purina, CBB

45,000

Court

47.000
115,000
(altwks)

36,000

Ralston

W-F

Club

L&M,

38,000

Hitchcock Presents: My-F

Oldsmobile, Brother; Pillsbury, Burnett; alt Armour, FC&B; Kellogg,
Burnett

V-L

The

Scott Paper,

Have Gun, Will Travel: W-F

Max

50,000
l'/2hr.)

Pat Boone:
Bowie:

Godfrey's Scouts: V-L
Gunsmoke: W-F

47,000

8,500

Factor,

BBDO

Jim

Burns

Pharmaceuticals.
30,000
38.000

32,000

Bachelor

I

Doug Edwards News: N-L&F

Dr-F
•Steve

INDEX
6-11 p.m.

AGENCIES

Esty

Benton

Programs

DD&B;

alt

Roy T«

38,000

: Dr-F
•Color «how, (L) Live, (P) Film, ttCost is
sustaining, participating- or co-op programs — se
co*U including talent and production.
They i

segment. List does not include
irt. Costs refer to average show
ross (include 15% agency corncharges. This list covers period

Listing continues
SPONSOR

•

on page 6 \

L5 FEBRUARY

195£

Public

places

. . .

. reported

1 ^^ Indeed restaurants, lunch counters, barber
shops, beauty parlors, taverns, clubs, hotels at' tract sizable audiences lor radio and TV. The
great upsurge in portables and transistor sets —
and portables for TV — are enormously expanding
the total audience with personalized listening and
tiewing.
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by Pulse

C O

3. NIGHTTIME

MONDAY

SUNDAY
ABC

P A

N.uT

CBS

ABC

NBC

TUESDAY

CBS

ABC

NBC

CBS

NBC

Beat The Clock

The' Last Word
sust (3/2 S)

Meet The Press
,u"

Prudential
20th
Century

No net service

News

D Edwards
Whitehall

sust alt Carter

D Edwards
Brown & Wmson

0u,l»ok

(2/23 only; 6-7)
Sports
Campbell Soup

Maverick

Bachelor

Kaiser Companlet
(7:30-8:30)

Ed Sullivan
(8-9)
Mercury
alt Kodak

C. E. Theatre
Gen Electric

Rubinstein

Hitchcock
Theatre
Bristol-Myers

Scotland Yard
Gen Foods alt
Bristol-Myers.

Challenge
$64,000
P.

Lorlllard

What's My Line
Fla. Citrus
alt H Curtis

net service

Index

Sa||y

'
1

Steve
Allen
S. C. Johnson
alt Greyhound
U.S. Time

Dinah Shore
Chevy Show
(9-10)
Chevrolet

Welk Top Tunes
New
Talent
Dodge-Plymouth
(9:30-10:30)

Bob Hope Show
: Johnson Motors
|
(alt open)

Loretta Young
P&G
Show

No

Welk

No

net service

Top Tunes

Phil Silvers Show: Sc-F

42,000
32,000
8,600

V-F

$64,000 Challenge: Q-L
$64,000 Question: Q-L
•Red Skelton: CV-L&F
Gale Storm Show: Sc-F

Ed Sullivan Show: V-L
Sunday News Special: N-L

Telephone
Bell Time

Studio One
In Hollywood
Westinchouse

Suspicion
(10-11)

West Point
Bristol-Myers
alt

(10-11)

Philip Morris

Nighttime

AND

Burnett;

R.

Oats,

Y&R
Ceneral

Alcoa-Coodyear
Theater
Turn
of Fate

AGENCIES

).

Reynolds,

Esty

WBT

Foods,

Y&R;

Bristol-Myers,

Chesterfield, Mc-E
P. Lorillard, Y&R;

52,000

PetFCBMilk, Cardner; alt S. C. Johnson,

Revlon,

Revlon,

(J4 hr.)
79,500
9,500
79,500

Westinghouse,

Mc-E

Amer. Chicle. Bates; Luden's, Matties;
Colgate-Palmolive,
Bates
Mercury,

K&E;

alt Kodak, JWT

Whitehall,
Bates;
ucts, Bates

alt

Ford,

Morris,

JWT;

Philip

Carter

Prod-

Ayer;

'/i

Bishop

alt Glamorene

Mr. Adams & Eve
R. J. Reynolds
(2/11

Ceorge Cobel
RCA & Whirlpool

S)

Eve Arden
Lever alt Shulton
Lowell Thomas

Eddie Fisher
(alt wks 8-9) LAM
Oldsmobile

(2/25) (8-9)
To Tell The
Truth
Pharmaceutical*

Adventures
P&G
of McCraw

Network

The California^
$64,000
Revlon
Question
No

net

Programs
COST

Tales of Wells Fargo: W-F

36,000

Telephone Time: Dr-F
The Thin Man: My-F

31,000

This Is Your Life: D-L

To Tell The Truth: Q-L
Tombstone Territory: W-F
Trackdown:
A-F

36,000

Upton
net service

No

service

6-11

1

p.

SPONSORS

AND

Amer Tobacco,
Kudner
Bell, Ayer

Colgate-Palmolive,

fill

SSC&B; >

Bates

P&C, B&B
52.000
47,500

Cen Foods,

23,500

42,500

Warner-Lambert, Lennen'
RCA, K&E
Pharmaceuticals, Parkson
Bristol-Myers, Y&R

33,500

Amer Tobacco. BBDO; 1
Mobil Oil, Compton

22,000

Treasure Hunt: Q-L

22,000

Truth or Consequences: Q-F

23,000

20th Century: D-F
Twenty-One: Q-L
U.S. Steel Hour: Dr-L
Voice of Firestone: Mu-L

Cummings

Red Skelton
Pet Milk
alt S. C. Johnson

Phillips-Van
Heusen

—

Wagon Train: W-F
Mike Wallace: I-L

Hazel

Bob

Danny Thomas: Sc-F
•Tic Tac Dough: Q-L

BBDO

BBDO

39,500

40,000

A

PROGRAM

67,500
35,000
39,000

55.000
Sugarfoot: W-F

P&C,
Quaker

Broken Arrow
Rals-Purina
alt Miles

Studio One
In Hollywood

net service

Colgate-PalmoL
Luden's,

Twenty-One
Pharmaceutical!

Bride

(replied)

Kellogg
Name That Tune
Whitehall alt

Sugarfoot
(alt Am
wks Chicle.
7:30-8:30)

Wyatt Earp
Gen Mills
alt P&G

December

Edwards
Whitehall

7:30-830)
(alt wks

alt Bulck

Danny Thomas
Gen Foods

net service
D

Cheyenne
Gen Electric

Wells Fargo

Toni

Firestone
Firestone

continued... Sponsored

Sgt. Preston: A-F
Scotland Yard: My-F

Suspicion: My-L&F

Restless Cun
War. -Lambert

No

Focus

Daly News
sust

Price Is Right

Burns
& Allen
Carnation
alt
Gen Mills

Bold Journey
Raliton-Purina

Steve Allen

John

Speidel
RCA alt

Love That Jill
Mai Factor

SPONSORS

Frank Sinatra:

Sports

luT

Robin Hood

o.s.s.

Typewriter
' Royal
Chemstrand
alt

Ed Sullivan

You Asked for It
Sklppy Peanut
Butter

No

No net service
D Edwards
Brown & Wmson

Talent Scouts

Adventures at
Scott
Island
Reynolds

Elelena

Focus

John
Daly
News
Bristol-Myers

6Ust

Father

'ack
, ,']*Benny

Maverick

'

45,000
30,000
60,000

B&B

Hazel
Bishop,
Product
ServicesSpcctor U
Sterling Drug, DFS
Prudential, Reach McCIn
Pharmaceuticals, Parkson
U.S. Steel, BBDO

28,000

Firestone, Sweeney

25,000

Edsel, FC&B
Drackett,
Y&R; Lewis-li»«
Philip Morris. Ayer

15,000

y2 hr.

15
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& M'1,

19

G R A P

15

THURSDAY

SDAY
NBC

ABC

NBC

Tic

Tac

Leave

Dough

To

CBS

Dick Clark Show
Truth Or
Consequences

Show

Dick Clark Shov

ot Month

Colt .45
The Real

Dick And

Campbell Soup
alt Mennen

McCoys

Shower

Polly Bergen
People's Choice
It

Kraft Theatre

The

Bristol

sust

Ford Show

.7. Reynolds

Walter

Lawrence

45,000

Mennen,

14,500

Dodge,

j J Tunes: V-L

19,000

I tit: A-F

12,000

Travel
Whitehall
Cunsmoke
L&M
alt

Winchell

Sperry-Rand

Dodge

AND

AGENCIES

To

Pharmaceuticals

Specials and Spectaculars
SPONSORS

Grant
&

AND

AGENCIES

edy In

Plymouth,

Grant

115.000
Monsanto.

Mte: CV-L

altSchick
Scott
End of the
Rainbow

Person

Mc-E; Miles. Wade

hillips-Van

Conquest: D-L

275,000

Florida Citru

29,500

's [y Line: Q-L

38,000

Dupont,

Delco

vith

NL&B — 3 9
BBDO— 2 21

(CM), Camp-Ewald— 2 25

39,000

Wjian: Dr-F

36,500

Hd For It: M-F

18,000

Be four Life: Q-L

Welk

S)

SPONSORS

I incheU File: Dr-F

Cisele LAM
MacKenzii

Have Cun, Will

Frieidalre

Person

Ijiy Fights: Sp-L
en Welk: Mu-L

Cale
Mai alt
Factor
NestleStorm
tit Club
Helene
Curtis
Oasis

H. Bishop

Patrice Munsel
Bulck alt

Myen

Science

(1/23

The

Duchess
Mogen David alt

Of Stars

(8:30-9:30)

Modern

NBC

Trackdown

Diamond
Detective

Knows
alt

It

Remington

P. Lorillard

Father

ABC

CBS

Warn-Lambert

MAR.

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

CBS

Richard
Private

FEB. - 14

51,750

Bob Hope Show: CV-L&F
Skippy

Peanut

DeSoto, BBDO;

Butter,

Toni, North

13 oung: Dr-F

42,000

P&C,

I I Parade: Mu-L

49,000

Amer

G f Theatre: W-F

45,000

Gen Foods, B&B;

37,000

AC
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GBB

* Jerry Lewis Show: CV-L
Omnibus:

M-L

* Shower of Stars: CV-L

B&B
Tobacco, BBDO;

alt Toni, North

Ford, |WT

Spark Plug, Brother; 7-Up, JWT

*Shirley Tern [> I<-*■- Stoixlmuk

267,000

lonhson

230,000

Oldsmobile,

115,000

Union

200,000

Chrysler,

225.000

J.

Ltd.,

Motors,

)WT;

alt

open— 3/2

Brother— 2 18

Carbide.

Mathes;

JWT— 2 23.

3 9

Mc-E— 2 20

H.
Breck,
2Ayer;
19, 3 Hill
5

Ayer;
Bros.

Natio
Coffe

Aluminium

HOW HIG

CA-TV's
MOVITHEWR-4
WI "HIGH NO N
DRAWS
BIGGEST FEATUR
FILM AUDIENCE
IN NEW YORK
TV HISTORY
t of St. Mary's," "The Bullfighter and the Lady," "Claudia a
10 de Bergerac;' "The Eve of St. Mark," "High Noon," "The Quiet Ma
"The Red Pony," "Sands of Iwo Jima," "Spellbound," "The Third Man "
Great Stars: Ingrid Bergi

HE "NOON"!
IL-TV's
Movie • 4 showing of "High Noon" drew almost 4 million viewers — the
j audience in New York television history for a single showing of a feature film,
at was its attraction that Movie • 4's "High Noon" gathered a larger audience
ny other show — network or local — on any other station all month.
is tent scheduling on Movie • 4 of new feature films like "High Noon," combined with
e live programming like the "Jack Paar Show," has enabled WRCA-TV to capinclusively the late-night audiences in New York.
t a typical recent two-month period for added evidence of WRCA-TV's superithe major competition was showing post-'48 films only 24% of the time — while
• 4 presented new product at the rate of 62%.

MOVIE»4's
spark

success has helped

audience

increases

throughout WRCA-TV's entire
schedule.* Here's the picture
of the top two stations for Jan.,
'57 versus Jan., '58:
DAY

NIGHT

TOTAL WEEK

WRCA-TV +16% +21% +20%

lovie • 4 has insured continued dominance by signing up the post-'48 library of
ic Pictures — the only post-'48 movie package in New York, with many features
were released in 1956 and 1957.

Stations -8% -13% -11%

'ir share of high ratings — at a low cost — with MOVIE • 4. Price? Package of
-minute participating announcements per week — just $5,000.

*For example, the Sunday "11th Hour News"
achieved in January the highest rating

RCA-TV Sales, or your NBC Spot Sales representative, at Circle 7-8300, today!

in history for a local news show — a 40.4
with a 74.5% share of audience!

SOURCE: New York ARB, January 1958

iOVIE *A

WRCA-TV J -

©

C O

DAYTIME

MONDAY

SUNDAY
ABC

CBS
Lamp

NBC

Unto
Feet

ABC

TUESDAY

CBS

My

Carry

Moore

Arlene Francis

Godfrey

TBA
Treasure Hunt

Up & Live

Camera

Singer

Lets
Take
Trip
sust (L 2/23)
No net service

Florida Cltrui
alt Vlck Chem
Arthur

Tic

Cosmopolitan

Tac
P&G

P&G
Tomorrow

alt

No net service

Truth or Cor
Lever
alt sust
Motel Cosmo.

Dough
alt

Love of Life
Amer Home Prod
alt P&G
P&G lor
Search
Tomorrow

of

Opera

Beat The Clock

"Rigoletto"
(2/16)

Brillo

Close-Up

lust

As the World
Howard

Miller

P&G

Howard

Beat

Miller

Howard

Mill

Howard

Mill

alt

The Clock
sust

Bristol-Myers

(2-4)

Wisdom

Art Linkletter
Stand Brand!
Campbell

Youth Wants

Johns Hopkins
File 7

It could
be
Chese-Pondl
alt P&O

No net service

Vlck Chem
NBC

Tic Tac
Dou
Stand P&O
Brand

P&G Light
Cuiding

(1:25-1:30)

Frontiers
Faith

Sterling
Lever

Dotto

Close-Up

News
(1:25-1:30)
As the World
P&O

alt

Chese Ponds

Ches-Pnds alt P&C

Watch
Mr.
Wizard

TBA

Brillo

Pharmacraft

It Could Be You
Menthol alt
Pharmaco

Guiding
P&G Light

(L 2/21)

Price Is Rig

Church & Dvright
Tonl alt P&G

Wild Kellogg
Bill Hickok

Arlene Franc
Sterling

Codfrey

Peter Paul

Truth or
Consequences
Sterling alt Lew

Love of Life
Amer Home Prod

|

NBC

Sandura
alt Mentho

Dotto
Colgate

Three

2/21)

Price Is Right
Lever
Bros

Brlstol-Myeri

UN In Action
sust (L 2/23)

(L

CBS
Carry
Moore
Gerber alt

alt Mentho

Stand Brandt

Eye
sust On(2/2N. S)Y.

ABC

NBC

sust

Arthur
Look

P A

American
Bandstand

Art Linkletter
KelloK
Swift

Kitty Foyle

Kitty Foyle

Soup

P&G

BigColgate
Payoff

American
Bandstand

alt

Big

Matinee
(3-4)
P&G

Payoff

Ohese-Pmuls

Dean

Pike

Bowling Stars
Am Machine &

Paul Winchell
Hartz Mtn

Texas Rangers

Lone

Ranger

Cracker Jack
partlc (3/2 S)

The Last Word
sust (L 2/23)

Face-Nation
sust (L 2/23)
No net service
World
News
Round-Up
sust (L 2/23)
Face-Nation
sust (2/2 S)

Look

Here

Do You Trust
Your
Wife?

Wide Wide
World
(4-5:30. alt wks)
Gen
Moton

American
Bandstand

Verdict Is Yours
Stand
Brands

Matinee

Bristol-Myers

P&G

Queen
for a alt
Da
Chese-Ponds
Mentho

American
Bandstand

P&G
Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Tonl alt
Sandura

Omnibus
(4-5:30. alt wks)
Union Carbide
Aluminum Ltd.

Edge of Night
American
Bandstand

P&O

P&G
Modern Romance
Sterling Drug

American

Edge P&G
of Night

Bandstand

Florida Cltrut

Omnibus
alt

Superman
Sweeta Co.

Conquest
Monsanto

M. Saber
OfSterllag
London

Mickey Mouse
Club

Comedy

Am

P&O alt
Pharmaco

& INDEX

P&O
Modern
Roma
Sterling
Brillo
alt

Comedy

Ti

Sir Lancelot
alt Wander

Co.
P&O

alt ii

Mickey
ClubMouse
Mars alt Armour

Par
w ihow or new

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S
NETWORK TELEVISION

Time

Stand for
Bran
Queen
a

Vlck Chemical
Kellogg

Wide
Wide
World

Matinee
P&O

Swift
alt Tonl
Brighter Day

P&G Day
Brighter
Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Seven Lively Arts
Hist (5-6) (1.2/16)
Creat Challenge
sust (2/23 S) (5-6)

COMPARAGRAPH

Do You Trust
Your Wife?

Van Camp
Verdict
Is Yours

s

The network schedule on this and preceding pages I 48, <0
includes regularly scheduled programing 15 FebruaryBl
14 March, inclusive (with possible exception of chant
made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly schluled programs to appear during this period are lisu
as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled p»grams
not listed are: Tonight, NBC,
11:15 p.m.-l 0

G R A P
:sday

CBS

Nestle alt
Gen Food!

Treasure Hunt
Drackett
alt sust

Garry Moore
Sunshine Biic

Arlene Francis
sust (L 2/21)

Libby
Gerber alt

Gen Foods
Gen Foods

alt Miles

Truth or
Consequences
ist alt L & Fink

Treasure Hunt
Corn Sterling
Prod
alt

Sun Bisc alt
Florida Citrus
Gen Mills
alt Vlck Chem

Price Is Right

Dotto

Dotto

Hotel
Cosmopolitan

Dough

Love

P40

of Life
P&G

Search for
Tomorrow
P&G

it Could Be You
Chicken of Sea
Lehn & Fink

Guiding

Light

No net service
_

Cosmopolitan
sust alt Swift

Close-Up

Johnson

&

Truth or
Consequences
Gen Foods

Miller

Howard

Miller

Tic Tac

P&G
Com Prod
alt sust

Matinee

Concert From
Carnegie Hall

No net service

Close-Up
co-op

Art
Kitty Foyle

Linkletter
Staley
Swift alt

Mining

(3/8)
Lone
Gen

(12-1)
Ranger
Mills

Sterling Drug

Detective Diary
Sterling Drug

No net service

alt Nestle

Howard

Miller

Howard

Miller

Kitty Foyle

No net service

No

net service

No

net service

No

net service

No

net

service

Matinee
American
Bandstand

Do You Trust
Your Wife?

P&G
?en for a Day
Drackett alt

Fi '■hicken of Sea

■ : ! I P&G
Hern Romance

omedy Time
""

Minn.

Big

Payoff

Matinee

American

(3-4)
Kraft

Bandstand

Big

P&G
Whirlpool

Payoff

No net service

alt sust

P&G

:

t

Dough

It Could Be You
Am
Home
alt
Drackett
P&G

Matinee

_:

Gen Foods

Andy's Cang

True Story

Guiding Light

Beat The Clock
G. Mills alt Kodak
Sunshine Bisc
alt Vlck

Pillsbury

1

Playhouse

Jimmy
(12-1)Dean

As the World
P&G
Howard

Johnson

Art Linkletter

Kitty Foyle

Susan's Show

News
(1:25-1:30) sust)

Beat The Clock
Nestle
Libby alt
Howard Miller

Gen
alt Foods
sust

Colgate

alt SOS

Search for
Tomorrow
P&G

It Could Be You
Alberto Culver
alt Miles
P&G alt

tuat

P&G
Pillsbury

Ruff & Reddy
Mighty Mouse
Gen Foods alt

alt
Drackett

Love of Life
Amer Home Prod

As the World
Howard Miller

Howdy Doody
Baking
Continental

Hotel
Tic Tac Dough
Kraft
Minnesota Mining
alt P&O

Close-Up
(1:25-1:30)

NBC

Saturday
sust

Alberto Culver
Tic Tac

CBS
Capt Kangaroo
(9:30-10:30)
Luden (9:45-10)
Brown Shoe
(10:15-10:30)

Arlene Francis
sust (L 2/21)

Lever

Truth or Cons.

1

ABC

TBA

Price Is Right
Alberto Culver
alt Lever Broa

alt SOS

NBC

Gen. Mills
alt sust

Treasure Hunt

MAR.

SATURDAY

CBS

TBA

Arthur Godfrey
Gen Foods

Price Is Right
Lever alt

ABC

NBC

Carry Moore
Nestle
Libby alt

Arlene Francis
sust (L 2/21)
TBA

FEB. - 14

FRIDAY

THURSDAY
ABC

NBC

15

'list alt P&Q

American
Bandstand
Carter Prod

American
Bandstand

Verdict Is Yours

Matinee

Johnson

P&G

Brighter Day
P&G
Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Brn. & Wmson alt
Minn.
Mining
Miles alt

Edge of Night
P&G
Pillsbury

Modern Romance
Kraft

American
Bandstand
Gen. Mills alt
Lever Bros.

Miles

alt

Bandstand

The Buccaneers
Kellogg alt

~~<y alt
P&G
Mickey Mouse
Club
Brls-Myers.
Pills
alt Gen Foods

48J m., Mon day-Friday,

Matinee

Verdict Is Yours
Libby
alt sust
Gen Mills

Brighter Day
P&G
Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

No net service

Drackett
alt sust
P&G

Nat'l Hockey

Queen for a Day
SOS alt

All-Star Golf
(2-concl)

Amer

Home
P&G

P&G
Florida Citrus

Miller Brewing

Comedy Time
sust
Welchalt
Foods
Mentho

p articipating

Sunday
sponsorship;

Whitehall); Today, NBC, 7:00-9:00 a.m., Mondayriday, participating; Captain Kangaroo, CBS, 8:00-8:45
m., Monday-Friday, 9:30-10:00 a.m., Saturday, particiating; News CBS, 7:45-8:00 a.m. and 8:45-9:00 a.m.,
fonday-Friday.

above)

(See

above)

alt

NCAA Football
Jrls. -Myers, LtbbyOwens-Ford, Sunbeam. Zenith.
It. J. Reynolds
NCAA
Football
Regional games
Sunbeam.
Philip
Morris, AMF
Football
Scoreboard

Mickey Mouse
Club
Gen Mills
alt sust

i lews Special, CBS, Sunday, 11-11:15 p.m. (Carter and

(See

Modern Romance
Sterling Drug alt

Gen

NCAA Football
Ntl. games

(4-5)

Prod

Edge of Night

P&G

Comedy
KraftTime

Woody
Woodpecker

Do You Trust
Your Wife?

(See above)
(15 mln. pgm.—
follows Football)

All times a re Eastern

S tandard.

Par ticipating spo

isors

are not listed because in many cases they fluctuate.
Sponsors, co-sponsors and alternate-week sponsors are
shown along with names of programs. Alphabetical index
of nighttime programs, together with show costs, sponsors
andagencies starts on page 44.
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With today's spotlight on tv commercials

When

SPONSOR

does sex make

For the answer to this question
SPONSOR polled an agency
spokesman, a market researcher
and a motivational researcher.
Here is what they had to say
Rollo Hunter, Vice president and director
of ti and radio, Erwin Wesey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Inc., New York

The standard approach to commercials is on a plane of almost clinical
purity.
Sure, sex is in there some-

I iTfi J

where, but girls and boys and the celebrated differences between them are
sideration ofselling goods. It isn't so
much the "Decency and Decorum"
section of the NAB Code or blue-nosed
network continuity regulations that
deter.
More likely
the common
sense realization
of it's
advertisers
that
overexposure of anatomical detail,
double entendre and such gambits are
distractions working against the selling direction of a commercial. Herb
Carlborg, Director of Editing for CBS
TV says, "Sex usually polices itself
out of commercials."
Only the most sheltered soul would
get squeamish over the antiseptic kisses
of fresh-faced types in toothpaste and
mouthwash commercials, or the wholesome hand-holding in lotion films.

show

seemingly

Even the undress situations of deod
ant, depilatory and undergarmlt
commercials are often neutralized |f
silhouettes or matte shots, leaving th
above sexual reproach.
If the squeamishness threshold nj»
ly exists as a dangerous crossing, nlk
steps might come somewhere in If
area of cleavage, skin-tight dresses, t
lips, reclining positions and suggeslle
intonation. As to the deeper, hid*
(and debatable) aspects of sex ;|i
psyche,
we'd better leave thatlt
the id
diggers.

Dr. Melvin Weiner,

director i

chological services, Schwerin Rese
Corporation

~UM

Hi **Ji *• «*

Coty's "Sex" Problem
{left)

'em squirm?

usually sublimated to the business con-

^

Frames

ASKS:

nude

girl

spraying

herself

behind

screen
[clear-CUt lines accomplished
with bad, lighting)
in Coty's
L'Aimant
commercial.
Some
stations objected,
would
schedule
it
onl) niter 11:00 p.m. New commercial (right) was entirely acceptable because: i ] i Figure was less defined when filmy curtain and
side and front lighting were used. I'l) Movements were subtle. Coty,
which did not intend to flaunt sex, still accomplished its objective:
to convince women that fragrance should be used on the whole body.

Despite some pronouncements |«d
alarmed cries, the average Amen
is able to spend a minute viewiOM
typical television commercial wn
undergoing a traumatic experienc
To begin with, tv is less preoccuw
with sex than magazine adverti and decidedly less so than ads fo if
movies. Romance and love are
monly presented, if not always
imagination
and
discretion.and taste, with ca i"
In short, the prudish have Hip
targets, and the prurient reH
sources of supply, than television!
There has been an increase reaW
in the amount of semi-nudity shon >"

15
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1

television commercials (girl bathing
in sylvan settings and the like I ; but
this has so far been in good taste, and
Schwerin tests have shown that such
commercials do not alienate viewers.
Sex will only cause concern, consciously or unconsciously, if it is patently used insincerely or for reasons
unrelated to the product mood or
amy. W hen sex is shown in the context of the family it is seen as natural.
as a manifestation of love and tenderness. When presented outside that
context, it is more apt to prove disturbing to some viewers, who may see
it as representing a threat to the familj structure.

Dr. Tibor Koeves, vice president, Institute tor Motivational Research, Croton-onHudson, N. Y.

There is no single answer to this question, since both "people" and products differ. A person's reaction to sex
n a tv commercial will vary immensey with his background and personally, with whether he is basically
(uritanical or free in his outlook. Reictions to sex in a tv commercial also
lepend to a great extent on the type of
iroduct involved.
All our research indicates that where
elf-enhancement
is the motivating
actor in the purchase of a product.
he advertiser must beware
of the
latant use of sex in tv advertising.
, Tie advertiser must appeal to the real
\. ieasons as well as the professed rea,, ons people have for using his product.
lUt he must appeal subtly.
,, i There is another category of prod<ts which may suffer from the use of
*x in tv advertising. That is the prodct which injects sex into its advertisig artificially.
v
Where humor, whimsy, a casual ap[I, jroach can be used to appeal to the
;al as well as the professed attracons of a product, the use of sex
ouses little anxiety and viewers can
el comfortably involved in the prod:t's message and in the social situa)n which tv viewing represents.
^
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William L. Wernick
V.P. & Director of radio
Morey, Humm

i

& Warwiclli

Sinclair Refining Company is one of the largest advertisers in America. Pictured are som
members of the advertiser-agency team responsible for the purchase of time on tl m

TEA1
TIM]

ILhe men in this picture are as well informed in
their respective fields as any in the industry.
When it comes to the purchase of air (radio or tv)
they are among the key decision makers in the
companies they serve.
This is a team that buys the time.

From a station's point of view this is the team you've
got to sell. Every member of this important team reads
SPONSOR.

As a matter of record

every step of the way)
buy and read SPONSOR
entire broadcast field.

(and we can document it

more advertiser-agency teams
than any other publication in the

It has by far the largest

paid circulation in the market today.

By every known independent study made
(and we'll be
happy to show them all to you) SPONSOR reaches more
decision makers,

(better than 20%

(actually 30% more)
300^

'$* 0^

A

better climate)

more)

more economically,

and in a better climate (almost a
for your message than any competitive

book in the broadcast industry.
Incidentally we can prove that dollar for dollar
SPONSOR

gives you more than decision makers than every general advertising

publication as well.
By every yardstick —

SPONSOR

is the basic buy in the field.

No matter what size schedule you plan —
STORY

get the SPONSOR

before you make up your mind. It can be yours

for a letter or a call.
SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS
40 EAST 49th ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

k PONSOR
sells the

TEAM

that buys the

National and regional spot buys

©

1

in work now or recently completed

^

SPOT

**

tlH*

RADIO
American

Home

BUYS
BUYS

Foods, Inc., Johnstown, New York, is lining up

schedules for its Burnett's vanilla extract. The campaign kicks off
27 February for 13 weeks. 10-second spots are being scheduled;
frequencies vary from market to market. Buyer: Ed Richardson.
Agency: Geyer Advertising. Inc.. New York.
The American Tobacco Co., New York is launching a campaign
in major markets for its Hit Parade cigarettes. The schedule starts
24 February and runs for 26 weeks. Minutes during 6:00 to 9:00 \
a.m. and 4:00 to 7:00 p.m. periods are sought; frequency depends
upon the market. Buying is not completed. Buyers: Hope Martinez
and Mickey McMichael. Agency: BBDO. New York. (Agency inclined to comment.)
Boyle-Midway, Inc., New York, is entering major markets to push
its Griffin shoe polish. The 13-week campaign starts 17 February.
10-second spots are being placed; average frequency: 12-14 spots
per week per market. Buyer: Ed Richardson. Agency: Geyei VI
vertising. Inc.. New York.
I Agency declined to comment. I

ft

Tulsa . . . the heart of a billion dollar market! That's a
pretty fair hunk of trade, and.
naturally,
like towould
have
sou.
share. you'd
KVOO-TV
like for you to have it, too —
and they arc ready to help.

]0

You
see,' K.VOO-TV
blankets
northeastern
Oklahoma
with
the tops in network and local
programming. And KVOOTV doesn't stop there. Market
research, merchandising and
promotion aids, and constant
attention to your account will
make you glad von .showed on
KVOO-TV. Yes, it's CHANS'IT 2 . . . fol a leal show . . .
ol profits ... in Tulsa!

KV

channel

TV

BUYS

General Foods Corp., Maxwell House div., Hoboken, N. J., is T.t
ting announcements in major markets for its Instant Sanka. The
schedule starts this month for 13 weeks. The advertiser is using minutes during daytime segments, chainbreaks during nighttime segments; frequency depends upon the market. Buyer: Kay Brown.
Agency: Young & Rubicam. Inc.. New York. (Agency declined to
comment.)
The Procfrer & Camble Co., Cincinnati, is going into various mar
kets for its Duncan Hines cake, cookie and other mixes. The sched
ule kicks-off 24 February and runs until the end of the contract year.
Minutes during nighttime slots are being scheduled; frequenc) varies
from market to market. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Lee Leahy.
Agency: Compton Advertising. Inc.. New York. (Agency declined
to comment.)

RADIO

AND

TV BUYS

Car-Nu-Ba Corp., Terre Haute. Inch, is placing both radio and h
schedules for its new floor wax. Continental Grip-Kote. Sales pitch
"a six-month floor wax." Big push currently is in the Southwesl
with some spot in the South and Southeast. Schedules are being
lined up market-by-market, as distribution expands; most schedules
run for 13 weeks. Buying is by rating points. In radio, minutes an
being slotted during daytime segments. In tv, minutes and 20- an
being used during both daytime and nighttime segments. Krequcn
cies vary. Buyer: Doris Gould. Agency: Product Services, [nc.
New York.

HJ3
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In Rochester,

N. Y.

All of the

WARREN
DOREMUS
NE.W5

Favorite Radio Shows
are heard on

WHEC
(BASIC

AL SIGL

We\ex\ "Vrew\

EDMEATH

^Hfcv\<^^&vmv
]OURGALSUNPAYi

CBS)

% Out of 72 competitive
quarter hours, WHEC rates
58 firsts and 3 ties for 1st!
all this ... and HONORS,

Edward
Murrow R.

too!
ARTHUR
GODFREY
Lowell Thomas
*MiS\C WKVYNORA

* Rochester Metropolitan Pulse, Oct., 1957
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DRAKE

Wann^
ProgTam series
now available:
Amos '//' Andy
Annie Oakley
Assign/unit Foreign Legn
Urn re Eagle
Buffalo BMJr.
Cases of Eddie Drakt
Chum pin, i

Colonel Flack
Fob,,,,, of Scotland Yard
frt it Jones
Fin Figl
Gent

iutry

The Gray Ghost
Thi Horn ■'
Life With

Father

Navy Log
Our M-

Son Francisco Be
Terrytoons
fVhirlybirds
The Whistler
and Newsfilm,
a product of
CBS News

?
We'll help you.
If the time's ripe for aggressive action ... if you
want to start a sales campaign that'll wallop your
competition, contact us pronto. We are uniquely
equipped to custom-produce a hard-hitting sales
campaign for you.
Fact is, we've been starting new television trends
for years. We originated the first Western series
made for television (Gene Autry) ; the first and
only Western with a female star (Annie Oakley);
the first "documentary" service show (Navy Log);
the first air-age series (Whirlybirds) ; the first
Civil War series (The Gray Ghost). And there are
more pace-setters in production right now.
Maybe one of our current or upcoming program
series will fit your aggressive sales plans. If not,
we'll produce one that will. The point is, when you
want to start something, start with a call to . . .

\ CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES, INC.
the best film programs for all stations

®

"NOW
IT CAN BE TOLLED"
(Continued from jxige 42)
terms come to pa) television. Now vou won't have to miss
the great shows like "The Swamp Woman Strikes Back"
because you don't have the ready cash. Now you can (Hold
up paper i see now. pa) later. . . . Enjoy a full month of
Payola Tv, and spread the cost over a full year. . . . You
heard me right, a full year. . . . Twelve months to pay.
Friends, the Payola Finance Company can enahle you to see
the real programs for one full month. ... All the best offerings from Payola Tv Corporation for a full month . . . with
a year to pay . . . don't stint yourself. See now . . . pay later
. . . onlj two percent interest on the unpaid balance. Call
the Payola Finance Companv right now. Payola Finance
Company is not a subsidiary, in the ordinary sense of the
word, of Payola Tv. Channel Z.
Video: Fade out. Fade in award set.
Stamper: Good evening, I'm Melvin Sturdley. Tonight,
Payola T\ honors a great American . . . Maximillian
(Muchos) Pesos. (Et fanfare).
Video: Dolly out full set. Pesos enters, waves to viewers.
Stamper:
Yes ladies and gentlemen, tonight this man, may
I call you Muchos?
Pesos: Sure.
Stamper: This man, Muchos Pesos has been chosen by
NAPO, The National Association of Pay Tv Operators as
pay-viewer of the year. (Applause) Mr. Pesos is described
as the kind of man who makes pay tv what it is today. And
we've flown Mr. Pesos all the way from Oilston Texas
tonight in order that you might see him presented this
magnificent loving cup as "pay viewer of the year." (Applause) Mr. Pesos is the living embodiment of "the real
payola." Congratulations Mr. Pesos.
Pesos: It ain't really nothing. I just love to pay. I even
got a Payola in the bathroom.
Stamper: Mr. Pesos is what is known as a maximum viewer.
Pesos: Yeah, I watch a full fifteen hours of pay tv every
week, including the special attractions, regardless of cost.
Last year my bill was S5,721.23.
Stamper: What programs are your favorites, Mr. Pesos?
Pesos: I like the full length double A masterpieces best.
\l\ favorite actress is Delia Lowbridga, star of the Swamp
\\ oman films. I could watch that gal coming out of a
swamp all day. In fact the only Swamp Woman story I
didn't like was "The Swamp Woman Dries Out." Delia
don'l look half as good dry as she does wet.
Stamper:
Thank you Mr. Pesos.
Stamper: A great American. Now friends, stay with us
tlii- evening for great entertainment at the lowest costs in
the nation. Immediately following is tonight's sports
Feature . . . exclusively for the pay tv audience. And tonight
at eleven . . . Howard Barrelbottom production's newest
Video: ( ird: "The Swamp Woman Fights Back"
masterpiece. . . . "The Swamp Woman Fights Back," with
Delia Lowbridga, foi the first time anywhere. ... A genuine
double \ film masterpiece described by the Hollywood Item
.1- . . . "Indescribable." . . I>\ the Los Angeles Becord as
. . . "Soaking wet.'* . . . the Pasadena Post says . . . "You
have to see it to believe it.' \nd you can see it for only

75 cents on Channel Z at eleven.
Video: Fade out. Fade in. Big Bill set.
Ward: Hi sports fans. . . . Are you all set for another great
sports feature? Well sir tonight we have a really big »ne
for you. As you know the world's heavyweight champion
signed for a title bout today, and tonight he's here to tell
us all about it. Ladies and Gentlemen, the secretary of
Waban Thomas Incorporated. . . . Waban Thomas, heavyweight champion of the world. Waban
have you with us.

it's a pleasure to

Waban: Thanks Bill, it's a pleasure to be here.
Ward:
Waban, I understand the fight will be held in the
ballroom of the Charlotte Hotel on March 10th.
Waban:
That's right Bill, and it will be for the exclusive
viewing of Payola Tv customers.
And the cost will be the
lowest in history . . . only one dollar a set.
Ward:
I understand this fantastically low price is possible
due to the fact that a sponsor has been obtained to help
defray the expenses.
Waban: Yeah, but the commercials will not interfere with!
the fight, they'll only be between rounds. There will prob-li.
ably be some people griping about the commercials, bull
they won't interfere.
Ward: (To camera) That's right. ... no interference!
because "When you pay it's not commercial" . . . that';
Payola Tv's slogan. (To Waban) Incidentally Waban, ]
talked with your opponent, Harry Beltz this morning and h<
said . . . Quote . . . "I'll moider the bum."
Waban: He shoulda' stood in bed.
Video: MCU Anncr. by monitor in LE set.
Anncr.: (Laughing) Well, of course that's all pretty ri
diculous. That little vignette was the figment of a tele
vision writer's imagination. A portrayal of some of tht
possible extremes pay tv could lead to. Tonight we want t(
give you the facts about pay tv . . . what it could mean t<
you. At the present time, pay tv is past the talking stages
and might become a reality any day. The committee or
interstate and foreign commerce of the United States Housi
of Representatives has closed hearings on the subject an<
the matter might come up for a vote as early as Thursda;
of this week. If pay tv becomes a reality, you might picl
up your morning paper one day and be confronted will
a headline like this.
Video: MCU

newspaper with death of tv copy.

Dolly out med. cover.
Mayes: Good evening, I'm Doug Mayes, a television news
caster. With me is another tv newscaster, Bob Provence
Bob and I have brought together two men who know wha
pay tv could mean. They are Charles H. Crutchfield, exec
utive v.p. and general manager of the Jefferson Standan
Broadcasting Co.. and Larry Walker, president of WS0(

TV, Inc.
Mayes: What exactly is pay as you go television?
Walker: Quite simple, pay tv is a proposal to charge a fe
to see television programs. The two proposed methods are
1. Direct wires into your home. 2. Utilize existing channel
during certain prime evening hours, but scrambling tli
picture so it could not be seen except by those who had ii
stalled an unscrambling device at a set price and then pa/
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for each program they see.
Mayes, Who are the strong advocates of pay television?
It alker: The) are not to be found among the general public.
They are first, the equipment manufacturers. And secondly,
the motion picture industry.
Mayes: In other words then, pa) television does not intend
to do awa\ with free television, as we know it— but rather.
to bring an additional program service at set rates?
Crutchfield: Well, (hat's partially right, Doug . . . but the
advocates of pa) h have public!) stated that they could buy
the besl talent for their particular service, and they could of
course, with the public's mone) — and there would be plenty
of it— so. the) would eventually monopolize all talent.
The two systems, in the opinions of the experts, simply
could not co-exist — because economics of programing would
make it impossible for free television in its present form to
survive against the pay system, for which even a small
minority of viewers paid.
For example: A lew months ago, 60-million people in
22-million homes saw Mary Martin in "Annie Get Your
Gun." If even one-tenth of these homes had paid one dollar
each to see the show, this one single performance of that
show would have brought in 82 million to the promoters.
Incidentally — I don't know exactly how Larry (Walker)
feels, but I imagine he agrees — In this pay versus free tv
matter, our company does not believe that our own economic interests are at stake. If Congress should decide that
pay tv is fair to all the American people, we shall participate in it, if we must. Actually though, our stations would
probabl) derive even more net profit through the pay system than we do through the present system, expect that you
— the viewers — would have to pay the bill.
To put it another way, we are confident that if pay tv becomes a reality — and it could — not we, not the networks,
but the American people would be the losers.
Mayes: What precisely do the proponents of pay tv propose to offer.
Walker: Several things . . . first, full length feature movies,
uninterrupted. The International Telemeter Corporation has
said, and I quote — "Among the most important types of
entertainment which could become available at home to the
tv public are current motion pictures of high quality," end
quote. Skiatron has said — as the capacity of subscription
television becomes established, it may well be able to compete with theatres for motion pictures. And many motion
picture producers and distributors have indicated that they
are willing to play an important part in supplying program
product to subscription television.
Mayes: Is the pay tv intent to bring better movies than we
now get on free tv.
Walker: WAhen asked about quality, pay tv advocates use
su< b terms as "first class" and "older good pix." However
ovei 2000 pre-1948 features from several of the major
producers have already been released to free television.
Release of post-1948 features has admittedly been held up
by producers until the pay tv question is settled. Pay tv
could afford to pa) much more for features than free tv.
The only additional features that pay tv can bring to tele\ i-ion viewers are current productions. The films would be

newer, not necessarily better. In 1956 for instance only
272 features were produced in this country and all of those
were not good. Quantitatively, this material would furnish
only a tiny portion of the programing needs of a national
audience that watches tv an average of five hours a day.
Therefore the film industry would be forced to produce
especially for tv or re-issue. They already do both free.
For feature length movies, pay tv proponents estimate they
would charge from 25 cents to a dollar twenty per set to
see the films. Along these lines, feature films on pay tv!
are not only a threat to free tv, but local motion picture
houses could not stand the competition and they too would
eventually be out of business.
Mayes: Mr. Crutchfield. I think your point is that motion
pictures alone cannot fill a telecast day, and that the use of
them on pay tv would limit or end their availability for
free tv and possibly local theatre houses. But surely pay
tv would offer something other than movies. It is my understanding that another program source would "tap" is the
Broadway stage. Surely there is a lot of material there.
Crutchfield: Not so much as you may think. Let"s take the
year 1956. ... In 1956, 46 new shows opened on Broadway
... 29 of these had less than 100 performances ... 18 hadi
less than 30 performances. Only 17 had runs of more than
12 weeks, and one of these was an adaptation of a tv show.
Therefore there were only 16 "hits" in that particular year.
Of course, you can revive a few older ones. But in the same
year, over 30 plays, introduced on Broadway, were presented bythe free networks. Many of these with the originall
casts. A good example here is the 1956 presentation of
"Peter Pan." The night "Peter Pan" was televised, approximately 20 million television sets were tuned to it. Accord-!
ing to one pay tv company, if each set owner had paid only
25 cents for the privilege . . . five million dollars would have
gone to the pay tv owners. I think this again illustrates why
it's economically impossible for free tv to compete. Actually
it would be almost physically impossible and artistically
destructive to telecast current hits directly from Broadway
theatres. Pay tv viewers would get from Broadway just
about what free tv now provides . . . plays that have already
proved their popularity in the theatres.
Mayes: All three major proponents of pay television have
emphasized professional and amateur sports as a continuing
source of programs. Do any of you gentlemen care tc
comment on that?
Walker: Yes ... In 1956 free television brought 860 Majoi
League baseball games into American homes. A family tha
saw three games a week would spend about five cents or
electric current for all three. Pay tv proponents have esti|
mated that their systems would charge from a dollar and I
half to three dollars for the same service. Income fron
baseball alone looks so good that two teams have already
relocated on the promise of pay tv revenues. Free televisior
has been offering three fights a week for some time. Th^
only really important fights that have been missed are a fev
that have been withheld from free tv or blanked out in th<
immediate fight area. These fights would constitute no
more than a fraction of one percent of all the hundred:
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RICHARD M. PETERS
Commercial Manager

..I hours of major sports events now on network or local
tele\ ision everj year.
Mayes: In other words in order to get a very few more
events you would be forced to pay for all your sports
viewing.
// otter: That's right.
Mayes: \ll the promoters of paj telex ision mention educational and cultural programs as part of the material that
might be available. However, it seems to me that educational and cultural programs would offer discouraging box
oll'ue possibilities to pay television.
Crutch field: You're absolutely right. The only recurring
specific example of cultural and educational programs cited,
which might be made available, is opera. Right now, free
tv offers quite a bit of opera. In addition to major scenes
from important operas, on such diverse programs as the Ed
Sullivan Show and Omnibus, just to name a couple. . . .
network tv has recently staged 11 complete operas, plus
programs of highlights of the great operas. In 1956, the
Metropolitan staged 28 operas. Our current free tv educational and cultural programs are made possible by the
flexibility of network television and local stations. The
proponents of pay television have specified no educational
programs in their proposals.
Mayes: Is it true that another pay tv proposal for program
sources is existing tv shows?
Walker: Yes. the pay tv proponents say they would begin
with sports events now7 free to viewers. They said theyr
would use good older movies . . . now free to viewers. They
sav the) will take stage plays after they have succeeded on
Broadway . . . now free to viewers. Because even all
these sources could not furnish enough program material
for an entire year, pay television would have to take top
program from free television. If several pay tv organizations were competing with one another, the shortage of program material would be even more acute, and further
inroads would be made on the supply of free tv programs.
Pa\ t\ would be able to accomplish this wholesale siphoning
of programs from free television by raising more revenue
from the few viewers willing and able to pay than what
advertisers can pa) l<> bring the program to everyone free.
Mayes: Gentlemen, we've prett) well covered the proposals
of pay television, and I would sav that it appears to me that
the) intend to offer about the same thing you get now free.
Crutch field: Oh. hut the) don't! They leave out several
things. In addition to the cultural and education programs
the) are Ignoring, where are the news programs? The
daU) newscasts? . . . special events . . . speeches by important government heads . . . background and roundup reports
. . . interviews and local news?
One network news show. I know of. has an estimated audience ol 34 million people. The network makes available
to this show 615 correspondents, 147 film crew members,
37 administrative staff members and 16 studio staff memhere. This show i- onl) part of their job. Do you think
the pa) tv companies are join- to sel up this kind of a
news Btaff with news gatherers in 263 cities the world over?
\nd how aboul atomic lests. inaugurations, congressional
hearings, the Omen ol Kngland's visit, and the political
conventions. In the \')~><> conventions the combined network- telecasl 171 convention hours. Do you think their
mone) would have improved the conventions von saw Eoi

free. And let's not overlook programs on scientific progress
... a major condition of survival.
Mayes:
Thank you. gentlemen.
Video: Fade out. Fade in Anncr.
Anncr.: Of the 50 million families in this country
42 million of them have a tv set in their home. These Amer
icans have paid out over 16 million dollars for their
to be used for free entertainment. We have free access tc
over a half billion dollars worth of television programing
from the networks alone each year at the flick of a switch
Adding a "domestic slot machine" such as this to all those
sets would run into millions and pay stations would b<
given the right of the people, since heretofore the air wave;
have belonged to the people. The pay tv proposal, if ac
cepted would authorize them to use the air waves for pay
From the foregoing discussion, it would seem that in trans
ferring the costs of television from the advertiser to thi
viewer, pay television would create an entirely new item o
considerable dimension for the family budget. Interna
tional Telemeter Corporation has suggested payments oi
a per program basis ranging from 25 cents to two dollars
plus an installation cost for the unscrambling device of 3l
to 50 dollars. Skiatron Corporation has suggested the sam
per show price range, but would charge a rental fee I
from two to three dollars a month for the decoder. Usui;
these figures, let's assume a family cut its tv viewing tim
from five to three hours a day, from 35 to 21 hours a wee;
and distributed it as follows:
4
3
3
3
2
6

Hrs. —
Hrs.—
Hrs.—
Hrs. —
Hrs. —
Hrs. —

2 baseball games (a* .75
2 films @ .75 .....
2 plays @ .75
1 opera @ .60
2 stellar variety shows @ .75
miscellaneous 67 .50

The weeks' program
$473.20 a year.

costs

would,

then,

total

$1.5'
1.5
1.0
.1
1.
3.i
$9.10

That's more than the average family now spends on ;
doctors and dentists bills, plus all drugs and medicine
plus all cosmetics and shaving supplies, plus all dentifrice
and items of personal and medical care.
It has been estimated that only one-sixth of the America
people could afford this kind of an addition to the fam
budget. Could you afford it? As we told you at the b
ginning of this program, the Interstate Commerce Comini
tee of the U. S. House of Representatives has closed ]
pay tv hearings, and the matter can come to a vote i
early as Thursday. If you want to preserve television
we know it today, we urge you to write or wire your <oi
gressman tonight. Unless you want to share the multi-m
lion dollar cost of tv programs ... act now. \\ rite
wire your Congressman. A nationally known televisfl
critic summed it up as follows. ... "I haven't seen vet
much in the way of promises that isn't already being fi
filled under our current system. I have a horrible visic
of some dis-enchanted pay tv booster summing it all l
in a column three or four years from now." . . . Alas,
might conclude, the programing we're getting now is ju
like the programing we were getting back in 1957. There
just one difference . . .
Video: Title Slide.
Audio: Now it can be tolled.
Write or wire vour Congressman

your views tonight.
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A pictorial review of local
and national industry events

PICTURE

'winner" >» the flyweight class,
Harvej McPhee. P.A.L. boxing supervisor
Johnn) ( esario I far 1.) makes announcement
during first live telecast of Kid Glove program bj WNBC, New Britain. Match was
refereed by former world featherweight

WRAP-UP

$2500 smile lights face of i
E. Stauber (1.) Harvey-Massengale Co., Durham, N. C, as he gets idea contest prize
from Jack Liston, mgr. KGNC, Amarillo in

Snowmanship was theme of contest run
by WHB following recent blizzard in Kansas City. Listeners responded with over
1500 entries. Pictured here is one runner up

station'-

in the "most

campaign

for

national

advertisers

attractive" category of entries

champion Louis "Kid" Kaplan (2nd L).
Police officers Sal DeMartino (1.) and
Mas

Koval

\i water

trade

acted

mark

as

Harvey's

seconds

for the Winter Car-

nival is Miss "Royal Crown Cola," Bunny
Cooper, shown here as she left Idlewild to
participate in festivities in St. Paul, Minn.

loke when

WSLS-TV

introduced its new Screen

s equipped to shock the viewer coming and going

News and Idea
WRAP-UP
AGENCIES

ADVERTISERS
Dow

Chemical

is moving

Saran

Wrap

back into the network picture wilh a spring campaign on
NBC TV daytime, with the budget
around $250,000.
It will be two quarter-hours of Treasure Hunt and Price Is Right every other week for 13 weeks.
Advertisers can about write finis
to the wave of taxing media that
the city of Baltimore started.
Baltimore's Mayor, Thomas D'Alesandro, is pressing for repeal of the
city's 4% levy on advertising.
Firestone, to cover the increasing
diversification of its products, on
1 March will decentralize its Industrial Products Company into
two separate companies.
The Fall River, Mass., unit, to be
known as Firestone Rubber and Latex
Products Co., will produce Foamex,
a mattress and cushioning material,
and other rubber and plastic products.
The Gillette Company reports
1957 net earnings after taxes of
$25,900,000 — a decline from the
1956 figure of $31,544,304.
Common stock earnings stood at
$2.80 per share, compared with $3.40
per share in 1956.
New campaigns:
Armstrong will use network tv and
print media in 1958 in behalf of its
flooring and floor covering products.
The company now sponsors Armstrong
rircle Theatre, the only nighttime tv
show sponsored by a flooring manufacturer.
Ronson will use extensive trade and
consumer advertising to back two new
• -oducts — Pre-Shave and After-Shave
otions.
Lanolin Plus is going into a $500,n0 saturation tv spot campaign for
inolin Plus Liquid, Lipstick 35. Lano1 Plus Shampoo and Hand Lotion.
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The big news event on Chicago's
Michigan Avenue this week was
the switch of Needham, Lewis &
Brorby's end of the Swift & Co.
account to Kenyon and Eckhardt.
The budget: $1.5 million.
Buick's selection of a new agency
is expected to come through this
week.
The list apparently has narrowed
down to Burnett, Y&R, B&B, Compton
and Cunningham & Walsh.

Top

Weiss & Geller is the new agency
for Bon Ami, formerly with EWR&R.
Approximate billings: $1,000,000,
with most of it going to tv and newspapers.
Agency notations: August Dorr
Associates, 22-year-old Miami advertising firm, has changed its name to
Hume, Smith, Mickelberry Advertising,
Inc. . . . Richard L. Minns, Allstate Advertising, has opened a West
Coast branch office in Hollywood.
Called Richard L. Minns and Associates of California, the branch will be
supervised by Nita Underwood of the
firm's home office in Houston.
Another

Boston

merger:

Copley

Advertising Agency and Robotham Advertising have united under the name
and offices of Copley Advertising
Agency.
Conven'ion: Western States Advertising Agencies Association will hold
its annual conference 23-26 April in
Palm Springs.
Top level shifts at Gotham Vladimir this week :
Trwin A. Vladimir, chairman of the
board; Arthur A. Kron, president and
treasurer; G. Ellsworth Harris, vice
chairman of the board; William V.
Ricsdane, vice president; Sally Allen,
assistant secretary and assistant treas-
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TERRE HAUTE,
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TV Market

urct ; and Frank \. Birdsall. vice president.
Directors elected by McCannErickson this week: Thomas P.
Losee, Peter G. Peterson, Rudyard C.
McKee. Paul E. Foley, and Phipps L.
In addition. Losee has been appointed assistant to the president and coordinator of corporate services, and
Peterson appointed assistant to the
president and co-ordinator of corporate services to the regional offices.
New stockholders and elected to
the board of Weiss & Geller: Lawrence Wisser, senior v.p. and creative
director; and Max Tendrich, executive
v.p. and media director.
West Coast changeovers : Emil
Reisman, partner with Jon M. Ross
Advertising, L.A. He was formerly
L.A. manager for Richard N. Meltzer
Advertising . . . Albert O. Meyer,
v.p. and general sales manager for H.
G. Saperstein and Associates, Beverly
Hills . . . Richard Lewis, assistant
research director for McCann-Erickson, L.A. . . . Ruth Wexler, copywriter for Wade Advertising, Hollywo d .. . Jim Whitby, now with Kennedy. Walker & Wooten, Beverly Hills.

NOT HARP
OF H6AR/N6

Other personnel moves: Doris J.
Lorenz to the copy staff of John T.
Hall, Philadelphia ... Robert T.
Hoyt, v.p. for Brudno & Bailey, Westfield, N. J. . . . Eileen F. Hauck, personnel manager for McCann-Erickson
. . . Tom De Huff, radio-tv account
executive on the American Cyanamid
account for Cunningham & Walsh . . .
W. O. Yocum and Merritt R. C.
Schoenfeld, account executives and
v.p.'s for H. W. Kastor & Sons Advertising. Chicago . . . Milton Ackoff,
art director for Richard K. Manoff . . .

BECAUSE

MORE

PEOPLE

LISTEN

TO

WSJS
RAD

IO

WINSTON-SALEM
than

WINSTON

the other three city
stations combined

SMEM/ GREENSBORO

up*
HIGH

POIN

Herb Howard, v.p. and creative director for Richard Crabb Associates,
Chicago . . . Frank Migliore, assistant to Ted Eisenberg, partner, for The
Zakin Company . . . Richard V.
Morse, account executive for Doherty,
Clifford, N.Steers
& Shenfield,
Inc. . R.
.' .
James
Aparo
and Bernard
Clorman, to the art staff of William
Schaller Co.. West Hartford, Conn
Green Fenley III, copywriter for
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample . . . John
G. Schroeder, media assistant for
Geoffre) Wade Advertising. Chicago
. . . John
C. Naylor, Jr., account

supervisor on the Busch Bavarian Beer
account for Anheuser-Busch, St. Louis
. . . Stephen J. Burke, account executive for Lloyd Advertising, Boston.

NETWORKS
Pat Weaver makes news this week
as the broker for a quiz show,
Make Me Laugh, which Tareyton
(American Tobacco) is spotting
on ABC TV 10 o'clock Thursday
nights. Weaver is also the giveaway's
consultant.
The show was sold while Revlon's
Martin Revson was analyzing its prosProgram's cost: $15,000, plus $1,500
for prizes.
pects.
Jules Dundes, CBS Radio v.p.,
speaking before the San Francisco
Ad Club, took a swipe at the misconception that people don't listen
to radio at night.
His battery of countering arguments:
• Surveys show that nighttime radio
audiences are virtually the same in size
throughout tv's prime time.
• More than two-thirds of all families listen to radio after 7 p.m. in the
course of a week.
Some projects being carried on by
Mutual and affiliates:
• A professional journalist organization called the Mutual Network
News Correspondents' Association is
being formed by radio news journalists. One of its goals will be to secure
equal
men. press privileges for radio news• "Operation Roadbeat," being tested by 31 stations, gives motorists regular road traffic bulletins in an attempt
to eliminate traffic tie-ups on the highways. If practicable, the plan may be
hook-up.
adopted by Mutual's entire station

In the public service: ABC's John
Daly has recorded two short tv promotional spots for use by stations during brotherhood week. They feature
Mr. Daly speaking about and for
brotherhood.
Advertiser buys on the networks
this week:
• American Tobacco Company
lias renewed its sponsorship of The
Jack Benny Program over CBS TV
for L958-59.
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• General Mills. Grove Labs and
Dodge Division have purchased segment- totaling $200,000 under CBS'
'"Impact"" nighttime radio plan.
• Bristol-Myers will sponsor Pocketbook News featuring Wilma Soss
over NBC Radio beginning 10 February.
• General Mills for Cheerios and
R. J. Reynolds for Camels and Wintons will co-sponsor 10 Weekend
News broadcasts over ABN.
• General Foods has bought segments of Do You Trust Your Wife,
live daytime show on ABC TV: and
General Foods for Postum has purchased participations in Country Music Jubilee. Saturdav evenings on ABC
TV.
• The Mennen Co. and Miles
Labs will present the Carmen BasilioSugar Ray Robinson middleweight
championship bout, broadcast by CBS
on 25 March.
The executive realignment at ABN
this week:
Dale L. Moudy was named to the
new post of assistant to the president,
continuing his former position of director of special station services.

Also appointed: Irv Lichtenstein,
director of promotion and exploitation: Henry W. Levinson, director of
sales development: and Lawrence J.
Pollock, director of research.
Other personnel: William R. McAndrew, elected v. p., news, for NBC.
He was previously director of NBC
news . . . John Schulz, to the Chicago sales staff of NBC Radio.

FILM
Watch

for Hecht- Hill -Lancaster,

Hollywood's most successful box
office producing team, to enter the
field of television films.
The firm's plans are still in the making, but obviously the accent of its
initial tv productions will be on big
stars.
A leveling off of film costs was
noted this week by Ziv president
John L. Sinn.
Budgets, says Sinn, have reached a
plateau that is realistic in terms of
production
ity to pay. needs and advertisers' abil-

snowed under
DON'T get snowed under
che off
of spots
an avalanche

in BUFFALO

NO
NO

DOUBLE
TRIPLE

SPOTTING
SPOTTING

At the same time, Sinn noted, the
most flagranti) wasteful aspect of production today is the concentration of
film activity in the spring and summer
months.
Year round activity, he says, should
allow a larger investment in better
scripts, directors and stars.
TPA's Adventures of Tugboat Annie goes into distribution this
week.
Annie has already been sold in Canada, England and Australia.
NT A has moved into station ownership with the purchase from
Loew's of the final 25% stock in
KMGM-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Previous 75% was acquired from
United Television last November.
The company is awaiting FCC approval on a call letter change to
KMSP-TV.
Also hinging on FCC approval is
NTA's purchase of WATV, WAAT
WAAT-FM, Newark.

and

Merchandising:

Co.

Voit Rubber

plans an extensive tie-in promotion
with Ziv's Sea Hunt. Underwater sporting goods ranging from snorkels to
depth gauges, and all carrying the Sea
Hunt name, will be featured in more
country.
than 16,000 retail outlets across the

A "double impact" plan for distribution of its 20th Century-Fox
Hours has been inaugurated by
NTA.
The hour-long rerun series will be
offered to advertisers on the NTA network on short term (13 weeks) contracts for twice-weekly airing (Sunday
afternoon and one prime weekday
time).
Purpose: to double advertisers' exposure without extra program costs.

More listeners per $ too
Dig out the facts and figures**

C/l£cAV NIELSEN
1

C/iecA VPULSE
C/ieckv HOOPER

Sales: AAP sold its Vanguard package of Warner films to an additional
six stations . . . BBDO has purchased
CBS TV Film's The Brothers as summer replacement for The Jack Benny
Show . . . Medallion Tv Enterprises
has announced three sales of its new
series, High Road To Danger, to International Harvester for KOOK-TV,
and station sales to KOLD-TV and
KIEM-TV.
Ratings: First ARB

ratings, among

others,

Films'

on

ABC

SPONSOR
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This is the kind of hold our station has on people
You meet people face to face and heart
to heart here — the growing-up and
grown-up people of 747,640 T.V. homes.
These are nourishing and happy homes,
in the thriving 41 counties in the 3 states
of the WHIO-TV market. Our loyalty
is expressed in our programming, in
public service — in such little things as
ONE

OF

AMERICA'S

no triple spots. Theirs we learn about
through mail counts and ratings in
which we consistently excel.
These people comprise one of the
most rewarding areas you can reach —
both in quality and size. Let National
Representative George P. Hollingbery
tell you all about them.
GREAT
AREA
Reaching
2,881,420 People

u

whio-tv
CBS
channel

STATIONS

dayton,
ohio

the Jacksonville porpoise with a purpose, says:

TAKE

A MINUTE
a get your share of this important
Florida-Georgia SI'/? billion market.
It's "Theater 12" every Saturday and
Sunday evening at 1 1 :20 P.M. Frame
your sales message with great, audience-getting Twentieth-Century
Fox and Warner Brothers movies .. . and in the Jack Paar
"Tonight" show Monday
through Friday.

/ "Jaxie" suggests you 1
/
1

agive
call Ralph
in factum,,
lit
Simmons
at Elgin
6-3381
or
your nearest PGM .

T {EST*-*}

i, Woodward, Inc.

d by Peters

fiA TV
WF
WWr\I#%"
I W
FLORIDA'S

nnel 12
Cha
Jacksonville, Florida

COLORFUL

STATION

mn qq 100,101 ...
See how it adds up, Smidley? This
Cascade TV is a "must" buy with
our time-buyers. One of the nation's top 75 markets, it's the biggest single TV buy in the West.
Where else can you grab an exclusive, four-station, three-state
market? This is it, Smid; all signed,
sealed and delivered by KIMA-TV
with its top-flight network.
From
why. on, old man, we'll buy Casnow
ow the reason
cade ... or I'll kr
Quife a market
E. B. 1

$981,563,000
. $22,603,000

show a 36.5 in Burlington, beating
combined competition by 3-1; 46.5 in
Johnstown, 30.3 in Knoxville, topping
Pat Boone and Climax; 37.2 in Lubbock over 24.2 for Perry Como; and
21.4 in Seattle-Tacoma. beating Burns
& Allen.
MGM Features topped Ed Sullivan
and Steve Allen in Baltimore with a
25.7 December ARB rating . . . Shirley Temple Films, on the NT A network
for Ideal Toys garnered an average
29.1 Nielsen rating.
In the foreign markets:
• Ziv international affairs manager
Ed Stern is off on a month's European trip, where he'll finalize sales of
Highway Patrol, Man Called X, Science Fiction Theater and The Unexpected inGermany, and Sea Hunt, Mr.
District Attorney and Cisco Kid (third
year) in England.
• The booming Australian tv market will expand next year with four
new government-subsidized Australian
Broadcasting Commission I ABC) sta:
tions in Brisbane, Adelaide. Perth and
Hobart. Bids are also in for commercial tv stations in those areas.
Six stations currently operate in
Australia: three in Sydney, three in
Melbourne.
In New York this week. ABC head
Col. Charles Moses bought several
film shows. Among them: Lassie (second series), Wells Fargo, Bob Cummings, Tugboat Annie, Guy Lombardo
and Stage 7.
Strictly Personnel:
Leonard
S.
Holstad named comptroller of NTA
. . . Patrick T. Ahern, to Guild Films
as assistant sales manager . . . John E.
Evans, to Canyon Films of Arizona as
account executive and editor . . . Alan
Gleitsman, promoted to west coast
sales manager for syndication division
of Sterling Television . . . John Newman has resigned as PR director of
Official.
Nat Perrin has been reoptioned by
TCF TV as executive producer on several new pilots . . . Devery Freeman,

KIMA-TV
YAKIMA.

WASHINGTON

with its satellites

KIPK-TV, Pasto,
KUW-TV. lew,

Wash.

Meses lake. Wash.

CASCADE
BROADCASTINC

NATIONAL

REP

EST

COMPANY

MOORE

U

ASSOCI,

named producer of MGM TV's Thin
Man in line with the series' switch in
emphasis to comedy.

RADIO

STATIONS

C. E. Hooper is the first nationwide research organization to set
up a car radio audience measurement service.
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Hugh Riker, formerly president of I
Auto Radio Surveys, Albuquerque, will |
head up the new Hooper auto division.
Method : Coincidental with interviews taken at parking lots. Number
of markets not available.
A gift for education: Mid-Continent Broadcasting Co., has made
an outright gift of WTIX, its
$250,000 New Orleans station, to
the Orleans Parish School Board
of New Orleans, La.

DOMINANCE
. . . that produces greater results
from your sales efforts in the

RALEIGH-DURHAM AREA

The gift, made "because of MidContinent's interest in the cultural development ofthe community . . . ," is
contingent upon FCC approval of the
simultaneous purchase of Mid-Continent of WWEZ, New Orleans, for
8500,000.
WTIX, under new call letters, will
begin operations in approximately 90
clays as an educational station. MidContinent will retain the WTIX call
letters and operate henceforth on the
channel used by WWEZ.
An item from the hi-fidelity sector: WBAI-FM, N.Y., is airing the
Chicago Symphony orchestra weekly
via a pickup from a Chicago concert
hall.
The special angle: Transmission is
over A&T's recently-installed 15.000cycle radio-telephone line.
On the 1958 baseball front:
• Dodger games will be co-sponsored in ten western markets by American Tobacco and Eastside Old Tap
Lager Reer (bothBBDO). Rroadcasts
will originate from KMPC, L.A.
• Milwaukee Braves' sponsor,
the Miller Rrewing Co., has extended
its bid for the next five years. Co-sponsor is the Clark Oil & Refining Corp.,
and broadcasts will emanate from
WEMP.
• Chicago Cubs and White Sox
daytime home games will be carried by
WGN-TV for the next two seasons. The
station recently signed a two-year pact
with the Cubs and previously arranged
for a three-year coverage with the
White Sox.
"Happy News," or KWJJ's answer
to troubled times:
Relieving that negative attitudes toward the future are the result of "too
much gloomy news in the papers these
days," the Portland, Ore., station is
programing every hour on the hour

i
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MORE THAN THREE TIMES AS MANY
QUARTER-HOUR
WRAL-TV

Leads
308

STATION "A"
STATION "B"
STATION "C"

62
—
98

FIRSTS
Ties

Total

14

69
322

7
1
8

1061

WRAL-TV
TOP POWER, CHANNEL 5

RALEIGH, N.C.

Covering North Carolina from Greensboro to the coast,
from Virginia to the South Carolina line

REPRESENTED

BY H-R, INC.

"only news of economic growth, job

We've Lit the Fuse at K-NUZ

opportunities, appropriations and indications ofprosperity."
The station
reports it has already
sold three "Happy News" segments to
advertisers who like the idea of being
associated with something positive.
Anniversaries: WLOB, Portland,
Me., celebrated its first birthday on 2
February with an open house . . .
WCBS' public service program, Let's
Find Out, completed its 5th year on
the air on 9 February . . . WATO,
Oak Ridge, Tenn., held open house
to celebrate its 10th year on the air
1 February . . . WTIC, Hartford,
Conn., observed its 33rd year on 10
February. WTIC was one of the original stations of the WEAF chain, the
country's oldest network.

"On-The-Qo" RADIO!

CELEBRATING

OUR

10th

ANNIVERSARY

This month, K-NUZ introduces new, fast-moving programs . . . new personalities, selected from the nation's
top talent to add to their time-proven air salesmen who
make K-NUZ . . .

.»»'!•»-

No. 1 Buy in
HOUSTON

U7

HOUSTON'S

24

HOUR

a I Reps.: For joe & Co. —

MUSIC

CLARKE
IN HOUSTON,

GALL

DAVE

MORRIS,

K. West, station manager for WTVP.
Decatur. 111. . . . Don Newbury, national merchandising manager and W.
S. Morgan, Jr., national sales manager, for McLendon stations KLIF.
Dallas: KTSA. San Antonio: and
KILT. Houston . . . Jack Fiedler.
general manager for KTSA, San Antonio, Tex. . . . David D. Larsen, promotion director for KNOB-FM, Long
Beach-Los Angeles . . . Donald E.
Knowles, station manager for WPOR.
Portland. Me. . . . Mary Lee Sauermann, continuity writer for WRR.
Dallas . . . Carleton Sieck, assistant
general sales manager for KNX-CRPN,
Hollywood.

TV

AND

NEWS

BROWN

CO.-

Southern Reps.:

People: Adrian R. Cooper, program director for WHKK, Akron. 0.
. . . Fred A. Watkins, Jr., general
manager for KTHS. Little Rock, Ark.
. . . Laurese Byrd Gordon, director
of promotion and advertising for
WTOP. Washington. D. C. . . . Ted
Austin, account executive for WHLI,
Hempstead. N. Y. . . . Jack Boettner,
news chief for KWIZ. Santa Ana, Cal.
. . . Larry Dean, program director,
and Eddie Williams, account executive for KSAN. San Francisco . . . Ben

jAckson 3-2581

STATIONS

The
of pay-tv
didn't
look prospects
any too bright
to Madison
Avenue this week.
Reason for the downbeat view: The
fact that the first pay-tv system — in
Bartlesville, Oklahoma — has, for lack
of business, cut programs and the
monthly fee (from $9.50 to $1.95).
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WBNS-TV's (Columbus, O.) costper-thousand calculator features a
new addition this year:
It shows the number of tv homes in

JACKSON,

MISSISSIPPI...

the South's fasfest growing

the top 30 markets — plus the usual
cost-per-thousand and homes-per-rating
data.

TV Market

Now they're here:
Gerry Velona,
sales service assistant; and Burke
Kaplan, assistant to the sales service
manager for KTTV, L.A. . . . Neil J.
Murphy, business manager for
WBUF, Buffalo, N.Y. . . . Robert B.
Harris, promotion director for WSTV,
Steubenville, 0. . . . Joseph Moscato,
James Smith, and Tom O'Connell,
salesmen for WEWS, Cleveland, 0. . . .
Boyce Hawkins, to the announcing
staff of WSM-TV, Nashville, Tenn
George T. Rodman, director of advertising, promotion and press information for KGO-TV, San Francisco
. . . Jim Diamond and Norman H.
Cunningham, account executives for
KTVU, Oakland, Cal. . . . Jane Bennett, to the news staff of WBTV, Charlotte, N. C. . . . Rexford L. Watson,
to the directing staff of KTIV, Sioux
City, la. . . . Ernie Leiss, news director for WRCV AM-TV, Philadelphia
. . . Edward Goodrich, staff art director for WHCT, Hartford, Conn
Tony Sands, chief meteorologist for
WLW AM-TV, Cincinnati.

Eleven senior colleges and thirteen junior colleges are
located in the wealthy, diversified Jackson TV market.
This heavy concentration of students represents a valuable market today as well as tomorrow. Only two TV
stations reach this large potential— WJTV and WLBT.

FINANCIAL

231,105 TV HOMES

Stock market quotations: Following stocks in air media and related
fields are listed each issue with quotations for Tuesday this week and Tuesday one week ago. Quotations supplied by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner
and Beane.
Tues.
Feb. 4

Stock

Tues.
Feb. 11

14%
New York Stock Exchange
15
6%
171%
172%
6%
26V2
28%
13%
13%
CBS "A"
14%
Columbia Pic.
13%
36%
Loew's
33%
Paramount
36
22%
RCA
35
23
24%
Storer
24%
18%
20th-Fox
17 %
Warner Bros.
62%
65%
Westinghouse
3%
American 3y4
Stock Exchange
Allied Artists
9
Assoc. Art. Prod.
8%
4%
4%
2%
y2
C&C Super
A
3y4
Dumont Labs.
Guild Films
6%
NTA
6

S
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WLBT

- %
- %
-1%
— %
--1%%
— %

Change
-1%

AB-PT
AT&T
Avco
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CHANNEL

- y8

+ %
-2%

+ %

- %
- %
+- %%

- A

S

i
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NEXT

FALL'S

TV

{Continued from page 33)
ship and residuals. On the basis of a
client commitment, a packager can get
financing from banks and the client reduces his cost through reruns, if the
show's a success."
This is a pattern that Colgate has
ahead) used with The Thin Man and
The Millionaire.

— now, first in the nation in
Share of Audience in 3-station VHF markets. That's how
the August ARB ranks KRODTV — first in programming,
first in power and towerheight, first in promotion . . .
and, above ail, first adverWest
Southern

They'll be back in the saddle
again next fall, but new shows include relatively few Westerns. To
date, the three networks anticipate the
lightest casualties among existing Westerns, predict that client interest will
hold up. Common denominator of upcoming "Westerns": They refuse to
be called "Westerns." although they're
gun-totin', action-packed shows generally set against nineteenth century
America west of the Alleghany.

New

But. while last season's frontier sagas
spawned some of tv's newest highpriced talent I Jim Garner, Hugh
O'Brian I . next fall such established
Hollywood names as Glenn Ford,
George Montgomery and Rory Calhoun are hoping to ride the trails.

ONE OF THE

FIRST 100 MARKETS

Mystery-adventure will get biggest play. Programing experts say
such escape entertainment will fare
best. Emphasis in new entries will be
upon action and chase rather than
psychological suspense.
But one category of adventure shows
continues to be a casualty of the times:
There's little interest in science fiction
! because scientific progress of the moment is racing ahead of the writers'
imagination. The risk in this type of
show is too big.
Newest type of adventure-mysteries
are ABC TV's two horror shows, now
starting production. If late-evening
movie viewing is any indication, these
shows may start a new trend.
Star names have lost their sales
value. Tv has reached the stage where

WHBF
RADIO * TELEVISION

COMING!
Greatly ExpandedTV Coverage
from a New 1000-fr Tower.

@
REPRESENTED

BY AVERY-KNODEL.

INC.

it's developing its own names. The
large number of Hollywood personalities wanting to hop on the gravy train
is now beginning to bring down the
price of star vehicles.
So far, there's little excitement about
any new personalities coming to tv next
fall, unlike 1957. when Frank Sinatra
caused a stir. Only new series banking on the glamor appeal of its starproducer is the new Orson Wells show
now in production in Italy for ABC.
The
networks
don't expect
to

put any new stars under long-term
contracts this year. Part of the reason: Most of the proved names are
ahead) committed. Also, viewer appeal of individual tv stars has proved
to be short-lived on the whole.
As a result of the many singer-show
casualties as well as profit squeeze on
program sources, talent agents are now
quoting lower prices for fall. Clients
with variety shows may have their
pick of current singer-stars for guest
shots next fall.
Situation comedy is slated for a
big comeback. But here, too, the
search is for a "safe" show, rather
than run-away hits. The pattern mostoften mentioned is Father Knows Best,
rather than Lucy.
"Rise of situation comedies is normal after the lack of shows in this
category
last year," says ABC TV's
Jim
Aubrey.
While fewer than half the pilots now
being offered are expected to get on
network, the big interest in this show
category again proves that tv show
popularity moves in cycles.
Few singer-personality shows
will survive.
Many half-hour musicals also are expected to pass into history by April.
Live panel shows and parlor
game formats may outnumber
quizzes. CBS TV is now working on
six new panel shows, expects to include at least two in its fall lineup.
ABC TV has several half-hour quiz
and panel shows in the planning stage,
but does not foresee a continued trend
to big-money quizzes as such. NBC
TV, with its Barry & Enright subsidiary, plans new quiz shows, mainh for
daytime, but wants them to include
home viewer participation.
Big-name comedians may come
back in new formats. Most talkedabout return to tv is Milton Berle's
with his own hour-long production,
Off-beat. This show concept, set for
audience-testing on Kraft next week,
is still in the talking stage.
Sid Caesar's future on ABC TV will
depend upon ratings off his current
show, but plans now are for him to
sia\ with the half-hour, rather than go
to a one-hour show.
For the moment at least, the da) <»f
the "stand-up" comedian is over.
Those planning comebacks, including
Red Buttons, are working along the
Danny Thomas line by trying to develop situation comedy series. ^
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Leadership! ...
WEEK

DAYS

|6 PM TO^
a MIDNIGHT

Dece m be r

Full 316,000 Watts
From antenna

atop

Signal Mountain
High above City

CHATTANOOGA

• The 77th Market

THE RCA VIDE)
FOR COLOR
AND MONOCHROM
Combines

the Picture Quality of Live Presentations

with the Storage and Rerun Benefits of Film
Immediate

Built-in Erase Head

Playback

No processing involved. Rerun immediately. Use
as often as desired. Store program material for
use at any time.

Built-in head completely erases tape prior t<
recording. It is de-energized in playback.
Air Lubricated Tape Guides

Sound Monitoring and Dubbing

Sound monitor head provides simultaneous playback during recording. Separate sound erase head
permits dubbing and re-recording without disturbing picture information.
Operating Convenience

Special operative instructions can be recorded
along with picture information, thanks to independent cue channel. A tape footage indicator
provides precise cueing reference. Both local and
remote controls are included.

New design tape guides precisely control the tap
path. Air lubricated and virtually frictionless, the;
permit control of lateral positioning without dis
tortion of tape edge.
Handles Color and Monochrome

Records and reproduces all standard video signals
color or monochrome, with equal facility
Available also for monochrome only. The abilit
of the RCA Video Tape Recorder to handle bot
color and monochrome program material wit]
excellent results makes it a useful facility fa
television stations.

Orders are being accepted now. You can get the whole story from
your RCA Representative. Or write for descriptive literature.
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

RADIO

CORPORATION
BROADCAST

AND

TELEVISION

CAMDEN,

N.

J.

of AMERICA
EQUIPMENT

lAPt KtUURDER

VIDEO
Close-up of RCA Video Tape
Recorder as viewed by Thomas
E. Howard, Vice-President,
WBTV and E. C. Tracy, Manager, RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment.

SOUND AND PICTURE TRACKS
ON VIDEO TAPE
This

lified

(23/4X) of a small piece of
recorded 2-inch video tape.
It has been treated to make
the recorded tracks visible.
Picture information is recorded
in transverse lines. Program
sound is recorded longitudinally along the left edge.
Servo control and cue information are recorded longitudinally along the right edge.

TRACKS

CONTROL AND CUE TRACKS

UttU*iMJW«MNlMtflNtiMUI4iro

We're

first, but

WHO
WANTS
ARGUE
ABOUT
PER
CENT

Channel

It seems there's a new champ born with almost every rating book in Dallas/Fort Worth. Onl>
one fact is constant . . . It's the tightest four-station market in America! Right now we're firsl
with 27.7 per cent* share of audience. (Sign on to sign off Sunday through Saturday.) The fourtr
station trails by a mere 3.4 per cent ... So who wants to argue?
High-rated nighttime minutes now available delivering a top family audience of 2.84 (average
viewers per set _T"*r

"Pallas/ Fort Worth combined ARB, January, 19;nS.

Ask

BLAIR -TV

I
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that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
1958

WEEK

The stormy counsel of the House Commerce Legislative Oversight subcommittee— Dr. Bernard Schwartz — is gone, but how long it will take to clean up the
political and personality debris is anybody's guess.
Sideline opinion is that before order is restored (1) regulatory agencies, which, of course,
includes the FCC. will be severely shaken up, (2) candidates in this election year will seize
upon Schwartz's charges as manna for the hustings and (3) an antagonism within Congress
itself will be fired as they haven't been in many years.
The more pertinent events of the week that burbled within and around the subcommittee's investigation were these:
• The subcommittee fired Dr. Schwartz after he had manased to grab headlines all over
the nation with his charges of whitewash and hauling in White House and Cabinet personalities.
• Representative Morsran Moulder CD.. Mo.) resigned as chairman of the subcommittee
and Rep. Oren Harris CD.. Ark.), chairman of the full House Commerce Committee, took
over as subcommittee chairman, at least temporarilv. Moulder, however, stays as a member
of the subcommittee.
• Senators Wavne Morse. John Carroll fD.. Colo.). John J. Williams (R.. Del.) and others
in the same bodv g-ot into the act. after Dr. Schwartz had turned over to Morse a suitcase
or small trunk containing; subcommittee files.
• Such leadin? democratic nob'ticos as Harrv S. Truman and Averell Harriman were among16 of the Democratic Advisorv Counsel to demand a full nrobe of the Schwartz charges.
Thev asked that legislators different from those currently encased in battling: among- themselves be assigned to a full and complete investigation.
• Several Democratic senators on the Senate floor, and without challenge from the Rennhlican side as yet. indicated this was evidence of corruption in the Eisenhower Administration. Similar charges were expected on the floor of the House.
• Rep. Harris assured the press that Dr. Schwartz's charges that an FCC commissioner
accepted monev from a contestant for a tv channel and statements that "votes had been
bought and sold in the granting; of multi-million-dollar licenses and franchises" would be
thoroughly probed. He added that as much of it as possible would be madp public.
The patent outlook is this: Dr. Schwartz has stirred up so much controversy that it
was impossible to see how a more searching probe than even he would have conducted could
be avoided.

The House Commerce Committee by a 17-7 vote took the unusual route of a
committee resolution to halt the FCC-authorized test of pay-tv.
The resolution has no force in law, but the FCC is expected to hold off on pay-tv for at
least a limited time. Probably, if the committee does nothing further, the FCC will not authorize any actual broadcast pay-tv operation until well into 1959.
The committee promised to hold hearings on bills to ban pay-tv during late summer or
early fall. But, even so, new bills would have to be introduced next year. And nothing can be
done by wav of approving such bills for consideration by the House until well into next; year.
This is true, because the present Congress and all its unpassed bills die officially when
the new Congress convenes. And the committee has conceded it has no plans for pushing
ahead before this session is almost ended, or even until after it is ended.
The FCC will probably insist on new action during the first session of the new Congress.
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Local in management
The Corinthian stations are first and foremost local in character ... for great stations musi
be responsive to the needs and tastes of their individual communities.
Each Corinthian station has its own independent local management team . . . experienced
men at the helm and in the key operating areas of programming, sales, engineering and
promotion. The strength of each of the Corinthian stations attests to the abilities of the;
men and the role they play in Tulsa, Galveston & Houston, Fort Wayne and Indianapoli

THE
KOTV

Tulsa

CORINTHIAN
•

KGUL-TV

Galvesron, serving Houston

STATIONS
•

WANE

& WANF.-TV

^m„Mu,, ,„ b~«,c~*i

Fort Wa5

HI li

•

IIII

WISH

& WISH-TV

Indianapolis

Interrelated in service
The Corinthian stations have more than this. They benefit from each other's experience.
And have at their disposal the full-time staff services of specialists in the basic areas
of broadcasting . . . each outstandingly qualified in his field . . . Corinthian's Director
of Programming, Robert H. Salk; Director of Sales, Don L. Kearney; Director of Engineering,
George G.Jacobs; and Director of Research, Charles H. Smirk. These men provide facts,
ludgment and the exchange of ideas upon which local management can base sound decisions.
Clearly, you get something extra when you buy a Corinthian station.

THE
:OTV Tulsa

CORINTHIAN
•

KGUL-TV

'.'■•..■:■
Galveston, serving Houston
•

STATIONS
i;
& WANE-TV

WANE

Fort Wavne

Re^muy *, w^**
•

WISH

"

& WT5H-TV

Indianapolis

A round-up of trade talks,
trends and tips for admen

0>j
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The trend toward using craggy-visaged
men
in tv commercials — especially
c»yri9ht
ibm
among the cigarettes — is catching on in other quarters.
PUBLICATIONS
INC.
Executives in high places in this business are asking that publications substitute prints
that look like old kines for any of the retouched and prettified photos in the files.

SPONSOR

AT&T — to whom radio has been a boon of boons — plans to help network
radio celebrate its 35th anniversary.
The company's long lines division is collecting data for a brochure signalizing the event.
Another major automotive account is expected to change agencies before the
year is out.
The directors of the Detroit giant have deemed it wise to defer the switch until another
of its brands is securely settled with a yet-to-be named agency.
The signs continue to point to the probability that R. J. Reynolds eventually will
drop the Cavalier brand.
Esty this week cancelled a spot radio schedule it had been running for Cavalier. At
its peak the campaign extended to about 100 markets and with 8 to 12 spots a week.
With NBC executive v.p. Charles R. Denney moving up to RCA, the radio network will be reporting directly to President Robert Sarnoff.
Significance: it underscored the personal support that Sarnoff has given radio ever
since the presidency.
Ever hear of an account that didn't know how much money it could appropriate listening to presentations from 35 agencies?
1*
That's the situation at Volkswagen of America,
Inc., whose plan — when it does pick
an agency — will involve this initial assignment: Help it make a survey to find out how
much should be spent on advertising and how.
The ad manager is Scott Stewart, with headquarters in Englewood, N. J.
Over the years William S. Paley has developed many an administrator and sales
executive out of CBS Spot Sales.
It's probably on the theory that if man is expert at selling spot time he's trained for the
hard rigors of the business side of air media.
A roster of Spot Sales alumni (and their present places within CBS) includes:
Arthur Hull Hayes
Merle S. Jones
Howard S. Meighan _
William Hyland
Thomas Dawson

CBS
CBS
V.p.,
V.p.,
V.p.,

Sam Cook Digges
Harvey Struthers
Frank Shakespeare
Clark George
Bob Wood
Richard Hogue..
Lamont Thompson
Norman Walt
Charles McAbre
Bobert Hoag

Cm.,
G.m.,
G.m.,
...
Mgr.
.......Sales

_

Sales
Sales
.....Sales
Sales
Mgr.,

Radio president
TV president
Hollywood tv
tv sales admin.
tv sales
WCBS-TV, N. Y.
WHTC, Hartford
WXIX, Milwaukee
KNXT, L. A.
mgr., KNXT, L. A.
mgr., WXIX
mgr., WHCT
mgr., WCBS-TV
mgr., KMOX
special prog, sales
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T. \. spot editor
sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television

SARRA
NEW
YORK:
200 EAST 56TH
CHICAGO: 16 EAST ONTARIO

STREET
STREET

O'Keefe's Old Vienna Lager Beer proves once again that nothing hits home
as hard as a homey situation — like a busy young couple enjoying O'Keefe's
Old Vienna as they prepare for company ... or the guests themselves at the
party. Good casting, a pleasing pace — -with plenty of product identification —
make an excellent case for directness and simplicity in this series of 60, 20 and
8-second commercials. Produced by SARRA for O'KEEFE
PANY LIMITED, through COMSTOCK & COMPANY.

BREWING

COM-

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

This series of commercials sells bread for a regional company — in a big
way! A jingle and an animated baker are used to focus attention on shots
of the product in use and the benefits of Lactose. Here skillful photography
makes arresting viewing out of something as uncomplicated as a child eating
a piece of bread ... a man walking with extra spring in his step. Lively,
convincing, and produced by SARRA for MICHIGAN BREAD, MICHIGAN BAKERIES, INC.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

Ciltone Paint is sold in French and English versions in 60 and 20-second
spots that are as fresh as a wall newly painted with Ciltone. A snowy mountain peak sets the scene for one series; a lovely woman picking flowers establishes the "freshness" theme for another. In each, SARRA's adroit handling
points up the product as a logical part of the action. Produced by SARRA
for CANADIAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED, through NEEDHAM, LOUIS
AND BRORBY, INC.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

It's quite a stunt to slice off the top of a man's head and make it funny!
SARRA trionics.
does
it withof trick
photography
and Arnold
Stang'scommercials
head and hisIn a series
60-second
and 20-second
live action
for
Scripto Pens, Stang "talks off the top of his head" while the announcer's
hands demonstrate "coloressence" and other features of the product. A technical feat produced by SARRA for SCRIPTO, INC., through DONAHUE
& COE, INC.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

LESTOIL
i Continued from page 39 •
executive- state.
In late L953, about 18 months beFore the agenc) was Formed, tv\o importanl Lestoil advertising decisions
were made In Barowsk) and his associates:
1. I se continuous advertising on a
beavier scale to get better and more
permanent results.
2. I se (\ as the medium because of
its demonstration properties.
The

last ditch:

These decisions

amounted to a last-ditch attempt to put
Lestoil in the retail market, according
to Mrs. Eleanor Miller. Jackson account executive.
The new advertising program had to
click with the housewives, or Adell
executives were going to pull Lestoil
hack into its already developed industrial field.
\lone\ was a problem in carrying
out these plans — but Barowsky licked
ii b\ getting a credit assurance from a
local bank. He never had to use the
bank backing. It's history now that
Lestoil hit the market like a heavyweight right from the first round.
The opening bell, in January 1954,
found Lestoil only on WHYN-TV, Holyoke, with 30 spots a week. But success brought fast tv expansion — first to
West Hartford. Conn. Then, starting
in January 1955. Lestoil bought tv in
Manchester. N.. H.; Hartford, Conn.;
Portland and Bangor, Me.; Burlington. \t.: Pittsfield, Mass.: Providence,
R. I.; and Plattsburg, N. Y.
In March 1956 Lestoil cracked its
first king-size metropolitan market —
Boston. Next step: New York City,
invaded in June 1950 with a $400,000
t\ investment.
From there on in, Lestoil tv spread

all of Lestoil s I .S. marketing areas.
• All timebu) ing is done on a 52week basis.
• \o spots used in the expensive
time periods.
• No comparison copy permitted in
commercials.
• The ahead) explained practice of
advertising before distribution.
The "personal appearance" requirement for station executives is undoubtedly the most unusual of these idiosyncracies. There are no exceptions to
the mandate, regardless of distance involved. Mrs. Miller told SPONSOR.
Why

does Lestoil make this demand? "We want to know exactly who
we're dealing with, and we want them
to know us," explains Mrs. Miller.
Another reason : "We feel these station men know their area and its audience. They know what the individual
market likes and dislikes are and they
can advise
us accordingly."
the account executive
states.
How do station execs feel about
making the trek to out-of-the-way Holyoke? "From all indications I've seen,
they're very happy to do it," says Mrs.
Miller. "We take them through our
entire manufacturing process, lunch together and generally get our association off to a friendly and warm start,"
the Lestoil adwoman told sponsor.

52-week campaign listed on the rate
card." the rep told SPONSOR.
"But on our stations," he said, "if
the top discount is for 10 spots a week
for 52 weeks — and they want 30 spots
a week — then they pay three times our
listed rate for 10 a week."
This rep said that generally his station men are split about three-to-one
in favor of making the Holyoke visit.
The one in four who's unhappy over
it reconciles himself with the size of
the Lestoil buy, the station rep said.
The company not only buys on a |
year's
contract,
but
it's common
knowledge that Lestoil has never left
a station once it's signed up.
Lestoil buys all stations in a market I
for the same reason it uses both daytime and late evening hours — to get
the most number of commercials televised to the biggest audience for the
money invested.
Eskenasy explains it, "We figure if
we show our commercials often enough
over a long enough period of time, |
everyone who watches tv will be ex- I
posed at sometime or another."
"Number of stations in a market B
and population determine the total frequency for that area," says Mrs. Mil- h
ler. "In New York City, we have our \i
heaviest concentration — about 123 I

How do station representatives view
the requirement?
For the answer to that one, sponsor
spoke to several reps whose stations
are used by Lestoil.
"I don't think it's such a hot idea."
one rep firm executive told sponsor.
"We're paid by the stations to service
an account and do a selling job, and

Minimum
number ever used by Les- J
spots
per week."
toil is 30 spots per week — and this ;
schedule usually applies to one-station :
markets. "If the area is large enough
to support two stations we figure a

if we can't do it— well, that's pretty
sad," he said.
Does Lestoil get a better deal from
the station man than it could from the

hit the housewife audience. "We also)
use one spot per station per night in '
late evening time to reach the man of

like a prairie fire. Today, it's advertised throughout New England, in New
York Cit) and state, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Delaware, Washington,
I). ( .. \\ . Virginia, Ohio, Michigan,
Indiana. Chicago
and Puerto Rico.

rep? "No, not on our stations," the
rep told SPONSOR. "They're not doing
themselves any real financial good by
dealing with stations directly, so why
should they demand a station man-

Tv idiosyncraciee : I .estoil's ad strategic- incorporate several idiosyncracies
in timebuying and usage ol spol t\.
Tin--, an
• All station purchases are negotiated at Holyoke with not onl) the sta-

Does Lestoil try to pressure the station men for deals? "Essentially, no,"
the source continued, "but there is a
sort of 'brainwashing' technique that
might be part of a pressuring bit — or
it could just be their way of doing

tion's representative, but als< a station
executive in attendance.
• Purchase oJ ever) h station in

business." What 'brainwashing'? "Oh,
\ou know- they talk about the size of
their bu\ as compared to the heaviest

ager's or sales manager's presence?,"
he asked.

minimum of about 40 spots a week," |
Lestoil's account executive states.
Heaviest usage of spots is between
9:00 a.m. and 6 p.m. to economically:

the house," says Mrs. Miller.
Probably because of the heavy frequencies, Lestoil has, in some quarters,
a reputation as a barter buyer. All of
Adell's executives vehemently deny
that barter purchases ever have beenl
made. "We buy at rate card with!
quantit) discounts only," they state.
President Barowsky is outspoken!
against the barter practice, stating:1';
"Doing business in a roundabout way
isn't one of my principles."
The term "clean business" is used*
frequentl) by Barowsky. He told:
sponsor, "When I started this business'
and needed every sale I could get so
I could eat. 1 wouldn't 'deal,' and the;
15 FKKKl
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WEAU-TV
Eau Claire ....

the

IN WISCONSIN
• Programming the BEST
NBC and CBS.

of all three networks, ABC,

• A single station market in the heart of Wisconsin . . .
covering twice the population and twice the area with
our new 1,000 foot tower with maximum

power.

• Serving a giant land of % million people and two million cows.

WEAU-TV
CLAIRE, WISCONSIN

EAU

See your Hollingbery man
in Minneapolis, see BILL HURLEY

SPONSOR

•
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same polic) holds today. Conduct a
clean business," he say?, "and you'll
uet your customers' confidence."
He admits that Lestoil has lost
countless dollars through adherence to
these principles. For instance, some
chain stores demanded that they get
trailers at the end of Lestoil commercials. Barowsk) reports.
The) got a flat turndown from Adell
Chemical. "Sometimes this means we
don't get into a chain as fast as we
could if we gave the requested trailers." Barowsk) says, "but we get there
eventual!) because of consumer demand. And we haven't compromised
our policies."
"When you conduct your business
this way, nobody can ever accuse you
of giving someone else a better 'deal'
than you're willing to offer him,"
Barowsk)
told sponsor.
The only dealer concession Lestoil
makes is a 15c-per-case advertising allotment. And proof of advertising acti\it\ must be submitted quarterly. But
dealers can make out on this — and
\cr\ well. The Adell Chemical requirement is only that dealers must advertise once each quarter.
Consumers also are guaranteed price
stability with Lestoil, according to
\dell executives. The product is reportedly fair-traded at 37^ a pint,
65<£ a quart.
Non-frilly commercials: Lestoil uses
about 30 different filmed sales mes-

done by their cousins from Madison
Avenue.
""Frankly," says Mrs. Miller, "we
feel all this cute dancing, music
dominance and other furbelows
are distractions to the product
8!ory." And president Barowsky expres ed a similar viewpoint to sponsor.
Bight in keeping with its New England heritage, Adell Chemical believes
in a straight, down-to-earth sell.
"We're dealing with down-to-earth
people — housewives — about their most
serious everyday problem, cleaning,"
says Mrs. Miller.
Mrs. Miller and Barowsky both feel
the housewife wants to know only one
thing — what Lestoil can do for her.
And they feel she wants this told to
her in an easy-to-understand manner.
They see another benefit in Lestoil's
straight commercial approach. "We
stand out simply because we're telling
a straight product story — and everyone seeing our commercials knows the
product is Lestoil," says Barowsky.
Mrs. Miller also points to the credibility of Lestoil commercials — a factor
she feels is inbred "because everything
we show in our films is true. If a
housewife is using Lestoil to take crayon off a wall, she's really doing it—
there's nothing faked in our films,"
she told SPONSOR.
"We do another thing in these commercials."' says Barowsky. "We restrict
our selling to just talking about Lestoil. I don't believe it's ethical to

sages. Most of them are one-minute,
with some 20's also used. Produced
b) l>a\ State Film Products Inc.,
■Ngawam, Mass., they average about
H.2D0 each.

FTC says Lestoil's flammable
At sponsor press-time, the
FTC hit Lestoil's tv commercials,
saying they showed the product
being used "with no regard for
its alleged flamrnability." The
FTC termed the detergent "dangerously flammable." A hearing
is set 8 April.
Barowsky told SPONSOR the
conclusion suggested by the FTC

Lestoil's all-purpose abilities necessaril) makes a variety of commercials
desirable. They range in subject matter from a housewife doing laundry to
a husband cleaning paint brushes.
Even the family dog gets in the act.
One film shows a pup getting the Lestoil treatment from his young master.
\ll commercials, copy and plot, are
done b\ Jackson Associates — and
they're as unfettered with frills as a
New England schoolmarm. In fact,
man) New > ork City admen are openl) critical of Lestoil commercials. Most
'..mmori complaint: "Unimaginative,
sterile, dry, dull."
On the other hand, Adell Chemical
admen are more n rved, but equally
-troiig in their feelings about the average detergent commercial
on i\ as

press release is "absolutely erro-

knock somebody else with comparison
copy — and we've never done it. We
never will," he said.
How about merchandising? Adell
Chemical executives laud the tv stations they're dealing with for doing a
top merchandising job.
and

"\\ e've not only received distributor
wholesaler mailings," says Mrs.

Miller, "but stations also merchandise
for us via their local women's shows."
Lestoil uses a graduate home economist, Isabel Ostroff, of New York
City, frequently. She makes guest appearances on local homemaking shows
in all of Lestoil's market areas.
Though Lestoil has overcome tremendous obstacles in its 25-year struggle for success, new ones are cropping
up — "the penalty for getting big,"
Barowsky philosophically defines it.
The newest: Condemnation recently by a leading washer-drier manufacturer. The firm issued its distributors
a directive to warn consumers against
using Lestoil in its washer-driers.
The directive implied that Lestoil
was responsible for the explosion of a
machine because of its reputed low
flash and fire point.
President Barowsky told sponsor . . .
"Tests with Lestoil in the manufacturer's machine have been conducted in
our labs." Besult: "No trouble under
normal washing procedure. Only by j
using a highly concentrated mixture of
three quarts of water to two quarts of:
Lestoil, raising the temperature to an j
extremely high point and introducing,
a 10,000-volt arc did anything happen1
— the machine door blew open," Bar-i
oksky said.
What's Lestoil's action going to be? |
"The matter is in the hands of our|
lawyers," says Barowsky.
What are AdelPs future goals? "I
have no exact goals," says Barowsky.
Lestoil is branching out, however,
in the consumer product line. A hand
cleaner, an item the company has hadj
for some time, is presently in pilot,
plant production in Holyoke. Product
research and development is continu-!
ing on the new Lestoil item and it is
being tested in some market areas.
Distribution may pose a problem
here because the cleaner is actually an
item that would be handled by hardand probably
well asware,food
stores. variety stores — as
Will spot tv be the medium to crack
markets for the hand cleaner? More
than likely. It would be a simple matter for Adell Chemical to shoot in some
hand cleaner commercials on its tv
schedules — and to hitch-hike the new;
product onto present commercials.
One possible problem: The hand
cleaner's primary market will be men.
which would necessitate the purchase
of more evening time than is being
used now.
^
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YOU'RE ONLY

HALF-COVERED
IN NEBRASKA

IF YOU

ARB

SURVEY

—

LINCOLN-BEATRICE

June 9-15, 1 957 —

MARKET

8:30-1 0:00 P.M.

This special ARB Survey of the Lincoln-Beatrice market
was made at the request of an important national advertiser. It shows that in EASTERN Lincoln-Land alone,
KOLX-TV gets more than twice as many i
leading Omaha station!
Rating
Share
29.5
57.0
KOLN-TV
Station B
Station C
Others

24.2
18.4

12.5
9.5

DON'T USE KOLN-TV!

There are only two big markets in Nebraska, and you
can't get them both with any one TV station.
All

surveys

prove

that

KOLN-TV

is your

ONLY

satisfactory outlet for Lincoln-Land — 69 counties . . .
296,200 families . . . 191,710 TV sets.
KOLN-TV

is the Official CBS Outlet for South Central

Nebraska and Northern Kansas.

Ask Avery-Knodel.

4

.2

CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS

g&e@efaebm*tioM
IS-KALAMAZOO
— LINCOLN.

NEBRASKA

ADIO — PEORIA. ILLINOIS

• 1000-FT. TOWER

KOLN-TV
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND

—NEBRASKA'S

OTHER BIG MARKET

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
•
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Tv and radio
NEWSMAKERS
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CHANNEL 4-SIGHT
^^•^k
^^r^m

Stuart M. Canon lias
count executive and member of the creative

'_

plans ing board
of Hicks & Greist
accordto an announcement
by Inc.,
Charles
V.

4fe V

'$olljt/^^
^~Jf^l
mHLfll

>k"",'j. Jr.. president of the agency. Ganon
was formerly with D'Arcy
Advertising,
bei Bab)
I
Is ami the Coca-Cola
Co.
accounts. He is a contributing author to

Stephen Baker's forthcoming book Advertising Layout and Art Direction, soon to be published by McGraw-Hill. In the past he has
worked on print and broadcast campaigns for the Kudner Agency,
the Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove Agency, and the Longines-Wittnauer
Watch Co. Among Ganon's accounts at Hicks & Greist are the Sandura
Co. and Taylor-Reed Corp. for Fluff-o-matic Rice, a new product.

Chester E. Pike, Jr. has been appointed
station manager of WPTV, West Palm
Beach. At 28, he is one of the youngest
managers in the business. He was graduated from Georgia Military Academy, and
This wise old owl

wirh

h

s hornrimmed
specks
probably
give a H-O-O-T about th
ngs in
general,
but smart time doesn't
buyers
to use
are learning that it pays
Channel
4-Sight
on
the Great
Golden Spread.
More than 100,000 TV se s in a
market.
vastly healthy and wealthy
Power:
Antenna

V.sual
Aural

100
50

kw
kw

above

Height 833 feet
the ground

colo

:

spent four-and-one-half years with the
82nd Airborne Division. After leaving the
service. Pike joined the staff of WTMA,
Charleston, S. C, as an account executive;
then became commercial manager. Three years later, he was appointed station manager of WTAL, Tallahassee. His first move i
there was to change its format from a net affiliate to an indepena
ent music- and news station. At this time he also served as special
consultant to WCTV. Tallahassee, which, like WPTV. West Palm
Beach, is a John H. Phipps Station. Others in this group include:
WTAL;
WKTG,
Thomasville,
Ga. and WTYS,
Marianna.
Fla.

Morr Silverman has been named general

AM/VS41
OX-IAMOM

f*\
jLfck^il

f\

^^

.<nmn

CHANNEL

4

CONTACT

ANY

TEXAS
KA'Z

MAN

casting Co., Inc.

He was previousl)

e\er-

^^]
^&
of the Southland Broadcasting Co. (KCIJL
■ | W.p&
^hreveport;
and WMRY,
New
Orleans.
HI
■ ,;>'Jp'. These stations were recently sold.)
He
was also affiliated with the following stai
tions: WCOP, Boston; WINS, New York; WDAS, Philadelphia;

KGNC-TV
AMARILLO,

-^r£k

manager of WJMR and WJMR-TV, NewW
Orleans, operated by the Supreme Broad-!

W KIM. Kitchburg, Mass., and WWCO, Waterbury, Conn. Chester Fj
Owens, president of the Supreme Broadcasting Co. and George A
Mayoral, executive v. p. and managing director, announced that thf
addition of Silverman to the staff "becomes necessary because of the
rapid expansion
of the company's properties in Latin America.
15 febri im
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IT ALL HAPPENED

IN 15 MONTHS

.. .

IT'S

A new pulse survey of one half million
homes shows the new, revitalized
KFAB with a 30% increase in audience
...from 6:00 A.M. to midnight! This
increase runs as high as 73% in key
time periods. While this was happening, KFAB's area competition was
experiencing an audience decline.
Now, a KFABulous Buy! You can

A

B
BASIC

♦
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reach 1,000 radio homes for 57 cents at
7:30 A.M.... 51 cents at 8:45 A.M....
39 cents at 4:30 P.M.... 37 cents at
5:45 P.M.... 31 cents at 6:15 P.M.
Get all the KFABulous facts from
any Petry man or E. R. Morrison,
KFAB's General Sales Manager.
KFAB is by far your best buy in the
big Omaha market!

NBC

50,000

WATTS

lO-SECOND

SPONSOR
-

SPOTS

Compulsed: Two young men in advertising recent!) decided to share a
Manhattan apartment. Among the gifts
brought to their housewarming party
was a box of book matches, each book

SPEAKS

imprinted in gold: "Leopold anc

"This We
Among

the mam

Fight For"

industry causes for which sponsor has

fought, one which stands out in our memory is the campaign
to establish a strong Radio Advertising Bureau.
With many in the industry, we felt there was need for a
team-selling effort by radio. Under the remarkably dynamic
Leadership of Kevin Sweeney, the RAB organization which
emerged has gone far beyond anything we imagined possible.
Literally through RAB's leadership, the spirit of a downcast medium was lifted; sales tools never available before
were built. All along the way, sponsor

encouraged RAB

and it> executives; called on radio stations, networks and representatives tobe wholehearted in their support of the house
Kevin Sweeney, Jack Hardesty and company
RAB

and sponsor

have much

were building.

in common.

We

take a

certain measure of satisfaction, therefore, that one of our own
ke\ executives (Miles David, executive editor), will soon
join RAB

as director of promotion.

Miles David, who has for many years been an integral part
of sponsor's efforts on RAB's behalf, as well as our own
growth story, will be changing hats but continuing to work
in the same cause. We

wish him well in joining the RAB

team — in whose rooting section we will remain vigorously
active.

"Let's sell optimism"
Way hack in 1919. when the nation was plagued with a
Hi (--ion. sponsor did a series of articles and editorials
titled "Let's Sell Optimism." This was directed to broadcasters as well as the agencies and advertisers.
"Let's Sell Optimism" became the battle cry for hundreds
<>t -tat ions and a number of state associations. Many of
them brought their local organizations into this positive fight
loi constructive thinking at a time of man-made
stress.

economic

Parting words: A letter sent ou:
jointly by two Southern stations o!
The Bartell Group closed with i
"WYDE aWAKEfully."
Loeb."
Lift off: Phil Stone, exec v.p. o
CHUM, Toronto, Canada, has com
piled a list of the "Out of Space Toj
1. You re Getting
Ten With
Tunes."
Me.
2.
3.
4.
5.

to

be an

Orbi

Atlas My Love Has Come Along
Moon Is Busting Out All Over.
Rickety Rockety Rendezvous.
When
My
Space Ship Come
Home.

6. Missile Me Just a Little.
7. Satellite Is the Loneliest Night o
the Week.
8. Could This Be Mars?
9. I'll Come Zoomin Back to Youl
10. I've Grown Accustomed to You\
Scribbles:
Space. WABD-TV, New York, wi
debut a new panel show on 25 Febru
ary all about handwriting analysis. /'//
It in Writing is the name of the show
Western Union would be an appro
priate sponsor for that title.
Definition: Clue to an eightdettei
word in a N.Y. Times crossword pu*
zle: "Angels of the air." The answer"SPONSORS."
Solid beat: Ed Randall, radio persorj
ality at WCAU, Philadelphia, has com.
up with a new way to sell Coca-Col
lone of his sponsors). It is a recorc
ing he had made through a frien
traveling in Africa of a Belgian Cong
native boy tapping out a rhythm o
empty Coca-Cola bottles. Now there
a commercial that really jingles.
Westerns: According to Fran
Gruber, story consultant for NBC TV
Wells Fargo, here are the seven basi
tv Western story plots:

Again we issue the <t\ "Let's Sell Optimism!" And we
invite you, wherever you may be, to write for copies of the

Revenge
Story — Hero tracks down vi|
lain for revenge.

editorials we published when last the need arose.

Empire — Trouble in the cattle empiri
I nion Pacific — Iron horse goes Wes
Cavalry-Indians — Varia
tcr.
Outlaw — Sympathetic
treatment

THIS
J '
C 4
fc'M

WE

FIGHT

FOR:

Admen

cannot afford

to operate without closer contact with the stations who air the ultimate carriers of their
commercials. As a policy, advertisers should
visit and get to know stations right on the scene.

Jesse
other cowboy
"bad men."
Ranch James
— The and
working
vs. Cu
n
tiers and land-grabbers.
Marshal — The dedicated lawman.

is

In Washington WKv

THE
SPEAKER
OF
THE
HOUSE

m
And the most recent Nielsen* proves it: WRC's 26.4% average share-ofaudience for the total week tops all of the 16 other radio stations in the
nation's Capital!
WRC's roster of outstanding local talent— Washington's most popular entertainers and personalities— is responsible in large measure for this position
of leadership. Al Ross, Gene Archer, Patty Cavin, Ed Walker, Bill Sprague,
Bryson Rash, Jim Simpson and Art Lamb are richly endowed with listener
loyalty, the kind that's easily turned into brand loyalty.
If Washington's Number One Radio Station isn't already speaking for your
brand, WRC or NBC Spot Sales will arrange lA/O^^
AAA
a sound selling schedule for you immediately. W
*NSI Report -Washington, D.C. Area -November 1957

WASHINGTON,

l\^^*
D.C.

v7^J^^

SOLD BY I NBCJ SPOT SALES

LITTLE WHITE HOUSE at Warm Springs, Georgia,
favorite refuge of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, attracts
thousands of reverent visitors each year. Located in Southwest Georgia, Warm Springs is included in the coverage
of WAGA-TV, famous on the Georgia scene, too. Tallest
tower and maximum power gain more coverage . . . top
CBS-TV and local programing gain more viewers in the
Southeast's No. 1 market. Get full details in the WAGAland
brochure, available on request.

ionolly by THE KaTZ AGENCY,

Ir
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ADVERTISERS

FEB 9

k Dr. Roslow

the ad on this cover three

to tell you what was his
weeks ago

USE

THE COMING FIGHT
FOR SPONSOR
IDENTIFICATION
In today's hard-sell
climate, clients face a

radio station in Omaha

used this space 3 weeks ago.
"I strongly object to your ad on Sponsor cover. . . ."
— Dr. Roslow, in a wire to the advertiser

tough fight for sponsor
identification. Forecast for fall: New show
patterns, new formulas for co-sponsorship
Page 27

Dr. Roslow's organization "agreed" that "that station" was number

one in

"You are not number one in Pulse . . . and I do not agree . . .
that you are number one."
— Dr. Roslow, ibid

liluded a photograph of Dr. Roslow.

Page 30

"I feel this ad is very damaging and had I known you were to
use my picture with such copy, I would never have sent you
— Dr. Roslow, same wire

the picture."

3 correct reading of Pulse regarding Omaha

Or, see Adam

How will spot
radio million?
top 1957's
$200

radio?

"KOWH is first in Omaha, with an average Pulse of 7.3 .. .
7 a.m.-6 p.m., Mon.-Sat., December, 1957."
— Dr Roslow, verbally, to KOWH G.M.
Virgil Sharpe.

ur turn to talk to Virgil Sharpe.

Tv specials:
identification
in a big way

Young.

Page 32

"Give us ratings
Nestl
Don on"Cady
e's rely
we can
Page 38

KOIVH
Represented by Adam

OMAHA

Young Inc.

8,380 Bowling Entries in 77 Day:
Response?
It's TREMENDOUS
on KVTV, Sioux City, la.
I hings happen when KVTV carries the ball. An
example is the weekly National-Council Oak Food
Stores one-hour Bowl-O-Rama. Now on the air for 11
weeks . . . 8,380 entrants to date . . . 40 bowling alleys
participating in 22 counties from the length and
breadth of the KVTV area ... 13 suppliers clamoring
to furnish prizes. Action all the way!
And results . . . Here's what Don O'Neil, Sales Pro-

dominant
7 days a week
day and night
Latest Pulse gives KVTV top 19 shows, 46 of
top 50 shows, top 35 local shows. 374 quarter
hour wins for KVTV— 68 for Station B.

motion Manager of National-Council Oak Stores hi
to say about his show . . .
"The response from Bowl-O-Rama has been
amazing. The interest in the show is at a
fever pitch and it's certainly reflected in
sales in each of our super markets within
the KVTV area.''
There's no contest in Sioux City television . . .
KVTV way out in front. For Audience, Action ;
Sales, you roll a strike every time on KVTV. See yoi

¥NW
CBS — ABC
Peoples

Sioux City,

Broadcasting

Company

Iowa

New York's fastest growing radio station

announces
the appointment of

THE

KATZ

AGENCY,

INC

a' National Advertising Representatives • effective Mar. 1, 1958
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The coming battle for sponsor identification
27

I" a bard-sel]

cation. Here's the

Tv specials:

run-down

on

show

sponsorship

patterns,

products

Identification plus

30

Onic the\ were corporate-image builders only. Today's specials are many
faceted, provide effective sponsor identification in many and varied fields

32

With

a $200

make

1958 -till bigger?

How

Why
34

Avon

What

will

Konrad

era, clients face a lough fight for high sponsor identifi-

spot

radio

million

year

beat

1957?

behind

it. what

Here's what seller

an -pot radio do now to
think will happen to spot

use tv when you sell door-to-door?
uses tv to open the housewives' doors to its 85,000 sales representatives Results: 1957 sales topped
the field— over $100 million

the Paramount

film library means to tv

Marilyn Hammond
Contributing
Editors
Joe Csida
Art Editor
Phil Franznick
Martin Gustavson, Asst.
Production
Editor
Florence B. Hamsher
ADVERTISING
DEPARTMENT
Associate Sales Manager
Jane Pinkerton
VP-Western
Manager
Edwin D. Cooper

37

' hal impact will the new flood of 750 films have on feature programing?
Herewhat the advertiser, the station and the distributor have to say

Southern
Manager
Heib Martin
Mid-Atlantic
Manager

"Let's have ratings we can depend on"
38

Don Cad.. Nestle ad chief, sounds off on I
services and offers his solution to the proble

Donald C. Fuller
Eastern
Manager
James H. Shoemaker

sponsor
48

multiplicity of rating
of the ratings muddle

asks: Is competitive bidding sound?

Based on their own experiences, here's what four of today's experts in
the field bad to saj about the competitive bidding practice in television

Production
Manager
Jane E. Perry
Sandra Lee Oncay, Asst.
Administrative
Staff
Dorris Bowers
v. ', e r
Mai
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What's new in -pot radio, and network radio; the latest figure-G on saturation. Bets in home,
sets produced
this year, number
of stations
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You're the "center
of sales attraction"
in Arkansas, with

KTHV
Wm\

mm

mm

mm

Channel 11

LITTLE ROCK
CBS affiliation helps KTHV get — and hold —
most of the Arkansas television audience, most
of the time. But network affiliation is only one of
eight reasons why KTHV is your best TV buy in
this State!
The other seven:
1. Over 253,000 TV Homes
2. 316,000 Watts
3. Highest Antenna in Central South
(1756' above average terrain)
4. Channel 11
5. Center-of-State Location
6. Superb New Studios
7. Know-How

Management

o

Ask your Branham man for all the details on these
eight important KTHV

316,000 Watts
Henry Clay, Executive Vice President
B. G. Robertson, General Manager
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facts.

Channel

i PICK YOUR SHOTS in
ST. LOUIS
UIS with
with

/

SELL
The only way
to roach this
vast Country
and Western
market

ST. LOUIS
MISSOURI

'Kilocycles
1000
WATTS
CLEAR
CHANNEL

POWER
PEOPLE
W

H<4
>
V

if"?
/^

■ ] -*
i^'S

PADUCAH,
KENTUCKY

NEWSMAKER
of the week
This week, shaken admen — turned bar-stool detectives —
Still follow a confusing trail of clues to the biggest Madison
Avenue mystery in years: Why McCann-Erickson agency
traded in a $26 million Chrysler for a $24 million Buick?
The newsmaker:
Marion Harper, Jr., the Mc-E office boy
who, in Horatio Alger fashion, rose to the presidency of that agency
at the age of 32 a decade ago, is perhaps the biggest clue to the
whodunit.
Because he "done" it.
Last Thursday morning, when Mc-E's own radio station broadcast
from the 18th floor of 485 Lexington Ave. to its employees, that the j
Buick account, after eight suspense-filled weeks of searching for a
new home, had joined the Mc-E family it touched off a shock
wave that spread far beyond the agency. Until that moment, nobody
who pretended to be in the know
would have bet on Mc-E winding
up in the winner's circle. Because
Mc-E had never even been considered an entry in the race. For
about 13 years, Mc-E had handled
the Chrysler account which during
1957 represented an agency-estimated $26 million billing— $2 million more than the Buick account
for which it was resigned. What
were the clues that might have
tipped off the move, and what part
has Marion Harper's leadership
played in making them obvious?

Marion Harper, Jr.

Clue No. 1: Harper's own philosophy on running an advertising
agency put into effect when he took over in 1948. "Basically we go
to an advertiser with more in mind than those original concepts of I
brokering space or designing pictures or words for that space," was j
ihe way Harper put it. Perhaps it was the decade he spent at Mc-E
between office boy and president at research, copy research and
merchandising that turned him into a hard-headed analyst rather
than a creator in an ivory tower. It has been bruited about Madison
Avenue that Buick, which last year suffered the humiliation of
dropping from third to fourth in the Detroit sales scramble, was
looking lor an agency
and tv critics. Harper
Clue No. 2: Mc-E
for years, and Buick

to gratif\ its dealers rather than art director*
could offer such a set-up.
has been handling GM international account
has been a good seller overseas. This could

have helped Buick's Edward Ragsdale make up his mind that this
agency could do a job domestically. It could also have made up
Harper's mind that getting the Buick account was worth resigning
Chrysler, inasmuch as it may eventually lead to more GM business.
Clue No. 3: Although Mc-E — Chrysler relations were, on the
surface cordial, there are admen who suspect that the substructure
may have been shaky. In a tightening economy, Chrysler might have
moved (Chrysler Corp. sales hit a peak in '57, but car business
over-all is off this year) to one of its other agencies.
^
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IN

INLAND

CALIFORNIA

(and western nevadai

INE.""EEL*uote
Bdeiloefts
-fox, -fcl*e ftuyuetf

This group of mountain-ringed radio
stations, purchased as a unit, delivers
more radio homes than any combination of competitive stations . . . at by
jar the lowest cost-per-thousand.
(Nielsen &SR&D)
Beeline stations lead in programming, too. In news programs, for example, Beeline stations lead in their
individual markets with locally produced shows. Beeline radio news
editors coordinate closely with McClatchy newspapers to bring listeners
complete up-to-the-minute coverage.
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I

KFBK

O Sacramento

KBEE

O MODESTO

KM

Sacramento, California
Paul H. Raymer Co.,
National Representative
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Television's newest
adventures of

rESTE
\L-FAMILY SERIES AVAILABLE
)R LOCAL MARKET SPONSORSHIP

JEago Audience Success!

SE-TESTEDI
Ratings Prove Success!
' Montreal
Sunsmoki

A
A. I tK

UKlLAL
uANUt

/ TUGBOAT ANNIE
as CAPTAIN HORATIO BULLWINKLE

Television Programs of America, Inc.
For private screening, wire collect or phone

MICHAEL M.SILLERMAN.^ec i/r

4

488 Madison Ave. • N. Y. 22 • PLaza 5-21 00

Smw

Where else in this whole country can you find a universe
like this— a big, rich central market with such important
satellites ?

where else . . .
— does a central market exert such an economic pull on
so many specific areas that are retail trading centers in
their own right ?
- will you find satellite markets that total 33% richer and
50% bigger than the metropolitan trading zone itself?
- do you find such a widespread marketing area covered
from one central point . . . and only by television?
— can you buy just one station with no overlapping penetration by basic affiliates of the same network ?
Only here in
buy more honest
for fewer dollars
will pay you well

Indianapolis on WFBM-TV can you
market penetration, consumer influence,
expended than anywhere else. Now it
to take another, longer, better look !

The Nation's . . .11+th
Television Market
with the only basic NBC coverage
of 708,000 TV

set owning families.

°°o&«°° Indianapolis -Major retail area for
17 richer than average counties. A million population—339,100 families with 90% television ownership!

••:D..-

* 12 Satellites -Each a recognized marketing area — with audited WFBM-TV audience of
412,800 more television sets!
Represented Nationally by the KATZ

UOS

Agency

CHANNEL.

WFBM
-t~D INDIANAPOLIS
BASIC

NBC-TV

AFFILIATE
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Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
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Copyright 1958
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Don't let gloomy talk spoil your longer perspective.
Note the following:
A few advertisers, looking to the fall, will play it cozy for a while in hopes of picking up
bargains, but you'll see a lot of them wrapping up their fall tv network commitments
long before option deadline.
Already — this week — five sponsors gave voice to the old ditty, "Who's Afraid of the
Big Bad Wolf?"
These challengers were General Foods, Johnson & Johnson, Mennen, Miles Laboratories, and 7-Up.
Mennen and Miles renewed for another year of the fights, effective in June; 7-Up extended Zorro through October 1959; General Foods tacked down three CBS TV half hours
for another year; and Johnson & Johnson renewed Robin Hood.

P&G and its agencies are still wrestling with plans for 1958-59, but the way things
are shaping up this bellwether will have as many, if not more, nighttime half-hours on
the tv networks this fall as ever before.
Two program problems facing P&G: (1) Finding a replacement for Meet McGraw, and
(2) agreeing to let Loretta Young function asproducer-hostess of her series instead of everyweek female Tead.
One of the P&G agencies passed along to its client an analysis of this season's tv network programing, which showed that the only categories that made any rating progress
compared to the previous season were westerns and quizzes.

The way things look now, General Foods will spend as much in network tv next
season as it has for the 1957-58 cycle.
The die for nighttime commitment has been pretty well cast. The total time will again
add up to 2^ hours a week.
The only nighttimer that's slated to be replaced is December Bride. Ratings have
been good, but GF feels that the series is beginning to show signs of "fatigue."
As for daytime tv, the budgets on the three networks may even be enlarged.
Note this: If thre's anything about the medium that the food giant is really sold
on it's daytime. It has delivered concrete sales proof. Brands, long addicted to print, have
taken sharp sales upturns after a spell of daytime tv.

Look for Kodak to announce
1958-59 season with a flourish.
The theme:

the renewal of its network tv commitments

An expression of faith in the strength of the American

P.S.: There's a possibility of this type of gesture catching fire among
tisers— with Administration blessings.

Current budget talks among
is comparatively bright.

for the

economy.
big adver-

clients suggest that the long pull for national spot

Because of the economic picture, advertisers say that the flexibility of spot is strongly
to their taste. It's something that you can move into and out of quickly.
Observes the tv-radio director of one of the three top agencies: "It looks like a lot of
the money that found its way into network marginal time will be going spot."
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continued .

Liggett & Myers at the moment
1958-59 tv network plan.

is inclined to put the accent on specials in its

The possible strategy. Space out brand participations so that they're on the hourlong variety shows once every three or four weeks and let spot provide the frequency of
impression.
Inspiration for the thought: The juicy ratings from the Dean Martin specials. (For
a rundown on the varied uses of specials, see page 30.)
For the ratings research field it was a week of contract controversy, expected
intervention and birth of still another eyes-counting service.
The networks don't appear to be cowering over A. C. Nielsen's demand that they
return all Nielsen data immediately if new contracts for his rating services aren't signed by
1 March.
Commented the head of one network: "You know, if Art Nielsen were in the talent
field a program would never go on. His is the type of engineering mind that insists that all
"i's" be dotted
field for us to
gency can't be
Meantime,

and all "t's" be crossed by a certain date. Tv is too changing and dynamic a
know long in advance what'll be needed and how we'll want it. Every contincovered in a contract at this time."
the networks are leaving it to the lawyers to answer Nielsen.

Latest candidate for a slice of the tv program rating melon:
Telerate, Inc.
The method: 1 million coincidental phone interviews the first two weeks of each
month between 8 a.m. and 11 p.m., on a national basis.
Trendex, the present coincidental operator, makes about 200,000 calls in 20 cities the
first week of each month.
Incidentally, Trendex last year offered the networks a service with a national telephone sample, but it couldn't find any takers.
You can expect to see the first sample of Arbitron's instantaneous electronic viewing reports in a couple weeks.
The sample will cover about 300 New York homes.
Within a month thereafter there'll be the initial network report covering seven cities.
ARB's Jim Seiler said to SPONSOR-SCOPE this week he's surprised that Nielsen hasn't
tossed any monkey wrenches into the Arbitron project. Seiler had been anticipating any one
or all of these reactions from Nielsen :
• Knew about this method all the time.
• Arbitron infringes some of the Nielsen patents.
• Nielsen is busy developing something like Arbitron.
Added Seiler:

ARB's attorneys have prepared themselves for every contingency.

Most network sports are bought on a package basis, but even so the sponsor often wonders how the ingredients of the package break down in percentage terms.
SPONSOR-SCOPE this week applied the "IBM" to several football, baseball and golf
tournament packages and found that the rule-of -thumb is approximately this:
Rights, 30%; time, 55%; general production and lines, 15%.
The battle of Tuesday night has become
ahead of ABC TV — at the moment.
This comparison relates to the number
between 7:30 and 10:30 p.m.

a veritable seesaw, with CBS TV slightly

of homes tuned in to the average half -hour

Note how the Tuesday night average this January compares with the way it stood in
January 1957:
NETWORK
ABC TV
CBS TV
NBC TV

JANUARY
9,314,000
10,147,000
7,055,000

1958
homes
homes
homes

JANUARY
7,716,000
10,113,000
6,760,000

1957
homes
homes
homes
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Even though the automotive machinery has been pretty squeaky of late, Detroit
this week was making air media news.
It's not only a case of reviving sales; it's a matter of maintaining or improving individual status, too. Here's the way the week shaped up:
Chevrolet is reported getting set to crow over the fact that it now is No. 1 in
sales by pouring $1 million into radio spots. (It regained the leadership last month.)
Chevy had a similar schedule set to go in December, but practically over night the campaign was ordered shelved.
Stations in certain areas also can expect an intensification of tv spot schedules from Ford dealers via JWT.
The money will come out of newspapers and outdoors.
Discussion over the 1958-59 budget started at Ford this week.
Both Ford and Chevrolet will have restyled cars for '59, and the resulting pressure indicates that Ford's tv network commitment for the fall will be as big as it was last
October.
Outside of Suspicion (NBC), there will be no Ford network cutbacks for the balance of
this season. The $2 million saved by the withdrawal from Suspicion, as of 1 April, partially
went into reserve.
JWT denied this week the inference of several CBS Radio affiliate* that they
have been threatened with a boycott of Ford spot schedules if they continue to
refuse to carry all of the Ford Road Show.
The agency admits that it's trying continually to improve the network show's clearances.
But it contends that the pressure on CBS affiliates never has involved deprivation of spot
business.
Toughest to clear is the afternoon segments of the show. The reason given by some
of the recalcitrants: The Ford bits don't blend in with the afternoon format.
Noted a JWT media executive:
"The last thing that Ford dealers would want to do is exert pressure on the very people
(broadcasters) who are so co-active with them in community life."
The early part of 1958 will probablv go down in advertising records as a time when (1)
the transfer of gigantic auto accounts looked like a game of beanbag, and (2) an
agency became the top figure on the client-agency-relationship totem pole.
As the initial shock of McCann-Erickson's ouster of Chrysler for the Buick account (see
page 4) wore off, the status of the "homeless" automotive accounts at SPONSORSCOPE's press time looked like this:
• The guess on the Avenue was that the institutional portion of the Chrysler business would wind up at BBDO, present custodian of DeSoto's ad budget. Alternate choice :
Grant. Named in the Chrysler Imperial sweepstakes: Burnett and Y&R.
• Indications still were that Lincoln— detached from Y&R — will be assigned to
D'Arcy, and that when this make has been safely moored another of the Ford Company's
accounts will be up for grabs.
The tv-radio committee of the Association of National Advertisers — it was disclosed toSPONSOR-SCOPE this week — expects the Screen Actors Guild to forego a commercial strike 1 March and accept a reasonable settlement of its demands.
It also was apparent that four of the biggest advertisers in tv (through the film producers association) had served notice on SAG that they were prepared to accept a strike
unless SAG sharply revised its original demands.
GiUette
year's three
CBS TV
lines, rights,

•
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apparently isn't at aU sure it will carry the full billings load for this
top racetrack events — the Derby, Preakness, and Belmont Stakes.
is offering the events at a package price of $500,000, which takes in time,
and production.

SPONSOR-SCOPE'

-nnlinunl...

OHie Treyz made it this week (as expected in the trade for quite a while) : the
presidency of the ABC television network.
Treyz is the second ex-researcher to rate the top news this week (the other heing McCann-Erickson's Marion Harper, Jr., via his coup with the Buick account).
Treyz has been top v.p. of the network since October 1956, coming from the No. 1 spot
at TvB. Back in '48 he went to work for ABC as a presentations writer, becoming director of
research-development in November '54.
NBC TV made a presentation to Corn Products this week that can enlighten other
advertisers on the relative audience and commercial impression values of daytime vs.
nighttime network tv.
The pitch to Corn Products was for four quarter-hours a week, costing $60,000. The
basic point was that — for a third less than the time and talent costs for a half-hour show
at night — you can get more different homes via the daytime package.
The comparison of delivered accumulated homes, based on the Nielsen December report:
The four daytime quarter-hours, 12,013,000 homes; Bed Skelton, 11,948,000 homes;
Playhouse 90, 10,465,000 homes; This Is Your Life, 11,866.000.
For the same $60,000 you could get 42.459.000 commercial impressions, compared to
50,553,000 impressions for Gunsmoke, 40,911,000 for Jack Benny, and 40,665,000 for Wells
Fargo.
(The bill for these shows comes to around $90,000 each.)

Look for the tv networks to veer their daytime programing
down paths they think will appeal to the young housewife.
The implications of this strategy:

more

and more

1) A closer climate of "reality" in dramatic fare.
2) More giveaway shows. (Even Arthur Godfrey has just adopted a giveaway for his
daytime strip.)
3) Less emphasis on homey philosophy and homily.
4) Disappearance of the "gang" show (permanent troupes a la the Godfrey, Garry
Moore, Bob Crosbv shows).
Eastern agencies continue to deliver an overwhelming
dio's billings.

proportion of NBC

Ra-

Note this comparison of sources (obtained this week from the networks by SPONSORSCOPE) :
SALES DIVISION

New York
Chicago
Detroit
West Coast
Total

NBC RADIO

CBS RADIO

69.3%

56.1%

23.3%
3.2%
4.2%
100.0%

31.1%
11.6%
1.2%
100.0%

The tail — tv film exhibition — has begun to wag the dog — boxoffice film exhibition.
Old features are built up on tv and the remainder of the series are then pulled out of
tv and sold theatre operators.
NTA

followed that pattern this week with its old Shirley Temple films.

(For other significant trends, research insights in the uses of film, and news developments see FILM-SCOPE, page 43, and FILM WRAP-UP, page 55.)

For other news coverage In this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;
Spot Buys, page 50; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 55; Washington Week, page 69; SPONSOR
Hears, page 72; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 78.
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Sight-worthy . . . sound-worthy
in Old New Orleans
where WTIX's audience share is now 32.6%
AMERICA'S OLDEST CATHEDRAL ... and KEN KARLTON
This big converted Texan, a veteran of nearly seven years in radio, gave
a promising musical career — he plays piano, saxaphone, clarinet, drums, i
and • bassoon.
Known
as the "Dapper Don Juan Disc Deployer," Ken is
of thefoibig WTIX voices in the big, booming New Orleans area.
ESPLANADE AVENUE WHARF ... and JOHNNY,-inBARRETT
g
m Dir
WTIX's Pr
• figure in the Storz organization for
advocate of heavy on-the-air promotions and a
<>w wel] the system works are WTIX's continu; #2 port city.
. and LARRY WILSON
FABLED PIRATE'S ALLEY
.
John
"Mr. New Orleans Radio" i a 17-year veteran of Crescent City broadcasting.
Larry plays a prominent pa
in the revelry of New Orleans' Mardi Gras,
ular balls which highlight the
>rk of i
he
OLD
This

FRENCH QUARTER
...
sly young
wit brightens

and
up

1 obs<
DICKIE BRAUN
the WTIX
airwaves

help

of

"Marvin," his other voice. Dickie plays music that fascinates both the
and new elements in the South's rapidly expanding metropolis.
Dickie
gathered one of New Orleans' largest, most faithful audiences.
ORNATE COURTYARD ... and PAPPY
KENNEDY

with

the

old
has

Pappy 's 265 pounds and 6'4" frame establish him as the "big" man on
the WTIX staff. Pappy was raised backstage, literally, and has spent almost
his entire life in show business. He was a featured player in such movies as
Panic in the Streets and The Steel Trap. Pappy has been the king of nighttime radio ever since the Storz organization
moved into New Orleans over

5 good reasons why WTIX is leaping to new audience peaks. Oh, yes. They're
buy-worthy,
too. See
Adam
Young
or WTIX
General
Manager
Fred

WTIX
first and getting firster in 11 -station

New Orleans

WD6Y

REPRESENTED

^-rwr i o ini s
RADIO

FOR

>*ES.DENT.
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HOME

TODAY'S

SELLIN6

OFF.CE: OMAHA. , NEBRASKA

Minneapolis St Paul
BY JOHN

WHB

Kansas City

WTIX

New Orleans

REPRESENTED

REPRESENTED

BY JOHN

BLAIR

& CO.

BLAIR

& CO.

BY ADAM

YOUNG

INC.

WQAM
REPRESENTED Miami
BY JOHN

BLAIR

A CO.

Timebuyers
at work
Lynn Diamond, Emil Mogul Co., New York, timebuyer for Rayco
Mfg. Co. and Lite Diet Bread, notes that ratings for some time have
been pointing to an upward trend in late-movie viewing.
"But can
we safely assume," Lynn asks, "that those of the ratings which are
taken during one week in the month, are a reliable barometer of
audience size and make-up for the
unmeasured weeks in the balance
I
of the month?
Our timebuying
department
for a long time has
been studying monthly
lists of
movie showings
to see if there
were any factors which might reflect balances in ratings.
There
was
a definite correlation,
we
found, between movie quality and
ratings — and that the
tractions were usually

better atscheduled

I
I
I
I

I

during rating weeks.
Consequently we tend to favor local and network live shows during the late hours.
Experience indicates that the audience for a regular live program is
likely to remain constant during the non-measured weeks in a month.
But every movie, as any theater man will tell you, is a program entity
in itself. Audience size and composition depends on the attraction."

Sol Israel, Al Paul Lefton Co., New York, says "I've often read
criticisms of reps in this column.
More specific, and usually un-i
kind, opinions are heard when timebuyers congregate.
To heal
them talk, our job would be so much easier if the salesman would

More Listeners
More Sales
per dollar

perform, double-quick, a multitude of sometimes irrelevant, unimportant tasks — and yet not take up
too much of our time with the bur^Ph^k
W
^^

\

Get the FACTS . . . see your
H-R Representative
or Clarke Brown man

/;i,

H

M

SAN ANTONIO

EH

Radio

Buyers call many reps 'pests.' and
indeed some are. But what othei
business has such intelligent, well-

^^- ^^_

trained

jH|

Wm

could

iM

that are a?
on areas Avenue
remote
from Madison
ment's notice,

m\
X
■ X W& I

E3

densome
results.
\n exaggeration?
Not from what I've heard.

Mjbl &JT
^
^**

professionals as a ready
we

obtain

data,

mo

Westport during a railroad strike
Let's be honest.
We simply could not function without any of them,
— including the
'pests.' We are 'partners in time' and criticism o
the reps is like cursing your toe because you stubbed it. I certainl)
don'l believe in coddling reps, but I do say that without them, W<
would

really

have

problems.

So

let's give reps their just due.'
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of sales in Maryland eating and drinking establishments
are covered by W-l-T-H at lowest cost per thousand!
And the other 21% are so far from Baltimore
that they're controlled by distribution centers
outside of Maryland.
When you buy W-I-T-H, you buy all of
Metropolitan Baltimore's burgeoning population of 1,550,645**— up 20.2% in the past
seven years alone. You get blanket coverage of

the total effective buying market— and no
waste coverage. You get by far the lowest cost
per thousand.
That's why W-I-T-H has twice as many
advertisers as any other Baltimore radio station.
That's why, for food, beverages and every
other product, it rates as your first choice.
"Metropolitan Research

•Sales Management, 1957

It "figures"!
Baltimore's best
radio buy is . . .

W'lTM
Tom Tinsley, President

R. C. Embry, Vice-President

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Simmons Associates in Chicago and Boston;
Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans; McGavren-Quinn in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles.
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READING

TIME:

6 SECONDS

BILLION

DOLLARS
SPENT
IN SERVICE
IN STORER

STATIONS
MARKETS

IN 1956*
2 billion in sales of gasoline,
oil, etc
a considerable
portion of which was refined
and or purveyed by Storer
radio and television station
advertisers.

*1957 Sales Management

"Survey of Buying

Power"

:§^B0^
|f|yf STORER

BROADCASTING

WSPD-TV
Toledo, Ohio

COMPANY
WAGA-TV
Atlanta, Ga.

WJW-TV

Cleveland, Ohio

WVUE-TV
Wilmington—
Philadelphia

EARS

WSPD
Toledo, Ohio

WJW
Cleveland, Ohio

WJBK
Detroit, Mich.

WAGA
Atlanta, Go.

WIBG
Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW YORK — 625 Madison Avenue, New York 22, Plaza 1-3940
SALES OFFICES

CHICAGO— 230 N.Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Franklin 2-6498
SAN FRANCISCO — 111 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Sutter 1-8689

WWVA
Wheeling, W. V

by Joe Csida '

WILS

Fee tv's one foothold

the key station in

MICHIGAN'S
MIGHTY MIDDLE
MARKET
with a 24 hour schedule and

5000
LIVELY WATTS
has over twice the number of
listeners than all other stations combined in
(March-April, 1957— C. E. Hooper, Inc.)

LANSING
contact Venard,
Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.

$1,696,356,000
spendable income.

roadblock into the path of that form of fee tv
which desires to use the public air. The Committee resolution flatly
stated that it did not believe the FCC's authority to license fee tv
operations, even on an experimental basis, had been establishes
Nor was it certain, said the resolution, that any such experiments
might not lead to at least a partial blacking-out of the present free
tv system in some communities. On these grounds the Committee
practically ordered the FCC not to grant subscription televis
authorizations as the FCC had planned.
The high fee of non-free tv
At least one network, CBS, and an intelligent, progressive grouj
of stations can take big bows for starting the veritable deluge o
mail, which seemed to have influenced Representative Oren Harri:
and his Committe so strongly. I didn't catch any of the local sta
tions shows, which included programs by KRON-TV, San Franci?cc
(which fed its stanza to KSBW-TV, Salinas, and KSBY-TV, Sai
Luis Obispo), WJBK-TV, Detroit, and WSAZ-TV and WHTN-TY
Huntington and Charleston, West Virginia. But I did catch th«
CBS TV program on the issue. I believe I am a most i in pa ilia
observer in this situation, but Dick Salant, CBS TV vice president]
seemed to me to win the debate against Robert Hall, a director o
Skiatron, hands-down. With Professor George Williams of the New
York University Law School moderating, Salant seemed to make on<i
devastating point after another, while Hall appeared to flounder ii

could not possibly hope to compete with fee tv for attractions o|:
any kind. When Hall was asked what type of programs fee tv would
bring the public, which they were not now getting for free, he mul.

WILS
4?^

When, as and if fee tv comes it will have a
profound, though unpredictahle, effect on the
most powerful single medium available to advertisers today: free tv, of course. And so developments on the fee tv front are always of keen
interest. For the moment the House Commerce
Committee seems to have thrown a substantial

a sea of double-talk. Either Salant's facts were impressively strong
er, or he came better prepared. He pointed out that fee tv ha<
already taken the New York Giant and Brooklyn Dodger ball game
off the free tv air, and plans were to sell the games to the publi
via fee tv. He made it plain that commercial, sponsored televisioi

•17 Central Michigan
counties with

fll#

Sponsor
backstage

SV0^S

tered something about ". . . new movies, special events, etc." All if
all, to this one viewer at least, Salent made out a most potent casl
against fee tv. That it had some effect on innumerable otfl
viewers, and consequently on Congressman Harris and his fellows, i
apparent in the House Commerce Committee resolution.
But talking of new movies and fee television — the past week sai j
crucial developments in that other area of fee television, the leasee;
line area. Henry Grilling, head of the operating compain coiuluc'
ing the fascinating Bartlesville, Oklahoma, subscription tv experj
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I
WMAR-TV
Channel 2

Sponsor

backstage

continued .

ment, Telemovie, sends <>ui a sort of reporl to motion picture distributors each month. His January report is most enlightening and
highlv significant in main respects. It reveals that as of the early
pari of December, Telemovie had 531 subscribers paving its $9.50
per month charge. In the month of December Telemovie got cancellations from 146 of those 531 families. And 106 of those 146

delivers more
viewers in
this 3 station
market . . .

were received in the week beginning 23 December. Even though
most subscribers who cancelled stated that they were cancelling hecause the fee was too high. Mr. Griffing does not consider this the
provable, conclusive reason. But he is very positive about another
aspect of his report. He says that, in answer to a few suggestions,
Telemovie substituted variety programs for the feature movies they
had been showing.
And they were deluged by complaints.
"We are convinced," says Mr. Griffing, "that the most popular
regular program offered by television is the motion picture feature.
It is possible that Bartlesville is ahead of its time. When the present features in the hands of television are consumed, which should
be in about two years, I am satisfied that the Telemovie theater will
come into its own. . . . Old motion picture features give as much
satisfaction to the tv viewer as new features.'"
Old movie well not running dry
In short, Mr. Griffing firmly believes that the day will come when
people will pay to view movies in their own homes, just as they are
now viewing them for free. I don't quite understand on what basis
Mr. Griffing expects television to "consume" its present quantity of
motion pictures in two years. The ink had hardly dried on Mr.
Griffing's January report, when Paramount unloaded more than
750 of its pre-1948 motion pictures into the tv market via a $50.000.000 deal with Music Corporation of America. This catalog includes the Bob Hope-Bing Crosby "Road" pictures, "Lost Weekend."
and many others featuring stars like Gary Cooper, Jennifer Jones,
Marlene Dietrich. Jane Russell, Gloria Swanson, etc.
And Mr. Griffing can't be unaware that Republic has alreadv sold
a pile of post-1948 features to television, and that most studios have
dickered, are dickering, or intend to dicker to sell off considerable

WMAR-TV
channel/

more post-1948 product. Perhaps, some day, when all of the pre1948 and post-1948 product has been shown, and reshown. and reshown again and again on free-tv, the Bartlesville experiment will
work. In the meantime, the three Tulsa stations feeding Bartlesville
free television are giving the populace of that oiltown well over 100
feature motion pictures a month for free.
Pay television, whether via public air or leased line, will come
gradually, in my opinion, by way of the major sporting events. 1
believe the Dodger. Giant moves are concrete steps in this direction,
I believe one day a home fee tv operation will latch on to a BasilioRobinson fight, rather than a theater tv operation. I believe the deal
Jim Norris has just made with International Telemeter Corp. to
show "certain" amateur basketball games, ice shows, the circus and
other such Madison Square Garden events is a step on the road
toward practical pay television. I believe, one day, a sharp Broad-

SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD.
TELEVISION
AFFILIATE
OF THE
COLUMBIA
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
Represented

by

THE KATZ
. Si. Loui

AGENCY,
Son Frc

Inc.

way producer will make a fee tv deal for a smash Stem hit. But at1
the moment, the fee tv road looks rocky. And advertisers can concentrate on battling NBC's Hugh Seville over the question of whether
tv costs are indeed too high, or whether tv represents the best hu\
in the advertising business.
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For
the LION'S SHARE
of Audience in OMAHA...

KOIL

<4I£^2^

-

1&4

_Best Share
j>f Audience
♦HOOPER

Dec. '57 — Jan. '58

HOOPER

43.3

PULSE

7.1

TRENDEX

*^
BesfsLe,
40.8

A VITAL FORCE IN SELLING TODAY'S OMAHA
with more than twice as many
DON

listeners as any other station

W. BURDEN, President

• WB™SIWW

WB W9 i^B ^B™w

WRVHillHttflvH

Hfll

REMARKABLE YEAI

END REVIEW
Frankly, we held our breath.
Atlanta? "Improved, sir!" Buffalo? "Improved, sir!" Chicago? "Improved, sir!"
We needn't have worried. For as each of the major ABC Television affiliates
reported in, each had the same remarkable story to tell.
Every single major ABC Television affiliate— repeat, every single one —
improved its competitive position in 1957. And by both significant measures: cost
efficiency and audience.
Every one of our affiliates deserves a medal — large, golden, suitably engraved.
Especially since they have done what neither of the other two networks' affiliates could do.
Moral for advertisers: As soldiers make an army, affiliates make a network.
The fact that all of our affiliates served with such distinction in 1957 is one of the
major reasons for enlisting ABC Television in 1958.

ABC

TELEVISION

49th and
Madison
Sponsor article

We liked the February 1 issue of
SPONSOB as usual, with particular emphasis on the article "How Do You
a Supermarket Account."
Merchandise
Quite naturally we were delighted to
have General Manager John Dixon's
remarks included in your very excellent magazine, and we would like very
much to have several extra copies of
the February 1 issue, or tear sheets of
this article.
Please bill us for any expense involved.
Betty Thro
promotion manger
WROK
1 assume that by this time you have
already received a letter from our
agency principals thanking you for the
excellent article that appeared in the
September 1957 issue of sponsor.
The story on page 38 of that issue
was a well appreciated "pat-on-theback" for those at this agency who
work <»n the National Paint account.
Now, we would be grateful for your
permission to reprint this article in its
entirity and without any alteration.
Thank you again for \our presentation of Natioi 1 Paint's successful campaign.

NEWSPAPER ADS."
I would be interested in obtaining
,i copj "i this issue, or reprints if such
are .<\ ailable.
M. J. Werry, Manager
CKOX
I(,|.r>,.i-

..I SPONSOR

articlea

;.r.- available

thoughl recentlj occurred to me
you might be interested in an arti-

tv

commercial

production.
Our local tv stations produce live
commercials, and there are very good
film and animation facilities in this
country. Our film and animation costs
are much below yours, live action type
films costing in the vicinity of $700
per minute, while animation runs to
about $1,400 a minute.
As you are probably aware, our
radio tv set-up is unique in that the
Australian Broadcasting Commission
operates a radio and tv network that is
completely non-commercial, and this
operates in competition with four radio
and two tv networks which are all
commercial on the American plan.
Three Sydney firms operate rating
services, and it's been very interesting
to watch the local shows rate against
feature film and imported tv shows.
Lucy of course, tops our local rating,
closely followed by Alfred Hitchcock
and Wyatt Earp.
In any case, should you feel that an
article of say 2,000 words, complete
with illustrations would be of interest
to your readers, the enclosed internationally stamped air-mail envelope provides you with a convenient method
of replying.
W. F. Larkins
Northwood, NSW,
Australia

David Nathanson
Tilds & Cantz
Los Angeles

I understand that your 7 December
issue carried an article "RADIO SUPERS VII RATION VS. FULL PAGE

.

m
cle about Australian

reprints

New

too man
villains
oor fellow. Poor fellow, inc
He's only embarrassed ...the s
climax may have been ruined
stop a moment. The scene c
saved. All it takes is a snip .
on film.
This is only one of the way,
helps. Because you see thei
before you show it, you're a
in control of what's said, v
done ! In control, too, of tii
station throughout the coun
Use black-and-white— or c(
there's an Eastman Film for

Motion Picture Film Departrt
EASTMAN KODAK COM!
Rochester 4, N.Y.

York welcome

Please accept my sincere thanks for the
copy of SPONSOR Magazine during im
recent sales trip to New York.
It is certainly very considerate of
your organization
to see that such
copies are distributed to station men
when they come to the big city and I
can assure you that your copy of January 18th was very pleasant company
for me during the trip.
Otis Dodge
commercial manager
Johnston Broadcasting Co.
Birmingham, Ala.

W. J. German,

Inc.

Be sure to shoot
in COLOR . .
You'll be glad you di

IB

398,500 Home Radios . . . 164,225 Car Radios
2 Popular Radio Stations at 1 Low Rate!

2iAM\3

COVERAGE
SUSQUEHANNA

CarbondaleJ
LACKAWANNA

WBRE and WSCR are top
rated NBC affiliates. Either

500

station is the "buy" in their
individual areas . . . but, (or
the National or Regional
advertiser they become the
only 2-station combination
to consider when planning

WBRE
I ^Be

your radio advertising to

K offers you the two larges
located

reach
Pennsylvania's double
"L" market.

in one of Amer

1 340 Ice

. . . iackauama

National Representative
The Headley-Reed Co.

N BIRE
WILKES*/ KRR5,

T

PENNSYLVANIA

T
SCRANTON.

'/ujet-He CeuhtieJ

RATE
{[cr ttaticha/ or faffonal

PENNSYLVANIA
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is important because:

IThe show's mood influences reaction to a commercial.
Same commercial
may achieve 2 to 4 times greater preference change in show than spot.
2

Strong brands or commercials can raise preference for weaker ones
by carrying the latter along with them in their "family of products."

3

Show personalities create added values.
Star -delivered commercials
were most effective for one brand that switched to show with top star.

4

Right program is one of quickest ways to influence attitudes, change
company or brand image for companies with institutional objectives.

with this realization growing, you will hear more

about . . .

THE COMING BATTLE FOR
SPONSOR IDENTIFICATION
by Evelyn

I his month Dodge Division of Chrysler allocated a
publicity and sales promotion budget for Lawrence
Welk approaching six figures.
The reason? Dodge has achieved — and now wants
to insure — what is probably the strongest sponsor
identification since Texaco-Berle days.
"What's good for Welk is good for Dodge," says
Grant executives.
While no one can pin down the relationship between sponsor identification (S.I.) and sales, few net-

Konrad

work clients are willing to risk a low S.I. in a hardsell era.
At sponsor's presstime, three top tv agencies were
in the midst of research projects to determine what
show components, commercial lead-ins and promotional merchandising follow-through boost sponsor
identification.
Actually, sponsor identification has been declining continuously over the past three years,
dropping from an average 55.7 (Trendex S.I.) in
"Ehese points were made by Horace Schwerin, president of Schvverin Kesearch Corp.
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Fight
toward

for greater
new

increased

sponsor

sponsorship
demand

identification
patterns,

for wholly

new

sponsored

may

set

formulas
network

off trend
for co-sponsorship,
specials

Janu.n 1955 to 48.5 in January 1958.
Many reasons for this weakened link
I etween client and show are to be
found in the changing character of
network tv.
Audience
turnover
has increased
with the growing split in audience and
somewhat lower ratings. Viewers are ji
faced with many more tv sponsors and
spot commercials.
"It's likely that the gratitude factor
for tv sponsorship was stronger when
tv first went commercial t':an it is today when the audience is more sophisticated," says McCann-Erickson's
Dr. Herta Herzog. v. p. and director of
research.
Quiz and panel shows have traditionally been popular with clients fori
their rapid sponsor identification. Even
more than live variety shows, they give1
clients the chance to have the company
logo continuously on display.
"We considered our sponsorship of
Beat the Clock virtually a half-hour

Dodge ranks lirst in sponsor identification with
the Saturday Welk -Ihih. maintains link by keeping
Dodge name on-camera (above) and constantly promotinlitg I -how and it- -tar t<i the dealers.
Examright

l#?88*E?

commercial." sa\s Sylvania's advertising director Terry Cunningham. "But
even a show which offers a potential
high S.I. needs time to be built withi
Revlon's choice of qui
sponsor identification a?
Revlon
name
plus sho\

a category, helped carry
prestige over to line of
tl,l- promoting
in-store displays
shc-i
recently introduced brands

merchandising and promotion."
What do the figures show? Sports!
spectaculars, quiz and variety showsi
are tops in S.I. with an average ol
68.6, 65.2 and 64.3 respectivelv laccording to the December-January 1958f
Trendex). Lowest S.I. was achieved
on Westerns, which lagged behind with
an average 28.1 I See chart appearing
on page 29.)
New sponsorship patterns will
emerge next fall as clients seek to rec-|
oncile climbing show costs and de-l
mand for maximum circulation with

III 1 II
l'1 Mt

diluted show identification. Specials'
are more popular today with clients
who want to combine highly merchan-i
(Useable vehicles with a mass audience.
Texaco is one advertiser who led the
way to such a spot tv-plus-specials pattern in 1957-1958. (See story on network tv specials starting page 30.)
The importance of S.I. varies according to products and companies. A
rule of thumb is: the larger and slow-!
er-moving the product, the more vital
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WHY
Mike

Wallace,

bankrolled

by

Morris,

called

jobbers

build

S.I. HAS

BEEN

DECLINING

Philip
S.I.

Trendex S.I. figures show a steady decline in sponsor identification over the past three years on singly and alternately
sponsored shows: from 55.7 in January 1956 to 48.5 in

does the client consider show identification.

January 1958. Here's how Trendex sales director Eugene
Reilly explains this trend:

PM

to

But among package goods and
smaller daily purchase items client
stress on S.I. varies considerably. For
instance, Revlon, which has been
among the top five in Trendex S.I.
index with the $64,000 Question, values S.I. since its products are sold under the Revlon label. Bristol-Myers,
which sells by brands rather than company name, views S.I. differently.
"We're in a different spot than a
Borden Co. which sells a company
name," says Bristol-Myers' Dick Van
Nostrand. "But we do consider S.I.
an important advertising component
even though there's no sales
for it. We have found that
carry-over from a satisfied
user to Ipana commercials on

measure
there's a
Bufferin
the same

Hitchcock Show. That's why we usually prefer to have our own show, despite the advantage of broader coverage from sharing several shows."
Clients are paying greater attention
to integrating commercials with the
show through a strong lead-in. Perry
Como tries to overcome the multiplesponsorship obstacle to strong individual S.I. by rotating a personal leadin among his clients.
Sponsors of film shows are turning
increasingly toward commercials featuring the star of their show to
strengthen the link between client and
program.
"We're using star-spoken commercials on Wells Fargo and M Squad for
Pall Mall," says SSCB tv v.p. Phil
Cohen. "This not only increases the
sponsor identification but transfers
public acceptance of the hero to the
product. If agreement permits, clients
can do this on an alternate-week basis.
Alternate-week sponsors by nature have

"Correct sponsor identification in tv, which means 'the
ability of the verified viewer respondent on a coincidental
phone call to name correctly the sponsor or one of his
product trade names.' has shown a trend downward over the
past years. The reasons are many. For one thing, the
viewer today is more sophisticated and gives the medium
less attention than his counterpart of tv's earlier years. The
switch to multiple sponsors today has been another important factor in the lower correct S.I. figure. Any multiplicity
of sponsorship appears to reduce the individual 'correct'
figure for separate advertisers.
"We can only guess at the ability of a new sponsor to
acquire a high identification figure, or for a program of
long standing to maintain one. One well-rated evening
program was on the air for the same sponsor for many
years, yet it was consistently well under 50.0 in S.I. Another evening program, perennially in the Top 10, has seldom shown a correct figure much over 40.0.
"There is little in the way of pattern. While observing
an over-all downward trend, we have also observed dramatic
improvements in previously low 'correct' figures when persons concerned have studied total audience from a depth
perspective: time period, program selectivity, and audience
composition when researched with sponsor identification
can affect the latter significantly upward."

Sports high, Westerns low in S.I.
PROCRAM
Sports spectacles
Quiz and panel

AVERACE
RATINC
11.6
21.2

Variety shows, comedy, music

15.2
16.8

Drama, hour-more

19.6

Drama, half-hour
Special programs

33.9
14.0

Interview shows
Children's shows

15.8
13.1

to be different products, so there's not
conflict on the score of star endorse-

Adventurejseries
Situation comedies

17.0

ment."'
Perhaps the biggest challenge to
sponsor identification occurs on shared
hour or hour-and-a-half programing.

Mystery, crime, police drama

14.5
21.6

Sponsors of CBS TV's Perry Mason
worked out a new formula recently
{Please turn to page 74)
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Western drama

SPONSOR
IDENTIFICATION

68.6
65.2

64.3
63.2
53.9
49.6
46.6
45.9
42.5
38.0
30.5
28.1

fact, there is an undercurrent of worry
on the network side that the present
soft market may lead a number of clients to pull out of regular programs
and go into specials as a budget-cutting
device.

TV SPECIALS:
IDENTIFICATION
IIC
■pi fc"%#«^

■

■

■

and public relations weapons.

a host of other sales
Initially conceived as a

builder of corporate images, the special is now used
for direct sell, in seasonal pushes, to arouse dealer
enthusiasm, to increase distribution, to introduce new
products — in other words, for just about all the reasons
that advertisers use television in the first place

W

ith tv specials now permanent
residents of the nighttime network
schedules, the ghost of Pat Weaver
must surely be chuckling in the wings.
But it is doubtful if even the ex-NBC
showman conceived of the variety of
uses they are now being put to.
The original concept of the special
(maiden name: spectacular) was that
of a powerful corporate-image builder.
It is still that — but much more, too.
In addition to its prestige building it
is being employed for a variety of
bread-and-butter purposes, including
the bread-and-butterest of them all —
just plain selling.
If there is one common purpose
among sponsors of specials, it is to
avoid the anonvmitv that can, at times,

befall the unwary every-week or everyother-week network sponsor. The special stands out. It provides an extra
effort to reach, not only consumers,
but franchised dealers, independent retailers, wholesalers, stockholders, em
ployees, politicians, opinion -makers
and the general public. This is identi
fication in its ultimate sense.
If the number of specials hasn't increased substantially during the past
couple of seasons, the demand is clear
ly up. After an abortive attempt
volving IBM cancellation of a special
following the launching of sputnik this
season, ABC is planning to launch its
first specials during the 1958-S9 season. Both CBS and NBC report increased interest and, as a matter of

The audiences to specials have been
encouraging to advertisers leaning toward that type of programing. While
ratings, on the average, have remained
about the same, this represents a step
forward in an era of increased network
competition.
Nielsen figures shows that this season, through December, mean average
audience figures (weighted by show
length) came to 26 compared to 25
last season, 24 during the 1955-56 season and 24 during the 1954-55 season.
On a total audience basis, the average
of specials came to about 35 this season, 33 last season, 34 during the
1955-56 season and 34 during the
1954-55 season.
Any comparison of ratings for specials is bound to involve a definition of what a special is. While the
Nielsen averages above, put together
by SPONSOR, CBS TV and McCannErickson, represent arbitrary definitions, it's not likely that an analysis of
specials broken down another way
would show a much different picture.
Symptomatic of the panting eagerness with which certain sponsors are
embracing the special is Sheaffer Pen's
speed in already wrapping up two specials for next season via BBDO. They
are Little Women and Gift of the Magi,
the classics by Louisa May Alcott and
0. Henry, respectively.
While the properties are wrapped
up, network and time slot are not. This
is because Sheaffer, like most special
sponsors, must await the construction
of the regular network lineups to avoid
product conflict problems. However,
Sheaffer's and BBDOs foresight entitle the client to first crack at some
choice time slots, meaning those periods already cleared live in a large
number of markets on an every-week
basis. This is no insignificant matter.
The cost of most specials warrants a
long list of stations so the nut can be
amortized over a large number of
homes. It is ABC's lengthening list of
affiliates that is enabling the web to
make the plunge into specials next sea- i
son.
Sheaffer's two specials, brought from
Talent Associates, will be slotted in
early fall (to catch the back-to-school
SPONSOR

•
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Three advertisers with differing
market objectives (Hills Bros.,
National Dairy, Breck) join
in "Shirley Temple's Storybook"
personal
salesmanship
is
Auto firms'
desire for
satisfied by Bop Hope
specials for Plymouth

approach
used by Dupont
Straight is institutional
with such quality shows
as "Bridge of San Luis Rey"

TV SPECIALS
PROVIDE A PLUS
FOR VARIETY
OF ADVERTISERS

iew distribution, big sales Pepsi-Cola is trading up
.imp was gained by Breast- its brand image via specials.
Chicken tuna via Maurice
"hevalier show last season

including "Annie Get Your
Gun" (above) /'Cinderella"

Introduction of new

the
important purpose of the "Edsel
Show," hour-long special featuring
Bing Crosby and Frank Sinatra

business) and just before Christmas
(to catch the gift business). A third
show may be used for the Mother's
Day-Father's Day-graduation season.
Sheaffer's seasonal approach is following a path hacked by Hallmark and
other gift item manufacturers. The
greeting card firm is now a veteran in
so far as presenting special shows are
concerned. And, as the saying goes,
they wouldn't be doing it if they
didn't get results. The results being
looked for do not include cost-per1,000 since Hallmark, like most sponsors of specials, pays a premium for
the benefits returned.
In its search for shows that will surround its products with an aura of
quality, Hallmark is a fussy customer.
It welcomes
Shakespeare
and Shaw

SPONSOR

•
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and shows of "decency" like On Borrowed Time and Green Pastures. The
latter two, both given this season, got
average audiences (Nielsen) of under
20. Green Pastures got a total audience figure of 30 (nearly 12 million
homes) but its competition — the raffish
Mike Todd — pulled the average audience figure down to 19. On Borrowed
Time's TA was 24 while its AA was 15.
Rating honors for specials this season go to the Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz
60-minute shows for Ford. The 6 November show (their first) garnered the
biggest audience of any special this
season so far. It hit a 57.5, reaching
23 million homes. The other two
shows on which there are available
Nielsen ratings did well, too. The 3
December show reached a total audi-

ence of 18.4 million and the 1 January
program attracted 20.3 million.
That there is still something magical
in the Ball-Arnaz touch is evident,
furthermore, from the holding power
shown by the three shows. The trio
did better than all other specials except the 6 October Bob Hope program.
The average portion of each show
watched by Ball-Arnaz viewers was 82,
85 and 90%. In most other cases percentage of the show viewed fell in the
60's and 70's.
Concern about size of audiences to
specials has been taking a back seat,
however, as interest increasingly centers on marketing objectives. Two
specials put on last season illustrate
this trend as well as explain the grow(Please turn to page 66)

After last year's peak

HOW

of $200

WILL

million . . .

SPOT

RADIO

BE/11

Consensus of spot radio time sellers is that, in spite of a softening economy,
1958 will surpass the record 1957 dollar volume. In fact, many feel that if
business doesn't improve soon, it may even accelerate spot sales. At any event,
reps and stations are girding themselves for a year of intensive sales efforts

Spearheaded by RAB and SRA, the
sellers of spot radio have moved confidently into the 1958 battle for advertising dollars. Their confidence is
well-grounded on (1) past victories:
Last year's estimated $200 million investment in spot radio, and (2) curn nl victories: some increased ad budgets from continuing clients, major
clients returning (United Fruit), and
first-time-on-radio clients I Opel and
Simca foreign cars).
"National spot radio advertising for
L958," says Larry Webb, managing
director of SRA. "will not show the
tremendous gains registered in 1957.
However, there is every reason to believe that the year 1958 will show an
in< rease over last b\ as much as
L0%." \- an example of the type of
advertisers who will lie in the ranks of
spot radio tlii- year, Webb points to a
leu -hi li major clients: Continental
Baking, American Tobacco for Lucky
xii ike, International Latex.
\ consensus "I station reps is that
-put radio u ill do more busim ss tliiyear than last. Ilii- optimism pervades despite the present weakness in
our national economj ami increasing
competition from the radio network*.

They are out to convince advertisers
that spot radio offers the hardest-sellper-dollar and is just the medium for
the times. They also are set to meet
attempted raids by networks with such
sales ammunition as research and proselling. motion pieces, as well as with tougher
sponsor called upon a number of
reps to find out what they're doing
now and will be doing to ensure a bigger 1958. Here is a potpourri of predictions, plans and progress in their
own words:
• Robert H. Teter, vice president
and director of radio, Peters, Griffin,
Woodward, Inc.: "1958 is a year of
challenge in an uncertain economy, a
year of hard sell to capitalize on spot
radio's gains in the past two years, a
year of opportunity. Radio should be
sold, promoted and used as the primary means of motivating consumer
use of goods and services. PGW's
soon-to-be-announced 'Project X' will
sell this fact. Our 'look-ahead attitude'
is further exemplified by the fact that
we chose this year to revise our Spot
Radio Guide." (This is first revision
since originally compiled in 1955; it
will be off the presses ver\ shortly.)

• Bill Maillefert, vice president of
radio, Edward Petry & Co.: "Spot radio business is at a very high level;
current activity is heavier now than
last year this time. We expect the gain
will be maintained throughout 1958.
"Aside from the fact that radio has
emerged again as a primary medium,
we believe that one reason for spot radio's continuing gains is due in good
part to the current status of the national economy. Advertisers must sell
off current stock before production can
be increased or, even in some lines,
resumed. Many advertisers have come
to recognize spot radio as the "workhorse"' among all media. Saturation is
possible at a relatively low cost, can be
pin-pointed in trouble spots, making
it a logical choice for working off accumulated inventory.
"The Petry Co. has expanded itsales promotion, sales service and sales
departments. This year it also is intensifying its service to stations in
helping to guide in all phases of programing, research, pricing, national
and• local
Steve promotion."
Machcinski, executive vice
president, Adam J. Young, Jr. Co.:
"We expect the whole spot radio busi22 FEBRUARY 1958
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WILL IT SELL?
Despite a record year behind them and a tightening
economy ahead, the sellers of spot radio are practically unanimous in predicting a1958 that will top last year in dollar volume. None of them
look for anywhere near the percentage gain this year that was the 1957
story, and all admit that spot's flexibility is the one thing that makes
it hard to predict.
But they see no sign of a dip ahead for spot radio.

<>57?

HOW WILL THEY SELL IT? To reps and stations the coming year
represents a year of challenge. They recognize that the same hard sell advertisers use to attract consumers must be used to attract advertisers into
spot radio. Creative presentations, geared to the specific needs of the
prospective client, are the order of the day. Sales staffs in many rep
firms have been enlarged to an all-time high in the bid for '58 business.
WHO IS BUYING IT? Spot radio has recently brought in such majors
as American Tobacco for Lucky Strike, United Fruit, International Latex.
Continental Baking. It also has. within the past month, been bought by
such new products or clients as Pharmacraft for Ting, Benson's Prunemalt, Vanish. International Silver, Pepsimar, Savoy Car Wash, Blensal
Rinse.

ness to one day reach the $l/± billion
mark in advertising volume. This will
not necessarily come this year, but
business should be well up over 1957.
Renewals have been good. New business is coming in, and what is also
significant — many requests. All our
markets are doing well. Our sales staff
has been enlarged over last year. The
Adam Young research department is
constantly developing sales tools, sending out regular mailings to advertisers
and has revised our 1952 through
1956 study on stations, bringing it up
to date with a 1957 study."
• Morris Kellner, vice president and
director of The Katz Agency, sales
manager of its radio department:
"'Right now spot radio looks good for
1958. But the spot radio picture is
one that can change all the time. The
medium's greatest asset — flexibility — is
also the thing that makes it tough to
predict on a long-range scale.
"Our presentations to advertisers are
in the creative planning category —
each tailored to the prospect's specific
need. Among the sales tools we'll be
using during '58 are 'Radio Spotlight'
and our new "Spot Radio Budget Estimator."'See
(
"Quick Spot Radio Esti22 FEBRUARY 1958

Of

special

interest

are

foreign

car

mator," sponsor 14 Dec. 1957).
• Paul R. Weeks, vice president and
partner, H-R Representatives, Inc.:
"1958 finds that national spot radio
has entered into the era of salesmanship. Good radio salesmanship has
been important since the decline of the
vast nation-wide audiences several
years ago, but never so vital as in the
present tightening economic situation.
Agencies are demanding more and
more information — especially information-in-depth regarding a station's operation and its relationship to its market. Timebuyers want to know how
the station has adjusted to its unique
market conditions, and the prestige
and acceptance it has earned in its
coverage area."
• Art McCoy, executive vice president. John Blair Co.: "We expect 1958
will be the best year for spot radio
sales. A reappraisal of media values
by agencies and clients this year is
bound to bring in many new accounts
and secure larger budgets from old
accounts. At Blair, we are making a
concentrated effort right now to stimulate planning for summertime spot radio. A series of mailings on this subject is starting now and will be sup-

entries — Opel

and

Simca.

plemented with a telephone campaign
by •our
Blair F.
girls."
Gordon
Hayes, general manager, CBS Radio Spot Sales: "There
are always casualties in this business
and at CBS Radio Spot Sales the yearly goal is to bring in anywhere from
400 to 500 new accounts. This represents, in most cases, brand new prospects and advertisers who haven't used
the medium in from one to 10 years.
The development of personalized presentations seems to be most effective.
When

an advertiser's campaign becomes effective, the radio stations' promotion and merchandising people then
work to help him enjoy a greater sales
volume in the market. We look forward to another banner year."
• Mitchell DeGroot, sales manager
of radio, Paul H. Raymer : "We expect
this year to be better than 1957, but
not to the same degree that '57 was
over '56. That would be tough to
• Ed Fitzsimmons, executive vice
president, WEED Radio Corp.: "Even
if business conditions worsen, we feel
bullish on spot radio for 1958. Adverbeat." tisers in a tightening economy will be
[Please turn to page 66)

Iluw do \ou get housewives to
dust off the welcome mat for 85,000
door-to-door sellers?"
The number of times Avon Products"
hard-pressed ad planners have asked
themselves that question would be hard
to estimate. But their advertising
strategy todaj indicates the) feel tv
can help ..pen the 50,000,000 household doors in the I . S.
Right now Avon — reportedly the
world's largest cosmetic and toiletries
manufacturer is running spot tv campaigns in 110 l. S. markets — a far cry
from 1053 and 1954 when Chicago and
\<-w York were the only tv areas.
The t\ expenditure: About $1.5 million in 1957. as compared to about
$85,000 in 1053. by SPONSOR estimate.
The increased t\ allotment is credited by executives at Avon and the
Monroe F. Dreher agency as a major
factor in the firm's phenomenal growth
over the past four years: $47,033,052
in sales in 1953; over $100 million
estimated for 1957 — and every nickel
of it direct from consumers' living
rooms. Avon sells nothing over the
counter — it's strictly direct

WHY

sell.

USE

If 1957 estimates are correct, Avon
will hit two outstanding accomplishments. Ill It will set an industry
precedent. "We believe this is the
first time a cosmetics company has exceeded that ($100 million) sales
mark," says J. A. Ewald, Avon president. (2) It will continue to beat out
Revlon, commonly regarded as the
U. S. cosmetics giant. Charles Revson,
Revlon president, figures his company
did about $90 million in 1957 sales.
Some measure of tv's contribution
to Avon's brilliant record can be made
from this fact:
In the five years of tv activity, Avon
sales rose $52.9 million; in the fiveyear period prior to tv, they climbed
only $19.5 million.
The 72-year-old Avon firm manufactures and sells a complete line of
toilet goods for women, men and children, but not in the normal manner.
The common retailing outlets for these
items are drug and department stores.
Avon relies, however, on a force of
over 85.000 independently operating
direct-selling representatives. Mostly
housewives, they sell the Avon prod-

TV WHEN
SELL

$
ring

ucts through personal home visits.
On the surface this selling method
would seem to be a deterrent to success. But the complexion of the industry distribution picture is changing. A surprising shift to house-tohouse purchase of toiletries is noted
today. A January 1957 research study
on Avon by Goodbody & Co., stock
brokers, shows this industry distribution data:
In 1950, 14% of toilet goods were
distributed house-to-house; in 1955
this figure rose to 20%. Meanwhile
drug stores dropped from 37% to
29.4% ; department stores dropped
from 27% to 22.3%. Food stores reg17.9%. istered an increase — from 6.1% to
Since Avon sells its products exclusively on a door-to-door basis, the
firm has shared in the growth of this
type of merchandising, and, of course,
has contributed to its growth.
How about others selling cosmetics
the same way? There are others, but
none in the same league with Avon.
Stanley Home Products, Fuller Brush
and Beauty Counsellors are three of

YOU

DOOR-TO-DOOR?

Avon has two reasons: (1) To soften up the housewives for
85,000 sales representatives, and (2) to make this directselling army work harder. Five-year tv payoff: Sales climbed

il,, bell
id tell your people.

$52.9 million; 1957 total is tops in field — over $100 million

Avon tv promotion spur- saleswomei

SPONSOR

•
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the largest and industry sources estimate their toiletries sales at under $20
million each.

AVON

pany's tv two goals. First, naturally,
the consumer. But the Avon representatives are a close second in importance.
The Avon saleswomen are independent operators in the strictest sense of
the term. They buy at quantity discount from Avon, sell at the retail list
and pocket the difference.

Avon's tv: Avon came into heavy tv
use like a timid swimmer entering an
icy pool — gingerly and over a long
{Article continues next page)
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.$47,033,052
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85,000*

1955

200,000*

1956
700,000*
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1957
1,500,000*

1 00.000.000 *

Small-scale tryout, full-scale effectiveness testing — that was the pattern

areas to pre-sell homemakers on Avon's products and its representatives.
Are doors opening?
"Yes, and sales figures prove it," Avon execs say

COMMERCIALS

"Avon asked thousands of women

what they

wanted most in a shampoo," is the voiceover for crowd shot opener (upper left),
in hair spray commercial. Then — switch
to the now-famed doorbell-ringing scene
with "Avon calling" and door chime audio.
Living room selling scene is used in all

1958

over

of Avon's entrance into tv. New York and Chicago were the tv test markets for two years. Today Avon is using about 125 stations in 110 market

AVON

i^

Sales

$85,000*

wives' welcome is the other principal

"We want tv to pre-sell the consumers and we want it to stimulate our representatives toincreased sales efforts,"
says George Shine, Avon advertising
manager.

AS BIG AS 1953

Tv $

1953

Impressing this force — Avon's only
lifeline to its market — with the firm's
advertising activity is a prime goal.
And gaining that all-important house-

SPONSOR

18 TIMES

Tv Markets

The direct-selling angle in Avon's
marketing picture has given the com-

tv aim.

TV NOW:

films to push home try-on angle. "Avon
calling" and chime
also back up sign-off

A7UL
UaOltsH

Avon is picking up popularity
last with the "under 25"
age group, survey shows.

This

is nation's fastest growing
population segment toda>
"We
try to Avon
buy account
• • ■ aboul
100 rating
per F.week,"
E. A. "Hap"
III. (center),
executive
at thepoints
Monroe
Dreher-a\>agency.
George Orchc
Shin*
company advertising manager, and Leonore Buehler, agency's creative director on th
Vvon account, are with him. Time bought is split aboul 70'; daytime, :W, nighttim

Avon confines its tv advertising to
two waves each year: from September
to the first week of December, and
from January to May. The apparently strange Avon habit of cutting itself
out of the tv picture three weeks before Christmas is readily explained by

period of time. After sticking a toe
into New York and Chicago in 1953
and 1954, it moved in slowly to today's 110-market depth. This was the
pattern :
Seven markets in late 1955 and early
L956; 61 markets in late 1956 and
earl) L957; 110 markets in late 1957.
Frequency of the spot film announcements isalways about 12-14 per
week per market. In most areas a
single station is used, though two are
bought in a few markets. About 125
stations are earning Avon advertising
inoticN today.

of Avon
December."
uses spot tv exclusively for
several reasons, Shine told sponsor.

Avon buys both daytime and evening tv— about 70% daytime and 30%

"First, spot gives us, naturally, more
flexibility in the individual markets.

in early and late evening hours. "In
daytime we try to buy adjacencies to
top-rated shows, with a flexible aim of

But most important," he continues,
"the extreme variance of tv viewing
habits across the country makes spot
our best buy.

about 100 rating points per week,"
says I.. A. "Hap" Dreher III, Avon account executive. Evening time is bought
to reach the working housewives.

Dreher. "Our representatives sell on
an order-taking basis, and it takes
about three weeks for delivery of the
purchased products. So, the Avon
gift-buying is all done by the first week

"In Boston," he explains, "one type
of show can be extremely popular,
while in the Texas panhandle it doesn't

go over at all. With spot we can select the best shows in the market, and, |
in this way, get top ratings for our
spot announcements everywhere.
"Also, spot penetrates the audience i
composition barrier. It gets to all |
viewers, regardless of age or economic
level. A show, on the other hand, ;
might only appeal to a specific audi- |
ence or level of housewives."
Commercials:

is using

about

over, "Avon calling." is featured in all
the Avon sales messages. They're fast
becoming established trademarks for
the cosmetics manufacturer.
As outlined to sponsor b\ Leonore
Buehler. Dreher's creative director on
I Please turn to page 70 I

i OKLAHOMA

t NEW

Avon

10 different commercials at this time, ■
all minutes and 20's produced In Elliot, Unger & Elliot. New York, at a
cost of about $30 a foot.
A musical door chime and the voice-

CITY

WKY-TV

CHANNEL

**

TV SCHEDULE

Schedule d S*m spot n ann
icements is sent to all company Bales representa
when announcements will run bj da] ol the week and local time: also tells what prog
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PARAMOUNT'S

EFFECT

Sale of its 750-film pre- 1948 library swells the
total of available movies to 9,500.

What impact will this

continuing flood have on buyers and sellers?

Wi,

' ith the release last week of
Paramount^ 750-film, pre-1948
library, virtually every major film
of Hollywood's Golden Era is now
set for tv viewing. More than 9,500
features are available, each with a calculated run of seven-eight airings per
market. Production costs for films in
the Paramount library alone ran in
the neighborhood of $1.5 billion.
What this means to the motion picture business is a topic long hashed
u\er. What does it mean to the advertiser, the competitive distributor, the
stations and the networks?
While MCA mulls over exactly how
it s going to market its new prize, film
busers and sellers are appraising just
the impact of the new flood thus:
The new films won't dynamically
change the patterns of feature airing,
but will add sparkle and increase the
stockpile of product from the other
giants— MGM, Warner's RKO, 20th
Century and Columbia.
Basically, that pattern is nonnetwork. And here is how the new
inflow will strengthen it:
• It makes those hours delegated to feature viewing strong
programing hours.
• It brings in large spot advertisers, some even buying full portions
of features. ( Although there is a trend
away from this, advertisers generally
look for maximum saturation over a
period of time rather than identification, i
• It has raised pricing on feaI tures to premium levels.
• It affords the small station
better programing.
This last point is due not only to the
influx of good film, but to an increas-
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Paramount's 750-film library
will add much to the stockpile
of first-run features. Here are
some of the other newest
packages:
• Champagne package
of 58 Stanley Kramer and
20th Century films (NTA).

ing tendency on the part of feature distributors toward more palatable pack-

Highlights: High Noon, Third
Man, Spellbound.

ages. Screen Gems' first package was
one of 104 films (Hollywood Movie
Parade I ; it now releases small thematic groupings (such as its Shock
package, and a comedy group to be
released this spring I and anthologies,
and has over 800 more films to be
meted out this way. The most recent
AAP release is the Vanguard package,

of 112 Columbia, Universal-International and Playhouse 90, featuring It Happened One Night, All Quiet on
the Western Front, Lost Horizon.

a "select" group of Warner film. NTA
— with the 20th Century library — is
also turning to the small, thematic
package. Even MGM. which started
out with a package of 723 films, has
broken it down to groups of 100 (the
smallest practical package, it says).
What does all this mean to the advertiser? Itmeans just this:
• You can expect the bloom on
feature viewing to continue for a
good long while. Stations will be
looking to buy parts of the Paramount
library to augment already solid stockpiles. Example: WCBS-TV, New
York, a pioneer in feature programing,
has 1,400 films on hand. 50' , of
which have yet to be first runs in the
New York area. (Such films as Mutiny on the Bounty. Treasure of Sierra
Madre, Saratoga Trunk. Arsenic and
Old Lace, among others I
• With continuing good audiences, you can expect feature film spots
to continue as a premium buy, at
premium rates. Late night viewing has
increased more than 20% (ARB) in
the past year, more than any other
single time period, and continues to
rise monthly. WOR-TV states its first
sellouts are features, to such advertisers as Best Foods. Reynolds' cigarettes, New York Telephone Co., Lip-

• Triple Crown

group

• Vanguard package of
52 Warner features, regrouped by AAP. Includes
Objective Burma, Humoresque, Ceiling Zero.
• Post '48 group of Republic, 148 features, including Quiet Man, Johnny
Guitar, Sands of Iwo Jirna.

ton Tea, Procter & Gamble and Whitehall Pharmaceutical.
WCBS-TV, too, shows a high pitch
of excitement for features. Its Early
Show is completely sold out; the Late
Show is full four nights of seven and
over 75% sold on other nights. Other
stations throughout the country boast
similar sales.
Thus the feature film has become a
solid factor in the big business of tv.
Now that the pre-1948 features have
been released and made their impact,
you can expect still later product in
the not-too-distant future. As a straw
in the wind, Hollywood directors are
already making known what their demands from post-'48 packages will be.

'WE

NEED

RELIABLE

Nestle ad chief calls for

RATINGS'

I he term "ratings muddle" may have become a cliche of Madison
and Michigan Aves. from overuse but the problem it represents seems

a standard set of audience

to remain as rock-hard and unyielding as ever. That doesn't stop the
offering of solutions. A few weeks ago, George Abrams, Revlon ad
chief and chairman of the ANA radio-tv committee, came up with what
he felt was an answer — personal coincidental interviews. (For details,
see the 1 February 1958 issue of sponsor.) Another answer is offered
this week by Don Cady, Nestle Co. vice president for advertising and
merchandising. He has good reason to be interested in ratings. Cady
supervises ad and sales promotion expenditures in the neighborhood of
$20 million, with about 70% of media expenditures going to tv and
radio, sponsor estimates. His solution is in more general terms than
that of Abrams; he offers not a specific solution but a way to get one.
Cady avoids the controversy inherent in giving the nod to one specific
rating method over another but the gist of his stand is that one basic
set of figures (and, presumably, one method of getting them) is desperately needed. So, in principle, he stands shoulder to shoulder with
his advertising colleague from Revlon. The details of the Cady proposal
are given in the question-and-answer interview starting on the next page.

data acceptable to everybody,
evaluation of 'decimal
point' buying and selling
and an Audit Bureau of
Circulation for tv and radio

''We have to make intelligent business decisions involving
the spending of millions of dollars. To do this I have to
know something about the size of television and radio

iIt is not within reasonable judgment to say these various
(rating) figures agree. . . . The proof that there are significant differences lies in the fact that one station uses one

audiences. But what figures can I use? . . . There's no set
of figures acceptable as a standard.'

set of figures to show it's on top and a competitive station
uses another to prove the same thing.'
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Q. Exactly what bothers you
about the ratings situation?
A. We have to make intelligent business decisions involving the spending
of millions of dollars. To do this I
have to know something about the size
of television and radio audiences. But
what figures can I use?
Q. You mean there are too many
rating services?

the face of these various figures. The
proof that there are significant differences lies in the fact that one station
uses one set of figures to show it's on
top and a competitive station uses another set to prove the same thing.
Now, I know that auto radio listening
is hard to measure, but you ought to
see the differences in some of the figures that are shown to me.

A. I mean there's no set of figures
that is acceptable as a standard. You

Q. Would you say that stations
prefer this multiplicity of rating

can't pick one set of figures and say,
"This is what the industry agrees is
an accurate picture of the tv or radio
audience, at least within certain broad

figures?
A. I'm sure that many of them do.
It's a kind of protection for them.
They can feel that if one rating service

limitations."

doesn't do them justice, another will.
But I think they're making a big mistake in the long run.

Q. Some people say that rating
figures tend to agree over the long
run.
A. In my opinion, it is not within
reasonable judgment to say these various figures agree. I'm not talking
about it from the mathematical point
of view. It is my job to provide the
management point of view with respect
to advertising and marketing expenditures. Itis difficult for me — and, I'm
sure, for many others in my position —
to make sound business decisions in

Q. You mean pitting one rating
service against another tends to
discredit all of them?
A. Exactly. If the broadcast media
continue with their self-administered
hari-kari action, it will raise so many
questions as to their own validity as
an advertising medium, that in the end
they might find that "the operation
was successful, but the patient died."
In my humble opinion, the broadcast-

'/'m not talking about a service that would necessarily provide
all the audience information required by advertisers. What I'm
talking about are ground rules, maybe Ten or Twenty Commandments for gathering audience data. This proposed service would
gather basic circulation data.'

ing industry is rapidly approaching the
point where advertiser management is
going to say, "A plague on both your
houses." This would be a regrettable
situation for an industry which has so
many unexploited dynamics for selling.
It does a fine job of selling its product
but is currently doing a poor job of
selling itself.
Q. What do you think should be
done?
A. Well, first of all, I would suggest
that this decimal point selling and buying formulation should be thoroughly
investigated and evaluated by some
outside organization which is qualified to do the job for the industry.
Second, the broadcasting industry
should set up, in collaboration with the
advertiser, a service similar to the
Audit Bureau of Circulation which
publishes
on print
media.Bureau
Let's
call
it the figures
Broadcast
Industry
of Circulation. Now, I know what
you're going to say about the BMB
foundering but the industry has got to
try again.
Q. What about this station circulation study which the NAB was
going to sponsor after about five
years of work? Though the study
has fallen by the wayside, would
it have qualified for the BIBC you
are talking about?
A. The NAB study would have been
a start. Of course, it would have to
have had the support of both the agencies and advertisers in addition to station support — which, apparently, was
not forthcoming in this instance.
Q.

And

what about this job of

evaluating what you call 'decimal
point has
selling
and buying?'
ARF
a committee
whichTheis
working on the problem of evaluating rating services. Is ARF the
one to do the job?
A.

Definitely. I wholeheartedly support the ARF. It can and should do
the job. I would like to see something
done very soon. As you know, ARF
has already set up some standards for
ratings. I think it is apparent from
what's going on that these standards
are not widely subscribed to. The industry wants variety so it can put its
best foot forward.
Q. Getting back to this BIBC:
Are you just talking about station
circulation or ratings, too? BMB

didn't go into ratings and the
Study proposed by the NAB didn't
plan to cover ratings either. As
for the ABC, this gives paid circulation hnt not the andienee figures
that are developed for magazines
by private researehers like Politz.
A. Let me make clear that I'm not
talking about a service that would necessarily provide all the audience information required by advertisers. Advertisers have different problems and
can get whatever additional facts they
want after the basic data are gathered.
\\ hat I'm talking about are ground
rules, maybe Ten or Twenty Commandments for gathering audience data.
The BIBC. sponsored by the entire industry, would gather the basic station
circulation data. And I would like to
add here that the BIBC should eliminate some of the unknown areas. I
refer to the unknown which are set
forth as "facts" when we all know that
they are not facts but, at best, substantiated guesstimates. The BIBC would
provide the industry and the advertiser, together with his agency, with
certain elements of fact developed
through good research methodology
and not the slanted research which
talks only the good points of the broadcaster and entirely neglects or obscures
his failings and deficiencies. It could
gather ratings, too, but I don't care if
ratings are gathered by a public group
or private organizations.
Now, about this question of Politz
magazine audience figures, don't forget that Politz provides data in addition to ABC
figures, not instead of

them. The audience figures give you,
for example, readers per issue but you
wouldn't be able to calculate that without ABC. There is a firm figure base
here.
Q. Do you feel that onee these
broadcast audience standards have
been established, the figures will
be really accurate?
A. First, let me say that I feel certain that all involved in media selection want, need and are willing to
work toward a method of evaluation
which is accurate within certain broad
limitation. But to take a decimal-point
view of broadcast media requires dealing in imponderables that are, in themselves, improbable, impractical and entirely unrealistic. From my side of
the desk, all of the rating points in the
world are no good unless we accomplish sales. There are so many factors
in making a sales that this squabble
about ARB, Pulse, Nielsen, Trendex,
etc., seems to me to be reinforcement
to the questions which are being raised
as to the maturity of the advertising
profession or business. Perhaps they
are caused by the zealots who say that
advertising has reached a scientific
formulation.
True, we, as do many large advertisers, depend on research to tell us
what is going on in the market place.
The Nielsen Food Index gives us history in terms of store sales of adequate
accuracy compared to our statistics of
factory shipments nationally, regionally and divisionally. This is a necessary adjunct to good market planning

and operation. But all this did was lo
show us the score after the game was
played. It did not answer the question, "Why and how did it happen?"
Oh yes. we can draw certain deductions based on reasonable factual validity .but this requires experienced
judgment and interpretation.
I make this point merely to say
again that there are many factors
which make a sale. To oversimplify,
they are: product (which includes the
package) ; price (not just to the distributor but price vs. competition at
the point of sale) ; availability (not
just quantitatively but qualitatively in
terms of mass display vs. shelf prominence vs. buried stock ) ; and then,
finally, advertising lo the consumers
of our entire product line.
All of these problems — product,
price, availability — are major factors
for any article of commerce and are
constantly shifting in our competitive
enterprise system. In this situation,
starting an industry "Donnybrook" on
methodology and techniques of evaluation will only cause a lot of soiled
linen to be washed in public, to the
end that the medium itself will suffer
substantially.
Q. In other words, you're saying
that, even if ratings adhere to acceptable standards, they still can
be misused?
A. Yes, but I want to make clear that
the possibilities of misuse would be
much, much less. Take this case up
in Hornell, N. Y., where one station is
suing
and the
Nielsenanother
Co. on station
the grounds
that \.
NCS('.

'/n my humble opinion, the broadcasting industry is approaching the
point uhere advertiser management is going to say, "A plague on both
your houses." This would be regrettable.'

radio figures were damaging and inac urate.feel
I
sorry for the plaintiff.
I think he has a real case — if not a
good one legally, a good moral case, i
But. actually, it seems to me that what I
he is complaining about is how such
data are used. Perhaps he is saying,
"I'm for the peaceful use of the atom
Imi I'm against nuclear warfare." We |
can assume the Nielsen figures are accurate and still feel son \ for the man.
There are no ground rules to back him
up and no ground rules to protect him. I
Q. Do you think that if a set of
standards are accepted, the cost of
audience research will go up?
A. 1 don't know, but what if it does?
I'll bet about $25 million a year is j
now wasted in making decisions based |
on today's ratings.
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Meet Jim Richdale

Experienced . . .Jim was literally "brought up" in broadcasting . . .
first in radio and for the past ten years in television . . . salesman,
commercial manager, general manager.
Friendly . . . popular ... a civic leader . . . Jim, like KOTV
\g/
is
in close touch with Tulsans. He knows what they want . . . their likes and dislikes
. . . and how best to serve them.
Jim is one of the important reasons why KOTV
Q§p
dominates
the rich Tulsa market, consistently wins more quarter hours than all
other stations combined and averages 37% more viewing families
than the next Tulsa station*. Represented by Petry.
♦Total week (Metropolitan & Area ARB 11/57)

A CORINTHIAN
KOTV

Tulsa*

KGUL-TV

STATION

Galveston, serving Houston • WANF

& WANFTV

R,,^,iWi,., >» jw™«««
Fort Wayne . WISH & WISH-TV
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Marketing tools, trends,
research data and trade tips
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If you're in the market for syndicated shows, note this: Your opportunities for
prime time on network-affiliated stations are getting brighter.
These widening opportunities are pointed up by the fact that nearly half of the new
syndicated fare has been able to find lodgings by sponsors in the cream evening periods
of such affiliates.
6%
8%
To cite some examples. (1) Official's Decoy can be viewed between 8 p.m. and 11 p.m.
in 83% of the sponsored markets; (2) ABC TV Film's 26 Men
26% is able to claim a 52% ratio,
and (3) CPN's Boots & Saddles, 47% 17%
of the markets
time.
40% in prime14%
100%
11%shows stack up in terms of time clearance:
100%
Here's how these three
7%
8-916%
P.M.
7-8 P.M.
9-1022%
P.M.
12%Hours
10-11 P.M. Other
40%
Decoy
12%
Total
30%
100%
39%
26 Men
Boots & Saddles

Don't look for much

dynamically different in the way of film product this year.

Syndicators claim the advertiser wants the tried-and-true series, and that's what he'll
be getting.
On the basis of a sponsor check, here's an idea of what you can expect in the way of
pilot-viewing this spring:
• Adventure films will be the rage, with more than 20 already in the pilot stage. The
scope of adventure ideas is wide, and films will range from a series based on Old Testament
stories to several filmed-on-location foreign-intrigue shows.
• There'll be a dearth of situation comedy, with only four new series in the offing, and
no talk about any more.
• At least 11 new westerns (psychological variety) will be piloted, and maybe two in
which horses will play more than a bit role.
• Surprisingly, there won't be any flood of science-fiction. Only three new shows are
definitely being talked about. The theory seems to be that science-fiction is no longer excitingly imaginative, but frighteningly real, and consequently something viewers will shy
away from watching.
• Crime shows will figure about as much this year as last, with about five in the pilot
stage now and several more on the planning board. There are also about three who-done-it
mysteries being offered.
• In accordance with the trend away from children's programing, syndicators aren't planning much along these lines. There are currently two new children's series being filmed.
In addition, there'll be a few new ideas in the way of documentary series and comedy
packages.

A move

toward strengthening the sales force has been announced

at CNP.

Two divisions will now function: one to sell mainly to regional and national advertisers for first-run series, and a subdivision to handle syndicated re-runs and off-the-network
series, mainly for station sales.
Jacques Liebenguth will manage the new sub-division, which starts off with 18 series.
Present staff will handle three current shows and four planned ones.
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FILM-SCOPE

continued

\ ou may have wondered when you read last week that Ford was buying into
a number of MCV re-runs whether there was any reeent evaluation of seeond-run

\«. second-run.

Well, \1< Caim-Erickson made just a qualitative stud) for Esso. after a successful year
with the Golden Playhouse.
First, it found that the average cost-per-1000 eame to $2.35 and the average rating eame to 23.0.
Secondb. the survej developed these significant insights in the matter of second-run syndicated films:
• Four out of five viewers were not aware that the show had been on network under
another title.
• 90', of men viewers, and 95' , of women
tige I a compam
like Esso should sponsor.

stated this was the type of program (pres-

• Although 20^ of viewers did know the show was a re-run and felt generally unfavorable about this fact, viewing depended almost wholly on enjoyment of the program. Interesting sidelight: viewers favorable toward the re-runs took a greater interest in the commercials.
• When viewers were informed of the program status, they didn't generally change their
opinion of Golden Plavhouse.
Conclusion drawn by McCann:
minimum cost.

Golden Playhouse represented a prestige program

at

22%
7%
Here's an interesting analysis of audience composition
for several of the 195739%on ARB 39%
58 syndication releases, based
ratings:

Boots & Saddles (western'
Mama ( family i

Men
26.8%
44%
40%

State Trooper (crime)
Silent Service (adven.)
Casey Jones (child, west.)

27.7%

Women
49%
44.3%
39%
29%

Children
28.9%
21%

43.3%

C-P-M
2.2
per set

$2.70

2.3
2.3

not $1.90
available

2.5
2.5

$2.20

$2.07
For an index to the types of advertisers now sponsoring these shows, it can be noted the
dominant buyer is in food or food products. But major sponsorships vary for the different
film series types, such as:
Boots & Saddles: Advertisers selling a primarily adult market make up the bulk of
sponsors here, corresponding with the audience composition. Major sponsors: food stores,
food products, brewers, auto dealers, furniture-department stores, bakeries, and dairies, in that
order.
Mama:

Biggest single sponsor is a national insurance company, seemingly incongruous

for a show reaching almost ~W'< women and children. But reason for the buy was prestige
identification, which the advertiser decided Mama had already established as a network show.
State Trooper: With the most pronounced adult audience, sponsors form a logical order: breweries, food products, tobacco and other beverages.
Silent Service: Also hitting a large adult audience: brewers, pharmaceuticals, tobacco
companies, oil producers and automobile dealers account for 65$ of all sponsors. Institutional advertisers — utilities, medical plans, financial and insurance companies — account for another 15%, while the remainder of sponsors are food stores and food producers.
Casey Jones: With a 57%-44>9? combination of adult and children, Casey Jones draws
a variety of sponsors. Food and beverage makers, who merchandise it as a children's show,
make up the bulk of sponsors. But at the same time Casey numbers among its buyers a
cigarette company, brewers, a bank, utility companies, auto dealers, and an organ distributor.
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1/5
of all
Canadian
Retail Sales
are made in
our HamiltonToronto -Niagara
Peninsula
area
coverage*

C CH-TV reaches 1/5 of the Canadian retail market. The 2,552,715 people within our vast coverage
**a spend $2,722,911,000.00 annually on retail purchases. This represents 19.26?< of all Canadian
rtail sales ... another black and white fact proving that CHCH-TV "sells on sight" to the riches
njrket in Canada. For further information call Montreal : UN 6-9868,
a fVUfVf f Tf''
Tfonto: EM 6-9234, Hamilton: J A 2-1101, Vancouver: TA 7461, New
WCHmmHmBW
f\'k City: PL 1-4848, Chicago: MI 2-6190, San Francisco: YU 6-6769 ^ CHANNEL gg CANADA

TELEPULSE
Top
»ank

Put-

1

1

F

10 shows
in 10 or more
markets
Period
1-8 December
1957
TITLE.

Highway

SYNDICATOR.

SHOW

RATINGS:

A.era,.

TYPE

24.3

Patrol (M)

6

3

5

LA

13.2
!

7:

2

S. Fran.

NY.

16.3

Sheriff of Cochise (W)

20.9

im

6.3

Pill

12.8

20.5

Silent Service (A)

3
2

20.4

Whirlybirds (A)

r :00pm

17.5

4.1

Honeymooners

7

4

Death Valley Days (W)

9 i 10
1
10
Ran*.

(C)

18.7
18.6

Men of Annapolis (A)

18.4

Annie Oakley (W)

17.5

Twenty Six Men (W)

17.2

16.5

18.2

12.7

24.9

23.4

23.7
21.7
1>>3

Top

28.2
wjbk-tv
10:30pm

21.8

2

2

Decoy (M)

18.1

11.3

4.4

11

14.2
19.4
13.9

in :;ii„„i

8.2

li.llOpin

9.9
6.4

•1

Doctor Hudson's Secret Journal (D)

7.2

16.4

: OOprn

111 :30pm

Crusader (A)

22.9

17.2

15.5

11.9

11.9

26.1

7:0flpm

wisn-tv
9:30pm

wtcn-tv
9:30pm

wfil-tv
6:30pm

king-tv
7:30pm

7.5

15.5

24.5

17.9

26.8

9 :00pm

6 :30pm

21.9

11.5

19.7

7:00pm

9:30pm

24.9

7:00pm

22.5

18.9
I

"i

7:30pm

7

16.9

1

20.3

7:00pm

17.2

9:30pm

9:30pm

14.4

7 :00pm

11.5

23.4

10.2

20.2

24.5

wjbk-tv
10:30pm

10:30pm

7:00pm

6:30pm

18.0

16.9

10:30pm
9:30pm

6.30pm

wU>p-tv
10
:30pm

11.0

WEn-tv
9:30pm

17.5

11.5

11.2

16.7

16.2

11.2

20.8

15.2

7:00pm

6:00pm

7:00pm

9 :00pm

7 :00pm

8

1

17.2

17.9

12.2

9.5

11.7

11.5

195

9:30pm

7:00pm

9:00pm

10:30pm

10:00pm

7:00pm

10.0

12.7

24.2

17.9

19.5

17.5

23.7

6:00pni

5:30pm

king-tv
6:00pm

0 :00pm

6:30pm

6:00pm

7.9

9.5

14.2

723.2
:00pm

.

25.5

10:30pm

10:00pm

9.7

18.9

19.4
iii:::ii],m

17.7
7:00pm

3.9
19.5

2.2

25.9

11.5

;

14.2
wtop-tv
7:00pm

4.5

16.2

7 :00pm

9 :30pm

18.5

22.5

10:00pm

9:30pm

16.4
9 :0Opm

8.2

wjbk-tv

6

11.0
5 15.4
:30pm

7.9

16.3

10:80pm

5

Badge 714 (M)

15.3

Casey Jones (A)

15.3

Charlie Chan (M)

14.5

13.9

14.9

10:00pm

10:30pm

19.5

2.9

15.6

Famous Playhouse (D)

4.5
14.6

14.5

11.0
10.7

10 :30pm

1

12.9

19.7

10.5

18.9
15.5

!0!

■

28.5

Waih

25.7

16.3

Cisco Kid (W)

4

8

1 OOprn

28.7

6:30pm

2.9

8

30pm
17.2

Tacoiaa
Saattlo-

9:30pm

12.5

7

20.2

i; .ooi, in

kplx

3

pi

Phlta.

19.9

25.4

17.0

Doctor Christian (D)

1

I

Mnpls.

18.5

Esso Colden Playhouse (D)

5

15.9

10 shows in 4 to 9 markets

1

5

8.2
hkm -iv
8
in

Mil*.

kgo-tv

PmT

5

ii

28.7
111::

knxt

6.1

1

4

Detroit

14.2

>:21.9
.'liipni

9:30pm

7

8

8.4

20.3

State Trooper (A)

6

8

Chicago

10.5

kron-tv

5

23.0
Barton

6 :30pm

19.2

12.4

2;

Atlanta

MARKETS

7.0

10.5

4

4-STATION

21.9

20.9

SPC1
3STATIC

5-STA.
MARKETS

7STATION
MARKETS

TOP

8.8

3.5

6.2

-' c market!.

The averag

8

5.5
7 IM'1,1,1

'

IILft 1

r;

IN MARK

c

Mumbu

T8

1

j

•IG

M

2-STATION

MARKETS

Birm.

Dayton

New Or.

23.9

35.3

33.3

36.8

27.8

9k3dOpm

9:30pm

8:30pm

10:00pm

10:30pm

9 21.5

34.0

29.8

25.8

pml(>:30pm

11

7:30pm

wdsu-tv
10:30pm

22.9

27.8

32.3

30.8

23.8

111 :llllpm

7:00pm

wdsu-tv
10:30pm

7:00pm

18.5

-Xm
12

14.7

■ : :x*
1 5 22.2

ipm

kwk-tr
10:00pm

7 19.8

:*?z:

25.9
i

i

27.5
ksd-tv
9 :30pm

30.3

32.3

9:30pm

7:30pm

36.3

35.3

9b3r0pm
7:30°pm

9.5

32.5
ii

ipm

31.5

23.5

10:00pm

10:30pm

31.3

ktvi

27.0

19

S££

m

12

21.9

: as?

29.3

29.3

23.0

wlw-d
7:00pm

10:30pm

wiar-tv
7:00pm

33.3

31.8

whio-tv
10:30pm

9:30pm

20.5

19.3

10:00pm

10:00pm

21.2

29.8

19.3

19.3

21.8

6 :00pm

nlw-d
6:00pm

5:30pm

6:30pm

v

;;S"mv
1 7 18.5

26.3

tC

9:30pm

im 7:OOpm

■

Province

St L.

2 29.5
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If you send up a balloon, you'll find rich
winds
moving waft
in WBNS
Radioland — and
these breezes
over $3,034,624,000.00
just
ready315to be
blown.
Pulseratings
times
out For
of the
360topMonday
through Friday quarter hours 6 a.m. to
midnight select WBNS Radio. Ask John
Blair.

WBNS
COLUMBUS,

RADIO
OHIO

Now that tv has reached maturity, SPONSOR

ASKS:

Is competitive bidding on
story boards sound practice?
Based on their own experiences,
here's what four experts in the
Held had to say about the competitive bidding practice
in tv
Walter Craig, vice president in charge of
radio and television, Norman, Craig & Kummel, Inc., New York

When a man wants to build a house,
he gets an architect to design it exact 1\ as he wants it to be, then gives a
cop) of those plans to several builders,
who submit bids on building the house
according to the plans.
There is a comparable relationship
of the principals involved in the making of a tv commercial. The client is
the owner, the advertising agency is
the architect and the film company is
the builder. The storyboard is, of
course, substituted for the architect's
drawings and specifications.
\- in the case of a house, the tv
9pol is fir-t created on paper — the picturea and the dialogue serving the
same functions as do the architect's
plan- and specifications. The actual
production of tin- spot is a matter for
skilled technicians equipped with the
best tools and the knowledge of how to
use them the al ilil to follow the
•"plan-" (the story boat I) and turn out
a finished product.
It is not any wiser to award the
contract for a t\ -pot to the lowest
bidder than it would be to do so in

selecting a builder for your home. The
advertising agency should be well acquainted with the quality of work done
by the various companies who bid and.
further, should stay fully informed on
what facilities each company uses, who
does their lab work, who does their
cutting and what help, if any, can be
expected from their own creative staffs.
Of equal importance is the ability of
the film company to meet deadlines,
and their responsibility on follow
through.
As against competitive bidding, let's
look at a system whereby the agency
finds a picture company that does good
work, charges fair prices, delivers on
schedule and is satisfactory over-all.
To give every storyboard to such a
company over a period of time would
be to run the risk of "getting in a rut."
It would be easy for an agency and a
film company working together all the
time to fall into certain patterns of
treatment — of doing things in much
the same way.
Fresh minds stimulate fresh thinking. Sometimes competitive bidding
results in the improvement of the
storyboard upon which companies are
bidding. A particular bidder may submit not only his bid but a suggestion
for improvement of the spot or, equally as important, a warning of production problems that could be solved by
a re-write or a re-arrangement of the
material in the storyboard.
Competitive bidding also serves to
ratify the technical "rules of the road."
If all bidders agree that the job will
take five weeks to complete, the client
is apt to accept the fact that he can't
have the job completed in three. Competitive bidding seems a sound practice
from the creative, the management and
the production standpoints.

John

B.

Simpson,

vice

president

ii

charge of radio and television, Foote, Com
& Belding, Chicago

"The advisability of seeking competij
tive bids on television commercials de
pends to a great extent on the specia
problems posed by the commercial it
self. Generally speaking, a more im
portant consideration than price ii
choosing a producer is the particula
production talent the producer ma;
have on his staff.
"Most producers today have identi
cal mechanical equipment at their disi
posal. So the difference is in the ex
perience, knowledge and skills of th
men behind the cameras — the optica
and technical people who most oftei
spell the difference between an ade
quate and a superior job.
"We consider it an important par
of the job we do for our clients to kee]
abreast of the talents various produc
ers have at their command. Then, i
we feel that the problems involved ii
making the kind of commercial w
want fall within the capabilities of
particular producer and his staff, h
may be selected for the job withou
competitive bidding.
"There are, of course, a number o
television commercials — perhaps thre
or four out of every 10 we planwhere the professional skills of pre
ducers' staffs are considered equal, an
where the availability of acting talen
presents no problems.
In such a cas
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we usually ask for competitive bids
from no more than three producers.
Even here, however, estimates of preproduction time, production time and
delivery date are frequently important
considerations equal to price.
"Where no special problems are involved, asking for competitive bids on
storv boards is sound practice — both
for the agency and for the clients it
represents."
Ned

Smith, creative director, Transfilm
Incorporated, New York

producing team I should like to add
a suggestion for my erstwhile agency
brothers-in-arms. I think agencies
should ask that estimates on tv storyboards be made by all producers on
the basis of a range, i.e., from a rockbottom price clearly understood to include all possible short cuts and economies to a top price that puts a reasonable premium on top-quality production. Then, at least, when the low bid
is the one that gets the job (which is,
unfortunately, all too often) both
agency and producer are apt to have
a better mutual understanding during
and after production.

E
Rex

Asking two or more film producers
for competitive bids is "sound practice" provided agency personnel reviewing the bids are (1) reasonably
aware of current tv film production
costs; (2) know the "track record,"
personnel and financial stability of
each producer bidding. The latter item
is important as added "insurance"
against mid-stream breakdowns. (3)
believe in the oft-proved principle that
a happy well-organized producer making a fair profit is apt to turn out a
far better job than a "low bidder" who
is taking a financial beating just to
get the business.
Of course, all manner of grief, including costly retakes, can result when
an inexperienced buyer or, as sometimes happens, an over-zealous agency
client insists that the lowest bid be accepted— regardless. Each year sees the
expensive and painful demise of a few
small producers who were determined
to "get in" on a cut price basis with
the hope that they would "get it back"
in some halcyon but nebulous future.
For many agencies, competitive bidding serves three purposes which have
little to do with any attempt to buy tv
films at the lowest possible price.
First, competitive bidding keeps favored producers from getting too
greedy. Second, it serves as a convenient device to dispose of unwanted
producers (it's much easier than a
straight "not interested"). Third, and
quite paradoxically, it often provides
an easy excuse for the introduction of
a new producer.
As a new member of a great tv film

SPONSOR
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Cox,

creative director, Sarra, Inc.,
New

York

EXCLUSIVE
COVERAGE
of the
115,760 family gap
between Portland
and San Francisco
—

O —

CALIF -ORE
TV TRIO

The bid-

We think that an advertising agency
with a commercial to make is quite
right in not having all its eggs in one
basket. They want variation in their
suppliers of commercials, just as they
want variation in their suppliers of
artwork.
We believe that if an agency picks
three or four firms of adequate ability
(and ability is not equipment or real
estate — ability is in the creative talent
of permanent crews), they will get a
fair price from all producers. However, if the so-called bid is sent to
eight or 10 producers on the basis of
the lowest price, as in specifying steel,
we think the whole procedure is unfair to all concerned.
There is another thing about the socalled bid system which can be dangerous. Often we are compelled not
to give an estimate at all because we
receive a request for a bid in the
morning, and the price is required
that afternoon. No matter how good
the storyboard or the script from the
agency, there must always be a meeting of minds on certain interpretations. This often results in a better
commercial and, more often, in a saving in price. If there is no time for
these discussions, we don't believe that
a fair or firm price can be given, and
that the only thing possible would be
to give a price range depending on a
final meeting.
^

Three

Markets — One

Billing

— o—
50 + %

—

Evening Tune-in
© —

No Outside
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— O —
IfATI
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Klamath Falls,
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Eureka, Calif.
Medford, Ore.
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National and regional spot buys
in work now or recently completed

WORL
besides

being

voted

^

SPOT

BUYS

i

TOP Station in BOSTON
(in recent Hearst Publications' Boston
Daily Record RADIO-TV
POPULARITY
POLL — along with only 2 other Boston
stations whose rates happen to be much
higher )
also has the

AUDIENCE COMPOSITION
YOU WANT!
(based

on 1957 yearly average
Nielsen
Rating
Service)

16%

50%

13%

* Mid-Morning
A.M. to 12 N
MEN

14%

WOMEN

70%
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oon, Mon.-F
TEENAGERS

11%

it Noontime
Noon
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WOMEN

20%

(12

58%
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i.)

21%

Show

"•) 5%

CHILDREN

Show

. M., Mon.-F
TEENAGERS

13%

CHILDREN

9%

ir Afternoon Show
(2 P.M. to 6 P.M.,* Mon.-Fri.)
MEN
WOMEN
TEENAGERS
CHILDREN

12%
*

49%

34%

5%

Evening Show

Nehi Corp., Columbus. Ga., is planning a campaign in various markets for its Royal Crown Cola and other soft drinks. Spring push
starts 3 March. Minutes are being scheduled during nighttime periods; frequency depends upon the market. Buying is not completed.
Buyer: Genevieve Schubert. Agency: Compton Adv. Co., New York.
(Agency declined to comment. I
Manchester Hosiery Mills, Manchester. N. H., is lining up schedules in major markets for its Ironwear and Lady Hampshire hosiery.
The campaign begins in early March for eight weeks. Minutes and
chainbreaks during both daytime and nighttime segments are sought;
frequency varies from market to market. Buying is not completed.
Buyer: Louise Doherty. Agency: Jerome O'Leary Advertising Agency, Boston.
Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co., to introduce its new line. Shampoo
Master, is launching a campaign in New York. Chicago and St. Louis
plus selected Eastern markets. Minute announcements are being
scheduled during both daytime and nighttime periods; saturationi
frequencies are being used. Agency: Leo Burnett Co.. Chicago.

(6 P.M. to 8:15 P.M.,* Mon.-Fri.)
MEN
WOMEN
TEENAGERS
CHILDREN

12%

WORL'S

47%

audie nee

25%

BUYS

-

* Morning Show
(6 to 9 A.M., Mon.-Fri.)
MEN
WOMEN
TEENAGERS

TV

Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co., Lambert-Hudnut Div., is i
scheduling announcements in major markets for its Light and Bright
hair coloring; campaign will run for seven weeks. Minutes during
nighttime periods are being slotted; frequency depends upon the
market. Buyer: Vera Brennan. Agency: SSCB. New York. ( Agency
declined to comment.)

16%

compositior

reflects

Boston's
purchas
also proreng
power— It ub"
eaturing
fleets WORL's
unique concept
"950 C
new
gramming — a
Music in 3 Dimensions:
Past, Pre ent, and

You're always within
reach of the buyers you
want on

WORL

RADIO

BUYS

Bond Stores, Inc., New York, is going into 15 markets nationally
to push its spring line of clothes. Schedule starts 3 March for about|
four weeks. Minute announcements are being slotted, with concen-j
tration on the traffic hours. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Art
Hemstead. Agency: Keyes. Madden & Jones, New York.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek. Mich., is running an intensified test cam-j
paign in Los Angeles for all its products. Objective: to determine
results of heavy usage on a frequency basis. Minute announcements
and spot news coverage make up the schedule. Buyer: Joe Mall
Agency : Leo Burnett Co.. Chicago.

RADIO

AND

TV

BUYS

Economic Laboratory, Inc., St. Paul. Minn., is buying announce
ments in both radio and tv for its Soilax and Soil-off. Most of th.
schedules start 3 March for 10 to 13 weeks. In radio, in a limitet
number of markets, minutes during daytime segments are being slot1
ted. In tv. in 10 markets. 20-second announcements are being sched
uled during mostly daytime periods, with some nighttime spot. Fre
quencies vary from market to market. Buying is not completed!
Buyer: Edna Cathcart.

Agency: J. M. Mathes, Inc., New York.
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NOW! FROM

WHBF-TV IN THE QUAD-CITIES

I NEW 1000 FT.
TOWER
BIG 100 KW
POWER
EXPANDED REGIONAL
COVERAGE

Never before have advertisers had the
opportunity to tell their sales message
to the iy4 million people living in the
Western Illinois and Eastern Iowa area
with the clarity of sound and picture

Television Sets 450,000
Population

1,200,000

now offered by WHBF-TV's new
maximum tower — maximum power

Net E.B.I.* $2,000,000,000
Total Retail Sales* $1,500,000,000
Food Sales* $270,000,000
E.B.I. Per Family* $5,130

facilities. Now, WHBF-TV's new
Grade "B" signal sends favored CBS and local programs to
31 high income, populous counties in Western Illinois and
Eastern Iowa. These new WHBF-TV facilities make all
previous coverage data on the Quad-City area obsolete. So
before you buy, get the new WHBF-TV coverage story.

CBS
ROCK

FOR
ISLAND,

M0LINE,

REPRESENTED

SPONSOR
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THE
EAST

BY

QUAD-CITIES

M0LINE,

ILLINOIS & DAVENPORT,

AVER Y-KNODEL,

IOWA

INC.

Capsule case histories of successful
local and regional television campaign

TV RESULTS
TOYS

BANK
SPONSOR: People's Savings and Loan Assn.

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Peoples Savings and Loan Assn. of

SPONSOR:

The Arcade Department Store

AGENCY:

Dire.

Capsule case history: The Arcade Dept. Store of Fo

Charlotte, a oewl) chartered organization, recently decided

Smith, Ark., has been a steady user of tv for several vear

lo lest a spot campaign oil WSOC-TV, Charlotte, in an effort
to stimulate new accounts. The schedule was placed just

On Wednesday, 11 December, they ran one announcemei

prior to the heavy money post-Christmas banking season.
Peoples used voice-over slide in the campaign, which con-

helicopters, selling for approximately $2.50. The cost 1
Arcade was $27. By noon the following day, they had sol;

sisted of twentj 10-second spots over a seven-day period
from 1 January through 7 January. Their total expenditure

previously ordered an additional 700 from its distributo

was $480. The hank used no other media in this particular
campaign. After tabulating the results. People's found they
had realized a 100' J increase in new accounts. In addition, accounts were opened by residents of Raleigh, 145
miles to the Northeast as well as by residents of other cities
throughout the Carolinas. This campaign was by far the

on KNAC-TV,

Fort Smith, to advertise their mechanical to

out their entire stock of 234 toy whirlybirds. Arcade ha
but was unable to get delivery in time to meet the deman
created by this one tv spot. As a result, hundreds of cu
tomers who came in throughout the rest of the week to pu
chase the mechanical whirlybirds, were unable to do s>
Arcade used no other medium for this item. "We have use
tv in many successful campaigns before. But this is ti
most sensational turnout from just one announcement I hs\

most successful of any in which People's Savings and Loan
Assn. had participated. W. S. Clanton. executive vice president of the association, will continue to use WSOC-TV.

ever seen," commented Pete Wells, publicity man for A

WSOC-TV, Charlol

Announcements

KNAC-TV,

AGENCY: Mottl & Siteman

SPONSOR:

PROCESSED

PURCHASE:

FOODS

SPONSOR: Scudder Food Products

cade. "We are now planning a comprehensive schedule
Fort Smith

LAUNDRY

PURCHASE:

Announceme

& CLEANERS

Slater-White, Inc.

AGENCY:

Dire

Capsule case history: Scudder Food Products, one of the

Capsule case history: For the past four months, Slate

largest regional food product manufacturers on the West

White, Inc., a custom laundry of San Antonio, has bee

Coast has used tv in almost all of their major campaigns.
They now sponsor one-half of the syndicated film series

running 10 announcements weekly in KONO-TV's 20th Ce
tury Theatre, seen nightly from 10:20 p.m. to conclusio

Whirlybirds, 7:30 to 8:00 p.m., on KHJ-TV, Los Angeles.
Scudder chose Whirlybirds as a vehicle to advertise two of

The campaign cost Slater-White slightly more than $4,3(
for the 16 weeks. The firm which is well known in Sa

their processed food products, potato chips and peanut

Antonio for its deluxe laundry operation and has a reput

hutter, which sell for approximately 15<£ and 35^ respectively. About seven months after the program went on the

tion for quality work at above average prices, uses tl

air, Scudder offered a special model "helicopter" as a premium for 50< and proof of purchase of one of the advertised products. In less than 13 weeks after the offer had

slogan, "A little more — but so much better," to sell its stor
During the four-month trial period, the campaign surpass?
all other advertising campaigns in the laundry's histor
"More customers came in as a result of our tv campaign <

been made, they had distributed 66,000 of the toy "eg;

KONO

beaters" throughout the Los Angeles market area. Tv ad
vertising formed the backbone of the premium offering
Scudder has renewed for a 52-week firm schedule on KHJ

used," said Orville Slater, owner of the concern. Each d

TV as a result of the tremendous response to their schedule
KHJ-TV,

Los Angrlrs

than from any other form of advertising we hai

partment of the cleaning and laundry firm showed substa
tial increases. As a result of the outstanding sales power <
tv, Slater-White set up a year's campaign
KONO-TV,

on KONO-T1

San Antonio
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In the NEW land of Milk andXoney!
WE

WONDERED

. . .

how farm-family living- and buying habits had changed in Wisconsin
during the last decade. (Over 171,000 rural families live in WBAY-TV's
coverage area!)

WE

ASKED..-

the Agricultural Journalism Dept. of The University of Wisconsin to
conduct a comprehensive survey on Wisconsin farm family living today.
635 farm families were intensively studied by personal interview and
diary. How are our farm families using their time today?

WE

FOUND...

interesting and extremely useful figures on how much and when farmers
and their families watch television, listen to radio, read magazines and
newspapers. Also, when and where they do their shopping, attend movies,
play cards, visit, eat, sleep and many other things. It's the first time much
of this data on farmers' living habits has ever been available. The facts
are contained in 9,-n official University of Wisconsin publication.

For your copy.

. . free,

WBAY-ch.2
Haydn
SPONSOR

R. Evans, Gen.
•
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of course,

GREEN

Mgr.

write

BAY
Rep. Weed

Television

A pictorial review of local
and national industry events

PICTURE

Pop sells opera
public s.

■-ultetl
in Aida
WQAM's
200

.,11.,,

di

Here Mia
Fillippi (2nd r.

Opera Guild's Arturo
thankWQAM
gen.

mgr. .lark Sandler
Buckley i far I.) and Metropolitan Opera
George
London
(far r.) await their

WRAP-UP

Seal of Office of president, Temple V.
General Alumni Assn. is bestowed on Wm.
H. Sylk (r.) president, WPEN & WPENFM, Philadelphia by Dr. Louis P. Hoyer,
chairman
of Alumni
Executive
Committee

Name the elephant contest was staged
by WLW-I. Indianapolis to name star of its
Kindergarten College. Station secretary
Laura Jean Isenthal looks over some of
3,000

replies.

Top

prize — Huffman

bike

British-flavored
rock 'nwho
rol spun classical disks in native I
twist
for d. j. Peter Gerald
Ad men on wheels

mammoth "Roller Derby Party" thrown by WABC-TV,
V,
York, for 500 agency men
vomen to promote its Roller Derby Show.
Main feature was
two intermission games between ad guests
id WABC-TV staffers— in uniform.
Pictured (L j
to r.) Grace Porterfield. B&B; Jack Cann
r, S.S.C.&B.: Jim Orchard. WABC-TV:
Joseph
Rafetto. Y&R;

Brock Peterson, B&B; Howard Kalmenson. WABC-TV;

Brands; Jack Kirk, WABC-TV;

Ruth Tristram. Stand.

J. Fierro, D&C. Bill Santoni, D-F-S, Bob Adams, WABC-TV

j

News and Idea
WRAP-UP
ADVERTISERS
Zenith has brought suit in Chicago
against Admiral Corp. for copying
two of Zenith's successful tv set
features and infringing five patents.
The suit charges that Admiral had
hired a former Zenith research engineer, who was a co-inventor of the
Fringelock circuit, one of the features
copied, to also copy the second.
Zenith is asking an injunction restraining Admiral from further infringements of the patents, together
with a judgment for treble damages
and legal costs.
Campaigns and promotions: The
National Association of Insurance
Agents will spend $1 million to promote the buying of fire and casualtyinsurance through independent insurance agents. The campaign calls for
participations on NBC Today and other tv spots . . . Woolyn, liquid cool
water soap, made by Calusa Chemical
Co.. will expand its advertising to include tv in major west coast markets
. . . The Patterson-Sargent Co.,
Cleveland, will use tv for its BPS paints
in the "biggest localized sales campaign the company has yet undertaken" . . . Hancock Oil Company has
launched 52 weeks of radio broadcasting in 15 California markets . . . General Cigar Co., for White Owl Cigars,
has signed as alternate quarter sponsor
of the San Francisco Giants '58 games
over KSFO and the Golden West Network . . . Budweiser is merchandising its 1958 radio campaign to wholesalers and distributors by means of a
recording of some of the spots.
Miles Laboratories' California division reports an 8% increase in
its tv budget for 1958.
However, hike will go for rate increases alone, notes the company, and
will net them no more impressions this
year than last.
Total budget in six western slates:
$1.5 million.

People: James M. Toney, v.p. and
general manager of the RCA Victor
Television Division, Radio Corporation
of America . . . H. Robert McClellan, sales manager for the new southern region of Sylvania Lighting Products . . . David H. Thrailkill, director of international operations for
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., and the J. B.
Williams Co.

AGENCIES
Grey has taken over the tv-radio
set and hi-fi division of Westinghouse from McCann-Erickson. Billings: approximately $2 million.
Remaining at McC-E are the three
consumer sections: lamps, electronic
tubes, major appliances, portable appliances and refrigerator equipment.
That switch from Needham, Louis
& Brorby to Kenyon & Eckhardt
was a chunk of the Wilson & Co.
business.
The gremlins got into this column
last week and substituted the word,
Swift, which happens to be the pride

•
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Major Station Group
32
Yaleyears
gradold — married —
15 years broadcast
experience
Wants Outlet For
Creative Sales Ability
Extensive Background
All Phases Broadcast
Business
Highest References
Including Present
Employer

BOX 13

SPONSOR

5000 W
. \ Best- Buu

9

and joy of McCann-Erickson's Chicago
office.
Two mergers, involving a top-10
agency and two long established
West Coast firms, made news during
the week.
Grant Advertising incorporates the
Abbott Kimball Company, which has
billings in New York, Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
Comparative strength: Grant, $80
million; Kimball, $4.5 million.
On the coast, Honig-Cooper will
merge with Dan B. Miner on 1 March
under the name The Honig-Cooper &
Miner organization.
The two agencies had combined
1957 billings of $13.5.
E. B. Weiss, merchandising director
for Doyle Dane Bernbach, has published 25 articles under the title "25
Analyses of Current Merchandising
Opportunities."

SBWSOR

New York
Radio Sales
Manager

get
tarsells
12:30 toyearly
4:00 vour
p.m.
I
h ?!|
Klamat
infood
spentmessag
1fyour
Basin!
"The Waxworks,"
-dollars I
f$40 milleion . . . over KFJI j

Best Buu
KLAMATH

FALLS, OREGON

Ask -the Meeker Co.

II 50

KC

igencj appointments: BBDO for
Omega Watches, formerh handled by
Lewin, William- & Saylor . . . Leo
Burnett For Star-kist seafood products, effective 1 June. Honig-Cooper
now handles all Star-kist advertising,
estimated at S 16 million . . . H. W.
Kastor & Sons. Chicago for Fannie
xxMax
ill beI'amlx
used. Company. Tv and radio

Edward
W. Murtfeldt and John
Reeder. senior vice presidents.
At Compton: John K. Strubing.
Jr., retiring as vice-chairman.
At Kudner: Rodger Harrison, An
drew Diddel. James F. Black and William A. MacDonough. all elected v.p.'s.
At McCann-Erickson: Rudyard
C. McKee, Thomas P. Losee, Peter G.
Peterson and Phipps L. Rasmussen
elected directors.

Top level personnel changes this

week :

At Benton & Bowles:
William R.
Hesse, rxecutixe x.n.: Louis T. Steele,

Newly
appointed:
Sherlee
ish,
account
executive
for
Advertising
Associates,
New

BarRegal
York

0

+JS#)tfh

. . . Edward Pivo, art director
for Lawrence C. Gumbinner Advertising .. . William C. Keenen, assistant director of marketing and planning, and Morion Novick, research
director, for Parkson Advertising . . .
Noel D. Turner, account executive
for Gordon Best Company, Chicago . . .
D. Edward Ricchiuto, director of
sales promotion in the marketing department for Hicks and Greist .
John J. Peterson, account executive
and a partner of Bruce B. Brewer &
Co., Kansas City-Minneapolis agency
. . . Jack Jones, account executive for
North Advertising, Chicago . . . Richard J. Cech, to the Chicago accountcontact staff, and Owen R. Leffler, to
the Racine, Wise, account-contact staff
of Western Advertising . . . Jack K.
Carver and Samuel B. Vitt, media
supervisors; Rita Venn, senior space
buyer; and Robert Widholm, senior
broadcast buyer for Doherty. Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield.

REPS
Stations representation is apparently moving into the area of big
business.
John Blair & Co. — now in its 25th
year — is putting up a ten-story building of about 15,000 square feet in Chicago's north side. Blair's hoping that
the building will develop into a midwestern advertising center.

NBC Spot
Timebuyer
it hopes will
problems of
out theories

m'sQ ODESSA-MIDLAND

3) give timebuyers an avenue of
expression.
Invitations to join the panel are being issued to agency buyers across the
country. Members will be asked to
respond to periodic questionnaires and
will receive reports on the findings.

This being the heart of the nation's
richest oilfield, every Texas joe hereabouts has barrels of money.
. . . And

Sales has formed a
Opinion Panel which
: 1 ) shed light on the
timebuying, 2) sound
and buying practices,

how he spends it is plainly

influenced by what he sees
on KOSA-TV.
For more

details about a

real money-market

call the

Boiling man — today!

316. OOO

w

ODESSA,

i

H-R Television, in a new brochure,
"Dollars in the Daytime," brings
forth this statistic: Almost 7 million women (6,902,751) watch tv in
the average daytime quarter hour.
Implication: Daytime tv delivers a
sales message with 67% greater cost
efficiency — since it is priced (on a 10plan basis) at about one-fifth of prime
time, and sets-in-use are estimated at
one-third.
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hose who live on air...
I ring the past 10 years advertisers and their
a:ncies have spent billions of dollars on air. A lot
c people lived on it. A lot of goods were moved.
1 those who live on air SPONSOR serves a function
ijother publication can match, for SPONSOR is
t? most definitive study of air in the broadcast ind try. It is the news of air — the plans of air — the
\> gress of air — the thoughts of air — the very life of
a —delivered to you every week — 52 weeks a year.
N st every man who's gotten anywhere in air reads
S )NSOR. The man who wants to get there faster
r< 3s SPONSOR— at home because the very chem>s y of broadcasting — the factors that make it move

and earn its salt are just much too important for
light reading on a routing list.
If you live on air — read SPONSOR at home. Read
it on A time — B time or C time but make sure it's
free time at home. At the new low price of $3 a
year you can have 52 issues of this most useful publication in the field at your side — to see, study, tear
out and file. It's the best investment you'll ever
make. Order your home subscription today.

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE
-,

Sv.

'*

TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

Blair-TY stations have worked out
a new method of daytime audience
spot coverage for advertisers.
Called Purse-suasion, it works like
this: for little more than the average
time-and-talent cost of one daytime network quarter-hour, the advertiser can
bin a Mondaj through Friday schedule of 20 announcements — minutes,
chainbreaks, or I.D."s — on all Blair
stations.
Compared with the three minutes of
commercial allowed on a network show,
the 20-announcement plan covers almost the entire daytime audience potential of a station in a week's time.
Peters, Griffin, Woodward will sell
the values of spot tv to marketing,
sales and advertising people across
the country via a slide presentation.
The film. A Local Affair, highlights
regional differences in product use and
the strategy needed to produce local
sales. It is currently being shown to
marketing people who sell consumer
products on a local level.
Moving: H-R has moved its Houston
offices and on 1 March will move its
Atlanta offices to new and larger quarters.
Rep appointments: Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, for WCOV-AM,
Montgomery, Alabama . . . Katz agency, national reps for WINS, New York,
effective 1 March.

On new assignments: T. E. Paisley, Jr., to the radio sales staff, and
Warren Steibel, sales promotion specialist, for NBC Spot Sales . . . Thomas R. Young, account executive for
CBS Radio Spot Sales. Young was
previously national spot sales representative for WEEK Boston . . .
Stearns Ellis, formerly account executive for Young Tv Corp., now sales
executive for Jack Morton Productions, entertainment counselors to busi. Graham L. White, to the tv
sales staff of Avery-Knodel . . . Edwin
J. Fitzsimmons, elected executive
\.|). of Weed Radio Corp. . . . Claude
Piano,
accou
cutive for The
Meeker Co. . . . Peter A. McGurk,
elected v. p. in charge of time sales for
Canadian clients tor Weed & Co. . . .
Richard E. Farnham, to the radio
sales staff of NBC Spot Sales.

NETWORKS

National Council of Christians and

Estimated consolidated profits for
CBS. Inc.. hit a $22.1 million peak last
year. (1956: $16,283,000.)
Yearly sales — $385.4 million —
were 8.6% higher than 1956
($354.8 million).
CBS released this week the results
of a super-market survey on tv's
ability to pre-sell customers.
The survey asked some 2500 owners
and managers of self-service stores
which type of advertising by manufacturers helped them most to sell merchandise. Three-quarters of them replied tv.
ABN is holding four regional
meetings with affiliates this month
— in San Francisco, Chicago, New
York and New Orleans.
Recent

network

sales:

NBC

TV

reports $2 million in gross billings for
daytime programs: 52-week buys from
P&G and Minnesota M&M, and a new
order from Libby. McNeill and Libby
. . . Bird & Son, East Walpole, Mass.,
have made a large participation buy
in NBC'c Jack Paar and Today shows,
will plug building materials and hard
surface floor coverings . . . ColgatePalmolive has signed as quartersponsor on ABC's Lone Ranger. The
buy is for Colgate Dental Cream.

Jews.
CBS' firing of the ailing Ted Musing stirred up a storm of press
and trade criticism.
One station — WLLY, Richmond —
wired Husing offering to match the
weekly $150 Husing had been receiving from the network.
New personnel: Gladys Krieble
Delmas, Buenos Aires full time correspondent for Mutual. James Loren,
producer in charge of operations for
NBC's Matinee Theater. He replaces
John Hinsey, now program director
of NBC station KRCA-TV, L.A. . . . I
William R. McAndrew, v.p., news,
for NBC . . . James M. Ascher, assistant to Ell Henry, promotion and
press director for ABC central division
and WBKB, Chicago.

ASSOCIATIONS
RAB is underway with its five
month series of sales barrages directed at some 700 regional and
local advertisers. The RAB sales
executives will cover 60 cities fromi
coast to coast.
The Listening Post, job counseling
and placement service of the RTFS, is
dramatizing its services to the trade
with a job-opening contest, to run 3
February-2 May.
The contest will award prizes to the

New programs : Dough-Re-Mi, musical guessing game, debuts on NBC TV,
24 February. The program replaces
The Arlene Francis Show . . . NBC
will telecast 26 major league baseball
games from both major leagues on
Saturday afternoons beginning 19
April. The games will be offered on
160 stations coast to coast but not on
any station within 50 miles of major
league parks . . . ABC TV will present Make Me Laugh, featuring a panel
of comedians, on Thursday. 10-10:30
p.m. beginning 20 March. Sponsor is
American
Tobacco I Herbert Tareytons)
.

Cited: NBC Radio's Monitor, weekend programing format, by American
Motors Corporation for "exceptional
ingenuity and resourcefulness in radio
advertising" . . . NBC's The Green Pastures colorcast and radio news propram Crisis at Little Rock, recipients
of National Brotherhood awards by the

persons
supplying
greatest number of definite
job the
openings.
BPA Board of Directors at its meeting in Chicago on 31 January appointed John F. Hurlbut, WFBM, Indianapolis, and Don Curran, KTVI,
St. Louis, as chairmen of the 1958
BPA seminar.
The seminar is scheduled for 16-19
November, St. Louis.
George Whitney, KFMF, San Diego,
was elected president of the California State Radio and Television
Broadcasters Association at its 7
February meeting. Other new officers and directors elected are:
J. G. Paltridge, KGO, San Fran
cisco, First v.p.; Loyd Sigmon, KMPC,
L.A., v.p.. radio; Joe Drilling, k J BOTV, Fresno, v.p.. tv; Robert McAndrews, KBIG, Avalon, secretary-treasurer.
New district directors: Joe Carroll.
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F.R.P. is many things . . . F.R.P. ig music . . . F.R.P. music has sweep and
scope ... as changing and varied as the millions of people who love it . . .
The pulsating harefoot rhythms of rock and roll . . . the gentler, warmer
in
I of a Tchaikovsky symphony . . . the hright freshness of today's hit and
the mellow richness of a song that was new twenty years ago . . .
Perry Andrews weaving whimsey hetween the records as he hrings Baltimore
to its feet each morning . . . Jim West and his thousands of
"girl friends'1"' — housewives all — enjoying their music quietly together . . .
Jay Grayson putting melodic sparkle into the late afternoon,
Bill Boiling keeping a night-long musical vigil until dawn . . .
The "live" sounds of Gene Franklin's Pier 5 Jazz Band with Baltimore
two-heat . . . America's great orchestras on "Bandstand" . . . the
great Americana of Red Foley.
This is F.R.P. music . . . And music is only one part of F.R.P.

F. R. P. IS MUSIC
WBAL
BALTIMORE,

RADIO

MARYLAND

* 50,000 WATTS

NBC Affiliate — Nationally Represented by
THE HENRY I. CHRIST AL CO., INC.

FULL

RANGE

?fyv"£
H...V

PROGRAMMING

George,
>1. \n-

Electronic Industries Association, and
the National Appliance and Radio-Tv
Dealers Association, will be observed
16-22 November . . . ANA will hold a

has an-

workshop on "advertising business and
industry," G March, in Chicago . . .
National Association of Market

k\h( . Marysville; William Pabst,
Kl\l . Oakland:
Leo Sehamhliii.
kl'MC. Bakersfield;
KNXT, L.A.; and
Brand

Clark
Robert

Name!* Foundation

Dounced 586 "finalists" in its Brand
Name Retailer-of-the-Year competition.
Final presentations will he judged
and winners named in New York. 5-7
March.
Meetings:
National
Television
Week, co-sponsored
by TvR. NAB,

PEOPLE

Developers, a marketing and p.r. organization serving the Negro market,
will hold its annual convention in
Nashville on 20 March . . . Arizona
Broadcasters Association observed
its semi-annual meeting 15 February
in Phoenix.

make the BIG difference!
IN A RECENT

"PERSONALITIES
CONTEST"
WMBD RECEIVED

90,761
3 to November

agers for RAB's member service department . . . Ken Boueher, west
coast v.p. for the A.N. A. Boucher was
formerly advertising consultant for the
Hawaiian Pineapple Company.

CANADA
CBC

finalized with CBS this week

a two-nation film exchange agreeworks. ment that has been long in the
The pact calls for complete exchange
of the full filmed news output of the
two networks. Production and distribution centers for CBS' end of the
project are in New York and Seattle;
for CBC, in Toronto and Vancouver.
Through CBC, all Canadian tv stations will have access to CBS' complete newsfilm service.
Subliminal note: CBC's 19 January
experiment with subliminal projection
got a somewhat diffused reaction from
viewers.

POST CARDS FROM 42 COUNTIES
November

Appointments: Carl J. Raymond
and Robert F. Nims, regional man-

30, 1957

Asked to report their reactions to an
undisclosed message ("telephone now"
flashed 352 times during a half-hour
program), roughly 10% of those :
plying said they felt compelled to do
something. Some reactions: to drink,

Jess Kennedy

eat, stand up, remove shoes, drive safely, smoke, buy electric frying pans.
None telephoned.
Canada's four national parties will
again share in the free political
broadcast time made available by
CBC during the six weeks preceding the 31 March elections.
Assignment of specific time periods
is not yet final, but the number of time
periods available to each party hai
been agreed upon.
Contest — CFPL

style:

To introduced

new d.j. Lou Sherman, the London station asked listeners to write his name
as many times as they could on the!
back of a postcard.
Cards covered with infinitesimal Lou

YOU CAN DOMINATE THIS LARGEST
MARKET IN ILLINOIS (outside Chicago)
WITH RADIO PEORIA, WMBD
QJ)

CBS
IllinoiSs
Peoria
5000 , WATT

Shermans poured in. Prizes: $100 —
Lou Sherman written 2727 times, $60
—2329 times; $40—2243 times. Win-1
ner of the first prize declared she was
very near-sighted, had once written th«
Lord's Prayer six times on a dime.
Biggest dollar volume of sales in
25 years is reported for 1957 b>
CKLW-AM, Windsor, Ont. Revenues

SPONSOR

•
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WTVJ -

~(jM

<--^:^rm

I
Since September 2, 1957, Ralph Renick, WTVJ Vice President in

TONIGHT'S

Charge of News, has given a daily editorial on the"Renick Reporting"
news program.

A WTVJ

This pioneering decision by "Florida's First Television Station" has
resulted in even greater viewer acceptance of the station's news programs and has given WTVJ a stature that is unequalled in the South
Florida community.

daily presentation

WTVJ

CHANNEL

4

up 10', over 1956, arc attributed 1»\
the station to improved programing.
BAB has set the week of 4 May as
1958 Canadian Radio Week.
BAB is also distributing a booklet
on the 1957 Canadian Radio Week reporting these results: June and July
radio set sales up 20% over the same
months of 1956.
Change in meeting date: CARTB,
owing to the 31 March general election, will now hold its 1958 convention from 11-14 May at the Queen
Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal.
Agency appointment: BBDO, Toronto, for the Lyons Tea advertising of
J. Lvons & Co. (Canada) Ltd.
Zenith Radio Corp. of Canada,
Ltd. has appointed Lloyd B. Kiely as
general manager of its new Toronto
radio-tv electronics division.
The new division will franchise Canadian distributors of Zenith radios, tv
receivers, phonographs and high-fidelity instruments. Previously, hearing
aids were the only Zenith product distributed in Canada by the Canadian
corporation.
Also appointed: Stanley A. Westlake, network tv co-ordination officer
for CBC, Toronto.

FILM
CBS TV Films Sales this week beeame the seeond syndicator to announce more than SI million in
January sales.
Like CPN — the other syndicator —
it's the highest January in CBS Film
Sales' history.
Two sales which helped to push the
CBS Film Sales over the top were Conoco's renewal of Whirlybirds in 65
markets and Stroh Beer's purchase of
San Francisco Beat (The Lineup) in
I 5 markets.
CPN's new subsidiary sales force,
which will concern itself solely with the
re-run product (see FILM-SCOPE,
p. 13), will have its own name: Victory Program Sales.
Warner

Brow., whose entire pre-

'48 film library has been released to tv,
llii- week, stepped up its diversification program.

The company has moved into the
electronics field with the formation of
a wholly-owned subsidiary for worldwide development and distribution of
electronics equipment. Former Columbia Records president James B. Conkling will head the division.
Sales: TPA's re-run series of Susie
was sold to 48 stations last month,
mostly for daytime stripping . . .
NTA's Champagne Package of 58 features sold to 31 stations . . . Four additional stations have bought AAP's
Vanguard Package of Warner film.
MGM-TV had a sudden sales
spurt this week when it leased its
full package of 700 features to
four stations: KTUL, Tulsa; KWTV,
Oklahoma City; KATV. Little Rock;
XEM-TV, Mexicali, Mexico. Four othbrary.
er stations leased portions of the liTwo national advertisers have
been added to the sponsor list of
CPN's Union Pacific: A&P in
land, and Prince Macaroni in
dence. In addition, General
has added one more market for
& Saddles, in Rochester.

CleveProviCigar
Boots

Second series on Gross-Krasne's African Patrol has been sold to 11 stations. Single market sponsors include Marlboro and American
Home Products.
New products: TPA plans at least
six new pilots in addition to The Adventures ofTugboat Annie, which it is
currently pitching. The six: Thunder
Ridge, Cannon Ball, The Homesteader,
The Mask, Blandings Way and Airline
Hostess.
MGM-TV plans a new western
tentatively titled Desert Rider,
into production next week ...
mystery action series, Sabotage,
ing filmed in England by Guild.

pilot,
to go
a new
is be-

Regis Films — a new distributing company— has been formed by Shull Bonsall, president of Capital Enterprises.
First project for Regis Films will be
distribution of 260 Crusader Rabbit
cartoons.
Promotion

&

Merchandising:

A

contest to determine the "fastest gun
in Denver" has been arranged between
26 Men star Kelo Henderson and local
citizen Sam Toole, by station KBTV.
A great deal of attention is being
given the duel by local columnists who
are heatedly taking sides.

Ziv executives are listening to
their own merchandising talk, and
now sport tie clasps and cuff links
beating the Target emblem.
In the foreign markets: NTA foreign sales representative Sam
Sidney.is off on a month's trip to
Gang
Tokyo, Hong Kong, Manila and
Strictly Personnel: Scott McKeown, named southeast representative, ABC Film Syndication, a new
post . . . Kirk Torney, to general
sales manager, Sterling Television . . .
David Savage, appointed executive
vice-president, Telestar Films . . . Mi-i
chael Gray, to Screen Gems' publicity
department as consumer press editor
. . . Bryan D. Stoner has resigned as
western sales manager of Paramount
Pictures.

RADIO
WEZE,

STATIONS

Air Trails Network

sta-

tion, will become NBC's affiliate
in the Boston area 1 March.
WNAC, Yankee Network flagship
station, recently ended its NBC contract but will continue its affiliation
with Mutual.
Stunts and promotions:
• WHB, Kansas City, held an Old
Fashioned Snowman Contest during
the city's big January blizzard. Offering $100 for the largest snowman and
$100 for the most attractive snowman,
the station reviewed some 1500 examples of artistic snowmanship.
• WDGY, Minneapolis-St. Paul.
will hold a Paul Bunyan Canoe Derby,
a ten-day race down the Mississippi, to
inaugurate the Minneapolis Aquatennial in July. The station and the Aquatennial committee will offer a $4,000
prize to the winning team and othei
prizes amounting to $15,000.
• KGVO-AM and KMSO-TV.
Missoula, Mont, stations, will spon
sor their 15th annual Treasure State!
Better Living Show from 18-22 March
The event features approximately lOCj
exhibit booths by retail, wholesale and
industrial firms, which the stations an
setting off with an accordion contest
Also appointed: James C. Dowell
station manager for KIOA, Dee
Moines, la. . . . Joe Kendall, man
ager for KEPR, Kennewick, Wash. . .
Dale Hazen,
to the sales staff oi
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4 FLOORS
4 MINUTES
FROM
TIMES
SQUARE!

It takes the whole

Coliseum to show you 800 new

ideas in radio-electronics — here you find more
than 80% of your industry's productive capacity
represented. Attend the Convention. See the Show.
If you are in radio-electronics, your year begins here !

THE IRE NATIONAL

MARCH 24-27
CONVENTION

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
and The Radio Engineering Show
Coliseum
New York City

REGISTRATION:
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IRE Members
Non-members

$1.00
$3.00

KBAS-TV, Moses Lake. Wash. . . .
Paul Monson, elation manager for
WSPR, and Gordie Baker, program

Conference:
Westinghonse stations will bold their second annual

director, for WSPR.

programing
March.

Springfield. Mass.

. . . Jeanne McCav, continuih director for WHTN. Huntington, W. Va.
. . . Alden L. Olson, account executive for KRHM-FM. L.A
Burt E.
Noh,

to the news

staff of KXOX,

Louis, Mo. . . . Harrv

LOWEST

of WTOP.

cost per home are

Charles

DELIVERED

of

TV

RADIO

PETERSBURG

assistant in the

Charles M. Quillian, account
for WLLY, Richmond. Va.

(cheFLORIDA o>

ST.

Roussel,

commercial department for WDRC.
Hartford. Conn. . . . Louis Adelman,

than any other station in the

WSUN

1). C. . . .

J. Lincoln, Jr., account executive for WTIX. New Orleans . . .

INormand

by WSUN

Washington.

The
the

- TAMPA

Represented

By VENARD,
RINTOUL
MeCONNELL
Southeastern:
JAMES
S. AYERS

&

executive

from

5-8

ticipate as Westinghouse's guests.
Johns Hopkins University will host the
event.

FINANCIAL
Johnson & Johnson reports for
1957 a net income of $13,169,000
and

earnings

per

share

of $6.22.

This compares with $12.94(>.718 net
income
for 1956
and
earnings
per |
share of $6.14.
Domestic

net sales for 1957

.?257,560,000. compared
114.225 for 1956.

with

were
$244,- !

Revlon's 1957 sales rose to $95,174,546, from $85,767,651 for I
1956 — a gain of 11%.

STATIONS

polls continue to show that
viewer is overwhelmingly

share rose 7.5%—
in 1956.

Earnings per |

to $3.37 from $3.14

against fee tv.

Colgate-Palmolive

Among this week's proof: After a
15-minute editorial about fee tv over

net earnings of $19,930,000, compared with $15,477,000 for 1956.
World-wide sales for 1957 totaled j

WABT. Birmingham, Ala., viewers
were asked for their attitudes on the

1. w. ? ?
KPQ

for radio-tv

More than 250 broadcasters will par- '

account

manager for WBZ-WBZA. Boston . . .
Charlie Crawford, to the sales staff

radio homes at the

on local public service

St.

<-x«utive for XETV'. San Diego . . .
"ack Pohle, national sales representative for KW-CRPN,
Hollywood . . .
John M. Grubbs, assistant program

1IORI

HEART

Bulow,

conference

subject.
About

$506,910,000
1956.

reports

1957

against $503,523,000

for

10.500 pieces of mail were re-

ceived: 99r/f opposed fee tv.
Another late development

on

the

Stock market quotations: Following stocks in air media and related
fields are listed each issue with quota-

pay-tv debate:
CBS v.p. Richard

Wenatchee, Wash.
Whatisl.W.?
You Get It With

KPQ

$100 Reward
Whatisl.W.?
answer

to

KPQ,
Wenatchee,
Wash.
Ans.
must
bear Feb.
7958
postmark
Natl

Reps:

Seattle.
Nat'l

FORJOE

Portland
Sales:

Pat

Cr

Reps:

CO.,

INC.

ART

MOORE

OHalloran,

the airways in presenting the question
of whether to pay for programs.
Salant sighted 1 ) the fact that payt\ proponents

have

thanked

CBS

TV

for opportunities to present their case
and 2) documented examples of where
on CBS TV news these proponents got
e;ual. if not more. time. (See How to

Wenatchee

Mail

S. Salant took is-

sue with pay-tv proponents on the allegations that the network has misused

& ASSOC.

KPQ,
Wenatchee
NOrmandy 3-5121

fi'/li! fee tv. 15 February
Preference

survey:

Spartanburg-Greenville.

SPONSOR.

I

WSPA-TV,
S. C, wrote all

telephone subscribers in the area, asking them to list the types of tv proprams thev preferred. The preference
tanking:
(I )

News

(2l
(3)

Religious
Westerns

i Ii

Comedy

(10)

lO)
(51

Drama
Sports'

mi

Other

tions for Tuesday

this week and Tues-

day one week ago. Quotations supplied by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner
and Smith.
Cl.a
Tues
Tues.
Stock
Feb. 11
Feb. 18
6Vi
6%
New York Stock Exchange
AB-PT
14%
14%
AT&T

171%

CBS "A"
261-.
Columbia Pic. 13%

172%
26Mi
13%

Loew's

14%

14%

Paramount
RCA
Siorer
20lh-Fox
Warner Bros.

36
l!1!
22%
24%
18%

i">Tv
34
22
24%
l&A

Westinghouse

62%

62%

American Stock Exchange

I7 I

Adventure

(8)
(9)

Educational
Quiz

Allied
Vrtists
Vssoc. Wt.
Prod.

■'*'.
9

3%
9V1

Serials

C&C Super
Dumont Labs.
Guild Filma
VI \

A
1%
2%
6

!7,;
3%
2%
6%
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TIMEBUYERS
OF THE

United States
1958 EDITION

TTT
Here's the newest, most up to date and most comprehensive
compilation of the important timebuyers in America — in one
handy booklet.
POCKET

SIZE FOR

EXTRA

CONVENIENCE

A compact 66 page booklet, TIMEBUYERS OF THE U.S.
lists 783 agencies — in 165 different cities and the 1762 decision makers responsible for all the major time buys in
1 America. It's zn invaluable aid to station managers, station
reps and all their sales force in the field.
CATALOGUED

SPONSOR

BY CITIES

40 East 49 Street

TIMEBUYERS OF THE U.S. brings you the information you
need for any area in the country at a glance: the city, the
1 agency, the agency address, the timbuyer and the accounts
he handles. It's a library of facts absolutely vital to your
selling picture.
PRICE $2.00
COPIES

ARE

QUANTITY

LIMITED.
RATES

ORDER

YOURS

ARE AVAILABLE

ON

New York

17, N.Y.
: 1958 edition of TIM E-

TODAY.
REQUEST.

!H Payment

Enclosed

□ Please Bill Later

TV SPECIALS
{Continued from page .'>! I
ing interest in the big show.
One of them was Maurice Chevalier's
Paris, sponsored by Breast-O-Chicken
tuna. With a total ad budget of $1 million, the client, via FC&B, spent
$400,000 for the program, time and

advertisers

promotion — in other words. 10' < of
the ad money for a one-hour show. In
the words of Ted Mills, NBC executive
producer who put together the show
(and is now in business for himself)

choose i
in Rochester.
because...
• 27.4% more daytime circulation than
the other Rochester channel (NCS #2)
• Greatest power
• Unsurpassed local programming
and personalities
• Stable labor market with one of
the highest per capita incomes
• Best merchandising —
best advertising results
Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WROC-TV

NBC-ABC Channel 5
ROCHESTER

%

A TRANSCCNTINENT

the sponsor "was able to make noises
like a $20 million advertiser."
Breast-O-Chicken was after greater
distribution and went all out in promotion of the show to jobbers and
dealers via a closed-circuit preview,
recordings of the score and mailings.
The firm picked up more than 6,000
supermarkets and in the six weeks following the program (5 March 1957)
sales jumped 75 % ahead of the best
history.
previous period in the company's
One of the more unusual merchan-

STATION

dising efforts was Swift's Ruggles of
Red Gap, aired early in February last
year through McCann-Erickson. The
show was tied in with a massive
couponing campaign run in Life for a
limited group of Swift products, including a new frozen meat line.
The show was also used as a corporate-image creator so blended in
with the appetite appeal plugs were
commercials giving the impression of

THE POPULAR

STATION

One of the bread-and-butter approaches this season was successfully
carried off by Rexall with Pinocchio
on 13 October. The purpose: heavy

*Of unvarying qualities
5 in KPOP programming)

store traffic for Rexall's semi-annual
lc sale. The result was the biggest sale
in the history of the firm.
Another coup in the Pinocchio show
was the lineup captured. Since the sale
began the day after the special, it was
necessary to clear all stations live.
This Rexall and BBDO did—all 190
of them.

So. California's
Radio Success
Formula
Represented
BROADCAST

TIME

by:
SALES

N. Y . Chicago, Detroit,

Dallas

a large, forward-looking firm. The
agency was of the opinion that institutional approaches often suffer from
lack of advertising impact and its
couponing was one way of avoiding
this.

1020

k.e

There is usually one overriding aim
in a special but the subsidiary targets
often remain important. A case in
point is Pepsi Cola, which used Cinderella last season and Annie Get Your
Gun this past fall to upgrade its brand

image. But Pepsi, according to Max-,
well Ule, senior vice president at K&E,
used the shows to cover the full gamut
of its communications problems. Its
appeals were aimed at the consumer,
the bottlers and retail outlets. "It gave
the brand a tremendous lift," said Ule.
Immediate sales were secondary since
both shows were given during the winter while heavy sales are during the
summer. But the creation of a quality
image I to get away from the stereotype
of cheapness in "twice as much for a
nickel, too") provided an impact that
rippled outward to affect a wide range
of public relations and sales problems.
The advertiser who is interested sole!
ly in the institutional values of specials^
is a rare bird but he is still present and
no doubt always will be. Probably the!
best example is Du Pont with its Shou
of the Month. The programs are aired!
for just about everybody in general
but nobody in particular. This i«l
nothing aimed specifically at dealers
nor are any Du Pont products pushed
Said an agency spokesman at BBDO:
"All we want here is the best possible
atmosphere for Du Pont to do busi
ness. We are trying to win new friend.'
and hold old ones. We are doing this
by putting on the finest entertainment
possible."
^
SPOT
RADIO
I Continued from page 33)
trying to stretch their dollars. Actual
ly this dollar-stretching has been goim
on for some time, and has played 8
part• in
spotE.radio's
big president,
1957."
John
Pearson,
John
E. Pearson Co. : "We feel that the yea]
1958 presents a definite challenge. Wij
have added a complete research dej
partment, have taken on new personna
in both Chicago and New York, an<
are expanding our New York head|
quarters to new space. Sales concen
tration is not only on agency calls bu
also on client calls. In spite of thj
recession, we feel the total overall efl
fort will make 1958 one of the biggest
• Sidney
Wolf, president, Key)
years
in our J.
history."
stone Broadcasting System: "NeV
business since 1 January is greater ii,
volume than it was during the sanr
period last year. We find increasing
advertising interest in the Keyston
farm market. Our sales emphasis fo
1958 is placed on marketing studie'
and on the Keystone affiliates' offer o
comprehensive merchandising."
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IN LAS VEGAS..

SWITCH

IS TO THE

NEW

KSHO-TV

WHY THE
SWITCH?
BECAUSE
KSHO-TV
SHOWS
ABE THE
LIVELIEST !
TOP TALENT SHOWS THAT ARE ALIVE
KSHO-TV offers a well rounded programming
schedule . . . featuring ABC Network shows,
popular syndicated shows, the million dollar
MGM movies AND Top local live shows that are
a-live with top talent. KSHO-TV is the only TV
station in Southern Nevada with a full-time,
power-packed news staff. When Las Vegans want
to view the news they view the NEW KSHO-TV.
1 . ALAN JARLSON-BILL WILLARD
Only actual newsmen on Las
Vegas TV. Jarlson-Willard cover, write and report the news
... as it happens.

2. NICKY AND BOBO Las Vegas
TV's top live kid's show. Nicky
comes to KSHO-TV direct from

3. JUDY FARMER Top Las Vegas
"Saleslady". . . with 10 years
of motion picture, stage and
TV experience . . . selling products that interest women.

4. GORDEN KENT Moderator of
"Close-up". . . a provocative
Mike Wallace type show that
creates listeners and sells products.

ABC-TV "Super Circus."

STUDIOS & OFFICES ON THE
GROUNDS

OF EL RANCHO

VEGAS

NOTE: ABC shows are still coming in and there are still top
adjacencies available . . . look into the KSHO-TV story today !
YES . . . IN

BOOMING

LAS

VEGAS,

THE

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
REPRESENTED

IPONSOR

•
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McGAVREN-QUINN

CO.

BIG

SWITCH

IS TO:

not when you buy WCAU-TV
The once familiar Indian Head may be out of sight . . . but its buying power isn't out of range when you consider
these WCAU-TV figures:
SPOTS— 3 (2B, 1A) . .

TOTAL

RATING* — 61.8

COST— $1200

COST

PER 100

IMPRESSIONS

-5c

For just a bagful of nickels, you can gain low cost access to more than half of the TV homes in Philadelphia . . .
creating 2,406,251 viewer impressions.
Spend your nickels wisely . . . maybe they can't buy a good cigar or a cup of coffee . . . but they can still buy a
lot of business for you on WCAU-TV.

WCAU-TV

. . . the shit ion that means business in Philadelphia \
I!, p, , s, nlnl Xalmnnlhl

SPONSOR

hi, CHS-TV

•

Spot Sal, s
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
22 FEBRUARY
SPONSOR

1958

Copyright 1958
PUBLICATIONS

INC.

WEEK

As one cat after another was let out of the FCC bag this week by the probing
of the House Commerce Legislative Oversight subcommittee, these things became
progressively evident to sidelines:
1) The plight of the influence "claimer" won't be an easy one.
2) Members of Congress and the executive will exercise much more restraint in lending
their good services in behalf of a pleader before the FCC.
3) Some sort of code defining the scope of relations between prospective pleaders and
commissioners is in the offing.
Rep. Charles Wolverton (R., NJ.) may have struck the key note of these things to come
when he, during one of the examinations of witnesses, commented:
"The hearings will be a benefit if they do no more than prevent this type of thing (using
outside influence to get a 'proper decision from the commission') in the future. Hearings
before commissions should be conducted with as high a degree of ethics as a court proceeding."

The subcommittee's hearings took on an air of less personal bitterness and
more dredging for facts after the testimony of Dr. Bernard Schwartz, deposed
probe counsel, was completed.
Among the highlights of the week that followed were these:
• Judge Robert H. Anderson, retired senior partner in the law firm that represents National Airlines — victor in the contest for Channel 10, Miami — admitted under bitter crossexamination that a Miami lawyer had interceded with FCC commissioner Mack in National's
favor. His need for this, he said, was to fight fire with fire.
• National Airlines director, stockholder and counsel Paul Scott said that Whiteside had
refused to see but apparently went ahead and "did something." Whiteside later advised Scott
he would have to quit because losing applicant Col. A. Frank Katzentine was "blackmailing"
him.
• Both Anderson and Scott said Katzentine and other applicants for the channel were using
people up to and including two Florida U.S. Senators to intercede with commissioner Mack.
So they felt they had to get their own man.
• The hearing examiner in the case, Herbert Sharfman, reiterated the finding of his original
report in the Channel 10 case: National Airlines was the least qualified of the four applicants.
Several times during Anderson's questioning, committee members commented caustically
about the vagueness of his responses and his concession that he had expected Whiteside to
"use his own devices to get into the case."

The FCC failed this week during a session to come
House Commerce Committee's
posed test of fee tv.

up with the answer to the

resolution asking the Commission

to cancel its pro-

The answer, however, was expected to come through this week and is expected to be in
the affirmative.
On the same day the FCC was expected to meet on fee tv, the Senate Commerce Committee was slated to consider Sen. Thurmond's resolution likewise asking the FCC to cancel the
proposed test.
22 FEBRUARY 1958
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if you want decision makersSPONSOR

63.0

Broadcasting

57.3

TV

Age

42.7

TV

Magazine

35.8

*7<k fuctttoK <u6c«t cu<u: "What magazine do you read with fair regularity?"
Every respondent was validated as a decision maker in the broadcast field.

by every independent survey

*3t
pr

*?4c fuetf&M.

atAccC w<m:

73.4

Broadcasting

66.6

TV Age

lfl/l

oves

SPONSOR

TV

59.9

Magazine

55.5

"What magazines do you read— every issue— every other issue— less frequently?"
Every respondent was validated as a decision maker in the broadcast field.

SPONSOR wins hands down
Among editorial-type publications
SPONSOR delivers more decision makers

SPONSOR

than any other broadcast publication.
Almost 50% more

sells the TEAM

than the next big book in the field.

that buys the TIME

(at both the advertiser and agency level)

*This excludes SRDS which is a reference publication.

A round-up of trade talks,
trends and tips for admen

^

SPONSOR

HEARS

22 FEBRUARY
1958 . That1$2-million
cancellation
atp CBS«. Radio bv the household division of Colgate had nothC»pyrl|ht IBM
. 1
i
.
sponsor publications inc.
ing to {'° Wltn the question of effectiveness.
Chairman Edward H. Little scooped it up to better his dividend position.

It's frustrating in these days of a dynamic medium like tv for a toiletries company to
copytest a product in an isolated market.
Hazel Bishop did it recently with a hair spray — accenting the non-stickiness angle — and
within a week Revlon was using its network programs to show that its Satin-Set was
possessed of the non-stickiness property.

ABC
Club.

TV will now be able to make

a program

profit out of the Mickey Mouse

After protracted negotiation, Disney has agreed to rewrite the deal.

The older line of literary agents will probably do nipups over this:

The trend is away

from originals in live hour shows and toward "classic," recognizable properties.
Why the ad agencies lean that way: (1) The specials with that policy have been paying off big this season.
(2) The critics are given a less easy target to shoot at.

Looks like the ABC

account will be switching from BBDO

after 15 years.

The network has up-to-date listened to pitches from 24 agencies.

Even though the expenditure for film commercials takes a big hike each year, it's doubtful whether there are more than five or six producing firms that gross $1 million
or more.
Any list of that description, say the insiders, would have to include Filmways (which
claims it does $4 million), Elliot, Unger & Elliot, Universal and MPO-TV Films, Inc.

Absorbing a many-million-dollar account can hold several perils for an agency.
Like these, as Madison Avenue veterans will point out:
• Tearing the agency apart politically; executives on other accounts bidding to get
in on the new melon.
• Causing other clients to wonder whether (1) the character of the agency will radically
change and (2) how the services for them will he affected.

Something that perhaps isn't generally known: F&G was the first sponsor to set a
ratio on the amount of commercial time for its daytime programs.
Housewife listeners to the soap operas complained about the 6-6 */> minutes
consumed by commercials and P&G voluntarily took this as a cue to cut back to three
minutes.
CBS shortly afterwards established a code covering commercial time allotment for
all types of programs.

SPONSOR

•
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WFBG-TV

is dominant in 15 Central Pennsylvania

counties— the _only area where it competes alone for
the audience with the Johnstown station. Proof from
Central Pennsylvania Trendex— the first complete rating study ever made in the area: WFBG-TV delivers

WFBG-TV

16.7% MORE audience, Monday-Friday. Only CBS station covering the area from Pittsburgh to Harrisburg,
WFBG-TV

also carries the best of ABC including

A LT O O N A— d OHNSTOWN,
Channel 10
ABC-TV CBS-TV

"American Bandstand," the nation's number ONE
daytime TV program. Call Blair-TV today for rates
and availabilities.
Sources: Trendex, December
1957/15-County Central
Pennsylvania Trendex, November 1957
by: Radio

and

WFIL-AM

Operated

• FM

• TV,

WFBG-AM

• TV,

iangle

•PONSOR
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Sales

1958

Office,

4-8 5

Represented by BLAIR-TV

Publications,

Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM

Altoona-Johnstown, Pa. / WNHC-AM

National

•

Television

• FM

• FM

Inc. / 46th

• TV,

& Market

Sts., Philadelphia

Binghamton, N. Y. / WHGB-AM,

• TV, Hartford-New Haven, Conn. / WLBR-TV,

Lexington

PA.

Avenue,

New

York

39, Pa.

Harrisburg, Pa.

Lebanon-Lancaster, Pa.
17,

New

York

SPONSOR

IDENTIFICATION

i Continued from page 29)
through their agencies to assure each
a maximum identification. (See 18
January 1958 SPONSOR-SCOPE.)
They rotate Purex, Libby-Owens-Ford
and Bristol-Myers commercials in such
a way that each client becomes dominant through number of commercials
at least once a month.
"We Found that half-hour sponsorship of a weekly hour dilutes the sponsor identification because of the adjacency of station breaks," says Ed
Cogan, executive tv producer for
Edward H. Weiss & Co.. Purex agency.
"We can get better identification by
alternating a full-hour sponsorship because we can delay the station break
to a psychologically more favorable

as impossible as trying
to sell Portland without

time and cut down
on cross-plugs."
Some shows that are producing a
high rate of sponsor identification for
the current advertiser may, for that
very reason, block a quick link with
a new client buying in.

12 U
Best cost-per-thousand buy plus
coverage and audience — that's v
KPTV,
Channel
is \<>ur
Ml'
BUY media
to sell12 the
vast Ore
and Southwest Washington mai
( Portland,

Oregon

ARB
(SURVEY NOV. '57)

PROVES . . .
WNEM-TV Ch, 5
STATION
SHARE
SETS . . .
IN USE
SAGINAW
BAY CITY
MIDLAND
AREA
FLINT
METROPOL.
AREA
AREA
COMPOSITE

SIGNTO ON

NOON
TO

6 TO
P.M.

NOON

6 P.M.

12 M.

70.7 72.4 64.2
12.1 18.1 18.5
41.4 45.3 41.3

DELIV 'ERS ALL OF
MICH IGAN'S
RICH
2ND MARKET. ..
ASK

YOUR

PETRYMAN

Wl MEM-TV
=°'<;E:!'J!'°'''° ^|
201 N

WASHING

ES
ON

B

/V^~
. S\
[i-^^*'-"/!

°°

BAY CITY OFFICES
WENONAH HOTEl

Personality salesmen and m.c.'s may
have such strong links w ith long-advertised products that a new sponsor
needs longer to build a close association with the talent than he would by
buying a new show. One example of
such a strong link is Godfrey with
Lipton. Yet, Ed Sullivan, long associated with Lincoln-Mercury, established
a high sponsor identification with
Eastman-Kodak in less than a year.
Alternate-week sponsorship can give
rise to such apparent inequities. For
instance. Revlon hits as high as 07 to
75' r sponsor identification with $64,000 Challenge, while alternate-week
sponsor
the same Kent
show.averages in the 20's with
"In our case, there's a logical carryover from $64,000 Question," says
Revlon ad v.p. George Abrams. "We
do value this identification. But showbuys are determined by many factors
beyond this. In fact, in the past two
years many advertisers have stressed
circulation and cost-per-1,000 at the
expense of identification."
One factor that makes it tough to
predict the degree of show identification a particular buy will offer is the
lack of correlation between ratings
and S.I. For instance, Sylvania
achieved a very satisfactory identification during one year of sponsoring its
relative!) low-rated Buccaneers, while
its more successful current show, The
Real McCoys, still lags behind in S.I.

To a large extent, sponsor identification depends upon such factors as
the type of show bought, products advertised on the show, length of sponsorship. But these are some of the
things clients and agencies can do to
increase S.I.:
1. Point-of-sale merchandising gets
increased budget allocations from most
package goods advertisers today. As
one client told sponsor: "A participation on Perry Como has the same pictorial and merchandising value for instore displays as full sponsorship. You
just word it differently: Product X is
advertised on the Perry Como Show."
2. Client and agency p.r. departments are doing a bigger show promotion job today, supplementing the network effort. Such activities as regular
mailings and promotions to the trade,
fliers for store windows and trucks,
talent pictures and stories to local tv
editors are becoming a sine-qua-non of
network sponsorship.
3. More sponsors insist today on
personal efforts by stars of their shows
in promoting the program to the trade.
For instance, Mike Wallace, whose)
show is bankrolled by Philip Morris,
phoned major Parliament jobbers and|
wholesale buyers throughout the coun-;
try this month to tell them of a forth-!
coming price change for the brand.
j
4. Stress is upon commercials that)
continue the program mood in order to
cement the link between entertainment
and sell. Star-spoken commercials or
commercial lead-ins are the big upcoming trend in this area.
5. Highlight listings in newspaper!
tv schedules are major boosts to the
few clients whose name still appears in
the show title. Alcoa has found these!
listings invaluable. Says F&S&R |
v.p. \rl Duram: "We're listed
Alcoa Theater in 75% of the newspapers
throughout thethecountry."
additional
promotion,
agency sen<
out free station I.D. films promoting
the show to any station that maj waul
them.
That sponsors are concerned wit!
the problem of achieving high identifi
tat ion with their shows today is no <
surprising. They are spending more oi
production and talent than ever before
and are heading into an era whei
product competition threaten> to stiff
en. The) also may be thinking nos|
talgically of the old net radio heydei
when Amos 'n Andy was synonomou
with Pepsodent, and Gypsies mean'
just one thing — A&P.
^
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WTCN-TV
AVERAGE

SHARE

OF AUDIENCE

Sign on to Sign Off Mondays through Fridays

IN JUST 6 MONTHS
DAYTIME

UP 82.6%

. . . NIGHTIME

TIME"
UP 34%.

Average RATINGS, sign on to 10 PM, Mondays
thru Fridays have greatly improved too.
WTCN-TV has moved into Second Place in BOTH
categories in this important four station television
market.

♦December

1957 A.R.B. over July 1957 A.R.B.

NOW
THE
BEST
BUY
IN THE TWIN
CITIES
CHECK THE WTCN-TV LOW COST PER THOUSAND
AND YOU'LL BUY WTCN-TV EVERY TIME.

REPRESENTED
SPONSOR

•
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AGENCY
75

TV SELLS

DOOR

TO

DOOR

(Continued from page 36)
the Axon account, the cosmetic firm's
commercials have three primary aims.
These are:
• To make housewives welcome
Avon representatives.
• To familiarize homemakers with
the varietj and quality of Avon products.
• To sell the advantages of buying
directly from the Avon direct-seller —
aamel} the opportunity of cosmetic
try-on
in the privacy of one's own
li\ ing room.
To achieve the first goal. Avon cast
its tv sales representative with care.
"We selected Connie Joannes." says
Buehler, "because she is friendly,
warm and attractive — but not overwhelmingly chic. of
She's
of an
idealized version
thesort
American
housewife. She's someone we feel the
homemaker will instinctively like on tv
and will look forward to meeting in
the person of our representative."
Avon pushes its variety (over 150
products) by using different spots to
sell different products. And, every
commercial shows an array of Avon
products.
Each film also incorporates a selling
scene, wherein Connie Joannes is
shown with the housewife as she tries
on an Avon cosmetic. Voice-over tells
the viewer that Avon can be bought
only "in the convenience of your own
home."
The ding-dong chime and the "Avon
calling" gimmick has been particularly successful, according to Lee Buehler. She reports that "youngsters are
picking it up fast," giving Avon the
advantage of repeat messages around
America's homes even if the tv set's
turned off.
Tv's rewards: The effectiveness of its
tv advertising is continually documented for Avon by Monroe F. Dreher's marketing department, under the
direction of Bill Briggs, agency marketing director. Research testing on
the tv advertising started immediately
after the first New York-Chicago campaigns in 1953 and still goes on.
In the most recent test, being tabulated at sponsor presstime, one measure of tv advertising effectiveness
stacks up like this:
Before the tv campaign, 5.6% of the
respondents who had seen or heard
Avon advertising said they saw it on

tv: after the campaign, the percentage
had climbed to 45.7.

force principally through: (1) Directmail pieces: (2) sales meetings con-

Avon's tv activity in recent years
also has undoubtedly been a strong

ducted by the firm's 500-odd field
managers, and (3) station activities.
In direct-mail. Shine told SPONSOR:

contributing factor to the firm's present market place ranking in several
product categories.
A 1957 "Beauty Secrets" report,
compiled by Good Housekeeping magazine from consumer panel research,
shows these strong positions for Avon:
• First place with skin refreshers
or astringents. Of the respondents using these products, 19% said they
used Avon. Helena Rubinstein is second with 9% .
• Second place with pressed face
powder. Some 18% of the consumers
reporting use of this type of powder
said Avon was their brand; 29%
said they used Revlon.
• Second place with regular lipstick. A total of 15% of the lipstick
customers said they bought Avon;
31% said Revlon.
• Second place with hand cream.
Avon was listed by 21% of the hand
cieam users; Pacquins was first with
27' < mention.

"We're constantly reminding our rep-'
resentatives of the tv activity with
mailing pieces. They tell the sales
force, in essence, that we're pre-selling
their customers."
Mailing pieces urge the selling
housewives to "capitalize on Avon's tv
advertising. Make more calls and
you'll make more money." One points,
out: "Your customers are pre-sold on
specific Avon cosmetics as well as ther
large variety available for the wholei
Shine tosays
that Avon has
"found I
stations
be exceptionally
cooperative!
familj
."
in merchandising."
He reports they j
regularly mail jumbo postcards, letters,)
brochures and schedules to the firm's:
representatives.
In addition, many stations have gone
into their local programing to help
Avon. Avon managers have been in-;
terviewed frequently on local tv shows,,

And there's another very interesting
facet to this report. Avon is doing

particularly the beauty and homemaking programs, Shine reports.

great with the growing "under 25" age
bracket of the population.
Take hand cream as an example.

Foreign tv: Avon uses tv to sell its
products in Canada, Puerto Rico, Cuba
and Venezuela.

Though Pacquins had 27% of the total respondents, Avon tallied 40% of
the "under 25" age group. The report
shows that wherever Avon is in second place among the total respondents,
it is well out in front in the younger

The firm has been marketing toiletries in Canada since 1924, but tv

age bracket.
True importance of Avon's popularity with the "under 25" group is
realized when this population characteristic is considered: The large war
baby crop is fast coming of cosmeticsuse age. Whoever captures its allegiance early, and holds it through maturity, will enjoy a decided edge over
the competition.
Avon is, naturally, well aware of
this — and uses tv to cop the teen-agers'
loyalty. How? With special commercials, at Christmas, for instance, showing its line of teen-age products specially designed to appeal to these
xoungsters. Teen-age boys are brought
into the picture, too, with Avon aiming to create a habit pattern among
them for usage of men's toiletries.
Tv merchandising: The cosmetics
and toiletries manufacturer merchandises tv activity to its gigantic selling

wasn't an advertising tool until 1954.
Spot campaigns similar to the U.S.i
variety are run in French and English,
in Montreal and Quebec City, and in
English in seven other Canadian
markets.
The Puerto Rico, Cuba and Venezuela markets were opened up by
Avon in 1954 — and Spanish-language
spot campaigns have been used there
steadily since that time.
Magazine advertising also is used by
Avon— to the tune of $709,755 for the
first 1 1 months of 1957, according to
PIB figures. The year-end report probablv will show the firm is investing
about the same in magazines today as
it did in 1953—8754,243.
Magazine ads
carried and
in women's
publications
likeareMcCalVs
Ladies
Home Journal. All in color, they sell
heavily the home "try-on" angle and
have a quality aura similar to the
Avon tv commercials.
How about radio? Radio was tested
by
Avon several
ago, ofandit "We'll
probably
do moreyears
testing
in the
future," Hap Dreher told sponsor. ^
SPONSOR
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TAKE
YOUR
PICKt*

^©***

both of these
fine rating services
now substantiate it...

WFAA-TV
DALLAS
blanketing the greater Dallas-Fort Worth Market

is definitely the

NEW

^.
«>."■ '•-:■

LEADER!

Monday through Friday when all
4 stations are on the air:

■/1PLETE
TV REPORT
lor aigM wetlu

WFAA-TV

delivers more total quarter hour
leads than any other station!

• -111 Ires
V\/ FAA-TV

is undisputed leader by a big margin from 3 P.M. until 10 P.M.!

^Ar^FAA-TV

is viewed

by more

people

from

noon until sign-off than any other station.

1l

S . ,

1

I ■

Call your Petryman for
the complete story!

WFAA-TV
DALLAS

SPONSOR
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Tv and radio
NEWSMAKERS!

Thomas B. Adams has been elected president of Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit. He
had been a vice president and assistant to
the president. Adams, 38 years old, joined

POPto PARADE'
6-\5
Midnlte
. . . your
best radio buy in
Rochester, N. Y.

A^
D
ROCHESTER,

N.Y.

III).Hi
ANNISTON
ALABAMA
serving
and
selling
over
110,000
with good
popular music
Rep: Everett-McKinney Inc.

Camp-Ewald in 1945 and has served the
agency as assistant account executive, account executive and account supervisor in
addition to acting as assistant to the presi
dent, Henry G. Little. Little will continu
to serve as chairman of the board, a post he has held since 1953,
Colin Campbell, senior vice president, has been elected executive
president. He has been with the agency since 1926 and has been
closely associated with the Chevrolet account for almost 23 years,
most recently as account executive. As executive vice-president, he
will continue as supervisor of all the Chevrolet account activities.

Clarence S. Mugge has been named director of promotion and business development for WMBD & WMBD-TV, Peoria. He
previously spent 16 years with the Peoria
Journal Star newspaper as an advertising
executive. Mugge was associated with the
Des Moines Register and Tribune while
getting his journalism degree at Drake University. Later, he was appointed retail advertising manager of the Cowles publication. His duties with the
Peoria newspaper have included general promotion, public relations,
research, advertising promotion, sales and supervision of the copy
service and art departments. In his assignment with WMBD. Mugge
will handle all promotion and business development for radio and tv.
He will be assisted by R. James Bateman, merchandising manager.

Jerry Carr, veteran program and news director of radio stations WHLI & W1ILIFM, Hempstead, L. I., was elected a vice
president of the company. He has been
associated with WHLI since 1947. sen ing
as newsman, news director and program
director. Prior to joining this station, he
was on the staffs of WLIB and WINS, New
York. From the time WHLI was founded
in 1947, Carr has been the recipient of awards and citations for programs he produced and directed serving the community . He also in-,
stituted WHLI's system of local news gathering and reporting, and
inaugurated the policy of editorial comments on subjects of communit) interest. He now joins vice presidents Frank E. Knaaci
and Joseph Lenn becoming the third vice president of the station.

SPONSOR

•
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in Kansas

City

if you want
"colorful" news
there's a place to go

if you want awardwinning reporting

sKCMO-Radio
*The only radio station to win both
Sigma Delta Chi Award and
Distinguished Achievement Award of
National Association of Radio
News Directors.
ANOTHER

KANSAS

CITY

KCMO

KCMO-TV
WHEN-TV

SYRACUSE

WHEN

PHOENIX

KPHO

KPHO-TV

OMAHA

WOW

WOW-TV

TULSA

KRMG

Meredith Stations Are Affiliated with Better Homes

■PONSOR • 22 FEBRUARY 1958

The Katz Agency
The Katz Agency
The Katz Agency

Basic CBS— 50,000 Watts
Joe Hartenbower, Gen. Mgr.
R. W. Evans, Commercial
" Mgr.
^OITH STP^
Represented

John Blair & Co.TV: Blair-TV
John Blair & Co.

KCMO

nationally by Katz Agency

One ofStations.
Meredith's
....
All-Family

•

and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines

SPONSOR
SPEAKS
Sponsor editorial blueprint
Bridge experts know the importance of the expression,
"Lead from strength."
\\ it liin the next several weeks sponsor's readers, who responded enthusiastically to the newsletter and news wrap-up
techniques established when we went weekly 16 months ago,
will see an important step-up and adjustment in our interpretive news strategy.
We don't propose to tell you all about it now. But this
much we will say. The new formula will tie sponsor's whole
weekly editorial output into a fast-reading, fast-moving magazine for busy executives. More articles, shorter and more
compact than heretofore, will be published each issue. In
layout, headlines and text treatment, the keynote will be usefulness and immediacy, sponsor's newsletters, including
Sponsor-Scope, Washington Week and Sponsor Hears, will
be aided by this fast-paced, news-and-use-oriented concept.
To prepare for the transition, sponsor has expanded its
headquarters editorial staff and, for the first time, opened
editorial bureaus outside of New York. On 3 March, Alvin
Outcalt, now managing editor of Tide, becomes managing
editor of sponsor. On 3 February, Gwen Smart, formerly
with Earle Ludgin, took charge of the Chicago editorial
bureau; on the same date Pete Rankin, West Coast publicist
and writer, took over the Los Angeles editorial bureau. They
will work closely with Ben Bodec, news editor.
Why are we making this significant change at a time when
every independent study of agency and advertiser reading
preferences shows SPONSOR in a strong leadership position?
Well, we think we know how to render an even better trade
papei service. And, as we said earlier, it's important to "lead
from strength."

— EDITOR

a

AND

SPOTS

Punset Blvd.: Latest in a growing list
of accounts at the Los Angeles agency
of Stromberger, Lavene & McKenzie is
the Pacific Coast section of Goetz
Brewing. On hearing about it, KBIG's
account exec, Wally Hutchinson, commented. '"Them that has, Goetz."
Make good: Every night on her way
home from Weiss & Geller Agency in
New York. Fran Rosen had been drop,
ping pennies in a subway vending machine for Suchard chocolate bars.
Sometimes the wrong flavor bar
dropped; sometimes the machine failed
to spring at all. Fran went on accepting these small defeats for many I
months. Then one night, on the point I
of giving it a smart bang, she hap- )
pened to notice a small metal plate attached. The plate gave the address of
the vending machine company, asked
that if it was out of order to notifj
them. She wrote a sharp letter, telling
them that to date she had lost an estimated $4.20 in the Suchard machines.
A few days later, a small, worried man
called at Weiss & Geller asking for
Fran. He said he was from the vending company, that they never received
this kind of letter before. Fran went
through the whole story again, and
the man left looking quite confused.
Two days later, a box arrived at the
agency for Fran. It contained 420
Suchard chocolate bars.
Meetings: Porter Henry & Co., New
York, has issued the first phonograph
record on how to conduct roundtable
conferences. Turntables are still easier
to shut off than round-table meetings.

PUBLISHER

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Today's business
conditions are a barometer of people's thinking. Radio and tv stations have a public duty
to offset fear of recession by promoting thinking
along constructive lines.

lO-SECOND

Head and dateline from A'. Y. Post—
HE HAD A BLOND
ON THE SIDE, TOO
Media, Pa., ....
Never a dull moment in Media!

Let's sell optimism!

Re: Subliminal storj hoard
To: Subliminal Tv Copy Dept.
From: Account Supervisor
the
our itnecks!
My FCC
gosh, ontone
down . . . you'
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Hit

\

<•&*

I - radio
LEADS ALL STATIONS
• IN SHARE

And look at this! Mr. and Mrs. Music, Morning

OF AUDIENCE

Matinee, Music Hall, Motor Matinee, Fabu-

• IN AVERAGE
• IN TOTAL

RATING

lous Forty — every one of SAI's Music-personality shows from 6 AM to 8 PM — ranked

POINTS

• IN TOP RATED

QUARTER

HOURS

The PULSE, November-December
♦(Pronounced "sigh", as of relief when you
find a station that's tops in every way) . . .

GORDON

BROADCASTING

SHERWOOD

R.

GORDON,

COMPANY
PRESIDENT

CINCINNATI 2, OHIO

among Cincinnati's "Top Ten."
You can "figure" on WSAI-Radio's talentladen, 5000 full time Watts to tell and sell
your story in America's 17th market.
Things are BUZ-zing in Phoenix, too. Keep your
ears on KBUZ
. . . another CORDON
Station.

SOLD

NATIONALLY

BY

ADAM YOUNG, INC.

Our ratings are higher in saturated San Dieg

Of the top 25 shows in the sykrocketing San Diego
Market, 23 are on KFMB-TV. All of the top 10 shows
are on KFMB-TV and 19 of the top 20 are on KFMB-TV.
In addition, 81% of all shows on KFMB-TV gained
rating points over the previous Nielsen Rating.*

KFMBtgrr.
kVRATHKR

ALVAREZ

BROAIX' ASTI NG

SAN

DIEGO

SPO
E WEEKLY

OR

MAGAZINE

TV/RADIO

ADVERTISERS

USE

WILL TV GIVE
12-MONTH RATE
PROTECTION?
So far Storer is unique
in extending protection
to advertisers, but
there's talk in the industry that such a trend
will start as business
begins to settle down
Page 29

Three clients,
three markets,
- one tv show
Page 32

sies in Maryland eating and drinking establishments
overed by W-l-T-H at lowest cost per thousand!
tl other 21% are so far from Baltimore
tly're controlled by distribution centers
'de f Maryland.
i buy W-I-T-H, you buy all of
roaitan Baltimore's burgeoning populaoU,550,645**-up 20.2% in the past
n jars alone. You get blanket coverage of

the total effective buying market— and no
waste coverage. You get by far the lowest cost
per thousand .

tore's best
>uy is . . .

?f

buy animation
at $15 a foot
Page 35

That's why W-I-T-H has twice as many
advertisers as any other Baltimore radio station.
That's why, for food, beverages and every
other product, it rates as your first choice.
"Metropolitan Research

Mi gement, 1<)57

Mures"!

Here's how to

lm"TPH
Tom Tinsley, President

R. C. Embry, Vice-President

!»« atives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Simmons Associates in Chicago and Boston;

Who are
radio's brand
new sponsors?
Page 38

li
the Star stations
Number one
in Omaha
HOOPER

43.3 share

Dec, '57 - Jan. '58, 8 A.M. - 10 P.M.

PULSE 7.1

average

rating

Dec, 1957 - 7 A.M. - 6 P.M.

TRENDEX

40.8 share

Dec, 1957, 8 A.M. - 6 P.M.

Check With AVERY-KNODEL

KOIL-Omaha
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE
AVERY-KNODEL
8 A.M.

- 6 P.M.

Check with ADAM

KMYR*-Denver

YOUNG

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
ADAM J. YOUNG, JR.

KWIK

KWIK -Pocatello

More listeners than all other
Pocatello stations combined
according to the most recent
Hocper.
Check with AVERY-KNODEL

BY

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
AVERY-KNODEL
DON

W.

BURDEN, President

* Subject to FCC Approval

IN PES MOINES, IOWA

KRNTGTV

RATINGS

50.8
AUDIENCE

PERCENTAGE
-81°/o!
(THIS GREAT MARKET HAS

THREE STATIONS)

IT FOLLOWS . . .
THE NEWS LEADER IS THE
STATION WITH THE MUST INGREDIENT
WKKF

■■§

—88

■
KATZ

SPONSOR

•
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HKK

W

REPRESENTS

M m
THIS

HP
COWLES

OPERATION

Wsm;
THE MAN
FROM
VICTORY
'ALES
PROGRAM

VICTORY PROGRAM SALES - that's CNP's brand-new sales division,
exclusive distributor of the CNP syndication re-runs and first-run-off-thenetwork shows, including ''It's a Great Life" and "Medic."
While our NBC TELEVISION FILMS Division distributes only new CNP
products like "The Silent Service," "Boots and Saddles— The Story of the
Fifth Cavalry," and "Union Pacific," VICTORY PROGRAM SALES will
serve the non -network program needs of stations and advertisers with the
extensive range of properties listed below.
The man from VICTORY PROGRAM SALES is a highly-experienced specialist who knows the broadcasting business. Program schedules, programming problems, rates and comparative ratings — they're at his fingertips.
He knows current sponsor commitments and he knows where potential
income lies. Most of all, you'll discover, he knows how to be useful to you.

CNP

VICTORY

PROGRAM

CALIFORNIA

SALES -A DIVISION OF

NATIONAL

PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

IT'S A GREAT LIFE • MEDIC • ADVENTURES OF THE FALCON • CAPTURED • CRUNCH AND DES
• DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT • FRONTIER • HIS HONOR HOMER BELL • HOPALONG CASSIDY • INNER
SANCTUM • PARAGON PLAYHOUSE • STEVE DONOVAN, WESTERN MARSHAL • THE GREAT GILDERSLEEVE
• THE
LILLI
PALMER
SHOW
• THE
VISITOR
• VICTORY
AT SEA • WATCH
THE
WORLD

NEWSMAKER
of the week
A BILLION
DOLLAR
3 STATE
MARKET AREA

This iveek Brown Bolte became the netv president of SullU
van, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. To do it he left the only
agency Tie's ever worked for — Benton & Bowles — where he
was executive vice president and chairman of plans board.
The

newsmaker:
Bolte. a recognized packaged goods advertising specialist — as well as a sideline inventor and musical com-

poser— takes over an agency that was third highest among the "Big
25" last year for percentage of billings in air media.
SSC&B put about 65% of its near $40 million billings into air
media; Ted Bates had 75%; D-F-S 66%. Bolte's old home, B&B,
put 59% of billings into air. (See page 33, sponsor, 30 Nov. 1957.)
Bolte fills a slot formerly held by Raymond F. Sullivan, president
and chief executive officer of SSC&B since its founding in 1946.
Sullivan now moves up to become
chairman of the board — and continues in his position as chief
executive officer of the agency.
General confusion reigned over
the Bolte appointment.
Trade rumors on the move were denied almost up to the moment the former
B&B executive packed his desk-set
for the two-block walk up Madison
Avenue.
(At sponsor press-time
the principals still were cautiously
terming the appointment "unofficial," but B&B announced the ap-

Brown Bolte

pointment of Louis "Ted" Steele
as plans board chairman, replacing Bolte. I Contacted at press-time
Bolte intimated he was just waiting for legal matters to be cleared up
at B&B — where he served steadily since 1941, except for a 1942-45 j
tour of military service with the U.S. Army.
This confusion recalled an SSC&B incident of about eight years

SHREVEPORT,
LOUISIANA
KTBS - dominates a 3 state
Billion Dollar Market — East
Texas, North Louisiana and
South Arkansas — Heart of
the Industrial Gulf South.
E. Newton Wray,
President and Gen'l Mgr.

NBC

ABC

ago. At that time the agency announced the appointment of Clarence Eldridge as executive vice president — and then had to retract.
Eldridge was persuaded by General Foods to stay on there, where
he was executive vice president. (See page 68.)
Bolte, long active on P&G's drug accounts at B&B, said he took i
the new position because "SSC&B has been specializing in the packaged goods field and I feel that I can contribute in a greater way
with an advertising agency that is a specialist in my own field."
Board chairman Sullivan pointed out that SSC&B billings have
doubled within the last few years and he said: "We needed extra
power to service present clients. This . . . had to come from not only
within our own organization but outside our own ranks. We also
needed a change so that Don Stauffer, Heagan Bayles, and I could
remain free as active working executives.
At his new address, the 49-year-old Bolte joins an old business
cohort, Richard Wylly, who last summer left his post as B&B vice
president and copy supervisor to become creative head of SSC&B. ^
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t^9 RUB
g M,'™'
tisinICA
Adver

i
TV commercials
Today, commercials that are just "good enough"
— aren't.
Those that reach and sell the viewer are usually
the commercials that are better than "good
enough" — that put an "extra spin" on the presen-
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need that "extra spin"
tation ofthe selling story and give it added impact.
It takes a fresh, stimulating idea, novel technique, or extra touch of imagination to make people
watch a commercial and remember it — right up to
the counter or shelf of their favorite store.

WGAL-TV is dominant in the three standar<
metropolitan markets in the Channel 8 primary coverage area — Lancaster, Harrisburg
York as well as in numerous other citiesGettysburg, Hanover, Lebanon, Chambers
burg, Carlisle. Lewistown, etc. When (lev
oping marketing plans for your product
look beyond the usual single -city concept
Profit from WGAL-TV's multi-city dominance
STEINMAN

STATION

. Clair McCollough. Pres.

WGAL-TV
MEEKER

Co

LANCASTER,
Chicago

•

Los

Angeles

SPONSOR

•

San

•

PA.
Franc
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Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
I MARCH
SPONSOR

1958

Copyright 1958
PUBLICATIONS

American

Rambler

may be riding hard with spot tv in the early spring.

Up for consideration at the factory

INO.

• Use the 68 top Rambler

(via Geyer)

is a campaign to:

markets over a period of 10 weeks.

• Consume 490 day and early evening spots and 200 late evening spots at an average of about 10 spots a week.
The basic campaign — as developed by reps Harrington, Righter & Parsons — had this
unusual angle: TvB was kept in touch with the presentation at each step.
As the result of this cooperation, the campaign could have this asset:
A merchandising
station's activities.

plan which would closely integrate the local dealer into the

The follow-through will provide the dealer with something TvB has found sadly lacking
in spot:

a "tv tearsheet."

As a matter of fact, watch for all the automotives

to put some

real momentum

behind their spot buying — if only out of anticipation of a dealer uproar.
You will recall that early in 1957 (see 16 February SPONSOR-SCOPE)
decided to handle their erstwhile co-op money.

the auto giants

It's now the opinion of agency automotive marketers that Detroit will be putting much
of that earmarked money into action before the dealers start dreaming up ideas of
their own on how to spend it.

Much

activity in national spot continues to be centered around radio.

Compared to the air media tide in general, the influx of new radio business has been
particularly strong.
Take these orders as examples:
CHEVROLET:
PITTSBURGH

26 weeks at the rate of 10 spots a week in upwards of 100 markets.
PAINT:
200 stations for four weeks in about 90 markets via Maxon.

CHAMPION SPARK PLUG: 39 weeks of 10-15 spots a week via JWT.
is reported to have been switched from Sunday supplements.)
AMERICAN

HOME

PRODUCTS:

(This money

13 weeks of five spots a week in support of Chef

Boy-ar-dee's soap opera sponsorship on CBS TV.
Note: Dodge Truck — out of Ross-Roy, Detroit — may be looking shortly for availabilities around the dinner hour.

Madison Avenue appears to be taking a sharper look at FM, if only to find
out why this medium is going through a flurry of activity.
Scanning of the FM field has brought to light such tidbits of information as:
• It is estimated there are about 3 million FM homes in the New York metropolitan
market alone.
(The medium likewise is booming in Philadelphia and other spots.)
• Among the accounts that recently have bought FM time in this area are Benson
Hedges cigarettes, Lowen-Brau beer, Arnold bread, and Frigidaire.

&

• Spurring the spread of FM homes is the hi-fi craze plus better sets.
• Attesting to the fact that FM channels now are at a premium: (1) No more channels are available for New York City, (2) there are five applicants for the two channels left open in New Jersey, and (3) WNEW recently paid $100,000 just for the
license of WHFI-FM, formerly located at Red Bank, N. J.

SPONSOR
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued.

45%
44.3%
The I.D. apparently is getting a reduced segment10%of the national spot
dollar.
23%
12.1%
22%types of spot:
Note this TvB breakdown of the shares going to the various
CATEGORY
21.4%
3rd quarter '57
3rd quarter
Station breaks (20-second or more)
22.2% '56
100%
Participations
(features,
syndication,
live)
100.0%
I.D.'s
Full program sales {y2 hr. or more)
TOTAL
However: While the I.D. is losing some ground, it's obvious that the new "product
mix" is a bigger revenue-producer.
Lestoil has made sure that its relations with stations aren't disturbed by the FTC's
charges about the product's alleged labeling inadequacies.
The advertiser through reps the past week distributed material refuting the FTC
inference that the cleanser is "dangerously flammable."

All of Bristol-Myers' tv network plans for the 1958-59 season haven't crystallized as yet, but, as of this week, the blueprint pointed to:
1) Continuation of Tombstone and the Hitchcock show.
2) Complete withdrawal from Playhouse 90.
3) Inclusion of a new half -hour show.

News of the investigation which the Justice Department

has been making

some time into alleged talent-program package control by MCA
ris broke in the New York newspapers this week.

for

and William Mor-

Intimations of this probe — probably spurred by the increasing sale of network tv packages by these agencies — have appeared at random in industry trade papers.
(See 24 Jan. and 7 Feb., 1955 sponsor for documentation of this situation.)

The outlook is for talent prices to flatten out this fall. But where the advertiser
will continue to feel the cost pinch is from the under-the-line items.
This stems from a system that the network producer has to buck. He must do his physical
(or production item) buying through the network's various services — each tacking on its
own service fee. All this adds about 25% to the final reckoning.
The advantage to the independent producer: He often can make sharper buys on the
outside and sidestep the service charges.

If you wonder why Westinghouse is so anxious to continue with Studio One, it's because the company has proof that the show produces a high appreciation of both
brand and corporate image.
In a study of viewership vs. attitude conducted for Westinghouse via McCann-Erickson,
36%
researchers developed this picture:
22%
38%
IT'S THE 21%
BRAND THEY
DEEMED WESTINGHOUSE
SPOKE 25%
HIGHLY OF
64%
WOULD BE MOST
CORPORATE
ONE OF 52%
THREE BEST
19%
18%
IMAGE
15% TO BUY
17%
TYPES OF VIEWERS
INCLINED
APPLIANCE MAKERS
50%
43%
Look forward to show
12%
34%
View regularly
Occasional viewers
Non-viewers
Don't own tv set
Conclusions:
The greater the liking or viewing of the series, the greater is (1)
the warmth for the corporate and brand image, and (2) sales potential.
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continued.

Benton & Bowles, which in 1957 dished out $17 million for tv spot, this week
threw the book at teleeasters on the issue of triple-spotting.
In a separate action, another P&G agency (Compton) challenged ABC TV to do
something about curbing triple-spotting practices, which Compton charged was
getting to be rampant.
The avenue of B&B's attack was a letter to reps — which, in effect — stated:
1) In submitting availabilities, it must be stipulated clearly that the spots are immune from triple-spotting.
2) All order confirmation on forms must contain a similar guarantee.
3) In the event B&B later finds that these assurances have been violated the agency will
refuse to pay.
Compton's letter — which the agency described as "stinging" made these points:
1) ABC TV's affiliates, including its own o&o's, have been making a practice of
"stealing" time from both sides of Wyatt Earp (which P&G alternate sponsors) in order to
triple-spot.
2) If the practice were not immediately halted, Compton, in behalf of P&G, would demand rebates for the infringed-upon time.
Lee Rich, B&B's v.p.-media director, told SPONSOR-SCOPE that the agency's policy
on triple-spotting applied to all its accounts.
(See 8 March sponsor for implications and analysis of triple-spotting issue as seen by
agencies, reps and stations,)
Comment among
by SPONSOR-SCOPE.

reps on B&B's triple-spotting stand was found rather mixed
Here are some samples:

• "The only way an advertiser can get worthwhile spots
through triple-spotting.
Benton & Bowles is going to lose out on
• "So long as the demand exceeds the supply, you're bound to
the vogue — unless there's a code binding all the major stations.
• "You can expect us to be busy figuring out new schedules on
'em or lose 'em'."

on top stations is
some markets."
find triple-spotting
the theory 'you move

Don't write off the problem of sponsor identification in nighttime network tv
as just a passing crusade among advertisers and agencies.
It could seriously affect the flow of program buying for the fall.
A significant development on the subject: JWT is tooling up for a massive study
on the various facets of identification. The directions of the probe will include:
• Product compatability in alternate sponsorship. Can, for instance, the association
with a hard goods advertiser militate against a soft goods item because of the lesser impact
of its commercial?
• What triple-spotting does to the effectiveness and memorability of a commercial.
• How to insure a high identification of the product with the program in the specific cases
of (1) alternate weeks and (2) specials.
Ford is holding its main advertising meetings 3 and 10 March.
Working within a murky climate of lessened business and a strike threat (1 June), the
automotive is expected to commit itself to these as a tv network base for the 1958-59 season :
the Zane Grey and Ernie Ford shows and some I Love Lucy specials.

Bob Foreman, BBDO plans board chairman, this week expounded before a
RTES timebuyers and sellers seminar a concept that his agency intends to sell to corporate clients in a big way for the 1958-59 season.
The plan — which, Foreman contends — offers more opportunity for self -identification,
promotion, and program individualism than weekly schedules stipulate that:
The networks set aside a few prime hours which could be sponsored once a
month (a la the DuPont Show of the Month), with each committing themselves to 13 broadcasts a year.

•
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continued.

Agency people on Michigan Avenue were smiling again this week as a result
of Leo Burnett snaring the institutional portion of the Chrysler account.
In other words, it was the best shot in the arm that the Chicago agency field has had
in years.
The coup put Burnett — which did $80 million in 1957 as a predominantly package goods
agency — into the automotive big-time.
Said James Cope, Chrysler marketing v. p. : The decisive factor that favored Burnett
was its tv track record. Which might be interpreted as meaning Chrysler deems tv the
prime medium for selling the company's brands.
Y&R, which recently disposed of Lincoln, got the Chrysler Imperial business.
The concept of selling guaranteed circulation — a la print — was adopted this
week by a French language radio station in Montreal:
CKAC.
Advertisers will have the alternate choice of buying from the regular ratecards
or buying a cost-per-thousand plan.
The cost-per-1000 plan, however, has this facet: Sponsors will have to spread their
commercials throughout the broadcast day, with some evening slots included.
BMB figures will be used as a yardstick for determining the number of homes reached by
the cost-per-1000 customers' commercials.

The rate:

75^ per thousand homes.

ANA spokesmen at a press preview this week of the printed Frey report on agency
services, working relations, and compensations made it clear:
1) ANA members were being offered the Frey findings merely as a basis for
stabilizing agency-client relations and as a guide for advertisers for negotiating future
contracts with agencies.
2) The report does not offer a pattern for agency compensation or relations,
but does afford an opportunity for the advertiser to see what the over-all practices are in the
industry, and then he can see where he wants to go from there.
3) The ANA has high hopes that out of these findings will evolve a pattern of agency
compensation that will make it more profitable for advertisers, agencies, and media.
It was also disclosed that ANA home office officials will hold meetings on the report with ad-manager groups in Detroit and Chicago as well as New York.
How agencies are compensated by advertisers for packaged as well as agencyproduced shows and for commercials is one of the highlight tables in the Frey
report.
The bulk of the compensation for these services falls within these three categories: (1)
media commission only, (2) fee plus media commission, and (3) cost to agency
plus a percentage.
30.4%
The table reduced to these methods:
17.1%
SERVICE

NO. ADVERTISERS

METHOD

1

METHOD

METHOD

2

3

Tv-radio commercials
1,167
39.6%
15.4
26.4
Packaged shows
629
46.4
38.9
19.3
Agency-produced shows
409
32.0
Note: In the purchase of tv-radio, the dominant method of compensation was cost to
agency plus a commission. (The percentages above won't add to 100%
other methods not tabulated here.)

because there are

Corn Products this week swung a sizable chunk of money to ABC
a weekly quarter-hour each of Sir Lancelot, Buccaneer, and Bandstand.
Scheduled starting date: 1 April. Agency: Donahue & Coe.
For other news

coverage

In this Issue,

see Newsmaker

TV, buying

of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 52; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 55; Washington Week, page 61; sponsor
Hears, page 62; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 68.
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these 24 major markets
WABC-TV-HewYork

KTVI-St. Louis

WBKB-Chicago

WEWS-Cleveland
WJZ-TV— Baltimore

KTTV-Los Angeles

WDSU-TV-New Orleans
WFLA-TV-Tampa
WBNS-TV-Columbus

KING-TV-Seattle-Tacoma
WPRO-TV-Providence

WMCT-Memphis
KFRE-TV-Fresno
WOW-TV-Omaha

WCPO-TV— Cincinnati
KGW-TV-Portland

WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WFBG-TV-Altoona

KFJZ-TV— Dallas-Ft. Worth

WFIL-TV— Philadelphia
WXYZ-TV— Detroit
WHDH-TV-Boston
KGO-TV-San Francisco
WIIC— Pittsburgh

Purse-suasion delivers 20 spots a week
for little more than the average

time-and-talent

cost of a daytime network

Let's play-back that headline, with amplification :
In the 24 key markets listed above, covering 60% of
America's consumer buying-power, PURSE-SUASION
delivers twenty sales messages every week, for little
more than the average time-and-talent cost of one
daytime network quarter-hour.
With so many "commercials" rotated week after
week to cover a station's complete daytime audience,
PURSE-SUASION combines the persistence of
Saturation with the impact of Television. It reaches
Mrs. America at home— during her business hours —
when you can most easily focus her thoughts on
the health and comfort of her family.

quarter-hour

Sell
Mrs. America
with

SUASION
Penetrating Saturation
with Daytime Spot-TV

"

PURSE-SUASION rates mean low-cost selling for
mass-market advertisers. Completely flexible — schedule
a few markets, or coast-to-coast. Get the special
presentation outlining the tremendous merchandising
power of PURSE-SUASION. Phone your nearest
Blair-TV office ... or use the handy coupon now.

N

BLAIR-TV
I'd like
com
415
Madisc
— and how

nfo
m

Nr,mA

17, N.
swYor
tion about PURSE-SUASION
st effectively. Please phone

plete

Company
OFFICES: NEW
BLAIR

"TV

—_____^

YORK

•

CHICAGO

•

BOSTON

•

DETROIT

•

ST. LOUIS

TEmpleton 8-5800
SUpenor 7-5580
KEnmore 6-1472 WOod'rd 1-6030 CHestnut 15686
JACKSONVILLE
• DALLAS
• LOS ANGELES
• SAN FRANCISCO
• SEATTLE
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Riverside 1-4228

DUnkirk 1-3811

YUkon 2-7068

ELhott 6270

Phone
City & Stat

Timebuyers
at work
Jeff Fine, DCSS. New York, thinks that a successful independl
radio station should have dimensions other than just programs

If You Sell to Adults
You Belong on KBIG
IF THE ABLE -TO-BUY, M/lTl/RE
Southern Californian is your marketin" objective . . . you belong on
KHIG Radio.
THIS "station with the musical
memory" deliberately sacrifices the
transient youth appeal of today's
top tunes ... 20, 30, 40, 50 . . . for
the perpetual popularity of yesterday's top ten-thousand.
FROM THE MELODIC

WEALTH

of tbe last fifty years, KBIG's music
department carefully programs for
its disc jockeys a wide variety of
popular music, colorfully varied in
time and tempo, vocal and instrumental, standard and novel. Rich,
modern arrangements of time-tested
favorites nourish a warm, continuing bond between the Catalina station and millions of mature, able-tobuy Southern Californians.
PROOF? A new Pulse qualitative
survey which shows tbe KHIG audience 91% adults, only 9% teens and
children. Your KBIG or Weed representative will gladly bring tbe
complete breakdown.

KBIG
the Catalina Station

10.000

JOHN

POOLE

BROADCASTING

Nat. Rep. WEED

Watts

CO.

and Company

good entertainment: "One, its d.j.'s should be more than charm-aJ
pleasant-manner boys; they should function as ambassadors of goc
will in the community.
Two, its news coverage should be nationi
and international plus local news
features for the specific market.
Three, its public service features
should reflect community responsibility — programing
that meets
the needs of the public."
In looking at the individual personality
concept of the successful independent, Jeff notes that facilities have
played only a small part in its
rise. In the past, the advertisers
demanded
the "power"
station.
Now, although a "power" station
is frequently still the top choice, its necessary to analyze the stron<|
local operation versus the "power" to determine if the "power
p
vides physical coverage at the expense of effective co\erage.
whether the "power" offers saturation plans at economical cos
With new recognition, independents have a civie-responsibilit;

Hal Kirk, Mohr & Eicoff, Inc., New York, creative director ant
media supervisor, says "someone once remarked that broadcast®]
has always been successful because its technique reflects the femak
modus operandi. First comes the entertainment, then the cominercial. However, buyers should give the same care to the timing m
a commercial as a woman docs
In these days of attractive, full
frequency coverage — multiple par
ticipations at low cost — timebuy
ers have the responsibilih of <\. i
cising good judgment in slotting
commercials both within programs
and adjacent to them. Incongril
ous juxtapositions must be scrupulously avoided, and the commercials fitted in with previousl) established patterns of listening.
Some psychologists call this lite
gestalt pattern. \\ V think it's a form of integration and. to help our
timebuyers achieve the desired results, we provide them with ;i
sufficient number of alternative announcements. Then the schedules
have the latitude a good campaign must have today. In this way.1
to paraphrase Gilbert

& Sullivan,

'the commercial fits the time."'

WHEN-TV
■■■VT^um
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Iii oidcr to shed light on the intricate workings of the Spot timebuying function, NBC
has just established a nation-wide agency TIMEBUYER

OPINION

Spo

PANEL.

Today the timebuyer is an important member of the agency marketing team, charged vi
responsibility ol wisely investing ever-increasing budgets in Spot Radio and Television.
What factors contribute to the buying decision? How

does the timebuyer, for example, r

station merchandising . . . the I. D. . . . package plans . . . the averaging of two rating servi
nighttime radio

. . cost-per-thousand cut-off points. . .station and personality prestige."

The TIMEBUYER

OPINION

PANEL

is intended to serve as a medium of expression f©

\

mkes timebuying. tick?
I and to provide a sounding board for their buying theories and practices. We believe each
■will provide valuable information for the buyer and those who work with him.
■se to the first questionnaire . . . "On the Use of Ratings" . . . was extremely gratifying,
id'ds of replies have been received, from large and small agencies across the country.
Import, including highly revealing comments on the problem of ratings, will be mailed to
members shortly. If you would like to have a complimentary copy, just write today to
I Sales, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, New York.

^^^\
NBC I

SPOT

SALES

by If alter Schuii

WCRO
floods...

-

Agency
Anyone

ad lib!

for Mexico?

I am a character who loves tv l not for watching, but for making money) but I often wish it
had never been invented. Because I was doing
very nicely at the radio dodge, it was a lot of
fun, and I was even getting to know something
about the medium.
This tv fracas is too blamed tricky, too bewildering, and just plain, old-fashioned murderous.
So O.K., now I'm learning to weave, feint, and counterpunch lils
all the other muggs in the tv tussle — when suddenly, pow! up bol
a brand-new gimmick entitled fee tv.
Who needs it?
The protagonists of this charming chicanery solemnly aver: (all
this would be a lovely exercise for the movie industry and all thj
cunning, creative talent in Hollywood; (b) mysteriously, the motioi
picture exhibitors would not suffer (in the long run) and. someho)
or other, our present commercial tv system would adjust satisfar
torily and "seek its own level"; (c) the public would like to tun
out the pitchmen and enjoy an opportunity to watch a fine shov
unpestered by advertising palaver; (d) we never did and we cannc
now snafu the wheels of progress.
Misery of Choice
Now, as far as I'm concerned, this sweet talk looks nice in th
Sunday supplements, but I think there's going to be a hot lime
that debbil tollevision becomes a real, living thing.

WITH
\l DIENCE SH IRE
35.6% share of audience from 6 a.m. to
midnight, reports false for October. Compare THESE figures!
WCRO
35.6%
Station B
28.0
Station C
27.3
11 II II Ql IRTER-HOl
WCRO had 21 times
lioiu ii ins as Station
n i lli I.') and 67 times
C — 335 as contrasted
Call Forjo.

as many quarterli 335 compared
as many as Station
u ith 5.

■ John Pallottini, General
eel at JOHNSTOWN 5-6551
The Tower With the Sales Powei
WCRO Johnstown, Penna., 12.30 on the dial

But getting back to fee-tv — I can already see the spectaculars gei
ting bigger and gaudier.
And what happens when something like My Fair Lady goes o
Sunday night . . . and then, Monday night. The Music Man . .
Tuesday, The Bells Are Ringing . . . Wednesday, Witness for th
Prosecution . . . Thursday, The Bridge on the River Knai ... an
so on, and so on. . . .
So it comes to two bucks a throw. So four of us get together an
we each chip in 50^, and we have a party.
Forty million to eighty million (maybe more) is the audiena
Someone gets rich. Very rich.
But 10,000 or more movie theaters are empty.
Plays, concerts, opera, lectures, night clubs are unattended.
No one is using a taxi cab or bus.
No one is riding in an automobile and stopping at a ga> station
No one is in a restaurant.
No one is turning on commercial tv or radio.
It seems to me, a lot of people are getting poor while a few peo
pie are getting rich.
It seems to me this is not a good idea.
It seems to me that, in our frantic quest for bigger, faster fun. v<
are doing ourselves a great disservice.
And what about those kids we are raising? Are they reading
books? Studying? Don't be silly! They're at the party, too
Wouldn't want to exclude them, would \ou?

SPONSOR
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Your
Omaha money
talks biggest
...where the
biggest
is!
Pulse*
The latest Pulse

(Dec.)

says what Pulse had heeu

saying for years. First a.m.; first p.m.; first all day!
32 out of 40 first place quarter hours ! These are the measures
of KOWH's continuing dominance of Omaha's radio
day, a dominance extending over 7 years.
The reasons: Programs and personalities that get
through to people. Good coverage, too, on 660 kc.
Talk to Adam Young or KOWH

General Manager Virgil Sharpe.

OMAHA
presented
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by

Adam

Young

Inc.

I
UA&

Agency

ad libs

The older I get, the more I am amazed at the witlessness an
shortsightedness of the human race. In our anxiety for perfects
and advancement, we work feverishly to accomplish goals, the coi
sequence of which would be self-destruction.
Did you ever take a trip to Mexico?

CHANNEL 4-SIGHT

You get the idea, after you're there awhile, that important coi
siderations are talking, lying in the sun, sipping wine, making lov
and bull fights. Brag about how many automobiles we're turnir
out on an assembly line in Detroit and thev laugh heartily.
The) think we're nuts.
Dream

of the West

I had a dream recently. It seems I wandered by chance into
little town in the Middle West (like in the play, Brigadoon) wher
the people lived just like at the turn of the century ... no
mobiles, radio, tv ... no unions, chain stores, movie palaces . . . b
some miracle, the only innovations present were the advancement
in medicine and sanitation . . . people liked to visit and talk .
kids played games in the streets and empty lots ... on Wednesda
night, the big deal was a band concert in the Square . . . lots of tim
to sing songs, read books, go fishing, take a walk, knit, bob for £
pies, Indian wrestle, dance, spin a top, fly a kite, bake a pie, pla
pishi-payshi, parchesi, spit, smoke a pipe, go to church . . . n<
knew about juvenile delinquency or child psychology ... or gettin;
ulcers ... or being bored or lonesome . . . and if you wanted to g
some place in a hurry, why. you took a buggy ride. So what if thi
takes a little more time than a Cadillac? . . .
Sounds sort of silly, doesn't it?
Maybe I've stretched it a little. Exaggerated. Fee tv isn't quit
that much of a monster. But you get the idea as to the direction ii
rimmed specks probably doesn't
give a H-O-O-T about things in
general, but smart time buyers
are learning that it pays to use
Channel 4-Sight on the Great
Golden Spread.
More

100,000

TV s
Ith/ rr

Powi
Antenna

I
100
Aural 50
Height 833 feet
the ground

which we're drifting. Honest to God, folks, Huck Finn and Ton
Sawyer had more fun than our kids have. Without motor scooters
television, cinerama, and all that jazz.
So let's slow down a little, neighbors.
We've graduated to radio and television, Todd-A-O, even color tv
Can't that be enough for a while?

irket.

The Russians claim to have invented everything. Now let's alio;
them the honor and privilege of discovering fee tv. It would serv
them right!
Anyone for Mexico?
^

kw
kw
above

About the Author
Now

that Columnist Bob Foreman has become a SPONSOR

alumnus (because of his expanded executive duties at BBDO —
15 February sponsor, page 28) guest experts will Ad Lib in
this space from time to time. Walter Schwimmer — veteran
agency man (Schwimmer & Scott) and now president of his
tv-radio package firm (Walter Schwimmer, Inc.) — fittingly

KGNC-TV
CHANNEL

CONTACT

ANY

tees off this week with a subject that's worrying the whole
industry, namely fee-tv. And fittingly he does it in the witty

4

AMARILLO,

vein that characterized a book he recently authored — 'What
Have You Done For Me Lately?" (Citadel). A sample chapter appeared in sponsor, 12 October, page 37.

TEXAS
KATZ

MAN
1
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change...
A dollar isn't "small change" these days.
Particularly a television dollar. Every single one
'
„ . 0#
of them is getting harder to find. And every single
one of them now has to work like crazy.

'• ,

So the following sixteen words are very important:
ABC Television's average nighttime cost-per-thousand,
per commercial minute, is the lowest of all three networks!*
How low is "lowest"? The exact figure is $3.07, with those other
networks trailing along with $3.19 and $3.68. That's a figure that's low
enough to make a difference of more than $320,000 to an advertiser who buys
52 weeks of alternate Class A half hours ... or a difference of more than $470,000
to one who buys 52 weeks of weekly Class A half hours.
Gentlemen, let's face it. With programming and coverage what they
are today, the big difference between competing networks is in the
value they deliver for a dollar. One offers the least value.
One offers a little more. But only one offers advertisers
the most value. Today, that network is

ABC

TELEVISIO

N

*Source: Nielsen, December, 1957

Now

available for exclusive regional and
local sponsorship . . . the freshest,
newest TV sports sensation

First Run off the ABC-TV Network (as ALL-STAR
GOLF)
... A Natural for Spring and Summer!

"The sports world's freshest . . , right
up television's -TIME
alley."

Thrilling one-hour

r television. Now

"Championship Bowling is now in its
fourth year and has a better audience
than any other syndicated sports show
on television. Golf may do even better."
-JOHN CROSBY
"Fascinating show . . . atmosphere of
links pleasanter
than gridiron, diamond or bowling
alley."
-VARIETY

18-hole matches,

Spring and Summer

of 1958. There is nothing in TV

that can be substituted for great sports competition.
This is the fhst time that modern

TV techniques

have been properly applied to the game
"All-Star Golf should attract plenty of
non-golfing viewers, as well as the 5
million or so active devotees of the
game."

-SPORTS

available

for the first time at the local level for the

of golf . . .

we graphically capture all the shots and all the
drama

that make

this game

famous.

Seven cameras

ILLUSTRATED
photograph

"Attractive to more than just golf enthusiasts ... a truly engrossing show."
-BILLBOARD

Tournament Golf • Medal Play
$100,000.00 in cash prizes
lim Britt does on-the-spot commentary

the action and every nuance

you see and you hear what's happening

than if you were there in person.

For Audition Film and Prices — nrite, nire or phone

PRODUCED BY PETER DEMET
DIRECTED BY SID GOLTZ

Walter

— the same production team

75 E. Wacker Dr., Chicago 1, 111. • FRanklin
527 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y. • ELdorado

for TV's famous
CHAMPIONSHIP

BOWLING

. ..

better

Schwimmer,

Inc.
2-4392
3-1616

'*&&

_*^>-"^*~*>

H
[HE WORLD'S

GREATEST

PROFESSIONAL

STARS

ARE

FEATURED

IN "TOP

HARRISON

PRO

GOLF"

yD -The

JULIUS BOROS -The

JACK BURKE Jr. -1956

JIMMY DEMARET-1957

ED FURGOL-The U.S.

DUTCH

-

MIKE SOUCHAK -Was

~ y winner

World Champion at
Tam-o'-Shanter in 1955

Golfer for the year-Masters and PGA winner

Thunderbird Invitational winner, Palm Springs

Open
Championship
winner in 1956

1956 All American
Championship winner

winner of the St. Paul
Open in 1956

49th i\

KOBY put the CARMDE2T SOCK

Mad is it

into San Francisco radio!

%

m

Spot radio campaign

m

As a regular reader of SPONSOR magazine, itoccurred to me that you might
be interested in the unusually enthusiastic and responsive advertising campaign Ray-O-Vac has had this fall and
winter using spot radio.
The manner in which we presented
our campaign plans to the individual
stations, the materials and techniques
that we used to engage their cooperation and the help which we have received "above and beyond the call of
duty" from the stations make us be- !
lieve that the Ray-O-Vac story may be1
a little bit out of the ordinary and
something that you could use as a case I
history. To give you a little further
description, we are enclosing the article on the Ray-O-Vac campaign from
the series, "How Advertising Helps
Wisconsin Industry Grow" carried in j
the December issue of Torch, the Milwaukee Advertising Club publication.
If this Ray-O-Vac campaign does
strike your fancy, give us the word and

Latest Pulse reveals a beautiful figure
of 16.5 overall average share - KOBY No.l

we'll be glad to assemble complete \
facts and information with plenty of
specific examples on the cooperation
and merchandising help that we have
received from the radio stations.
Arthur R. Karstaedt
customer relations manager
Ray-O-Vac Company
thanks

.11
plied

be delighted

t

that

Shoe promotion

Whether it's the latest Pulse, Hooper, or Nielsen, you'll
find that KOBY rates the No. 1 radio buy in San Francisco . . . the nation's seventh largest market! In fact,
November-December Pulse rates KOBY 20% higher than
the No. 2 station in total rating points. It's no "Yarn" that
KOBY puts the "Sock" into selling products! Get the
complete KOBY story today . . .

KOBY 10,000 watts-full time
San Francisco is KOBYIand i
SEE PETRY FOR KOBY San Francisco
and KOSI, Denver's No. 1 overall

MID-

A/,'. ERICA

BROADCAST!

Has sponsor ever done a story on tv
shoe promotion?
If so, we would be
interested in receiving material on this
subject.
Mortimer C. Lebowitz, president
Mortons, Washington, D. C.
• To Reader Lebowitz and others who may ba
interested in this subject, SPONSOR has carried
several articles on shoe promotion via both radio '
and tv. Reprints are available upon request.
Anti-fee tv

The writer believes that pay tv is about
to take away the air that belongs to all
the people. And because "we, the i
people" have always had the "let I
George do it" attitude, we can lose the
right to free tv.
If the people do not fight this give1 march

1958

■pay, they will forfeit their rights.
They must he warned that they must
make a stand against any kind of pay
tv. Their attitude must be not "let
George do it." but "do-it-yourself."
The nets that have pioneered this
great invention and made it possible
for free tv should not be forced into
pav tv. This is the time to ask Congress to help in this fight.
John Jay Franklin,
Franklin TV Productions,
Los Angeles
Touche

I laughed when I saw an editorial column adjacent to a cigarette ad with
derogatory remarks about the product
featured in the ad. Now I humbly advise all fellow advertising personnel to
withhold laughing at any such problem
in the future, for one day it may come
home to roost, as it did with me. The
other day I picked up the paper to find
a "They'll Do It Every Time" cartoon
full of "No Smoking" signs running
directly over one of our own ads.
Magnus Hendell
advertising director
Bayuk Cigars, Inc., Philadelphia
Requests and reprints

In your February 15 issue you have
suggested that copies of some 1949
editorials called "Let's Sell Optimism!" are available.
I'd certainly appreciate receiving a
set. and we may want additional copies.
Don DeGroot
asst. gen. manager
WW], WWJ-FM, WWJ-TV
Detroit
Tour reprint on Radio super-saturation vs. full-page newspaper ads from
the December 7th issue of sponsor was
interesting.
We would like to order 50 of the
reprints for use in one of our markets.
David R. Wolf
station manager
WRTA, Altoona, Pa.
The sponsor article "Radio super saturation vs. full newspaper
ads," is
terrific.
I would like to order about 50 reprints ifyou have them available.
Richard J. Monahan
vice president,
WTRY, WAVZ Broadcasting
Corp., New Haven, Conn.

sponsor

•
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Travel folders don h begin to tell the northern Florida story.
In Jacksonville, bank clearings are running more than a
billion dollars a month. Business activity is accelerating so
fast that The National Cash Register Company is putting
up a big new supply plant to satisfy the area's needs.

ire to Florida. ..and to WMBRTV!
much more, as ARB found when it made the first audience
study of inside and outside coverage areas of Jacksonville
television stations. In the metropolitan area, WMBR-TV
commands

a 72% lead (total -week average). Outside, in

the area never before studied, its lead skyrockets to almost
3 to 1. Throughout the entire area, WMBR-TV

averages

considerably more than twice the audience of its competition.
In quarter-hour firsts, WMBR-TV

wins almost 9 out of 10.

And it has all 45 of the 45 top shows, local or network.
The highest -rated competing network program ranks 46 th—
reaching fewer homes than WMBR-TV9 s local news (5 -day
average). Conclusion: There's much more to \^"\H$IVT\
CHANNEL

4, JACKSONVILLE

Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

Source: ARB. November 1957: total homes reached.

^ £S (3- ^
[OJBJH1 [OM^iHi Xfl
WHB's 96-County area ... is a
WHB

WOrld

. . . and it revolves around...

1. Eddie Clarke "Morning Mayor of Kansas City." (6-9 a.m., daily) 20 year
veteran of Kansas City radio. Outstanding civic leader. Sought-after speaker. Deep,
cheerful wake-up voice. Kansas City's most listened-to air personality.
2. Don Loughnane born in County Meath, Ireland and raised in Canada, is an
easy-going gentleman, with a deep, resonant, believable air voice. Once used tiny
recorder and wrist watch mike to expose after hours liquor and gambling in Omaha.
This won him awards . . . and threats. Daily, noon to 2 p.m.
3. Bob Robin young, eager, soft-spoken air personality. "Sentimental Gentleman from the South" (calls Memphis home). Established as the "housewife's
friend" by virtue of his smoothly-handled 2-4 p.m. stanza, daily.
4. Wayne Stiff- has been on the air in Kansas City since the age of 13. K.C.
knows him and he knows K.C, which helps account for his high ratings 4 to 7 p.m..,
daily. Wayne holds the Richard Widmark citation for outstanding success and
leadership in broadcasting.
5. Gregg Jordan extremely bright and bubbly air star. Tall, handsome, glib . . .
fast-paced. Highest-rated evening show in Kansas City. 7-10 p.m. nightly. Has seen
radio from many points-of-view: Salesman, programming, news, sports, management.
6. Hugh Bader hard-hitting, aggressive, quick-acting news director, with 20 years
of radio behind him. Voice of authority in Kansas City news. Delivers the facts —
straight and crisp. Accustomed to scooping the area. Recent examples: Blizzard;
Starkweather capture.

WHB

Square miles don't buy your product. People do — thi
people who are daily entranced and captivated by thi
six personalities you see here. You need the coverage
of WHB. You need the audience of WHB, dominant firs
in every significant metro or area survey. Talk to Blair
or WHB general manager George W. Armstrong.

10,000 watt! on 710 kc.

KANSAS

CITY

WDGY
Minneapolis
St Paul
REPRESENTED
BY JOHN
BLAIR & CO.
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TODAY'S
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Kansas City

WTIX

New Orleans
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WQAM
REPRESENTED Miami
BY JOHN
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YOUNG
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IS 12-MONTH
RATE PROTECTION
COMING FOR TV?
So far Storer is unique in extending protection,
but a number of broadcasters are conceding that
a trend will develop as the tv business settles down

by Alfred J. Jaffe

Mave agencies finally cracked the six-month rate
protection barrier in tv?
Admen were peering across the video landscape
this week for signs of a bigger leak in the dike following Storer Broadcasting's announcement of 12-month
rate protection for its four net-affiliated tv stations.
The Storer move waa a kind of a revolution. With
a few exceptions, notably WCCO-TV, Minneapolis,
the television broadcasting industry has held the line
to a man against agency urgings that the present
SPONSOR

•
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standards of six-months protection be doubled.
While there was no evidence of any immediate
bandwagon acceptance of 12-month protection by
broadcasters, reps and station management were giving the subject plenty of thought. The inclination,
judging from conversations with industry people, is
to let the other guy move first. The we- won't do-itunless-it's-competitively-necessary attitude was tempered, however, by the feeling in some quarters that
12-month protection inevitably will come.

Flattening of rates is being used
as an argument

ing 12-month protection. The station's answer is that if rates a rent
going up. why is 12-month protection
needed in the first place?
As a matter of fact, other factors in
this picture are making some people
in the business wonder whether the

by stations fighting 12-month

protection— and by agencies favoring it

While it maj have been revolutionary the Storei move was no sudden

former, the) usually ended up b\ doing
the latter.

one. Storer's WJBK-TV, Detroit, announced its intention to offer a full

Today, contingency funds in spot tv
are like an old, misfitted suit. You

year's protection back in November.
To no one- surprise, a number of top
agencies, including .1. Walter Thompson, Compton, Benton & Bowles, Esty,
and D-F-S whole-heartedly endorsed
the policy. On 7 February at a press
meeting in New York, George B.
Storer Jr.. vice president for television
operations, cast the die by adding
WJW-TV, Cleveland; WSPD-TV, Toledo; and \\ VGA-TV, Vtlanta. Remaining under the six-month protection umbrella was WVUE, WilmingtonPhiladelphia, an independent which
Storer acquired last year and which is
getting a l>uild-up treatment.
The Geoffrey Wade agency, which
was among those patting the Storer
i Lanagement on the back, kept the subject ali\e two weeks ago by urging 52week rate protection at a luncheon
-i\ en In rep- in Chicago. (See SPONSORScope, 15 February 1958.)

don't like it, but you don"t realh mind
wearing it any more because it's only
an occasional part of your wardrobe.
In other words, the leveling off of spot
rates is making funds less necessarv.
The leveling off of rates is being
used as an argument both for and
against 12-month rate protection. The
agencies are now saying that since

Vgenc) pressure for longer rate-protection is an old story. It was particular!) strong a few years ago when
rate increases were causing ad budgets
to burst their seams. In those days
contingency funds were among the bitter facts of lite: and if the advertiser

rates aren't going up so fast any more,
the station doesn't lose much by grant-

in spot tv, anyway?" says the sales >
manager of a top-level rep. "And if I
you're not a 52-week client, what good
is 52-week rate protection? I can j
count the real steady buyers on my
fingers: There're Brown & Williamson,!
Miles Labs for Alka Seltzer. General;
Foods for Maxwell House, and a few
others. Guys like P&G, Lever, Texaco U
come in and out with four- and eight- 1
week flights. A client like Anahist
doesn't
advertise
duringis the
Another
factor cited
that summer."
packages pare not included in the Storer rate pro-j

Day spot tv rates have risen more
73.5%
Cumulative
increase
Increase over
previous year

13.2%

33.8%

13.2

18.1

106.3%

slowl
1388%

18.9

15.8

29.7

NIGHTTIME
20-SECONDS

1 |

didn't have one. he either cancelled or
1 1 mk the money from other media. \lthough
many
threatened
to do the

NIGHTTIME:
The slowdown of spot tv
particularly at night, has been a factor
in tin- 12-month protection issue. One analysis of
rate trends >- shown in the two charts at right, prepared bj tin Katz Vgencj from SRDS figures. The
nighttime fig
a the cost of 20-second
announcements in prim< evening time. In the calculations tin- one-time rati- mi the hijihcst-cost station
in the top 60 t\ markets is used. Markets selected
were the top 60 as ol L951 and the same markets are
measured eacb year. The actual cost figure for "A"
..I ■ \ \" 20's in markets measured came to $7,247
n, 1951 and 118,950 in L957. Note that in the early
years dates used foi comparison diffei in three cases

Storer move isn't anticlimatic.
"How many 52-week clients are left

|
1 Dec.
1951

1 Sept.
1952

| 10 Sep
9 Aug.
1953

1954

SPONSOR

10 Sept.
1955

•

1956

im

10 Sept.
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tection move. The effect of this is that

The reps make much of the point
that 12-month rate protection is not
fair. Said one executive:

a substantial part of daytime tv advertising isn't protected.
Finally, it's argued, Storer's move
basically is a competitive one. Said a

"Take a situation like this: a station puts on a strip, say Margie, dur-

non-Storer rep: "Storer is fighting
harder these days for business and this

ing the day. Let's suppose it starts in
September. The station spends a lot
of money in promoting the show, and
for this and other reasons the ratings
begin to climb. Timebuyers thumbing through the rating books notice

is just one way he's trying to get it."
Then, why all the fuss? Despite the
leveling off of rates and the short-term
advertising proclivities of today's spot
tv clients, broadcasters fear that a 12month rate protection policy would
lock them in a strait jacket they

what's happening and begin buying.
In the meantime, the station is thinking of raising rates for the strip. It

couldn't get out of if they should
want to in the future. They recall the
long stretch of time during which 12month protection in radio was common. And while the current trend is,

can't move too fast for fear of scaring
off business and because it wants to
make sure the ratings stay up there.
Finally, by the first of the year, it
makes the move. By this time, a lot

ironically, toward six-month protection
in radio, the broadcasters ruefully recall it required a revolution in the radio business to turn the trick.

of business has come in. It's bad
enough that a six-month . rate protection policy would protect the clients
until July.
A 12-month policy would

1 rates, though the latter are leveling off

10.6%

20.6%

38.2%

10.6

9.0

14.6

51.1%

62.8%

9.4

7.7

75.8%
8.0

ITIME

Lminute

Issue of 12-month rate protection was
raised three weeks ago in announcement
by George B. Storer, Jr., vice president
for tv operations of Storer Broadcasting, that
such protection would be given on the
firm's

four

television

network

affiliates

mean that, by the time the next year
rolls around, the station will have run
out of Margie product anyway and will
have to start all over again in promoting a new show. During the year, the
advertisers had the benefit of a terrific buy and the station lost money it
was entitled to."
Among those most determined not
to bow to agency demands for 12month protection are the ABC affiliates, most of whom have improved
their competitive position during the
past year and a half by virtue of the
network's nighttime programing advances. One rep with ABC affiliates
granted the "wisdom" of a year's protection but said it would have to wait
until the network situation settled.
There also are some practical considerations cited by broadcasters. One
(Please turn to page 64)

DAYTIIVIE:
Comparison at left of one-minute spot tv costs during the day from 1951 to 1957
comes from the same source and is based on the same
method as in the nighttime chart. The rate used is
that in effect from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. or the
greater part of that period. Care must be taken in
using the daytime figures since packages are not included. Prior to 1953, packages were rare, but they
have been increasing steadily since then. A separate
Katz Agency study estimates that, on the average,
six daytime announcements
5
*

1 Sept.
1952

9 Aug.
1953

10 Sept.
1954

10 Sept.
1955

10 Sept.
1956

10 Sept.
1957

a week will now give a

discount of from 18 to 29% off the one-time rate, 12
a week would range from 37 to 44%. Before era of
packages, top discounts went from about 20 to 25%

'
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Will Shirley Temple's Storybook set a tv buying pattern?
National marketer Breck co-sponsors the series with
two regional sellers — Sealtest and Hills Bros. — but each
client pays only for the market coverage he uses

now

can one national network tv

series serve three sponsors — when two
need only regional advertising?
Admen know it's tough enough to
get two national advertisers together
happily on one show. Complicate the
situation with regional advertisers and
many an account executive might
reach for the Miltown.
That, however, is precisely the tv
sponsorship situation that's been
worked out for the Shirley Temple's
Storybook series. Three N. W. Ayer
clients, Breck, Sealtest and Hills Bros.
Coffee, are co-sponsoring the special
NBC TV programs.
Each of the Storybook sponsors has
a marketing pattern different from the
other two. Basic distribution for each:
• Breck — national.
• Sealtest — east of the Mississippi.

• Hills Bros. Coffee — west of the
Mississippi and Chicago.
Says James Hanna, head of Ayer's
tv/radio department : "This could very
well establish some sort of a pattern
for the tv networks and clients alike.
Obviously, it's particularly good for
the regional advertiser. He gets the
benefit of a big-time tv show at a cost
he can afford."
Each Storybook program costs about
$240,000 (time and talent), by sponsor estimate. Breck takes a full halfhour's national coverage. Costs for
the remaining half-hour are split between Hills and Sealtest on a percentage break determined by the amount
of network coverage each one buys.
Does the complexity of the program
feed setup increase client show costs?
"There are cut-in costs and sectional

feeding costs that must be borne t<l
split the network up properly," say:i
Thomas J. McDermott, an Ayer tvj
radio vice president. But he pointed
out that despite these added costs, thi:
sponsorship setup gives regional adver
tisers "a national kind of programin;
at less than national cost — becaus
they buy a national network propert;
at costs
proportionate to the marketin;
area
coverage.
Birth of the arrangement:

Fittin;

together this jigsaw puzzle started ii
the fall of 1956 when Sealtest decidei
to drop Big Top," says Hanna. "Ou
problem: Find a way to match a net
work program to Sealtest's marketin
pattern — naturally, there would be
lot of waste coverage with conventior
al sponsorship of a national program,
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Shirley Temple
Storybook's hostess.
was
presented
on

(upper photo), is
Nightingale (above),
series 19 February

N. W. Ayer executives discuss complicated Storybook
planning (1. to r.), Bill Jackson, tv/radio creative supervisor; James Hanna, v.p. in charge of tv/radio, and John
Upton, v.p. in charge of Ayer's New York service dept.

National
half-hour

the t\ radio executive told sponsor.
"Next piece of the jigsaw puzzle,"
says Hanna, "came from Hills Bros.
Coffee which, except for Chicago, has
its main distribution west of the Mississippi. Ifa suitable program could
be found, it was agreed these two clients could profitably sponsor it in their
basic distribution areas.
"Next came John H. Breck, Inc.
Breck had never sponsored a nighttime
network program, but was on the lookout for a suitable show.
"Producer Henry Jaffe told us
about his idea for the Shirley Temple
series — and we decided the show
would not only suit Sealtest and Hills
Bros. Coffee, but also would fit Breck's
brand image," Hanna told sponsor.
Breck (three shampoos, Breck Hair
(Article continues next page)
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of

advertiser Breck sponsors a
each show.
Commercials

(below), are
the same
"cameo"
treatment
that based
Breckon uses
in print
ads

Mi

Regional sponsors Hills Bros, (above) ,
and Sealtest (below), split a half-hour,
pay according to their market coverage

' <)L„,
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Complications:

15 different opening and closing

billboards needed; commercials

had to be filmed on both the

East and West coasts; intricate telecast pattern

Here's how N.W. Ayer, NBC TV Wired
The U.S. for Storybook's Three Sponsors
HJ»'re"s the complex feed setup Breck-Hills-Sealtest needed for their
joint sponsorship of Beauty and the Beast, telecast 12 January as
the first program in the 16-show Storybook series. Basically, all
shows follow the same pattern, with minor variations.
• Starting at 8:00 p.m. EST. the live telecast of Beauty came East
from Hollywood with opening and closing billboards on film for
Breck and Sealtest — and three filmed commercials each for these two
companies. This was fine for the eastern parts of the country where
Breck and Sealtest were sharing sponsorship. But then, for the other
markets, there was plenty of electronic hocus-pocus.
• First, a lenticular color kine was made in Hollywood for delayed broadcast to the West Coast at 8:00 p.m. PST. To get the
best quality in telecasting commercials, arrangements were made to
cover the Breck and Sealtest commercials when the kine was rebroadcast, and to cut in Breck and Hills Bros, commercials.
• Chicago was shared by all three sponsors. Thus, it was neces-,ii \ t" cover the Breck-Sealtest opening and closing billboards coming from the West Coast and to cut in Breck-Sealtest-Hills billboards.
And one of the Sealtest commercials had to be replaced by a Hills
commercial. I For the first show, the commercial split favored Sealtest by two to one over Hills. This ratio was reversed for the second Storybook show.)
This operation, carried on by Film Chain "A" took care of Chicago and 10 other cities.
• Film Chain "B" in Chicago fed more than 50 cities in the midwest and mountain states with Breck-Hills billboards and Hills commercials, while the Breck commercials coming from Hollywood were
allowed to go through.
• Omaha, a city on Film Chain "B," is a market for all three
sponsors. This meant the local station had to cut in with BreckSealtest-Hills billboards. It also had to cut in with two Sealtest commercials to cover two Hills commercials.
• Denver was on the return loop of Film Chain "B," but it isn't a
Hills market. Denver, therefore, had to cut in with Breck-Sealtest
billboards and Sealtest commercials in place of Hills.
• To reduce the number of cut-ins by local stations, a special line
was at ranged to feed Breck-Sealtest-Hills billboards and commercials
to four markets in Kansas and Missouri. Otherwise, these would
have been on the Breck-Hills network.
• \matillo. Tex., was a Breck-Sealtest-Hills market — but Sealtest
doesn't Bell an) ice cream in Amarillo. So, Sealtest ice cream commercials were replaced with Hills commercials, while the Sealtest
milk commercial remained.
^

Set Mist and Breck Banish), agreed to
sponsor a half-hour on 14 of the 16
shows across the country. A network
of about 160 stations was lined up for
this sponsor.
Sealtest took the other half-hour in
the East, South and Midwest on 125
stations; Hills Bros, sponsored this
half-hour primarily in the Mountain
and Pacific states on more than 50
stations.
Sealtest and Hills agreed to share
sponsorship in 16 Central States' markets and to carry the whole show on
15 July and 19 August, when Breck
will not be participating.
Commercial tic tac toe: Out of the
different marketing patterns came a
need for a complex production and
handling of commercials.
The network telecast and kinescope
rebroadcast went out from Hollywood.
In order to save the cost of making
different sets of commercials on film
and sending a set to each station on
the network, a maze of film chains and
cut-ins were created.
A total of 15 different opening and \
closing billboards had to be produced
to cover every possible combination of
sponsorship.
Eight of these were used
on the first Storybook telecast.
The billboards were made in eight I
working days over the Christmas holidays. Commercials were filmed on I
both east and west coasts. William P.
Jackson, Ayer's tv/radio creative supervisor, had to devote full time to
coordinating details between the tv/
radio department and Ayer's account
service representatives.
Ayer stationed people at network
studios in Hollywood, Chicago and
New York to help combat the intricate
problem of telecasting the right commercials in the right market at the
right time. (See box for details on the
telecast mechanics.)
Aside from the electronic and market selection problems involved, there
were others that couldn't be solved
with slide-rules or push-buttons.
(Please turn to page 66)
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New trend
in film
commercials?

Robert

ANIMATION
Full animation too costly

Hall's Tom

Mannos

(#)
A%nimated

(left), checks animat

Maybe semi-

commercials? I think

That used to be the plaintive cry of
budget."
admen handling small and medium-

animation is the answer.

size tv accounts — but today they're embracing animation like a long-lost
brother. A SPONSOR survey this week
revealed these reasons:

It averages $15-$30 a foot,

Animated film-makers are dusting
off an old technique — semi-animation.
They're endowing it with greater creativity than before, and selling it harder to attract the tv advertiser who can't

can be produced in days

SPONSOR
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(center) , and Mack

$15 A FOOT?

they're great — but too rich for my

for you?

thai

afford full animation or live action.
Clients are discovering they can buy
these commercials for as little as $15
a foot — and can get delivery in a matter of days. Full animation, quoted
from $40 to $150 a foot depending on
its complexity, takes weeks of preparation; and a minute commercial requires 90 feet of 35 mm film.
Results: At least one film outfit.
Filmack Studios, New York and Chicago, is building its entire operation
around semi-animation. The 38-yearold firm reports dollar income from

O'Reilly, told sponsor his firm reopened its animation department about
three months ago to answer increasing
demands. "There's going to be a big
step-up in this commercial approach
within the next six months," he predicts. "SAG rates and reuse fees on
live are making it a vital issue."
Gray revealed that Nestle Instant
Coffee and Gunther Beer have both
bought a whole series built around a
combination of semi-animation and
live action.
\\ ilbur Streech, of the firm bearing
his name, says "we're doing a great
deal of semi-animation today — and
there'll be more of it done generally
when animation houses explain more
fully to the client what he can get with
this technique." Streech recently did
semi-animation for Sinclair, Crayola,
Q-Tips and the Air Force Reserve.
Streech's work is split about 50-50 between live action and animation.

Robert

Hall use: Robert Hall

Clothes, a $3.3 million spender in spot
tv for the first nine months in 1957.
Macy's departnienl store, New York, u>ed cycle animation to sell its fur storage service. Knife and fork worked back and forth to create impression that the moth was
"digging in" to the coat. Voice-over told viewers "Here's a fellow who's strictly
from hunger— and he'll be eating at your house unless your furs are safely put away."

"We went into it heavily in 1957 for
our 'Children's Jamboree,' a special
back-to-school promotion," says Tom
Mannos, assigned to Robert Hall as
radio/tv production head from Frank
B. Sawdon Inc. agency.
Filmack did the Hall commercials
with what is termed by animators as

Executives at film commercial houses predict a big
increase in use of semi-animation — say more clients
should investigate the technique to learn its economy

this type of commercial jumped from
$150,000 in L955 to $300,000 in 1957.
Vverage film cost: $700 to $1,000.
Founded in 1919 as a producer of
theater titles, Filmack torlay does 99%
hi its business in semi-animated film
commercials for tv. The firm has four
salesman in Chicago and three in New
York.
Other film commercial companies
also report many clients — even big
ones — are showing more interest in
semi-animation.
Filmack vice president Don Mack,
one of several industi ecutives contacted bySPONSOR, had this to sa\ :
"We think there ai
and small-size agencies thai want to
stop using slide commercials on tv for

their clients, but don't have a fortune
to spend. This (semi-animation) is
the perfect step for them. The technique isthe answer, too, for the client
who's trying to cut corners on his ad
budget in the present economy. These
needs are our reason for specializing
in the technique.
"Semi-animation spots can be produced for as low as $15 a foot, including announcer, sound track, storyboard, titles and a 35mm negative.
"inasmuch as this technique can be
produced for so little cost — without
sacrificing consumer appeal or quality
of production — we feel it's the perfect
solution to commercial cost problems
James
today."

E.

Gray,

partner

in

according to TvB figures, started supplementing its other commercial approaches with semi-animation about
two years ago.

Gray-

"cycle animation," — a restricted form
of semi-animation.
Cycle animation is limited to one
continuous action repeated over and
over again. For instance, in Robert
Hall's commercials, (see cut, page 37 '.
a clown's arm moves up and down to
heat a bass drum. Each time the drum
is struck a new title is popped onto it.
Voice-over and a march rendition of
Robert Hall's theme provides the audio.
Instead of hundreds, or even thousands of cells (the acetate base drawings used in animation) normally required for full animation — the Robert
Hall film needed only seven. Each
one, as in full animation, has the arm
in a different position and is photographed in stop-motion. Continuous
action is produced when the film is
run for telecast.
Economies are effected right down
the line with this technique — from)
planning and artwork to camera shootSPONSOR
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ing time on the animation stand. Don
Mack says camera time for full animation might take a week for a minute
spot — at $27 a day for a cameraman.
The Robert Hall spot was shot in a
day. Total cost: About $30 a foot.
Incidentally, here are animation studio personnel costs, as estimated by
Mack: Animator, $150 to $400 a
week; artist, $200 to $300 a week;
inkers and opaquers, $100 to $200 a
week.
"Semi-animation slashes the time
spent by these men on a commercial —
and consequently offers the client tremendous savings," says Mack.
Though, admittedly, cycle animation
is a limited form of the semi-animation
technique, similar savings are reflected
in the advanced forms too.
At Gray-O'Reilly the most common
semi-animation involves no cells at all.
Instead, figures are cut out in silhouette and moved on the animation stand
between each stop-motion photograph.
End result: Figures dance, typewrite,
drink coffee — or do a myriad assortment of other commercial actions.
Filmack sometimes refers to one of

event at all — but the semi-animation of
the circus clown gave us action at
money we could pay — and it was a
natural for the jamboree theme."
Mannos indicated that semi-animation is going to get increasing attention from Robert Hall in 1958. He
feels the technique lends itself particularly well to special promotions.

take up to eight weeks on a complicated commercial.
This speed factor was noted by all
film executives contacted by SPONSOR,
with Wilbur Streech defining it as "one
of the biggest points in favor of this

easily with semi-animation. "We've
put a commercial together in as little

How about quality of semi-animatechnique."
tion as compared to full? "There's no
difference at all," says Don Mack.
"Exactly the same equipment is used
in semi-animation shooting and film
processing as in full. And we shoot
the negatives on 35mm. Reduction
prints to 16mm are made for station
use. We don't shoot a 16mm negative because there's no cost saving and
there is deterioration in quality."
What are semi-animation's drawbacks? "The limitations imposed naturally mean it can't be as artistic as a
top-notch full animation," Mack states.
"But with the cost and time difference
the loss of artistic value sometimes

as two days for a client," says Don
Mack. He estimates full animation can

doesn't seem too important to the advertiser." ^

"We use live action primarily because we feel it's better for selling specific clothing items. But when you
have a big sale or a special on a whole
group of items — semi-animation does a
better job at less money," Mannos
says. "Just think of it from a retailer
standpoint where you've got Mother's
Day, Father's Day, Washington's
Birthday and a host of other 'specials'
— and you can see the value."
The ever-present time problem with
full animation commercials is beaten

the least expensive ($15 a foot) types
as "stop-motion " animation, although
all animation is done on the basis of
stop-motion photography.
Here's how Filmack used this technique in its commercial for Holsum
bread: A single drawing was made of
a small boy — with cutouts for eyes.
Eyeball artwork was inserted behind
the cutouts, positioned and a frame of
film shot. The process was repeated
several times throughout the camera
shooting — with this end effect: Eyeball
animation only in so far as the boy's
figure was concerned.

Clown, with arm moving
mtinuous cycle, carried Robert Hall's pitch
for its Children's Jamboree sale. Only seven cells were needed for the
commercial.
Form here is used by Filmack in place of usual storyboard
ANIMATION

j BACKGROUND

ANIMATION

& BACKGROUND

"Very striking effects can be accomplished through semi-animation — effects that almost make a commercial
look like full animation," Don Mack
told SPONSOR. "Naturally, the normal
camera techniques for panning an object across the tv screen, wiping on
text, enlarging or reducing an image
with zoom effect — as well as live action, dissolves and fades — can all be
used in conjunction with semi-animation. However, the more complex the
requirements, the more the cost."
Robert Hall's Mannos praises semianimation effects highly. "These (commercials) are a boon because you can
take a theme and develop it. On our
'Children's Jamboree' we couldn't have
afforded full animation and I don't
think live action would have sold the
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What's behind the new "off-beat" move in web radio — where rugs, real-estate
and ladies blouses share the air with th e big, traditional advertisers of foods,
tobaecos and autos?

The answer lies in show prestige plus local merchandising |
by

13 \ now it's obvious that advertisers
have contributed as much to the new
"sound" of network radio as have the
programers. Because the '"sound" which
began last year as a whisper, and has
since swelled to tin- point where ii results in about a $100,000 weekly revenue to net radio, is distinguished large.
I\ l>\ lieu l\ pes nl spoi
Ten or more years ago, in its pre-tv
heyday, the medium belonged to the
giants tobaccos, soaps, automotives,
foods, toiletries. An adman then who
tuned in to a net radio show to find it

Bill

Miksch

sponsored by a manufacturer of Easter
egg dyes or ladies' blouses probably
would have rushed out to get his hearing tested.
Today, the giants are back, to be
sure. But net radio no longer is their
exclusive domain. Now they share time
with clients with modest budgets and
products heretofore strange to air media. Of the approximate $60 million
annual investment now in network radio, about $5 million is being contributed by such ''off-beat" national accounts as textiles, silverware, auto re-

placement parts, picnic supplies, ironing board covers, Florida real estate,
carpets, roofing supplies, storm windows, and home workshop tools.
Where did such clients come from?
And what brought them to radio?
• A look at the product types is the
tip-off to where they came from- print
media. The reasons behind their new
move into radio are, on the one hand.
as varied as their individual products
and marketing problems.
• On the other hand, since each of
these clients has one thing in com-

nion — a modest advertising budget —
the basic reason for buying into network radio shows is simple. Bill Hoffman, director of network radio at
BBDO (an agency that has played a
considerable role in introducing clients
to the medium) points out that net radio now offers the advertiser (1) a
good media value, and (2) extension
through merchandising. "It is the latter contribution," Hoffman says, "that
is almost as helpful as the basic buy."
How important is this plus factor of
merchandising? Today, with competing brands piled high on supermarket
shelves and department store counters,
it is often the difference between profit
and loss. It is especially important to
the small manufacturer whose ad budget may fall short of the S1/^ million
mark.
Says Matthew "Joe" Culligan, NBC
vice president in charge of radio network, who also has played a considerable role in introducing clients to the
medium through such concepts as "imagery transfer" and the new NBC
Sales-vertising plan, "The small advertiser who tries to dominate magazines
or net television on a national scale or
newspapers on a market basis finds he
can't do it. When he goes to the local
dealer for window space or a floor display, he's in real trouble. Without
some real merchandising support, how
can he hope to break through the crust
of indifference at the local level? He
can do it if he's in radio, identifying
with big-name stars. Moreover, he can
on a limited budget still dominate a
weekend, for example, through radio.
How does a little guy become a big
guy? You give him a gun."
How are these new radio "neighbors" using the medium as the gun —
the equilizer that gives them a comparable prestige to the fast company
in which they travel?
The big clients (General Foods, Colgate, Lever, etc.) use net radio for its
circulation since they already have
their own television shows. But the
small client uses it, in addition to its
circulation, for the glamor of name
stars plus the effectiveness extension
they derive from merchandising tie-ins,
local dealer radio cut-ins, more judicious spending of co-op dollars — and
all of it tied to the national effort. For
an ad campaign, they like the flexibility of radio (American Motors' Rambler automobile established its 1957over-1956 81% sales gain on a Friday
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afternoon; the news was part of its
commercials over the week-end over
NBC's Monitor) . Naturally they are
swayed in their buys by the plus audience of car radio listeners. But probably the key to the whole trend now
developing is the merchandising angle.
"Radio has an advantage over print,"
BBDO's Hoffmann says, "inasmuch as
it has drama to it. It represents show
business rather than just a printed
page. It gives the small advertiser a
chance to be important with a package
that may include some big name star
like George Gobel or Jack Benny. It
makes them important not alone in the
eyes of the consumer but also in the
eyes of their distributors and retail outlets. It is in this area that the product
often succeeds or fails. Radio sellers
are out to see that they succeed.
Here are thumbnail sketches on some
of the strange new neighbors who have
moved into net radio — how they were
sold and how they are doing:

• Sterling Silversmiths Guild
(Fuller & Smith & Ross) : A newcomer to NBC, out to catch not only the
June bride market but the year-round
marriage-go-round. Traditionally, silver patterns have been advertised in
print, but since the magazine page can
show pictorially only a handful of patterns, ithas seemed smarter to get the
bride-to-be into the store to see the entire line. Commercials are built around
pop-tune jingles, aimed at the older
teen-agers and young marrieds. Theme
is: "Silver is for now; buy it and use
• Midas Mufflers: See two-column
story on next page.
• Bur-Mil Cameo Hosiery (Donahue & Coe) : Taking advantage of radio's flexibility, this company is in and
out at NBC
it." to hit holidays. The present campaign is keyed to Easter. Although the campaign, unlike many, is
not geared to local merchandising, a
number of unsolicited requests from
retail stores across the country have
come in asking for radio copy that can
be tied in locally to the national push.
• Niagara Therapy Co. (George
L. Mallis, Inc.) : A health appliance
which features a new kind of massage
with controlled heat, this item began
advertising on a local basis in Philadelphia, soon became sold on "personality" selling, now is a sponsor of Arthur Godfrey Time on CBS Radio and
Long John Show on Mutual Broadcasting. (Article continues next page)
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This skit by Bob and Ray is an
imaginary conversation between a
local Pepsi-Cola bottler and a company representative who has called
to talk him out of wasting co-op ad
money. It is recorded by NBC and
used by its staff to help national clients get the right support in local
radio from local dealers.
REP:

The home office has been examining some of your co-op expenditures, and sent me out here to —
BOTTLER: Sit down, son. So they
finally discovered there's real creativity out here in the grass roots?

REP: Er, frankly, some of the media you're spending co-op money on
are . . . well — different. Like expectI ing us to help pay for that deal you
I worked out with the highway department, those traffic signs —
BOTTLER:
The one, "Warning!
Drink
Pepsi-Cola!"?
How
about
that?
REP:

A negative approach—

BOTTLER:
You don't understand
back there in your ivory tower. ]
told you over and over — my market
| is different.
REP: And that invoice for printing
traffic tickets with "Drink PepsiCola" on the backs.
BOTTLER: Pretty good, eh? Every
time a guy gets pinched, he gets the
message.
j REP:
wants

I don't think the
people to associate

company
its m

| BOTTLER:
We look ahead in my
market.
Ear to the ground.
Spot
I with—
! trends.
Lemme
bounce
some
new
ideas off you, son. The missus ar
f thought them up.
! REP: We wondered who else—?
BOTTLER: Cot a tie-in with the
moviebacks
house.
"Drink tickets.
Pepsi-Cola" on
the
of theater
REP: But the usher always tears
the tickets in half. Besides, it's
pitch-black
BOTTLER: inside
And— that underwater
sign painter I discovered. Reach the
skin-diving market! And here's
national idea for you. A deal wit]
Uncle Sam — when those big yearly
envelopes come along have them
read: "Your Federal Income Tax
Forms are Enclosed — Drink PepsiREP: Er, what's this expenditure
for real estate: a tract in the middle
of town?
BOTTLER: Gonna tear down the
building on the land and build a
Cola."
parking lot.
REP: But how will that help PepsiCola sales?
What's
the building
you're tearing down?
BOTTLER: The Coca Cola bottlin

• Waverly Bonded Fabrics (Ehriich, Neuwirth & Sobo) : This division
of F. Schumacher & Co. textiles advertises its whole line of fabrics on NBC
to create brand recognition at the
tail level. The campaign began
July with a seven- week buy; by
time it was in fifth week, it was
tended for another six. It is still

relast
the
exon.

By 1 January, a total of 2,580 stores
(department and specialty) bought
about 13,500 announcements on local
radio stations to tie in with the network schedule. This was the dealers'
own money — not co-op funds. On
Monitor it uses Fashion News and stars
Molly.
such as Bob & Ray, Fibber McGee &
• Magla Products (Edward Lieb
Agency) : Now on ABN, advertising
silicone ironing board covers to housewives. It is just the kind of sponsor
that would never have been found in

Plus-factor: Geo
Phi]

Honda,

Bozell

There's radio gold in the Midas touch
Last Monday afternoon, Midas Inc., a nation-wide chain of
auto exhaust system specialists with headquarters in Chicago
and a relative newcomer to radio, held its sales meeting in about
50 cities. Headquarters of the meeting was an NBC radio studio
in New York's Rockefeller Center. Linking it to the other half
hundred cities was a closed circuit NBC "hot line" hook-up.
For NBC, producing such a sales meeting is fairly commonplace
by now; they handled about a dozen last year, expect to conduct
40 or more in 1958. For Midas, it was the first of its kind.
Gordon B. Sherman, president of Midas, spoke to his franchise
dealers assembled in NBC radio stations across the country. He
spoke of 1957 success and 1958 plans. With him were NBC news
personalities Huntley, Beatty, and Grauer. It was typical of the
merchandising extension of net radio today.
Midas came into network radio for the first time last Spring
through the Chicago office of Bozell & Jacobs, Inc. They began
with a single minute commercial per weekend on NBC Monitor.
\\ that time tli»'\ had a total of about 100 muffler-tailpipe franchise shops across the U. S. By now, Midas Mufflers is a cosponsor of NBC News on The Hour and Paul Hervey News on
\I'>Y The investment that began with a one-minute-per-weekend
spol has, in less than a year, swelled to a stake of about $1.7
million in net radio.
Bui the Midas operation has swelled also in the same time.
\\ here there once were about 100 franchise dealers, there are now
nearh 230. Philip Rouda, vice president of Bozell & Jacobs,
Chicago, says client and agency are enthusiastic about results
from their year in radio: that those results have justified the
thinking thai original!) led them into the medium.
"\rn s on / he II urn reaches the auto audience at traffic times."
says Rouda, "a i I the prestige of our program personalities implies the qualit) ol our Midas shops. We're also interested in,
and are getting the oman audience. At the local level, many
■ •t «.ni shops are tying in with radio to our national effort."

^

the old days of net radio, but who now
is capitalizing on star names and merchandising extensions.
• Knapp Monarch (Frank Block
Associates) : This manufacturer of
picnic supplies has a campaign on
NBC's Monitor to run through July.
The merchandising plus behind the
buy: NBC plans an editorial series on
several programs promoting picnics
and al fresco eating. Promotion kits
on the subject are going out to stations. The outdoor theme will make a
good backdrop for any advertisers who
have such things as camping or barbecue supplies to sell.
• C. H. Masland & Sons (Anderson & Cairns, Inc.) : How CBS sold
this manufacturer of carpets a fourweek saturation campaign plus a twohour radio extravaganza on 4 May is
an excellent example of network radio
strategy today. John Karol, vice president in charge of CBS Radio network
sales, went to Carlisle, Pa., along with
show personality Robert Q. Lewis, and
explained the buy to the client company's sales force. Karol took along special tapes cut by stars which Masland
had bought (Mitch Miller, Amos V
Andy, Rusty Draper, Galen Drake).
The sponsor is pressing disks of these
tapes for the use of its salesmen in calk
and at points-of-sale. The buy includes
81 five-minute segments plus the bigname production that culminates the
drive; it represents 16,200 commercial!
minutes or 270 station hours.
Perhaps one of the most unusual;
(Please turn to page 67)
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6-COUNTY
PULSE
REPORT
\ LAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA — MARCH, 1957
SHARE OF AUDIENCE— MONDAY-FRIDAY
WKZO
1 vl.12 NOON

35

Station "B"
20

12 00N-6 P.M.

f

30

21

i /I.-I2 MIDNIGHT

29

Station "C"
9
10
10

21

title frefyei fftatwta
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

YOU NEED WKZO RADIO
TO COME OUT ON TOP
IN KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN!
Here's how to set sales records in Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids and
Greater Western Michigan!
Reach and hold the biggest share of
the radio audience with WKZO.
Pulse figures at the left prove
that WKZO

delivers it— morning, afternoon and night!

Many of the most impressive ratings are for WKZO local shows —
with several giving up to 41% Share of Audience — or over twice
the share of the nearest competition!
Want more facts? Ask your Avery-Knodel man!

WKZO
CBS Radio for Kalamazoo-Battle Creek
and Greater Western Michigan
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

*Lyle Lee, Galatia, Illinois, set this record in 1955.
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As ad budget strings draw tighter SPONSOR

Should

ASKS:

national advertisers use lop

Three station men in widely separated parts of the eonntry an-

is made to him.
It is easier on the national level for

swer SPONSOR'S query and compare timebuying techniques of
national
and
local
advertisers.

the buyer to be influenced by the buying formula fad of the moment; and
all too often he steps into the common
pitfall of projecting metropolitan ratings into the small towns and rural
areas.

Ben

Ludy,
president
and general
manager, KWFT, Wichita Falls, Tex.

J;.

profit
from other's

On the local level, the time buying
Function is usually handled by prin< ripals of the advertiser. You usually
are dealing with the owner of the business, <>r at least the largest or next to
largest stockholder. As a result the}
bave <>ne interest at heart: sales results, tangible and immediate. He or
they are particular!) interested at
what the drive-in retail trade prefers
in its radio diet, and usually are very
close to the pulse of tlieir customers.
There were many stories circulating
in the heyda) of network radio that
the sponsor's wife exercised the ultimate control of the programing choice.
On the local level, not onl\ is this
often true, but you have to please the
v. dole famil) as well. And more particulai ii itics are hard to find!
Our chief approach to the local l>u\ei is in terms of what the schedule
will deliver for him in sales results;
he is not primaril) interested in the
prices or ratings. A e must remember
that the local buyer can feel the result- far more quicklj than on the national level, and consequentl) extremely good judgment and conservatism
must be used in an) presentation that

By and large, the local buyer with
his own pro or con prejudices on stations and personalities will buy on a
more or less emotional level.
On the other hand, the national
timebuyers makes the major part of
his decision on the basis of a rating
book and a slide rule. Perhaps both
of them could profit by using a little
more of the others' methods.
Neal Edwards, Sales Manager, WMALT\ . Washington, D. C.

From what I have seen, too many national time buys are still determined
by the following criteria:
First, there are the advertisers who
want only the best spots in a market
regardless of cost efficiency. These announcements are sometimes referred to
as "Cadillac" adjacencies, and they
often are purchased for their prestige
value — that is to impress local distributors, salesmen, and retailers.
Secondly, there are the advertisers
who buy cost-per-thousand, with little
regard to a station's character and local public acceptance. The latter
method is the more common practice.
Local buying is quite different in

many ways. Local advertising agern
cies and clients utilize ratings as
guide to a good purchase, but far les
frequently as the sole criterion. Be
cause of their proximity to the statior
they are in a position to become fami
iar with all facets of the station: it
personnel, management, operation, an
talent. Furthermore, they know th
station's character, amount of publi
acceptance, believability, and most in
portant the end result of these intang
bles- — the station's selling ability. L(
cal clients are far more sensitive t
immediate sales results than nation;
advertisers and consequently must se
concrete sales evidence far quicke
This means the locals are far moi
likely to buy a station on the basis (
past sales performance than rely stric
ly on the numbers.
The local agency and advertiser loc
closely at the station's personalitie
To them, a top personality with tl
proven ability to move merchandis
and sell services is given prime coi
sideration. Time and time again, 1
cal advertisers have discovered that ;
schedule which is not outstanding c
a cost efficiency basis delivers great*
sales results than one which meets tl
formulae requirements.
In summation, local buying is f;
more intimate than national. Locall
ratings are not all-important. The
are secondary to a station's acceptan*
by its viewers and the selling power
its personalities. That this person
knowledge of stations held by loc
advertisers is important in buying
demonstrated by the fact that sever,
top national agencies are now creat
ing local service departments. Thfl
are staffed with personnel whose du|
is to visit tv stations and get to kno
them as well as local advertisers,
order to better service and couns1
the national clients.
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chniques?

George
national

H. Morris, vice president and
sales manager,
WSIX-TV,
Nashville, Tenn.

The local timebuyer has an intimate
and first-hand knowledge of all the
media in his area. He has close dayby-day familiarity with the programing, personnel, and personality of the
stations he buys. This gives the local
timebuyer an obvious advantage,
which greatly outweighs any concurrent disadvantages. On the local level,
there is careful selectivity of programs
and adjacencies and less dependence
on the statistical criteria. While it is

Member

of the Family

in 238,000 TV Homes of this
Maine-New Hampshire Market

true that local buying decisions are
more apt to be influenced by personal
preferences in sales and talent personnel, subjective buying is not so prevalent as commonly believed.
Since local advertisers rely less on
rating figures in arriving at decisions,
station salesmen have a greater scope
of creativity in their presentations to
agencies and sponsors.
Among the advantages of local timebuying is the happy fact that media
decisions are frequently completed
simultaneously with the creative copy.
Local advertisers have mastered one
of the most important concepts of
timebuying: the fact that ratings do
not necessarily indicate sales results.
But by and large, the unemotional and
scientific approach used by the large
national agencies results in more consistent, efficient timebuying. ^
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NBC-TV Affiliate
WEED-Television

WCSH-TV
PORTLAND,

MAINE

KJe (MJ^Jctto kwwr**
We
And
the
(Of
too

watch our Advertisers' Results

we see that they get
most for every advertising dollar.
course, we love our audience ratings,
... . tops in Pulse and Hooper for years.)

Representatives:

WTRY

wtryTwavz

WAV*
ALBANY,
National:
Hollingbery Co.
New England: Kettell-Carter
Daniel W. Kops, President

•

Richard J. Monahan,

SCHENECTADY,
NEW

HAVEN,

TROY,

NEW

YORK

CONN.

Vice President and National Advertising Manager
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RADIO

WEB

RADIO

ADVANCE

BASICS/MARCH
s/ivi

CONTINUES

Total of program time sold for current week up 8.2% from previous SPONSOR total four weeks ago. NBC paces net advance
with 14.6% increase.
■Network radio sales, in terms of program time, are continuing their steady
pace upwards.
The four-network total of sponsored
hours sold for the week beginning 1
March comes to 143.7 hours. This
compares with 132.8 hours for the
week beginning 1 February.
NBC is continuing its heavy sales
record with an added 8.4 hours of
time sold since the last week measured
by SPONSOR (see chart, following
page). Some clients responsible for
this jump are: Oldsmobile,
with 23

Web radio breakdown found in this section
Some new clients on Mutual are
Bristol-Myers for Bufferin and Liggett
& Myers for L&M filters.
NBC is pacing the network advance,
according to SPONSOR calculations, and
now has 66 hours sold compared to
39.3 hours for CBS, 19.8 hours for
ABN and 18.6 hours for MBS. Note
that individual network totals, like the
sponsored hours totals, are not actual
billings figures, but a measure of the
amount of time sold.
For an explanation of how this is
calculated, see the following page. ^^

minute spots on Monitor and Nightline; Bab-0 with 50 minutes of time
on various shows, (see listing) ; Campbell Soup with 95 minutes on various
shows.
Among the new buys on CBS are
the Columbia LP Record Club, Calgon
and Best Foods. Indicative of the
network attraction for a variety of clients is the one hour sale to Harvard
College for an educational show.
On ABN. Toni. for Thorexin, increased its buy of the new live shows.
Another buy was by Liggett & Myers.
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48.7
radio

DIMENSIONS

1957

49.5
U.S. homes

STi

estimate.

station index
Ne

End of January 1958

47.7
radio
homes

50.6
U.S. homes

TODAY

Radio

index

Stations

CPs not

New station

bids

Am
Fm

108

1

3210

1

94

1

397

I

536

1

62

1

39

1

288
8

1

9

End of January 1957
Am
Fm

1
1

2983
514

1
|

123
24

1
|

sales

index

120
0

1 M r. each

>mes figures 'in

Radio

set

Radio

inde

1956
90,000,000
35,000,000
10,000,000*

82,000,000
32,000,000

Home

10,000,000

Auto

135,000,000 124,000,000
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Type

Total
Source: Elec
sales, auto

set

Dec. 1957

Dec. 1956

2,031,444
570,617

1,651,950

2,602,061

2,492,309
sn. (formerly

840,359

1956
12 Months

1957
12 Months

9,721,285

8,332,077

5,495,774

5,057,409

15,217,059

13,389,486

RE TMA).

Home

flgn

2. NET

RADIO'S

CURRENT

CLIENT

NETWORK
Chart at right shows a Four-network breakdown of radio
sales, in terms of program time, for the current week
compared with four weeks ago. Sales figures in business indicator are taken from the complete current list
of network radio clients below as well as the previous
list run in the last issue of Radio Basics. For purposes

LIST

BUSINESS

Program

INDICATOR

Hours Sponsored
57.6

I I

of comparability, 6-second and 8-second commercials
are considered as 30 seconds of program time while 20second and 30-second commercials are considered two
minutes of program time. In the list below, covering
week beginning 1 March, minute commercials sold
as such are figured as five minutes of program time.

I

M

I

MBS

CBS

Midus Muffler: auto mufflers;

institutional: Ed. P. Morgan: 75 min.; /. W. Vandercook;

C. H. Musselman

Co.: apple sauce;

American
min.

Cyanamid

National Brands,
25 i

div. of Sterling

American

Bird Food Mfg. Co.: Breakfast Club; 5 min.

Ancronized

chicken:

Breakfast

Club;

10

Buitoni

Bufferin;

Breakfast Club;

15 min.

Sales: Ayds, Italian Balm;

Duffy-Mott: Sunsweet prunes, juice;

Breakfast Club: 5 min.
Breakfast Club;

10 min.

Florida Realty Bureau: Highland Park Estates; Milton Cross, News:
20 min.
Food Specialties:

\ppian Way pizza pie mix; Breakfast Club: 5 min.

General
Foods:
Breakfast
Club;

Calumet:
25 min.

Breakfast

Club;

5 min.;

Dr. Caldwell's;

Oral

Suns}

Roberts'

BroadA

Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class; 60 min.

15 min.

Foods: spaghetti; Breakfast Club; 5 min.

Campana

Drug:

10 r

10 min.

Plough: Musterole, St. Josephs Aspirin, etc.; Newscasts; 45 r

Bankers Life: White Cross Hospital Plan: Paul Harvey;
Bristol-Myers:

Breakfast Club;

Breakfast Club;

ius;

Assemblies of God: religious; Revivaltime; 30 min.

NBC

Weekday Newscasts; 25 min.

Milner Products: Perma Starch, Pine-Sol;
r.-li.L

Co.:

■

II II II II

ABN
AFL-CIO:
25 min.

66.0

Post

R. J. Reynolds:
Camel;
Newcasts; 90 min.

Weekday

Scndura Company:

overing;

(1<

Sleep-Eze:

sleeping ta

Texas Co.:

gasoline &

25

min.;

Breakfast Club;

; Breakfast

Club:

W

5 min.

15 min.

or oil; Metropolitan Opera; 210 i

Toni Co.: Thorexin; Herb Oscar Anderson, Jim Reeves, Jim i
Men Griffin, News; 130 min.
Voice of Prophecy: institutional;

Cereals;

Newscasts;

Voice of Prophecy; 30 min

World Vision, Inc.: religious; Dr. Bob Pierce: 30 min.

General Motors: Chevrolet; John Daly— News; 50 min.

Dr. Thomas

Wyatt: institutional;

Wings of Healing; 30 min

Gospel Broadcasting: Old Fashioned Revival Hour; 30 min.
Billy Graham:

religious;

Hour of Decision;

30 min.

CBS

Highland Church of Christ: religious; Herald of Truth: 30 min.
Kitchen Art Foods, Inc: Py-O-My Apple Thins ami I'.IupImitv
Mix; Breakfast (Jul,: 15 min.
Krechmer

Corp.:

wheal

KVP Co.: freeze]

germ;

Muffin
Aero Mayflower:

Breakfast Club; 5 min.

-\- -!■■ !■ m-j p.ipn:

\rn,.

liiral.iasl Chili: 5 min.

American

Lever Brothers: lit---/' d.-i.-rgent. Dove; Breakfast Club, Herb Oscar
Anderson, Jim Reeves. Jim Backus; 55 min.
Liggett
Backus.
Magla

& Myers
20 min.
Products:

Tob.

Co.:

silicone

ci^arcltc-:

ironing

board

Herb
covers;

(hair

George Hei

Anderson.

Breakfast

Jim

Club:

5

Bird

/•;,,

Food: Houseparty; 7% min.

American Home Foods: Clu-f Boy-ar-dee pizza pie; Arthur Godfre
Robt. Q. Lewis: 20 min.
Armour:

Arthur Godfrey; 45 min.

Barbasol Co.: Sports Time:

15 min.

Best Foods, Inc.: Gunsmoke. Galen Drake. Amos 'n Andy;
tn
pinpoint

which

brindi

were

XBC

list,

i

orated

on

different
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Bristol Myers: Arthur Godfrey, Helen Trent, Ma Perkins, Backstage
Wife, Dr. Malone; 90 min.

Chas. Pfizer & Co.: Couple Next Door, World Tonight, Johnny Dollar, Gunsmoke ; 35 min.

Calgon: Wendy Warren, Helen Trent, Backstage Wife, Our Gal Sunday :30 min.

Pharma-Craft
Corp.: Arthur
Godfrey, Helen
Trent, Nora
Drake,
Young Dr. Malone, Houseparty, Ma Perkins, News; 102% min.

Calif. Prune & Apricot Growers Assn.: Houseparty ; 15 min.
Campana

Sales: Robert Q. Lewis; 5 min.
Ralston Purina: Backstage Wife, Helen Trent, Our Gal Sunday, Nora
Drake, Ma Perkins, Second Mrs. Burton; 45 min.

Carnation: Houseparty; 15 min.
Carter Prod.: Second Mrs. Burton, Couple Next Door, Our Gal Sunday, Backstage Wife, Road To Life; 37% min.
Chun

King Sales: Arthur Godfrey;

R. J. Reynolds: Phil Rizzuto— Sports ; 15 min.
Seeman

Bros.: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

15 min.
Singer: Arthur Godfrey; 22% min.

Clairol: Galen Drake; 5 min.
A. E. Staley: Peter Lind Hayes & Mary Healy, Ma Perkins; 57%
Standard
Columbia LP Record

Club;

Brands: Arthur Godfrey;

15 min.

TBA ; 40 min.
Sterling Drug: Gunsmoke;

5 min.

Comstock Foods: Robert Q. Lewis; 5 min.
Curtis Circulation: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Vick Chemical: Amos V Andy, Robert Q. Lewis, Gunsmoke, Mitch
Miller, Johnny Dollar, Sez Who?, Rusty Draper, Indictment; 90 min.

Ex-Lax: City Hospital, Robert Q. Lewis, Suspense; 25 min.

Weco

Ford Motor: Ford div.; Ford Road Show — Bing Crosby, Rosemary
Clooney, World News Round Up, Ford Road Show — Arthur Godfrey,
Edward R. Murrow; 280 min.

Wm.

Products: Arthur Godfrey:
Wrigley, Jr.: Howard

Frito Co.: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.
General Electric: Arthur Godfrey;

15 min.

Miller Show,

Pat

Buttram

Show:

150

MBS

15 min.

General Foods: Arthur Godfrey; 45 min.
General Motors: Chevrolet; News, Allan Jackson — News, Robert
'■ Trout— News; 90 min.; Delco; Lowell Thomas; 75 min.
Grove Labs.: Johnny Dollar, FBI in Peace & War, Gunsmoke, Sez
■ Who?, Mitch Miller, Sports Resume, Amos 'n Andy, Robert Q.
J Lewis, World Tonight, Galen Drake, City Hospital, Rusty Draper,
I Sal. Night Country Style, Suspense, World News Roundup; 140 min.
Hartz Mountain

Prod.: Arthur Godfrey;

15 min.

America's Future: booklet; John T. Flynn — News; 5 min.
Beltone: hearing aid; Gabriel Heatter— News; 5 min.
Bristol-Myers Co.: Bufferin; John MacLean—News, Jaffrey FordNews, Les Smith— News. John Scott— News; 25 min., 15 20-sec. adjacencies.
Christian Reformed

Harvard College: educational program; 60 min.

Coca-Cola:

Church: religious; Back To God; 30 min.

Coca-Cola;

Eddie Fisher; 30 min.

Home Insurance Co.: Jack Benny; 30 min.
Hudson Vitamin Products: Galen Drake, Robert Q. Lewis, Garden;
Johnson & Johnson: Amos V
■. War, Gunsmoke;
30 min.

Andy, Mitch Miller. FBI in Peace &

Kendall Co.: Galen Drake, Robert Q. Lewis, Amos V Andy; 15 min.
Kiplinger Agency:

Changing

Times;

15 min.

Colgate-Palmolive: Instant Shave, After Shave, and other men's
toiletries, Brisk toothpaste; Sportsreel with Bill Stern; 50 min.
Consumer Drug Corp.: Oragen;
—News; 30 min.
Coty Products:

Gabriel Heatter — News, John Scott

10 20-sec. adjacencies. 15 8-sec. adjacencies.

Dawn
Bible Institute:
the Bible; 25 min.

religious;

Frank and Ernest, Datelines and

Kitchens of Sara Lee: Arthur Godfrey: 22% min.

Dawn

Knouse Foods: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Ex-Lax, Inc.: Ex-Lax;
True Detective Mysteries, Squad Roc
ploring
Tomorrow,
Secrets of Scotland
Yard;
25
Gabriel
Heatter; adjacencies; 10 20-sec.
First Church of Christ, Scientist: religious; How Christian Science
Heals; 15 min.

Lawis Howe: Robert Q. Lewis; 5 min.
Libby, McNeil & Libby: Arthur Godfrey; 30 min.
P. Lorillard: Rusty Draper, Indictment, FBI, Sports Resume, Mitch
Miller, Amos V Andy, Johnny Dollar, Suspense, Wash. Week, World
Tonight, Robt. Q. Lewis, Galen Drake; 75 min.

Bible Students Assn.: Datelines and the Bible; 10 min.

Gospel Hour, Inc.:

The Gospel Hour; 25 min.

Marlboro: Robinson & Basillio Fight (after) ; 10 min.

Billy Graham

Mennen: Robinson & Basillio Fight: 15 min.

Halogene Corp.: Halogene;
Cedric Foster — News,
leigh — News, Bill Stern — Sports News; 60 min.

Mentholatum Co.: Road of Life, Backstage Wife, Second Mrs. Burton, Our Gal Sunday, Couple Next Door; 37% min.

Hudson Vitamin Corp.: vitamins;
Gray Show, Answer Man; 15 min.

Miles Labs: Wendy Warren, Bill Downs— News, Robinson & Basillio
Fight; 65 min.

Evangelical Assn.:

Lee County Land and Title Co.:
News; 10 min.

Billy Graham;

30 min.

Gabriel Heatter;
Lehigh Acres;

, Ex-

Robert F. Hur5 min.;

Barry

Gabriel Heatter—

Dumas Milner Products: Robert Q. Lewis, Nora Drake, Ma Perkins,
Second Mrs. Burton; 28% min.

Lever Brothers: Pepsodent, Dove; Frank Singiser — News; 5 min.

Niagara Therapy Mfg. Corp.: Arthur Godfrey;

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.: L & M: Westbrook Jan Voorhis—
News, True Detective Mysteries. Squad Room. Exploring Tomorrow :
25 min.

Philip Morris: Country Music Show;
Peter Paul: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.
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50 min.

15 min.

(Please turn to page 50)

VERY

LATEST

NIELSEN

PROVES

IT:

WCCO Radi
listeners thai
Minneapolis
stations . J
Nielsen Station Index for Nov. -Dec. '57 Shows:
• SHARE

OF

AUDIENCE

— WCCO

Radio is the clear leader with

47.3%. That's greater than the next five stations combined!
(Station total, total day, seven-day week)
• DAYTIME DOMINANCE — WCCO Radio is way on top with an
average of 52,200 families per quarter-hour. Again, more than
the next five stations combined!
(Station total, 6 AM — 6 PM, Mon.— Fri.)
• QUARTER-HOUR

WINS — In the metro area, where competition

is keenest, it's WCCO Radio all the way with 342 first places.
That's 2/4 times more than all other stations combined!
(Total day, seven-day week)

las more
he next five
St. Paul
combined !
WCCO

Radio
Minneapolis -St. Paul
The Northwest's 50,000 -Watt Giant
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

SPONSOR

•
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Li

RADIO'S

CURRENT

P. Lorillard:

Newport;

CLIENT

LIST

continued...

newscast adjacencies; 24 20-sec.

Ex-Lax: Ex-Lax; Bandstand, Pepper Young's Family, One Man's
Family, People Are Funny, Great Gildersleeve, Life & The World,
My True Story; 45 min., 5 30-sec, 2 6-sec.

Lutheran Laymen's League: religious: Lutheran Hour; 30 min.
Dumas Milner Corp.: Pine-Sol, Perma Starch, Pine-Sol Room Deodorant, White Wave, Mystic Foam, Mysticlene; The Kate Smith
Shou ; 15 min.

Foster-Milburn:

Doan's pills;

My

True Story, One Man's Family;

Gillette: Gillette prods., Paper-Mate, Toni prod.;

Nylonet Corp.: Ice Cake; Westbrook Van Voorhis—News,
Cormiil:
\ciis. \ ci(\i ast: 55 min.

Steve Mc-

Kiplinger Washington

Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class; 30 min.

Rhodes Pharmacol

Co.: Imdrin;

Agency: Changing Times magazine; 4 15-min.

prog.
Lever Bros.: Pepsodent; Various Shows; 85 6-sec; Rinso; Various

14 20-sec.

Gabriel Heatter — News;

25 min.

Matinee, Pepper Young's Family, One Man's Family, Great Gildersleeve, XMinus 1, Monitor; 60 min., 18 30-sec.

Pharmaceuticals: Serutan and Kreml; Gabriel Heatter; 10 min.

R. J. Reynolds: Camels; newscast adjacencies;

Boxing;

Grove Labs: hair products; Monitor; 50 min.; Bromo-Quinine; My
True Story, Bandstand, True Confessions, Affairs of Dr. Gentry, 5 Star

5 min.

Sleep-Eze Co.: Sleep E/e: Gabriel Heatter— News, Westbrook
I onrhis
News; 20 min.. 4 20-sec. adjacencies.

Shows; 12 30-sec.
Van

Libby McNeill & Libby: canned foods; My True Story, Woman

in'

My
House, Pepper Young's Family, Bandstand, True Confessions;
45 min.

Spring Air: mattress; Gabriel Heatter — News; 5 min.
Sterling Drug: National Brands Div.: Fizrin analgesic alkalizer;

Lutheran Laymen's League: religion; Lutheran Hour; 30 min.

Gabriel Heatter. John Wingate, Bill Stern's Sports Beat, True Detective Mysteries, Squad Room, Exploring Tomorrow, Secrets of Scotland Yard; 85 min.

Morton

Tint 'n Set.: Henry Muslin — News, John Wingate—News;

30 min.

Salt: salt; Alex Dreier — News; 5 min.

Mutual of Omaha:
North American

On the Line With Considine; 15 min.

Van Lines: moving;

Voice of Prophecy: religious;

Voice of Prophecy; 30 min.

Northwest

Wings of Healing: religious;

Wings of Healing;

Oldsmobile Div. of GMC:

Word

of Life Fellowship: religious;

60 min.

Word of Life Hour; 30 min.

Airlines:

Hour; 25 min.

American Dairy: dairy products; Bandstand, True Confessions, Affairs of Dr. Gentry, 5 Star Matinee, Woman in My House; 50 min.,
ID 30-sec.
55 min.

B. T. Babbitt Co.: Bab-O; My True Story, Bandstand, True Confessions One Mini's Family. Affairs of Dr. Gentry, .5 Star Matinee, Woman in Mj House, Pepper Young's Family; 50 min., 10 30-sec.
Bell Telephone:
Billy Graham

115 min., 3 30-sec.

Various Shows;

10 30-sec

Various Shows; 21 30-sec, 20 6-sec

Purolator Products: oil filters, etc.; Monitor;

45 min., 9 30-sec.

Quaker Oats: Quaker Oats and Mother's Oats; Various Shows; 4 30-.
sec, 2 6-sec.
Q-Tips, Inc.: Bandstand, True Confessions, Woman
News of the World; 50 min.
RCA:

appliances,

records;

radios,

tv sets,

Monitor;

500

in My House.
min.;

Vic

Various Shows; 9 30-sec.

Telephone Hour; 30 min.

Evangelistic Assn.: Hour of Decision; 30 min.

Bristol-Myers: Bufferin; Hourly Neivs; 105 min., 21 30-sec; Trushay:
Bandstand, True Confessions, One Man's Family, 5 Star Matinee,
W omon In My House, Pepper Young, Monitor; 20 min., 19 30-sec.
Brn. & Wmsn.:

Nightline, Monitor;

Pabst Brew: Monitor; 500 min.;

P&G: Gleem;

Monitor;

15 min.

9 30-sec.

Allis-Chalmers: institutional; Farm & Home

Motors: Rambler;

Monitor;

25 min.

Plough, Inc.: St. Joseph aspirin, children's aspirin, Dr. Edward's
olive tablets, Mexana; Monitor, My True Story, Bandstand; 90 min.,

NBC

American

Monitor;

Kools, Viceroy; Hourly News; 200 min., 40 30-sec.

Calif. Packing Co.: Del Monte:
30-sec.

VeiM on the Hour; 200 min., 40

Campbell Soup Co.: -..up: Bandstand. True Confessions, On, \lnn-.
Family, iffairs of Di Gentry, 5 Sim Matinee, Woman in My House,
Pepper Young's Family

Reader's Digest: Magazine, Condensed
525 min.. 21 30-sec.

Book Club; Hourly News;

R. J. Reynolds: Camel; News of the World; 25 min.; Prince Albert;
Grand Ole Opry; 30 min.
Sterling Silversmith Guild: silverware; Monitor; 20 min.
Sun Oil: oil; Three Star Extra; 75 min.
Swift & Co.: Allsweet marg.; True Confessions, My True Story.
Bandstand. Affairs of Dr. Gentry, 5 Star Matinee, Woman In My
House; 45 min., 7 30-sec.
United Insurance Co.: insurance; Monitor; 5 min.

Monitor; 95 min., 11 30-sec, 5 6-sec

Carter Products: Arret. Little Liver Pills; Bandstand, True Con-

Vick Chemical

Co.: Vaporub;

Various Programs; 30 6-sec

fessions, Woman In My House, One Man's Family, Pepper Young's
Family, Sews of The World, Monitor; 15 min.; Colonaid, Woman in
l/i House, iffairs of Dr. Gentry
10 min.

Voice of Prophecy: religion;

Dow Chemical: chemical prod.; Red Foley Show; 25 min.

Whitehall

Evangelical Foundation: religion;

Affairs of Dr. Gentry, 5 Star Matinee, Woman
line, Monitor; 90 min., 1 6-sec.

Bible Study Hour; 30 min.

Waverly Fabrics: Monitor;
Pharmacol

Voice of Prophecy; 30 min.
100 min.

Co.: Anacin; Bandstand, True Confessions,
In My House, Night-\

[

IO
7,366

San

Diegans

wrote

in January. At WAKE

KCBQ

in a five day response

Atlanta, 5881

one of our ever-changing
for Family Fun.

stream

letters. Both piloting

of copyrighted

Games

Bartell Family Radio keeps audience alert for constant participation . . . creates a continuing climate of response.

Result: Advertisers always reach buyers
Add

rating dominance

and you have the reasons why FOR-

TUNE selects Bartell Family Radio as America's most successful in the use of scientific methods for maximum audience.

BHRTELL

Fnmuv
RDDIO

COAST

TO COAST
AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 10 MILLION BUYERS
Sold Nationally by ADAM

SPONSOR

•
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YOUNG,

Inc. for VVOKY

The KATZ

Agency

National and regional spot buys
in work now or recently completed

BUYS

^ j SPOT
TV

BUYS

Ceneral Foods Corp., White Plains, N. Y., is lining up schedules'
for its new oat cereal. Alpha-Bits.
Schedule begins this month for
10 weeks.
Minutes are being bought on children's shows.
Irv Wilson. Agency: Benton & Bowles. Inc.. New York.
declined to comment.)

xo„eW to >°ok at

Buyer: »
I Agency

Lever Bros., New York, is buying saturation frequencies for its!
Dove soap. Schedules begin this month. In some major markets,;
30-65 announcements per week are being placed and many stations L
are making up special saturation packages. Buying is not com- 1
pleted. Buyer: Henry Cleeff. Agency: Ogilvy, Benson & Mather.!
Inc., New York. I Agency declined to comment. I
The Wander Co., Chicago, is going into 20 markets for its Ovaltine. The advertiser is placing minute announcements during daytime and nighttime hours: the saturation schedule will run for approximately 10 weeks, depending upon sales results. Target isj
strictly adults, since former tv campaigns aimed at both children
and adults indicated that Ovaltine's most productive audience wasi
adult. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Donald Grasse. Agency:
Tatham-Laird. Inc., Chicago.
Sandura Co., Philadelphia, is scheduling announcements in 10 of
the top 20 markets to promote its floor covering; spot schedule is to
reenforce its network tv. The campaign starts late this month and
runs for 13 weeks; frequency depends upon the market. Buyer:
Vince Daraio. Agency: Hicks & Greist, Inc., New York. I \gency
declined to comment.)

RADIO

delightful to know
and her buying habits are
sensational. Meet her in
Portland, Oregon, and 30
surrounding counties through
her station, KOIN-TV on 6.
The gentlemen from CBS-TV
Spot Sales will be happy
|
j
I
/

to acquaint you

with

KOIN-TV
lovely
ratings and delightful
coverage.

BUYS

MCM, New York, is preparing campaigns to promote its Brother
Karamazov film. Short-term schedules are being initiated, market ft
market, prior to the showing of the movie: saturation packages are
being used. Kick-off is in New York and Los Angeles. Buying i- iml
completed. Buyer: Joe Fierro. Agency: Donahue & Coe, Inc., N«
York. (Agency declined to comment.)
United Fruit Co., New York, is running a special campaign on
bananas. Schedule begins 10 March and runs for 10 weeks in 50-60
markets. Minute announcements are being placed, with frequency
depending upon the market. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Ted
Wallower.
Agency: BBDO, New York, i ^geno) declined comment.)
Duffy-Mott Co., New York, is entering various markets to push
ils apple juice and apple sauce. The schedule starts this month for
13 weeks; average frequenc) : 15-17 announcements per week in each
market. Buyer: Steve Suren. Agency: SSCB. New York. I \gen6j
declined to comment. I

WORKING

HEADLEY,

DWIGHT
FRANK
PAUL

*

x ** x *J *

1. J

FRANK

PARTNERS

1 * *

President

REED, Vice President
PELLEGRIN,

WEEKS,

Vice Preside

Vice President

The selling policies we instituted as a group of
Working Partners when H-R was started have been
maintained throughout the years. They have enabled us
to harvest a continual volume of orders for our stations

iADIO

and to reap the rewards of friendship (and respect )

TELEVISION

of those we serve, both stations and buyers of time.
The H-R partners are still working partners; the H-R staff
is a sales seasoned group of professionals. So the policy
we established when we started is still our policy today . .
"we ahcat/s send a man to do a man's job."

380 Madison

Ave.

35 E. Wacker

New York 17, N. '
OXford 7-3120

Dm

6253 Hollywood Bou
Hollywood 28, Calif.
Hollywood 2-6453
101 Marietta Srree
Atlanta, Georgia
lAckson 3-7797
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155 Montgomery Street
San Francisco, Calif.
YUkon 2-5837

416 Rio Grande
Dallas, Texas
Riverside 2-5148

Bl(

A pictorial review of local
I and national industry events

PICTURE

WRAP-UP

Dedication of the Francis Martin Branch Library, named for his
father, is made
by Frank
Martin,
account
executive
at Blair-TV.
Listening (1. to r.) Hon. F. H. Zurmuhlen, Commissioner. Department
„f Public Work*, and K. C-. Freehafer. director. \. Y. Public Libra,;

center), timebuyer, William Esly
Beaming buyer, Dick Driscoll
is presented with travel bags as a s nbol of trip for two to the line
prize at party thrown bj Re
sels World's Fair.
This «a> a d<
nd staff, of WINZ, Miami.
Model Charlene Holt

Willing woman
Mr-. Marilyn Mahan gets a lift from Sandy
Spillman, emcee of The Money Tree show on KPIX-TV, San Francisco, after her attempt to water-ski on choppy ba\ as one of five
"Herculean ta-k-" she accepted when volunteering for the show's
"Wnni.in Willing To Do \n\thing" contest.
Boat operators look on

Caravan
disc jockies ofof convertible
WCPO p
news format.
The station

Publicity twist for Pretzel Party, a new live musical program <
he Badger Television Network, is supplied by girls dressed in <■■
an costumes delivering pretzels to Milwaukee advertising pe«pl
ere Ed Kitz. media director of Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap, gM I
ppl> from \\ IS\- F\ tour guide- Martha Meinerl (1.) and Jul
aislmaier.
Show
will feature waltzes, polkas, community
sin;

News and Idea

WMAR-TV
Channel 2

WRAP-UP
ADVERTISERS
Exquisite Form Brassiere is going
all out in a 60-day promotion,
starting 1 May.
Its dimensions:
• A consumer-retailer contest with
many prizes.
Use of daily tv announcements in
175 markets, for a total of $1.5 million.

Premiums and promotions: Kellogg is supporting a Rice Krispies
premium offer via its network tv shows.
The premium : a music-playing Woody
Woodpecker Kazoo — to be had for a
box top and 25< . . . Maytag pointed
jut to Honolulu dealers how to snowball their Maytag home laundry appliance business via — you guessed it— a
•hipment of 200 handmade snowballs,
lown in from Iowa.
Westinghouse will re-enter the FM
adio field with an AM-FM table re;eiver, available in the stores sometime
his month.
Two new all-transistor radios and
hree new portable models are also beng offered.
Sew appointees: Thomas S. Caroil, general manager-marketing servces for Lever Brothers, New York . . .
Robert L. Eskridge, assistant adverising and promotion manager for Ralton Purina Co. ... J. Russ Boylan,
outhwest regional sales manager for
lonson Corp. . . . Erwin Schuller,
lirector, finance, international sales for
ICA . . . Joseph Anastasio, general
ales manager for consumers' products,
ootwear and general products division,
S. Rubber Co. . . . Remus A. Haris, new products manager of the toilet
rticles division for Colgate-Palmolive
o. . . . Emanuel Goldstein, adminitrative v.p. for Chunky Chocolate
orp., Brooklyn . . . William M.
chmitt, general manager of advertisig for the Sun Oil Co. He has been
ith the advertising department
of
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Sun Oil for 30 years . . . David
Reynolds, elected executive v.p.
Reynolds Metals Co. . . . Charles
Denny, v.p., product planning
RCA.

P.
for
R.
for

delivers more
viewers in
this 3 station
market . . .

AGENCIES
American Machine & Foundry
this week switched $1.7-million
worth of business from Fletcher
D. Richards to Cunningham &
Walsh.
Involves the corporate advertising
and 11 AM&F divisions — or half of
the company's billings.
Slated for summer-rerun:
13 /
Love Lucy shows for Sanka as replacement for Peoples Choice (NBC TV),
if Y&R can clear the final hurdles with
Desilu and CBS.
Earle Ludgin told the Chicago Advertising Executives Club:
"It is becoming increasingly difficult for sponsors to gain attention in
today's crowded market place of spotsaturated radio and tv.
"The over-commercialization of radio and tv is a problem created by the
advertisers themselves, and one that
can best be solved by creating an element of surprise — or the unexpected —
in commercials."
Ted Bates has moved its headquarters to New York's new Tishman
Building at 666 Fifth Avenue.
The new office area covers some 150,000 square feet and boasts a closed
circuit tv system to its executive offices.

Agency appointments: Keyes,
Madden & Jones, the Pablum division of Mead Johnson & Co., effective
20 April. Former agencies were Campbell-Mithun and McC-E . . . McCannErickson Chicago office, Nylonet
Corp.'s New Ice Cake Foot Lotion,
Miami, Fla. . . . Ross, Reisman &
Co., L. A., Karl Shoes. Radio and tv

m

TV

• • • •
channel

-

SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD.
TELEVISION
AFFILIATE
OF THE
COLUMBIA
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
Represented

by THE

KATZ

AGENCY,
Angeles

Inc.

in local markets will be used . . .
Swafford-Mulle, Beverl) Hills, appointed l>\ Sues, Young \ Brown, distiil utors, to handle all advertising and
sales promotion, Zenith radio, tv and
hi-fi -ei- and Vornado, air conditioners • . . McCann-Erickson, to handle
the radio-h adxertising for Cit\ Loan
and Savings Co., Lima. ().... H. B.
Humphrey, Alley & Richards. New
York, for Delson Candj Company.

\« >\t on the job: Charles F. Bennett, director ol nierehandising, Erwin. Wasey, Ruthraufi & R\an . . .
Edward F. Baltz. marketing director and account supervisor, Compton s
L. \. office . . . Noel Digby, tv copy
writer. Gardner Advertising. St. Louis
. . . Karyl D. Long, publicity and publit relations director. Irving J. Rosenbloom & Associates. Chicago . . . Dean
Bartmess, art director. John W . Shaw.
Chicago . . . F. Clinton Jones, radiotv director and account executive for
Cummings and Associates. Sacramento.
Cal. . . . Henry Slamin, account executive. Kenyon & Eckhardt . . . Alice
Ross, radio-tv time buyer, Heineman,
Kleinfeld, Shaw & Joseph. \ew York
. . . T. R. Meredith, media super, isor. and William L. O'Brion, media
buyer, RBDO . . . David Youner,
account executive. Heritage Advertising. Bridgeport. Conn. . . . William
H. Kennedy, Jr., group supervisor,
t\ -radio time buying. McCann-Erickson, Chicago . . . Donald F. Danese,
production manager. Albert FrankGuenther Law. Philadelphia . . . Alton B. Copeland, assistant media director, and Thomas D. Thomas, tvradio producer, \eedham. Louis &
Brorby, Chicago . . . George Soter,
cop) director, Needham, Louis & Brorh\. New ^ ork . . . Robert Beits, manager of i\ -radio commercial department, Kudner . . . Gilbert J. Supple,
in charge of commercial production,
and Larry C. Varvaro, assistant to
the president, Richard K. Manoff.
Vgency notes: Vl>e Weinstein and
Carolyn Hani- have organized a new
agencj in Atlanta under the name,
Harris & Weinstein Associates . . .
Swafford and <<>. Advertising, Beverlj Hills, will now be known as Swafford-Mulle. Inc. Tin- change incorporates the name of She] Man G. \lulle.
\.p. of the firm.

P4LTWORKS
Universal C.I.T. Credit Corp. has
bought 276 announcements on
NBC's Monitor to be run during
four week-ends the next four
months.
The objective: stimulate spring auto
sales.
CBS Radio closed for si -million
worth of business from Hertz UDrive-It.
(See this week's and 22 February
SPONSOR-SCOPE for other new and
recent air media developments in the
automotive and related fields.)
John Karol, CBS Radio v. p.,
speaking before the Oregon Advertising Club in Portland said:

P. A.
owned

(Buddy)
Sugg, head. NBCstations and Spot Sales Division, on 1 April . . . Thomas B. MeFadden, v. p. NBC Spot Sales, reporting to Sugg . . . William Callaway.
manager
of financial
planning
for
NBC-owned stations . . . Elmer W.l
Lower,
director of operations, CBS 1
News
Newell T. Schwin, managei!
of special projects, CBS
Television!
Network Sales . . . Bob Feller, playby-play broadcaster
for Mutual . . .
G. Gerald Danford, account execu-B
tive,

\B\.

FILM
Film distributors continue to re
port new high levels in sales foil
January.

Today's partly cloudy economic climate will put a great new burden on
advertising, and copy must cater more

The latest is TPA, which savs tha
its January gross was twice that it ha<J
been for January 1957.

to facts and "reason why" and move
away from the cute trick and gimmick.

Foreign sales in excess of s.?()(i.i)(ii
helped push up the TPA total.

Program note: The annual College
All-Star Football Games will be aired
exclusively over ABC TV and radio
the next three years.

R. J. Reynolds has bought ABt
Film's 26 Men in three westeri
markets for Winston Cigarettes.
Markets include KOMO-TV, Seattle »
WFAA-TV,
Dallas,
and
KFF,B-T\
Great Falls.

Network buys: Edsel has renewed
full alternate week sponsorship of
Wagon Train on NBC through 24 September .. . General Foods will sponsor an alternate week half-hour of
Wagon Train from 9 Julv . . . Eastco,
for Clearsil. and Welch Grape Juice
will sponsor quarter hours of American Bandstand on ABC TV.

Other sales: Gross-Krasne"s Africa
Patrol was sold to four stations thi|
week: Buyers: WHDH-TV, Boston
KSD-TV. St. Louis: KONO-TV, 1
Antonio: and KFVS-TV, Cape GriaJ
deau.

Elected to ABN's Radio Station
Advisory Committee: Jim Wallace,
committeeman, and Pat OHalloran.
alternate, both of KPQ. Wenatchee.
Wash.

from RKO, 24 from AAP's Warn.
Bros, library, and NTA's Champagn
Package of 58 films.

Promoted at NBC this week: Joseph O. Meyers, director of NBC
news: Rex Goad, manager of NBC
news: Leonard Allen, manager. t\
new- assignments; Chester E. Hagan, producer, news programs: Arthur H. Wakelee, manager, special

KMGM-TV. Minneapolis and I
Paul, has just purchased 194 featurti
from various sources, including 8(

Re new series: CNP has two prot<
types under production, one for ai
intrigue series and the other a new
paper (wire service) comedy.
Hal Roach Jr. and Jav Dratler wi
film The Fabulous Oliver Chantry -ta
-ca-on.
ring George Sanders, for the 1 ').">"Promotion

Plans: Lloyd BridS

news projects; Stanley G. Rotkiewicz, manager, budgets and prices;
and Leslie C. Yaughan. manager.
administration.

Ziv's Sea Haul star, will appear tli
week at the Chicago National Boj

Other appointees: John M. Hollywood, scientific aide to the president
of CBS Laboratories, New York . . .

sponsor of the show in nine markets.
ABC Film has recorded the then
music
from
26
Men.
and

Show. Bridges also spoke at -al
meetings for the Heileman Brewfc

making it available as a premium
for sponsors. The recording and
sheet music will also go on sale in
music stores and supermarkets.
Rating news: MCA's Mike Hammer bowed into New York with an
18.9
special
ARB
coincidental,
and 44.39f audience share.
Strictly Personnel: William C.
Hutchings and Edward W. Rinker,
named vice-presidents, Kling Film . . .
William Sackheim, appointed programing director, Screen Gems . . .
Otto Lang, producer, and Albert B.
Taylor, to the Hollywood staff of Ziv
... Joseph Brun, named director of
■ cinematography, Transfilm . . . Leslie
H. Norins and Terry O'Neill, to the
. sales staff of TPA.

RADIO

A NEW LEADER IN
SACRAMENTO!

STATIONS

WPTR, Albany, N. Y., is one station to have got a foot in the door
in the nationwide campaign to admit radio and tv to all public hearings and courtrooms.
The New York State Legislature allowed WPTR to tape record for re, broadcast the hearing of its Joint Com• inittee on Obscene Literature. The station later aired a couple hours of the
most vital testimony.
The staff of WINZ, Miami independent station, staged a New
York party on 13 February that
sent its guests flying all over the
world.
About

500

advertising

people

at-

' tended the event, and these were among
the prizewinners: Dick Driscoll, Esty

1st PLACE

timebuyer, a trip to the World's Fair
' in Brussels; Chips Barrabee, Lennen
& Newell timebuyer; two weeks in Bermuda; Hal Simpson, Esty, a junket
to Havana and Nassau.

PULSE-OCT. 14-18 1957
KXOA
|

Contests, stunts and promotions:
• Southern cooler: WAKE, Atlanta, Ga., drew forth 5,000 Atlantans
in the 5-degree-above-zero-weather of
17 February to attend a 2^2 hour family night performance well titled Holiday on Ice.
• WQAM, Miami, asked contestants to guess the combined height of
the 21 chorus dolls in Miami Beach's
Latin Quarter. Winner Harold Leen
got to take all 21 to dinner while Mrs.
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placed

1st

in

more

quarter-hours

periods

6:00 a.m. to midnight than any other station . . .

SERVING A GREAT INLAND EMPIRE
NATION'S

45th IN RETAIL

SALES

51st IN POPULATION
22nd IN SALES PER HSLD.
SRDS

Nat'l. Rep. — McGavren-Quinn
V.P.-Mgr. — Howard

Haman

Leen remained home to mind the kiddies.
• St. Valentine's helper: WDGY,
Minneapolis-St. Paul, offered to pay
for all marriage licenses applied for
between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. that day.
Forty-one engaged couple* accepted the
gambit.
• Up the creek: WINS, New
York, offered a canoe in a letter contest, received 15,550 bids for it. The
winning entry: "I'm Up the Creek without a paddle/ I sure could use a Canoe I've 12 dozen campers from the

city/ Who've never paddled the blue"
— by Owen Engler, director of a camp
for underprivileged children.
• Slightly bovine: KMOX, St.
Louis, decided to find out what effect
rock 'n roll would have on the milk
production of cows. It had farmer
Walter Faeth play rock 'n roll music
and farmer Milton Hitz play dreamy
waltzes during milking sessions. Result: a comparatively greater increase
in milk production over the same period a year ago in the milking parlor
of low key music man Walter Faeth.

Affiliations: WEDO, McKeesportPittsburgh, Pa., with CBS Radio on |
2 March, replacing KQV, former CBS
Pittsburgh affiliate . . . KOY, Phoenix, and WMPT, Williamsport,
Pa., have joined ABN . . . WHOO,
Orlando, Fla., and WAKU, Latrobe, Pa., now affiliated with MRS.
People : Roy Stanley, station man- 1
ager for KBKC. Kansas City . . . Frederick DeSloovere, new director for!
WIBG, Philadelphia . . . Walter Sondheim, Jr., to the board of directors of j
WFBR, Baltimore, Md
James E.
Goldsmith,
general
manager
for
WAMV, East St. Louis, 111
Wal-I
ter Weightman, to the sales staff of
WAVZ, New Haven, Conn. . . . Sydney E. Byrnes, president and general
manager for WADS, Ansonia, Conn.
. . . Robert P. Keim, v. p. and board
member for Valley Broadcasting Company, Ansonia, Conn. . . . Rolf Hertsgaard, to the news staff of WBAL,
Baltimore, Md. . . . Frederick H. Elliott, Jr., local sales manager for
WHAM. Rochester, N. Y. . . . Raymond J. Cheney, v. p. of Mt. Vernon
Radio and Television Company, Mt.
Vernon. III. . . . Bobby Cox, to the
national sales staff of WDGY, Minne-

This Man I Had to Get
k\\ FT serves 590.260 farm and ranch people within the 1/2 mv/m
contour. Gross farm and ranch income: $814,726,000.
A long-time, well-known pal to these folks is EARL SARGENT. Earl
was formerly Agriculture Department Manager of the Wichita Falls
Chamber of Commerce. Now he's full-time FARM AND RANCH
-I l!\ ICE DIRECTOR for KWFT.
He has an M.S. degree in agriculture. He is president of the Wichita
Tails Farm and Ranch Club, and holds area-wide offices and honors
galore.
With KWFT he's keeping right on with these activities — and doing
three broadcasts daily. Object: to make EVERY family of this area a
stead) KWFT listener and friend.
The K\\ FT farm-and-ranch market is BIG. Your H-R man has new
and complete data. Call him up.
BEN LUDY
President and General

Manager

^
Wichita

Falls, Texas

apolis-St. Paul.
Also appointed: John Hierlihy, supervisor of programs for WAMP and
WFMP, Pittsburgh, Pa
James P.
Henslev, v. p. and general manager
for KOME. Tulsa. Okla. . . . Carol
Ann Hogshead, merchandising direc-j
lor for WJBK, Detroit . . . Robert O.
Archer, Jr., to the sales staff of WLS.
Chicago . . . Chris Robinson, Jr.,,
national sales manager for KWZ.
Houston . . . George Pruette and
Don Perrie, to the news department
of WWJ AM-TV, Detroit . . . Dick
Horning, night news editor for
WTCN AM-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul
. . . Robert E. Dolan, to the sale^i
staff of KXOX. St. Louis, Mo.
William F. Ward, producer-directoi
for KNX-CRPN program staff .
Norton Virgien, general manager foi
WEZE, Boston . . . Robert Rohrs,
local sales manager for KJAY, Topeka
Kan. . . . Bill Richie, evening news
editor for KWFT, Wichita Falls . .
Matthew Bracic, manager of techni
cal operations for WAMP and WFMP
Pittsburgh . . . R. Peter Straus, pro
main director for WMCA. New Yorl
. . . George Andrick, station man|
ager for WSAZ,

Huntington, W.
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. . Peter Gerald, d.j. for KAKC,
Tulsa, Okla. . . . Ted Knightlinger,
program director for KMO. Tacoma,
Wash. . . . Edward T. McCann, Jr.,
sales manager for WCOP, Boston . . .
Donald L. Perris, assistant general
manager for WEWS, Cleveland . . .
Art Abell, merchandising director for
KGO, San Francisco . . . Vernon L.
Wickre, station manager for KOSI.
\urora, Col. . . . Ralph Glazer, to
ihe sales staff of KSFO, San Francisco.

TV

STATIONS

What could turn out to
lous setback for fee tv on
Coast :
I Skiatron and Telemeter
turned back their franchises

be a serithe West
this week
to the Los

Vngeles City Counsel so that a referendum could be held on the people's
wishes about fee tv. Theatre owners
had insisted that the Counsel leave it to
la referendum to determine whether an
lordinance authorizing fee tv franchises
|be adopted.
Proposals by the Barrow Committee to limit multiple ownership of
tv stations and to suspend network
option time came under sharp attack by WBC's Don McGannon before the 10th Annual Radio and
Television Conference in San
Francisco.
The committee recommendation that
station ownership be limited eventually
' |to one to a customer was reached, declared McGannon, "without any supporting factual indication that multiple ownership has been harmful to the
public interest or that it has in any way
tailed to fulfdl statutory or public responsibility."
McGannon

also defended network

option time as the element that permit* network tv to be a national advertising medium. The "must-buy" station list, he claimed, is network tv's
"basic circulation" whose elimination
would reduce vital competition in this
area.

Storer's income
for 1957:
Net
jearnings after taxes totaled $6,396,164
iand $2.58 per share for common and
jclass "B" stock.
Earnings include a net capital gain
of $2,621,496, realized from the sale of
tations in Birmingham, Miami and
Portland, Ore., during the year.
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On the color front: It is estimated
that there are about 275,000 color sets
in U. S. homes. Sales last year totaled
125,000, compared to only 85,000 in
1956.
Crown Stations (KING, Seattle;
KGW, Portland; KREM, Spokane) finished off their series of transcontinental
sales presentations with a salmon bake
in San Fernando Valley.
The coast-to-coast road show began
in New York with a treasure hunt on
23 January.
Guest "professors" from the industry will headline a series of
radio-tv seminars for graduate
students of Syracuse University
throughout the spring.
Norman Glenn, publisher of
sponsor, will conduct three such sessions. Other guest "professors": Eugene Accas, ABC; Hugh M. Seville,
NBC; Irving Gitlin, CBS; Robert
Hudson, ETRC, Ann Arbor, Mich.;
Don McGannon, Westinghouse stations; Sydney Roslow, The Pulse;
Dan Seymour, J. Walter Thompson,
and Davidson Tavlor, formerly CBS
and NBC.
The five "television talks" clinics
conducted last year by BMI have
been permanently recorded in a
volume entitled Television — Today and Tomorrow.
The series of talks and discussions
touched on practically every aspect of
tv programing. More than 30 leaders
of the industry spoke on such topics
as special event programing, the use of
network and syndicated film, children's
programing, color tv, local service programing, program and station promotion, and the low cost programing.
Publisher:
Channell Press.
Now it's round-the-clock tv. Triangle station WNBF-TV, Binghamton,
N. Y., has become the nation's first
station to provide continuous 7-day.
24-hour telecasting. Sister station
WFIL-TV,
Philadelphia,
has fob
lowed suit with 24-hour programing
five days a week.
They're here now: Stan Schloeder,
Richard C. Landsman, Paul Maguire and Charles McGregor, account executives for WABD-TV, NewYork . . . Bill Taylor and Chet
Zaniewski, sales executives for KOVRTV, Stockton, Cal. . . . Jean Grant,

assistant promotion manager for KFSb
TV, San Diego, Cal. . . . Bob Vache,
program director for KVAR-TV, Phoenix, Ariz. . . . Bill Baumgarten, account executive for KHSL-TV, Chico,
Cal. . . . Robert Wolff, to the sales
promotion department of WHCT, Hartford, Conn. . . . William R. Hohmann, sales promotion manager for
WBBM-TV, Chicago . . . William
Drenten, news editor for WBNS-TV,
Columbus, 0. . . . Dean McCarthy,
station manager for WITI-TV, Milwaukee, Wise. . . . Howard Springer,
comptroller for WJBK-TV, Detroit . . .
Richard W. Holloway, national sales
manager for WDEF-TV, Chattanooga.
Tenn. . . . Frank Sisson, to the sales
staff of WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids.
Mich. . . . Chet Collier, executive producer in the national program department for Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. . . . Robert L. Brown, national
sales manager for KBTV, Denver, Col.

FINANCIAL
Surpassed by '56. Gillette reports
its 1957 sales of $194,929,175 reached
the second highest level in company
history. 1956 total: $200,714,707.
1957 earnings after taxes stood at
$25,940,570 and $2.80 per share of
common stock, compared with $31.544,304 and $3.40 per share in 1956.

Stock market quotations: Following stocks in air media and related
fields are listed each issue with quotations for Tuesday this week and Tuesday one week ago. Quotations supplied by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner
and Smith.
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PULSE REPORT^

a 3 months study
of listening habits
reveals

WVNJ
has more listeners

in essex county
than any radio station
in New York or New Jersey
Essex County: population 983,500
Effective Buying Income $2,324,743,000
per family E.BX— $7,940
Source: Sales Management —
Survey of Buying Power -May 1957

WVNJ
WW

RADIO

W

ll#

STATION

Newark, New

Jersey

OF %\\t Ki'Maik ^ews

% A copy of this revealing report will be mailed to any advertiser or agency.
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
I MARCH
Cooyrlght
SPONSOR

1958
1958

PUBLICATIONS

INC.

WEEK

If you're an adman with a stake in tv, you've probably wondered what all the
backwash coming out of the House Commerce Legislative Overnight subcommittee's probe will lead to eventually.
Here's what industry people close to the Washington situation are predicting:
• The resignation of three FCC commissioners.
• Re-examination by the Commission of the licenses of about 10 tv stations.
• Adoption by regulatory agencies of codes of ethics. More likely, Congress will do that
little job for them.
• Free and easy relationship between broadcasters and FCC members will become a thing
of the past. Commissioners will probably be required to stand off and away from those they
regulate in the fashion of judges.
• Congress may even go so far as to forbid legislators
lators. Bills are hitting the hopper, ranging all the way
illegal for Commissioners to accept expense money and
off the ears of Commissioners from intervention of any

from attempting to influence the regufrom measures which merely make it
gifts to one bill which would close
kind except on the public record.

• A wholesale move by the reconstituted Commission to put the networks on the frying
pan. Obviously, the FCC can't hit back at Congress, but it can vent its chagrin and humiliation on the networks by showing the public it's not afraid to kick around the big boys.
• By the time the hullabaloo of this investigation and the various industry hearings now
docketed for the Senate and FCC expire, the shape of the commercial broadcast structure as
concerns networks may be radically altered.

Even more important than the bills in the Congressional hopper — few of which get passed
anyway — is the present mood of the House Commerce Legislative Oversight subcommittee.
Subcommittee members now try to outdo each other as prosecuting attorneys
in ripping to shreds the stories of witnesses.
The chairman of the full House Commerce committee, Rep. Oren Harris, and the ranking
minority member, Rep. Charles Wolverton, have agreed publicly that the situation is a mess.
They both remarked
agreed that the mess must
Mack and Florida lawyer
subject to one year prison

that influences on FCC commissioners have been shocking. They
be cleaned up. Harris went so far as to state that Commissioner
Thurman Whiteside had violated the Communications Act and were
terms and/or $10,000 fine.

The climactic points of Whiteside's testimony included: (1) His incredible story of promissory notes he got from Mack to cover previously publicized loans; (2) His gift to Mack of
stock in an insurance company which handled all the insurance for the National Airlines subsidiary that snared Miami Channel 10 and (3) His gift to Mack in 1957 of a corporation that
collected dividends on this insurance.
The Justice Department meantime denied it had recommended Mack's removal to the
White House and said the FBI investigation of the Mack case is going forward.

The Senate Commerce

Committee, by a 7-6 vote, reported out a resolution put-

ting the Senate on record as against the FCC's proceeding with any fee tv trials
until and unless Congress specifically approves the system.
Previously the House Commerce Committee passed a resolution asking the same thing,
but without stipulating the House's approval.
•
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A round-up of trade talks,
trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR

HEARS

' cw!h?m i»»58
^ ^ew ^or'c raa^° station got this suggestion from an agency:
sponsor publications iNc
jockeys about kidding their cancellations on the air.

Caution your disk

Cause of the complaint:
The d.j. had prefaced the agency's commercial with the comment, "Here's a message you won't be hearing from us much longer."

Watch for the interlocking this year of two upper-rung
billings would take them well over the $125-million level.

agencies, whose merged

One of the agencies ranks among the most successful package-goods shops.

Latin America's a tv paradise for the promoter
There's no objection to monopoly.
same city — as they desire.
One company

with lots of spondola.

Applicants can lock up as many channels — even in the

owns 18 channels — nine on the air and the others protected indef.

Revlon is contemplating putting the $64,000 Question on ice for the summer
and substituting a situation comedy (perhaps the Great Montague).
When it returns in the fall, the Question would have a new emcee and a completely regimmicked format.

Among the most active swappers of their products for air time these days are
the perfume companies.
Stations find the bottled smells not only suitable for giveaway shows but handy gifts
for timebuyers at Christmas and other occasions.

A practice that creates a continuing battle between stations and syndicators:
Basing the price on the size or stature of the city instead of the size of the tv market
(number of sets).
Case in point: Richmond, Va., broadcasters argue that even though theirs is the largest city in the state, Norfolk and Roanoke — each of which pays a lesser rate — cater to more
tv homes.

The executive turnover through the years may have been sizable, but the NBC roster of
vice-presidents includes seven who have seen service with the network for 20 years
or more.
Here's their status 20 years ago and now:
THEN

Chief statistician

Hugh M. Beville
William S. Hedges
Jules Herbuveaux
Edward R. Hitz
Frank M. Russell
Carlton D. Smith

V.p., Washington
Presidential announcer

Lloyd H. Yoder

Mgr., KPO, San Francisco

V.p., station relations
Prog, mgr., Chicago
Salesman, New York

NOW

V.p.,
V.p.,
V.p.,
V.p.,
V.p.,
V.p.,
V.p.,

planning & development
integrated services
g.m., WMAQ, Chicago
tv sales Central Div.
Washington
g.m., WRC, Washington
g.m., WRCV, Phila.

SPONSOR
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M-G-M Academy Award Package*
26 of Metro's most memorable
films— 13 Academy -Award winners
and 13 Academy-Award nominees
including such titles as:

M-G-M
MYSTERY
AND ACTION
PACKAGE

"Blossoms in the Dust"* "Boys Town"
"Boom Town" • "Gaslight"
"Waterloo Bridge" • "Madame Curie"
M-G-M Action & Intrigue Package*
26 of Metro's most exciting bigthrill features including such
titles as:
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr Hyde"
"White Cargo" • "Mr. and Mrs. North"
"The Postman Always Rings Twice"
"Shadow of the Thin Man"
"Too Hot To Handle"
M-G-M Andy Hardy Theatre*
15 wonderful films ... . starring
Mickey Rooney in Metro's heartwarming series about America's
favorite family.

Great H

Packages.

THE BEST
Each package is a daisy...
designed to give you a dilly of a rating. A new,
selective, practical way to purchase feature
pictures. The very best of the films from the
studio that has always been known for having
made the very best.
Call us, write us, wire us for more complete information onthese three powerhouse packages.

A SERVICE OF
LOEWS

INCORPORATED

Richard A. Harper, General Sales Mgr.
1540 Broadway, New York 36, N.Y.JUdso

*Not available in the markets where the entire
M-G-M

library of pre- '49 features is bow being programmed.

STATION

RATE

[Continued from page 31)

HUM

of these is the problem of administering any kind of long-range rate protection. The problem here is rate changes
which involve increases in some areas
and decreases in others. Very often,
the decreases are only granted because
the stations can get compensating income from the increases. But, since
rate protection is a ceiling and not a
floor, stations lose the benefit of the
increase from clients on the air before

ANNISTON
ALABAMA
serving

the rate change, while also losing income because all advertisers are granted the decrease. I In some cases, the
advertiser has to take the entire old
rate or entire new rate, whichever is
more favorable.)
It has occurred to some stations that
rate protection should lock clients into
a rate which can neither go up or
down while they are on the air. One

and
selling

over
110,000
with good
popular music
Rep: Everett-McKinney Inc.

theTOPS

in entertainment

OFFERED
CONTINUALLY

RICH-DIVERSIFIED-GROWING

CALIFORNIA
WITH
GO
•
•
•

FIRST

WITH

A

MARKET

CLASS

COVERAGE

GROWING

MARKET

FEATHER
RIVER PROJECT
TRINITY DAM PROJECT
CORNING IRRIGATION PROJECT

ALL

PART OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA'S WATER AND POWER DEVELOPMENT

KHSLTV
CHANNEL
CHICO,

CALIFORNIA

12

rep suggested a policy of giving conventional rate protection for six
months or the life of the contract,
whichever is greater.
The argument that 12-month rate
protection wouldn't hurt stations because of the prevalence of short-term
campaigns is not a convincer to most
stations. This is because rate protection is an umbrella over the corporate
buyer, not just the brand. The large
multi-product advertiser often spaces
the campaigns of his brands so that
one or another is on the station in a

NOW! FROM WHBF-TV J?
IN THE QUAD-CITIES .. . tj

NEW 1000 FT.
TOWER
BIG 100 KW
POWER
EXPANDED REGIONAL
COVERAGE
■^""■^

A

era of

television
to prosperous
Western Illinois

WHBF-TV
CBS

FOR THE QUAD-CITIES

M|jS|C

continuous advertising chain. The result is that all brands will get rate
protection for 12 months even though
none of them was on the air that long.
It appears clear to some broadcasters,
as a matter of fact, that the basic question of the 12-month protection policy
revolves around the multi-product client. Nor does it make them feel any
better when P&G, whose hand is evident in most industry squabbles involving rates, sends out form letters via
its agencies pointing out the "benefits '
of a 12-month rate protection policy.
Since the Storer policy change, stations and reps have been looking ever
more longingly at the print media
where rate protection of 90 or 60 or,
even 30 days is common.
The networks, which also grant sixmonths' protection, are just as reluctant as station broadcasters to guarantee rates for a longer period. The
networks' attitude is particularly important since any rate protection
change on their part would

policy
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make it particularly difficult for stations not to follow suit.
The stand taken by agencies and advertisers on rate protection is basically
a simple one: In order to plan properly for advertising on tv, the client
must have some idea in advance of
how much it is going to cost. If rate
increases force him beyond his budget.
it can not only upset plans for tv but
for other media, too. While he would
have liked 12-month rate protection
during tv's fast growth period, he can
understand the station's desire to get
paid for the audiences that were increasing so rapidly. Now that tv is
mature, however, the resistance to 12month protection makes less sense.
And aren't rates slowing down anyway?
The leveling off of rates is probably
the most effective argument for 12month protection, though — as pointed
out previously — it can be used as an
argument for both sides. A Katz study
of announcement rates in 60 tv markets (see the chart and accompanying
explanation on pages 30 and 31) shows
a marked leveling off of nighttime
rates for 20-second commercials in
prime time. The increase from September 1956 to September 1957
| (9.5%) is half of what it was during
I the corresponding period from 1954 to
1955, and only a third of the increasing during the 12 months before that.
The picture for daytime minute announcements inot
s
clear from the Katz
study since packages were not included
in the figures. However, the steady increase in the number of packages offered by stations underlines an easing
of costs. So that while rate cards for
the highest cost stations in the 60 markets covered by the Katz study show
an increase in minute daytime rates of
75% over 1951, the actual cost to advertisers isconsiderably less.
In another Katz study, it was found
that nowadays the average discount
range for six daytime announcements
per week is 18-29% off the one-time
rate while a package of 12 gives the
advertiser a discount of 37-44%. In
the days before packages were common— during the early 50' s — the maximum frequency discount ran in the
neighborhood of 20 to 25 %.
Rate increases are not over by a long
shot, even during the day. But increases will more and more be the result of audience strides made by particular stations in particular segments
»f the day, or evening.
^
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TV-TULSA

covers

GROSS

45

FARM

TOTALS

counties

where

. . .

INCOME

$285,832,000.00*

Oil-rich Tulsa —

Farm-rich counties! Just 31 of

the "fabulous 45" counties produce more than half
Oklahoma's

total gross farm income

—

the half

that you can't reach without TV -Tulsa!
Farmers in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas Counties
are an added bonus to this rich Oklahoma market.

you get the fabulous 45
ONLY [with

HOW DO YOU MATE
[Continued from page 33)

Agreements
had
to be reached
among the three sponsors on such pertinent questions as: Who gets the open- ft
ing commercial on the first show?; I
Whose announcer will do the opening
and closing billboards?

WSBT-TV

PRIMARY COVERAGE650,000 TV VIEWERS IN
PROSPEROUS

EM?

On the announcer
question, A\er
held an audition in which the three 1
client announcers and three other announcers were each given a chance to
read the same piece of copy.
A re- 4
cording was made, with the men iden- 1

MICH I AN A*

tified
onlywere
as "A,"
Disks
sent "B,"
to alletc.
three clients U
and each was asked to vote for the I

WSBT-TV
WINS BY
A LANDSLIDE!

announcer's
voice he preferred.
though each sponsor recognized

AMI
his

own announcer, all agreed that Breck's
man could do a good job for every- |j
body on the opening and closing billboards on the program.
A flip of a coin by Tom McDermott determined
which client would
have the opening commercial on the I
first show.
Breck won the flip.
"With all three clients in one agency
, (Breck and Sealtest through Aver'sj
New York office, Hills Bros. Coffee H
through the San Francisco office), we|
couldn't afford to have a winner and i
two losers whenever any question came

You can reach only one conclusion when
you study A.R.B., Pulse, Hooper and other
rating reports: People here have an overwhelming preference for WSBT-TV! No
other area station comes close to WSBT-TV
in the number of top-rated shows carried.
Chicago
and Michigan stations aren't even
in the running.

I up," says John D. Upton, head offj
I Ayer's New York service office.
"Everything had to be balanced and
fair.'' he says, "and if a client didn'tB
I get exactly what he wanted in one case,| I
we had to make sure that he had it|

There's more to this market than meets the
eye. The 14 counties in WSBT-TV's primarv coverage area account for annual
sales of $974,611.000— .5063% of the Nation's total!
Ask your Rayrner man for the details or
write to this station.

made
up telecast
to him setup,
anotherthere
time."
In the
are some:
[Markets in which only one sponsor is!
, interested. For these, half of the show1
is sponsored, while the rest of the com-|
mercial time is filled with station
public service announcements.
Also,
some
delayed markets

i Morthern Indiana
anil Southern Michigan. Set count.
180.570 — 3.6 persons per family.

arfl

i getting prints of the Storybook kine-j
scope one or more weeks after the livef
telecast — with the proper commerciab|
inserted.
In discussing the whole intricate
project, Joseph J. Battaglia Jr.. heaci
this
to say: tv/radio traffic stall. Iui<
of Ayer's

SOUTH
BEND,
IND.
A5IC

ASK PAUL H. RAYMER

OPTIONAL

COMPANY

STATION

•

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

"NBC

gave us fine cooperation ii

arranging
all the ofdetails,
are
often accused
piling Networkup cap
without regard for the sponsor's bad
get. It's only fair to point out that ii
this case the network made a grea
main helpful suggestions that wuiko
to save us money.
^

NEW

RADIOXLIENTS

i Continued from page 40)
newcomers to net radio is Harvard College iBBDO) which is sponsoring a
one-hour show on 28 March over CBS.
Designed to promote the advancement
of liberal education, it will include

Get it, Smidley . . . EXCLUSIVE!
This KIMA-TV with its satellites is
not just number one in the market
. . . but the ONLY one in the market. Ever see such a neat, one-buy,
four-station, three-state package?

some really "hard-sell" commercials in
connection with the college's $85 mi
lion fund-raising drive.
• Black & Decker (Van Sant,
Dugdale & Co.) : Home workshop
tools, traditionally advertised in print
media where pictures of the various
models may be shown, got a pre-

A big market — over 500,000. A
wealthy market — nearly a billion
dollars. It's enough to make the
average time-buyer do flip-flops.
Right, Smidley? Right!
Quito a nd
market
. . .
d drinking
Lumber and
building mate

' Christmas play in radio this year on
Monitor tied to the "do-it-yourself"
trend.
• A. & M. Karagheusian I Fuller
& Smith & Ross ) : Gulistan Carpets
iwill get a radio push in a campaign
starting 12 April with Bob & Ray on
ABC. Merchandising of this schedule
,l>egan as early as two months ago
Jwhen net, agency and client began
working together at the Home Furnish;ings Show in Chicago, pointing up to
•the trade, at that time, that Gulistan
[would have a radio show. Merchandising kits, Bob & Ray recordings have
fgone out, and local radio tie-in sales
'are already substantial.
There seems no end to the ingenuity
of advertisers and their agencies in
their use of radio. Florida Realty
(Stuart, Schwartz Inc.) and Lee Land
& Title Co. are selling real estate on

$45,126,000

$87,656,000

KIMA-TV
YAKIMA,

WASHINGTON

with its satellites
KIPR-TV,
KUW-TV,

/>««,

Wash.

Ltmistui. Idaho

and KB AS- TV
Ipfoote, Moses lake. Wash.

CASCADE
BROADCASTING

HEP:

WEED

TELEVISION

PACIFIC

NORTHWEST

COMPANY

MOORE

&

ASSOCIATES

'ABN and MBS respectively; Rustcraft
promotes greeting cards on CBS; while
such bureaus as the Irish Linen Guild
,and the American
•and Boys' Wear
NBC for seasonal
whole industries.

Institute for Men's
recently have used
drives to spark-plug
All of them know

ithey are buying an audience of consumer ears; but what they're counting
[on beyond that is prestige in the grass
|roots of America — the kind that will
i:ain them a valuable bonus in display
'*pace and personal attention by the
Main Street merchants.
The trend of "unexpected" neighbors moving in alongside traditional
advertising Goliaths of the air is not
by any means peculiar to net radio. It
jalready is an established thing in spot
radio. Indeed, it is probably networks'
adoption of some of spot radio's flexibility that has made it possible to
attract the modest budget clients. ^
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BIGGEST
SHARE
OF AUDIENC
IN AMERICA
IN MARKETS
OF 3 OR MORE STATIONS*
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST

in die nation in share of audience
in 407 of 469 rated quarter-hours
with 15 of the top 15 shows
with 5 of the top 5 syndicated shows
*ARB, December 1957

®krod
CBS Television Nefwork

nr Ss

• Channel 4 • El Paso. Texas

\SJ6jJ

HE HIGHEST
tower

Tv and radio
NEWSMAKERS

in

the South
(5th highest
in the world)

William C. Pank has joined the executive;
staff of Reach, McClinton & Co., Inc

is at

vice-president and account supervisor. He
also will be a member of the agency's1
plans board. Pank comes to Reach, McClinton from Calkins & Holden, with whom
he has been associated since 1950 as a

Augusta, Ga.

senior vice-president, director, member ol
the plans board, and account supervisor.
> a vice-president at Roy S. Durstine, a position
he held for five years. Earlier, he did promotion work for Crowell-,
Collier and the World-Telegram. Previous to that, Pank was editor
of trade magazines in the department store and hotel fields. Reach.
Before that, he

1 ,292 feet tall
1 ,375 feet above
average terrain
L

McClinton Prudential Insurance commercial was sponsor's choice

1 ,677 feet above

as one of the year's 10 best tv commercials. (SPONSOR. 28 Dec. 1957.)

sea level
Clarence E. Eldridge, a vice-president of
George Fry & Assoc, Inc., will serve with
a newly-created three man senior con-

serves . . .
1 Vz million people

sulting group to guide the firm's latest
venture. This is a new marketing management service to audit and evaluate ad-

covers . . .
more of S. C. than

vertising programs and procedures and to
analyze the operational and merchandising
plans of consumer products and industrial
manufacturers. Eldridge will be joined by Franklin Bell, who pretl
ously served with the Lord & Thomas and N. W. Ayer advertising
agencies, and who for 28 years was chief advertising executive o
H. J. Heinz Co. The third member of the consulting group is Stuan
Peabody, who served with the Borden Co. for 33 years, lastly as as
sistant v. p. for advertising and public relations. Eldridge was for
merly exec. v. p.. Campbell Soup, and marketing v. p., General Foods

any So. Carolina
station, PLUS . . .
more of Ca. than
any station outside
of Atlanta.
maximum

power . . .

100,000 watts

P. A. (Buddy) Sugg, executive vice-presi
dent and director of WKY Television S\»
tern, Inc., a subsidiary of the Oklahom;
Publishing Co.. will join NBC on 1 Apri

low band VHF

NBC & ABC networks

as head of the company's owned station
and Spot Sales Division. He will be pro
posed for election as a vice-president a
the
NBC InBoard
of Directors
meeting
March.
his present
position,
Suggon i'

CHANNEL

AUGUSTA
Represented

by

Mollingbery

*AJ

general manager of WKY and WKY-TV, Oklahoma City: WSEA
TV, Montgomery ; and WTVT, Tampa. He also is a director of thOklahoma Publishing Co. His first job in the broadcasting busines
was with KPO, San Francisco as a control room engineer. He be
came supervisor of engineers for NBC in San Francisco, a post h>'
held until 1940 when he joined the Navv as Lt.. later became Capt

You need the RIGHT

PULLING
POWER

...to get the
jobindone
this
soil-rich
Missouri River
Basin
A

BIG 69%

D1V
" m /O
of the people live on highly productive
farms or in small towns of 2500 or less!

FARM-WISE programming, 33 years
of prestige and an acute awareness of
the needs and wants of the BIG 69%
are some of the reasons why the latest
area Pulse shows that —
MORE PEOPLE prefer KMA for

THE HEART

^4

BEAT OF THE CORN

COUNTRY

Farm Programming — for News — for
Weather — for Music — and prefer
KMA Homemakers.
THAT'S WHY your sales message gets
results on KMA — the friendly station
that reaches the BIG non-urban 69%.

A SHENANDOAH, I0W/
AFFIL
5000 WATTS, 960IATED
KC
Represented by
EDWARD PETRY

1
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& CO.,

WITH
ABN (|Qj

INC.
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lO-SECOND

SPEAKS
Tv's new catch-all
A new

problem-concept is building up some

steam that

ma) blow your way any day now. It's labeled "sponsor idenMadison

tification" (see sponsor, 22 February) and to Michigan and
Avenues it implies that not enough listeners make

a connection between the sponsor and his tv program.
Let's lace this squarely before it gets imbedded too far
in the language. In many ways, the new label is a handy
• Quality of commercial messages.
• The perils of co-sponsorship.
• Multiple-spotting.
ready. For example: The recent moves by Libby-OwensFord to straighten out the co-sponsorship pattern seem to be
on a sensible track. So also the efforts of agencies to get
commercials out of stereotyped patterns.
Basically, of course, tv hasn't much to worry about so long
as it can ( 1 ) deliver vast audiences at low cost, and (2) keep
moving merchandise. But today's situation is emotionally
touchy: Competition among the networks is stiffer (which
turnover among

agencies

has been high; and everybody is cost-conscious.
What's called for, in short: continued demonstration that
tv cost-wise and impact-wise continues to be a terrific buy.
Such proof won't be hard to come by.

Color Cue
rates recognition once

more for its dogged efforts to put color tv across to give the
medium still more impact. Sure, you can't find it in every
tavern and only a modest number of homes has it. But the
print media will be quick to tell you that, unless they can deliver color almost any time and any place, they would be
behind the eight-ball. The advertiser wants it to drive his
message home. Tv's very prosperity surely will force it in
the same direction. Our superfluous suggestion to RCA:
Keep it up.
THIS

FT

WE

FIGHT

FOR:

Despite business un-

certainties, this is no time to "play safe" h\
shying away from new approaches to creative

ft

programing.

the Southwest conference of the 4A'8J|
was — "How I Conquered \1\ Nervous-.,
ness and Embarrassment at The Lin-fl
gerie Counter." Apparently courageU
comes easy to someone uho sold radio
in 1952.

now handling p.r. in Evansville. Indiana, for Aluminum Co. of America isi*
named Joe Steel.

Separately, each of these headaches is being doctored al-

In the foregoing connection, RCA

How to ... : Tille of a speech b,
RAB President Kevin B. Sweeney tol

Product conflict?
Former public re-A
lations representative in New York andfl

catch-all for older problems on these fronts:

tends to flatten ratings somewhat);

SPOTS

Understood: From a Marine Midland |
Trust Co. ad in the N.Y. Times—
IN ADVERTISING?
OUR BANK AT 46TH AM) PARK
UNDERSTANDS ADVERTISING
PEOPLE
Even tvhen we overdraw?

The future of television depends

on a constant floii of fresh thoughts anil ideas.

Post-Cupid: Still promoting its 5AocitH
film package. W ABC-TV sent out weirdieValentines I featuring a broken mirrorJ
and signed: "From all the ghouls andB
monsters") to 1,500 admen. The fFoljtM
Man Meets the P. R. Man.
Hot Cupid: Another Valentine pro
motion — KYW. promoting "the hot
test station in Cleveland" theme, sentl
out cans of red hot peppers. Surq
sounds romantic.

I

Triple: At the New York partv i
Miami's WINZ, Walter Teitz, the D-F
timebuyer who recently won two coi
tests in less than a week (See "How
became the world's luckiest timebu;
er," 8 Feb. sponsor I was lucky agai
— won a portable radio. Bet he get!
good costs-per-l, 000 too.

i

Fragile: Elsa Maxwell quoted in i
Neivsweek article: "Tv is a very deli
cate medium." Only the sell is hard.
Rockin': According to CBS Radio'
Walter Cronkite, rock V roll has beei
banned in Iran because of hip in
juries to dancers. Middle-East crisis
Dandruff: A recent sur\e\ 1>\ tin
Curtis Dandruff Treatment Counci
shows that dandruff is closer) nlatn
to emotional stress. "Executives anc
junior executives." the survey repor
states, "in the fields of advertising
public relations, radio and television
who probably work under the m<»nervous pressure, lead the survfl
Hon do you mean
probably ?

1 1957 the four

Radio Stations ran
87,344 Public Service
Announcements

and

! 392 Public Service
Programs of 5 minutes or
iiore, for hundreds
:f organizations and
**l

V Ivvdt

another reason why Plough, Inc., stations
are an integral part of their communities!

Radio Baltimore

Radio Boston

WEI®

WC®P

ms§ wmp
Radio Chicago

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

NEW YORK
BOSTON

Radio Memphis

BY RADIO-TV

CHICAGO

ATLANTA

REPRESENTATIVES,

LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO

SEATTLE

INC.

agleoanre
does not
reporter'
amake...

Short-wave

mobile

News

Cruisers . . Aerial News

Cruisers . .

Roving Mikes . . Portable tapes . . Beeper pick-ups . . K-JOE has
them all . . BUT, we haven't overlooked the HUMAN ELEMENT.
K-JOE has newsmen with real SAVVY! Men with sources . . who
can dig out facts .. write .. report intelligently. No teletype
rippers here! The K-JOE News Center, under the direction of
Joe Keith, is the largest, most complete news operation of any
radio or TV station in this area. The old-fashioned newscasts
have been replaced by the "running account" concept, with
MICRO-NEWS bulletins anytime . . KWICKIE headlines on the
half hour .. WEATHER-CHECK on the quarter hour .. MARK
"55" news five minutes before the hour . . plus a continual flow
of reports, on land, in the air, from the K-JOE Mobile news
cruisers. For the ever-changing drama of NOW, folks in these
parts KEEP posted to K-JOE.

EXCLUSIVE

SHREVEPORT,
REPS.: National
Southern

CLARK

NEWS

FEATURE

..

LOUISIANA
FORJOE
BROWN

& CO.
CO.

for instantaneous
reporting

K-JOE NEWS is 82 4

I .

20

F iio's new salesvertising plan solves an imnt roblem for national advertisers with moderate
tfs how to activate all units of the distribution
in in a co-ordinated marketing program.
vitising magnifies the value of an advertiser's
>rkradio campaign, by getting greater action
hi .ales forces and wholesalers — to the point of
latg local dealer tie-ins at local dealer expense!
>*~or Waverly Fabrics' first 13-week campaign,
sres bought 13,000 spots on NBC Radio afis. \etwork radio had never been in Waverly's
. . NBC Radio now gets 80r/c
!>F 1000 tie-in spots were placed by Evinrude
I J?NBC Radio affiliates. "This year's NBC

Radio schedule will be 40% higher," says Evinrude.
proof Prior to 1957, only 8% of North American
Van Line agents used local radio. Due to NBC Radio's
salesvertising action, 81% of NAVL's key agents
now tie-in with the new 1958 network campaign.
Retail tie-ins are just one phase of the activation generated by salesvertising. Everyone — right down the
line — shares the excitement of a close-knit selling
campaign, planned to achieve benefits for all.
salesvertising plans are custom-designed for each
advertiser. Your inquiry is invited for details and success stories in other industries.
salesvertising is an innovation in efficient marketing,
developed for advertisers by the nbc radio network.

f\LESVERTISING
S MARKETING IN MOTION FOR YOU!

8 MARCH 195S
a copy • S3 a year

IS TRIPLE- DUE
SPOTTING
A SHOWDOWN?
Admen are digging in
for a fight to outlaw
the use of multiple
ads which steal time
from and dilute the
effectiveness of increasingly expensive shows
Page 29

DJs' tips on
sharper
advertising
Page 32

Can public
service programs
go commercial?
Page 34

SPONSORS 10th
annual report on
summer selling
Page 39

WHEELING: 37" TV MARKET
television Magazine 8/1/57

One Station Reaching The Booming Upper Ohio Valley

"I'm proud to be
a master maintenance
I earn a g
electrician at Kammer.
I with four youngsters,
you it's
can easy
bet yoi
to spend. I
in Moundsville but my
wife usually does her
shopping in Wheeling.
TV? We go for the
local touch besides tin'
said it,
big NBC You
programs.

Kammer
{Operating
Electric Co.
AMERICAN

675,000 Kwt. Plant
companies: Wheeling
and Ohio Power Co.)
GAS AND ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

WTRF-TV!"

This $90,000,000 power-producing giant, one of three, is being
erected to meet the growing needs
of this expanding area. Two of
Kammer's generating units will
supply the major aluminum complex of the Ormet Corporation at
nearby Clarington, Ohio. Presently, AGE's operations employ
2,000 workers. Kammer Plant
- the power behind the force of
industry, another powerful reason why your story should be
beamed to this super market
where 2 million people spend 2 ! ■>
billion dollars annually, where
WTRF-TV captures, dominates
andinfluences425, 196TVhomes.

«£*&#*#**

316,000 watts |NljBl!Cl

;•'•

WHEELING

jjr.

ne,w

7, WEST

VIRGINIA

ig a market that's reaching new

We're tops in Flint

Michigan's Great Area Station — Strategically Located
to Exclusively Serve LANSING- FLINT- JACKSON
with a Dominant 100.000 watt signal from its new 1023' tower
located between Lansing and Flint . . . NBC—

CBS— ABC

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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Triple-spotting showdown
towards multiple spotting stiffens. One reason: Timework shows to increase chainbreaks continues to rise

29

Ag<

Lessons for admen

from d.j. college

32

Sneak

first annual

preview

of the

d.j. convention

now

in session

at

Kansas City along with "tips straight from the jockeys" to radio clients

Sponsors boom public service programing
34

Here are the results of a SPONSOR-Westinghouse Broadcasting survey
of a new trend — fast-growing sponsorship of public service programing

37

A fantastic

38

The new edition of Peters, Griffin, Woodward's Spot Radio Guide reveals
that radio time is an even better buy today than it was three years ago

Flav-R Straws in the wind again?
and quick crash is Flav-R Straws' sales history. Now
plans afoot to slowly rebuild the shambles
teli

Radio rates down, coverage up

What's ahead in summer
39

Outlook:
perhaps the most competitive summer ever, with significant
-hill- iu air strategy in the emergence of new radio/tv buying patterns

sponsor
52

selling

asks:

Which
are more
successful —
prizes or merchandise?

cash

Two admen and a quiz-show specialist answer sponsor's question of the
week. Here's what they say winners prefer, why some shows go on and on
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tv box score

Want the latest cost figures for network tv shows, number of hours
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See Television Basics in the 15 March issue
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KTHS
sells
nearly All
of Arkansas!

KTHS

pays off

at Safeways
cash registers
With

33 outlets in 18 counties, Safeway Stores is

one of Arkansas' largest, most successful chain
food stores. Safeway has used a daily quarter-hour
program on KTHS Radio since 1953 . . . credits
KTHS with a substantial measure of their success.

Retail food selling is about as
as anything you can think
budget-conscious housewives
oped comparative shopping
fine art . . .

competitive
of, because
have develinto a very

To back up their newspaper display advertising they have long relied on institu-

tional advertising on KTHS Radio with
a 15 -minute morning program 5 days a
week.
Their KTHS advertising has been of immeasurable value in promoting the Safeway name, and has paid off where it really
counts — at the checkers'

cash

KTHS ... LITTLE ROCK
50,000 WATTS
REPRESENTED

BY

THE

HENRY

J. CHRJSTAL

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President
Fred Watkins, General Manager

CO., INC.

registers.

NEWSMAKER
of the week

NATIONAL SPOT
ADVERTISERS
LIKE

Three years ago, Chicago's Leo Burnett captured the advertising spotlight when it snared much-heralded Marlboro <
count. Its spectacular success with that one kept agency in the
news. This week, Burnett hit spotlight again. Less than a
fortnight after it was resigned by McCann-Erickson, Chrysler's
corporate business (billings: $4 million) became Burnett's.

The newsmaker:
"The decisive factor that favored Burnett was its track record in tv." So said Chrysler marketing v.p.
James Cope this week as he handed Leo Burnett a $4 million bite of
Chrysler business. ( One week after Star-Kist Tuna had turned to
Burnett for its $1.5 million account.)
This tv track record is no accident. Leo Burnett has worked long
and hard to build a strong programing ability with the agency.
Currently, two producers — one for the show, one for commercialswork on every Burnett show. (Some Burnett programs: Big Record
Phil Silvers, Name That Tune, Art
Linkletter, Garry Moore. )
What strategy — or philosophy —
has put Burnett up there in the
golden circle of Top 10 agencies
( with $80.2 million billings), both
in total and tv billings?
To Burnett, the answer is teamwork. Burnett — the man — has
built Burnett — the agency — as

IN BUFFALO
HERE'S WHY:
Channel 17's audience is expanding fast, with a nighttime
share now four times as great as
it was when NBC purchased
WBUF in December 1955.*
WBUF, with 1,000,000 watts of
selling power, now reaches seven
out of every ten homes on the
Niagara Frontier. Sell on WBUF,
and you sell big in New York
State's 2nd largest market -a
market that buys more than
$380 million worth of food store
products a year!

strictly a team operation. All creative efforts are supervised by the
Central Plans Board; the agency
is hard put to name the originator

Leo Burnett

of any single piece of work that leaves the shop. Every key agency' I
executive was out in Detroit this week planning strateg\ with
Chrysler.
This same teamwork marks Burnett's tv operation. In addition loi
producers, key programing men operate on both coasts as well as
in Chicago. (Wendell Williams, in Hollywood; Bill Mcllvaine. Ne*
York; Lee Bland and Paul Lewis, Chicago.)
The Chrysler plum was not so much a surprise to Burnett as tin
rapidity with which it came. No formal creative presentation was
made.
Naturally it's no breeze to move a $4 million new-type accountj
into the house, but Burnett isn't concerned. While there no doilbl
will be some re-shuffling of responsibility, the agency feels it's ahead)
well-equipped to take over. No date has been set officially, bui
McCann-Erickson resigns as of 1 June.
With Burnett's past record of successes, you can be certain th<
entire Chicago advertising fraternity— greatly exhilarated by Guys'
ler's recognition of the Windy City— is eagerly looking forward td
see what the agency will do with the Forward Look.
W

umaiEMSMiiLaw
precludes distortion of the facts
here are the Flint facts
as authenticated by ARB
The Flint Television Audience
Station Share of Sets-in-Use Summary:

January,

1958

WWJ-TV
(NBC)

Station B
Detroit
(CBS)

Station C
Bay City (NBC)

Station D
Lansing (All)

Station E
Detroit
(ABC)

Other

34.9

31.8

19.1

6.3

5.9

2.9

Sign-On
to
Sign-Off

Two

Detroit stations run one-two

in Flint in survey after survey after survey.

People are not misled by such a weird claim as "First in Flint in Signal Strength," or
by such a blatant statement as "Favorite in Flint," with no facts to support the claim.
Here are a few examples to prove the fact:
— ARB
The Flint Television Audience
January,
1958
Program Carried By
All Three Stations

Wide Wide World
January 5, 1958
Tales of Wells Fargo
January 6, 1958

WWJ-TV
Detroit

Station B
Bay City

Lansing C
Station

40.2

19.9

6.0
3.3

35.5

15.3

Father Knows Best
January 7, 1958

30.6

14.9

2.0

"M" Squad
January 10,

1958

23.9

10.0

4.3

Perry Como
January 11,

1958

29.6

14.3

3.0

FIRST IN DETROIT!
(January 1958 ARB)

FIRST IN FLINT!
(January 1958 ARB)

FIRST IN BELIEV ABILITY!
(Month after Month)

i. Griffin, Woodward,
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JEFF

MORROW

AND SUSAN

CUMMINGS,

STARS

OF "UNION

PACIFIC"

When we first talked about filming our UNION PACIFIC engines-andInjuns series 18 months ago, we couldn't tell a papoose from a caboose. So
far as we knew, firewater was what they put in locomotive boilers, and
"Hell on Wheels" was the name of a famous lady tennis player!
Our aim was to film an authentic epic of a continent-spanning epoch, where
every stretch of track had its own set of historic ties! The saga of railroadin'
men who faced mountains and floods with equanimity . . . come hill or high
water, they were going through! The tale of Indian -fighting out on the far
prairie, where a man might be without a cent, but never lack for a Sioux !
We know a lot about railroads now. One thing for sure— UNION PACIFIC
is just the ticket for you.

CNP

NBC TELEVISION

FILMS-A

CALIFORNIA NATIONAL

DIVISION OF

PRODUCTIONS, INC.

/ used to shoot in the high 90's
Then I bought KPRC-W,

Houston. I still shoot in the

high 90\ but boy, is my sales graph nice and cool!

EDWARD
PETRY & CO.
National Representatives
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Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
8 MARCH,
SPONSOR

1958

Copyright 1958
PUBLICATION!

INO.

Banish the idea that in this economic climate advertisers won't be inclined to
battle it out for the sponsorship of a network show.
P&G and Revlon this week went at it hot and heavy over CBS TV's The Great
Montague, with P&G showing evidence of coming out the winning bidder.

Take it from agencymen expert in program bu\ing, the price of the new tv network
packages will be determined by these factors:
1) Who controls the more desirable nighttime periods, and how much concession
the packager will make to have his product show-cased in a choice position.
2) The degree of competition on the other networks. If the competition of opposite programing is strong, the packager will, it is expected, assume some of the risk by
shaving his price.
3) The relative value of marginal time. The softer the general market, the weaker
will be the packager's bargaining position in these periods.
The flow of new national spot business slowed down somewhat this week, but activity
continued from areas outside of New York.
Most of this was regional and included:
• Roman Cleanser, concentrated in the eastern part of the country and coming out of the
Gleason agency. Detroit.
• White King Soap, mostly in the west (via Erwin Wasey-R&R).
• Betty Crocker Cake Mix, in about 12 scattered markets, via BBDO.

BBDO isn't the only agency that's been piling up revenue for the radio networks:
Fuller & Smith & Ross this season has booked over $1 million in such new business.
In fact— SPONSOR-SCOPE learned this week— F&S&R will have seven different accounts on radio this spring and fall, each spending between $300,000 and $400,000.
The roster includes Silversmiths Guild, Ruberoid, Edison Electric Institute, Gulistan Rugs, and C.I.T. Financial Corp.

The motive behind JWT's dropping of its portion of the Swift & Co. business
may have ultra significance for the ad agency field as a whole.
JWT acted because it found that its alliance with Swift created progressively conflicting interest with other clients — like Kraft, Lever, and Quaker.
The question that faced JWT was one that each of the agency giants must face at some
time in this era of fast diversification and new product output: Why continue an association that poses too many conflicting interests, particularly when yours is but a secondary position in the client's firmament?
This inventory of relationship has been building up for some time within JWT. Moreover, it was sparked, in no small measure, by the fact that Swift's chipping away of its
products from JWT custody left the agency ( 1 ) practically bereft of meat brands, and (2)
holding the fort with products that were in aggressive competition with other JWT clients.
The billings involved are less than $2 million. JWT and Swift are working on an effective termination date.
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continued
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You'll understand why Detroit, despite long-standing tradition, is coming
around to accepting tv as the prime medium for selling cars when you note what
the cost-per-1000-homes-per-commercial -minute has been this season.
It's been fantastically low for Chrysler and Ford, and much under the level that General
Motors has been accustomed to in recent years.
SPONSOR-SCOPE's analysis of this cost-per-1000-homes-per-commercial-minute by corporations, based on latter part of January, shows these estimates:
ESTIMATED
CORPORATION

PER SHOWS*
MONTH
NO.

18
12
20

Chrysler
Ford
General Motors
*Does not include

TOTAL

TIME-PROGRAM

MONTHLY
COSTS

AVG

CPMHPCM

(TOTAL SHOWS)

$1,650,000
1,450,000
2,850,000

2.15
$2.10
4.10

specials.
That relative slowdown in placement of new business on the radio networks
can be credited in part to current agency-client discussions over setting tv budgets.
Agency executives who have been singularly active on the radio network front say:
Once the tv allocations are disposed of, there should be a sharp pickup in buying of
radio network time, particularly for the summer.
(See Summer Selling Section, page 39, for season's prospects, outlook.)
It was bound to happen: The advent of a company devoting itself exclusively to
selling advertising to reach the motorist in transit.
The firm with this objective: the American Automobile Network, Inc., operating out
of Milwaukee (its founders are from the investment field).
Basic plan of the A AN : Recruit about 600 stations for three types of affiliation :
1. Sponsorship of news, weather, and travel information, each of five-minute
duration.
2. Transcribed program sponsorship.
3. Retainer affiliation, by which the station plugs for better highways or other "noncommercial" messages of special interest, for which the station collects a monthly retainer.
The AAN's general manager, James M. Shellow, assured SPONSOR-SCOPE this week
that his company was not being financed by any associations.
The network's rates, he explained, would be based on traffic density.
The NTA Network looks to 30 March as the starting date for the 13-week run
of the 20th Century-Fox Theatre films in 63 top markets, with the expectation that by
then at least two-thirds of the time will have been bought by national advertisers.
The highlights of the pricing and station compensation arrangement:
• Price to the sponsor for the entire network will be $15,000-gross per 7*4 -minute segment with one-minute commercial, the hour film getting a double run — first in B time
and again in C time.
• For the first two segments the station gets nothing, and for the next four it collects 40% of an eighth of the hour rate less agency commission. For the last two segments the station compensation is 80% of an eighth of the hour rate.
• If the entire hour is sold to national advertisers by NTA, the station averages 40%
of the hour rate less agency commissions.
• The station retains all the money it garners from open time on the show, but
agrees to recapture of this time on 14-days notice.
Something new in procedure: NTA will file a copy of each station contract with
the FCC — even though there's no regulation requiring this.
The Screen Actors Guild this week was in the process of taking a strike referendum in connection with its current negotiations with commercial film producers.
The move doesn't mean there'll be a strike. Union negotiators usually resort to it
as a tactical device for bolstering their strength in negotiations.
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CBS TV daytime advertisers are eyeing with reserved skepticism a new chainbreak system that the network plans to experiment with beginning 14 April.
The plan: Consolidating the 15-second chainbreak between quarter-hours into a
single minute at the end of a half-hour.
The experimental period: 12 to 12:30, occupied by Love of Life.
CBS TV has been maneuvered into the trial by affiliates who contend that the nature of daytime advertising would make it easier for them to sell minute announcements than
30-second chainbreaks.
Why some CBS TV advertisers are gravely concerned by the extended chainbreak: The
possibility that some affiliates will use the break for three 30-second announcements
instead of a full minute.
NBC

TV has resisted similar pressure from its affiliates on these grounds: Longer

spots between programs would tend to break down the network advertiser's singular identification, and further dilute the effectiveness of his commercials.
Before the experiment goes into effect, CBS TV expects its affiliates advisory group to arrive at some method for policing the new system so as to avoid triple-spotting.
Colgate will continue next season with The Millionaire and The Thin Man, from
which it has been deriving a joint average of about 21 million homes weekly.
On the daytime side, plans call for another season of Dotto and The Big Payoff,
which collectively average about 8 million homes a day.

It's now apparent that the Senate Commerce Committee will be digging into
the question of the influence of audience ratings on tv programing.
Sen. Mike Monroney (Okla., D.), a member of the committee, has been soliciting agency people in New York personally for their opinions on the subject.
His interviewees gathered the impression that the Senator is of the belief that ratings
tend to constrict the type and quality of programing and the system ought to be subject to
some control.
Media plans meetings currently going
this promise: The budget for spot for the
it was for the current fiscal year.
Incidentally, until it gets a decision from
a separate advertising operation — instead

on between P&G and its agencies hold out
1958-59 season will at least be as much as
the FTC, P&G is letting Clorox go along as
of incorporating it into the general 1958-59

plans.
The FTC last year filed a demurrer to the acquisition of Clorox.

Marion Harper, Jr., is reported paving the way for his 37-year old Chicago division
manager, Peter G. Peterson, to join the corporate inner circle shortly.
The guess at McCann-Erickson is that he'll be the next president — that is, when Harper
moves up to chairman of the board.
Like Harper, Peterson— who has gained quite a reputation as a new business getter — has
come up by way of marketing and research. Another similarity: Harper stepped into
the presidency in his 30s.
Distributors of old boxoffice film are finding out more and more that they can't
eat their cake and have it too.
In other words, they can't have maximum revenue and network prestige at the same time.
MGM finds itself faced with such a dilemma in the instance of Our Gang
comedies.
ABC TV would like to schedule them in the 5-5:30 strip at $8,000 per first run. But
MGM needs $13,000 for each of them. Hence the comedies will have to go into syndication.
(For more about tv films see FILM-SCOPE,
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page 49, and FILM WRAP-UP,

page 67.)
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continued.

Leave it to NBC Radio's Joe Culligan to eonjure up a new catch-phrase when
another term — like his Imagery Transfer — starts showing signs of wear.
(Mulligan's latest is Memory-Vision.
It's a label for:
The words and sounds that come out of a radio set. stimulating the memory into recalling picture, taste, etc., of a product.
For instance, the word thirst will conjure u;j a picture of a bottle of Pabst or Pepsi-cola—
or even a plain glass of water.

Watch for tv's share of the advertising dollar to expand — if only on the guess that
when the dollar must be stretched people are in:lined to stay home more.
Alert to the fact that viewing in January took a big hike, Madison Avenue this week
showed a disposition toward:
1 ) Crediting a major share of this to the economic situation.
2 I Taking the tack that tv afforded their clients a still greater value in terms of impact
and cost-per-1000.

Oldsmobile's decision to sponsor the Patti Page Show (CBS TV) on an exclusive week, instead of alternate participating basis, once again proves the old adage:
"If the dealers love you, the ratings aren't so terribly important."
When Miss Page was on syndication she did a lot of visiting at dealer meetings and
showroom hoopla — to the degree that for personal salesmanship she became what Betty
Furness is to Westinghouse dealers, Ronald Regan to GE, and William Lundigan
to the Chrysler-dealer relationship.
Incidentally, Gulf Oil is working out one of those traveling ambassadorships with
Red Barber via Youn°; & Rubicam.

If Libby-Owens-Ford doesn't continue with Perry Mason (CBS TV) next season, it will be because its objective has been a spectacular success — in other words, the
job has been completed.
The glassmaker has studies showing that within a matter of three months five times as
many people were aware of the quality of glass that went into General Motors cars than
before the telecasts of Mason (and NCAA football).
GM

In addition to this survey, there was strong evidence of buyer awareness gathered from
dealers.

After paying more than it did last year for the rights; NBC

TV was out pitching this

week for participating sponsors in this fall's NCAA football games.
The complete package represents about $5 million in time, talent, and traffic charges for
13 games. Around 83.2 million will have to be derived from the national hookup and about
SI. 8 million from regional advertising sources.

CBS TV affiliates in several markets have resorted to record levels of saturation
promos

to outpace the ratings stride of the Jack Paar show.

Case in point is the network's New York flagship, WCBS-TV,
on the air within a 17-day period.
First results: The ARB Fehruan ratings gave the WCBS-TV

which poured 400 promos
late show an 8.6, as

compared to Paar's 6.7. On the previous ARB Paar had a marked edge.
WCBS-TV will continue its promo, plus newspaper ad, blasting through
March.
1 For more on feature films see FILM-SCOPE,

page 49.)

For other news coverage In this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;
Spot Buys, page 00: News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 65; Washington Week, page 73; SPONSOR
Hears, page 74: and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 80.
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(your Miami
customers
already do)
They're the fellows who have made WQAM far and
» away the most-listened-to radio station in Southern Florida.
1. BOBBY
LYONS
has a place in the
sun. Would rather swim and sun than anything else, except
entertain
Miami
house
wives on the air, His audience shares run
as high as 57.4%.
!» to 12 noon, Monday
through Saturday.
2. CHARLIE MURDOCK is local! Here
he stands outside the very Miami house in
yet gotten around
"Charlie
Murdoch
as

a

cheery,

to showing visitors
was
born;"
bul

smooth,

friendly

fellow

where
home
who

pleasure time.
3. GENE
WEED
has the highest-rated
show in Miami,
as he (and you) can tell
when pursuing the latest 3-month Hooper.
Sometimes he talks to 57.7% of the available

benevolent violence to commercials, he exudes a consuming interest in people — in the
orphaned, the distressed, the sick, the needy.
And almost as consuming an interest in his
Sat,
ham
radio set-up 7-10 p.m., Moil, through
5. ALAN
COURTNEY
goes where controversy is. On "The
Alan Courtney .Program " personalities may squirm; and voices
mn\ gro^ shrill; but guests, Courtney and
audience get a good feeling that important
issues are being met head-on.
So Alan has
Miami's
highest-rated
(by-far)
night-time
program.
Y'ou ought to know WQAM General Manager
Jack
Sandler,
too.
Or, talk to The John
Blair man.

Sat.)

WQAM

4. JERRY WICHNER is one reason why
night-time WQAM
is such a good buy. Working at a slow, easy pace, and at times doing

Miami

.

. Serving

WDGY
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REPRESENTED

Minneapolis St Paul

1 STORZ,
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PRESIDENT*
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BY JOHN
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Kansas City

WTIX

New Orleans

REPRESENTED
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BY JOHN
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REPRESENTED Miami
BY JOHN
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IN SOUTHWEST

Timebuyers
at work

GEORGIA'S

ONLY

Val Ritter, Cunningham & Walsh Inc., New York, thnebuyer for

METROPOLITAN
MARKET

WALB-TV
COMPLETELY
DOMINATES

Jergens Lotion and Folger's Coffee, notes the growth of the timebuyer's function in the agencies. "Gone are the days when the buver
was given a market list and budget and told to buy." Val savs. 'Today his job not only has considerable scope but the other departments in the agency are aware of
his job and the problems of
buying. Consequently, in every
way, he gets more cooperation.
His opinion is sought more often
and carries more weight. This
benefits the buver, the agency and
the client because the buyer is
able to contribute more to the
over-all plan. With the increased
activity of the buyer in the agency,
media plans are becoming more
tailor-made and realistic when ap-

Minimum Share of Audience 88% *

plied to individual markets."' Val feels that the timebmer's function'
in many agencies covers so many areas that the term "timebuyer" i>
a misnomer. In keeping with this positive step forward, he thinks il
is now up to the timebuyers to maintain the professional level needec

Highest Davlime RATING

to gain recognition as experts in their field and broaden their scope.' i

Highest Nighttime RATING

7.5.0*

Top 15 once a week WALB-TV*
46.0*

Top 10 multi-weekly WALB-TV*
Maximum
"Albany
GROWTH

Share of Audience 99% *
is

one
of the
markets in the

States" — Forbes
The

top
10
Vnited
Doris Could, Product Services, Inc., senior timebuyer, feels tha;

Magazine.

W ALB-TV

area

has

82.511 TV Homes
.12 Newspapers
Turner Air Force Base
21 Radio Stations

Half a million population
I. Urn-Pull*

tlh„„>.

(.,,.

Mrlro

''the much-touted 'timebuying formula' is hemlock to creative buy
ing. Today's competitive tv market calls for extreme flexibility an<
bold buyers. Supply and demand affect availabilities and rate card
just as they affect price in any industry. How then can v\r opera!
with preconceived formulas whei
we're always in a different bai
gaining position? The answer i
we must be flexible, and v\hat d
we mean by that? Well, Les Pei
sky, our president, has built cl
ents' fortunes via his chameleo
buying. His last-minute purchas
of one network show, seeming]]

WALB-TV

Albany.
)eorgta
Raymond F. Carotc, General Manager
l(.pr.-.nl-.l b] Vcaard, Rlnlaol .'< Mr
I... .. n.„
Wk
< bJca«o, I „, \,„r\
FrancUcs.
Jamat S. v

white elephant and therefor
priced extremel) low, shot on
client from local obscurit) to n;
tional leadership overnight. Sim
with TenDay Press-on Nail Polish -ten
orthodox strategy. In a bold manei
large!) Erom the agency's i
ver, we bought a network package for TenDay despite the fact th;
il did not have national distribution. Result? It pushed TenDa
into national distribution
six months
in advance
of schedul
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George Washington monument
in the heart of Baltimore, Md.

109 Years off "Air" Sales!
Here's the sales-proven announcing crew to get your product off the ground and into orbit around the booming
Baltimore market. Individually, these "airmen" have
logged from 7,500 to 28,000 hours of time. They know
how to deliver the radio entertainment that Baltimore
likes best. Each has attracted a galaxy of loyal listeners

It "figures"!
Baltimore's best
radio buy is . . .

whose antennae are tuned and receptive to your commercial messages — 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
To rocket your product to new sales heights, blast off
from W-I-T-H. Cost for the trip is low . . . W-I-T-H
guarantees complete, no-waste market coverage at the
lowest cost per thousand.

WITH
Tom Tinsley, President

R. C. Embry, Vice-President

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Simmons Associates in Chicago and Boston
Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans; McGavren-Quinn in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles.
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Gargle came i
the nickc
Gargle is a marionette. In Westinghouse Broadt
television series, "Adventures in Number + Space)
Gargle and company merchandise the fun and
fascination of mathematics to high school kids. I
America needs scientists and engineers. Without
excitement over math, there wont be many yoipl
fired up about becoming tomorrows scientists. Ht,ce,
the kind of challenge WBC likes — and tries to *eet
month after month, year after year. True, Gt I
came in the nick of time — but not by accident

WESTINGHOUSE
TELEVISION

BOSTON

©©<?

WBZ-TVW

BALTIMORE

WJZ-TVQ

PITTSBURGH

BROADCAMD
KDKA-TV®

CLEVELAND

KYW-TVH

SAN F-NClSO

On the night of October 12, 1957, this exclusive
WBC film of Sputnik 1 flashed across American TV
screens. It was no accident that a WBC cameraman
in Baltimore had tracked and photographed the
world's first satellite and "put it on the wire", for all
to see. In a matter of days, President Eisenhower
called for an emergency educational program to
produce more teachers, scientists and engineers to
cope with the challenge circling overhead.

15 months before, WBC started work on a series
of TV films to attract students to science careers.
Less than two weeks after the President's appeal
for teachers and scientists, Bit Baird and his puppets, Gargle and Snarky, took off on the first of
their half-hour "Adventures In Number + Space"
on the WBC television stations. The Educational
Television and Radio Center of the University
of Michigan— supported by the Ford Foundation
—made films available to educational TV stations
across the country. Teachers, parents, children
applauded. James Macandrew, New York City
Board of Education, said, "A wonderful job
in transmitting ideas . . . conceived and produced
with imagination."

Actually, way back in 1956 WBC's "Man-SpaceTime" series over KDKA-TV encouraged young
people to make science a career, featured guests
like Dr. Wernher von Braun— a full year before
his Jupiter-C rocketed America's satellite into
space. In Boston, WBZ-TV's "2,000 A.D." had
ushered in the International Geophysical Year
with the first model of a satellite ever shown on
TV. Early in 1956, KPIX, the WBC San Francisco
stati on, was carrying "Science Calling," to whet the
appetites of young people for science— with regular appearances of great spokesmen like Herbert
Hoover. These arejust random samples of WBC's
long-time focus on building interest in science.

WHAT NEXT? Medicine ... the physical sciences
. . . the humanities . . . government? Right now
next month's or next year's big stories are developing in these and other areas. WBC feels they provide opportunities for the imaginative, meaningful
use of radio and TV . . . and for our educated
sense of anticipation . . . that continues to demonstrate that broadcasting is most effective on stations
that have earned the respect and confidence of the
communities they serve.

••ANY,

INC.

TO, BZ+WBZA; PITTSBURGH

KDKA; CLEVELAND

KYW; FORT WAYNE

W0W0; CHICAGO

WIND; PORTLAND

KEX

"Adventures in Number + Space" is now availabh
to commercial stations. Prints of this significant
math series (9 l/i-hours) are available to commercial
TV stations at nominal cost. Write Richard Pack,
V P- Programming, Westinghouse Broadcasting
Company, Inc., 122 East 42nd Street, New York
17, New York.

by Joe Csida

ANOTHER
REASON
WHY
.
COLUMBUS
!S
A BETTER
BUY!

"NIGHT
NEWS

•

Sponsor
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EDITION"

WEATHER

•

SPORTS

Record-spinners

29.9

difference

exists.

You
Buy "Night
Edition" at Class C
Rates and Receive 1 3 of the Coverage
in Class AA Time!
For participating
CALL

minutes in

"Night Edition"
HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
and find out why

is
WRBL-TV
FIRST
6:30

IN
PM

ALL
TO

>/4 HOURS
SIGN OFF

. . . AND WHEN YOU
TALK OF RADIO . . .

WRBL
LEADS

HOMES

IN

DELIVERED*

DAY OR NIGHT
MONTHLY
WRBL— Over 54,420
Station B— 34,940
DAY OR NIGHT
WRBL— 48,810

WEEKLY

Station B— 31,940
DAYTIME WEEKLY
WRBL— 46,310
Station B— 31,090
DAYTIME DAILY
WRBL— 29,960

WRBL
AM-FM-TV
GEORGIA

CALL HOLLINGBERY

I'm talking about the first national convention of pop music disk
jockeys scheduled for March 7, 8 and 9 at the Muehlebach Hotel in
Kansas City. The Convention is sponsored by one of the most
aggressive and progressive of the independent radio station groups
in the business: Todd Storz's operations, with program director Hill
Stewart acting as Convention Coordinator. The Convention could
hardly come at a more interesting time. For never in the 25 years
I have been around the radio business, the music business, the record |
business and showbusiness in general, has the music factor of a
station's programing been more important, and never have as many
station managers, program directors and jockeys struggled so hard
to shape and reshape music policies into maximum audience building and holding tools.
How

can d.j.s buck the tv shows?

A week ago I visited the Dick Clark Show, emanating from WFILTV, Philadelphia for the ABC TV network and got another look at
one of the best organized, most smoothly operated music shows in
television, recorded or live. That same week I went to Cleveland and
Detroit and visited key jockeys in those towns. Both Bill Randle of
WERE, Cleveland and Ed McKenzie, WXYZ, Detroit, among the top
jockeys in the country voluntarily brought up the Dick Clark ABC
TV network show. Both spoke freely of the tremendous impact the
show had on a good segment of their teenage audiences. Randle, a
very bright and candid young man, made no bones about the fact
that he does not program for the younger set to whom Clark appeals, during the time Clark is on the air against him. He more oi
less concedes the kids to Clark.
The problem of bucking not just television shows but recorc

Station B— 19,400

COLUMBUS,

rendezvous

Tin* is being written on the eve of a convention which will he attended by about a thousand
salesmen for the products of radio advertisers,
national, regional and local. It is unlikely that
ven many of the advertisers who hire these
salesmen, or the agency men representing those
advertisers will show up at the convention, notwithstanding the fact that developments there
could have an important bearing on the effectiveness of millions of
dollars worth of air advertising.

CO.

television shows successfully is only one of the many questions facing disk jockeys and their program director and station managei
bosses these days. Up until quite recently most music-news-servict
stations followed what were primarily very simple music progran
formats. They utilized the trade paper top 10, top 20 or top 6(
lists, mixed in a few standards, tossed in an occasional off-bea
idea, and spun merrily away. Then a number of stations decided t<
build their own top 40 lists, and for a brief span top 40 was alj
the rage.
In recent months, however, many stations have decided that then
iniisl be better answers than a straight top 40, or even a top 4<
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Interview:
^fnTX^otUct. ~OlT(/u»-^_
Media Supervisor, Armella Selsor, tells why she selects WLW

North Advertising

Radio and TV Stations for "even-waving" TONI Home

Call your WLW

Permanent

Stations Representative . . . you'll be glad you did

69 B fffi S 0 t§t

Network Affiliations: NBC; ABC; MBS

• Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, Cleveland

Los Angeles, San Francisco. Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc., Atlanta, Dallas
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• Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales: Detroit,

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of AVCO
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7

IS THE FIRST AND
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WITH
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contu

with variations. Martin Block on \\ ABC in New York, for example,
is on a kick, the fundamental philosophy of which is that there is
no such thing as a No. 1, 2. 3 or 10 record. That different age
groups, hi<ih school boys, high school girls, college boys, college
girls, etc., all have their own different and distinct favorites. And1
that the mothers and dads of these kids have their own favorites,
and Block play s all of these and more.
Block is also building what could be a fine promotion list, via a
Platter Pickers Club. All a listener does to join is send Block his
name, address and phone number. The listener is then sent a membership card, and is invited to participate in activities on the Block
show. One such current activity is a contest wherein PPC members and
I
members only are eligible i are asked to name the best
record Frank Sinatra ever made, along with a letter of 25 words or
less on why the listener believes his choice to be the best Sinatra
disk. The prize is an afternoon and evening in New York with
Sinatra in person . . . cocktails, dinner, and you name it.
Veteran d.j. Block is obviously trying for a wide range of listeners, adults as well as teenagers. Other jockeys like Alan Freed
on WINS are content to go all the way with the kids. Still other
platter spinners, like Jim Lowe on WCBS in New York, make a
direct appeal to the more literate among the teenagers, anrl the
younger adults. Station management and program directors are
indeed hard-pressed today to decide in which direction to send
their jockeys riding. As are the jockeys themselves. A jockey who
plavs a full, uninhibited line-up of out and out rock and roll records, as Freed does, wins vast and vociferous teen age audiences
A jockev who won't plav Presley or Little Richard automatical
forfeits a part of this loudly articulate group.
Disk jockey dilemma

ATLANTA
. . . 1,557,764
BIRMINGHAM . 1,427,783
NEWORLEANS.
1,260,360
HOUSTON
. . . 1,226,924
MIAMI
699,103
^0^^

Sponsor

Jockeys themselves are constantly faced with a continuing di
lemma, which calls for the exercise of the most extreme good judg
ment if they are to prosper, or indeed survive. On the one hand ;
jockey must play only those records he believes best from the stand
point of attracting and building an audience which will patroniz<
the sponsors of his show. For this function the jockey receives i
certain, sometimes handsome, sometimes fairly meager fee.
On the other hand every record manufacturer, every record dis
tributor, ever) music publisher, every recording artist, and th
thousand and one free lance and full time hirelings of all of th
foregoing romance and pressure, cajole and plead, and beg an«
threaten jockeys seven da\s a week, almost twenty-four hours
dav to play specific records. For even as the jockey sells his spor
sor's merchandise, and often more so, he sells records. For thi
function, too — the function of selling records, some jockeys als
receive sometimes handsome, sometimes meager fees, in one fori
or another.
It takes a most intelligent, showmanly jockey to play the recort
that will win his sponsors the largest possible audience, and sti
not succumb too frequently to the blandishments of the recorr
pusher. This is only one area in which a thousand individual que
lions maj be brought up and studied. And each of those thousan
questions ma\ determine how successfully a specific radio show c
station docs its job for its advertisers. The Storz Convention shout
shed some interesting li<iht on the picture. I'll be in Kansas (it
and I hope to have something to say about it after the meetings. ^

S.t "How

rLj.8 can help vou sell," page 32.

ARB'S

TALE OF
TWO CITIES

»

as Charles Dickens might hare said

KMTV

is First in

Nebraska's 1st Market
OMAHA
and
Nebraska's 2nd Market
LINCOLN
It's not often that one television station dominates two separate markets.
But here's proof that KMTV is the
most popular station in Omaha AND
Lincoln.
A brand new ARB Metropolitan
Area Survey taken in Lincoln — Nebraska's second big market — shows
KMTV as the number one station in
Lincoln! In fact, KMTV led in more
quarter hours than all other stations in
the survey COMBINED! Another
recent ARB shows KMTV to be the
number one station in Omaha —
Nebraska's number one market!

K

A

To cover heavily-populated eastern
Nebraska, ONE television station can
do the job alonz... but only one, and
that's KMTV, the exclusive NBC station for both the Omaha and Lincoln
markets.
Channel 3, at maximum power, is
Omaha's only true area TV station.
And only KMTV can give advertisers the big, rich Lincoln market
at no extra cost.
It
happen very
often.
But man
it's
truedoesn't
in Nebraska!
See your
Petry
for all the details on this modern "Tale
Of Two Cities."

T V
Affiliated with NBC Radio in Omaha

Represented by Edw. Petry & Co., Inc.
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TWO EARS an:
a NOSE for NEW
Defining the NEWS

PROGRAM

LISTENER

PREFERENCE

of News Listeners
In general, when you hear the news on radio, is it because
you have tuned in specifically to hear the news at that
particular time, or is it because you've been listening to
the radio and the news happens to come on the station

When you're interested in getting the news, do yoi«fer a 5-minute or 15-minute news program?

you're tuned to?

15-Minute Program

65.69&

No Preference
Base: All people.

Base: People who tune in specifically to hear the n

To demonsti how this radio news preference works in practice, Advertest Research Inc. conuctt
a special study of news listening during the recent New York City subway strike.** It sho\\ thi
more people turned to radio for information about the strike than to any other medium. And j
WOR

WAS

•Special study, September

THE

CHOICE

OF

37%

MORE

PEOPLE

THAN

THE

NEXT

STA

"Special study, Dec
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|e are two types of news audiences. One is the audience of "one-eared" listeners who use radio for
ground — they do little selective tuning and give news no more attention than they give music.
Anther -the real news audience— are the "two-eared" listeners who tune specifically for news.
I use these listeners give news the attention it requires, they are equally attentive to the advere s message.
i this in mind, Pulse did a nose count of the "two-eared" news listeners who reflect the true
p,arity and effectiveness of a station's news programming.*

1TIONS LISTENED TO

35>

Station Providing the

o the News

MOST

it Average Day

and COMPLETE

>ii -ou happen to listen to any news
K 'ams on the radio yesterday?
// fes') On what radio station or
6a >ns did you hear the news
•srday?

Which station, if any, do you
think provides the most
reliable and complete news

News

25.1

RELIABLE
Programs

18.3 18.6

WRCAWNEWWCBS

WOR
Base: People who tune in specifically to hear the n

x People who tune in specifically to hear the news.

surveys reveal that news listeners have "two ears and a nose for news" and a hand that tunes to

iVOR
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AMERICA'S

NUMBER

I STATION

FOR

NEWS

RADIO 710 EBE?

49th a|

o

Madist
Fee tv furor

The current furor over pay tv — to
which sponsor also makes a weekly
contribution — seems to me to be getting into the class of French drama.
Sure, the tv industry is afraid that
the play-for-pay fellows may skim off
some cream in terms of 1) programs, 2) viewers, and 3) maybe
someday advertisers. In short, pay tv
potentially can make life miserable for
the established industry (cost-wise, if
nothing else) .
But here is where the French drama I
comes in: Obviously the established
fraternity knows perfectly well that
pay tv has only the barest chance of
success. You can't tell me that smart
executives like Stanton, Sarnoff, and
Goldenson would fight pay tv with;
nothing more than a bunch of words in
Washington if they really took it seri-i
ously. Of course not. They'd be in
pay tv themselves. And so would even
other broadcaster worth his salt.
For pay tv has all the drawbacks ok
an adolescent's dream. It lacks continuous programing and variety. It is
bucking the economic tendency tc
make things cheaper. If — eventually
— it has to solicit advertising, its cost
per-thousand would be pretty forbid
ding.
Moreover, years
it's a(ifgood
in its formative
any)betpaythait\
is going to be a sure-fire paradise foi
stock and gadget promoters.
. . . and KONO is far and away the best buy in
the San Antonio market — by ANY standard.
Best by rating . . . best by cost-per-1 000 . . .
and the best by results. Try KONO on your
next schedule . . . see for yourself why more
national and local advertisers buy KONO
than any other TWO San Antonio stations.
Get the facts today . . . call your

H-R Representative
or Clarke Brown man
860 kc

S3
SAN ANTONIO

NO
RADIO

Naturally, any self-respecting indusi
try has to go through the motions o
self-defense, even when such a gestui
is intended mainly for the record.
However, there's no sense in ovei
doing it. Indeed, it may be wise t
let the pay tv boys have a fling at i
very early in the game. Later on .[
trial would run the risk of too mucf
stink. You can imagine what a foul-uj
there's going to be when the publij
demands rate regulation (as for th
utilities I or when — conversely — -a pay(
broadcaster tries to sue a viewer fo
failure to settle up.
(Name withheld!
Northport,
N. Y\
o
SPONSOR fee!» there ha, been enough e<«
lorial ..,....,.. ,,i on thil subject for the lime bein
(See
Sponsor
Speaks,
page
82.)

\Pkase turn to page 26)
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In the NEW land of Milk andjfoney!
WE

WONDERED

. . .

how farm-family living- and buying habits had changed in Wisconsin
during the last decade. (Over 171,000 rural families live in WBAY-TV's
coverage area!)

WE

ASKED...

the Agricultural Journalism Dept. of The University of Wisconsin to
conduct a comprehensive survey on Wisconsin farm family living today.
635 farm families were intensively studied by personal interview and

I ,

diary. How are our farm families using their time today?

WE

FOUND

. . .

interesting and extremely useful figures on how much and when farmers
and their families watch television, listen to radio, read magazines and
newspapers. Also, when and where they do their shopping, attend movies,
play cards, visit, eat, sleep and many other things. It's the first time much
of this data on farmers' living habits has ever been available. The facts
are contained in an official University of Wisconsin publication.

For your copy.

. . free, of course,

WBAY-ch.2
Haydn
SPONSOR

R. Evans, Gen.
•

8
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write

BAY
Rep. Weed

Television
5

CKLW-TV

SHARE OF AUDIENCE

fncretsetf f00%
in last 8 months

and stiff going tipf
ARB AUDIENCE

REPORT

49TH AND MADISON
(Continued from page 24)
FCC probe
May I congratulate your fine publica.
tion on remaining open-minded and
non-committal on the Federal Communications Commission Probe until all
the facts are known.
If radio and television are to remain
a strong and independent force in our
United States, then I'm all for any investigation, and for letting the chips
fall where they may.
Much continued success to your publication, and may it continue to represent the industry as an open-minded
trade magazine.
(Name withheld)
Pittsburgh
•

Many

thanks.

We'll

keep trying.

Spectaculars

Could someone in your good organization refer me to past sponsor issues
containing

•

success stories on "spectaculars." would
I
be very grateful.
Vincent A. Francis
western div. sales mgr.
ABC TV, San Francisco

SPONSOR'S

Optimism

. the

22

February

vs. pessimism

The arrival of the February 15 issue
of SPONSOR was coincidental with a
meeting of the Palatka Florida Merchants Association, called to do some-

OF CKLWPROOF AUDIE
VE ASING
POSITI
NCE TV's
INCRE

in the Detroit Area f
ARB

ratings 6 p.m. to midnight, June through

January, 1958 prove conclusively the growing
viewing audience of this powerful 325,000 watt
station. A good buy yesterday ... a better buy

thing about talking "optimism" inof "pessimism."
The steadradio
station and newspapers
were called upon to come up with ideas
and promotion along that line. I would
like to accept your offer. Please send
as soon as possible, copies of your
editorials on "Let's Sell Optimism."
We shall be glad to give proper
credit to sponsor for materials broadHerb Young
cast of printed matter.
commercial mgr.

today. Rates are sensible, too. It will pay you

WWPF,

well to check availabilities for Spring now.

Palatka, Fla.

Radio impact

GUARDIAN

BLDG.

DETROIT

26,

MICH.

Fine article i the radio saturation vs.
full page paper. ■. Please send us at least
75 reprints for distributing to some of
our local and
think the only regional boys who still
Mrs. Consume: way to reach Mr. and
• is to print their message on paper
so they can read it as
they wrap the fish in it Friday night.
J. Kent Hackleman
WJLS, sales manager
Beckley, West Va.

SPONSOR
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ftayluafM Hutch Jauprifes
'WONDERFUL

GOOD"

ALL

DAY

WONDERFUL

GOOD"

NIGHT

"World's

at lower cost than competition. "Popeye". . . 2.5% more
audience than Lancaster station; nearly 3 times combined

Harrisburg stations combined. WLBR-TV delivers America's
Number ONE UHF Market at a fraction of the cost of

audience of both Harrisburg stations. "American

nearest competitor. Blair-TV Associates has the amazing,

stand" ... for 2V2 hours daily, VA
audience of Harrisburg stations.

Band-

Best Movies"...

ALL

Latest area survey proves WLBR-TV delivers more audience

16.3% more audience than

dollar-saving facts.

times combined

Source: Trendex, Lebanon County, Feb. 3-7, 1958

A

TRIANGLE

STATION

WLBR-TV
LEBANON

— LANCASTER,

PA.

Q[ Channel 15
Blair Television Associates, Inc.

Operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.
WFIL-AM

• FM

WFBG-AM

• TV,

Triangle

• TV,

Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM

Altoona-Johnstown, Pa. / WNHC-AM

National

8 MARCH

Sales
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Office,

4-8 5

• FM

• FM

• TV,

Binghamton, N. Y. / WHGB-AM,

• TV, Hartford-New Haven, Conn. / WLBR-TV,

Lexington

Avenue,

New

York

Harrisburg, Pa.

Lebanon-Lancaster, Pa,
17,

New

York

Know
Charlotte
by the
company
it keeps
Major distribution center
of the Southeast, Charlotte
records 1956 wholesale sales
at$l,327,633,000.:::A
comparison with your selection
of the "first fifty markets"!
should result in an appropriation
for Charlotte. The record
also shows WBT Radio
exceeding nearest competition
in total audience by 711%
(NCS #2).
tStandard Metropolitan Area Population

Charlotte SI ,327,633,000 • Birmingham
$1,202,769,000 • Louisville $1,191,095,000
• Columbus $987,909,000 • Richmond
$852,924,000
ionolly by CBS Radio Spot Sales

CHARLOTTE,

N.

C.

SPONSOR
8
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TRIPLE

SPOTTING

SHOWDOWN

Agency policy against three back-to-back commercials stiffens
with two ad houses invoking a flat ban.

NAB's Tv Code Board reports increase

in "stealing" time between network shows to insert triple spots
by Alfred

/%il agencies finally are locking horns publicly with
stations over the issue of triple-spotting on tv.
While the problem is not new, the issue has come
to a head in recent weeks with at least two agencies
making their antipathy to triple-spotting official policy.
The ad world is watching the goings-on with particular interest since one of the agencies, Benton &
Bowl-s. represents two blue chip spot tv clients — P&G
and General Foods. The public entrance into the fray
of the soap giant, whose immense pressure has been
march

1958

felt by broadcasters a number of times in the past,
indicates that some kind of showdown is in the works.
This is borne out by the warning of one P&G agency
media director that "spot tv is pretty expensive and
there may be a reevaluation of the medium soon if
advertisers have to continue to pay top prices for
commercials whose impact is diluted by two others."
In addition to B&B, Geoffrey Wade has taken a
position on triple-spotting. Wade advertisers are now
on record to the effect that they won't buv stations

While tv code permits triple-spotting
under certain conditions, advertisers feel
three plugs dilute ad effectiveness
which practice triple-spotting. (The
brand most affected is Alka-Seltzer.)
I he B&B polic) affects prime time only
— for the time being. The agency is
asking for a no-triple-spot guarantee
on avails and confirmation forms and
will not pay for time bought if the
guarantee is violated.
So far no other agencies have taken
such hard steps. But there are reports
that North Advertising has been taking
a strong stand on the matter in placing time for Toni. While most of the
top agencies have, for some time, been
pressuring stations to ban triple-spotting though
I
still buying them for clients who'll accept them), a number
are considering a flat no triple-spot
policy. Those close to such action are
carefully following the aftermath of
the B&B move. They are by no means
certain it will work out. A question
uppermost in their minds is whether
any B&B clients who find themselves
unable to get into certain time periods
because of agency policy on triple-spotting will break the united front and
buj what they can.
The battle to limit tv advertising to
two contiguous commercials has become hotter by virtue of being entangled in a related issue: the slicing of
small ends off network shows to
squeeze in three (or even more) commercials. This practice has been
worsening in recent months, a fact attested to through monitoring by NAB's
Tv Code Board. P&G has been moved
into action in this area, too. One of
its agencies, Compton, has sent a letter to ABC TV protesting against affiliates- including o&o's — taking time
from the top-rated Wyatt Earp to put
in a third commercial. The seriousness with which the agency views this

Peter G. Levathes, Y&R vice
president and director of media
relations, says agency is avoiding'"
triple-spot buys hut may yet
abolish such purchases altogether

practice is underlined by Compton's
statement that, if the practice was not
halted immediately, the agency would
demand rebates for the time lost.
While few, if any stations, will defend the practice of cutting time off
network shows, the issue of triplespotting per se is not so clear-cut. This
is because the Tv Code permits triple
spotting under certain conditions,
though it specifically bans program interruptions. Both subjects are covered
by Clause No. 6 of the code section
dealing with Time Standards for Advertising Copy, which reads:
"More than two back-to-back announcements plus the conventional
sponsored 10-second ID are not acceptable between programs or within
the frameivork of a single program.
Announcements scheduled between programs shall not interrupt a preceding
or following program."
In other words, triple-spotting is approved by the code when one of the
announcements is an ID. However,
it's obvious that triple-spotting between network shows could only be
"clean" under code provisions when
all three are ID's.
In actual practice

there aren't many occasions when this
happens, so that it can be almost assumed when a station triple-spots between network shows, one or both of
the shows is shortened and, hence,
there is a violation of the code.
However, it isn't code violations that
concern the agency and advertiser today when they talk about triple-spotting. The buyers of tv are almost
unanimous in their belief that three
contiguous commercials are one too
many — period. They feel there is a
serious loss in advertising remembrance — and, hence, effectiveness —
when the viewer has three commercials
thrown at him without interruption.
Some advertisers, including B&(i. consider a program plug a commercial
when discussing this question, i While
this might indicate the prevalence of
quadruple-spotting, since network program plugs usually are adjacent to
chain breaks, what often happens in
cases of triple-spotting is that the program plug is cut out to insert the third
commercial.)
The agency attitude is summed up,
by the media director of one of the
$200 million-plus agencies:
"What the agencies are worried j|
about is a lessening of value of the
medium. The problem is already serious with all this advertising debris
that's throwm in at the end of one network show and the beginning of another. And, on top of that, triplespotting is getting a little worse. The

stations found they could get away
with it and found it profitable. But
they could kill the goose that lays the
golden egg, if you'll pardon a cliche.
"I don't think the stations realize
how triple-spotting causes annoyance
in the home. Now, we're interested,
aren't we, in creating a flow of audience from one program to another?
Well, this is destroyed by too many
commercials."
The agencies admit, however, that
calling three commercials too many
and two presumably just right is not
based on any research which draws a
hard and fast line between double and
triple-spotting. For the most part, it's
a matter of intuition and judgment.
rOf course, the advertiser would be
ihappiest with no back-to-back commer1cials at all but he is willing to accept
double-spotting.
A number of agencies have been giv!ing thought to measuring the dilution
of ad impact when a third commercial
'is added to a double spot, J. Walter
(Thompson and Leo Burnett among
':hem. Burnett himself, it is understood, became concerned about the
lilution problem about eight months
jigo. As a result Tom Wright, manager of media at the agency, began a
program of monitoring commercials
^)Oth during the day and at night in
!in attempt to put his finger on what
vas happening. Until last summer,
nccording to Wright, it seemed as if
here was room enough for everyone
Im tv. Then, he said, it began to get
rowded.
Wright is now convinced that noth. ng less than an industry-wide study
»f triple-spotting and its effect is
jieeded. Wright would like to design
uch a study (to his knowledge, no
;esearch has been done on the matter)
hut figures the cost would be high and
uould require the cooperation of not
\ nly other agencies, but broadcasters,
bo. At the present, Wright and his
! eople are working from scratch in trying to get some idea of how to aproach such a study from a research
>int of view.
The reps are naturally not overnthusiastic about the agency camaign against triple-spotting, though
ime of them appreciate the clients'
Jason for complaining. Most of them
ike a bread-and-butter point of view
ward the matter and lose no time in
ointing out there are still plenty of
Ivertisers willing to take triple-spots.
{Please turn to page 71)

HERE'S

WHAT

CLIENTS

COMPLAIN

ABOUT

The picture of triple-spotting shown below was chosen at random by an adman from a
group of monitored reports and described as "typical." Data is from a Southern market,
shows only spot and local clients. Triple-spots are in dark type. All spots on web stations
up to 9:30 are chain breaks.
Parenthesis indicates back-to-back participations in shows.

(20)

Parliament (ID)

6:30

NBC

CBS

ABC
Dr. Pepper

Sest (min)

booking Magic (ID)

Name That Tune

Cheyenne

IND.

0. B. Food (ID)
Sorden Boswell (ID)
Popeye

Treasure Hunt
(M A M Bens
(min)(20)
(Uncle
(Boswell (ID)

Newspaper

Mrs. Bairds
Mrs. Bairds (ID)

7:00

Phil Silvers

(ID)

Cooking Magic (ID)

7:30

(20)

George Gobel

(ID)

Mr,.

(ID)

Bairds

(Stauffer(min)
(min)
(Patio
Eve Arden

Wyatt Earp

Manor

,,..>
8:00

1 (ID)

8:30

(Gallo (min)
(Newspaper (20)

Mrs. Bairds (ID)

Parliament

Telephone Time

(20)

Imperial

Maryland Club (ID)
First Natl (ID)

(ID)

(Prinee (20)
• r (20)
(Oragen (min)

To Tell/Truth

UcGraw

Free wax

Boswell (ID)
Swift (20)

(20)

Maryland Club (ID)

(Super Anahist (min)
(Lanolin Plus (min)

Bob Gummings

Red STcelton
Continental

(20)

Coea Cola (ID)

Soma

(ID)

Tintair

West Point
Idaho

(20)

$64,000 Question
Mrs. Bairds

(ID)

Supreme

(ID)

Pearl Beer (ID)
Neuhoff (20)

9:30

Studio 57

Sea Hunt

State Trooper

Heinz

Mercantile Bank

Falstaff
Beer (min)

Soups

(mill)

Bank Acct (min)

Ketchup (min)

Xmas Club

Baby Cereals

Safe Deposit Box
(min)

Newspaper (ID)

10:00

Weather

News

(min)

Beer

(min)

Beer

(min)

Natl Bank (ID)
Kent (20)
Cooking
News

H

(20)

Command Performance

Californians
Swift (20)
Mrs. Bairds

(min)

Electricity (min)

Jalnes (20)

Maryland I lab (ID)

9:00

Tirend (min)
Million $ Movie

Falstaff (20)
Pontlac

(20)

(Station offer (min)
(Newspaper (20)
Nat'l Bank (min)

(Pace (min)
(Newspaper (20)

(Maybellini
(Callo (min)
(Mrs. Bair.i- (ID)
(Crisco (min)
(Sardo (min)

HOW

D.J.s

CAN

HELP

YOU

"Local" radio salesmen feel thev can do a better
SPONSOR

survey shows.

SELL

job for national clients,

Here are advertising tips straight from some of the I

disk jockeys now attending the first annual Pop Music D. J. Convention ami
Seminar in Kansas City along with a quick look-in on the Convention itselfl

I his weekend. Kansas City is the
site of just about the strangest sales
convention ever held anywhere. The
more than 500 salesmen attending
are far from ordinary salesmen; each
is capable of making thousands of
sales calls in from 10 to 60 seconds
and does it many times every day.

Convention planners: (1. to r.)
Tilton, Stor/ <lir. ■•niiiiu-erin;:: .lack

gen. mgr., WDGY, Minneapolis;
Clarke program dir., WHB, Kansas
(.. \\ . Armstrong, vice presidenl & gei
\\ III'.. Kansas City; Todd Store, pre
Storz Stations; John Barrett, progra
WQAM, Miami; Jack Sandler, gen
WQAM, Miami: Fred Berthelson, vic(
denl 8 um. mgr., WTIX, V-u Orlean
Stewart, dir. of programing, Storz 5

These are radio's disk jockeys meeting
for their first annual Pop Music D. J.
Convention and Seminar.
The convention, brought about
through the efforts of the Storz Stations, has also attracted an estimated
850 industry figures whose destinies
are closely tied to the disk jockeys.
These include station group heads, station managers and program directors,
rating service executives, trade press
representatives and recording company
officials. The convention co-ordinator
is Bill Stewart of the Storz Stations.
One of the most significant moves at
the convention is the proposal which

is being made by Adam Young, presi
dent of the Adam Young Companies
and directed specifically to The Pulse j
Incorporated that radio surveys be ex|
tended beyond the metro areas of marl
kets to allow for the spread of circulal
tion into the suburbs.
But ratings are only part of the conj
vention picture. Seminars on pract:
cally every subject allied to disk jock
eys and radio are being held and th
top platter-spinners of the nation ar
exchanging opinions and developin
ideas that may well have a widespread
influence on spot radio advertising fo
many months to come.
The recurring note of practicall
every seminar is on the relationship
the d.j. and his client, how the radi
salesman can do a still better job I
the one buying his services. To exploi
this area, sponsor conducted a pr
convention survey of some of the d.j
taking part in the convention on til

Martin Block
\\ WBC
Vea Yorh

SPONSOR

•
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subject of how the national advertising client and his agency can make

CONVENTION

maximum use of these "personalities."
Here is a roundup of advertising "tips
straight from the jockeys":
Martin Block, WABC,

ents in Grand

6:00 p.*

New York:

Ballroom,

HIGHLIGHTS
Uuehlebach

Cocktail party — Tea Room

Hotel, unless

otherwise

& Trianon Ro<

8:00 a.m.: Breakfast: Remarks by Todd Storz and the Mayor of
Kansas City.
9:15:
Talk by Martin Block, WABC

"'When a sponsor buys a disk jockey
show, he buys it usually for the personal recommendation of his product.
Therefore, it is of prime importance
that the d.j. know not only the product

10:30: "Program Director— Friend or Foe?" Eddie Clarke, WHB;
Don Keyes, McLendon Stations; Ray Katz, WMGM.
11:00: "Is Rock 'n* Roll a Bad Influence on Teenagers?" Reed
Farrell, KWK;
Robin Seymour, WKMH;
Bob Lloyd, WHEC.
noon:
Luncheon— Mitch Miller

but the advertiser's aims. Only in this
manner can he truly become "radio
sales manager" and do the best job for
the sponsor. Personally, I've been
through more laundries, bakeries,
breweries and cigarette plants than I
care to remember. Yet each visit has
brought out something of inestimable
value to the sponsor and helped sell
his product."

12

1:15 p.m.: "What I Look for in a Prospective D.J." G. W. Armstrong, WHB.
1:30: "Today's Radio 'Formula'.'" Harold Krelstein, Plough Stations; John Box, WIL; J. Elroy McCaw, WINS.
2:30: "Increasing Income and Prestige through Related Outside
Activities" Tom Edwards. WERE: Bill Bennett, WDGY; Paul
Berlin, KNUZ.
3:00: "Interviews— Good or Bad?" Varner Paulsen, WIP;
DeBardelaben, WLEE; Jack Rowzie, WWDC.
3:30: "Counting up to 40" Jack Lacey, WINS;
Bob Cooper, KGO.

Bob

Stan Dale, WAIT;

4:00: "Can Album Music bring Listeners?" Norman
WDOK; Ira Cooke. KMPC; Phil Ladd, CHUM.

Wain,

4:30: "Are Trade Paper Surveys Current and Accurate?" Bob
Austin, Cash Box; Herm Schoenfeld, Variety; Bud Fosket,
Billboard.
5:15:
7:00:

Cocktail Party — Mezzanine.
Banquet.

8:30:
Sunday
8:00

"The Dream Show."

9:15:
9:30:

Revoke
"What the

D.J. Can

[ Advertiser and
Do for the Nal
Young, Adam Young Inc.

What Wells
Timebuyers
and
Barnett, Look
John For"
Blair Adar
Co.

10:30:
"Has the Tv Jockey
Hurt i
Helped BobtheLarsen,
Radio WEMP.
D.J.?"
Ed Bonner. KXOK: Paul Flanagan, WPTR;
his Individuality
Within
11:00:
"How
Can the D.J. Mainta
Conformity Required by Management?"
Don Bell, KIOA; Gene
Plumstead.
Plough;
Chuck
Blore, KFWB.
11:30:
"Dividing Line Between C&M, R V R and Pop?"
Bill
Gavin, McCann-Erickson; Bob Sadoff. NBC; Connie Gay, Town
& Country Network.
noon:
"New Programing Ideas" Barry Kaye. WAMP;
Martin
Block, WABC;
Jake Embry,
WITH.— Tea Room
& Trianon
Room.

12

12:30:

See also

SPONSOR

BACKSTAGE,

page

18.

Luncheon.

SPONSORS

BOOM

PUBLIC

SERVK

Public service programing is going commercial in a big way. A SPONSORWestinghouse Broadcasting Co. survey of tv/radio stations reveals : 70% of
respondents are airing sponsored public service programs. How are thev used?
Just like non-public service — to sell products and to build corporate images

I his week public service programing stole the broadcast industry limelight.
Reason: News that sponsorship of
these shows is fast becoming vogue
with local advertisers.
Source: A nation-wide survey of
tv/radio stations conducted jointly by
SPONSOR and Westinghouse Broadcast-

public service programs to carry public service themes? What's the merchandising and promotion picture on
public service programing?
The survey turned up this fact:
Some 70% of 140 local tv/radio
stations report carrying local advertiser-sponsored public service
programs.
The figure was revealed at WBC's
second annual industry-wide conference on public service programing —
held in Baltimore this week. More
than 250 tv/radio station executives
representing over 170 stations were
in attendance.

ing Co. Titled '"Must Public Service
Radio and Television Programing Remain Unsponsored?" the two-page survey questionnaire delved into the local station schedule to find out these
things: Is sponsorship of public service programing on the increase? Do
stations have sustaining programs of
this type that they feel are suitable for
sponsorship?
Are sponsors using non-

The four-day meeting, featuring addresses and panel discussions by
broadcast
industry
executives,
edu-

cators and public servants, ends today (8 March).
Other survey results:
• 65% of responding tv stations list
one or more sponsored public service
programs. And 38% of this group
also list programs of this type that are
now sustaining, but are suitable for
sponsorship.
• Of the tv stations (35%) listing
no sponsored public service programship. ing, 60% list sustaining public service
programs that are suitable for sponsor• 74% of responding radio stations
list one or more
sponsored
public
service programs.
And 31% of these
also list programs of this type that are i
now sustaining,
32%

■ !l!",l::l

|

:

:' !UI

' 'ii;ii:u"iiiii'uiiiii»»|i

Illllll""ll»

""""U"

Current affairs, panels, forums
Youth forums, panels

"

Local lore, history

Religious
™^™

3%

i 'arm, sports, etc.)

RADIO

».

Traffic reportt ai d :'><al "condition" reports, ( for skiing, flying, boating etc.), account for
the heaviest percentage of sponsored public service radio programing. Current affair-- and
youth panels, as in tv, an big
favorites with the advertiser-

■+ TELEVISION
to forum,

panel

shows on na- I

Adult and youth shows of this

llanirmal.inu. social events

Wise,

but are suitable for '

Sponsorship trend for tv public
service programs leans heavily

11%

Safety, health, accident pretention

1

Traffic, other reports

Youth forums, panels
Special n

Lot nl hire, history
Misc.

i farm, sports, etc.)

type, when combined, account ,
for 48% of sponsored tv public
service programing
in survey

OGRAMING

Survey Questionnaires are examined by
(l.tor.): Donald H. McGannon, WBC
president; Perry B. Bascom, national radio
sales manager of WBC; A. W. Dannenbaum,
Jr., WBC vice president — sales, and Richard
Pack, vice president — programing, WBC

advertiser sponsorship.
• Of the radio stations (26%),
listing no sponsored public service
programing, 9% said they have sustaining public service programs that
are suitable for sponsorship.
• 24% of all tv stations responding
said they had programs that were not
public service in nature, but were used
frequently by sponsors for public service announcements (safety, charity
drives, etc.).
• 28% of all radio stations responding said the same.
A. W. Dannenbaum Jr., vice president of sales for WBC and producer
and panelist of "Selling the Public
Service Program" at the Baltimore
conference, gave SPONSOR his viewpoint on the role of public service programing in the local broadcast advertising picture today:
"Public service programing offers a
growing opportunity for the sponsor
who recognizes that his advertising
message carries more weight and believability when it is delivered in a
program atmosphere of responsibility
and prestige.
"We are all familiar with such sponsored network public service programs
i as Omnibus, Bold Journey, See It Now,
and the Frank Capra specials for Bell
Telephone, to name just a few. We
foresee even more sponsorship of
thought-stimulating programs of this
type at the local level.

"Public service programing provides an excellent vehicle for communicating ideas and contributing to a
favorable corporate image in the eyes
of the public — customers, stockholders,
employes, plant communities and gov-

policy against trying to sell this programing to sponsors.
In sharp contrast to the latter group
is a note from Warren Mead, director
of public affairs at KWWL and
KWWL-TV, Waterloo, Iowa. He states:
"We believe that public service is

In the programing end, Danenbaum
ernment."

everybody's business, that every business and industry in this community
shares with us the responsibility for
this service.

urged more creativity, stating: "To
achieve optimum benefit for sponsor
and public alike, public service programing must be made more interesting, more entertaining and more attractive to more people. It is fundamental that the greater the audience
. . . the greater the value to the advertiser whose message is presented in a
climate of service."
What are station executives' viewpoints on selling sponsorship of public
service programing? From numerous
unsolicited notes accompanying survey
returns, they seem to break into three
groups.
The majority indicate they're pushing public service programs harder,
are selling more of them and getting
good reports from advertising on program effectiveness.
Many station men seem to be involved in a "hope" campaign; they express "hope" that public service programing will go commercial, but their
hopes obviously are not high.
A small minority say public service
programing should be supplied gratis
by the station; some say they have a

See next page for rundown

on WBC's

"As a radio and tv operation we are
in a position to provide a medium for
public service use, but we don't feel
obligated to shoulder the entire burden
any more than the power company
feels obligated to give free electricity.
"This is not to say that we don't give
free public service time, ( my last check
indicated that we are presently giving
more than $5,000 worth of time per
week on tv alone — figured at local
rate), but we do feel strongly that this
responsibility should be shared.
"Thus, during Boy Scout Week we
will carry approximately $500 worth
of local spot announcements on radio
paid for by local merchants. These
spots will salute the Scouts and will
carry no commercial copy beyond the
name and address of the sponsor. This
same technique will be used during
other 'weeks' with the station giving a
certain amount of time free and expecting sponsors to pay for the rest."
(Article continues page 78)

public service programing

conference

^

Conferees

discuss virtually all phases of public service broadcasting

The public service programing conference opened
w it h a welcome l>\ Richard Pack, vice president in
charge <>f programing, \\ BC. Keynote speech. '"Meeting the Challenge," 1>\ Donald H. McGannon, presidenl of WBC.

Southern California, "If I Were a Program Manager."
• "So This is Television?"", by Bil and Cora Baird
and their marionettes, with Franz Fazakas and Frank
Sullivan.
• Dr. Bergen Evans, professor of English, North-

Highlight presentations included:
• \n address 1>\ Hon. John F. Kennedy, U. S. Senator. Mass.. at a banquet held Thursday (6 March).
• Dr. Frank C. Baxter, professor of English, U. of

western I.. "The Intellectual and Broadcasting."
• Dr. Fred L. Whipple, director of Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory and Harvard College Ob-

Selling the Public Service Program: Panel with William
Dekker, v.p., McCann-Erickson, chairman; W. E. Hall, prod.
mgr., CHML. Hamilton, Ontario. Can.: Robert B. Cochran,
prog, dir., W MAR. Baltimore; James V. Ryan, asst. v.p.-pub.

geles; F. 0. Carver, news dir.. WSJS, Winston-Salem; \rtln,,
Gaskill, New England rep., U.P. Movietone News, Boston;
John Secondari, Bureau chief, ABC, Washington; Robert

rel, mi'. New York; Ernest J. Hodges, v.p. and acct.
superv., Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli Inc.. San Francisco; A. W.
Dannenbaum, v.p. sales. \\ BC, New York; James Nelson, mgr.,
prog, serv., NBC. Comments: Kevin B. Sweeney, pres. RAB;
Norman E. Cash. pres.. TvB.
Point of View: Panel on editorializing with Merrill Panitt.
managing editor. TV Guide, chairman: John Crohan, v.p.,
Elliot Stations and mgr., WICK. Providence; William Dempse\. prog, mgr.. KPIX. San Franciseo; Robert Forward,
prog, dir., KMPC, Los Angeles; Leon Goldstein, v.p.-pub.
-ei\. prrn:.. W MCA. New York: Sherwood Gordon, pres.-gen.
mgr, WSAI, Cincinnati; Ralph Renick, v.p.-news, KTTV, Miami. Definition: Warren. Baker, gen. council of FCC.
Core and Feeding of Ideas: Radio panel with Cordon Davis,
gen. mgr., KYW. Cleveland, chairman; Rolf Brent, v.p., WIP,
Philadelphia: Cal Bollwinkle, prog, mgr., WOWO, Ft. Wayne;
Fred Walker, gen. mgr., WTTM, Trenton; Gordon Mikkelson. dir. of pub. relations and prog, promotion, WCCO, Minneapolis-St. Paul. Discussion leaders: James Quello, WJR, Detroit: Guy Harris, KDKA. Pittsburgh; Sam Barstein, WAVZ,
\.u Haven; Louis Corbin, WFBR, Baltimore.
Tv panel with Ted Cott, v.p., NTA O&O Stations, New York,
chairman; Herbert B. Cahan, prog. mgr. WBZ-TV, Boston; Sam
Cook Digges, gen. mgr., WCBS-TV, New York; John Haldi,
prog, mgr., WBNS-TV, Columbus; Ray Moore, news dir.,
WSB-TV, Atlanta; Don Wear, gen. mgr., WTPA, Harrisburg.
Discussion leaders: Arnold Wilkes, WBAL-TV, Baltimore;
Douglas Grant, WMT, Cedar Rapids; Ralph Hansen, KYWTV, Cleveland: Robert Salk, Corinthian Broad. Co.; Bernard
Barth, WNDU-TV, South Bend.
The Audience — or Who's Out There?: Varying points of view
bj Dr. Herta Herzog, v.p.-research, McCann-Erickson; Melvin Goldberg, dir. of research. WBC; Gilbert Seldes, author,
The 7 Lively Arts, The Great Audience, The Public Arts;
Irving Gitlin, dir. of pub. affairs. CBS: William Kaland, national prog, ui'ji.. \\ IK : David Siis-kind, exec, producer and
\.p.. Talent \-soc.. I, til.; Stockton Helfirich, dir. of continuity
.....plan.,.. NBC; Richard lleffner. The Open Mind, WRCAI \ . Vw York, and prog, mgr., Metropolitan Educational
Television
Vssoc., chairman.
Covering the Town: Radio panel on local news coverage with
R
h, . In. i. Washington News Bureau. WBC, chairman; Ken G
ood
p.-gen. mgr., WPEO, Peoria; Robert
I
OR, Nev
York; Joe Monroe, pre-..
KJ01
Inn Snyder, news dir, KDK

gen. mgr., WCBS,
\. Pittsburgh.

New

York;

Some Aspects of Television News: Panel with Mike Wallace,
MIC. chairman;

Robert

Breckner, v.p. prog., K'l I \

I os

\n

servatory. "Radio and Tv in the Space Age."

Tripp, news dir., WFAA & WFAA-TV,
prog, v.p., WCAU-TY, Philadelphia.

Dallas; Charles Vanda,

Promoting and Publicizing the Public Service Show: Panel
with David E. Partridge, nat'l. prom. mgr. WBC, New York,
chairman; Alan E. Brandt, Alan E. Brandt Public Relations,
New York: Al Baccari. Jr.. pub. rel. and pub. dir., KPIX,
San Francisco; Joseph Hudgens, asst. prog, and prom, mgr.,
KRNT-TV, Des Moines; John R. Hurlbut, prom, and pub.
mgr., WFBM, WFBM-TV, Indianapolis.
Broadcasting's Approach to Science: Panel with Jonathan
Karas. science dir., WBC. chairman: Benjamin Draper, exec,
prod., Calif. Academy of Sciences, San Francisco; Don Herbert, Prism Productions, New York; Fred Karch, prog, dir,
WCAU, Philadelphia; Richard Pack, v.p. prog., WBC, New
York; Lynn Poole, Johns Hopkins U.; Kenneth Christiansen,
prog, mgr., Educational Radio and Tv Center, Ann Arbor.
Comments: Dr. J. Allen Hynek. astrophysicist. Ohio State U.;
Dr. Herbert E. Krugman, consulting psychologist, Richardson,
Bellows, Henry & Co, New York.
Radio and Television and Service: Panel with Frank Tooke,
gen. mgr, WBZ-TV, Boston, chairman; Virginia Benton, pub.
rel. chmn. Tuberculosis Society, Columbus; Hall Davis, v.p.
tv/radio. Grey \d\ertising; James Ferguson, prog. mgr. WSAZTV, Huntington; John Grogan, prog. mgr.. WABD, New York;
Wallace Kendall, chmn. Committee on Education by Tv and
Radio of the National Social Welfare Assembly, New York;
Richard
Krolik, radio/tv consultant, National Education As-

Tv Children's Programs: Panel with Helen Parkhurst, educator and child psvcbologist. chairman: Bob Emery, Big Brother,
WBZ-TV, Boston; Bob Keeshan, Captain Kangaroo, CBS TV;
Robert M. Goldenson. psychology prof., Hunter College; "Miss
Frances" Horwich. Ding Dong School.
Disk Jockeys and Public Service: Panel with Stephen \. Labunski, dir. of radio oper.. Crowell-Collier, New Y'ork, chairman: Dee Finch, WNEW, New York; Gene Klavan. WNEW,
New York; Art Pallan, KDKA, Pittsburgh; Ben Sanders, gen.
mgr, KICD, Spencer, Iowa; Walt Teas, WFBR, Baltimore.
McClay,
Religious

Programing

man; Elmo Ellis, mgt
Kuney, producer, Lot
Ufred Martin Jr., Cr«
[rve Tunick, Light oj Dunn, chaplain, Notn
Christian Temple. Bi
Har Sinai < !ongregati<

in Radio and Tv: Panel with John L.
KYW, KYW-TV, Cle\
prog, and prod, WSB, Atlanta: Jack
/ p and Lire. CBS TV;
Dr. James
bj prof, ol religion, Vmhersl < !ollege;
e II orld. Comments: Rev. Win. Kailer
Dame
of Mil.: Dr. Frederick
Heifer.
imore;
Rabbi
Abraham
Shusterman,
. Baltimore.

FLAV-R

STRAWS

%Jne of the most fantastic boom and
bust products in tv history is being
readied for a comeback.
Flav-R Straws, a kids' milk-flavoring product that flew high, wide and
handsome for less than a year (see
sponsor, 6 Aug. 1956, page 34) — then
nose-dived into virtual oblivion — is
the product. Here's the picture:
Flav-R Straws sunk about $2 million
— reportedly via barter — into tv during 1956 and early 1957. The tv chunk
of green bought 100% nationwide distribution, "including every mom and
pop. neighborhood and chain store,"
in 11 months. "But then things went
to the dogs fast." So says an in-the, know source, who, for obvious reasons,
I

doesn't want to be quoted.
Where is Flav-R Straws today?
There's a rebuilding plan underway
\ia spot tv, but the company is being
closel) watched by a committee of
creditors. They're interested in collecting some debts, says sponsor's
source.
What caused the Vanguard-like rise
and fall of Flav-R Straws? Unsound
marketing, according to the spokesman.
As the product swept across the nation, production requirements "rose to
a rate of about $15 million, wholesale,
annually." Mr. X told SPONSOR.
"But," he points out, "the bulk of
this was going into a 'pipeline-filling'
operation. Flav-R Straws was filling
market warehouses, store shelves and
distributor orders, as well as sales requirements," herevealed.
At the height of this demand, Flav-R
Straw management reportedly made
two disastrous decisions. (1) It decided to expand production facilities
to meet the inflated "pipeline-filling"
demands. I 2 I It slashed advertising to
get the expansion money.
The situation deteriorated almost
overnight to today's position: a sales
slump and over $3 million in inventory sponsor's source reports.
A Flav-R Straw executive queried
by sponsor says that "liquidation of
this huge inventory is our first step on
the road back."
He readily admitted the mis-manage-
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IN THE

ment and poor marketing charges of
sponsor's source. But he's confident
Flav-R Straw's burst bubble will rise
again — this time to a sound and lasting success — in the market place.
The executive claimed that despite
lack of advertising "the small sales we
have are consistent, proving the repeat
sale value of the product." He confirms that new tv plans are being
formulated, but says "nothing definite
has been decided yet."
This slow-but-sure marketing attitude is a sharp departure from the
brand of confidence voiced in August

WIND

AGAIN?

A $3 million inventory,
hungry creditors and
little sales is the
Flav-R Straws picture
today.

But rebuilding

is afoot— and spot tv
is slated for the job

1956 by one of Flav-R Straws' then
chief executives. He is Lee Wagner,
formerly executive vice president of the
company, and previously founder of
Tv Guide. Alvin Scheer was president
and Bernard Singer secretary-treasurer.
sponsor's article at that time, "FlavR Straws' Dilemma: How do you ride
a tv tiger?", reported a Wagner prediction of a world-wide Flav-R Straws'
organization in two years, with plants
franchised to manufacture the straws
in all parts of the globe.
Wagner said the domestic target for
the first year was 1,000,000 cases of
straws — "and it's in the bag," he told
SPONSOR'S writer.
Flav-R Straws' chief executives then
were worrying only about one thing —
how to meet the tv-inspired demand
for the product. But the possibility
that it was mainly a pipeline-filling
demand was never mentioned; Wagner reported plans to import machinery
from the West Coast and arrange with
contracting manufacturers to produce
straws on Flav-R Straws' machines
until its own plant facilities were available for production use.
Where do Flav-R Straws former topline executives stand with the company today? Wagner is employed on
a consultant basis; Scheer is no longer
connected with Flav-R Straws, except
through stock interest; Singer is still
secretary-treasurer.
The big question today: Can new
tv plans rebuild the ruin? Only time
can answer that one.
^

t

s

SPOT RADIO '58:
RATES DOWN,
COVERAGE UP
New Peters, Griffin, Woodward

Spot Radio

Guide shows radio today is a better buy than
when first Guide was printed three years ago

I his week, produced the answers to
some pertinent questions about spot
radio: (1) Have rates increased or decreased? (2) Are nighttime audiences
growing larger or smaller?
The answers: Since 1955, on every
basis of comparison, costs for radio
announcements have gone down more
than 10%. In the same period, nighttime radio audiences have increased,
are indeed higher now than were daytime audience totals three years ago.
The source of the answers: The second edition of the Peters, Griffin,
Woodward Spot Radio Guide, just off
the presses and currently being distributed to advertisers and agencies.
This reference book is the result of the
combined work of A. C. Nielsen Co.
and PGW; 7,000 copies have been
printed. The Guide lists 168 metro
markets in the U. S. arranged accord-

COST

OF ONE

MINUTE

DAYTIME
L0 PEB

1-50

WEEK

based on "highest rate station" in each
market, they are maximum.
The first edition of Spot Radio
Guide was published in May 1955, and
H. Preston Peters, PGW president,
points out that its usefulness in comparing circulation patterns and costs
with other media prompted many ad-

51-75

MARKETS

$14,663

$18,374
$31,920

20 PER

WEEK

$25,405

30 PEB

WEEK

$34,578

$43,686

20 PER

WEEK

30 PER

WEEK

12,712
$21,799
-2<t.\\:,

Note: Chainbre,

approximately

20%

less.

$16,279

(1.)

chairman of the board at Bryan
from PGW's

MARKETS

$21,365
$37,035
$50,611

$18,895

$28,108

$32,609

$38,294

$44,454

John B. Franca

men to request a second edition.
Robert H. Teter, PGW vice presi- I
dent and director of radio, in compar- ,
ing the 1955 edition with the latest}
one, says that the figures show spot radio is a better buy today than it was
three years ago.
Total U. S. radio homes have in- 1
creased about 1.2 million, though the I
percentage of homes covered by thel
radio facilities in various market
groups has not changed significantly.,
Nighttime coverage today runs about
la/2% less than daytime, but the night-'
time total is higher than in 1955.
Here are the comparative cost decreases for radio announcements in
168 markets during those three years:
One-time rate is down 10.4%; 10 announcements per week (on a 13-week
basis), down 12.7%; 20 per week;
(also 13-week basis), down 12.9%.^

IN UP TO 168 RADIO
76-100

NICHTTIME
id PEB \\ EEK

Bryan Houston

ing to population rank determined by
the Census Bureau. These markets are
broken down into groups of 50, 75,
100, 125 and 168. Also included is a
list of smaller markets, which, if
ranked on the basis of weekly radio
circulation, would come within the top
75 markets. For this coverage, the
Guide lists costs for both nighttime
and daytime announcements.
Sample schedules quoting costs on a
weekly basis for 10, 20, and 30 announcements projected for 13, 26 and
52 weeks are given. Since costs were

ANNOUNCEMENTS

MARKETS

Preview:

Houston, Inc., gets advance copy

101-125

MARKETS

MARKETS

126-168

$23,512

MARKETS

$27,132
$47,363

$41,023
$56,034

$64,828

$20,925

$24,492

$36,382
$42,632
$49,622

SPONSOR

$58,307

•
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SUMMER
SELLING
Clients poised for summer
shaping up:

1958 air campaigns will find these big switches in air strategy

• Tv plans for summer will be slower getting off the ground. Pressure for shorter contracts among nighttime network tv clients may mean a hiatus for several advertisers — unless a sudden
upsurge in fall buying shifts the situation hack to a sellers' market. Shows most likely to open up
for summer are hour or longer participation vehicles.
• Network radio is getting an early rush. Top weekend properties have already drawn major
automotive, cigarette, and seasonal advertisers.
• Spot tv may see a sharp rise in short-term saturation campaigns, patterned after Lever's
new spring I.D. push.
• Look for early crowding in weekend spot radio. A boom is in the offing, may force spreading of schedules into more nighttime buys throughout the week.

Summer

1958 may well turn out to be the most competitive season in a decade from

the media sellers' viewpoint. If predictions hold, it may also be the biggest summer in volume of
business all around.
Here's the rundown:
Network tv: Volume is expected to be on a par with summer
more pep.
Network radio: Predictions range from a 10%
ness plus orders for summer already on the books.

1957, with daytime showing

to 12% increase, based on year-'round busi-

Spot tv: Selling is starting earlier this year. Volume in amount
no substantial increase in dollar billing is foreseen for the moment.

of time may rise, though

Spot radio: Aggressive salesmanship is keyed to drawing in new categories of business and
spreading schedules through the week. Forecast:
15% rise over 1957.

BUYING

PATTERNS:

Look for a rush into weekend
tives, cigarettes, soft drinks, beer.
Earliest firm weekend radio contracts include these:

network

radio by automo-

• ABN:
General Mills starts a schedule of weekend news sponsorship in March through summer
for Cheerios.
• CBS:
Network will continue heavy with year-'round automotive business, including Ford sponsorship of Ed Murrow, Arthur Godfreys Bing Crosby, and weekend news; Delco's five quarter-hours

weekl) mi Lowell Thomas: Chevrolet's 17 five-minute segments of Boh Trout and Allan Jackson.
Newest summei addition is Hertz (through Campbell-Ewald ) starting in March with 12 five-minute
business new- 9hows weekl) .
• MBS: Will earn summer schedules for Lehigh Veres, Florida; Quaker State Oil Refining Corp.,
Readers Digest.
• NBC:

Biggest summer schedules firmed for weekends include American Tobacco's Lucky Strike,

Pepsi-Cola, and Outboard Marine & Manufacturing Co."s Evinrude Motors Division. Lucky Strike
(through BBDOl bought 10 five-minute segments weekl) on Monitor between 18 May and 10 August. Pepsi-Cola I through K&E I will co-sponsor 10 five-minute segments of Bob & Ray, 10 of Fibber
McGee \ Moll) on Monitor between 14 June and 7 September. Evinrude Motors (through the Cramer-Krasselt Co.. Milwaukee I bought five fishing roundup segments of four or five minutes each on
Monitor.

Look for new buying patterns in spot radio. If growth continues at
mer advertisers will be heavier in weekday night schedules to avoid excessive
Summer 1957 spot radio accounted for nearly $45 million out of
total for the first nine months of 1957. Leading summer spot radio buyers in
were:

its 1957 rate, sumweekend crowding.
the $131 million
1957 (by category)

Food and grocery products. 19.69?
Tobacco products and supplies, 14.1 %.
Automotives, 10.4%.
Ale. beer, wine, 7.6%.
Drug products. 7.5%.

Spot tv's most popular 1958 summer buy may well turn out to be late-night movies.
Reason:
late-night tv viewing is higher in summer than winter.
TvB shows these figures for average number of homes watching tv between 11:00 p.m. and
midnight:
November 1956 -Februar) 1957:
13.9 million
June -September 1957:
15.2 million
Tv reps look to a late spring business upturn as stimulus for summer spot business. Money now
being held out of national media by package goods advertisers, the) sa\. ma\ go into summer saturations to prepare the way for renewed network efforts in fall.
Says Blair Tv's national sales manager. Jack Denninger: "This summer may be better for:
spot tv because advertisers are being slower to get into national media. If business conditions
improve by May, summer

GROWTH

OF

activity could be at a peak."

SUMMER

TV/RADIO:

.„„„„„,>..„„

ing has been increasing during the past two years, latest TvB figures show. In 1957 more homes
were viewing tv for longer hours than during 1956. Moreover, there was an average 42 minutes
more weekly viewing per average tv home last summer than in 1956. (Increased sale of
portables ma\ boost daytime viewing still more in 1958.1
Here's how viewing compared in June-September 1957 with June-September
Homes per
6:00 a.m. to noon
Noon to 0:00 p.m.
0:00 p.,,,. to midnight

average minute
% increase over 1956
2.6:36.000
29';
7.175.000
19
15,798,000
10

Network tv has been gaining audiences stearlib
Number
Da Mi me

1956:

during

the June-through-September season:

of homes

% gain over

(June-September 1957)
June-September
2.455.000
11%

Nighttime

1956

7.010.000
19
{Article continues page 42

Symbol
of service
WGR-TV,

Buffalo, like the fireman, is dedicated to never-ending service to the community.

Serving 534,668 TV homes in the 14th largest community in the United States is a big job —
even bigger when you add the 559,361 Canadian TV homes in WGR-TV's coverage area.
for the right
This calls for constant alertness to the needs of rural and urban viewers
combination of education, information and entertainment.
In delivering top ratings month after month, year after year, at
viewers, WGR-TV serves the advertiser as well as the community.
WGR-TV, Symbol of Service in Buffalo, is affiliated with the ABC
Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

U

TRANSCONTINENT

Symbol of Service
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TELEVISION

low cost per thousand
Television Network.

CORPORATION

Summer cost-per-1,000 of prime time network tv has been decreasing steadily. The latest cost
>tmi\. based on 113 commercial programs on all three networks in June-August 1957 compared,
with the three peak viewing months, showed this summer-winter ratio between the cost-per-1,000 home
impressions:
Maximum discount Average discount
Alternate-week discount
25%
15%
6%
Summer 1957
$3.89
$4.26
$4.81
Winter 1957-8
$3.42
$3.70
$3.95
Networks anticipate a further lowering of co?t-per- 1,000 during summer 1958 because of the
increase in tv homes. On the average, each of the programs measured by Nielsen reached into •
5.625,000 AA homes during the three-month period on a station lineup of approximately 125 markets.
Since last year, there has been a 6% increase in number of tv homes (from 40,300,000 in 1957 to
42,800,000 in 1958) . Projecting this increase into summer would mean that the average prime
nighttime tv show should reach 5,975,000 AA homes during the hot season to come.
Radio continues to be the great outdoor medium — the only medium that grows rather than
shrinks in audience when the hot spells start. While out-of-home measurements aren't definitive, advertisers are well aware of the vast audiences to bs reached by portables and car radios in summer.
Says Pepsi-Cola v.p. in charge of advertising. Charles Derrick:
"America's on the go and
radio follows it like the skin on your back. That's why we're bullish on summer radio."
Radio set sales, tabulated by the Electronics Industry Association, give some clue to the outhome audiences available to radio advertisers during the coming summer:
Retail sales of
Retail sales of
1954
1955
1956
1957

portables
1,449,131
1,879,506
2,682,814
3,205,405

auto radios
4,078,768
6,775,584
4,999,447
5,429,044

Total radio set sales in 1957 were 15,150,000 compared with 13,331,000 in 1956. Of these,
some 6.5 million were home and clock radios in 1957, compared with nearly 5.8 million home and
clock radios in 1956.
Biggest gain in portable sales is attributed to the new small radios and transistor sets.
Actual measurement

of out-of-home radio listening in 26 markets showed a 25%

ad-

4.09how summer 1957added
ditional audience during summer 1957, according to Pulse. Here's
compared
by
with 1956 out-of-home in a sampling of markets:
1956)
1957)
Pet. -of-home
26.5%
home
listening
Homes using radio
out
4.1%with oul-of
Homes
15.5%
summer
(summer 1957)
(summer 1957)
Atlanta
(summer
4.7
Dallas
19.3
28.5
28.2
5.5
4.4
Detroit
15.6
28.4
5.0
4.7
5.0
Los Angeles
17.6
25.4
New York
4.3
18.9
Pittsburgh
4.8
3.9
4.1
17.6
23.3
24.4
Seattle
18.0
4.1
4.4

9wIVIIVIElR

CLIENTS!

Biggest spot tv spenders in summer 1957 were soap*

drugs, foods. Among spot tv clients who spent more during summer than in the first and seconc
quarters 1957 were the, following five, listed by expenditures:
Procter & Gamble
$7,306,600
Miles Laboratories
1,617,0M
Colgate-Palmolive
1,985,300
Warner-Lambert
1,079,5(K
Carter Products
1,776,000
In terms of leading spot tv product categories, most showed sizable boosts in 1957 spend.
ing over 1956: ale, beer, wine rose 20.6%; automotives, up 36.9%; cosmetics, toiletries, up 49.4%
gasoline, lubricants, up 29.7%; household laundry products, up 62%.
(Continued on page 44
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195!

We've
rolled out
the big one
to shoot
a few facts
your way!

£\

Fact one: ABC Television's average share of audience for its nighttime programs is up 12% over a year ago,
says Nielsen. During those same twelve months, a second network slipped 12%, the other improved by only 1%.*
Fact two: ABC Television's delivered homes per nighttime minute grew by 29% last year. One competing
network dropped 2%; the other increased by only 11%.*
Fact three: ABC Television's total billings last year leaped up by a heart-warming 36%.**
The third fact is a direct result of numbers one and two, of course. Because in television, advertising dollars
follow the audience.
Conclusion : If you're gunning for customers, take aim with ABC Television . ABC

TELEVISION

* Source: Nielsen, January II Reports, 195S vs. 1957 (average program share of audience, weighted by program length, Sunday through Saturdav,
7:30-10:30 P.M.).
♦♦Source: P. I. B., January, 1958 vs. January, 1957.
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SUMMER
SELLING
t Continued from page 42)
BUSINESS

You'll sell more
in the nation's 14th
largest
^^fi
market
flH
LASCELLESV
SELLS

spottil buying
become heavj unMa\ and doesn't
June.
COMMERCIAL

■""

on

1

"Musical Clock"
MON. - SAT.
5:30-8:50 A.M.

DILL SELLS |
on "SOUND ON" I

TIPS : A sponsor

survey of top agency copywriters
shows a strong shift to seasonal selling for non-seasonal products. Emphasis is upon "integrating the mood
of the commercial into the setting and
mood of viewers and listeners."
Products going in heaviest for season-geared commercials include soaps,
cigarettes, automotives.
Clients planning summer-geared
commercials might note these
warnings from Schwerin Research

• Commercials

£*C$L.
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BUFFALO'S FIRST STATION
Reps.: Peters, Grif*n. Woodward, Inc.
SERVICE

| A TRANSCONTINENT
Rochester

OF

S

A TRANSCONTINENT

STATIOr-

ggv

Here's Proof of Continuing
LEADERSHIPS Channel 13

land!

ALL 15 of TOP 15 Shows

WGR,
RADIO
WR0CTV,

%

in WREX-TV

| Show Hosts - mature
in voice, judgement
and Salesmanship.
Write for availabilities.

£1

WROC-TV
NBC-ABC
Channel 5
ROCHESTER
SYMBOL

set-

| tings that are shown off-season are
' more effective when they precede,
', not when they follow, the season porI traved. In other words, a beer commercial with a beach setting might get
>ympathetic
viewing in May because
of "contemplation
of summer
pleasures," would be considerably reduced
in effectiveness by September.

I • Experienced Record

OF

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

• Off-season airing of commercials
1 | Corp.:
with seasonal settings dilutes the commercial effectiveness and detracts from
l.elievability.

KELLY
SELLS

| SYMBOL

because...
• 27.4% more daytime circulation than
the other Rochester channel (NCS #2)
• Greatest power
• Unsurpassed local programming
and personalities
• Stable labor market with one of
the highest per capita incomes
• Best merchandising —
best advertising results

'^

MON. - FRI.
2:00-6:00
P.M.

A

Summer

ing precedence over other media. But
renewed vigor in the economy by
springtime would also be reflected
by an active summer, since summer

because

on "MIKE 55"

OUTLOOK:

air media activity is expected to refleet general U.S. business conditions more directly than spring or
fall. If the predicted business upturn
occurs by late spring, client attention
is likeK to lie focused on fall planning
first, with network tv commitments tak-

.

WGR

I "
STATION

Radio.

WGR-TV,

• A softer-sell is more effective
during the hot months.
• Keep down the number of
copy points. Viewing and listening
lends to be more casual during the
summer time.
• Musical backgrounds are popular in summer tv as well as radio
commercials. At least one soft drink
advertiser is now experimenting with
( ombining one film commercial with
several musical sound tracks, to keen
production costs down.
^

23 of TOP 25 Shows
32 of TOP 40 Shows
48 of TOP 62 Shows
77% of TOP 62 Shows
ON

WREX-TV

Based on Amer.
Bureau
Dec.
I

Research

Survey conducted
thru Dec. 7, 1957

CBS-ABC
NETWORK
AFFILIATION
represented by H-R TELEVISION,
INC.
J. M. BAISCH, CEN. MCR.

-13"

BLACK & W^OTE
AND FULL COLOR
VIDEOTAPE
RECORDING
BY AMPEX

■j-anpexco-p.,.™

Hi;

MPEX

VR-IOOO

BRINGS

YOU

LIVE

QUALITY

VIDEOTAPE

RECORDING

AND

PLAYBACK

AMPEX
World Leader in Precision Magnetic Tape Recording Instruments

eophonic Music Systems for the Hon

ill

ESS

4 |T« .

J*// :<y^/j^/,,/j/s

Marketing tools, trends,
research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
8 MARCH, 1958
SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS

INC.

Focus of the week: As production for the new selling season gets underway, the
broad film picture includes these close-ups:
• Look for about a 10%

price increase on the upcoming film series. Second-runs and

off-the-network series won't change much, though.
• In preparation for the spring sales spurt, syndicators are making their annual agonizing
re-appraisals of internal sales structures. Sales force realignments and expansions are
getting underway now.
• Despite talk to the contrary, film sellers are playing it close to the chest, pilot-wise.
Lots of pilots will be around — but not as many as expected earlier.

For an example of what can happen when a network turns back a prime period to a station, note these recent case histories in the New York market.
CASE

1: Mike Hammer

(MCA), with Marlboro and Aerowax alternating, took over

the 10:30-11 p.m. period Tuesdays on WCBS-TV. The first ARB rating was a sturdy 18.9.
This was almost nine points better than the rating obtained by the last network show.
CASE 2: Sea Hunt(Ziv) moved into the WCBS-TV Saturday 10:30-11 p.m. slot and
the premiere ARB was 25.3 — a 7-point gain over the last network entry. (Cosponsoring Sea
Hunt: Bristol-Myers and Household Finance.)

Westerns that capture the adult audience aren't a network monopoly.
Despite fewer prime time availabilities, syndicated western series are pulling down
almost as impressive an adult audience as thei?: network counterparts.
FILM-SCOPE averaged up the top-rated westerns — network vs. syndicated — and the average audience composition came out thus:
CATEGORY

MEN

Network

36%

WOMEN

36%

CHILDREN

TOTAL

28%

100%

Syndicated
31' ',
36%
33%
100%
Footnote:
One syndicated show — Boots & Saddles — showed a larger percentage of
adult viewers (88%) than any other network
or syndicated western. Source:
NovemberDecember Pulse ratings.

Some station managements think syndicators are overlooking a good merchandising bet by not being newsy in their weekly on-the-air promos.
They contrast the networks' technique with the syndicators, approach in this fashion:
Network promos usually highlight some feature about the coming program, whereas syndicators' promos as a rule deal with the series in general terms.
Recommended as a device for improving this situation by stations: Supply 'em with
slides and balops from the next episode, in addition to the trailer-script.

Lightning may not
ing to find out whether
A network washout,
Benny last summer that

strike twice in the same place, but American Tobacco is gothe affirmative of this old saw applies to summer replacements.
My Favorite Husband, did so well as a replacement for Jack
the tobacco company has bought another network washout, The

Brothers, as this year's replacement.
8 march
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FILM-SCOPE

ABC

continued .

Film this Meek took a big stride toward strengthening the mechanics of

»alr* and service contact with New York's blue-chip agencies and reps.
The method: Appointment of a special sales unit, headed b\ Sherman
comes from WFIL-TV. Philadelphia.

Gregory, who

Stations are turning the tables on the syndicators by trying to hire away their
territorial salesmen.
Previouslj the shoe was on the other foot: syndicators raided the sales staffs of stations.
\ station operator who recently cajoled two salesmen away from syndicators explained his
motivation this way:
"I consider the syndicators' people the best trained salesmen in the business. And
1 mean salesmen in the full sense of the word. They make good horsetrading operators. n

Viewers outside the U.S.A. and Canada will now have their syndicated version
of Gunsmoke
(CBS Tv Film) with the original title.
Chesterfield had previously tabooed use of the title for fear some
try to cash in on it in foreign climes.
The substitute title has been Gun Law.

What are the advantages for a sponsor who
one basket?

eompetitor

might

puts all his syndication eggs in

One advantage is the tremendous merchandising

possibilities. A good illustration:

Esskay Quality Meat's merchandising of its recently-purchased Casey Jones (Screen Gems)
in seven mid-Atlantic markets. (The company previously had sponsored several different
shows in its various markets.)
Starting its program in Baltimore last November, Esskay built up the railroading series
as a children's show, creating a "Roundhouse Gang" which entitled members to railroading memorabilia and various contests participations.
The promotion

was supported by tv and radio spots, all other consumer and trade

advertising, and Esskay's point-of-sale merchandising.
Result: Latest January ARB ratings show Casey Jones to be the top syndicated
show in Baltimore (25.8). with strong sponsor identification.

Flashes from the Film Field:

CBS TV Film will hold Dick & the Duchess, which

becomes available for syndication, until next season . . . However, the Eve Arden show will
be put on the market immediately . . . another former network occupant, Man Against
Crime, will be re-released shortlv for syndication by MCA, as Follow that Man. Reason
is star Ralph Bellamy's new success on Broadway (Sunrise at Campobello) . . . Announcement that another network show — Burns & Allen — will soon see its end caused a
flurry of telephone calls to CBS TV Film. Prospective buyers wanted to know how soon that
series will be released for syndication. (No plans yet.)
Although nothing is definite. MCA is looking to cover all outlets for its new Paramount prize — theatre exhibition (for those still with box office attraction), the networks, and
local and regional advertisers, as well as the stations . . . TPA's Adventures of Tugboat
Annie premiered in the U.S. last week in Wheeling, first of 23 markets sold (the series
ahead) is in Canada. England, and Australia) . . . Ziv will be using its entire lineup of producers for different episodes of Target.

(For further film news and marketing
Wrap-Up, page 67.)

trends,

see

Sponsor-Scope

and

Film

6.4% SHARE OF AUDIENCE (TRENDEX)
IN WCBS-TV NEW YORK
[
...with 6 shows competing in the time period (Tuesday, 10:30 to 11 PM)! 3,100,000 New Yorkers for
Marlboro Cigarettes and Aero wax every week!

(IMPS WCBS-TV RATING 220»
'•RBCKEY
SPILLANE'S MIKE HAMMER FASTSTARRING
DARREN McGAVIN
Coincidental Survey, February 18, 1958
SALES IN OVER 148 MARKETS!
Rating

IIKEY SPILLANE'S MIKE HAMMER (WCBS-TV)
iitionB
; ^jon q
;ition D
_,
■ ition P
Ution G

....

Share

18.9
... . 23.0
44.3
9.8 ..
6 6
2 8
4.6 .. . 10.8
t'i ' ' '
2.8 ...
0.7 .. .

Marlboro Cigarettes . . . Squirt . . .

American Home Products
_ Lone Star Beer
Budweiser Beer. . . Busch Bavarian Beer. . .
Alka Seltzer . . . John Labatt, Ltd

„*„
Yankee Stores.. .Wiedemann Brewing...
6.6
s
1.6
and scores more!

e great in '58 with mca tv _

598 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. (Plaza 9-7500) and principal cities everywhere

WARWICK

LOOK
WHO'S
NEW
IN
THE SOUTHS
BIG SIX!
METROPOLITAN
ACCORDING
1.
2.
3.
4.

COUNTY

AREAS

TO POPULATION

RANK:*

HOUSTON
ATLANTA
DALLAS
NEW ORLEANS
MIAMI

TIDEWTAR.VA.
While most lists of markets separate Norfolk-Portsmouth and Newport
News-Hampton-Warwick on opposite sides of Hampton Roads, they
are connected by not one but two busy causeways carrying steady
streams of shoppers and commuters. For in reality they are one
continuous urban area, with population of 724,500.

1st in RADI
WTAR
radio station in Vi'
and
dominates thor^c
in audience.

Tide tenter is what Virginians call this city de facto. For marketing
purposes, TIDEWTAR is a better way to spell it, and sell it . . . because
in both Radio and Television WTAR covers and dominates this great
market . . . sixth in the South, and 27th in the nation!
*Source:

Sales Management

Survey

of Buying

CBS NETWOR

Power.

•ONSOR

•

ii MAIM II L9«

HAMPTON

NORFOLK

1st in INFLUENCE

It in TELEVISION

Continued

VTAR

* AR Radio Corporation

leadership

in

aspect of WTAR's value to
excellent coverage,
facilities
plus greater experience,
c<
more
sales
influence
per

as the pioneer
station
i the market,
i continue es to lead all
er statioi s by a wide
rgin in a diences.
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RATINGS:

TOP

SPC
3-STAT

Top

10

shows

Period
Rank

1

Put

TITLE.

10

or

more

January

SVNDICATOR.

Highway

11

in
2-9

SHOW

7-STATION
MARKETS

markets

1958
TYPE

25.3

Patrol (M)

22.1

5

State Trooper (A)

21.6

7

Death Valley Days (W)

21.5

2

3
4

4-STATION

NY.

L.A.

15.9

13.5

5.4

16.9
7.8

Boston

S. Fran.

24.9

Chicago

21.5

9.9

7
8

1

9

31.2

8 :00pm

11.6

3

20.7

4

Whirlybirds (A)

20.1

6

Honeymooners

8

Men of Annapolis (A)

19.7

(C)

11.9

11

Mnpls.

Phlla.

Tacoma
Seattle-

23.5

21.5

25.0

20.2

10:30pm

7:00pm

7:00pm

7:00pm

B :30pm

10 00pm

19.4

26.2

11.5

24.2

22.2

14.2

9:30pm

7:00pm

9:30pm

16.9
7:00pm

16.5

11.7

7:09pm

7:30pm

4.6

11.3

7:30pm

7:30pm

16.7

14.2

3.8

15.0

L0:30pm

7:S0pm

7.2

18.4

6:30

6.8

7

20.9

Wash.

32.0
19.5

26.9
29.5
15.2

9:30pm

7:00pm

17.9

28.7

14.9

21.1

7:00pm

9:30pm

7:00pm

9:00pm

22.7

23.2

25.4

8.5

18.0

10.9

15.0

24.7

18.5

7:00pm

!):30pm

9:30pm

i! :30pm

7 ::illpni

10:30pn

14.2

18.5

19.9

23.6

11.4

1

pin

7:00pm

7:

20.5

30.2

18.5

6:30pm

13.4

21.5

10:30pm

9:30pm

10:30pm

21.9

9:30pm

11.9
10:30pm

19.7

17.9

18.5

13.9

10.8

6:00pm

9:30pm

wjbk-tv
7:00pm

wlsn-tv
9:00pm

wcco-tv
10:30pm

9:30pm

7.5

pin

wnbq

24.5

26.7

10:30pn

7:00pm

.. 30pn

6:30p]

24.9

18.2

19.2

20.9

24.2

wxyz-lv
C :30pm

wtinj-tv
ilMHIpm

kstp-tv
.". :.i(li>in

ucau-tv
5:30pm

ki.it: tv
ii:iliipm

19.2

11.9
30pa

12.2

15.5

8.9

9:30pm

wtop-tl
7
inn

6:00pm

26.8

19.9

15.2

11.9

23.5

kgo-H
21.5

16.5

komo u
10:00pm

5:00pm

f. :00pm

i:00pm

3.3

18.4

Cray Chost (A)

7.4

wbz-ti

18.7

Annie Oakley (W)

9

15.7

10:00pn

Silent Service (A)

9

Mil*.

19.0

19.2

6

Detroit

22.5

23.4

L0:30pm

5

MARKETS
Atlanta

10:30pm

Sheriff of Cochise (W)

2

5-STA.
MARKETS

Averao.

-

mi

i
;7 iiiipni

20.7
19.2

12.2

15.5
ulup -U
7:
in

23.0

21.2
"I.

'.S?
1

"rTnt
1
1

2!
3
4

1
1
1

1

4

2

Top

10

shows

in

4

to 9

markets

Esso Colden Playhouse (D)

21.3

Crand Ole Opry (Mu)

18.1

27.7

15.2
7:00pm

10.8

16.9

Decoy (M)

19.5

17.9

2.5

3

19.5

16.6

Doctor Christian (D)

6:00pm

1.9

4

Doctor Hudson's Secret Journal (D)

16.6

21.5

i" a

21.7

1
5

Cisco Kid (W)

16.2

6

5

Crusader (A)

16.2

Casey Jones (A)

15.7

Little Rascals (C)

15.0

13.2

10.5

10:30pm

6:30pm

16.5

10.5

6:00pm

11.4

8

16.2
10:00pm

15.2
14.2

6

8

16.7

4.6

11C

7.2

16.0

10:30pm

10:30pm

13.5

10.6

6 1
wlw-a

16.3

9

4.7

7.1

14.5
22.3 16.3
3 :30pm
king-tv

14.1

Kit Carson (W)

10

8.0

15.7

6.9

11.2

14.2

21.4

l :80pm

0 i

S 00pm

6:00

C :00pm
kabc-tv

13.: 15.9
in

unweighted

a

• of

Individual

markit

rating

llsli-cj

i,

Blank

space

Indicates

another

In this H

SPOKANE
is a m ust

M SHOWS

n

2-STATIO N MARKETS

MARKETS

,, Cdumbus

7 32.9

St. L.

23.5

9 15.9

D 14.5

B 32.5

28.2

Dayton

New Or.

37.0

36.3

34.3

0 :30pm

9:00pm

10:00pm

38.3

29.0

24.0

,0 :00pm

7:30pm

10:30pm

lil:liilpln

28.0

28.8

PXZ bSSX
20.5

26.2

35.8

26.8

7:00pm

10:15pm

38.8

•*U

:::t;:
20.3

Birm.

28.3

32.3

7 wlw-d
:00pm

10:00pm

30.0

34.3

iX

T-o'opm

33.8

34.8

0 :30pm

7:30pm

11.2

0. 19.9

B. 19.2

20.9

23.3
10:110pm

20.7

.;"!;,;!:;
19.2

!.k;;.';::

o'bo
30.3
op™

34.5
ID

iillpMI

20.0

23.0

s:

20.8
t7«C

28.0

21.8
7 :00pm

9 :30pm

III 'IHIpm

25.8
10:30pm

wdsu-tv

35.3

■XL

Provide

27.3
7:00pm

28.0
9:30pm

25.5

wlw-d

21.8
6:30pm

16.5

ssz
28.8

,0:0„pm

28.3
10:30pm

24.0

20.8

B :00pm

5:00pm

26.0

21.3

10:00pm

9:30pm

29.0
10:00pm

3.

24.8

33.3

£££
19.5

16.2

7:00pm

15.0
wdsu-tv

35.3

A vast region isolated by the two greatest mountain ranges in the
U. S., the Spokane market has over 1,000,000 population, income
over $2,000,000,000 . . . annual retail soles over $1,000,000,000.
With 305,000 homes in the Television market, TV is the ONE and
ONLY media that delivers complete coverage of this rich Inland
Empire, over 300 miles from the nearest metropolitan area.

get

complete

coverage

13.2

29.0

21.8

whio-tv

5:00pm

KREM-TV
channel
:h

Represented by
Edward Petry & Co. inc
if than top 10. Classiflca

A CROWN

Station

Q

With tv show costs under fire SPONSOR

ASKS:

Which are more successful— cash price
l«o admen and a quiz-show specialist answer SPONSOR'S question of the week. Here's what they
say winners and viewers prefer,
why some
shows
outlast others.

turn the trick. It seems to me that
even big nighttime quiz programs
would be well advised, where possible,
to put their lower prizes in desirable
merchandise rather than cold cash.

Harry B. Bressler, vice /'resident in
(/targe of radio-tv commercials.
Doherty,
Clifford. Steers & Sh en field, New York

There's more drama in it (e.g. the
Cadillac on $64,000), it's more visual
. . . and it's cheaper, too! What more
could you ask for?
Irving
Lieber, Andee Associates, Inc.,
\eu York, contest and ti merchandise
specialists

course.
tv sets

But for the people in front o
or clipping contest coupons! i

from papers, it's a little too much endi|
of-the-rainbow.
They simpK
canfl
conceive of their ever having thei
hands on that much money.
The average person has very littl'j
association with large amounts of cash
How many rich men does Joe Doak'
actually know? No, big money is ton
staggering to the imagination. The t;
viewer regards the money winne
either luckier than he will ever be or a
one of these freaks with total recal'
Small identification, either way. Ncj

\t first thought, there would seem to
he but one answer to this question.
Cash! Our most successful quiz shows
have used big money as the incentive
for contestants. Presumably this has
also attracted the audience. But has
it? To m\ mind, careful selection of
contestants plus interesting production
gimmicks have done more for the
shows than just cash alone. The $64,lMil I Question quadrupled its prize
structure . . . and kept on losing its
audience.
\lir, all, when you get above the
$10,000 mark, money becomes an ab-l i art ion to most people. They have
grown accustomed to a certain mode
of life. Beyond paying off the mortgage oi buying a new car. they simply
have no idea what thev would or could
do with bo minh money. Merchandise
prizes on the other hand are real. You
ran picture them in your own home or
garage. The) represent wish fulfillment in a tangible way. Beat the Clock
has gone on for years and years with
Mich prizes. So have a l<>t of other
daytimers. The Big Surprise is no
longer h ith us in spite "f it- big money
give-a-way, so tnone) alone does not

The argument between money and
merchandise can come right down to
one word: Clamor. Clamor is probably the biggest single factor associated with an award, prize, or something for nothing. It is the aura of
something exciting and glamorous that
captures the public. Downright greed
on the part of the contestant — or the
viewing public that associates itself
with the contestant — has less to do
with it than you might think. Oh, of
course, acquisitiveness enters into it
somewhat. But long experience in the
prize business has taught my associate,
Harry Hart, and myself that thrills
have more to do with it than thought
of material gain.
We have tried money as a prize and
we have found it to be meaningless.
In order for a prize to be glamorous
the viewing audience has to be able to
identify itself with it. With money,
the lack of identification is almost
total.
It is great

for

the contestant,

of

experience has taught us that goo-1
hard merchandise is the best of a!
prizes. It opens up so many more po;|
sibilities for us both in the contests H
have handled for Motorola. Lentheric
etc., and in audience participate
shows such as Beat the Clock, fc
which we are exclusive prize handler
In addition to the glamor, one of thj
biggest possibilities is variety. On
of the things that makes Beat m
Clock exciting is the great variety i
prizes that are presented. When
contestant "beats the clock," he mat
win a washing machine, a wardrob
golf clubs: he may even win an autc
mobile. This means, of course, thfi
there is a big suspense factor. Ever
prize is different, making for an excij
ing new presentation each time.
But what if we paraded a stead
stream of cash? Where is the variety
Where is the anticipation.'' I n<
Sam's dollars all look alike. Wheth<
they are seen on tv or in a magazii
ad of a contest, they look like so muct
green paper. No excitement what?
ever.
And when the money is simp
talked or written about there is ev»!
less visual excitement. Remember, ^
are dealing visually, whether it be !
or an eye-catching blurb.

PRE-TESTED
rchandise?

That is why merchandise makes for
better prizes.
The fact that it is visual, leads .to
immediate identification. A person
who cannot believe that he would ever
win the money that is offered can picture himself quite easily as the recipient of that good-looking refrigerator or set of power tools. These prizes
do not have a nebulous quality. He
can even plan where they would look
best in the house.
As far as the tv sponsor or contest
promoter is concerned, it is far less
costly to give away merchandise that
is donated in return for publicity than
it is to give away cash. For example,
we acquired free merchandise for recent Popsicle and National Airlines
contests. We could never have promoted the cash. The government
doesn't need the publicity.
But all things being equal, it comes
back to one thing, whether it is a contest or audience participation show,
we have never found that the phrase
*'win thousands of dollars" creates the
same interest as one hi-fi set that Mr.
'and Mrs. America know will look
dandy in their living room.

J|

Norman K. Sreen, merchandising execuKenyon & Eckhardt, Inc., New York

additional
gimmick

Since the question has different meanings to different people, depending
upon your television specialty, let's
break it down to two components.
First, there's the tv show awarding
SPONSOR

•
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AMI
BRAND-NEW/
FIRST- RUN!
daily or weekly prizes. Second, there's
the sponsor's consumer contest using
tv to reach the consuming public.
Cost of prizes to the contest sponsor
or to the show's producer is the real
reason why merchandise prizes have
grown by leaps and bounds.
A national "give-a-way" show may
use anywhere from $500 to $25,000
worth of prizes (retail) each week.
With the quiz show competition, where
$64,000 is almost taken for granted by
viewers, the average tv show would
find it difficult to compete on the same
scale. Hence, the abundant use of merchandise prizes which can be obtained
free and with comparative ease. Yet,
the show can hold the same audience
interest and stimulation. If exciting
new products are offered, it can actually outpull cash prizes. One popular
tv show awards about $50,000 in
prizes weekly at a cost of $10,000, or
less. The major cost to this producer
is shipping prizes to winners, insurance and overhead expenses in handling and obtaining the merchandise.
Everyone can use an extra buck
to send the kids to college or to buy
something. This is the lure of a cash
prize. But cash prizes are expensive
and how much cash is needed to make
an impact on the viewer? Many contest experts maintain that the minimum cash prize for a national contest
should be $10,000 plus a good number
of lesser prizes.
Big cash prizes have been and will
continue to be, excellent consumer
prizes on a tv show or in a national
contest. But properly selected merchandise prizes can be just as attractive. The important element is the selection of the merchandise. It must
be merchandise that consumers know
about and want . . . and it must be presented with enthusiasm and loaded
with glamor.
^

Esna
Saturday Evening Post
Over 650,000,000 readers of
Norman Reilly Raine's 65 Tugboat Annie stories! 27-year run
continues by popular demand.

ezma

Met ro-Goldwyn -Mayer
Tugboat Annie motion picture
feature a box-office recordbreaker in the top motion
picture theatres. N. Y. Times
— "story superior" — "a boxoffice natural."
Chicago Audience Test
92 '/t of Lake Theatre audience
rated "Tugboat Annie" a TV
favorite— certified by Haskins
& Sells, C. P. A.

■ I'i-'HHI

CBC TV Network

R.B. Collett, Adv. Dir.; Lever
Brothers Limited, writes:
"excellent viewing audience" —
"general public, through mail
and telephone calls, indicates
strong appeal for every memthe family."
Tugboatas
Annieber ofoutrates
such shows
Perry Como, Gunsmoke, Wyatt
Earp, Dragnet, Climax,
Disneyland and many, many
others in Canada network
markets.

tpa
TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA. INC.
488 MADISON • N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100

team that buysk
sn
survey made! More decision-makerspon
other publication in the broads
You have merely to read I

yourself that the procL

\L The question asked was — "What maga.ie
*T* do you read with fair regularity?"
Jk.
Theyou
question
asked issue
was —— every
"What other
ma^az
*** do
read every
issue — less frequently?"
In both cases every respondent was valgus a decision-maker in the broadcast ra*

Sponsor sells the
' is evident in every recent independent
use Sponsor than any
y. These are facts — not claims.
\eys to convince
WRCV*
proves it
Sponsor

73.4

Broadcasting
\

66.6

Television Age

59.9

Television

55.5

Released Oct., 1957

SITIYE
SPONSOR has never claimed to be the biggest book in the field. It is biggest
only with decision-makers — with people directly responsible for the purchase of time. If you want to sell time, SPONSOR reaches more agency
principals and advertisers for less money than any publication in the field.

PONSOR

sells the TEAM

that buys the TIME

National and regional spot buys
in work now or recently completed

SPOT

WTUX
IN

RADIO

WILMINGTON
DELAWARE

Time is flying
on the Morning News

See your Walkerman
Covering
the Delaware
Valley
news of the Delaware Valley

WTOX

with

BUYS

Bristol-Myers Co., New York, is slotting announcements in variogi
markets for its Sal Hepatiea. Schedules start this month and run
for 13 weeks. Minutes during daytime segments are being used:
frequency depends upon the market. Buyer: Bob Kowalski. Agency:
Young & Rubicam. Inc.. New A ork. (Agency declined to comment.'
Champion

Programs

BUYS

Spark Plug Co., Ohio, is launching a campaign for its

spark plugs. This is the advertiser's initial effort in radio and it
results are good, there is a possibility of its being extended. The (B
week campaign starts this month in about 40-45 markets. Minuteare being used during traffic hours, with frequencies varying fron
market to market. Buyer: Allan Sacks. Agency: J. Walter Thomp
son Co.. New York.
(Agency declined to comment. I
Creyhound Corp., for its Southeastern and Pacific lines, is lining
up announcements to push spring travel. The campaigns start ii
these areas around mid-March. Minutes are being placed during
daytime segments; average frequency: 12 per week per market
Buyer: Joan Rutman. Agency: Grey Adv. Agency. New York
I Agency declined to comment. I

TV

BUYS

Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati, is scheduling both spot and networl
announcements in 110 markets for its home permanent. Pact-. Min
utes are being slotted during nighttime periods, 6:00 to 11:00 p.m
Average frequency: three to four spots per week in each market
Campaign runs till forbid. Buyer: Doug Burch. Agency: Le<
Burnett Co.. Chicago.

as impossible as trying
to sell Portland without

12JI5
Shaggj apes aside, the one sure way
to sell the big-buying Oregon and
Southwestern Washington market is
KPTV-your lowest cost-perthousand buj with top audience

Culf Oil Corp., Pittsburgh, is going into scattered markets for it
oils and gasolines. The 13-week campaign starts 15 March. Minute
and chainbreaks during nighttime hours are being scheduled: fre
quency varies from market to market. Buying is not completed
Buyer: Polly Langbort. Agency: Young & Rubicam, Inc. i Agenc;
declined to comment. I
General Foods Corp., White Plains, N. Y., is entering major mar
kets for its Dream Whip. Schedule starts 9 March and runs for 1
weeks. Minutes during nighttime segments are being slotted: fre
quency depends upon the market. Buyer: Bob Fountain. \genC)
Young & Rubicam, Inc.. New York. > \genc\ declined to comment.
The American Sugar Refining Co., New York, is going into seal
tered markets to push its Domino sugar. The 16-week campaig
begins 10 March. The advertiser is scheduling minutes during hot
dav lime and nighttime segments; frequency varies from market t'
market. Buyer: Bob Gruskay. Agency: Ted Bates & Co.. New \ mi
I Vgenc) declined to comment.)

Mark
this
market

ALABAMA

on your list! I WSFA"TY
MONTGOMERY
Channel 12

CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN

ALABAMA

is the home of

1,000,000 people in 35 counties — one-third of
Alabama's population, area, retail sales!
You reach this big and growing market only
through WSFA-TV's maximum-power VHF
signal. You cannot cover it with any other TV
station or combination of stations !
Mark Central and Southern Alabama on your
list... and buy it with WSFA-TV!

The WKY

NBC/ABC

WSFA-TV's 35 Alabama counties*
Population
Retail Sales
Food Store Sales

$
$

1,093,100
741,637,000
184,927,000

Drug Store Sales
Effective Buying Income

$
21,859,000
$ 1,062,690,000

*WSFA-TVs 35 Alabama counties, including 29-county
market area defined by Television Magazine 1957 Data Book,
plus 6 counties which have proved regular reception. Does
not include 3 Georgia and 3 Florida bonus counties.

Television System, Inc. WKY-TV

and WK Y Oklahoma City . WTVT

Tampa-St. Petersburg

Represented by the Katz Agency
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Capsule case histories of successful
local and regional radio campaigns

^

RADIO

CAR

RESULTS
APPLIANCES

DEALER

SPONSOR:

AGENCY:

Roughton Poniiac Corp.

AGENCY:

Direct
SPONSOR:

Capsule case history: In anticipation of the arrival of
1958 model Pontiacs in the increasingly competitive automotive market, R. B. Yorgy, sales manager of Roughton

Dire

Sugerman's

Capsule case history: Sugerman's, today one of the largest major appliance stores in the East, has been advertising
on WGBI, Scranton, Pa., consecutively for the past 24 years.

Pontiac Corp.. Norfolk, Va., purchased a 52-week schedule
on WAVY. Norfolk, 6 November, to advertise Roughton.

Fifty percent of the store's entire advertising budget is now
devoted to radio.
Because of the continued growth in sales,

It was Yorg\ 's intentions to sell Roughton Pontiac Corp. to
the Tidewater area, and let the national advertising sell the

for which radio has been largely responsible, Sugerman's
has increased its radio budget every six months on WGBI,

new features of the car. Roughton used a minimum

throughout the years.

of 10

Customers come to purchase appli-

8-second announcements per day, seven days a week. The
schedule had been on the air less than two months when

ances from as far away as 100 miles. The store is currently '
running a heavy fixed schedule morning, afternoon and I

WAVY

nighttime. However, the secret of Sugerman's success is due ,
not only to its perpetually rising sales curve, but also to .

was told that the dealer had experienced one of the

best new model periods in his entire history and that results for the remainder of the 1958 season look even better.
In fact Roughton is so pleased with the results they are contemplating purchasing 20's, 30's and minutes in addition to
their already heavy schedule. "We at Roughton are well
pleased with the results of our campaign," said Yorgy.
WAVY,

Norfolk

HOSE
SPONSOR:

& TRASH

PURCHASE:

Announcements

CANS

Sears, Roebuck & Co.

the fact that the store itself has grown from a humble beginning to the point where the name "Sugerman" today is ;
a household word throughout Northeastern Pennsylvania.
"It would have been impossible without WGBI," said Harry
Sugerman, owner, who signed original contract with WGBI.
WGBI,

Scranton

ORPHAN'S
AGENCY:

Direct

SPONSOR:

PURCHASE:

Announcements

CHRISTMAS

JAYCEES

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: In January, Sears, Roebuck, leading department store in Harlingen, Texas, decided to set up a

Capsule case history: The power of nighttime radio was
demonstrated recently in a charity appeal by KONO, San

small campaign on KGBT to test the medium's selling power.
Through their advertising department they purchased 5 one-

Antonio, for the JAYCEE'S annual Orphan's Christmas
Shopping Appeal. A similar fund-raising campaign was
undertaken the same evening, 14 December, by all three tv

minute announcements on one day, to advertise ladies' hose
and trash cans. The spots ran between 7:15 a.m. and 1:00
p.m. The cost to Sears was approximately $45. No special
price was offered, nor was the merchandise on display.
Sears used no other medium for this short flight. Less than
three hours after the announcements were broadcast, the
two departments were buzzing with activity. By 4:00 p.m.,
more than 250 pairs of ladies' nylon hose and 39 trash cans
had been sold, not to mention the store traffic the advertising created. "We never suspected such tremendous results
in so short a time," said Sears' advertising manager. "It
was beyond our expectations." As a result of the effectiveness of KGBT, Sears has purchased a large spot schedule.
KGBT, Harlingen

PURCHASE:

stations of San Antonio, except that their appeal was in
behalf of the United Fund of San Antonio. The three tv
stations pre-empted all of their commercial time in their
late evening movies, 10:20 to the end (approx. midnight),
and ran approximately 30 spots combined. KONO

men-

tioned the Orphan's Christmas Shopping Appeal several
times during each show aired between 9:00 p.m. and
3:00 a.m. The people were asked to send or call in their
contributions to KONO. Any contribution of $5 or more
would be called for. Radio accounted for $1,770, while the
three tv stations combined made $3,400. KONO
only
KONO,

radio

station

San Antonio

or medium

used

in Orphan's

PIKCHASK:

was the
appeal.

Announcements
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Nice slot for spot buyers on the lookout for something good in Atlanta radio

From 4:00 to 6:00
on the Voice of the South
Here's an afternoon segment that enables you to reach women in
the home, men and women on the way home — and a goodly
number of young people, too. First hour is called "Contact".
Mr. Contact and his researchers find the answer to any question
by contacting authoritative sources. Phone rings its head off,
but "Contact" hasn't been stumped yet. Interspersed
is satisfying music, news every half hour. At 5:00 "Music Man"
takes over to hold the home audience while introducing a
change of pace which captures the homeward-bound motorist.
More music, sports, stock markets, traffic reports, weather,
news — plus direct flashes from mobile radio units
patrolling the city. Contact your Petry man for complete
details. A few choice availabilities are open.

WSB Radio's "Mr. Contact"

WSB Radio and W SB-TV are affiliated with
The Atlanta Journal and Constitution.
NBC affiliate. Represented by Petry.

Jerry Vandeuenter
WSB Radio's
"Music Man"

WSB

MARCH
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Radio

A pictorial review of local
and national industry events

PICTURE

WRAP-UP
*~*%

■

\r?
k

Firemen

to

the

rescue!

K>\\.
Cleveland
personality,
net held by tire department
linktook
place
prior to
luncheon sponsored bj KYW

Big Wilson, "Raring-Guessing"

contest

held

by

is caught
by KRAK. Stockton-Sacramento, was copped by
members.
Hi- media buyer Hale Byers. BBDO Minneapolis.
a recognition Prize: S250 cash, and round trip for two to
for fire chiefs |Desert Inn. Las Vegas, all expenses
paid

Ground

breaking

ceremony

for

n

transmitting
tower
for
Bartell
grou
KCBQ, San Diego, is attended by four chi
executives
11. to r.) Mel Bait.ll. Mori
Wagner.
Gerald
Bartell and Lee Bart

f■

Missile-minded
kids of the Oklaho
City Rocket Club built model which was
fired at the studio grounds of WKY-TM
during a telecast of Focus, the station's
public service show, produced by Cene Mien
"Spot

tv is novi in an extremely fortunate position." This pronouncement from John Blair, president, opened the first annual
sales conference ol Blair-TV, at the Hotel Ambassador, New York.
Seated (1. to r.) Cube Dype, Detroit; Richard Foote, New York;
Jack Denninger, .New \<,rk; Edward Shurick, New York: John
>rk: I iricbev Spight, San Francisco; Harry Cummings,
Jacksonville; lack Davis, Chicago. Standing (1. to r.) Harry Smart,
< hicago; Joseph Rose, New York; Martin Katz, New York; Bruce
Pattyson, Boston; Steve Beard, Dallas; John Burr, Seattle; Paul
Blakemore, New ^ < . r k : Vrl Stringer, Chicago: Richard Quigley, St.
I
-: David Lundy, I."- \

Community issues are getting biggei plaj on
WW in . Wash. I). C's Kr,wrt To The People. Here
Col. Alvin C. W-lling I r. I , District engineer commissioner, is interviewed by Jack Eisen (1.), Washington Post x Times Herald, and Uex Preston,
II ashington Evening Star

News and Idea
WRAP-UP
ADVERTISERS
oiillard reported negotiating with
ABC TVT a sizable buy for the
1958-59 season.
Neither the network nor the agency
^on the account. Lennon & Newell,
would comment this week on the de-

The tourist dollar: 1958.
• Florida Development Commission will spend $1.2 million in 1958-59
advertising. $800,000 will go directly
for tourist promotion, the remainder
for attracting new industry.
• Michigan Tourist Council will
bid via radio and print media for a
larger share of the nation's $12 billion
resort business. Statistic: Michigan
gets $88 for every ad dollar spent.
Campaigns:

• Chemical Corn Exchange
Bank will promote its retail banking
services via a Gold Media visual symbol and the phrase "Chemical Gold
Medal Services." All ads will tie in
with the symbol including Chemical's
radio and tv commercials.
• Largest radio contract in grocery business: McDaniel's Super
Food Markets, Hollywood, have signed
for 20,000 spots a year over California
stations KBIG. KFWB. KXLA, KLAC
and WDAY.
• Esquire will promote two liquid
shoe polishes in a two-month supplementary drive in network tv and print,
9 March. The tv spot films will appear on the Perry Como show, from
22 March. Agency:
Emil Mogul.
• Drug Research Corp. will spend
$6 million for its Regimen Tablets,
Super Sustamin 2-12, and new products to appear later this year. Of $3
million now allocated, $1 million will
go to tv and radio. Agency: Kastor,
Farrell, Chesley and Clifford.
• Cracker Jack this month will begin its biggest drive so far for Cracker
Jack and Campfire Marshmallows.
Cracker Jack will bow on network tv

as alternate sponsor of the Lone Ranger, ABC TV, and via spot tv in 18 markets. Leo Burnett is the agency.
• Real-Kill insecticides has increased its local spot radio budget by
60%. Saturation schedules will run to
39 weeks on 400 stations, with peak in
July-August.
Promotions and premiums: J. B.
Williams will feature half price offers of Lectric Shave and Aqua Velva
on Twenty-One and To Tell The Truth
network shows . . . Helene Curtis will
promote special price offers of Stopette
Spray Deodorant with supplementary
advertising on What's My Line?, Oh,
Susanna, and Dick and the Duchess . . .
Carnation will top off its infant products merchandising program by observing Baby Week, 26 April-3 May . . .
Brooklyn Cheese Co. is offering a
Lenten promotion on its DuMont

Riding The
Crest of
Tidewater
Radio!

Showcase program. It's a free containMix.er of 4 C's Redi Flavored Bread Crumb
Strictly personnel: Marvin O.
Clausen, general advertising manager,
evaporated milk division, the Carnation Co., L.A. . . . F. W. Budolfson,
turkey and broiler feed marketing manager, General Mills Larro Feed Division, Minneapolis . . . Norbert G.
Berberich, assistant advertising manager, Schen-Labs Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Executive promotions at Dumas
Milner Corp., Jackson, Miss.:
Charles M. Dawson, v. p. in charge
of the Northern sales region; F. B.
Grisham, v. p. in charge of the Southern region; Vincent E. Tateo, v. p. in
charge of marketing; Howard S.
Cohoon, Jr., Northern regional sales
manager, Chicago; Lawrence L.
Moore, sales promotion manager.

AGENCIES
Swift moved its account from JWT
this week in a break that ended
one of the longest associations in
the business.

WGH - TIDEWATER'S
BIG STATION!
24 hours of exciting color
sound. The latest in news
and music, music, music.
Deluging Hampton,
Newport News,
Portsmouth and Virginia
Beach with the finest in
radio

entertainment.

Signal ijwa |olut B fcu/i Slapped

W&oH
firadi
mf
\jl!/
Tidewater's BUI Station —

5000 watts

Channel 131 . . . Norfolk, Virginia

Thompson, which bas remained untouched bjrecent major client changes,
had held the account for 65 years.
Products affected: Swift'ning shortening, Pard dog food. Vigoro fertilizer,
End-O-Pest, End-O-Weed, Ulsweel
margarine, <.\n<.\ Jewel shortening, oil
and peanut butler. No new agencv has
been named.
In another recent meat packer switch.
\\ ilson & Co. moved part of its account
from K&E to Xeedham. Louis & Brorhy.
I For more see SPONSOR-SCOPE.)

\ olkswagen has named J. M.
Mathes as its first ad agency.
Yet to he determined: how much
Volkswagen will spend for its advertising (See 15 February SPONSOR
HEARS, J). 84. for other details.)
Leo Burnett has been awarded yet
another Chrysler plum: the export
division passenger car account, also resigned by Mc-E.
Burnett received last week Chrysler's
corporate advertising.
Other agencies named this week:
Emery Advertising, Baltimore, to
handle broadcast media advertising for
The Family Finance Corp. . . . Fuller
& Smith & Ross, by the Carbonated
Beverage Institute, representing 14
leading independent bottlers of carbonated beverages . . . Grant Advertising, to handle Southern California,
Nevada and Arizona advertising and

The Buchen Co.. Chicago . . . Hiram
S. Brown. Jr. and Robert C. Lamb,
v.p.'s in the New York and Minneapolis offices of BBDO . . . Myers B.
"Bud"' (lather, Grant Advertising
v.p.. now manager of Grant's Detroit
office . . . William H. Aaron and
Robert S. Cole, elected v.p.'s: and
George H. Hartman, Jr., secretary
and treasurer, of George H. Hartman
Co., Chicago . . . Donald E. McGuiness, elected a director of Aubrey. Finlay. Marley & Hodgson, Chicago.
West Coast appointments: Frank
O'Connor, Ted Bates v.p. in the tv
and radio department, to head up
West Coast program development in
Hollywood . . . Arthur White, v.p.
in charge of the Hollywood office of
C. J. LaRoche . . . Marshall Plant,
production manager, and James E.
Porter, director of publicity and press
relations. McKinney Associates, San
Francisco . . . Larry Davidson, creative director, Wade Advertising, Hollywood . . . Freeman Gosden, Jr., account executive. BBDO, L.A. . . . John
H. Winterringer, v.p.. Richard C.
Babb, secretary. Agnes Priest, treasurer of Vance Shelhamer Advertising.
Yakima, Wash.
Others on the move : Charles Cary,

sales promotion of Hotpoint Appliances .. . Weintraub & Associates,

to the copy-contact staff, Connor Associates, Aurora, 111. . . . Ronald P.
Cone, of the service department, N. W.
Ayer, Philadelphia . . . Estelle Ellis,
consultant on the Dow Chemical account, Norman, Craig & Kummel . . .
Jack Payne, to the copy staff of

St. Louis, advertising and public relations for State Savings and Loan Association. East St. Louis . . . Ray Barron, Boston, by the Ted Williams
Camp of Lakeville. Mass. Tv participation- are planned . . . Ray Barron,
Boston,
for the Tire Company
of
America. Saturation radio in various
markets and network tv will be used
. . . Ross/Reisman/Company, L.A.,

D'Arcy, St. Louis . . . Harry Dangerfied, account executive. Cavanaugh
Morris, Pittsburgh . . . M. William
Friis, to the public relations department of Anderson & Cairns, New York
. . . Joseph AHentuck, comptroller,
Reach, McClinton . . . Carleton Jones,
account executive. Van Sant. Dugdale
& Co.. Baltimore . . . Milton Slater,
broadcast supervisor. Leo Burnett Co.

b) Karl's Shoes.
used.

. . . James Maloney, senior art director, Doherty. Clifford , Steers &
Shenfield . . . Everett L. Thompson.
executive director of tv and radio,
Comstock & Co.. Buffalo, N. Y. . . .

Radio and tv will be

Executive promotions: R. (banning Barlow. Charles Mittelstadt
and Edward Whitehead, v.p.'s. Marschalk & Pratt Division, McCannErickson . . . Elmer F. Jaspan, v.p.
in charge of radio and tv. Bauer and
Tripp. Philadelphia . . . H. I. Orwig
and James L. Perry, elected senior
v.p.'s

and

John

B.

Thomas,

v.p.,

Joe Spery, New York radio-tv production manager, Campbcll-Mithun,
Minneapolis . . . Donald Stuart Hillman, executive radio-tv producer,
Emil Mogul Co. . . . Thomas C. Elliot, manager of the traffic department,
Anderson & Cairns.

NETWORKS
Robert F. Hurleigh will probably
wiiid up as executive vice-president of Mutual.
Meantime he"s been named to the
network's board of directors. This
election came on the heels of Armand
Hammer, a major stockholder, taking
over the Mutual presidency from Paul
Roberts.
Now they're all back on
Campbell Soup and American Tobacco closed the ring of the old pretv radio sponsors with buys on NBC
this week. Participations total $300,000, with American Tobacco appearing on Bob and Ray and Campbell
Soup
pushing a weekly 35-announcement schedule.
Other radio signers this week: Nylonet Corp. will sponsor Weekday
News from 18 March, and Chevrolet
renewed sposorship of John Daly
from 10 March over ABN . . . The
Rusty Draper Show, renewed for 13
weeks over CBS Radio. Sponsors:
Kent Cigarettes, Vicks Vapor Rub,
Look Magazine. Masland Carpets.
Tv buys: Dial Soap will sponosr
Perry Mason over CBS TV starting 29
March. The show replaces Dial's sponsorship ofThe Big Record, to be cut to
a half-hour on 26 March with Oldsmobile left in sole support . . . Beech-Nut
Life Savers has signed for the new
Dick Clark Show, which debuted 1
March on ABC TV . . . Procter and
Gamble and Standard Brands have
made new and renewal daytime ord<ave
over NBC TV, totaling $2 r

I

Appointments
of the week:
Gerald Danford, account executive,
ABN . . . Patti Goldstein.
magazine
editor, NBC
ment.

Press Depart-

REPS
Blair-Tv managers, convened in
New: York for their first annual
sales conference 21-22 February,
heard Chairman Edward P. Shurick deliver this observation on
how
sell spot
tv inin '58:
"Tvto must
be sold
terms of its
supremacy as a marketing force, rather l'
than through any relaxation of ratestructures. Our selling must be aggressive in defending the stability of rates
in each of our markets."

Rep appointments : Harry Wheeler
& Co., Boston, New England, rep for
WLNH, Laconia, New Hampshire . . .
Breen & Ward, national rep for
IWPAY, Portsmouth, 0., and WPFB,
Middletown, 0. . . . Walker Representation Co., and Harlan G. Oakes
& Associates for KWBR, Oakland,
Cal. . . . Adam Young for KQV,
Pittsburgh, Pa. . . . Richard O'Connell for KDXR, Paducah, Ky. . . .
Elisabeth M. Beckjorden, national
rep for WVIP, Mt. Kisco, N. Y.
New personnel: William T. Heaton, Chicago office manager, McGavren-Quinn Co. . . . John S. Logan,
| account executive, CBS Radio Spot
Sales, Detroit . . . Al Parenty, to the
sales staff of Young Tv, New York . . .
Alex Bronzo, assistant research and
sales promotion manager, and Thomas E. Wood, to the sales staff of Holllingbery, New York . . . David Lun. dy, L.A. office manager, Blair-TV . . .
Mortimer B. Coley, to the sales staff
, of John E. Pearson, New York.

COMMERCIALS
Lever Bros, will definitely make
no color tv commercials, according to Bob Ballin, SSC&B
v.p., Hollywood.
Production costs are the factor, he
i states, and Lever's instructions to producers and networks call for insertion
iof black and white commercials in
color shows.
"Granted they look terrible in contrast," says Ballin, "but with 200,000
I color set owners, it just doesn't matFurther word on commercials
I comes from CBS' Ed Lethen before the Radio & Television Clinic
of the Advertising Club of New
York:
"Leading tv personalities like Garry
Moore, Arthur Godfrey and Art Linkletter get very close to their audiences,
and their recommendations go a long
j. iway towards selling products. When
ir .people of this caliber are employed to
f ideliver commercials, they should be al. jlowed to make the presentation in their
own way and in their own words. Only
Iin this way can the viewer get the
,1 Reeling that they really mean
what
they are saying."
What they're doing : Warner Bros.
will have completed
156 minutes of
8 march
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filmed Maverick

commercials

ARB's best-liked commercial listing for December shows Maypo
leading off for the first time. The
ranking :
Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
11.
13.
14.
15.
16.
16.
18.
19.
19.
21.
21.
21.

Commercial
Maypo
Piels
Hamms
Dodge-Pylmouth
Ford
Winston
Seven-Up
Falstaff Beer
Alka-Seltzer
Ballantine
Schlitz
Ivory
Post Cereals
Snowdrift
Chesterfield
Cheer
Maltex
Revlon
Budweiser
General Electric
Gillette
Frosty Morn
Lucky Strike

New on the staff: Herman
Edel,
account supervisor, Music Makers,
New York . . . Bill Newton, creative
producer-director, Sarra, Inc. Chicago
. . . Michael Stehney, executive producer, tv film commercial department,
United Film and Recording Studios,
Chicago.
Executives

named:

FILM

for

Kaiser's Maverick by the end of March.
Warner's delivers each Maverick installment complete with commercial
built in . . . TV Spots! second animation unit has gone into full production
on the Crusader Rabbit tv color cartoon series. A third unit will begin
production this month . . . Two new
commercial enterprises, in Washington, D. C. are J-R Productions, producers of musical commercials, and
Edgewood Recording Studio, with
facilities for tape and disc recordings.

Nathan

Zucker, president, Film Producers Association ofNew York. Zucker is president and chairman of the board of
Dynamic Films and its affiliates. . .
C. B. Hatcher, v.p., finance; F. F.
Palac, treasurer; L. A. Backey, secretary; W. H. Tinkham, v.p., production; and J. M. Constable, v.p. and
executive producer, Wilding Picture
Productions, Chicago.

In a season where all the syndicators seem to be expanding their
sales forces, Ziv this week took on
11 more salesmen.
Seven of the new appointees come
from stations, the others from a film
distributor, a network, an agency and
an independent sales organization.
New Ziv assignments: Richard
Stark, to the New York national sales
office; John Davidson, spot sales
manager; Leon Taylor, syndication,
and Harry Littler, in the Eastern division; Michael Eisler and Robert
Neece, to the Central division.
Also, Lloyd Coney, Jack Ellison,
William Guy and Ed Germaine to
the Western division ; and Robert W.
Burrows and William R. Riker, to
the Cisco Kid sales force.
CBS TV Film's Newsfilm has completed negotiations with Independent Television News of Great Britain to cooperate in supplying tv
stations with world-wide daily
service.
CBS will cover North and South
America, the' Far East, Pacific and
other non-European area. ITN will
supply news from Europe, the middle
East and Commonwealth countries.
Re new series: MCA is preparing
two new series, one an adventure, one
a mystery. It hasn't been decided
whether they'll shoot for network or
syndication . . . TPA started shooting
its pilot for Airline Hostess last week,
will begin Cannonball this week.
CBS TV Film is working on its
pilot for Border Patrol in the
Florida Everglades . . . CNP will
make available children's animated
show, Gumby, off the network . . .
Bernard L. Schubert is converting the
radio series Counterspy into a tv film
series.
Sales: Glamorene is supplementing its network programing with
syndicated
buys in 24 markets.
First deal was for NTA's Sheriff of
Cochise, in New Orleans.
Ziv's
sold to
buyers
Kroger

new Target series has been
date in 74 markets. Recent
inchule Progress Brewing.
Stores, Bradley Field Restaurants, Savannah Sugar Refining and several local advertisers and
stations.
Screen Gems' Casey Jones was sold

this week in Case\ "s real home town,
Jackson, Tenn. . . . NTA's recent sale
of it- Champagne Package in 31 markets brings the total to 81 . . . Sterling
Television's recent sales include Abbott i\. CosteUo, 1<I ventures in Sports.
Animal Crackers. Cartoon Classics and
Famous Cartoons . . . WPIX, New
York, has acquired TPA's Lassie
for first syndicated run. Series will
be renamed.

WTJV, Miami, has issued a 13-page
booklet. The Television Editorial, telling the problems and solutions of presenting adaily tv editorial.
Taking the viewer behind the
scenes: As part of a series designed
to acquaint viewers with some of the
facts of tv, KVOS-TV. Bellingham.
Wash., did a short film explaining the
steps involved in producing a tv commercial.

Promotions & Merchandising:
More than 6,000 entries poured
into WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, for
a tie-in eontest the station ran for
Harbor Command.
For four weeks the station aired pictures of sailors lined on a ship deck.
invited listeners to guess how main.
Sponsor LaRosa tied in with ads
and point-of-sale merchandising,
and figures it made over 25 million
( onsumer impressions.
ABC Film has appointed Orville
McDonald Associates. Dallas PR firm.
to handle exploitation on its 26 Men.
A thematic grouping of MGM literary classic features has been
programed by WLW-C, Columbus.
Series kicked off on Sunday. 23 February with Treasure Island. Among
others scheduled are David Copperfield. Tale of Two Cities, Pride and
Prejudice and The Yearling.
Strictly Personnel:

In its sales staff

expansion (see FILM-SCOPE, page
I'm. VBC Film has added three
more new account executives: Albert G. Hartigan, to the newly-created New York Sales Division: Ben F.
Conway, to upper New York State and
the northeast: and William R. Dothard to Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware and Washington.
John G. Breenan, named business
iffairs director, CM' . . . Arthur
Plant, to the advertising staff of Ziv
. . . Leonard Loewinthan, Pyramid
Productions prexy, off to Los Angeles
on a three-week trip to investigate
product possibilities.

TV

STATIONS

The practice of editorializing by
stations is growing:
Latest experimenter with the policy
i- WIKT. Hartford. Conn., whirl,
terms it- weekl) commentary "one of
the ln-1 of its kind in \\ ."

Affiliations: KDUH-TV,
Hay
Springs, Neb., CBS affiliate . . .
WTVC, Chattanooga, Tenn., and
WLOF-TV, Orlando, Fla., primary
ABC affiliates . . . WABG-TV, Greenwood, Miss., interconnected station
with CBS.
New faces:

Charles E. Larkins, to

head a new central sales promotion department for Griffin Broadcast stations.
Tulsa. Larkins will headquarter in
Muskogee. Okla. . . . John Hinsey,
program director for KRCA. L.A. . . .
Jack Fieldsteel, field sales manager,
DuMont. New York . . . Charles
Beiniker, and Edward Newsom, to
the sales staff of KSD. St. Louis. Mo.
. . . William H. Whitaker, local

Holida\ Abroad: 1958 — put out to
stir
up visiting to the World's Fair at
Brussels.
Radio
test markets
are Atlanta.
Houston and St. Louis. Agency : Mar- !
schalk & Pratt.
The idea that legislators — national and state-wide — be made aware
of the problems and operations of
the broadcasting industry through
personal contact is spreading
across the country.
Latest gesture in this direction: The
dinner put on by the New York State
Broadcasters Association for Governor I
\verell Harriinan and bigwigs in the
N. Y. legislature.
Gov. Harriman expressed the wish |
that the courts, as well as the legislators, be open to tv and radio. It would
bring the people, he said, closer to the |
workings of the democratic procPulse is being urged by Adam
Young to extend its radio audience
measurements beyond metro trading areas.
The rep feels that radio cant be sold
properly unless rating services meet
client needs for greater geographical
coverage.

sales representative for WVUE. Philadelphia .. . Ben B. Baylor, Jr., director of sales projects, Triangle Stations. New York . . . Don Boutot, to
the sales staff of KODE-TV. Joplin.
Mo. . . . Joe Costantino, director of

Quoting
Young:
"We believe
accurate audience
measurement
reported
in terms of marketing significance

public relations, promotion and merchandising, and William F. Mitchell,
production manager, KEY-T. Santa
Barbara. Cal. . . . Robert L. Brown,

support from stations, advertisers, and

national sales manager. KBTV. Denver. Col. . . . Vic Hirsh, program director. WTOP-TV, Washington. D. C.
. . . Ned Smith, general manager.
KOVR-TV, Stockton-Sacramento. Cal.
Named

in Texas Telecasting realignment: Jimmie Isaacs, v. p. and
director of network operations: E. A.
"Buzz" Hassett, general sales manager for K-Dl P> network and John
Kreiger, director of operations.
kl)l B-TV, Lubbock, Tex.

RADIO

STATIONS

Sabena airlines is trying to find
out the degree to which a radio
saturation campaign can stimulate
newspaper coupon returns.
The coupons are for a SI book —

will document radio's unmatched effectiveness and attract more dollars to
the medium. We are hopeful of strong

their agencies."
KMOX, St. Louis, is helping stations throughout the mid-Mississippi area install an adaptation of
the Conelrad system which will
serve
nadoes.as a warning service for torHow the system will work: (1) The
information about the tornado
come from the I . S. Weather Bureau
and Ground Observer Corps. (2 I Wher
the Conelrad warning comes through
the information will be transmitted tt
other stations in the area. (3) They
in turn, will alert schools, hospital;
and factories.
Seven stations in seven years
WGOK, Mobile, Ala., is now unde
construction by The OK Group, Nev|
Orleans. All OK stations are speciall]
located in areas with large Negro popu
lations.
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The variety of radio's mushrooming contests these days is matched
only by the kinds of prizes they
offer. Some of the loot:
• $50 for every dollar with a
serial ending in 1300 by WFBR, Baltimore. Station expected about 20 winners, hastily closed the offer when 104
bearers of the lucky bills turned up in
two days.
• Free rent for two months to
the winner of the final draw in a postcard contest by KOSI, Denver.
• A registered nurse as baby sitter by KYA, San Francisco. The J.
Gislers, parents of four small boys, won
this one over 2,000 other entries.
• $1 million in cash, albeit genuine Confederate currency, to the winner of a slogan contest for WEEP,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
• A Gruen wrist watch to the

Tulsa, queen city of the Magic Empire, tops every key industrial market
in the nation in industrial expansion.
And KVOO tops all other stations in
penetration of this rich market. Let
"The Voice of Oklahoma" speak
for you, both in Oklahoma and in
"bonus" counties of Kansas, Missouri
and Arkansas.

writer who crammed 9,553 "WKMI's"
i Kalamazoo. Mich.) on a 2^ post card.
Contest had 5.000 entries. Question:
How did station total up all those
WKMI's?
• A date with Frank Sinatra to
a female listener of WABC, New York.
The contest: Entrants send in their
favorite Sinatra record with reasons
why. see how closely their guesses
match Sinatra's own choice.
• $1 for 50<* to all comers, by
1 WGH,
Norfolk, Va.
No, the folks
didn't have to do anything but stand
in line — a line of 500. that is.

On the move:
Wendell
Adams,
president and g.m., KHUM,
Eureka,
! Cal. . . . Dirk L. Schaeffer, to the
> public relations staff of WIP AM-FM,
1 Philadelphia . . . Jim Woddell, to the
new staff of WCPO,
Cincinnati, Ohio
... Bill Allred, sales manager of
K\KC, Tulsa. Okla. . . . John Wil1 son, director of promotion and ideas,
• KIXL AM-FM. Dallas, Tex
Richard Fague, staff announcer, WDRC,
' Hartford. Conn. . . . Betty Stone, account executive. WFBR. Baltimore . . .
' Dick Kidney, news director, WGH,
' Norfolk & Newport News, Va. . . . Jim
i Johns, announcer, WBAP, Fort Worth,
Tex. . . . E. B. Landon, studio engineering supervisor for KDKA, Pitts' burgh, Pa. . . . Dick Whitaker, news] man for WWDC, Washington, D. C.
... Carl Meyers, to the sales force of
WENE. Endicott, New York . . . William T. Dunn, promotion manaaer,
WOW, Omaha, Neb.
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The only station covering all ot Oklahoma's No. 1 Market
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Center
• 37th
& Peoria
HAROLD C. STUART
GUSTAV BRANDBORG
President
Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO.

1 170 KC • 50,000 WATTS • CLEAR CHANNEL
"The Voice of Oklahoma"
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II50

KC

CANADA
BCAB members, convened at their
annual meeting in Vancouver.
B. C, included in their order of
business:
1 I Discussion of a project to finance
courses in radio and tv at the University of B. C. Project would provide a
pool of knowledgeable new personnel
for stations to draw on, as well as
furnish present personnel with chances
to brush up.
The project would be financed by
the stations.
2) Re-election of incumbent BCAB
officers for one year.
The roster: president, Gil Seabrook,
CJIB, Vernon; vice president, Jack
Sayers, CFUN, Vancouver; directors,
Ken Hutchison, CJAV, Port Alberni
and Bill Hughes, New Westminster.

CARTB has urged the CBC Board
of Governors to defer going ahead
with its new regulation to bar giveaways, or any type of contest on
the air, until all sides can be
heard.
Contends the CARTB: Contests
have been a daily feature of Canadian
broadcast for 25 years. Their elimination would work hardship on local
merchants, manufacturers and employ ent.

ditions and the highly competitive situation in the radio-tv industry."
• Borden's sales of $931,220,662,
were
stood
share
share

up 0.2' < over 1956.
Earnings
at $23,996,321 and $5.14 per j
over $23,602,746 and $5.01 perl
for 1956.

• Philco's sales increased to $372,-1
629,000— approximately 5% over the I
$356,568,000 for 1956. Consolidated
net income rose to $4.3<>3.0(M) coinpared with $567,000 the previous year. I
• Philip Morris sales were $408,813,852 — 5.86';. over $386,193,733
for 1956. Net income rose to $15,759.439 and $4.50 per share over $14,405,-1
628 and $4.08 for 1956.
• P. Lorillard's earnings rose
154% and sales 44% over 1956. Netl
sales totalled $293,415,430 and netl
earnings $11,484,412 over $203,280,-1
417 and $4,519,758 for 1956. Sales oil
Kent cigarettes figured highly in set-l 1
ting the new record.
• American Tobacco's 1957 net|
income rose 107c— $57,094,650 fromlj
$51,688,800 in 1956. Income per share!
amounted to $8.28 compared with'
$7.45 in 1956, and dollar sales were
$1,098,092,746 over $1,091,206,358 in 1
1956.
• Hunt Foods reports 1957 net in[
come after taxes of $4,513,884 am
earnings per share of $1.74. Net in
come for 1956 was $4,244,614 and
earnings per share, $1.61.

"Public opinion should be the deciding factor," CARTB concluded.
O'Brien Advertising, Vancouver,
will expand its operation from
west to east, with the opening of
new offices in Montreal, Winnipeg
and Saskatoon.
The 14-year old firm set up an Ottawa office last year and is the second
western firm in Canadian business history to enter the competitive eastern
market.
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Several companies issuing financial statements for 1957 this week
reported sales the highest in their
history. The rundown:
• RCA topped the billion mark for
the third straight year with sales of
$1,176,277 — up 4.3% from 1956.
Broadcasting revenues from NBC made
up 25% of this total. Profits were
down 3.7% from 1956, however, due
to "softening <>f general economic con-
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TRIPLE-SPOTTING
\Continued from page 31)

P&G has not said "no" for all its
brands yet. A buyer at an agency
which turns out piggy-back commer-

"Who are we to turn 'em down?"
shrugged one rep. Few have urged
their stations to stop triple-spotting.
As for the SRA, it takes the posi-

cials said he wouldn't place his brand
next to one since it constituted triple
spotting, but said that the brands in

tion that there's nothing wrong with
triple-spotting so long as it conforms
to the NAB code and if agencies want
to do away with triple-spotting, the
first obvious step is to persuade the
NAB to change the code. It is interesting to note that agencies have been
by-passing this method of approach.
The reason given is that it might involve years of effort; agencies feel
pressure on stations is more effective.
A further factor is that the agencies
are anxious to make double-spotting
a standard on tv before triple-spotting
becomes too common a practice.
A number of large-market stations
won't accept triple-spots in prime time
— a policy of long-standing in some
cases. Neither these stations, nor the
reps who are willing to go along with
a double-spotting policy, want to go on
record, however. As one rep sales
manager put it: "If I take a strong
position in favor of double-spotting,
some agency will probably come along
and say that two is too many."
; With even the best intentions, reps
and stations have to contend with competition. One Southern broadcaster,
who said flagrant triple-spotting by a
competitor (including selling minutes
between network shows) had driven
, him to fight fire with fire, declared:
"I've talked with agencies about this
| problem.
They expect the stations to
> police triple-spotting.
I don't think
! it| up to stations to police this.
I
I won't
starve to death to keep myself
lib -white.
"As a matter of fact, I'm tired of
, the agencies pointing the finger at the
stations.
I'd like to ask timebuyers at
jjall the top agencies if they've bought
i minutes between
network
shows recently. I'llbet everyone of them would
say •yes" if he were telling the truth."
1 The station man pinpointed a fact
1 quite evident in the discussions about
triple-spotting. Finger-pointing is rife,
i but many
agencies and advertisers
wont give up triple-spotting
until
the\'re sure
, lively do so.
fjcies favor a
Kant make a

the other guy will posiMost of the large agenban of some kind but
policy because some cli-

jents won't go along.
Despite P&G's
efforts to do away with triple-spotting,
8 march
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the piggy-back
didn't
mind being contiguous to another
commercial.
Even B&B will buy minutes between
network shows at night. "We don't approve of the practice," said a B&B
media executive. "And we wouldn't
want any of our network shows cut
because some stations want to sell a
minute in prime time. But the station
offered it to us. We didn't go out
looking. If we didn't buy the minute,
it might go to a competitor who
wouldn't have the same compunctions."
While the problem of minutes between network shows doesn't come under the heading of triple-spotting, it's
related because, like triple-spotting, it
involves paring off the tag end or
beginning of network shows. The fact
that monitoring shows this practice increasing has the Tv Code Board concerned. Itis significant, however, that
code monitors have found triple-spotting per se decreasing and more common in the smaller markets than the
larger ones.
The interruption of network shows
has become a fine art with some stations. One large-market station in the
west has developed an automatic device to make sure that everything goes
off smoothly. In most cases, however,
stations depend on the deftness and
speed of engineers. Stations have been
known to brag about the talents of
their engineers in interrupting network
shows in such a way that audience
never knew what happened.
A common form of program interruption isthe cutting out of network
program promotion. This usuallv gives
the station another ID to sell. This
can be done "legitimately" in cases
where the station does not carry the
program promoted. It is also considered proper by stations in cases of
delayed broadcasts where the program
plug is touting a show that had already been broadcast.
The networks have been quietly discussing the matter of program interruption with affiliates. The question
Avas gone over at the CBS TV affiliates
meeting in Washington in January and
the network is proposing to insert in
affiliates' contracts a clause in which
affiliates agree to carry network programs in their entirety.
This is not

specifically spelled out at this point.
As for ABC, its answer to Compton
was that it was looking into the matter. Because of the current network
hearings before the FCC, however, no
concrete action on the triple-spotting
problem is expected until after the web
finishes testimony. However, the network maintains it is against the practice of triple-spotting.
Some forward-looking cynics at the
agencies contend that if triple-spotting were ever really eliminated, the
stations would have to raise rates, an
opinion to which the reps add a fervent "amen." The rationale behind
this is the fact that tv time is not
stretchable like print space.
However, it does not necessarily
follow that if stations are deprived of
time, all they have to do is increase
rates so as to keep their income at the
same level. Rates, in the final analysis
are determined by supply and demand
and stations can raise rates for onh
one reason: somebody will pay.
As a matter of fact, a number of
agencies feel the relatively soft tv mar.
ket provides them with greater leverage to nail down the double-spot
standard. This opinion has an odd
sound, however, to stations who sell
triple spots because business is slow
and because some clients are willing to
take — and even insist on — a triplespotted position on the grounds that
they have to make their dollars work
hard these days.
A recent note that has intruded into
the triple-spot hassle complicates the
pros and cons even further. One rep
put it this way: "Tv, by its nature, is
limited in the number of advertisers it
can accommodate. It has a moral obligation to make itself available to as
many clients as possible. Now. I'm
not preaching a sermon. What I'm
saying is that the people who benefit
from the elimination of triple spotting,
benefit in a couple of ways. They
not only eliminate competition for
their commercial but they cut down
the total amount of competition on tv.
The big boys, who have most of the
good time, anyway, will have it even
better. Blocking out the competition
is an old trick in the air media."
Whatever the motives of agencies
and advertisers ( the above point of
view is a minority one), the current
counter-pressures of buyer and seller
may shortly resolve the triple-spotting
issue for good.
^
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What's happening, in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations
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Where the probe of the FCC by the House Commerce
committee can go from here is pretty much of a blur.

INO.

WEEK
Legislative Oversight sub-

Commissioner Richard A. Mack has resigned and the consensus of the knowledgeable is
that others will follow.
But the situation facing the investigating congressmen is this: If the committee wishes to
proceed beyond the Channel 10, Miami, mess, it will have to go on a fishing expedition.
There are no more facts at all on other cases.
Even nothing at all on other commissioners in connection with the Channel 10 case. Except for the dubious fact that ex-chairman McConnaughey aided in getting Mack on the FCC.
Plus the fact that all Republicans except Hyde voted in favor of National Airlines.
It seems there's been no sifting for facts since well before Dr. Bernard Schwartz was fired
as counsel. Commerce committee chairman Oren Harris keeps insisting he's looking for new
counsel, but as of now there's no prospective name.
Strange as it may seem, Schwartz himself acknowledged he had no evidence other than that
of Channel 10 — merely rumors. In fact, the nightmare that followed was actually not of his
making.
His charge of "payoff" may have been the fuse, but the explosion came from what the
subcommittee was able to deduce from the pumping of a parade of witnesses.
The commissioners will be recalled and Harris evidently hopes that their testimony can
lead to more revelations with the investigative groundwork.

The FCC was under a second spotlight this week — this one occasioned by the
tee-off of hearings on the FCC network study staff report.
Spokesmen for the three tv networks took the stand in multitudinous array and struck back
by word and documented data against the report's criticisms of network practices and recommendations for reform.
Each in turn made it patently clear that he felt :
• The elimination of network option time would destroy the network system at its very
foundation.
• Option time provides the assurance of station clearance which permits (a) networks to
invest large sums in program production and (b) advertisers to be sure of the low cost-perthousand that enables them to use tv instead of another media.
• The opposition from station reps was unjustified. For instance, ABC TV's Ollie Treyz said
the reps' tv billings in the last seven years rose 11.7%, as compared to an increase of 10.9%
for all the networks.
• Regulation of the networks as proposed in the report was not only unnecessary but likely
to be irreparably harmful.

The FCC, beleagued as it was, still stood up to Congress on fee-tv.
Against House and Senate commerce committee wishes to hold up on fee-tv trials, the
FCC did the very minimum it could do.
It agreed to hold off authorization of tests until 30 days after Congress adjourns. This
might be interpreted as a clear dictate to Congress to pass a bill forbidding fee-tv or take its
marbles elsewhere.
The Senate will hold hearings on such bills within a month or two.
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A round-up of trade talks,
trends and tips for admen
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Look for more network r
presidents to feel the impact
of current unrest.
Copyright
IBM
*r
gpoNMR publication* inc.
By the end of the year there may be only two survivors from the January 1957 roster
of incumbents, say the guessers.

The agency for a small drug manufacturer
with this device:

stirred reps to rancor this week

Contacting the tv station direct in the hopes of getting a lower rate — after the
reps had furnished the availabilities.

Cunningham & Walsh is in the picture on the bidding for the Lincoln account,
D'Arcy.
but those close to the Ford Company's inner circle still figure that the business will go to
Ventured reason for the client's delay in making a decision:
sion has some more immediate problems to solve.

The Lincoln-Mercury divi-

Ever wonder why research department heads are least vulnerable to various organizational upheavals? A veteran of Madison Avenue accounts for it this way:
"If the boss says to the head researcher, 'I can't agree with you,' all the researcher has to
do is ask, 'How would you do it?'
"The boss is stumped for an answer — unless he's come from that field."

The Barrow network study report already has had its effect on the attitude of
tv networks toward the bidder for affiliation.
Not only are the doors to applicants wide open, but when such bids come in the station holding down the franchise is required to make a presentation showing why its service
is superior to the applicant's.

Those saturation spots it's using on 176 stations, Exquisite Form Bra told
SPONSOR this week, stem only partially from bartered time.
The barter quotient : two-thirds in terms of number of stations and a third in terms of
dollar volume.
Incidentally, Exquisite claims it broke with Henry Jaffe on the proposition of his continuing as packager of its specials, and not the other way.

You're a veteran if you recall Ireene Wicker as the first queen of the soap opera
— an Irna Phillips first, Painted Dreams. The year: 1931.
Out of this emerged P&G's progenitor of its soap opera tribe, Today's Children.
Miss Wicker went on to become the Singing Lady. And she's still doing it— over WNYC,
New York's municipally-owned station.
Incidentally, Armand
in-law.

Hammer,

Mutual's new president, is Miss Wicker's brother-

SPONSOR

•
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Demonstrated again:

On Friday, January 31 and Saturday,
February 1, there were two explosions that
shook Los Angeles. One was 2,900 miles
away at Cape Canaveral. The other was
only 40 minutes away at Norwalk.

When there's Big News
Nobody covers it

CBS Radio, nationally, and KNX Radio,
locally, covered both events with the speed,
flexibility and depth that only responsible
radio - and responsible network radio can provide.

Like KNX Radio!

It's the speed of coverage that no other
medium can match. It's the flexibility
, of movement

and depth of reporting and

analysis that only an organization like the
* C8S Radio Network can offer.
For what is required is far more than
sound effects, a telephone and a couple of
news tickers. What's required is a

m t

big news staff manned by experienced,
aggressive and highly qualified reporters

i

aware of their responsibilities to their
listeners. Men like Murrow, Sevareid, Herman,
Schorr and Smith nationally. Men like
Alcott, Roby, Vaile, Kenneally, McCoy and the
many others here at the KNX
News Bureau.

That's how, on a weekend that shook
Los Angeles, KNX Radio again set
the standards against which all other news
coverage must be judged.

That's one more reason why KNX
advertisers are associated with
the very best in radio!

REPRESENTED
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BY CBS RAOIO SPOT SALES

DJs CAN

HELP

SELL

quantit) unknown to me and far removed from my sphere of interests."

[Continued from page 33)
Howard

Miller, WIND.

Chicago:

"Radio, more than ever, is companionship for millions of listeners all over
the country, and the word 'companionship' should he the key to the
proper use of radio as an advertising
medium. Companionship is a result of
two factors: listrnahlc music and the
human voice which introduces the
music and fills the gap in between. It
is m\ belief that the advertiser's message should be done in the same companionable voice and style as are the
introductions, the trivia and the conversation."
\\ aj ne Stitt, WHB, Kansas City :
"Ever since I started in radio here in
Kansas Citj 20 years ago. I have made
it i point to get to know everything I
can about my sponsors. I meet the
client, go through the plant, study and
use his goods or services, satisfy myself of the standard of quality involved. Inthis way, I have always presented the clients' message more from
the standpoint of passing along 'a
good thin»" rather that pitching a

Bob "Coflfeehead" Larsen, WEMP,
Milwaukee: "On the merchandising
level. I believe it would help if the local distributor for the national advertiser got to know the d.j. much better.
I think transcriptions are great, if
used in the right place. Example: for
comedy, Contadina (eight great tomatoes) and Cavaliers (Roger!. But
I do feel that in a lot of cases. TA's
are rather handicapping the d.j. I
don't say that with disrespect but as a
bit of advice as to how to get a more
rapid and satisfactory response to an
advertising campaign. Musical gimmicks and things that cannot be produced on the local level justify the use
of TA's, but it's amazing what some
d.j.'s can achieve locally to increase
sales volume. On the live commercials, give a guy room to work, but by
the same token — Know the d.j. jou are

Bill
Diehl, WDGY, Minneapolis -St.
buying!"
Paul: "Make the d.j. your local merchandising man. An example of a client who has done this with great sue-

Everyone Scotch

butyou,Swidty/
Yup — everybody on the team. But
what in blazes happened to timebuying? They were all counting on
you to grab this KIMA-TV combination. They were banking on this

cess is Canada Dry (Bozell & Jacobs)
which merchandised its product by
placing on Canada Dry bottles collars
that tied-in with its advertising campaign here on WDGY. Results were so
good that the company re-ordered 50,000 more bottle collars."
Jack Carney, WIL, St. Louis: "The
disk jockey has been unhorsed. He is
no longer selling records ... he i
selling products. In his role as the]
listener's constant companion, he
should be used by clients for the authenticity hecan lend to his endorsement of any worthwhile product."
Red

Benson, WPEN,

Philadelphia:

"We as radio personalities have the
opportunity to make many more sales
calls than the average salesman. Regard us as your salesmen; give us {
much information and history of your
product as possible."
Gene Weed, WQAM, Miami: "Selling a product for an advertiser is a
job I take pride in. I enjoy inserting
both comical and serious ad-libs with
standard copy, making use of various
character-type voices, creating impersonations ofname stars, etc. For ex-j
ample, I use the following frequently
for Slenderella: 'Slenderella salons
are spread out all over the world so the
women of the world need not be spread
out.' Any approach that will sell is
the approach I want to use."
Will Lenay,
Cincinnati:
we
know
what anWSAI,
advertiser
wants "If
to do,
whether his approach is institutional
or 'hard sell,' we can give him almost!

big, exclusive TV buy— this billiondollar bonanza. But you just flat

any result he desires."

booted one of the nation's top 75
markets. Why, I'll never know. But
they won't let you forget it, Smid.

Ken Maiden, WILD, Boston: "Sell'
the jockey first so he can sell thei

Believe me, they won't.

Quite a market

. . .

Population
Automotive sales

.563,875
..$1 16,239,000

Johnny
Barrett,
WTIX,
New OrJf
leans: ""The local radio personality—,
product."
with
the
'local'— i
knows
and emphasis
deals withonhisthe
community.
He is not the 'Great Radio Voice' of th<
old days. Think of him and use him
as your 'local' salesman."
Paul Flanagan, WPTR, Albany: "1
would like to have any prepared com
mercials musical and brief, perhaps
only 30-seconds in length (for a one
minute spot) both to maintain the rau
sic pattern of my station and to gv/4
me an opportunity to add my persona

EST

MOORE

6

touch to the commercial."
8 MARCH
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PLENTY

HOT!

'Detroit Bandstand"
Makes TV History!
lik what happened when we started to turn our cames on the teen-agers with Detroit Bandstand, presided
or by Dale Young, 5:00-5:30 P.M., Monday through
Hay.
2 0M! Right up to an afternoon rating of 14.8 in just
s days, and still climbing!

4,000 pieces of mail the first

Sie mighty good availabilities still open on this No. 1
a;moon show on the station that's No. 1 in Detroit and
a southeastern Michigan. How about seeing your Katz
ni soon?

WJBK-TV
CHANNEL

Represented by
THE KATZ

NATIONAL

AGENCY,

SALES

INC.

OFFICES:

DETROIT

7 00,000 waffs, 7,057- ft. fower • Basic CBS
Full color facilifies

t York 22, N.Y., 230 N. Michigan, Chicago 1,

SURVEY

reflecting a good deal more creativity
now than it did a few years back.
Some of the tv examples:

i Continued from jxiiie 35 i
Programing profile: What types ol
public service shows are getting sponsors "ii the local front toda) ?
Vmong the sponsored radio programs in the survey, thej break down
like this: 2!!' < traffic and local "■condition" reports (for skiing, boating.
flying, fishing etc.); 10' < current affairs discussions, forums, coverage
of local government meetings etc.:
Id' < youth forums and panels: 139$
special music broadcasts: 12' < homemaking and social events programs;
(>'
, religious:
(V '< local
lore — i.e.
shows
built around
local historical
events, etc.: 3'< miscellaneous — including agricultural shows sponsored
in) farm radio stations, local sports.
bnong the sponsored tv programs
this was the percentage breakdown:
32' i current affairs: 169? youth
forum, panels: 169$ safety, health and
accident prevention; 14' < local lore:
11' < homemaking: o'< religious; 3%
miscellaneous, including argicultural
and local sports.
Perhaps because of today's sponsor
interest, public service programing1 is

• A quiz program with a religious
theme enjovs sponsorship by Purity
Dairies over WSIX-TV, Nashville.
Tenn. Know Your Bible, telecast everj
Sunda) afternoon, is emceed by a minister. Contestants compete for prizes
given for correct answers to questions
on the bible. The show is "aimed at
general family audience as an institutional vehicle for low-pressure commercials." says George Morris, station
sales manager.
• In Washington, D. C, WMALTV has a union for a sponsor. National Retail Clerks Union is entering
its fourth year as sponsor of Celebrity
Parade, a weekly 1 :00 to 1 :30 p.m.
presentation on Sundays. Joseph McCaffrey. Capitol Hill reporter and
Channel 7 newsman, emcees a variety
of discussions featuring guest celebrities. Union's objective: "Strictly public relations," says Theodore N. McDowell, program manager and public
service director at WMAL-TV.
• One-shots are popular too. Station WREX-TV, Rockford, 111., reports
12 leading Rockford
industries and

business firms co-sponsored a telecast U
of the commencement exercises for the j
town's two high schools.
This was a
particularly valuable community program because "classes have become too I
large . . . auditorium facilities preclude ',
attendance
at graduation
ceremonies II
by
friends." sa\s
Chuck
Olson,relatives
stationand promotion
manager.

pet dealer.
• Traffic Court is the ' top-rated j
(28.4 ARB) locally produced half-!
hour in this market" savs Jack Dorr of |
WBNS-TV,
Ohio.
Spon-|
sored by StateColumbus,'
Auto Mutual
Assurance
Co., the show features dramatizations1
of actual traffic court cases using realj
judges and policemen. Only the de-j
fendants are actors. Program is designed to reach car owners and drivers!

Ut F/ieoito
goad*

Ivt $i£vKA

offers 18

top-rated, first-run
MGM film features weekly.
15;

KMJ-TV

•

FRESNO,

CALIFORNIA

•

I

Ratings'.'' Approximately
double the j
normal audience." savs Olson.
• KPHO-TV sold a 13-week historical half-hour program in Class A time I
to about six local sponsors. Titled
Phoenix Album, the show was produced by the Arizona State College.
On the same station. If anted, produced
in cooperation with the Phoenix Po-H
lice Department, was sponsored (151
minutes, once a week I . b\ a local car-

Paul H. Raymer, National Representative

with an institutional approach on auto
insurance.
Some of the radio examples :
• WDIA, Memphis, Tenn., sold 13
weeks of sponsorship to Memphis
Street Railway for a unique program
titled Goodwill at Work. Show was
designed to re-unite relatives, families
and/or friends who had become separated. Announcements, intermixed
with gospel music, gave description,
place last heard from, relatives, etc. of
the "missing person." Sponsor's aim:
To advertise schedule changes, at the
same time tying itself, a "service company" to a "public service" radio
property.
• South Side Savings & Loan Co.,
Peoria. 111., sponsors a daily five-minute show called Around Your Town —
notices of coming social events and
meetings— on WMBD.
Aired 12:30 to

munity Chest, hospital fund-raising
drives, March of Dimes and Red Cross
announcements are frequent "occasionals" carried by local sponsors.
In the merchandising and promotion
of public service programs, the survey
reveals tv/radio stations are active primarily with the standard mailings,
on-the-air announcements, etc.
A somewhat more creative approach
is indicated, however, on survey returns from some radio stations. Here
are some examples:
• An animated news, weather and
time board in the lobby of the Markle
Banking & Trust Co., Hazleton, Pa., is

used by station WAZL to promote the
bank's Job
Opportunities
program.
• Minnesota Milestones is promoted
by WCCO with hi-fi recordings of the
series. These records are presented
jointly by the sponsor and station to
libararies, schools and other institutions. They also are being offered for
sale at production cost to listeners.
• Chesapeake Bay Boatmen, sponsored by local boat and yacht dealers
on WFBR, Baltimore, is merchandised
With a boating handbook. Over 30,000 copies of the book have been distributed to Coast Guard Auxiliaries
and yacht clubs.
^

j 12:35 p.m., it's "the highest rated proi gram (Nov. 1957 Pulse) at that time,"
. sa\s William L. Brown, WMBD program manager.
S • WCCO,
Minneapolis - St. Paul.
) Minn., reports about two-thirds of its
public service programing (total value
last year: $1.2 million), is commercially sponsored. One series, Minnesota
• Milestones, is sponsored by Twin City
Federal Savings and Loan Association.
j Series is comprised of 12 hour-long
documentaries
on Minnesota history.
, "Sponsor bought the series as a prestige-builder," saysJim Bormann, public affairs director for WCCO.
• Irish-Swartz Super Markets, Eugene. Ore., sponsors Youth Speaks
over station KORE.
Carried every
. Sunday evening during the school
months, the half-hour program has
been sponsored continually for the past
eight years. Show features four senior high school panelists interviewing
prominent figures.
• Coca-Cola Bottling in Los Angeles
is sponsoring an across-the-board 15minute program titled Radio Ways of
Learning on KHJ. Produced and taped
by the radio department of the Los
Angeles public schools, the show is a
■ discussion of various educational subi jects by a moderator and two or three
students.
In addition to this variety of public
service programing, stations report
many local sponsors are using nonI public service programs to carry publice service themes — sometimes steadily, sometimes occasionally.
Traffic safety campaigns are common in the "steady" category — Com-

Bigger

than you

Beaumont-Port

think!

The

Arthur-Orange

area is the fourth largest market
in Texas and it's all yours with
KFDM
Beaumont Radio and TV
CBS

^JeL-t- See PETERS-GRIFFIN-WOODWARD, inc.

Tv and radio
AUNCULAR*

THE POPULAR

NEWSMAKERS

STATION

•Addressed to the ear
in kl'OI' programming)

So. California's
Radio Success
Formula
w.

Represented
BROADCAST

TIME

by:

Richard Cerken, general manager ol
WHIM. Providence, will become a stool
holder, president, and a director of the
Buckley-Jaeger Broadcasting Corp.. owners
of the 10 year-old station. This is pending
FCC approval. The recently-filed application provides for a 20% stock transfer tc
Cerken from the holdings of Richard D
Buckley and John B. Jaeger. Bucklev wil
continue as a director of the corporation. Jaeger will assume tht
offices of vice president and treasurer and continues as a member ol
the board of directors. Gerken will remain WHIM's general man
ager, a position he has held since Buckley-Jaeger purchased tht
station in July. 1957. Prior to that, he was a sales executiv
WNEW,
New York, and an account exec with John Blair & Co

102

SALES

■■**w**H
MORE
LISTENERS-

*|f

Elmer F. Jaspan, radio and tv director at
Bauer & Tripp, Inc.. Philadelphia,
has
been promoted to vice president in charge
of these activities on local, regional and
national radio/tv accounts. He started his
career in broadcasting while a student at
Temple, shuttling evenings and weekends
to Trenton, N. J., to work as announcer at
WTTM.
This was interrupted by a three
year tour in the Navy as Lieutenant JG. and then resumed in L9fjS
After securing his degree in 1947. Jaspan became an account execu
tive at McGeehan & O'Mara, radio representatives in New York
From 1948 to 1953, he was a producer and director at WPTZ I no\
WRCV-TV), Philadelphia. Prior to joining Bauer & Tripp in 195!
Jaspan was asst. gen. mgr., WCAN-TV (now WXIX-TV), Milwaukee)

Franklin C. Snyder has been named gen
eral tvmanager
Pittsburgh's
new
est
station.of HeWTAE,
is currently
vice prw
dent and director of client services for Mi
Cann-Erickson, Inc., in the agenc\ "s Clevt
land office. Snyder formerly served as \ii
president and general manager ol \\ \l
(now W.IW T\ i. Cleveland. The vetera
tv executive also worked in New York B
an independent consultant to the Westinghouse Broadcasting sfa
tions. Snyder assumes the Channel 4 managership 1 April. \\ TAI

^».

^ — w.

...yvpenacnr.

,v.

Pittsburgh's third commercial vhf tv outlet, expects to begin open
tions in the fall, and will be affiliated with the ABC Television ne
work. Television City officials making the announcement were Fa
Reed, pres., Leonard Kapner, exec. v. p. and Irwin Wolf, Jr., v.|

ONE

TV STATION

REACHES

1/5 OF CANADA

1/5
of all
Canadian
furniture
sales
are
made
in our
Hamilton
Toronto
Niagara
coverage
area

h\m our huge coverage area 2,552,715 people spend $126,133,000 each year in over 688 furniture
tl|s. This represents 21.69% of all furniture sales made yearly in Canada. Another black and white
I roving CHCH-TV serves the richest market in Canada." Source: Sales Management Elliott-Haynes.
Mrther information call : Montreal: UN 6-9868, Toronto: EM 6-9236, (&h fW MJ IW MM *FM
niton: JA 2-1101, Vancouver: TA 7461, New York City: PL 1-4848, ^MmHtmMm
I W
i^o: MI 2-6190, San Francisco: YU 6-6769
CHANNEL ti CANADA

SPONSOR
SPEAKS
FM: On the upbeat
\tici years of heartache, the persistent belief in quality
broadcasting shows the first signs of paying off for the fm
broadcasters. A note in our sponsor-scope last week tells
the >tor\ : At long last, tangible success is in sight in several
areas. It's not a bonanza, but it's an encouraging glimmer.
You may recall fm's checkered history:
• How Major Edwin 11. Armstrong — inventor of the
superheterodyne tube — developed (at a vast cost to himself)
frequenc) modulation in his search for static-free radio.
• How other radio pioneers poured time and money into
the crusade. Among them: Paul A. de Mars, engineering
vice president of the Yankee Network; John Shepard III,
head of Yankee and Colonial; Franklin M. Doolittle, owner
of WDRC, Hartford; Paul W. Morency of WTIC, Hartford;
Walter J. Damm of WTMJ, Milwaukee; the Stromberg-Carlson interests.
• How the search for a permanent place in the broadcasting spectrum bedeviled the early fm enthusiasts.
It's been a long time in coming, but for those whose investments have languished during the "waiting" period, and
for the industry as a whole, this upturn in fm's outlook cannot be anything but good. No enterprise or medium can live
on money alone. It needs the capstone of prestige to insure
a lasting place for itself. For their courage in sticking to the
tenets they believe in, and for carrying on the tradition of
quality — engineering-wise and program-wise — fm broadcasters deserve a rousing vote of confidence.

FEE-TV:

In the soup

lO-SECOND

SPOTS

Music maker: The 15-month-old
daughter of George Graham. NBC director of radio network sales planning, has learned to play the NBC''
chimes. // pays to build "brand preferences" at an early age.
Commercial
touch:
Adman's com; j
ment on news of Winston Churchill's
recovery : "Winston feels good, like a
prime minister should."
Live: Promotion gimmick b\ Project
O-Fex, Inc., an animation device foil j
live tv production, was a manila win
dow envelope containing two live gold
fish in a tiny plastic aquarium, and delivered to agencies by messenger. Jusi
the thing to find on your desk tht\
morning after.
Soap opera: During the recent Eastl
coast snowstorm, Murra\ Arnold, man
ager of WPEN, Philadelphia, heard 1
many sad tales of the problems his,
staff had getting in to work, that ht
finally put this sign on his desk: "i!
left home at 5:45 this morning—
walked l1^ miles through knee-dee j
snow — froze while waiting 25 min
utes for bus — rode V2 mde — ploddet.
through snow another y± mile — toofi
cab which got mired in snou — ualkei
final y-z mile to station through freez
ing snow and ice — arrived at statior
8:45." Arnold heard no more dis
tressing tales.
Fashion note: Heading of a receni
Max Factor Co. ad in N. Y. news
papers— NEW!
PIECE.

IVY LEAGUE

HAIR

Pajama Came: Listeners to the W|
POW, New York, Pajama Polka Part:
are invited to compete for a $25 Gov
eminent bond by sending in snapshot
of themselves in their pajamas. Our

Meanwhile bedevilment of another sort is in the news —
for the fee-tv fellows.

just split, darn it!

On the West Coast, they're having franchise trouble. And
in Washington they're having approval trouble. With that,
sponsor gladr) bids good-bye to the nasty subject until such
time as something happens to change the course of events —

We goofed: Omitted from the "10
second spot" dealing with the sub
liminal story board (sponsor, 22 Feb.
was the credit line of its author: Ezr;
R. (Bud) Baker.

which, we hope, won't be soon.
i THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Let's sell optimism
-mid sell it hard — to counteract the tearful,
soap-opera selection of economic news so prevalent these days. There are two sides to the
picture today. Give the bright one a chance.

Eh? Last paragraph of a news releas
on the Yankee Network Duncan Ma
Donald Yankee Home and Food Shou
"Ginger Clayton, appearing with th
Ice Follies of 1958, will give Duncaij
and Yankee listeners a few pointers oi1
'how to do it,' on Thursday, Februar.
20." Do what?

SPONSOR
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in Billings, Montana

KGHL-TV
N. B. C.'s brand new affiliate covering one of the West's truly fabulous markets. Only KGHL-TV can offer maximum coverage of this rich
area with its new RCA traveling-wave antenna (first in the country).
Prime availabilities are open now! Broadcasting begins March 15th.

OSTON

YOUNG

TELEVISION

ATLANTA

ST.

LOUIS

CORP.

csCsci^

KB
MGM

• RKO

*

• United

Artists • 20th Century-Fox • Warner Bros. • Columbia • Republic • David O. Selznick
*As indicated in the last
three ARB surveysJuly, November, December

MATINEE

MOVIES

... a cost-per-thousand of
only $1.49 (5-plan) against
station "A's" afternoon films
with $3.16 (5-plan).*
♦(figures based on ARB Total
Television Area Report)

GREAT

MOVIES

. . . delivers almost four
times the audience for less than
% the cost-per-thousand of
station "A's" evening films.

TOTAL

@) ONE

NUMBER

AREA SET COUNT:
438,672
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S AC R AM

E N TO - STOC

KBET-TV

KTON

!

CHANNEL 10
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<&®
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|Jr
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Call H-R Television, Inc. for Current Avails

I
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TV/RADIO

ADVERTISERS

USE

WILL NEW AIR
STRATEGY JACK
UP AUTO SALES?
Faced with a continuing sales drop, Detroit
admen are betting on
air media to pull sales
up.fallHere's
preview
of
buyinga patterns
Page 31

How can you make
the most out of
merchandising?
Page 34

How radio killed
a sales slump
isiasm of personalities
;oJd glad to be alive . . .
k icople, and show it . . .
krw how to get across
| «.dience.

I, . . . in each

of these

mt markets . . . more
s listen to the Storz
. . than to any other

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL.
Proof: Pulse. To talk to the twins
Jack Thayer.

WDCY is first . . . all-day average.
. talk to Blair, or General Manager

KANSAS CITY . . . WHB is first . . . all-day. Proof: Metro Pulse,
Nielsen, Trendex, Hooper; Area Nielsen, Pulse. All-day averages as high
as 48.5% (Nielsen). Remember — you get coverage and audience on
WHB. See Blair or General Manager George W. Armstrong.

MIAMI . . . WQAM is first . . . all-day. Proof: Hooper (36.7%) . . .
Pulse (410 of 432 quarter-hours) . . . Southern Florida Area Pulse . . .
Trendex. See Blair ... or General Manager Jack Sandler.
REPRESENTED

nrwriorvi:
RADIO
DENT,

FOR
HOME

Page 36

NEW ORLEANS . . . WTIX is first . . . all-day. Proof: Hooper
(32.2%) — Pulse, too. See Adam Young or General Manager Fred
Berthelson.

WDGY

S

for Beech-Nut

TODAY'S
OFFICE:

OMAHA.

SELLING
NEBRASKA

WHB

Minneapolis St Paul
BY JOHN

Kansas City

REPRESENTED

WTIX

Spot television's
$1,000,000
brands

BY JOHN

New Orleans

REPRESENTED

BY ADAM

WQAM
Miami
REPRESENTED
BY JOHN

BLAIR

& CO.

BLAIR & CO.
YOUNG
BLAIR

INC.
4 CO.

Page

49

ADAM

YOUNG

INC.

representing
modern radio stations exclusively

exiencls

y^sOngraiitlcihons
to
Todd Storz Organization,
disc jockeys of America,
everyone responsible for
overwhelming success of

The
the
and
the

THE
POP

FIRST

MUSIC

ANNUAL

D J CONVENTION

Kansas City, March

7-9, 1958

As announced at the Convention, we shall
release shortly a Pulse survey exploding once
and for all the myth that only young people
listen to modern radio music. Drop us a note if
you would like to receive a copy — no charge.

ADAM

YOUNG

INC

3 East 54th Street, New York 22, New York, PLaza 1-4848

*Pulse: March-December, Monday thru Saturday
REPRESENTED
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OF ARTICLES

Will new air strategy jack up auto sales?

Senior Editors
Alfred J. Jaffe

In Detroit's year of crisis, fall buying swings to more net tv specials,
heaviei u-e of spol as major auto firms fight to recoup earlier losses

EvelynF. Miksch
Konrad
W.
Harold Meden
Assistant

Editors

Are you making the most of merchandising?
34

The time lag between air impression and point-of-sale can be dangerous.
SPONSOR took a trip to watch local experts bridge it with merchandising

Radio kills a sales slump
36

For W years, Beech-Nut sales of chewing gum had been going down.
bul SI. 2 million in spot radio during
1957 has reversed
the trend

What's new in syndication for fall
38

Distributors will peddle film this year specifically for first-run syndication. Here's what you'll

be watching on the television screen this fall

Daytime tv viewing is on the rise
39

Nielsen figures, released by TvB, show morning audiences are growing
(aster (percentagewise)
than rest of the day.
Early morning is up 44%

49

Fifty of them accounted
T\l> figure- -how.
TvB

Spot tv's million-dollar brands

sponsor
60

asks:

for that sum in gross time during 1957, new
also lists top 100 spot tv corporate spenders

How
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The new role of the radio/tv consultant
Does your agency need him?
How important is he in client's media
strategy?
Vnswera
to these Questions in the next issue of sponsor

Sell gasoline via kids' shows?
Mom and Dad buy the gas and oil- but Junior gets the tv pitch from
Union Oil Co. of Calif., third largest of the U. S. western oil outfits
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WHO-TV HEADS the BILL!
DES MOINES METROPOLITAN
AMERICAN
RESEARCH
NOVEMBER

20-26,

Number of
First-Place
Quarter Hours
WHO-TV
Station "K"
Station "W"
Ties

243
158
57
8

AREA SURVEY
BUREAU
1957
First Place
52% Hours
Quarter
34%
12%
2%

WHO-TV
IS FIRST!
,WHO-Tvl
IS FIRST*
WHO-TVi^-r-l

J IS FIRST

K1
IS FIRST.
^WHO-TVnWHO-TV =
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST

1

i

t£

WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV

NOTE: At lea t TWO stations
for all 4 66 quarter hour

WHO-TV is the top star in Central Iowa. The
November 1957 ARB Metropolitan Survey of
Des Moines' 3-station market shows that WHO-TV
is first in 52% more quarter hours than the second
station . . . 326% more than the third station . . . 73%
more than the second and third stations COMBINED!

FIRST |WHO-TV
ISS FIRST

WHO-TVJ
S FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRSTv

WHO-TV's dominance is the result of decades of
better programming, public service and highest integrity
— a wealth of broadcast experience that has made
WHO one of the great names in the radio-television
industry. Ask your PGW Colonel for the full story.

WHO-TV
S FIRST
WHO-TV
S FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV

WHO-TV
IS FIRST^

I Central Broadcasting Company,
of
I which also owns and
operates
is part
I
WHO WH
Radio,
O-TV Des Moines
I

J

WOC-TV,

I

SPONSOR

.

Davenport

I
I

Channel 13 • Des Moines
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
National Representatives
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Inc.,

MONKEY
'TE
ARDOOUNN

WILLIAM BISHOP,
JIMMY DUNN AND
MICHAEL

O'SHEA,
STARS OF

"IT'S A GREAT

LIFE"

From a programming point of view, comedy is nothing to laugh at. It's a
funny business that has to be taken seriously. Mainly because there are
teeth in the old saw, "Laugh and the world laughs with you!"
Which is why it's such a good idea always to have a hearty laugh or two
up your transmitter. Which, in turn, is why VICTORY PROGRAM SALES
takes such pure and unadulterated delight in offering you its newest firstrun-off -the-network acquisition, IT'S A GREAT

LIFE.

Lest you get the impression that the VPS product roster is longer on quality
than on variety, let's check it against your programming needs. Westerns?
HOPALONG CASSIDY, STEVE DONOVAN, FRONTIER. Mysteries? THE
ADVENTURES

OF THE FALCON,

INNER

SANCTUM.

Documentary?

VICTORY AT SEA. Drama? MEDIC. Adventure? Intrigue? You'll find them
all in goodly number among the properties listed below.
Ready to help you make the most of this wide-ranging repertoire is the
man from VPS, a specialist in Station Program Sales and Planning who,
like our product roster, is good for much more than a laugh!

VICTORY PROGRAM
A DIVISION OF CALIFORNIA

NATIONAL

SALES

PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

IT'S A GREAT LIFE • MEDIC • ADVENTURES OF THE FALCON • CAPTURED • CRUNCH AND DES
• DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT • FRONTIER • HIS HONOR HOMER BELL • HOPALONG CASSIDY • INNER
SANCTUM • PARAGON PLAYHOUSE • STEVE DONOVAN, WESTERN MARSHAL • THE GREAT GILDERSLEEVE
• THE LILLI PALMER SHOW
• THE VISITOR
• VICTORY AT SEA
• WATCH THE WORLD

NEWSMAKER
of the week
The American Broadcasting Co.'s executive echelon
beefed up this ueek tvith the appointment of James G.
dell as executive v. p. Both network heads will report to
A top administrator, Riddell made his reputation as
of ABCs

o&o operation in Detroit, WXYZ

ivas
Ridhim.
head

and WXYZ-TV .

The newsmaker:
Glasgow-born James G. Riddell has
spent his entire working life with the WXYZ stations and has built
up the pair — particularly the radio outlet — into top moneymakers.
The talent which bloomed in Detroit will he put to use on a corporate
level in New \ nrk, where Leonard Goldenson is betting that Riddell's
ability will pay off in improved profit positions for AB-PT's other
o&o's. Riddell will also pay close heed to the ABN set-up. parried
larh in the area of clearances, which, he believes, is the key to successful radio operations today.
In working to improve ABN
clearances. Riddell hopes to convince affiliates on the basis of what
he's been able to accomplish with
WXYZ radio. The am outlet carries a full ABN schedule and has
been able to combine with network
You won't suffer that
sinking feeling if you
use Channel 4-Sight on
the Great Golden Spread.
More than 100,000 TV
sets in a vastly healthy
and wealthy market.
Power: Visual 100 kw
Aural
50 kw
Antenna
Height 833 feet
above the ground

shows the combination of personalities and block music programing which has done so much to
bring radio independents to the
fore. "As I told affiliates at a recent meeting in Chicago," Riddell
said, "you can carry the networks

S G. Riddell

and still make money."
Riddell has already had his baptism in handling ABC problems
outside of Detroit. He's been in charge of three o&o conventions in
recent years, two in Florida and one in Los Angeles.
The 45-year-old executive came to this country from Scotland while
still young. He received his schooling in Detroit and went to work
for WXYZ in 1931 as an office boy. He was, successively, trad
manager, sales manager and, when ABC bought the station in 1946,
was made general manager. He won his presidential stripes in 1951
The ABC tv outlet in Detroit pioneered morning and afternoon programing. Itwas the first in the area to carry daytime tv.
Riddell will leave Detroit with a kind of monument to himself. A
long-fought-for re-zoning in suburban Detroit, which has recently
been approved, will finally enable ABC to put all its WXYZ properties under one roof. A $4-million building operation, soon to start,
will house tv and radio offices and studios behind Georgian facade.
On the personal side, Riddell presents a bouncy, natty appearance. I
True to his Scottish tradition, he is an avid golfer, belonged to two j

CONTACT
KATZ

ANY
MAN

clubs in Detroit and was on the board of two regional golf associadons. He brings to New York a wife. Fadellis. and two daughters,
Suzanne, 18 and Sandra. 12.
^
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FIRST— across
months.

the board — four straight

FIRST— in most segments of the afternoon
and evening for the past year. More
audience than any other Philadelphia
station, "sign on to sign off." Except that
we don't sign off five days a week. And,
during our ALL NIGHT SHOW we
have ALL the viewers in an area of 8
million people. Join our happy advertisers today. WFIL-TV, the 24-hour
Station.

Blair-TV.

Sources ARB, Match '57-Feb. '58

WFIL
PHILADELPHIA,

abc-tv
Operated

by: Radio

and

WFIL- AM

• FM

• TV,

WFBG-AM

• TV,

Triangle
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PhiladeJphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM

Altoona-Johnstown, Pa. / WNHC-AM

National

•

Television

Sales
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Office,

4 8 5

• FM

• FM

Inc. / 46th

• TV,

& Market

6

Binghamton, N. Y. / WHGB-AM,

Avenue,

New

blair-tv

Sts., Philadelphia

• TV, Hartford-New Haven, Conn. / WLBR-TV,

Lexington

-TV

PENNSYLVANIA

CHANNEL

York

39, Pa.

Harrisburg, Pa.

Lebanon-Lancaster, Pa.
17,

New

York

*

4

10th anniversa
ry .yearMarch
for

18, 1949, marked the initial
WGAL-TV telecast. This date in 1958

America's
10th
TV Market

brings to mind the steady advancements made by WGAL-TV. These
are: significant programming, to entertain,/inform,
y>. uplift and serve;
steadily increasing audiences and advertisers; dramatically improved facilities and equipment for the finest
in black and white and full color
transmission. At the beginning of this
tenth anniversary year, WGAL-TV
confidently plans for the future and
renews past pledges to furnish the
best in television to the many communities itserves.

:/

WGAL-TV
Lancaster,
Pa.

STEINMAN
STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.

NBC and CBS

'•^-

**

Representative:

The

MEEKER

009

New

••.

• • *

Company,

•*

Mr. Channel
316,000

WATTS

8

Inc.
York

•

Chicago

•

Los

Angeles

•
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Francisco
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Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers
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The first 26 weeks of the 1957-58 network tv season is coming to a close, and
there'8 no question it will be the shakiest for programing
A recap of how the newcomers fared shows:

yet.

• More new sponsored shows went on the air, but the rate of casualty among
newcomers was higher than the year before.

the

• The casualty rate might even be worse if the networks hadn't kept some of the beginners alive when they had but one alternate sponsor.
32%
Here's a comparison by SPONSOR-SCOPE

of fateful figures29%
at the 26- week-mark :
1957-58 season
1956-57 season

Total number of shows started in fall
Total shows dropped

120
34

36
111

Casualty rate for all sponsored shows
Number of new shows that went on in the fall
Number of newcomers canceled

45
26

15

Casualty rate among new shows

58%

45%

34

Of the 45 new sponsored shows that took to the tv networks this season, how
many would you classify as hits?
Check their ratings records, and see whether you agree with this listing of eight:
Have Gun, Will Travel; The Real McCoys; Perry Mason; Maverick; Restless Gun;
Wagon Train; Tombstone; and Zorro.
Note: (1) There isn't a vocalist among them; (2) four are westerns; and (3) network-wise they split up in this fashion: three for ABC TV, and two each for CBS TV
TV.

and NBC

What national spot radio lacked in number of newcomers this week it easily made up
in size from two accounts:
Cities Service Oil and GMAC.
The dimensions of these two campaigns:
CITIES SERVICE : 40 announcements a week for 34 weeks — prime morning and afternoon time — in about 30 markets via Ellington, starting 31 March.
GMAC: 15-20 announcements a week during peak traffic periods for 18 weeks in 170
markets via Campbell-Ewald, starting in April.
In the new tv spot business sector the week's gleanings included campaigns for
Bristol-Myers' Ban and Carter's Arrid Whirl-On.
Ban (BBDO) will use three 20's a week in prime time for an initial run of eight weeks,
take a three-week hiatus, then resume for 18 more weeks. Arrid's schedule (via SSCB) : 2-3
announcements a week for six weeks.

Upper echelons at ABC and CBS TV underwent a status rejuggling this week.
James G. Riddell became executive v.p. of ABC, with Ollie Treyz and Bob Eastman,
president of the tv and radio networks, respectively, reporting to him. (See Newsmaker of
the Week, page 6.)

Louis G. Cowan

was named president of the CBS Television Network division and

his predecessor in that spot, Merle Jones, was assigned to authority over the o&o's, tv spot
sales, film sales, and other non-network departments.
Explained Frank Stanton: The growth and complexity of the tv division has made it
necessary to divide it along functional lines and into two sections.
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continued.

Radio will raise its guaranteed level of clearances from 75%

to 85%

in

April.
Said the network's operator, Joe Culligan: It will not in the traditional sense be either a
rate increase or rate reduction. The lifting of the guarantee will, however, automatically
lower the cost-per-thousand.
CBS Radio's pricing level is based on 100% clearance.
Admen have another guess coming if they think tv films turn up on the syndicated line only after efforts have been made to sell them for network sponsorship.
Note that eight of the 10 leading syndicated have earmarked for immediate syndicate sale
a substantial share of this season's new product.
They figure there's ample potential in regional buys to warrant the "risk".
(For a rundown on what's available for syndication this fall, see page 38.)
The NTA Network's plans for expansion in the fall, as revealed this week, calls
for the scheduling of two programing blocks per week.
BLOCK 1 : A Twentieth Century-Fox feature back-to-back with three new half-hour
shows (How to Marry A Millionaire, Man Without A Gun and This Is Alice). In four-station
markets it will be a solid booking, 7:30-10:30 p.m. Fridays.
BLOCK 2 : Will consist of 39 films from the Twentieth Century-Fox catalog, billed as
The Tv Hour Stars and scheduled either early evening or as daytime strips.
The network's affiliates will also get 6 Shirley Temple features.
Look to April as the decisive month for measuring your prospects for air advertising the rest of this year.
Madison Avenue knowledgeables refer to April as the "decision month". Advertisers
will then have to decide whether to plunge ahead or stand back and wait for the haze of the
economic picture to blow away.
The belief continues in highly introspective agency quarters that during the remainder of
the year spot will become the beneficiary of the stop-and-go strategy that may loom
large for a while among many advertiser-companies.
Despite the business fog hanging over Detroit, you can expect the automotives
to promote the spring buying season with some additional tv network specials.
The two customers of such added special that have already spoken up are Ford and
Pontiac. Ford's would be an institutional exploit. The Pontiac show (CBS TV) would team
Phil Silvers and Polly Bergen.
Also reported to be in the market for a special is Chrysler (via Y&R).
(See article on fall plans, strategy of automotives, page 39.)
Remember in mid-February when Geoffrey Wade told Chicago reps what the
agency would henceforth expect from tv stations in new spot procedures and requirements?
This week SPONSOR-SCOPE's staffer in Chicago checked with the reps on what reactions they were getting from their stations and the indications were that the results would
stack something like this:
52-WEEK RATE PROTECTION: About 85% of the stations will go along with the
agency on this requirement on the theory that most ad budgets are set up on a 52-week basis.
CONTINUE THE DISCOUNT WITHOUT SHORT-RATING if contract runs into
second year and is canceled: Approximately 85% of the stations say this is okay with them.
TRIPLE-SPOTTING: Looks as though Wade is running into stiff oposition here.
The majority of stations say they will continue to triple-spot.
IMPROVE A 52-WEEK ADVERTISER'S POSITION IN PRIME TIME when
spots become available: Most stations are for spot improvement and feel advertisers are
entitled to it, but that it would be an immense job to set up any special record-keeping device
to handle this for all advertisers.
(On triple-spotting issue, see sponsor 8 March, page 29.)
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Many

continued .

of the durable goods advertisers on network tv this season have racked

up a cost-per-lOOO-homes-per-commercial-minute
general level for cigarettes, drugs, and foods.
These are SPONSOR-SCOPE's
based on January data:

calculations for the durables (other than automotive)

NO. SHOWS
ADVERTISER

A/C Sparkplugs
Alcoa
Armstrong
Firestone

that's as low — if not lower — as the

PER MONTH

ESTIMATED

TOTAL

MONTHLY

TIME PLUS PROGRAM

2
2
2
4
4
6
2
2
4
3
2
2
4
4
2

COSTS

AVG. CPMHPCM
(TOTAL SHOWS)

$150,000
190,000
280,000

3.80
$2.20
3.60
7.60
245,000
Frigidaire
360,000
9.10
General Electric
510,000
2.50
3.80
Goodyear
190,000
190,000
2.75
Libby-Owens-Ford
4.65
470,000
RCA-Whirlpool
Remington
255,000
2.55
195,000
6.50
Royal Typewriter
3.90
190,000
Singer Sewing Machine
2.05
280,000
Sylvania
Westinghouse
560,000
3.50
3.25
U. S. Steel
310,000
CPMHPCM averages by advertiser categories : Automotives, $2.95 ; drugs, $3.35 ; foods,
$3.10; durables, exclusive of automotives, $4.10.

Here's one sign of the buyers' market that Hollywood producers won't like: McCannErickson is talking about making its clients co-sharers of residuals in new film
properties.
This is the line of argument the producers can expect to hear from McCann-Erickson :
• The basic investment of the producer is relatively small; he uses a bank loan to
turn out the 13 or 26 episodes contracted by an advertiser.
• The advertiser is the actual sponsor for that bank loan; hence why shouldn't he
be entitled to participate in all the residuals accruing from the contract?
The residuals, of course, would include all character merchandising.
In retrospect: General Mills not so many years back tried to buy its air properties
with the proviso that (1) each year it would own a greater portion of the property, and
(2) at the end of five years it would have sole ownership.
California National Productions is currently engaged in a mammoth
the syndicate field.

survey of

Data being collected: Tv films available, estimated price, estimated costs, number of series, and number of episodes for each.
Reason for the undertaking: NBC's corporate-powers-that-be want to find out (1) CNP's
competitive position, and (2) the dimensions of the syndicate business.

Leo Burnett and Y&R have their tv network responsibilities assigned them as
far as their Chrysler acquisitions are concerned:
Burnett has moved in as supervisor of the next Shower of Stars, and Y&R
dle the special that Chrysler has coming up.

NBC

TV this week picked up a couple more

will han-

seasonal daytime plums:

The campaigners are Dixie Cup and Johnson's Wax, each scheduling the spring
splurge for April and May.
For Dixie Cup it's participating in 13 different shows at a total price of around $120,000;
and for Johnson, 10 show participations at around $150,000.
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continued.

Watch for the tv networks to step up presentation pitches among institutional
prospects as one means of cushioning a possible relaxed position in the fall.
CBS TV is girding itself for lots of activity in that direction, while TvB already has
started the ball rolling by meetings with several steel manufacturers.
TvB found the response encouraging. Steelmen noted that it was imperative that the public become aware of steel's true status in the economy and that something be done to counter-balance the use of the medium by the steelworkers' union.

First signs of summer on Madison Avenue this week: The agencies were shopping
around in earnest for replacements.
Two under consideration by General Foods as subs for Danny Thomas
ber Bride: I Love Lucy and Too Young To Go Steady (live).

and Decem-

With the Lincoln account finally disposed of (it's back to K&E) the heartbeat and
nervous system of Madison and Michigan Avenues were able to return to normal
this week.
It's hard to measure the depths of disappointment into which many an agency was
plunged by the reallocation of the Buick and Chrysler accounts; the aftermath of bitterness
still lingered on this week.
Like this comment about the division chief for one of the big automotive migrants: "We
told him that we didn't have, the field offices and men his account required, but he kept
encouraging us with assurances that we still had what it took to handle his division's
advertising."
Television Programs of America, Inc., this week joined issue on the question: Which
is a cheaper buy for the advertiser, half -hour films or spot anouncements?
In support of syndication TPA released a study, covering 20 "typical markets," which in
effect showed that the cost of film plus time averaged 40.5% less than spot.
Other advantages cited by TPA of syndication over spot announcements: better sponsor
identification, commercial effectiveness, merchandising, promotion, and other followthrough techniques at the point-of-sale.
The cost comparison between a half-hour film program and spot announcements was
made on the basis that: (1) The program allows at least three minutes of commercial; (2)
the cost for 10:30 p.m. as the typical time rate; and (3) TPA's rate card for Charlie Chan as
the typical program cost.
Pepsi-Cola will have to forego the network special it had planned for the spring
because it hasn't been able to find a co-sponsor agreeable to the same date.
The beverage company had an April date in mind — which would mark the start of the
major selling season — but those interested in the project favored some other occasion. Like
Father's Day selling season, for instance.
Two shows Pepsi-Cola had under consideration (plus their talent-time costs) : Peter Pan,
$750,000; and Wizard of Oz, $500,000. Both would have been repeats.
Before turning to these shows Pepsi-Cola tried to do something about tying up with the
Brussels World's Fair for a one-time shot, but Washington
about getting behind it.

apparently wasn't excited

If you want to hear an example of the Imagery Transfer concept put to dramatic
use, tune in on the latest Chesterfield radio commercials.
Note the special sound effects for conjuring up the pictures of the rugged outdoor men you see in the brand's Men of America series on tv.
For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;
Spot Buys, page 66; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 69; Washington Week, page 81; sponsor
Hears, page 82; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 88.
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Omaha ARB
Proves KETV...
r^livo JL again.. .in quarter hours when all 3 Omaha stations compete!
KETV
STATION A
STATION B

ii4i/2
lliy2
86

JrlXvo 1 ... in share of audience, 6 PM — Midnight, Monday thru Friday!

KETV

33.6

STATION

A

33.4

STATION

B

33.0

In this vital nighttime period KETV
place in less than 90 days !

soared from third to FIRST

Moreover, from sign on to sign off, seven days a week, KETV increased its share of audience 2.1% while station A increased 1.9%
and station B lost 3.0%.
Here is additional evidence of KETV's growing stature and larger
audience. Advertisers are buying KETV with confidence that they
can receive maximum audience at lowest cost per thousand.
Call your H-R man for choice availabilities.

Metropolitan Omaha ARB, Feb. 1958

a
HERALD
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WINNER
now NEXT
shooting
ZIV Studios
!

mes could win such
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/

NEW
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V
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YORK
YORK

25

WCBS-TV10:30P.M

e inger-packed
tns of an

#1 AMONG ALL SYNDICATED SHOWS

v frogman . . .
irmdersea

outrating Wagon Train, $64,000
Question, Maverick, Lawrence Welk,

■g or for hire!

Twenty One and others.

Outrating Groucho Marx,
Steve Allen, Twenty One,
Disneyland, Wagon
Train and others.

HOW
GREAT CAN
Your answer is right here . . .
SEA HUNT first ratings . . . proof
impartial source that ZIV deliv

IT'S THE HOT, HOT, HOT NEW SHOW OF '58!
Pat O'Brien, Cesar Romero, Howard Duff, Bonita
Granville, Steve McNally, John Ireland, Lola
Albright, David Brian, Kent Taylor, Gene Barry,
Hans Conried and many more stars on exciting
ACTION impact shows on Target!

ADOLPHE MENJOU

wlllJ

Are You

COVERING
RURAL ■
MARKETS
p at the

LOCAL LEVEL?

The Greatest

Success Story...

of Radio's resurgence is the astonishing growth in local radio billings
during the last two years... to wit: 1955, $272 Millions— 1957, $372
millions ... an increase of $100 millions or 37.%
. . . and do you know that you can enjoy the tremendous advantages
of local radio by utilizing KEYSTONE broadcasting system which
offers you local radio IMPACT over a network of more than 1,000
stations or any portion of that network that suits your special needs.
We'll be glad to tell you the whole exciting story!
Send for our New Station List . . . write

Send for our new station list
CHICAGO
111 W. Washington
STale 2-8900

NEW
YORK
527 Madison Ave.
ELdorado 5-3720

• TAKE
YOUR CHOICE.
up lo you, your needs.

IOS ANGELES
3142 Wilshire Blvc
DUnkirk 3-2910

A handful ol Statioi

• MORE
FOR YOUR
DOLLAR.
No premiu
coverage lor less than some "spot" costs.
• ONE ORDER DOES THE JOB. All bookkeer.
time and place are chosen for you.

cost for individualized

SAN FRANCISCO
57 Post St
SUtter 1-7440

program

ig and details are done by Keyston

Timebuyers
at work

AU
DI
EN
CE

PROFILE OF YOUR

r

Joel Davis, Benton & Bowles, New York, media buyer, thinks that
the timebuyer is becoming extinct. "No longer is the major portion
of advertising directed either to print or to broadcast," Joel says.
"Strong and clever competition have made clients think in terms of
media combinations. The concept of media marketing strategy is
coming up fast. Today, increased
demand for the consumer's eyes,
ears, and, eventually, dollars have
forced national advertisers to fo-

61%

Adult
Women

cus on both print and broadcast-

LA

4i/2% 4i/2%

Adult
Men

Teens

Children

MATURE

ing." Joel cannot see how the adman, schooled strictly in broadcast,
can possibly visualize the broad
scope of client marketing problems. He feels the person in most
demand today is the media buyer,
with his grasp of both time and
space plus a firm hold on the mar-

MALE

& FEMALE

COMFORTABLY

keting strategy and client objectives. "Could you, Mr. Timebuyer,"
Joel asks, "select a good test market for your client's products? Do
you know what problems are created by outside media which distort
, your test? The answers require a well-rounded media expert. The
media buyer is the man who can

Anita Wasserman,

30%

solve today's

media

problems."

Lawrence C. Gumbinner Advertising Agency,

New York, thinks that in these days of "formula" radio, it's too easy
j for a station to avoid public responsibility — in particular, getting
excited and taking a stand over the air on important local issues.
''Such measures give a station stature and integrity in the community and make it the kind of station you want your accounts to be
on," Anita says. "Newspapers do
it through editorials or front
pages. But, even though taking an
editorial stand on public issues is

...
WELL

OFF

THAT'S A QUICK PROFILE of the
audience which rides the 740 spot of
the Southern California radio dial, as
analyzed in a new qualitative study by
The Pulse, Inc.
FIVE YEARS

OF WOOING

middle-of-the-road

memory

with
music,

interrupted only by award-winning
five-minute newscasts and easy-going
but brief chats by matured announcers, have won an adult, able-to-buy
9%
audience for KBIG.

Era**
45%
|^^^^

RENTAL

GROUPS

32%

14%

$50
to $59

$35
to $49

Under
nd Over

Any KBIG or Weed man would like to
show you the full picture.
$60

encouraged by the FCC, many stations are afraid to." Anita gives
one example of a healthy public
stand — counteracting voter apathy
on an important issue. 10- or even
60-second announcements starting
a day or so before election will,

$35

KBIG
The Calalina Station

10,000

Watts

produce and in some communities have produced, a record vote. "A
j station willing to identify itself with its community in this way,"
| Anita says, "is the one that the people know is on their side, the
I one they believe in. This is the type of station buyers look for.
j Audience
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carries

over

to the product."

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

740 0™

0\ SUNDAY,

MARCH

loth.

Channel -+ in St. Louis becomes
CBS Owned k MO V- 77 ::...
bringing new \ iewing pleasure
to more than 775,000 television
families in Mid- America: the
CBS Television Network rostei
of entertainment, news and
information programs . . .phis
the great feature films of MGM
Warner Brothers, Columbia
and 20th Century-Fox... pha
local shows patterned to local
tastes and designed to enable

KM®
KMOX-TV

to play an ever-large

role in the public affairs of
the St. Louis community.

Without the "TV," these call
letters have meant fine radio i
for the past 33 years. Now,
with "TV" added, they marl
the beginning of a new and
exciting era of great televisioi
service for Mid-America.
•Formerly KWK-TV.

XTY

The new
KMOX-TY
Channel 4
St. Louis
CBS Owned
Represented by
CBS Television
Spot Sales

by Larry Deckin,

ANOTHER
REASON
WHY
.
COLUMBUS
IS
A BETTER
BUY!

Agency

ad libs

"NIGHT EDITION"
NEWS

•
WEATHER
•
SPORTS
Average Rating Mon. thru Fri.

29.9

Source:

Metro Pul
Ceographic location of Columbus,
Ca., places 1/3
of the rich WRBLTV 53-Count>
Coverage in Alabama . . . where
difference

exists.

You
Buy "Night
Edition" at Class C
Rates and Receive 1/3 of the Coverage
in Class AA Time!
For participating
CALL

minutes in

"Night Edition"
HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
and find out why

tv balance

sheet

hroad analysis of tv's accomplishments and its
failures. To coin a cliche, it's time to step back
from the forest and get a better look at the trees.
It seems to me that there are 11 points on
which television has been eminently successful,
and nine others in which television's progress
leaves something to be desired.
This issue, we'll talk about
accomplishments.
Where

the

tv has succeeded

1 1 In providing mass entertainment. Television has brought so
much to so many in so many places: a new world of entertainment,
a new world of magic, a new world of escape and realism. This, of
course, is television's greatest achievement. It has brought untold
hours of entertainment to untold millions.

WRBL-TV
is
FIRST IN ALL V4 HOURS
6:30 PM TO SIGN OFF

. . . AND WHEN YOU
TALK OF RADIO . . .

WRBL
LEADS

HOMES

The

Television has grown so fast — and is still
growing so fast — that there is little time for a

IN

DELIVERED*

Some say they do not feel that the level of entertainment on the
television screen is high enough. Apparently, however, it is what we
as a television audience want. Why else would television sets-in-use
get up to 65% or 70% of an evening? Apparently enough of the
public find the vicarious psychological release, the companion in
television that so many experts do not.
2) As an outlet and a spur to creativity. The demand for creativity
spurred by television is enormous. Perhaps that is one of the reasons
why the great comics of the day have had difficulty with television.
In vaudeville days, a comic could nurse a routine for years. In
television, he needs a new routine every week.

Station B— 31.940

Television turns out many more feet of film than did the Hollywood industry, pre-television. It creates a challenge for writers,
for actors, and for the advertising people, who must be equally
creative, to sell their wares.
3 ) New wants, new living standards. Television, as a new and
enormous advertising medium, has played a major role in increasing

DAYTIME WEEKLY
WRBL^»6.3I0

our wants; thus helping to raise the standard and the level of American living.

Station B— 31,090
DAYTIME DAILY
WRBL— 29,960
-19,400
Statior

Television, combined with the other great American channels of
communication, has told more and more Americans what the
good things in life are. It has told them what good things they
should have, what good things they should strive for. It has shown
them how they can live, has permitted them to inject themselves into
living, breathing situations, to whet their appetites for a better life.
4) A successful industry, contributing to the growth of the economy. All periods of prosperity have been marked by the growth of
at least one element of industry. At one time it was the railroads.
After World War I it was radio. Since shortly after World War II,
we have been living in the television era.
5) Universal coverage. Television knows no favorites. Perhaps not
every home can afford a television set, but somehow most homes
seem to find a way to get it. Tv cuts across all income classes, all

DAY OR NIGHT
MONTHLY
WRBL— Over 54,420
Station B— 34,940
DAY OR NIGHT
WRBL— 48,810

WEEKLY

•Source: NCS No. 2

WRBL
AM-FM-TV

COLUMBUS,

GEORGIA
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a good rule to follow...

"always buy Meredith stations
to get your advertising homer
Use a slide rule, use a rating, ask your dealers,
or use any other time-buying aid . . . you'll
probably arrive at the same answer . . . the
Meredith Station in Kansas City, Syracuse,
Phoenix, Omaha and Tulsa is your best buy.
Advertising on The Meredith Stations gets results . . . your advertising gets HOME. The
station managers or their representatives can
give you the facts.

ait*J2
KCAAO
WHEN
KPHO
WOW
KRMG

KANSAS
CITY
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA
TULSA
Meredith

SPCN

Stations

15

MARCH

Are

Affiliated

1958

With

BETTER

KCMO-TV
WHEN-TV
KPHO-TV
WOW-TV

The

Katz

Agency

The

Katz

Agency

The

Katz

Agency

John Blair & Co. - Blair-TV
John

HOMES

and GARDENS

and

SUCCESSFUL

Blair

FARMING

&

Co.

Magazines

I

Agency

ad libs continued .

ages, both sexes, all races, all creeds.
When the president has an important announcement to make, he
can reach millions and millions of people all in one fell swoop . . .
They can look at him while he talks to them. Amazing!
6) New areas of potential. Television is not only wondrous in itself; it's wondrous in the mighty new and unthought of avenues for
creative invention.
Black and white had hardly been national — certainly hadn't been
universal — when NBC was broadcasting in color.
We have heard much about "smellavision". Many experiments
have been conducted to bring food and other aromas into your
home. To expand on the creation of buying incentive. None of them
have been successfully developed.
But we can be sure — one day they will!
If three-dimensional movies can be developed, so can three
dimensional television.
That, too, will come in time.
7) Low cost advertising. Television puts at the disposal of Amer

POWER
PEOPLE

ica's advertisers another way of putting their wares before tin
American public. And at low cost.
While intra-industry cost per thousand figures may not be toe
meaningful, they do say something about the cost of communicating
The cost of delivering a thousand messages with television is loweij
than it is with the principle print media. That must mean something
8) Motion and demonstration. Television gives an advertiser thi|
opportunity to reach great numbers of people all at once, witlj
motion and demonstration. It combines both senses — sight and
sound. Along with movie advertising, it is the only medium tha
permits these wonders to be combined in this way. Better than movi'
advertising, it brings the message into one's own home.
And to do all these things at lower cost-per-contact than news
papers or magazines certainly gives us pause.
9) Audience flexibility. Spot television, of course, provides won
drous flexibility in the season for the advertising, the weight of th
advertising, and geographic area to be covered, the frequency to bi
obtained, and the duration of the campaign.
Even network allows a limited amount of audience flexibility. 1
is somewhat comparable to that of women's magazines versus get
eral magazines. The audience reached by women's magazines i
roughly comparable to that reached by daytime television. Th;
reached by the general magazines is roughly comparable to th;
reached via evening television.
10) Virtual national coverage. There are television sets every when
Where there are television sets, there are television signals comin
in. The cost is not negligible, of course — but an advertiser can, b
buying enough stations, potentially reach all 40,000,000- plus teli
vision homes in America — over 80% of all homes in the countr
11) Contribution to media competition. The essence of America
growth and progress is competition. It is the essence of the America
entrepreneurial way. It is the essence of the system that savs "se
interest" will, in the long run, result in the greatest good to tl
greatest number in society.
Television is a new advertising medium, added on top of ij
predecessors. It creates a new form of competition for other medi1
gets them that much more on their toes, makes them work that mu<
harder to give their advertisers and readers that much better produ<
So much for television's accomplishments. In two issues, wc
resume this column with a discussion of tv's failures.
^
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Move

over,

Kilmer,

we

got work

to do

After all the poems are recited about individual
trees (likeeost-per-M's and top-shows-in-market
and quarter-hour-wins and sets-in-use and coverage-area and merchandising-aids and totalhomes-in-area and height-of-antenna and network-affiliation and mail-pull), you have to take
a look at the forest,
In Eastern Iowa, WMT-TV
station.

is the fore-est*

WMT-TV
• Channel 2 • Maximum
• CBS Television for Eastern Iowa
National

Representatives : The

Katz

Power

Agency

*This contorted figure comes to you through the
courtesy of WMT-TV, whose national representatives
will be delighted to show you oak trees, mahogany
trees, strip trees and shoe trees, as well as the forest.
15
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49th at

check KOSI '2 beautiful
in Denver I rating figures

| Madisii
Cui, damned

triple spot!

I've just finished reading your article
on triple-spitting (sponsor, 8 March).
I want to commend you on covering
what is obviously a touchy subject, but
I wish you had gone a step further and
taken a strong editorial stand on the
dangers of the triple-spot.
The practice is dangerous to stations, to agencies, and to advertisers.
Our agency has done some informal
research on triple-spotting, and we
have come up with the following:
1. Triple-spotting tends to stimulate
dial twisting. The average viewer will
watch two commercials during a break,
but the third often prompts him to
switch over — or off altogether.
2. Triple-spotting tends to detract i
from the impact of surrounding com-|
mercials. Viewers are already antag-l
onized over multiple commercials (witness viewer reaction to NBC-TV's Jack
Paar Show). The antagonism toward:
one too many commercials has its ef-|
feet on other commercials.
3. The advertiser who buys into

Oct. Pulse totals KOSI No.1
6 am - 6 pm overall

Every Pulse continues to add on more and more overall
rating points for KOSI! This continuous trend places KOSI
in the enviable No. 1 position in Denver. October Pulse
reveals a big 5.1 average per quarter hour 6 am to 6 pm.
Both I looper and Pulse agree— KOSI is the favorite spot
on the "Denver Dial"! And rightly so, for KOSI's modern
adult music and news formula cut the corners off "square"
programming and put the big round sound into Denver
family radio!

triple-spotting is getting less than his
money's worth, regardless of which
break he buys into, the surrounding
shows
viewing.or any other factors. Cost-perviewer is no bargain if the viewer isn't
I think those agencies like Benton &
Bowles and North Advertising which
have taken a stand on triple spotting
should be commended. I'd like to propose that NAB, 4A's and ANA look
into the subject seriously with a view
to advising its members of the danger;
involved.
Like Lady Macbeth, I say, "Out
damned spot!"

Name withhelf
New York CiP

KOSI -5,000 watte
DroerieK02l-y
SEE PETRY FOR KOSI, Denver

Correction

and KOBY, San Francisco's No. 1 family
overall in Hooper, Pulse, and Nielsen
AMERICA

BROADCASTING

CO.

In your issue of 1 March you ven
thoughtfully carried a detailed stor,
{Please turn to page 26)
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V
T
B
L
A
W
C
D
1
(
T

TOPS

IN

SOUTHWEST

GEORGIA

22 COUNTY AREA EXTENDING TO WITHIN
20 MILES OF THE FLORIDA STATE LINE

OVERALL

SHARE

OF

AUDIENCE

57.6%
HIGHEST NIGHTTIME RATING 44.8*
TOP 15 ONCE A WEEK WALB-TV*

HIGHEST DAYTIME RATING 27.4*
TOP 10 MULTI-WEEKLY WALB-TV*

WALB-TV
GEORGIA'S
EST
IN SOUTHW
LITAN
ONLY
METROPO
MARKET
MAXIMUM SHARE OF AUDIENCE

TflDC
I UrO

HIGHEST

NIGHTTIME

^^^^

RATING

99%

75.0f

YOUR

ONLY

HIGHEST

DAYTIME

61 WALB-TV
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46.0t

BUY IS

Raymond
E. CarOW
Represented by Venard, Rintoul & MeConnell, Inc.
General Manager
James S. Ayres, Co., Southeast
*(WALB

RATING

Hllgh
Sales

ALBANY, GA. 22 COUNTY AREA TELEPVLSE, DEC. 1-16, 1957)
t (ALBANY, GEORGIA TELEPULSE, DEC. 1-8, 1957)

Barclay
Manager

49th & MADISON
(Continued from page 24)

for

MORE

featuring the announcement by the
Storer Broadcasting Co. of 12-month
rate protection on our network affiliate
television stations in Detroit. Toledo,
Cleveland and Atlanta.
In this article, mention was made
that it was not our intention to allow
plan advertisers this 12-month rate
protection.
This apparently was a misunderstanding, because our stations have always considered our published plans as
a part of our rate cards and it is our
intention to allow continuous plan advertisers the same protection as fre-

of HARRIS COUNTY

quency discount advertisers.
As you pointed out, this effects a
considerable percentage of daytime advertisers. We felt you would want this
matter clarified for all concerned.
M. E. McMurray
nat'l sales director
Storer Broadcasting Co.
•

0 FAMILIES UT K-NUZ
"(Cumulative

Pulse —

November,

1957)

New

It was

a misunderstanding,

and

we're happy |

radio neighbors

I was interested in reading about the

Put your product in K-NUZ

top-rated time

new "neighbors" with whom traditional radio net clients now share the air-

periods for sure-fire sales at the
LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND!
aaa&g

new radio
clients.'"
SPONSORwaves1 ("Those
March)
but wondered

No. 1 Buy in
HOUSTON

ih:li>
HOUSTON'S

24

HOUR

National Reps.: Forjoe & Co. —

MUSIC
I

CALL

DAVE

who had forgotten to buy sonic giftwith the pitch that he could solve tht
problem with handkerchiefs. Easteil
egg dyes are, of necessity, only adver
tised seasonally and I know that Rust
craft is in-and-out on a seasonal basis
also.

NEWS

Southern Reps.:

New York
• Chicago • Los Angeles •
San Francisco • Philadelphia
• Seattle
I

IN HOUSTON,

AND

CLARKE
BROWN
Dallas
• New Orleans

MORRIS,

whether the recent move into the "new1
neighborhood" was completely brought
out.
For example, among the list of new
type clients were Rustcraft Greeting
Cards, Fred Fear Easter Egg Dyes.
Irish Linen Guild. I happen to know
that these clients are using network
radio like spot because network is now!
selling like spot. Irish Linen Guild
was in for a very short campaign jusl
before Christmas to catch the shopaei

CO.
• Atlanta

jAekson 3-2587

If network were still selling on firn
26- or 52-week contracts as in the ol<
days, then such accounts would not bi
in network radio but in spot when
thej rightl) belong.
George McGinnij
Chicago, III.

•
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bid :mheat:h:
Gets a, BIG liand
WITH

IN
%
TIME
A.M.

6:00
6:15

28

6:30

30

6:45

23

ROCHESTER,

TIME
A.M.

7:00

SHARE
OF
AUDIENCE
29

7:15

29

7:30

30

N. Y.

7:45
8:15

A. M.
TIME

8:30
8:45
9:00

OF
1| SHARE
AUDIENCE
28
29
26

31
30

WHEC

*

CLOCK"

Rates tops in EVERY ONE
of his 13 competitive Quarter Hours.

SHARE
OF1
AUDIENCE
26

HIS "MUSICAL

9:15

24

Rochester Metropolitan Area Telepulse Oct. '57

Representatives: Everett McKinney, Inc.

AM-TV

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco

-100%

Feature after feature... VANGUARD mw

Not just a few "big" pictures— but every feature
a proven audience winner! AAP's 'Vanguard' group
of Warner Brothers features is good to the last

et the audience!
PORTLAND, Ore.,

reel. 30 of Vanguard's 52 pictures have been
rated in the past— and there's not a single
share-of-audience below 41%. Many are
way up in the 80's and 90's. Why not let
Vanguard chart your course to bigger shareof-audience figures! Call, write or phone.

aci.Di
Distributors for Associated Artists I

345 Madison Ave., Murray Hill
75 East Wacker Drive, Dearborn
1511 Bryan Street, Riverside
9110 Sunset Boulevard, Crestview
Prices for individual pictures on
69%

6-2323
2-2030
7-8553
6-5886
request.

I
I
I
■

SAN ANTONIO,

SAN ANTONIO,

PORTLAND. I

si

1 If

People do

Square miles don't buy
your product . . .

A

1 J

£5

Hp g 11
iJU'

III*
II

1

_

^"%,

JLg|

-'If •

*
^

• it ii i-

You need coverage AND

W'. ,

audience

In WHB's 96-county* world
is first in 432 of 432 quarter hours 6 a.m. to

midnight (Pulse, Kansas City 96-county area . . .
(i a.m. to midnight, Monday through Saturday.)
Whether it be Metro Pulse, Nielsen, Trendex or

^

if *

-»■
IT'S

A

And, WHB

WHB

PULSI

is the dominant first among every im-

portant audience-type!
Talk to a Blair man ... or WHB

General Man-

ager George W. Armstrong.
•situated in Missouri, Kansas and Iowa

Hooper . . . whether it be Area Nielsen or Pulse . . .
WHB

01

J : fc

I"

f ■■■:9h l-I^_^1

WHB

— .

,: ;--1

TI h 1H

J

Pr-23T8» <^///jmI
-V : ~ ■ , *

is the dominant first throughout . . . with

audience shares consistently in the 40%

braeket.

WHB

a

IONS
TODAY'S
TODD
STORZ,

RADIO
PRESIDENT

FOR
• HOME

Kansas

TODAY'S
SELLING
OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

City

WD6Y
Minneapolis
St. Paul
REPRESENTED
BY JOHN
BLAIR & CO.
WHB

Kansas City

WTIX

New Orleans

REPRESENTED

REPRESENTED

BY JOHN

BY ADAM

WQAM
REPRESENTED Miami
BY JOHN

BLAIR
YOUNG
BLAIR

& CO.
INC.
& CO.
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Fall planning preview:

DETROIT BETS
TO JACK

ON AIR MEDIA
ME AUTO SALES

More network specials
followed by flurries of spot tv
and radio — that's the strategy
Detroit admen are betting on
in fall's dog-eat-dog race

by Evelyn

Konrad

^Jetroit is currently fighting its biggest battle of
brand survival, and fall air media strategy may
cast the decisive vote.

from talks with top automobile marketing and ad
executives, presidents and tv heads of car ad agencies and network chieftains:

By mid-March, as Detroit reviewed dismal January-February 1958 sales figures, it became apparent that the no-holds-barred battle shaping up for
fall will dictate major shifts in tv and radio
strategy.

• The car marketing revolution that's been simmering for more than tivo years will come to a boil
by fall. Look for the most radical departure from
current advertising strategy by the medium-priced
models caught in a squeeze by expanding lower-

At sponsor's press-time, as the fourth major car
agency shift in a month became official (Lincoln's |
return to K&E), these major fall trends emergi

price makes.
• Advertising budgets will be trimmed, but netrk tv is likely to suffer a slighter cut than other

SPONSOR
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Road

Four major auto agency shifts

COMPANY

put focus on brands likely

map

to Deti ••

& BRAND

1957-1

AMERICAN
MOTORS
Drtrc.it.
Mich.
14250 Plymouth
Road

to snitch marketing approach

Rambler
14250
Chrysler Corp. picked Leo Burr
it- net tv experience. Above (1. to r.) R.
Y Heath, pres. of Burnett: R. E. Forbes,
dir. Chrysler Corp. adv.: J. Cope, v.p.
Chrysler
Corp.
marketing
and
planning

Plymouth

Hoad
s T.iv

CHRYSLER

CORP.

Chrysler
122
■:.Mich.
JefferBon
Detroit,

r„!?
Il'-IIMHI,

'

.

s 2.:

12200 E. Jefferson

Imperial

DeSoto
Dodge

Lincoln, last of the four shifting car ac-

S (). 1

m. ni-. returned to K&E. agency for Mercury
as well, under K&E president William Lewis
s (».:; i

Plymouth
Chrysler

Division,

headed

Quinn, pres. (1.) will be bandied by Y&R
out of its Detroit office, under supervision
of agency
senior v.p. Frank
Fagon
(r.)

Detroit, Mich
FORD MOTOR CO.
The American Road
Dearborn, Mich.

$ 1.5 M

Edsel

*

I.:,

3000 Schaeffer
Dearborn, Mich.
Buick's move set off chain reaction of car
account shifts. Above, Ed Ragsdale, Buick
general manager who picked McCann, firms
contract with agency pres. Marion Harper

Ford

$11.5 M

Rotunda Drive A Southfield
Dearborn, Mich.

Lincoln

3000 Schaeffer

Mercury
Dearborn, Mich.
media. Although Detroit has traditional \I keyed advertising expenditures to
production, fall 1958 may be the first
major departure from this pattern.
"It will be tougher competition this
fall, and few brands can afford to cut
back on tv weight.' says CampbellKu aid's new president, Thomas Brooks
Adams.
"I believe the industry will advertise
to the hilt, because the fight for shareof-market is tougher than it's been
since end of World War II. Chevrolet's
favorable sales position indicates a
continuation of its network tv policy
through fall. But for the industry as
a whole, tlii- coming fall may be the
first lime when Detroit will spend out
of proportion to current production."
• Look for more network tv specials, fewer regularly sponsored weekly shows. The dollar volume may remain constant, but troubled brands like
Buick. DeSoto maj go to irregularly
scheduled network extravaganzas to increase sponsor identification and get
more promotion and merchandising
mileage.
Those cars (Chevrolet, Ford. Mer-

cury, Dodge and Plymouth) with valuable network tv franchises are likely to
hold on to their properties. But money
from doubtful renewals this spring may
go into specials and heavy spot tv
schedules for a concentrated new-car
Major reason for shift in strategy:

3000
Schaeffer
Dearborn,
Mich.

$ 6.9 ',«

a> \.t w
Flint,

Mi -It.

Cadillac

on regular sponsorship basis," says
Mark Lawrence, tv-radio v.p. for
MacManus, John & Adams, Pontiac

Chevrolet

agency. "In this dog-eat-dog market
we've gotten more impact and dealer
support out of specials. Pontiac, as
such, is bullish on network tv. The
specials it has had this year have been
successful both in circulation and as

Detroit, Mich.

"Tv is an important
segment
of
Buick's over-all advertising program
l /'lease lain lo page 76)

CORP.

Buick

"It's becoming increasingly difficult to
push.
get sponsor identification and stand out

topBuick,
promotable
whose vehicles."
sales problems led to
the recent agency shift, may be one
brand to go in for a combination
of regular-plus-special tv sponsorship
come fall. Says Glenn D. Wilson, Buick
director of merchandising:

$ 4.5 'M

GENERAL MOTORS
General Motors Building
Detroit, Mich.

S. 1 0. 1*

General Motors Bldg.

Oldsmobile
Townsend St.
Lansing, Mich.
s

Pontiac
Oakland
Pontiac.

We
Mich.

STUDERAKER-PACKARD
South Bend, End.

Packard
6 15 s. Bend,
Main Ind.
South

Studebaker
South Bend, Ind.
TOTALS
$75.0j»
SPONSOR
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et production figures, tv spending and who's who in air media buying
COMPANY

AD

ACCOUNT

MANAGER

14250 Plymouth Road
Detroit
Rich. E. Forbes, dir. corp. adv.
J. R. Barlow, mgr. prod. adv.
Jas. Cope, v.p., corp. mkt. pin.
burton R. Durkee, dir.
[. L. Ault, adv. mgr.
. E. Briggs, v.p. sis.

J. L. Wichert
R. L. Goodwi
J. B. Wagstaf

Leo Burnett
Prudential Plaz
Chicago
Young & Rubicam
1600 Penobscot Bldg.
Detroit

B. R. Durkee, dir. adv.,
H. L. Ault, adv. mgr.
C. E. Briggs, v.p., sis.

Young & Rubicam
1600 Penobscot Bldg.
Detroit 26, Mich.

lir. adv. & sis.
adv. mgr.
v.p., sis.

EXECUTIVE

J. F. Henry, v.p. & a/e
A. D. Gage, a/e

red W. Adams, dir. adv
. B. Brogan, adv. mgr.

A.
D. Henry,
Gage, i'
J. F.

Win. Diener, v.p., client serv.
F. S. Cary, Jr., acct. superv.
'. Butler, v.p., asst. superv.
A. P. Butler, v.p., a
J. R. Bracken, a/e
J. J. Seregny, a/e

Grant Advertising
2900 Guardian Bldg.
Detroit 26, Mich.

L. T. Hagopian, dir. adv., sis.
William Hammond, adv. mgr.
Jack W. Minor, v.p., sis. & adv.

N. W. Ayer & Son, I
4100 Penobscot Bldg.
Detroit 26, Mich.

B. R. Donaldson, dir. inst. adv.
R. F. G. Copeland, dir. prod.

Kenyon & Eckhardt
1500 Penobscot Bldg.
Detroit

N-vmour Morris, v
William T. Lowe,
Ira Rothbaum, a/e

Henry M. Jackson, v.p., supvr.

Kenyon & Eckbardt
1500 Penobscot Bldg.
Detroit, Mich.

l Miller, acct. supvr.

Kenyon & Eckbardt
1500 Penobscot Bldg.

David J. Gillespie, v.p.

McCann-Erickson
3546 Penobscot Bldg.

Myron C. MacDonald, v.p.
Robert P. Leonhard, a/e
Robert Ellis, a/e

Kelso M. Taeger, med. dir.
Wm. J. Davis, asst. med. dir.
Judy Anderson, timebuyer
E. W. Froehlich, v.p.. med. dir.
John P. Hartigan, timebuyer
Wm. A. Bushway, timebuyer

MacManus, John & Adams
N. Woodward Avenue
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.

Barker, sup. adv. accts.
Grove, adv. mgr.
Sutherl, sales mgr.
Seaton, sales prom. mgr.

R. E. Bachman, Jr., med. dir.
Wm. Thurber, assoc. med. dir.
J. O. Luce, asso. med. dir., N.Y.

Hugh Johnson, med. dir.
John Marsich, timebuyer

Colin Campbell,

C. D.
Lloyd
V. H.
M. J.

Les Farnath, med. dir., Phila.
Helen
Hartwig, med. sup. &
timebuyer

R. T. O'Reilly, sen. v.p. & a/e
Gerald Martin, v.p., a/e

Kudner
575 Madisoi
New York

W. T. LaRue, ac
F. H. Murray, j

R. C. Holbrook, med. dir.
C. A. Nixon, T. R. Maynard,
Clyde Smith, timebuyers

Leonard Hyde, media supvr.

J. Walter Thompst
2130 Buhl Bldg.
Detroit

H. L. Swan, adv. mgr.
J. E. Bayne, sales mgr.

R. A.
C. Holbrook,
dir.
C.
Nixon, T. med.
R. Maynard,
Clyde Smith, timebuyers

Albin F. Yagley, media dir.
James Brown, asst. med. dir.
David Balnaves, timebuyer

Eldon E. Fox, adv. mgr.
N. K. VanDerZee, sales mgr.

s E. Mille
E. Bayne,

Leu Matthews, v.p., med. dir.
Harold Tillson, med. superv.

BBDO
1800 Penobscot Bl
Detroit 26, Mich.

W. D. Moore, dir. i
A. C. Thomson, ad
Lee F. Desmond, \

John R. Bowers, ac
Walter G. Cooper, <

Lewis Hatt, media dir.

Sheldon Mayer, v.p., a/e

Phillip L. McHugh, v.p.
Carl Georgi, Jr., v.p., med. dir.
R. H. Crooker, timebuyer
Watts Wacker, v.p.. med. dir.
Jack Walsh, timebuyer
Richard Hoffman, timebuyer
E. W. Froehlich, v.p.. med. dir.
John P. Hartigan, timebuyer
Wm. A. Bushway. timebuyer

Warren E. Schoon, adv. mgr.
W. H. Taylor, asst. adv. mgr.
Frank V. Bridge, sales mgr.

MacManus, John & Adams
N. Woodward Avenue
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.

James W. Orr, merch. mgr.

Adams, Burke, Dowling
3 East 54 Street
New York, New York

Ed Cummings, media dir.

James W. Orr, merch. n

Adams, Burke, Dowling
3 East 54 Street
New York, New York

Ed Cummings, media dir.

Adams, Burke, Dowlir
3 East 54 Street
New York, New York

Hovey Hagerman, senior v.p.
James H. Graham, v.p., a/e

s H. Cobb, v.p., acct. sup.

Ed Cummings, media dir.

Source: This directory of advertising and media executives responsible for <
compiled for sponsor by William H. Cartivright, manager of Edward Petry & Co., Detroit.
January-February 1957 and 1958 production figures are Automotive News estimates. Network
tv figures are based on sponsor's talent cost estimates plus network net time charges.
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MAKING
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"No sale is completed until the product is bought by the
ultimate consumer," says Crosley-WLWs

Bob Dunville,

"and it's merchandising that must fill the gap between air
impression and point-of-sale." Here's how clients use it
— free — to make sales and influence dealers and salesmen

by W.
^Jnce the hunting grounds of the
early Indian tribes Cincinnati, Ohio,
today serves as a hunting ground for
national air media advertisers — especially those who put a high value on
local level merchandising.
This is the headquarters for one of
the pioneers of merchandising — the
Crosley-WLW stations which currently
budget more than $100,000 annually
for the specific job of bridging that
vital gap between an aired commercial
and the point-of-sale. There was a
time when this budget stood at roughly
.1 P | million, but by now the cooperation of dealers and trade associations
with the WLW stations in their various
communities (WLW and WLW-T, Cincinnati, WLW-T is currently observing
its 10th anniversary; WLW-D, Daytor,: WLW-C, Columbus; WLW-I, Indianapolis and WLW-A Atlanta) has
brought an efficiency to the operation
that has more than halved the outlay.
To find out just how ellicient such an
operation can be, how much it does for
the radio/tv client in actual sales, and
who pays what. SPONSOR
cinnati for an adman's-eye
much discussed — though
full\ understood — subject

went to Cinview of this
not always
of merchan-

F. Miksch

dising; found it to have many facets.
The Crosley-WLW concept of merchandising dates back to 1937 when
Robert E. Dunville, now president of
Crosley Broadcasting, came to WLW
as assistant to James D. Shouse, now
Crosley 's chairman of the board. Dunville, who at 21 was ad manager for
Gardner Motor Car Co., had formed
strong ideas on advertising and these
dovetailed perfectly with Shouse's. In
radio, they felt, the broadcaster's obligation to the client went far beyond
air facilities.
In the two decades since, this concept was developed until now the 16man merchandising arm of the stations
conducts about 200 local merchandising campaigns for a string of clients
whose billings in Crosley-WLW stations totaled slight!) less than $12 million in 1957 (about $1.5 million of
this was in radio). Backbone of these
campaigns is the station group's P.O. P.
(Point-of-Purchase) Plan.
Through contractual agreements
with such grocery chains as A&P, Albers, Kroger, Royal Blue, Colonial,
etc., and with such drug chains as HyPure, Gray's, Flooks, Jacobs, etc., the
WLW tv stations have access to floor,

MOST

OUT

counter or window displays for
advertisers in some 638 supermarkets
and about 100 drug stores within their
coverage areas in Ohio, Indiana and
Georgia. In addition to the point-of.
purchase displays, the cooperating
stores also feature the displayed products in their newspaper ads.
In exchange for display space, the
stores receive air-time from the WLW
stations (but which they may use only
to advertise their own brands and not
national brands which might com]
with tv/radio clients) . A staff of seven
WLW merchandising field men.
of whom have had short but intensive
courses in marketing and store man

RCHANDISING?

Displays like these f.

igement at Ohio State, prowl the stores
irranging for and checking on displays. In addition to the chains, many
ndependent dealers cooperate with the
stations on tie-in displays. The posters, bulls-eyes, shelf-talkers and other
printed pieces that mark the displays
ire printed by Crosley-WLW, some
\m their own offset press which was in■ktalled in its Cincinnati studio basement four years ago.
i Beyond point-of-purchase, the merchandising extends to many areas:
; • Trade-mailers
to retailers
and
[wholesalers informing them of air cam.
i oaigns on WLW stations and eliciting
heir cooperation.

• Regular monthly publication of
the station group's merchandising
newspaper Buy-Way, carrying news of
programs and products advertised and
circulated to more than 10,000 in the
grocery and drug trades, including
dealers, chains, brokers, wholesalers
and manufacturers. Buy-Way was begun nearly 20 years ago by the first
merchandising staff member that Bob
Dunville hired — Beulah Straway, now
merchandising manager for Life.
• Marketing guidance. Jack Frazier.
director of merchandising and sales
promotion, came to WLW in 1952
from General Foods where he had been
{Please turn to page 84)

(%4f£*U*XyOy*X.-,

:ing client ad and sales execu?s to local retailers and wholesalers
he purpose behind frequent trade pari held at studios, hotels,

Wit— »

Questionnaire: When client comes
on air, he fills out above four-page inquiry into distribution, special product
problems
to aid stations in planning

Results: Bill Best (1), district
manager Maxwell House Div., General Foods, gets Client Report from
Fred
Wilson,
WLW
merch.
dir.

Strategists: Final plans for a point-of-purchase campaign are
discussed by a pair of veterans in sales and marketing: Bob Dunville (seated), Crosley-WLW president, and Jack Frazier, his director of merchandising and sales promotion. Last year, nearly 200
such campaigns were staged for clients under stations' P.O.P. Plan

ales have gone steadily downward
for LO years — the advertising budget
rgoing
is limited — the company is
unde
TER,
CHES
T
OR
P
er.
aS
merg
How do you stop the sales
drop — fast?
Those were the problems Beech-Nut
gum faced in October, 1956. But 195*3
ended
way up.with the gum sales curve on the

HOW

RADIO

What changed the picture? Com.
pany admen bought spot radio — 22C
stations to broadcast 50-115 spots pel

ENDED A BEECH-NUT
SALES SLUMP

week in the nation's top 52 markets
Cost: About $1.2 million for 1957, ac
cording to sponsor estimate.
These were the basic elements o:
the campaign:
• Humorous commercials hitting
consistently at the same copy point— \
Beech-Nut flavor lasts — and all based
on well-known historical incidents.
• Use of 10-second announcement;
exclusively.

For the first time in a decade, Beech-Nut Gum
sales didn't drop in 1957.
in spot radio.

The reason?

$1.2 million

The strategy: Use humor commercials

■with continuity and frequency (all timebuying is
done on a 52-week basis) ; hit the teen-age market

• Timebuying designed to hit th(
nation's huge teen-age market, as well
as adults.

The only other advertising during
the radio campaign was eight full-pagt
ads in Life, costing $280,875 accord!
ing to PIB figures.
Beech-Nut gum had been on th<j |
market since 1891 as a product
Beech-Nut Packing Corp., a firm tha
also sold baby foods, junior foods
coffee — both regular and instant — anc
peanut butter.
All these products now are marketer
under a new corporate banner — Beech
Nut Life Savers Inc. Beech-Nut mergec
with the latter firm, manufacturers o
Life Savers mints and drops and Pini
Bros, cough drops, in August. 195(1
Beech-Nut's stick chewing gum anc
its Beechies candy-coated gum wen
major sales problems to the new cor
poration.
wil
not
reveal The
past firm's
sales, executives
and no break[|
down figures on Beech-Nut product':
are available from other sources. Buj]

«co^^^

^or^aK**^

BEECH

NOTCUMj

NT
MlredeERbeen
PPhave
flavors — and pE
packages

1958 radio campaign mil push Beech-Nut
signed to give flavoi prominent identity (lower pack): old packs (uppei photo),
carried flavor identification in small-size type al an off-center location on the label
\ new term, "flavorific," also will be used in the new Beech-Nul radio commercials

the 10-year gum sales decline was das
sified as "slow but steady" I>> l
Beech-Nut spokesman visited in Por|
Chester by sponsor.
Beech-Nut and gum: Beech-Nut to
day is third among the big three chew,
ing gum sellers, with about 1691 "
the market. Industry sources estimau
Wrigle)
withwithabout
ican
Chicle
24%.45%

and Amerjl

About $300 million is spent annu
ally b) U.S. gum chewers. \s Bil
Geeslin, Y&R
account executive foil

15 march

L95I

The medium Beech-Nut could afford
to do this in was radio — "we felt it
could reach more people more often
for less money. But frequency and
continuity were the keys. That's why,
right from the start, we opened up
with heavy schedules on over 200
stations. And we've stuck with that
pattern," Parker told sponsor.
Ten-second announcements were used
exclusively because "we could almost
double our frequency with them, as
RAB "golden disk" award for Beech-Nut
commercials is presented to Edward J. Noble,
Beech-Nut Life Savers, Inc., board chairman,
by Mrs. Patti Thiebaud, RAB account exec.

opposed to 20's," says Bill Geeslin.
"But now that the 10's have registered
Beech-Nut in a clever and memorable

Beech-Nut gum, phrases it: "Believe
me, nobody's crying the blues about
the gum market!''
In 1956 the national average was
estimated at 168 sticks per person.
Beech-Nut, along with other manufacturers, hopes to see this figure rise
to 500 sticks per capita.
Fantastic? During World War II,
American GI's chewed a total of 620
sticks per capita!

second campaign. They're based on
historical events that virtually every
schoolboy is familiar with, e.g. Colum-

Beech-Nut's gum at the start was
sold at a premium price as a quality
gum — a product that was "chewier"
than others because of a higher chicle
content. In recent years some gummakers have marketed "softer" chews
to reduce jaw fatigue.
Today, most gums are not based on
chicle, but on synthetic plastics, particularly polyvinyl acetate. With synthetics manufacturers can more easily
control chewing quality and costs than
they could in dealing with the sapodilla tree — source for chicle.
The pre-1956 Beech-Nut sales problem is being solved today with increased weight and consistency in advertising— meaning more money.
Only about 1% to 2% of sales
used to be alloted for advertising, a
company spokesman said. Today, he
says the percentage is "considerablyhigher than that."
In its media history, Beech-Nut gum
had been in and out of magazines,
newspapers and even tv before the
switch to concentrated and continuous
use of radio.
Radio dominance: "We had to get
into a medium and dominate it with
our advertising, as opposed to our
competitors'," says Jim Parker, advertising manager for gum and candy at
Beech-Nut Life Savers.

way, we are going into 20's for a
depth-selling job in 1958."
Unusual commercials keyed the 10-

bus' voyage, Custer's last stand. Commercials capitalize on the known his-

torical figure and event to effectively,
)et humorously, get across the idea
that Beech-Nut gum's flavor is longlasting.
For example:
Sound: Old-time airplane motor.
Wilbur Wright: Hey, Orville, how
long are we gonna fly?
Orville: Wilbur, I'm not talking
while the flavor lasts.
Wilbur: What are you chewing?
Orville: Beech-Nut gum.
Wilbur: (awed) Nobody'll ever fly
THAT long, Orville!
This is the second time Beech-Nut
has relied on humorous radio commercials todo a selling job. The firm
last year used a series of minute spots
in several markets to push its coffee.
They were built around the trials of
Penelope Gunch, browbeaten sweetheart of Stacy Randolph, and enter(Please turn to page 86)

iiI\obody,S crying the blues about the gum business," says Bill Geeslin (center),
account executive for Beech-Nut Gum at Y&R, with Bill Dollard (left), Y&R timebuyer,
and Jim Parker, advertising manager for gum and candy at Beech-Nut Life Savers Inc.
U. S. average gum consumption in 1956 was 168 sticks per capita

NEW

TREND

IN SYNDICATION

?

As the selling season gets underway, production of new tv films specifically
for syndication is shaping up as the hot 1958 trend with big film marketers.
Eight of the 10 leading distributors report
syndication.
months.

readying series now for fall

Reason: The big regional film buys made by advertisers in recent

In addition, there'll be plenty of off-the-network availabilities

I he fall selling season is young, but
there's evidence of a new trend shaping
up: film series produced strictly for
first-run syndication.
The majority of the series will still
he pitched first to the networks. But
the growing interest among advertisers
in large regional film buys is bringing
more of the first-run product straight
into the syndicated market.
Eight of the leading 10 distributors
this week had definite plans to syndicate series this fall. Adventure films
will he the rage, but every category is
represented in pilots slated. Here's a
rundown on coming series:
CBS TV Film Sales: Specifically for
syndication are five shows: Colonel
Flack, comedy adventure; Exploring
Space, documentary adventure; and
three unnamed series: an historical adventure, a straight adventure, and a
mystery.
In addition, there'll be several offthe-network. Among them: Eve Arden,
You Are There.
CBS also has three series being
readied (■>■ network sale, but any one
oi them might end up in syndication.
The) arc: The Diplomat (with Claire
Booth Luce) ; Harder Patrol, an Everglades adventure; and Fire Fighters.
ABC Film: \i least two new shows
neither titled are slated fur fall syndication.

CNP:

The only film distributor to concentrate all its selling in the syndicated
marketplace, CNP will have five new
shows. Included: Union Pacific, already released; Danger Is My Business, documentary adventure; a newspaper comedy, tentatively titled Press
Time; an unnamed international intrigue series; and Captain Courage,
historical adventure to be filmed
abroad.
CNP

will also offer several shows

off-the-network. Definite plans call for
Gumby, animated children's series, and
It's a Great Life.
Guild: Three new shows are being
pitched to the networks, but at least
one will end up in syndication. The series: Sabotage, international intrigue;
Dock Crime, a waterfront crime series;
and another English-produced series.
MCA: In addition to Mike Hammer,
currently available, MCA plans two
new series for syndication: an adventure series and a mystery.
NTA: Three series are definitely
planned for first-run syndication:
George lessel's Show Business; U. S.
Marshall, adult western; and Grand
Jury, based on the files of the Los Angeles Grand Jury.
Official: All five of its series will be
peddled first to the networks and na-

tional advertisers, but several official
series will undoubtedly end up in syndication. New series: Calamity Jane,
western; Western Union, adventure;
Big Foot Wallace, adventure of an Indian trapper; Arrest, detective adventure on location in New York City;
and Adventures of the Invisible Man,
an adventure series being filmed in
England with U.S. stars.
Screen Gems : Only one show is slated for fall syndication release: Dial
116, adventure based on the files of
the Los Angeles Rescue Squad. There's
also a possibility that the historical adventure, Ivanhoe, will be released late
next season.
Screen Gems will also distribute
Showcase 39, an off-the-network Ford
Theater series.
TPA: Adventures of Tugboat Annie,
comedy based on the Saturday Evening
Post series, is now being sold. For fall
syndication, TPA plans New York Confidential, new on-location crime series,
and Lassie, first-run off-the-network.
In addition, any one of these could
find its way into syndication: Johnny
Cordes, Airline Hostess, Thunder
Ridge, Cannonball, The Homesteader,
The Mask and Bland in gs Way.
Ziv: Target, Ziv's most recent release,
is the only one currently being planned.
Other product will be aimed at network
sales.
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TV BASICS/MAR.
-APR.

DAYTIME

LEADS

HIKE IN VIEWING

TvB report based on Nielsen figures for January, 1958
show a general gain of tv sets-in-use, with a marked increase in early morning viewing. Web weekend daytime up
I elevision home viewing is continuing its steady climb, with the daytime
audience increasing at a rate faster
than evening.
A Nielsen average minute audience
comparison of January 1958 and January 1957 shows the greatest percentage increase, in viewing took place
during the morning hours on weekdays.
Here's a look at some of the hourly
breakdowns: from 6:00 to 7:00 a.m.
44.1% more homes viewed tv; from
7:00 to 8:00 a.m., there's a 20.9% increase; from 10:00 to 11:00 a.m.,
the increase was 22.3%.

1. THIS
Network

Lower noon and late afternoon setsin-use figures bring the daytime average increase down to 9.8% over 1957.
The evening hourly viewing picture
is basically a steady one — averaging
an 8% increase. The biggest gain
was the 7:00 to 8:00 p.m. period,
reaching 9.7%.
These figures are part of a review of
television put together by TvB and
dubbed Report To The Press (see page
49 for further details).
The same general picture is true of
network viewing, too, with the average
daytime weekend tuning level about

MONTH

Sales Status Week

IN

%
Live
25.0
90.8
85.1

ABCjmmm

NBC

Nighttime
SPONSORED

HOURS

8.8

COST

Cost

OF NETWORK
Cost

Number

Hour drama
$54,000

5

Half-hour music-var.
$42,545
11

month's Nielsen average: 1955 — 4:51
hours spent watching tv; 1956 — 5:01;
1957—5:10.
^

Ending 15 March

MHHHM233

AVERAGE

also rising. Here's how the years
1955 through 1957 compare on a 12-

TELEVISION

Daytime
SPONSORED

double that of the evening increase.
The percentage change, January 1958
over January 1957, is 14.7% gain in
average weekend daytime viewing;
11.5% gain during the weekdays;
6.9% rise in the evenings.
From these figures, it is apparent
that the hours and minutes spent viewing television per home per day are

Number

26

36.5 ABCfi
42.9 CBS
■
61.7 NBC i

26.2

SPONSORED
Cost

PROGRAMING
Number

Situation comedy

Half-hour drama
$34,909
11

$37,295

Half-hour adventure
$31,818
11

28,327

HOURS

Live

18
13

Cost

Number

Hour music-variety
$101,917
6
Half-hour western
$36,591

11

Quiz
SPONSOR

•
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2. ALPHABETICAL
Sponsored

Nighttime

PROGRAM

Network

INDEX

Programs

6-11

p.m.
SPONSORS

PROGRAM
Adventures

at

SPONSORS

COST

Scott

Island:

AND

38.000

R. |. Reynolds,

33,000

P&C.

AGENCIES

PROGRAM

Esty

Father

A-F
Adventures

of McGraw:

Benton

&

Knows

•Eddie
V-L

Bowles

MyA-F
Alcoa-Coodvear

38.000

Theater:

Alcoa.

C.E. Theatre:
Allen

Arden:

Show:

108.000

V-L

Armstrong

36,500

Circle

•Ceorge
Brorby;
hound,

Sc-F
Theatre:

Lever,

U. S
Time,
Peck;
Crey;
Pharma-Craft,

JWT;

43.000
(altwks)

Armstrong
3 25i

38.500
(alt wks)

Amer

65,000

Amcr

alt

Shulton,

Cork,

Wesley

(L

Jack

Benny:

Sc-F

C-F

Polly Bergen:

Mu

•Big

Record:

Mu-L

Bold

Journey:

A-F

Pat Boone:
Jim

Max

Oldsmobile, Brother

& Allen:

Sc-F

Miles, Wade;

The

Invites You:

Calif ornians:

Cavalcade

Dick

Boy:

A-F
V-L

•Rosemary

Club

Sp-L

W-F

Clark:

Climax:

W-F

of Sports:

Cheyenne:
Circus

CV-L

Clooney:

V-L

Colt .45: W-F
Como:

Country

DFS
Ralston

Purina, Gardner
Cen Mills, BBDO

Helena

Ogilvy,

Rubenstein,

A-F

Lucy:

Sc-F

Singer
Gillette,

78,000

Cen

34,000

Mars, Knox
nett

14,500

Beech-Nut

Sewing,

B

&

Y&R;

Lipton,

BBDO

& Crey

42,000

Lever

Bros,

59,000

Chrysler,

58,000

L&M,

37,000

Campbell,

Tv Theatre:

of Riley:

Reeves; alt Kellogg,

Squad:

Mennen,

Make

Me

Mason:

Kimberly-Clark.
FCB;
Noxzema,
SS
C&B; RCA & Whirlpool, K&E; Sunbeam. Perrin-Paus:
Amer
Dairy.
Campbell-Mithun;
Knomark,
Mogul

8,000
<>/2 hr.)

Resort:

Dr-F

28,000

Lorillard, L&N

Show:

Sc-F

36,000

R

Mu-L

Mr.

Name
Navy

Bob

Cummings

John

Daly

December
Richard
Dick

And

News:
Bride:

Diamond:
The

Disneyland:

Dragnet:

6.000U

N-L&F

29,500

Sc-F
A-F

Duchess:

Sc-F

M-F

My-F

Wyatt

Earp:

Doug

Edwards

News:

75,000

Derby,
Mc-E;
Cen
Mills.
TathamLaird: DFS; Cen Foods, Y&R; Reynolds Metals, Buchanan:
Frank

35.000

L&M.

9,500tt

Best

Mills.

Whitehall.

DFS;

P&C,

Bates;

American

Can,

Compton;

Brown

&

Willi)*

Max

Factor, Anderson-McCon

Amer

Tobacco, SSC&B;

Schick, Warwick
Spector

t

alt wk ope

&

alt H. to

Legler; ale.

17,500

JWT (L Tobacco,
3/29)
American
(3 20 S)

40,000

Purex.
Weiss:
alt Libby-Owe F«
F&S&R; alt Bristol-Myers, >.

Gumbinne

Kaiser Companies,
Pan American
Colgate,

Y&R

Airways, JWT

j

Bates

R. J. Reynolds,

Esty

Buick,

Frigidaire, Kuir

Kudner;

Kellogg. Burnett; Whitehall. (■
U. S. Rubber; F. D. Richards
Pharmaceuticals,

23,000

Parkson

Kodak. JWT

People

24,000

R. |. Reynolds. Esty; Toni, Nil

34.000

Y&R
Borden,

Are

Funny:

Choice:
To

M-F

Sc-F

Person : I-L
90:

Dr-L&F

Is Right:

Q-L

The Real McCoys:

34,000

Y&R;

Amer

Florists
Delivery
Time-Life,
Y&R
Cas. L&N;

Home
Assn.,

P*
Cra

39,000

Amer

l/2 hr.
21,500

Philip
Morris,
Burnett:
K ■
Clark, FC&B; Allstate. Burr"
Speidel, K&E; alt RCA, K&E

Bristol-Myers SO

Sylvania, JWT

Sc-F
35,000

Restless

Gun:

Rin

Tin:

Tin

W-F

Warner-Lambert,

37,500

A-F

Nabisco,

41,500
36,000

Dr-F

SSC&B

38,000

alt

1

K&E

writer, Y&R
Chemstrand,
DD&B;
Schlitz, JWT

Sally: Sc-F
Schlitz Playhouse:

per segment.
List does not include
e chart. Costs refer to average show
re cross (include 15% agency corntime charges. This list covers period

BBDO

Rand,

P&C,
BatesY&R;

55,000
23,000

V-L

Soup.

Remington

38,500

Compton

N-L&F

t

37,000

♦Price

DFS; General Foods, B&B

Sc-F

Hour:

V m

Esty

Lever Bros, BBDO;

34,000
41.000

Dr-F

Amateur

Y&R;

Campbell-Mithu
Burnett

Ozzie & Harriet : Sc-F

Playhouse

Lorillard, L&N
H. Curtis, C.

& Eve:

Q-L

Person

35,000

Dr-F

that Tune:

Cen Foods, B&B

Cen

R. ]. Reynolds,
Kraft, JWT

7,500
d/2hr.)

MuV-L

People's

3 days open

33.500

30,000

W-F

|. Reynolds. Esty; alt ChesebroughPonds, Mc-E

Bristol-Myers, Y&R;

24,000

35,000
d/2hr.)
I-L

Munsel:

Log:

Johnson.

35,300

C-L

My-F

W-F

Adams

&

Cold
Seal.
Pillsbury,

28,000

the Press:

Patrice

Bates; alt Lever, J

Bristol-Myers, Y&R
Johnson
BBDO

46,000

V-L

Laugh:

Millionaire:

Mc-E

Williamson-Dickie,
Evans
& Assoc;
Carter
Prod.
Bates; General Foods,
Y&R

Jubilee;

of Last

Whitehall,

37,000

My-F

MacKenzie:

Perry

Meet
BBDO;

36,000
36,000

30,500
34,000

Jill: Sc-F

Maverick:

Mc-E

BBDO

29,000

36.000

Sc-F

Bur-

Mc-E

& Whirlpool, K&E

53,000
34,000

Sc-F

Y&R

|WT

Elect,

RCA

Lipton,
Y&R;
Toni, North
Y&R
L&M, DFS; Sperry Rand Own

Y&R

Original
Court

Dr-L

Beaver:

My-F

That

Gisele

Gen

Campbell

•Life

Line-up:

»

38,000

A-F
It To

M

Lifesavers,

Q-L

M

Maxon

Elect, Y&R,

a Secret:

Leave

Love

45,000

V-L

Music

Mood:

Lassie:

Carnation, EW.R&R;

37,500

140,000
•Perry

Robin

W-F

My-F

V-L

Dr-L

Oasis:

Chicle,

Will Travel:
Presents:

I Love

•Kraft

CBB

AGEN

Lever Bro V

W-F

Gun,

I've Got

Campbell-Ewald

Amer

40,000
Caesar

Purina,

Chevrolet.

31,000
40,000
Burns

Ralston

DDB

32,000
W-F
W-F

Factor,

47,000
i.ilt wks)
115,000

V-L

JWT;

L&M, Mc-E
Ford. JWT

V-L

Scouts:

Paper,

38,000

32.000
Godfrey's

Hitchcock

Tobacco, BBDO

50,000
8,500

Arrow:

Tobacco, BBDO

47,000

45,000

V-L

Bowie:

Broken

V-L

Show:

Dr-F

Gobel:

Gunsmoke:

BBDO

Have
Father:

115,000
(alt wks)

Ford

Crey)WT

Dr-L
Bachelor

Sc-F

V-L

Ernie

Scott

38.000

FSR; alt Coodyear, Y&R

Dr-F
•Steve

Eve

Best:

Fisher:

Tennessee

AND

COST

alt

Roya'rP

15 March-11
April.
Propa
m types are indicated as follows: (A) Ac*
(Au) Audience
Pari
Interview, (J) Juvenile. (M) , (C) Comedv. (D) Documentary, (Dr) Dr»<. «
) Misc., (Mu) Music, (My) Mystery, (N) NeM
Quiz, (S) Serial, (Sc) Situat ;ion
Comedy, (Sp) SportB, (V) Variety, (w)

Listing continues
SPONSOR

•
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Now get the complete Network picture!

SPONSORED
and
SUSTAINING
Largest available scientific sample
26 top markets
IN-HOME

# <j* OUT-OF HOME TOTALS
_ R[atings per Quarter Hour
#
Audience Comp per program
# •

MEN, WOMEN, TEENS, CHILDREN
With the tremendous upswing in radio
now more than ever you need total tune-in —
outside listening correctly additive to in-home.
(Auto share is only part of out-of-home!)
No guesstimates— this scientific, accurate sampling has established Pulse radio data
leadership since 1941. Standard in broadcasting. A logical development from Pulse individual markets now totaling over 175!
Homes using radio for each of the four
time zones are reported by quarter hours.
ABN, CBS, MUTUAL, NBC-each rating is
based on the local Metro areas of the local
affiliates — weighted proportionate to radio
families in each market.
You must see an actual report to understand the widespread praise for this new buying tool.
"Indispensable!"
Write
for free copy on your business
letterhead, mentioning this magazine. $50 a
month for established subscribers — $100
otherwise. Get the complete network picture!

730 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW

x 8V2 inches HANDY

POCKET

SIZE 84 pages

_

^^^^

YORK 19, NEW

YORK

ULSE, Inc.

LOS ANGELES

• CHICAGO

• LONDON

EVERY MONTH you get Pulse validated data from . . .
• 10,000 different families per 5-day strip
• 4,000 different families per once-a-week program
• Metropolitan areas totaling 18,555,000 families
Individual Programs Networked in 10 or More of 26 Major Markets
SPONSOR

•
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MONDAY

SUNDAY
ABC

P Al

C O

3. NIGHTTIME

CBS

NBC

The Last Word
sust

»*an Anier Airways
Hemo-Magnif.
Bell Telephone

Meet

The

(3/16;

ABC

CBS

TUESDAY
NBC

ABC

CBS

5:30-6:30)

Outlook

1 (3 Prudential
'
30 only 6-7)

No

net

service

.
.
1 Campbell Soup
„
Lass,e

No net service

Bachelor

Sports

(3/23; 6:30-7:30)
My
Frien<J fma

Maverick

Chemstrand alt
Royal Typewriter

Ed Sullivan
(8-9)
Mercury
alt Kodak

S. C. Johnson
alt Greyhound
U.S. Time

Steve

D

sust alt Carter

Edwards
Whitehall

s

News

Focus

Sportssust Focus

No net service

|ohn
Daly
News
Bristol-Myers

D Edwards
Brown A Wmson
(repeat feed)

OSS.

Robin Hood
Johnson
A Jhsn
alt Wildroot

Love That Jill
Max Factor

Burns
& Allen
Carnation
alt
Gen Mills

Restless Cun
War. -Lambert

Talent Scouts
Lipton, Toni
High Adventure
Delco (3/24 8-9)

Amer Tobacco
alt Bulck

Wyatt Earp
Gen
Mills
alt PAG

Twenty-One
Pharmaceuticals

Broken Arrow
Rais-Purlna
alt Miles

Father

Jack alt
Benny

News

D Edwards
Brown A Wmson

Shirley Temples
Natl Storybook
Dan*
Hill
Bros.. Breck

lUft
Sally
Maverick
Kaiser Companies
(7:30-8:30)

NBC

Press

Allen

John

Daly

News

(repeat feed)
Price Is Right
Cheyenne
Gen Electric
7:30-830)
(alt wks

Speldel alt
RCA

Sugarfoot
(alt wks 7:30-8:30)

No

net service
D Edwards
Whitehall
(repeat feed)

(repeat feed)
Treasure
Hunt
Hazel Bishop

Name Kellogg
That Tune
Whitehall alt

Mr. Adams & Eve
R. J. Reynolds

R..4

alt Glamorene

George Cobel
(alt wks. 8-9)
RCA A Whirlpool

Colgate-PalmoL
Adventures at
Scott
Island
Reynolds

Sid Caesar
Invites You
Helena Rubinstein

You Asked for It
Butter

Scotland Yard

net service

Steve Allen

Bold Journey
Ralston-Purina

C. E. Theatre
Gen Eleetrio

Dinah Shore
Chevy
(9-10)Show
Chevrolet

Firestone

Hitchcock
Theatre
Bristol-Myers

Chevy Show

Challenge
$64,000
Revlon alt
P. Lorlllard

Bristol-Myers,

No

Ed Sullivan

Loretta

No

Danny Thomas
Gen Foods
Ball-Arnez Show

Firestone
(4/7)

Welk Top Tunes
New
Talent
Dodge-Plymouth

December

Welk

No

net service

(9-10)
Bride

Gen Foods
Studio One
In Hollywood
Westinghouse
(10-11)

Young

PAG
Show

What's My Line
Remington Rand
alt H Curtis

Wells Fargo

Top Tunes

Studio One
In Hollywood

net service

Alcoa-Coodyear
Theater

Telephone

Goodyear

Suspicion
(10-11)
Philip Morris

Time

Bell

Eve Arden
Lever- Shulton

Eddie Fisher

Toni

(alt wks 8-9)
LAM

(1/1

S)

To Tell The

lot

Adventures
PAG
of McCraw

Truth
Pharmaceuticals

Bob Cummings

Red
Skelton
Pet Milk
alt S. C. Johnson

Or

Reynolds
alt Chess-Ponds

llMri

Bel

West Point
Bristol -Myers

The Californians

Phillips-Van

1

$64,000
Question

Hall of Fame
Hallmark

No

net service

No

net service

(3/24; 9:30-11)
NOTE:

L preceding

Index

t date on air.

S following d

r sponsor in time slot.

continued... Sponsored
SPONSORS
Chevrolet,

Phil Silvers Show: Sc-F

42.000

P&C,

Sgt. Preston: A-F

32.000

Quaker

Scotland Yard: My-F

8.600

Ltra: V-L&F

67,500

$64,000 Challenge: Q-L
$64,000 Question: Q-L
•Red Skelton: CV-L&F

35,000
39.000

Gale Storm Show: Sc-F

39,500

52.000

Y&R
Ceneral

Nighttime

AND

R.

).

Reynolds,

Y&R;

Revlon,

Y&R;

Bristol-Myers,

Revlon,

BBDO

BBDO

Pet Milk, Cardner; alt S. C. Johnson,
FCB

Westinghouse,

Mc-E

Sugarfoot: W-F
Ed Sullivan Show: V-L
Sunday News Special: N-L
Suspicion: My-L&F

79.500
9.500

Esry

Telephone Time: Dr-F
The Thin Man: My-F
This Is Your Life: D-L
Danny Thomas: Sc-F
•Tic Tac Dough: Q-L

Chesterfield, Mc-E
P. Lorillard,

Mercury, K&E;

alt Kodak, JWT

6-11

p.m.

SPONSORS

Tales of Wells Fargo: W-F

Oats, WBT
Foods,

-

Programs

AGENCIES

Camp-Ewald

Burnett;

Network

To Tell The Truth: Q-L
Tombstone Territory: W-F
Top Dollar: Q-L
Trackdown:
A-F

40,000
52,000
47,500

AGE :IE«

a1 la*

Bates

P&C, B&B
Cen Foods, B&B
RCA, K&E
Warner-Lambert,
Pharmaceuticals.

24,000

SSC&B;

Colgate-Palmolive,

23,500

Bristol-Myers,
Brown

Lennen

&«>»t'

Parkson
Y&R

& Wmson,

Bates (3 \V

33,500

Treasure Hunt: Q-L

22,000
23,000

20th Century: D-F
Twenty-One: Q-L

45.000

Wagon Train: W-F
Mike Wallace: I-L

Amer
Tobacco,
Bell, Ayer

22,000
42,500

Truth or Consequences: Q-F

U.S. Steel Hour: Dr-L
Voice of Firestone: Mu-L

AND

36,000
31.000

30.000
60.000
28.000
25.000

Amer
BBDO;
Mobil Tobacco,
Oil, Compton

al Socn

Product Services
Hazel
Bishop,
Spector;
Sterling Drug, DFS

(••'■

Prudential, Reach McClinton
Pharmaceuticals, Parkson
U.S. Steel, BBDO
Firestone, Sweeney & )ames
Drackett,

Y&R;

Lewis-How M«;

15.000

V: hr.
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FRIDAY

THURSDAY

CJESDAY
NBC

ABC

MAR.-

CBS

APR

SATURDAY

CBS

NBC

11

ABC

CBS

NBC

John Daly News
Bristol-Myers

repeat feed)
Circus

7:30-8:30)
Drackett,

Boy

Tic Tac

Dick Clark Show
Beech-Nut

Dough

Kellogg

1
Richard
Private

Perry Co

Diamond
Detective
Williamson.
(8-9) Dickie
Carter Prod., G.F.

P. Lorllla •

Country

(8-9)
Klmberley-Clark
RCA
& WhMlKX

urtis

Music

(L

3/22)

Bm.Top & Dollar
Wmson
(3/29 S)

Phil Silvers
P&G alt
R. J. Reynolds

The

Patrice Munsel
Buick alt

Ford Show

Lawrence

Frlgldaire
Bristol

Academy

Walter

Factor

Club Oasis

Have Cun, Will
Cisele MacKenz
Whitehall
Bob
Hope

Welk

Winched

Cunsmoke
Sperry-Rand
LAM
alt

Pharmaceuticals

Brown &; Wmson

Awards
Jane Wyman

No net service

No

net service

No

net service

Your Hit Parad<

3/26:10:30-12:15)

SPONSORS

COST

^Inesday Fights: Sp-L
Lrence Welk: Mu-L
^kTop
M

Curtis

Myers

Make Me Laugh
Am. Tobacco
(3/20 S)

KM

Max

Cale Storm
Helene

Tunes: V-L

45,000

Mennen,

14,500

Dodge,

19,000

Dodge

12,000

Point: A-F

AND

AGENCIES

Mc-E; Miles, Wade

&

Plymouth,

Bristol-Myers,
Y&R;
Heusen, Crey

Phillips-Van

38,000

Plymouth,

^terWincheU File: Dr-F

39,000

Revlon,

37,000

Toni, North

36,500

H.

J'i Wyman: Dr-F

L. Ball-D. ArnezShow:

$225,000
200,000
CV-F

*Dupont Show of the Month:

F-y White: CV-L

\»g0

COST

Academy Awards

Crant

29,500

^lt's My Line: Q-L

Specials and Spectaculars
PROGRAM

Crant

BBDO
(4/1

Dr-L The Magnificent: D-F
*Hemo

S)

Spector;

Quaker

Oats,

*High Adventure with
Lowell Thomas: D-F

I Asked For It: M-F

18,000

V Bet Your Life: Q-L

51,750

Itta Young: Dr-F

42,000
49,000

P&C,

B&B

Amer

Tobacco, BBDO;

45,000

Cen Foods, B&B; Ford, JWT

37,000

* Swing Into Spring: MuV-L

AC

Wide, Wide World: M-L

rHit Parade: Mu-L
Grey Theatre: W-F
: A-F

15
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165,000

AND

AGENCIES
Picture

Arts &

Ford, JWT— 4/7
Dupont, BBDO— 3/27
Hallmark,

FC&B— 3/24

* Hallmark
Hall of Fame:
Dr-L

Crant

Bishop,
NL&B

275,000

SPONSORS

Academy of Motion
Sciences — 3/26

Skippy Peanut

Butter, CBB

Bob Hope Show: CV-L&F

DeSoto, BBDO;

Toni, North

Omnibus: M-L

alt Toni, North

Spark Plug, Brother; 7-Up, JWT

300,000

Amer. Tel. & Tel., C&W— 3/16

250,000

Delco

267,000
115,000

Johnson Motors, JWT— 4 5
Union
Carbide,
Mathes; Aluminium
Ltd., JWT— 3/23, 4/6

* Shower of Stars: CV-L

200,000

*Shirley Temple's Storybook

225,000
200,000
210,000

(CM), Camp-Ewald— 3/24

Chrysler, Mc-E— 3 20
). H. Breck, Ayer; Hill Bros. Coffee,
Ayer; National Dairy, Ayer — 3/23
Texaco, C&W— 4 9
Cen. Motors, McM, J&A— 3 16. 3/30

<

The ladys not for yearning
Certain renowned opinion molders tell us this charming lady
spends her day hefore the glowing screen longing to escape
an unrewarding round of dishes, diapers and drudgery.
Much as we hate to dispute these savants, we are forced

to conclude that this is so much mish-mash. at least msofa
as our young Central Ohio mothers are concerned.
'Teedii
Our heroine enjoys the stimulating progn
fare
WBNS-TV. not to evade her domestic responsibilities, buj
to enrich their meaning. It did our hearts good, on a recenj
check-up, to find ourselves mailing out as many as 6,5(X
booklets on such "escapist" subjects

3lks". "Three Minute Cook Book" and "How to Care for
ouse Plants."
The high percentage of renewals from advertisers attests
WBNS-TV's selling power. This television station, born
id raised in Central Ohio, produces results which prompt
mny agency time buyers to say, "If you want to be seen
Central Ohio — WBNS-TV."

WBNS-TV
CBS Television in Columbus, Ohio
Market center of two million people
Affiliated with The Columbus Dispatch, The Ohio State Journal
and WBNS Radio. Represented by Blair TV.

Q

MONDAY

SUNDAY
ABC

CBS

P A I

C O

DAYTIME

TUESDAY

CBS

NBC

Carry

ABC

CBS

Gen Food!
Florida Citrus

Lever

Look

NBC

Moore

Up & Live

Mentha

Camera

(L .V24)
Truth or Cons.

Truth or
Consequences
Sterling alt Lere

Three

Tic MO
Tac

Dough
alt

Church k. Dwlght

Search
for
Tomorrow
P&0

Could Be You
Menthol alt
Pharmaeo
ChfS-Pnria alt F

News

(1:25-1:30)

(1:25-1:30)

lust

P&Q
Tan Camp
Vlck Chem alt

Beat The Clock

Beat

The

Howard

Miller

Clock

Bristol-Myers
Art Linkletter
alt Ton!
alt Stand Brands
Matinee
P&G alt
Llbby (3/17)

American
Bandstand
partlc & co-op

Verdict Is Yours
Stand
Brands
Bristol-Myers

No net service

Wide Wide
World
1-5:30. alt wki)
Gen Moton

American
Bandstand

Omnibus
(4-5:30. alt *ks)
Union Carbide

Paul Winched

Edge of Night

Modern

Romances

Modern
Sterling
Drug
alt
LibbyRomance"
(3/17)
Great Challenge
sust (5-6)
See It Now

Comedy
P&G
M. Saber
Hemo-Magnif.
l!,ll Telephone
3/10;

5:30-6:30)

Mickey Mouse
B. F.Club
Goodrich

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S
NETWORK TELEVISION
COMPARAGRAPH

Time
alt

& INDEX

The network schedule on this and preceding pages (42. 43
includes regularly scheduled programing 15 March ti
11 April, inclusive (with possible exception of change,
made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly schec
uled programs to appear during this period are listeas well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pre
grams

not

listed

are:

Tonight,

NBC,

11:15

p.m.-l:0

- 11

G R A P H

I>

ABC

NBC

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

lSDAY

CBS

ABC

NBC

Dough Re Mi

Dough

Re Mi

Arthur Codfrey
Gen Foods

NBC

Libby
Gerber alt

Nestle alt
Gen Foods

n

SATURDAY

CBS

ABC

Carry Moore
Sunshine Blsc

Carry Moore
Nestle
Libby alt

Treasure Hunt

APR.

15 MAR.

Gen.
Mills
alt
Pittsburgh Paint
Lever
alt sust

Treasure Hunt
P&G

CBS

NBC

Capt Kangaroo
(9:30-10:30)
Luden
Brown (9:45-10)
Shoe

Dough Re Mi

Howdy
Doody
Baking

(10:15-10:30)

Fury
Ruff & Reddy

Treasure Hunt
Corn

Prod

alt sust

Mighty Mouse
Gen Foods alt
Colgate

alt

alt P&O
Price

Price Is Right
Lever alt

Sun Bisc alt
Florida Citrus

Is Right

Gen Foods
Gen Foods

Gen Mills
alt Vick Chem

Starklst
alt SOS

Truth or Cons.
Dotto

Alberto Culver
alt Miles

to

Tic Tac Dough
Gen Foods alt
Starklst
PAG

rt

It Could Be You
Gen Foods alt
Chicken of Sea
Lthn & Fink

i.

Hotel
Cosmopolitan
Love

of Life
P&G

Search for
Tomorrow
P&G
Cuiding
P&G Light
No net service

c
Close-Up
oo-op

(1:36-1 3»)
Miller

Hotel
Cosmopolitan
sust alt Swift

Tic Tac Douph
Kraft
(L 3/27)
P&G
(4/10 S)
Mlnnetota Mining
alt P&G
It Could Be You
alt Miles
P&O alt
Brown & Wmson

1

Minn.
Mining
alt sust

Jimmy
Dean
Armstrong
(12-1)

Sterling Drug

True Stacy

alt SOS
P&G

Search for
P&G
Tomorrow

It Could Be You
Am
Home
alt
P&O

Detective Diary
Sterling Drug
Jimmy

Dean

Prod
Lone
Gen

Close-Up

News

Ranger
Mills

alt Nestle

No net service

(1:25-1:30) sust)
As the World
Howard

Miller

Howard

Miller

Howard

Miller

No net service

P&O
Swift

Howard

Kitty Foyle

Love of Life
Amer Home Prod

No net service

Close-Up
co-op

Beat The Clock
G. Mills alt Kodak
Sunshine Bisc
alt Vick

Miller

Johnson & Johnson

Art Linkletter

Playhouse

Dough

alt Com

Beat The Clock
Nestle
Libby alt
Howard Miller

Tic Tac

P&G Light
Cuiding

sust

P&G
Plllsbury

Jeckle

Andy's Gang

alt sust

As the World
Howard

Gen Foods

(L 3/31)

Truth or
Consequences

Dotto

alt Lever

Heckle &

Drackett
Mentho

alt Miles

Truth or
Consequences
uit alt L & Fink

Price Is Right
Lever alt Corn Prod

Art
Kitty Foyle

Plllsbury

Linkletter
Lever
Bros
Swift alt

No

Kitty Foyle

No

No

net service

No

net

net service
service

net service

Matinee
Matinee
Corn Prod

:

Matinee

ay Queen for a Day
Chicken of Sea
r
,11

'

P&G
Modern Romance
Sust alt

Bandstand
tiartle & co-op

Do You Trust

Big

Payoff

Kraft (3-41
(L 3/27)
P&G
(4/3 S)
P&G

Verdict Is Yours

American
Bandstand

Big Payoff
Colgate

partlc & co-op

Matinee

Your Wife'

Johnson

P&G

Bandstand
Carter Prod
Peter Paul
Lever Bros.

Brighter Day
P&G
Secret Storm

Queen for a Day
Bm. & Wmson alt
Minn.
Mining
Miles alt

American
Bandstand

Edge of Night
P&O
Plllsbury

Verdict
Libby
Gen
alt

Do You Trust
Your Wife?

Woody
Woodpecker
Kellogg

alt

P&G
Mickey Mouse
Club
Brls-Myers.
Pills
alt Gen Foods

No net service

Matinee
Drackett
alt sust

No net service

Day

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

p&g
Nafl
Queen for a Day
SOS alt
Welch

Hockey

All-Star Coif
(2-concl)

NCAA Football
Ntl. games
(var.

times)

alt Corn Prod
Edge of Night

P&G
Modern Romance
Kraft (L 3/27)

American
Bandstand

Kraft

(L 3/27)

Miles

alt

The Buccaneers
Sweets Co. (L 4/4
Corn Prod (4/11 S
Mickey Mouse
Club
Gen

Mills

a.m., Mond ay-Friday,
p irticipating s ponsorship; Sunday
Sun
Speci al, CBS,
day, 11-11:1 5 p.m. (Car ter and
Whitehall ) ; Today,
NBC,
7:00-9 :00 a.m., IMondayFriday, par ticipating; C iptain Kanga roo, CBS, 8
\.
a.m., Mond ay-Friday, 9 30-10:00 a.rr ., Saturday,
; pating; Ne ws CBS, 7:4 5-8:00 a.m. and 8:45-9:( )0 a m
day.
particiMonday-Fn
News

Is Yours
alt sust
Mills
sust

Brighter

BinrManH
Gen. Mills, Easter
Inc.. Lever
Bros

Vick
Comedy Time
lux alt P&G

P&G
Whirlpool
alt sust

(L 3/27)

))

alt
Chem

P&G

Miller Brewing

Modern Romance
Sterling Drug alt
Comedv

(See above)

NCAA Football
Jrls. -Myers. LlbbyOwens-Ford.
Sunbeam. Zenith.
R

J. Reynolds

NCAA

Time
(See above)

Mentho

(See above)

Football

Regional gamea
Sunbeam.
Philip
Morris. AMF
Football
Scoreboard
follows
(15 mln.Football)
pgm.—

All times are Eastern Standard.
Participating sponsors
are not listed because in many cases they fluctuate.
Sponsors, co-sponsors and alternate-week sponsors are
shown along with names of programs.
Alphabetical index
°^ nionttime programs, together with show costs, sponsors
and agencies starts on page 40.
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BUT.. .You'll Find WKZO-TV
Leads To Sales Records

RESEARCH
BUREAU
1957
REPORT

RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
i^H

PERIODS

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m. to 1 1 :00 p.m.
SATURDAY
8:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
SUNDAY
9:00 a.m. to 1 1:00 p.m.

iM^^H
Number of Quarter Hours
with Higher Ratings
WKZO-TV

Station B

143

57
6
10

94
50
40

16

In Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids!
When you're on the track of greater sales in KalamazooGrand Rapids, you need the market dominance of
WKZO-TV.
Want proof?
Look at this!
ARB shows
!
WKZO-TV is first in 267% more quarter hours than the
next-best station — 327 for WKZO-TV, 89 for Station B! I
WKZO-TV telecasts from Channel 3 with 100,000 watts |
from 1000' tower. It is the Official Basic CBS Television I
Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids — serves over 600,000
television homes in one of America's top-20 TV markets!

WKZO-TV

100,000 WATTS
*
CHANNEL
3
•
1000' TOWER
Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids
For Greater Western Michigan
Avery-Knode/, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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THE MILLION-DOLLAR BRANDS IN
SPOT TELEVISION: WHO THEY ARE
TvB figures for 1957 show that 50 brands accounted for $1 million or more
in gross time spending. P&G

has nin? of them, but the biggest two brand

spenders are Brown & Williamson's Viceroy and Kool, with Alka Seltzer
close behind.

In 1956 there were 43 million-dollar brands in spot television

m ifty brands spent over $1 million
in gross time on spot tv last year.
This was revealed today (15 March)
in the second installment of TvB's
report on spot spending last year.
The new figures follow the TvB disclosure that total gross time purchases
in spot tv last year came to $488.7
million, up about 13% over 1956.
(For details on spot as well as network
tv spending in 1957 plus trends in
both media, see the six pages of charts
which follow.)
In addition to the 50 brands accounting for more than $1 million
each in spot tv during 1957, 22 of them
; spent over $2 million. This compares
with 43 brands spending over $1 million and 17 spending over $2 million
during 1956.
Biggest single brand spender, according to TvB estimates, was Brown
j and Williamson's Viceroy, which alone
I accounted for $6.3 million in gross
time purchases. The filter cigarette
j was top spot tv spender in 1956 also.
the figure then being $5.4 million.
|Second place last year also went to a
B&W brand — Kools — followed closely
by Miles Labs' Alka Seltzer.
Kingpin corporate spot tv spender.
P&G, which jumped its spot tv investment from $17.5 in 1956 to $25.9 last
year, spent over $1 million in 1957 on
nine brands compared with six the
iyear before. It is indicative of P&G's
flexible marketing strategy that only
one of the 1957 spot tv million dollar

SPONSOR

•
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brands — Gleem — accounted for that
sum in 1956. P&G's other blue chip
brands last year were Big Top peanut
butter, Cheer, Clorox, Comet, Duz,
Prell, Tide and Zest.
On the other hand, here are the
P&G million-dollar brands in 1956
which dropped out of that charmed
circle in 1957's spot tv roster: Crest,
Dash, Ivory Flakes, Joy and Lava.
During the 1957 list of the other big
brand names in spot tv: Continental
Baking's Wonder and Profile breads,
Bayer aspirin, Maxwell House coffee,
Colgate Dental Cream, Arrid. Anahist,
both Coca and Pepsi Cola. Bulova,
L&M filters, Ford cars and Hit Parade.
Spot tv's top 10 corporate spenders
in 1957 did not differ much from the
top 10 in 1956. All of the '57 top 10
were among the top 13 the year before.
P&G and B&W took first and second
rank, respectively, again. Continental
Baking jumped from 8th to 3rd place.
Lever jumped from 13th to 7th place
and Carter jumped from 12th to 8th
place. On the other hand, WarnerLambert dropped from 7th to 11th
place while Philip Morris dropped
from 5th to 12th place.
TvB's spot tv estimates for the last
quarter of 1957 showed the highest
quarterly figures ever reached by the
medium: $119,835,000. This peak is
11% above the corresponding quarter
in 1956. However, a greater number
of stations reported to the N. C.
Rorabaugh
Co. ( which collects spot

tv data for TvB) during the 1957 final
quarter, so TvB compared figures for
279 stations which reported during
both quarters. The increase for these
stations was 12%.
The 13% spot tv increase for the
full year does not represent that much
additional time purchased. Part of
the jump is due to rate increases,
though exactly how much cannot be
pinned down. However, a Katz Agencyr
study of rate trends in 60 markets
(see sponsor, 1 March 1958, pages
30 and 31) showed that prime time
rates for 20-second announcements
went up 9.5% between 10 September
1956 and 10 September 1957.
The first part of TvB's year-end
roundup of spot and network tv, released at the end of last month, showed
that 25 /V of 450 reporting tv stations
said they had raised rates during 1957.
This
52', compares
in 1955. with 53 % in 1956 and
TvB's network figures, culled from
PIB, rvealed a gross time total for
1957 of $516.2 million, compared with
$488.2 million in 1956. Like the spot
tv figures, these are based on the onetime rate and do not include programing or commercial costs.
The network totals for product
categories showed cosmetics in first
place. This is the first year that food
has not been the leading product
group in network spending, an indication not only of shifting media patterns but new brand proliferation. ^

Turn page for spot tv brand data -

WHAT

EACH

BRAND

TOP

Continental Baking

] . Procter & Gamble
Company
$25,916,840
American Famil)
Detergent
372,860
American Family Soap27,210
Biz Liquid Detergent
121,170
Big Top Peanut Butter .... 1,212,220
Camay Soap
452,000
Cascade Detergent
2,820
Charmin Paper Products 373,330
Bonus Granulated Soap ••
980
Cheer
1,498,170
Clorox
1,930,720
Comet
1,326,580
Crest
141,080
Crisco
603,030
Dash Detergent
936,330
Dreft
148,670
Drene Shampoo
90,300
Duncan Hines Canned
Foods
4,620
Duncan Hines Mixes
699,520
Duz/Blue Dot Duz
2,938,000
Fluffo
148,390
Gleem
1,400,650
Ivory Flakes
608,700
Ivory Snow
247,210
Ivory Soap
153,070
Jif Peanut Butter
547,760
Joy
236,300
Lava Soap
136,680
Lilt Home Permanent —
355,310
Liquid Ivory
105,830
Oxydol
382,610
Pin-It Home Permanent215,500
Prell Shampoo
1,307,320
Secret Cream Deodorant
124,900
Shasta Shampoo
2,170
Spic & Span
972,660
Tide
1,130,510
Velvet Blend Shampoo—
75,120
Winter Set
276,590
Zest Beauty Bar
4,609,950
2. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co... $12,988,920
Du Maurier Cigarettes •••• 556,320
Kool Cigarettes
5,031,830
Raleigh Cigarettes
1,130,730
Tube Rose Snuff
10,250
Viceroy Cigarettes
6,259,790
3. Continental Baking Cm
Buttermilk Bread
Certified Bread

OF THE

$10,190,060
73,810
19,410

25 SPOT

General

(continued)

County Fair Bread
County Fair Triplette
Cake
Daffodil Farm Bread
Hostess Cakes
Morton Frozen Foods •■•■
Profile Bread
Staff Bread
Trim Bread
Twinkles
Wonder Bread
Wonder Brown & Serve

20,760
2,920
1,869,530
1,049,550
2,817,220
536,500
430
53,930
3,659,060
5,490
8,770
4,670

4 . Sterling Drug, Inc. . . $8,635,890
3,005,670

Bayer Children's Aspirin
Bayer Nasal Spray
D-Con Rat Poison

76,580
8,220
17,640

Dr. Caldwell's Laxative •• 207,490
Dr. Lyon's Dentifrices— 307,330
Double Danderine
193,010
Energine Lighter Fluid— 332,340
Fizrin
1,314,920
Fletcher's Castoria

217,920

Haley's M. 0.
767,160
Instatine
318,030
Ironized Yeast
167,210
Molle Shaving Soap •••• 1,220
Pepsomar
183,060
Phillips' Milk of
Magnesia
1,405,850
Phillips' Milk of Magnesia Toothpaste
3,900
Z.B.T. Baby Powder
108,340
5. General Foods
Corporation

$8,447,900

Angel Flake Cake Mix ....
Baker's Instant Chocolate

9,750
900

Birdseye Frozen Foods •• 296,590
Bireley's Soft Drinks
3,420
Bliss Coffee
41,840
Dream Whip Topping .... 34,850
Go Ironing Aid
5,680
Jello Gelatin Dessert
62,150
Jello Pudding/Pie Filling 558,360
Kool Aid
168,160
Kool Shake
130,770
Maxwell House Coffee — 4,892,140
Minute Potatoes
3,780
Noveltee
5,740

SPENT

Foods

(continued)

Perkins' Lemonade Mix ••

68,010

Rolls
Wonder Buns
Wonder Rolls

Bayer Aspirin

TV CLIENTS

920

Post's Dry Cereals
1,710,260
Sanka Coffee
86,960
Swansdown Cake Flour •• 80,550
Swansdown Cake Mix •••• 173,690
Tang
19,210
Yuban Coffee
162,180
6.

Colgate-Palmolive
Company

$7,739,080

Ad Detergent
690,320
Ajax Cleanser
32,120
Brisk Dentifrice
34,300
Cashmere Bouquet Soap320
Colgate Bar Soap
122,680
Colgate Dental Cream .... 3,088,580
Colgate Lustre Net
5,550
Colgate Shave Cream
650,600
Colgate Shave Lotion
1,600
Deodorant Beauty Soap •• 173,330
Fab
Detergent
415,710
Florient
Aerosol Air
Deodorant
Halo Shampoo
Kan-Kil
Lustre-Creme Shampoo-.
Merry Detergent
Palmolive Shave Cream- •
Palmolive Shave Lotion-Palmolive Soap
Rapid Shave Cream
Vel Beauty Bar
Vel Detergent
Veto Deodorant
7. Lever Bros. Co

207,730
908,890
2,440
50,620
5,410
358,900
79,510
54,500
29,010
737,280
88,810
870

$7,642,980

All Detergent
Breeze

13,950
119,430

Dove Toilet Soap
1,963,660
Gayla Toilet Soap
26,920
Good Luck Margarine •••• 272,890
Hum Detergent
84,710
Imperial Margarine
411,180
Lifebuoy
25,690
Lipton Tea
1,603,840
Lucky Whip
222,510
Lux Liquid Detergent .... 189,350
Lux Toilet Soap
284,120
Pepsodent
297,660
Praise Toilet Soap
27,970
Rinso
199,070
Shield Toothpaste
11,730
Silver Dust
34,480

81,990

Spry
r 1957; figures are gross a? estimated by TvB.
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I

Lever Bros,

(continued)

Stripe Toothpaste
Surf Detergent
Wish-Bone Salad
Dressing
Wisk
8. Carter Products,
Inc
Arrid Deodorant —
All Types
Carter's Lactesia
Carter's Little Liver
Pills
Colonaids
Crew Hair Tonic
Effisan
Nair
Perspray
Rise Shaving Cream

5,680
14,380
55,320
1,696,450

$6,995,260
3,766,280
400
1,242,910
224,280
6,600
18,390
695,980
20,190
1,020,230

Warner-Lambert (continued)
Richard Hudnut Cosmetics
41,830
Richard Hudnut Creme
Rinse
33,170
Richard Hudnut Shampoo
1,410
Sportsman Toiletries
20,160
3 Flowers Brilliantine •■•■ 6,440
Virisan
45,160
12. Philip Morris &
Company
$4,941,470
Bond Street Tobacco
690
Marlboro Cigarettes
1,452,410
Parliament Cigarettes
- 1,770,990
Philip Morris Cigarettes- 1,717,380
13. Robert Hall
Clothes
Clothes

$4,928,930
4,928,930

9. Miles Laboratories,
Inc
$6,392,640
Alka-Seltzer
5,003,540
Bactine
855,460
Nervine
9,740
One-A-Day Brand
Vitamins
468,430
Tabcin
55,470

14. International
Latex Corp
$4,722,660
Athlete Foot Treatment- 92,050
Isodine
1,058,240

10. National Biscuit
Co
$5,822,320
Cookies & Crackers
3,372,700
Dromedary Cake Mix .... 288,050
Dromedary Dates
2,920
Home Town Bread
174,160
Master Plan Bread
252,760
Milk Bone
19,600
Millbrook Bread
68,410
NBC Bread
105,740
Pal Dog Foods
19,200
Ranger Joe Cereal
14,500
Uneeda Instant Fizz Drink
11,880
Various Dry Cereals
1,492,400

15. Coca-Cola Co./
Bottlers
Coca-Cola

11. Warner-Lambert
Pharmaceutical
Company, Inc
$5, 690,870
Anahist Cold Remedies- 3,846,710
23,320
Antiyzme Toothpaste
243,370
Beauty Curl
121,570
Bliss Home Permanent- 423,740
Bromo Seltzer
DuBarry Light and
Bright
Hudnut Home Permanent
Listerine Antiseptic
Listerine Dentifrice

4,760
293,690
49,660
106,290
85,530

Pin-Quick Home Permanent
Prophylactic Tooth Brush
Quick Home Permanent-

4,870
8,740
330,450

SPONSOR
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Playtex
Playtex
Playtex
Playtex

Baby Pants
Bra
Girdles
Gloves

732,670
1,096,290
1,150,500
592,910
$4,207,890
4,207,890

16. Adell Chemical
Company
$4,109,800
Lestoil Liquid Detergent 4,109,800
17. Bulova Watch
Company
$4,050,400
Bulova Electric Razors—
57,910
Bulova Watches
3,992,490
18. Liggett & Myers
Tobacco Co

$4,001,840

Chesterfield Cigarettes —
L & M Cigarettes
Oasis Cigarettes
19. American

1 2 7, 1 60
3,857,720
16,960

Chicle

Company
Adams Clove Gum
Beeman's Gum
Certs
Chiclets
Clorets
Dentyne
Rolaids

$3,726,800
64,790
599,210
138,230
268,430
704,520
689,250
1,262,370

20. American Home
Prod. Corp
Anacin
Bisodol

$3,589,680
2,044,370
8,570

American Home Prod,

(continued)

Buffered Anacin
Drial Nasal Mist
Dristan
Emberstick
Freezone
Heet

30,250
13,740
8,820
11,740
3,300
9,400

Outgro
Preparation H
Primatene
Soothol Antacid
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee Quality

6,400
749,270
40,290
11,930

Food
408,670
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee
Ravioli
5,680
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee Sauces- 2,650
Dennison's Foods
104,150
Aero-Shave
53,250
Aero-Wax
30,610
Antrol-Snarol Ant Poison 5,430
Black Flag
Easy-Off Oven Cleaner—
Wizard Deordorizers
21. Ford Motor Co

6,370
19,880
14,910

$3,436,050

All Ford Motor Company Cars
Edsel Cars
Fords Cars
Ford Jet Engine
Ford Tractors
Ford Trucks
Lincoln Cars
Mercury Cars
22. American Tobacco Company
Herbert Tareyton

510,390
56,860
2,100,040
150
4,790
704,770
24,250
34,800
$3,145,930

Cigarettes
592,020
Hit Parade Cigarettes — 2,092,750
Lucky Strike Cigarettes- 123,860
Pall Mall Cigarettes
337,300
23. Antell, Charles,
Incorporated
$3,066,630
Charles Antell Cosmetics 1,758,360
Charles Antell Spray Net 495,710
Formula #9 Hair Cream 348,160
Formula #9 Shampoo •••• 373,710
Sando Reducing Aid
2,010
Slim Magic
2,080
Super Lanolin Liquid
Makeup
Vita-Yum
24. Pepsi-Cola Co./
Bottlers
Pepsi-Cola

7,760
78,840
$3,038,650
3,038,650

25. Lorillard, P.,
& Company
Kent Cigarettes
Newport Cigarettes
Old Gold Cigarettes —

$3,018,660
1,568,430
389,870
1,060,360

For top 100 spot tv clients, see page 54
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month on The Late Show!
This month, any month, you won't find anywhere
a greater galaxy of stars in so many box-office hits
as appear night after night on television's most
famous feature film program. For WCBS-TVs
vast library from M-G--M, Warner Brothers, 20th
Century-Fox, United Artists and Columbia has
more major-studio releases than are programmed
by New York's six other channels combined !
The Late Show audience, an average of 1,320,000
viewers nightly, is assured of top entertainment
every time (not just an occasional good picture,
or one repeated several nights a week) . No wonder
Nielsen, the only four- week rating service, finds
The Late Show far ahead not only as New York's
favorite late-evening entertainment but also as
the area's most popular multi-weekly feature film
program series.
Right now, at television's peak viewing season,
here's a unique opportunity for you to reach bigger
New York audiences at lower cost-per-thousand
on The Late Show. Contact (
Spot Sales today.

WCBS®TV

TvB

DATA

continued . . .

ESTIMATED

SPENDING

1. Procter & Gamble Co
2. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co
3. Continental Baking Co
4. Sterling Drug, Inc
5. General Foods Corp

OF TOP
$25,916,840
12,988,920
10,190,060
8,635,890
8,447,900

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Colgate-Palmolive Co
Lever Brothers Co
Carter Products, Inc
Miles Laboratories, Inc
National Biscuit Co

7,739,080
7,642,980
6,995,260
6,392,640
5,822,320

11.
12.
13.
14.

Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co
Morris, Philip, & Co
Hall, Robert, Clothes
International Latex Corp

5,690,870
4,941,470
4,928,930
4,722,660

1 5.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Coca-Cola Co./Bottlers
Adell Chemical Co
Bulova Watch Co
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co
American Chicle Co
American Home Products Corp
Ford Motor Co
American Tobacco Co
Antell, Charles, Inc

4,207,890
4,109,800
4,050,400
4,001,840
3,726,800
3,589,680
3,436,050
3,145,930
3,066,630

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Pepsi Cola Co./Bottlers
Lorillard, P., & Co
Shell Oil Co
Esso Standard Oil Co
Reynolds, R. J., Tobacco Co
Kellogg Company

3,038,650
3,018,660
2,993,100
2,933,060
2,887,630
2,829,510

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
15.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Anheuser-Busch, Inc
Food Mfgrs., Inc
Nestle Co., Inc
Corn Products Refining Co
Block Drug Co
Factor, Max, & Co
Avon Products, Inc
Falstaff Brewing Corp
Folger, J. A., & Co
Beech-Nut Life Savers, Inc
Nehi Corp./Bottlers
Bristol-Myers Co
Texas Co., The
Wrigley, William, Jr., Co
Gillette Co
Ritchie, Harold F., Inc
Ballantine, P., & Sons
Schlitz, Jos. E., Brewing Co
Marathon Corp
National Dairy Products
Seven-Up Co./Bottlers

2,792,410
2,781,640
2,530,320
2,477,860
2,347,400
2,290,850
2,287,750
2,196,180
2,194,020
2,180,520
2,154,430
2,131,010
1,992,030
1,968,000
1,888,790
1,885,110
1,814,930
1,752,250
1,749,690
1,743,450
1,712,270

lOO SPOT

TV CLIENTS

DURING

51. Grove Laboratories, Inc
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

1957
$ 1,688,460

U. S. Borax & Chemical Corp
Heinz, H. J., Co
Wesson Oil & Snow Drift
Standard Oil Co. of Indiana
Piel Bros., Inc
General Motors Corp
Pabst Brewing Co
M. J. B. Co
Peter Paul, Inc

1,653,640
1,621,790
1,618,070
1,597,460
1,594,130
1,552,630
1,480,060
1,473,340
1,458,710

61. Hamm, Theo., Brewing Co
62. Interstate Bakeries Corp

1,453,340
1,452,080

63.
64.
65.
66.

1,427,250
1,421,040
1,414,570
1,404,070

Seager, Helaine, Co
Burgermeister Brewing Corp
Minute Maid Corp
Hills Bros., Coffee, Inc

67. Phillips Petroleum Co
68. Standard Brands, Inc

1,387,820
1,308,750

69. Curley, Robert, Ltd
70. Milner Products Co

1,304,080
1,296,950

71. Glamorene, Inc
72. Tea Council of U.S.A., The
73. American Bakeries Co

1,280,540
1,280,080
1,232,170

74. Carling Brewing Co., Inc
75. Maybelline Co
76. Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co

1,231,440
1,168,860
1,158,090

77. Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc
78. Best Foods, Inc

1,139,720
1,124,940

79. Quaker Oats Co
80. United Vintners, Inc
81. Great A & P Tea Co

1,123,470
1,113,880
1,066,120

82.
83.
84.
85.

Plough, Inc
Ralston-Purina Co
General Cigar Co
Borden Co

1,059,920
1,059,010
1,056,760
1,049,160

86.
87.
88.
89.
90.

RaycoMfg. Co
Pepper, Dr., Co./Bottlers
Reily, Wm. B., & Co., Inc
Sardeau, Inc
Sunshine Biscuit Co

1,037,940
1,031,720
1,025,840
1,023,340
991,960

91.
92.
93.
94.

Safeway Stores, Inc
Pharmaceuticals, Inc
Ward Baking Co
Associated Products, Inc

990,700
940,150
939,110
919,230

95.
96.
97.
98.
99.

Kroger Co
Proctor Electric Co
General Mills, Inc
Langendorf United Bakeries
Gold Seal Co

905,29C
902,41C
901,19C
891 ,26C
868,24(

100. Simmons Co./Dealers

TvB

864.27C

data continues page 5(

goes Dig in
'cause he's seen on WDENH
Typical of the WBEN-TV leadership in the Western New York market is THE CISCO
KID — seen every Monday, Wednesday and Friday on WBEN-TV 6:15 to 6:45 P.M.
CISCO goes big in Buffalo! More than half the homes viewing television at this time
follow the daily adventures of THE CISCO KID. In this 3-station market, this gives you
better than 2 chances out of 3 that your TV
Channel 4.

message will be seen if it's spotted on

And that goes for every TV dollar you have to spend in the rich Western New York
market dominated by WBEN-TV coverage. Of the forty-four 15-minute segments
between 8 A.M. and 7 P.M., WBEN-TV leads in 26 of them!
You can reach THE CISCO KID'S early-evening family audience very conveniently,
very economically. How conveniently ? Call our national representatives, Harrington,
Righter & Parsons, or our sales department.
They'll show you how — morning, noon or night — your TV dollars count for more
on Channel 4.

WBEN-TV
CBS in Buffalo
THE
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(000)
PRODUCT
Food & Grocery Products
He, Beer & Wine
( osmetics & Toil dries

(107,615
34,345
34,240
32.026
30.390

Drug Products
Tobacco Products & Supplies
Confections &: Soil Drinks
Household Laundry Products

21. 576
16.286
16.030
13.202

Gasoline & Lubricants
Dental Products
Automotive

Gross spot
television time
sales by

12,912
12.545

Consumer
Seniles
Clot hi ni:. Furnishings, Accessories .
Household Equipment
Appliances

product groups
Comparison of spol h spending by
categories of products during 1956 and
1957 shows 21 categories went up in
spending, while nine went down.
\monsi tlio-e with tin- biggest increases
were groceries, cosmetics and clothing

8.688

Watches, Jewelry, Cameras
Household Cleaners, Cleansers, Polishes, Waxes
Household Paper Products .
Pet Products
Hon seh old Fu rn ishin gs
Bui/ding

Material. Equipment. Fixtures, Paints .

Transportation & Travel
Phonograph.

Musica1

Instruments

Sporting Goods. Bic\cles. Tins
Publications
Agriculture
_.
_..
Amusements. Entertainment
_
Notions
Garden Supplies & Equipment
Hotels, Resorts. Restaurants
Stationery. Office Equipment
Miscellaneous
_.
_

TRODUCT

■-

Toiletries

Soaps
iutomotive
Smoking
Drugs

Materials

Household
Equipment
Radios. Tl Sets
Industrial
Materials
Candy, Sojt Drinks
Beer. Vine
leu eli i . Cameras

Insurance
Gasoline, Oils

Of':: :■ Equipment

3,422
3,075
2,866
2,360

1.366

$119,683
38,483
48,500
38,195
33,387
26,668
22,347
22,259
7,446
12,640
9,745
11,295
5,610
6,334
9,376
4,968
4,744
3,865
2,857
2,793
2,890
1,482
1,915
1,148
1,333
461
660
378
606
357

. _
6,301
$448,734

1956
1000)

1957
(000)

S 89.055
85.572

$ 96,629
102,268

60.559
56.730
40,747
39.428

68,376
53,018
49,085
46,353
19,838

34,526
11.171)
11.245
8.712

4,377
13,482

CROUP

7.680
6.383

1,924
4.198
1.151
3.489

Mlsl rllaiiriills

7,581
8,071
7,774
6,920
2,861
3,814
3,662
5,386

Materials
Household f urnishings

3 278
3 267
3.039

COTI sun:, !

2.601
2.556

4837

2.047
938
650
499
81

2,035
1,225
1,775

Publishing, Media
Sporting Goods, Toys
Travel & Resorts
Agriculture
Horticulture
Entertainment

6,863
5,329
3.805
4,658

1.440

Total

Food

7.735
7.066

Household, General
TV. Radio.

ii i (000)
inn
1957

CROUP

211

3,572
3,038

Gross network
television time
sales by
product groups
PIH figures for 1956 vs. lasl yeai dj
clo-c that spending went up in 17
categoric, went down in nine, remained
about the same in two. Note that toiletries top food as biggest spender—
the first time food i- in second place

102
10
111

Freight, etc.
Total
1488,168

$516,202

15 march
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TV'S

GROWTH

AND

CURRENT

Along with its release of spot tv
figures for 1957 and the last
quarter of that year, TvB has put
together some facts about how far
video has progressed in nine
\ears. The next two pages contain highlights of this report,
which covers both net and spot.

STATUS:

THE

TvB

NO.
SPOT
TV ADVERTISERS
PER YEAR

48

of

advertisers using tv
network & spot risen?
Figures from PIB

BY

NO. NETWORK
TV ADVERTISERS
PER YEAR

TV STATIONS
COMM'L
INNO.OPERATION

YEAR

1949

98

1950

156
96
106

1951

How has number

A REPORT

(for network) and

\. C. Rorabaugh (for spot) show dip
for 1957. Station figures are January
each
year.
Stations
in
1958:
495

530
970
1540

214
225

1952

108

1953

123

1954

342

295

1955

413

300

1956

441

321

1957

471

293

257

1632
2009
2789
3355
4399
4154

iuiiiiiii;i:iiiiuiiiii!ir iiiiiiiii IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
DAY
lOOOl

Year

NICHT
%

of total

(000)

o of total

(0001

TOTAL

73.0

% of total

1951

$ 34,529

27.0

1952

51,861

28.7

128,934

71.3

180,795

100

1953

68,063

29.9

159,524

70.1

227,587

1954

102,240

31.9

217,915

68.1

100
100

320,155

1955

127,140

31.2

279,759

68.8

406,899

100

1956

153,794

31.5

334,374

68.5

488,168

1957

156,971

100
100

30.4

359,231

69.6

516,202

What percent of all
advertising spending
has tv accounted

$ 93,460

Year

1949
1950
1951

for since 1949?

1952

Television's share of total advertising
expenditures continues to rise, though
as these McCann-Erickson estimates
show, there was a leveling off last year.
Spending data includes discounted
; time, programing and commercial costs

1953
1954
1955
1956
1957

SPONSOR

•
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$127,989

TOTAL ANNUAL
ADVERTISING
EXPENDITURES
(000)

$ 5,202,200
5,710,000
6,426,100

M

100

Network

Day and night share of network billings have remained fairly level, as
figures to the left show. The source
is PIB and the figures are in terms of
gross time costs before network discounts, not including production costs

TELEVISION
ADVERTISING
EXPENDITURE
(000)

$

57,800

8,164,100
9,194,400

TV % OF
TOTAL

1.1

170,800

3.0

332,300

5.2

453,900

7,156,200
7,755,300

tv spending

daytime & nighttime

606,100
809,200
1,025,300

9,904,700

1,209,900

10,432,000

1,315,000

6.3
7.8
9.9
11.2
12.2

12.6

TvB data concludes page 58

323%

TvB

57.8%
9.9%

DATA
CROSS TIME

... by
day
time of

1

100.0%

259,320,000

Late Night

44,376,000

Total

Spot tv expenditures

EXPENDITURE

$145,038,000

Day
Night

$448,734,000

44.5%

in 1957

10.9%
CROSS TIME EXPENDITURE

... by
buy
type of

1

Announcements

1

Participations

|

Programs
Total

j

Average

weekday

NO. OF
SHOWS

YEAR
1955

47

1956

51

program

49,856,000
112,549,000

HOMES
(000)

2,325

H IIIIIIIIIII

daytime program
(000)
HOMES

NO. OF
SHOWS

4,276

21

Figures are from Nielsen, cover January

Network
Average

through

December

audiences

each year.

3,180
2,899

May
April

1957

2,222
August

2,415

September

2,223

October

2,915
3,231

November
December

1957

4,004

February
May

3,553

March

7,467
9,195
9,098

7,779
7,536
April

2,557
2,361

9,052
9,025

7,350
6,855

7,817

6,115
5,426

6,244

5,383

6,751

6,436
7,100

7,942

7,053

June

2,628
2.568

August

2,474

September
JulyOctober

8,890

November

3,373
3,756

8,077

December

9,387
9,222

8,378
Extent of the winter peak and summer
during the day

(on weekdays)

dip for network tv programs

and at night.

I

for weekend daytime, 18% for I

1956

3,035

3,074

8,364

January

3,211

'!

j

of the year

3,318

2,662
2,292
1.998

June
July

7,073

22.4%

123

Average evening program
program

3,780

February

j

Rating is based on homes able to receive each program

by months

January

March

I

6,035

4,409

weekday
daytime
1956

HOMES
(000)

21.8%

3,453

14.9%
13.7%

Increase in homes reach for average network program from 1956 to 1957 is 12% for weekday daytime, 3%
evening.

RATINC
21.3%

134
135

19

3,060

100.0%

87,450,000

RATINC
14.2%

19

2,743

I

audience trends by year

NO. OF
SHOWS

8.5%

25.1%
OF TOTAL
19.5%

$448,734,000

Average weekend

program

8.4%

56

1957

daytime

RATINC
8.2%

$199,879,000

ID's

lllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Network

%

is shown above by Nielsen figures on the number of homes reached

All figures are in thousands.

January

1958

figures are:

daytime, 4,463;

15

nighttime, 9832

MARCH
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They told us one day that the mouse was moving.
But were we dismayed?
On the contrary, it created the kind of challenge
that KSLA-TV personnel absolutely
thrives upon. They could take the mouse ..... but
by golly, we'd keep the 27.9 rating!
So we created a show of our own by wrapping
a Salt named Captain Holly around
POPEYE and Looney Tunes Cartoons. And
to let the kids know that POPEYE AND HIS PALS
were coming to town we staged a contest and
promotion
the success of which
nearly blew us all down!

POPEYE

The ratings? 27.9 for
15.4 for the mouse,

and we haven't even eaten our spinach yet!

channel

shreveport, la.
Represented by PAUL

SPONSOR

•
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H. RAYMER

CO., INC.

With attention focused on the corporate image,

How
Heir's what
the held of
to say about
l\. how they

SPONSOR

ASKS:

effective are pr films on tv?
three authorities in
film syndication had
use of free films on
can he used in selling.

Rollo W. Hunter,
vice president and
director o) tv and radio, Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Rum. Inc.

I his specialized adjunct to advertising
has enjoyed healthy growth in the past
few years. Risk dollars have become
increasingly scarce during the same
period. Ergo, these efforts on the
fringe of the direct pitch, variously
known in their own trade circle as
"sponsored business films."' "institutionals" or "industrials for tv" must be
paying off. But the path from telecast to cash register is far more devious than for paid commercials. Certainl) this approach is no substitute
for direct television advertising. It
would seem to be a worthwhile corollary ifthe budget will stand it and if
il is appropriate for the product or
sen ice.
lo build a hypothetical (yet reasonaU\ typical) case in point: let"s say a
furniture manufacturer engages a pro.
ducer to make a 10-minute picture
titled "How to Furnish a Home." It's
entertaining and has some educational
\alue as well. Somewhere in the middle <>l ii i- • soft sell for his line,
the trade-mark visible in close-ups
maybe, a few identified model- of lii~
(hair- and divans 01 some such, but
all -ubtle no overt vending whatever.
Then he contracts with a distribution
firm to feed print* i,, tN stations, guar-

anteeing him a certain number of
showings. The film gets programed
as a fill, strictly sustaining and usually
in poor time, but in aggregate, lots of
people see it. This doesn't ever trigger
any land office retail business. It does,
however, engender some good will. It
promotes awareness of the trade name.
It probably also builds stature for the
client. In the long, long run it can be
expected to help sales. A qualification
would seem valid in this connection:
while stations currently use an average
of five hours of these public relations
films per week, the supply of available
free films is increasing constantly.
Stations naturally are becoming more
selective and entertainment value is the
key to getting bookings. If you're
going to make them, you must make
them good.
Stanley Wynett, sales promotion
manager of Modern Talking Picture
Service, Inc., which distributed almost
300 of these films to tv last year, says,
"They don't solicit orders, but they do
inform and entertain, and ultimately
exert influence on buying."
Among the hundreds of excellent
films in this field are "The Petrified
River" for American Cyanamid.
"Working Dollars" for The New York
Stock Exchange and "Formal Fisticuffs" for After-Six Formal Wear.
This route to public attention may
not be measurable in rating points or
easily traceable in receipts, but it must
sure!) give its own gentle lift to sales.
Dick

Randall, president, \etwork Film
Corporation, \ '■/< ) orh

In general, they are not too effective.
Of course I'm excluding our campany's
experience. We believe that the basic
function of a film for a mass medium
such as television, is to entertain. I Have
you ever bought anything from a salesman who bored or irritated you?)
This is especially true of television
where there is a multiple choice of
channels. In other words, to gi
sales pitch, you must first hold your
audience and then get the message
across in small doses. So many films
fail, very expensive ones I might add,
because the subject matter is dull or
annoying or hard-sell even though they
are perfect technically.
We believe in entertainment first;
from this stems the sell. For example
we did a job for a company that makes
a curtain hook. Earth shattering?
Breath taking? Hardly. However,
when the film was properly promoted
on television to interested women's
groups all over the country and they
saw what an asset these hooks were to
their everyday problems of decorating,
the results were spectacular. Of course
we stressed many home decorating
hints and showed the living rooms of
several famous people to remove the
commercial stigma, but the viewers
certainly knew who made the curtain
hooks.
Another film we did recenth for the
Baldwin Piano Company could have
been a bore had we not interjected a
piano recital on a Baldwin with two
leading classical jazz pianists to liven
up the story of how a piano is made.
So, I say entertain the people; then
sell them. There's nothing new about
this. The medicine men of yesterday
had it down to a fine art.
Another question a firm might ask
of its economist is: Do pr films on television sell enough merchandise to warrant the expenditure of prod"cing the
film? The answer is very basic — yes,
{Please turn to page 62)
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I Continued jroni page 60)
hut make the film as inexpensively as
possible without losing the quality of
content. We at Network specialize in
inexpensive documentaries, towing the
budget line by eliminating whatever is
not absolutely essential. Most docu■iiriitai \ film outfits spend months in
research, preparation and planning before shooting. We stor\ board the job
in one or two days. I suattj there are
half a dozen extraneous people behind
the scenes while filming is underway.

Our crews usuall) consist of a cameraman, assistant, electrician and director; all are long and hard workers.
^ et it is completed for less than $500
a finished minute when most film makers charge from $1000 to $1500 per
completed minute of footage in color.
Naturally the sales value of a film of
this nature is three times more than one
made for three times the budget. The
proof is evinced by the fact that we
have shot approximately 350 documentaries inthe past two years. I am
sure that is more than practically any

other documentary film producer in
the business. Eighty per cent of the
jobs were for firms who had never had
a film made previously; firms who realized the sales value of a "subtle com.
mercial" because it was well within
their budget, and the amount of free
television time gleaned from free
showings of their picture was usually
five to 10 times the cost of the picture. Pr films can be an effective sales
tool if they are properly made.

Richard H. Depew, television program

coordinator, Cunningham

&

Walsh, Inc.,

New York

el9&*H

e

Public relations films on tv do indeed
help company sales. Were this not so,
industry would have stopped making
such films years ago. Fortunately
business leaders have seen that by telling a product or industry story
through the use of television they are
able to realize a certain amount of
institutional advertising, educate the
public, and create product demand.
A film telling the "steel story" will
not only promote steel sales for the
film's "sponsor," but will also promote
sales for manufacturers using steel in
their finished products such as kitchen
utensils, lawn mowers, automobiles,
n-12Noon

Station

WMBD
a
b
c
d
misc.

6o

35
12
19
21
6
7

12Noon-6pm

33
15
17

9

6pm-12pm

37

26
27

—
—
10

YOU CAN DOMINATE THIS LARGEST
21*
MARKET IN ILLINOIS (outside Chicago)
WITH RADIO PEORIA, WMBD
PEORIA,
CBS
RADIO

LLINOIS

etc.
A cosmetic company may make a
public relations film for school, club,
and tv use telling the proper hand-care
story. Such a film obviously cannot
be one long commercial for a company
making only one product. Rather it
must demonstrate all facets of hand
care, particularly if the film is to be
shown on television. It will therefore
probably promote hand lotions, soaps,
scissors, cotton, gloves, jewelry, etc. —
thereby giving public service to other
manufacturers as well.
Knowing that tv viewers watch public relations films, it is reasonable to
expect that they will be more apt to
look over the hand care displays next
time they go shopping. It doesn't take
very many sales motivated by these
films to more than pay for producing
and
^
5* distributing them.
15 march
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Reflections on "tourism"-

or, "two cities in one"

From the time he's a school kid, every American has his heart set on seeing the
Jefferson Memorial and like landmarks in his nation's capital. And somewhere
along the line — either as a tourist or a conventioneer — he usually makes it. Item :
6,246,729* visitors to Washington in 1957 — triple the Metropolitan Area's population. Item: 345* major conventions in Washington last year. In a holiday
mood, they swell the sales of your products — and that's an item, too!
In this market of 2 ,000 ,000-plus "regulars" and 6,000,000-plus
"nomads," WWDC Radio is as popular as finding a friend away
from home. Item: ive have been first or a mighty close second in
every PULSE of 1957 and thus far this year. We have a simple
formula — to be a listeyiable station to our audience, and a promotional station to our hundreds of national and local advertisers.
The mutually happy result — ever-increasing listeners for us, everincreasing sales for you.

WWDC

^Economic Development Committee, Washington Board of Trade
15 MARCH
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REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

radio Washington

BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.

Type BK-1A

Type BK-5A Uniaxial Microphone with
Desk Stand — Standard of the television

Pressure Microphone — High-

fidelity "Commentator" pressure microphone,
non-directional in character. An ideal announce mike for speakers. It assures clear, crisp
speech and is well suited for remote pickup.

industry, highly directional, with high front
to back ratio. Unidirectional characteristic
simplifies microphone and camera
ment. (See boom-type below.)

place-

Type 77-DX

Polydirectional Micropho

— Excellent for both voice and music. 'I
standard of the broadcast industry. Varir
of directional characteristics, with high ssitivity over entire frequency range, asst
high quality reproduction.

A Microphone
Immediately

Available
from RCA I

Whatever your special microphone requirements, RCA can meet them exactly.
Look at the variety of models now offered. You

Type BK-5A Uniaxial
Microphone with Boom Mount.
Specially engineered for the television industry
to reduce Camera noise and interference.
Newly designed boom mount combines superior mechanical isolation with rugged durability. Also available with wind screen for
outdoor use.

Also A Complete

can get pressure-type microphones — such as the
BK-1A, SK-45, or BK-6B— and velocity-types—
the BK-5A, 77-DX or SK-46. There are microphones for radio or TV station use; for intercom,
paging, or PA use. Also mikes for announce,
music, or both; for desk, boom, personal use —
unidirectional, bidirectional, polydirectional.

Line of Microphone

Accessories.

Type SK-45 Pressure
Microphone —
Rugged,
announce
microphone
of the
dynamic type, suitable for talk-back or
e-in purposes. Economical, light in
sight, small in size. Designed for high
or low impedance use.

Miniature
Type BK-6B
Microphone —
Small but tough, this new
n hand o
ing.
phone is easily concealed persona
and
we r microclothOnly half the size
previous models.
Offers excellent
Wide
ght of
range
balance
when
talking "off mike.' speech
frequency response

Type SK-46 Velocity Microphone — Good
low-cost studio velocity microphone for speech
or music. Provides bidirectional characteristic over wide frequency range. Designed
for high or low impedance use.

tor
For the finest microphones that money can
buy, or for quality, low-cost, utility microphones. . . when you come to RCA, you know
the microphone will be right — whatever the
type. It has to reflect the standards for which
the RCA symbol has long been famous.
. . . available for immediate

delivery. All represent

today's greatest microphone values. For information concerning any of the microphones illustrated, write today
for descriptive literature. Bulletins describing desk stands,
floor stands, and booms, also available.

Ask your RCA Broadcast Sales Representative

RADIO

CORPORATION
BROADCAST

AND

TELEVISION

CAMDEN,
In Canada: RCA VICTOR

N.
Company

of AMERICA
EQUIPMENT

J.
Limited, Montreal

National and regional spot buys
in work now or recently completed

BUYS

^ J SPOT
RADIO

BUYS

Continental Oil Co., Houston, is preparing a campaign for its
Conoco gasolines and oils in its areas of distribution: the Midwest,
Southwest, Rock] Mountain states and parts of the South. Schedules
starl I \piil and run for six weeks. With spring driving in mind,
minute announcements are being purchased for traffic hours; frequency depends upon the market. Buying is not completed. Buyer:
John Nuccio. Agency: Benton & Bowles, New York. (Agency declined to comment. )
The Welch Crape Juice Co., Westerfield, New York, is buying
new schedules as it expands its markets for its new grape soft drink,
Welchade. New schedules to introduce the product will run in sixweek flights in selected major markets. Daytime minutes are being
placed, with saturation frequencies. Buyer : Robert Kilbrick. Agency: Richard K. Manoff, Inc., New York.
National Biscuit Co., New York, is entering various markets to
push its Premium Saltines. Short-term campaign runs this month.
20- and 30-second announcements are being used, frequencies varying. Buyers: Sal Agovino and Ted Kelly. Agency: McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

TV

Ad libs
are fine but..
It's a fact— quick quips, spontan
ous gestures, are best caught c
film. Then you are in control,
quick snip here ... a laugh hig
lighted there— and you have a b<
ter show . . . one you can be proi
of. That's because you see it Ir "'
you show it on film. What's ....
acontrol,
very important
"more,"
too, of time
and you're
statioi i
Use black-and-white— or color .
there's an Eastman Film for ev<

BUYS

National Association of Insurance Agents, New York, is planning a spot campaign to promote insurance buying, to supplement its
130-market schedule on NBC TV's Today show. The schedule kicks
off 1 April in 40 markets and runs for nine to 13 weeks, depending
upon the market. Minutes during prime time are being purchased;
frequency will vary from market to market. Buying is not completed.
Buyer: Vince Coryell. Agency: Doremus & Co., New York.

For complete information write t
Motion Picture Film Departi
EASTMAN KODAK COMPAN
Rochester 4, N. Y.

E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co., Polychemical Division, Wilmington, Del., is scheduling announcements in various markets for its
Tynex bristles. The short-term schedule starts 24 March. Minutes
during daytime periods are being placed; frequency depends upon
the market. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Trow Elliman and
Jackie Moore. Agency: BBDO, New York. (Agency declined to
comment. )
The Procter & Camble Co., Cincinnati, is scheduling announcements in various markets for its Oxydol. The campaign begins this
month, runs for 52 weeks. Minutes during late night periods are
being slotted, with frequencies varying. Buyer: Walter Teitz.
Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)
Bristol-Myers Co., New York, is preparing schedules in various
markets for its Ban deodorant. The 26-week campaign starts 16
March. The advertiser is seeking nighttime chainbreaks, prime and
fringe slots; frequency varies from market to market. Buying is
not completed. Buyer: Ed Fieri. Agency: BBDO, New York.
(Agency declined to comment.)

i, N. J.; Chicago,
Hollywood. Calif.

Be sure to shoot
in COLOR . . .
You'll be glad you did.

A pictorial review of local
and national industry events

PICTURE

WRAP-UP

Grass roots SP°> 'v presentation is made by Peters, Griffin, Wood
ward v.p. G. C. Castleman to Cincinnati audience of ad and selling
execs, related field reps. Seen (I. to r.) L. Hummel, PGW, Detroit;
W. J. Sanning, ad mgr., Kroger Co., W. W. Oliver, radio/tv mgr.
Kroger Co.; C. Eustace, pres., Clifford Eustace Co., and Castleman

Most promising students, Judith Justice, violinist and
Herndon, vocalist receive $500 scholarship awards to further their
music education from George Kuehnle, v.p. and dir. of community
relations, Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. Presentations made at \\ I \\ T studios during telecast of Kingdom of the Sea — sponsored by CG&E

Kid stogie! Rubber faced comic Linn Sheldon of KYW-TV, mugs
it to promote station's "Kutest Kiddie Kontest." Entries consist
of photos of local kids, plus a minimum 100 contribution for the
"Society For Crippled Children."

Double

the value for your money was keynote of recent WGH promotion. Incredulous listeners beard periodic announcements, lined

ip ai two majoi shopping centers in Newport News, Va., to buy
dollar bills at 500 each.
Station sold $5,000 to happy
listeners

Miniature explorer
by it- deai igner, Thomas L Stutts, engineer, WBT & WBTV, Charlotte,
i display in V I . city. Station will also bring high
classes to its studios to Bee the "satellite" in orbit
school -■ i

Total of 75 prizes will be awarded

I

News and Idea

NOW! FROM WHBF-TV
IN THE QUAD-CITIES . . .

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS

NEW 1000 FT.
TOWER

March drive. This one, built on the

Swift this week named Leo Burnett
as the agency for a portion of the
business resigned by JWT a week
ago.
The brands going to Burnett are
Allsweet Margarine, End-O-Products
weed killers, and Vigoro Fertilizer.

1

BIG 100 KW
POWER

theme "Get all the car you're paying
for," is featured via tie-in commercials
on the Welk shows.

AGENCIES

EXPANDED REGIONAL
COVERAGE

K&E this week recouped that
Lincoln account, which until 1955
they'd held for seven years.
Probable factor in the decision:

New products:
• Bristol-Myers is introducing via
its network tv programs and print media a new men's deodorant called
Trig. Copy will not make use of the
word "deodorant" because of its feminine connotations — even though onethird of users are women.
• Revlon has just introduced nationally its first toiletry for men — Top
Brass Hair Dressing. The drive is allout, in all media.
• Snider's is debuting on spot tv
in behalf of a new chili pepper sauce
called Hotter Catsup. The 500 spot
commercials will appear in 90 cities in
23 states.
• Remington has announced a
line of electric shaving accessories,
first complete line of its kind. The
tial announcement on tv will be
22 March Gunsmoke show.

new
the
inithe

Promotions:
• Success story: Pet Milk's introductory campaign for instant nonfat dry milk achieved national distribution two months ahead of the time
planned.
• Dumas Milner Corp., which
makes Pine-Sol. Perma Starch and other household products, will establish a
new non-profit organization called
Working Women's Forum. The Forum,
which will supply hints and ideas useful to working women, is financed by
Milner's $2 million advertising budget,
and will function via the company's
eight shows on network radio and on
spot tv.
• Dodge, having set itself a breakneck promotion -a -month campaign
schedule for 1958. is well along in its
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K&E's well established national service organization and Detroit office.
|
Lincoln, dropped by Y&R in the contest for Buick, brings billings of $4.5
million. K&E also handles Mercury and
Ford institutional advertising, for a
total of some $25 million.
Who will make
advertising?

over $15,000

in

WHBF-TV
CBS

FOR THE QUAD-CITIES

REPRESENTED

BY AVERY-KNODEl

"For every $25,000 exurbanite account exec, there are twenty living in
Kew Gardens or Stuyvesant Town
working in small agencies at $7500 to
$10,000 a year," so Edwin B. Stern,
advertising personnel counsel to the
NIAA, told CCNY's Baruch School advertising seniors.
What makes the difference?

SCRANTONS TOP MORNING SHOW
BY NEARLY TWO TO ONE!

"Sometimes it's creative ability,
sometimes pure slot machine luck.
Most often, it's those intangible vagaries known as personality and emotional structure that determine a man's
fitness for the over-$15,000 empyrean."
Agency notations : Crim-Thomas
Agency, was formed 1 January in
Birmingham, Ala., now handles a number of food and industrial accounts . . .
Tracy-Locke Co., Houston, Tex., is
constructing a second floor addition to
its headquarters, to be ready in June.
1958 . . . N. W. Aver, Philadelphia,
is bringing together all its writers and
artists in a reorganized creative department that will handle all media —
tv, radio, publications, outdoor, promotional material and direct mail. . . .
Farson, Huff & Northlich, Cincinnati, has established a radio-tv department, appointed Charles A. Black as
its director.

^STATION D/

V STATION BV

\ 11% ATATIONX

16%7

i PULSE-N0V.1957! CHARTBASEDON AVBWKl

•flofcMsekev

SCRANTONVPENNSYLVANIA

Named

by Western States Advertising Agencies Association: James
Dean, of Boylhard, Lovett & Dean;
and Earl Gulp, of the Earl Culp Co., to
its hoard of director*.
Directors and v.p.'st John Elliott
Jr., v.p. and account supervisor, New
York, and Thomas C. Dillon, v.p.
and L. A. office manager, elected to
the board of BBDO . . . John D.
Hayes, manager, international department, now v.p., Ervvin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan . . . John Coulson, manager, research department, and Guy
Saffold, account supervisor, elected
\ .p.'s, Leo Burnett.
Ann T. Janowicz and Clifford A.
Botway, media supervisors, Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather . . . Terry Cowling,
account executive. Jerome O'Leary Advertising, Boston . . . Peter James
Prince, account executive, Donald
Cooke, Inc., N. Y. . . . Jack Davis,
production supervisor, Grey Advertising .. . Alice Hausman, to the copy
department of D'Arcy, New York . . .
W. H. Millard, assistant to the president, Applegate Advertising, Muncie,
Ind. . . . Jerome H. Gordon, account
executive, Kenyon & Eckhardt . . . Alfred F. Calabro, general manager,
and Mort Reiner, media supervisor,
Product Services, New York . . . M.
James Robertson, assistant account
executive. Anderson & Cairns.

CHICAGO
by GWEN

REPORT

1) An agency receptionist relates
that reps who haven't made calls
in person for several years are now
back in the reception room, seeking
■ lit time-buyers, media directors and
accountmen — really pitching big for
business.
2) The grinding of tv commercial cameras has slowed down perceptibly, but mostly because the agencies are waiting to see what happens in
the Screen Actors Guild negotiations. Talent is feeling the pinch in a
big way.
There seems to be a big swing to
culture out this w.i\ among radio and
h stations.
The eigne
radio,

WGN in programing: "Say something
or play something" — anything but rock
and roll, that is.
• WMAQ
radio, likewise, has
turned to featuring a few light classics
on its early morning d.j. time. Listener
reaction has been very encouraging.
• WBBM radio features a weekly
show, entitled Impetus.
Covers the most influential books of
the Century, featuring such things as
Ereud's books on psychoanalysis and
Marx's Das Kapital
• WBKB-TV is starting a seriesScience 58, dealing with latest lab
developments from cancer research to
nuclear physics.
Keyes, Madden & Jones is on the
rebound — this week acquiring another
chunk of the Pablum business (Bib
orange juice for babies) and the Dr.
West's Push-Button Toothpaste
account.

NETWORKS
CBS Radio this week gathered
about $200,000 worth of new
business and renewals.
The new buys involved National
Selected Products, Inc. (Hilton & Riggio); Nestle Decaf (DFS) ; Gillette,
the Kentucky Derby, Preakness and
Belmont Stakes (Maxon).
The renewals were from Milner
Products and Comstock Foods (Gordon Best) ; Campagna (ER-R&R) and
Hudson Vitamin
(Pace).

SMART

To give you a picture of how things
have been on Michigan Avenue this
week, here are a couple signs of the
times:

• WG1N

station has cut out all rock and roll as
well as d.j. chatter. The new slogan at

a top

disc- jockey

The three tv networks in January
jointly grossed $49.5 million in
time billings — 14% better than it
had been for the like month of
1957.
The figures by network as released
through TvB:
NETWORK

ABC TV
CBS TV
NBC TV
TOTAL

GROSS

$ 9,134,917
22,072,167
18,387,128
$49,594,212

NBC TV and ABC signed for the
NCS #3 this week, making it unanimous among the networks.
The tv coverage survey will be made
available in August.
CBS has made a record album of
its "Big News of '57" radio broadcast of 29 December, 1957.

Station WCBS is sending the recording to schools in the New York area.
Network appointments: David C.
Adams, elected to the board of directors, NBC . . . Simon
B. Siegel,
ABC financial v.p. and treasurer named
with James G. Riddell to ABC board
of directors . . . B. Lowell Jacobson,
now director of personnel, elected v.p.
personnel, NBC . . . George H. Gallup, account executive, CBS Radio . . .
William F. Fairbanks, national sales
manager; Harry E. Hobbs, eastern
sales manager; Murray Heilweil,
marketing director, a new post, NBC
Radio . . . Raymond F. Eichmann.
director of sales presentations and promotion, television network sales, NBC
. . . Anthony C. Krayer, Jr., business manager, NBC owned stations and
NBC spot sales . . . John Finley, account executive, MBS.

ASSOCIATIONS
WBC, holding its second public
service conference at Johns Hopkins 5-8 March, drew some 325
broadcasters in attendance. Some
highlights of the meet:
• Host and keynoter Don McGannon, asserting that broadcasting must
translate space age complexities to the
understanding of all citizens, plumped
for an end to restrictions barring
broadcasters from courtrooms and legislative chambers, urged a return, via
broadcasting, to a town meeting i
proach to government.
• A panel on how to sell public
service programing, headed by McCann-Erickson's William Dekker,
maintained that public service need not
mean red ink on the ledgers.
• Senator John F. Kennedy pointed
out a question facing politicians ;
broadcasters alike: "Will the politician's desire for reelection — and
broadcaster's desire for ratings — cause
both to flatter every public whim and
prejudice — to put public opinion at a
times ahead of the public interest?
concluded: In the long run, the Ameri
can
people will and
"honor
a politician
his conscience
a broadcast
for for
its
quality, and will reward both with ap• WBC's David Partridge ad
vised stations to keep the public aware
of public service programs just as they
do commercial programs. "If you
proval."
don't,"
he warned, "there isn't very j
much service because the public will
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Alabama's Oldest Station
ALABAMA'S NEWEST PROGRAMS
Witty Leland Childs is host
to "The Early Risers' Club"

Owen Spann —
'The Morning Man"
His trigger-fast wit and
sparkling imagination make
Owen Spann's popularity
inevitable.
And when you combine
Spann's personality with
the finest in recorded music,
gag lines delivered by
Spann's alter ego —
John Q. Pixie, and weather
information discussed by
another Spann character—
LaRue Coldfront, you've
got top-flight entertainment
with a personal touch . . .
you've got Spann "The
Morning Man" — an ideal
sales vehicle for your
clients' products.

"The People Speak."

The^NEW^Vo/'ce
'l\\\\\

of Alabama

RADIOas fans
know Tom
Hamlin
the fellow
who
calls the Auburn football and

Represented nationally by

sister station to WABT,
SPONSOR
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Alabama's

Best in Television

HENRY

I. CHRISTAL

not be paying

an)

attention

to your

• \\ BC bestowed its L957 Paul
program."
Revere Ward for excellence in the use
of local radio and t\ on the National
Tuberculosis Association, named
the American Hear! Association for
a citation.
Elected to the AFA: Air Trails Network. Dayton, (>.. and KWKC, Abilene,

Tex.

Association dates: AFA will sponsor
a National Institute for Advertising Management, for executives in
advertising departments, advertising
media, and agencies, 18-23 August, at
Michigan State University, East
Lansing, Mich. . . . Alabama Broadcasters Association will hold its 12th
annual convention 10-12 April in
Mobile . . . AFA's 54th Annual Convention will be held in Dallas. 8-11
June . . . National Academy of Television \rts & Sciences will originate its
10th Annual Emmy Awards Ball
telecast from New York's Seventh Regiment Armory and L. A.'s Cocoanut
Grove on 15 April, 10-11:30 p.m. . . .
Inside Advertising Week of the Association ofAdvertising Men and Women is scheduled for the week 6-11
April. Twenty-one organizations are
participating . . . RTES' Annual
Peabody Awards Luncheon will
take place 2 April at the Hotel Roosevelt, New York . . . Advertising Women of New York have set their 46th
Anniversary Ball for 21 March in the
Grand Ballroom of the Hotel Sheraton
Vstor.

REPS
Salesmen for NBC Spot Sales are
vying with each other these days
for two 1958 Corvette sports cars,
offered as prizes in a five-week
company drive to boost spring

sales.

Winners will be selected from the
high point men of 25 daily "heats"
being conducted till 31 March.
Item : Ered Brokaw, executive v.p.
of Paul Raymer Co., has again established his base of operations at
the Chicago office.
Primary purpose: Keep the company
in closer touch with its midwest
and western stations.

Reps appointed this week: EverettMcKinney, for WDDT, Greenville.
Miss. . . . Devnev, for KRSD-TV,
Rapid City, la. and WHRV, \nn
Arbor, Mich. . . . George P. Hollingbery, for WMBV and WMAM, GreenBay — Marinette, Wise. . . . McGavren-Quinn for Triangle radio stations WFBG, Altoona, Pa; WNHC,
New Haven. Conn.; and WHGB,
Harrisburg, Pa. . . . Joe Harry, San
Antonio. Tex., regional rep and National Time Sales & Harlan G. Oakes,
national reps for KCCT. Corpus
Christi, Tex.

Added personnel : Warren Tomassene, to the Chicago sales staff of
Adam Young. . . . Harold A. MacFadden, account executive. Simmons
Associates, New York.

FILM
Ralph M. Conn's election to presidency of Screen Gems equates the
title with the job he's held since
the company's inception.
Cohn's been head of Screen Gems
since his Pioneer Films became a
Columbia Pictures subsidiary in 1949,
with three employees. Title until now
has been v.p. and general manager.

John Cameron Swayze Notebook, offered at 40% of the B time rate; (2)
Penny Theatre, a series of live animation kiddie show inserts (varying
lengths l .
Another series of 26 kiddie BhoM inserts — Texas Little Buckaroos — has
been readied by Medallion Pictures.

Ratings: High Noon came up with the
highest ARB rating ever recorded in
Philadelphia, 49.5. WCAU-TV was the
station.
Feature data : Small, select feature
packages were acquired this week
by two distributors: ABC Film and
NTA. ABC's Galaxy 20 highlights Red
Shoes, Lavender Hill Mob, Odd Man
Out. The NTA package— 26 Enterprise
Pictures — includes One Touch of Venus, Body and Soul, A Double Life . . .
Screen Gems' Triple Crown group
(112 films) has been sold to a total of
50 stations. Latest sales are to WTVJ,
Miami, WALA-TV, Mobile, WEAT-TA .
Palm Beach, and KMGM-TV. Minneapolis .. . AAP's sales of its Warner
features have passed the $40 million
mark.

Use of features in station programing is discussed in NABs new

As a result of its recent acquisition

booklet, "Film Manual, 1957-58."

of 203 post-'48 features, Hollywood TV Service has expanded its
sales force in five areas.
Named to head the territorial divisions are: Richard G. Yates, eastern;
John V. Forsyth, southern ; H. P. Long,
western; Richard Hill, southwestern;
and Leo Turtledove, midwestern.
Sales: Theisen-CIemens Co., Michigan Cities Service distributor, has

Merchandising: CPN will introduce
35 new games, toys, puppets, dolls and
other items, tied in with CPN and
NBC series, at the Toy Fair this week
in New York. Among the CPN-franchised items will be Boots and Saddles

bought Ziv's Harbor Command
for 52 weeks on WKZO-TV, Kalamazo .. . Screen Gems' Showcase 39,
last season's Ford Theatre series, released this week for syndication, has
been sold to WFIL, Philadelphia . . .
77th Bengal Lancers was sold to
Trancontinent TV, for three stations,
bringing its total markets to 23.
Re new series: A new, non-fiction
science - adventure show — Exploring
Space — was released this week by
CBS TV Film. The series of 39 halfhours will trace the history of man's
conquering of outer space.
Tele-studios is showing two pilots:
(1) A 5-minute anecdote series with

guns, board games, cavalry hats, plastic figurines and bugles; and Silent
Service plastic puzzles and books.
Re foreign markets: CBS Newsfilm manager Howard L. Kany is in
Amsterdam attending the European
Broadcasters Union meeting. He'll also
visit other European tv networks and
stations . . . Marvin Rothenberg
MPO Production v.p., off to Mexico
for a three-week tour of studios and
location sites.

Strictly personnel: Jason Rabinovitz, assistant treasurer of Loew's,
named general manager. MGM-TV . . .
Milton J. Salzburg, to NTA as sales
executive . . . Julian Ludwig, appointed supervisor and west coast sales
representative in newly-opened Hollywood offices of Flamingo Telefilm.
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TV

STATIONS

KTLA,

Los Angeles, which announced in January it would soon
begin flashing subliminal perception messages, has now called off
the experiment.
Why the change of plan? Station
cited: (1) failure of FCC to take a
clear position on subliminal transmistion, (2) a heavy mail response, mostly
■egative, from the public.
Previously NAB warned subscribers
to its Television Code that "experimentation or use of the process should not
be permitted pending review and consideration (bythe Television Code Re\iew Board)."
Should

stations

run

editorials?

The decision is up to individual broadcasters, FCC general counsel Warren
Baker told broadcasters attending the
Baltimore Conference on local public
service programing.
"It is not our (FCC) responsibility
to devise your programing. It is
yours," he stated. The Commission demands onlv that stations "attempt to be
One more entering wedge: After
two and a half weeks of remote broadcasting from the corridor, Omaha stations WOW AM-TV,
KFAB
and
KMTV were allowed into the courtroom to cover live the reading of the
verdict in the murder trial of Daniel
Jones.
Following the verdict, stations were
also allowed to interview witnesses and
key trial figures.
RCA

is making

commercially

available a device to "erase" magnetic tape and film recordings for
reuse. The unit can process an entire
reel within thirty seconds. Price:
11,375.
The power of tv: Here's what one
1-minute live commercial broadcast at 6:30 a.m. over WMBR-TV,
Jacksonville, Fla. did for the advertiser :
Sold $6,898.50 worth of air conditioners (some 30 over $200) for a
time cost of $200.
Station doings: WJBK-TV, Detroit, showed off the advantages of its
new Ampex Videotape recorder to
more than 200 agency and press people, in their studios, 24 February . . .
15 march
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WFMY-TV, Greensboro, N. C. has
published a 68-page history of the station and review of the tv industry.
2500 copies have already gone free to
schools and public institutions.
Contest ideas:
• Name the Cubs. KSTP AMTV, Minneapolis-St. Paul got 5,000
replies to its contest to name three
tiger cubs born at the local zoo. Nineyear old Gary Grim won the bicycle
for his monikers: "Genghis," "Kubla,"
and "Khan."
• WBOY-TV, Clarksburg, W.
Va. asked for names for its trademark,
a freckle faced boy. Agencv man
Raymond E. Jones, Y&R media buyer,
won with the name Clark Fairmore,
descriptive of Clarksburg, Fairmont
and Morgantown, cities in WBOY's
coverage area.
• Noon-time audience survey.
KELO TV, Sioux Falls, la., offered
its farm audience chances on an electric range if they would send in post
cards telling the size of their farm and
the hours they spent watching tv per
day. The noontime spots pulled 15,319
answers from five states. Results
showed farm families spend an average
viewing day of 8 hours, 25 minutes.
• KYW-TV, Cleveland, is searching for the "kutest kid in Kleveland"
in a promotion to help the Society for
Crippled Children. All kinds of prizes
are offered to the winning photograph
entries, which must be accompanied by
a 10<£ donation.
• "Happy hideaway." WWTV,
Cadillac, Mich., is offering viewers a
fully equipped north woods cabin, with
merchants donating the furnishings
and tying in their spot advertising to
the promotion. Viewers must identify
photos of area homes which are flashed
on the screen at intervals.

TV, St. Louis, was purchased 28
February by CBS for $4. million. Call
letters will be changed to KMOX-TV.
Anniversaries: It's the 10th for
WLW-T, Cincinnati, Ohio . . .
WWJ-TV, Detroit, observed its 11th
on 4 March.
New

on

the

job:

Jack

Wartlieb,

production manager, WBBM-TV, Chicago. . . . Alan G. Roberts, eastern
sales manager, Interstate Television
Corp., New York . . . Donald E.
Campbell, business manager, WROCTV, Rochester, N. Y., and Eugene
Kirchenstein, business manager,
WGR-TV, Buffalo . . . Lawrence J.
Pollock, director of research and sales
development, WABC-TV, New York . . .
Glenn G. Griswold, manager,
KOMU-TV, University of Missouri station at Columbia . . . Gene Wilkey,
general manager: Charles McAbee,
general sales manager; Leon Drew,
program manager; Harry Harvey,
manager of technical operations; and
Tom Stanton, director of promotion
and publicity. KMOX-TV, new CBS
station in St. Louis, Mo.

RADIO

STATIONS

Radio station revenues for 1957
from national spot advertising increased 26.5% over 1956, according to an estimate released by SRA
this week.
Total estimated revenue was $183,987,000; the figure for 1956: $145,461.000. The breakdown by quarters:
1st quarter:
$44,409,000
2nd quarter:
$42,359,000
3rd quarter:
$44,626,000
4th quarter:
$52,593,000
The SRA estimated figures generally
coincide within a fractional percentage
with the actual figures to be released
later by FCC.

Station notes: Construction began
on 15 February on Utah's fourth commercial tv station, KLOR-TV, Provo,
owned by Beehive Telecasting Corp.
. . . Storer seeks for FCC authority to
build an experimental tv station in
Wilmington-Philadelphia. The station
will test the effectiveness of a directional antenna . . . WSJV-TV, South
Bend-Elkhart, has changed from
Channel 52 to 28 . . . KTVU, Bay
Area station of San Francisco Oakland
Television, went on the air 2 March as
an independent . . . WHTN-TV,
Charleston, W. Va., will move into
new studios early in April . . . KWK-

Re promotions:
• KFWB, L.A., has introduced
"Lucky Matchbook" to the host of
local giveaways.
It works this way:
1) 1 million matchbooks, each containing adifferent number, are distributed inthe area.
2) Every hour a different number
is broadcast, followed by the d.j. spinning a wheel numbered 5-10-50-100500 to determine the amount of money
that number is worth.
3) Person having that "Lucky
Matchbook" has 24 hours to appear at
station and collect his prize.

• Listener
survey,
2-5 a.m.
WDRC, Hartford, Conn., tested its new
all-night programing with a free offer
of a pair of kitchen tongs to all listeners who phone during the broadcast.
The first night almost 500 phone calls
came in, many accompanied by comments and program suggestions.
• One station docs its station breaks
this ua\ : "Ladies and gentlemen, this
is WDMF radio in Buford, Ga. 1460
on vour dial. Your happv family station. Toda> W DMF salutes Mr. &

• Life insurance: WTTM, Trenton, N. J., met an upsurge of incidents
involving hitch hikers with a "Hitch
hikers are pikers campaign" warning
drivers to pass 'em by.
• Forty-five Oklahoma stations
cut that state's accident rate in half the
weekend of 22 February with a "traffic watch" series of broadcasts. The 2minute warnings came at 15-minute intervals tokeep drivers constantly aware
of traffic enforcement.

Mrs. John Doe and Family." Each day
the station names a different family on

• WLOF, Orlando, Fla., has offered a$500 reward for information

its station breaks. Station says it's
swamped by families applying for the
spotlight.

leading to the apprehension of whoever is responsible for the series of
bomb scares which closed six Orlando
schools 26 February.

In the public interest:
. WMGM,
New
York,
has
launched a Ban Teen Age Weapons
drive. Station personalities are asking
citizens to send in signed post cards
reading "Ban teen age weapons" to
go as a giant petition to President
Eisenhower, Governor Harriman and
Mayor Wagner.
• Donated in '57 : Some $235,000
in free time for 628 public service programs by WHLI, Hempstead, Long Island.

TERRE HAUTE,
Indiana's 2nd Largest
TV Market

Keystone Broadcasting has added
10 new stations to its affiliate list which
now numbers 1,027.
The new ones: KVNC, Winslow,
Ariz.; WFDR, Manchester, Ga.;
WEND, Baton Rouge, La.; WTYM,
Springfield, Mass.; WAHL, Hastings,
Mich.; KRSN, Los Alamos, New Mex.;
WKOK, Wellston, 0.; WGTN, Georgetown, S.C; WALD, Walterboro, S.C.;
KZOL, Muleshoe, Tex.
Station buys: DuMont has purchased
WHK, Cleveland, fourth oldest station in the U.S., for $700,000. DuMont now owns four stations . . .
KIDD, Monterey, has been sold to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sherry, Greenwich, Conn., for $185,000 . . . KVSM,
San Mateo, Cal., has been sold for
more than $600,000 to Scott Killgore.
Station notes:
WWHG,
Hornell,
N. Y., has upped its power from 1,000
to 5,000 watts, with official ceremonies
to take place 19 March . . . KCMJ,
Palm Springs, Cal., has upped power to 5,000 watts ... OK stations
WFCR, Fairfax, and WEEK, Warrenton, Va., have applied to FCC for
24-hour air time . . . KOBY, San
Francisco, will move into new $100,000 studios on 1 May of this year.
Anniversaries: Nelson K. Thomas
this week celebrated his 31st year as
broadcaster of the live grain market
report on KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo. . . .
Charles Parker, WDRC account executive, will observe his 14th anniversary with the station this month . . .
It's the 35th year of radio broadcasting
tor WMC, Memphis, Tenn. . . .
Charles Day, WGAR's

news director,

on 21 February completed 15 years
with the Cleveland station . . . And it's
10 years, now, for station KNUZ,
Houston.
Named

this week:

Boh Chasteen

and Stan Nelson, d.j.'s; and Jim
Wooddell, newsman. WCPO, Cincinnati, O. . . . Gordon Mason, director
of sales development, KNX-CRPN,
Hollywood, Cal. . . . Gilbert H.
Thompson, account executive; Al
Snyder, account executive, and William McCadden, sales service manager, WCAU, Philadelphia . . . Bert
Carman, account executive, WBZWBZA, Boston-Springfield ... Pat
Hayes, news, sports and special events
director, KIRO, Seattle . . . Marian
E. Knight, promotion and publicity
director, WSAI, Cincinnati . . . Peter
McGovern, managing director,
WMEX, Boston, Mass. . . . Roy H.
Philson, account executive, KDKA,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

RESEARCH
ARB this week will publish its
fourth annual report on tv station tune-in and reception — the
1958 "A-to-Z" Metropolitan Area
Coverage Study.
This year's report, covering
markets, incorporates two new
tures: county-by-county coverage
all of California and information
community antenna reception.

209
feafor
on

Gunsmoke heads ARB's rating list
for the third time this February as
the top-rated U.S. program. Here
is the list, compiled during the
week 1-7 February:
Program
Network Rating
1. Gunsmoke
CBS
48.9
2. Lucille BallDesi Arnaz

CBS

46.0

3. Perry Como

NBC

45.5

I. Shirley Temple's
Storybook
I've Got a Secret
Maverick
You Bet Your Life
Danny Thomas
Person to Person

NBC
CBS
ABC
NBC
CBS
CBS

40.0
39.9
38.5
38.0
37.9
36.8

ABC

36.2

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10. Wyatt Earp

Politz' latest radio audience study,
part of a series conducted for the
Henry I. Christal Co., contains the
first nationwide data on the outof-home audience based on measurement of listening where it occurs.
15 march 1958
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Herewith its data on the car radio
audience, expressed in terms of individuals:
In car,
while driving

Hour
5-7 a.m.
7-10 a.m.

1,350,000
5,100,000
10 a.m.-l p.m.
1,800,000
4,250,000
1-4 p.m.
4-7 p.m.
5,400,000
1,400,000
7-10 p.m.
10-12 p.m.
1,250,000
Qualitatively, the Politz findings
show that the radio audience is highly
selective and aware of the differences
between stations, based on programing
and operating policies.
TvB has employed some wellgpelled-out statistics to assess tv's
place in the American scheme of
things. For example:
In 1958, an estimated $1.4 billion
will be spent in tv to provide the 42%
million American tv homes with complete tv programing . . . this measures
out to roughly $4 million spent by U.S.
advertisers a day, every day ... to
nine cents a day to bring tv into each
and every tv home.
What does advertising cost the consumer? TvB continues: a half -cent
for a gallon of gas; a quarter-of-a-cent
for a dozen oranges, a can of soup, a
pack of cigarettes; a third-of-a-cent for
a bar of soap. And advertising has reduced the original cost of refrigerators
by 50% . . . electric irons, 51% . . .
canned soup 29% . . . vacuum cleaners 19%.

Annual reports continued to be
issued by major advertisers this
week. Among them :
• DuPont reported 1957 sales of
$1.96 billion— 4% above 1956. Total
earnings stood at $397 million compared to $383 million in 1956.
Earnings per share were $8.48 as compared to $8.20 in 1956.
• Philco's 1957 sales of products
and services totaled $372,629,000—
5% over 1956 sales of $356,568,000.
Net income after taxes was $4,363,000
or $1 per common share, compared to
5c per share in 1956. The company's
net worth increased $3,832,000 during
the year.
• Gillette Company's net sales of
$194,929,175 stood second to 1956
sales of $200,714,707—a 3% decrease.
Per share earnings of $2.25 were the
same in 1957 and 1956.
• Thomas J. Lipton net sales
reached $103,471,000 in 1957—10%
above the 1956 figure of $93,739,000.
Net earnings after taxes were $5,460,000 and $27.50 per share of common
stock against $5,015,000 net earnings
and $25 per share in 1956.

News Data:
Audits and Surveys
has moved its New York headquarters
to 640 Fifth Avenue ... A. J. Wood,
Philadelphia, will expand its Chicago
client liaison office into an operating
division and establish a new division
for media research . . . Pulse has
opened a Chicago office to service Midwest clients, with George Herro in
charge . . . ARB has toted up the reports it completed in 1957: 568 of
them in 157 markets.
People: Charles D. Winders, production director in charge of all printing and related operations for SRDS
■ . . Simon O. Lesser, associate, Louis
Harris and Associates, New York . . .
J. P. Napier, vice-chairman and managing director, A. C. Nielsen Co., Ltd.,
Oxford, England . . . Harold J. Graham and Harry Schroeter, directors, ARF.
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RCA has declared quarterly dividends
of 25^ per share on common stock
payable 28 April for the period ending
17 March, and cM1^ per share of
preferred stock, payable 1 July for the
period 1 April to 30 June, 1958.
Stock market quotations: Following stocks in air media and related
fields are listed each issue with quotations for Tuesday this week and Tuesday one week ago. Quotations supplied byMerrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner
and Smith.
14%

- %

13%
Tues.
Tues.
6%
6%
March 4
March
172% 11
Stock
172%
25%
New York Stock Exchange
15%
26
15%
13%
AB-PT
AT&T
34%
Avco
14
33%
22%
33%
Columbia Pic.
25%
21%
18%
24%
Paramount
17%
9%
RCA
33
63%
61%
Storer
3%
3%
CBS "A"
Loew's
3%
20th-Fox
Warner Bros.
2%
Westinghouse
3%
American Stock Exchange
Allied Artists
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Guild Films
NTA
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+1%
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"PAAR-TICIPATION" is the keyword to get your share of the
great multi-billion dollar North Florida-South Georgia market —
your lowest cost per thousand buy to cover the growing Jacksonville area.
BASIC
NBC
||

''Jaxte' suggests you gne Ralph Ntmmons

|

AFFILIATION

?nted by Peters,

Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WFGA-TV

™ ■ W
Jacksonville,
FLORIDA'S
COLORFUL
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- %

AUTO

SALES

i Continued from page 32 I
because of its comparatively low costper-viewer. \t the present time, Buick
is working with a new agency; as a
result, we're in the early planning
stages. However, we definitely will be
in heavily this summer and next fall."
• Earlier new-model introductions
would favor heavier spot spending.
While rumors of earl) new ear intros
run wild during an off-year in Detroit,
indications are that the Big Three will
tr\ to pull up the 1958 sales curve by
pushing introductions up to October.
"This is a down-year, so total advertising appropriations are likely to be
cut unless spring pulls up beyond current predictions," a top-level General
Motors sales executive told sponsor.
"Tv is frightfully expensive and it
stands to reason that high-cost media
will he more vulnerable to cuts. But
since tv has become an integral part of
car marketing, this will probably mean
a shift in strategy — to shorter-term
commitments and greater emphasis on
local use — rather than a drastic cut in
use of tv."
• Money now being held out of air
media may go into heavier schedule
for 1959 model advertising. Spot business forecasts for spring and summer
indicate stepped-up use of spot radio
(up between 10 and 15% over January-March 1957 I .
For the first 10 weeks of 1958, spot
tv spending from Detroit has lagged
seriously behind the comparable period
in \')r>~. Reasons:
1. A drop in sales so drastic that
the industry has revised its early-year
predictions from 5.7 million unit sales
in 1958 down to 4.8 to 5.0 million.
2. The union negotiations and threat
of a strike. (Industry sources peg Ford
as the likeliest victim of such a strike.
Reuther would be unlikely to pick GM
because of the high cost of supporting
the vast number of GM workers who
would be affected. Chrysler, on the
other hand, could be critically damaged !>\ a walk-out at this point. I
"All divisions seem to be holding off
in appro\al of spring plans because of
this threat," a top agency media executive for one of the troubled mediumpriced cars told sponsor. "There's
something of a 'wait-and-see' attitude."
Monej saved from such spring cancellations as Ford's drop of Suspicion,
Oldsmobile"s March cancellation of
The Big Record may go toward an in-

tensified early fall tv push to pave the
\\a\ for the new models.
"The same strategy that favors specials next fall also favors more use of
spot tv by the factories," a JWT media
executive told sponsor. "The move is
away from long-term commitments and
toward greater flexibility."
• Corporate network tv budgets may
be diverted to troubled brands. This
trend became apparent early in 1958
when Chrysler Corp. devoted an increasing amount of commercial time
on Climax and Shower of Stars to specific division advertising rather than to
its institutional "Forward Look." Nonetheless, this particular corporate tv buy
is on the doubtful list for next fall.
Hard-hit by the lagging market (see
latest production figures on page 32),
Chrysler Corp. may not be able to afford such corporate spending in October and may divert these budgets to
product selling entirely.
Such a shift in Chrysler's corporate
advertising strategy (now directed by
Leo Burnett) would not affect network
tv approach of individual divisions.

executive on DeSoto told sponsor.
Meanwhile, the lower-priced cars are
likely to tailor their programing choice
and commercial strategy to their position in the market. Leaders Chevrolet
and Ford have hit winning formulas
with Chevvy's Dinah Shore Show on
NBC TV particularly and Ford's Tennessee Ernie on NBC TV, lane Grey
on CBS TV. Plymouth's aim with ABC
TV's Lawrence Welk is a concentrated
push for the second-car market: the
woman.
• Agency reshuffle underlines increasing importance of network tv and
new interest in marketing planning by
top car brands. In picking McCann for
its marketing know-how, Buick's Ed
Ragsdale reversed his thinking of two
years ago, when he told sponsor that
"the agency's prime job is placing and
creating of advertising. Marketing is
our responsibility." The big appeal of
McCann, according to Buick executives, was its experience in car marketing research as well as network tv.
Chrysler Corp.'s choice of Leo Burnett, on the other hand, was based pri-

"In tv, we're still very strong for network," says Plymouth advertising director Lou Hagopian. "We get more
out of a good property than out of
announcement schedules. Our radio

marily upon that agency's network tv
rather than car marketing background.
Said Chrysler v.p. of corporate market
planning James Cope:

strategy is the direct opposite. But
we were also satisfied with our Bob

"In view of the importance of our
television shows, Climax! and Shower

Hope specials in terms of circulation
and dealer support. So for new car
announcements, we may use network

of Stars, a significant factor in the selection was Burnett's success in all

specials rather than spot."
General Motors' corporate buys,
such as Wide, Wide World on NBC
TV, are currently being used to support GM dealers by stabilizing current
new car prices against used-car dealers
and undercutting. Earliest indications
are that this strategy will continue, although some of the corporate money
again might be shifted to trouble
brands by fall.
• Network shoiv choice will be dictated by car's price range and shifting
competitive problem. As the so-called
lower-priced models have infringed increasingly on the medium-priced cars'
market, pressure has been on the mediums to "stand out" through their
choice of tv programing. This recent
marketing problem again favors buying of irregularly scheduled important
vehicles by the medium-priced cars.
"It's become too tough to stand out
among other brands with just another
week!)

\\ < -stern or quiz," a top BBDO

types
of television
programing."
Most
drastic air
media strategy
changes are likely by fall among the
car accounts involved in the recent
agency reshuffles: Chrysler's through
Burnett and Y&R; Buick through McCann; Lincoln through K&E.
• The current marketing revolution
ivill have long-range effect on 1959 air
media strategy. Small cars, today only
a fractional part of the total car market (with 300,000 unit sales in 1957)
may become a more important factor
in fall 1959, when GM and Ford tentatively plan to introduce a new domestic
small-car line.
Changing dealership patterns and
the price squeeze on the auto retailer
began affecting spot spending as far
back as 1956, when the factories
dropped their co-op budgets. However,
car dealers have continued to be the
biggest promoters of tv, both through
pressure on the factories for heavy network spending and through their own
local spot radio/tv budgets. ^
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NOW. ..in a new and larger Pulse
Survey of some half million homes,

morning and 6 per week afternoon
between 7:30-9:00 a.m. and 3:00-7:00.
p.m. and reach 1000 of these homes
for an average cost of only 45c.

KFAB's audience is bigger and better
than ever.
And . . . according to Pulse, 90% of
KFAB's audiences are ADULTS . . .
adults who buy your products.
It's KFABulous!
You can buy minutes in combination of 6 per week

K(F)A
♦
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Is it any wonder KFAB is by far
your best buy in the Big, Growing
Omaha Market. A Petry man or
KFAB's General Sales Manager, E. R.
Morrison, will be glad to tell you more.

NBC

50,000

WATTS

every rep,
favorite with decision makers in m

over all other editorial publications in the broadcast fjfjt
it has delivered more of these teams for\t
field as well. (SRDS survey) It reaches e^

time from the bottom rung of the laddc i

*

The question asked was— "What magazine
do you read with fair regularity?"

A. The question asked ivas — "What magazines
*** do you read every issue — every other
issue — less frequently?"
In both cases every respondent was validad
as a decision-maker in the broadcast field.

pendent survey SPONSOR is the overwhelming
trtiser and agency categories consistently preferred
\ teams that buy time buy SPONSOR.

Year after year

key than any publication in the general advertising
mber responsible for the purchase of

every

Before you finalize your budgets get to know the complete story of trade papers and what they can do for
you. We've prepared a 50 page color slide presentation outlining how to get the maximum out of every
dollar spent. It's a must viewing for every station manager.
We'll be happy to show it to you at your

SPONSOR

sells the TEAM

that buys tfteTlf

IN WASHINGTON,

FROM

4 TO 7:30 PM,
WRC IS THE

SPEAKER

OF THE

HOUSE

In the nation's capital, WRC sets the listening pattern during the late afternoon weekday
hours.
During this time, WRC wins a 23.1?$ average share of audience ... a 19.8% greater share than
the second station and a 36.8'; greater share than the third station! This impressive lead over all
of Washington's 16 other radio stations reflects listeners' high regard for WRC's winning personalities inthis period: Ed Walker, Tippy Stringer, Bill Sprague, Bryson Rash, Jim Simpson and
Al Ross. Just as WRC Radio sets the pattern for listeners, you can set the pattern for buying in
Washington on WRC. A call to WRC or NBC Spot Sales will start you off immediately!
WASHINGTON,

D.C.

WRC

980

SOLD BY NBC SPOT SALES

Source: N SI Report- Washington, D.C, Area- Dec-Jan., 1958
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
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WEEK

Missing this week were the emotional currents that have marked

Congressional

contemplation of FCC behaviorism.
In what looked like a temporary quiet these things happened:
• John S. Cross, of the State Department's Telecommunications Division, was nominated
by President Eisenhower for the FCC post of the departed Commissioner Richard Mack.
Cross is an Arkansas Democrat who years back served the Interior Department. His term
would run until 1 July 1962.
• Rep. Oren Harris, chairman of the House Commerce Committee and also of its Legislative Oversight subcommittee, noted that the choice of Cross was a good one. Other members of the subcommittee who helped force Mack's resignation were not so sure. They had
nothing against Cross but held that in view of recent events great care should be exercised
before confirming the replacee.

• The subcommittee's probe of the FCC practically went into suspended animation. The
new counsel, Robert W. Lishman, was just getting his feet planted under the desk. To the
industry he's completely unknown. As an assistant corporation counsel in New York City
(1934-42) he often appeared before such regulatory agencies as the ICC and the CAB. In
his Washington practice of law he never handled communications cases.
• The Federal grand jury sifting the cases of Mack and others named during the subcommittee's probe has many of the investigators' files. However, the grand jury's intervention had
not been expected by Harris and his associates.
The jury's power takes in all regulatory agencies. That something hot is afoot is evidenced bythe Justice Department's assignment of four lawyers to the jury.
The only other comment from the Department: Something other than the Miami channel 10 matter was under scrutiny.
• One witness before the grand jury, accused fixer Thurman Whiteside, refused to appear
again before the subcommittee. Harris may subpoena. Mack himself may delay returning for
quizzing on the plea of continued illness. The probers would like to question Whiteside about
its discovery that Mack garnered $41,000 more than his salary during the two years on
the FCC.

The FCC's own hearings on the Barrow network study report continue.
The stories of ABC, CBS and NBC were pretty identical.
All three strongly opposed all recommendations of the FCC's study staff.
The record as it stood this week might be summed up thuswise: The present system of
network operation was basically best to serve the public, and to tinker with it, as proposed
by the study committee, would only serve to weaken a sound and stable structure.
NTA had itself moved up as a witness just behind NBC on the ground that it also was
a network.

A Senate Judiciary subcommittee was considering legislation aimed at making
attempts to influence officials of government regulatory bodies a criminal offense.
The bill grew out of last year's CAB "leak" scandal, rather than the current FCC probe.
Introduced by Sen. Henry Jackson (D., Wash.), the bill was backed by five of the six regulatory agencies.
Last year, then FCC chairman McConnaughey

told the subcommittee the FCC did not

suffer from pressures and didn't need the bill.
SPONSOR
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A round-up of trade talks,
trends and tips for admen

1*

SPONSOR

HEARS

15 MARCH 1958
Some of the ad agencies are beginning to wonder what effect remote control gadgets
Cepyrlght ISM
.°
....
oo
sponsor publications inc.
<>» tv sets are having on commercial viewing.
JWT, for one, is mulling some research on the matter.

Ask the hep tv sales manager for a rep firm what he thinks is the key to selling in
1958 and you'll get an answer that can be summed up like this:
A thick-soled pair of shoes and a knack for creative pitches.

To distinguish themselves from their rock-n-roll brethren, some of the formula radio stations are now referring to their programing as rock-n-billy.
Another term that's come into popular use:

middle-of-the-road music.

The bars in Detroit's automotive society — described as stricter than they were
in the heydey of the 400 — keep breaking down.
People representing air media now are acceptable to the plush country clubs.

Timebuyers who notice that the salesmen from
chipper and eager as usual should bear this in mind:

one

of the

networks

aren't

so

They've just been put back to a flat salary base.

An old-line household cleanser (and a veteran of spot)
financial going somewhat rough.

again is finding the

Its agency — which has gone away out on the line in credit — is pondering this form of
rescue: Acquisition of the client company— or even a merger.

Fishing-in-troubled-waters note: Stations unhappy
are getting much attention from competing reps.

with their lot in national spot

The latter are making more and more road trips, hoping to find a quarry here or there
in a receptive mood for a change.

All the changes going on at NBC
head) :

have this objective (aside from reducing over-

Streamlining the operations so that (1) there are fewer organizational lines to cross,
and (2) communication between the executives and the decision-maker will be smoother.

Westinghouse may not know it, but CBS TV has plans for installing a Garry Moore
variety show in the Monday

spot that's housed Studio One for eight years.

Studio One's rating has drooped since the switch to Hollywood, and the network has
ventured the thought the period could be hypoed with variety.
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participation.
"sharing
in commo
with othe
Webster's New

Collegiate Dictionary

Bartell Family Radio keeps audiences alert for constant
participation by copyright Games for Family Fun,
thought-provoking editorials, gay reminiscences ... all in
a never ending stream of titillating intercourse of audience

BARTELL

and

FAMILY

RADIO

participation creates a favorable conditioned response to an advertising message.

Result: Advertisers always

reach buyers

Add rating dominance and you have the reasons why FORTUNE selects Bartell Family Radio as America's most successful in the use of scientific methods for maximum audience.

BBRTELL
FnmiLV
RDIO
COAST
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!
AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 10 MILLION BUYERS
Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG.
* Pending FCC Approval
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Inc. for VVOKY

The KATZ

Agency

MERCHANDISING
^Continued from page 35)
sales manager fust for Jello then Post
Cereals. Frazier heads up the merchandising program for all the stations, often advises on local marketing
and distribution problems. For the
old client with a sales problem, he may
check distribution and other factors:
for the new client coming into one of
the markets, he ma) pave the way to
brokers or explore the chances of the
product. In most eases, it is Frazier
who makes the final decision on what
merchandising support is needed to
"put out the fire" or get something
new "off the ground."
• Sales meetings. "Probably the
toughest job in merchandising," says
Frazier. 'Ms to -team up the individual
salesman about his compan) s advertising buy." Consequent!) when a client buys WIW. off to its sales meeting
is likeb to <;o Fred Wilson, director of
merchandising under Frazier, complete
with printed brochures for the salesmen and a flip-card presentation. At
these presentations, Wilson is often accompanied by one or several of the

show personalities involved in the buy.
• Sales Contests. Another strategy
designed to whet client salesmen's enthusiasm over the company's air-time
buy and get them talking it up as they
make their calls on retailers and wholesalers isthe contest. WLW frequently
sets up and judges such contests for
advertisers; recent example of such a
contest was one they did for Post
Cereals Div. of General Foods where
winning salesmen got. among
prizes, color tv sets. (WLW is a
mover of color sets: it originates
own studios about 18 of its 30
hours a week.
• Trade relations. What

other
prime
in its
color
WLW

terms "trade parties*' ( actually business meetings plus entertainment) are
fairl) commonplace, may be anything
to a studio gathering to an outdoor
barbecue. Here WLW plays host while
client ad managers and other executives get to meet the local retailers and
wholesalers who handle their products.
WLW show stars are on hand in keeping with Dunville's old belief that
"when 10 or more grocers get together,
there had better be WLW talent there."

What does all this cost the client?
The answer is startling: nothing. Exceptions to this policy might be: the
client who wanted to avail himself of
a housewife survey research project to
be conducted by the station; a client's
own promotion that might entail more
printing than WLW merchandising
men felt was necessary. In such cases
he might be able to get this service at cost, or even on a shared basis
with the stations.
At the same time, WLW never guarantees merchandising to any client.
Frazier and bis staff, with an almost
medical approach to marketing, diagnose each product's problem and prescribes. With no station buy comes a
eut-and-dried commitment of so-manydisplays for so-many-dollars-in-airtime. The small air client may often
get heavier support than a large client
because he needs it more.
Here are the reasons that usually
determine when and how much of a
merchandising campaign: (1) New client buys show; object — identify show
with product; (2) New product coming into market; (3) All-out campaign
by a client; (4) Trouble — client lost
distribution or has share-of-market

REACH 2 GREAT
INLAND EMPIRES

KXOA
SACRAMENTO
1ST PULSE OCT. 1957
more quarter hour firsts
6:00 a.m. to midnight

KXO
El
Over

Centro - Imperial
50%

of

Valley

51st Market population*
*SRDS Market Retail Sales*
45th
22nd Market Sales Per

Valley

KXOA
— McGourc
ward

,-Quinn
Hsld* <
Han an, V.P.

KXO

Rep — Raymer or
Riley Gibson, Pres. KXO-KXOA

problem. To keep this service working smoothly. WLW belongs to practically all the trade associations in its
areas, has even been instrumental in
starting some of them.
Win

this emphasis on merchandis-

ing? "A sale is never completed," explains Dunville. "until the product is |
bought by the ultimate consumer.
Between the air impression and the consumer purchase there is a time lag that
must he filled by some kind of reminders if a consumer's buying or taste I
habits are to be changed to the advertised product. This reminder is merchandising. Advertising is the device
that brings people to the product. But I
it is merchandising
that brings the
product to the people."
In stations all across the country,
hard-hitting merchandising men who !
agree with Dunville's idea are out do- |
ing similar jobs for every type of client. Although grocery and drug prod- j
ucts are among those who rely most
heavily on such support, merchandising takes many forms and there is no
product or service, Dunville points out, j
that cannot be benefited by it. ^
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Meet Morie Pierce

1 sw5* W
/
32 years of broadcasting . . . important contributor to the technical
growth of the industry . . . builder of WANE-TV

^jh

. . . keen businessman.

Active in civic affairs and, like WANE-TV, a vital part of community life,
Morie Pierce knows Fort Wayne and how best to serve it.
Morie is one of the important reasons why more families watch WANE-TV

^^

WANETV
FORT WAYNE

than any other station in the million-dollar all-UHF Fort Wayne market.*
Represented by Petry.

*Area ARB, 11/57

A

CORINTHIAN

STATION

Galveston, serving Houston 'WANE&

sponsor
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Responsibility in Broadcasting

KOTV Tulsa 'KGUL-TV

Fort Wayne 'WISH & WISH -TV Indianapolis
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BEECH

NUT

i Continued from page

17

tainingl) told a product ingredient
stor) on the coffee.
The new gum announcements earned
industry recognition recently via three
awards. Radio Advertising Bureau
selected them as among the eight most
effective radio commercials of 1957,
(see cut page 37).
Response from the listening public
was overwhelming. The admen report
hundreds of people have written to
Beech-Nut praising the commercials —
and backing up their praise with
promises to buy Beech-Nut. One
woman even enclosed two Beech-Nut
wrappers to prove her brand loyalty.
Sample letter: "We're a family of
five radio-conscious individuals who
appreciate good, clever, entertaining,
truthful commercials. We've taken such
a fancy to your little 'spots' we've
switched from Wrigley's to Beech-Nut.
It's a real boost to your sales because
1 buy gum by the carton. Would have

teen years, the more adults we'll have
as customers later on."
This factor also dictated timebuying. Beech-Nut buys time from 7:00
to 9:00 a.m. to reach the whole family.
But it buys heavily in the 4:00 to
6:00 p.m. timeslot to pick up the
teen-age after-school crowd — heavy
listeners of d.j. shows.
The schedule is split about 50%
between these two time periods, and
about 50% between participations and
adjacencies. Naturally, participations
on personality d.j. shows are a prime
aim — the unique commercials stimulate plenty of ad lib comment from
these radio performers.
"But where there aren't availabilities
on these music and chatter shows, we
just have to try and get as close as
possible to them via participations."
says Geeslin. Principal morning fare:
Wake-up and news shows.
The availabilities problem is not
too tough, however. The gum account

written sooner, but I wasn't sitting
myself down at this typewriter while

buys on a 52-week basis — "something
of a rarity in radio today," says Bill
Dollard, Y&R timebuyer. "Consequently, stations do their best to find

the flavor lasted."
"We decided on the historical series

good participations for us."

for two reasons," says Jim Parker.
"First, it has impact, and secondly it
appeals to the teen-agers. We have a
tremendous franchise with older adults
because of our long reputation . . .
now we have to build ourselves up
with the youngsters. They constitute
a tremendous potential market — both
at present and for the future. The
more gum-chewers we create in the

Flavor push: The 1958 Beech-Nut
radio advertising is designed to sell
by flavor. For years the yellow BeechNut package of peppermint stick gum
has been the leading seller in the line.
Now, Beech-Nut is going to push its
spearmint (green pack) and fruit gum,
(red and white pack).
These same three flavors, and two
more, (pepsin and chlorophyll)
are

available in the candy-coated form.
Chlorophyll, termed a "novelty" by
Geeslin, "is dropping fast in popularity
— very little of it's being sold today
compared
to a couple of years ago,"
he told SPONSOR.
New Beech-Nut packaging is designed to help the radio push on
specific flavors. Old packages ( see cut,
page 36), featured the Beech-Nut logo,
with flavor identified in small type.
New packs still show the logo
plainly, but identify the flavor in large
type directly across the package center. And the pack colors will get
prominent mention in the radio commercials, e.g., "fruit gum — in the red
and white package."
A new term, "flavorific," also is
used
in all
the isnew
— regardless
of which
flavor
being20's
pitched.
Questioned on station merchandising activity, adman Parker said stations do conduct "the standard postcard mailings to dealers and buyers.
But how much good does that really
do?" he asked.
"Actually," he says, "these mailings
merchandise the station first — then the
product. Merchandising would be valuable if there was a way to promote
heavily — with concentration from every
station in every market — on a coordinated basis. Then yrou'd have something— genuine retailer awareness."
Is tv in Beech-Nut gum's future?
"Probably so," says Parker, "I can see
possible tv use today more than in the
recent past because the medium's more
fluid now. Availabilities aren't so hard
to come by."
^

Listener's quote, from a study by Motivation Analysis, Inc. of C-0 and
Independent listening attitudes. C-0 fans regard radio as a friend, and consequently pay more attention to their station than do Independent listeners. ~^*^
~^*^ Kcus.sanFrands
CBS-OWNED RADIO STATIONS
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Radio for

'AFTERwithDARK"

Grown-Ups
...of ALL AGES

ROGER CARTER

WEEK NIGHTS 10'° PM

WGAR

DIAL

PAINESVILLE
LORAIN

CLEVELAND

J&dJL

CANTON

WOOSTER

NEW

PHILADELPHIA

STEUBENVILLE

We offer you a large share of
Northeastern Ohio's buying audience

appeals to grown-ups ... of all ages.

Ohio's most popular nighttime shows
. . . hosted by Roger Carter, who
stacks his records with discriminating taste — for those who appreciate
top-notch musical programming.

For example, WGAR presents "After
Dark," a program of the finest in
popular and semiclassical music,
each week night from 10:30 p.m. to
1:00 a.m. It's one of Northeastern

WGAR maintains this policy in all
its programming . . . variety shows
. . . complete news coverage . . . good
music . . . drama . . . featuring performers from top CBS talent.

You reach Northeastern Ohio's buying
audience through WGAR. Because
WGAR surrounds your commercials
with radio entertainment that

15
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So reach your real buying audience
through WGAR.

Radio for grown-ups
... of all ages

WGAF

DIAL 122©

Tv and radio

wear ye

More

Murray Firestone has been elected executive vice president in charge of the new
Philadelphia office of W. B. Doner & Co.
For the past three years he has been an
account supervisor at Ralph A. Hart Advertising. Opening of the Philadelphia office will mark the launching of the Doner

listeners hear

WINSTON-SALEM
than the other three city
stations combined

WINSTON

NEWSMAKERS

SALEM/ GREENSBORO/ HIGH

agency's fourth branch office and is part
of an expansion program by the agency
which billed over 811.000.000 in business last year. Doner said that
the firm will begin a sales campaign in this market, with emphasis
on packaged goods companies in the food field. "Our good fortune
in getting Firestone cannot be stressed enough," he continued, "because he is a specialist in packaged goods." The new Doner branch
will open with radio and tv accounts for: Penn Fruit Co.; Wilen
Wines: Montco Coffee: C. F. Simonin Co. for Yolanda Oil: and others.

POIN

Sherman

Gregory will head ABC

Film

Syndication's newly created New York
City Sales Division. He launched his 32

ARB Survey
(JANUARY

'58)

PROVES
WN EM-TV
is FLINT!
CHANNEL

5

...IN MICHIGAN

ASK

YOUR
OR

PETRYMAN
CALL

WN EM-TV
OFFICIS 1 STUDIOS

A

year broadcasting and advertising experience with Westinghouse Radio Stations.
Inc. in 1926 where he advanced to assistant general manager. In 1938 he became
general manager of KDKA, Pittsburgh;
in 1940. manager of NBC owned and operated stations. Oregon transferred to Schenley Industries, Inc.
as manager of radio advertising in 1943, where he planned and administered an annual S2 million radio advertising budget. In 1947,
he became assistant advertising manager for the Campbell Soup Co.
He entered tv as a sales representative for Tele-Spots. Inc. Since
PJ54. Gregory has been sales manager at WFIL-TV, Philadelphia.

George R. Oliviere lias been named v
president and general manager of radio
station WIIN, Atlanta. Before this appointment, he held the post of executive director of WGST, Atlanta. Oliviere's background in this field began in 1944, when
he worked on the advertising staff of the
Washington Post. In 1948, he became
merchandising representative for General
Foods Corp. Two \ears later. Oliviere entered broadcasting as
commercial manager of K U.K. Pasco, Wash. The next three years
were spent in Norfolk as local sales manager, WTAR-TV. In 1954
Oliviere joined Ziv Television Programs as an account executive.
From L955-1957 he was sales manager of WXEX-TV, Richmond.
During the war he served with the Arim Counter Intelligence Corps.

the cold facts about

WXLW RADIO
the hottest buy
in Indianapolis
During 1957, WXLW's
increased 275%

national business

SHARE
INDIANAPOLIS

. . . thanks to 44 of the nation's leading advertising
agencies who took advantage of WXLW's sizeable lead
in share-of-audience ( PULSE-April, 1957), to reach a
vast, captive market of product-hungry Hoosiers. And
for this vote of confidence, WXLW is indeed grateful.

Sun. thru Sat.

15
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NEAREST

JOHN

6 A.M.12

17
19
16

Sto. C
Sta. D

Noon

AREA-NOVEMBER

1957

12 Noon 4PM
22
17

17
19
21

19
17

17

y***-"

Sta. E
Sta. F

10
12

12

12

9

11
24.0

21.8

20.4

950
H.U.R.*
ON

PULSE again reveals WXLW is the most
preferred station in Indianapolis
. . . with a 22% share-of-audience! Here is conclusive
proof in black-and-white, that WXLW's exclusive
music-and-news format has further strengthened its hold
on first place in popularity! So, if you're looking for
the hottest buy in Indianapolis radio, let the facts speak
for
time!themselves . . . and they'll say WXLW, time after

YOUR

AUDIENCE

23
Sta. B

Unique programming delivers the
majority of the ADULT audience
. . . more of the people who actually do the buying.
WXLW's exclusive music-and-news format — a combination of pleasant music, popular air personalities, and
live, on the spot news broadcasts — captures and sells the
adult age group.

CONTACT

OF

METROPOLITAN

YOUR

DIAL

INDIANAPOLIS
5,000 WATTS

DAYTIME

Indiana's FINEST approach to HIGH FIDELITY sound!

E.

PEARSON

REPRESENTATIVE

lO-SECOND

SPONSOR
SPEAKS

|

Shall a[ station

editorialize?

The privilege that once1 belonged exclusively to newspapers
and magazines I the privilege of editorializing) is fast becoming a standard with radio stations as well.
And even a few television stations are testing it> possibilities.
Everywhere thai station operators, especially radio station
operators, meet these days they discuss editorializing. Those
who don't still far outnumber those who do. But it's a hot subject and hundreds of station managers are thinking about it.
Because editorializing, wherever it is employed, is an important ingredient in the programing structure and a vital factor in the advertising acceptance that each station creates for
itself, sponsor finds itself more than casually interested in
the subject. After talking to scores of station managers

who

practice editorializing, and scores who don't, we've reached
these conclusions:
1. Editorializing, properly done, gives a station a big plus.
The properly done editorializing must be handled with excellent judgment, double-checked facts, and a keen nose for
local improvements.

SPOTS

Understatement': A Madison Avenue
firm in reply to a gentle reminder that
one of its accounts was in arrears re-[i
ceived
the following
note,
hastily
scribbled on a sheet of memo paper:!
"Our little office has had since November the following: a bookkeeper on
vacation; a partner hospitalized for a
month with a stroke; a secretary on •
vacation at same time partner became
ill; the bookkeeper now out with the;
flu; the aforementioned secretarv still
out with a broken wrist. Obviously,!
Obviously
we're
not ! operating

normally. . ."1

Logic: A Kansas station manager
feels it is unnecessary to ask Kansans
what station they are listening to. "If
they are listening to K— , they'll tell
you. If they're not. don't embarrass
Live: Phone operators at Pittsburgh's:
KQV were swamped with calls in
response to a recent station promotion!
campaign. Gimmick was an ad series
them!"
addressed informally to "Joe", or
"Helen", giving only station's tele-n
phone number and signed "The Live •
One." 25,000 Joes and Helens dialed
the number. Just what every cemetery i
needs — a good phone booth!

2. Improperly done, it can do a station grave injury.

Tv Vocabulary: A professor at Harvard, after a two-year study has announced that television has added

When a station's prestige is impaired, advertising values are
impaired also.

2500 words to the average viewer's
vocabulary. Including those used when

3. Unless you have a man at your station who can do a top

the damn thing won't work?
Tv Impact: The second day a midWestern bank went on the air with

editorializing job, it's best to stay away from it completely.
4. By background and training, newspapermen develop a
sense of editorial judgment which makes many
notch editorial writers.

of them top-

a tv show, it experienced the first holdup in its history — $50,000. One of
the men behind the mask, however,

5. Fundamentally, sound editorializing enables a station

took time to tell the cashier, "We

to perform a better service for its public. And, since radio

enjoy
your show."
Now that's sponsor
identification
for you!

and television have proven themselves unusually adept at influencing public opinion, well done editorializing is in line
with the public interest. But editorializing carries with it a
special responsibility. What we're saying is — editorialize
if you can handle it creditably, especially in the area of
community improvements and problems. But don't jeopardize your station, your standing, your advertisers,
and. most oj all, your audience unless you're sure you
can do the joh that needs doing.

1
J
\^§

,

THIS WE FIGHT FOR:
i

A realistic appraisal

of talent costs in the light of their threat to price

■

certain types of shows out of the market.
Tv
needs the variety a wide choice of talent can

'

give it.

Let's fight to keep talent costs down.

Commuter: A favorite ad-gal reports
this sight on Madison Avenue the
other morning — Pedalling along on a
British made bicycle was a young
woman wearing black suede oxfords, a
black wool skirt, red scarf and a
three-quarter length mink coat. Our
gal, aware of New York's railroad
crises, decided that the Westchester/
Connecticut commuter is not only
hardy but adaptable.
Soooo-ee: For its new regional spot
radio campaign, Merkel, Inc.. Y Y.
meat packers (Blaine-Thompsoii \gency) held a hog-calling contest, the
winner to do his calling for the commercials. Yes, sir, radio's sure got a
new sound!

NTERURBIA
Leading all
metropolitan
markets
in the two
Carolinas
in furniture,
household
& appliance
sales!
Dominated by

INTERURBI A ... the largest metropolitan market
in the two Carolinas: the heart of the mighty industrial
Piedmont where furniture, household and appliance sales
exceed $120,631,000. Only WFMY-TV delivers Interurbia
Piedmont so completely. Call your HRP Man today.

ujfmy-tv
GREENSBORO.

N

Represented

Harrington,
h York • Chicago

by

Righter & Parsons,
• San

Inc.

Francisco • Atlanta • Boston

KLAC
"SUPER-MARKET

Six million customers drive three million automobiles to shop in Southern
California supermarkets. A KLAC Big Five schedule may bring you
special displays, selling stacks and ad participations.
This is the "KLAC Super-Market'.' Get the complete plan from your
KLAC or Adam Young representative.

PETER POTTER

M. W. HALL. PRESIDENT

FELIX ADAMS. VICE-PRESIDENT

MORTON

SIDLEY.

GENERAL

MANAGER
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20l a copy • $3 a year

Hitch YOUR Wa$on to

HOW AGENCY
MERGERS BOOST
AIR SPENDING

and Watch Yout Sales
GO UP!

Stronger tv/radio departments emerge from
combined operations,

the Star stations

say agency men. One
advantage for national
clients is the accessibility to regional markets

KMYE

Page 27

FIRST. .. in the 15 Station
Denver Market and Getting
FIRSTER all the time!
* lA
>J^
CHAT

HOOPER 43.3 share
Dec,

57 - Jan. '58, 8 A.M. - 10 P.M.

PULSE 7.1 average rating
Dec, 1957- 7 A.M. - 6 P.M.

TRENDEX 40.8 share

looks inside
the timebuyer

where
COVERAGE
it counts.. .5000
Watts on 710
WITH

ADAM

Page 30

Auto radio

YOUNG

C©QCb
Number one
in Omaha

Two revealing

goes into
high gear

KWIK
More listeners than all

No. 1 in the 15
Station Denver
Market\

according to the most
recent Hooper.

HOOPER -Feb. 1$

the Star stations
IF RESULTS ARE A MUST, SO ARE THE STAR STATIONS

Page U

other Pocatello sta-

KOIL —

Sell gasoline
tv
via shows?
children's

Omaha
AVERY-KNODEL

, KMYR*

—

ADAM

Denver

J. YOUNG,

INC.

KWIK — Pocatello
NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE
AVERY-KNODEL

Page 38

Pulse and ARB agree
KVW is dominant
in Sioux City
ttlRM
•
•

29 of the top 30 shows
KVTV — 355 quarter-hour wins

•

25 of the top 30 shows

•

KVTV — 285 quarter-hour wins
Sta. "A" — 146 quarter-hour wins.

»

KVTV— 38.2 Avg. Class A rating
Sta. "A" — 28.0 Avg. Class A rating

Sta. "A" — 79 quarter-hour wins
•

KVTV— 35.7 Avg. Class A rating
Sta. "A" — 27.3 Avg. Class A rating

•

8 of top 9 syndicated shows

•

Top 10 local live shows

Telepulse, Jan. '58, ARB, Jan. '58

call your KATZ man

Sioux City, lova

CBS-ABC
PEOPLES BROADCASTING

CORPORATION

ADAM YOUNG INC.
is

now
representing

CONTACT

ADAM

YOUNG

INC.

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • ST. LOUIS • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
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The timebuyer: two revealing surveys
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\<>. I: Doe-- the timebuyer have enough responsibility and facts to do
a proper job?
No, concludes Eye & Ear survey of 300 radio/tv buyers
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Vo. 2: Some nivths about timebuyers* use of ratings are put to rest in
NBC Spot Sales survey.
Example:
buyers are hep to statistical error
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effectively?
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M'oNsnif how they feel stations can attain their trade advertising objective
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You're the "center
of sales attraction"
in Arkansas, with

KTHV
Channel 11

LITTLE ROCK
CBS affiliation helps KTHV get — and hold —
most of the Arkansas television audience, most
of the time. But network affiliation is only one of
eight reasons why KTHV is your best TV buy in
this State!
The other seven:
1. Over 253,000 TV Homes
2. 316,000 Watts
3. Highest Antenna in Central South
(1756' above average terrain)
4. Channel 11
5. Center-of-State Location
6. Superb New Studios
7. Know-How

Management

Ask your Branham man for all the details on these
eight important KTHV

316,000 Watts
Henry

Clay, Executive

Channel
Vice President

B. G. Robertson, General Manager
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NEWSMAKER
of the week

youl
dol better
with us in
Last iveek CBS TV split its tv operations in half. Under the

PROVIDENCE"

new set-up there's a CBS TV station division and a CBS TV
nettvork division. Louis G. Cowan heads up the network operation while Merle S. Jones heads the 0-&-0 station division.

The

newsmaker:
When the manager of a CBS TV-affiliated station last week heard the news that idea-specialist Louis G.
Cowan had been made head of the CBS TV network division, he
speculated: "Cowan will fit in fine with Paley and Stanton. Their
forte is bright ideas that pay off. Cowan is a natural in such a
corporate
Cowan's image."
brightness — to most of the trade — has been most \isil>le
over the years in his many program operations; notably Qui: Kids
and the $64,000 Question. These were originated under his own
aegis, along with many another
network and spot program, and
brought him recognition, financial
success, and awards.

% *

In 1955, after severing connections with the firm he founded, he
joined CBS as vice president in
charge of creative services — one
facet of that job being to dream

WICE is the hottest station in
Rhode Island's capital — and it's
getting hotter all the time.
Ratings are Up. Listeners love
the Elliot touch in programming
— more music . . . more news . . .
more often. They go for our
heavy news coverage.
Business is Up. Month after
month, advertising volume is
ahead of last year. Very sound
reason for it:
wice delivers more listeners per
dollar than any other station
in the Greater Providence
Metropolitan Area!
For a private showing at your
office, get in touch with us
or Avery-Knodel.

•Tim

Elliot, Pres.

*Jean

Elliot, Vice-Pres.

The ELLIOT STATIONS
WICE

wcue

Providence,

GREAT

INDEPENDENTS

•

GOOD

Akron,

NEIGHBORS

up programing counter-strategy in
areas where the competition was
making uncomfortable headway .
The easy temptation thus is to
categorize Cowan as a show expert, especially adept at gimmicks that bring fast results. ^ bile that
may be true superficially, there is a subtler aspect to his works
worth noting in connection with his new job. That angle is:
Cowan's predilection for audience participation shows stems largi
lv from his inherent respect for broad knowledge 1 he's a graduate
of the University of Chicago). Among his associates and mentors
have been figures in the academic and intellectual world noted for
their ability to be articulate about ideas. This, observers figure, will
be an asset in kicking brainstorms around with Palev (who attends
both the University of Chicago and Pennsylvania I and Stanton
1 who. for a while, taught psychotechnology). Add it all up, and \ou
get the picture of the modern communications-advertising team— the
sociologically-oriented fellows whose ranks include such figures as
Marion Harper. Jr.. of McCann-Erickson and Norman Strouse of
IWT.
The problems Cowan faces at CBS TV will continue to hinge of
programing to some extent. The commanding lead that CBS once
held in ratings is being cut back by strong competition. Then, thenis the related problem of co-sponsorship compatibility.
As a depression baby— he made his start in the workaday world
in 1932 — Cowan's early experiences with hard-boiled economics
should be a comfort.
^

F.R.P.

IS

NEWS
F.R.P. is many things . . . F.R.P. is news . . .

The excitement of bulletins, headlines and stories that hlanket
Maryland and sweep around the world.
WBAL NEWS-Cruiser "Scoop" moving swiftly through the
streets and byways of Baltimore to get an on-the-spot account of

m
*/•

a news story . . . WBAL reporters going 3.000 miles to tell
Maryland of Free State servicemen stationed in Germany . . .
a "live" description of the last moments of freedom of a convicted murderer told from the shadow of penitentiary walls . . .
Hard-hitting commentary on the story behind today's headlines
. . . on-the-air editorials that slash away false fronts and get to
the heart of state and city problems . . .
Thousands of A.P., U.P., and I.N.S. reporters and N.B.C.
newsmen working 24 hours a day from Moscow to Maine.
from San Francisco to Saudi Arabia to hack up the national
and international scene . . . WBAL NEWS Department's own
full time coverage of local stories.

/ u

F.R.P. news is always "first, factual and fullest*' . . . compiled.
edited and reported hy newsmen with more combined
experience than any other radio news staff in Maryland.
And news in only one part of F.R.P,

WBAL

RADIO

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND • 50,000 WATTS
JLL

RANGE
SPONSOR

PROGRAMMING
•
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NBC Affiliate— Nationally Represented by

(■ yvl

THE HENRY

"MyM"

I. CHRISTAL CO., INC,

Time buyers
at work

KONO
SELLS
SAN ANTONIO
FOR MORE LOCAL
AND NATIONAL
ADVERTISERS
THAN ANY

Dick Branigan, McCann-Erickson, New York, reports that one effective way to determine programing representative of a radio station
is to cross-check with tapes — listening first to a tape of station
WXXX programing made by station WXXX, then listening to a
tape of station WXXX program made by its competitor station.
"The results," Dick says, "can be
both interesting and revealing, and
will give you the real character of
a station. This is particularly important in today's competitive
market when the programing must
attract the type of audience that
buys the advertiser's product. Ratings are important only in relation to this programing. What do
high ratings mean, for example,
if a station is a heavy user of
Rock 'n Roll? In my opinion, not
very much.
For the teenagers are not the bulk of the

buyers
for
Dick feels
many products and may constitute waste circulation.'
that as more and more agencies scrutinize programing
tions may lose billings because of their heavy teenage programing.
, some sta"The advertiser wants the right audience first and ratings second."

STATIONS
Joan Rutman, Grey Advertising Agency, New York, feels that many
buyers do not give out as much information to reps and stations as
they could due to the false impression that the agency and client

% Better rating...
j( Lower cost-per-lOOO..
Higher sales results...

would object. "If they would take time to check with
and client, they would learn to what extent data could
Joan says. "Certainly
information
a rep
.ggl^ligj^

their agency
be released,"
there is basic
and station

should
provide effective
schedulesknow
for to
a campaign.
First,
the rep and station should have a
basic background of the client, his

See Your

-i

H-R Representative
or Clarke Brown man

KONlO;
SAN ANTONIO

/

Rad'lO

^^L

'£

history, media and marketing philosophy. Second, he needs to know
client

distribution,

^^^l
^flHB^^_
H^
ket basis.

<im

both

on

an

In addition, he should
have information on the client's
required audience, the budget, and

the length of the campaign, when it can be determined." Joan also
thinks that a buyer should be absolutely honest with both the rep
and the station in regard to what their competitors are offering.
"This becomes a definite advantage for the client, since competition
is sure

to produce a better, more

efficient advertising
SPONSOR

•
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1/5 of Autos
all
Canadian
are registered
in our
Hamilton
Toronto Niagara
coverage
area

ONE TV STATION

REACHES

15 OF CANADA

ithin our huge coverage area there are 638,426 registered automobiles. This number represents 21.80%
-rer one-fifth of all registered automobiles in all of Canada this year. Another black and white fact
Paving CHCH-TV serves the richest market in Canada." Source: Sales Management Elliott-Haynes.
F further information call: Montreal: UN 6-9868, Toronto: EM 6-9236, fikfVfffHJ 71/
Hnilton: JA 2-1101, Vancouver: TA 7461, New York City: PL 1-4848, V»«»«*
t V
Clsago: MI 2-6190, San Francisco: YU 6-6769
CHANNEL^ CANADA

THANKS
to everyone who wore this badge . . .
whose presence,
participation
and interest
brought success to the
First Annual Disc Jockey Convention
and Programming Seminar.

INVITATION
to

send

us comments,

suggestions, criticisms
which will help shape the
1959 Convention.

ADVANCE

NOTICE

to all air personalities, broadcast,
record, music and advertising
executives: Set aside March 5-6-7-8,
1959, for the 2nd Annual Disc Jockey
Convention, sponsored by . . .

THE
Omaha,

STORZ

STATIONS

Nebraska

WDGY,
Minneapolis-St. Paul
WHB, Kansas City
WTIX,
WQAM,

New Orleans
Miami

22 march 1958

Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
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The psychological laboratory is trying to crash commercial

sponsor publications inc.
Several packages dealing with extra-sensitive perception
making the rounds of Madison Avenue agencies.

and

network tv.

the Rorschach

test are

Looks like viewers this summer, and even fall, will be not only knee-deep in games of
chance but enmeshed in the other fellow's id and ink-blots.

Madison Avenue's theory for what's behind the upper echelon changes at the networks
is basically that they've realized the television field:

1) Is far more financial business than show business;
2) Has reached the point of taking inventory of what can be pruned and predicating
its future on solid long-range planning and organization. In other words, tv is no longer
in the catch-as-catch-can stage.

Various signs — like availability queries to reps and plans on backburners at agencies —
point to a sharp pickup in national spot radio billings for the second quarter.
Among the seasonals raising their head are Plough's Sun Tan and the Lipton's IceTea campaign.
The Plough schedule will start 2 June.
The week's sizeable placement was Hellman's Mayonnaise, which will use 70-80
spots a week in over 100 markets. These saturation schedules will be shifted from one station to another in the same market at certain intervals.
Starts 23 April.
Another saturation campaign from the food field: Maxwell House regular coffee, starting about a week later, through the south. Maxwell regular, incidentally, this week issued
renewals for its current spot tv schedules.

Adam Young, champion of the independent station, will confront network
with still another challenge via the research route.

affiliates

Due for trade exposure next week is a Young-financed Pulse study showing that in
nine selected markets, local independent stations (1 ) reached more adults than the network stations and (2) as a plus, offered far more teen-age listeners.
To make sure that the comparison was properly weighted, the analysis was made between two strong independent and two strong network stations in each trading area.

Detroit may not be hitting all cylinders on production and sales at the moment, but it's
still buying three times as much time on CBS Radio as it did at any time before tv.
The sum total of its support on that network is 9^ hours per week.
By company it breaks down this way.: General Motors, 4 hours and 15 minutes; Ford,
4 hours and 45 minutes; and Chrysler, 30 minutes. Under the GM banner the sources are:
Chevrolet, 1 hour and 35 minutes; United Motors, 1 hour and 15 minutes; and Hertz, 1 hour
and 35 minutes.
NBC Radio has a couple hours a week from Oldsmobile and 55 minutes from
American Motors, while on ABN GM buys the John Daly news for 55 minutes a week.

United Airlines this season will use sports to an appreciable extent to drum
tion traveling business.

up vaca-

As an initial step, N. W. Ayer has bought part of the pre-game broadcasts of
the N. Y. Yankee away-from-home schedule.
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continued.

You can expect the networks and important freelance packagers to exercise
much discrimination in showing their pilots the next month or so.
The first thing they'll want to know is whether the interested agency has a specific
advertiser and period on the air in mind.
Reason for the circumspection: A late selling season is expected and the merchants
of new fare want to guard against loss of interest from overexposure.
(For more about tv film see FILM-SCOPE, page 47 and Film Wrap-Up, page 51.)

Watch for advertiser-agency pressure on the tv networks for slicing the fat out
the staging services that go into live commercials.
The complaints will take this tack:

of

• Tv grew up so fast that a system developed whereby many hands and channels were
able to impose their own toll on each service.
• Lower distribution and marketing costs has become the shibboleth of many a business organization.
• As an important factor in the marketing process, tv can contribute to this need for
economy by drastically overhauling below-the-line costs.

Nielsen indicated this week that it will go along with ABC TV's request that it
consider changing its methods for computing the average cost-per-1000 of (1) all
network programs and (2) program types.
\l'>< TV
er than they
ABC TV
Compliance

had contended that Nielsen's present method made ABC TV's cpm's look highactually are and therefore were a disservice to that network.
would like their system listed in a special section in the next Nielsen cpm report.
from the other networks must come first.

Where the methods differ: Nielsen averages the costs-per-1000 for all programs, weighting each by the number of commercial minutes allowed on each program. ABC adds up all
the program costs (time and talent) and divides by the number of commercial minutes
delivered.
ABC TV proposed the change to Nielsen after CBS TV challenged ABC
the lowest cost-per-1000 and cited Nielsen figures in support.

TV's claim to

Minus any fanfare, the networks are already making it easier for advertisers to
buy tv shows for the 1958-59 season.
They're taking multi-year deals for network-controlled programs on the basis of
26-week cycles, with 90 days' notice of cancellation notice before the end of each 26-week
cycle, for the first year.
What effect this will have on the value of re-runs is problematical. Under the
old standard system of contracting for filmed shows, the sponsor committed himself for from
34 to 39 originals and filled out the balance of the year with re-runs.
Henry I. Christal this week took a stab at being a network operator, and the event
may have given other reps a cue for promoting special business.
The opportunity for Christal came when Brown & Williamson showed interest in a nationwide airing of the NCAA
town, Louisville.

championship

basketball game out of the company's home-

After B&W agreed to co-sponsorship over Christal's 18 radio stations, the rep recruited as two more sponsors Gulf Oil and H-A Hair Arranger.
WHAS originated the play-by-play and the bill for time, traffic and rights came
to around $10,000.

If Schlitz can dispose of half its Friday night show on CBS TV, it will allocate the
savings plus more to tv spot.
The change of strategy is due to a special marketing situation.
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continued . . .

Notwithstanding Professor Frey, the overwhelming trend among ad agencies
is toward adding a commission of 15% on the net price of network program
packages.
One of the tv networks found this out this week in tallying up a survey it conducted
on package commission
for the fall.

practices preliminary to the network's setting the prices on shows

A few of the agencies were still coming out with 17.6% commission. There were
some that added less than 15%.
The last remaining gesture toward putting into effect the new SAG contract
on commercials is ratification by the Guild membership — strictly a matter of form.
Highlights of the agreement, which runs until 1 June 1960.
• On camera minimum goes from $70 to $80 per eight-hour day.
• Program commercial use rates are substantially increased and the "cutoff," which
set a maximum payment for Class A commercials, are (1) eliminated and (2) after $740 is
paid on camera and $565 off camera within a 13-week period, the player continues to he
paid at the rate of 17^% of the individual use rate.
• Rate increases ranging as high as 143% on various other use payments on
spot commercials.
• On camera program openings and closing up from $400 to $500 for continuous use over
13 weeks and from $570 to $650 for 13 uses over 26 weeks. Off camera: from $280 to $400
and from $415 to $500.
NBC Radio has come up with another tactical coup : Setting up a staff of marketing specialists to demonstrate to their brotherhood in ad agencies how the medium can be advantageously used within the scope of their marketing plans.
The relationship will have this effect: It will make it easier for the media and radio
specialists within the agency to create a sympathetic climate.
Murray Heilweil has been brought over from NBC TV to head up the project.
You'd be surprised at the measure of concern to be found in some Madison
Avenue quarters about the prospect of ABN sharply curtailing its position as a
competitor.
Some of the quantity buyers of network radio on the street went so far as to conjecture
to SPONSOR-SCOPE that it might not be to advertising's benefit to be caught between
only two full-time programing networks.
The danger, they suggested, might derive from the fact that network radio is largely a
saturation medium, and that it's possible — with but two such networks — for a .few
advertisers to sew up enough time to keep out all competition.
These viewers with alarm, however, append this proviso: Unless the two networks can
reasonably liberate themselves from the practice of extending half-hour intervals of protection between competitive companies or products.
(See Networks WRAP-UP, page 55, for note on ABN situation.)
The issue of how much latitude can be taken in poking fun at copyrighted
material this week reached a Mexican standoff in the U. S. supreme court.
A 4-4 decision of the top tribunal let stand a lower court ruling which barred Jack
Benny from doing a parody on MGM's Gaslight feature.
In other words, the eight Supreme Court jurists who participated in the review couldn't
agree on Benny's contention that the doctrine of "fair use" applies in the case of a
parody as it does in literary criticism.
Notwithstanding past Washington frowns at the practice, CBS TV and NBC TV
are putting a tight freeze on the crossing over of contract talent to competitive
networks for term or guest appearances.
Attitude of the two networks: The name market is getting shorter and it's time each
hoarded what it has.
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How to add new accounts without stepping on
is still an irritating problem with the sellers of CBS
The network thought it had the adjacency conundrum
agreed to designate the brands it wanted protected

the toes of present advertisers
TV daytime.
licked sunie time ago when P&G
in each period.

What's happened in the meantime is this: The practice of cross-plugging has spread to
the point where a newcomer brand is again smack up against a competitor.
CBS TV admits it knows no way out of the dilemma. Noted a network sales executive :
Over 60% of our daytime business is among grocery products, drugs and cigarettes. Most
of the prospects are in these three fields. Unless a way is found around this blocked
situation, daytime expansion can be badly nicked.

NBC TV this week put on the sales pressure to wean away whatever accounts it
could at CBS TV stemming from the daytime retirement of Garry Moore and the
cutback of Arthur Godfrey to a daily half-hour.
Target of the competitive struggle includes : General Foods, Lever, Standard Brands,
General Mills, Libby and Nestle.
CBS TV meantime is trying to steer the overflow to other daytime programs.
Highlight of NBC
ratings.

TV's appeal: Come

over to where

you can get personality

The Perry Como show will be sold for the 1958-59 season on a half -hour, instead of 20-minute basis.
NBC TV's new way of selling participation in the hour will give sponsors:
1) An opportunity for a cross-plug on alternate weeks.
2) A bigger discount. The 20-minute segments went for 33}^% of the hour rate
and net. A half-hour user pays 60% of the hour rate and is entitled to a combination
of discounts.
The difference in cost between a 20-minute and half-hour segment is 50%.

If you're a small agency with an account that can afford around $500,000
for tv, look for the networks to start rolling out the carpet in your direction.
With the way the time market looks for the summer, the networks are setting their
sights on the seasonal advertiser with limited budget — even if it's only enough for a
one-shotter.
The pitch will be couched in a lyric that takes off something like this:
You may have been one of those who've been complaining you haven't been able to get
your client on a network.
Well, here's your opportunity.
You tell us what the client
can afford and we'll fit the time and program to his budget.

Is the accent on "tonnage" in selling network radio bad?
CBS Radio's John Karol thinks it's about time that the business got off that kick
and turned the spotlight on "creative thinking."
Examples of this kind of selling that Karol pointed out to SPONSOR-SCOPE this week:
talent sales like Mary Healy-Peter Lind Hayes to Staley, Jack Benny to Home Insurance and
Walter Cronkite to Hertz.
NBC Radio's Joe Culligan this week estimated that the network's net billings
for the first quarter will be about $1 million over what they were last year.
the going rate of sales, Culligan expects the second quarter to run ahead of '57 by
$1.25Atmillion.

For other news coverage in this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;
Spot Buys, page 51; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 55; Washington Week, page 65; SPONSOR
Hears, page 66; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 72.
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With the way the time market looks for the summer, the networks are setting their
sights on the seasonal advertiser with limited budget— even if it's only enough for a
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Is the accent on "tonnage" in selling network radio bad?
CBS Radio's John Karol thinks it's about time that the business got off that kick
and turned the spotlight on "creative thinking."
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NBC Radio's Joe Culligan this week estimated that the network's net billings
for the first quarter will be about $1 million over what they were last year.
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AM
World Leader in Precision Magnetic Tape Recording Instruments

Ampex Precision Magnetic Tape Recorders are in
service throughout the world ... in Television and
Radio Broadcasting Stations, professional Recording
Studios, Scientific and Guided Missile Installations
and in Stereophonic Music Systems for the Home.
VR-IOOO Videotape Recorder
First commercially available Videotape
Recorder. Magnetically records what
the camera "sees", either black and
white or color. Playbacks look "live".

MODEL 300
Magnetic Tape Recorder
The standard of the
professional recording
industry, it consistently
delivers the finest in
audio reproduction.

MODEL 350
Magnetic Tape Recorder
First choice of the Radio
Broadcasting industry, it
provides flexibility with
the utmost in reliability
and convenience.

MODEL 601-2
Portable Magnetic
Tape Recorder
First professional quality
portable. Lightweight
and compact, it meets rigid
standards of audio and
mechanical performance.

MODEL 300
Multi-Channel Recorder
Part of the famous Ampex
300 series, available in from
one to eight separately
controlled channels.
Makes the professional
recorder complete master
of the world of sound.

Recorders for data
and control . . . Another
major Ampex division
makes a broad line of tape
recorders for engineering,
scientific and business data.
Photo shows an FR-300
digital tape handler.

For the Home . . . Ampex makes a wide
variety of stereophonic tape recorders
for Home Hi-Fi installation. Available
in consoles, portables and modular units
for custom sound systems.
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by Joe Csida

Sponsor
backstage
Disk Jockey

Rebellion

Did you ever buy a radio spot in a newscast
or weather report? How would you have liked
to have your product presented immediately preceding or following this:
"In our town today, folks, the temperature is
nine degrees below zero, so get those brass monkeys off the front lawns fast. . . ."
This is a little episode tossed out by Vainer
Paulsen, program director of radio station WIP, Philadelphia, in the
course of a panel discussion in which he participated at the first
annual convention of popular disk jockeys in Kansas City, Mo., over
the weekend of March 7, 8, 9.
I said in my last backstage remarks that the developments at
this convention could have an important bearing on the effectiveness
of millions of dollars worth of air advertising. I want to revise that
statement with a one word change: Not "could have an important
bearing," "will have an important bearing." And the bearing it
will have will be determined by how station management copes or
fails to cope with the simmering rebellion indicated by the brass
monkey yarn.
Formula

programing

vs. the ad lib personality

All through the weekend it became increasingly clear that a substantial number of disk jockeys were of the deep conviction that socalled formula radio (top 40, et al) is making faceless, mindless,
personality-less robots of the potentially great performers called
disk jockeys.
This was expressed in every shade from the calm, soft greens of
Jack Lacey of WINS, New York, to the violent, passionate purple
of Stan Dale of WAIT, Chicago. Lacev told his audience that he
was a realist rather than an idealist, that it was his simple objective to
please his employer while at the same time retaining and developing
as much of his individual personality as possible, within the bounds
of the kind of job his employer asked of him. Dale, on the other
hand, flatly and repeatedly stated that "station managements who
utilize formula radio are afraid to let the disk jockey get too popular. They're afraid he'll ask for a raise. . . ."
Dale carried on so vehemently and repeatedly on this that Storz'
national program director Bill Steward, who was moderating the
panel (as well as most other panels during the meets) firmly told
him: ". . . that's enough of that thing you've got with the- Plough
stations, Stan. . . ." But the subject came up in a number of the
panel discussions, and in off-the-record talks I had with quite a few
jockeys it was clear that jockeys are gravely concerned with what
they believe to be a management program policy, which will eventually destroy them as personalities in their own rights.
How long this rebellion continues, as I said ... or how successful or unsuccessful it actually turns out to be will have a direct and
stringent bearing on the shape of the programing which thousands
of spot advertisers support. And the success or failure of the re22 march
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WILS
the key station in

MICHIGAN'S
MIGHTY
MIDDLE
MARKET
with a 24 hour schedule and

5000
LIVELY

WATTS

has over twice the number of
listeners than all other stations combined in
i March-April, 1957— C. E. Hooper, Inc.)

LANSING
contact Venard,
Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.

*17 Central Michigan
counties with
$1,696,356,000
spendable income.

WILLS
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n6tys
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LEADERSHIP
in Baltimore's
3 STATION
MARKET

46,800*
38,1HOMES
'^Aggregate of Quarier-Hour
Homes tuned to WMAR-TV in
One Week Sign-on to Midnight
NIELSEN Jan. 58

QUARTER-HOUR

FIRSTS**

WMAR-TV

Daytime
(before 6 P.M.)

159

Nighttime
99
(6 P.M. -Midnight)
Total One Week,
AJPQ
Sign-on to Sign-off LJQ

C COMBINED
STATIONS
B*

127
69

196

hellion will depend on several factors:
(1) Surely a jockey who suggests people remove brass monkeys
from their lawns in anticipation of a cold wave does not display the
sense of responsibility to encourage management to permit jockeys
an ever-freer voice on the air. Jockeys will, individually and collectively, get almost as much opportunity to be unrestrained personalities as their sense of responsibility indicates they deserve.
I 2 I The profit-and-loss success of formula programing as opposed
to ad lib personality programing will determine how long formula
radio, top 40 or any other kind, will last.
One fact in the convention developments struck me as interesting,
and may be highly significant. I did not hear a single jockey who
worked for any of the foremost formula groups, such as Storz,
Plough, McClendon. Kluge, etc. beef about the restrictive handicaps
of formula programing. Virtually all the beefing seemed to come
from jockeys working for stations who are the imitators of the imitators, i.e., stations who had only a loose idea what "top 40" format
actually is.
In other words while a Storz, Plough or McClendon format is, in
a certain sense, restrictive, there are still literally dozens of areas in
which the jockey is able to utilize and develop his own distinctive
personality marks. Chuck Blore, program director of KFWB in
Hollywood, I believe, said it best in a very fine talk on the specific
subject "How

Can the Deejay Maintain His Individuality Within

the Framework of Conformity Required by Management?""
(You
can get a copy of this talk, if you like, by writing Chuck c/o KFWB,
since Bob Pursell of the station, taped the whole bit. ) Blore called
carefully planned and developed format pi raining. ". . . the love
hild of perceptive management
To Storz — a vote of thanks
It seems to me that what is most needed to keep the jocke\ rebellion from turning into a purely destructive and unwholesome
trade development is a much more thorough understanding on the
part of all stations as to just what restrictive formula radio is. and
what it isn't. Jockeys, too should have a thorough understanding
of it, before slashing wildly away at it in all directions. Once it is
clearly understood, jockeys can rebel at those phases of it which are
really damaging to their greater effectiveness, and help improve
those sections of it which are good. And so can station managements.
The Storz convention went a long way in this respect, and an e\en
longer way toward spreading ideas and information generally. Todd
Storz. Bill Stewart. Bud Armstrong and all the Storz personnel, who
knocked themselves out virtually day and night for the run of the

SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD.
TELEVISION
AFFILIATE
OF THE
COLUMBIA
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.
New York, Detroit, St. Louis, San Francisco,
Chicago, Atlanta, Dollas, Los Angeles

show, deserve the industry's thanks, and the thanks of radio advertisers, for that matter. For it's activities like this convention which
will lead to program changes that will make radio ever more productive for sponsors.
I caught virtually every aspect of the show excepting SPONSOR
editor and publisher Norman Glenn. Norm was on at the ver\ last
Sunday luncheon, and my wife and I had to catch a plane to Chicago
to have dinner with m\ daughter. Incidentally, even though im
wife, June Bundy, is on the music staff of The Billboard, and writethat paper's disk jockey column, I take a dim view of people calling
me Mr. Bundy. And the next guy that does it, I will deal with
harshly.
^
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IN INLAND

CALIFORNIA

(and western nevadai

"BEELINE-™

This group of mountain-ringed radio
stations, purchased as a unit, delivers
more radio homes than any combination of competitive stations . . . at by
jar the lowest cost-per-thousand.
(Nielsen &SR&D)
Beeline stations lead in programming, too. In news programs, for example, Beeline stations lead in their
individual markets with locally produced shows. Beeline radio news
editors coordinate closely with McClatchy newspapers to bring listeners
complete up-to-the-minute coverage.

/UcC*a*otof
KFBKH"5acramento

C&hApaAMf
Sacramento,
National
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California

Paul H. Raymer

Co.,

Representative

KMJB

FRESNO,

For the
first time
in TV
network
history. . . 1

a guaranteed
maximum
cost
per thousand
of

and your potential
is even better.
Higher ratings will
result in even lower
cost per thousand!

^Guaranteed on firm thirteen-week orders.

The plan: Double Impact
. . . giving you two unduplicated audiences in two tested and
proven time periods — Sunday afternoon and one week night.

The dates: March 30th to June 22nd
... in which advertisers and their agencies may participate for
one week, five weeks, or the entire thirteen-week period.

The program:

"The 20th Century-Fox

Hour"

. . . top-quality dramatic series, of proven popularity,
made especially for television by that master studio — 20th Century-Fox.

The stars: proven personalities
. . . such as Bette Davis, Ed Wynn, George Sanders, Merle Oberon,
Linda Darnell, Paul Douglas, Joan Fontaine, Fred Mac-Murray and many others

The vital statistics: 63 TV stations
. . . reaching 84.4% of U.S. TV homes, where 81.5% of U.S. retail
sales are made, with 86.5 % of effective U.S.
buying power. (With even wider coverage, if desired.)

The suggestion: phone, wire or write today
. . . for the greatest assured value in television network history to . . .

FILM
NETWORK
Coliseum Tower, 10 Columbus

Circle, New York 19, N. Y. • JUdson

2-7300

49th al
Madisc

Your sales messages here

Request

I have observed with considerable interest the article in the December 7
issue entitled "Radio Super-Saturation
vs. Full Page Newspaper Ads," and I
am wondering if it is possible to obtain 25 or 30 copies of your reprint.
I can use them to mighty good advantage, and certainly thank you in
advance for your cooperation in this
respect.

Get sales action here

Clyde D. Pemberton
commercial
manager
KFJZ, Ft. Worth
We found your reprint from SPONSOR,
December 7, "Radio Super-Saturation
vs. Fullinterest.
Page Newspaper Ads" of quite
some
There are three am stations in Anchorage and, having discussed the matter with the managers of the others, it
would appear to be just about the
right time for us to start
campaign using your
mailing piece. It seems
acampaign.
good "opening gun"

a "sell radio"
reprint as a
to us to make
for any such

Would you please be good enough to

from Greensboro to the Coast, from Virginia to the
South Carolina line
—a total of more than 2 million population

BECAUSE

general manager
Anchorage, Alaska

your messages will be on the most seen screen! WRAL-TV
has topped every Raleigh-Durham ARB study since it started
telecasting— leading consistently in Share-of-Sets in Use,
Sign-on to Sign-off

WRAL-TV
FULL POWER CHANNEL 5 NBC AND LOCAL COLOR
New

Studios:

Western

Blvd.

REPRESENTED

• Raleigh, North

BY H-R, INC.

ship us 150 reprints, by "air parcel
post." These will be distributed equally among us and mailed simultaneously to the heaviest users of newspapers
in town.
Please bill KFQD.
Ernest Spink

Carolina

In your March 8 issue you report that
Casey Jones is the top syndicated show
in Baltimore. To bring the record up
to date, the February ARB shows
Sheriff of Cochise in the No. 1 position with a 28.4 rating and Sea Hunt
second with a 25.0.
Both shows are on WBAL-TV.
Roy Meachum
pub. rel., prom. & adv. mgr.
WBAL-TV, Baltimore
(Please turn to page 24)
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A television market is more than two cities

When you use KGUL-TV
a television market whose:

^S Galveston, serving Houston . . . you sell a quarter of Texas —

• Total Retail Sales are greater than Metropolitan Pittsburgh.
• Effective Buying Income is $3,7 50,000,000.
• Food Sales are greater than Metropolitan Cleveland.
Smart advertisers want to tap this market. They do it over KGUL-TV

^m

, the only station

delivering city-grade service to both Houston arid Galveston. Represented by CBS Spot Sales,
Sources: TV Mag. 3/57; Copyrighted . . . Sales Management

A

CORINTHIAN

STATION

KOTV Tulsa »KGUL-TV

Galveston, serving Houston -WANE

SPONSOR
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Responsibility in Broadcasting
Fort Wayne ;WISH & WISH-TV

Indianapolis
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I Continued Irani page 22 I
SPONSOR'S new look
The proposed step-up and adjustment
esting.
in your news strategy is very inter- I
I have found the newsletters "Spon- I
sor-Scope," "Washington Week" and |
"Sponsor Hears" attractive and inter- I
esting to read.
Wilbur M. Havens
WTVR, Richmond

We are subscribers to your good publication and enjoy reading each issue.
We would like to enlist some help from
you. We understand you recently published aShopping Guide, in which was
included stations that program Country Western Music. We are interested
in such a list of stations.
Could you
help us obtain such a list.
Alvin Epstein
Alvin Epstein Advertising
Washington, D. C.
• SPONSOR
does1.UI
nol much
plan to
a Buyers"
Guide
for 1958.
of publish
this information
will be incorporated
in the Tv Radio Basics to

TV-TULSA

covers

GROSS

45

FARM

TOTALS

counties

where

. . .

INCOME

$285,832,000.00*

Oil-rich Tulsa —

Farm-rich counties! Just 31 of

the "fabulous 45" counties produce more than half
Oklahoma's

total gross farm income

—

the half

that you can't reach without TV -Tulsa!
Farmers in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas Counties
are an added bonus to this rich Oklahoma market.

you get the fabulous 45.
ONLY

~

Title mix-up

It would be an understatement to say
that we were pleased with your article j
February
) . Instead of Westerns" (8
"Sociology
There is one thing, though, which
might help a small situation here. Les
Delano's title is Director of Marketing
Services; this includes and subsumes
marketing, merchandising, research :
and media. His Media Director is a |
chap named Tom Garrabrant. It ap- |
pears that this slight confusion on
titles has upset the North people con- |
siderably.
It is, of course, m\ fault. I wonder
if it would be possible to alter this
oversight by. perhaps, printing a letter
to the editor or something like that.
This is a bothersome detail, but, due
mipt
to the impact of your book on the
trade.
riant one for Les and
Tom.
Donald Ranter
director of creative research
Chicago
Tatham-Laird Inc. Advertising
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SUBSTITUTE FOR EXPERIENCE

A happy 10th birthday to us !
As we start our second ten years of making commercials for television, we
wish to thank you, our clients, for making the first 10 years so successful.
We believe we have the studio and the people to produce the best-made TV
commercials in the industry. Many of you have told us just that, and we
look forward to serving your future needs better than ever during the
next 10 years.
Thank you again for our happiest birthday!

UNIVERSAL PICTURES TELEVISION DEPARTMENT
New York Office: 445 Park Avenue

Telephone: PLaza 9-8000

Hollywood Office — Universal Studio, Universal City
George Bole in Charge of Production
Telephone: STanley 7-1211
Write for free illustrated brochure.
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All week — every day
(from 6 AM
Midnire) —

to 12
Sunday

rhrough Saturday—
WBRE and WSCR
provide 13%
homes at 34%
cost

more
lower

efficiency —

than any station
serving the WilkesBarre-Scranton area.

©

STATION -*li
COVERAGE
In Pennsylvania's ♦ ♦ ♦ Lackawanna
Luzerne Counties

and

for National or Regional
Advertisers ♦ ♦ ♦ I

Here at one rate WBR|i«*
WSCR
offer you the
arkets
Noi

Pennsylvania located in M
America's
greatest conctotion
Populations
wi- I
limited of sales
potentials
WBRE and WSCR ar *P
rated NBC affiliates. I
individual
. M» I
station is area
the ."buy"
I
2-sta National
the
vertii

or

Region.**

^hen
th »
r the- planning syou*
.dvertising to reach P"'
mania's double "L" mar

National

Representative,
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AGENCY MERGERS:
HOW THEY BOOST AIR SPENDING
Marketing and air media services strengthened through mergers
have drawn new clients into tv and radio, agencymen say.

Biggest

boon to national clients: local help through regional branches
#%ir media growth in 1958 has a new booster rocket:
the increasing number of agency mergers.
In a nut-shell:
"Mergers tend to increase air media facilities and
larketing services within the merged agencies. There)re, they often stimulate new or stepped-up air ad-

tion now available to them."
Newell's example is far from isolated. Tv has long
been recognized as a prime cause for agency mergers
(See sponsor 21 September 1957). But as gears
start to mesh within some of the 1957 headline-mak-

gftising by existing clients," says Bob Newell. Cuningham & Walsh executive v. p.

ing merged shops, it's becoming apparent that mergers which strengthen tv/ radio departments and media
buying can attract new client budgets into air advertising.

"One particular West Coast regional account prior
) our merger, is now spending a bigger chunk of its
udget in tv and radio because of the new marketing
elp and wider air media scope of the merged opera-

At the same time, tv/radio department mergers
have been the greatest source of friction and may be
at the bottom of troubled mergers heading for divorce.
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In era of rising operating costs, admen predict
more mergers, hut warn of trouble when methods
of client servicing conflict in key departments

At sponsor's presstime, Cunningham
& \\ alsh picked up its six-month option
on the Henr) Mayers Co. trial marriage in LA. Mayers' chief objection:
\ different interpretation of the autonomous clause in the original contract.
In New York's biggest merger —
Erwin, Wasej with Ruthrauff & Ryan
— a major client exodus since October
gave rise to important organizational
streamlining in tv/radio and media as
two conflicting operating theories are
being harnessed into cohesive working
I
i. \\iomaticalls. the EWRR merger has resulted in greater air media
strength for the agency's Philadelphia
branch, Geare-Marston. and also provided R&R clients with a major tv-

\«\>

EWRR

t\ -radio look:

radio staff through the existing Erwin.
Wasey operation in Los Angeles.
\l its best, a merger can offer twopronged advantages to national and
regional air media advertisers.
1. Regional agency offices are increasingly important to national advertisers in their emphasis on local market problems. Texaco's needs, for instance, were a major factor in C&W's
geographic expansion through mergers. Such mergers can spell out agency economies that are passed on to the
national spot advertiser particularly.
For instance, a current Texaco spot
radio schedule is being strengthened in
the Midwest as a result of suggestions
from a C&W
marketing
man
who

\» media copy, under Doug Mac

pictured), and production undei R0I5 Howe (r.) are under Kolo Hunter, v.p., tvradio dir. ' onflii 1 sti mmed from differing approach to organization prior to merger

Media at EWRR, headed by Harry Way. v.p.. dir. of media leentei l, acquired one group supervisor each from E,\V and R&R. Way plans
to Bpeed integration by trading off accounts, and bringing broader
media experience to each client. Above (1. to r.) : Vincent DeLuca,
timebuyer; Ton) <.ee. media group supervisor; Way: Bill Hunter, media
-roup supervisor. EWRR branches have autonomous media departments

makes field trips out of Chicago.
"It's more economic for us to have
merchandising men on the road out of
their respective branch offices in key
cities (Chicago, San Francisco, Los
Angeles), than out of New York," says
C&W media v.p. Newman McEvoy.
"These men not only police our clients' schedules as they travel on their
marketing missions, but they also alert
us to new local buying opportunities.
For instance, in mid-March I got a
memo from Bill Dean who covers the
Midwest out of Chicago about the local impact of d.j.'s on W1L. St. Louis
and KANS, Wichita. We added to
our schedules in those markets."
Mergers with established (though
smaller) agencies in key cities can offer clients of the New York-based
agency greater marketing service on a
top level and at a lowest cost.
"One of our clients, introducing a
new product via air media, needed
trade and dealer support on the West
Coast particularly." C&W's Bob Newell
told SPONSOR.

1

Cunningham & Walsh pattern, autonomy for the merged branch offices, is
most popular for inter-city mergers. Inter-office client conflicts, policy clashes are
handled by C&W's national management committee {see diagram at right). Despite machinery for conflict-solution, careful planning, mergers did run into trouble: On 17 March 1958, C&W announced dissolution of recent merger with Henry
Mayers Co., L.A. Above, at peak of C&W expansion through mergers, are ( /. to
r.) Franklin C. Wheeler, executive v.p., San Francisco; John P. Cunningham,
president, New York; Henry Mayers, executive v.p., L.A.; Ivan Hill, executive
v.p., Chicago; Robert Brisacher, senior v.p., San Francisco. Biggest advantage to
A big agency in merging is 1 1) growth potential for agency; (2) services for clients

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
NATIONAL

EXECUTIVE

leverage

problems, who coordinated our air effort with the client's trade. Both the
agency and our client had an obvious
saving in time and money otherwise
needed to send out a New York man."
2. For the small agency without
New York or Los Angeles outlets, the
advantage in joining a key-tv-city
agency is obvious.

they're at a disadvantage compared
with the big agency's negotiating power with talent agents and networks,"
says Herschel Williams. Robert C. Durham Associates v.p. who specializes in
agency mergers.
Through its fall 1957 merger with
the Raymond R. Morgan Co. in Los
Angeles, Fletcher D. Richards opened
up network buying opportunities for
its clients on Los Angeles-originating
tv properties. While Richards had a
two-man operation in LA before merging, it now has an 18-man staff. Conversely, Folger Coffee, a major Raymond regional account, has expanded

"The smaller agencies do not have,
because they cannot support, a tv department," says John Orr Young, agency consultant and merger doctor.
"There comes a time when a client of
the small agency needs tv service or
when the agency loses an account to
some agency with good tv ideas and
personnel."
Clients in the smaller agency, now
serviced by top-level tv-radio agencymen, may be exposed to air media
opportunities the small shop couldn't
i uncover. The implications are as great
in network tv buying, where agencies
with small
billing
frequently
lack
22 march
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in

negotiating

show

buys.

"Clients of small agencies, particularly those shops located outside New
York, are increasingly aware that

its spot activity "because of broader
marketing and media buying help," according to Sherwood Dodge, Fletcher
D. Richards executive v.p.
But mergers are far from an unmixed blessing for clients. The transitional stage can be painful when conflicting methods of handling air media
are brought together, as was the case

MANAGEMENT

Coordinating Services
1

[i][^]I^][±]

PRESIDENT
SR. EXECUTIVE

OPERATIONS

"As a result of our merger with
Brisacher, Wheeler, we had a top-notch
marketing man, stationed on the Coast
and familiar with trade and dealer

COMMITTEE

V.P.

COMMITTEE

with EWRR's New York offices.
To date, most mergers involved the
jdining of one large shop with a small
one in another city. In those instances,
integration of personnel has generally
been easier, with the large-agency
method of operation frequently taking
precedence over the small. - Both Cunningham & Walsh and Fletcher D.
Richards actually look upon their
merged semi-offices as agency autonomous operations. For example, the
New York headquarters might operate
its media department with time buying
and print specialists under all-media
supervisors, while the merged shop had
just one all-media buyer.
This difference in operating wouldn't
affect client service within each divisional office, however.
"San Francisco or Chicago could
call on our timebuyers for help and
they'd be charged on a cost-basis for
the time our media department
spends," says Bob Newell. New York,
by the same token, can call on the
C&W divisions on the same basis. A
difference in organizing media depart(Please turn to page 62 I

THE
1. HE

TIME BUYER:
FEELS

HE

NEEDS

MORE

two surveys
INFORMATION

Survey by radio station promotion firm shows a sizeable
number of broadcast buyers have the responsibility for
selecting markets and for determining what share of the
advertising budget should be allocated to specific markets
I lie timebuyer's feeling that he's
never been given the responsibility and
marketing facts to do a proper job has
been a lament of long-standing in the
broadcast business.
It's never been clear, however, just
what responsibilities and marketing
facts timebuyers in general have been
given.
Tbis week some light was shed on
this question. A nation-wide survey
made b\ Eye & Ear. Inc., a new advertising and promotion company to service radio stations, indicated:
• A sizeable number of broadcast
biners ha\c responsibility for selecting markets and determining what
proportion of the advertising budget

Buyers

answer

should be devoted to specific markets.
• Buyers feel they need more information todo a proper job.
In the survey, handled by Marketing
Associates, questionnaires were sent to
1,762 broadcast buyers as listed in
sponsor's "Timebuyers of the U.S."
Covered were 783 ad agencies operating in 44 states. The survey was
sent out 8 January and by 24 January
— the cut-off date — 307 replies were received, a17.5$ return.
Other highlights of the survey:
• Ratings alone were considered a
minor factor in selecting stations.
• A high proportion of buyers reported they were kept up-to-date on the
client's affairs by the account
and

questions

on station

selection,
35%
YES

TO

DO

rev<

HIS JOB

marketing
men in their agency.
• But a high proportion also indicated they were shut out of clientagency meetings.
• Buyers are generally satisfied
with the service given them by reps
and station men, though sizeable minorities had complaints of specific failings among station and rep salesmen.
• More buyers prefer to work
through reps than through station men.
• There was a decided preference
among buyers for station discounts and
saturation packages.
• On the subject of saturation, the
average figure given for an effective
weekly saturation drive was 50 per.
• A high percentage of buyers said
they were interested in station coverage information.
• Nearly all buyers read trade papers and find them helpful.
Though the survey did not actually
ask the timebuyers if they were dissatisfied with their status, a certain amount
of dissatisfaction was implicit in the ani Please turn to page 62 I

17%
39%
budget
NO

allocation
SOMETIMES

Do you select the market?
Is the market recommended through the
account supervisor and/or merchandising
department?
Do they provide a budget for this specific
market?
Or
Do you get a total budget and decide what
portion should be spent in the specific
market?

18.5

14.5

31.5

10.5

57
41

46,5

2.5

14

methods

and attitudes

2. HE IS AT HOME

AMIDST

COMPLEXITIES

OF RATINGS

NBC Spot Sales survey finds average broadcast buyer uses
at least two different rating services with ARB and Nielsen
used most for tv, Pulse and Nielsen used most for radio.
Only small minority favors buying-by-the-number method
I he oft-repeated charge that timebuyers are numbers-mad and confused
by the complexities of ratings is dealt
a mortal blow by a survey released
this week by NBC Spot Sales.
First in a series of studies by the
rep firm devoted to provide a sounding board for timebuyers and to spotlight changing patterns in timebuying,
the current survey is based on 326
questionnaires returned out of a mailing to 1,200 buyers in large and small
agencies across the country.
If the timebuyers' responses are at
all accurate, it can be safely said that
he (or she) is not at all befuddled by
the complications of ratings and that
he has a sensible, balanced point of

Timebuyers

view toward numbers. He can juggle
standard errors, cumulative audience
data and the rest of it with comfort
and ease ( see chart below I and considers ratings a servant, not a master.
In releasing the first results of NBC
Spot Sales' "Timebuyer Opinion Panel," which was devoted to ratings,
Thomas B. McFadden, vice president,
expressed the belief that the answers
by timebuyers "helps to isolate the
actual use of ratings from the halftruths and suppositions surrounding
them. We wanted to know the honest
and thoughtful views of the men and
women who use ratings in making
daily decisions on how millions of advertising dollars are to be spent."

go beyond the numbers,

says NBC

The spot sales firm took care to
point out that, strictly speaking, the
figures from the survey aren't projectable to the "several thousand persons
engaged, directly or indirectly, in the
purchase
of broadcast
time.*'
However, the responses
that were
received
came from 225 agencies and offices,
including virtually all the major agencies. About 40r/^ of the panelists work
for agencies with broadcast billings of
$5 million or more.
The study found that the average respondent uses at least two different
rating services. ARB and Nielsen were
the leading services in the purchase of
tv time while Pulse and Nielsen were
the leaders for radio. As far as tv is
concerned, both ARB and Nielsen were
more likely to be employed by the
larger agencies. Telepulse was considerably more important in the smaller shops than in the larger ones. In
radio. Nielsen is used more by the $5
million-plus agencies (72% of those
responding) than by the smaller ones
{Continued on next page)

Spot Sales study

70%

use standard error data in comparing ratings

50%

average figures from different rating services

40%

use cost-per-3L900 cut-off points

90%

use cumulative audience data in buying strips

75%

study trend of ratings before buying

96%

use audience composition data in buying announcements

(56ft of the under-$5 million group).
In tallying up the questionnaires
NBC said it was surprised to Irani ol
the extent to which buyers use standard error measurements in comparing
ratings on competing stations. I Standard error figures tell, among other
things, whether the spread between two
ratings is statistically significant.)
NBC found that 2')', of panel members regularh consider this factor,
while another 42' , said they use it
sometimes. \ breakdown between the
larger and smaller ad shops showed
that 32' , of the latter never consider
the "point-spread" compared with
22', of the larger agencies.
"Another surprising fact." NBC
notes in its report, "emerged in connection with the manipulations to
which ratings are subjected in order to

bigger
ad shops
which
answered.
Cost-per-1,000 cut-off points beyond
which a buyer will not purchase time
for a given account is one of the biggest gripes of broadcasters. On an
over-all basis, the study showed, more
Inn ers do not do this than do. About
I wo of five buyers reported using cutoff points. Furthermore, as the spot
sales' report said, "It is ver\ likely
that such cut-off points are established
with reference to specific accounts.
rather than as a matter of over-all
agency
policj
."
It is not
surprising
to learn that the
larger agencies are more apt to use
cut-offs than the smaller ones. Among
the larger shops. 24' < used cutoffs
compared with 16' r for the smaller
agencies — "undoubtedly ."' said NBC
Spot Sales, "a reflection of the types of

58%

71%
Over

AGENCY
$5 millio

BROADCAST

BILLINGS
Under $5

million

NSI
95

ARB

86

Telepulse

\ield usable and meaningful information, and that is the frequency with
which ratings of two or more services
are averaged in order to yield a 'composite.' While onl) 5'r of the panelists reported that they always averaged rating services, 44% of them
stated that the\ did so 'frequently' or,
at least, 'sometimes'."
Research technicians generally frown
on this practice on the ground that
ratings of diiferent services are not
comparable. This attitude is also apparent from the fact that, according
to the survey, the practice is more
common among the smaller agencies,
where trained researchers are often a

accounts

mere

1 ()' ;

from

the

these

larger

only 9' '< used coverage figures supplied by the station and rep. Among
the smaller shops, 38% used figures
supplied by the station and rep I a
striking difference compared with the
larger agency group). 34% used the
agency's own estimate, 45% used
trade-journal sources, and 19% used
NCS #2.
In addition to these figures. II
of the panel members said that, whenhomes

ever possible, they used the "total
reached" figure from NSI or
50%

qualitative factors
Why agencies buy stations- -the
27%
ACENCY BROADCAST
Over $5 mil

o0 buyers usually influenced bv:

Salt's success stories

ported the\ average ratings "alwa\s"
or "frequently" as against 5' ' for the
$5 million-and-over shops.
The NBC Spol Sales questionnaire
asked the buyers if the) would like

pared with a

bv

found to be widespread, particularly
in the purchase of strips. Onlv 9%
of the panelists said they never use
cumulative ( unduplicated I audience
data in buying announcements in
strips. A breakdown of the users disclosed that one out of every six always
takes cumes into account in buying
strips; 36% reported they use cume-

luxury. \mong the $5 million-andunder group. 31 % of the panelists re-

station rep- to submit "averaged-out"
ratings on availability sheets. Nearl)
one-third of the respondents from
smaller agencies favored this idea com-

handled

figure was 00', using it "always" or
"frequently" compared to a 47', fig.
ure for the under $5 million group.
The charge that buyers only look at
recent ratings and ignore the audiencebuilding potential of a time-slot is illfounded if the panelists in this sur\e\
are representative. Said the report:
"Fully three-quarters of our panelists
told us they consider an "upward rating trend* over a period of several
months quite important in considering
the purchase of an announcement or
program, and that a consistent upward
trend of this nature has influenced
their decisions on many occasions."
The size of the agency has a considerable bearing on the use of trend data.
Among buyers at the larger agencies,
fully 85% said trend data was important to them while the figure for the
smaller agencies was 67%.
On the question of projecting figures, the survey found this is done
more often than not. Among the
larger agency buyers, over half used
trade-journal sources, 43 rr used their
own estimates, 29% used NCS #2.

Rating services used by agencies to buy television
o0 agencies using:

"frequently" and 37' < said they use
it "sometimes."
Again, as expected, it was found that
the larger agencies utilized cumulative
audience data more than smaller ones.
For the larger commission houses, the

B

LLINCS
nder $5 million

16
33

Mail pull data
Personality cooperation

50

46

Station prestige

37

61

i Merchandising services
%:!„.
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ARB area studies rather than projecting ratings to a coverage base.
Going "beyond the numbers," the
survey found a considerable interest in
qualitative data among panelists. Most
important was audience composition.
Interestingly, audience composition
data was used by nearly all buyers in
the purchase of announcements; 96%
said they used it either "always" or
■•frequently" in this type of buy. Furthermore, about 75% felt audience
composition was important enough to
be included regularly on availability
sheets.
Five other qualitative factors were
mentioned frequently. These were:
1 1 ) personality cooperation, ( 2 ) merchandising services, (3) station prestige, (4) sales success stories and (5)
mail pull data. Their relative importance differed a little between the

TV VIEWING IN FEBRUARY UP OVER
1957. IS RECESSION THE REASON?
A striking increase in tv viewing during February compared
with the same month last year is shown by the latest ARB setsin-use tally. A rundown of hourly averages during February's
first week shows viewing hikes in practically every daytime segment in each time zone. While there has been no probing to see
whether unemployment is spurring daytime viewing, it remains
a strong possibility.
^
Average tv sets-in-use by time zones, Feb. 1958
Monday

Time

7:00 AM

"usually" be influenced by these five
factors were as follows:

8:00

Among the larger agency group —
50$ could usually be influenced by
personality cooperation, 43% by merchandising services, 37% by station
prestige, 27% by sales success stories
and 16%) by mail pull data.

9:00

by the tabulation cut-off date, only 22
preferred anonymity.
The general responses fell into three
categories:
• A small minority believe in buying by the numbers. This group considers ratings honest and claim they
provide, says NBC, "the only method
of justifying business decisions in unfamiliar markets. They feel that strict
adherence to ratings is likely to produce sales results with far greater consistency than guesswork or contradictory station and representative claims."
• A small minority took exactly the
opposite tack. This group says that
using ratings as an absolute measure(Please turn to page 63)
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1957

7.1

larger and smaller agencies. The percent of buyers who said they could

Among the smaller agency group —
Of, by personality cooperation, 59%
1>\ merchandising services, 50% by
sales success stories, 46% by station
prestige and 33% by mail pull data.
In addition to specific questions on
ratings, the questionnaire gave panelists a chance to sound off on the use
and validity of ratings. More than
three out of four panelists took the
opportunity to get something off their
chests. Most of these signed their
questionnaires. As a matter of fact,
out of the total of 326 returns received

thru Friday daytime

Eastern

7.8
16.7

15.8

14.3
13.7

11:00
12:00 Noon

1957

10.2
17.0
9.7

8.0

17.9

13.7

22.1
21.7

21.6

17.9

23.2

21.9

18.3

18.8

20.4

17.8

13.5

22.7

22.7

14.3
22.2

17.0

25.8

25.6
31.8

36.4

17.6
19.2

U.S.
1957

4.4
11.8

21.9

16.3

25.4

38.5

37.0

15.0
20.8
20.7

18.5

20.8
14.0

18.3
21.6

16.0
17.5

11.1
26.4

20.9

30.9

12.8
13.9
17.0

17.8
16.1
11.4

29.0
4:00

8.3
11.3
10.5

20.6

22.7

15.5
2:00

Total
1958

3.9
11.9

13.8
21.8
22.3

19.3

13.0

2.5

19.1

16.4

1:00 PM

5:00

1957

4.4

15.8

3:00

Pacific
1958

24.6

17.5
10:00

Central
1958

17.4
32.9

23.0

28.8

29.6

35.7

34.6

30.7

Sunday thru Saturday evening
6:00 PM

41.5

37.8

54.1

49.9

7:00

55.7

52.3

70.1

66.8

8:00

52.2

9:00

68.9

10:00

54.3

68.6
65.5

12:00 Midnight

25.4
13.6

62.0

68.0
62.3

69.1
73.5

22.8
10.5

34.2
16.0

33.4
15.0

43.8
60.7

50.8

66.3

47.4
63.5
56.5

66.9
44.8

53.6
11:00

71.8

54.8

60.8
42.6

68.4

57.4

16.5
20.1
35.5
21.8

3.5

63.7

59.2

32.2

4.3
6.9

5.4
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RADIO

PROGRAMING:

Miller Attacl

Vl Storz Stations* Pop Music Disk Jockey Convention in
Kansas City recently, Columbia Records' Mitch Miller said
that d.j. *s appeal to musical tastes of 8-14-year age group
Slathered under this roof are a great
n,an\ men of fantastic skill, taste, and

both know that ratings are comparative. Each of you is fighting for your

imagination. You caused radio to jump
out of bed and click its heels a few

share of the milk — after the cream's
been skimmed off. The current phenomenal grosses of the recording companies show that the country is hungry
for music. Televison has failed over
and over again to satisfy that hunger.
It lies in your power to bring the
grown-ups back to radio music.

years hack, while the public was dressing for the funeral. You made radio
once again a vital force on the American scene, a source of first-rate entertainment, and— best of all — you made
it pay.
But what's been happening in the
la>t year or two? To say that man) of
\ou have grossly mishandled this great.
fat money-maker — radio — would be
understating the case.
\ ou carefully built yourselves into
the monarchs of radio and then you
went and abdicated — abdicated your
programing to the corner record shop;
to the eight to 14-year-olds: to the preshave croud that makes up \2'/< of the
country's population and 0' < of its
buying power, once vou eliminate ponytail ribbons, popsicles. and peanut
brittle.
I know that most of you agree
me that much of the juvenile
pumped over the air waves these
hardly qualifies as music. But
standard answer is— "We're not
to educate. We're here to give
what thej want."
\\ hat who wants?

with
stuff
days
your
here
them

Certain!) not the 75$ of the nation
over II years old! If they did, they
woulden'l be busing hi-fi record players in unprecedented numbers, setting
them up in the living room, shutting
off the radio and creating their nun
home-mad'- programing
departments!
( ertainr) nol those who want variety, musicianship, a little hit of literacy,
and a bil more sophistication in their
music. \nd. gentlemen, that's the
majority . . .
"Well," you reply, "thai raaj be, but
v.e radio stations are doing O.K. in
the rating departments." Yes, but we

O.K.. so who's the "they" in radio's
standard defense — "We're here to give
them what they want." It is usually
the mythical "they" who make up the
Top 40 song lists. At its best, the Top
40 presents only a philosophical problem on a par with "Which came first,
the chicken or the egg." Does the demand for a record come because you
play it first, or do the kids demand it
because they find it in the Top 40?
If you media buyers think none of
this applies to you, you're very much
mistaken. It all translates quickly and
painfully into advertising dollars and
cents. Most of you buy radio listeners for your clients at so much per
pound, like meat.
I can see you station owners objecting, "Why should we change our programing at a time when business is
going great?" But just because you're
making a profit and this is a seller's
market, it doesn't follow that you're
making the profit you should. And. if
the economy slumps further, which stations will best weather the storms
ahead? I believe it will be the ones
with distinct personalities, the ones
that jump out at you as you're twirling
the dial because they're not programing with the herd. A policy of music
and news is great. But it can only
workfresh
in the
it doesn't rest
on
news long
and run
staleifmusic.
You stations aren't thinking clearly
into the future when you gear yourself to the ei<;ht to 1 -1-year-old men-

tality. Every year, a large chunk of
the audience, at the top end of your
age span, gets over its musical growing pains and gives up the game of
rebelling against parents, teachers, and
the world at large. That means that
every five years the stations that program for sub-teens turn over almost
their entire audience. The smart station is the one that recognizes that
you're a grown-up a
you're a sub-teen, and
a permanent audience.
One other word to
You pay for the best

lot longer than
works to build
station owners.
equipment, you

seek golden-voiced announcers. your
engineers work to get the best signal
possible, and then what — you play
records so badly produced the listener
thinks he can't tune you in properly.
I'm not asking you to snuff out the
musical life of these kids or their followers. But I am asking you to put
new life in radio; Em asking you to
take radio away from the lists and give
it hack to all the people: I'm asking
you to give up laz) programing — to
pla\ music for every age group and
every taste. The by-product of such a
move will be aesthetic, and you can
take pride in the public service. But
principally you'll be doing it for your
pocketbook by insuring a broader,
healthier audience, and guaranteeing
advertisers who are seeking that audience a fair shake for their money. ^
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nd Adam

Young

answers

back

After the D.J. Convention, SPONSOR

invited Adam Young

to answer Mitch Miller's charges concerning radio programing. Young, founder of Adam Young, Inc. and head
of several other radio and tv representative companies, is a
founder of the Station Rep. Assn. and is active in radio/tv
association work. In his rebuttal, Young refutes Miller's
claims that radio stations appeal to the 8-14-year old listeners, and disk jockeys "made" independent radio what it is

Hflitch Miller gave an interesting
talk which appealed to the people who
are prejudiced against some of the
modern news and music operations
around the country. His talk contained two basic themes —
1. These stations appeal to a group
of listeners between the ages of
eight to 14 years old.
2. Disk jockeys have made independent radio.
By coincidence, we have just completed a survey in nine markets which
we believe are typical of markets
across the country. The consistency
of the evidence from market to market
proves that Mr. Miller's opinions so
far as audience composition is concerned, are based on personal prejudice and not fact. No intelligent radio
operator would program directly to the
teenage audience and our audience
composition breakdowns show that
they do not. From the hours of 6 a.m.
to 3 p.m., there is very little listening
done by teenagers and this, of course,
is to be expected because they are all
at school. However, in virtually all
of the situations analyzed, the news
an'd music station had more total listeners. Between the hours of 3 and 6
p.m. when teenagers are at home, the
teenage audience still makes up a comparatively small percent of the audience even though it is, naturally, larger than during the daytime hours be22 march
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fore 3 p.m.
Modern station operators consider
the teenage audience to be a nice plus
for its advertisers and it should be

making up an exciting sounding radio
station in addition to deejays and
music.

pointed out that they do represent in
certain fields very considerable purchasing power and in other fields exercise great influence on their parents'
purchases, and, never forget the older

points.
Onebutis that
today's
has
no
choice
to listen
to listener
the station

teenagers are tomorrow's customers.
The interesting point we found in
our survey is that in almost every one
of the nine markets during every hour
of the day, the independent station had
more adult listeners than the network
station. Within a very short time these
figures will be available to anyone on
request.
The other point that Mitch Miller
made was that the deejays made modern radio. A fairer statement would
be that thev contributed to it. Modern
radio was made by sound management, and disk jockeys and the music
they play is one important element in
successful programing. We know of
no place in recent years where a disk
jockey has made a station. We do, on
the other hand, know of a great many
situations, and these would include all
of the well known successful exponents
of modern radio, where disk jockeys
following a pattern laid out by management have developed large listening
audiences. But, it is important to remember that many elements go into

Mitch Miller makes a couple of other

playing top records. This is definitely
untrue. As we look around the major
markets of the country we find that listeners have a wide choice, and the reason stations that play top records have
large audiences is that the greatest
number of people choose to listen to
the top numbers. This has always been
true going back to the Lucky Strike
Hit Parade 25 years ago. The fact
that music choices have changed reflects only a change in the taste of the
public — definitely not in the pattern
of programing.
There was one very important point
which I am sure Mitch Miller does not
know and is not generally appreciated
and that is this. Everytime a good
modern operator has started broadcasting in a new market the total lisening in that market has substantially
increased. A large part of the increase
in radio listening in the last couple of
years can be attributed to these forward looking men who have developed
the new modern concepts of radio.
I have a great deal of respect for
Mitch Miller for his abilities in his
own profession. In this regard he is
certainly outstanding.
^

Great outdoors: Labein Gilford, A AN vice president, sees in "the broad highway" a fresh opportunity for broadcasters and advertisen

WILL

THE NATION'S TURNPIKES
BE RADIO'S NEW MARKET?

The American Automobile Network, scheduled to debut this summer, intends
to sell radio advertising by highway groups rather than home markets. If
successful, timebuyers may find a new tool on their desks — the road map
I his summer, if all goes well with
the plans of a group of Milwaukee investors, auto radio — currently a bonus
audience for the air advertiser — may
have a price tag of its own. These
investors have set up the American
Automobile Network, Inc., with an
ultimate goal of 600 radio station affiliate- strung out along U. S. highways to specialize in programing for
the long-distance motorist.
So far slightly more than 60 stations
have signed contracts with A AN; negotiations arc under way with 200
others. The debut of the network is
scheduled for the upcoming vacation
season when the American family goes
gyps; u ith two-weeks pay.
The spinning of so specialized a web
is indicative of the mounting interest
in and valuation on the out-of-homeand-on-w heels radio listener. \t the
same time it poses some questions:
(] I Will it work?
(2) How will it

work?
(3i Is there really a need for
such an auto radio network?

sell to the national advertiser. Yet

A pilot study conducted by the originators of AAN along U. S. Highways
2 and 10 from the Mississippi to the
West Coast satisfied them of the need
for an auto network, at least so far as
stations were concerned. This took
place between August 1956 when the
idea was initially broached to investors and last fall when the plan took

within
yards will
of mybaseantenna."
In
the
AAN100 which
its affiliate
compensations on traffic density rather
than home coverage, such a station
may well find its niche.
"The audience we're after," says
James M. Shellow, an accountant with
considerable experience in corporate
management and now general manager

shape. One of the newly-formed network's first promotional pieces featured an imaginary station in the middle of Nevada as the prototype of an
outlet in need of such an affiliation.

for AAN, "is the motorist on a fairly
long trip I traveling salesman, vacationer, etc.) who will spend a sizeable
chunk of money on gas, oil, tires,
meals and hotel accommodations be-

Soon after, AAN heard from a broadcaster in Texas who wrote: "Your description ofthe plight of that Nevada
station fits me to a T. My coverage
area and the community within it

fore he arrives at his destination."
Naturally the advertiser targets of

doesn't, according to my rep, command the business and rates that I
Franklv. mv station is hard to

need.

every day about 10,000 cars dri\e li\

AAN will be the sellers of such products, the dispensers of such services:
automobile manufacturers, gas and oil
companies, auto accessories, hotels,
motels and restaurant chains.
sponsor talked to a few such na-
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tional advertisers, found reactions to
the auto network plan mixed. "Frankly," said one agency media man. "I
don't see a need for it now. But if it's
handled right, it may create its own
need."
Said another: "I don't think we'd be
interested. We're reaching a good
share of the auto audience now. We're
not just aiming at the vacationer or
the salesman on the road. The salesman knows his territory, isn't too concerned about traffic reports since he
knows all the shortcuts and alternate
routes anyhow. Besides he usually has
his own favorite radio stations in each
area he travels. As for the once-a-year
\acationer — well, how specialized can
you get?"
"If the cost is sufficiently low," another adman ventured, "we might consider AAN as a supplementary buy."
Still another said, "We want maximum
circulation both in homes and cars in
those areas where we have distribution. Our buys are governed by this
and are market-by-market."
AAN won't be selling market-bymarket, but highwax -In -highway. It is
national in scope, but the packages
sold to advertisers will in effect be regional. An advertiser can conceivably
buy, for example, Highways 1 and 22,
or almost any group of highways. The
rates will be commensurate with the
traffic density on such arteries.
Option time, according to Shellow,
of AAN on its affiliates will consist of
18 five-minute segments on the hour
and half-hour from 6 a.m. to midnight.
Certain hours, such as in prime local
traffic times, will not be optioned. At
first AAN was interested in lining up
only independents. Now, they report,
a number of stations with network affiliations have evidenced interest in
joining AAN. The clearances problem
here can be knotty.
The five-minute segments will consist of traffic information, weather and
news fed to the station by a local
source arranged for by AAN. To affiliates will also be made available fiveto 15-minute segments during the day
and night, all slanted at the motoring
public. These might take the form of
motoring hints, interviews with highway or auto experts, resort or vacation
tips, even "music to drive by." The
affiliation contract obliges the stations
to identify themselves with the network
14 times daily prefaced by some simple service message. ("Save our na(Please turn to page 68)
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CBS DOES ASPLIT; TELEVISION SERVICE
DIVIDES INTO STATIONS AND NETWORK
IVIadison Avenue lived up to its reputation as "a street of surprises'*
last week. Ihis time a broadcaster did the surprising instead of an
advertiser. CBS TV split its television operations neatly in two,
came up with a CBS TV Station Division and a CBS TV Network
Division. A lot of admen are wondering why.
One theory advanced along the street, for example, is that CBS
has taken the step in anticipation of a possible move in the future
by FCC to divorce owned-and-operated stations from network control.
If this becomes a fait accompli, then CBS TV will be geared to it.
Other theories have been ventured, but CBS itself attributes the
move to the growth, size and complexity of the tv operation. In
1951, the system's gross billings amounted to S42.5 million. Last
year, the tally reached the sum of $240 million. With such a growth
pattern. Dr. Frank Stanton. CBS president, saw a real need for
regrouping, and the re-alignment
was carried out along functional
lines. In charge of the tv stations
division was placed Merle S. Jones,
former president of the entire tv
division. Brought in to head up
ihe network division was Louis G.
Cowan, who joined CBS in May
1955 as the vice president in
charge of creative services.
Perhaps the real strategy underlying the move lies in the personalities and potential of these two
?rle S.
men who top the splits. One thing
that can be relied on — if CBS regroups, it regroups for strength and not for weakness. Stanton
would have had to look hard and long to come up with a better
battery. In Lou Cowan he has the creative genius he needs to head
up planning and production of network tv programs (see "Newsmaker of the Week, page 4) . In the fiercely-competitive three-network
arena of television the victor can no longer count on the spoils
until they're safely in hand.
In Merle Jones, the stations division of tv has fallen into the
hands of a real pro. Jones' bailiwick (Tv Spot Sales, Film Sales.
Terrytoons, six 0-&-0 stations with still another one to come when
FCC okays purchase of WCAU-TV in Philadelphia) accounts for
approximately half the profit of the whole tv operation. A more
seasoned overseer than Jones would be hard to come by.
Merle Jones is a station man; when you've said that, you've
said everything. He isn't awed by the super-sophistication of New
York; his experience in broadcasting is too closely linked with the
grass roots of America. His career began in 1933 at WAAW.
Omaha. Three years later he joined CBS as assistant to the general
manager at KMOX in St. Louis. From 1937 to 1944 he managed the
CBS Spot Sales Western division out of Chicago, spent some time as
KMOX general manager. He left CBS to join Cowles Broadcasting
as v.p. and manager of WOL. Washington; shifted back to CBS via
WCCO. Minneapolis. KNX, Los Angeles, was his next billet, then
in the same city KTXL (now KNXT) . He came to New York
CBS TV in 1956. So Stanton has picked a station man to run stations, a creator for net affairs.
^

USE KIDS' TV TO
SELL GASOLINE?
tool:
booklets Club's
written by
promin
76 Sports
prime
m<
for distribution to kids at Union

A $400 million regional oil company spends over $700,000 in kids' tv.
Why?

To build an image of their dealer as a member of the community

"family" — a friendly guy with an active interest in the hometown youngsters. Heavy merchandising to kids and adults alike completes the pitch

\* an tv sell for you when your audi-

Surprisingly, research shows that

ence can't even use your product?
\<lmen at Union Oil Co. of Calif., tv
users since 1948, recently tripled their
tv expenditure to hit just such an
audience. The medium now takes

only 109f of a Union Oil dealer's business is from passing trade. "The average dealer's "community" lies within
a radius one mile of his station. Some
50/{ of his business comes from a
half-mile radius. 40"/' from a mile radius," says Finnell.
Therefore, Union Oils big aim is

more than 3.V .'< of the firm's annual
$3 million plus advertising budget.
I I nion Oil sales total over $400 million a \ear — third largest of the western states" oil outfits. I
Over $700,000 of the company's tv
advertising mone) is invested in a 52week regional network show on 25 local stations. The program is purposely
designed to hit 8-16 >ear-olds — hardrj
the gasoline and oil-buying population
segment. The psychology behind this
seemingl) strange move:
"People know when \ou"re doing
something fo] their \ oungsters, particular l\at junior high age and under.
\nd. too, the teen-agers of today are
the car ou tiers of tomorrow and their
parent- are the car owners of today,"
Bays C. Haines Finnell, I nion I >ildirector of advertising and public relations. Another reason :

"to identify
guj with a
'community'
important to
er that does

the dealer as a friendl)
genuine interest in that
of his. Since kids are
any community, the dealsomething for them has

a reason
for being there," explains adman Finnell.
These, then, became Union Oil's program objectives:
• Reach the male \ outh market in
the 8-16 age group.

• Provide local merchandising possibilities so that dealers can gain
their
"community" identification via
the show.
A half-hour, live sports program
tailored for youngsters evolved as the
format. The show features demonstrations by outstanding athletes, natural
drawing cards for the 8-16 set. Title:
76 Sports Club. ("76" is the brand
sold by Union Oil. I
The show was developed 1>\ Y&R
account executive Bob Belden and
Hollywood production head Bill Brennan, working with packagers Bart
Ross and Frank Danzig.
With the program format devised.
Union Oil's tv problems had only
started. Show time was one ol the
major difficulties.

• Build a regional network of stations reaching as many cities as possible within the Union Oil Market inn
area, (Calif., Ore.. Wash.. Ariz.. Nev..
Mont., Utah— and Hawaii).
• Provide for five to 10 minutes

"To reach the youth market," points
out Belden, "it was essential to select a
time period with a minimum of natural
conflicts. School hours were out. Also,

of locally produced material to increase local emphasis.

would probably be involved in some
sport
activit\
themselves
between

youngsters most like!) t<> he interested
in an educational sports program
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Merchandising monitor helps Bob Rockwell, Pasadena divi
sioTi merchandising manager, keep tabs on dealer merchandising ac
ti\ity. Photos of tote board are sent to retailers to spur competitio;

Script session "-nth (I. to r.), Haines
Finnell, Union Oil director of
advertising:
at Y&R:

Bob Belden, account exec
ex-L.A. Rams

star EIroy

"Crazylegs'" Hirsch, Union Oil sports
director, and Bill Brennan,
Y&R's Hollywood production chief

school closing time and the dinner
hour. So we reasoned the time should
fall between 5:30 and 7:30 p.m.
"A weekend slot didn't seem desirable for two reasons. First, most of
the important sports events occur during the weekend. Then, we wanted to
inject a note of timeliness into the
show with such devices as interviews
with visiting players from pro teams
prior to their scheduled weekend
games," Belden said.
The decision: Thursday or Friday
evening would fill the bill.
There are some important audience
bonuses to Union Oil with this evening
timeslot. As executive producer Bill
Brennan puts it, "It broadens our audience to include fathers — even mothers and daughters. So, we developed
a show with somewhat wider family
appeal. For instance, where possible,
we involve girls in the sport demonstrations on the program."
Network building: Y&R media buyer Reg Spurr says, "ABC was the only
network that could deliver a regional
{Continued next page)

Registration books f'>r 76 Sports Clubs provide names, addresses
and phone numbers for dealer follow -up in club members' parents.
Rockwell checks a club membership book with dealer Hugh Marten

Building a regional network for 76 Sports Club was solved

Nev. for a 6:30-7:00 p.m. Saturday

with a complex buy — a 20-minute ABC network order, and

showing — and it's then flown to Medford. (ire., for a 5:00-5:30 p.m. Tuesday telecast on a private relay coverfalls.ingOre.
Fureka, Medford and Klamath

a 10-ininiite national spot order for each of the 25 stations
tough oik', too. Stations had other
commitments to other advertisers — in
some cases during the 6:30 to 7:00
p.m. time period, and in other cases
to competitive oil companies at the
adjacent 7:00 to 7:30 p.m. time.

t\ network after 4:00 p.m. — the others had transcontinental commitments.
SBC, however, had one hour of station option lime
6:00 to 7:00 p.m.
"\\ hen

\IH'. affiliates were approached b)the network to accept a
network contract lor 6:30 i<> 7:00 p.m.
Thursdays, the) were understandably
reluctant. This question of station
option time \-. network option time is.

"As this situation multiplied," says
Spurr. "we increased our flexibility by
having two show days."
Here's the basic setup today: The
program originates live in Los Angeles at 6:30 to 7:00 p.m. Thursday
(West Coast) and is fed on ABC lines
to those stations able to clear this time.

at best, sensitive," Spurr states.
"In addition to the station's hesitaiu\ to relinquish their time for a
network order," he continues, "there
ua> the basic problem of compensa-

The following night, at 6:00 to 6:30
p.m.. the kine is fed from L.A.,
(though blacked out in this market),
to San Francisco and other stations
cleared for the Friday slot.
Fach station, on whichever night it
clears, cuts out for the locally produced segment. As a protection, in
case circumstances prevent production
of a local segment in any market, the
kine runs a full 30 minutes, including
the local L.A. segment.
A few exceptions to this pattern do
exist, and in some markets the Thursday or Friday slots had to be sacrificed. Kines must be flown to several
market areas to cover these exceptions.

Obviously, little
incentive
existed tion."
for a station
that had
sold out
the time on a national spot basis to
relinquish its 100' < return in favoi of
(he smaller return it would gain from
a network sale."
"The network, on the other hand,"
says Spurr. "1>\ its very definition and
policj
use Union
of its
facilitiescouldn't
to I nioncontract
Oil andtheallow
Oil to pas each station individually on
a national spot basis."
Solution: A 20-minute network order— plus a 10-minute national spot
order, the latter used by each station
to produce 76 Sports Club's local feature- in each market (starring high
school coaches, players, etc.).
"The combination of revenues to
each station from the 20-minute net
order and the 10-minute local segment
equaled approximately the amount the
station would receive on a 30-minute
national spot sale." Spurr states.
The time-clearing problem
was

The master kine, after its Fridaynight show, is flown to Salinas, Calif.
for a 6:30-7:00 p.m. Saturday telecast. A private relay carries the show
from Salinas to San Luis Obispo.
This kine is then flown to Honolulu
for a 6:30-7:00 p.m. Thursday showing on a seven-day delay basis.
A second kine is flown to Reno,

a

Y&B timebuyer Reg Spun t l«-tt • _ discusses a station buy with account executive Bob Belden. 76 Sports Club originates live in L.A. from 6:30 to 7:00 p.m. (West
<'oa-!i

llni r -.!,i> - : kin.-

carrj

the

slum

to

BeveraJ

areas

on

a delayed

schedule

Interest in the program concept b)
individual station managers and ABC
TV network personnel was "perhaps
the single most important factor contributing to the successful creation of
this network." savs Spurr.
No

commercials —

lots of mer-

chandising: 76 Sports Club doesn't
carry any gasoline or oil-selling commercials. "Instead, we attempt to create station traffic with commercials
telling
our Belden.
Sports Club." says
account about
executive
These clubs are Union Oil's biggest
merchandising tool. Former Rams'
star Elroy "Crazylegs" Hirsch, show
host, is also Union Oil's sports director. He works with Union Oil merchandising managers to set up 76
Sports Club clinics — Saturday sessions
sponsored by groups of dealers. A
high school coach conducts a session
on some phase of athletics.
"The only cost to dealers is $10 for
the coach — that's $2 apiece in most
cases," says Bob Rockwell, merchandising manager for the Pasadena division of Union Oil.
So far 11 clinics have been organized in areas outlying L.A., and they're
being set up at the rate of one every
Saturday. By the end of this month,
Rockwell expects to have 20 in operation. Each club has a minimum of 50
youngsters.
Recently Rockwell also instituted a
"Parents' Day" at the clinics, to be
held every three months.
Ad chief Finnell states clinics also
are being organized now in Portland.
Seattle, Salt Lake City, San Francisco,
San Diego and Long Beach. Eventual
aim: One or more clinics in every
Union Oil marketing city of 10,000 or
more population.
What are Union Oil's benefits from
these clinics? Merchandiser Rockwell
feels that "a youngster at that age
influences at least one parent, and each
parent tells at least one friend. Each
week one boy in each clinic gets an
achievement plaque, followed by a letter to the parent. I'd say that letter is
shown
to 10 people."
Of indirect
benefits, Rockwell says.
"Whether the people influenced
i /'lease turn to page 70)
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Everything's up to date in Kansas City
From the downtown renaissance to the suburban

building boom, Kansas City races into the future.
And — KCMOTV keeps the city in touch with the
pulse of the present and spirit of tomorrow. Outstanding CBS programming, award-winning news,
community service.

This is why more people here watch KCMOTV
(say ARB and Nielsen) than any other station.
Why sales are up to date in K. C. when you advertise on KCMOTV. We broadcast at maximum
power from the world's tallest self-supported
tower — Kansas City's electronic landmark.
Kansas

/
KANSAS CITY
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA
TULSA

KCMO
WHEN
KPHO
WOW
KRMG

KCMOTV
The Katz Agency
WHEN-TV
The Katz Agency
KPHO-TV
The Katz Agency
WOW-TV , John Blair & Co.— Blair-TV
John Blair & Co.

City,

Missouri

Joe Hartenbower, General
Sid Tremble, Commercial

Mgr.
Mgr.

Represented nationally by Katz agency.
Meredith Stations Are Affiliated with
BETTER HOMES and GARDENS and SUCCESSFUL FARMING Magazines.

In a season of sharpsighted

How

Donald

C. Softness, director of promoTelevision.

Inc.. HR

tives. Inc.. New

Representa-

Let a good

e's ii<> doubt that radio and television stations are extremeh efficient
and effective advertising media. Every
da) thousands of stations demonstrate
gratifying sales results for their advertisers' products. It is therefore
ironic that when a station falls short
in any one area of management, it is
likely to be in its national promotion
function.
I believe that this all too common
inability of stations to effectively sell
themselves in print is due to a number
of preconceptions:
1 I Can't afford it! That mosscovered platitude, "Them that has.
gets! has direct application in the
national advertising field. Dominant
station-, wallowing in the black, have
the highest promotion allotments, while
those which are harder to sell, and
must |nit theii stories across, have
small or virtuall) non-existent national
budgets. The latter stations can't
afford not to promote.
2 i // we rati t ilo it up right, let's
class! \obod\

serted on a regular basis, I pass. As
recent studies have pointed out, the
prestige value of size alone is dubious,
and will not take the place of originality and creativeness. Direct mail too,
is extremely productive, and if done
well, will stretch a tight budget.
31 // were first in ANYTHING,
let's splash it on with 60-point ultrabold type! Every station that gets
national spot has strong selling points

York-

promotion man

not go second

SPONSOR

ASKS:

can stations use trade advertisir§

Three experts — an adman, a promotion man and a station man —
tell SPONSOR how they feel stations can attain their trade advertising objectives.

lion. II R

economy,

is more

in favor of "doing it up right" than
I. but when this overworked phrase indicates two-page spreads on four-color,
as opposed to effective, imaginative
black and white one-column
ads. in-

shock to hear broadcasters, who live,
breathe and sell advertising, voice
such sentiments, but it still happens.
Promotion men can't flourish in an
atmosphere where promotion activities
are downgraded and cramped 1>\
stringent budgetary and salary ceilings. Broadcasters must remember,
promotion is selling.
Art Celb, Art Gelb Advertising, New York

without resorting to obscure "firsts"
in limited time periods or geographical
areas. Such aspects as the market,
programing, sales results, current advertisers, merchandising aids and public service, among others, may be
sources for good advertising appeals.
Timebuyers immediately see through
research or copy sleight of hand and
exaggerations, and lose confidence in
the over-zealous station.
4) Cancel our schedule. The buying
season is over! While nobody will
blame a station for firing its biggest
broadside preceding and during the
peak buying times, it's open season on
media men the year 'round. Single,
sporadic ads waste money and accomplish little. A station can establish
a strong identity and call-letter recognition for itself only by utilizing a
series of related ads constituting a
campaign theme. This will also reduce
the temptation to "tell our whole
story" in a single ad, which, of course,
should not consist of more than one
major copy point.
5 I Let the promotion man do it! Let
him do it, but not alone. He probably
has a copy and research background,
so let him do the research and write
the copy. But unless he has an art
background, or strong artistic talent.
permit him to work with a good
agency in developing the illustration,
layout and type selection. Station
promotion must be highly professional
to motivate advertising professionals.
the

0 I Promotion has its place, but it's
sale that counts!
It's alwavs a

Try to

personality
Aiming for positive identification each
station should strive to create a personality ofits own. utilizing the particular character of its programing and
market location.
This personality, once developed,
will become synonymous with the station's call letters, and can be instrumental in its success. To further this
aim, the station should follow through
with promotion in the various media,
utilizing professional art and copy to
animate this personality. It is here
that many stations have fallen short.
Looking through the trade publications, we find ads which are disjointed,
cluttered and unimaginative in cop\
and art technique. Superlatives like
greatest, best, first, wow, bingo, are
screamed across the pages in buck-eye
type, with no attempt to substantiate
these claims with facts and with complete disregard for the intelligence of
the reader.
Many stations completely neglect the
vital sales advantages which the) have
to offer and succeed in creating an undesirable personality picture by using
trite, gimmick come-ons, completely
unrelated to the subject matter. We
have been exposed to bathroom scenes,
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ore effectively?
l-oudoir scenes, underwater scenes,
flights to the moon, and gay bubble
dancers gracing ads, none of which attempt to tell us anything about the
station.
In making an effort to cure the
aforementioned maladies, stations
should:
1. Set aside a specific advertising
budget, so that both the station and
agency are able to plan ahead. A large
splash and then a complete fadeout
due to dwindling funds can have negative results.
2. Strive for continuity. Statistics
prove that sporadic use of large space
is not nearly as effective as a smaller
unit of space used repeatedly. Repetition makes for better identification
and greater retention of information.
3. Avail themselves of the services
of an agency which is aware of the
current trends in art and copy treatment. In this way they can best coordinate their efforts in establishing
the station's personality.
4. Realize that the readers of the
trade publications are desirous of the
information they have to offer, and it
is unnecessary to cram it down their
throats. Stimulate interest with fresh
art, clever copy, and above all, tell one
story at a time.
Remember that a station's advertising is a direct reflection of itself, and
of the way it does business.
Max E. Buck, Director of sales and Marketing, WRCA and WRCA-TV, New York

advertising more effective. Talk only
when you have something to say.
Too many ads are run only because
the space was scheduled and it had to
be filled . . . with something.
The filling of white space should not
be a chore. It's a challenge — a treasured opportunity to sell! And that's
rule No. 2 for trade advertising — make
every ad a selling message.
These are the days for hard-sell.
Actually, all days are days for hardsell. This doesn't mean you must holler at the customer. The subtle sentence can sell as hard as the boastful
sentence.
Harder!
Rut the product you sell must have
value. That's rule No. 3. If it isn't a
value, improve it before you advertise
it. It must be a fine product so that
you can apply great sales leverage
without a sense of guilt — and so the
customer can buy it without a feeling
of remorse.
Tell your sales story simply. There's
rule No. 4. Simply doesn't necessarily
mean briefly. Tell all you have to tell
to make the sale. They'll read the
message if it's told well.
On the other hand, a few words may
tell the full story. The Gettysburg
Address, scribbled on the back of an
envelope, sold humanity for all time.

81,652
POSTC

AR

DS

In a contest just concluded by
WMAZ-TV, 81,652 postcards were
received from viewers in 75 Georgia
counties in four short weelcs. We
asked them
favorite

to name

WMAZ-TV

GUNSMOKE

their one

program.
headed the list

113 program preferences, but se'
out of the first 20 were dayti
four
programs, and of thos
were WMAZ-TV
local production:
Just another proof that WMAZTV daytime is a good buy, and proof
too that local daytime production?
have plenty of zip and sell.
There is still available time ir
these four local WMAZ-TV

shows

Get full details from your nearest
Avery-Knodel man
these

programs

will

about which of
best

suit your

Size of an ad is important only because it takes size to stand out in a
crowd. A diamond can get lost in a
coal bin.
Artwork is important only if it contributes to the persuasiveness of the
sales effort. The picture of a pretty
girl doesn't necessarily improve your
ad . . . unless you're selling girls.
Anytime I read an ad, I want to
know two things before I haul out my

If you have nothing to say, keep your
mouth shut.
That's rule No. 1 for making station
sponsor

•
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check book. What's being offered for
sale? Wh\ should I buy it?
And I like to be told the facts in a
warm and friendly manner. Recause
I like to do business with warm and
friendly people.

MACON

, G-A.

Grab a plane
and get out to Los Angeles. The NAB Convention is between
27 April and 1 May. That way you 11 meet most everyone you want to meet
and see most everything first hand.
to be a great show.

It may be hectic but it's bound

Read SPONSOR
That way you 11 get to see the industry's collective mind on almost
every important problem of the day. The Convention Issue will have reports
on major exhibitors and equipment. Reports from NAB, RAB, and TvB.
ideas on the recession and how the air media can combat it; a special
N AB -dominated Sponsor-scope; rundowns on all convention hotels — who
is staying where, and how to get there. A complete directory of
agencies, advertisers and reps in the Los Angeles area. Listings of
the best restaurants . . . and we could go on. It's a big important issue
you just can't afford to miss.

ADVERTISE

IN THE

CONVENTION

SPECIAL

When you advertise in the Convention Issue, you can advertise in
the Convention Special, too, at bargain rates. That way you get your
message to everyone who is anyone at the convention itself. For
SPONSOR'S Convention Special (it's a separate book of its own) is
hand-delivered to the hotels of 2500 of the very top people at the show.
It blankets the NAB hotels in Los Angeles. This double exposure,
double impact to the key men in the industry, costs you only $75 extra per
page over the regular rate.
Advertising forms for the
Convention Issue, plus
the Convention Special,
close early April. Wire
collect for reservations now.

THE

WEEKLY

MAGAZINE

TV/RADIO

40 East 49th Street, New York 17, New York

ADVERTISERS
•

USE

MUrray Hill 8-2772

THE

FASTEST

DRAW

in Billings, Montana

KGHL-TY
N. B. C.'s brand new affiliate covering one of the West's truly fabulous markets. Only KGHL-TV can offer maximum coverage of this rich
area with its new RCA traveling-wave antenna (first in the country).
Prime availabilities are open now! Broadcasting begins March 15th.

OSTON

YOUNG

ATLANTA

TELEVISION

ST.

LOUIS

CORP.

tfi \
SPONSOR
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Marketing tools, trends,
research data and trade tips
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Focus

of the week:

Optimism

about the sales outlook for the 1958-59

PUBLICATIONS
INC.rampant
f amongO svndicators
J
J
copyright
1958
that a buyer
couldn't helpV
but be convinced

for an upturn.

season

was

so

the economy3 is headed

Here's what some syndicators had to say as they girded themselves for the spring sales
marathon:
CNP president Earl Rettig: We're producing more (40% more, to the tune
of an $8.5 million investment), specializing more and selling more. This is the year
for advertisers to spend as much as they can and to get every dollar's worth out of their
advertising investments . . . syndication gives them impact, economy and flexibility.
One reason for Rettig's optimism: Record January and February sales. 114% higher
than any previous first two months.
CBS TV Film v.p. and genera] manager Leslie Harris: 1958 will be the biggest year yet for syndication, running well ahead of record breaking 1957. There
will be fewer pilots this year — the gamble is so great — but they'll be of a higher quality than
before.
Official Film sales manager

Ray Junken:

It should be a very good year; national

advertisers may hesitate on network buys, but they'll go more heavily into spot,
i.e., syndication. There's also a healthy, expanding market in the continual flow of new
stations opening up.

Ronzoni has apparently found the right groove for its syndication fare: family
situation comedy.
It's been successful with two shows of this type — the Great Gildersleeve and the Honeymooners — and it's now looking for a third — via Emil Mogul — and for a fall starting date in
New York, Philadelphia and New Haven.
The search for a new series has been made necessary by the fact that the Honeymooners, Ronzoni's present vehicle, is limited to 52 episodes.
Footnote: Honeymooners has consistently beaten the competition in the three markets,
with Ronzoni gaining kudos for its merchandising of the show.

It's the late spots that give feature films their best audiences on week-ends; in
the earlier periods, their ratings are about on a par with the regular week-day pull.
Supporting this observation are these averaged ARB
markets.
TIME

Early Show
Late Show
Period:

SUN.

MON.

15.8
13.0

12.8
8.8

TUES.

12.7
8.8

ratings for top-rated shows in 43

WED.

12.3
8.5

THURS.

FRI.

SAT.

12.3
8.3

10.8
15.7

11.9
17.2

December ARB.

Watch for more syndication stars than ever to be off on personal appearance
tours this fall.
Sponsors — local advertisers especially — are finding the visit of a program star has a
double-fisted impact: on employees and on the community. And both, they say, make for
company prestige and better ratings.
Some recent tour-makers: Gray Ghost's Tod Andrews, 26 Mens Tris Coffin, Sea Hunt's
Lloyd Bridges.
Note: Cost is usually shared by advertiser, station and syndicator.

sponsor
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FILM-SCOPE

continued . .

Look for the airlines to be among

the next advertiser groups to move

syndication.

into

Pan American, for instance, has discovered the prime sources for overseas travel (90%)
is in 20 major cities. Hence it will concentrate its advertising in those markets. At the same
time, syndicators are pointing out to domestic lines the benefits of market-by-market concentration.

Both buyers and sellers will be interested in knowing that BBDO
ferent approaeh in evaluating the ratings of a syndicated show.

takes a dif-

The agency doesn't take an average rating at face value, realizing that an over-all rating
though weighted, can be sharply cut down by two extremely low ratings.
BBDO extends the probing into such areas as (1) noting the high and low in markets
with two or more stations, and (2) determining how many markets achieve a 25 or better
rating.
For example, here's a recent BBDO
top ten syndicated shows.
AVG.

SHOW

RTG.

Highway Patrol
State Trooper

28.0
25.4

Sheriff of Cochise

25.4
23.7

Death Vallej

Days

Whirlybirds
Frontier Doctor
Casey Jones
Twenty-Six Men
Silent Service

23.0
21.4
20.9
20.6

analysis, based on ARB, of what it found to be the
NO. CITIES

HIGHEST

LOWEST

NO. MKTS.

RATED

57.0
68
73
59

43.0
42.7
RATING"

37

46.3

63

40.9

19
31
44

64
19.5
19.0
26
than
two
stations.
* In markets with more

Secret Journal

8.9
10.4

OVER

36
49
25

5.2
9.8
RATING*

30
26

41.0

6.0
4.3

15
13

30.8

8.5

5

47.0
39.1

8.3
5.0

13

41.4

1.1

WITH

RTG.*

15
8

Like wine mellowing with age. exclusive sponsorship of features can produce a lower
cost-per-thousand in succeeding years.
Take Colgate's sponsorship of Colgate Theater. Friday night feature program on KTTV,
Los Angeles. With its bevy of products. Colgate last year moved into full sponsorship, paid
a c-p-m of $3.59.
This year's c-p-m. based on a weekly coincidental, is $3.09.

Flashes from the film field: Mr. Adams

and Eve will probably be an off-the-net-

work, CBS TV Film syndication entry this fall . . . Ziv's Sea Hunt is one of the first U.S.
tv programs to be aired in Russia under State Dept.'s cultural exchange program. It's also
sending Favorite Story and Science Fiction Theater . . . Ben Sackheim agency receives the
top award in CBS TV Film's first annual merchandising contest . . . Victory Program Sales'
(new CNP subsidiary) first off-the-network series. Medic, is sold in eight of the top 10
markets.
New thematic group of features is being readied for spring release by Screen Gems
. . . Commodore Productions and Artists is offering No Escape, a series based on official
records from Hawaiian Islands' police departments . . . Dick Clark. Philadelphia d.j.. now live
on ABC TV. is preparing a pilot for syndication.

(For further film news, see Film Wrap-Up.

page 58, and SPONSOR-SCOPE.
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Today,
the most
efficient
buy in
network TV
is ABC !

tad you should see the full story!
It's right on the next page

This is something you'll
probably want to save!
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A- ^ NIELSEN COMPANY

Today the most efficient buy in network TV is ABC

Capsule case histories of successful
local and regional television campaigns

■

*m

TV

RESULTS
SOFT

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR: Sutton Oldsmobile

AGENCY: Griswold Advt.

Capsule case history: Sutton Oldsmobile of Sacramento

DRINKS

SPONSOR: Pepsi Cola Bottler

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: By now the local teen dance show

has been sponsoring half of Western Theatre, 7:00 to 7:30

is familiar to every soft drink sponsor in the United States.

p.m., Thursdays, on KBET-TV, Sacramento for the past few
months. Sutton displays an Oldsmobile model on-camera
during each of their announcements. They have met with

George Noland, a Pepsi Cola bottler, bought several announcements inDixon On Disc, Monday to Friday, 4:00 to
5:00 p.m., on WALA-TV, Mobile, Alabama. This was a

conspicuous success since they started their campaign. Not

pioneer test show — at least for the Southeastern section of

a week has gone by that Sutton's has not had direct results
from their tv program. Early in 1958, as evidence of the

the United States. The trade publication "The Pepsi Cola
World" reported Noland's investment has been returned
800%! Instead of dropping announcements from Dixon
On Disc in the winter months, which is slow for soft drinks,

immediate response to this advertising, the model displayed
on the program was sold before Sutton's could remove it
from the studio. The following two days brought more than
100 people to Sutton's showrooms from all over the valley.
In addition there were several long distance phone calls from
cities over 100 miles away such as Reno, Turlock and Tracy.
"We think the results of our advertising have been excellent.'* said L. M. Griswold, KBET-TV's
KBET-TV, Sacramento

GROCERS

agency president.

show. "Since I started using this show, there has been a
steady increase in sales," says Noland, who is going into his
third year with WALA-TV. The national organization was
so impressed they bought the same type of show elsewhere.
WALA-TV, Mobile

& SUPERMARKETS

SPONSOR: Graceffa & Sons

Noland continued his campaign. Results were so good that
he increased his schedule to one-half sponsorship of the

AGENCY: Direct

PAINT
SPONSOR: Dagastino's Wallpaper and Paint Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: To win a larger share of food

Capsule case history: The most difficult time of the year

volume in Rockford, 111., Graceffa & Sons switched a portion

to sell paint is traditionally during February and January.

of its budget to tv. Graceffa was spending $125 weekly on
ads in the local newspaper, but sales were not satisfactory.
The supermarket decided upon a single weekly 60-second
spot on WREX-TV,

Rockford. Each announcement was

written to spotlight an employee and give the store a personal touch. In one spot, one of the checkout girls or meat

Nevertheless, the Dagastino brothers bought a 10-plan of
six 60-second and four 10-second spots on WHBQ-TV's,
Memphis. Million Dollar Movie. Using only four of the 10
announcements, they advertised Texolite and Super KemTone on a Thursday and Friday evening in February. On
Saturday the biggest snow of the year hit Memphis. Yet,

managers appeared on the screen to quote the best buys.

sales for the day were $300. They claim that their volume

Within four weeks the Graceffa management saw concrete

totaled 90% of all paint sales made in the city that day.

sales results. Following this success they immediately added
another spot — again sales increased — and again Graceffa
increased the budget by purchasing a quarter-hour co-sponsorship of Roddy Mac. Now 80% of the ad budget is

A normal Saturday's volume under ideal conditions is only
$150. They estimate their sales for the month of February
to be 80%

of all the total of the more than 100 retail

devoted to tv — an increase of 350% ! In the time Graceffa

paint businesses in Memphis. Dagastino's has ordered three
more 10-plans, on WHBQ-TV, and has already formulated

& Sons has been using tv, sales have increased 25%.

summer

WREX-TV, Rockford

WHBQ-TV,

22 march

PURCHASE:
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An:
sorship i

plans for additional advertising on WHBQ-T\ .
Memphis

PURCHASE:

Announcemenl

National and regional spot buys
in work now or recently completed

THE
CALIF -ORE
TV TRIO

SPOT
RADIO

with

100%

SHARE OF
AUDIENCE

BUYS
BUYS

Chevrolet Motor Division, General Motors Corp., Detroit, is going
into 170 markets in an all-out campaign to promote its cars. Schedules start in April for 18 weeks. Minutes are being slotted during
early morning and late afternoon hours, frequency saturation.
Agency: Campbell-Ewald

Co., Detroit.

Cities Service Co., New York, is buying schedules throughout the
country for its gasolines and oils. The 34-week campaign starts in
early April. Minutes during early morning and late afternoon are
being placed. Frequency : 20-40 per week per market. Buying is not
completed. Buyer: Dan Kane. Agency: Ellington & Co., New York.

bridges the entire
92,720 TV family gap
between

^1
■

TV

Portland

and San Francisco

BUYS

Harold H. Ritchie, Inc., Clifton, N. J., is reviewing current schedules with its new agency for Brylcreem. Some schedules are being
dropped, others added. New schedules start this month and run for
52 weeks. Minutes and chainbreaks are being slotted during late
night segments; frequency varies from market to market. Buyer:
Lou Kennedy. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt. Inc.. New York. (Agency declined to comment.)
Ex-Lax, Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y., is planning a campaign in major
markets for its Ex-Lax. The schedule kicks-off 1 April for 13 weeks.
The advertiser is seeking minutes, chainbreaks and I.D.'s during both
daytime and nighttime segments. Frequency will depend upon the
market. Buyer: John Hughes. Agency: Warwick & Legler, Inc.,
New York.
(Agency declined to comment.)

Three

Markets — One

CETC

IN USE
If AT I
HUII

Billing

July- Aug. 57
^ 6 PM to signoff

so.8%

CHANNEL
2
Klamath Falls, Ore.

CBS

Eureka, Calif.

NBC
ABC

I Ore.
CHANNEL
KIEMCMedford,

If Rt?t
AD
CO
THE
CALIF-ORE

STATIONS

TV TRIO,

Don

«v BLAiR7%u/uu0n
a" associates,-

Telford,

Sterling Drug, Inc., New York, is going into many scattered markets to push its Philip's Milk of Magnesia. Starting date is 1 April
for 52 weeks. Minutes and chainbreaks during daytime and nighttime are being placed, with frequencies varying. Buyer: Bob Bruno.
Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. Inc.. New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

RADIO

5

SMULLIN

Lever Bros. Co., New York, is lining up schedules in Eastern markets for its Breeze. The six-week campaign starts 14 April. Minutes
and chainbreaks during nighttime periods are being bought; frequency will vary from market to market. Buying is not completed.
Buyer: Jeanne Sullivan. Agency: SSCB, New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

Mgr.

national
representatives

S«w Y*rk. Chlcif*. San Fr«nelit«, Settllt, Lm Aitftlu,
tJlai. Ottrolt. JMkMavllU, 8t Uuli, Bott.n.

and TV BUYS

Nehi Corporation, Columbus. Ga., is scheduling both radio and tv
announcements throughout the country for its Nehi Royal Crown
Cola. In radio, minutes and 20's during prime time are being used
in about 75 markets. In tv, minutes, 20's and I.D.'s are being aired
during prime time in about 175 markets. Frequencies depend upon
the market. Campaign runs till forbid. Buyers: Genevieve Schubert
and Len Davey. Agency: Compton Advertising. New York.

sponsor
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of Maryland APPAREL sales covered
by W-l-T-H at lowest cost per thousand
And the other 27% are so far from Baltimore
that they're controlled by distribution centers
outside of Maryland.
When you buy W-I-T-H, you buy all of
Metropolitan Baltimore's burgeoning population of 1,550,645**— up 20.2% in the past
seven years alone. You get blanket coverage of

the total effective buying
market — and no
waste coverage. You get by far the lowest cost !
per thousand.
That's why W-I-T-H has twice as many
advertisers as any other Baltimore radio station. That's why, for apparel and every other
product, it rates as your first choice.
"Metropolitan Research

•Sales Management, 1957

It "figures"!
Baltimore's best
radio buy is . . .

WITH
Tom Tinsley, President

R. C. Embry, Vice-President

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Simmons Associates in Chicago and Boston;
Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans; McGavren-Quinn in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles.
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A pictorial review of local
and national industry events

PICTURE

WRAP-UP

the window
of Lit Bros, depart]
stunl was part of a promotion
for a
WPEN slogan contest.
WPEN person:

World record for underwater endurance is marked by Joe Dorsey
a- be emerges from a tank in the studio of WBAL, lialtimore. Joe
submerged for 2<> hour-, i minute, was greeted by his wife Rita.
NBC net newsman Dick McCutchen and Marine guard unit
k on

Miss
Bi<J Brat
* * - r ■ t « — t winner- chat with
,l,-,i.n \li.kr> >lio,,. ,,! VVXYZ, Detroit, after he emceed the cont< si and a stage -how
to kick-off I nivi rsal-International's new
hit. The Big lirai. Prettj winners are (1. to
i.i Loretta Michal, Lila Verslype (chosen
,i- \li— Big Beat) and Janet Gazes

>h will be given to the Women's Clubs of the Greater
area in a Community Club awards campaign to be conWAMP, the 215th station to join the campaign.
Here CC
John

Gilmore

(1.)

Tv in 1970 will be

direct mail, predicts thi

and WAMP's

Hank

i three-in-one medium

Shepard

go over plans

of tv, newspaper and

trio (1. to r.) Allan Halverson, HalversonHurst Vgency, San Frai •isco: Charlotte Sheffield. Miss U.S.A., 1958;
and Garth Wright, arl
ir.. after conducting "future agcncV" survey

News and Idea
WRAP-UP
ADVERTISERS
Mattel, one of the first toy manufacturers to use tv year-round, will
double its use of the medium this
year. Scheduled expenditure: $1
million.
Starting in October, the L.A. firm
will sponsor 52 segments a year for
the next two years of Mickey Mouse
Club over ABC TV.
Mattel, which
the program on
sis, has doubled
on the program

this year sponsored
an alternate-week baits sales since signing
in 1955.

Miller Brewing

Campaigns:
• Silf Skin Girdles will spend $1
million this year in its first tv advertising campaign.
The campaign, which begins 25
March, calls for from four to seven
1-minute commercials daily in major
markets. In New York the buy is for
40 1-minute spots weekly.
• Helene Curtis will spend $1 million in various media in a three-month
campaign for its Enden Dandruff
Treatment Shampoo. The program features special Enden prepack floor
stands and counter displays and will
be supported via spot tv and Curtis'
three network shows, What's My Line,
Oh, Susanna, and Dick and the Duchess.
• Ohio Oil Company has opened
its 1958 campaign via print and spot
radio in behalf of Marathon petroleum
products and Super-M gasoline. The
campaign spotlights Super-M gasoline
as "power tonic for today's cars" and
the -company's "smile-maker service"
concept.
• Leslie Salt, through Honig-Cooper & Miner, will use 10-second ID's in
a saturation spot tv campaign slated
for California, Washington, Oregon
and Arizona markets.

•
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1070 KC

New personnel: Al Harris, Paul
Kerr, Joe Malone and Les Ramsdale, regional v.p.'s, Lanolin Plus . . .
Lincoln McConnell, president, Canada Dry International, Inc. . . . Edward J. Chapdelaine, assistant sales
promotion manager, and John E. Sutton, advertising assistant. Remington
Rand Electric Shaver Division, Sperry
Rand . . . James R. Steel, advertising
manager, Sylvania Lighting Products,
John S. Williams, merchandising
manager, Sylvania photolamp division,
and Edward L. Slater, advertising
manager, photolamps, Sylvania Lighting Products division of Sylvania Electric Product.

THE POPULAR STATION '
"Yielding or containing gold
ias KPOP's audience)

So.
RadioCalifornia's
Success
Formula
5,000 W. Represented by: 1020 k.C.
BROADCAST TIME SALES
N.Y.

Co. will repeat in

1958-59 its sponsorship of "All-Star
Golf" over ABC TV. Miller will be
half sponsor of the 26-week series, the
balance of which is now open.

sponsor

AURIFEROUS*

AGENCIES

Chicago
MEEKER

Detroit

Dallas

COMPANY

JWT was awarded Quaker Oats'
$3.5 million Ken-L products account this week.
It put the agency back in the dog
food business only two weeks after it
parted with Swift's Pard.
The Ken-L account, including Ken-L
Ration, Meal, Biskit and Treat came
from Needham, Louis & Brorby.
JWT also handles Quaker Oats' Aunt
Jemima products.
Peuget, Inc., French car maker,
named Needham, Lewis & Brorby
as its agency this week.
Then French company is making its
debut in the American market. N,L &
B's N. Y. office will service.

A 12-County, $743,538,000
Market Covered by

ng10N

KPQ WENATCHEE
5000 W - 560 KC

|nund#sw

Ogilvy, Benson & Mather will resign the Thorn McAn shoe account
on 31 June.
McAn spends most of its $900,000
budget in local advertising.
Frank Silvernail, one of the best
known timebuyers in the business,
retires from BBDO the end of this
month.
Silvernail took over the agency's
chief timebuying spot in 1942.
Others

named:

John

J. Warren,

producer, tv department, D'Arcy . . .

A Market Apart from Seattle
and Spokane
FORJOE & CO., Nationally
ART MOORE & ASSOCIATES
Seattle and Portland
PAT OHALLORAN, National Sales
NOrmandy 3-5121, Wenatchee

Fuller & Smith & Ross, Cleveland
Robert Haverback. account ea
the cm the Frigidaire account. Kudner,

Dorsey
Connors
program
week- beginning 18 March.

Dayton, 0. . . . Edmond Gray, t'

\\ (;X-TV's newest game, It's In The
Same, has been picked up by the National Tea Company, Chicago,
through Rutledge & Lilienfeld, Inc. The
weekly half-hour premieres on Thursday night. March 20. with contestants
asked to build words from a famous

producer. McC-E, Chicago . . . Robert K. Cooper, account manager, Ho
land Associates, San Francisco.

CHICAGO

REPORT

for

four

by GWEN SMART
This has been a more active week
in Chicago, and there seems to be
a definite cheerful upturn in business, along with related activity in
the industry:
Sponsors continued to sign up for
WNBQ's new 10:00 to 10:30 nightly
lineup.

person's name.
"WGN is in the farm fraternity to
stay," Ward Quail, v. p. and general
manager, told representatives of ad
agencies, agricultural businesses, and
farm organizations last week, in a talk
outlining expansion plans for farm
service programing including remotes
from local area farms, which are in
future plans for WGN radio.

Bell Savings and Loan Association, through M. M. Fisher Associates,
has purchased the Tuesday night Len

"Radio," Quail said, "particularly
clear channel stations like WGN, is especially effective in reaching the farm
audience." He saluted agriculture as
one of the greatest forces in the nation's present-day economy, pointing
out that farm incomes reached $34.4
billion in 1957.

O'Connor newscasts, on a 52-week ba-i-. beginning 18 March.
Northern Illinois Gas Company,
through J. R. Pershall Company, will
sponsor the Friday night O'Connor
new -casts for eight weeks, beginning
21 March.
General Cigar Company, through
^ oung and Rubicam. bought the Tuesday and Thursday night Norm Barry
sportscasts.
Sidney Wanzer and Sons (dairy
products), through George Hartman
Company, booked the Tuesday night
Clint Youle Weatherman program for
13 weeks beginning 18 March.
Slenderella International, via
Management Associates of Connecticut,
has signed up for the Tuesday night

Chicago tv stations, long-time originators of network shows which ultimately move to one of the coasts, are
at it again this week.
For example:
• At WBBM-TV, Frank Atlass is
talking about six or seven new live
half-hour programs to bow within the
next few weeks. Among these is a
panel format and a jazz show. Right
now Atlass, WBBM program head, is
negotiating a network deal with New
York on one big production.

• At WBKB, Red Quinlan, ABC
v.p., foresees network implications with
the new Science 58 series, an early
morning education show featuring University of Chicago Professors.
Quinlan has announced that Science
58 is strictly public service, to stimulate an interest in science in the adult
male. Chicago is reallv enthusiastic
about this one, judging from viewers'
mail requests for the printed syllabus
outlining each day's session. About
7,000 requests so far, with the series
starting at 7:00 a.m. Monday, 17
March.
MacFarland, Aveyard has produced a new series of super dramatic
90-second spots for Drewrys Limited.
Using top Hollywood stunt men and
women in falling, leaping and fight
scenes, the series is geared for program-competition for viewer interest.
Following the stunt, the star of each
sequence delivers the Drewrys commercial.
The stunt sequence was produced
specifically for sponsorship of Target,
tense dramatic series hosted by
Adolphe Menjou, which debuts in 20
Mid-west markets next week, kicking
off on WGN-TV on March 18.
As a result of successful sponsorship
of a daily five-minute financial news
report on Station WMAQ, the A. C.
Allyn & Co. investment firm has expanded its radio advertising to other
cities in the Midwest.
A. C. Allyn, Chairman of the com-

Listeners interviewed by Motivation Analysis, Inc. stated Uhe importance ofNetwork affiliation to a station's image. Compared to Independent stations, the C-O's were considered bigger and more authoritative.

pany said, "We have received institutional and public relations value immeasurable innew business, and again

CO

CBS-OWNED

WEEI, Boston
WBBM, Chicago
KNX. Los Angeles
WCBS. New York
KMOX. St. Louis
KCBS, San Francisc

RADIO
•
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in 1958,

radio

will be our

principal

advertising vehicle."
Listeners on wheels have gained a
great share of attention lately, and now
station WCFL has put on a policeman disk jockey.
In cooperation with Mayor Daley's
traffic safety campaign, officer Victor
Petrolis offers safety information along
with music for 15 minutes every evening, Monday thru Friday.
Chicago's finally getting into the act
with the Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences. Ed Sullivan is due
here on Tuesday to organize the Chicago chapter. At a luncheon meeting
in the Hotel Sherman, Sullivan, National President of the ATAS, will outline his plans to the industry. Strongly behind the movement to get Chicago into the Academy spotlight, are
local network heads: Les Atlass, CBS;
Jules Herbuveaux, NBC; Sterling
Quinlan, ABC; and Ward Quail, WGN.
Chicago Chapter, American
Women in Radio & Television,
Inc., plans an all-day industry-wide
workshop at the Ambassador East on
Saturday, 22 March.
Leaders from networks, local stations, and agencies will participate in
five panel discussions of Chicago's
present and future role in broadcasting.
A highlight of the day's activities will
be the afternoon panel on new developments in the Chicago agency field with
emphasis on radio and tv programing.
Pete Cavallo, v.p., D'Arcy Agency,
will conduct the panel, "15 Will Get
You 100," in which Len Matthews,
v.p., and media director for Leo Burnett; John R. Pershall, president, The
Pershall Company; and James Cominos, radio-tv director, Needham, Louis
& Brorby, will participate.
This was also a big week for personnel shifts in Chicago. They included :
Hooper White to JWT as a tv
commercial producer . . . John A.
Malloy, McCann-Erickson as senior
writer . . . William M. Englehaupt,
MacFarland, Aveyard as v.p. and
chairman of the plans board. He was
merchandising head at Earle Ludgin
. . . John L. Baldwin, with the Wilson & Co. account from Needham,
Louis & Brorby, to Kenyon & Eckhardt
. . Walter C. Raithel, Jr., account
man at BBD&O, Chicago, to v.p.

SPONSOR
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In the Syracuse Market

WSYR

COVERS

*80% MORE RADIO HOMES
Than the No. 2 Station

This amazing margin of superiority makes
WSYR unquestionably the most effective and
economical buy for radio advertisers in a market
ally.
where buying power exceeds $2^-2 billion annuWSYR attracts the adult, able-to-buy audience
by maintaining a high standard of quality performance, byprofessional performers. In every
category of programming — news, music, sports,
drama, variety, farm programs and public service events — WSYR is the leader in the Syracuse area.
NBC in CenfroJ New York

FILM
Two series currently on ABC TV
arc scheduled for syndication this
fall:
• Walter Winchell File, which
goes ofi network this spring after 26
weeks, will be distributed by NTA.
Desilu Productions is filming 13
more episodes for a 39- week syndicat.-.I geries.
• O.S.S., another ABC TV series,
will be offered by Flamingo Tele-films
following completion of its current network schedule.
I Flamingo is also readying 39 episodes i 'I Citizen Soldier for first-run
fall s\ndication.)

20 films highlights Red Shoes, Odd
Man Out. Geasar and Cleopatra.
To date, Medic has been sold in
52 markets, including the top five:
W \KD. New York; KTLA. Los
Angeles; WJBK-TV, Detroit; WVUETV, Philadelphia: and WGN-TV. Chicago.
A new

company to produce animated cartoon series and novel tv
films has been
formed
by Max
Fleischer (president) and Hal Seeger
(v.p.).
Its name: Out of the Inkwell Inc.

Rating data: Second series of MCA's
// You Had a Million has risen to second place in New York with an 18.1
ARB in February.
Gallo Wine and Marlboro share

The pilot film for a new series,
killers, goes into production 5 May.
Robert Siodmak is producing the
film in Germany.

sponsorship.

Major sales this week were for re-

Personal

cent releases: ABC Film's Galaxy
-'"-feature package and CNP's Medic
( through its Victory Program Sales).
Galaxy 20 has been sold in 22 markets, including to WCBS-TV, New
York; KNXT. Los Angeles; and
WCU-TA.
Philadelphia. Package of

Menjou, host of Ziv's Target
series, will address three sales
meetings of Drewrys Ltd., sponsor
in 15 markets.

Appearances:

Adolphe

Menjou recently made a similar visit
to Olympia Brewing. Target sponsor in
35 western markets.

gtopblubkriVu?,
Gad, man, I can't stand tears. But
get this straight ... I want some
alert, wide-eyed time buying
around here. Just check this Cascade market. It's big, Smidley,
b/'g! KIMA-TV with its satellites is
the biggest, exclusive TV buy in the
West. And, mind you, it's getting
bigger every day. A billion-dollar
market that's ours with one single
buy. Now let's not miss it again,
huh, Smid?
Quire a market
. . .
Population
Retail Sales

KIMA-TV

YAKIMA. WASHINGTON
with its satellites
KIPK-TV, Petto, West.
KUW-TV, lemistM, Ut
eei KB AS- TV
[terete. Metes leke. We

CASCADE
BROADCASTING
EED TELEVISION

PACIFIC

NORTHWEST

COMPANY

MOORE

t

563,875
$657,655,000

Irish McCalla, star of Sheena, Queen
of the Jungle, will kick off the upcoming Red Cross drive in Puerto Rico.
Strictly Personnel: Howard B.
Anderson, former ABC Film midwest
sales manager, has been named to head
the newly-established Central Sales Division of the company. He will be
responsible for sales direction in 20
states.
CNP has added five new salesmen to
its staff: named to Victory Program
Sales are Charles McNamee, southeast; Frank Browne, southwest;
Hun n Tyler, pacific coast.
New sales reps for the NBC TV
Films division are J. William Mason,
for Georgia and Florida, and Prem
M. Kapur, for Illinois, Nebraska and
Iowa.
Frank Stone named southern manager, Screen Gems . . . Fred R. Frank
Jr., from Ziv to the sales force of
Gross-Krasne . . . Sam Clark, to
Warner Bros, as national merchandising manager . . . Merriman Holtz
Jr., named northwest sales representative, Wonderful Productions.

NETWORKS
ABN put on the drawing board in
Detroit this week some major
changes in its programing policies.
Network sighted the need to make
its operations "compatible with presentday sonradio
for the network
move. economics" as reaOnly announced change so far: the
network next month will drop the Jim
Backus and Merv Griffin, shows —
cornerstones of the "live" programing
format it adopted last fall.
Meantime, NBC radio is reported
looking with covetous interest at the
Breakfast Club.
American Express Co. has bought
two half-hour segments of CBS
TV's telecast of the Masters Golf
Tournament 5-6 April.
Agency is Benton & Bowles.
The event will also be on CBS radio.
ABC

TV will maintain most of its

programs in their regular time
slots when daylight saving time
comes around 27 April.
Only major change will be for stations operating on Pacific standard
time, which will receive their programs
one hour earlier.
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:

NBC begins programing this week
three 13-week series of live educational programs, developed by
NBC's Educational Television
Project and the Educational Television and Radio Center at Ann
Arbor, Mich.
The Educational Television Project,
launched just a year ago, created the
first live network programing pro
duced expressly for educational tv stations.
The three series Decision for Research, (science), Briefing Session
(world affairs), and The Subject is

diplomatic correspondent. MBS. Washington, D. C. . . . Robert L. Swats,
Jr., manager, Detroit office, CBS TV
network sales.

RADIO

STATIONS

How WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va.
Day!
went all out Irish on St. Patrick's
The names of staff personalities, for
instance, were prefixed with an "0,"
and theatre passes were given to the
first 50 Irishmen to call at the studio.
Public Service:
• WICC, Bridgeport, Conn., col-

Network buys this week: Procter
& Gamble has signed for a quarter
hour of Wild Bill Hickok for 52 weeks
over ABC-TV. The buy, in behalf of
Big Top Peanut Butter, begins 14 May.
Agency: Compton . . . Behlen Manufacturing, Columbus, Neb., makers of
metal products for farm and industry,
will sponsor This Farming Business
for 52 weeks over NBC Radio. The
contract, placed through Potts-Woodbury, Kansas City, Mo., began 1 March
. . . Ruberoid Co. will sponsor 10 5minute segments each weekend of
NBC's Monitor throughout its spring
selling season beginning 12 April . . .
Chemstrand and P. Lorillard will
present Jefferson Drum, a new film
series produced by Goodson-Todman
and Screen Gems, over NBC-TV beginning 25 April . . . The Insurance
Co. of North America will sponsor 12
participations on NBC's Today, running 18 March through 28 May . . .
Cooper's Inc. has scheduled 5 participations onThe Jack Paar Show, 18
April-6 June, and Dixie Cup Co. has
signed for two participations each on
Today and Jack Paar, NBC . . . R. J.
Reynolds for Salem has signed as alternate sponsor for Anybody Can Play,
summer replacements for Adventures
en Scott Island, beginning 6 July for
13 weeks over ABC.
Mutual will kick off its ninth year of
major league broadcasting on 29
March with a Chicago Sox-Yankee
exhibition game. The series will continue daily till 28 September.
Network people: B. Lowell Jacobsen, NBC's director of personnel,
elected v.p. . . . David C. Adams,
NBC executive vice president, corporate relations, elected to the board of
directors . . . Bill Costello,
chief

sponsor

•
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lected 560 pints of blood for the Red
Cross from Bridgeport housewives.
The gimmick: calling it "Myr Fair
Lady Day" and devoting the entire
broadcast day to interviewing donors
at the collection center.
• WNBF, Binghamton has presented $25,000 to the Broome County
Farm, Home and 4-H Center. Part of
the gift will be used to purchase radio
and tv broadcasting equipment in the
Center.
• How

the Conelrad

tornado

warning system worked in Louisiana: A small tornado was reported by
a ground observer to the Shreveport

IN

\\ eather Bureau. The Bureau contacted station KWKH which tape recorded
the alert for immediate broadcast and
rela) to other stations. All stations in
the area received the warning and put
it on the air at once.

KEL-O-LAND

m\vtm

Station notes:

THEY

]

system, devised bv KDKA's chief engineer T. C. Kenney. makes the reception possible . . . WIP, Philadelphia,
will install a new RCA hi-fi radio 5000
watt radio transmitter, replacing its
present equipment . . . W-GTO, Cypress Gardens, Fla., this month
opened a Miami business office headed

THEY'RE
LISTENIN'!

by Jack Grant.

Sure, they've got big picture tubes
in KEL-O-LAND. But when their
eyes are resting, their ears are
listening to the big radio voice KELO,
a vital selling force in the 4-state
KEL-O-LAND market. To get
KEL-O-LAND's ear, just call the
KELO rep near you. Joe Floyd and
his 105-man crew will give your
commercial the kind of attention
that spells immediate returns.
BEAMED FROM THE MIRACLE
1,032 FT. TOWER
POWER

eight years and 500 consecutive broadcasts on 9 March for It Pays to Know,
an audience participation live radio
show on KQV, Pittsburgh . . . KNUZ,
Houston, Tex., completed its 10th year
in Februarv.

through Pennsylvania's Squirrel Hills
Tunnels can now enjoy their car radios
throughout. A newly installed antenna

frfy AIN'T
LOOKIN'
^

13,600-WATT

Motorists driving

Hartford, Conn., completes 13 years
with the station this month ... It was

EQV.

Station transfers: Hollywood FM
station KPLA, formerly owned by
Don C. Martin, is now the property of
KPLA, Inc., a new company owned
75% by John H. Poole and 25% by
Don C. Martin . . . KRBO, Las
Vegas, Nev., is now owned solely by
Joe Julian who purchased the remaining 80% ownership from Shurley
Hirschberg, David Cohen and Harry
Brier . . . KBAM, Longview, Wash.,
has been purchased by Paul D. Wickre,

TV

STATIONS

Pay tv's first scandal resulting in
a court investigation was disclosed
in New York this week.
According to charges filed in the
New York County Supreme Court,
Selectivision Inc., a pay tv company,
represented, via 30,000 pieces of misleading literature, that it had contracted with thousands of home owners
to provide tv programs and that it had
already received $4 million in investments.
Justice Gavagan signed a court
order to restrain the sale of stock in
Selectivision pending results of an examination in court of the firm's officials.
The

Rochester

Times-Union

on

formerly of Washington, D.C. KBAM's
authorized power of 1000 watts will be
increased to 5000 watts in the near
future.
Radio affiliations: WHMP, Northampton, Mass., affiliated 16 March
with the Yankee Network . . . KTOK,
Oklahoma City, will join CBS as a
primary affiliate on 30 March.
WOR

radio uses radio. The station

is running 6 p.m. announcements on
seven other stations in three states

KEL-O-LAND'S
BIG

RADIO

VOICE

asking listeners to turn to WOR for
their evening programs.
All seven stations cease their broadcasting at 6 p.m.
Whose

SIOUX

FALLS,

JOE

President

FLOYD,

S.

D.

MORE

radio homes at the

LOWEST
cost per home are

DELIVERED

afraid of the big, bad wolf?

The Optimists' Club started by KQV,
Pittsburgh, Pa., can meet any recession. All that members have to do is
l 1 l wear a smile. I 2 I have no negative
thoughts and (3 1 get out and enjoy
life.
KQV also airs Optimists' Club reports from local businesses every hour.
Anniversaries:

Paul

Repp,

WDRC,

by WSUN
than any other station in the

HEART of
FLORIDA

(Check your Nielsen No. 2)

WSUN
ST.

Represented

RADIO

PETERSBURG

By
RD.
McCONNELL

Southeastern:

JAMES
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how educational tv should proceed:
1) Use a few hours daily over
existing commercial channels.
2) After such a modest fling an
expansion is in order, then move for
some other plan.
3) Eventually set up a state educational network, linking up the best
programs from the various localities.
Meantime the N. Y. regents are
awaiting for the state to appropriate
money to use part of WOR-TV's
ities for educational tv.

facil-

How does a station cover an "Abombing?"
When an air force jet bomber accidentally dropped an A-bomb in the
Charlotte, S. C, area, WBTW, Florence, went on the air with (1) films of
the disaster area, (2) interviews with
witnesses and people injured by the
TNT explosion, and (3) assurances
that there would be no nuclear explosion.
TV stations are meeting the recession with their own antidotes
these days. Examples:
• WSVA AM-TV, Harrisonburg,
Va., is broadcasting discussions with

NOW! FROM WHBF-TV
IN THE QUAD-CITIES . . .

NEW 1000 FT.
TOWER
BIG 100 KW
POWER

local business and industrial leaders
on strong factors in the local economy.
The premise: People can talk themselves into a recession by considering
only the bad factors in the business
scene.
• KPHO, Phoenix, is running daily
"Business ID's" on the business-isgood-in-Phoenix theme.

FINANCIAL

Broadcasting revenue $2,733,846
Net earnings
674,239
Net earnings per share
1.68
Working capital
2,376,938
Stock market quotations: Following stocks in air media and related
fields are listed each issue with quotations for Tuesday this week and Tuesday one week ago. Quotations supplied byMerrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner
-1%
and Smith.
Stock
AB-PT
AT&T
Avco

Storer
20th-Fox
Warner Bros.
Westinghouse

CBS

FOR THE QUAD-CITIES

Tues.
Tues.
15% 18
March 11 March
14%
York Stock Exchange
171%
6y8
172%
26
15%
13%

•
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34V2
33%
22%
25%
18%
63%

14%
28%
6
13%
33%
33%
22%
24%
18%

need a skilled seasoned tv administrator.

of program administration, this
man's proven ability is available and will bring to your
TV department the efficient
and worry-free kind of
operation that offers your
clients superior service and
top quality production. Your
top industry associates will
attest to this. A personal
interview will permit you to

6

Inquiries wi
confidence.
SPONSOR

be

treated

ROX

#322

9

— %
- %
— %
- %%
+-1
— %
-1
— %
+2%
- %
- %
- %

Best Buu

KF<3I

KLAMATH

FALLS, OREGON

Ask -the KAeeker Co.

+ %
+ %

in

5000
W
Best Buu

Change
-1%

62%

9%
3%
American Stock Exchange
3
2%
Allied Artists
3%
2%
Assoc. Art. Prod.
9%
A
A
C&C Super
4
5%
Dumont Labs.
Guild Films
NTA

SPONSOR

if you

satisfactory conclusion.

CBS "A"
Paramount
RCA
Loew's

WHBF-TV

loss can be your gain

reach a quick and

Gross Telecasting, Inc., which operates WJIM-TV-AM, Lansing, revealed these figures in a handsomely brochured annual report
for 1957:

Columbia Pic.

2£l>,

President:

NBCs

After nearly 8 years as manager
Cited: KRIST, Des Moines, has received awards from the Des Moines
Area Council of Churches for its nobeer-and-liquor advertising policy, and
from the Iowa Association for Mental
Health for promoting better mental
health in the state of Iowa . . . WBTV,
Charlotte, N. C, won first place in
the outdoor division of the annual advertising contest sponsored by the Advertising Club of Charlotte.

New

EXPANDED REGIONAL
COVERAGE

Mr. Agency

II 50

K C

AGENCY

MERGERS

{Continued from page 29)
incuts wouldn't affect client service and
can he changed slowly, a? the need
might occur.
However, in the case of the EWRR
merger in New York, two sizeable existing agencies brought together tvradio and media departments with difFerent working philosophies. Clash was
almost inc\ itable.
The agency's current reorganization
of its t\ radio and media departments
highlights problems that will arise for
other air media agencies tempted by
the potential economies of a merger:
The If radio departments had differing junctions at R&R and Eruin, Wasey. \t R&R, emphasis was upon the
creative and copywriting as well as
production, while Erwin. Wasey's New
York tv department was principally a
production outlet. Upon merging, top
KW RR executives severed air media
copy from the tv department and tried
to integrate print and tv/radio copy
as riling in one fell swoop. The tv/
radio department was pared down in
what the ad manager of a former R&R
air client calls "a false economy drive."
For instance, at R&R two men were
responsible for tv production: Phil
Feld handled film. Roly Howe. live. In
the merger. Roly Howe became production manager heading both film
and live. This consolidation put
added responsibilities on Rolo Hunter,
v.p., tv/radio director, who was alread) burdened with the administratis- problems implicit in coordinating
two departments. Now Hunter is
streamlining department procedures
along the pattern of EWRR's LA tv
operation, headed by Robert L. Redd,
\ .p., \\ radio director.
"By putting air media copy specialist- iunder \. p. Don- \Iac\amee I into
the t\ radio department, we feel we've
strengthened our creative ability,"
Rolo Hunter told SPONSOR. "We believe that a medium-billing tv/radio
department is better off having specialist- loi each job. It's hard to make an
i -witch from print to tv writing, so integration is slow. By putting
creative tv functions under the tv/radio
department we're better geared to attract and handle new business."
The moral, according to two clients
who left EWRR in the past three
months: Clients are happ) about a
merger as long as it -t lengthens each
and doesn't disrupl servicing
during the transition period. Rut man-

agement of merging agencies should
plan integration well in advance and
allow sufficient time for reconciling
differing inter-departmental philoso-

TIMEBUYER
NO. 1
i Continued from page 30)

overlaps occur."
The EWRR media department, now
headed by v.p. and media director
Harry Way, consisted of two all-media
men. one a former E.W group supervisor, the other an R&R man. Both
agencies had print and air media specialists under group heads to do the
actual buying.

swers. One of the questions asked:
"What would be most helpful to you
in selecting broadcast media for your
clients?" Here are the answers: 63%
said sales information; 51.5% said information about competitive markets:
50% said competitive position by markets; 27% wanted news about client
products; 51.5% wanted figures on the
size of the total budget; 72% wanted
to find out about client distribution
problems; 80% wanted to attend clientagency meetings.
The implication of these answers, according toJack M. Kayne, president of
Eye & Ear, is that broadcast buyers
are working in the dark. Kayne, who
has headed up the marketing operations for Necchi and Elna sewing machines as well as sales at both a plastic
and an aluminum firm, said:

"We encourage each buyer to broaden himself by getting to know other
media, but we expect greater strength

"This study also illustrates the fact
that the media buyer is not given the
responsibility nor the credit for being

in specific areas," says Harry Way.
"We had no basic conflict in philos-

able to do his job. With today's higher
operating expenses and shrinking profits, a more critical evaluation of the
ad budget is needed and one of the
places to start is right in the media

"We want our agencv to be profitphies. able and obviously one advantage of
a merger is a cut in personnel that duplicates responsibilities." one ad manager of a former R&R client told
SPONSOR. "But personnel-cutting decisions shouldn't be made by the merged
management at a pre-merger conference
table, before actual working-together
on varying accounts shows where the

ophy on thistoscore."
However,
avoid the feeling of two
separate agencies within one, Way is
trading off account assignments between the two groups. "That way.
each client benefits from the experience of the others. That's one of the
advantages implicit in a larger operation which this merger can now pass
on to its accounts."
Most frequently, it's the out-sideof-New York agency that takes the
initiative in seeking a merger, particularly with a New York shop, although
other geographic combinations are
beginning to emerge, indicating the
advantage of multi-office set-ups for
regional accounts: In March 1958,
Honig-Cooper, a major San Francisco
agency, merged with Dan B. Miner,
Los Angeles.
Any New York agency of $5-million
plus billing is fair game for merger
offers from agencies in Southern, Midwestern, Pacific Coast and New England cities, which have reached the
growth they can anticipate from local
business and nowr require New York
time buying facilities to land bigger
regional or even national accounts.
"We've got nine merger offers on
the desk right now," the chairman of
the board of one of the top 30 air
media agencies told sponsor recently.
"It's a sign of the times."

^

department. I've felt for some time
that the timebuyer is being held back."
The Eye and Ear study was divided
into two parts. A three-page questionnaire was sent to more than 1,100 buvers, which covered the entire list minus
New York City. Chicago and Los Angeles. A two-page questionnaire was
sent to 600 buyers in the three cities
not covered by the other questionnaire.
The latter contained 12 questions of
which 11 were taken from the longer
questionnaire.
vey :
Here
are some details from the surCriteria for selecting stations — Audience composition and ratings, considered in combination, were the most
commonly
mentioned
hv
which buyers
bought "barometers'
stations. Practically four out of five used both criteria together. In addition, 30% mentioned ratings individually and 27%
mentioned audience composition separately. Other answers: special programs, 35%; availabilities, 53.5%;
cost-per- 1,000, 62.5%. Also noted were
station coverage, type of product, programing, personalities.
Decision-making — Practically all the
buyers (94% ) said their media recommendations were generalK
accepted.
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To the question — "Do your account
executives, merchandising and marketing departments affect your decisions?"— the answer was "yes" by
74% of respondents, "no" by 15%
and "sometimes" by 1%.
Information on sales — When asked
whether account and marketing people
kept them up-to-date on "client affairs,
sales, etc.," most buyers (85%) said
"yes," 5% said "no" and 4% said
"sometimes." Another question asked,
"Do these (account and marketing)
departments provide you with sales figures to guide you in recommending
which market or markets require help,
enabling you to relate the expenditure

gave time-saving service but only a little over half (56%) said they were
properly organized to present their
story quickly and intelligently. However, another 21.5% conceded that stations and reps were properly organized "sometimes." On specifics, 59%
said they were kept informed of new
programs, 72.5% said they were kept
informed of availabilities and 63.5%
said they were kept informed of radio
and television ratings.

noted, "take the position that ratings
are important but should be used as a
guide only . . . that a subjective judgment must be exercised. Ratings, they
believe, are valid indications especially
when considered over a period of time.
However, a rating is but one measure
of desirability . . . some others being
audience composition, frequency of exposure, surrounding material, patterns
of accumulation, station integrity, station acceptance in local community,

Saturation concepts — The average
figure among buyers for what constituted adequate saturation strength was:
daily, 10.1 spots; weekly, 49.5 spots;
monthly, 192 spots.
^

the program itself, sponsor identification, experience and overall know-

to sales and the established budget?"
Answers were : yes, 64% ; no, 20% ;
sometimes, 5%. (While this appears

TIMEBUYER

to be somewhat in conflict with Kayne's
interpretation that the study shows
buyers working in the dark, Kayne
said he doubted whether many buyers
get as much information as they say.
Kayne also felt that most of the buyers getting sales data were in the small-

ment is the worst possible fault. NBC

er agencies where a principal often'
doubles as buyer.)
Station and rep contacts — Most buyers (81.5%) said stations and reps

NO. 2

(Continued from page 33)
said, "They believe that the small samples on which ratings are based cannot
furnish reliable statistics, pointing out
that different services measuring the
same periods often arrive at startlingly
different results. An outspoken few
call ratings the greatest myth of our
time . . . taken poorly, reported poorly
and used poorly."
• By far the largest number, NBC

Among the suggestions submitted by
panel members were:
monthly.
• All markets should be surveyed
• Rating books should be published
how."
and delivered more quickly.
• Each
book should contain
an
alphabetical index of programs.
• Services
should
initiate
secret
rating weeks.
• A non-profit audience
research
organization should be established.
• Services should be more fairly
priced for small agencies.
• All rating services should report
audience composition figures. ^

Be a PILLAR of the R.T.E.S. LISTENING POST
and
WIN A PRIZE!
enter the listening post Job Lead Contest:

Phone Contest Headquarters WI 7-6910
the Listening Post is the free job placement and guidance service of the industry

SALES • PRODUCTION
• MEDIA
PUBLICITY • RESEARCH
MANAGEMENT
• WRITING
Contest ends May 2, 1958, prizes awarded to persons furnishing most verified
• 2 "My Fair Lady" tickets • Phonograph and top 21
• Westinghouse portable radio records
• RCA transistor radio
• Royal portable typewriter
THE

RADIO

AND

TELEVISION
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EXECUTIVES

SOCIETY

INC.,

leads

$2.") Masters gift certificate
Subscription to Ross Reports
TV Index
HOTEL

BILTMORE,

N. Y.

17,

N.

Y.

Your Omaha copy talks biggest . . .
. . . where the biggest Pulse is!
The latest Pulse says what Pulse had been
saying for years. KOWH is first a.m.; first p.m.; first
all day! 32 out of 40 first place quarter hours!
These are the measures of KOWH's continuing dominance
of Omaha's radio day, a dominance extending over 7 years.
The reasons: Programs and personalities that get through
to people. Advertisers
Audiences doaren't
KOWH.
too. the only ones who turn to
Good coverage, too, on 660 kc. Turn to Adam Young or
KOWH General Manager Virgil Sharpc.

KOWH

Omaha
Represented

by Adar
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
22 MARCH
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WEEK

The network part of the Barrow report hearings has ended and multiple station owners have taken the center of the FCC stage.
NTA had itself reclassified by the FCC as a network, so it could testify in that phase.

INC.

ISTA's Ely Landau, noting that people would likely be surprised, put himself on record as
backing option time, must-buy, and other network practices.
Landau was not, however, without his angle on option time. He said it should be made
more generous. His suggestion was that it should be extended from 3 out of 4 hours in a
time period to 4 out of 5 hours.
Then he proceeded to apply the kicker: No station would be allowed to contract more
than one option hour to any one network in a single-station market, no more than 2 hours
in a two-station market, and no more than 3 hours in a three-station market.
Stations could clear as much time as they wished for networks under the Landau plan. They just couldn't do it by contract. This would of course leave the way
clear for other networks to seek contracts.
Other highlights of the Landau testimony :
The FCC, rather than the networks, is responsible for lack of competition in television.
FCC policies have meant shortage of stations. Feature films as a source of rv station programing "is a well that is fast running dry."

The story of the multiple owners, led off by Corinthian, King, Time-Life-Fortune, was
that local ownership isn't a charm.
Under assault was the recommendation by the FCC network study staff that multiple
owners be limited to three VHF stations in the top 25 markets.
Counter-argument was to the effect that multiple owners have experience, cash,
and know-how. Instances of public service programing were given in profusion, and all
witnesses told how well their stations were integrated into the communities they serve.
Handle cases on the merits of the applicants involved, rather than setting up rigid rules,
was the plea.
The FCC asked the Appeals Court to remand to it the Miami channel 10 case
for a thorough reconsideration.
The hearings of the House Commerce Legislative Oversight Subcommittee dragged along,
and the FCC action was the only significant development.
Former subcommittee chairman Morgan Moulder (D., Mo.) charged that no investigative work has been done. He said the subcommittee is fresh out of ammunition.

Bills continue to hit the Congressional hoppers aimed at the new "mess in
Washington.'' Most involve codes of ethics for the regulatory agencies. Some carry criminal penalties for pressures on Commissioners.
A bill which would replace the FCC with a communications administration and a 3-judge
court of appeals may be introduced by Sen. Warren Magnuson (D., Wash.). This is a complicated one. hoAvever, and action at this session of Congress would be impossible.

The FTC cleared Coca Cola of the charge that it had been giving advertising
and promotion allowances to favorite customers.
This was one of the nine cases involving radio-tv networks in special in-store promotion
plans.The hearing examiner held there was lack of proof against Coca Cola.

sponsor
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A round-up of trade talks,
trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR
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HEARS

JWT will add $7 million to its tv billings when it becomes
of Quaker Oats tv.

the agency for all

Meantime JWT has taken on Quaker's Ken-L products, worth about $3.5 million.

Pharmaceutical, Inc., is looking around
One — just for the summer.

for an alternate sponsor on Twenty-

If you're interested, Ted Bergmann, head of the Parkson Agency, is the contact.

You may not have spotted the angle, but the new rep for ABC's KQV, Pittsburgh, is Adam Young, the most vocal critic of radio network sales practices.
ABC recently acquired the station.
A check among the veteran heads of rep firms disclosed that the three most
popular money hobbies are:
(1) Gentleman farming, (2) yachting and (3) cattle breeding.

Only two of the tv network programs are now produced by ad agencies.
They are: Hit Parade (BBDO) and Club Oasis (McCann-Erickson).
Six years ago agencies produced 19 (or 11% of all) network shows, with an average
cost of $13,000.
Another comparative note: In the heydey of radio (1948) ad agencies packaged 30.5%
of all network commercial programs.
(28 January 1952 sponsor.)

From a sponsor's curiosity over who and how his latest radio jingle was written, there
emerged this off-beat anecdote:
The assignment had been given an agency staffer just out of college. One night after
dinner he, his father and mother sat around the piano and doodled out the commercial's
words and music.
P.S.:

The jingle didn't make the grade.

As a measure of (1) growth and (2) turnover, it's interesting to note that from among
CBS' present 48 general, divisional and unit officers only 10 were carried on the
network's official and executive roster 20 years ago.
This 20-year club of continuing titles comprises:
H. V. Akerberg
H. Leslie Atlass
I. S. Becker
Merle S. Jones
John J. Karol
Lawrence Lowman
William S. Paley
William Schudt, Jr.
James M. Seward
Frank Stanton

NOW
V.P. charge station relations
V.P. charge central division
V.P. radio business affairs

THEN
V.P. charge station relations
V.P. charge central division
Bus. mgr. artists bureau

Pres. O&O's, film, other units
V.P. radio network sales

Mgr., KMOX, St. Louis
Director of research

General vice-president
Chairman CBS, Inc.
V.P. radio station relations

V.P. charge operations
President CBS network

Exec. v.p. radio network
President CBS, Inc.

Mgr., WKRC, Cincinnati
Assistant treasurer
Mgr., research department

sponsor
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IN

THE PHILADELPHIA

MARKET...

WHICH GOES

TO

WORK FASTER?

Most advertisers agree . . .WCAU-TV is the fastest way to better sales! They choose the station that
offers a combination of priceless ingredients . . . deeper penetration . . . greater acceptance . . . effective
merchandising effort. . .and low cost per thousand. Right now 4 prime nighttime spots net
you 2 out of 3 Philadelphia TV homes

a week. The cost per 1,000 families is less

than a couple of bottles of your favorite headache tablet.
Sales are better, faster, when you buy

WCAU-TV

. ..the station that means business in Philadelph ia
Represented Nationally by CBS-TV Spot Sales

SPONSOR
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RADIO

i Continued from page 37 I
tional parks."" "Don't litter the highwax s" i .
The affiliates will be asked to "pass
the motorist along" as he moves from
under the coverage umbrella of one
into that of the neighboring outlet.
Phis is similar to the practice followed
by 31 affiliates of Mutual Broadcasting
along the Eastern seaboard which Mutual has been usin» as an auto network
devoted to motorist service programing but
i
not sold as an ad package).
\l the end of each traffic bulletin, for

example, the station suggests that if
you are traveling south and are passing out of their coverage area that you
tune in the next MBS outlet at such a
number on your dial to keep up with
traffic, weather and news enroute.
A AN will count on its affiliates to
do this too, will also promote the network through outdoor advertising and
with printed listening guides placed in
hotels, gas stations, etc. — particularly
in those establishments of their advertising clients.
Looming large in AAN hopes for the
future is the new $101 billion Federal

highway construction program. This
plus the more than three million miles
of existing roads in the U. S. over
which stream an estimated 36 million
cars with radios is what made AAN
decide to hitch its star to a station
wagon.
Affiliates of AAN will be compensated in a somewhat unique manner.
In addition to a flat monthly compensation based on the individual affiliate's command of a traffic audience
(based on traffic flow information from
highway commissioners and the Federal Bureau of Roads), it will also be
paid on similarly-based rates for its
actual network programing time. This
has been figured out on a unit system
at so much per 45 units. As complex
as this sounds, AAN assures that payment will be both equitable and fast.
Already Shellow is setting up an automatic punched-card system that will
cut through red-tape and overhead.
Intention of the auto network is to
place business on a long-term basis —
not on "one-time buys." Standard
clauses protecting affiliates through reserving their rights to reject or cancel
business upon proper notification will
be included in contracts. No ad rates
will be quoted for individual stations.
AAN acknowledges that the problem
of commissions for station representatives is a real one. "The program
we're developing," says Shellow, "will
not be available through normal trade
channels. We may have to deal with

He's gof News -for you.
Central OhicaKS have been, geUckg their
llpin. rawtd-upcf tkeriewstrc^TecLSliell
since 1950. His sponsor, (the same one far 9
yeajs)i^asl^aLa5(w^(isteKi6KS. Oru-t&e
faotLtcj of Capital/ Wnwersify, Tedqwes a
scholarly u^Erpretatiovt/ to world 3jaxL
***"*■

ask JoU gW

WBNS

Radio

CBS '^COLUMBUS.OHIO

station reps on an individual basis."
There may be still other problems
ahead for the auto network. But Shellow and the other principals — Mrs.
Rae Bloom, president; Labein Gilford,
v.p. in charge of station relations who
also is a member of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange; three directors not
yet identified — have carried the idea
well beyond the dream stage. In addition to lining up affiliates, they are
currently in negotiation with some
prospective advertising clients. Traffic information, news and weather for
the motorist is certainly nothing new
in radio. Nor is the linking together
of several stations to pool and furnish such information either. But the
concept of selling radio ad packages
based only on the auto traffic a station
reaches is certainly unorthodox.
As one timebuyer said, "It might be
just the thing if you want to saturate
a highway." So now perhaps AAN
will bring a new phrase to the lexicon
of radio: "Highway saturation."
^
SPONSOR
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as basic as the alphabet
EGYPTIAN
Ancient ancestor of our lettei
A was probably an Egyptiar
picture of an ox or of Apis,
the sacred bull.

PHOENICIAN
With the passage of time,
sea-traders took over the
ox letter, tipped it, and let
it stand for the first sound
in 'aleph (ox).

GREEK
Later, the Greeks tipped
the letter again, making it
represent the first sound in

ROMAN

today.
graceful

foi

A
A

Historical data by
Dr. Donald J. Lloyd, Wayne State Univ.

Successful radio advertising in the Detroit-southeastern Michigan market
begins with WWJ. A veteran in years of service, youthful in programming
and operation, WWJ holds a unique place in the hearts and loyalties of
listeners of all ages.
Start your radio campaign here — with the WWJ Melody Parade, WWJ
News, with popular personalities like Hugh Roberts, Faye Elizabeth, Jim
Wood, Bob

1
VLWAYS
EASY
TO REACH
MOST MICHIGAN
CONSUMERS

r-s
{

Seventy

?

-•tDN
\) '■■T^

*-
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per

cent

of
Michigan's
population
commanding 75 per
cent of the state's
buying power lives
within
WWJ's
daytime
primary
coverage area.

WWJ
WORLD'S

RADIO
FIRST RADIO STATION

Owned and operated by The Detroit News
NBC Affiliate
National Representatives:

Peters, Griffin,

Woodward,

Inc.

GASOLINE

homes of registrants every two weeks.
The first two. illustrated with a nation-

[Continued from page 40)
gasoline right away is not important.
The point is. people know what Union
Oil is doing for kids. They associate
our service station uniform with
wholesome activities for kids and the
dealer thereby becomes a friend — interested in communit)
welfare."
Rockwell shows letters commending
dealers for their interest in youngsters,
and cites examples of people who say
"the\

just can't

buy

anywhere else."

More merchandising: Drawings for
free sports equipment are another important aid to Union Oil. They get
youngsters to register in the Sports
Club — with home addresses and telephone numbers.
The pitch: "I urge dealers to call
those numbers the kids put down," says
Rockwell. "They can tell the boy's
parents
he'sthem
signed
up station
in the toClub
—
and
invite
to the
learn
more about it. At no time do the dealers talk about buying gasoline; an obvious rule, but it must be strictly observed,'" says Rockwell.
A series of postcards go out to the

ally known sports figure, are informational in nature.
But the third asks these questions,
with check-off "Yes" "No" boxes:
• Do vour youngsters watch the 76
Sports Club regularly?
• Do they get the 76 Sports Club
books?
• Do you watch the program?
• Are you now trading at a Union
Oil station?
• Comments
Rockwell reports that the sports
equipment drawings increase club registrations atleast 400%- His division
comprises 550 dealers; 165 of these
are in on the drawings program.
"For a minimum of $4.60 I can set
a dealer up with a window display and
a drawing — that's $1.60 for a roll of
tickets, $3 for a basketball. The stub
box and crepe paper we provide," says
Rockwell. "Every two weeks there's a
drawing for the equipment," he continues, and "every kid who's registered
is entitled to a ticket on the drawing."
Dealers with drawings are supplied
3' x 5' masonite signs reading, "Kids —
Register Here For Free Sports Gift."

fast-moving

^jk

Channel

Yes, and to top it off
one of Jacksonville's
Skipper Al's Popeye
that's hard to beat.
5:45 to 6:15 P.M.

12
the "Little Rascals" will follow
greatest participation shows —
Playhouse. It's a combination
Monday through Friday from
a half-a-million youngsters in

Jacksonville's .$li/2 billion market watch the "Little
Rascals" — and they'll see your sales message.
Ralph
Nimmons
"Jaxie"
at ELgir
P.C.W.

NBC-ABC

suggests
a call
6-3381

in

Colonel
ailabilior

/%

your
lack

giv

yo

WFCA.TV
WWF^IF^

FLORIDA'S

Iff

Channel 12

COLORFUL

show). Also, 15" x 10' strips over the
gasoline pumps carrying this message:
"Sports Books Free Here."
These books are a prime t\ merchandising tool. Show host Hirsch
urges youngsters to "get your new
sports book now" during the program
"commercials."
A half-million of these books are
printed every two weeks and sold to
dealers for 2^ each (they cost the com4^ apiece).each
"About
booklets
is the panyaverage
dealer100buys
at a
time; $2.00 every two weeks the average outlay per dealer," says Belden.
The books feature tips by sports authorities, many of whom have guested
on 76 Sports Club. They are displayed
on racks in dealers' windows. Typical
titles: "Les Richter Presents Fine
Points of Football Defense;" "Forrest
Twogood Presents Fine Points of Basketball Offense."
As Finnell
sees it, "These are books
youngsters will pick up — and fathers
might well look into them when they
see them lying around the house. Or,
a boy might even ask his Dad to pick
one up for him on his way home from
the office, or while driving with him."

The "Little Rascals" join "Jaxie"
on

All of Union Oil's 4,802 dealers use
metal 76 Sports Club banners (weatherproofed cardboard discs are attached
with station, channel, day and time of

Jacksonville,

Florida

STATION

More tv, some radio: Union Oil
spent about $350,000 last year for tv
sponsorship of horseracing, harness
racing and tennis tournaments.
In 1957 it bought 22-week full Columbia Tv Pacific Network coverage
of the Santa Anita and Hollywood
Park races. Also, Western Harness
Racing (KNXT, Los Angeles only),
two tennis tournaments and one local
sports special. A similar schedule will
be maintained in 1958, in addition to
the 52-week 76 Sports Club.
In this tv activity, Union Oil uses
its unique "improbable pump" commercial— derived from a theme originally set in newspaper advertising.
A Royal 76 gas pump is shown on a
golfing green, a skeet shooting course,
a tennis court, or a beach. Voiceover tells the viewers "Wherever you
are, wherever you go, Royal 76 gasoline belongs in the picture."
On radio, Union Oil sponsors weathercasts on 26 stations of the Intermountain Network and four stations of
the Midnight Sun Network in Alaska.
Radio also is used for special area
broadcast promotions.
^
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For outstanding Service to Wisconsin and Michigan Agriculture*
. . .The Land of Milk and J(pney
*and named runner-up nationally by
the American Farm Bureau Federation
WBAY Channel 2 Green Bay, Wis.
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Tv and radio
NEWSMAKERS

Ralph M. Cohn has been elected president

POP PARADE"
6-\5 to Midnite
. . . your best radio buy in
Rochester, N. Y.

^flpP|k
^^F

of Screen Gems, Inc. He has been head of
the Columbia Pictures Tv subsidiary since

IPt^Ww
^^^B ■»&.

'* was f°unded.
After 13 years in Holly' as
motion picture | lucer, Cohn

3^|NHh1^^
^^k £>^^^^
•HkAfli

in ^" returned to New York and set up
Pioneei
relefilms. which, during the
lu" tv.
years,
produced
commercials
for
In 1949
the firmfilmed
was moved
under

the aegis of Columbia Pictures and dubbed Screen Gems, with Cohn
as general manager. Late in 1952, he was named vice president and
general manager. Cohn was born into show business. His father
was executive v. p. and co-founder of Columbia Pictures. After graduation from Cornell, and a stint as a producer, Cohn was named
exec. prod, of Darmour Productions. After WW II, he teamed with
Mary Pickford and Charles Rogers to form Triangle Productions.
Watts Wacker, director of media for
D. P. Brother & Co. was named a vice
president of the advertising agency with
offices in Detroit, New York and Los
Angeles. A member of the agenc\ since
1953, Wacker has held the media director's
position since February, 1957. Prior to
this, he served as assistant director of

d

media, manager of the time buying department and magazine space buyer. Wacker was graduated from Northwestern University in 1947, and his past experiences in media and
advertising include cooperative advertising for Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn and media director of the Detroit office of Geyer
Advertising. He holds a reserve officer's commission in the U.S.
\a\\
and is an active member
of the Detroit Adcraft Club.

J.

as impossible as trying
to sell Portland without

channel "I *

*

|

Q

Best cost-per-thousand bu) plus
coverage .m<l audience— that's why
KIM \ ( hannel 12 is your Ml SI
Id 1 media to sell the vast Oregon
ami Southwest Washington market.
t.pr.s.nted Nationally

Portland,

Oregon

J. Robert Covington has been promoted
to vice president in charge of promotion
and public relations for the Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. <WBT, WBTV, &
\\ l'» I \\ i . He was vice president and managing director of WBT, Charlotte. Covingtun, a graduate of Davidson College, served
with the 8th Air Force in World War II as

a Lt. Col. He joined the Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. in 1946 as promotion manager. In 1953j
he was promoted to assistant vice president and was named vice
president in charge of sales and promotion in 1954. Covington was
elevated to vice president and managing director of WBT in 1956.
In his new position, he will be in charge of research, promotion,
public relations and merchandising for WBT, WBTV, Charlotte and
\\ liTW (tv), Florence. S. C. He is on the Plans Committee, RAB.
22 march
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...about the fantastic hold WKY-TV's "3-D Danny"
has on kids! He'll tell you how for five years
Oklahoma's small fry have been tuning Channel 4
every day for rocketing interplanetary adventures with personable Danny Williams!
Proof? Danny was host to a huge throng of
75,000 kids and parents at Oklahoma City's annual
Kids' Day promotion! Drawing power like this is
reflected in a remarkable coverage and audience
story. Ask your Katz man!

OKLAHOMA
NBC

CITY

Channel 4

THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC.
<***

WKY

WTVT

OKLAHOMA CITY

TAMPA: ST. PETERSBURG

WSFA-TV

MONTGOMERY

Represented by the Katz Agency

./
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SPOTS

Spring is sprung: First robin is yet
to be sighted, but here apparcnth iMadison Avenue's salute to the newseason — a mustachioed gent in a tweed
overcoat wearing na\ \ blue Bermuda

I SPEAKS

shorts. He's not necessarily in advertising— might just have been passing
through.

Let's sell optimism
The keynote of sponsor's NAB Convention special, to he
published 26 April in conjunction with the convention issue,
will be "Let's Sell Optimism.** With this important issue we
will climax our appeal to the radio and television stations of
America to get behind a realistic appraisal of the positives
in the present day business picture so that the recession and
depression talk can be countered by the brighter side.
That there is a blighter side is evident in practically every
community. Since our "Let's Sell Optimism" campaign
began, a considerable number of station managers have told
SPONSOR of the constructive editorializing and announcements that they have passed along to their communities based
on facts and figures gleaned through careful research. Besides earning the gratitude of countless listeners and viewers,
they have rekindled an interest in keeping the wheels of
industr) moving.
Back in 1949, when a recession wave

struck the nation,

SPONSOR'S first "Let's Sell Optimism" campaign proved the
power of radio stations. State associations, local chambers
of commerce,

state legislatures and even governors got behind

the drive and worked wonders. Today, with 3200 am station- and close to 600 tv stations on the air, the ability of the
broadcast media to encourage and influence can be proved
as never before. But not by mere statements. Check your
own community, dig out the constructive facts, and present
them forthrightly to your audience.

Cheers: The Martiniman's
line has just been reported:
ergy in every bar." It's the
bar candy.
on wrappers for Hershey's

Firm: Overheard in New York's Grand
Central station where two admen were
looking over the Stutz Bearcat which
Saturday Evening Post is offering in itcirculation contest: "Well, there's one
auto account that hasn't been up for
grabs lately."
Request: WKZO-TV, Kalamazoo, received afan letter addressed to thenSunday morning test pattern asking for
a copy of the background music played
behind the pattern. "To heck with the
picture — play that tune again!"
Look up! "It is high time American
men stopped staring at women's bodies
and started appreciating their faces,"
said Joseph Kaliff, president of the
Caricaturists Society in a report on a
poll which picked, among others, tv
guest star Abbe Lane for the "most alluring hair," Brigitte Bardot for her
lips, tv talent agent Candy Jones Conover for her cheeks. "Our morbid preoccupation with female legs, derrieres
and bosoms," continued Kaliff, "marks
us as barbarians, fit only to live in
caves."

sponsor has received many examples of "Let's Sell Optitnism" campaigns that have been carried on, or are being
• airicd on. by stations throughout the country. And we will
welcome yours. It i> our intention to make these optimism

dream copy
"Quick enslogan used
Mr. Good-

Okay, take us to the cave.

Switch: Then there was the tv producer who came home one night and
told his wife he'd been slaving all day
over a hot kine.

campaign examples available in kit form not only to stations
bul to others in the field who may
this

WE

fight

request them.

FOR:

A

new

attitude to-

il ard advertising and its relationship to sales.
In this temporary recession period, many advertisers find that with sales down, ad budgets
should he increased, not cut. Economizing
advertising

on

is no way out of a sales slump.

Color: An interior decorator reported
in the A'. Y. Times that an agency
painted the office doors of its president,
treasurer, director and copy chief red,
yellow, blue and white respectively for
"immediate identification." An interi sting trend, but don't forget the door
with a black border for the fellow responsible for bin ing tlint show with
the slipping ratings.
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a buck-and-a-quarter
a thousand on KBTV buys the
denver daytime market!
To get the lowest cost
week-day minute spots, buy
Denver ARB, KBTV delivers
Mountain Region for just 68%

MONDAY

per thousand Denver homes with
KBTV! According to the January
the prosperous Denver and Rocky
of the cost of its closest competitor!

THRU' FRIDAY- 11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

(Daytime when all three network stations are competing).
AVERAGE WEEKLY COST
TOTAL WEEKLY TV
SHARE OF
HOME IMPRESSIONS
SETS-IN-USE

KBTV
Station
Station
Station

9 (ABC)
7 (CBS)
4 (NBC)
2 (IND)

37.1
36.3
26.4

6.3

$1.25
$ 1.84
$ 2.31
$10.91

Call KBTV or your nearest P.G.W. Colonel for one-minute
daytime availabilities on KBTV for the low, low price of a bucktwenty-five per thousand!*

0

KBTV
DENVER'S

FAMILY

STATION

G/tanuel
,

John C. Mullins, President
Joe Herold, Station Mgr.
Represented Nationally by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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KFWB
NOW THE NEW
AND UNDISPUTED
LOS ANGELES

CHAMPION
*No. 1 in Los Angeles
according to C. E. Hooper
Feb.March 1958
total-rated time periods.
Note: And Pulse coming
up fast!
Represented by John Blair & Co.
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the nation's
*

Bank deposits and reserves up 4%
over March period of 1957!

*

Employment highest in history!

"k Largest backlog of military
orders in history!
k Commercial building highest
in history!
* Water reservoirs highest in history!

WFAA-TV

WFAA

H A N N E L 8
DALLAS
Broadcast

Services

of

The

82°
Dallas
Edward

* 5TO

Morning
Retry

& Co.,

News
National

Representative

IN PES MOINES, IOWA

KRNOTV

RATINGS

50.8
AUDIENCE

PERCENTAGE
-81°/o!
(THIS GREAT MARKET
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Here's how the bellwether of advertising
resists panic and plays its
hand with the poker-face of a pro gambler.
No "rating madness" here

Gloria Florowitz
Marilyn Hammond

P&C's commercial

Contributing
Joe Csida
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-i'iinsiik'- on-the-spot coverage of how
for Tide (through Benton & Bowles).

36

One adman says they visually fight the basic design concept of today's
<ar>. And he wants more appeal to the senses of feel, smell, and sound

Will air budgets withstand the slump?
29

Yes. says admen, unless curve deepens.
Cut-back in hard-hit industry
budgets is offset bv increases in others to cop bigger share of market

31

CBS TV- coming experiment with a strip of 60-second
during the day is welcomed by stations.
No premium

Minute chain break: coming on tv?
system breaks
rates expected

junket to Jamaica
P&G filmed its new tv commercials
Here's a diary and cost breakdown

What's wrong with tv's auto commercials?
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new sag contract boosts cost of commercials

Steeper re-use payments may add up to 500% and more to talent costs of
some commercials, but look for new filming techniques, fewer performers

Air media dominate the farm
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40

a submarine sells the housewife

^ submarine action series may seem like a strange way to reach
American

housewife,

Chain saws?
41

it sells bread

in

Philadelphia.

Here's

how

McCulloch Motors in 1957 captured the largest share of the U.S. chain
saw market— and radio was the basic ad medium.
Cost: about $180,000
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HEIGHT ABOVE AVERAGE TERRAIN
DOES NOT ALWAYS MEAN
MORE COVERAGE!

Unduplicated NBC-TV
4

COVERAGE

Unduplicated CBS-TV COVERAGE

51% MORE UNDUPLICATED
COVERAGE WITH WOC-TV (NBC)
WOC-TVS

Homes*
TV

48 COUNTY

519,100
422,800

Homes*

Farm Homes* :
*Sales Managemei
**U. S. Census of

97,101

The Quint-Cities Station
— Davenport and Bettendorf in Iowa: Rock Island, Moline and East
Moline in Illinois.

WOC-TV

•
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. 54,912
.52,757,557,000
- $2,007,749,000

Effective Buying Income*
Retail

Sales*

- Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting
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Popul

TV Farm Homes**

WOC TV
operates WHO-TV
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and WHO-Radio-Des

Moines

which

Rev

MKr

Mark Wodlinjrer.
Res. Saks Manaf
PETERS. GRIFFIN
WOODWARD.
I>
EXCLUSIVE
NATIONAL
RFI'RFSFN fATIV
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owns
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NEWSMAKER
of the week
Tivo planned du Pont spot tv campaigns for its synthetic
fibers this year rate attention for a number of reasons:
(1) it is the first time du Pont has used spot tv for man-made
fibers. (2) the medium is being used for a specud promotion, (3) du Pont is tying in with tv-shy department stores.

The newsmaker:
Key du Pont man in the firm's projected
spot tv promotions is William Skilling. advertising and promotion
manager for women's wear merchandising in the textile fibre department. He will superintend two drives: a 40-market campaign for
garments blended of 65' , Dacron and 35' [ cotton and a 15-market
promotion for women's wear jersey made of 80r< Orion and 20rv
wool. ( The percentage of each fiber specified is an important part
of the campaigns since du Pont believes these particular blends
provide the best combination
of "hand,"
In choosing spot tv. du Pont was

looks

and

durability. I

impressed by its tie-in abilities, its
local level strength and its advertising impact. For the huge chemical firm seeks to reach its customers (the manufacturer!, its cusYou won't suffer that
striking feeling if you
use Channel 4-Sight on
the Great Golden Spread
More than 100,000 TV
sets in a vastly healthy
and wealthy market.
Power: Visual 100 kw
Aural
50 kw
Antenna Height 833 feet
above the ground

KGNC-TV
CONTACT
ANY
MAN

KATZ

tomers" customers I the department
store I and its customers customers" customers I the ultimate consumer l.
The Dacron-cotton promotion is
scheduled
to start in May
via
BBDO.
Du Pont has picked a key
retailer
in each of 40
markets to'
•i
•
a^

William Shilling

tie in with the theme: "Spend a carefree summer in Dacron and
cotton."' The emphasis here is on easy care and the drip-dry theme.
Each market will be hit for a week with 24 one-minute commercials
during the day or in fringe evening time. About half of each commercial will be devoted to clothes being carried by the store. The
firm is currently waiting for an okav from the stores it has chosen.
The Orion-wool program, to run through August and September.
will be supported by 36 one-minute plugs per market during a week s
period. In addition to giving credit to the local store, the commercials will also feature the manufacturer. Fashions from 18 manufacturers will be chosen. The 15 markets chosen represent about
W , of all apparel store sales.
Lee Ann Merriwether. Miss America of 1955. will deliver the commercials. The general copv approach will be on the wide variety
of styling possible with Orion-wool jerse\ and its shape retention
and drapeability.
The cost for time used in the Dacron-cotton campaign is expected
to run about $90,000. Time costs for the Orion-wool drive have not
been estimated but will not be too much less. In addition, the Dacroncotton commercials will have about 35 seconds of animation.
^
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"Thanlttgnring
in APRIL?"
Yes, in April. Because in April, just 25 years
ago, John Blair & Company began its work in
radio station representation.
The intervening years have been years of
Growth.
Growth in offices, from one to ten.
Growth from zero to multi-millions in volume.
Growth in advertiser-service, where we have
led in establishing departments in Sales Development, inResearch, in Station Operations
and in Industry Promotion.
Growth in station-list, to a group of stations
and markets recognized as the strongest served
by one representative firm.
So April of 1958 seems a most appropriate
time for Thanksgiving —
for putting on record our deep and sincere
thanks to advertisers and their agencies who
give Spot Broadcasting a continually greater
responsibility for building sales—
and to the management and personnel of the
stations named below, whose close and effective cooperation has made our growth-record

f&U^_
President, John Blair & Company

JOHN
BLAIR

WTRY-Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBR-Baltimore
WNBF— Binghamton
KFYR-Bismarck
KIDO-Boise
WHDH-Boston
WLS-Chicago
WCPO-Cincinnati
WBNS-Columbus
KLIF-KFJZ-Dallas-Ft. Worth
KTLN-Denver*
WXYZ-Detroit
KFRE-Fresno
KILT-Houston
WIBC-lndianapolis
•Effective 5/1/58

SPONSOR

•
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WJAX-Jacksonville
WHB-Kansas City
WNOX-Knoxville
KFWB-Los Angeles
WKLO-Louisville
WMC-Memphis
WQAM-Miami
WDGY-Minneapolis-St. Paul
WSM-Nashville
WDSU-New Orleans
WABC-New York
WGH-Norfolk
WOW-Omaha
WDBO-Orlando
WFIL- Philadelphia

KOY-Phoenix
WWSW-Pittsburgh
KGW-Portland
WPRO-Providence
KTSA-San Antonio
KGO— San Francisco
WSAV-Savannah
KING-Seattle
KEEL-Shreveport
KXOK-St. Louis
WFLA-Tampa-St. Petersburg
KRMG-Tulsa
WWDC-Washington
WWVA-Wheeling
KFH-Wichita

Five Runs?
*p

Other Official Films available for strip programming:

Star Performance... 153 programs,

Cross Current/ Dateline Europe /Overseas Adventure /formerly Foreign Intrigue... 156 progm

YES!
^

wr

even

for MY
LITTLE
MARGIE
174 stations have made tremendous profits with strip
programming ! Even in its fourth, fifth, sixth — or seventh run,
"My Little Margie" has topped leading network, syndicated
and local shows ... a top money-maker for every station
that has bought it. 126 sparkling episodes available.
Ratings prove "My Little Margie" is still No. 1!
Houston-Galveston . . . 6:00 PM . . . 23.8 A.R.B

5th Run

Against "World At Large" / "Newsreel"
Av. 14.7,
"TV News" & "ABC News" 11.2
New Orleans . . . 4:30 PM . . . 22.1 A.R.B
4th Run
Against "American Bandstand" 12.4, "Four Most Features" 8.1
St. Louis . . . 4:30 PM . . . 18.2 A.R.B
4th Run
Against "Gil Newsome" 3.7, "Do You Trust Your Wife?" 3.5
Birmingham . . . 5:00 PM . . . 18.3 A.R.B. ... 3rd Run
Against "Fun at Five" 12.0
Buffalo . . . 10:00 AM . . . 13.5 A.R.B

4th Run

Against "Garry Moore" 6.1, "Arlene Francis" .7
Call the leader
in strip programming

an*

w
ican Legend... 80 programs

OFFICIAL

E

FILMS, Inc.

25 West 45 St., New York
PLaza 7-0100

representatives:
Atlanta
• Atwood 9610
Beverly Hills • Crestview 6-3528
Chicago
• Dearborn 2-5246
Cincinnati
• Cherry 1-4088
Dallas
• Emerson 8-7467
Fayetteville
• Hillcrest 2-5485
Ft. Lauderdale
• Logan 6-1981
Minneapolis
• Walnut 2-2743
San Francisco
• Juniper 5-3313
St. Louis
• Yorktown 5-9231

OUTSTANDING
facilities • service • stability

It is an established fact that over the years

AMERICA'S

lOth

TV

Ang«los

•

MARKET

there has never been the slightest wavering
in the high standards of WGAL-TV

program-

ming and public service. WGAL-TV viewers
and advertisers have learned they can rely
implicitly on continuing stability. WGAL-TV is
housed in a new and modern building which
provides the finest possible facilities for
both black and white and color transmission.

WGAL-TV

LANCASTER,
PA.
NBC and CBS
STEINMAN

STATION

Clair McCollough, Pres.
MEEKER

Co

Los
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Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers
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Copyright 1958
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INC.

Talk of tougher times isn't fazing the networks whatsoever:
wheeling-and-dealing than ever this fall.

There'll be less

One network head was told this week: Fire any man who tries to submit a proposition that's not strictly card-rate. Added to the injunction was this comment: We can
give the network away without the services of salesmen.

Madison Avenue admen pretty much agree when it comes to forecasting the media outlook: Itaugers particularly well for spot.
In taking stock of their immediate future position, clients are laying down this philosophy:
Harness your media thinking to those that have the greatest flexibility on the
dual score of where you can move in and out quickly right now; and where, if business
picks up, you can jump in with maximum speed.
It's a revolving door, admen say, that will favor spot more
tisers ponder their total budget commitments.

and more

as adver-

The wishes of the Geoffrey Wade agency about 52-week rate protection have apparently
been the topic of misunderstanding and misinterpretation by tv stations.
Here's what Lou Nelson, Wade media director, really meant when he broached the subject to Chicago reps last month — quoting what he told SPONSOR-SCOPE this week.
"The Wade agency would like stations to give it a year's protection from the
date of a new rate.
"For instance, if a new ratecard is effective June 1, 1958, Wade would like to be
protected on the old rate through May 30 of the following year, as against the current practice generally of rate protection on a six-months basis."
Various seller sources advised SPONSOR-SCOPE the past week that their checks with
other seller sources disclosed there was no majority disposition toward adopting a policy of
52-week protection.

Esty has again taken to the mimeo machine with regard to the treatment it wants
radio stations to give R. J. Reynolds schedules.
Reps were asked this week to remind their stations that Reynolds was more determined
than ever about these things:
1) Keeping the company's spot separate from the schedules of competitive companies
by at least 15 minutes and Reynolds brands separated from other Reynolds brands by at
least 30 minutes.
2) Any triple or "more" spotting of Reynolds commercials. (Says Esty: It will reserve
the right to refuse payment, if violations are discovered.)
Add the memo: It wants all concerned to make sure Reynolds isn't paying a
higher package rate than other advertisers for the equivalent schedules.
The reps also heard this week from Compton regarding triple-spotting.
In a firmly phrased note the agency asked that tv stations immediately refrain from
triple-spotting Compton announcements. Likewise appended was a line to the effect
Compton would reserve the right not to pay in case of violations.
(See Is triple-spotting due for a showdown?

SPONSOR
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in 8 March sponsor.)

SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

.

CBS Radio's loss on Kent probably will wind up as spot tv's gain.
The Lorillard brand has canceled its full network schedule (amounting to around
$30,000 a week) and the indications this week are that the money will be switched to tv spot
for added saturation.

New business in national spot radio this week was mostly regional — S&A Green
Stamps (SSCB), Larus' Holiday Smoking Tobacco, and Roma Wine.
Larus, for instance, is concentrating in New England with two eight-week flights
- our starting in April and (he other in fall.

Reps will have fewer people to deal with in enlightening Benton & Bowles on
what competitive brands are using spot in their stations' markets.
Quests for such information now are channeled through a single person in the
agency's media department;
brand did the contacting.

under the old arrangement, the timebuyers on the particular

Like P&G, Lever Bros, has tipped its air media budgets for the 1958-59 season.
Moreover, it has quite a number of new products coming out which will fatten the billings
for spot.
Lever this week bought alternates of You Bet Your Life and The Price Is Right.
Previously it extended Have Gun Will Travel. It will likely renew Father Knows Best and
take on at least two more shows for the coming year.
The price for You Bet Your Life remains at $55,000 for originals and $16,000 for the
summer repeats. The show will follow Ernie Ford Thursday nights.

Frigidaire's withdrawal, along with GMC Trucks, from Kudner this week revived a recent Madison Avenue rumor that things were not so palsy-walsy between
Westinghouse's white goods ticket division and McCann-Erickson.
No intimations have been given by GM as to where it plans to place the two divisions.
Frigidaire's budget is down to $10 million, while GMC's advertising is worth $1.5 million.
A few years ago Kudner was billing $15 million on Frigidaire.
Kudner's losses in the past two years adds up to close to $45 million. What's left runs
brtwrrn $1m-2<) million (s<»me of it other General Motors units).

TvB's Norman
broadcasters.

"Pete"

Cash

struck

two

major

notes

in a talk before Chicago

NOTE NO. 1: Optimism about the 1958 picture for tv, based on these status reports:
• Network was up 14% in January over last year.
• Spot was up in Januarv, February, and March — running ahead of the 1957 quarter by
a healthy margin.
• Local billings are ahead, with plenty of new accounts added.
NOTE NO. 2: Sales records of 1957 attest the efficiency of the medium for heavy tv
advertisers. For instance:
ADVERTISER

Eastman Kodak
General Foods __
National Biscuit Co.
National Dairy
Procter & Gamble
Prudential Insurance
Revlon
R. J. Reynolds
The Texas Co.

_

1957 GROSS SALES

_
—
-----

----- $
-----

------__

-

-

792,000,000
898,000,000
424,500,000

1,432,000,000
1,214,500,000
11,000,000,000
90,000,000
-

1,053,000,000
2,344,000,000
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued.

Probe a station rep and you'll find that — aside from the price factor —
nothing irks him in his competition with the networks so much as this:
1) Lack of a continuing campaign by
limelight.

spot

sellers

to keep

their medium

in the

2) The absence of an official and articulate drumbeater for spot — a spokesman
who would keep punching away 52-weeks a year in advertising and agency areas.
3) The non-existence of a central reservoir of spot success material.
Probe farther and the average rep will reveal why he individually can't dramatize
the story of spot in the sweeping, dramatic fashion that the networks plug their wares.
To quote a major rep: "If my firm makes a magnificent gesture and, on the basis of a
special and costly pilch for the medium, we drum up some business, our share is a relatively
small percentage of the whole expenditure. A network, on the other hand, gets the whole
order and can afford to crow about it to the whole advertising field."
Edward

DeGray, ABN

station relations director, is heir apparent to the job of

heading up this radio network after Robert Eastman's tenure expires.
DeGray has been with ABN since 1955, also was with CBS for quite a number of years.
(See News Wrap-up under NETWORKS for other ABN developments this week.)

NBC

Radio will be cashing in this summer

on

the

out-of-door-eating

theme

with a seasonal on-the-air promotion glamorizing the "American picnic".
Announcements will be sold to food and other accounts for placement around
editorial passages, which probably will be handled by a name food editor.
Affiliates' opportunity:

Sell

chainbreak

announcements

to local barbecue suppliers.

DuPont's fabrics division is helping give spring ready-to-wear buying a shot in
the arm with a week's (1-7 May) tv spot campaign in 40 markets.
The promotion will be tied up with a key department store in each market, with
20 one-minute spots to be run off during the course of the week.
(See Newsmaker of the Week, page 4, for DuPont's strategy thinking re spot.)
Added sign of FM's resurgence as an advertising medium: Station reps are looking
'em over with calculated designs.
For instance, John E. Pearson just look on KRHM in Los Angeles and is talking to
an FM outlet in San Francisco.
(For other new trends in FM see article, page 79.)

Freelance Hollywood producers who have new tv pilots on the market may be
handicapped seriously unless they can match the flexibility offered by the networks
for the fall.
The disadvantage for the independent producer: The networks are showing a disposition
to take 26-week commitments on new series — in other words, obligating the sponsor to but
26 originals. The independent gears his profits to 34 or more originals.

Charles H. Percy, president of Bell & Howell, Chicago, told SPONSOR-SCOPE
this week his formula for overcoming customer resistance due to recession talk.
Here's the pattern which Percy hopes other advertisers will adopt:
1) Increase advertising budgets. (B&H's budget is the largest in its history, with
$450,000 of it aimed at buying minute commercials.)
2) Stimulate consumer spending by introducing new products right now.
3) Lower product prices.
(See Bell & Howell case history in forthcoming sponsor issue.)

SPONSOR
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued .

NBC TV is in the process of streamlining its discount structure.
The main objective of this change is to bring the ratecard to a level where it will be
l favorable as CBS TV's.
The revision probably will become effective with fall business.

Six leading dentifrice brands now are corraling 80% of the market.
The estimated shares of these top brands: Colgate, 30%; Gleem, 20%; Pepsodent, 10%;
Crest, ')'; : Ipana, 7%; Ipana Plus, 4%.
(For other marketing sidelights see MARKETING

WEEK,

page 59.)

CBS Radio has worked out the rates for its minute and 30-second segments.
The minutes will be $1,400 gross and the half-minutes $1,100 — or the same rate as the
Impacts.
Incidentally, Impact schedules were bought this week by Ex-Lax, Edsel, GMC Trucks.
GE bought into House Party and Beech-Nut signed for daytime units.

Although the offer is limited to one specific program, reps this week looked askance
at CBS TV's new plan for sponsor participation in Captain Kangaroo. They're afraid
the network might adopt the concept on more of its shows.
The plan: Advertisers who buy a 15-minute segment on any of the Monday-throughFriday segments of Kangaroo will be permitted to spread their allotment of three oneminute commercials over as many as three days.
Heretofore the three commercials had to be used within a single program.

P&G, General Motors, and Chrysler were the three top tv network customers
during January of this year.
The following compilation of network expenditures for that month is based on gross
time figures released by TvB and SPONSOR-SCOPE's estimate of the gross program and talent expenditures, night and daytime, by each of the advertisers:
ADVERTISER

1. Procter & Gamble
2. General Motors
Chrysler
3.
4. General Foods
5. Lever
6.

Colgate-Palmolive
7. American Home Products

8.

Bristol -Myers
R. J. Reynolds

9.
10. Liggett & Myers
11. American Tobacco
12. Ford
Kellogg
Gillette
13.
14.
15.

General Mills

NET TIME

COST

$3,100,000
2,600,000
1,400,000
1,300,000
1,300,000
1,350,000
1,400,000
1,100,000
910,000
870,000

GROSS PROGRAM

TOTAL

3,900,000
2,300,000
1,850,000

550,000
500,000

1,800,000
1,800,000

450,000
150,000

1,550,000
1,600,000
1,550,000

500,000
640,000
480,000
500,000

1,100,000
930,000

1,050,000
180,000

750,000

190,000
290,000

COSTS

$4,300,000

2,575,000
900,000

700,000

600,000

COST

$1,200,000

1,350,000
1,200,000
1,150,000
1,110,000
940,000
890,000

For other news coverage in this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;
Spot Buys, page 60; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 65; Washington Week, page 75; sponsor
Hears, page 76; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 82.
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Today,
the most
efficient
buy in
network TV
is ABC !

i nd you should see the full story
It's right on the next page!

This is something you'll
probably want to save!
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Today the most efficient buy in network

TV is

ABC

Timebuyers
at work

CASE HISTORY
TRAVEL

Dick Picketf, Foole, Cone & Belding, New York, notes with interest
that recently a group of tv stations under common ownership announced adecision to extend rate protection to a full year, since
their markets had virtually reached optimum set ownership. "This
is certainly commendable," Dick says, "since most marketing plans
are designed for a year, and unforseen rate increases during that
time can impair a campaign's effectiveness. Of course, even in
mature tv markets, increased operating expenses and new programing might warrant rate revisions, but in these instances it is
reasonable to expect a minimum

Across-the- Board News11
All Aboard, Union Pacific!
IF you're coming or going in Southern
California (and most of \he area's eight
million usually are), Union Pacific will
reach you . . . VIA KBIG RADIO.
U P HITS SOLIDLY at the 99% radio
homes and 80% radio-equipped cars
(1V4 autos per family!) with four newscasts aday on The Catalina Station.

of six months' protection for all
advertisers on the station. Protection should also be extended to an

"WE PICKED KBIG four years ago as a

advertiser who was using the facilities ofthe station at the time of the rate revision and who wishes

Company advertising agency, "because
its 10,000-watt island-based signal on
740 kc covers all eight counties of

basic for Union Pacific" says Marion
Welborn, Vice-President, The Caples

to augment his existing schedule. Although a year's protection in
radio would also be desirable, radio rate increases appear to be
governed principally by audience fluctuations. Six months can be
justified when

a station

has substantially

improved

its position."

Rosalyn Sacks, Mohr & Eicoff Inc., all-media buyer in the Chicago
office, believes that more and more advertisers will be purchasing
time for direct selling results rather than for the purpose of identification with a particular program or personality. "Our clients,"
says Miss Sacks, "measure time purchases by the volume of sales
response to each announcement.
Through extensive research we
have determined the hours and the
days when people are most responsive to our advertising messages.

Southern California, at lowest cost-perthousand. This year we have quadrupled KBIG programming for the
"NEWS ON KBIG has both quantity and
railroad:'
quality" adds H. J. Forbes, Union
Pacific Los Angeles advertising manager. "Hourly reports from AP, UP,
and City News Service, plus Sigalert
traffic bulletins, give us complete coverage. The air work of Alan Lisser and
Larry Berrill, year-after-year award
winners in their field, assures prestige!'
WHATEVER YOUR CATEGORY, your
KBIG or Weed contact has a handy file
of case histories to help your evaluation
of Southern California Radio.

With today's patterns of home living shaped to a large degree by
television we find that we can
pretty well predict results. Schedules are quite definitely not bought
/ ^ttaMprflV
gg^_ *^^^^^'

^
fl^^h

Ior the sake of program or personality association something
roughly comparable to institutional advertising as far as our clients are concerned — but solely for
cash register ringing results. We try to stress important copy points,
avoiding 'technique-happy' presentations so that the audience follows
our commericals from beginning to end. Advertisers who subject
schedules to careful appraisal will get the sales results they want."
29 march
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JOHN

POOLE

BROADCASTING

Nat. Rep. WEED

CO.

and Company

by Larry Deckinger

you needyj
in any market...

Agency

ad libs

The tv balance sheet
Two issues ago, we covered those areas in
which television has been successful. There
were 11 areas in all, and they ranged from providing mass entertainment to contributing to
media competition (sponsor, 15 March).
Now let's analyze those areas where television
has demonstrated shortcomings.
There are nine.
1) Color. Just as the automobile is a better
means of transportation than the horse, so, too, is color television
better than black and white — though black and white is still great.
It is, in fact, a very sad commentary on the industry at large that
less than 1% of U. S. Television homes today have color. The failure of color television is televisions greatest failure to date.

em in

TULSA!
Take a billion one dollar bills and
scatter them over northeastern Oklahoma .. . makes a pretty picture, doesn't
it? And it's more than just a pretty
mental picture — it's a hard, concrete
fact. Yes, there's a billion dollar market
out there for you to tap . . through
KVOO-TV, CHANNEL 2. Tulsa,
Oklahoma's No. 1 market sits in the
very heart of this fertile dollar area.
Think of it . . . the "wampum" of northeastern Oklahoma plus the productive
coverage of KVOO-TV. Man, there's
a combination that's good for you!

Certainly it's not the fault of RCA. RCA and NBC have striven
mightily to bring color television into the American home. They
have promoted the sale of color television sets. They have programed color television. For this mighty effort, RCA deserves the
gratitude — and the support — of the American people.
Now along comes Westinghouse announcing an enormous color
television drive.
Loud huzzahs to Westinghouse for this decision!
Color tv is inevitable. The only question is why has it taken so
long, and when will it really start to move? How can the television
industry help? Who knows the answer?
Availabilities
2 I Minute availabilities in prime time. From the point of view of
the advertiser, one of the great failings of television is its inability
to make available to the average advertiser minute announcements in
prime time. NBC at one time on its Show of Shoivs sold single
minutes. The American Broadcasting Company last season went
further than any of its competitors had gone in making minutes
available in prime time.
More power to them!
Until there are enough available so that the advertiser can buy
what he needs, not what he must buy in order to get on the air. television will have failed many potential television advertisers.
.'•> I Inflexibility in program format. Programs are invariably 15
minutes, or 30 minutes, or an hour, or thereabouts.
How long should a man's legs be? Lincoln said, "Long enough to
reach the ground." How long should a television program be?
Must all dramas, for example, be exactly 30 minutes, or 60 minutes,
or 90 minutes? Might not some be better off if they were at different
lengths than these? Does television reduce the quality of its fare by
insisting on fixed lengths of programs?
I don't know what television would do if it didn't operate in this
manner, how it would handle the programing problem. But the fact
that all programs are strait-jacketed into certain general length intervals would seem to be a detriment to a uniformly good product.
4) Inadequate program choice in certain areas. In many areas
of the country the television set user has seven channels emanating
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DuPont Citation to CLIFTON

UTLEY

ofVVMAO

and WNBQ,

Chicago:

'Cited for his authoritative, intelligent, responsible and literate reporting and
malysis of public affairs in both radio and television. Insistent always on dis;inguishing between fact and inference, he couples fluent delivery with minute
ietail and orderly sequence, and the result is an analysis of current affairs that
lows in logical order from primary thesis to conclusion. Refusing to overiimplify the complex, or to over-inflate the trivial and ephemeral, he epitonizes the best in American news jfl

§n

broadcasting and telecasting."

C*
\r> *

WMAQ and WNBQ salute Clifton Utley on this memorable achievement in the field of broadcasting journalism. It is
added to the long list of awards, longer than that of any other Chicago station, presented to WMAQ and WNBQ in
recognition of their regular offerings— which have set the standard for entertainment and service in the Midwest.
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DIRECTLY

NBC IS NOW NUMBEI

At the peak of the current season, and
during those hours when most Americans
are watching television, the competitive
superiority of NBC programs has
been decisively confirmed. Both Trendex*
and Nielsen Multi-Network Area! reports,
which measure program popularity in
major markets where the three networks
directly compete, establish that NBC's
nighttime programs are now Number 1
in viewer preference.
The March Trendex report, for example,
reveals that NBC leads the second network
by 10% and the third network by 37%.*
In terms of half -hour nighttime wins,
NBC captures 18, while the second network
leads in H and the third network in 10.*
In just one year, NBC has increased its
nighttime audience by 22%, while the
second network has declined 18%.* This
represents the greatest one-year audience
shift in television's first decade and
provides dramatic confirmation that
the most popular programs
in all television are on the

NBC TELEVISION NETWORK

AT NIGHT
'larch Trendex, Sun-Sat 7:30-10:30 PM
Tielsen Multi-Network Area Report,

Feb. I '58

Agency

HUNDREDS

OF

ADVERTISERS

CAN'T BE WRONG!
They've placed thousands of dollars

on

WORL in BOSTON
because

they get the results they
want!

ad

libs continued

direct!) Erom the citj in which he lives. In some cases, he can get
other channels coming in from the outside, additionally.
But in many places in the country, the television owner can get
only one channel, or two, or three. The television owner who can
get only a limited number of channels is denied a wide variety of
program choice. This is a failure of television.
5 I inflexibility in market segment selection. Generally speaking,
except in a broad way, television is no match for print advertising in
the degree to which the buyer can select his market. In magazines
he can sell just to mechanics, if he wishes.
He doesn't have, in television, the flexibility in market selection
that he can get in print. Perhaps he reaches so many more people
that he still comes out ahead, but that would have to be proven.
Today's gamble
6) General inflexibility on network problems. The networks have
certain inflexibilities in their current pattern:

dP

<**i&
»>
■**>

,«»

*>»
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Regarding duration of contract: The advertiser usually has to
sign for a minimum of 13 weeks, often for as much as 52 weeks. This
binds him beyond the point which is practically workable.
In the summer season, when his audience declines, he still must
advertise in many cases. The dollar inducements are often not
enough to make up for the lost audience.
The minimum amount of commercial time needed per advertiser
is a problem. It makes it difficult for the smaller, one product advertiser to use network television.
Geographically he is bound to buy certain cities. If his distribu-

«r >«-v ,^

!**">

LOOKING

LOW

FOR

COST PER THOUSAND?
LOOK

TO

WORL

The advertiser simply doesn't know what kind of coverage he's
going to get. If he buys a magazine, he knows about how the
circulation varies from area to area. There are ups and downs, but

The "950 CLUB"
Music and News Station
950 on EVERY dial

Represented

nationally

Independent

by Headley

ad in Good Housekeeping, say, or Coronet, he is guaranteed a certain circulation. If he buys a television program, the range of audience attainable is enormous.
8) Uneven coverage. Television is notoriously uneven in its coverage. A program might do a good job in some markets, a fair job
in others, and a poor job in still others.

BOSTON

500 watts

tion doesn't fit, he is often put at a disadvantage competitively, because he must put ad dollars where they do him little good.
1) Unpredictability. Today it seems the only thing you can feel
safe with, program-wise, is a western. Anything else is just plain
"show business." Who would have guessed that Frank Sinatra would
do as poorly as he has? Who would have guessed that Danny
Thomas would be so successful in his new time, after having failed
so miserably before?
Who is to know these days? There is a gamble. If one buys an

Reed Co.

they are usually not very severe. With television, a program can do
10 or 20 times as well in one market as it does in another.
9) Creeping costs. Television has failed to keep its costs down.
True, its cost-per-1,000 has remained reasonably comparable, year
to year. But it keeps costing more and more, and still more to get
on the air as television grows.
This is a difficult and serious problem. If it is not licked, television will become the medium of giants only. It will be the means
b) which the giants will become greater, and they will eat up the
smaller fellows.
This is actually, in a way, an economic menace.^
29 \i \i;c ii 1958
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MARKET

REACHED

IN THE SOUTHEAST

BY

WSJS-TV

SUCH STARS. ^SUCH

IMPACT!

EVERY WEEK

I M PACT

STORIES LIKE:

"5 HOURS
TO LIVE"
starring STEVE
McNALLY
"THE CAVE"
O
CESAR
starringWAY
"NO
OUT" ROMER
starring PAT O'BRIEN

I*" dav^d^an
I°^c|EneCbTa°r^v
THE

HOT,

HOT

SHOW

OF

0//OPf/l/Of/
OC/JAX/IUr/
Ia/PVTPP/U 7
' WCAfcn/9.
AAWTCDVf
Ml-MCKr.

UW ENFORCEMENT!
MION-ADI/ENTURE!
'58!

G!

fBRIEIKESAR ROMERO
[A GRANVILLE • DAVID
MLAALBRIGHWOHN
!ND • STEPHEN IWNALLY
RD DUFF-HANS CONRIED
HOMEIER-KENTTAYLOR
hRIVA-JOHN BERARDINO
IBARRA NEVILLE BRAND
PHE MENJOU%

Now it just takes
one BIG one
to cover the Mid-Gulf!

49th ai
Madisoi
Wrong

For two years, WKRG-TV has been pulling further and
further ahead in the BILLION-DOLLAR-PLUS Mobile
Market. Also Nielsen (No. 2) gives WKRG-TV
46,000 extra families in seven extra counties
over Station "X".

NOW

TALLER TOWER

ADDS

NEW

state

In your 15 March issue, you mentioned
a noon-time audience survey made by
KELO TV, Sioux Falls, la. We certainly have nothing against Iowa — in
fact KELO TV does reach large portions of Iowa as well as Minnesota.
Nebraska and South Dakota. But
KELO TV is located in South Dakota,
not Iowa.

POWER

We'd might be willing to relocate,
except
we're quite
we are —that
in South
Dakota.satisfied where
Evans A. Nord

Now the tallest tower in the Mid-Gulf Coast area ... 1 1 99
feet above sea level, 1057 feet above average

general manager
KELO TV, Sioux

terrain . . . adds still more to WKRG-TV's basic coverage.
The map below shows this greater power. It shows
Station

WKRG-TV's 40 DBU area (lined); Station "X'"s 40
DBU area (dotted line). For the full story of the No. 1

Falls

ratings

The enclosed advertisement which
ran in the Arizona Republic and
Phoenix Gazette on March 2nd was
inspired by an article in the February
issue of sponsor magazine by Snowden M. Hunt, Jr., vice president of
Wade Advertising. Los Angeles, in

Station in the Mid-Gulf area, call your Avery-Knodel man
or ... C. P. Persons, Jr., V. P. and Gen. Mgr.

which he made a plea for "more honesty on the part of station management
in the field of ratings."
He expressed the opinion that shifting programing
is a
devious
method and
of "hypoing"
doing business
which leaves the advertiser just where
he was before the rating was taken —
without the facts. He stated further,
that in areas where ratings are taken
only once or twice a year, the advertiser never really knows what the true
picture
Marie is.Coleman of Donahue & Coe,
New York, expresses very similar

— SOLID
DBU

LINE— WKRG-TV's

old

SHADED AREA-Coverage
WKRG-TV's
new tower.
- DOTTED
DBU

-J- mIMP-

</^^

^^^^^^^^

J

MOBILE,

area

ALABAMA

Reps. Avery-Knodel

views. She says, "if a station's ratings
are inflated and do not represent its
normal audience, the trouble lies with
the station, not with the technique of

added by

LINE-Past and
of Station

40

present 40

"X".

®

This is one station's effort to attempt
measurement."
to clear up some of the mystery surrounding the question of "ratings" in
the mind of the public.
Bob Vache
program director, KVAR
Phoenix, Ariz.
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The great debate

I would like to add some thoughts of
my own to the great debate on radio
music policy which was stirred up at
the wonderful Kansas City Disk Jockey
Convention.
One of the charges which is leveled
at much of today's popular music is
that it is bad musically, or that the
performances by the artists are not up
to commercial standards. Perhaps this
is true of certain individual performances, but it occurs to me, as it did

POWER
to penetrate!

recently to the editor of "Cash Box,"
that there is an increasing tendency on
the part of the major record companies tobuy masters from the smaller
companies — who have borne the brunt
of this particular charge — and I doubt
if the majors are really interested in
distributing bad performances under
their well-known labels.
We hear a good deal these days
about a balanced music policy. This
usually turns out to mean that the person following such an expressed policy will refuse categorically to play any
performances by a particular artist, regardless of the worth of a given performance, and uses a considerable
amount of standard material and hits
of the past which appeal to him personally. Thus the balance, so-called,
is all on the side of the personal taste
of the management, and away from the
expressed tastes and desires of the
mass public which makes up the rea
audience to radio.
One thing about this whole debate
disturbs me seriously. A great many
fine radio stations, many with records
of public service unparalleled in the
industry, are being unfairly maligned
because of their music policy. Unfortunately, some of this is rubbing off
on the advertising community, and a
disservice is being done to radio itself.
Wouldn't we, as salesmen, better concern ourselves with selling the positive virtues of our own properties,
rather than inventing competitive arguments with no basis in fact? Is it
wrong for a radio station operator to
cater to the expressed wishes of the
public, rather than to his personal
taste, which because of his superior
income, education, opportunity to
travel, etc., is likely to be non-representative ofmass public taste?
Wells Barnett
station operations mgr.
John Blair & Co.
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* This powerful RADIO

CKLW

voice sends

your message to a greater number of listeners . . . you get more
for your promotion dollar.
* This powerful TV signal is sent to
a greater number of viewers . . .
costs you less by exposing your

CKLW-TV
325,000

WATTS

product to

ADAM

J. E. Campeau,

bigger

YOUNG,

audience.

INC.,

National Rep.

President

GENERAL
GUARDIAN

a

BLDG.

OFFICES
•

DETROIT

26,

MICH.

GET AGE families buy most
of all major home appliances

GET AGE families buy most
of all automobile tires

GET AGE families buy rr
of all tobacco product

i^si
I

,?

I

v \A
You get them at the

THE

GET

the most

AGE:

The years between

profitable age of man
group, spend

an average

of one-third

group.* And

more

more,

GET

than two-thirds

per household,

you get more
on ABC

16 and 49. For advertisers,

(or woman).

GET

Television

le all A. C. Niels

AGE

AGE

families, as a

of America's

money

. .

than any other age
families for your money

than on any other network!

I. NUlaen-TVB

It
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GET AGE families buy
most of all soft drinks

GET AGE families buy most
of all sports equipment

GET AGE families buy most of
all smaller home appliances

GET AGE families buy
most of all cosmetics

abc-tv
75% of ABC's average audience** is made up of GET AGE households! Corresponding figures for the
other two networks are 67% and 69% respectively. Cost per thousand for GET AGE householders on
ABC is $4.18. The other two: $4.66 and $5.12.***
What's in the GET AGE for you? Over half of America's families.* The families who are young and growing,
whose wants and appetites are most prodigious . . . whose buying habits have yet to jell. And families at the
very peak of their earning power . . . who are buying more than they ever will again. GET AGE families consume an average of 40% more coffee . . . 30% more margarine . . . 148% more cigarettes per household than
older families.! They buy far more food and beverages, far more drugs and cosmetics, far more home appliances, far more of almost everything that's advertised on television.
A fabulous age to get. And you get them at the GET AGE on ABC-TV!

ABC
29 march
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TELEVISION

The twins like radio with their fun . . . and fun with their radio
That's why WDGY is first in the Twin Cities . . . and why WDGY billings
are at an all-time ln-li. The giraffes arc appropriate here because they symbolize
WDGY's head-and-shoulders leadership in Minncapolis-St. Paul. If- Storz
Station locally-centt -red pro»'nmiiiiiii»- that docs it! Rub shoulders with Blair
. . . or tete-a-tete with General Manager Jack Thayer.

WDGY

."0,000 watts in

MINNEAPOLIS-ST.

WDGY

Minneapolis St Paul

REPRESENTED

STATIO
TODAY'S
TODD STORZ,

RADIO
PRESIDENT

FOR
• HOME

l\l S

TODAY'S
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OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

BY JOHN

WHB

Kansas City

WTIX

New Orleans

REPRESENTED

REPRESENTED

BY JOHN

BY ADAM

WQAM
REPRESENTED Miami
BY JOHN

BLAIR

& CO.

BLAIR
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Will air budgets
^
1958

withstand

Yes, say admen who predict continued growth for total
ad

spending

unless

sales

dip

through

MARCH

1958

the slump?
ADVERTISING

DOLLARS

year-end

^ Total air spending is expected to hold up in fall, but
clients see new strategy, geared to shorter commitments
^ Package goods advertisers will use more air media in
fight for market, but cuts in trouble industries are likely
I he post-war era of large-scale advertising growth is coming to a temporary halt.
This week one fact stood out:
It's no longer safe to predict that advertising budgets in all categories of
industry will continue to skyrocket as
they did during the past decade. There
will undoubtedly be growth, but it is
likely to be spotty.
Admen are finding early indications
that adverse 1958 business conditions
can have an effect on national ad budgets by year-end. But budget adjustments are uneven, varying widely from
troubled industries like autos and appliances which are cutting back, to
drugs and foods which continue to
grow.
These are the trends emerging from
' extensive sponsor interviews with client admen from industries heavy in air
advertising, agency media directors,
marketing men and economists:
• Total national advertising expenditures for 1958 are expected to exceed 1957 ad volume. McCann-Erickson's general advertising expenditure
index for national media shows an in-

29 march

crease of 4 points in January 1958 over
peak January 1957. (January 1958 was
211; January 1957 was 207 as against
194 in January 1956, using 1947-1949
as the base. I

S
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PRODUCTION

• The 1957 profit squeeze on hard
goods manufacturers may result in
third- and fourth-quarter 1958 advertising cut-backs. The biggest industry
that may head for retrenchments is the
auto business. Appliances, which moved
into a declining market during the second half of 1957, may also level off ad
spending. A few began cutting back
as early as last fall.
"The adjustment will not be as extensive as the current sales curve indicates," atop-level Detroit adman from
one of the Big Three told sponsor.
"This year we may not stick rigidly
to the usual sales-to-advertising ratio

PERSONAL

INCOME

we've always maintained, because we
can't afford to jeopardize our share of
the 1959 market."
• Major food and drug companies
continue to plan on greater ad budgets
than they had in 1957. However, these
increases generally represent not much
greater advertising weight, except in

1958
S

0

N

D

)

the cigarette industry which is not feeling an) sales pinch. It's frequently
costing clients more just to maintain
advertising impact the\ had in 1957.
Increased advertising costs account
for the level of ad budgets in other industries with drooping sales costs as
well, Clients are reluctant to decrease
the weighl of their advertising impact
for the moment, so long as the current
set-hack looks temporary. Vet. to mainlain the same advertising weight as
they had in 1957. clients often have to
increase 1958 expenditures.
"We're getting the same spot tv frequency, the same weight of advertising
we had in 1937." sa\s the advertising
director of a major gasoline company.
"But it"s costing us a million more. We
had to increase our budget and if sales
were declining, this would hurt. While
t\ is still most effective for us, the point
of diminishing return is around the
(diner if rates keep rising.'1
• New product campaigns will continue to add substantially to over-all
advertising volume. Companies that
planned one or two years ago to introduce new lines of products in drugs
and package foods are going through
with their plans in 1958.
'"We have a large line of new products and we're going ahead with the
plans we made last fall," says Revlon
advertising v.p. George Abrams. "The
big advertiser really has a chance to
increase his hold on a market by main-

Where

taining or increasing the weight of his
advertising in a declining market, because his smaller competitors are more
vulnerable to a squeeze and could be
driven out of some media."
Reasons for high level of expected
193,°, ad spending in the package goods
field are really two-fold: (1) foods
and drugs are not feeling the effects of
the slowing economy yet; (2) package

policy, but no one's offering to sell in
13-week cycles yet. At the same time,
if the sales keep dipping, net tv, not
spot,
might indications
feel the pinch
Earliest
for first."
1958 are an
increase in both network and spot tv,
according to TvB. Network tv billing
in January 1958 was 14% above Janu-

goods manufacturers have been introducing new products at an unprecedented rate in the past five years or
more, under the advertising umbrella
of major network tv shows.

ary 1957. with the three networks' combined billing $49,594,212 during that
month of 1958 compared with $43,501.996 in the same period in 1957.
• Media men foresee heavier use of

"In many cases, these new products
are now bolstering us against any sales

spot media, tv and radio both, during
the second half of 1958 because of client stress on flexibility. In the auto
industry, where some budget cuts seem
likely by fall, spot may get a bigger

decline," says the marketing v.p. of a
drug company heavy in network and
spot tv. "They're also a major reason
why we invest increasing sums in advertising. It's a self-perpetuating cycle:
more tv advertising — new products to
amortize cost of net tv advertising —
more advertising to sell new products."
• Resistance to long-term media
commitments is at an all-time high.
To-date, even substantial numbers of
drug and package foods advertisers,
who have not been hit by any slowdown in sales, are making it clear that
they won't tie up large sums of money
on long-term bases.
Flexibility Desired
"Network tv has to adjust to this
new era," says the media v.p. of one
of the top five air media agencies.

ad budgets are headed in 1958

5. Package foods....

new
strategy. see
(For sponsor
forecast 15
of Detroit's
fall strategy,
March.)
Says the marketing v.p. of one of
the top 10 air media agencies:
"Companies are feeling the pinch
from the higher break-even point and
client presidents are now paying greater attention to advertising costs.
There's more pressure for all advertising to prove itself, and marginal media may suffer cuts.
"The effect is greater on durable or
postponable-purchase goods. If the decline continues, the durables might reduce their budgets as much as 20% by

again in spring and seems headed for
its biggest year in a decade as advertisers look for low-cost frequency impact. Net radio is in a major crisis.
"While our clients are maintaining
their level of advertising as planned,
I heir marketing strategies call for more

3. Cigarettes

4. Drugs

play than ever before prior to new-car
introduction. If new models are introduced four to six weeks earlier as predicted, network tv specials plus spot tvradio may form the backbone of the

year-end. At the same time, the nondurables are actually expanding."
• Spot radio leveled off during the
fust quarter of the year, surged up

1. Appliances .......
2. Automobiles .....

6. Gasoline, oil

"They're beginning to show some signs
of being more flexible in their sales

A

m

flexibility." says Compton's media v.p.
Frank Kemp. "We're very bullish on
spot to bolster regional or local sales
curves. But our spot buying, too. is
usualK done on a shorter-term basis."
• All advertising expenditures are
under closest client scrutiny. Cost-consciousness starts at top management
level, and everv major media decision
today is reviewed not only by the cli(Please turn to page 80)
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NEW MINUTE CHAIN BREAK
WILL RUN BETWEEN
TWO
WELLRATED
SOAP
OPERAS
Stations will sell adjacencies between Love of Life, left, which
is being expanded to a half hour,
and Search for Tomorrow, a
quarter-hour strip. Ratings of
both shows have been around
10,

One-minute

according

to

Nielsen

figures

chain breaks coming ?

^ CBS TV will try strip of 60-second daytime breaks
soon. More may follow if the experiment is successful

However, ABC's daytime schedule
doesn't start until 3:00 p.m. and. furthermore, the CBS plan is the first involving sponsored shows on both sides
of the break.

^

Networks have generally resisted the
minute break because of the fear of
web advertisers that it would offer too
much competition to the plugs within
programs, either because of the minute
length or because of the possibility of
multiple spotting. Actually, the fear of
triple spotting has been the real fly in
the ointment. The CBS clients affected
by the new minute break went along
on the assumption that the break would
be sold by stations to only one advertiser. The network last month, in explaining the new break to affiliates,
sent along a request to this effect.
Judging by the reaction of reps, the
network clients need have little fear of

Stations will not set premium rate on the new minutes

though they're dissatisfied with the current minute rates
Is the one-minute network system
break on daytime tv a coming trend?
The answer to that will be forthcoming this spring as CBS TV prepares to
insert a strip of 60-second chain breaks
during the early afternoon.
Starting 14 April, a one-minute
break will be placed at 12:29 to 12:30
between Love of Life and Search for
Tomorrow Monday through Friday.
At the same time, the former show will
be lengthened to a half hour so as to
start at noon, and the break at 12:15
p.m. will be eliminated. Thus, two 30second system breaks will be, in effect,
joined together at the half hour.
CBS' move was in response to affiliate demands. The issue was brought to
a head at the tv affiliates' meeting in
Washington during January and the
details were ironed out following nevntiations between
the network
and

sponsor
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the sponsors of the two programs
which bracket the new chain break:
P&G and American Home Products.
The desire of stations for more daytime minutes is not confined to CBS
affiliates. Pressure for more minutes
to sell has been applied to all the networks for some time. ABC has long
been scheduling minutes between sustaining shows or between a sponsored
show and a sustaining show during
both daytime and nighttime.
ABC's current practice is to end
most, if not all, of its sustainers and
spot carriers 80 seconds before the
hour or half hour. This permits a minute commercial sandwiched between
two 10-second
cial shows end plugs.
at 40 ABC's
secondscommerbefore
the next one, allowing the web 10 seconds for a network program promotion announcement.

multiple spotting. One rep said: "Why
should the station sell multiple spots?
It's the minutes they want." However,
a number of reps conceded the possibility that some stations might break
up the minute despite the network request. Ifthey do so, there is a good
possibility that P&G, at least, will learn
of it since the advertiser is establishing
a monitoring program to check on how

1-MIN.

BREAKS

{coned)

l l'.> affiliates will use the new minute.
From the point of view of some station*, this i* not an ideal time to judge

P&G's

the advertiser's reaction to the minute
break. Demand is down somewhat,
and there are participating minutes
(within local show si available. Howe\er. the minute is welcome. an\wa\
because of the product conflict problem. Even where potential sales of
participating minutes are in the offing,
stations often cannot place them because a similar product is already
hawking its sales pitch somewhere
w it hi ti the show .
From the point of view of advertisers, it's an ideal time for pricing
minutes. Participating minutes are
generall) priced at the same level as
20"s and. even though stations would
like to remedv this situation, it's not
considered likel\ that they will try to
set up a price differential for minutes
now. Consequenth. the minute break
v ill. in most cases, not cam a premium price tag. The new minute, reps
say, will he available in packages. In
main cases, of course, this means that
the spot is preemptible b\ card rate
clients.
The whole question of a price differential for minutes may be reopened,
however, if the availability of minute
breaks increases. And there are a
number of indications that it will.
CBS considers the new minute strip an
experiment, meaning that, if it works
out. there may be others. Clearly, the
network will be watching for "abuses,"
which is to sa\. multiple spotting. But,
it demand for minutes shows up
strong, there seems little doubt that
more daytime minute breaks will be
put on the block.
So far as the other networks are concerned. ABC has already set a precedenl with it- 80-second breaks so that
extending breaks after commercial
shows would not be a big step forward.
NBC has discussed the problem of
daytime minute breaks frequently;
there i> pressure among affiliates for
them. Consequently, if the CBS experiment j, successful, NBC is expected to go along, if onl) for competitive reasons.
Ml tlii- in itself will not injure a
price differential for minutes. However, Station and rep concern with this
problem makes it likeb that when the
da) time t\ demand and suppl) factors
lilt in the direction of the broadcasters, a strong move foi higher minute
rate- will |,c pushed.
^

^

With 82%

lesson on

ratings:

of the world's largest ad budget invested

in television, this client can't panic at the first rating dip
^

Reluctant

bellwether

of advertising,

P&G

feels re-

sponsibility toindustry to take its time on show changes

No ' river boat gambler ever brought
to the table a more cool and calculating facade than Procter & Gamble has
brought to the business of air media
advertising, sponsor went to Cincinnati last week to find out what lies behind this poker-face.
In an era beset by "rating madness," P&G has demonstrated a faculty for being able to watch a tv show
rating point move down without throwing in its hand. This is particularly
remarkable in light of its stake in the
game. 1957 saw this company again
emerge as the biggest-spending U.S.
advertiser. Its expenditure for the
year amounted to an estimated $57.2
million with about 82' '< of that budget
in tv. Of this 82' r, spot and network
shared on about a 50-50 basis. Together, its two competitors — Lever and
Colgate — managed to equal the P&G
investment.
With such an investment, how can
I'&G afford to view show ratings with
a clinical, detached point of view?
Why don't they panic at the drop of
several rating points as do so many
other
The sponsors.''
P&G attitude can be summed up
in one sentence: Never act in haste.
"We have no rows of panic buttons
here." P&G told sponsor "When the
Nielsens arrive, I usually just drop
them into my desk drawer. I think
that can be said of all of us here in
media.
"Unless there is a decision to make,
there hardly seems to be any reason
to drop everything and study ratings.
As a matter of fact we have fellows
here and in our agencies who, in the
area of daytime shows especially, can
spot trouble without looking at ratings.

"What we do over a period of time,
however, is average out the ratings and
follow the trend for each show. This
is really no different than the way P&G
follows the trends in product producPerhaps much of the mystery surrounding P&G use of media stems from
one basic misunderstanding: People in
advertising tend to see P&G only as an
advertiser; P&G sees itself as a prodtion."
uct manufacturer. "Advertising plays
an integral part in our operation," says
P&G, "but it's still only one phase of
the operation. We try to approach our
advertising problems with the same
thoughtfulness we give all our other
Thus it is only those outside P&G
who dare to isolate its advertising from
operations."
the total picture, thus putting it out of
context. It explains why P&G has
been criticized by radio/tv people for
"reliance on numbers," "slide-rule
judgments," and its ability to get what
they want by sheer weight of budget.
Put into proper perspective, the facts
are quite different.
Although it spends more money in
advertising than any other corporation,
P&G does not view its own budget as
a colossus. "Divide our advertising
expenditure by the number of our
products and you'll come up with a
string of quite normal-sized budgets,"
is how P&G puts it.
"As for buying time by the sliderule," said the P&G media executive,
"I must confess I don't know how to
use one." Of course, there are those
in the organization and in its agencies
who do. No one denies that P&G is
a careful show shopper.
Sairl a network tv producer, "P&G
sponsor

•
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'Mever act in haste"
is a long time making up its mind to
buy a show. But once they've bought,
they're a pleasure to work with."
If show ratings slip, instead of wanting out as soon as possible. P&G's instinctive reaction is to see how the
show can be fixed. When trouble hits,
there is a joint agency-client effort of
both media and production personnel
to evaluate the trouble and repair the
show.
Not isolated numbers
Thus when P&G looks at ratings it
isn't seeing them as isolated numbers.
The rating is a symptom; not the disease. P&G also considers these factors:
(1) time period; (2) facilities; (3)
cancellations by stations carrying the
show; (4) Weak show lead-ins and
other structural faults where somebody
guessed wrong; (5) the show's competition; (6) adjacencies.
They do this with about the same

degree of excitement thai Culbertson
might show in evaluating his bridge
hand In counting honor tricks. \\ hi Itan adjacency can he a facloi i-mli aa stron- 11 receding -how holding mn
a good audience for the P&G stanza).
it- importai ce is uot exaggerated.
"We've followed a lol of hot shows
that dropped out," says P&G, "but we
never ran for the woods."
Sometimes a lemed\ as -ccmingKtrivial as changing the title can boost
Nielsens. A case in point: Letter to
Loretta which began slowh five years
ago got a lift when it was renamed The
Loretta ) oung Show. According to
Nielsen, this veteran P&G vehicle now
enjoys the highest average audience
rating of any five-year-old tv show
(30.2 for two weeks ending 8 Februar\ I. That same Nielsen showed Loretln ) tiling lopping competitor $64,000
Challenge l>\ nearl) 10 rating points.
^ el when Challenge first came mi

the air opposite the P&G property,
some agencN and network people admit
the) had fears for Loretta's future.
"The only ones that didn't appear concerned," one of these admen recalls,
"was the hunch out in Cincinnati."
In the vears since it made its first
I ai of |\or\ Soap. P&G has learned
not to run awa\ from problems, not to
expect overnight miracles, and to give
advertising a chance to work. Although the lion's share of its budget is
in tv. its products still enjo\ a complex of media support: P&G does not
feel dependent on the rise and fall of a
rating point. Its thinking is longrange: it- media aims simple — (1)
continuity, (2) circulation. Its own
view of how advertising dovetails into
the whole operation is interesting. "By
design. adverti>ing i- the most \i-ihle

ir^i
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part of the P&G operation," the media
executive told sponsor.
"Bui nothing
will kill a bad product faster than advertising it. Thus advertising also
serves as a prod to keep our manufacturing departments on their toes producing onlj those products of the verj
best t]ualit> .""
Change is normal
\\ hen P&G does change tv shows or
make media switches, it does so in the
same waj thai it changes products. It
is done only after much research and
consideration. In a world where housewi\r> constant!) switch from brand to
brand. P&G has come to look on a certain amount of change as a normal
process.
Perhaps the strangest revelation to
come from the P&G media department
was the sense of responsibility this
giant feels for all advertising.
''We've never asked for this role of
bellwether for advertising," P&G told
SPONSOR. "All we're trying to do here
is run our own operation. Our advertising problems are not the next fellow's problems, and his problems
aren t ours.
'"Yet when we make a media change,
drop or buy a certain type of show to
meet some problem peculiar to our
own business, we know there will be
some other advertisers who will follow
suit just 'because P&G did it.' We feel
a big responsibility here. By wrongly
interpreting our move and following
suit, such advertisers can hurt talent,
media, other agencies — and themselves. We don't want to mislead anybody. But we know we're being
watched, and we can't afford to act
impulsively."
It is highly doubtful that P&G has
ever been, or will ever be, impulsive.
Hi«\ have been wrong, but never rash.
"There's no nonsense or flights of fanes in that outfit," an adman told
SPONSOR, then added, "You can prove
it to vourself when vou're in Cincinnati. On your wav to their new building, lake a look at their old one."
W <• did. For years P&G headquarters in Cincinnati was the Gwynne
Building, an ll-story, gray stone edifice al 6th and Main. Last year, P&G
moved oul of there and into its own
Bpanking new building, an I 1-story,
gra) Btone edifice al 6th and Sycamore
out- block up the street !
\t present, P&G is in nighttime network television a- full sponsor of the
following shows: The Loretta Young

Show i NBC I, Adventures of McGraw
(NBC), This Is Your Life (NBC).
With General Mills it co-sponsors
// yatt Earp (ABC), shares with R. J.
Reynolds The Phil Silvers Show (CBS)
and alternates with Brown & Williamson on The Lineup (CBS).
Bv dav . in its constant pursuit of
the American housewife, P&G is all
over the network tv board as sponsor
or a co-sponsor of the following
CBS TV soap operas: Search for Tomorrow (now in its seventh year), As
The World Turns, Brighter Day, Edge
of Night, Love of Life and Guiding
Light, and of these NBC TV morning
and afternoon programs: Treasure
Hunt, Tic Tac Dough, Matinee Theatre,
Queen for a Day, Comedy Time and
It Could Be You.
As a broad generalization, it might
be said that P&G promotes its drug
products line heavier at night and uses
daytime more for the advertising of
its soaps, detergents, shortenings and
other food products. But apparently
P&G feels at the same time that in its
highly competitive field soaps and
foods also need considerable nighttime
exposure.
Thus the products in nighttime net
tv include a broad sampling: Tide.
Lilt, Gleem, Camay, Drene, Spic and
Span, Cheer, Prell, Joy while daytime
shows show a still greater categorical
spread of products: Oxydol, Joy, Spic
and Span, Ivory Soap and Snow,
Camay, Comet, Crisco, Gleem, Cheer,
Duz, Dreft, Fluffo, Tide, Lava, Big Top
Peanut
Butter, Duncan
Hines Mix.
In the field of spot television, P&G
leads all advertisers according to the
estimate of the Television Bureau of
Advertising. Last year, P&G's investment in spot tv amounted to nearly
$26 million.
The P&G products that got the biggest play in spot tv last year with
stakes ranging from $1 million to more
than $4 million were: Zest Beauty Bar,
Ouz and Blue Dot Duz. Tide, Prell,
Gleem, Cornet, Clorox, Cheer and Big
Top Peanut Butter. Altogether 39
products by P&G were exposed through
spot television.
In spot radio. P&G has been, during
the past year, an erratic investor. In
network radio, where this companywas once a force to reckon with, it
has been practically nonexistent lately.
Bui overnight the picture can change.
P&G is unpredictable because P&G is
in the soap-drug-food industry — not
in advertising.
^

P&G

tv: TN

tike many other major tv advertisers in this year of hard sell, Procter &
Gamble is doubling its efforts to produce better, more effective commercials. The result — in the case of four
new P&G commercials filmed for a
network and spot campaign for Tide
starting in April — was a two-week onlocation schedule in Montego Bay, Jamaica, B.W.I.
Jamaica was chosen because P&G,
Benton & Bowles I the agency on Tide)
and Fihnways I film commercial producer) were looking, ironically, for
a typical American backyard in which
to film the new "under the sun" and
"Tide clean" commercials.
In a troubled winter, client, agency
and film companv researched rain-free
locations prior to sending the producer
on the road to avoid extra expense
through weather delays. Despite insurance companv statistics and the best
available international weather analyses pointing to Jamaica as a low rainfall quotient area, the company was
plagued with the worst season Montego
Bay remembers.
The four commercials approved by
B&B copy group head Sylvia Dowling
called for Tide-clean wash, hanging in
a sun-drenched backyard, with a sparkling brook nearly. Said Frank Stevens, the agency producer for Tide:
"This was a tough location to find in
mid-winter." Stevens and Fihnways
director Bed Gradus found themselves
driven further and further south, final-

()n location, two Jamaican seamstresse*
(at $3 a day each) ironed clothes for the
Tide clothes line, while child Btars awail call

SPONSOR
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roblems

of winter location shooting

ly settled on Montego Bay.
With the help of Brenton Chin, a
Jamaican cabdriver, Stevens secured
the right to film on the Montego property, then made arrangements for the
14 members of crew and cast to fly
down from New York around midFebruary.
By Thursday, 13 February, everything was set for shooting to begin on
commercials. Nothing had been left to
chance. From New York, Peggy Collins, B&B tv production staff, had forwarded the necessary wardrobe, including four white nylon panties, ladies' nighties and other items to hang
on the "Tide-clean" clothes line. Total
cost of wardrobe: $600.
Only one problem seemed to crop up
in production conferences: Supposing
mild Jamaican breezes didn't activate
the clothes on the line sufficiently?
The solution: Hire a plane so that
the propeller can stir up just the right
kind of photogenic wind.
Gradus and Stevens talked to their
guide, Brenton Chin, who put the two
tv executives in touch with Roy Dougall, owner of a local charter plane
service. From him, they hired a plane
plus the services of a pilot to spin the
propeller. Cost of the artificial wind:
$200 a day.
The crew arrives
On Friday, 14 February, a first-class
Pan Am flight brought in the crew in
time for the 14-day shooting schedule.

They were Boris Kaufman, cameraman
who'd won an Academy Award for his
work on Elia Kazan's Waterfront; Jim
FitzSimmons, asst. cameraman; George
Felscher, asst. director; Nicolas Crimi,
make-up man; Max Kurz, electrician.
Along too were the child performers,
Chippy Herlihy and Joan Ann Duffy,
with their mothers.
By Friday night, the entire group
was installed at Verney House, high
on a hill overlooking scenic Montego
Bay, at $17 a day room and board.
Shooting schedule called for a 7:00
a.m. departure to the location on Saturday morning. By 6:30 a.m. Verney
House was in an uproar as 14 people
geared for the trek into the hinterland.
When the caravan arrived at the
location at 9:00 a.m., it was pouring.
In the shelter of the bridge that
crosses the Great River a couple of
hundred yards above the film site, two
Jamaican women in colorful bandanas
were ironing the "Tide-clean" sheets
and laundry to be hung on the clothes
line in the sun — if it ever appeared.
A local gendarme acted as traffic
cop between men carting supplies
down from the cars on the road and
men lugging equipment into the shelter of the bridge out of the rain.
First day's shooting resulted in 40
feet of film sneaked through during
brief moments of sunshine.
Sunday produced nothing.
Monday morning the sun was up
bright and early.
Stocking up
At 8:20, the caravan took off and
forty minutes and 25 miles later, Operation Tide arrived at the location.
After lining up shots, Bed Gradus
called for a camera rehearsal at 9:45
a.m. Within seconds the sun hid behind a cloud.
At 10:20 a.m., the group was again
ready for action, when a Jamaican on
donkey lumbered into sight on the
ridge of the hill and in full camera
shot.

laged plane (at $200 a day), with Dave Litis in charge
of temperamental
propeller
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"Oh, no!" shouted Gradus. Felscher
motioned to the Jamaican policeman,
to chase away the onlooker.

"Us peo-

ple have to stay one side, mon!" he
said, waving a stick.
Although handicapped by weather,
the group finally did complete the series of commercials. SPONSOR-estimated
cost: in excess of $50,000.
Only serious mishap: During one
day's shooting. Kaufman noticed that
a couple of hundred yards down river
from the Tide clothes line ( and in
full camera shot) two Jamaican women, crouched in the shallow river bed,
had been beating their own week's
laundry clean on the stones in the
glistening brook.
^

Some typical costs on location for
two weeks with P&G's
tv commercials

me anil pilot (for artificial
vind; $200 a day)
Trucking

plane

from

Kings

Room
and board
for crew,
cast ($17 a day per person)
Transportation from New York
for crew, cast (first class)
Wardrobe (including nighties
for clothes line)
...
Rental of three cars
week)
.._.
._

($lS2 a

3,500
5,000
600
350
200

Rental of one van for equipment, props ($98 a week).
Rental of one jeep ($112 a

225

(week)
__.
Gasoline for hired cars, van,

100

jeep ($50 a week) ...
Carpentry ($5 a day for carpenter, $3 a day for each of
Watchman
2

($2 a night)

Seamstresses
each)

($3

a

_
day

Dinner
Incidentals,

accounted

by

140

guide, Mr. Chin ($10 a day)

$10,501

What

LONG AND SHORT

OF AUTO TV COMMERCIALS

F%uto makers, probably the most harried manufacturers in the U.S. today,
this week heard their advertising questioned b\ a New York adman.
Automobile tv commercials, for instance, are working in direct opposition to the basic styling concept Detroit has been pushing — the long, low,
wide look — says the adman.
He's G. Warren Schloat, Jr., 43-yearold vice president and associate creative director at Compton. He was formerly executive tv producer at William
Esty, before that a tv producer at Y&R,
and earlier, story and animation director at Disne) Studios. He says:
"Nobody is designing the visual aspects of the tv commercial to allow today's autos to be seen as they should.
Cars are made to look short, stumpy
and tank-like. How? With backgrounds
and foregrounds that fail to extend
the design feeling of the car. Instead
of accenting the horizontal, many commercials have strong vertical elements
that fight the auto's styling."
Schloat emphasized that tv commercial- are not unique in this respect.
"Look at these," he said — and he
showed SPONSOR a sheaf of print ads
that also demonstrated his point. Long,
low autos parked smack-dab in front of
strong vertical backgrounds.
What's Schloat's interest in auto advertising? He said his findings grew
out of work Compton did when it
pitched for some of the floating automobile accounts recently.
"We shot
about two I
- ol commercial film to
research these ideas," he said.
The tall and lanky adman also has
olhei views on t\ auto commercials.
lb- believes, for instance, that the
senses of feel, odoi and sound have
virtually been ignored in auto commercials today.

"There's a definite odor to a brandnew- automobile — and people know it.
Why doesn't someone capitalize on it?
It could easily be done — both in copy
and visually,"' Schloat says. How, visually? "Well, not with a dilation of the
nostrils certainly," says the adman.
"But. kids, for instance could be used:
in their excitement over Daddy's new
car they could actually smell the upholstery and comment on the 'new
smell' editorially."
How about feel? "We shot one sequence that we think capitalized on
this 'feel' angle pretty well," Schloat
told SPONSOR. The sequence: A young
man leans over and kisses his date
lightly on the lips; then caresses her
cheek gently with his hand. Camera
moves in for a closeup of his hand,
then moves to a closeup of her hand
— which is caressing the upholsten on
the arm rest!
In the sound area, Schloat advocates
taking certain distinctive auto sounds
and translating them musically into the
commercial. "For example, a bass viol
could be used to give the rhythmicsound of tires hitting the cracks on the
highway. Or woodwind instruments
could s\ mphonically translate the sound
of wind passing open ventilator windows as a car speeds down the highway during a t\ commercial."

^

G. Warren Schloat, Jr., vice president and associate creative director at Compton, watches a commercial shooting session

new S/

^^lients can measure the impact of
the new Screen Actors Guild contract
through this poignant example:
The advertising director of a low
mark-up retail chain figured out that if
production techniques and talent in his
commercials remained unchanged:
i 1 i Talent that cost $30,000 in 1957
would cost $65,000 in 1958; and (2)
his company would have to boost annual sales by $1.4 million in order to
cover the additional talent cost.
"If done the same way, a commercial
for one client could conceivably co6t
nine times as much in talent," savs
Frank Brandt, head of Compton tv
commercial production. "Even under
the old contract, talent costs of commercials that ran a long time sometimes exceeded the cost of the entire
However,
while individual talent
original
production."
charges under the new SAG agreement
(effective 2 March 1958 through 1
June 1960) are up as much as 143%
in one case, the impact on over-all tv
commercial cost in practice is likely
to be slighter than a first look indicates.
Reason: Cost-conscious agency producers and copywriters are already at
work with new talent costs in mind.
Some of the techniques developed in
1953, when SAG first pushed through
the reuse payment clause will be applied more frequently to keep total
commercial costs in line.
The multi-market spot user is hit
most severely by the new SAG spot use
classifications. Advertisers using the
same number of performers in their
new commercials would find talent
costs taking up a larger percentage of
their total production budget. For instance, one food client with a campaign in some 80 markets currently
would pay an additional $15,000 for
talent. I Cost of his over-all spot campaign : $1.3 million.)
Here- hoVt the new SAG classification of spot commercials is geared to
the size of a spot campaign:
I nder the 1953 terms, payments

sponsor
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ifentract will add to commercial's
^

SAG now gears talent reuse payments closely to size

cost

W09k

J^'TflL/rfP

of spot tv campaign, with increases up to 143 per actor
^

Producers predict trend to such cost-saving devices as

one-person demonstrations, better sets, fewer performers
reached a maximum ($140 for one oncamera performer ) when a commercial
was used in more than 20 cities. The
new contract ups on-camera minimums
per 13-week cycle from $140 to $170
when used in 21 to 60 cities; to $220,
when used in 61 to 125 cities; to $260.
when used in more than 125 cities.
For the agencies the reclassifications
will mean an additional bookkeeping
problem. While agency commercials
departments have been burdened with
reuse payments since the 1953 SAG
contract, the subdivision by size of
campaign will add to the man-hours
in bookkeeping.

sideration. Dramatic skits, for instance, may be eliminated in favor of
demonstration commercials where suitable.
2. Cut down on number of group
singers for jingles. Musical effects or
intriguing tempo can add interest without need for four or five voices.
"We got wonderful effects with a
thermin on some experimental footage," one film producer told sponsor.
"The instrument, in harmony with one
voice, gave the jingle a real feeling of

"The tv department has always been
a costly one for agency management,"
says the tv commercials v.p. of one of

3. More emphasis on sets and design. To make a commercial stand out
depth."
among its competitors, the producer
must create an attention-getting overall effect, say agency tv directors.

the top 10 agencies. "This added bookkeeping may mean need for additional

"Talent is only one factor," says Ray
Lind. head of Benton & Bowles tv com-

personnel on our tv business staff."
Clients will cut down on the number
of performers per commercial to keep
total costs down, particularly when
commercials are planned for use in a
large number of markets.

mercials. "If a product now uses four
people in the demonstration and needs
that number for maximum impact, we
would certainly continue using them.
The additional talent payments are
not likely to affect tv commercial strategy. A large-scale swing to animation,
for instance, is unlikely, since voiceover reuse costs increased as much and

"There are creative approaches that
can substitute for large casts in commercials." says the
tor of a major drug
appropriate to our
use more table-top

advertising direccompany. "If it's
product, we may
photography, for

instance. But we won't jeopardize a
multi-million network and spot campaign just to skimp on talent."
These are some of the cost-cutting
devices agencymen and film producers
may use to hold down talent payments.
1. Creative copy writing with costs
in mind. Agencies are briefing tv copywriters on the implications of the new
SAG contract so that new commercials
will take higher talent costs into con29 march

1958
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more on a percentage basis than oncamera talent costs.
"Small advertisers, already caught
in the profit squeeze, may be hit by
these talent increases. But I doubt that
these new SAG rates alone would drive
anyone out of tv or for that matter,
limit the size of his tv campaign," says
the tv director of one of the top five
agencies. "Tv continues to be an effective sales tool. But it will be up to
agencies and producers to use all their
creativity and ingenuity to help keep
tv's costs in line."
^

shows

four

stages
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talent
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(top
to bottom)
from
crowd
demonstration to set emphasis
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EXCLUSIVE:

Air media

dominate

in farm survey

^ Tv is tops. It gets 52.1% of the total time Wisconsin
farmers spend with media. Viewing is heaviest Sat. night
^

Radio takes 34.3% of the farmer's mass media time.

Listening is tops in daytime
I v and radio combined get an
astounding 86.4% of the total
time farm families devote to all
the mass communications media!
Source: A new survey released exclusively to SPONSOR this week.
Conducted by the University of Wisconsin on a financial grant from
WBAY-TV, Green Bay, the study is
titled "Time Use Patterns and Communications Activities of Wisconsin
Farm Families in Wintertime." (Survey was conducted during February
and March 1957 and its information
is considered valid by the researchers
only for determining winter habit patterns. )
Researched under the direction of
John E. Ross and Lloyd R. Bostian of
the Iniversity's Department of Agricultural Journalism, the complete survev will be published soon by the university. Copies will be available free
of charge from WBAY-TV.
Survey findings are based on information from 523 families in six Wisconsin counties: Fond du Lac, Rock,
Kewaunee, Calumet, Grant and Vernon. These particular counties were
selected on the basis of urban influence
(proximity to metropolitan areas).
Two counties have heavy urban influence, two medium and two light.
Types of farms surveyed have this
percentage breakdown: Dairy . 57.4%;
dairy plus other farming. 25.0%; beef,
bogs and sheep, 7.9' i : livestock plus
othei Farming, 5.3', ; cash grain,
2.3' i ; other farming, 2.1 ' , .
The diary method of research was
ii-cd. Farm families visited and introduced to the project were given
diaries for each member of the family
I I years and over to lill out over a
three-day period.

In the ~>2.'5 respond-

while work is being done
ing families, 1.170 diaries were fully
completed, and 72 others were completed to the extent that at least one
day was usable.
The preliminary findings in this exclusive release to sponsor are based
on 867 of the 1,242 diaries. They represent the farm operators and their
wives. Information on children and
other household members will be released at a later date.
Diaries started at 4:00 a.m. one day
and ended at 4:00 a.m. the next day.
They were broken down into 15-minute segments between 7:00 a.m. and
9:00 p.m., and half-hour segments for
the other periods.

Farmers'' tv/radio use
compared to oth er media
Men

Weekdays

per day

99

all
% mass
tv is media
of

44

Radio minutes
per day

88

%
is of
all radio
mass media

39

Sat.
115

Sun.
113
60

50
79
52
28
34

Women
Weekdays
Sat.
per day
% mass
tv is of
all
media

165
50

Radio minutes
per day

123

% radio
is of
all
mas- media

38

135

Sun.
125
59

50
103

29
61

38

Columns were provided for the following activities: "work, meals, visiting or other general activities," "radio
listening," "tv viewing," "newspapers,"
"farm and other magazines," and
"books and bulletins." For the air media listings, station call letters and
program names were requested ; names
of newspapers, magazines, books and
bulletins
were asked for in the print
media listings.
Highlight findings
• Farm families spent roughly 24%
of their total waking hours (figured
from 5:00 a.m. to 11:30 p.m.), in contact with mass media. Of this time, tv
received the largest single share — an
average of 52.1%. Radio received the
second largest share of mass media
time — an average of 34.3%.
• As could be expected, radio listening was dominantly a combination
activity. Both men and women were
occupied with other activities while
listening. This is in sharp contrast to
tv, where the bulk of the people surveyed did little else while viewing.
• Evening hours were the most popular tv viewing hours. Tv viewing
rates started upward between 6:00 and
7:00 p.m., were much stronger by 8:00
p.m. and tapered off sharply at 10
p.m. Morning viewing was at a m
mum. There was a slight bulge at
noon — between 10 and 15% of the
potential. This bulge was particularly
noticeable in four counties — Kewaunee, Calumet. Fond du Lac and Grant.
Viewing dropped off in the afternoon.
• Radio listening was most frequent
in the daytime. Listening began early
in the morning, reached peak between
6:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m., dropped off
sharply in the evening. (Since most
respondents had radio sets in other
places than the house, mainly the barn,
radio is more able to follow them
throughout the work day.)
• Women watched more tv than
men. They had somewhat more combination viewing time than men, especially on weekday afternoons. They
watched tv while doing other things —
29 MARCH
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HERE'S

HOW FARMERS' TV / RADIO USE VARIES WITH URBAN INFLUENCE
(measured in % of total time devoted to all mass media)
TELEVISION

%

MON. THRU
Hi

Urban

J

Med.

SATURDAYS

FRI.
w

Urban

"

Urban

rli Urban

Med.

Urban

Low

Urba

Low

Urban

%

i

30

M

w

RADIO
MON. THRU
%

Hi

Urban

Med.

Urban

SATURDAYS

FRI.
dw

50

Urban

Med.

Urban

=

1

I

I

I
Women

and their daytime viewing was generally heavier than that for men. Saturday evening was the strongest tv
time. Sunday evenings were the weakest evening time. Sunday afternoon
attracted approximately one in 10 of
the potential at any given time.
• Women listened to radio more
than men. More women than men
were listening to radio at any given
hour throughout the day except for the
supper hours and late Sunday afternoons. Women's radio listening was
stronger in the mid-morning and midafternoon hours than for men. Men

reaching farm families with mass communications media. From one-third to
one-half of the potential audience was
in contact with the mass media during
the 12:00 noon to 1:00 p.m. period.
There were other times when one medium attracted more of the potential
audience (tv in the evening, radio in
the early morning), but no other single time when tv, radio and reading
all stand out.

showed three sharply defined radio listening peaks — early morning, noon and
early evening. Women's listening, on
the other hand, peaked in the early
morning, peaked again at noon and
then gradually dropped off toward
evening. Weekdays were the strongest
radio days; Saturdays less strong, Sundays the lightest. Radio listening for
men was especially determined by the
barn chore habits, plus mealtime listening habits.
• Noontime is the hottest period for

pendent upon the farm family's freetime availability — and today's technological developments are giving the
farmer more free time than ever before. Here are some survey highlights
on this factor:
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Free time
Naturally, contact with mass communications media is somewhat de-

• On weekdays and Saturdays the
surveyed families spent just over 40%
of their waking time in free-time activities; on Sundays the situation was
reversed, with just over 60% spent in
free-time.
• Men in the study worked an aver-

age weekday of 10.5 hours, a Saturday
of 10 hours and a Sunday of six hours.
This works out to an average of 68.7
hours per week. With men, chores accounted for over half of the working
day on weekdays and Saturdays; almost 90% on Sundays.
• Women worked just slightly fewer
hours per week than men.
More surveys to come
In discussing this research with
sponsor, WBAY-TV's general manager
Haydn Evans indicated that further
surveys of a similar nature are being
considered by the University of Wisconsin and WBAY-TV.
"Actually, this is the second in a
projected series," he said. The first
was titled "The Area of Effectiveness
of a Selected VHF Tv Station."
This series represents the first comprehensive air media research of the
Wisconsin farm audience. In the past
many similar studies have been conducted in other sections of the country, particularly in the midwest by
Dr. F. L. Wham Kansas State Coll. ^

Can you sell the housewife
^

With

the right merchandising,

yes!

Case in point:

General Baking's buy of Silent Service for its Bond Bread
^

Backed by solid merchandising, the submarine series is

creating excitement and high ratings — and selling bread

w

ith a rating jump and stimulated
-;des. General Baking Co. is proving
an interesting theorj ; you can sell the
housewife through an action-packed tv
adventure series — provided you merchandise itproperl) .
General Baking, makers of Bond
bread and cakes, put its theory to the
test last summer when it moved into
Philadelphia I via BBDO I with Silent
Service, a submarine action series, and
is merchandising
the show through

more than a dozen media of all kinds.
Now General Baking has at least
partial proof that this approach works:
sales are going well (specific sales
figures for Philadelphia are unavailable!, and the show's rating climbed
from 12.6 (premier rating) to 22.7
(January ARB I .
Actually,
Baking'swasmarketing objectiveGeneral
in Philadelphia
more
than to just reach the housewife viewer. Increased sales were the long-term

General Baking and BBDO signed Silent

Venice contract aboard submarine USS Hake,

Left to right aiv: F. \Y. Paynter,
sales manager. Russell J. Hu<

iking

(irneral

v.p..

Kenneth

W.

Stowman.

WFIL-TV

with a 1

objective, but the bread maker also
wanted to stir up more interest among
its own employees and retailers b\ giving them a tv show to talk about.
To accomplish this end, BBDO
looked for a merchandiseable lainib
series (action, but no gore) for a 6:30
p.m. Sunday time slot on WFIL-TV.
Although General Baking sponsored
other syndicated shows in several markets, none of these was available.
Silent Service filled the bill.
Silent Service proved a merchandising natural. CNP, Silent Service distributor, had already tied in with the
Navy Department for a joint promotion, which features these attributes:
• Submarines on active duty visit
cities whenever feasible during premier week.
• Space on recruiting billboards
and posters are available for tune-in
messages.
• The Navy arranges for representation of the series in parades, celebrations and public functions.
• Silent Service will be used in a
forthcoming series of Navy advertisements in newspapers and magazines.
As a result, the company had all the
facilities of the Navy and the Philadelphia Navy Yard, a submarine base,
at its disposal.
General Baking began generating interest in the series right at the top of
its own management. The campaign
kicked off with a contract-signing celebration in the after-torpedo room of
the USS Hake, a sub stationed in the
Nav) Yard, and a Navy Yard tour
for the management. A cocktail party
was held at the Officers' Club: special
\iewings of the first episode were
shown to officers and enlisted men.
From there, the campaign reaches
out to General Baking salesmen and
other employees, as well a> the viewing
public.
Its highlights:
• The Navy Yard is holding semiweekly open houses for employees and
General Baking grocers to board its
submarines (in groups of 50. General
Baking figures this will take about a
year). Special premier screenings
were
held for company
employees,
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rction series?
Navy personnel and food trade people. In addition, the Nav) is making
it possible for a group of General Baking employees and dealers to visit New
London to go aboard a submarine during maneuvers.
• All 1.800 of the General Baking
route men sport twin dolphin submarine pins on their lapels. On their
trucks are car cards with Silent Service
program messages each week. Every
third week, the route men deliver story
lines for upcoming episodes. And. on
Friday and Saturday, a special end
seal is affixed to every loaf of bread
(more than 1.000.000 weekly) featuring aSilent Service promotion.
• A total of 10,000 kits were distributed to dealers throughout the
Philadelphia area to make them aware
of the series.
• A heavy viewer promotion supplements the employee and trade campaign. Full and half-page ads are run
in TV Guide and the Philadelphia Inquirer. Spot announcements on WFIL
(radio) and WFIL-TV regularly promote the series (The series itself features live commercials). Thousands of
11 x 28 posters have been distributed
in buses, stores and Navy displays.
Bumper stickers were made available
for employee and Navy personnel cars.
General Baking will continue to
maintain the high level of its promotion, and feels the merchandising of
the show can be as effective as the
show itself.
The company, which serves a total
of 56 markets, is now syndicated in
six. with strong merchandising programs in each.
In expanding its tv advertising into
new markets. General Baking looks for
a show which can be called family
entertainment, and at the same time
has impact. To the company, a syndicated series means flexibility, more
effective commercials, and merchandising possibilities.
"Our merchandising program costs
about 5' < of what the total time and
program costs," say General Baking
executives, "and we're getting twice
the impact for it."
^
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McCulloch's

radio planners

(1. to ..). Fred

Breer, sales v.p.; Joe Merlo, ad .nana.,.,

and Don Mckenzie, account executive at Stromberger, I aVene, Mckenzie. \I,< :„||...-l.\. a^encx

HOW

TO LOG

CHAIN

SAW

Is radio an effective advertising medium when you've got less than 3 million potential customers in the entire
United
AdmenStall-.'
at McCulloch Motors Corp..
Los Angeles, Calif., say it is. And
they're marketing an item that the average radio listener would probably
rank as "the thing we can most easily
do without in my home."
The product? Chain saws. The market? There are about 1.5 million
chain saw users in the U. S. today:
but this figure may rise to 2.5 or 3
million within the next five years, preCarl Peterson.
ketdicts
research
director. McCulloch'- marMcCulloch Motors hit its peak in
radio activity last year when it spent
about $180,000, by SPONSOR estimate,
in spot announcements and participations. It used about 250 stations covering primary markets throughout the
East, Midwest and South. In addition,

SALES— USE

RADIO

vertising manager Joe Merlo and
Helene Sellery, media director on the
McCulloch account at Stromberger.
LaVene, McKenzie. feel ratings are of
secondar) importance.
"Since our market consists of professional loggers, farmers and the incidental users, we concentrate on farm
shows, news, weather and sports programing," says Miss Sellery.
Over half of McCulloch- Inns are
made in early morning hours ( in some
areas prospective customers are up and
ready for work at 5:30 a.m. I. Frequency of announcements varies.
"In some markets we use as few as
15 spots a week, in others 25 or more.
We also bought 15-minute participations in Grand Ole Opry. Hayride and

many of McCulloch's 3.500 chain saw
dealers spent co-op advertising money
in radio.
Results: McCulloch got the largest
share of the chain saw market last
year. Also, research before and after
one campaign showed that McCulloch
name recognition increased by 50%.
Radio timebuying and commercial
approach are particularly important to
McCulloch because of the limited market for its product.
In 1957 McCulloch's commercials
hit a new high in originality — and effectivenes . Ajingle done in hillbilly
music style was devised by Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie — McCulloch's
agency for its chain saw account. Different lyrics are used to promote the
various McCulloch chain saw models.
Most are 50-second in length, (providing for ten seconds' live local tag).
Some 30's also are used.
In the timebmiug end. company ad-

Friday Mfiht Frolics," Helene Sellery

told SPONSOR.

For the co-op advertising. McCulloch's contribution is based on a percentage of sales of each dealer. Radio
has grown in popularity with dealers
consistently during the past three
"In 1954 only about 1-2% of our
3,500 dealers used radio. Today,
years.
about \5c/( buy radio spots with a porof their co-opmanager
advertising
moiiev ."
says tionadvertising
Merlo.
"We encourage dealers to tie in with
our factory-paid campaign with spots
of
he
doeshishe own."
builds says
trafficMerlo.
into his"When
store and
the results usually are so good that
from then on he is likely to make spot
radio a regular part of his advertising

1958
program."
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GRAB

A PLANE
and get out to Los Angeles. The NAB Convention is between
27 April and 1 May. That way you 11 meet most everyone you want to meet
and see most everything first hand. It may be hectic but it's bound
to be a great shoiv.

READ

SPONSOR
That way you'll get to see the industry's collective mind on almost
every important problem of the day. The Convention Issue will have reports
on major exhibitors and equipment. Reports from NAB, RAB. and TvB,
ideas on the recession and how the air media can combat it; a special
N AB -dominated Sponsor-scope; rundowns on all convention hotels — who
is staying where, and how to get there. A complete directory of
agencies, advertisers and reps in the Los Angeles area. Listings of
the best restaurants . . . and we could go on. It's a big important issue
you just can't afford to miss.

ADVERTISE

IN THE

CONVENTION

SPECIAL

When you advertise in the Convention Issue, you can advertise in
the Convention Special, too, at bargain rates. That way you get your
message to everyone who is anyone at the convention itself. For
SPONSOR'S Convention Special (it's a separate book of its own) is
hand-delivered to the hotels of 2500 of the very top people at the- shoiv.
It blankets the NAB hotels in Los Angeles. This double exposure,
double impact to the key men in the industry, costs you only $75 extra per
page over the regular rate.
Advertising forms for the
Convention Issue, plus
the Convention Special,
close early April. Wire
collect for reservations now.
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As fall programing

firms up

What
For the answer to this one,
SPONSOR went to three experts in
tv programing. Here's how they
feel the live net show stacks up
against

westerns

and

old

movies.

Robert F. Lewine, vice president. VBC
television network programs. \eiv York

Bright and
patiently
profitable

The future of live, network television
is as promising, as luight and potentially profitable as at any time in the
short histon of the medium. If this
statement sounds incongruous in a season which has seen the end of certain
live shows, let us examine a few facts.
There has been no significant move
away from live coverage of sports, outdoor spectacles, political conventions.
news reporting and analysis. Network
time for such presentations increases
as new techniques of reportage, inter\ iew and \ isual exploration are adopted. Mosl new formats in this area are
live.
Dail) "magazine" concepts like Today ami The Jack Paar Show will, bj
their verj nature, continue before the
live cameras. Most audience participation, qui/ and game formats will remain live.
Musical variety, as well as a majorit) of corned) show- have always
proved to be superior as live presentations and this is nol likel) to change.
Drear) predictions about the future
of live television arc based on the disappearance of a parade ol dramatic
shows which were successful a few
\ears ago.
Actually, the passing of

SPONSOR

ASKS:

lies ahead

for the live n

these hour anthologies has little to do
with the value and advantages of live
production. Live drama is economical
and elicits a better performance from
the actors: it is in keeping with the
intimacy of the home screen and has
that much desired spontaneous quality
of the stage. However, live television
drama cannot and should not compete
with film in action-adventure stories
for which there is a considerable and
understandable viewer appetite. Live
dramas can make an exciting entertainment contribution in other areas. I am
convinced that a great number of the
new formats and approaches to both
entertainment and communication will
be live ones, and that the use of black
and white and color tape will stimulate
a new evaluation of live vs. film production.
While we have seen a logical move
to the film product on the part of the
dramatic anthologies and episodic series, television will eventually strike a
balance in the use of its film and live
facilities. That balance will occur when
we have recognized that both methods
of production, have unique advantages
and when this young industry has the
freedom to choose the production
method best suited to the content.

Hubbell Robinson, Jr., < BS televti
programs. \ew York

\ci show
future
is bright
and sunny

The future of
network shows is
bright and shiny.
There can be no question but that
live production has a built-in immediacy, vitalit) and sharpness of perform-

ance rarely equalled by other methods.
The opportunity to make more extensive use of these qualities is going to
be appreciably enlarged by tape which
will overcome many studio scheduling
problems.
I don't think it is any exaggeration
to say that the vast majority of television's greatest moments of genuine
achievement, the productions whose
impact has lived in the hearts and
minds of audiences far past the actual
performance, have been live shows. I
think this will continue to be true.
Obviously, film shows can also succeed and it is on the record they have
proved their ability to entertain and
inform audiences.
But. it is my opinion at least, that
television's milestones are most likely
to be found in the live area.

Mark

Coodson,

Goodson-Todman
ductions.
New York

Pro-

Trend hunting
is dangerous

[ am allergic to generalized questions
— and generalized answers.
There is a natural hunger on the
part of advertisers to want to spot
••trends.*" Is it going to be big for
film this season? Or better for live?
One of the toughest lessons to learn
i- that it is shows — individual shows
that succeed, not trends. A good live
-bow will generally knock off a bad
film show. A good film show will
usually beat a mediocre live show.
Trend-hunting not only makes me
unhappy, I think it is the most dangerous game on television. Look what
happens. A producer turns out a good
filmed situation comedy and it follows
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i«r show?
as the night the day that the celluloid
factories begin grinding out pilots
shaped to the new "trend." And it
isn't really the fault of the film people.
They've learned that they have an
easier sale if they hit Madison Avenue
with a package just like something that
is already succeeding.
The same thing happens with live
shows, too. Look at the cluster of
"personality singers" that were lined
up for programing this past season.
Now it looks like quizzes and audience participation shows. My 12-yearold son, Toasty, could predict the trend
for the next six months in this department. This schedule is going to be
loaded with gimmick programs because they generally cost less, can be
bought on shorter commitments than
film, and this makes sense in a time of
business belt-tightening.
Now, if you want to talk about
good, original, audience participation
programs, that's something else again.
These shows, well done, I believe are
the most effective way of reaching and
selling the mass audience. It is possible to generalize about successful
quiz and panel shows. They deliver
audience at a low cost per thousand.
They offer opportunities for integrated
selling and indirect sponsor tie-ins,
and most of all, they capture the public imagination. They have the pulse
of reality, the drama of the unwritten
ending, the feeling of "now-ness."
But, and I now quickly return to
the premise of this little essay, I will
make no predictions for all live audience participation shows, much less
for all live shows of any kind whatsoever.
And those agencies and sponsors
who are dashing, headlong, into bargain-rate, poorly-planned, unprofessional quiz and panel gimmicks because this is the "season" for them, are
buying the assurance of only one thing
— a hangover.
^
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Maine Citizen at Work
He's skilled. His job is steady. He spends — wisely. He and
thousands more are manpower for the metal working, food processing, paper making and wood products industries of the Portland,
Maine area. Their take-home pay is a substantial part of the
billion dollar-plus* effective buying income of northern New
England's prime market. It comprises nine southern Maine counties, four in eastern New Hampshire, and it's

SERVED AND SOLD DEST DY WCSH-TV

(*SM 1958 estimates)

Here, Channel 6 is your best salesman. NCS #2 and latest Pulse and ARB
area surveys all give Six proved margins of coverage and viewer preference.

NBC-TV

affiliate
Weed-Television

WCSH-TV
PORTLAND,

MAINE

SPONSOR

•
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But spring season sees automotives and allied products buying into
networks. Among clients are Edsel, Dodge, Midas Mufflers, Quaker
State Oil.

Reader's Digest drops NBC newscasts for buys on MBS

■ iirchases by automotive and allied
products led the parade of new buys on

ing Corp. sponsoring MBS' Game of
the Day and Midas Muffler Shops buying 21 news segments on NBC.
Other highlights:

network
radio, shows.
sponsor's monthly list
of
web clients
An overall look at radio bu\ s for the
week beginning 29 March shows the
four-network total of sponsored hours
at 104.4 hours. This compares with
114.6 hours for the week beginning 1
March. (The 1 March total is a cor-

• Reader's Digest dropped 13 newscasts on NBC and picked up 40 on Mutual, in addition, to buying into Kate
Smith and other shows.

rected figure. See editor's note on the
following page for an explanation.)
New automotive clients include: Edsel buying into 17 shows on CBS (see
listing) ; Dodge into five shows on the

et's dropping part of its time on MBS
and distributing it over the other
chains.
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Stations
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Nielsen estimate,

TODAY

Radio

50.6
49.5
U.S. homes U.S. homes
C.

MBS: General Electric and R. J.
Reynolds are in, while Sterling Drugs
dropped out of the network. ^

DIMENSIONS

index

End

A.

NBC : Liggett & Myers and the Nestle Co. bought into Monitor. Grove
Labs.,
Oldsmobile, and Whitehall are
out.

Here's a rundown of other network
happenings:

Fm

Source:

CBS: Nestle Co. bought into 10
shows, a total of 50 minutes of time.
Carter Products and Ralston-Purina
are out.

• An interesting switch was Nylon-

1. RADIO'S
Radio

ABN: General Mills, for Cheerios,
bought 50 minutes of the weekend
newscasts. (GM also purchased time
on CBS and NBC.)

same network; Quaker State Oil Refin-

1|
of

New station

85
64
February
23
133

1
1

1

1

115

I
42
1957

1

11

1

o

1

comn ercial stations.

bids in hearing

406

303

•December

1

each

10

year.

Radio

Radio

set index

set sales index

Home
Auto
Public
places
Total

Jan.

90,000,000 82,000.000
35,000,000 32,000,000
10,000,000*
135,000,000

10,000,000
124,000,000

Home
Auto

Total

1958

|an.

1958

6?

1957

534,640

563,363

9,721,285

676,848

521,624

5,495,774

5,057,409

15,217,059

13,389,486

1,211,488

1,084,987
s«n.
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1956
12 Months

1957
12 Months

Type

(formerly

RE r.M.vi

Home

figs

8,332,077

2. NET

RADIO'S

CURRENT

CLIENT

NETWORK
Chart at right shows a four-network breakdown of radio
-ales, in terms of program time, for the current week
compared with four weeks ago. Sales figures in business indicator are taken from the complete current list
of network radio clients below as well as the previous
list run in the last issue of Radio Basics. For purposes

BUSINESS

Program

iV-3

of comparability, 6-second and 8-second commercials
are considered as 30 seconds of program time while 20second and 30-second commercials are considered two
minutes of program time. In the list below, covering

LIST
INDICATOR

Hours Sponsored

ii-i

19.8

19.3

ABN

is and sponsor
• Editor's note:
Due to an error in the calcul
f Radio Basics
listings, the NBC total- shown in the 1 March iss
i covering the weeks beginning 1 February' and
irch)
were inIn correcting
flated. The corrected 1 March figures are shown
these figure-. SPONSOR
would like to -lie— again
t the measuremerit of network -ale- shown here is an arbitrar
e put in terms
ation to actual
of network
program
time and has only a rough
network income.
For example:
Where commercials are sold

ABN

i|

■

'86

CBS

it is assumed that the ad\
the length of the commerc
ever, where a five-minute
of commercials, the netw
time sold, sponsor feels
be developed with the in
gestions to improve
the
long-standing problem in the

2°5

institutional; Ed. P. Morgan; 75 min.; /. W. V undercook ;

American

Cyanamid

Breakfast Club;

industry, sI'on.soh

Breakfast Club;

Co.: apple sauce;

National Brands, div. of Sterling
Boys; 25 min.
Oral Roberts
Evangelistic
caste; 30 min.

15 min.

NBC

Assn.:

will welcome them.

Merv Criflin. Herb AnBreakfast Club;

Breakfast Club:
Drug:

Dr. Caldwell's;

relig

Buitoni Foods: spaghetti: Breakfast Club; 5 min.

Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class; 60 min.
R.

Breakfast Club; 5 min.

J.

Reynolds:

Fear Easter Eggs Color Co.:
fast Club; 10 min.

General Mills: Cheerios; Weekend

Chick

Chick

egg

colors;

Camel;

Scndui

Break-

Toni Co.: Thoi

Gospel Broadcasting: Old Fashioned Revival Hour; 30 min.

Merv Griffin, Vews; 130 min.
Voice of Prophecy: institutional;

religious;

Hour of Decision;

30 min.

Corp.:

wheat germ;

Dr. Thomas

Breakfast Club; 5 min.

Lewyt Corp.: vacuum cleaners;

Magla

&

Myers

Products:

Tob.
Bilico

Co.:

Wyatt: institutional;

ining

Midus Muffler: auto mufflers;
r brindt

precede
i
dverii»ed

Jim

board

Bail, us.
-:

i

Mm

Breakfast

Weekday Newscasts; 25 min.

on

each

ihow

Criflin;
Club:

210 min.

Voice of Prophecy;
Wings of Healing;

CBS

Breakfast (Jul/: 5 min.

cigarettes;

Weekend

Herb Oscar Anderson, Jim Reeves, Jim Backus,.

KVP Co.: freezer wrap, shelving paper: Breakfast Club; 5 min.
Liggett

min.;

World Vision, Inc.: religious; Dr. Bob Pierce; 30 mi

Highland Church of Christ: religious; Herald of Truth; 30 min.
Krechmer

25

Breakfast Club; 5 min.

Breakfast Club: 10 min.
r oil; Metropolitan Opera;

General Motors: Chevrolet; John Daly — News; 50 min.
Billy Graham:

Newscasts;

Bering;

Sleep-Eze: slee
Texas Co.: ga

Newscasts; 50 min.

Weekday

90 i

Food Specialties: Appian Way pizza pie mix; Breakfast Club; 5 min.
Fred

Sunshine

Oral Roberts'
Plough: Musterole, St. Josephs Aspirin, etc.; Newscasts; 45 min.

15 min.

Campana

Sales: Ayds, Italian Balm;

10 min.

10 min.

it: 10 min.

Nylonet Corp.: Ice Cake foot lotion; Ne

Revival time; 30 min.

Bankers Life: White Cross Hospital Plan; Paul Harvey;
Bristol-Myers: Hufferin;

10

C. H. Mu3selman

£

bought a program -egmenl live times
■c explanation at left of chart). Howim segment has more than a minute
-till given credit for five minutes of
ure- shown here are the best that can
ion available. If any reader has sugurement of network radio business,

Milner Products: Perma Starch, Pine-Sol;
AFL-CIO:
25 min.

k

MBS

Miller Brewing Co.: High Life: Jim Backus.
derson: 25 min.

Co.: Ancronized chicken:

32.3

II II II II

week beginning 2() March, minute commercials sold
as such are figured as five minutes of program time.

Assemblies of God: religious:

39.4

5

Aero Mayflower: George Herman
American

Bird

American

Home

Vews, Krii Sevareid News; 60 min.

Products: Houseparty;
Foods:

Arthur

7%

Godfrey.

min.
II end \ Warren;

25 min.

e
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Armour: Arthur Godfrey:
Barbasol; Sports Time;

15 min.

Niagara Therapy Mfg. Corp.:
Philip Morris: Country

15 min.

Best Foods: Gunsmoke, Galen Drake, Amos 'n' Andy, Suspense,
Johnny Dollar, Dr. Malone, Ma Perkins, Nora Drake, Mrs. Burton,
Our Gal Sunday; 68 min.
Bristol-Myers: Arthur Godfrey, Helen Trent, Backstage Wife, Ma
Perkins, Dr. Malone; 90 min.
Calgon: Wendy Warren, Helen Trent, Backstage Wife, Our Gal Sunday; 30 min.
Calif. Prune & Apricot Growers Assn.: Houseparty;
Campana

Chrysler Corp.: Dodge div.: Amos
Frontier Gentleman; 20 min.

Plough, Inc.: Robt. Q. Lewis;

Sterling

15 min.
V

Andy, Sez

Who, Indictment,

Colgate-Palmolive: Backstage Wife, 2nd Mrs. Burton, Wendy
ren; 48 min.

Wm.

City

Hospital,

Robt.

World

Tonight;
V Andy,
World ToFBI, Gundiv.: Ford
Round-up,

Drug: Gunsmoke;

Q. Lewis,

Suspense,

15 min.

V

Andy, Galen Drake, Sez

Church: religious; Back To God; 30 min.

Colgate-Palmolive:
Instant Shave, After Shave, and other men's
toiletries, Brisk toothpaste; Sportsreel with Bill Stern; 50 min.
Coty Products: 10 20-see. adjacencies, 15 8-sec. adjacencies.
Dawn Bible Students Assn.: Frank & Ernest; 15 min.

Heatter;

30 min.

General Mills: Robert Q. Lewis, Amos
Who; 15 min.

15 min.

5 min.

Bristol-Myers Co.: Bufferin;
News — Steve McCormick, News — Ken
French, News — Richard Rendell, News — Lyle Van, News — Lester
Smith, News— John Scott: 30 min., 13 20-sec.

Ex-Lax,

15 min.

General Foods: Arthur Godfrey;

15 min.

MBS :

Christian Reformed

Frito Co.: Arthur Godfrey:

15 min.

Co.: Arthur Godfrey;

America's Future: booklet; John T. Flynn — News; 5 min.

15 min.

Ford Motor: Edsel div.: Garden Gate, Galen Drake, Amos
City Hospital, Sat. Night Country Style, Sports Resume,
night, World News Round-up, Suspense, Johnny Dollar,
smoke, Indictment, Sez Who, Mitch Miller; 85 min.; Ford
Road Show, Bing Crosby, Rosemary Clooney, World News
Arthur Godfrey, Edward R. Murrow, 280 min.

General Electric: Arthur Godfrey:

Inc.: Ex-Lax;
True Detective Mysteries, Squad Room, Exploring Tomorrow, Secrets
of Scotland
Yard;
25 min.;
Gabriel
adjacencies; 8 20-sec.

First Church of Christ, Scientist: religious;
Heals; 30 min.

How

Gospel Hour, Inc.: The Gospel Hour; 25 min.

Grove Laboratories, Inc.: Gunsmoke, Sports Resume, City Hospital,
F.B.I., Sez Who, Mitch
Miller, Robert Q. Lewis, Amos V Andy,
World Tonight; 75 min.

Hudson
40 min.

Hartz Mountain

Lee County Land and Title Co.: Lehigh Acres;
News; 10 min.

Kroducts: Arthur Godfrey:

15 min.

Insurance Co.: Jack Benny: 30 min.

Hudson Vitamin

Products: Garden Gate; 5 min.

Kendall Co.: Galen Drake. Robt. Q. Lewis, Amos V

Knouse

Foods:

Lewis-Howe

Lee: Arthur Godfrey:

Arthur Godfrey:

Andy;

15 min.

15 min.

15 min.

Co.: Robt. Q. Lewis;

Billy Graham

Evangelical Assn.: Billy Graham;

Vitamin

Corp.:

Vitamins:

Gabriel

30 min.

Heatter,

Answer

Man:

Gabriel Heatter —

Lever Brothers: Pepsodent, Dove; Frank Singiser — News; 5 min.

Johnson & Johnson: Amos V Andy, Mitch Miller, F.B.I., Gunsmoke:
30 min.

Kitchens of Sara

Christian Science

General Electric: Kate Smith Show; 20 min.

General Motors: Chevrolet: News, Allan Jackson, Robert Trout;
United Motors; Lowell Thomas; 165 min.

Home

Helen

Wrigley, Jr.: Pat Buttram Show, Howard Miller Show; 150 mil

War-

Foods: Robert Q. Lewis; 5 min.

Curtis Circulation Co.: Arthur Godfrey;
Ex-Lax:
30 min.

15 r

15 min.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.: Sports Time;
Singer Sewing Machine

Clairol: Galen Drake, 5 min.

Comstock

15 min.

Pfizer Co.: Galen Drake, Johnny Dollar, Gunsmoke;
la-Craft
Corp.:
News,
Arthur
Godfrey,
Houseparty,
Dr. Malone, Nora Drake. \Ia Perkins; 110 min.

Standard Brands: Arthur Godfrey;

15 min.

King Sales: Arthur Godfrey;

15 min.

A. E. Staley Mfg. Co.: Peter Lind Hayes, Ma Perkins; 57M; min.

Sales: Robt. Q. Lewis; 5 min.

Carnation Co.: Houseparty;
Chun

15 min.

Peter Paul: Arthur Godfrey:
Chas.
Pha

Arthur Godfrey:

Music Show; 25 min.

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.: L & M; News— John Wingate, True
Detective Mysteries, Squad Room, Exploring Tomorrow; 25 min.
P. Lorillard: Newport;

newscast adjacencies; 24 20-sec.

Lutheran Laymen's League: religious; Lutheran Hour; 30 min.
Dumas
Show;

Milner Corp.: Pine-Sol, Perma Starch, Pine-Sol Room Deodorant, White Wave,
Mystic
Foam,
Mysticlene;
The Kate Smith
20 min.

5 min.

Libby, McNeil & Libby: Arthur Godfrey; 371/- min.
Liggett & Myers Tobacco

Co.: Gunsmoke;

10 min.

Mentholatum Co.: Road of Life, Backstage Wife, 2nd Mrs. Burton,
Our Gal Sunday, Couple Next Door; 37Y2 min.
Miles Labs.:

Wendy Warren, Bill Downs, News: 50 min.

Nylonet Corp.: Ice Cake; John Wingate— News; 15 min.
Pharmaceuticals: Serutan and Kreml; Gabriel Heatter; 10 min.
Quaker State Oil Refining Corp.: Game

of the Day;

120 min.

Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class; 30 min.

Mogen

David

Wine

Corp.:

Arthur Godfre

Reader's
Digest:
40 newscasts,
True Detective
Mysteries,
Squad
Room, Exploring Tomorrow; 235 min., 25 20-sec. 25 8-sec; Condensed
Book; Kate Smith; 35 min.
R. J. Reynolds:

Nestle Co.: Galen Drake. Robt. Q. Lewis, Amos V Andy, City Hospital, Sports Resume, World Tonight. Mitch Miller. Sez Who: 50 min.
Nylonet Corp.: Robt. Q. Le:
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Winston;

Rhodes Pharmacol

15 20-sec. adjacencies.

Co.: Imdrin;

Gabriel Heatter — News; 5 min.

RADIO'S

CURRENT

CLIENT

LIST
Kiplinger Washington

Tint 'n Set.: Henry Mustin—News, John Wingate~\eivs; i
Voice of Prophecy: religious; Voice of Prophecy; 30 min.

prog.
Lever Bros.: Rinso:

Wings of Healing: religious; Wings of Healing; 60 min.
Word

of Life Fellowship: religious;

Agency: Changing Times magazine; 4 15-min.

Various Shows:

12 30-sec.

Libby McNeill & Libby: canned foods; My True Story, Woman

Word of Life Hour; 3(

in

My min.
House, Pepper Young's Family. Bandstand. True Confessions:
45

NBC

Liggett & Myers: L&M:

Monitor: 25 min.. 5 30-sec.

Lutheran Laymen's League: religion; Lutheran Hour; 30 min.
Midas Muffler Shops: muffllers; Hourly News; 105 min.. 22 30-sec

Allis-Chalmers: institutional; Farm & Home
American

Motors: Rambler;

B. T. Babbitt Co.: Bab-O;

Hour; 25 min.

Morton

Monitor; 55 min.
My True Story, Bandstand. True Confes-

sions. One Van's Family. Affairs of Dr. Gentry, 5 Star Matinee. Woman in My House. Pepper Young's Family: 50 min.. 10 30-sec.
Bell Telephone:
Telephone Hour; 30 min.
Billy Graham

Salt: salt; Alex Dreier — News; 5 min.

Mutual of Omaha:

On the Line With Considine:

Nestle Co.: Decaf:

Monitor: 50 min., 10 30-sec.

North American
Northwest

Evangelistic Assn.: Hour of Decision; 30 min.

Van Lines: moving;

Airlines:

Nylonet Corp.:

Monitor;

Ice Cake

15 min.

Monitor;

15 min.

25 min.

foot lotion:

Bandstand:

5 min.

Bristol-Myers: Bufferin; Hourly News; 105 min., 21 30-sec; Trushay;

Pabst Brew: Monitor: 50 min.. 10 30-sec:

Bandstand,
True Confessions, One Man's Family, 5 Star Matinee,
Woman In My House, Pepper Young, Monitor; 20 min., 19 30-sec.

Plough,
Inc.: St. Joseph aspirin, children's aspirin. Dr.
olive tablets, Mexana;
Monitor. 1/v True Story: 20 min.

Brn. & Wmsn.:

P&G: Gleem;

Kools, Viceroy;

Hourly News;

110 min., 21 30-sec.

Various Shows; 10 30-sec.
Edward's

Various Shows; 21 30-sec, 20 6-sec.

Calif. Packing Co.: Del Monte; Hourly News; 105 min., 22 30-sec.

Purolator Products: oil filters, etc.;

Campbell Soup Co.: soup: Bandstand, True Confessions, One Man's
Family, Affairs oj Dr. Gentry. .5 Star Matinee. Woman in My House.

Quaker Oats: Quaker Oats and Mother's Oats; Various Shows;
4 301/v Hoi
Confe

I'epper Young's Family, Monitor; 95 min., 11 30-sec, 5 6-sec.
Carter
Products:
Little Liver Pills: True Confessions.
Woman
Wj House. One Man's
Night line: 50 min.

Family. News of The

World. 5 Star

In

Matinee.

Foundation: religion;

Bible Study Hour; 30 min.

Ex-Lax:
Ex-Lax;
Bandstand,
Pepper
Young's
Family,
Family, People Are Funny, Great Gildersleeve, Life &
My True Story; 45 min., 5 30-sec, 2 6-sec
Foster-Milburn:
10 min.

Doan's pills; My

Monitor;

One
The

True Story, One Man's

Gillette: Gillette prods., Paper-Mate, Toni prod.;
General Mills: Cheerios;

, 2 6-9l
RCA:

45 min.. 9 30-sec.

1/0/

appliances, radios, tv s

Ralston Purina: feed division; Harkness—News;

Dow Chemical: chemical prod.; Red Foley Show; 25 min.
Evangelical

Monitor:

Man's
World,

Family;

Boxing; 25 min.

50 min., 10 30-sec.

25 min.

R. J. Reynolds: Camel; News of the World; 25 min.; Prince Albert;
Grand Ole Opry ; 30 min.
Sterling Silversmith Guild: silverware; Monitor; 20 min.
Sun Oil: oil; Three Star Extra; 75 min.
Swift & Co.: Allsweet
marg. ; True Confessions, My
True Story,
Bandstand, Affairs of Dr. Gentry, 5 Star Matinee,
Woman
In My
House; 45 min., 7 30-sec
United Insurance Co.: insurance; Monitor; 5 min.
Voice of Prophecy: religion;

Voice of Prophecy; 30 min.

Networks have
more money
behind them and the public
gets a better
news picture

Listener's comment? from the recent study by Motivation Analysis, Inc.
which shoiced that listeners distinguish between radio stations and regard the C-O's more favorably than the leading Independent competition.

CO

CBS-OWNED

RADIO

WEEI,
WBBM. Boston
Chicago
KS'X. ii» Angeles
WCHS. .\V>c York
KMOX. St. Louis
KCBS. San Francisco

STATIONS
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Interview:
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, Inc. Timebuyer,
tells why he selects WLW

TV-Radio

Stations for PALL

Jack Canning,
MALL

Cigarettes.

"Sure, I buy time
for PALL MALL Famous
Cigarettes on the Crosley
Stations because their
greater length of
audience filters
commercials farther
into smooth pleasure
for advertisers."

"Yes, WLW Television and Radio
Stations really pack in a full house of
viewers across the Midwest and into the
South for sponsor's sure-fire sales success."

"Outstanding— and that's
putting it mildly!"

Network Affiliations: NBC; ABC; MBS

• Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, Cleveland

Los Angeles, San Francisco. Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc., Atlanta, Dallas

SPONSOR
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• Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales: Detroit,

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of AVCO

famous on the local scene . . .
Spanning the Harbor at San Francisco,
the Oakland Bay Bridge is an
inspiring symbol of achievement.
Storer, too, is recognized for
achievement ... in the world of
broadcasting. This recognition has
been earned through consistent sales
results on Storer stations in the
communities they serve. These
individual achievements prove that
a Storer station is a local station.

NEW

YORK— 625 Madii

fet known throughout the nation

'T,i?,itri"i/'^

Storer Broadcasting Company
WJW-TV

Cleveland, Ohio

WSPD
'oledo, Ohio

WJW
Cleveland, Ohio

WJBK
Detroit, Mich.

WJBK-TV

Detroit, Mich.

Atlanta, Ga.

WIBG

WWVA

Philadelphia, Pa.

Wheeling. W. Va

Wil

WAGA
Atlanta

O*

WGBS
Miami F

National and regional spot buys
in icork now or recently completed

A VITAL, IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO
THE MAN WHO PAYS
TV ADVERTISING! — From Bonded
TV Film Service.

^

SPOT

BUYS

FOR

II you are pa) ing more than
$3.00 For ()(• second reduction commercial TV prints
in quantity, and if you want
the quality ol prints to be
as good or better than the
answer print you approved,
then contact Bonded TV
Film Service. 630 Ninth
Avenue. N.Y.C., JUdson
(id (LSO. Ext. 30.
S^wV

BONDED

New

York

Chic°90

RADIO

BUYS

Esso Standard Oil Co., New York, is going into major markets
throughout the country for its gasolines and oils. The campaign
runs for five weeks. Minutes and I.D.'s are being scheduled during
earlj morning and early evening segments; average frequencj : 20
per week in each market. Buyer: Dick Branigan. Agency: McCannErickson, Inc., New York. iAgencv declined to comment.!
Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich., is entering major markets for
its Edsel automobile. Campaign is short-term, with minutes and 20s
being slotted during early morning periods: average frequency: 10
to 15 per week per market. Buyer: Nate Rind. Agency: Foote, Cone
& Belding. New York. (Agency declined to comment.)
The Ohio Oil Co., Findlay. Ohio, is scheduling announcements for
its gasolines and oils in its areas of distribution: Ohio. Indiana.
Michigan. Illinois, and Kentucky. The campaign runs from 7 April
through 31 May. Minutes are being used, seven days a week, during
early morning and early evening slots. Frequency varies from market to market. Buyer: John Coverly-Smith. Agency: N. W. Ayer &
Son, Philadelphia.
(Agencv declined to comment.)
The Best Foods, Inc., New York, is planning a campaign in over
100 markets for its Hellman's mayonnaise. The long-term schedule
kicks-off 23 April. Minute announcements during daytime segments
are being placed. Frequency will be saturation: around 70-80
announcements per week in each market. Stations will be rotated in
a market with each new flight. Buying is not completed. Buver:
Peter Triola. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. Inc., New York,
i Vgencj declined to comment.)

TV

BUYS

Canon Mills, Inc., New York, for its towels, sheets and pillow
cases, is testing tv in four markets. Retail sales are being studied
• Live-look quality
• Immediate playbackno processing
• Practical editing

carefull) for correlations, with department store tie-ins. If successful, a major campaign will probably be initiated. Buyer: Bill
Millar. Agency: N. W. Aver & Son. Philadelphia. ( Agents declined
to comment.)

• Record from studio or
remote camera
• Tapes fully interchangeable
between machines
• Tapes eraseable, reuseable
• Lowest overall cost

Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York, is planning a campaign in
-(altered markets for its Fab detergent. The schedules kick-off IS
April and runs through the contract \ear. Minutes during nighttime periods are being purchased; frequency will vary from market
to maket. Bin ing has just started. Buyer: Gordon Dewart. Vgenc) :
Ted Bates & Co.. New York. (Agencj declined to comment.)

IN

INLAND

CALIFORNIA

(and western nevadai

"BEELINE-™

p

Outstanding farm programming is
one reason the Beeline delivers the
largest audience in the nation's richest and most diversified farm area.
Each of the five Beeline stations has
its own farm editor working closely
with McClatchy newspaper editors
to give listeners the most complete
coverage in the inland valley. Result: top-rated farm programs in
each area.
Taken as a group, these mountain-ringed radio stations deliver
more radio homes than any combination of competitive stations . . .
at by far the lowest cost-per-thousand.
(Nielsen & SR&D)
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Marketing tools, trends,
research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
29 MARCH 1958
Focus of the week:
Syndicators — secure in the feeling that the economic clinsor publications inc.
mate favors a greater interest among clients in pin-pointed markets — were concentrating their efforts in two directions:
1) The production of pilots for new series.
2) Preparing sales staffs for the new selling season.

Despite the fact that this is the normally slow lime of the selling year, recently
released series were faring strongly this week.
To bring you up to date on some of the newcomers:
• Target (Ziv), on the market for two months, has racked up sales in 74 markets.
• Tugboat Annie (TPA), in less than a month of selling, is sold in over 25 markets.
• Medic (CNP). released late January, is enrolled in 56 markets.

Advertisers who were once primarily interested in costs-per-thousand and product conflicts when buying feature participations, now rate these factors second.
A FILM-SCOPE
qualified rating:

cross check of agency buyers disclosed the major concern

now is the

a high rating, with an audience composition that's right for tbe product.

The chances of a syndicated series going into a second year of production apparently depend on two things: (1) the size of buys by large regional accounts,
and (2) the renewal of the series by these accounts.
Most recent example: CBS TV Film's Whirlybirds, which goes into its second year with
renewal by Continental Oil (Benton & Bowles) in 65 markets. Other products which have had
multi-runs:
SYNDICATED

SERIES

LARGE

State Trooper
Highway Patrol

RENEWING

SPONSOR

Falstaff Beer
Ballantine Beer

I Led Three Lives

Phillips Petroleum

Douglas Fairbanks Presents

Rheingold Beer

Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal
Cisco Kid

Wilson Meats
Interstate Bakeries

Note: There are exceptions. For instance, CNP's Silent Service has been put into production before renewal time for most of its clients. (Schlitz, O'Keefe Beer and others have
renewed in a few markets, and interest has been expressed by still other sponsors.)

Flashes from the film field: Wm. Esty's latest syndication buy for Camels is Boots
and Saddles in four markets: San Francisco, Tulsa, Memphis and Greenville . . . CBS' annual
report shows its syndication sales in 1957 up a third over '56, with foreign sales making up
a fifth of the total . . . Latest on Paramount film library communique: MCA has finished
studying marketing possibilities, and will probably announce its sales plans this week. Chances
are there'll be some sales to the networks.

(For further film news, see SPONSOR-SCOPE
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and FILM

WRAP-UP,

p. 68.)

Key trends and developments
in marketing and research

MARKETING

WEEK

29 Copyright
MARCH 1958
You don't hear the big supermarket chains crying the recession hlues.
cations inc.
Stock prices, sales figures, other indicators all point to continued sales strength. Grand
Union sales were up 16% for the first five weeks of 1958. Jewel Tea was up 4% for
the eight weeks ending 22 February.
Supermarket men may argue that food is "recession-proof," but there are other factors
explaining the healthy sales figures of the giant grocery supers. Among them : more stores,
a bigger share of drug items — such as deodorants, shampoos, etc.

Frozen foods are another factor bolstering supermarket

sales.

The flood of new prepared frozen foods, which hit the supermarkets with full force
last year, is expected to continue in 1958.
Look for the increased use of radio and newspapers

as levers to squeeze new

brands into limited "zero-cabinet" space.
It doesn't appear that the shortage of frozen food cabinet space, a chronic problem in
the grocery trade, will be solved in the foreseeable future. Zero cabinets are not only expensive for supers to buy but there's not enough floor space for them. As one trade
source said, "A supermarket will carry half a dozen heavy duty detergents but it won't
carry half a dozen frozen peas brands. There just isn't room." One experimental answer:
tiered cabinets.
Spending by frozen food advertisers has jumped from between $30 and $40 million in 1956 to $63 million in 1957, according to Quick Frozen Foods magazine. Radio
and tv together accounted for about a 25% share each year but radio is the bigger of the
two. Not including co-op, the newspaper share was approximately 35 % both years.
Weapons in the war for cabinet space, besides advertising pressure, are occasional payoffs. Most of this is in the form of extra merchandise, but presents to frozen food buyers
are also a factor.

Expect the decaffeinated instant coffees to join the national instant brands in
punching the aroma

copy-line hard.

This means, specifically, General Foods's Sanka and Nestle's Decaf. If they follow the
pattern of the regular instants, they'll be pushing strong in radio and tv.
Aroma copy, which began hitting air and print media last summer, came out of an important technical break-through made by instant coffee manufacturers. Until recently, instants had no aroma, either in the cup or jar. General Foods reportedly spent a fortune
seeking a process to preserve aroma; other manufacturers also worked on the problem. Trade
sources differ as to who actually hit the market first, but the honors narrow down to either
Maxwell House or Hills Bros.
Besides these two, Nescafe, Borden and Chase & Sanborn are riding the aroma
copy trail. Tenco, which makes instant coffee for a number of regional outfits and supplies
A&P and Grand Union, is also turning out instant coffee with aroma.

Cunningham & Walsh's field merchandising
ingly valuable to the media department.

men

are turning out to be increas-

In addition to their merchandising functions, C&W's five gypsies serve as the eyes
and ears of the timebuyer (as well as the print buyer, of course). They jot down notes
on likelj station buys, check on triple-spotting, station promotion practices, local programing.
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TV commercials
Today, commercials that are just "good enough"
— aren't.
Those that reach and sell the viewer are usually
the commercials that are better than "good
enough" — that put an "extra spin" on the presen-
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*ym

need that "extra spin"
tation ofthe selling story and give it added impact.
It takes a fresh, stimulating idea, novel technique, orextra touch of imagination to make people
watch a commercial and remember it — right up to
the counter or shelf of their favorite store.

NTA's

'SHOW
NTA's "SHOW

BUSINESS"

BUSINESS'!

with George Jessel . . . the kind of television program your viewers will nevi
forget — because it helps them to remember. Remembf
the greatest moments in the entertainment world . . . and your produj

NTA's

"SHOW

BUSINESS"

...the show that provides a new excitement every week..L
panorama of the wonderful world of entertainment from Vaucj

nOW MAKES

SHOW

BUSINESS

HISTORY!

oVideo . . . nostalgic, warm, crowded with chuckles and belly-laughs . . . the kind of television program
Lily will love!

39 Fabulous Half-Hours

We'll he happy to arrange a screening ... at your home

OLD

GOLDMAN,

Exec

the whole

for national and regional sponsorship . . . Available Now!

INTT^V

or office

—you name it!

National Telefilm Associates, Inc.
Coliseum Tower

10 Columbus Circle New York 19, N. Y.
JUdson 2-7300

TELEPULSE

El RATINGS:

TOP

SPcl
3-STATI0IM,
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Rochester Area Survey!), we've got a LOT of viewers in
this rich Rochester territory!
If you're seeking real pay-off spots in this area, buy
CHANNEL 10, the channel that gets the majority of viewers,
over all, from sign-on to sign-off, according to the Latest
Rochester Metropolitan Area ARB Survey, February, 1958!

every sponsor — the jolly ringing of the cash register with
the one-word lyric — SALES!

10:30pm

14.5

Personally, we think that your product and our viewers
were just made for each other! And, believe us (or any

The meeting of your product and our viewers will be accompanied bythe background music that is so popular with

13.9

.9

--j/'your product

when good fellows get together!
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15.9
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/ pictorial rex iew of local
(I national industry events

PICTURE

Fireman

leaps into a net during a demonstration of firefighting

techniques staged recentlj on WSFA-TV,

Montgomery,

Ala. during

the station's Partyline program. Other demonstrations included
asbestos-clad rookies using foam and fog extinguishers on blazes, and
use of hook-and-ladder trucks. Past show events on the five-day-aweek events program ranged from weddings to musical productions

Rosebud SlOUX tribe president Robert
Burnette presents an Vrrow, [nc. meritaward
to Mr-. Sophie Alhnan. lift, producer of
Teen Tall.. WRC-TV, Washington, I). I ..
ad
Bettj
Jerome,
program
moderator.
[nc.
Burr
ala I a dir
of Arr

WRAP-UP

Colorado Industrial Bank is now sponsoring the Bumper Bucks
program over KTLN, Denver. KTLN airs several license numbers
daily; if the car has an Industrial Bank bumper sticker affixed
to it, the owner is eligible for the jackpot money award. Looking
over the sponsorship contract are, (1. to r.) Bernie Flesher of Flesher
Advertising, Joe Amter, bank president, Mrs. Donna Pomeranz, bank
vice president, and Mrs. Marge Keene, KTLN
sales representative

Water witcher I ee Griffith i- watched l>>

Dale Larsen, center, manager of KTVH,
Wichita, and well driller Bill Bradford,
as he uses a divining rod to locate uater
on KTVH-property. And he did it, ending
KTVH's
long
search
for
usable
water

KFWB's "Win a Million" prize winner
Karen Zimmerman, third from left, i- feted
at a banquet staged by the Los Vngeles station. With her 1 1. to r. ) , are Mrs. Bob I'urcell, Bob Purcell, KFWB pres., and Nicole
L.A.
ud, of the French
i
l-ulat.29 MARCH
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News and Idea
WRAP-UP
ADVERTISERS
Pique at NBC TVs

refusal to write

off a time contract wasn't the only
reason that Scott Paper President
Thomas McCabe ordered "Father
Knows Best"' moved to CBS TV.
The change would afford Scott a
more favorable discount — perhaps
$400,000 worth — since it plans to buy
a lot of daytime also on CBS TV.
The obligation McCabe wanted NBC
TV to forget: the 13 weeks remaining
on a 52-week contract after Gizelle McKenzie goes off the Saturday period in
June.
Ringling Brothers Barnum &
Bailey circus, soon to reach New
York, will again use live children's
tv shows to reach the small fry
audience.
The departure from traditional ways
of circus huckstering will be continued
in all cities with this addition:
Radio will be used for the first
time to give parents' memories a
booster shot.
A realignment of the upper
echelon of The Gillette Co. took
place this week.
The changes : Boone Gross became
president, succeeding Carl J. Gilbert,
who was upped to chairman of the
board. Gross, president since 1952 of
the Gillette Safety Razor division, is
being succeeded in that post by
Vincent C. Ziegler.
Ziegler and Stuart K. Hensley, president of the Toni division, were also
elected v.p.'s and directors.
Campaigns
• Midas auto mufflers will spend a
large portion of its new budget in
radio. A re-entry into network tv is
under consideration.
• Oldsmobile is capitalizing on
the high sponsor identification attained
in its tv shows via a newspaper campaign. The ads feature a product tie-in
with personalities on its three network
shows.

sponsor

•
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Renewals on network
• Chevrolet will continue to back
The Pat Boone Shoivroom on ABC
TV next season. Show is the first by a
new singer to be renewed.
• DuPont will continue its Show of
the Month on CBS next season. CBS
and Talent Associates will produce.
• Seven-Up has renewed Zorro on
ABC-TV through September 1959. The
present contract expires in September
1958.
• American Can Company is
going weekly on its Douglas Edwards
With the News, over CBS. The program was previously sponsored on
alternate Fridays.
New program buys
• Toni is sponsoring a new quiz
show called Wingo over CBS from 1
April for its Self end paper permanent.
Adorn hair spray. White Rain Shampoo, Hush cream deodorant and Tame
creme rinse.

accounts. Officers have not yet been
named.
New agency in Chicago : Executive
Advertising, Inc., has been formed
by Edward Grusin, formerly of his own
agency, and Roland Berns, formerly
v.p., Allan David Advertising.
Grusinv.p.is president of the firm and
Berns,

Supplementing Frey: The Robert
M. Gamble agency in Washington is
making available to agencymen its own
booklet for measuring client-agency relations.
It covers seven aspects of agency performance via a check list designed for
individual agency self-analysis.

V

Agency appointments: Doherty,
Clifford, Steers & Shenfield,
for
Noxzema shaving creams and Noxzema Instant Shaving Lather, on 1
April . . . Reach, McClinton, Newark
office, for U. S. Savings Bank of Newark, N. J. . . . Cole, Fischer &
Rogow, for Venus Foods, Beverly
Hills . . . Advertising Agencies,
Studio City, Cal., all U. S. advertis-

• Pillsbury will sponsor an alternate half hour of Playhouse 90 on CBS
from 1 May throughout the summer.
Company has dropped The Big Record.
Whirlpool made these changes in
a recent realignment of its sales
force :
• Established a general sales division under general sales manager
John Crouse.
• Combined all advertising ami
sales promotion activities under L. W.
Howard new general manager of advertising and sales promotion.
• Appointed Harper Dowell distribution manager. George Stevens
merchandising manager, and Sol
Goldin new accounts manager.

AGENCIES
Southern merger: Liller, Neal &
Battle, Atlanta and New York agency,
will join with Lindsey and Co., of
Richmond, Va., on 30 April. Name of
the new firm: Liller, Neal. Battle &
Lindsey. Inc.
The combined agency will service 49

• Live-look quality
• Immediate playback —
no processing
• Practical editing
• Record from studio or
remote camera
• Tapes fully interchangeable
between machines
• Tapes eraseable, reuseable
• Lowest overall cost

ing for \ol\o diesel trucks, manufactured in Sweden by Auto Imports,
Sherman Oaks, Cal. . . . Robinson,
Adleman & Montgomery, Philadelphia, for Louis Burk, meat packers and
manufacturers . . . Wexton Advertising, for radio station WINS, New
\ork . . . Grant, Schwenck & Baker, Inc., for the Pregna Paper Division, Orchard Paper Co., St. Louis,
Mo. . . . Ray Barron, Boston, for
General Heating Co. A daily live spot
schedule has been placed with WBZTV, Boston . . . Seelig & Co., St.
Louis, for the Kas Potato Chip Co.,
Centralia. 111. . . . K. C. Shenton advertising, Hartford. Conn., for Gong
Bell, children's toy manufacturer of
East Hampton, Conn. . . . Daniel F.
Sullivan Co., Boston, for Toy Distributors of Framingham, Mass. Initial advertising has begun on three
New England tv stations . . . Leo
Burnett, to handle all publicity for
CBS TV shows, Climax and Shower of
Stars. Communications Counselors formerly handled the programs . . . Cayton, Inc., New York, for the New
Haven Railroad . . . Wexton Co. for
Amplex Corp.. Brooklyn, manufacturers of lighting equipment.

Now president of the board : Deane
Uptegrove, Humphrey, Alley & Richrector. ards' executive v.p. and creative diNew on the job : Richard C. Shepard, director of radio and tv, Charles
Einach, manager of radio-tv production, The Rumrill Co., Rochester, New
York . . . John F. Coverly-Smith, to
the selection staff, media department;
C. Bradley Tips, to the production
department; and E. Lynn Werner,
to the service department, N. W. Ayer,
Philadelphia . . . Andrew J. Shepard,
account executive, K&E, Detroit . . .
James V. Bowler, to the research
staff, media department, N. W Ayer,
Philadelphia ... Ed Spitzer, merchandising director, Kudner Agency.

NETWORKS
CBS Inc.'s net revenues and sales
in 1957 — as disclosed in the company's report — were $385.4 million, an 8.6% increase over '56.
Consolidated net income grossed to
$22.2 million, compared to $16.2 million for the year before.
ABN's new programing policy,
which becomes effective 6 April,
calls for:
• fast
Retaining
Don McNeill's BreakClub.
• Going in more heavily for news.
• Continuing religious broadcasts
and expanding its special public service and sports coverage.
The announcement of the new policy
added: "As the network becomes

relatively complete experience. It
reaches millions at one time. Like the
program, the commercial reaches the
viewer with dramatic impact. The response to this impact is attested by a
long list of almost overnight product
successes created via tv campaigns.
A major reason for this: The demonstrations of the product create a
sense of believability and conviction
that can't be matched by any other
medium.
CBS TV used a dramatic gimmick
to promote attention in the trade
and newspapers for the 30 March
See It Now Atomic Timetable, Part
II, Fallout.
It included in the publicity release
a container holding radio-active ash.
With the sample came the assurance
that it was not hazardous — it's activity
was so low special equipment would
be needed to measure it (sic).
New on network
• A'o Warning, a suspense series,
will premiere over NBC TV on 6 April
in the Sunday slot now held by Sally.
The series is filmed by McCadden and
will be sponsored by Royal McBee
Corp.and(Y&R)
and P. Lorillard (Lennen
Newell).
• CBS radio and tv will broadcast
exclusive daily pickups of the Masters
Tournament from the Augusta National Golf Club, 3-6 April.
• Top Dollar, a spelling contest,
debuts 29 March on CBS TV. Sponsor
is Brown & Williamson for Viceroy,
via Ted Bates.

stronger it will add to its programing."
Mutual this week added Bob Novak to its programing staff with
the function of developing material that "fits in with the new radio

• Live-look quality
• Immediate playback —
no processing
• Practical editing
• Record from studio or
remote camera
• Tapes fully interchangeable
between machines
• Tapes eraseable, reuseable
• Lowest overall cost

Also joining MBS were Charles
pattern."
Godwin in station relations and Robert Marcato as national sales manager.
NBC

TV sales development director Robert McFadyen detailed to
the Hartford Ad Club by facts and
figures how tv acts as a potent coing.
hesive force for modern market-

McFadyen called it "tv's altogetherness principle."
As he explained, watching tv is a

Contest fever, it would

seem, is

laying hold of the networks these
days. Here is one for the advertising trade being offered by NBC:
Entrants must guess the April
Trendex of the new daytime quiz
Dough Re Mi. Prizes will be awarded
the week of 14 April to those who
guess closest.
In another contest, Edsel on NBC's
Wagon Train is offering live ponies to
1,000 children. Entrants must take a
demonstration ride in an Edsel and
supply a name for a pony. It ends 30
April.
Buys of the week
• Three brewing companies have
made regional buys as half sponsors

sponsor

•
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YOU'RE ONLY

HALF-COVERED

Nebraska has only two important television markets.
ARB

SURVEY — LINCOLN-BEATRICE
MARKET
June 9-15, 1 957 — 8:30-1 0:00 P.M.
This special ARB Survey of the Lincoln-Beatrice market
was made at the request of an important national advertiser. It shows that in EASTERN Lincoln-Land alone.
KOLN-TV gets more than twice as many viewers as the
leading Omaha station!
Rating
Share
57.0
24.2

29.5
12.5

KOLN-TV
Station B
Station C
Others

9.5

.4

ytatu
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDSWKZO RADIO -KALAMAZOO.
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
NEBRASKA

'MBD RADIO -PEORIA.

29 march
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KOLN-TV

is the Official Basic CBS Outlet for South

Central Nehraska and Northern Kansas. All surveys
prove that KOLN-TV

is the big favorite among

Lincoln-Land's 191,710 television families.
Ask your Avery-Knodel man for all the facts.

18.4

.2

OLN TV — LINCOLN.

Yon can't get satisfactory coverage of one of them —
Lincoln-Land— without using KOLN-TV.

ILLINOIS

CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS

• 1000-FT. TOWER

KOLN-TV
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND —NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET
Avery-Knodel, Inc.. Exclusive National Representatives

NOW! FROM WHBF-TV
IN THE QUAD-CITIES . . .

NEW 1000 FT.
TOWER
BIG 100 KW
POWER
EXPANDED REGIONAL
COVERAGE

bring a new
era of
television
to prosperous
Western Illinois
and
Eastern Iowa

WHBF-TV
CBS

FOR THE QUAD-CITIES

on NBC TV's 26-game Major League
Baseball series. They are Theodore
Hamm, Midwest and Far West: Jackson Brewing, in the South and Southwest: and National Brewing, also in
the South.
• ABN

has contracted in network

programing for more than $1 million
in new and renewed business. New
sponsors: Pioneer Suspender Co..
Scholl Manufacturing, and Thos. D.
Richardson. Renewals were made by
Bankers Life & Casualty, Midas Muffler Co. and Radio Bible Class.

REPS
Two rep firms have
names.

changed

• William
G.
Rambeau
Co.,
founded in 1931, changed its name to
Rambeau. Vance. Hopple. Inc.
The new partners, Edwards R. Hopple and Robert R. Vance, Jr., became
Hopple and Vance will continue in
V.p.'s.
their present offices as president and
v.p.. respectively, of College Radio
Corp.. which will be operated as a subsidiary of Rambeau, Vance, Hopple.
Inc.
• Walker Representation Co.
changed its title to Walker-Rawalt Co.,
to mark the expansion of its operation
underway since the first of the year.
Otis Rawalt, v.p. since 1952, now
becomes executive v.p. of the new firm,
while Wythe Walker continues as president.

The Branham Co. this April will
celebrate its 50th anniversary as a
national rep.

• Live-look quality
• Immediate playback —
no processing

New York and Chicago offices were
established in 1908 by John M. Branham. The firm now maintains eleven
■■ I offices in the U.S. and still retains one
of its original newspaper clients.
The firm went into the radio field in
19.% and added tv when it appeared
I in 1017.

• Practical editing
• Record from studio or
remote camera
• Tapes fully interchangeable
between machines
• Tapes eraseable, reuseable
• Lowest overall cost

• | Blair TV is reminding the trade of
its "'Purse-suasion'" spot sales plan
: I via a little green
plastic pocket'■ i book

promotion

piece.

Inside the pocketbook is Blair's tv
station list and an invite to "Call your

'■
'■ ! Blair-tv
tails.) man."
:
(See 22 Feb. Wrap-up p. 58 for <\<--

Rep appointments: Everett-McKinney, national rep for WSKY,
\-lic\ille. N. C. . . . Stars National,
for WIVK, Knoxville. Tenn.. and
WQOK. Greenville. S. C. . . . Robert
S. Keller, for WTRO,
Dyersburg,
Tenn
Katz Agency for KMJ-TV,
McClatchy Broadcasting station in
Fresno, Cal. Paul H. Raymer will continue to represent the McClatchy radio
stations . . . Edward Petry for KPOJ,
Portland, Ore.
New on the job: Thomas V. Cin(jiiina. account executive, John Blair,
Chicago . . . Michael Joseph, radio
programing
Knodel.

consultant for Avery-

FILM
Add Gross-Krasne to your list of
film distributors who will have
new series specifically for syndication next fall. ( For a list of others,
see 15 March ) .
G-K plans two 39-week series for
fall syndication. In addition Glencannon and Adventures of a Jungle
Boy, which are currently being peddled
nationally, will be put into syndication
if no national sales are made.
NTA has budgeted more than
$100,000 for a newspaper and trade
ad campaign to herald the "Double
Impact"' plan and NTA's "Big Night"
concept for fall programing.
Sales: Feature sales were again the
news this week. ABC Film's Galaxy
20 package was sold in 11 markets,
bringing the total to 21 in the first two
weeks of selling.
AAP's Vanguard group of Warner
features was sold in seven markets to
seven stations: its cartoon package was
sold to eight.
NBC-TV series. Father Knows Best,
was sold this week by Screen Gems
in three Latin American markets.
P&G will sponsor the series in Puerto
Rico, San Antonio Industries in
Panama, and YSEB-TV bought the
show in El Salvador.
Re

new

series: Hal

Roach

is

filming a pilot of Battles of the
Century, which will feature columnist
Bob Considine . . . New series being
piloted by TCF-TV
Navy Frogmen.

will be entitled
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Merchandising: In addition to the
top award to Ben Sackheim for the
merchandising of a CBS TV Film
series ( Filmscope, 22 March), six
CBS syndicated film sponsors and
agencies received creative merchandising awards, including:
• Continental Baking Co., for
Annie Oakley (through Ted Bates I.
• Continental Oil Co., for Whirlybirds (through B&B).
• Colonial Stores, for Gray Ghost
(through Liller, Neal & Battle).
• Emil Mogul, Honeymooners for
Ronzoni.
• Clinton E. Frank, Brave Eagle,

Nielsen
vs. Nature:
KELO-TV,
Sioux Falls, S. D., has taken out $1.7
million in insurance to cover its equipment against storm damage during the
period of the next NCS #3.
Twice before, during NCS #1 and
NCS #2, KELO's towers were leveled
by violent storms.
The
unfavorable
Nielsen
reports
didn't represent the station's true coverage, says KELO,
and resulted in
quite a loss of business.
Baseball line-up. Items:
• WPIX, New York, has made all

arrangements to carry 137 Yankee
regular season games, plus an added
number of pre-season exhibitions. It's
the heaviest tv schedule ever programed for any ball club, will be sponsored by P. Ballantine and R. J. Reynolds for Winston and Camel cigarettes.
• WLW-T, Cincinnati, will televise 53 baseball games for the Redlegs
this season. It's WLW's third year
with the club.
• WVUE-TV, Philadelphia, will
carry 18 away night games for the
Phillies.

for Dean's Milk.
• Mottl-Sideman Agency, Whirlybirds for Laura Scudder Foods.

STAKE

Off on personal appearance tours
this week were two NTA stars:
Shirley Temple
field.

YOUR

and John Brom-

Shirley Temple is appearing in New
York City on behalf of Ideal Toy,
Rosenau Bros., and several retailers.
Bromfield, Sheriff of Cochise star, will
make his first stop in Wilmington, N.
C. at its Azalea Festival.

CLAIM

IN THE

RICH SOUTHWEST
with the

Rating data : First national Nielson
on a multi-sponsored syndicated
series gives Silent Service a 22.4
. . . MGM features over WCKT, Miami,

NCS 2

made top ratings for the 5-6:15 P.M.
time slot during February ARB rating
week.
Screen Gems' Shock features created
rating excitement in Columbus, when
the show started in February. Station
jumped from third to first place in
late night viewing in the February
ARB.

No. of Counties
Total Radio Home
of
NCS #2 ^S
COMPARISON
Z
COVERAGE

New syndication firm has been
formed by Paul Kasander, former
Walt Framer producer.
As Kasander-Taines Productions, the company's first entry will
be an audience participation package.

TV

STATIONS

WSAC, Fort Knox, is one station
meeting head-on the Kentucky legislature's edict that daylight saving time will be no more.
Station is (1) bringing suit to test
the law's validity, and (2) backing up
the action with editorials asking folks
to contribute a fund to test the meas-
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Weekly Circulate

40,650
49,450
43,680
43,550
28,1 10

KWFT
KWFT
KWFT
KWFT
KWFT

has
has
has
has
has

over
over
over
over
over

LOW
FREQUENCY

49%
35%
33%
34%
41 %

more
more
more
more
more

110,850
42,370
37,350
36,690
23,160

Radio Homes than Stations A & B combined.
monthly coverage than Stations A & B combined.
weekly coverage than Stations A & B combined.
weekly circulation than Stations A & B combined.
daily circulation than Stations A & B combined.

Public service
• WGR-TV, Buffalo, is doing a
local government series called The
Mayor Reports, with city officials in
the interview seat. Aim: to explain
the workings of the city government.
• Tax help, anyone? Stations
WTOP-TV, Washington, D. C. and
WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, have
planned special telecasts allowing
viewers to phone in their income tax
queries for on-the-air answers by
experts.
• WMBR, JacksonvUle, Fla. on
15 March presented a special Water
Thrill Show telecast, featuring the
Tommy Bartlett world champion water
skiers.
Live-look quality
Immediate playback —
no processing
Practical editing
Record from studio or
remote camera

Tapes eraseable, reuseable
Lowest overall cost

• Badger stations WISN-TV, Milwaukee, WFRV-TV, Green Bay,
and WKOW-TV, Madison, are putting on the air nightly filmed highlights of the Kohler testimony at the
Senate Labor Rackets Committee investigation.
• WHTN, Huntington, W. Va.,
will sponsor a Sports and Outdoor
Show, 1-4 May and give the proceeds
to the city's various youth baseball
programs.

• Live-look quality
• Immediate playback —
no processing
• Practical editing
• Record from studio or
remote camera
• Tapes fully interchangeable
between machines
• Tapes eraseable, reuseable
• Lowest overall cost

Promotions and assignments: Rod
Belcher, news editor, KTNT-TV,
Tacoma, Wash. . . . John Wachtel,
staff director, production department.
WTTG, Washington, D. C. . . . J.
Robert Covington, formerly managing director of WBT, to v. p. in
charge of promotion and public relations for WBT, WBTV, and WBTW,
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting stations. . . . Leslie A. Nichols, news
director, and Stanley Lichtenstein,
film director. KTVU, San FranciscoOakland. Cal. . . . Wayne Grant, account executive, WISN-TV, Wilwaukee.
Wise. . . . Art Ludwig, tv director,
and David G. Lee, public relations
director, KMGM-TV, Minneapolis.
Minn. . . . Eugene G. Zacher, film
director, WROC-TV, Washington, D.
C. . . . Lloyd B. Cooney, assistant
sales manager and manager of local
sales, KSL-TV, Salt Lake City, Utah
. . . Eugene B. Dodson, manager.
WTVT. Tampa, Fla
Carter Hardwick, Jr., manager, WSFA, Montgomery, Ala. . . . Myron J. Livingston, junior continuity writer and assistant in sales promotion. George
Nicholaw, junior publicist, and Dave
Riehl, administrative assistant, for onthe-air promotion. KNXT, Hollywood,

Cal. . . . Ken W. Barnhart, to the
sales staff, and Ralph Davison, account executive, KBTV, Denver, Col.
. . . William H. Schuyler, assistant
sales manager. KHJ-TV, Hollywood,
Cal.

RADIO

STATIONS

A statement before the Senate
committee hearing on BMI that
L.A. d.j.'s were rampant payola
takers stirred up quite a hornet's
nest.
Al Jarvis, of KFWB, for instance,
wired Senator John Pastore, the hearing's chairman, that this blatant generalization was unfair. The d.j.'s at
he added, would regard to a

KFWB.

man any attempt at payola as a personal affront.
The issue of mike and tv cameras
in the courtroom has been popup again.instances:
Two pingcurrent
• WCAX,
Burlington,
Vt., has
concluded five editorials against the
ban by proposing that tape-recording
of traffic court cases be allowed as a
contribution toward highway safety.
The Vermont Bar Association, promoter of a resolution to tighten the
ban, will appear over the station in
rebuttal.
• KDKA, Pittsburgh, has received listener mail running three to
two against relaxing the ban on courtroom coverage, following an airing of
the issue by J. Vincent Burke, president of the Allegheny County Bar Association.
Earlier, KDKA had been allowed
picture-taking privileges in the recent
Scatena murder trial, only to have
them rescinded before the trial by
Judge Samuel A. Weiss, who had
granted them.
Baseball lineup — 1958: Stations,
sponsors and clubs are busy firming up
the season's schedule these days. Here's
how some of them are paired:
• WEMP, Milwaukee, will originate the Braves games for the sixth
year this season. Sponsors for the entire 154-game National League schedule and 23 Braves exhibition games
are P. Lorillard (for Kent), the Miller
Brewing Co., and Clark Oil and Refining Co., all on a one-third basis.
• WTMJ, Milwaukee, also carrying the Braves games, will precede all
Sunday
broadcasts
with The Sports
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Mike, a 15-minute program of sidelights. Surety Savings and Loan Association, Milwaukee, will sponsor.
• KDKA, Pittsburgh, is carrying
six Pittsburgh Pirates' spring training
exhibitions, running through 13 April.
• WFBM, Indianapolis, will carry
76 Chicago White Sox games, beginning 26 April. Sponsors are General
Finance Corp. and the Carling Brewing Co., Cleveland, 0.
More on public service :
• WRVA, Richmond, Va., is offering a series on Social Security on its
Housewives
Protective League show.
• WBRK, Pittsfield, Mass.
sportscaster Dan Healy thought up this
way
of snow
gettingfrom
the the
city's
fire blizzard:
hydrants
free of
recent
He announced he would put on the
air the name of any youngster who
shoveled out a hydrant, and by 6 p.m.
110 hydrants had all been cleared.
• WMGM's crusade to ban teenage weapons has this effectual ending:
the signing of a bill by N. Y. Governor
Harriman outlawing the manufacture,
sale and possession of the gravity knife.
The N. Y. city station two-month drive
drew 105,000 petition signatures.

Awards :
• The Freedoms Foundation has
awarded George Washington gold
medals to stations KYW, Cleveland,
O., for its Bill of Rights dramatic
series; to KNX, L. A., for its program
"Point of Law," and to WRCV, Philadelphia for its series "Your Bill of
Rights." The awards are made yearly
to projects which build an understanding of the American way of life.
• Muscular Dystrophy Association
has awarded citations of merit for
assisting its 1957 campaign to WEEI,
Boston and WDRC, Hartford,
Conn.
• Associated Press National Award
for Outstanding News Coverage during
1957 to KAKC, Tulsa, Oka. The station led all others in handing 675 news
stories to the Associated Press.
Here's what they're doing: Norman Marks, film continuity editor,
KNXT, Hollywood, Cal. . . . Harry
Haslett, account executive, WBAL,
Baltimore, Md. . . . Jim M. Moore,
to the news staff of KXOX, St. Louis,
Mo.. . . Robert G. Magee, president,
Eastern Radio Corp., WHUM, Reading,
Pa. . . . Arthur Lane, to the news
staff, WIBG, Philadelphia . . . Bill
Roberts and Bill Gill, to the news
staff, Wood, Grand Rapids, Mich. . . .
Steve Feldman, account executive,
WHLI. Hempstead, L. L. N. Y. . . .
Jack H. Hamilton, to the news staff,
WJR, Detroit, Mich. . . . Alfred H.
Boyd, program director, WLS, Chicago . . . Beckley Smith, supervisor
of news and special events, WAMP,
Pittsburgh, Pa. . . . Art Gleeson,
sports director, KOOL, Phoenix, Ariz.

CANADA
ACA

• Live-look quality
• Immediate playbackno processing
• Practical editing
• Record from studio or
remote camera
• Tapes fully interchangeable
between machines
• Tapes eraseable, reuseable
• Lowest overall cost

and CAAA in a joint statement have warned stations subscribing to BBM surveys to avoid
putting on the air any promotions
during rating weeks flesigned to
hypo ratings.
ACA and CAAA, says the statement,
do not propose to adjudicate any complaints, and members "will have no
alternative but to carefully assess a station's reported audience in the light
of any complaints and the survey
results."
CBC highlights: 1958
• CBC radio beginning 12 April
will carry Mutual's Game of the Day
major league baseball broadcasts on
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Saturdays beginning 12 April as replacement for its Metropolitan Opera
broadcasts.
• CBC TV for the first time will
telecast the upcoming 31 March election coastwise, with coverage from
Sydney, N.S. to Victoria, B.C.
Film notes:
• Toronto International Film
Studios, a newly incorporated firm,
will open Toronto offices to produce
feature films for tv.
Officers of the firm: N. A. Taylor,
president; Emile Harvard, of Harvard
Productions, general manager; David
Griesdorf, executive v.p. ; and H. S.
Mandell, secretary-treasurer.
• Telefex Film Productions,
Vancouver, is making available to tv
stations a rental library of background
films. These can be spliced into ordinary film run to provide a moving
background on which ordinary slides
can be superimposed.
Station notes:

CKVR-TV,

Barrie,

became Canada's first all-night tv station, 14 March. The fare: All Night
Theatre, a series of feature films . . .
CJMS, Montreal, French radio's only
all-night station, has signed an allnight sponsor, every night in the week.
It's Sanguinet Automobile, Ltd., sponsoring the all-night show from 12-6
a.m., for 42 hours per week . . . CKAC,
Montreal, upped its power via a new
transmitter from 10,000 to 50,000
watts on 16 March. It's the first highpowered transmitter to be manufactured in Canada — all others have come
from the U. S. . . . CKX, Brandon,
Manitoba, has increased power from
1,000 to 5,000 watts.
Agency notes: A new agency. Torobin Advertising Ltd., has opened offices
in Montreal. Founder is Sy Torobin,
former v.p. at Schneider Cardon, Ltd.
. . . Y&R, Ltd., Toronto, has been
appointed by Whitehall Pharmacal,
Ltd., to handle Resdan, dandruff remover and hair dressing . . . Robert
Otto & Co., Toronto, has been appointed agency for Hankscraft, Ltd.,
and for George W. Endress Co., Ltd.
. . . U. S. executives of Grant Advertising and advertising personnel of
Colgate-Palmolive of Canada held an
all-day meet in Toronto, 25 March.
Purpose: to present current U. S. advertising and marketing trends and
techniques to the Colgate-Palmolive
people in Canada.
^

The Big Surprise

TIDEWTARVA
(commonly called the "Norfolk market")

vo^\

*«***

From Sales Management

Survey of Buying Power, May 10, 15

Population Estimates (1-1-57), Metropolitan County Areas

NORFOLK-PORTSMOUTH
HAMPTON-NEWPORT

NEWS-WARWICK

TIDEWTAR,

VA.

540,4
184,5

724,901

*For ANOTHER big surprise wait till the 1958 figures are releaB
We've seen them . . . WOW!
WTAR

Radio Corporation

Business Offices and Studios:

720 Boush Street, Norfolk

Telephone:

•

MAdison 5-6711

10, Virginia

Represented by Edward Petry and Company

President and General Manager— Campbell
Sales-Robert M. Lambe
• Vice-President

Arnoux
• Vice-President for
for Operations-John
Peffer
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m Market Size

lere are Hie facts:
or years people have been using statistical references showing
'orfolk-Portsmouth and Hampton-Newport News-Warwick as
jparate metropolitan county areas . . . because the 1950 Census
jparated them, and others followed suit.
Sales Management, however, states that for certain marleting purposes such as radio and television they should be
pnsidered one.

1st in RADIO
WTAR, the first radio station
in Virginia, dominates in
the state's
CBS

largest

market.

NETWORK

Local folk know they really are one. They share Hampton
loads, one of the world's great natural harbors, as a common
lond. And they are joined by two busy causeways.
Before 1950 the Census considered them one. Since then
laey are more united than ever because :
| 1. The combined metropolitan area population has inreased at 2*4 times the national rate since 1950.

1st in TELEVISION
WTAR, first TV station in the
market, maintains audience
leadership
by wide margin.

2. A new link between the two, the Hampton Roads Tunnel
as nearly doubled the traffic carried by the ferry routes it
■placed.

ifOR UP-TO-DATE,

FIGURES

ON

COMBINE NORFOLK - PORTSMOUTH
IAMPTON - NEWPORT NEWS - WARWICK.

REALISTIC

and

I Population, sales, income, etc., always

Virginians encompass this great and growing metropolitan
Irea in the name Tidewater, Va. TIDEWTAR is a better way
to spell it . . . and the best way to sell it! For WTAR delivers,
lominates the whole area, in Radio and in Television !
29 march
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1st in INFLUENCE
Continued leadership in ratings is only one aspect of
WTAR's value to advertisers.
WTAR's excellent coverage,
facilities and management,
plus greater experience, combine to give you more sales influence per advertising dollar.

PULSE REPORT^

a 3 months study
of listening habits
reveals

WVNJ
has more listeners

in essex county
than any radio station
in New York or New Jersey
Essex County: population 983,500
Effective Buying Income $2,324,743,000
per family E.B.I.— $7,940
Source: Sales Management —
Survey of Buying Power -May 1957

W

VIlJ

RADIO

STATION

Newark, New

Jersey

OF !he Kctiiaik #ews

% A copy of this revealing report wiliMa. „,*!.» ,. any advert,,., a, agency.
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W hat's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON

WEEK

29 MARCH 1958
This was a week where hearing-holders were taking a breather and sideliners
copyright 1958
were trying to unravel the significance of something an FCC commissioner said to
PUBLICATIONS INC.
\
°
**
. .
. ,
,
„>
the chairman
ot the House Appropriations
independent
ornces
subcommittee.

SPONSOR

The obscurity stemmed from a colloquy between the subcommittee's chairman, Rep. Albert
Thomas, and FCC commissioner Rosel H. Hyde.
According to the record released this week, Thomas asked Hyde last February at a secret
hearing what the FCC was doing about regulating the networks.
Hyde assured the chairman there would be hearings on the subject and that the FCC
would "then determine what form the regulations would take".
Thomas rejoined nobody "can complain about that'1, except the companies who are going
to be regulated.
Though other FCC commissioners were present none denied the clear implication of
Hyde's testimony.
But it now turns out that Hyde didn't mean exactly what he appeared to have said.
No answer to the riddle was forthcoming this week.

The FCC's Barrow
while the Commissioners
ponement— first to March
Meredith, Storer and

Report hearings were in recess. They had been limping along
waited call by the Harris subcommittee. Finally, there was a post24, and then to March 31.
Westinghouse are slated for March 31, and after they are finished

there will be another week's postponement.
Finally, the network affiliate committees will lead off as the Commission seeks to go right
down the line of the remaining 16 witnesses.
Also in recess were the twin hearings bringing out the discord in the music
field.
ASCAP
Commerce

was charging BMI dominance over the making of "hits" before the Senate
Communications
subcommittee.

ASCAP

was being hit by a dissident group before a House Small Business subcom-

mittee. This group charged ASCAP's leadership with freezing out songwriters and publishers.
Pastore was showing little patience with ASCAP charges that broadcaster ownership of
BMI was responsible for the popularity of rock-and-roll.
The daytime radio stations were already filing their arguments for longer operating hours. They want fixed 5 A.M. -7 P.M. hours in place of the present local sunriselocal sunset.
Filing deadline in the FCC's rulemaking proposal was extended to 2 May.
Daytimers say they are handicapped in serving local sponsors when they have to consult
ia

calendar to know what hours they can operate. They also term the clear-channel idea outmoded. Nowadays, they argued, people listen to community stations rather than faroff ones.
General Electric (WGY, Schenectady), largest of the clear channels to submit arguments
at the early date, said the longer operating hours would mean chaos.

*>

Miami channel 10 has been left behind, according to Rep. Oren Harris, chairman of the House Legislative Oversight subcommittee.
The FCC commissioners began testifying this week regarding allegations of official personal misconduct. Some would, however, be asked questions about channel 10.
Within a week, Harris said, there would be an interim report. He left the impression that
this would urge on the FCC a self-drawn code of ethics. He also indicated it would be unanimous, with controversial matters to be handled later.

•
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A round-up of trade talks,
trends and tips for admen

*>
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HEARS
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Consternation is building up on Madison Avenue over the tendency of many of
sponsor publications inc.
tne pilots now making the rounds to go overboard in violence and mayhem.
Noted a tv v.p. in one of the toprung agencies: "Some of the new stuff put out in the
name of westerns and whodunits is not only frightening but degrading. Our clients are
starting to worry over the consequences."
NBC

executives are back to school — this time at Princeton.

In batches of 40 they're taking a week's refresher on management
ness economics, labor relations, etc.

methods, busi-

The decision of Unilever, Ltd., to disclose the figures for its American
is believed to have a two-fold purpose.

operations

Immediate: show that Lever Bros, is in a firm profit-making position after a long
comeback.
(It was slow getting into the synthetic detergent field.)
Long-range:

Preparing for a possible separate stock offering.

Latest agency luncheon game : Trying to match up network westerns with the products plugged on each.
A JWT v.p., who has been prompting this game around his own shop the past two weeks,
reports that the scores on guessed-right have been pretty low.

Question heard in the trade this week: Will the passing of Arde Bulova — who, by the
way, was spot's outstanding pioneer — take the company
shaver field?

completely out of the electric

The razor account at McCann-Erickson hasn't been active in recent months.

What would be your offhand choices if you were asked what agencies give you the
impression of being dominantly media-oriented — where the thinking revolves foremost
around media creatively and strategically?
sponsor put this "image" query to a cross-section of rep executives and the most mentioned were Benton & Bowles, Bates, DSF, and SSCB.

Did you ever wonder why P&G, which is in the soap business, hasn't stepped into the shaving cream field?
Answer:

It doesn't offer a big enough turnover in P&G's opinion.

Rep salesmen calling at Compton
solicitous bunch of people.

will tell joii they've never found a more

After completing his business with the timebuyer, the salesman is handed a questionnaire, which, among other things, requests this information:
• How long was he kept waiting in the reception room?
• Does he think the service he gets at Compton good or bad?
To dale the agency's media relations committee has received what it terms a couple
sound, constructive suggestions f<>r sprucing up efficiency.

76
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Latest ARB proves WFBG-TV, Altoona-Johnstown, is
FIRST with 55.8 share of sets-in-use; 9 of the top
10 programs. "American Bandstand"— from 4 to 5
PM— average ratings nearly 3y2 times competition.
"Popeye Theatre," nearly ty2 *imes competition.

WFBG-TV

"World's Best Movies," more than 3 times competition. The only CBS station covering the area from

ALTOONA-JOHNSTOWN,
Channel 10
ABC-TV* CBS-TV

Pittsburgh to Harrisburg, WFBG-TV pulls average ratings 18.9% above second station; is the area's best
buy! Blair-TV has the facts.
Source: ARB, Altoona. February 1958

PA.

Represented by BLAIR-TV

Operated

by: Radio

and

WFIL-AM

• FM

• TV,

WFBG-AM

• TV,

Triangle

Div. / Triangle

MARCH

Publications,

Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM

Altoona-Johnstown, Pa. / WNHC-AM

National

29

Television

Sales

1958

Office,

485

• FM

• FM

Inc. / 46th

• TV,

& Market

Sts., Philadelphia

Binghamton, N. Y. / WHGB-AM,

• TV, Hartford-New Haven, Conn. / WLBR-TV,

Lexington

Avenue,

New

York

39, Pa.

Harrisburg, Pa.

Lebanon-Lancaster, Pa.
17,

New

York

Fm: hot trend in 1958?
SCRANTONS TOP MORNING SHOW
BY NEARLY TWO TO ONE!

^

Fm radio is growing fast, picking up sponsors left and

right.

Some

stations

report

40-50%

business

increase

^ One reason for fm's growth: agency researchers are
learning more facts about the fast-growing fm audience
\STATION B /

S«\ 16%/

m radio business is healthier today

Answers to that one depend to whom

than it's been for more than a decade.
So say reps, stations — and advertisers— polled by sponsor this week.
Here is the picture:
• Business shot upward 50% in the
past six months for station WBAI-FM,
top-rated fm-only station in New York

you"re talking. Stations and reps
maintain fm is no "cheap" buy — but
is comparable to am in so far as costper-1.000 is concerned.
On the other hand, agency men say
"we 'feel' fm frequently is more economical in cost-per-1.000 than am.

I Pulse.
1957 ) . over the past
• A October,'
45% increase

But for many fm stations there aren't
any solid audience measurements avail-

vear is reported for fm and fm-am outlets handled by Good Music Broadcasters, a rep firm with 12 of these stations across the nation.
• Advertisers are joining the fm

able— so how do you know?"
Advertisers checked by SPONSOR all
had one aim in using fm: To reach the

■
l PULSE-NOV.1957:CHART8AS£D0N AVERAGE!

I SHARE OF AUDI ENCE FOR 12 QUARTER HOURS, f
1 6:00 TO 9:00AM,M0NDAYTHRU FRIDAY! f

•06lcMeete^

SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA

ranks steadily. Some of the newcomers: Benson & Hedges cigarettes: Lowenbrau beer; Northeast, TWA, and
KLM airlines; and Shell Oil.
What's behind the spurt of advertiser money along the fm wave band?
Granted, everyone agrees fm audiences have grown as the result of the
increasing number of hi-fi enthusiasts.
But there's more to fm's growing popularity with advertisers than that alone.
"Research by the agencies is proving the value of fm radio advertising,
says Bob Silverman, sales manager of

• Live-look quality

WBAI-FM, and "consequently, they're
more anxious to buy fm time. When I
called on timebuyers nine months ago
I was greeted with a vapid expression
and almost a complete lack of knowl-

• Immediate playbackno processing

edge of fm. Today they're much more
informed, they listen to what I have

• Practical editing

to say — and understand my ideas."
Dorothy Wall, manager of Good
Music Broadcasters' New York office.
told SPONSOR: "Advertisers today are
finding fm programing is vastly improved— and it's delivering audiences.
Fm is no different from am — you've
got to have the programing to get the

• Record from studio or
remote camera
• Tapes fully interchangeable
between machines
• Tapes eraseable, reuseable
• Lowest overall cost

How do fm rates compare with am?
audience."

audience of "taste and discrimination,"

Fm listeners are well above
average in education and income

%

SCHOOLING

25.2%
25.1%
__ 29.9%

Bachelor's degree

15.6%

H. S. diploma

4.2%

P. S.. lower
Note: 80.2% are college
graduates.
INCOME
I'nder S2.499

%
3%
11%

$2 500 to $4,999

19%
28%
24%

$7,000 to $9,999

7%
...

S20.000 and over

8%

Research
conducted
Concert study
Network and included
in anby fmtheaudience
compiled
the above

by BBDO's
income and
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as one agency spokesman put it (see
income and education charts). Benson
& Hedges, a premium cigarette brand
handled by Benton & Bowles, is a perfect example.

"we stick

"People who would appreciate B&H
cigarettes are not necessarily all in the
upper income group, but we believe

our
necks out

they'd have a tendency to appreciate
a certain 'class' of 'things' — among
them the fm specialty, good music."
So says Dick Sutter, B&H account executive atB&B.

on

B&H is presently advertising on 11
radio stations — three fm, three fm-am,
and five am. The cigarette firm is
putting about $4,000 a month into the
fm and fm-am outlets, by sponsor estimate. Commercial frequency is about
10 per week per station.
These commercials, all one-minute
in length, are tailored to the fm listening audience. "They're a take-off on
our print campaign, which quotes famous poets — from Shakespeare to
Robert Burns — on the 'pleasures of
life'," Sutter told sponsor.
The B&H selling pitch is built

schedule "

around the theme, "the cigarette of
unique pleasures."
Lowenbrau beer also is shooting for
the upper strata audience.
"We feel the fm listener has tastes
that make him a top prospect for our
premium product," says Nick Noble,
Lowenbrau account executive at Fuller
& Smith & Ross. The product has been
advertised for several months on two

Whether it's downtown
parking, crowded schools
or any other local i:
— our listeners know
exactly where we stand.
Yes, we broadcast
editorials — on a regular
schedule, several times
weekly. We talk up to City •
*Hall. We stick our neckss
out. On the air. And our listeners
love it! They write in by the
thousands for copies of our editorials.

New York outlets, WQXR FM-AM and
WBAI-FM, with about 11 one-minute
announcements per week.
"We insist on live, spoken commercials," Noble told sponsor. The pitch:
"Lowenbrau — the internationally famous German beer."
In fm radio's future, Bob Silverman
sees a big new plus — the fm-equipped
automobile. "One of our biggest
drawbacks in the past has been our
inability to deliver an audience on the

These editorials are just another'
example of Elliot station vitality. Listeners
respond so enthusiastically — in such large
numbers — that we can deliver more per dollar
than any other station in either Akron or
Providence Greater Metropolitan Area.

highway — but now the equipment is
becoming available," he told sponsor.
And he cites these recent developments :
• Lincoln now offers am-fm radio
as optional equipment on all 1958
models.
• Some auto fm sets are already on
the market and others will soon be
available, among them Philco and
Motorola. Both of these firms have
announced plans to market am-fm auto
radios "within the next year or yearand-a-half," Silverman states. ^
sponsor

•
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You ought to see: Copies of these editorials —
our Market Data Books — our new color film
which tells the whole story of our operations.
A note to us, or to Avery-Knodel is all it takes.

•Tim Elliot, F

Elliot. Vlce-Pres.
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BUDGETS

in fall 1957.'' the advertising director
of a multi-brand drug company told
sponsor. "At the time we planned a
substantial increase over 1957. but in

( Continued from page 'M) i
ent admen, hut often In the top cornpan) executives as well.
Budgets reviewed

the last two weeks we've been looking
plans over again and we made some

More companies are reviewing theii
budget appropriation? early this \ear.

cuts. For the year, we'll still be ahead
of 1957 in spending, but not as much

While it's a practice usually to review
during the middle of the fiscal year.
management both of hard goods manu
facturers and food and drug clients i:
scrutinizing budgets right now.

as we thought we would be."
• Sharpest change in strategy resulting from the recession will be a cutback in institutional or public relations
advertising via network tv and magazines for those companies
that also

"We

planned

our

1958 budget late

have consumer products. In the automotive industry, for instance, corporate advertising budgets may be diverted into product selling. In heavy
industry where there are no direct consumer products, cuts will occur, but
few pr advertising programs will be
eliminated entirely.
"With the change-over in national
defense strategy to missiles and the cut
in orthodox armaments, the competition for Government contracts is tougher than ever and on a new level." the
pi v.p. of a large metals company told
sponsor. "We will try to get better
terms from the media and we'll be riding herd on tv production costs, but
the basic reason for having our network tv effort is as true and more so
• Diversification in the durable
than ever/'
goods industry is a major factor in
preventing drastic budget cuts in response to declining sales within one
division. It's taking longer for sales
dips in one trouble area to make an
impact on corporate profits.
"If we were only in one line of
manufacturing, our advertising budget
might be affected immediately
bv a

14th

AMERICAS
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IS

MILWAUKEE

Population

► THIS

IS

MILWAUKEE

With an effective
$2,248,671,000

► THIS

IS

MILWAUKEE

With a tally of $l,45l, 48 1,000 in total
retail sales

► THIS

IS MILWAUKEE

that's

of

MARKET

sold

1.100,300*

on

buying

income

wisn-tv

of

with a

plus population coverage of 1,337,000
beyond the metropolitan area

• Live-look quality
• Immediate playbackno processing

"nnaaa

• Practical editing
• Record from studio or
remote camera

John B. Soell, Vice
Station Manager

President

and

Represented by Edward Petry & Co.,
Inc.
Basic ABC Affiliate
Badger

Television

Network

Affiliate

WISN-TV

• Tapes eraseable, reuseable
• Lowest overall cost
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decline in sales," says Sylvania advertising director Terry Cunningham. "As
it is, I don't foresee any cut from the
plans we made last November for our

The "Little Rascals" join "Jaxie
on fast-moving Channel

fiscal year. We're not aware of any
over-all problem, and like most diversified manufacturers, we find a softening in one of our products is often
made up by growing strength in another line.

Yes, and to top it off
one of Jacksonville's
Skipper Al's Popeye
that's hard to beat.
5:45 to 6:15 P.M.

the "Little Rascals" will follow
greatest participation shows —
Playhouse. It's a combination
Monday through Friday from
a half-a-million youngsters in

Jacksonville's $li/2 billion market watch the "Little
Rascals" — and they'll see your sales message.

Cut-backs ahead
In the long-run, if the current level
of business activity maintains throughout 1958. there would undoubtedly be
cut-backs in advertising expenditures
in more industries by 1959. In some
cases, cut-backs, although suggested by
some company executives, are impossible to effect immediately because of
long-term media commitments. Many
economists feel that this very inability
to react fast to a declining sales curve
is a major factor in keeping the sales
dip temporary.
But another factor not to be overlooked, according to some economists,
is the negative physiological effect of
"much talks about Government action
to halt the recession, but no action."
Some feel that the continuous likelihood of eventual Government action

NBC-ABC

nel I?
GA-TVCOLORFULChanSTATION
WF
FLORIDA'S
HI

\lfl

curbs businessmen's incentive to act
on their own. While talk about remedies increases, the wait-and-see attitude
is becoming the rule rather than the
exception in management.

I V

tion through hard money policy," says
JWT v.p. and senior economist Arno
Johnson.
"Actually, the reversal on this fiscal
policy last November should have a
stimulating effect on consumers by next
fall. Advertisers can help close the
time gap between this change in money
policy and the time consumers begin
to react to it by maintaining a high
level of advertising. Advertising is
more important to the economy than
it has ever been because we have the
highest capacity to produce goods that
we've ever had and must therefore
stimulate the highest consumer demand for them. Purchasing power is
there. Cuts in advertising budgets at
this time could contribute to some
serious snowballing of sales problems
by 1959."
1958

^

Jacksonville,

Florida

REACH 2 GREAT
INLAND EMPIRES
KXOA

"Advertisers have a fine opportunity
to increase their share of market now.
This recession is very different from
previous ones insofar as it is one artificially manufactured to curb an infla-

29 march
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more quarter hour firsts
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Rep — Raymer or
Riley Gibson, Pres. KXO-KXOA
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Tv and radio
NEWSMAKERS
Lee Bartell, managing; director of Bartell
Famil) Radio Stations, has assumed direct
supervision of recently-acquired KYA, San

• Live-look quality
• Immediate playback —
no processing
• Practical editing
• Record from studio or
remote camera

Francisco. KYA fulfills the Bartell group's
goal of seven stations in seven major markets (the others: KCBQ San Diego, KRUX
Phoenix. WOKY Milwaukee, WYDE Birmingham, WAKE Atlanta, WILD Boston).
Bartell. a graduate of University of Wisconsin Law School in 1935 I with the Order of KOIF. international
honorary legal fraternity), started in taxation, corporation and
administrative law practice. A naval officer during World War II.
Lee Bartell was one of the original organizers of the Bartell Group
in 1946 and has been managing director since that time.

Gene Wilkey has been named general manager of the new CBS o&o station KMOXTV, St. Louis. His debut in broadcasting
began after graduating from the U. of
Chattanooga in 1940. when he became program director for WDOD. Chattanooga. He
left in 1945 to become program director of
WCCO, Minneapolis. In 1948 he was made
assistant general manager, in 1949 -altmanagerial duties were added, and in 1950. Wilkey became general
manager of the station. This provided him with the opportunity to
effect one of his major premises. In his own words. "Communit)
participation should be recognized b\ broadcasters as their most
basic obligation." In 1952. CBS sold WCCO, and Wilkey was
moved to St. Louis to become general manager of CBS' KMOX.

^- «•»»
^m
• Live-look quality
• Immediate playback —
no processing
• Practical editing
• Record from studio or
remote camera
• Tapes fully interchangeable
between machines
• Tapes eraseable, reuseable
• Lowest overall cost

■

Robert

|

commercial
production
at Doherty. Clifford. Steers & Shenfield, Inc. has been
elected a vice president. He joined DCSS
in September.
1957. Previously he spent

T.

Nat he,

director

of

radio tv

^^^^^.
.<- vV
S
\
i

three \ears at McCann-Erickson
as film
production
group head.
Minnesota-born,
Carnegie Tech educated. Nathe worked as
both an actor and director on the West
Coast before he took his first position in advertising with R. C.
Reynolds Advertising. In l(->5() he came to New York Citj and
joined ABC as a director producer. Nathe maintains that a commercial tobe reallj a good commercial must be constructed in the
same waj as a good dramatic script. He produced commercials
al DCSS
for \ italis and [pana toothpaste, among others.

A television market is more than a city
When you use KOTV

^^

Tulsa, you sell a television market whose:

• Food Sales are greater than Metropolitan Kansas City.
• Effective Buying Income is almost $2,000,000,000.
Automotive Sales are greater than Metropolitan Oklahoma

City, Omaha

Smart advertisers want to tap this market. They do it over KOTV

^^

and Nashville combined.
the station

that has more viewers in the rich Tulsa market than all other stations combined. Represented by Petry.
Sources: ARB 5/57; NCS #2; TV Mag. 3/57; Copyrighted . . . Sales Management 1957

A
KOTV
SPONSOR

CORINTHIAN
Tulsa
•

■
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Houston

STATION
WANE

& WANE-TV

Responsibility in Broadcasting

Fort Wayne

WISH & WISH-TV

Indianapolis

SPONSOR

lO-SECOND

1 SPEAKS
Programing

SPOTS

Pinch: Overheard in agency media
department: girl timebuyer to another
— "I finally reacted to the recession.
I put $33 in my savings account."'
Huh? TV Guide's listing of a WCBSTV, New York, feature film in its program log for 9 March: "Picture for a
Sunday Afternoon : 'Bad Man of Brimstone.' " The devil you say?

get-togethers

One of the biggest voids in the broadcast industry has been
the lack of programing clinics, both television and radio.
So sponsor welcomed, with more than normal enthusiasm,

Men at work: John Walsh of WKRC
& WKRC-TV, Cincinnati, reports that
when Bishop Fulton J. Sheen made a

the programing conclaves held by Westinghouse Broadcasting Company in Baltimore and the Storz Stations in Kansas

personal appearance at city's Taft
Auditorium, seven paid stagehands
stood in the wings although the stage
was bare of scenery. An easy night for
workers in the vineyard.

City early in March. Both were exceptionally well organized, instructive, and useful examples of industry service.
W estinghouse pegged its conference to public service programing: Storz to disk jockey programing. But both went
far beyond the confines indicated by the titles.
An industry that has no official programing

get-togethers

can be more than grateful to these two wide-awake companies. And it is more than accidental that both are regarded
among the true leaders in many areas in the mammoth broadcast industry. But sponsor regrets that, in an industry which
relies so heavily on constantly improving program

structures

and ideas, the field must be left to private enterprise.

Any FCC Commissioner who sees fit to skip the NAB convention inLos Angeles this year can hardly be faulted.
Under present circumstances it's hard for an FCC commissioner to choose between discretion and duty.
We regard the excellent attendance of FCC commissioners
at recent conventions as duty. It's their way of keeping
posted on the broadcast industry and the men who keep the
wheels turning. You can't do a job that requires grassroots
knowledge while sitting in an ivory tower in Washington.
Here's hoping we see you. Mr. Commissioner, on 27 April
in Los Angeles.

Stepped-Up
like sponsor's

SPONSOR rid
new dress a

it 'The East West Rail Road."
Post St. Patrick: 17 March had its
field dav in radio-tv: In N. Y., Ronzoni Macaroni I Emil Mogul Co.) sent
to Dennis James on the NBC Radio
morning show spinach egg noodles
along with a note that ended on the
line — "How green were my noodles on
St. Patrick's Day"" ... At KYW. Cleveland . the station identified itself

FCC and NAB

llcm do you
proach?

To and fro: Admen's latest play on
agency initials is with Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Rvan I EWRR ) : they call

newsier ap-

5 ou've applauded our fast-paced newsletters. Now we're
investing oui articles with comparable speed and urgency.
We're stepping up our analysis and interpretive approach,
too. Use material will continue to be the keynote. And you
can look lor at least twice a> many subjects each issue.
\\ rite and let u> know how you like n>.

throughout the day as O'KYW . . .
WPEN. Philadelphia, set out to find
Irish cops with enough of auld sod
brogue to do station breaks: failing
this, they settled with announcers with
such names as O'Reilly, Callahan.
Debate: Irate letter from a viewer of
ABC TV's Tales of the Texas Rangers :
"I have watched this show quite often.
I disagree
with the
they Derby
ride."
Oh
well, after
the horses
Kentucky
there'll be only one horse tv-viewers
will care about — 5/7Ay Sullivan.
Bardess:
John
Cray,
manager
of
KGYN, Guymon. Oklahoma, submits
this poem by a fan in support of
around-the-clock radio. It's addressed
to Chairman. FCC:
I want to make a little fuss
About the broadcasting hours you've given us,
It hampers the work that could he done,
This rule of broadcasting from sun to sun;
I don't expect them to stay up real late
But we'd like a radio from 5 to 8.
II seems sort of old-fashioned to me
T
il> broadcast from "Kin to Kan't see."
We are more intelligent here in the West.
itfa best;
\iid fee] we know our needs the
So give it some thought, whateve
\ lot of I
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Baseball will create big business for your
product in Minneapolis and St. Paul
JOE
CRONIN
Manager, Boston Red Sox

WTCN

FRANK
BUETEL
Sports Personality

TOMMY

THOMAS

Manager, Minneapolis Millers

We of the Boston Red Sox will make
a winning team in 1958.

it our aim to give Minneapolis

WTCN Radio is proud to be selected for the third year to carry
exclusive broadcasts of the Minneapolis Miller games. It will be
my pleasure again to be the radio-voice of the Minneapolis Millers.
The Twin Cities are sports-minded. With enthusiasm like this and a
top-notch triple A club, we'll

be shooting for a pennant

in '58.

Join the big three in Twin Cities baseball...
BUY

PART OR FULL SPONSORSHIP OF MINNEAPOLIS MILLERS EXCLUSIVE RADIO BROADCASTS. Sell your product to the sports-minded Twin Cities and Upper Midwest. Enthusiasm is at an all-

time high. There's a new team — new management (Minneapolis is the number 1 farm club of the Boston
Red Sox) — and an impressive new stadium. Broadcasts of Minneapolis Miller games will be in experienced,
reliable hands again in 1958.
For the third year, WTCN Radio and Frank Buetel have been selected over all other local stations and
sports personalities to broadcast Minneapolis Miller games.
Build interest for your product with the package that offers the greatest listener interest . . . Minneapolis
Miller baseball broadcasts, at home and away. It's exclusive on WTCN Radio. Get attractive rate information now. Call Jack Cosgrove, WTCN Radio Sales Manager, or contact your Katz man.

■^ Limited availabilities on special pregame and post-game shows. Also, 11
weekend televised games on WTCN-TV.

WTCN

radio

MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY
AFFILIATE, AMERICAN
BROADCASTING
NETWORK

^e're Selling More of Everything in Booming San Di

$1,002,462,000 total retail sales. More than Indianapolis, New Orleans or Columbus, Ohio.
- (Toliil Moose Head sales not available.)
In San Diego there are MORE people . . . buying MORE
and watching Channel 8 MORE . . . than ever before!

KFMB
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Growing agency marketing services are
making an impact on
media strategy. Marketing plans may actuallymedia.
predetermine
choice of
Some
even

pick

stations

Page 29

The product
protection
headache
Page 31

As always, KDKA
as no other n

reaches and sells the growing suburbs

How Miles Calif,
measures
air media
Page 34

.uto radio:

KDKA^Radio

mass market

PITTSBURGH
50,000 Watts Clear Channel

Represented by PGW
WESTINGHOUSE

BROADCASTING

COMPANY,

INC.

on the move
Page 36
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WHEELING: 37* TV MARKET
television Magazine 8/1/57

One Station Reaching The Booming Upper Ohio Valley

"I'm outside foreman, a twenty-seven
year man with Valley Camp. Sure, we work
hard and we're proud of the quality
coals produced here. This job keeps
the missus, our child and me mighty
comfortable. Live just a couple
of miles from the mine, in the
Elm Grove section of Wheeling.
Do we watch TV? We
sure do, our own
station, too. WTRF-TV
does a great job!"

No. 3 IN A SERIES

MINING

THE VALLEY CAMP
COAL COMPANY
Mining rich coal resources,
Valley Camp operates three
mines, employs i
600 men, pays approximately
four million dollars annually.
Mined raw coal is washed,
screened and thermally dried
before it is shipped by rail,
truck
and water
America's
industrial
and to
commercial
coal consumers. Valley
Camp — with expansion
underway, another impressive
picture of this super market
where 2 million people spend
2 ! > billion dollars annually,
where 425,196 TV homes
react to the influence of
WTRF-TV.

Michigan's Great Area Station . — Strategically Located
to Exclusively Serve LANSING- FLINT- JACKSON
witii a Dominant 100,000 watt signal from its new 1023' towe
located between Lansing and Flint . . . NBC—

CBS— ABC

Represented by Peters. Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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agency marketing men influence media decisions

Growing \italii> of agency marketing services i- making an impact on
media
strategic-.
Marketing
plans may predetermine
choice of media

Harold Meden
Midwest Editor

(Chicago)

The product protection headache

Western

(Los Angeles)

Increasing
variety
squeeze
products

of brands and hand
uses is making
it harder to
into network
t\. but especially
during
the day

Tv's cliff-hanger commercials
33

Drexvrx's. a midwest brexxerx. through Chicago agencj MaeFarland. Aveyard. begins an "excitement" campaign
featuring Hollywood stuntmen

34
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daily
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Better weather
means
on the highways again.

World-wide

the nation's
The market:
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75%

million cars will pour out
of the cars have auto radios

™ new FC&B survey released exclusively to m'dnmir outlines the roundthe-world
I\ picture.
Some
53 countries
and possessions
are covered
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The nearlj 20-year-old feud between broadcasters and ASCAP is due to
flair up again this month as BMI gets set to answer charges of monopoly

TV: one retailer's best friend
use
of
Lothrop

spot
announcement — all live — Washington's
department
store is ringing
up sales via tv

Do jackpots attract crackpots?
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ADAM YOUNG INC.
is now representing

KYA
SAN FRANCISCO
another of the
Bartell Family Radio Stations
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INC.
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NEWSMAKER
of the week
NATIONAL SPOT
ADVERTISERS
LIKE

Ampex and Howard S. Meighan have just announced their
partnership in the production of commercials on videotape.
The move is of ultra-significance in that it heralds (a) a
revolution in commercial-making, (b) producer retooling
and (c) union problems.

The

newsmaker:
If there's a keener or more knowledgeable student, from the business angle, of the uses of tv film and

videotape than idea-shooting Howard S. Meighan, it would be hard
to find him. Meighan has lived, eaten and breathed these two subjects for the past seven-eight years.
One thing that has marked Meighan in his 30-year
media has been his implicit faith and fire in whatever
to undertake. One token of that quality of faith is that
of service, Meighan is cutting away from the higher
organization whose dynamic
growth bids to be greater than
ever in order to pioneer in a virtu,
ally untested field.
Meighan will be, to all purposes,

WBUF
IN BUFFALO

career in air
he has chosen
after 23 years
echelon of an

his own boss as president of Videotape Productions of New York,
Videotape Productions of California, Inc., and Videotape Midwest,
Inc.; his stake as 55% stockholder
is a substantial one. But Meighan
— as a long-time specialist in business economics — was basically
spurred by this conviction: that

Howard S. Meighm

the universal adoption of videotape was inevitable on two scores:

HERE'S
WHY:
More and more viewers!

(1) economy in commerical production and (2) a means of reducRight

ing the cost of agency supervision — perhaps today's biggest drain
on agency profits.

now, Channel 17's daytime share
of audience is 269% greater* than
it was when NBC purchased
WBUF in December 1955!

Meighan's financial relation with the Ampex Corporation is this:
For full financing of the projects Ampex gets 45% of the stock.
Meighan will at the same time serve as a special consultant to the

WBUF, with 1,000,000 watts of
selling power, beams your sales
messages into seven out of every

York.

ten homes on the Niagara Frontier. Sell on WBUF and you sell
big in New York State's second
largest market- a market that
spends well over $380 million
every year for grocery products.

Ampex Corporation. Meighan will make his headquarters in Hollywood. The initial Videotape operation will be activated in New
To date about 100 Ampex recorders are in use among tv stations
and the major networks. Explains Meighan: "Commercials produced on the Videotape system can be quickly integrated by stations and networks into any of their programs, whether taped,
filmed or live."
A run-through of Meighan's background includes an apprenticeship in air media with JWT, association with CBS since 1934 and
the holding of such posts as boss of spot sales, president of the CBS
radio network and conceiver and director of CBS Television City,
Hollywood.
W
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Reporter Bill Talbot has the top-rated newscast
in a new Pulse Survey area of half-million radio
homes.

Meet Bill Talbot!

K

fA
♦

SPONSOR
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B

He's another KFABulous factor in the Big
Trend to KFAB in the Big Omaha Market. Of
course, his news is sold, but the spots around it
deliver 1000 homes for a fabulous 31e\
Bill and other top personalities like him have
made KFAB by far the best buy in Omaha radio.
Get all the KFABulous facts today . . . from a Petry
man... or E. R. Morrison, KFAB's General Sales
Manager.

BASIC

NBC
Affiliated with

50,000
COLOR

WATTS
TELEVISION

C

You get them at the
GET AGE families buy
most of all home appliances

THE

GET

AGE:

The

span — because
two-thirds of America's
per household,

GET

years between
AGE

money

16 and

49. A fabulous

families, as a group, spend

... an average

more

than

of one-third more,

than any other age group.* You get more

GET

AGE

families (more of alj families, for that matter) for your advertising
dollar on ABC

Television than on any other network!

AGE
'•*'
^^

75%

on

abc-tv
GET AGE families buy most
of all shaving equipment

GET AGE families buy
most of all gasoline

of ABC's average audience' ' is made up of GET AGE households! Corresponding figures for the other two networks are 67% and 69% respectively. Cost per thousand for GET

AGE

householders

on ABC

is $4.18. The other two: $4.66

and

$5.12***

GET AGE families are sold on ABC-TV because ABC programming is tailored specifically for GET
AGE people. Caesar — the comedian the GET AGE breaks up over. Maverick— the free-wheeling slick
who took Sunday night apart and put it together again (with Maverick on top). Welk and Walt
Disney and Wyatt Earp. Programming, going where the getting is good — straight to GET AGE homes.
How about you? Want to put your message across? Put it on . . .

ABC
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TELEVISION

Feature after feature
m*'-*3
VANGUARD'

movies

r

Q1JM

if
53* ARB Share of Audience

*r^H

fj ;t|

m.i
^ ,w t

84* ARB Share of Audience

get the «
objective burma-

Chicago

S4* ARB Share of Audience

the younger brothers-

Sacrament 0

S4* ARB Share of Audience

WASHINGTON

SLEPT HERE- Milwaukee

FIGHTER SQUADRON - Nashvi 1 le

U9P 3?H
si* ARB Share of Audience

73* ARB Share of Audience

Not just a few "big" pictures— but every feature a proven audience winner! AAP's
'Vanguard' group of Warner Brothers features is good to the last reel. 30 of Vanguard's
52 pictures have been rated in the past— and there's not a single share-of-audience
below 41%. Many are way up in the 80's and 90's. ^^1
jfi^M
|>#^ inc.
Why not let Vanguard chart your course to bigger
share-of-audience figures! Wire, write, phone today. ^^B •^■pH • B^»^'#

Most significant Iv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers
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This should be the big month for the summer products to set up their spot tv
campaigns (like Skol, which has a schedule in the works via Parkson).
Quite a number of these seasonals are reported by agencies to be on the verge of action,
waiting for the final go-ahead from clients.

Roughly the same situation holds true in national radio spot.
Heard from, however, this week was Lipton's iced tea, which (via Y&R) is buying I.D.
saturation schedules for 10 weeks.
Another active spot buyer this week was Life, using minutes in regional flights in a long
list of markets.
Incidentally, Schaefer Beer appears to be putting some of the money it used to spend
on the Dodgers games in 26-week campaigns, with about 15 spots a week per station.

An agency that tv stations can depend on as a potent source of spot for the fall
is McCann-Erickson (New York) .
The philosophy that the agency is dishing out to clients:
• They can't afford to lose circulation and coverage while they're making decisions
on the full scope of their 1958-59 advertising budgets.
• Spot — because of its local penetration, frequency, and low-cost — can keep things churning market-by-market, at least on an interim basis.

Don't let the rough summer facing the tv networks lead you into believing that
prime time will be available for the picking in the fall.
From the way the renewals and inquiries are coming in, the outlook is just the other
way. With all the hedging about 52-week commitments, you'll likely find that by late summer
CBS TV, for instance, will have standing-room-only for the fall.
Check over the CBS TV fall time-form and you'll find this commitments picture:
Sunday, sold solid; Monday, blocked off from 8:30 to 10 p.m.; Tuesday, in the bag from
8:30 to 10; Thursday, 8:30 to 11 sold; Friday, 8 to 11 sold out; and Saturday, -8:30 to 9
and half of Perry Mason still open.
NBC
Thursday
solid from
ABC

TV's prime time sectors are strong Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and
nights. A couple of half hours are open Friday night, but the Saturday layout is
9 to 10:30.
TV has this as a promising core: 12 renewals to date for the fall.

Talk to corporate authorities and you'll hear admiration for the fluid and flexible
position which William S. Paley has evolved for the CBS setup.
The five units or divisions now are set up so that any one of them — for Washington,
financial, or other reason — can be spun off without any fracturing impact on the
others.
Paley 's thinking is considered not only far-sighted and astute but in keeping with modern
corporate ability to align with economic and political conditions.
A case in point of this resiliency: The recent separation of the tv network from
the newly composed division of o&o's, film syndication, and spot sales. This latter
trio becomes an integrated unit in the event an FCC edict forces a divorcement of network
operation from station operation. In other words, the o&o's would be protected bv a built-in
programing and selling services.
SPONSOR
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The soap opera on CBS Radio has taken on a new dimension: The leads will
now step out of character and do the commercial for an additional fee of $50.
Of course, there's this proviso: The product must be appropriate. For instance, Dr.
Malone won't be asked to do a pitch for a medicinal.
Also available for commercials is Bette Davis, who hosts and acts on a newcomer
to the CBS Radio schedule: Whispering Street.

Add to the signs of FM's reinvigoration : An attempt is being made to gather the
FM broadcasters into their own association again.
One of those contacting the FMers on this score is the FM Development Association,
located in Washington, which proposes a meeting in L.A. before the NAB convention.
(For background on FM see Hot Trend in 1958, 29 March sponsor.)

Look for a speedup before the NLRB

of the jurisdictional battle over the issue

of film commercial work between AFTRA and SAG — that is, the air vs. screen groups.
Latest bone tossed into the squabble:
The emergence of Ampex as a production
force in the commercial field. (See Newsmaker of the Week, page 5.)
Postscript to the recent agreement on commercials with SAG : Advertising agencies became signatories of the contract.
The roster of network officials and executives is getting more
every week as the shuttling from one place or job to another speeds up.

and more fluid

Here's an up-date by network:
CBS: James T. Aubrey, Jr., after 15 months with ABC TV, went back to CBS as a
general v.p. in charge of creative services, replacing Louis Cowan, who has been moved up
to president of the tv network. Howard S. Meighan, who quit as v.p. in charge of CBS
Television City, Hollywood, for his own proposition (see Newsmaker of the Week, page — ),
was succeeded by Al Scalpone, who will double as head of tv programs.
ABC TV: Thomas W. Moore took over Aubrey's spot as v.p. in charge of programs
and talent and William P. Mullen replaced Moore as v.p. in charge of sales.

The talk of the soft goods field is the comeback of Lever Bros.
Watch for the company to unlimber during the course of the next year a raft of new
products, including foods, a deodorant soap in addition to Praise, and several toiletries.
It will have six different tv network programs, plug deeply into daytime network tv,
and season all this with frequent spot schedules.
The fifth network buy was half of what previously was the Schlitz Playhouse. The sixth
show is now in negotiation. The lineup will give Lever network representation on every
weekday night — something that P&G won't even approach.
The Lever nighttime umbrella currently covers: Monday 8:30, CBS; Wednesday
8:30. NBC; Thursday 10. NBC; Friday 9:30, CBS; and Saturday 9:30, CBS.

If you have wondered about the various techniques for testing tv commercials and
what firms perform such services, here's a rundown:
SCHWERIN RESEARCH: A laboratory setup where the commercials are tested on a
select
the
air. audience before they go on the air, while being broadcast, and after they've been on
GALLUP-ROBINSON: Uses the personal interview technique the day after the
commercials have been broadcast.
STARCH: A custom-made operation which deals directly with clients, using phone
calls after the commercials have been aired.
BURKE MARKETING RESEARCH: Specializes in the laboratory technique as
well as personal and phone interviews following exposure on the air.
ERNEST DICHTER:
In-depth interviews via tape in the laboratory.
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Sellers of spot radio have stepped up their competitive challenge of the networks on a broad front.
Armed with data furnished by the Station Representative Association, the spot camp is
concentrating much of its attack on what it calls the inadequacy of network coverage in
important markets.
On the basis of market coverage analyses made by the SRA, reps are asking network accounts with more or less national distribution to look into the status of their campaigns
in some of the most important markets.
If they make such a check, the reps tell them, they will find that their network schedules are not carried in a number of the top metropolitan markets and may be suffering
from "inadequate affiliation in some markets" and "poor local acceptance (low ratings)."
SRA's coverages analyses include looks at service being delivered by specific programs coming out of both CBS and NBC.
The reps' point: Spot radio offers the advantage of (1) proper timing, (2) a potential
audience at all times of the day — as against option time, and (3) accumulative values from
unlimited vertical and horizontal placements.

The effort of reps to keep their stations in the Southeast from taking regional
business at local rates just about has reached the point of complete frustration.
One rep said this week that, in order to maintain at least a vestige of control over his stations in that area, he will handle such regional business at the local rate. His explanation:
It was either that or closing down his Southeast office.
Reps describe the Southeast situation as a vicious circle. Agencies say they're dealing direct with the stations because their clients' regional competitors are buying at local
rates; and stations contend if they don't take the business on that basis, the other stations
in the market will.

It may be the stiffer competition they're getting from the networks that's prompting more and more independent stations — according to rep reports — to call for a revival of
the National Association of Independent Broadcasters.
The reasons these independents give for thinking the time is ripe for a trade organization exclusivelv theirs:
• The NAB is considered network dominated.
• The independent broadcasters must find ways to compete against the package prices
offered by the networks.
• It's imperative that there be a research and promotional service devoted only to
fostering spot radio.

NBC's Robert Sarnoff's taking; the ?>ress "into his confidence" about the financial
state of the radio network garnered lots of space, but some of the headlines sounded more like
condolences than congratulations.
Example:
"Network's grave not dug yet."
In his periodic "letter" to radio-tv editors Sarnoff (taking his cue from ABN's situation)
admitted that NBC's radio network has lost $9 million since 1953 but gave assurance
that the present talk of crisis was outdated and, to the contrary, the outlook for a breakeven point was bright.
Sarnoff's status report might also have had this objective:
Pointing out to the FCC and Congress — in light of the present probes into networks — that
much of this $9 million had been devoted to developing tv.

Harrington, Righter & Parsons is going out to the upcoming NAB convention
in Los Angeles with an elaborate presentation showing the multiplicity of services
the rep performs for the stations.
It will be in the form of slides and will be shown to the HR&P stations.
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For a long-range sidelight on the terrific toll that tv takes of programing, note this: Of
the 102 sponsored shows that were on the networks five years ago only 11 have
prospects of being around for the 1958-59 season.
The surviving group: Armstrong Theatre, Kraft Theatre, Meet the Press, Schlitz Playhouse, Talent Scouts, This Is Your Life, Toast of the Town, Voice of Firestone, What's My
Line, You Bet Your Life, and Your Hit Parade.
Eight of the 11 have been sponsored in whole or part over the five years by
the same advertiser.

Another clue to CBS TV's all-out planning for specials next season: The network this week brought in Mike Dann, specialist in that field, and named him v.p. in
charge of New York network programs.
Dann was a specials ace with NBC TV before he joined freelancer Henry Jaffe.

NBC

TV has started liquidating its heavy inventory of unsold nighttime programing on a single-shot basis — if advertisers want it that way.
Two such buyers this week and the shows: Bell & Howell (Suspicion) and Clinton
Engine Co. (The Price Is Right).

BBDO's Bob Foreman has found NBC TV warmly receptive to his idea of setting aside an hour a week for four different advertisers sponsoring a monthly show
of their own.
The spot being considered at NBC TV is Monday 10 to 11 p.m.
Yet to be cleared up in the discussions with Foreman:
• Who is to produce the shows — NBC or outsiders or both?
• Will all four shows follow a similar broad theme — whether musical or dramatic?
• Since these shows will have quality appeal, will the clients be satisfied with the
smaller audiences that go with this "late" hour?

NBC Radio's Joe Culligan this week took issue with Adam Young over the base
that was used in an audience composition survey that Pulse did for Young.
In a 22 March item SPONSOR-SCOPE noted that the survey, which will be released
shortly, was based on measurements in nine cities.
Culligan's charge: The sampling is insufficient to provide an acceptable national
picture. Culligan also says his network had already done audience composition studies for
26 markets, but was holding off any disclosure until it had covered at least 100 cities.
The Young firm's rejoinder: Its nine-city sample consists of a third of the nation's
radio homes and that should be enough to make the survey valid.

The small advertiser stands to benefit from a revolt now brewing among

the

supermarket chains against the expansion of colors, sizes, styles, and wraps in bigname merchandise.
This trend has tended to whittle down the availability of shelf and display space for the
lesser brands, and the big supermarket operators say they don't like to see that.
The reason the operators want to blow the whistle on the major manufacturers of products like soap, paper, and cereals : They keep the store from diversifying its lines and
accepting entirely new products.
(For other marketing news and trends see MARKETING WEEK, page SO.)

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;
Spot Buys, page 54; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 59; Washington Week, page 67; sponsor
Hears, page 68; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 74.
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»THE

PLEASURES

to mix pleasure1

OF MIAMI

*THE

PLEASURE

The front office may think he's working — and technically, he is. He's here to hear for himself why WQAM
is first 95% of the time. (410 of 432 quarter hours belong to WQAM, 0 a.m. -midnight, Monday-Saturdav.
Pulse.)
Of some
course,of while
he's here,funhe'd
in
the fabulous
Mianbe

foolish

pleasure. Then, too, there's the
buying time in a market where one
ly dominant.

WQAM

ot to

take

OF

BUYING

TIME

ON

WQAM

mg all of Souther,, Florida with 5,000 watts on 560 fee . . . and radio #1 in MIAMI
REPRESENTED

STATIO
RADIO
PRESIDENT

PLACE

In addition to the Pulse quarter-hour story, WQAM
continues to lead decisively on Hooper. (Latest all-day
average:
Tremlex. 36.7%). The story's just about the same on
And WQAM
is first on the latest Southern Florida
Area Pulse which accounts for the listening habits of
31.5% of the state's population.
It will be a pleasure for somebody from Blair to tell
you all. Or, talk to WQAM General Manager Jack
Sandler.

WDGY

TODAY'S
TODD STORZ,

FIRST

FOR
• HOME

INI S

TODAY'S
SELLING
OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WHB

Minneapolis St. Paul

REPRESENTED
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BLAIR

& CO.

BLAIR

* CO.

YOUNG

INC.

Kansas City
BY JOHN

New Orleans

REPRESENTED

BY ADAM

WQAM
Miami
REPRESENTED
BY JOHN

BLAIR

& CO.
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NOW SHOOTI NC
STEVE

McNALLY

STARS/

"5 HOURS TO LIVE" ... The father of a
10- year old boy holds the stolen $100,000.
An international criminal holds the serum
that can save the boy's life. Will the exchange
be made in time to save the boy's life?

-gUSP&l&i
"THE CAVE" ... A ruthless bandit escapes
with a fortune! How long can a man of
action hide out without losing his reason?

■WESTERN.

PAT O'BRIEN

STARS/

"NO WAY OUT" ... A nurse is kidnapped
to help a wounded outlaw. Can the law
close in before the gang decides she has
outlived her usefulness?

■M^M

DAVID

BRIAN

STARS/

lmto&

"TATTOO ARTIST" ... The police find
the body of a dead man— dead but very
much "alive" with intriguing clues to his
murderer. Can police decipher the clues
and come to grips with the killer?

.^EMFORCEMEm
"POLICE DOCTOR" ... A wounded
gunman, rushed to the hospital, wings a
police officer and holds him hostage in an
examining room. Can the police doctor
overpower the gunman and save the officer?

tflON-AWEWURE:
,

AT ZIV STUDIO!
THE HOT, HOT
iHOW

OF '58!

Timebuyers
at work

Call off the
Hidden
Persuaders!
Bert Ferguson

Art Topal, Donahue & Coe, New York, feels thai some people have

Exec. Vice-President,

WDIA

a misunderstanding about automation and the role it plays in business. "In the first place, automation is not new; it has been with u>

It didn't take the Hidden Persuaders and Motivation Research boys to discover: THE MEMPHIS MARKET IS DIFFERENT!
And unless you know a few pertinent tacts,
you may be missing high volume sales in 40%
; great
and
growing
market!
This
40%
isists of the Negro
s Memphis
market

FACT
THIS

40°o

NO.

1:

IS SOLD

ON

WDIA!

Low Negro newspaper and magazine readership and low percentage television ownership
among Negroes mean that you can't reach the
Negro with these media.
WDIA, only 50,000 watt station in the area,
programs exclusively to Negroes. This unmatched
personal appeal commands the Negro's loyal,
sales responsive listenership. He first listens to
WDIA — then
buys
the
products
advertised
i
Result:
WDIA
lit(
s this

FACT

NO.

ally

2:

,'

THIS 40^
SPENDS 80c;
ON
CONSUMER
GOODS!
Let's translate percentages into figures. WDIA
aches — and sells — 40% of the Memphis market,
id, there are 1.237,686 Negroes in WDIA's
tening pattern. The largest market of Negro
nsumers in the entire country!
What's

more,

these

Negroes

spend,

rwhclming
$616,294,100
total!
The
Memphis Negro is buying more
goods because he has i
any (
whole country. He plays a

on

the

. $8.22 f

FACT
THIS
Last
bought

40°o
AND

BUYS
BUYS

NO.

y $100 in Phila-

3:

Memphis
cereals

timing are the pay-off factors in any automated procedure relating
to the media bii
ng functions of today's advertising business.''

the

QUANTITY
QUALITY!

year, Negroes
in the
63.7%
of the cooked

find that achieving the maximum
savings in time does not necessarily reduce the number of personnel in any area. In many instances, automation creates new jobs
and additional responsibilities. Availability of a voluminous amount
of information from one source, ability to coordinate detail, and

consumer

phis area's booming economy. In a 129-city
survey by one of the country's largest corporations Memphis ranked first in ratio of total
Negro to total white income. The Memphis
Negro earned $28.79 for every $100 of white in"i $6.59 for every $100
delphia

for main years and certainl) is here to stay. Hut let's face realit\.
Machines will never supplant good common sense, creativity, experience, and personal relationships
developed with those individuals
engaged in buying advertising. In
man) respects, the advance of
automation in agencies, among advertisers, reps, and media buyers
involves a starting and finishing
point. Automation can plaj its
part between these points
rill
rowing the time gap. But y

!

Dorothy Classer, Herschel Z. Deutscb & Co., New York, point- oul
the problems which arise when a product requires strictly adult
radio exposure. "For example, in checking City X. we find Station
BOING rates first in Pulse. Hooper and Nielsen. Its d.j.. Rocking
Boy Roll, who broadcasts 24 hours a day, rates first in three other
cities where he isn't even heard.
What confusion in weighing rat^JjjKKtk
\ 11 . ! it also brings one to
Wtk

Memphis.

y other
station
! list, including

. tir,

who never go to school and con-

CARNATION MILK • KRAFT MAYONNAISE •
DOMINO SUCAR • ESSO STANDARD OIL COMPANY . LIGGETT AND MYERS TOBACCO COMPANY • NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
•
TAYSTEE BREAD • WRIGLEY S SPEARMINT
CHEWING GUM
WDIA— and WDIA alone— sells the Memphis
Negro market. WDIA can wrap up this high
volume
market
for you — in one
neat
package!
Write us today for facts and figures. Let us
show you how WDIA can be a high-powered
selling force for you — in this big buying market!

WDIA is represented nationally
by John E. Pearson Company
EGMONT
HAROLD

SONDERL1NG,

WALKER.

President

Vice-President, Sales

the belief that today's audience '&
composed entirely of 14-year oldfl

there

WgSBt Hft
^B

But
must tinuouslybe hum i)el)e
at leastDinah'.
one adult

2. 3. and

4 program

five-minute

interrupted by commercials. How
much news is there that will stand so much repetition? Vnd what
develop in the morass of sameness'.'' Certainly
can patterns
loyaltj
station
no definite
tuue-in
can be developed since twisting the dial
gets the same songs, the same news. With 'top-40' ami 'music ami
new-' programing, that dash lor tin- dial will eventual!) become a
,-lick. II radio has i
ake a comeback again, it won'l be so easy."

of Maryland furniture and appliance sales are
covered by W-l-T-H at lowest cost per thousand!
And the other 27% are so far from Baltimore
that they're controlled by distribution centers
outside of Maryland.
When you buy W-I-T-H, you buy all of
Metropolitan Baltimore's burgeoning population of 1,550,645**— up 20.2% in the past
seven years alone. You get blanket coverage of

the total effective buying market — and no
waste coverage. You get by far the lowest cost
per thousand.
That's why W-I-T-H has twice as many advertisers as any other Baltimore radio station.
That's why, for furniture, appliances and
any other product, it rates as your first choice.
"Metropolitan Research

*Sales Management, 1957

It "figures"!
Baltimore's best
radio buy is . . .

WITH
Tom Tinsley, President

R. C. Embry, Vice-President

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Simmons Associates in Chicago and Boston;
Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans; McGavren-Quinn in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles.
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by Joe Csida

Sponsor
! backstage
COLUMBUS,

CEORCIA

HAS

IT

METRO PULSE
January,

1958

PROVES

IT!

Survey after survey has shown WRBL-TV
as the leader in the rich Columbus,
Georgia market . . . and Metro Pulse of
fanuary, H>.">K. proves it again!
Top 44 once-per-week

shows

49 of top 50 once-per-week

shows

58 of top 60 once-per-week

shows

shows

9 of top 10 multi-weekly

Jack

D. Parker, president of Parker Advertising. Inc. of Saginaw. Michigan, wrote me a

letter in late January, which I've been meaning
to comment upon ever since. One Backstage idea
or another seemed to push Mr. Parker's problem
off the page every time I sat down to do a piece
in the past several months.
Or maybe it was
just that ol' debbil Subconscious, stalling, stalling, stalling for time, since even now I hardly know how to answer
Mr. Parker.
Maybe some of my agency friends, reading this, have
some thoughts on the question, or maybe some of the broadcasters
or talent agents can shed a little light.

16 top syndicated film shows
8 top multi-weekly

Are nets missing a good bet

shows

Top 7 locally produced once-per-week
Top 7 locally produced multi-weekly

live shows
live shows

Here's what Mr. Parker says:

". . . would you be interested in one of the most phenomenal sales
success stories in broadcasting today? Would you be interested in a
man who has done a daily 5-minute show for the past 2^ years on
20 stations in Michigan . . . and brought his food sponsor annual
sales increases of 9%, 11%, and 20.4%? That's a total of more
than 40% in sales increases on a basic annual volume in excess of
$25,000,000! Would you have any interest in a man who, in less
than 2 years, saw his daily 5-minute segment increase in ratings to
a point where it is now the top-rated segment of the entire day in all
cities where surveys are conducted? Incidentally to prove what a
sales factor this man has become in Michigan, his sponsor has just
renewed his contract for a firm 52 weeks — with no options!

WRBL-TV
COLUMBUS,

LEADS
Va

IN

380

HOURS

OUT
•

TIED

CEORCIA

OF 419
5

leads in all Qui ii ui f l< >i i i s. Monday thn
Sunday, 6:30 P.M. until Sign off

". . . this man is not local Michigan talent . . . but rather one
whose name was a household word on the major networks for more
than 25 years. I refer to Ted Malone, with ABC for 19 years, sold
nationally to Westinghouse for six of those years, then considered
'non-commercial' by ABC. I have had the privilege of being Ted's
friend for 15 years. I had enough faith in his talent and his ability
to sell him to a regional meat packing client of mine, and he returned the favor by delivering the most commercially successful
series in Michigan!
Why not New York?

Leads in all Quartet Hours, Monday thn
Friday, 12:00 noon to Sign-ofl (4 lies)

WRBL-TV

"What I fail to understand . . . what I can't see is why Ted can lie
so phenomenal in Michigan, both in sales and ratings, and not rate
a nod in New York? A man with a 25-year network record behind
him, with a list of editorial and reportorial accomplishments longer
than both our arms, a man with a built-in following — yet he is
seemingly nothing in New York. Maybe some of the Madison
Avenue minds should cross the Hudson and take a look at what is
happening out in the world we're all trying so desperately to influence. Iwould like your comments on why Malone can't be sold in
the other 47 States."
See what I mean about Mr. Parker's problem being a difficult one?
It would help me take a crack at an answer, and I'm sure it would
sponsor
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1/5 of all Canadian Drug Sales are made

in oar Hamilton-Toronto-Niagara coverage area

SOLD
BY
CHCH-TV
ADVERTISING
PLUS
PROMOTION

3HCH-TV reaches 1/5 of the Canadian drug- market. The 2,522,715 people within our
L/ast coverage area spend $76,848,000 each year in more than 1,000 drug outlets. This
'epresents 24.24 % of all Canadian drug sales . . . another black and white fact proving
:hat CHCH-TV

'sells on sight' to the richest market in Canada. For further informa-

:ion call Montreal: UN 6-9868; Toronto: EM 6-9234; Hamilton: JA 2-1101; Vancouver: TA 7461; New York City: PL 1-4848: PUPU^Tt/
bhicago: MI 2-6190; San Francisco: YU 6-6769
CHANNEL ## CANADA

The attraction of opposites.,

"SEZWHO!"

; 'ARIETY: ". . . One of the zaniest and
'unniest radio shows heard in a long
ime." LOS ANGBLBS TIMES: ". . . One
)f the brightest half-hours in Sunday
istening." .v. Y. MIRROR: "There's a
jrand new smash hit in radio . . . The
lame of the show is 'Soz Who!' and
.he gimmick is the resurrection of
i "amous voices and sounds from the
| last for the purpose of befuddling a
->anel of wits . . . judged by the critics
8 the best radio quiz show of 1957."
"ITTSlllRCII I'OST -GAZETTE: "Somev or other the panel managed to
?et more than they missed. Considering all the banter . . . this wasn't bad.
It was, in fact, quite remarkable. So
was the entertainment level achieved."

Here are two programs at opposite poles. A weekl
comedy quiz. A headline-making special broadcast o
international affairs. Yet they have a vital ingredier
in common. / Both require attention. They are mear
to! The entire CBS Radio Network program schedul
is designed that way — drama, comedy, personalit
shows, news in depth. You listen to these program*
or you don't tune in. / And, as reviews attest, there'
an excitement about them, an unmistakable sens
of things happening. It occurs, uniquely, in one plac

n all radio today: CBS Radio. / This excitement and
mportance-this requiring of attention— has a real
ralue for advertisers. It spells the difference between
ust "being in radio" and selling. And today, when
four advertising dollar must work harder to make
ales, that's a most meaningful value. / So it's not
urprising that in 1957, of the 50 advertisers who use
tational advertising most, and know it best, more
nought the CBS Radio Network and more bought
I CBS Radio exclusively than any other radio network.

The CBS Radio Network
;Where you reach 50 per cent more listeners
in the average commercial minute

"RADIO BEAT'

El**

N.Y. TIMES (JACK GOULD): "Radio was
the platform last night for an immensely civilized and fruitful discussion of international affairs, a transAtlantic conversation among the
leaders of the loyal opposition in the
United States, Great Britain and
France . . . Adlai Stevenson . . . Hugh
Gaitskell ... and Pierre Mendes-France
... on the Columbia Broadcasting
System's
'Radio Beat'
... In allprogram
respects called
the program
was
most remarkable and heartening . . .
It was as if an international conference were humanized and brought to
the perspective necessary for easy and
relaxed comprehension in the living
room . . . CBS News once again has
acquitted itself most handsomely."
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"When a man assumes a public trust, he should consider
himself public property."— Thomas Jefferson
W

\

For thirty-six years this Jeffersonian
axiom has guided the
Jefferson Standard Stations, winning broadcasting leadership
and public trust.
Jeffersonian standards for personnel and facilities have
culminated in the operation of WBTW.
Top rated programs
from all three networks, plus influential local personalities,
have won the respect of more-than-a-million
Carolinians.
In turn, viewer loyalty has produced a record of
success for WBTW's 121 national advertisers.
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Look to broadcast leadership to insure sales
Call WBTW or CBS Television Spot Sales.
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Marketing's

new role in media choice

^ It's becoming the warp and woof of media planning
in more agencies, often predetermines media to be used

Here's how marketing and media
thinking mesh in actual practice in a
number of agencies:

^

• Marketing men narrow the choice
or even predetermine the selection of
media in an increasing number of in-

Some agency media departments even use marketing

field men as eyes and ears to help shape net campaigns
by Evelyn

Konrad

I his week an NBC Radio executive
in a newly created post made his first
call on an advertiser — and may well
have started a new chapter in media
seller and buyer relations.

affected spot tv and radio buys in
terms of frequency and placement of
schedules as well as choice of station.
"Our marketing field men supply
additional eyes, ears and legs to our
buyers to give the fast-action quality
necessary to meet urgent local and re-

stances. They pinpoint the "product
difference" that should be advertised.
They also define the market of potential consumers to which this product
difference should be sold.
"If such a product difference is demonstrable, tvis certainly the medium
indicated," says Compton marketing
executive Larry Horner. "However, the
choice between network or spot, nighttime or daytime, for instance, would
be worked out by Frank Kemp, our

He's Murray Heilweil, NBC Radio
director of marketing. His job: to call
on client marketing executives and
agency marketing — but not media —
men.

gional competitive situations," says
Newman McEvoy, Cunningham &
Walsh media v.p.

Heilweil's new post is one of the
earliest recognitions by media-sellers
of the new importance of marketing
men. It puts into focus a trend now
picking up momentum among large air
media agencies: the growing influence
that agency marketing men exert upon
media decisions, both national and
local.

Close link between media and marketing at Cunningham & Walsh starts at top executive
level. William Mulvey, senior v.p. and chairman of marketing services board (right) coordinates research department under (1. to r.) Gerald Tasker, v.p.; marketing department under

Agency marketing plans, which normally incorporate basic media thinking and recommendations, already
swing the vote of preference from one
national medium to another, even before the plan is formally processed
through the media department.
But today there are also increasing
examples of agency marketing men
making spot schedule recommendations based on their trade contact in
the field. Such recommendations have
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Arthur Felton, v.p.; media department under Newman McEvoy, v.p. On buying level, marketing field men provide detailed market and media recommendations to agency timebuyers

daytime network tv schedule? into a
maddening maze. Aside from the fact
that daytime clients no longer feel the
need for program identification, two
motives dictate this kind of buying:
i 1 I the desire to reach a large number
of different homes through scattering
commercials over a< large a number of
programs as the budget will stand; and
(2l the desire to block out competition
(see chart) .
• Alternate week buying: \> is commonh known, in an effort to stretch
tv dollars, advertisers have been increasingl) going in for alternate week
purchases. This practice is even more
common during the day than at night.
For example, of all purchased daytime
segments between 10:00 a.m. and 6:00
p.m., Monday through Friday, on
NBC, fully three out of four are bought
on an alternate week basis. So far as
product protection goes, this sets up,
in effect, two daytime schedules.
\\ hat makes it even more compliated
major-minor pattern in-

How
Time

Program

Monday

\ oh ing cross-plugs. There is no product protection for cross-plugs, but netv/orks permit them wherever possible.
Tins involves an even more complicated jigsaw. However, it also permits
a wa\ of squeezing in more clients,
since product protection only operates
during the week of the buy.
• Contiguity discounts: Though networks may quietly decry the complications of segmentized buying, their rate
cards do nothing to discourage it. As
a matter of fact, it is the other way
around. All networks offer vertical
contiguity rates. That is, two or more
segments run on the same day can be
combined for rate purposes.
For example, a single quarter hour
is sold at 40% of the hour rate. Two
quarter hours on the same day can be
combined (though physically separated on the schedule) and bought at
the half hour rate, which is 60% of
the hour rate. This means that each
quarter hour is now 30% of the hour
rate. This is called the two-brand rate.

The three-brand rate is usually 26.6%
of the hour rate, while the four-brand
(and up) rate is 25%) of the hour rate
per quarter hour segment.
These discounts are in addition to
the regular volume discounts given to
all network clients. The webs draw the
line at one point, however. There are
no horizontal contiguity discounts.
That is, there is no additional saving
beyond volume discounts in buying
segments across-the-board.
• A soap is a soap is a soap: Or is
it? In setting up product protection
schedules, the webs and advertisers
have been knocking themselves out in
trying to define exactly what functions
of a product should be protected from
competitive commercials.
This is not as simple as it sounds.
A packaged laundry soap competes
with more than just other packaged
laundry soaps. It also competes with
certain liquid dishwashing soaps. A
product like Tide is used for a variety
of household
cleaning
tasks.
The

product protection policies block out new soap clients on tv
WEEK TWO
WEEK ONE
Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

10:00
10:30

DoughRe-Mi
Treasure

Hunt
11:00

The Price
Is Right
11:30

Truth Or
Come,
12:00

Tac

Tic
Dough

Tac Dough

12:30

It Could
Re Yon
1 00

2.30
3:00

3:30

Kitty
Foyle
NBC
Matinee
Theater

NBC
Matinee
Theatei

4:00

4:30

Queen For
A Day

4:45

Hod. Rom.
5:00

Comedv
Time

5:30

The blocked-out an-;,- show the day periods on NBC TV in which
either P&G <>< Level Bros, an- protected against competitive plugs
for packaged and liquid -nap- and detergents. Bar soaps are also
protected on many of these periods. The breakdown into Week One

and Week Two is necessary for clarity because of the large amount
of alternate week advertising. Protection is not given to product
during week it is not on. NBC TV policy is to give protection to
two products
or the product
categories
for each segment
bought

chemical bleaches with chlorine compounds overlap the optical bleaches
used in laundry soaps and detergents,
not to mention blueings used to
"whiten" clothes. Multiple use products of the type of Lestoil are also
particularly difficult to fit in.
A battle of terms
The advertisers naturally try to get
as broad a definition of product use
as possible — as a buttress against
competition. The networks, just as
naturally, try to keep product protection within limits — as a means of keeping their potential client list as broad
as possible. What it comes down to in
many cases is negotiations.
Another area for negotiation is the
number of brands which the networks

Up we go: Stuntgal climbs fire escape
as client prexy and agency v.p. look on

Down we come!
Cameras roll as sh
takes plunge for tv and Drewrys Big D bee

Crash!
In another commercial, Hollywood
stunter goes headfirst through a window

lands, he'll
relax with
aSocko!
glass of After
Big D,he deliver
the commercial

will protect on a single segment. Except for NBC, there is no flat limit.
At CBS, the network endeavors to restrict the list per segment to a "reasonable" number of products. This
may run up to half a dozen brands for
an every-week client. However, when
the number permitted is that high, the
products are usually related. They
may, for example, all be soaps and detergents ofone kind or another.
Technically, CBS does not guarantee
product protection. It endeavors to
provide a 15-minute no-man's land on
each side of the segment bought but
reserves the right to put competitive
products adjacent. "So far," said a
CBS spokesman, "we've had no real
trouble on that score."
At NBC, the advertiser can designate
only two products per segment as protected products. He may advertise
these, says NBC in its policy statement,
"with the assurance that directly competitive products, as determined by
NBC, will not be advertised on the
network in the 15 minute adjacencies
to his sponsored segment or segments
on the same day."
One of these two products can be
designated as a "star product." This
means that the star or host of show
will be available for commercials on
the product. It also means that the
performer will not deliver commercials
for any competitive product on any
segment of the show.
Though product protection is a
serious problem to networks and advertisers (the big clients already on
the webs find it almost as difficult to
find additional segments as sponsors
wanting to come in), the powers concerned have no answer at present. ^
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NO BOREDOM

IN THESE

I he Perils of Pauline" had nothing on the newest series of tv commercials prepared for brewer Drewrys,
Ltd., by its Chicago agency, MacFarland, Aveyard & Co. Top Hollywood
stunt artists demonstrating their most
exciting and dangerous tricks are the
heart of these 90-second films that are
slated to run with Ziv's Adolphe Menjou series, Target.
A stunt man himself, J. C. Shelby,
radio-tv vice president for MacFarland, Aveyard, was a natural to create
this high-tension campaign. "We at
the agency feel that a major problem
in tv commercials," he says, "is the
lack of audience patience with run-ofthe-mill commercials."
That these are anything but run-ofthe-mill is obvious from the pictures
shown above. Stunt men leap from
cars plunging over cliffs, crash
through windows, topple from balconies after rough-and-tumble brawls.
Then while the viewer's eyes are still
popping, the stunt man relaxes with a

TV COMMERCIALS
glass of Drewrys beer and delivers the
commercial.
Buday A. Moritz, president of Drewrys, was with the agency crew during
the filming of the series,, hopes that "If
we get their attention, we'll sell them
the beer." Drewrys and MacFarland,
Aveyard have been "selling them beer"
for quite some time. The agency, a
medium-sized one with billings of
about $10 million a year, has handled
the Drewry account for eight years.
Last year, however, Midwest beer
sales suddenly took a drastic dip. But
Drewrys, instead of cutting back as
much competition did, increased its air
media ad budget. It turned the trick
for the Big "D" and this brewery
maintained its share of market sales.
The success was reflected in earnings
and dividends; yield is among highest
in N. Y. Exchange stocks.
MacFarland, Aveyard's background
in broadcast advertising dates back to
the '30's when they bought such shows
as Horace Heidt and Wayne King. ^

How
^

Miles Calif, measures

This Miles Laboratories' subsidiary spends 96% of its

ad budget in air media.
^

What's it buying in sales results?

Miles Calif. 's admen are checking that — daily — via

sales reports filed nightly by the company's field salesmen

air med

And keeping a "finger on things"
means every 24 hours at Miles California. Field salesmen send in their
reports nightly to Miles' Los Angeles
office. IBM and National Cash Register machines process and tabulate the
information for every-morning review
by Clancy and Fred Lean, general
manager of Miles California.

Wan dailj sale? reports provide an
accurate box-score on air media advertising effectiveness?
At a time when the clamor is loud

oratoriBromo-Quinine
es (
) , Whitehall
Pharmaceuticals (Anacin), and Ster-

They, in turn, pass the information
on to Forrest Owen and Snowden Hunt

ling Drug's National Brands Division
I Bayer Aspirin) .

for measurement of advertising's results in terms of sales, one heavy air
media spender is using the sales report
daily -as its \ardstick.
The company is Miles California
gional subsidiary of Miles Laboratories, marketer of Alka-Seltzer. One
\-l)a\ brand vitamins. Nervine,
tine. \nti-Pain and Tabcin. Alka
Seltzer is the big gun in this product
lineup, accounting for about 68% of
total sales in 1956, according to a

The west coast arm of the vast Miles'
setup is spending about 96^ of its
$1.5 million plus annual advertising
budget in tv radio, broken down about
85% in tv, nearly 11% in radio. Remaining ad monev is spent on point of
purchase material.
Miles California sells its products in
Arizona, Nevada. Hawaii and five
areas in California. The regional firm
also is the advertising, though not the
sales, arm for Miles Laboratories in
Washington, Oregon and Idaho.

at the firm's agency. Wade
ing. Owen is vice president
of Wade's Los Angeles office
is a vice president and media

Standard & Poor's stock report.
Miles' national sales were nearly $49
million in 1957, a 15.4% increase over
1956. About $4.5 million of this was
tallied by Miles California.
\\ hat- the competitive picture?
Stiff. Miles in its product line battles
such drug industry giants as BristolMyers (Pepto-Bismol, Bufferin) Emer-"]i Diui! i Bromo-Seltzer l. Grove Lab-

Alka-Seltzer's famed fiz-z-z commercial
is still used by Miles, here by newsman John
Ilolbrook. Alka-SeltzPT Newspaper of the Air

Daily, weeklv and monthly salesand-order reports from these areas, as
well as weekly inventory reports, dictate the company's broadcast advertising moves. As Frank Clancy, vice
president of Miles California, puts it,
"you've got to keep your finger on
things when you're using media that
provide immediate results."

Same commercial also is used live on tv
ver>inn of Newspaper, here by George Putnam, KTTV, Los
Angeles,
newscaster

Advertisin charge
and Hunt
director.

Miles' air media lineup
The company is investing in both tv
and radio for its own program sponsorships and participations — and also
contributes
to the parent firm's national tv advertising.
Harbor Command, weekly half-bour
syndicated film showT, is sponsored by
Miles California in San Francisco, Los
Angeles. Salinas-Monterey, San Diego,
Portland and Spokane. Two other
syndicated shows. High nay Patrol and
Silent Service, also are used in San
Francisco, the latter on a co-sponsorship arrangement.
Alka-Seltzer -\euspaper of the Air,
inaugurated on radio in L.A. and San
Francisco in 1934, today is used on
both tv and radio bv Miles California.

Film character
t\ commerc
toon
del
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effectiveness
On tv it's carried live in Los Angeles,
Portland and Seattle. On radio, it's on
all 33 stations of the Don Lee Network,
plus eight stations of the Arizona Network. On Don Lee it's heard in Los
Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego
and 15 smaller markets in California;
in Portland plus seven minor markets
in Oregon; in Seattle and five minor
markets in Washington, and in Reno,
Nev. In Arizona, Newspaper is carried in Phoenix, Tucson, Yuma and
five minor markets.
For the national tv advertising, the
regional firm helps the parent company
pay for co-sponsorship of Broken Arrow and Wednesday Night Fights, and
segments of It Could Be You, Truth or
Consequences, The Price is Right, Comedy Time, Queen for a Day, and
Mickey Mouse Club. Miles Laboratories charges its subsidiary for these
shows on the basis of individual station rates carrying the program in
Miles California's marketing areas.
In its syndicated film programing,
Miles California uses early evening
hours primarily. Typical example:
San Francisco with Highway Patrol
6:30 to 7:00 p.m. Tuesdays; Harbor
Command 6:30 to 7:00 p.m. Wednesdays and Silent Service 7:00 to 7:30
Saturdays. All are run on one station.
Phoenix is a typical market for spot
announcements and program participations. Some 27 announcements, totaling about 285 ARB rating points a
week, are used on two stations.
What types of participations and
adjacencies do Miles use?
"We are primarily interested in mass
audience, so it depends on the market
and the availabilities," says media man
Hunt. "Sometimes our spots are
placed within movies during the daytime— in another market they may be
within syndicated shows in the evening, or adjacent to high-rated network programs."
Field reports
Miles California's continuing measurement ofadvertising via field sales,
and-order reports makes it possible to
alter quickly a broadcast advertising
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Good daily sales report brings smiles — may result in an increased spot schedule for the
affected market from (1. to r.) Snowden Hunt, Wade Advertising vice president and media
director; Forrest Owen, vice president in charge of Wade's west coast office; Fred Lean,
general manager of Miles California, and Frank Clancy, vice president of the drug subsidiary

schedule when a market isn't doing
well, or to increase a schedule that is
producing sales results.
"This quick action develops only
when a sales trend is apparent," says
Frank Clancy. He warns, "one can
move too quickly at times." When a
sales trend is established, "it makes
sense to be able to answer the questions— when did it start, where did it
start and why?," Clancy told SPONSOR.
"Take a successful campaign," he
continues, "that involved, say, 150 to
500 floor bins in stores. There's a
residue reaction there that may last 30
to 40 days. If you can watch the tapering from day to day, there's no
guesswork about when to start up your
normal schedule of broadcast advertisDaily
sales reports, when compiled
ing again."
over a period of time, also provide excellent insight on new shows," Clancy
feels. "The pitfall here, of course, is
a too hasty decision," he warns.
"We

don't cancel anything without giving
it a chance. Our first step with any
problem show would be to adjust or
change our commercials. Then, if
there's still no reaction from the new
commercial attack, we know that maybe the show isn't right."
Wade's Snowden Hunt reveals that
this thinking was behind the switch to
program participations in Phoenix
back in 1954 — and says "what we
learned in Phoenix — almost overnight
— geared our thinking in other markets." This is what happened, according to Hunt:
"In 1954 we decided to experiment
with ID's and station breaks in Phoenix— 12 per week. We were pushing
large sizes in this advertising. We
knew within 30 days, from the lack of
sales increase and continuing sales of
small sizes, that the campaign effect
was hit or miss.
"So we switched to minute spots in
feature movies and syndicated shows.

In the next 30 days, we could see the
sizes moving and sales going up.
Within 60 days the product was winging on its way. and Arizona has been
climbing steadily ever since."
Forrest Owen points out that "That
single experiment had a lot to do with
our use of participations in other markets— we've eliminated most ID's and
spots between shows in favor of getting into shows.
Miles' advertising executives feel
that, generally, it takes about 30 days
to get a true sales picture on an advertising campaign. But, during a
special promotion. Fred Lean feels the
day-to-day sales reports can show a
trend in a week. He cites a last-summer promotion for Bactine, Miles' No.
3 seller. It's sold on tv through children's shows.
"Bactine is a summer item, and for
six weeks last summer Miles California
ran two different promotions. In Los
Angeles a Sheriff John badge was offered free with every bottle of Bactinewith-sprayer. Sales jumps for all Bactine were apparent within a week.
"At the same time, other areas were
offering a First Aid Firsters badge for
any size Bactine box top. We did this
on our kid shows in San Francisco,
Phoenix, Seattle, Portland, Sacramento
-and Honolulu. Replies were disappointing— but sales were good.
"This proved again the value of
those day-to-day sales reports," Lean
says, "They saved us a lot of worry
and possible switching when those replies to the offer didn't come in."
Discussing the effectiveness of the
sales report setup, Clancy sa\s:
"We know the ratio of sales to adwrlising and what will happen if a
normal
average
starts
tailing
off.
{Please linn to page 70 1

Sheriff John badge offer brought good
response — and a sale- jump in L.A. for Bactine last summer. Another '•flfer carried simultaneous!) inam i tin i market didn't bring
in the response — but the daily sales report- proved it ua- bringing in the salei

Auto radio: mass

mark

^ With better weather, the nation** 43.3 million cars will
be pouring onto more than 3.5 million miles of highway
^

75% of cars today are equipped with radios, amounting to more than 36 million individual automobile radios

^ Besides a bigger car radio audience, there are some
newsworthy developments in auto listening measurement

Wi,ith the advent of spring, the
heaviest automobile population on
earth — 43.3 million cars — is about to
take to U. S. highways.
Advertisers and agencies are again
in the middle of their annual evaluation of the auto audience potential.
This audience — about 15% of all cars
on the road are equipped with radios
— has climbed steadilv uphill since
World War II.
Today's picture of auto usage shows
more cars on the road, more radios in
these cars, and more passenger miles
being travelled than ever before. With
more highways under construction, and
more motels springing up, the mileage
figures will be certain to climb even
higher.
The problem of measurement
From an advertisers point of view,
however, there is still the problem of
getting an adequate measurement of
this vast car audience. Recently,
Hooper joined Pulse and Nielsen in
offering auto radio statistics. It set up
a new auto radio division with Hugh
Riker (formerly president of the Auto
Radio Service) at its head.
Hooper's new service will be sold
cither as a separate study or jointly
with the in-home listening ratings. The
method used will be personal interviewing at shopping centers, commercial parking lots, large intersections,
etc. to find out to which station the
car radio is tuned. The number of
people in the sample depends upon the
population of the city, but usually it
runs about 4,500, to be interviewed

over a three week period.
vided includes:

Data pro-

• audience composition by car occupants
• consumer spendable income by
three economic levels (medium high,
medium and medium low)
• make and model of the car
• county and state
• average daily flow of traffic on all
U. S. highways entering the market.
In addition, Hooper provides an
hourly time period breakdown. The
hours measured will vary, depending
upon the individual station's desires.
Pulse, of course, has been measuring
in-home and out-of-home listening for
some time, and is now in the process of
combining this into one total figure
(although a breakdown can still be
provided.
Nielsen Imeasures auto listening on a
national basis in the NRI reports, and
a local basis in the NSI. It gives the
amount of auto listening at specific
times, but does not provide a breakdown by stations.
NSI reports list an "Auto-Plus" figure— a quarter hour figure showing
the percentage of the in-home radio
audience using car radios.
The respondent records the time
spent listening to the auto radio in an
Audilog, and a Recordimeter is installed in the car as a check on this
information. This auto sample is part
of Nielsen's regular sample.
The increase in auto radio listening,
of course, more than anything else is
due to the increase in number of car
radios.
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#i the move
Car radio growth
According to Look Magazine's National Automotive & Tire Survey, 75%
of all cars on the road today are
equipped with radios. A study of how
the car radio market has grown comes
from the Radio Advertising Bureau:
In 1951, there were 19.1 million car
radios; in 1953, 26.2 million; in 1956,
30.1 million; in 1957, 35 million.
Based on past trends, the projected
figure for January, 1958, according to
RAB, is 36.3 million — a new peak.

Auto
Spot

Advertisers

Radio

During

in
1957

AUTOS
Chrysler
Ford
GM
Rambler (American)

Gulf
Atlantic
Texaco
Philip's
Shell
Alemite
Cities Service
Conoco
Badger
Skelly (E-Jax gas)
Standard Indiana
Standard Kentucky
Clark
Anderson Pritchard
Magnolia
Rich Oil
Eldorado
Amoco
Amlico
Sun Ray
HOTELS, RESTAURANTS
White Tower
Howard Johnson
ACCESSORIES, ETC.
Rayco seat covers
Exide batteries
Eveready
Ray-O-Vac
Champion plugs
Firestone tires

In terms of potential listeners on the
road, these car ownership statistics are
even more startling. The Look Survey
made in May-June, 1957, shows that
73% of U. S. households own one or
more cars. To break this percentage
down further, of the 50 million U. S.
homes, 36.5 own autos. Single car
households come to 83.1% of the total; multi-car households, 17%.
Automotive product advertisers are
naturally among the most interested in
auto radio listening, and the outlook
for 1958 is for more use of radio to
catch the consumer-on-wheels.
Among auto clients using network
radio during the past year were: all the
car manufacturers except StudebakerPackard; a half-dozen gas and oil
firms — including Amoco, Sun and
Texaco; and three accessory firms
(Dupont Zerone, General Tire and
Simoniz).

Auto listening in
two big markets
Friday
EAST

Time Period
\M

7:30

thru

HUR

Auto
+ Factor

+ 25.3
Auto

2.9
2.9

7 :45

23.9
21.9

8:00

1.8
1.7

I'M 5:30
8:15

21.1
12.4

1.9
1.7

11.8

5:45
1.7
6:00
6:15

16.9
15.6

Sunday
1.7

I'M 6:00

6:30

In spot radio the picture is about
the same, but includes a longer list of
gas and oil firms, restaurant chains,
and a handful of accessory manufacturers (see chart). In 1957, $33 million was spent in spot radio in the following categories: $10.9 million for
automotives; $21.8 million for gas and
oils; and $0.3 million for restaurants,
hotels, etc.

1.9
2.0

10.9
10.2

2.2
2.0

10.0

7:00
7:30

8.0

WEST

What's the auto travel potential for
1958 — with its attendant auto radio
audience?

ANGELES)

thru
+ 6.0
Factor

7:45
8:00
I'M

Friday

LOS

Monday
Time Period
AM 7:30

The potential

• Neiv Highways: As more highways are built, and existing ones are
continually being improved, more cars
will be on the roads. The Automobile
Manufacturers Association reports that
in 1955, there were 3.4 million miles
of roads, streets, highways and turnpikes. The 1957 estimate is 3.5 million miles.
• Passenger miles: Motor travel has
nearly doubled in the past ten years
according to a comparison made by
AM A of passenger car mileage (rural
and urban combined). In 1947, motorists travelled 300.4 billion miles;
in 1952, 410.1 billion miles; and in
1957, an estimated 525 billion miles
were covered by automobiles. ^

(BOSTON)

Monday

5:30
8:15

HUR
! Auto
25.9

5.9

25.5

2.8

21.6

2.(>

20.1
17.9

3.5
5:45

18.0
18.0

3.1
3.5

(>:0O

1.0

6:15

Sunday

17.2
13.7

3.4
PM

0:00
6:30

3.3
2.0

7:00
7:30

1.8

11.9

6.9
8.4

Nielsen chart shows the percentage auto
listening is to the Homes Using Radio figures. The same sample is used, which may
account for overlap. Times shown are peak
driving hours.
•
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1957.
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EXCLUSIVE:

World-wide
^

television growth

What's the tv picture in Thailand, Iraq, USSR, Hong

Kong?

It's growing everywhere, FC&B's survey shows

^ Study covers .S3 countries and possessions — and shows
there are about 58 million tv sets in existence today
^ Of these, 41 million plus are in the U.S., 7.6 million
in the United Kingdom, and 3.0 million plus in Canada
TV

COUNTRY,
POPULATION

r Austria
6.969,000
8,951,000
Denmark
1. 1 18.000
Eire
2,895,000
Finland
1.116.000
France
13.787.000
Cermam
50,595,000
Ui
0.

8
LJ

Holland
10.956,000
Italv
49,191,000
Norwav
1,478,000
Portugal
;:/,:, l.i it hi

SYSTEM

State controlled
No commercial tv
Stat.' controlled
No commercial tv
State controlled
None, but BBC,
rrV received
State controlled
pins commercial
State controlled
plus commercial
State controlled,
some commercial
Mate controlled
No commercial tv
Independent RA1
operates under
-tate control
State controlled

i SSB
•Od.200,000

H

<
Ui

tr

<

U.

4

Ui
J

0
0

i

South Korea
21.000,000

80,000
ion.ooo

1
625-line

1
625-line
15 state
3 comm.
4 state
4 comm.
1
625-line
19
625-line

23,-25,000
6-7,000
650,000
licensed
1,000,000
200,000
700,000
200

1
625-line
2
625-line
2
625-line

4,000
150,000

BBC and ITV

18 BBC
6 ITV

7.657,000

State controlled
No commercial tv

30
625-line

1,500,000

1
405-line

500

1

2.000

3 state
5 comm.
1
525-line

10-12,000

State controlled
No commercial tv

started Mai 1957

\,.„,.

■1.800.000

Japan
90,700,000
Philippines
21,059,000
Singapore
I. 237,1 Mm

2

30.000

outlined

for tv in Thailand?

If you're interested in the market,
there are about 17.000 tv sets there;
the tv system is commercial and the
two existing stations cover homes within 200 miles of Bangkok. Telecasting
time: Five to six hours daily.
The Thailand information is found
in Foote. Cone & Belding's new World
Television Study, released exclusively
to SPONSOR this week.
And similar

CENERAL

SETS

6,000

■ ial tv
2.500,000
India
356,742,000
Iraq

10,000

1

State controlled
5.015.000
United
Kingdom

NO. OF

1
625-line

1
625-line

State controlled
plus commercial
State controlled

29,089,000

S)',<KK>
Switzerland

NO. OF
STATIONS

#%n\one

NOTES,

FUTURE

PLANS

\i present in infancy. Fixe hours daily, four or fi\e transmitters covering about
r>0r, nl the population planned.
Transmits three hour- nightly, plus three afternoon-.
Klcction in May, 1958 may
change -it Million
< .ouimerei.il b thought to he two \ ears off.
Broadcasts about one hour nightly. Three transmitters planned to cover whole
country.
Introduction of commercial tv not thought likely.
Commercial t\ is planned for the future.
( n\erage 25-30 miles „f Helsinki. Ten minutes per hour commercial. Five transmitters planned h\ 1960. -er\ing 50'. ot population.
Rapid -el inerea-e expected.
Set count may
of commercial
Soon likely to
cial tv. Rapid
end of 1958.

be higher than licensed figure. At present 7' "{ of populace in range
tv. 00'. in range of all tv. One million -el- expected by Jan. 1959.
be live commercial stations. Now 130,000 sets in range of commerexpansion expected, possibly covering entire Federal Republic by

Organization IT'.M making efforts to introduce commercial tv. Expects to take 2-3
years. Complicated b\ national religion- and political divisions.
Five hours daily transmission with commercial- directly alter the news for ten
minutes.
Commercial 'sketches' last 2% min., last 30 sec. of which is advertising.
Possibility of commercial tv in 2-3 years. Now still on trial basis, not more than
two hours daily.
Sets are mainly test receivers placed by NBC.
No program-.
Most sets are located in Lisbon.
Four hours daily transmission.
Experimental '■commercial documentaries" occasionally used. Commercial tv a
po— ibility within a year.
Two or more new -tat ion, planned for near future.
Connecting to Eurovision in May, 1958. Government opposed to commercial tv,
but no definite decisions yet made.
Expectation of 1.000.000 sets in use by 1963.
Swiss NBA pays a subsidy to prevent introduction of commercial tv. Parliamentary
deflate-- expected
this war.
\ total of 2-21 •_■ hour- a dav telecast at present.
All sets receive BBC: 1.360.000 receive both BBC and ITV. Audience: BBC- 22.9
million; ITV -16.0 million.
Both BBC and ITV adding station-.
Transmitters are in main cities and not yet linked for national coverage. About
3% of all homes can receive transmissions.
Moscow has two programs.
Programs piped to subscriber- on closed circuit system. Development planned to
increase number of -ub-eriber- to 20.000 within next two years.
Experimental station likely to be set up in Delhi shortly. Bombay
poned because of economic situation.

ontrolled

Commercial

630.000

None

Commercial

J

2,000

station post-

Station is in Baghdad, and has a 12-mile range from the city.
Set figure represents licensed set-; estimate of 300,000 additional unlicensed. Two
more commercial stations due to open in 1958. Government plans 29 new stations.
Tv reaches wealthier classes only, 5-6'g hour- daily. Second commercial station
planned for Manila.
Government also plans chain of three stations.
Government committee recently produced a report on possible introduction of a tv
service. It recommends a service be started —run by a public corporation — but
with advertising.
About 1,500 of the set- are for I . S. forces. There are four hours transmission
four davs a week. Tv i- controlled by RCA.
Station is in Seoul.
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new

Unesco report; Times supplement,
Aug., 1957; United Kingdom and
Commonwealth government offices; foreign embassies and consulates; various
London organizations such as BBC,

survey

data is presented for 52 other countries and possessions throughout the
globe.
What's the world's tv picture? There
are about 58 million sets in existence
— but 41 million plus are found in the
U. S. Stations number just under 650
—with 425 in the U.S. (See chart for
a detailed breakdown on set and station distribution).
The survey was conducted
from

FC&B's London office by its international staff. Questionnaires were sent
to all offices and affiliates of the

Several countries are listed by FC&B
CBC,notetc."
as
having any tv today — and no
plans for any in the foreseeable future. In these instances sponsor has
omitted the listing in the accompanying charts. These are:
Greece, Burma, Indonesia, Israel,
Lebanon, Pakistan, Central African
Federation, East Africa and New
Zealand.
^

agency, and each office was required
to fill in the tv data concerning all
countries and possessions within its
area. Survey questionnaires were coordinated and tabulated by the London
office.
its

Sources cited by FC&B, other than
affiliate offices, include:
"1956

GENERAL

NOTES.

FUTURE

PLANS

Sydney and Melboi
nd Adelaide withii
et fixed.
Coverage likely to reach 60% of popidation by end of 1958. Rapid growth caused
by government lifting ban on tv set imports in July, 1957. Telecasts: 5:30 to 11:00
p. in, daily.
About 25% of total population covered: 53% in Greater Havana, 17% in rest of
country.

( juri.^r

i-

jm-i .-.i-iiij

in. I iii.

- 1 ;i m l:i n i .1!

im ■■< l,e : h.n

Station is privately owned, with government support.
programs through network of booster stations. Program
Reception up to 10 miles from capital.

i- -

I.

:ities.

Present stations give receptic

* total

about

five

hour-

daily.

; have applied to government for tv rights, among which is
; Co., which has franchise for broadcasting until I960.
Five stations are in
City. Transmissions
are 3:00 p.m. to midnight,
Further ; transmitters
a
ted for provincial cities, with considerable coverage
likely.
Programs are carried 1

One of the radio stations has applied for a tv transmission license, but governmenl
t yet made

deei-iou.

\oil.m-

iil.K

1.. 1 two

years.

Revenue gained from advertising.
Original station (Buenos Aires) operated b]
Peron administration.
(.n\ei iiiiihii ...rniU
1 — ued ii..n-,- im mne more stations.

iticipated that the medium

41,000,000
State controlled, 8 CBC
commercial and
33 private
private

• 3,010,000

will develop rapidly

A total of 140 markets have one station each: 66 have two each; 40 have three
each, and 20 have four or more.
Other U. S. territories include: Puerto Rico,
three -iai. "ii\l,<-i,.i. ii.. -i.iih.m-: liauaii, six stations, and Guam, one station.
Some 27 ,U. S. border stations also are received in Canada. Six eastern stationare French language only, and another, near Montreal, is bi-lingual. Owing to
change of government and political situation, no information available on extension
of stations in 1958. but number of private stations is likely to im-reaselective rules on products to be televised recently relaxed; but beer ■:<
advertising still accepted only with great reluctance. 86% of all homes in range
of transmitters:
71%
of these have tv.

warn

TV:

ONE

RETAILER'S

■ metuil advertising via t\ has always
been difficult for two reasons: (1)
onlj a few stations have very strong
retailing know-how, and (2) on!) a
few retailers have any tv merchandising know -how.
Washington's Woodward & Lothrop
department store and the capital NBC
o&o, \\I!(M'\ met these obstacles
head on. Late lasl year, the two ventured into an experimental live tv spot
saturation.
Result: While Woodward & Lothrop
maintains it's difficult to evaluate the
effectiveness of a single media, the
store has renewed its original 13-week
contract. Executives will soon sit down
with WRC-TV to discuss a 52-week
deal to incorporate tv into its over-all
advertising strategy.
Retail advertising is by no means
new to tv. Most common use is spot
saturation to promote specific store
events. But Woodward's plan is a
long-range one, to use television much
in the manner it does its newspaper
advertising (current tv budget: $100,000).
In soliciting the account, WRC-TV
went all out in its presentation, since
Woodward's had rejected tv eight
years ago. To overcome the first obstacle, sales director William Coyle
hired a consultant retail copywriter,
who studied the Woodward copy style
for a month, and came up with samples of minute and 20-second spots for
live demonstration. A qualitative solicitation was prepared, detailing what
other local retailers had been doing
in the eight year interim period.
In addition, to accommodate the
needs of the retailer, WRC-TV
stretched its policy of offering 50% off
on more than 14 spots a week. Instead
Woodward & Lothrop has the option

Retailing via tv spot
for
Washington's
Woodward

BEST

FRIEND

i w ith the 50' i cut) of merelj averaging 14 a week over the full 13-week
period. In this way, the department
store is able to run a flexible schedule,
accommodating special sales and holida\ promotions.
The store was sold on the idea that
a live demonstration — using local talent— could do a better job on single
items than a full page newspaper ad.
Consequently, it concentrates its weekly spots on a few items, using a single
item in each spot, and each spot an
average of four times a week.
The store, the station and Woodward's agency. Harwood Martin, work
together to map out the weekly spots,
as well as to integrate the advertising
with in-store merchandising. Both 20second and minute spots are used, according to the selling time need for a
particular item.
The store makes a special effort to
give the spots, though live on a local
basis, a professional network air. Copy
and merchandise are ready a full week
in advance; rehearsals start at least
four days ahead of time. Rehearsals
are photographed (with a Polaroid
camera) to study camera angles, and
once everything is ready to go, there
are no digressions.
With the aid of a special camera, the
memorized commercials are given by
the model (a WRC-TV personality),
while price, name of the store, and
other pertinent information is flashed
on by the camera. In this manner, it's
possible to get the sell across in either
20 seconds or a minute.
The local talent used in the spot announcements helps tie together the tv
campaign and in-store merchandising.
Personalities featured in the campaign
are used by the store to work with the
sales staff on special promotions.
^

lents — live — is one of the keys to merchandising success
Lothrop
department
store.
Tv
budget
is $100,000

By "Walter Schwimmer
President, Walter Schwimmer, Inc.

I recently ran across a blurb in the
press concerning an oldish woman who
squawked that she won a jackpot of
prizes on a tv quiz show and, as a result, what subsequently happens to her
is nothing but trouble.
This reminds me of a movie that I
saw, many moons ago, entitled "Jackpot," featuring Jimmy Stewart who
won a big bundle of baubles on a
radio-quiz. What he comes up with is
an assortment of miscellaneous trinkets and knick-knacks which are either
of no earthly use or just serve to create confusion.
I believe New Yorker Magazine also
gave this type of a situation the full
treatment once, and the impression was
that winners of big radio-tv jackpots
often became quite disillusioned, and
frequently deplore the fact that they
ever allowed themselves to become involved in this sort of ruckus.
Now, before you shed tears or work
up a sweat about the poor unfortunate
who winds up with a Caddy convertible in canary yellow when, as a matter
of fact, he had just bought himself a
Thunderbird in cobalt blue (which he
much prefers) ; or the poor hausfrau
who wins herself a date with Rock
Hudson, except she can't keep the date
because she is slightly married and has
a brood of four yowling youngsters —
consider the plight of the man who
owns the show, the guy who ladles up
all the lovely loot.
No one has ever touched on this subject. One might surmise that this is
meant to be a deep, dark secret. No
one would ever suspect that this laddie

Qackpots attract crackpots?
^ Yes, says quiz show impressario Walter Schwimmer.
And he digs into his correspondence for hilarious proof
^

To his "astonishment" he's found that "the cracking

of a jackpot is like giving a person a license to hate me!"
has problems. One would assume that
he is a heartless, hardboiled, commercial coot who spends his time scheming
up ways to get rich quick and what
happens to the mooches who shill for
him on his program is a matter of little concern and, in fact, the hell with
them.
Now, for the first time in radio-tv
history, I, Walter Schwimmer, will
fearlessly disclose all.
The Villain
The villain is the contestant! The
fall-guy is the producer, the purveyor
of the prizes. Honest to God!
I have been a party to these imbroglios for about a quarter of a century. A radio telephone-quiz giveaway, "Tello-Test," which I pioneered,
(still on the air on over 100 stations)
is the granddaddy of all radio-tv
quizzes, and I have dealt out millions
of dollars worth of awards to contestants over the years.
During this time, I have given away
such trifling items as automobiles,
trips to Paris and Mexico for two (all
expenses paid), houses, radios, tv sets,
refrigerators, fur coats, movie cameras,
electric stoves, etc., etc. (I often longingly wished I could schnorr some of
these "knick-knacks" for myself!)
I have never intentionally misrepresented an award. I have never failed
to deliver the merchandise promised.
I have never been sued by a contestant
or station.
But, oy vay, what grief I have inherited!
I have discovered, to my astonishment, that there are times when the
cracking of a jackpot is like giving a
person a license to hate me, to qualify
as an implacable enemy.
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This news descends upon me in the
form of a letter (more like an ultimatum )! which I receive from a contestant after he has won the jackpot on
one of my shows. After the first flush
of elation has passed, the awards start
to pour into the contestant's home, and
friends and relatives pile in to view the
swag. They always express deep disappointment. The awards seem most
meager, in view of what the friend or
relative optimistically expected the
contestant to win.
By some
prizes in
show, plus
with which

strange quirk, all sorts of
previous packpots of my
other radio and tv shows
I have no connection, are

also supposed to be included. Someone who had been tuned in to the show
on which his friend was the winner
swears that he "heard" this.
And many of the awards that have
been delivered are not as "represented"
in the show. A 17-jewel watch was
broadcast as a 21-jewel; a mink stole
was described as a mink coat; goldfilled jewelry was described as 14karat; etc. Some friend definitely affirms this.
The Threat
After a day or two of deliberation,
the winner is now outraged. He is
steaming. A letter is dispatched to me,
pronto.
I am not given the benefit of the
doubt in this letter. The contestant
does not assume that the "error" (or
"errors") could be the result of a
mistake or misunderstanding. Indubitably, am
I
a crook. No if's or and's.
So the writer invariably comes right
to the point in the first paragraph. No
reference is made to the fact that he
enjoyed being on the show, receiving
such wonderful prizes, etc. He quickly

and succinctly states why the awards
are unsatisfactoryr and that, unless
proper restitution is made immediately, he will (a) report me to his Better
Business Bureau; (b) file a complaint
with the FCC; (c) sue me.
The fact that the contestant didn't
do a damn thing but answer his telephone is immaterial. You get the impression that he spent his good money,
plus a lot of valuable time, for which
he was shamefully swindled.
The Gems
Here are just a few gems from the
Schwimmer "Tello-Test" file:
Item: A dame won a jackpot of
prizes worth about $2500. After the
M.C. had read the awards to her over
the air and glowingly congratulated
her, he concluded his phone call, hung
up the receiver, and then went on to
describe to his air audience just what
awards were included in the next jackpot. The winner stoutly maintained
that both sets of prizes had been
awarded her, and that four of her
friends were listening intently and affirmed this. A lawsuit was threatened,
unless we came across. Luckily for
us, a tape had been made of the show.
We played it back to her. She was
completely wrong, and we completely
right. She grudgingly withdrew her
complaint without apology. Mysteriously, she felt she was still right but,
due to technical reasons, she no longer
possessed legal grounds.
Item: In the early days of tv, a
dame won a big bonanza, and one of
the awards was a tv set with a 10-inch
screen. Promptly after winning, the
dame entered a hospital and could not
collect the prizes. Years later, we
heard from her and dispatched the
loot. We were roundly denounced for
palming off an inferior tv set on her,
when we had expressly awarded her
one with a 20-inch screen! (We were
able to prove that this type had not
she
even won.)
been in production at the time
Item: A man won a trip to Bermuda (for two) and then immediately
{Please turn to page 73)

What's

behind

the

^

BMI is about to answer ASCAP charges that broadcasters discriminate against ASCAP tunes, are a monopoly

^

Networks have offered to give up ownership in BMI,

hut whether they do or not, the ASCAP-BMI
^

battle is joined

Thus continues a lend dating back nearly 20 years

when present accuser was accused; here's a status report

ASCAP-BIV
charging BMI violation of the antitrust laws and asking $50 million damages to be kited to $150 million under
the treble damage provisions of the
law.
The Song Writers Protective Association moved in to aid in the suit.
Leading ASCAP figures have helped
finance the legal effort. The case is still
pending, with hopes that it will finally
be brought to trial this year.
The arguments

i^lexl week, another round will get
underwaj in a 20-year battle over what
kind of music is played over the radios in the nation's 15.7 million radio
homes.
On 15 \j.ril. Broadcast Music, Inc.
■ — better known as BMI — will begin
testifying before a Senate subcommittee. Ironically, BMI will defend itself
against monopoly charges brought by
ASCAP — which itself, some 20 years
ago. was charged with being a monopol) .
Ilic history of this fascinating feud
dates back to 1939, when it was "Jeannie W ith the Light Brown Hair" on
all networks and all stations. Listeners
went wild, little understanding the basic issues as ASCAP (American Society
of Composers. Authors and Publisher i withdrew all of its music from the
airwaves and radio was reduced to
songs in the public domain. Few realized they were witnessing the working
haps the most complete monopoly
VSCAP had asked broadcasters to
double th< alt} payment rates. The
broad* asters n fused. \SC \P thereupon refused to permit playing of any
oi it- musii on the air. That amounted
to virtually all copyrighted popular
music, certainly ill thai vas known
t" the public .
Setting iIh- stage
Thus the stage was » Eoi tl
now

going

on.

in

which

ttli

ironically

ASCAP is charging the broadcasters
with monopoly over popular music.
ASCAP official Oscar Hammerstein
— testifying this month before a House
Small Business Subcommittee — conceded that ASCAP had been a monopoly,
ruefully admitted it had taken a licking at the hands of the broadcasters.
For broadcasters played "Jeannie"
only a very short time. They set up
their own music organization, BMI,
financed largely by the networks but
partly also by individual stations. They
signed contracts with song publishers
and song writers, many on a subsidy
basis. They bought up Latin American and hillbilly music. ASCAP was
forced to beg for peace and signed a
■*treaty" under which they got — not
double their previous rate — but actualnally.
ly less than they were getting origiNor was this the end of ASCAP troubles. They were sued as a monopoly
under the antitrust laws by the Justice
Department and were forced to accept
consent decrees, the last one as recently
as 1950.
BMI has since flourished. In recent
years, ASCAP has been saying that
broadcaster control of this organization, along with their control of recording companies, amounts to the beginnings ofa monopoly even more illegal than their own had been.
\ group of 33 song writers, all
\SC \T members, instituted a civil suit
In New York Federal Court in 1953,

The complaint is that the broadcasters through ownership of BMI and
through ownership of the largest recording companies push their own
songs, while freezing out competing
songs. ASCAP, itself, went to Congress for aid, even while the suit has
been pending. Roughly the same arguments have been used, in an effort
either to get Congress to take action
or to influence action by the Department of Justice.
The first stage of hearings has been
concluded by the Senate Commerce
communications subcommittee. At
these, a number of song writers, music
professors, authors and other individuals— weighted with ASCAP members
— charged BMI with being responsible
for rock-and-roll music because such
music is cheap.
BMI was charged with degarding
the musical tastes of the public, that
broadcasters can popularize any music
they wish. Even if there is no abuse,
the argument runs, the law provides
that the thing is illegal if the opportunity for abuse exists.
Disk jockeys are instructed to play
BMI tunes to the exclusion of ASCAP,
and even when not so instructed they
know who is paying their salaries, it is
alleged.
What was wrong for ASCAP in
I').".')- 10-41 is equally wrong for BMI
today, the witnesses argued. They
would have no complaint against BMI
if it were owned by people other than
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than BMI. but argued that the hits are
now BMI.

that there are strong competing musical sources to guard against renewed
ASCAP monopoly.

BMI's turn

ight
broadcasters, since that would amount
to fair and open competition, they add.
The Senators made it clear they are
not interested in arguments that BMI
has fostered rock-and-roll. Such music
may be bad, but Congress can't be
asked to censor musical tastes. But
they are interested in whether there
has been any discrimination.
They questioned complaining witnesses closely about the percentage of
ASCAP music on the air vs. the percentage of BMI. The witnesses conceded that more ASCAP is broadcast

!

HERE'S

Information

THE

ASCAP explained that the formula
is for the greatest good of the greatest
number and, while it results in smaller

and have signified they feel it isn't necessary for them to own it any longer,
since all they require is the knowledge

payments when a composer or publisher is just starting, it cushions his drop
in later years.
^
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of sponsors in both tv and radio who have already
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Vngeles
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Dodger

Chicago

paj tv in their area-, one of the baits that lured
New York, left without a National League team.
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Milwaukee,

while
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Goebel

Beer

Petroleum
None
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Ballantine
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(Est\.
X. i.l:
Camel
CigareiielEsty, N. Y.): Win-hm Cigarettes
(Esty, N. Y.)
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(Esty,
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Okla-
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Hudepohl Beer (Stockton. West & Burkhardt, Cinn) :
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(Mc-E. Cleveland)
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Minn.);
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Chicago

1 <>s Angeles
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Carling Brewing
( E-W. R&R.
of Ohio (McE. Cleveland)

Washington

james,

Gunther Brewing (SSCMi. N. Y. )
Narragansett Beer (C&W. N. Y.l: Atlantic Refining
(Ayer, Phila.) : Ford Dealers (JWT, Det.)
General Finance
(Gordon
Best. Chi.);
Budweiser
iD'Vrcv.N.Y.)
St. Louis):
Oklahoma Oil: General Cigar
(Y&R,

Detroit
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Cleveland

Kansas .City
New York
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Gunther Brewing ( SSC&B, N. Y.)
Narragan-ett
lire, M ,\\\. N. Y.I:
Mlanlie Refining
(Ayer. Phiia.i; Ford Dealers <J\YT. Det.)
Hamin
Brewing
< Campbell-Mithun,
Minn.) ; Oklahoma Oil
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Baltimore
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THUS

with the opening of the season a
announcers, etc.

to tv sponsors have been signed ; both clubs apparnil

be set to go -and so will a lot of sponsors. The .hart
In the case of the Loa

Meanwhile, ASCAP is stabbed in the
back while it launches its assault. The
House Small Business Subcommittee
under the chairmanship of Rep. James
Roosevelt (D., Calif.) is currently considering complaints by a dissident
ASCAP group. This minority claims
the ASCAP leadership controls the affairs and royalty splits of the organization for the benefit of a small clique
of old-timers. Alec Templeton, for one,
said the formula of ASCAP forced
his firm out of business.

LINE-UP

courtesy of The Sporting News. St. Louis, which will puhlish simultaneous
rundown of coverage including sponsors,
hasehall
networks,

"Play ball!" When that cry rings out for the first t
in ball parks across the country, radio and t\ sports

the season.

Backstabbing?

BMI will begin its case on 15 April.
It will stress that it "broke an
absolute monopoly," to quote a spokesman. It will say it opened up opportunities which never existed for new
song writers and publishers, will cite
the pre-BMI ASCAP restrictions on its
membership. BMI will refute rock-androll charges with testimony to the effect that it has subsidized classical
records and the writing of good music.
More importantly. BMI will deny any
discrimination by broadcasters against
non-BMI music, and will claim that up
to 80% of music aired is non-BMI.
Curious sidelight is the fact that the
networks have actually offered to give
up their ownership interests in BMI.

•
Refining (Aver, Phila.); Ballantine Beer

(E-t\. N. Y.'i: Phillies Cigars ( Bavuk. Feigenbaum
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( American Tobacco. Gumbinner, N. Y.)
Miller Brewing (Mathisson. Mil.): Clark Oil (Mathisson. Mil.): Kent Cigarettes (Y&R. N. Y.)
No information .

Atlantic Refining ( Ayer. Phila i
(Smith. Taylor & Jenkins. Pitt.
No information
Anheuser-Busch

Bavarian Beei

Pi

With the avalanche

How

of tv Westerns,

ASKS:

can you retain sponsor

Three agency men tell SPONSOR
how sponsor identity ean be
achieved on television Westerns
despite the great number of these
shows.

Donald F. Coleman, account execu
Campbell-Mithun, Inc., New York

r

SPONSOR

Wed product
to program

.
I his is a paramount question to many
sponsors — not only those with Westerns. The problem of being a partner
with the program instead of just a
participator is a real sleep-loser. Yet
man) advertisers have solved it.
For fear somebody will point out
that nobody talks about the commercials themselves, it is obvious that commercials on Westerns, as on any show,
must be knock-outs if they are to be
remembered. Hut let's assume the commercials are first class.
One way to make the sponsor a partner with the show is to integrate the
opening of the commercial. Example,
on Disneyland for American Dairy AsBociation, 8-second lead-ins associated
with various "lands" around which the
show is built, "Frontierland," "Adventureland," etc., were used to bridge
the show and commercial.
should and
be great
on'I here
Westerns
an\ opportunities
other filmed
-hou for an agi nc) to screen the pro.
duction in advance and lit its choice
ol commercial into the package, perhaps better than into some live shows.
Few agencies, however, seem to avail
themselves of this opportunity.
Billboards too are important. Some

of the best arrangements witnessed involve scenes over which the sponsor's
identification can be imposed. Example: the Lone Ranger and the
General Mills flag.
The possibility of having the star
participate in the billboards also helps
tie together product and show. Example: Gunsmoke's James Arness
smoking L&M at the close.
Another way of bringing the two
elements together is with promotional
advertisements in the program listings.
Star personalities used in the commercials, of course, present opportunities for the close identification so
desired by sponsors — providing, naturally, that it is not precluded by the
nature of the product. Example: Guy
Madison and Andy Devine of Wild Bill
Hickok presenting Sugar Pops. Or
Bill Boyd as Hopalong Cassidy selling
the bread that builds strong bodies
eight ways.
Occasionally it is possible to get the
product into the show. Sergeant Joe
Friday is forever smoking Chesterfields. But with adult Westerns it can
be tough. Lifebuoy Soap and Anacin
are anachronistic to Have Gun, Will
Travel. For that matter, cigarettes
were too dainty in the old days, thus
Paladin smokes cigars but Marshall
Dillon, with a cigarette sponsor, can't
smoke at all within the program.
And consider American Dairy Association again. On a real adult Western can you imagine the star gunfighter stoking up for a shootout with
a glass of milk? "Milk Makes Energy"
but . . .
In sum, to wed product to program,
use bridge lead-ins, choose commercials to suit spots in programs, build
billboards, open and close with show
scenes or stars and product, feature
stars in sponsor program promotion,
also in commercials, and try to get the
product into the show. Do all these
and the identity of the Western should

identi .

evoke the identity of the sponsor.
"Jello again."

Fritz
Lamont,
tv program
produce
Compton Advertising, Inc., New York

Single
sponsorship

L/mmm
The only way to prevent dilution of
product identification in Westerns may
be to not get involved with them at
all. But then, if this decision is made,
is it a good one?
We all know that people Avill watch a
good show regardless of category.
Westerns however, have stacked up
some amazing statistics in the rather
short history of tv. For instance, based
on the Nielsen average audience ratings and ranking for the weeks ending
February 15th and 22nd, 1958 there
were 132 programs sponsored in the
Monday-Friday evening periods on the
three major networks. Twenty of these
were Westerns. Fifteen of the twenty
were in the upper Iialf of the numerical rankings. Eleven of them were
(borrowing a phrase from the disk
jockey idiom) in the "Top 40," and,
to really put the icing on the cake, they
ranked first, second, third, fifth, seventh and eighth in the national list!
Obviously, there is no cost-per-thousand problem in Westerns. And while
there are a certain percentage of people who do not identify their Western
hero with the product that is picking
up the tab, they won't identify a singer
with a sponsor or the star of a situation comedy with a brand of soap
flakes either.
Having decided that one can't afford

yaget-Hi^ictifre,
£waiey?
idley! This Cascade
Looka
Television market, KIMA-TV with
its satellites, stretches far and wide

ft Westerns?

out there in the West. It's a huge,
three-state area abounding with
new industry, new farms, thousands of new families. There's a
buying potential approaching a
billion dollars. I tell ya, Smidley,
you just don't find a market like
that
day.Cascade
It's a time-buyer's
dreamevery
— that
Television.

to ignore Westerns then, how can product identification be strengthened?
Product promotions, coordination of
personal appearance tours with visits
to supermarket openings and various
levels of the sales and advertising operations of the program sponsor are
only a few of the ways identification
may be reinforced.
Single Sponsorship is another solution, because it avoids cross-plugging,
co-op spot sales in hit-or-miss markets,
and definitely tie-in merchandising.
This answer is ideal, of course. But
certainly, it's becoming an exception to
the rule since only eight of the aforementioned 20 Westerns have a single
sponsor.
Finally, there is product identification through having the star do the
commercials. It usually depends upon
the product and the star, but there
have been many effective attempts at
this.
These few suggestions are certainly
not inclusive. But whether or not the
western hero is identified with the
show, one thing is certain. A lot of
people are watching them.

Read H. Wight, vice president in charge
of radio and tv, J. M. Mathes, Inc., N. Y.

I.D.'s follow
horses' ratings
like flies

Quite a market . . .
Automotive Sales ....$1 16,239,000
Food
$140,609,000

KIMA-TV

YAKIMA.with WASHINCTON
its satellites
KtPR-TV, Paste, Wash.
KUW-TV. lewistea, Hake
and KB AS- TV
fyhrata, Meses lake. Wash.

CASCADE
BROADCASTING

NATIONAL

REP

WEED
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In the Syracuse Market

WSYR

COVERS

'80% MORE RADIO HOMES
Than the No* 2 Station
This amazing margin of superiority makes
WSYR unquestionably the most effective and
economical buy for radio advertisers in a market
ally.
where buying power exceeds $2^2 billion annuWSYR attracts the adult, able-to-buy audience
by maintaining a high standard of quality performance, byprofessional performers. In every
category of programming — news, music, sports,
drama, variety, farm programs and public service events — WSYR is the leader in the Syracuse area.
NBC

First, there has always been a problem of sponsor identification, even in
radio. The very nature of television
entertainment — requiring an audience
to sit down and pay attention — complicates the problem for the advertiser,
who usually buys a show for its ability
(Please turn to page 73)

PACIFIC

TELEVISION

in Central New

York

570 KC

17.8 A.R.B.?
Yes, and fifth

icial Films available for strip programming: Star Performance, formerly Four Star Playhouse -153 programs
relit/Dateline Europe/Overseas Adventure/formerly Foreign Intrigue -156 programs "American Legend -80 pr<

il

nin, too!

TROUBLE
WITH
FATHER
Still out-rating top network, local and syndicated shows— even in fourth
and fifth runs— Stu Erwin's "Trouble With Father" proves strip program ing isuccessful
s
programming. 109 stations in every type of market have run these 130 films for leading national and regional sponsors.

Ratings prove "Trouble With Father" is still Number 1.
In Indianapolis, "Trouble With Father", in its fifth run, seen at 4:30 PM,
pulled a rating of 17.8 against "Do You Trust Your Wife?" with 4.9 and
"Movie Time" with 4.8. In Huntington-Charleston, West Virginia, seen at 9:30 AM,
"Trouble With Father", in its third run, chalked up a rating of 12.3
against "The Morning Show" with 5.1.

Sponsors prove "Trouble With Father" is a Number 1 Buy!
High ratings and tremendous appeal for every member of the family have made
"Trouble With Father" a resounding success. These are some typical sponsors:
Beech-Nut Life Savers, Inc. • The Bon Ami Company • Brown and Williamson
Tobacco Corp. • Continental Baking Co., Inc. • The Procter and Gamble Co.
Standard Brands Incorporated • Whitehall Pharmacol Company
Produced by Hal Roach, Jr.

• A Roland Reed Production

F

Call the leader
in strip programming

OFFICIAL

FILMS, Inc.

25 West 45 St., New York
PLaza 7-0100

representatives:
Atlanta
• Jackson 2-4878
Beverly Hills • Crestview 6-3528
Chicago
• Dearborn 2-5246
Cincinnati
• Cherry 1-4088
Dallas
• Emerson 8-7467
Fayetteville
• Hillcrest 2-5485
Ft. Lauderdale
• Logan 6-1981
Minneapolis
• Walnut 2-2743
San Francisco
• Juniper 5-3313
St. Louis
• Yorktown 5-9231

BETTER
PEOPLE
on Atlanta s
NEW

12

BAY

SUPER

TURNSTILE

ANTENNA

now

WSB-TV

installed,

improves

the WSB-TV

signal

throughout the station's entire coverage area. A new transmitter and transmitter building, soon operative, are in the
modernization program. This better picture for more people means that the dominant Georgia coverage pattern
shown for WSB-TV

by NCS No. 2 now becomes even more overwhelming. Add WSB-TV

consistently higher ratings

to the package and the picture for advertisers is clear — to get more for your television dollar get on WSB-TV.
AFFILIATED WITH THE ATLANTA JOURNAL

&

AND THE ATLANTA

CONSTITUTION.

NBC AFFILIATE. REPRESENTED BY EDW. PETRY & COMPANY.
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Marketing tools, trends,
research data and trade tips

"m

FILM-SCOPE

5 APRIL 1958
SPONSOR

Copyright
1958
PUBLICATIONS

INC.

Bureau of Missing Syndicated Series Sponsors: From time to time FILM-SCOPE
will run an agency check on some notable non-users of syndication.
First outstanding example is the cosmetic industry.
There's a sameness about the reasons agencymen (on cosmetic accounts) give for not
buying syndication:
• Cosmetic makers follow the path of the proven success. The successful use of live
network shows and blanket spot announcements by a few leaders has set the pace which
others tend to follow.
• A syndicated series doesn't fulfill the prestige aim for cosmetics.
• The type of series generally available doesn't lend itself to cosmetic merchandising.
• Nobody's really tried to sell the prettying-up industry on syndication.

One ABC-TV series planned for fall came about as the result of ABC
success with a feature package.

stations'

Viewer enthusiasm to Screen Gems' Shock package of old horror films precipitated the
half-hour series. Tales of Frankenstein, now under production.

more

There's evidence that the tremendous
stable pattern.

growth

of syndication has jelled into a

This is apparent in results of a five-year study of total hours in syndication recently
completed by CNP.
Other highlights in the 60-market report:
• The largest single area of growth has been in daily stripped programing.
• Average number

of syndicated hours has reached almost 40 per week.

• Gross billings from syndication should this year reach $90 million.
Here's the full CNP analysis of 60 leading 825y2
markets (based on ARB) :
2169%
1956
1216%
1954
1957
1955
47.4%
32.59?
Total syndicated hours
8ooy2
1612V,
Percentage increase
81.7%
34.6
36.1 <7<
26.9
Average hours per market
20.3
440Vo
27.3^
Hours on strip run
36.99?
Percentage increase

7.5%
2331%
1958

io7oy2
45.9%
33.7 V

Stripped hours as percentage of total syn. hours
$58 mil. $78 mil. $90. mil.

Estimated billings (gross)*

(projected)

*Based on average costs reported in NARTB

film manual.

Flashes from the Film Field: Continental Baking has renewed CBS TV's Annie
Oakley for the third year in 80 markets . . . Former BBDO account exec Albert Ward
named Eastern program director of TPA, to work with New York agencies and advertisers
NTA

is waiting for first ratings on its "double impact" plan to make its big sales pitch.

(For further films news, see SPONSOR-SCOPE
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and FILM WRAP-UP,

p. 63.)

Key trends and developments
in marketing and research

MARKETING
5 APRIL 1958
SPONSOR

Copyright 1958
PUBLICATIONS

WEEK

Electronic data processing is having a very real effect on marketing.
INC.

Case in point : Manufacturers are finding the big supermarket chains ordering in smaller
quantities. It's because supers are looking for ways to cut down inventory investment and
warehousing costs.
This is no recession development. Explained Ralph Head, BBDO's marketing chief: "It's
the result of better business intelligence. The computers are telling the chains more about
their business costs than they ever knew before."
Grocery manufacturers aren't happy about the situation. Some have to produce on the
same volume basis as they did during the pre-computer days, but more of their cash is tied up
in inventory and storage.

Those amazing computers are being increasingly called on for a variety of marketing
chores.
Among large companies there's been a heavy trend toward using them for marketing and
sales analyses.
Getting a workout in this field are the so-called intermediate computers. These rent for
about $3,000 a month or in the neighborhood of $200,000 outright if the customer wants to
buy the equipment. Obviously, not every firm can afford this kind of money. However, the
intermediates are being used for other purposes, too, so their cost can be spread over a number of company departments. In addition, smaller firms can use the less expensive punchcard systems.
As for supermarket use, the big chains are rapidly approaching an automatic billing and
warehousing millenium, particularly important in a business where profit-per-item is low, inventory control critical. There's been a rash of big orders from the supers during the past
couple of years with both intermediate computers and punch-card systems being delivered.

Some fascinating glimpses into American eating habits is provided by Pulse's new consumer marketing study, "The Nation's Menu." The study, conceived by Ben Gedalecia, BBDO
research director, and developed in cooperation with Pulse, reports details on foods eaten at
each meal (and between meals) by a sample of 1,000 families in the top 26 metropolitan areas.
Some unreleased facts in the first quarterly study, covering August 1957, included these:
• More people drink tea than coffee for weekday dinners, a reflection of the popularity of
iced tea in hot weather.
• The picture painted in comic strips of Americans consuming large quantities of pickles
for snacks is definitely false. Only .2 of 1% of U. S. metropolitanites munch pickles for snacks
during the week.
• Steak is the most popular meat for dinner during the summer weekday months.

Should drug stores carry only leading health and beauty aid brands like the supers who
are taking so much business away from them?
The drug stores themselves say no, according to Selling Research, Inc., in a recent national drug index report. The implications: drug stores would rather stock many brands and
lose turnover than stock only leading brands and lose traffic.
The Selling Research report, which covered 250 medium- and high-volume retail drug
stores in 100 key markets, showed the stores voting three to one against stocking leading
brands only.
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We fully recognize the importance of giving complete
coverage of all important time buying areas for all
our stations. And this coverage is provided both by
the Working Partners who head up H-R as well
as by the members of our growing staff. All of whom,
bv the way, have been selected on the basis of
maturity, experience and records of performance

TELEVISION

in this field. Today as when H-R was started, we
continue to keep our promise to "always send a man
35 E. Wacker Drive
Chicago 1 , Illinois
Financial 6-6440

Oxford 7-3120

155
Montgomery Strei
to do a man's San
job!''
Francesco. Calif.

6253 Hollywood Boule
Hollywood 28. Calif.
Hollywood 2-6453

YUkon

910 Royal Street

1182 W. Peachtree N.W.
Atlanta, Georgia
WOodward

1-4142

TRinity 5-9539

2-5701

Houston, Texas

(Ackson 2-3917 '

416 Rio Crande Bldg.
Dallas, Texas
Riverside 2-5148

a»vio

GRAB

A PLANE
and get out to Los Angeles.

The NAB Convention is between

27 April and 1 May. That way you'll meet most everyone you want to meet
and see most everything first hand. It may be hectic but it's bound
to be a great show.

READ SPONSOR
That way you'll get to see the industry's collective mind on almost
every important problem of the day. The Convention Issue will have reports
on major exhibitors and equipment. Reports from NAB, RAB, and TvB,
ideas on the recession and how the air media can combat it; a special
NAB-dominated Sponsor-scope; rundowns on all convention hotels — who
is staying where, and how to get there. A complete directory of
agencies, advertisers and reps in the Los Angeles area. Listings of
the best restaurants . . . and we could go on. It's a big important issue
you just can't afford to miss.

ADVERTISE

IN THE

CONVENTION

SPECIAL

When you advertise in the Convention Issue, you can advertise in
the Convention Special, too, at bargain rates. That way you get your
message to everyone who is anyone at the convention itself. For
SPONSOR'S Convention Special (it's a separate book of its own) is
hand-delivered to the hotels of 2500 of the very top people at the show.
It blankets the NAB hotels in Los Angeles. This double exposure, ■
double impact to the key men in the industry, costs you only $75 extra per
page over the regular rate.
Advertising forms for the
Convention Issue, plus
the Convention Special,
close early April. Wire
collect for reservations now.

THE

WEEKLY

MAGAZINE

TV/RADIO

40 East 49th Street, New York 17, New York

ADVERTISERS
•

USE

MUrray HiU 8-2772

National and regional spot buys
in work now or recently completed

l^llllilllillMU

Recession? •

^ ' SPOT

BUYS

S'
TEXA
NOT TVINMAR
KET
5th
TV

BUYS

B. T. Babbitt, Inc., New York, is going into major markets for its
Bab-O. The schedules start 21 April for 11 weeks. Minutes during
daytime segments are being bought; average frequency: 10-15
announcements per week per market. Buying is not completed.
Buyer: Ray HeaK.
Agency:
Brown
& Butcher, New York.

of 33

markets

may

counties

served

be

slumping
by

KCEN-TV.

bul

i

Hen

A PRINCIPAL DEFENSE
ARSENAL OF THE NATION!
/est of the KCEN tower,
ion and Phillips Petroi ASTRODYNE,
INC.,
a

Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York, is preparing a campaign in
scattered major markets for its Halo shampoo. The 26- week schedule
starts 5 May. Minutes and chainbreaks during nighttime periods are
being slotted; frequency varies from market to market. Buxing has
just started. Buyer: Fran Velthuys. Agency: D'Arc) Advertising Co.,
New York. (Agency declined to comment.)
The Texas Co., New York, is entering 75-80 markets to push its
gasolines and oils. The four-week campaign starts this month. Minutes and chainbreaks are being scheduled; frequency depends upon
the market. Buyer: Jack Bray. Agency: Cunningham & Walsh. Inc..
New York.
(Agency declined to comment. I
Hunt

Hood. This is a pernio
of housing 2 division
Headquarters.

U S. AIR

FORCE

Foods, Inc., Fullerton, California, is preparing a major

campaign in the west, southeast and southwest for its Snider's
Hotter Catsup. The budget is estimated at over one million dollars.
Schedules will start this month and run till forbid. Announcements
of varying lengths will be used; frequency will be saturation, with
400-500 announcements per week. Buving is not completed. Media
director: George Allison. Agency: Young & Rubicam, Inc., Los
Angeles. (Agency declined to comment. I

.

Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York, is testing its Cashmere Bouquet
soap in three selected markets; other test markets will be added. The
current campaign runs for 39 weeks; minutes and chainbreaks
during nighttime periods are being scheduled. Buyer: Gene Grealish.
Vgenej : Bryan-Houston. Inc.. New York. I Agency declined to comment.)
s booming

tear

from

their

market.

ril

KCEN-TV
INTERCONNECTED

A F F 11

Temple Office: 17 S Third St. Ph. Prosped
3-6868.
Waco
Office:
506
Profcssiono
Building.
Ph.
Plaza
6 C
Texas,
8486.
BLAIR TELEVISION

ASSOCIATES,

INC.

RADIO

BUYS

General Foods Corp., Maxwell House Division, Hoboken, N. J., is
preparing a late spring campaign for its regular Maxwell House
coffee. The schedules start in early May; daytime minutes will be
used, with frequency depending upon the market. Buying has not
started. Buyer: Dick Wilkins. Agency: Benton & Bowles, Inc.,
New York. (Agency declined to comment.)
Ceneral Foods Corp., White Plains, is scheduling announcements
in major markets for its Betty Crocker products. The campaign will
run for five weeks. Minutes during early morning and late afternoon
are being slotted; frequency depends upon the market. Buyer: Hal
Davis. Agency: BBDO, New York. (Agency declined to comment.)
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NOW...
a complete AM-FM Service
unavailable from any other source
SUBSCRIBING TO OUR AM-FM SERVICE, you first
receive our 212-page 1958 AM-FM Station Directory
which lists all U. S., Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and
other North American stations (1) by States and Cities,
(2) by Frequencies; also, all AM & FM applications
pending as of Dec. 31, 1957 (1) by States, (2) by Frequencies. There is a special listing of all Stations by
Call Letters, and a listing of Type-Accepted Transmitters and Monitors.
The 1958 AM-FM Directory is punch-holed, and contained in a sturdy binder big enough also to include
the Weekly Addenda you will receive. These run 4-6
pages, and fully report each week's FCC actions — grants,
additions, changes, applications, etc. Also reported are
latest radio station sales, first as announced and then as
acted upon by the FCC.
The AM-FM Addenda pages contain all data available through each Friday, are mailed Saturday, usually
will reach you Monday. They are designed, in a word,
to keep the AM-FM Station Directory up-to-the-minute
for ready reference.
New subscribers will, of course, receive all 1958
Addenda to date, along with the Directory, in the
embossed binder.
• Full year of AM-FM

Service . . $50.00

• Six months of Service ....

U0/C>I U I 10

TT

3W-.»

IN G

SHINGTON

h

$27.50

ELECTRONICS
5,

D. C.

REPORTS

STERLING

3-1755

Television Digest, Wyatt Bldg.,
Please

enter

my

subscription

to 1958

Washington 5, D. C.

AM-FM

Station Directory with weekly

AM-FM

Addenda

to

binder

included.

keep

it current.

Embossed

Nam e
ORDER

YOUR

SERVICE

TODAY*

Company
Street Address
City & State

.

Q

Full year $50.00

r-\ Q montns

$27 50

Capsule case histories of successful
local and regional radio campaigns

^

RADIO

RESULTS
CAR

DRUG
SPONSOR:

In

i Company

AGENCY: Direct

DEALER

SPONSOR: Agency
Bernie Dumas Buick

Capsule case history: Southwestern Drug Corporation,

Capsule case history: With two Buick dealers already

one of the largest regional drug wholesalers in the southwest, is a regular purchaser of Creomulsion, a cold drug

located in the metropolitan area of New Orleans, Bernie

remed) manufactured by Creomulsion Company of Atlanta,

La. This presented a serious problem to Dumas. To induce

Georgia. Through their recommendation the Creomulsion

the people to travel across the river by ferry (the only

Company purchased an announcement campaign on KWFT,

means of transportation available as the Mississippi River

Wichita Falls, Texas. Results were by far the best they had

Bridge had not been completed) meant getting a message

ever received from any other media in so short a time. The

across to prospective buyers via the best medium available

Dumas decided to locate his agency across the river in Gretna,

buyer for Southwestern Drug, in a letter to the Atlanta firm

and with enough motivation to induce them to make a ferry

on March 12, 1958, told the company that their sales had

trip, rather than merely settling for the convenience of the
New Orleans side of the river. Through their advertising

tripled since the campaign began on KWFT. Both companies experienced tremendous increases in Creomulsion
sales. "This surpassed anything we have ever done, due
to the fact that radio station KWFT has such a wide range
of reception and acceptance in our area," said Emitt Davis,
buyer for Southwestern Drug. "The radio advertising has
created a terriffic demand for Creomulsion in our area."
KWFT, Wichita Falls, Texas

MOVING

PURCHASE:

Announcements

SERVICE

agency Dumas purchased a saturation package on WNOE,
New Orleans, with its news and music format, to carry the
radio portion of the campaign in this market. Dumas now
enjoys top position in the area. "Your station will always
be a major participant in Dumas' budget," said Joe McGrail
of their agency. "It is Cooper's basic advertising medium."
PURCHASE: Packages
WNOE, New Orleans

JEWELRY

SPONSOR: Boineau's Moving Vans

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Two years ago WMSC

signed with

Boineau's, Columbia, S. C, agency for Allied Van Lines, for
ten 10-second announcements a week. An unusual gimmick
was incorporated into the campaign: a spot was devoted to

STORE

SPONSOR: Cooper Jewelry Store

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Cooper Jewelry Store, one of the
largest in the Harford area, inaugurated a campaign on
WPOP, Hartford, Conn., late last fall. Lennie Katz, assistant manager of the store, bought six announcements to

announce each moving job handled by the company. For

advertise their newly stocked RCA Victor portable tv sets.

example, "Boineau's, your Allied Van Line agent, has just
moved Mr. & Mrs. John Smith to their new home on Lake

Almost immediately after the spots went on the air Cooper

Shore Drive. Call Boineau's when you move." At first
only about five of every 10 spots were used for general sell.
Suddenly the idea caught fire. Everybody, both private people and business firms alike, wanted their moves announced
on WMSC.

The agent then increased to 15 spots per week,

and on occasion to 30 per week. Boineau's credits WMSC
for maintaining a hij-'h rate of moves for them in periods
where business had formerly been slow. WMSC is a principal part of Boineau's advertising schedule, yet their annual
expenditure on WMSC is barely over $1,000 for the market.
WMsc, . olumbia, S. C.

PI RCHASE: Announcements

had sold his entire inventory. The RCA Victor distributors
in the area were so pleased with the results that they bought
six spots on a co-op basis with Cooper. The schedule is still
running, and sales are still rising. At one point in the campaign Cooper's store had more than 30 people wanting to
see the tv sets. That day Cooper sold six sets; in addition
numerous expensive items as watches, rings, bracelets were
also purchased. Prior to Cooper's schedule on WPOP they
allocated most of their budget to newspapers. Since then
they have dropped all newspaper and are using radio only.
"Radio is the best medium for our advertising," says Katz.
WPOP. Hartford
PURCHASE: Announcements
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No matter how

the coin falls— Washington

rates high

If it comes up "Family Income," consider: the 1957 median for the Washington,
D. C. urban area was $6,500 — an increase of 49% since 1949 and about 20%
higher than the U. S. urban area median. If it comes up "Total Income," consider again: the 1957 Washington Metropolitan Area personal income total
approximated $4.6 billions. Per capita, this amounted to $2,310 for Metropolitan
Washington — compared to the U. S. average of $2,016.*
There's one more factor to consider — how best to reach this exceptionally affluent market. And that's where WWDC Radio comes
up — loud and clear. We have been first or a mighty close second in
every PULSE of 1957 and thus far this year. We have a simple
formula — to be a listenable station to our audience, and a promotional station to our hundreds of national and local advertisers.
The mutually happy result — ever-increasing listeners for us, everincreasing sales for you.

WWDC

'"Economic Development Committee, Washington Board of Trade
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radio Washington

BY JOHN

BLAIR CO.

PICTURE

WRAP-UP

Spooning doesn'l always require a moon, disc jockej Bill Dawes,
W( PO, I incinnati, discovers as be feeds Mike
Hoffman.
Dawes
look over baby -itting role when
his fellow d.j. Boh
Chasteen
raffled
him off as a contest
prize
won
by Mrs. Joann
Wright

Then and now:
Rex Mien bids adieu to the stewardess as he
leaves St. Louis airport in an old fashioned carriage, symbolic of his
role in the Frontier Doctor tv series. Allen is there as guesl of
Kiev Pa king Co., sponsor
of series in several Missouri
markets

Chemise-scoffing
admen
at Gar.
agency, St. Louis, got their come-uppanci
Day— including telecasts bj KSD-TV, \d
Harvey Burns retaliated in Purina Chow i

Enchanted evening: Ll-year-old \am>
Klappei
innei
ol WABC,
New
York
"" -i b) Martin
Block"•" ,l"'

Make
Believe
Waldorl

Ballroom,
«]

sips soda
d Sinatra

There'll be a next time for the live
Time*
watch
demonstration
on the Steve
Vlli n show, says NBC v.p. William Miller as
he retrieves watch from tank after the strap
Bnapped from prop during live commercial

News and Idea
WRAP-UP
ADVERTISERS
Pizza-rino (King Cone Corp.) is
testing via 20-second tv commercials in Philadelphia, Cleveland,
New York and Columbus.
The campaign is through Richard K.
Manoff. National distribution of the
new product is expected by 1 September.
The Flint, Michigan, Automobile
Dealers Association is out to hypo
the automobile economy via a big publicity drive this spring. Theme: "You
Auto Buy Now."
Springboard for much of the publicity plans: Flint radio station WBBC.

Appointed this week: Wesby R.
Parker, elected president, Dr. Pepper
Co. . . . Donald L. Fox, to the staff
of Jackson Associates, house agency
of Adell Chemical Co. . . . Charles A.
Carey, elected a. director, Maytag Co.
. . . E. M. Wittigschlager, v. p. and
director of marketing. Farm House
Frozen Foods . . . Ross Mason, advertising manager. McCulloch Corp..
L.A., chain saws manufacturers.

• Practical editing

Corp., for his "pioneering contribution to the development of video mag-

The campaign to build buying
confidence gathered more steam
this week.

highlighting the "outdoor living" uses
of Saran Wrap. The company has
bought time on three daytime tv shows,
The Price Is Right, Truth or Consequences, and Treasure Hunt.
• Technical Tape Corp. will
spend $225,000 in air media in a second quarter promotion for Tuck Tape.
In the negotiation stage are buys on
local tv in 8 markets, one-shot participations in network radio and daytime
tv, and spot schedules on some 250
radio stations.
• Carnation Co. is offering a
whipped fruit topping promotion as a
major spring campaign for its Instant
Nonfat Dry Milk. The offer is being
supported on Carnation's Burns and
Allen tv show, and Art Linkletter's
House Party on CBS TV and Radio.

5 april 1958

• Record from studio or
remote camera

Doyle Dane Bernbach will resign
1 July the $3 million Max Factor
account which it has handled for
seven years.
No reason other than a
difference of opinion" was
the shift. A successor agenc
been named.

Campaigns
• Dumas Milner Corp. will spend
$750,000 in a springtime campaign for
Perma Starch. Print, network radio
and spot tv figure in the media plans.
• Dow Chemical Co. will push off
this month a summertime promotion

• Immediate playback —
no processing

AGENCIES

Kudos: the Vladimir K. Zworykin tv
prize, awarded this year for the first
time to Charles P. Ginsburg. of Ampex

netic recording."

• Live-look quality

• Tapes eraseable, reuseable
• Lowest overall cost

Myron L. Silton, of Silton Brothers.
Callaway, Boston, addressed a telegram
to directors of the ANPA, NAB and
Advertising Council urging the major
communications media to push such a
campaign to the limit.
He stated: "If the nation's press,
radio and tv stations and advertising
agencies hammer away at the good
things taking place, always stressing
the fundamental soundness of our economy, then we can snow under the loose
talk that is costing jobs, and drive the
prophets of doom underground."
Anniversary:
Victor
A. Bennett
Co. completed its tenth year this
March. The agency began with one
client — Longines Wittnauer — which it
still retains, and has added a p.r. firm.
Bennett Associates, plus other accounts.

WREX-TV

WREX-TV dominates the Rockford metro area, extending to a
multi-market sales domain . . .
including 23 counties in Southern Wise, and Northern Illinois.
A sales network containing over
1,000,000 people with retail
sales of 1-1/3 billion dollars.
by

r

Cole,

Fischer & Rogow, Beverly Hills, for
the Padre Division of Di Giorgio Wine
Co. . . . Norton H. Detsch, Portland.
Ore., for Davidson Baking Co. . . .

ROCKFORD

A BILLION DOLLAR MARKET NETWORK ... IN THE
INDUSTRIAL HEART OF MIDAMERICA.

Represented

Agency appointments:

MEANS

AND

-13-

(Mian iV Bronner, Chicago, for Lil>l>\
Furniture and Appliance Co. Libb) is
currentl) on Chicago channels with
nighttime movies . . . PoweD Advertising, all advertising and promotion

the New York office, Reuter & Bragdon
. . \\ aj ne Thompson, of Richard
L. Minns. Allstate Advertising, Houston, Tex. ... Robert C. Kelly,
Charles A. Winchester and Robert

tor the "Keep Detroit Dynamic Bu)
"Sow" drive, sponsored 1>\ the Detroit
\nto Dialer- Association . . . Elliot,
Jaynes & Barucli. Chicago, for Universal Food- Coi p.

I . Nathe, director of radio of Doherty, CUfford, Steers & Shenfield . . .
Frank Walsh, of EWR&R, also director of research . . . John Preston
Rudden, v.p. and account executive,
Garfield Advertising Associates, Detroit .. . Frank Brady, executive v.p.
and member of the board, Cohen &
Aleshire, New York . . . Elliott W.

Executive officers of James Thomas Chirurg Co., Boston and New
York:
Directors: J. T. Chirurg, chairman; W. L. Shepardson, president;
H. G. Sawyer, v.p., facts division,
Boston; D. W. Jackson, v.p. and
g.m., New York; L. H. Brendel, merchandising director, New York.
Other officers: G. E. French, treasurer: and R. L. Gaeta, secretary and
clerk.
They became v.p.'s: John W.
Esau, also elected associate managing
director of the copy department, N. W.
\\.r. Philadelphia . . . Walter C.
Raithel, Jr., of BBDO, Chicago . . .
Joseph T. Sloane, v.p. in charge of

ONE OF THE

FIRST 100 MARKETS

**••« T»e .o'*

WHBF
RADIO & TELEVISION
the station
of marketing
in the

success

Quad-Cities

0
REPRESENTED

BY AVERY-KNODEL.

INC.

Plowe, of BBDO, New York . . . William R. Matthews, V.p. and executive
assistant to the media director, and
Everett Erlick, v.p. and associate media director, Y&R . . . Howard C.
Shank, v.p. and copy supervisor, and
Norton J. Wolf, Benton & Bowles . . .
Donald W. Walton, v.p. in charge
of merchandising services, D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit . . . Paul M. Visser,
of Gardner Advertising Co., St. Louis,
Mo
Rolin C. Smith, Jr., of Ogilvy, Benson & Mather . . . John L.
Rigotti, v.p. in charge of media and
research, FC&B. Chicago . . . Mrs.
Alice M. Westbrook, of North Advertising, Chicago.

Also appointed:
Jack Hill, to the
media research staff, N. W. Ayer, Philadelphia .. . Lillian Steindl, space
buyer, Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield .. . Frank P. Clark, director of
merchandising and promotion, Arthur
Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago . . . Robert
Pearson, director of sales and technical literature, Ketchum, MacLeod
& Grove, Pittsburgh . . . William
E. Hussey, art and production director, Whitney Advertising, Tulsa, Okla.
. . . Richard W. Clemmer, tv producer, Kudner . . . Charles J. Broquet, account executive, sales promotion for the Tractor and Implement Division of Ford Motor Company, Meldrum and Fewsmith, Cleveland, 0. . . .
Dr. Maurice Rappaport, research
consultant, Hoefer, Dieterich & Brown,
San Francisco . . . John Cobb, to the
account staff, John W. Shaw Advertising, Chicago . . . Jack Schluter, account executive, and Earl Timmons,
media director, Stromberger, LaVene,
McKenzie, L. A. . . . Howard C.
Schellenberg, creative director, and
Duane Palmer, Charles R. Bick,
Stuart F. Levine and Joseph G.
Petrino, to the radio-tv department,

Constock & Co., Buffalo, N. Y. . . .
Frank Ennis, account executive, Norman, Craig & Kummel . . . Mrs. Elizabeth Wardell, copy supervisor, and
Joan Usoskin, supervisor, radio-tv
commercials, Calkins & Holden . . .
Ethel Cordner, copv supervisor,
Reach, McClinton & Co. . . . Phillip
Katzev, account executive, Emil Mogul
Co. . . . John L. Baldwin, account
executive, K&E, Chicago . . . Sherman
Hoyt, account executive, BBDO.

CHICAGO

REPORT

ABC's Chicago head, Sterling
"Red" Quinlan, told the AWRT
Chapter here last week that network operations in Chicago are
the money machines of their parent companies, and although this is
not their creative zone, it is the vital
money zone.
Dollar for dollar, Quinlan said, man
for man, Chicago networks can put
their expensive-budget brethren in
Hollywood and New York to shame.
Representatives of industry and the
communication arts were told by
Thomas H. Coulter, chief executive officer of the Chicago Association of
Commerce and Industry, Chicago Unlimited, that Chicago is in the best
shape economically of any place
in the country.
He predicted that tv network has
reached its peak, just as radio did in
1948, and gradually local and spot
shows will take over.
Coulter also said: 1) In spite of
the tv boom, radio had its best year in
1957, with network shows accounting
for less than l/7th of dollar volume;
2) even right now in tv, local and spot
shows account for almost half of the
dollar volume.
rolling.
The
fm bandwagon

in Chicago is

Last week Ellington picked up 14
hours per week on WNIB, for its client, Cities Service Oil Company, (via
I All nlimited). The fourteen hours,
two hours nightly across the board,
will be called "Cities Service Concert,"
featuring the best in recorded classical
music.
Milwaukee gave a strong turnout to
Chicago's Fran Allison when she armed there to plug Whirlpool in a co-
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operative merchandising promotion
with Gimbel's and various Milwaukee
appliance dealers.
"Fran Allison day in Milwaukee"
the promotion was called.
The first news commentator this side
of the East Coast area to receive the
Du Pont Award for Radio and Television Commentary, is Clifton Utley,
of NBC's WMAQ and WNBQ.
Utley is the second commentator to
win the award for broadcasts over local stations instead of a network.
Some

"firsts" on WGN-TV:

1) It has become Chicago's first
television station to run the same
movie features on consecutive nights,
with the new "20th Century Fox
Hour." The series of hour-long films
produced especially for tv, is scheduled
for a 13-week participation basis.
2) The arrival of the Ampex Black
and White "Videotape" equipment at
WGN-TV makes this station one of the
first in the country to reproduce television sight as well as sound. The
magnetic tape recording equipment
will enable WGN to record and playback tv programs in black and white.
The unit, which is being installed at
the WGN-TV transmitter atop the Prudential Building, will be ready for operation within a few days. Moreover,
WGN-TV will become the first television station in the world equipped to
record and playback both color and
monochrome

programs when Ampex'

ASSOCIATIONS

first color accessory unit arrives in
June.
Thomas J. Foy, Jr., production
supervisor of WGN Radio, has
been named director of the news
division.
Foy, who began with WGN in 1931
as a dramatic script writer for radio
serials, will be in charge of news programing for both tv and radio. Future plans at WGN call for an expansion of news activities.
Renewal of NBC-Radio's Alex
Dreier Man-on-the-Go program in
eight major midwestern markets
by the Lincoln-Mercury Dealers
Association marks their third
straight year of sponsorship of
the network radio news program.
The renewal, placed through Kenyon
& Eckhardt, Chicago, is for 52 weeks,
effective 14 April.
Needham, Louis & Brorby announced some new management appointments last week: Paul C. Harper, Jr., to executive vice president;
Blair Vedder, Kenneth C. T. Snyder,
and George Soter to vice presidents;
and James G. Cominos, Edmond C.
Dollard, Vinton H. Hall, Frederick A.
Mitchell and F. Winslow Stetson, Jr.,
to directors. Vedder will head the media department.
Ralph Treiger, former sales promotion manager at WBBM-TV, is now
account executive on H-A Hair Arranger at R. Jack Scott.

NAB has urged against the use of
the subliminal perception process
on tv.
Reads the NAB board's attitude:
"We believe the American public has
a right to approve or reject what comes
over the home screen and this requires
that the public be consciously aware
of what it is viewing ... we have concluded that 'subliminal' would not be
good for the public, the advertiser or
the broadcaster."
Newly affiliated with AFA: The Advertising Club of York, York, Pa., and
the Advertising Club of the Chattahoochee Valley, Columbus, Ga., bringing AFA's affiliated clubs to 121.
Chicago's Advertising Woman of
the Year: Gladys W. Blair of Y&R,
who will compete for the National Ad
Woman title to be awarded in June by
the AFA.
Broadcasters Promotion Association has added twelve new members since January, 1958. They
are:
ABC-TV; WCBM, Baltimore, Md.;
WHDH, Boston, Mass.; WLS, Chicago,
111.; WSJV-TV, Elkhart, Ind.; Manila
Times Publishing Co., Manila, Philippines; WOC-TV, Davenport, la.;
WJW-TV, Cleveland, 0.; WMT AMTV, Cedar Rapids, la.; CBS Tv Film
Sales; WLW-I, Indianapolis. Ind.;
WNAX-TV, Yankton, S. D.

CO

Listener's quote* from a study by Motivation Analysis, Inc. which showed
C-0 stations are more authoritative than their leading Independent com- j
petition . . . and as a consequence, their commercials are more believable.

CBS-OWNED
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RADIO

STATIONS

New directors elected to NAB's Radio Board:

peers, set for 21-26 April, Ambassador Hotel, L.A. . . . 1958 Annual

Jack Younts, WEEB, Southern
Pines, \. C; J. M. Higgins, Willi.
Terre Haute, Ind.; Robert J. McAndrews. KBIG, Walon, Cal.: John H.
Dewitt, Jr.. WSM, Nashville, Tenn.,
and Fred \. Knorr, WKMII. Dearborn,
Mich.

Meeting of the 4A's, to he held at
the Greenbrier, \\ hite Sulphur Springs,
\\ . \ a.. 2 1-26 April . . . Sales Promotion Convention of the National
Retail Merchants Association, 1921 May, at the Palmer House, Chicago

Reelected were incumbents Simon

. . . Annual Meeting of the Association of Maximum Service Tele-

Goldman, F. ('. Sowell, Ben l'>. Sanders.
Robert I.. Pratt, George C. Hatch. J.
I!. Livesa) . and Merrill Lindsay .

casters,
L \.. 2" INAB,
April
. . . 36th Biltmore
Annual Hotel.
Convention,

Elected by West Virginia Broadcasters Association:

Association, 20 April-2 May, Hotel
Roosevelt. New York . . . Nebraska
Broadcasters Association State
Convention, 15-16 May. Scottsbluff,
Neb. . . . National convention, sales

Robert W.

Ferguson, WTRF-TV,

Wheeling, president; ('.. Leslie Golliday, WEPM, Martinsburg, v.p.; John
Six. it. WIIIS. Bluefield, secretarytreasurer.

Association dates: 8th Annual InBide Advertising Week Banquet,
Association of Advertising Men &
Women, 10 April. Hotel Biltmore,
\. u York . . . 83rd Semi-Annual
Convention of the Soeiety of Motion Picture and Television Engi-

27 April-1 May, Hotel Biltmore. L.A.
. . . First national convention of
the Sales Promotion Executives

promotion division, of the National Retail Merchants Association,
19-21 May. Palmer House. Chicago . . .
Spring meeting, Kentucky Broadcasters Association, 28-29 May.
Louisville . . . AFA 54th Annual
Convention, 8-11 June. Dallas. Tex.

Clipp, chairman, Television Code Review Board, NAB.

COMMERCIALS

• Live-look quality

The real test of a commercial's
effectiveness, Researcher Horace
Schwerin told members of the
Minneapolis Advertising Club,

• Immediate playback —
no processing

"comes

• Record from studio or
remote camera
• Tapes fully interchangeable
between machines
• Tapes eraseable, reuseable
• Lowest overall cost

in one context as another. '
Best liked commercials
according to ARB's
diary ary,
sample:

for Janunational

RAJNK
1.

COMMERCIAL
Maypo

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
7.
9.
9.
11.
12.
12.
14.
15.
16.
17.
17.
19.

Hamms
Piels
Seven-Up
Dodge-Plymouth
Kleenex
Alka-Seltzer
Ford
Gillette
Winston
Schlitz
Jello
Snowdrift
Ivory Soap
L&M
Cheer
Chevrolet
Post Cereals
Kraft

The
Appointees: Robert F. Nietman
and Patrick E. Rheaume, regional
managers, member service department.
RAB . . . Peter W. Allport, v.p.. and
Alvin A. Dann, director of public relations, ANA . . . G. Maxwell Ule,
chairman, technical committee, Advertising Research Foundation . . . Mary
Pearl, president. New England Chapter of the American Women in Radio
and Television . . . John M. Couric,
manager of news, and Larry Sims,
chief writer, NAB . . . Roger W.

• Practical editing

can be at least three times as effective

public requests a commercial? Apparently it happens.
FM station KFMU did a 50-spot
schedule of a symphonic commercial
for Eastside Beer, received, after it
went off the air. 75 requests to play it
again.
What they're doing: Playhouse
Pictures, Hollywood animation specialists, has available for loan to advertising agencies and tv advertisers a
16mm sample reel of its latest animated
tv commercials . . . McNamara Productions has produced one minute

M'Lady.)

commercials for Wade Advertising's
clients. Calusa Chemical Co. ( Wools n |
and Paper Products ( No Bugs
. . . Telemat L. A., has appointed
National Screen Service Corporation to
handle sales and distribution of its
Animated Cartoon Commercial Library
Service . . . National Screen Service

in periods when the consumers begin to buy more selectively and critically — as they

is producing for William Esty Three
1-minute commercials for Ballantine
Beer.

areHedoing
today.'1''
pointed
out: Too many advertisers think of their commercials in a

Personnel: Jose di Donato. manager, tv client service, Sound Masters,
Inc. . . . Harry Wuest, executive producer. Wilbur Streech Productions . . .

vacuum. They produce general purpose
commercials and arbitrarily use them
any where on any program.
"Actually, he said, "our studies
repeatedly
reveal that a commercial

William R. Gibbs, director, commerand industrial division, MGM-TV,
\eu cial
"> ork.

FILM
ABC Film this week became the
latest syndicator to add a special
division to handle re-runs.
Most distributors have already
moved in this direction. (Examples:
Ziv's Economy Sales. CNP's Victory
Program Sales. ) Reasons most given
for the move are:
• First run sales are mainly to
large regional advertisers, re-runs to
stations and local advertisers.
• With two divisions, each salesman
need carry only one rate card.
The ABC Film subsidiary. Proven
Programs, will handle 11 half-hour series and 36 feature films. Division
manager bas not been announced.
Sales: CBS TV Films has made
$500,000 in sales on third series
of Annie Oakley in less than two
weeks.
(See Film-Scope, p. 49.)
Four new station sales on Union
Pacific bring the series into every market along the railroad's line.
WCBS-TV, New York, this week
bought 30 features from Screen Gems'
Triple Crown package of 112 films . . .
Four more stations — KROD-TV, El
Paso;WTVM, Columbus, Ga.; WKOWTV, Madison; and WWTV. Cadillachave
bought AAP's Vanguard package
of features.
FCC

gave approval this week

to

NTA's purchase of WATV, New
York, and its radio affiliates,
WAAT and WAAT-FM.
This marks second tv property acquired byNTA. First was KMGM-TV,
Minneapolis-St. Paul.
New

series:

Hermione

Gingold

will star in George Burns' comedy
Theodora, ready for sale this week . . .
Pyramid Productions is readying a
pilot, Indictment, based on New York
DA's office.
Ratings data: First ratings on CNP's
Union Pacific in Salt Lake place
the series in first position in the
time period with a 27.5 ARB . . .
Medic gave New York's WABD its
highest 10 p.m. rating in five months,
an 8.2.
Two top film programs in Cuba in
February were Screen Gems Jungle
Jim, with a 33.6, and Adventures of
Rin Tin Tin, with a 32.9 . . . Sheena,
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Queen of the Jungle is top rated show
in San Juan, with a 56.9 rating.

• James B. F. Boyce joined the
NTA Film Network as Eastern station
relations manager.

Strictly personnel: NTA this week
named four to new posts in its various
divisions:
• Mort Abrahams was named director of a newly-established creative
programing
department.
• Phil Cowan was made exploitation director in the public relations de-

Other appointments: Irving Feld,
named general sales manager. Guild
Films . . . Tom Corradine, appointed West Coast rep for Lakeside TV
and Confession. Inc.. two independent
s\ ndicators . . . Ted Swift, former
Screen Gems salesman, named account
executive in AAP's Midwestern division . . . John J. Heffernan, to be
sales manager of Terrytoons, a CBS
TV Film subsidarv.

partment.
• Gerald S. Corwin has been prooffice. moted to manager NTA's Minneapolis

Need
skilled
for your
television

people

or radio
departments?
Call NORTHWEST
kind in the country.
people — thoroughly
advertising agencies,

SCHOOLS — the largest school of its
They can provide you with competent
trained to meet the requirements of
as well as local station operations.

Hundreds of Northwest graduates are working in television,
radio and advertising in every part of the country. Their
good record is proof of the type of training and background
received at Northwest.
You can have immediate and complete resumes of available
personnel, or personal interviews will be arranged. Just let
us know by phone, wire or letter which position in your
organization needs filling.

NORTHWEST

SCHOOLS

Call: CApitol 3-7246
1 221 N. W. 21 st Ave., Portland, Oregon
737 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

1440 N. Highland, Hollywood

TV

STATIONS

Programing formats devoted to
news of the advertising world are
latch finding a niehe on tv stations.
< >ne series debuted 29 March over
WOR-TV, New York. Called Ad It odd
the series is sponsored by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., McCall Corp.,
Parade Publications, and Cunningham
and \X alsh agency.
Another such program, devoted to
career possibilities in advertising
agencies, appeared on WTTW, Chicago, on 1 April.
Time Inc. will supply special Washington reports to its tv and radio stations via a special radio-tv news facilit\ just set up in its Washington
Bureau.
Kudos: WWJ-TV, Detroit, received aDistinguished Health Service
Ward from the Michigan State Medical Society for its 18 March live colorcasl of a heart surgery operation . . .
WTVT, Tampa-St. Petersburg,
Fla. won the Headliner Medal of the
Atlantic City Press Club for its outstanding coverage of local news events
during the past year . . . WJAR-TV,
Providence, has been awarded a citation for extensive public service in
behalf of the American Legion.
On the job: John Esau, general
manager, KWWL-TV, Waterloo, la. . . .
Roland L. Filiault, treasurer, Springfield Television Broadcasting Corp.,
Springfield, Mass. . . . Bill Swanson,
general manager, KTUL-TV, Tulsa,
Okla. . . . Keith C. Strange, assistant
promotion and public relations manage. WFBM AM-TV, Indianapolis . . .
Robert Huber, Community projects
.lire tor, WJW-TV, Cleveland, 0. . . .
Robert W. Ferguson, of WTRF-TV,
Wheeling, elected president, West Virginia Broadcasters Association . . .
David H. Polinger, sales account executive, WABC-TV, New York...
Frank G. King, director of national
sales, KTVU, San Francisco-Oakland,
Cal. . . . Leo A. Ribitski, program
manage-. WSUN-TV, St. Petersburg,
Fla. . . . Robert C Pettingell, Jr.,
account executive, KOB-TV, Albuquerque, N.M. . . . William Spiegel,
director, WHT.VTV, Huntington, W.
Va. . . . Edgar S. Wood, director of
news
and
public
affairs, WLW-C,

Columbus, ().... Bill Wild, producer,
WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids, Mich. . . .
Donald P. Campbell, administrative
assistant to E. K.Jett, v.p., WMAR-TV,
Baltimore . . . John B. Soell, v.p. and
manager. WISN. Milwaukee. Wise. . . .
Mike Shapiro, station manager,
WFAA-TV, Dallas, Tex.

prime Saturday a.m. time to its experimental programing department.

FINANCIAL
Schick reports consolidated net
sales for 1957 of $25,111,494^an 8.7% decline from $27,512,830 in
1956. Income after taxes amounted to
$1,352,530 and $1.13 per share, compared to $3,157,686 and $2.63 per
share in 1956.
Says Schick: The unexpected inability on the part of some suppliers to
make deliveries in time to take advantage of the 1957 year-end retail trade
brought the first contraction of sales
volume to be experienced in six years.
Stock market quotations: Following stocks in air media and related
fields are listed each issue with quotations for Tuesday this week and Tuesday two weeks ago. Quotations supplied by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner
and Smith.

- %

15%
Tues.
Tues.
15%
March 18
6%
Stock
New York
171%Stock Exchange
April
172%
28% 1
AB-PT
14%
28%
AT&T
13%
14%
Avco
6
13%
33%
33%
Columbia Pic.
33%
22%
22%
23%
Paramount
CBS "A"
24%
19%
RCA
18%
Loew's
62%
Storer
61%
3%
32
20th-Fox
Warner Bros.
Westinghouse
Amer
3%
lean Stock Exchange
5%
2%
35%
Allied Artists
2%
10
Assoc. Art. Prod.
9
C&C Super
4
Dumont Labs
Guild Films
NTA
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Public service shorts
• During
Holy Week:
WCCO,
Minneapolis-St. Paul, is replacing the
middle commercial on its 15-minute
newscasts with 1-minute meditations by
Minneapolis-St. Paul clergymen.
• Free rein: WDRC, Hartford,
Conn., has turned over a half hour of

-Change
+- %%
-1%

-- %%
- %
+ 1%

• Operation
It's
WAVFs
answer to bootstrap.
the recession. The
Dayton station will continue its series
of upbeat editorials and business commentaries "until consumers return to
their usual buying habits."
• Motorists' right to know.
WINS, New York, campaigned eight
months to get police approval, now is
able to broadcast daily the highway
locations of police radar units.
Station contests continue to snowball:
Some recent ones:
• KFWB, L. A., will award "1,001
nights" of listening pleasure— i.e., the
complete Decca catalogue of l.p. albums— to the listener who identifies
the Decca albums from which seven
mystery voices are taken. The "1,001
nights" contest is the joint idea of
Sydney Yallen, KFWB, and Art Brobart, Decca Records.
• Here's how

they count 'em:

+ %
+ %

Flint d.j. Bill Lamb launched a "Bill
Lamb — 1470" postcard contest to promote among his fans his recent shift
to station WKMF.

+ 1%

Judges
reported
the phrase
Lamb
— 1470"
had been
written "Bill
over
two million times by all the contestants.
To decipher the top entries, station had
to call in an oculist.

+ %
+ %

Subject of No. 1 interest? WITH,

- %
- %

STATIONS+

%

Automation for radio? KGEE,
Bakersfield, Cal., has turned over its
nighttime broadcasting to an electronic
brain.
duty. None of the staff remain on
Station says it's the first in the nation to have complete automation.
KBIG, Catalina, Cal., will cover the
Mobilgas Economy Run, 10-17 April,
via 24 remote broadcasts over the 8day period. Barnes-Rogers, Mobilgas
distributors, will sponsor.

Baltimore, Md., thinks it's health, accordingly is fitting in a 1-minute
"healthcast" every hour.
The material, produced by Dick Rudolph Productions, is being offered to
appropriate sponsors for tie-in announcements.
Stereophonic programing is definitely on the upswing among stations these days, and it's going
over well with listeners, too.
Items :
• WGKA AM-FM, Atlanta, Ga.,
devoted almost 12 hours — the entire
broadcasting day on 29 March — to
stereophonic
play.
It's probably
a
SPONSOR
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stereo first for length of broadcast.
Station even transmitted newscasts and
announcements in stereo.
• Listener response was enthusiastic to WGMS' recent stereophonic
broadcast of the National Symphonic
orchestra — the first stereo broadcast in
Washington in three years. Station
now will program a weekly Monday
night stereo series.
• WSAI, Cincinnati, offers a weekly Friday night series of stereo music,
reports the entire series sold out to
sponsors.

More on the move : James T. Butler, assistant manager, WISN AM-TV,
Milwaukee, Wise. . . . Diane Neugarten, director of research and promotion; and Dan Weinig, Paul
Evans and Raymon Hamilton to the
sales staff, WINS, New York . . . Louis
S. Simon, general manager, KPIX.
San Francisco . . . Bernard Good'
man, sales manager, KCBH-FM, Beverly Hills, Cal. . . . George A. Baron.
general manager and director of sales,
KFMU, L. A
Charlie Newcomb.
program

director,

WSPA,

Spartan-

burg, S. C. . . . and Robert Vaughn.
head, radio production department.
WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C.
George K. Utley, station manager.
WFAA, Dallas, Tex. . . . Don Hughes.
news director, Public Radio Corpora
tion, Tulsa, Okla. . . . Don Bowen,
account executive; Dan Verbest, merchandising representative; and Sidney
Plotkin, producer-director, WXIX,
Milwaukee, Wise. . . . Peter R. Odens,
station manager, WICO, Calexico, Cal.
. . . Richard Harvey, account executive, WBCB, Levittown, Pa.
^

Added to Keystone Broadcasting's
station chain: WKIS, Orlando, Fla.
WAUC, Wauchula, Fla.; KPID, Payette, Id.; KMRC, Morgan City, La.
WBEC, Pittsfield, Mass.; WHEY, Mil
lington, Tenn. ; KBBB, Borger, Tex.
KBUS, Mexia, Tex.; WHSM, Hay ward,
Wise.
Total affiliates:

1,034.

Anniversaries : Harvey Olson, with
station WDRC, Hartford, Conn., 23
years this April . . . Al Jarvis, with
KFWB, L. A., now 25 years a d.j
WOW, Omaha, Neb., highlighted its
35th anniversary 2 April . . . WIP,
Philadelphia, 36 years on the air in
March.
On the move: John Millar, commercial manager, WCAX, Burlington,
Vt. . . . Howard L. Zacks, general
manager, WALY, Herkimer, N. Y. .
Rex W. Parnell, station manager.
KGHI, Little Rock, Ark. . . . Tom
Wiseheart, general manager, KAVE.
Carlsbad, N. Mex. . . . John D. Kelly.
sales manager, WINS, New York
Francis T. Breslin, v.p., Mid-Hudson
Broadcasters, WEOK, Poughkeepsie
N. Y. . . . Ralph Davison, accoun
executive, KBTV, Denver, Col. . .
Don Courtnay, production manager
and Pat Hayes, director of news
sports and special events, KIRO, Seat
tie . . . Erwin Needles, sales man
ager, WKNB, West Hartford, Conn,
. . . Victor E. Carmichael, v.p. and
general manager, KWK, St. Louis, Mo.
. . . Jack A. Fritzlen, to the sales
staff, WFBN, Indianapolis . . . Tom
E. Beal, president of the board, Mission Broadcasters, at KBKC, Kansas
City, Kan. . . . Tom Mathis, program
director, WEIC, Charleston, 111. . . .
William E. Jackson, sports director,
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.
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A good market

steer!

Beaumont-Port

The

entire

Arthur-Orange

area
(Texas1
fourth
market)
mmmm^mmmmmmmmmMtmammi
mi imwiwiiiiiiniiiii—
m—
is yours
when
you "buy . . .
KFDM
Beaumont Radio and TV
ABC

„.

_

See PETERS-GRIFFIN-WOODWARD,

inc

Alabama's Oldest Station

ALohamos Newest Programs

Weighty and whimsical are
the views Dave Campbell
airs on "Dave Campbell
Speaking," leading to varied
listeners' comments as "The
People Speak."

Jim Lucas . . .
This handsome, carefree
"master of ceremonies"
charms the ladies having
"Breakfast At The Tutwiler"
each weekday morning.

Adept at reporting on all
"Spectator
Sports,"
Tom

Folks of all ages enjoy this
"man of many voices" on
his weekday afternoon hour
of sparkling fun and recorded
music

known

as "Funfare."

emcee listeners
of "Teentime,"
Jim Asdelights
as well
as the "live" audience
attending the show at
ngham's largest theatre.
A most versatile performer,
Jim has an ingratiating
personality that makes him
one of entertainers.
Birmingham's top air
Why not let this talented
impersonator - comedian singer deliver
YOUR clients'
sales messages?
Informality isthe watc
vith Leland Childs as hi
losts "The Early Risers
^lub" and greets the after

W API Bt>wiKg(uwt
^M i/////_

66

Tfie^NEW^Voice

of Alabama

sister station to WABT,

Alabama's Best in Television

RADIO

sets tuned to

Owen Spann "The Morning
Man" and to "Spannland"
deliver the lastest music,
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON

WEEK

■
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Copyright 1958
SOR PUBLICATIONS

John S. Cross will have the unanimous backing of the Senate Commerce Committee, and will have no trouble with confirmation as the new FCC Commissioner
when his name is considered by the Senate.

INC.

Committee members, in confirmation hearings, wanted to give the appearance of delving
deeply into his background, but didn't quite know how to do it. So they questioned him on
their own pet views.
Several mentioned the Harris hearings, and some of the questioning was on whether Cross
would do any of the bad things, but the replies were of course automatic.
Sen. George Smathers (D., Fla.) revealed he was considering an idea under which the
profits of broadcasting stations would be limited under nearly a public utility concept.
Committee chairman Warren Magnuson (D., Wash.) revealed that he was very much opposed to the actions of his own and the House Commerce Committees against subscription
television.
Sen. John Pastore (D., R.I.) felt that Cross, as a commissioner, should give some thought
to protection of youth from bad TV programing and the broadcasting of rock-and-roll.
Sens. Alan Bible (D.. Nev.) and Ralph Yarborough (D., Tex.) felt that the daytime-only
broadcasters should have fixed and longer air hours.
Smathers and Yarborough were worried that Cross might not be sufficiently adamant
against moves to unreserve educational TV channels.
Cross would not commit himself flatlv on anything "before study," but it was clear he
didn't like the Smathers public utility concept.
The House Commerce Legislative Oversight probe continued. But it disappeared from the headlines as Commissioner after Commissioner responded satisfactorily to charges against him.
The probe had turned to the "small change" aspects of the charges leveled by ousted subcommittee counsel Dr. Bernard Schwartz. These involved payment of ridiculously small hotel
bills by the industry and even smaller per diem expense payments by the government.
While it was clear the subcommittee members believed the Commissioners had acted in
good faith, it appeared equally clear they would move to forbid future acceptance of payment of expenses by the industry.

The U. S. Court of Appeals in a unanimous
to deintermix markets.

decision has upheld the FCC's right

WIRL, channel 8, Peoria, 111., had appealed its loss of that channel with a UHF channel
substituted, when the FCC decided to make Peoria all-UHF.
This is that first such case to hit the decision stage, but the same court must still hear the
Springfield channel 2 and Evansville channel 7 cases. It must also decide the appeals of
UHFers against the FCC's decision not to deintermix Hartford and Madison.
The Court held that the FCC was within its rights, and that the FCC rather than the
courts must decide channel allocation questions.

There is some evidence that the flood of mail protesting subscription television is rubbing Congressional fur the wrong way.
Evidence comes in the form of increasing numbers of statements by lawmakers to the
effect that TV networks and stations should be probed for "unfair tactics."
It is understood that the FCC has asked one TV station about it.
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/ round-up of trade talks,
trends and tips for admen

^
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NBC TV 19 using the principle of the lie detector to measure viewer reaction to
sponsor publications inc.
program pilots: the subject puts his hand into a box and the device registers bis emotional
reactions.
The site of the testing:

American
Hit Parade.

A theatre in Nuley, N. J.

Tobacco has a problem on its hands involving Jack Benny and Your

Their sponsor would like to have Parade alternate with Benny, but the comedian is
firmly against it— he wonders whether it can stand up against Maverick.

P&G agencies find that their most effective monitoring of triple-spotting is
done for them by non-P&G stations.
The media director for one of these agencies tells it this way: "A station that isn't
carrying a P&G campaign will call us up and tell us about the competitor who's triplespotting.
Such stations make the best policemen."

You might consider this as a clue to the
on record sales these days:

impact

of the

"top

40"

formula

A survey of dealers in the N. Y. area by the New York University School of Retailing
shows that 40% of the record dollars came from the sale of single pop records and
()0rf

from albums and special items.

Marion Harper, Jr., quickly squelched the rumor that McCann-Erickson
be interested in taking on the $10-million Frigidaire account.

might

The avenue that left no doubt: A phone call to Chris Wittig, v. p. in charge of Westinghouse's appliance division.
(For background see 29 March SPONSOR-SCOPE,

page 10.)

West Coasters in reflective moments will recall for you the era when radio personalities not only did the performing but sold participations to local sponsors and wrote
the commercials as well.
Representative of these triple-threaters was the late Tom

Brenaman.

Look for a sizable ad budget to shift agencies for this basic reason:
The client objects to the constant changing of the agency team presently on the
account.
His theor) is that he's operating his own agency within the agencj
Bhould remain intact as long as he's satisfied.

and a> such the team

The business squeeze apparently is beginning to be felt among

the services that

cater to milady's craving for the svelte form.
Reps report thai some stations have |>ut one of these organizations on cash-beforedelivery-basis.
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ON

THE

DETROIT

SCENE

GENERAL MOTORS TECHNICAL CENTER
• landmark
to Detroiters — the gleaming stain;el tower
identifying
the
General
Motors

Jac

LeGoff

wjbk-tv newscaster
It's the high acceptance of the Jac LeGoff
newscasts (6:30 and 1 1 P.M.) that makes
newscast time Channel 2 time in the 1,900,000
TV homes served by WJBK-TV.

Definitely,

Detroit's most frequently quoted, most widely
watched, most outstanding newscaster.

WJBK-TV

and features, complementing the fine
CBS program lineup, that makes WJBK-TV
a vital force in Detroit.

CHANNEL

Represented by THE KATZ

AGENCY,

INC.

((2))

DETROIT

100,000 watts, 1,057-ft. tower
•
Full color facilities

Basic CBS

THE OLD WEST 2TLIVES &SIN...

MILES
I Continued from page •'■>(> i
When this happens, we watch those
sales closely, check distributor response
to advertising — and whether there's a
local saturation by a competitor. If
sales continue falling through a threemonth period, we change the advertis-

EL RANCHO VEGAS

What
is the sales to advertising raing approach."
tio? "It varies by products and markets," Frank Clancy states.
The Miles admen emphasize the
need for caution in using frequent
sales reports as measurement of advertising effectiveness. They say their set-

• Live-look quality
• Immediate playback —
no processing
• Record from studio or
remote camera

• Tapes eraseable, reuseable
• Lowest overall cost

guide
there's
—
and upais arein
whenwhen
drastic
actiontrouble
is indicated. In short, the reports function
as a "weathervane on advertising."

Las Vegas, Nev.— DUdley 2-1300
INDIVIDUAL BUNGALOWS ON 66 SPACIOUS

Merchandising
ACRES

In this area, Miles is primarily interested in store floor displays of its
products. The standard jumbo postcard and other mailings are held to be

DEDICATED

TO YOUR

BUT STRESSING

RESTAURANT

MODERN

WESTERN

pre;

COMFORT

ATMOSPHERE.

i OPERA

HOUSE

'

of little value by the drug company's
admen.
Exactly what merchandising a station will do is discussed before the
outlet's time is bought — and how much
merchandising it can deliver is an im-

Phone
New

Direct

York

LOngacre

for Reservations

San Francisco

3-6149

YUkon

2-7105

Los Angeles

BRadshaw

2-3366

Miles.portant factor in a station's selection
When the time contract is set, station merchandising activity also is outlined— and the Miles salesmen are advised immediately as to what the station has promised to do. They follow
through for their firm by working with
the station, and assuring that promised
merchandising activity is delivered.
Commercials
Miles California's commercials are
tied in to the yearly seasons and their
attendant illnesses. Whatever ills people are apt to have the most of during
a given season (colds in winter, upset
stomachs at holiday periods), determine what commercials are run and
what products are emphasized.

,W 11m

LEVELANDS STATION FOR MUSIC 8 NEW:

Participation commercials are usually film, but some are done live by the
show personality, particularly in kid
shows. Spot film announcements are
mostly one-minute in length, although
a number of 20's also are used.
The film commercials are split about
50-50 between animation and live action. Animated spots for Alka-Seltzer
feature "Speedy," (see cut, page 00),
stressing the fast relief copy point for

WNEM-TV
CHANNEL 5
OFFERS YOU A
4 BILLION DOLLAR
MARKET
THAT

NO

STATION

OTHER
CAN

ACCORDING

ONE

COVER
TO THE

ARB SURVEY
Ask

(JANUARY
Your

'58)

Petryman

WNEM-TV
GENERAL
OFFICES I STUDIOS
GERITY BROADCASTING
CO.
BISHOP AIRPORT-FLINT

G
Y OFFICE*

101 N. WASHINGTON

\

WENONAH HOTEL
I W 3-4504

the product. Live action spots are
based on dramatizations illustrating
the good effects of using a Miles product for curing a given illness. No
"doctor dramatizations" are used.
The famed Alka-Seltzer "fizz" com-

WTUX
IN

WILMINGTON
DELAWARE

Time is flying
on the Morning News
Programs

approach, first of
usedthein Air,
!'» '! 1still
mi
the radiomercial
Newspaper
is used today at the sign-off of the
news shows, preceded by the words,
"Listen to it fiz-z-z-z."
Sidelight on the original radio commercial: When aspirin (acetylsalicylate) goes into solution with sodium,
the result is sodium acetylsalicylate;
under a Pure Food and Drug law, tlw
commercial copy had to sa\ so. Problem was solved by having Don Wilson
and Fred Shields, who did the early
commercials, relish the words — once
they'd learned to pronounce them.
"Those words and the fizz," Clancy
says, "were the two biggest advertis-

See your Walkerman
Covering
the Delaware
Valley
news of the Delaware Valley

with

ing devices we ever had.'"

Wilmington, Dela.
1290 on the dial

1A/TI
IY
YY
I \J #V

HOWDY!!!
CD

from page 41 )

sold the trip to a friend at a discount.
Friend goes to the airport. The plane
was delayed, so he immediately bought
two round-trip tickets on another line
and went his merr) way. Subsequently, the original winner presented the
radio station with a bill for the fares.
(The unused tickets had not cost us
anv tiling; they were traded for radio
"plugs.") The contestant raised such
a stink that, amazingly, the station

I REPRESENT
MONEY IN THE
BANK FOR YOU
WHEN

YOU

USE

NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA'S

FIRST TV

STATION

KHSLTV
CHANNEL
CHICO, CALIFORNIA

12

• Immediate playbackno processing
• Record from studio or
remote camera

^

JACKPOTS
[Continued

• Live-look quality

gave him the money — a ridiculous decisionFall
,i
Guy Schwimmer then
split the bill with the station.)
Item: \ character in Brooklyn won
a jackpot worth approximately $4,000,
containing 83 wonderful merchandise
items. Two years later, I received a
letter from him reporting that three of
the items had never been received and
that, of the balance, four of them were
not as represented.
True to form, he concluded with —
unless he heard from me by return
mail, and I gave him complete satisfaction— he would immediately refer
the matter to the New York City Better Business Bureau and file charges
with the FCC. Curiously, he gave as
his address the name of a friend who
owned a confectionery store on Pitkin
Avenue in Brooklyn, which he used as
a mail-drop.
I replied promptly, calling attention
to the fact that I had studiously heed-

• Tapes eraseable, reuseable
• Lowest overall cost

2.000
attentive
ears . . .
KTLN

has the lowest

cost-per-thousand*
in
this market of 800,000
people ... but more than
that ... its personalitystudded format holds
listener attention.

69<

and was somewhat of a legal expert in
matters of this sort. He imperious!]
called my attention to the statute of
limitations which, he pointed out, covered an interval of seven years, so he
had five more years to go on his complaint! Now what was I going to do?
It was imperative (again!) that he
hear from me immediately, and then
came the usual threats to which he
added the familiar lawsuit refrain.
I replied immediately. He was a
smart one, I marveled. Knew so much
about legalities. There was no escaping the fact that, from now on, we
would have to do everything according
to Hoyle.

ed his dictum t* > i immediate attention
but plainrivel) inquired (tongue in
cheek) whj be required such speedy
Bervice, in view of the fact that he had
waited two full years before registering bis complaint.
I suggested to him that, if he had
purchased !'>'5 items of merchandise
from an) reputable department store
and then, alter two years, went back
to the store with the beef that several
of the items had never arrived, and a
lew were no! as originally represented,
he would have a difficult time affecting
restitution.

\n,l in this case, the awards were
not even purchased, they were given
him at no cost. Furthermore, we no

Suppose we started, I suggested, by
covering the matter of his declaration
to the Department of Internal Revenue.
Since he professed to be so law-abiding
and insisted that I do not evade my
legal responsibilities, I was confident
that he was not the type to evade his.
I inquired if he had reported the cash
value of all the articles in the jackpot
and, if so, would he send me a copy of
the declaration, at which time we
would get together and work out all
the details of the missing prizes.
I

longer did business with some of the
prize donors and, in fact, some of
them were even out of business.
I concluded by recommending that
he be a nice guy, rejoice in the fact
he had won such a fine jackpot, and
forget about his complaint.
The guy who required such speedy
sen ice waited another three months
before writing me again. Now he triumphantly informed me that he had
been taking a course in business law

furthermore assured him that, in the
event of an "oversight" on his part, I
had an up-to-date list of his awards
plus their values, and would be glad to
oblige him, plus do him a service by
simultaneously supplying the information to the government.
End of dispute. I never heard from
him again.
Item: Philadelphia is the home of
two "happy" Tello-Test winners: (a)
Mrs. X who, over a period of time,
miraculously was phoned twice by a
station in Philly and won both times!
The second jackpot contained some
duplicates of the awards from the first
jackpot. Indignant Mrs. X demanded
substitutions or. she hinted darkly, she
would report us to the B.B.B. I advised her to report us. Fini. (b) Mrs.
Z won (as one of the awards) a year's
supply of greeting cards. (How we got
saddled with this odd kind of giveaway, Icannot fathom.) She was dispatched abox of 500 greeting cards,
covering every occasion including Bar
Mitzvahs and St. Michaelmas Day.
She wrote back complaining that she
was bitterly disappointed in the number of cards she received.
This, she

I
SsuuAa UtF/ieono
SJlOucLb

iVt Yt&UM

- coordinates with

McClatchy newspapers for complete, up-to-the-minute
coverage. Sound and silent film cameras give 24-hour
coverage of local events. Has No. 1 rated news program.*
KMJ-TV

•

FRESNO,

CALIFORNIA

•

The Katz Agency, National Representative

maintained, did not, in her opinion,
constitute a year's supply. At the
time, we had in our warehouse a stock
of about 49,000 left over, which we did
not have the craziest notion what to do
with. Gleefully, we boxed them all and
shipped them to her by slow freight.
There's a certain lady in Philadelphia
who is up to her navel in greeting
cards.
^
SPONSOR
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(Continued from page 45)
to reach the greatest possible audience
for his product.
The advertiser can sponsor a big
show — with corresponding big bills —
and use his company's or product's
name in the show title, such as Philco
Playhouse, Lux Theatre, General Electric Theatre, etc., etc.
He can buy a big name and play
second fiddle, such as Alfred Hitchcock's opuses. There are many others.
Economically, he can buy into a
program with an established audience
and insert himself into the awareness
of the audience with the various commercial techniques available to him.
In a Western he can integrate his
commercial story with the program
content by using the star and the
Western setting. Canada Dry and
Wonder Bread make their selling
points very effectively on Annie Oakley
with characters from the show — a
pretty girl and a boy — talking about
the products in a show setting.
But if I were participating in a
campaign to sell a product with a
Western program, I would hope to
have John Hubley's Maypo commercials on Maverick — or on Annie Oakley— or on Sheriff of Cochise — because
without this distinctive flavor of commercial treatment, or without star endorsement, Iwould be at a loss to
keep out from under the thundering
hoofs of the good guys who are
chasing the bad guys.
The show is the thing and to hitch
your wagon to its star is not always
economical, but it sure is almost the
only way to keep from "biting the
dust" or being "stampeded" by all the
commercials and I.D.'s that follow the
horses' ratings like flies.
The answer to the question? Oh,
yes, wear a white hat and be part of
it— or wear a black hat and be actively
hated but always there. Curse you,
commercial, but you are a dear and
neces?arv evil.
^

Neilson proves that KVOO
dominates the Tulsa market, with
52.98% circulation. Here's your wideopen door to billion-dollar Eastern
Oklahoma . . . plus bonus coverage in Kansas, Missouri and
Arkansas counties! Reach
'em all, on KVOO!

KVOO
r-E=3r™n

I

The only station covering all ot Oklahoma's No. 1 Market
Broadcast
Center
HAROLD C. STUART
President

•

37th
& Peoria
GUSTAV BRANDBORG
Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

Represented by EDWARD

PETRY & CO.

1170 KC • 50,000 WATTS • CLEAR CHANNEL
"The Voice of Oklahoma"

. NBC

Tv and radio
NEWSMAKERS

Byron Millenson was elected vice president of Plough Broadcasting Co., Inc., and
general manager of its radio station,
WCAO, Baltimore. He has a long and
successful career in radio. In 1933. he
joined a pioneer group engaged in the
production and sale of special radio programs that helped depression-stalled radio
stations. In 1938, Millenson joined the
sales staff of WBAL. Baltimore, and in 1940, he moved to WDEL,
Wilmington. His radio career was interrupted in 1942, when he
entered the Armed Forces. Upon his discharge, he resumed his
duties with WDEL and soon after was appointed sales manager. In
1955, Millenson accepted the position as general manager of WAMS,
Wilmington, and in 1957 resigned to join the sales staff of Plough
Radio in Baltimore
(WCAO)
in the capacity of sales manager.

PEOPLE
W

©

Ralph A. Borzi has heen appointed director of film, television and radio production
of the Griswold-Eshleman Co. He fills the
slot vacated by Richard C. Woodruff, who
has been named advertising account executive. Borzi, who is moving from an account
executive assignment, has been with G-E
since 1956. Prior to that, he spent over
three years with the Jayme Organization,
Inc., Cleveland, where he was an account executive and copy writer.
From 1951 to 1953. Borzi was active in Louisville on a free lance

4&m

basis, writing, producing and directing program series carried by
WHAS-TV, WAVE & WAVE-TV. From 1947 to 1950 he served as
traffic manager, music librarian, staff announcer and copy writer at
WTNS, Coshocton, Ohio. He holds a BA degree in radio/tv programing from Ohio State U.

Michael Dann has been named vice president in charge of network
programs, New York, for the net work division of CBS TV. He will
report to Harry G. Ommerle, who has been named vice president in
charge of network programs, and who will be responsible for all
program activities on both coasts. Dann, who was president of
Henry Jaffe Enterprises, began his new duties on 31 March. Prior
to his association with Jaffe, he had been director of the NBC program department and in 1956 made vice president in charge of network program sales for NBC. The trade sees Dann's appointment
as an indication of an all out move by CBS for more specials in the
1958-1959 season. Dann, a former Pat Weaver man at NBC-TV, is
a specialist on spectaculars.
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THE

IMAGE

OF

Htm

Believable as an April shower, a child's trust, a mother's
care. That is WWJ-TV
and

in Detroit. WWJ-TV's

quality operation have

integrity

built such public

esteem that every advertiser enjoys a priceless advantage, every product a cordial
acceptance

that quickly leads to sales.
AM-FM

STATION

WWJ

Derated by The Detroit Ne«i
GrifRn,
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Woodward,

Inc.

SPONSOR
SPEAKS

lO-SECOND

Fla., on hearing the news about Princess Grace's child, ended his show with
this weather forecast: "In New York,
more snow expected, and in Monaco,

Are TV and Radio Maligned?

its a little Rainier."
Show-down: Statement by a firm specializing in company mergers: "Statistically we find insufficient evidence

Of the estimated 11 billion dollars earmarked for advertising (lining 1958. close to 25', will go to air media. But
>mh i> the impact and dominance of tv and radio on the
American scene that todav they shape the public opinion of
all advertising.
Advertising, too, must be vitally concerned with its "corporate image." But this image will depend in large measure
on how the broadcast industry, collectively and individually,
plans and activates its public relations program. To date
this image and this program have not been good.
In recent months the necessity for such a program has
been increasingly recognized. And we are happy to report
that constructive work which will benefit all advertising is
moving forward with accelerating speed.
Some progress
The NAB is doing much on this front. Its excellent new
30-minute film "The House Within," prepared by KDKAT\ . Pittsburgh under the direction of General Manager Tad
Reeves, will be shown to tv audiences everywhere. This
week we not*- a talk b\ Worth Kramer, General Manager of
WJR, Detroit, emphasizing the importance of a high-prestige profile of advertising. He asked the Women's Advertising Club of Detroit "What kind of an appearance does our
profession make?*" And adds, "We must form a surgical
team to remove from advertising's virile profile the sebaceous
cyst of malpractice and deception."
These are only two examples. The signs of the times portend many more examples in this long-neglected facet of advertising's responsibility to the public. Tv and radio stations
will lead in -bowing a handsomer advertising profile.
this we fight FOR: Stations everywhere
are responding to sponsor's "Let's Sell Optimism" campaign. What they like best is the
na\ their home communities react to validated

reports o) good business conditions. The air
media are helping to restore confidence in the
economic health <>) the nation,

SPOTS

Little heir: Frank Forrester, Weatherman for WMBR-TV, Jacksonville,

[re you helping?

for your profit picture forecast." Boys,
you
at it. were lying and they caught you
Clean story: The housewife who wins
the WABC, New York, Platter- Pickers
Spring Membership Contest will get a
free spring housecleaning by six d.j.'s
including the dean of d.j.'s. Martin
Block. She'd better watch that they
don't sweep the dust under the record
player.
Accident
prone: An agency account
exec reports his girl phoned to say
she'd be late getting in because she
broke her "pinkie." "And how did you
break your pinkie?" asked the a.e.
"Pulling up my girdle." was the reply.
Conflict: AT&T has two new spots,
one radio, the other tv. The l\ -pot
shows a young man calling his mother
lo report. "It's a boy !" The radio commercial has a mother calling her son to
hear himthose
say, wires!
"It's twins!" Somebody
crossed
Dish:

In line with the new t\ show

trend, we report the latest in tv dinners— Adult Western Omelette.
Coode olde days: From a speech by
Dick Lewis, editor Canadian Broadcasting Magazine: "Those were the days
when there was a thrill for a sponsor
hear his
radio. on
He'dprogram
gather
ato bunch
of name
friendson around
night. . .waiting for his commercial to
come on. During the entertainment
part of the program, he'd slap his thigh
with laughter and eventually it would
be so sore they'd have to help him up
to bed. He didn't know about ratings
then because there were no such
things."
Buttoday
it's .the ratings that send
him
to licit
Auto radio: Says Fat Hull ram. star
id (:!!"-> Radio's Just Entertainment, "A
man who drives safel) while kissing
his girl isn't giving (he kiss the attention itdeserves.'

i

f

«#i"ife

THE BEST WESTERN
iDn Train is now reaching more than sixteen million homes
;/ Wednesday, 7:30-8:30 pm, on the NBC Television Network,
laches more homes than any other new show this season.
Since its premiere last September this hard-riding new series
more than doubled NBC's audience in its time period against
orograms which were consistently in the Top Ten less than
Mr ago. And not only is Wagon Train NBC's top-rated program
/ednesday evening, it also outrates any 7:30 or 8:00 pm

ON TV'"
its appeal to the entire family. Its powerful combination of action,
drama and top star names wins a balanced buying audience of 32
million adults: more men than any other weeknight program except one; more women than 9 out of 10 evening programs; plus
a bonus audience of children that exceeds 13 million per show.
Wagon Train is currently sponsored by Edsel, Ford Motor
Company, Drackett and Lewis-Howe.

NBC TELEVISION NETWORK

WAGON
rRAIN
I
-am on any other network seven nights of the week,
he key to Wagon Train's spectacular audience success is

IVIOVI

IVIATI

a«td

grOWS

and

on

KB

-TV!

*ARB$, cumulative (4:00-6:00 PM Monday-Friday)

KBET-TV's Matinee Movie stacks up as the greatest daytime spot buy in the big
Sacramento-Stockton market !
Cost-per-thousand

based on 5-plan is $1.23.

And evening Great Movie? The same wonderful story on KBET-TV.
story that retains its glitter month after month.

n(SJij

TOTAL

AREA

SET

COUNT:

KBET-TV
RAMENT0
Call H-R

Television,

349,831

(Television

. . an old

Magazine, March,

1958)

CHANNEL 10
£

Inc.

CALIFORNIA
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TV'S MAN OF
THE HOUR:
THE CONSULTANT
The trend to air media
consultants is growing.
They're advising sponsors, agencies, and the
networks. Here's why
industry needs experts
to advise the experts
Page 29

How the webs
licked Daylight
Saving Time
problems
Page 32
1-day

■ creativity of self-disciKd professionals who conI the open microphone a
want challenge. . .
^regard the old ways as not
necfsarily the best ways. . .
| . . creativity which in each
i of these 4 markets turns
| We listeners to the Storz
Station than to any other.

L

AY'S

PC

STOf
ORZ.

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL . . , WDCY is firs
age. Proof: Pulse. To talk to the twins . . . talk t
Manager Jack Thayer.

KANSAS CITY . . . WHB is first all-day. Proof:>letro Pulse, Nielsen, Trendex, Hooper; Area Nielsen, Pulse. All-day averages as high as
48.5% (Nielsen). Remember — you get coverage and audience on WHB.
See Blair or General Manager George W. Armstrong.
NEW ORLEANS . . . WTIX is first . . . all-day. Proof: Hooper
(32.2%)— Pulse, too. In fact, WTIX is first in 462 of 504 Pulse quarterhours, and first in every single daytime J4. See Adam Young or General Manager Fred Berthelson.
MIAMI

. . . WQAM
is first . . . all-day. Proof: Hooper (36.7%)
. Southern Florida Area Pulse
: (410 of 432 quarter-hours) .
. Trendex. See Blair ... or General Manager Jack Sandler.
WD6Y

REPRESENTED

WHB

STATION:
RADIO
FOR
TODAY'S
SELLING
PRES.DENT.

HOME

■ General

OFF.CE:

OMAHA.

NEBRASKA

WTIX
WQAM

Minneapolis St. Paul
BY JOHN

Kansas City
New Orleans
Miami

BLAIR & CO.

Fall tv: the
lineups are
shaping up
Page 34

The newest
trend in radio
programing
Page 38
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How can so,, sell a schedule to a company that doesn't have distribution
in your market?
Here's how KFJZ-TV, Fori Worth, sold Cocoa Marsh

Create a market — sell a schedule

Is the farmer still a hayseed?
s of the questions

Bob Parker, Farm Director of \\H\V-T\ answer:
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We've got Iowa
ALL
SEWED
UP!

IOWA

IS ONE OF the most amazing States in the
Union. We have 25% of the Nation's
Grade A farm land — alternate with
California as the leading farm state.
We are second only to Connecticut in
insurance-company home offices. We
have many leading manufacturers of
such big business items as washing
machines, farm implements, etc.
And

50,000-watt

WHO

WHO
for Iowa PLUS!
Des Moines

covers

Iowa!

NCS No. 2, the Whan Survey and innumerable private surveys prove beyond
question that WHO is heard by more
Iowa families than any other station.
The Iowa Radio Audience Survey
proves that WHO is "heard regularly"
by more people than the next four
commercial stations combined!
Hear the whole story. PGW

has it.

You'll be glad you listened!

WHO Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Company, which also c
and operates WHO-TV, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport

. . . 50,000 Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
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Peters, Griffin, Woodward,

4L-

Inc., National Representatives

NEWSMAKER
of the week
Edward J. DeGray was named this week to succeed Robert E.
East man as head of the ABC Radio network. He had been
lice president in charge of station relations and has been
with ABC Radio since Oct. 1955. DeGray comes in on the
heels of economy drive; his first problems are internal ones.

The. newsmaker:
Edward J. DeGray has been in broadcasting for 21 \ears but his problems have never been as thorny as
they are right now. His key task is to find a way of putting ABC
Radio on a solvent basis — or, at least, keep it going, on a reduced
scale of operations. The live personality shows brought in for weekda) day time airing have been replaced by news on the hour and. at
this moment, there are no plans to do anything more in the way
of programing.

You don't have to know how to
use a sextant to get your bearings. You're always headed in
the right direction on the Golden
Spread when you use Channel
4-Sight.
More than 100,000 TV sets in
a vastly
healthy and
wealthy
Power:

Visual
Aural

Antenna

100

kw

50

kw

Height 833 feet above
the ground

"Actually," said DeGray, "we're not much worse off than we were
before the live shows were brought
in. The only difference is that we
had an hour block of morning
soap operas that we don't have
now. I'm talking about programcould group
sell."' of affiliates the
Toing awe large
current volume of programing is
satisfactory, since they would prefer to sell the other periods to local
and spot clients. What this group
basically wants is news, sports and
special events and perhaps some
Edward J. DeGray
filler programing in the evening.
Can ABC Radio make money with such a programing formula?
DeGray can't say right now, but he's going to look into it, a job
right up his alley because of his accounting background. What
makes it worthwhile looking into is the fact that a number of affiliates are willing not to accept compensation for any network pro-

KGNC-TV 4

CHANNEL

AMARILLO,
TEXAS
contact""" -KATZ MAN

ANY

graming sold. One thing DeGray is sure of: he won't be able to
sell the affiliates on a Monitor-type of programing.
DeGray began his broadcasting career with network radio. After
being graduated from the University of North Carolina, he started
work at CBS in the accounting department in 1937. In 1940 he went
to CBS-affiliated WBT, Charlotte, as office manager and later was
named assistant general manager of the station.
He returned to CBS in New York eight years later as executive
assistant in charge of station administration, spot sales, co-op programing sales and the Housewives Protective League programs. This
was followed h\ a stint as station relations representative and co-op •
program sales contact. In 1953 he was appointed national director
of the network's radio station relations. Before joining ABC in 1955,
he was station relations chief for the short-lived Vitapix Guild
Films. Inc.
^

sponsor

•
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THE ONLY MAN

OF THE YEAR WHO

Pittsburgh's Man-of-the-Year award winners include the president of one of America's largest utilities, the president of the
world's biggest steel company, a renowned scientist from a
great university, and KDKA-TV's Josie Carey, who adds this to
her other top children's program awards. Josie's Storyland,
8:45 to 9:20 weekday mornings, is Pittsburgh's outstanding
children's show. Youngsters love her. Parents love her. Advertisers love her. For one-minute participation availabilities,
BOSTON. WBZ+WBZA.WBZ-TV

IS A WOMAN

IS KDKA-TV'S JOSIE CAREY

contact John Stilli, KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, or your Peters, Griffin,
Woodward representative. In the Pittsburgh marketing area,
no selling campaign is complete without the WBC station.
CHANNEL 2 IS NO. 1

PITTSBURGH
O©©

WESTINGHOUSE

BROADCASTING

COMPANY,

INC.

• BALTIMORE, WJZ-TV
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^TV

Local in management...
The Corinthian stations are first and foremost local in character ... for great stations must
be responsive to the needs and tastes of their individual communities.
Each Corinthian station has its own independent local management team . . . experienced
men at the helm and in the key operating areas of programming, sales, engineering and
promotion. The strength of each of the Corinthian stations attests to the abilities of these
men and the role they play in Tulsa, Houston, Fort Wayne and Indianapolis.

THE

CORINTHIAN

STATIONS wmm
Responsibility

\\\>u v in\VA\I
v/< miX WAN!
i/r .wnmwnrai
IV Ion \Y..\n

Trnwiiofc.

WISH

in Broadcasting

,\ WISH-TV

Indianapolis

Interrelated in service
The Corinthian stations have more than this. They benefit from each other's experience.
And have at their disposal the full-time staff services of specialists in the basic areas of
broadcasting . . . each outstandingly qualified in his field . . . Corinthian's Director of Programming, Robert H. Salk; Director of Sales, Don L. Kearney; Director of Engineering, George G.
Jacobs; and Director of Research, Charles H. Smith. These men provide facts, judgment and
the exchange of ideas upon which local management can base sound decisions.
Clearly, you get something extra when you buy a Corinthian station.

THE

CORINTHIAN
KGUL-TV

ill

Houston

STATIONS
WAN] -TV Fo

«*~»/% ,« we***
•

WISH

,v WIMI

'

I

Dedicated

to

public

service

WGAL-TV hold
and personnel of
geme
Manathing
I
s nt
in common. They share the concept of
two
television as an instrument of public service to
the community. And they actively participate in
community affairs as individual citizens . . . they
are vitally interested in education and religion,
public health and welfare, recreation and the arts,
farming and industry. These regularly scheduled
programs are but a few of the many community
t( lecasts featured on station WGAL-TV.

STEINMAN

STATION

• Clair McCollough, Pres.

WGAL-TV
Representative: The MEEKER

Company,

Inc. • New

LANCASTER,
PA.
NBC and CBS
York • Chicago

• Los Angeles

• San Francisco
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Most significant, to and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
12 APRIL 1958

New national snot business showed a heartening improvement

C*»yrl|ht 1958

[son publications inc.

this week.

"

It wasn't so much the appearance of top advertisers that brought eheer as the accumulated hillings from small regional accounts.

In tv, one of the sizeable schedules came from Niagara Starch (Corn Products). The
campaign, via C. L. Miller, will run for 15 weeks.
GE's home appliance division also popped up with nighttime saturation announcements through Y&R. while Grey scouted for availabilities in Necchi sewing machine's

behalf.

On the radio side, Tidewater Oil took the spotlight with availability inquiries for
markets in eight eastern seaboard states. The time sought: an announcement every half
hour from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. and everv hour between 7 p.m. and 10 p.m.

Much of the brand money pulling out of network tv for the summer will wind
up in spot, a check of Madison Avenue agencies indicated this week.
In a number of these instances the transfer will be influenced by a reorientation of the
basic marketing philosophy: from national blunderbnssing to pinpoint concentration
on markets where the market opportunities have maximum potential.
SPONSOR-SCOPE found that companies are becoming particularly susceptible to this
thinking in connection with their newer products now on network tv.

A good prospect for tv spot this summer is Liggett & Myers' Oasis brand.
Among the plans now being considered by the tobacco giant is 1) turning over Oasis'
present alternate period on NBC TV Saturday to Chesterfield, and 2) filling Oasis' summer
tv gap with a tv spot campaign of saturation or near-saturation proportions.
Oasis currently is heavy in spot radio.

Several agencies involved in film barter

buys

this

week

exchanged

notes

on

what they're charging their clients for this service.
It turned out that there were three major billing procedures :
1) 15% from the gross barter rate.
2) 15% on top of the gross barter rate — that is, 15% of 115%- of the rate.
3) 17.65% on top of the gross barter rate.

All the meetings
between
P&G
and its agencies have been held, and the
budgets for 1958-59 now are pretty well set.
Shortly the renewals will come plus additional buys of tv network time and the unrolling
of spot campaigns.
The outlook is for more network and spot because of so many new products.

Cosmetic advertisers may be among
work commitments for the fall.

the laggards in making their full tv net-

It isn't that sales aren't holding up. But outlets have shown a tendency to cut down on
inventory — in other words, the buying has been more hand-to-mouth. So the beauty manufacturers want a better clarification of the wholesale order outlook before wrapping up their 1958-59 tv plans.
SPONSOR

•
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SPONSOR-SCOPE'

continued.

Look tor color Iv taping facilities to steal the show at the coming NAB convention, with both RCA and Ampex unveiling their wares.
Vmpex made the big news at the L957 convention with iis black-and-white version.

John Hancock Insurance is seriously examining
network tv next season.

the prospect of returning to

TvB planted the bee and the next move is McCann-Erickson's composing some ideas.
Hancock's last tv fling was via the Show of Shows (NBC).

Bob Sarnoff is introducing the cabinet idea at NBC.
It was called the NBC executive council, functioning among other things as a (1)
general advisory group, (21 plans board and (31 formulator of policies.
Members of the council: Sarnoff. Robert Kintner. J. M. Clifford, David Adams, Ken
Bilby, P. A. (Buddyl Sugg and Joe Culligan.

If the overwhelming opinion of station reps prevails, any attempt to resurrect
the National Association of Independent Broadcasters will die ahorning.
A check bv SPONSOR-SCOPE of a cross-section of New York reps indicated that they
didn't think the idea of divorcement from the NAB a good one for the industrv.
Commented one rep: "Competition for the dollar doesn't iustifv drawing a line of demarcation between the network and independent stations. They're all selling the same thing —
air media — and it would he a mistake to set themselves apart from the rest of the
medium

as a trade association group."

NBC cornorate planning and development this week calculated that NBC
in the first week of March had 42% of all soonsored radio network time.
Tin- comparison with the other radio networks as evolved by NBC

NETWORK
ABN
CBS
MBS
NBC
TOTAL

COMMERCIAL
18
31
12
44
105

HOURS

Radio

planning:

29.5%
PERCENTAGE
11.5%
170^
42.0%
100.0%

Note: The percentages here have no relationship to the networks' dollar volume which,
as a matter of policy, are not disclosed.

That payroll surgery you hear ahout on Madison and Michigan Avenues has
less to do with the economic picture than with the cost and profit reevaluation now
going on in the agency business.
It's all part of the process of tailoring the operation to modern methods and conditions
and yielding to new "facts of life." Hisrh on the list of these "facts" are the problems and
prerequisites deriving from advertising's No. 1 medium, tv.
In taking a hard look at itself the business has come up with such basic recognitions as:
• Agencv services have changed radically and expanded considerably in the past five
vears.
• As tbc services expanded more and more specialists were required.
• Even as these specialists swelled the payroll, little was done to cull the people wlio citlicr
were not able to perform the new specialized functions or were attached to much diminished
services.
• Management had the choice of either divorcing the by-passed specialist from the payroll
or reconciling itself to an ever narrowing profit margin.

SPONMIK

•
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued.

You can expect the other networks to adopt in some form NBC TV's latest
goodwill innovation — the personal "trusteeship report" to advertisers.
Seemingly llie device reflects the softening of tlie sellers' market for network I v. But
NBC TV was motivated primarily by another factor: ihe intense personal interest of (op
advertiser echelon in tv.
The network plans to make the accounting direct to the sponsor an annual ritual. (Of
course, the meeting will give NBC TV an opportunity to talk about the network's new
shows for the coming season.)
As for agency attitude toward this type of contact with the client: the network has found
agencies generally receptive to the idea because it helps justify (1) use of network and
(2) choice of program.
Historical note: The "trusteeship report" breaks through the last vestige of
agency reluctance for immediate liaison between network and client. In the heyday
of radio this link was relisiouslv taboo — unless a Niles Trammell. William Paley, Frank Stanton, or Edgar Kobak did the contacting.
Carrying the message to Carcia at NBC TV are Robert Kintner, Walter Scott, and
Don Durgin.
Telephone people this week ran into stiff opposition when they Iried lo shoo
a counle phone-in-your-answer shows off the air.
Ohio Bell had threatened to discontinue service to WHKK, Akron, because of the way
listener response to two shows. Sound-Off and Tele-a-tune. was jamming service. But the
station »ot a temnorary restraining order against the nhone company.
WHKK told the covirt the shows were of miblic interest — being informative and
educational — and Ohio Bell retorted that the programs were siving it a "major engineering" headache. (For news of other program hypos, see story on page 31.)
Major syndicators continue to nrosner regardless of what may be happening to
the general economy or other facets of tv.
As a case in ooint: NBC's subsidiary, California National Productions, reported
this week that 1958's first ouarter set a nuarterlv record for sales.
Company gross revenue comparison: 226% higher than the first nuarter of 1957 and
11.4% above the previous high ouarter — the second quarter of 1957.
(For further tv film news see FTLM-SCOPE. p. 53] and NEWS WRAP-UP.
The strike this week against CBS TV and Radio bv IBEW

p. 61.)

mav be just the pre-

lude to a prolonged souabble over which technicians' union is to control employment in
the fast-emerging video tape field.
As industry observers see it. the stakes are too high for IBEW (electricians' union)
and the stagehands' union — or perhaps even the various actors' groups — to arrive at an
earlv across-the-table solution.
Anticipated are ouiet but significant chess moves toward aligning users of
tape by the national heads of the technicians' unions — with sporadic call-outs by locals to counter any subrosa understandings.
Richmond, Va., currently is the battleground of three contenders for leadership in the local heavy duty detergent market.
The brands: P&G's Spic 'n' Span, Texize (a reerional from out of South Carolina)
and Lestoil, a New England product with national ambitions. The chief weapon : tv spots
— wbich again is proving to be marketing's great equalizer.
Lestoil started hitting the Richmond area with saturation 1 April. Note what's already
happened to Spic 'n' Span:
In October '57 a brand preference survey of Richmond ?ave the Cincinnati giant's entry
an 82% share and Texize. 11%. In March tbe preference count was 71% for Spic V Span
and 33% for Texize (those figures add up to more than 100% because of tbe dual use of
brands).

SPONSOR
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continued.

The big network radio sales of the week:
Texaco's Metropolitan Operacasts
(»n CBS during nexl season.
Time, right 8 eosl : a little over $1 million.
Series had been on ABC for 18 consecutive years.

The sitter-uppers for the Jaek Paar show are dominantly
comes over 85.000.

in homes

with in-

NBC TV this week passed on thai information to Paar show advertisers, with the percentage ofthe $5,000-pIus homes noted as 54%.
Where the network got its figures: The Home Testing Institute, Inc., which conducts a
family panel by mail.

Media people think that sellers of spot tv aren't hammering hard enough on
the percentage of "readership" that a ehainhreak commercial gets.
Point out the buying specialists: The medium takes it for granted that everybody knows
a spot announcement gets a whopping "readership" between two high-rating programs, but
the client still wants to know what the actual readership is. In other words, how many people see his commercial.
Noted one media director to SPONSOR-SCOPE this week: "Private surveys have shown
the percentage of readership for such spots to be quite high, but where tv has been laggard is in not making readership a continuing study. The readership studies being
constantly turned out by the magazines may not show anything to whistle about, but at least
we've got something to show the client."
You'll find NBC TV hardly elated over the fact that inquiries about participating in specials next season have begun to snowball.
The network views much of this interest as indicating a wax out of long-term commitments and an open door to something to latch onto until the economic turnup becomes certain.
For NBC TV these specials — though rating boosters — are but the cherry on the cake, the
cake being regularly scheduled advertisers. Specials offer no added time billings, since
they preempt the regulars.

The Adam Young firm got an overwhelming favorable response from advertisers and agencies on the issue of having the Pulse radio surveys include the entire
trading area as well as the metro market.
The rep submitted the concept in the form of a questionnaire to over 5,000 admen, plus
stations. Most of the contrary positions came from Chicago agencies.
Technique suggested by Young: The Pulse reports show the ratings in the trading
areas by quarter-hour units and in three-hour units for the metro areas.
The rep's proposed next step: Appraisal of the idea by the 4 A's research committee.

Billings for the three tv networks this February were 13.3%
were for the light month of 1957.

over what they

Per network the gross sales plus margins were for February '58: ABC TV, $8,427,596,
36.5%; CBS TV, $19,410,741, 6%; NBC TV, $16,797,681, 12.7%.
The collective gross billings for the first two months of 1958 add up to $94,228,361,
which is 13.7% better than the tally for January and February of 1957.

For other news

coverage

In this Issue, see Newsmaker

of the Week, page 4;

s|".l Buys, page 58; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 61; Washington Week, page 71; SPONSOR
Hears, page 72: and IV and Radio Newsmakers, page 78.
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Because of programs such as "Gunsmoke"
(and Jack Benny and daytime serials,
Arthur Godfrey and CBS News) . ..Harvard
College became a network radio advertiser
the other night, sponsoring an hour-long
special broadcast, "The Case for the College," over the full CBS Radio Network.
Its purpose, as Harvard's President Pusey
put it : ". . .to call attention both to Harvard's
ambitious plan and to the great needs of
all our American colleges."
To call attention. Where else in radio
would Harvard be as sure of getting it as
from CBS Radio Network audiences? The
programs are not designed to do homework or income taxes by. The entire network schedule, Godfrey to "Gunsmoke,"

THIS
IS
NOT
RADIO
TO
D(
WORK
HOMEBY

each program in its own way, requires listeners tolisten. They expect to give their
attention... or else they don't tune in.
That's why Harvard, with its dramatic
appeal for funds, came to CBS Radio. Just
as the country's leading advertisers do. For
the head start that audience-attention
gives to sales effectiveness. And for the
authority and importance that only
attention-getting radio can generate.
Significantly, these program qualities
work best for the listeners, too.
Year after year, the CBS Radio Network
schedule gathers the largest audiences in
all radio. Audiences in the habit of paying
attention. Here is the first essential for
selling a product, a service, an idea.

E CBS RADIO NETWORK
Where you reach .50 per cent more listeners
in the average commercial minute

GET AGE

families

buy most of all
sports equipment

GET AGE

famies

buy
of <l
wristmost
watchf

THE GET AGE: The years between 16 and 49. The
acquisitive age of man (and woman). GET AGE
families, as a group, spend more than two-thirds of
America's money ... an average of one-third more
per household, than any other age group.* And you
get more GET AGE families ( more of all families,
for that matter) for your advertising dollar on
ABC Television than on any other network!

You get them at the

JET AGE families

GET AGE families buy most
of all electric razors

buy most
I

of all soups

B

K :■

5

M

GET AGE families buy
most of all baby foods

>
-.

€

72%

of ABCs average audience** is made up of GET AGE households! Corresponding figure for each of the other two networks is 64 % . Cost per thousand for

GET AGE

householders

on ABC

is $3.92. The other two: $4.95 and $4.55.***

What's in the GET AGE for you? More than half of America's families.* The young
families, who are growing and building and furnishing — and forming lifelong buying
habits. And families at the very peak of their earning power — spending more than they
ever will again. GET AGE families, on the average, put 91% more mileage on their cars
. . . drink 40% more coffee . . . smoke 100% more filter cigarettes and 213% more regular
cigarettes than older families.! In fact, they buy far more of everything that's advertised
on television!
How do you sell them? It's as easy as ABC. Because GET AGE families are sold on . . .

ABC

TELEVISION
(Sunday through Satui

abc-tv

49th aril
Madisoi

KOBY put the CftRNDEST SOCK
into San Francisco radio!

Science

education

There can be no question that the accent for education will he on science in
the year 1958. Every alert broadcaster must he thinking of ways to do his
Here at WBKB in Chicago we think
we have emharkeil on one of the most
important public service projects ever
tried by a local station. We have
part.
joined
hands with the University of
Chicago to present a daily, half-hour
primer course on the basic principles
of science. Teaching the viewers of
Chicago will be the top faculty members of the University of Chicago —
including such great scientists as Urey,
Allison and Anderson.
We are spending $50,000 to advertise, exploit and promote this program
because we feel it is of great importance. At this date, two weeks before
the program Science 58 begins, we
have 5,000 requests for the curriculum.
We are proud of this public service
effort, and simply wanted you to know
about it.
S. C. Quintan
Chicago
vice pres., ABC

Nov.-Dec. Pulse reveals a beautiful figure
of 16.5 overall average share!
Sponsor

Asks

In the 15 March issue Sponsor Asks
Pulse, Hooper, and Nielsen all agree — KOBY is the
choice radio buy in San Franciscol The KOBY big
sound keeps San Francisco's huge adult listening audience on a continuous buying spree. So contact Petry,
pronto . . . get the complete story. You'll discover it's
no "yarn" that KOBY puts the "darndesl sock" into
selling produc is'

KOBY 10,000 watts • full time
2an Francisco le KOBYIand I
WOVM
It's
Greenville, Miss.
fl Nielsen rl Hooper
Call Ed Devney

SEE PETRY FOR KOBY San Francisco
and KOSI, Denver's No. 1 overall
station 6 am to 6 pm

"How effective are pr films on tv?"
Answering the query were Messrs.
Hunter, Randall and Depew.
Mr. Hunter states that "stations currently use an average of five hours of
these
public:
films peruse
week."
I doubt
thatrelations
many stations
five
hours a month or 25 hours a year! I
assume he is referring to program
length films of 5-10-15 or M) minutes.
In all of television, it is doubtful
that anything wastes so much of a
program director's time as offers of
"free films." I'd like to see sponsor
query all the program directors in
America on their use of these so-called
"free pr films." Compiled by an un-

MID-AMERICA

BROADCASTII

{Please turn to \>nge 20)
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NOW

400,000 TV
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1,350,000 POPULATION
42%
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Mgr.

OF

MILK

AND>JONEY
Rep.

Weed

Television

49TH

&

MADISON

i Cont (I from page 18 \

we're tired of shouting it .

biased publication such as yours,
bet it would be a rei

N

<>|K'iier

buyers
of "free filn
Mr. Randall
is absolutel) right in
his contention that the basic function
of a film for tv use is to entertain. He
again hit the hulls-eye when he noted
that man) films fail because the subject matter is dull or annoying.
Be interesting to conduct such a survey and find out if there is actually
any real need or real use made of the
hundreds of available "free" films.
Robert T. Martin.
program
KPHO-TV
Phoenix, director,
Ariz.

Community

interest

We. at KXL, have an unique function
that
tion. we think worthy of your atten-

BUT THE

FACT IS... I JiVl
0
of HARRIS COUNTY FAMILIES
LISTEN TO K-NUZ WEEKLY!
(Cumulative

Pulse— November,

1957)

No. 1 Buy in
HOUSTON
"On-The-Qo"

RADIO!
National

Reps.:

Forjoe & Co. —
New York • Chicago
Los Angeles

• San Francisco

Philadelphia

Southern
CLARKE

[v — -Housfon's^24-Hour
Music ahdJlews_

Dallas

• Seattle

Reps.:

BROWN

• New Orleans

We have, for the past year, supported the Portland Pal Boys Club by
channeling all proceeds from the outside efforts of our disc jockeys directly to the club. For example, if one of
our personalities attends a high school
or public dance as Master of Ceremonies, his fee for the job, (usually in
this market, from $25 to $50) is paid
by the dance sponsoring organization
directly to the club for use as they see
fit. KXY in turn pays the jockey for
his time, in order to maintain incentive
for future individual participation by
the various personalities.
Latest communication from Micky
Pease, Pal Club executive director,
dated February 28, 1958, indicates
that to date these activities and one or
two other efforts in their behalf by
KXL, have netted just under $700 for
the club. Naturally Micky is delighted
by this sum. as financial support for
this particular Pal Club comes from
individual or business donations only,
and not from the Police Bureau or
United Fund. KXL plans to undertake a three-week exclusive I'al Club
campaign later on, in an effort to first:
acquaint local people with the wonderfull) important work done there; and
second: attract public donations.
Bob McCarl
program
Portland, director,
Ore.

CO. —

KXL

• Atant.
•
crl.

SI'ONSOR .......... ...1~ KXL for its active participation in such ., ,. ortl.u I, il, community proj.
\\, hop.- other
stationwill folio*
their lead.
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JrT^-TV
KLZ-TV's

amazing

record

h'\G7'G^^n^ J/fe J^(
of

tuary ARBout benefit of <
especially sel
dependable

pro-

_. _re
KLZ-TV's
out
dership and see why KLZ-TV progra
>r, Paul Blue, h<
happy:
i- r/rrr in morning, afternoon and
night nev
j. pj~r~- -n nve daytime music shows
f.TT

in sport sho:

H7TT in week-end news,
Masthead — Sundays.
r'TTT in remote features,
Panorama — Tuesdays.
fTr7

in children's shor.

r* TWrrr

ith KLZ-TV's provr~
local, syndicated and network leadership.

CBS

in DENVER

TELEVISION

2. Whir lybirds . .
3. Shen ff of Cochis
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

High
way Patrol
Harbor -ommai
... .
SeaHur italley
.
Death V
Decoy

0. Boots ar d Saddl

Represented by the KATZ Agency.
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by Rollo Hunter

Agency
u

ad libs

WRBL-TV
COLUMBUS.

CEORCIA

HAS

IT

METRO PULSE
PROVES

shows

• 58 of top 60 oncc-per-wcck

shows

of oracles out there on those limbs sawing behind them like crazy.

and don*ts. let's review a few seasons of cliches that went awry. For
instance, there's that hoary one that you still hear once in a while:
"Television is pricing itself out of existence." Well, if it is, nobody
told the viewing public. There is one new tv home in this country
every eight seconds.

• 16 top syndicated film shows
shows

• 9 of top 10 multi-weekly

of television and radio, and it can't help but
have some deleterious effect. The woods are full

As a vote for The Open Mind over the familiar catechism of musts

shows

• 49 of top 50 once-per-week

• 8 top multi-weekly

for mediocrity

\loiula\ morning, you'd think that rule-book
thinking would be a capital crime. Yet there is
still plenty of finite mindedness on the subject

IT!

Survej after survey has shown WRBL-TV
as the leader in the rich Columbus,
Georgia market . . . and Metro Pulse of
January, 1958, proves it again!
• Top 44 oncc-per-wcek

Avoid manual

In a business where this week's theories have
a wa\ of becoming ridiculously invalid by next

shows

• Top 7 locally produced once-per-week
• Top 7 locally produced multi-weekly

live shows
live shows

It really wasn't so awfully long ago that you could pick up this
feedback in most agencies: "Westerns are for kids." Sure they are.
Big kids. On another page of the back dated rules and regulations it
says, "You can't sell beer in the morning." Strong refutation comes
from WCBS, WABC, WNEW, and WRCA in New York, KFWB in
Hollywood, and some 300 other radio stations across the country.
Remember when?
If you go back a few years, you can recall when television was
supposed to kill radio just as talking pictures killed vaudeville. Or
you could be expertly advised that there was no place in television
for the dance band. Lawrence Welk was very nervous at that time.
After Korea, a programing ukase filtered through the trade to the

LEADS
Vi

IN

380

HOURS

OUT
•

TIED

OF 419
5

Leads in all Quarter Hours, Monday thru
Sunday, 0:30 P.M. until Sign-off

1 eads in all Quarter Hours, Monday thru
00 noon to Sign-off (4 ties)

CUt^JiWRBL-TV
[COLUMBUS^EORGIA |
CALL HOLLINGBERY CO.

effect that "Nobody wants to think about war or see military subjects on the screen." Happily, the word never did get through to
the producers of The Silent Service, Men of Annapolis. West Point,
Navy Log, O.S.S. and others of martial stripe.
In any compendium of all-starred pronouncements, we should
certainly include this slightly stuffy bit of etiquette that has been
intoned in many a conference room: "When you go into the viewer's home, you must behave there with the same decorum as an
invited guest." Red Skelton doesn't know this rule. However, he is
certainly one highly successful slob who gets into a lot of living
rooms often, including mine.
The sacrosanct-imony of the rule-book has crept into the making
of commercials, too. Where it prevails it can only lead to pedestrian pictures on your tube. It used to be cardinal that "You can't
mix up live action and animation." But Goulding, Elliott and Graham say you can, and the Piel Brothers agree. Another hard and
fast ruling warns "Never, never have more than one thing going on
at a time in a commercial." This, we tell our clients, is "busy," distracting, causes confusion. But there are outstanding exceptions:
for instance, that Anacin commercial with three separate areas of
{Please turn to jxige 26)
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they love us
they love
they love us
they love
they love us
they love

in
us
in
us
in
us

Boston
in Atlanta
Binning ham
in Milwaukee
Phoenix
in SanDiego

San Francisco will love
irkable ma

Resear

Bartell Family Radio creates exciting progra

1260 SMI FRHnilSCO

I

ing based
upon
local predilections,
customs,
tastes. Golden Gate people will love this radio
because
it is uniquely San Francisco.

AMERICA

S FIRST

RADIO

Sold Nationally by ADAM
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FAMILY
YOUNG,

SERVING
Inc. for WOKY

10 MILLION
The KATZ

BUYERS

Agency

SINGLE

J

*

TWO FOR LITTLE MORE THAN ON

SPONSOR

NAB

Convention issue . . .

Take the combination deal and your ad appears first in

the special convention section of SPONSOR'S regular
convention issue. This information-packed book will be
thumbed from cover to cover by some 14,000 stay at home
readers.

SPONSOR'S

CONVENTION

SPECIAL

. . .

Gives you the double action.
Lifted bodily out of the
regular issue, this convention special is distributed to the
Iposures
of 2,500forof little
the very
people
at theofs'o
more topthan
the price

NAB
Convention
Special

PRICE . . .
ACTION
Here's the once-in-a-year-bonus-offer you can't afford to miss. It's SPONSOR'S
way of helping you to make the most of more impressions where they count.
It's a combination package to let you meet SPONSOR'S 14,000 decision
makers all over America plus everybody who is anybody at the convention —
both for just about the price of a single insertion.
First — your ad appears in the regular convention issue — reaching everyone
who could make it to Los Angeles. Then — 2,500 convention special issues
(with your ad in them) are distributed to the hotels in rooms of 2,500 of
your most important clients and prospects at the convention itself. They
will meet your message coming and going. It will be in there pitching for
you five full days — every day of the show.
This two-for-one plan, giving you double impact, power, and prestige is yours
for the price of a single insertion in a regular issue plus $75 additional per
page. Advertising forms close mid-April.
PHONE

OR WIRE

SPONSOR,
SEE

YOU

TODAY.

ASK FOR THE TWO

FOR ONE PLAN

40 E. 49th St., New York 17, N. Y. Murray Hill 8-2772
at both the STATLER

Exhibit Suite
2340 THE BILTMORE

and the BILTMORE

Hospitality Suite
Check room number at THE STATLER

Agency

ad

libs

action in one scene, including har
and dotted lines. It tells a prett)
how to gel rid ol them.

[Cont'd)

g, lightning, an oscilloscope
; story about headaches and

It's the sales that count
\ lew more from the manual: "Never belittle the product." More
than a million jars of Instant Rutter-Nut Coffee have been sold since
the first broadcast of Stan Freberg's commercial spoofing ButterNut's late entr\ into the instant field. "To be successful, product
demonstrations must always be completely natural." On the other
band, Remington is doing all right shaving peaches with their
electric razors. "Using animals in live commercials is like playing
Russian Roulette." Yet Steverino has seemed to be a pretty wellbehaved and much noted greyhound.
Hack in the da\s when commercials were a shade less forthright
than the) are today, a solemn proclamation around the industry
made it pretty clear that "tv cannot let down the bars — those 'delicate subjects' will have to stay in print advertising." Not so for
Playtex Living Girdles. Scott Tissue. Johnny Moo. Warner Bras and
a number of other personal products.
Perhaps you remember the edict which once made the rounds,

BOSS or NO
we've got tc
make him sa
it right!"

No doubt about it— when tl
boss, or any other non-profel
sional, wants to make a publ;

but somehow wasn't marked to the attention of Albert McCleery :
"They'll never be able to do a full hour live dramatic show every
day on tv." Matinee Theater has been doing it five times a week
for two and a half years — and in color to boot. When it leaves the
air in June, it will surely have proved its lasting power.
Another look into our clouded crystal ball: A perennial dictum of

appearance
it's best I
have him do on
it onTV,
film!

a militant minority around the trade states firmly that "Arthur GodFrej will be washed up b) 1055. Or 1956. Or 1957. Or 1958.

you show it. You're in control, toe
of time and station . . . show i
any time, anywhere you can g^

Or — ." Meanwhile, the old redhead keeps chuckling all the way to
Fort Knox and back.

When it's on film, you're
control. Flubs are just scissore
out. Mistakes won't get throug
because you see the show befor

Hindsight is easy
Dogmatism has even made some inroads upon casting for tv. According to an earl\ da\ credo, we were to "forget all about the established radio announcers for television commercials." This particular rule-of-thumble (as it later turned out to be) was bolstered
b\ the concept that the medium demanded all fresh young faces.
lighter voices, a clean sweep of the old hands. That ruling made it
tough on some first-rate talent for a while. Then the wave of rediscover) sel in. The sound of authorit) sounded good again, and
so dm- the tv selling being done by such big-name radio announcers as Ham Von Zell, Don Wilson. Del Sharbutt, Wendell Niles.
Frank Gallup, Bill Goodwin. Ken Carpenter. Their professional
approach is refreshing and. besides, the) often come up with hot
creative idea- thai reall) help.
There arc of course, many other examples which could be cited.
Hindsight i- eas) and not always exactly fair. The point of dredgIng up these rather jilarin^ exceptions to questionable rules is
simpl) to remind ourselves in l\ and radio that creativity can suffer
from regimentation. Freshness is a quicksilver sort of thin.:. \ lai
rule-book can and often does stultif) i'. Instead of relying too
heavil) on air. -et (,f ground rule-, we'll probabl) he belter off with
a postulate along these line-: Ever) da) is Judgment Day — each a
da) for exercising our best judgment on individual merits.
Rollo H unlet is I ice president and director of television and radio
m Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff <v Ryan, Inc.

•Mqjion Picture Film Departmen

EASTMAN KODAK COMPAN
Rochester 4, N.Y.

Hollywood 38, Calif.

W. J. German, Inc.

Be sure to shoot in COLOR .
You'll be glad you did.

By golly— every
time you turn
around WTIX
jumps further
out In front!"

\vv> Orleans Pulse spotlights the trend: WTIX
i» fir*t every daytime quarter-hour . . . and first

of the New Orleans audience. The dominance of
WTIX can mean your dominance, too. Spend a

in 462 of all 504 quarters."

quarter-hour or so with Adam Young, or talk to
WTIX General Manager, Fred Berthelson.

Storz Station audience-centered programming
goes from strength to strength in 11-station New
Oil. •;ins. Day after day more people switch to
WTIX and are held there by warm, friendly, enthusiastic professional air personalities. Hooper
proves it. tor,. WTIX is first, with nearly one-third

Man. Feb.,

6 A.M. -midnight

WTIX
first . . . and getting firster in 11-station
NEW ORLEANS
WD6Y

REPRESENTED

IONS
TODAY'S
» STORZ,

RADIO

FOR

PRESIDENT

. HOME

TODAY'S
OFFICE: OMAHA,

SELLING
NEBRASKA

Minneapolis St Paul
BY JOHN

WHB

Kansas City

WTIX

New Orleans

REPRESENTED

REPRESENTED

BY JOHN

BY ADAM

WQAM
REPRESENTED Miami
BY JOHN

BLAIR

& CO.

BLAIR & CO.
YOUNG
BLAIR

INC.
& CO.
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Tv's man

of the hour: the consultant

^ This week Lever, net tv's fifth largest advertiser, hired
itself a consultant, and so the trend continues to grow
^

Part referee, part elder statesman; nuisance or godsend depending on where you stand — this is the consultant

^ Here's why more
radio/television
advertisers are
hiring consultants — and just what work they are doing

Last week, the nation's fifth biggest
network television advertiser — Lever
Brothers Company — announced that it
had hired a tv consultant: A. E. Hamilton, aformer vice-president of Desilu
Productions.
Hamilton's appointment is the most
recent in a significant trend developing in the $10 billion advertising business: the increasing prominence of the
radio/tv consultant. This potent,
sometimes controversial figure is part
referee, part elder statesman, part godsend or nuisance — depending on how
his recommendations affect you.
What's more, the air media consultant
is being given more and more power
at virtually every advertising level: in
the sponsor strata, at the agency, even
in the radio or television studio.
The rapid growth of the consultant
raises several key questions. Where
did he come from? What does he do?
How did he gain the ear of management, to the point where he can tell
the experts how to do their jobs?
What makes the consultant necessary
in air media? And how does he affect the industry?
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The radio/tv consultant is often a
product of crisis or a management
deadlock. His chief tools of trade are
objectivity and experience. In a way,
his appearance on the television scene
is an indication of the importance of
the medium.
The need defined
As in medicine, where the need for
specialist consulting increases in direct proportion to the seriousness of
the disease, in television the need for
the consultant increases with the dollar stake invested. This is why a firm
like Kaiser, with its huge investment
in tv, hired as consultant a tv creative
expert like Sylvester (Pat) Weaver to
coordinate all activities between Kaiser
and its agencies, Young & Rubicam
and Norman, Craig & Kummel and between the agencies and the various tv
shows. Weaver, who also serves as
consultant on ABC TV's new Make Me
Laugh show, is one of a number of exbroadcasters who now serve in a very
specialized consulting field. They have
come by a logical route.
But there are many others who have
(Article continues next page)

Clarence Eldridge
A youthful elder statesman

Four

variations

on the tv consultant

tv and radio consultant

advertising consultant

This specialist concentrates on a single area — broadcast
media. His word permeates thinking along such a broad
front as programing, scripts, commercials, time slots and
casting. He forms the liaison between client, agency and
television producer or network. Example of his type:
Syhestei "I'at" Hearer, consultant to Kaiser. He is direct product of tv witli heavy background in the medium

The advertising consultant is usually someone from both
sides of the fence — agency and client firm. From such a
background they bring the stimuli of thinking in all areas,
translate it into the problem at hand. They may not only
help select an agency but advise on markets and media, even
get into the realm of tv production. A good example of the
advertising consultant is John Orr Young, founder of Y&R

marketing

research consultant

consultant

The marketing
consultant
doesn't
directly
intointelevision, but by the
back door.
He come
usually
is called
on
some client management problem, discovers that the trouble
root lies in marketing, follows the trail into media. George
Fry Associates, Booz. Allen & Hamilton are typical of the
management consultants who have spread into marketing
and advertising. Sometimes they will even hire the agency

• ome into tv and radio consulting by
a more
said one
come in
problem,

circuitous route. "These,"
agency executive, "usually
on some client management
then spread out through production, merchandising, packaging,
marketing, on into advertising — and
then, if you live long enough, there

they are in radio and television."
Sometimes their being there is resented bythe agency. "Television is a
form of the arts," said a tv producer
warmly, "and in any art there is no
room for too many cooks." On the
other hand, the consultant in television
i- just as often welcomed. Indeed, it
is tin- agency that sometimes hires him.
Perhaps one of the most tenuous,
tightrope relationships is that between
client and agency. When the two arrive at a deadlock on thinking, the
only one who can break the tie is an
impartial. sa\v\ outsider. Here is
where the consultant achieves his impressive stature. He can make the decision quickly and fairly. There are
some in advertising who feel that a
greater use of consultants by both clients and agencies will go a long way
toward cutting down on account shifts.
I hi- 'lo.- not mean that the relationship between consultant and agencj "i between consultant and client
compan) is always the most compatible. To do his job, the consultant is
bound to step on a lot of toes.

The research consultant shies aivay as a rule from any
consultation or advice-giving except that based on absolute fact. With the research consultant, everything is
founded on the scientific approach. An example of such an
operation is the firm of Arthur D. Little Associates tvho
claim as a client list 65% of the top 500 companies as
listed in Fortune.
They advise, but first they survey

"Friction is almost inherent in the
consulting field," says John J. Carley,
communications consultant for Profit
Counselors, Inc., of New York. "The
mere act of stepping in and telling a
man who has conducted a successful
business for a quarter century the
weak points of his organization sets up
an area of friction right away. Accountants, attorneys and anyone else
offering professional advice experience
the same thing. Carry the whole
thing a step further from the client
who has hired you to the agency you
have to work with, and you'll see the
path of true counsel rarely runs
Yet every day, as the ranks of consmooth."
sultants swell, sponsors and agencies
turn to consultants for help — and friction be hanged.
What are the deciding factors that
bring in a consultant?
The needs
John Orr Young, who was a founder of Young & Rubicam in 1923 and
today serves many clients and agencies in a consultant capacity, sets down
the following needs for a consultant:
I 1 i A fresh perspective or an outside point of view is needed.
1 2 ) Temporary shortage in an organization.
(3) The experience at hand needs
supplementing.

(4) The demand for a specialist in
some one phase or detail.
The growth of marketing has probably done as much as anything to
bring the advertising consultant into
the limelight. With its tentacles reaching out in all directions, marketing
often can be the trouble area of management. Sometimes this trouble area
is found only after a careful analysis
of the entire organization. The trail
may well lead on to advertising.
"The client knows he has problems,"
explains Profit Counselors' Carley.
"He thinks he knows the specific problem. But analysis usually shows up a
completely different set of problems.
"A very common problem is the
delegation of authority, and here the
consultant can help. For example, an
advertising manager is too frequently
used as a mechanic. The spot he fills
has (1) a function, (2) an individual
and (3) responsibility — but the authority may be lacking. Without the
latter, the spot is meaningless. It's
up to the consultant to locate this
trouble, then convince top management
to give full authority to the ad manager so that the operation is valid and
The objectivity of the consultant,
the fact that he has come in from the
fruitful."
outside with no personal axe to grind,
{Please turn to page 76)
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What's
^

tv "games"?

The current giveaway-game snowball is rolling from

daytime
^

behind the new

programing

right

into

nighttime

network

tv

Here are the four main reasons that prompt sponsors

to lay out $1 million budgets to support a single contest

Wh' hat's

behind the new giveawaygame trend on network tv? Note

what's happening:
• This week Ed Sullivan starts giv
ing away cameras and automobiles via
the Bingo card.
• Last week, $64,000 Question
reached a new plateau in its own
transition with its version of the same
old game.
• At the same time. Hit Parade
cigarettes emerged with a new contest
that required the contestant to both
view Your Hit Parade and smoke (and
like in 25 words or less I its cigarettes.
• Other newcomers to the giveaway
arena include Top Dollar, Patrice
Munsel, Wagon Train, Anybody Can
Play, even Mickey Mouse.
The contest has been growing for
quite a while on the individual station
level — in both radio and tv. But its
prevalence on the network tv level today raises this interesting question:
is it designed mainly to sell goods —
or is it really an effort to hypo ratings?
In most cases, it's a good deal of
both ratings and sales. There's little
doubt that the vast majority of these
shows have been suffering rating
troubles and/or their sponsors, sales
woes. But sponsors give varying reasons as to what actually prompts the
undertaking of a contest that can cost
upwards of $1 million. And these reasons can be broadly separated into four
categories:

order to pick up a Mercury adaptation
of the Bingo card. He then plays
Bingo with Ed Sullivan every Sunday
night (for eight weeks) with about one
chance in 5,000 of winning.
Success of Mercury contests in the
past has shown the auto dealer and
its agency, Kenyon & Eckhardt, that
such promotion can increase showroom
traffic substantially. In 1956, for example, during the eight-week duration
of the Sullivan-Mercury contest, showroom visits increased an average of
14% each week. (High week, the
fifth, there was a 24% increase.)
But never before has the contest
gone to such lengths to assure
interest. When planning the
last January, K&E looked for
gimmick that would be a strong
lant in the fight for Sunday

viewer
contest
a new
stimunight

ratings, and thought it had one. The
fact that bingo has become contagious
since the contest's inception does not
dismay the agency ; in fact, it hopes to
ride along on the trend.
Another aim
• The second type of contest is primarily aimed at stimulating viewer
interest, with interest in sales activity
the offshoot. The Hit Parade contest,
a BBDO brainchild, hopes first to
hypo Your Hit Parade ratings; yet, at
the same time contestants must at least
buy Hit Parade cigarettes.
It runs this way: The contestant first
names a mystery tune, played on Your
Hit Parade. To this he adds a short
dissertation on why he likes Hit Parade
cigarettes. To both are added one end
of a Hit Parade carton. Every other
week a winner is announced on the
show. Newspaper and TV Guide ads
offer entry blanks and promote the
show.
Target is obviously two-fold: first,
bring viewers to Your Hit Parade;
second, introduce them to fairly new
(since December, 1956) Hit Parade
cigarettes.
( Please turn to page 69 )

n

MERCURY

• First, there's the contest that's
prompted by a distinct need for sales
stimulation, but at the same time
strives for viewer interest. The current
Sullivan-Mercury contest fits in here.
- Mercury claims its present giveaway
is based on the troubles Detroit is
having, not those Sullivan is facing.
The contest requires a viewer to visit
his Mercury showroom and leave his
name, address, and make and year of
his car (for a sales prospectus), in

sponsor

•
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Ed Sullivan is one of several nighttime tv stars who have jumped on the
giveaway-game bandwagon. The Mercury contest highlights the bingo trend
started some weeks ago on daytime tv. For eight weeks Sullivan will play
bingo with viewer contestants, announcing winners on program each week

Network

tv races the DST

clock

How webs will piece together the daylight saving time jigsaw
Tv^homes*
Tv stations

5.315,000

47
1,357,000

14,284,000

by;Alfred J. Jaffe

W,,r lien the television

networks start
operations on Sunda) morning, 27
\|nil. they will usher in a new era in
daylight time program schedules.
In short, the will- have finally licked
lli<- da) light time bugaboo.
What the networks have been able
to accomplish is this: With a few exceptions, notably the Pacific Northwest, all tv markets will see web programing at the same local time as

before the daylight lime changeover.
This will be true for areas which remain on standard time as well as those
which don't. It means that, for the first
time, a program scheduled locally at
8:00 p.m. will be seen at that time all
year round.
The answer:

tape

It was tape that did it. This amazing
instrument
has provided one of the

quietest revolutions in tv. While the
use of tape playbacks has become almost commonplace during a period of
less than two years following the introduction of the Ampex machine, the
actual number of machines in use until
recently has been small. Ampex deliveries have been speeded up, however,
so that, starting with the last Sunday in
April, large banks of videotape machines in New York, Chicago and Los
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— and wins!

rier that prevented daylight and standard time airings within the same time
zone at the same clock hour. Repeat
feeds have been used in the past via
kinescope recordings but the relative
slowness of printing the so-called "hot
kine" made it necessary to turn programing schedules upside down.
With tape, the normal sequence of
programing is assured. The advertiser
can keep his winter lead-in show. He
also keeps his competition, of course,
since all the networks will continue programing on the same local time basis.
While this is undoubtedly a mixed
blessing, the fact remains that network
sponsors can now make their network
programing strategy plans knowing in
advance that the daylight time headache won't upset things.

21,544,000
176

Complications
The details of network playbacks
and the rerouting of network lines involved in the 1958 daylight time coup
are complicated. However, the basic
question was how to schedule programs
in the "standard time belt." This belt
extends across the southern U.S. and
pushes two fingers north into Iowa and
Michigan. There are also two less important standard time areas — the lightly-populated mountain time zone and
the Pacific northwest. While California
is on daylight time, Washington and
Oregon are on standard time.
The solution to scheduling standard
time belt shows is to feed the area an
hour later. Thus, a repeat network
schedule is sent out over a large area
of the country — an area that sweeps
across the U.S. almost to California.

Angeles will be set in motion recording
network shows and shooting out playbacks to all corners of the country.
There's even been talk of that dream
of an all-year round schedule with all
markets carrying shows at the same
local time as New York.
Because of tape's ability to record
instantaneously, repeat feeds can now
take place an hour later and thus, in
effect, wipe out the technological bar-
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To get a sharper picture of what's
going on, let's examine the CBS setup:
The network has divided the country
into four zones. These are only roughlv related to the four time zones. Zone
I covers the Northeast and a group of
north central states (Indiana. Illinois.
Wisconsin. Minnesota and North Dakota). This covers what is generally
the daylight saving time areas east of
the Rockies. A direct feed is sent to
Zone I since the network operates on a
daylight saving time basis.
This direct feed operates whether the
show originates in New York or Los
Angeles. For example, Studio One in
Hollywood will be fed out of Television
City at 7:00 p.m. Pacific Daylight
Time to Zone I, where it is received
at 10:00 p.m. EDT. At the same time,
the program will be recorded on tape

in both New York and Los Angeles for
playbacks later in the evening.
Less than a minute after the show
goes off the air, the playback to Zone
II begins, coming out of New York at
11 :00 p.m. EDT. Zone II covers every
southern state and border state with
the exception of Maryland, plus most
of Ohio, Michigan, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, New Mexico and Arizona. This
is pretty much the standard time belt
though there are occasional daylight
time cities sprinkled throughout.
Zone II covers three time zones. The
eastern zone receives Studio One at
10:00 p.m. EST, the central zone at
9:00 p.m. CST and the mountain zone
at 8:00 p.m. MST.
Zone II, which covers part of Idaho,
plus Wyoming, Colorado and Utah, has
a composite feed arrangements. It will
be fed from either East or West Coast.
The schedule is wrapped up with a
West Coast repeat (from the West
Coast) an hour after the New York repeat, which means it starts at 9:00 p.m.
PDT and 8:00 p.m. PST. Getting this
second feed are the three west coast
states plus Nevada and Yuma, Ariz.
The one big exception to the clock
time formula shows up here, with
Washington and Oregon receiving the
show an hour earlier (in terms of clock
time). While it would, of course, be
possible to feed the two northwest
states separately, CBS does not consider it economically worthwhile to pay
for the lines. This opinion is shared
by the other networks. Consequently,
all stations in the two northwest states
will receive the hour-earlier-by-clocktime schedule.
The webs' plans for October, when
some markets return- to standard time,
are tentative.
^

CBS TV has 14 tape machines in New York.
Nine are used on daylight time scheduling

How
I hi- week, while network program,
ing chieftains huddled over i.ext fall's
tv schedule-, programing strategy and
lineups are beginning to emerge:
• \BC I \ has set the pace for early
evening programing with its block of
\\ estern and action-adventure, shows.
CBS TV will move in this direction,
following the pattern of its Saturday
night Perry Mason success, while NBC
T\ plans to counterprogram with quiz
and game shows.
• Sunday night will see the fewest
changes, but CHS T\ and NBC TV
both plan a thorough revamping of
Thursday night. Look for a big switch
on Friday night: ABC TV may go
heavilv into situation comedy after
9:00 p.m., while CBS TV and NBC TV
are considering long Westerns and
m\ stery -adventure shows.
• Quizzes suffered peak mortality
during the current and past season.
But there'll be more quizzes upcoming
on CBS TV and NBC TV, particularly
during the fall. Reason: They give clients a quick out.

Highlights

®

fall tv programing

As earliest spring ratings peg current shows for likely axing or renewal,
these are the highlights of programing
lineups now shaping at the three networks :
ABC

enters new bouts

In the past two years ABC TV has
established its strength during the
early evening periods. Its early leadin with a predominantly action-adventure lineup (except Wednesday night's
Disneyland) gave ABC an advantage
it hopes to carry into the next fall.
"We're strong early evenings between 7:30 and 9:00 p.m. all nights
except Monday and Saturday," says
ABC TV's new programing v.p., Tom
Moore. "That's where our lineup is
least likely to change. Mondays and
Saturdays our main strengths are in
the shows we've had renewed — the two
Welk
shows."
Trouble
spots in the lineup, according to Moore, develop after 9:00 p.m.;
ABC TV's aim for the moment will be
strengthening those nights on which

of fall network

Strip,
Moore. to round out the night," says
The Wednesday night lineup will be
relatively unchanged, but for the substitution of Roughriders, a half-hour
Western packaged by Ziv, replacing
the Betty White Show at 9:30 p.m.
Late Thursday night may see some
changes. One show now considered
for 9:30-10:00 p.m. airing is an "adult
action-adventure" like Roadblock.
Major revamping is forthcoming Friday night, an evening likely to become
half Western — half situation comedy.
Leading in with Rin Tin Tin and Colt
45, ABC TV is considering another
hour Westerns, Forty-niners, between
8:30 and 9:30 p.m., to be followed by

tv lineups:

|@I

BATTLE OF THE GIANTS: Major reprograming by CHS TV ami NBC TV both will be on
weekdays early evenings, during the 7:30-8:30
p.m. slots where ABC TV has made its biggest
dent. Look for some additional one-hour
action-mysteiy
periods. CIJS
one-hour) ami
ressfnl
earl)

the network already has the healthy
early-evening advantage. For instance,
Tuesday's lineup after Cheyenne.
Sugarjoot and Wyatt Earp will be built
into a solid Western-action block programing night.
"We're planning to put in a strong
action-adventure following Wyatt Earp
at nine and a one-hour, 77 Sunset

ami \\ c*tcni dramas in those
TV likelieg: Rait hide (Western
Ellery Queen, beeause of sucSat unlay
lead-in
with
Mason.

ABC's STRENGTH: Strong nights, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday will get bolstering from
additional Western and action shows. Problem night, Friday, will see biggest changes,
probable addition of two or three "family humor" situation comedies. One-hour mystery,
77 Sunset, on Tuesday, completes "action"
night on block programing theory. Main pitch :
appeal to the young audience under age 45.
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shapes

up

^ Traditional Tuesday battleground shifts to Thursday
as CBS and NBC both plan revamping, action-adventure
^

CBS plans more hour programs at 7:30 p.m. to cut

ABC's
a couple of half-hour situation comedies such as Room for One More, Genuine Custer or The Donna Reed Show.
"Our Saturday night problem is the
Como Show," says Moore. A possible
solution: A one-hour action-adventure,
opposite Perry Mason, on CBS TV, as
an early lead-in to the evening. Saturday plans are still indefinite, but for
the Welk hour between 9:00 and
10:00, which will be followed by Tales
of Frankenstein.
Sunday night has a good chance of
becoming a solid block of Western
plus action adventure on the pattern
of the Tuesday night lineup. Still in
doubt are 8:30 to 9:30 p.m. Tentative
plans are for Bold Venture (9:3010:00 p.m.) starring Dane Clark, and
the Orson Welles series from 10:00
p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
A new ABC TV development rumored to be under discussion is a
move into
10:30 p.m.
ABC TV
and-a-half

station-option time after
with a news strip.
does plan to program twoadditional daytime hours,

early

evening

hold;

probably back to 2:30 p.m. in the
afternoon and one before-noon show.
The pattern likely: half-hour soaps and
live game shows.
CBS TV's plans
CBS TV goes after early evening.
The success of Saturday night's Perry
Mason may set the pace for the network's fall early-evening programing.
"There's room for one or two more
Westerns of hour length and for some
solid mystery-adventure shows," says
CBS TV programing v. p. Harry Ommerle. Likely time periods where such
programing might go are 7:30 to 8:30
Monday. Wednesday and Thursday.
Sunday night, a strong CBS TV
night, will see the least changes. Only
substitution now planned is a new situation comedy, Magnificent Montague,
replacing $64,000 Challenge at 10:00.
Biggest changes are in the offing for
Monday night, with Robin Hood and
Burns and Allen heading for replacement. The future of Studio One is dim.
CBS TV has already put a couple of

NBC

will

counterprogram

new live game shows into trouble spots
on Tuesday (Wingo) and Saturday
night {Top Dollar). If these build
ratings, they'll be back in fall.
Major changes are in the offing for
Thursday night, where only Playhouse
90 is definitely scheduled to return
next fall. Probable Thursday night
pattern: a strong one-hour mysteryadventure followed by Climax (if renewed) leading up to Playhouse 90.
The network is still bullish on the concept of programing two long dramas
back to back, but feels ratings are
helped if only one is general, the other
either Western or action-mystery.
Biggest new shows planned for fall
are Rawhide, a 1-hour Western, and
Ellery Queen, a 1-hour mystery series.
NBC

TV revamps

Except for its Wednesday night hourlong lead-in with Wagon Train which
has been successful. NBC TV may
switch to counterprograming its early
evening hours. As long as ABC TV's
and CBS TV's stress in the 7:30-8:30
p.m. period is action-adventure, NBC
TV is considering more quiz and game
shows.
Monday night a musical variety or
hour-long live drama is likely to succeed the filmed Suspicion.

^1/ 7'N \|//_

"Our night of greatest change will
be Thursday," says Bob Lewine, NBC
TV programing
v.p. "We'll
start
with
Tic Tac Dough,
but still
Groucho
moves to 10:00 p.m.; People's Choice
and Rosemary Clooney are likely cas-

SPECIALS : NBC TV continues policy of irregularly scheduled extravaganzas, anticipates same
number as 1957-1958 season. CBS TV may
add a few, if client demand warrants it. Already planned: nine new DuPont specials
throughout the 1958-1959 fall-spring season.

Wholesale replacements are in the
offing Saturday night after the Como
Show. One strong possibility now
ualties."
being rumored is a new hour-long
Berle show. Other hour-long NBC TV
entries are likely, with at least one such
Western and two mystery-adventures
now on the drawing boards.
NBC TV continues to be the home
of "specials," will schedule as many of
these extravaganzas next season as in
the season just past.
^
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Conoco's
^

merchandising

whirligig

Whirlybirds is the show — and fancy merchandising

gave

it a

vertical

take-off

to

high

audience

ratings

^ The gimmicks:
Beauty contests, helicopters, guest
appearances by the show stars and Desilu prexy Desi Arnaz
■ ma/xlc-dazzle merchandising: how
much dues it actuall) contribute to a
t\ -how's audience ratings- and its
sponsor's product sales?
For the answer to that recurring
chestnut, sponsor this week \isited admen behind one of the industry's big'jr-i fanfare deals in main a da\ : the
promotion of Whirlybirds, syndicated
half-hour film -how built around the
adventures of two helicopter pilots.
Continental Oil Co., 14th largest
I . S. oil company i National Industrial Conference Board ranking for
L956), is the major sponsor of Whirlybirds in some 65 market- covering
Conoco's sales area: the Midwest,
South-west, Rock) Mountain states and
sections of the South.
National

Biscuit

Co.

is co-sponsor

in five markets under the major-minor
setup; co-sponsors in the other markets
represent a potpourri of businesses —
from banks to building supply houses
to soft drink bottlers.
During 1957 Conoco spent nearly $1
million in spot t\ time for Whirlybirds.
The firm started with the show in 39
markets in early 1957, and gradually
added markets to reach today's total.
For Conoco I accent on the first syllable to avoid confusion with Sunoco),
Whirlybirds represents its first stab at
continuous sponsorship of a tv property on an extensive regional basis.
Previous t\ activit) had been limited
to spot announcements and syndicated
film shows in a few markets.
The fact that Whirlybirds is an outstanding audience success is a matter

of ratings record (averaging in the
high 20's in ARB reports). What has
accounted for this success?
Paul count
Benson,
Benton
& Bowies'
acexecutive for
Conoco
since last
September, and Mel Hattwick, Conoco
advertising director, credit these two
factors :
• A

community saturation merchandising campaign aimed at Conoco

dealers and tv viewers alike. "We feel
this promotion by CBS TV Film Sales
is a major factor in our ratings picture," says Benson.
• The show "star"— the helicopter.
"Building the show around helicopters
has put it ahead of its time — and has
provided a wholesome program, without violence for parents and children
alike," Benson told sponsor.
sponsor

•
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Conoco's tv aims
The aims are simple and basic.
"We just have two objectives — to sell
consumers in Conocoland (agencyclient jargon for the oil firm's marketing area), on the advantages of using
Conoco products; and to sell dealers
and service station operators on the
value of handling those products,"
Benson explains.
Keeping the station men happy is a
big job — there are about 10,000 of
them. Some are operating Conocoowned stations on a lease basis, but
most of them run their own stations
and are serviced by some 600 Conoco
bulk jobbers and dealers. A few of
the jobbers and dealers also operate
retail stations.
Conoco gross operating income totaled $576.3 million in 1956 — and the
figure will be higher for 1957; at the
end of the first nine months it was already $455.4 million, according to a

Standard & Poor's stock report (13
February, 1958) . How much of this is
derived from sales to service stations
is a closely guarded secret at Conoco's
Houston, Tex. home office.
Despite the gross income increase
(about 6.2% for the first three quarters of 1957 as opposed to the same
period in 1956), net income fell about
10% for 1957, "based on the preliminary report," says S&P. The stock
reports firm attributes this drop to
three factors: (1) lower crude output
because of government controls (133,652 barrels a day estimated for 1957
vs. 137,672 in 1956); (2) falling
product prices, and (3) a 31% increase in intangible development costs.
Why did Conoco continually expand
its tv activity during rocky 1957?
Company executives undoubtedly
spotted what was coming — a situation
that today has all oil companies suffering from the pincer action of de-

pressed product prices and oversupply
of petroleum products. While this has
been developing, Conoco has been in
its retail market hitting hard with a
new theme — "the hottest brand going,"
and is still building that theme in tv/
radio, outdoor ads and print.
The selection of Whirlybirds to do
the tv job was based on two factors.
The property had to be syndicated
film because of Conoco's marketing
pattern; Whirlybirds offered excitement— and at the same time a modern
concept, as opposed to, say, a western
— where the excitement often is based
on old-hat, shoot-'em-up violence.
Finding the right timeslots and alternate week sponsors for Conoco was a
Herculean task for B&B timebuyers
and CBS TV Film Sales. "We had
five field offices and a dozen salesmen
working on this deal," says Ralph
Baruch, CBS account executive.
{Please turn to page 74)
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CQNQflLDEALEI
Timebuying for Whirlybirds is discus*
Conoco a./e. at B&B; John Ni

Show stars Craig Hill (left), and Ken Tobey
(right), help pitch Conoco
products via film commercials on Whirlybirds programs
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Dealers were supplied with colorful posters publicizing the program
with space for channel
and time

X

RADIO IN
THE PAST

\ft.-i World War II. radio for
the most part followed traditional l>ut often unimaginative,
patterns. T\ came on. caught
public interest and loyalty, left
radio, particularly network,
with ((instantly declining audiences and decreasing revenue

mm\

RADIO UP
TO NOW

Spark of radio "revival" was
kindled chiefly by aggressive independents, especially the new
groups. Some of these turned
to the d.j. playing the top 40
tunes, while others adopted a
programing formula designed
to produce
consistent sounds

%J RADIO IN
THE FUTURE
Part of the formulae included
audience contests, heavy promotion. But from the whole is
emerging a new pattern: flexibility: setting aside substantial
blocks devoted to local people
and events. Ratings and sales
seem

to justify- the evolution

Radio's new trend: the flexible formula
^ There's no stampede away from the historic time block,
but more stations are working out new flexible programing
^

Patterned

basically after Monitor, the new formula

capitalizes on one of radio's biggest advantages: mobility
■ mumblings that may foreshadow a
revolution of sorts in radio are beginning to be heard around the country. The motto of the turncoats might
be given as "flexible formula."
The best-known example of the
"flexible formula" is the now-established Monitor, NBC Radio's weekend
service. Using the theme "going places
and doing things." it is designed to
permit a flexibility not only in content
but in time devoted to each segment.
While there is by no means a stampede of stations breaking away from
historical time blocks to adopt a
MonitOT-Vke. format, there are enough
to give the earmark of a trend developing. In a few cases, where this kind
of out-and-about programing was
started a year or more ago, the time
allotted to it is now being increased.
\nd. significantly, since the beginning
of the year several more stations have
begun giving time to the concept.
Why the switch?
What's behind the movement in this
direction? There are several factors.
For one thing it represents a logical
extension of radio's inherent strength
mobility. Sooner or later, radio was
probably bound
to take greater ad-

vantage ofits capabilities.
Still another virtue of this type of

into local/regional events and historv
to build community spirit. It includes
records, as a change of pace to break
up The
the concept
talk.
is, in short, a potpurri
of people and things, selected because
they are newsworthy or interesting
Since it's sometimes difficult to get
people to a studio, the station goes out,
with telephone, tape recorder, mobile
unit.
Such a concept is expensive, in people and equipment. But uniformly
those stations that have tried it feel

programing is its ability to fill radio's
"off-time" — nights and weekends.
While there is a sizeable radio audience
at these times, it is easier for a station
salesman, or representative, to sell a
spot in a specific program instead of,
say at 8:30 at night.
But there is a more immediate rea-

it's a good investment that pays off in
prestige and service, as well as in
ratings and sales.

son: competition. Radio's "comeback"
about three years ago was sparked byaggressive independents, frequently on

are now programing the "flexible for-

a "top tune" and/or rock-and-roll format, accompanied by a heavy promotion campaign with contests and stunts.
In some cases old-line stations, sticking to traditional but sometimes unimaginative patterns, found their ratings sliding fast and are swinging to
the "flexible formula." Thus, to a
large degree, it's an aggressive approach toward recapturing lost interest
and audiences.
The concept is being developed by
stations on a local basis, since it basically fills a local need. It covers news,
on-the-scene and behind the scene. It
includes interviews with visiting celebrities, and local citizens. It includes
weather and traffic conditions to satisfv the auto owners.
Sometimes it goes

Some

examples

Here are some of the stations that

• WMAQ, Chicago, 111. Chicago
Monitor. Now in second month. Station carries Monitor weekends, but
fills six segments (four Saturday, two
Sunday, total 4 hours I with local material. Follows Monitor format.
WMAQ

believes these build local identification during weekends.
• WATE,
mat:" Knoxville. Radio Central. Began this month. Monday-Friday, in four segments (from 6:15 a.m.
to midnight! totaling 10 hours, 15
minutes. Provides intensive coverage
of news developing in its region. Had
heavy promotion, before introduction.
Sales already good. Station carries
Monitor weekends.
• KGB, San Diego. KGB Pulsebeat.
Began two years ago in limited
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fashion, been adding time since. Monday-Friday, in six segments totaling
four hours, to fill non-network (Mutual Don Lee) time. Began with idea
of covering local news more heavily,
has expanded to include fashions, shopping news, sports, interviews, etc. One
result: KGB has a current Neilson
showing an audience averaging 97%
adults during daytime, much of the
time 99%. Station now is promoted
and sold as "the adult station in the
market."
• WSB, Atlanta. Nightbeat. Began
two years ago, with two hours nightly,
now runs 9:05 p.m. to 12:05 a.m.,
Monday-Friday. Based on newspaperlike theme, including an anchor man
with title "City Editor," and staff of
roving reporters covering Atlanta and
Georgia, show includes basically news
with side-bar features and interviews.
Show carries heavy schedule of local
and national spots.
• KYW, Cleveland. Road Show.
Summer show, (about 20 weeks) begun three years ago. Runs from 10:00
p.m. Friday to midnight Sunday with
"focus" on news and information of
interest to people outdoors and traveling. It has been an audience and commercial success since its beginning.
• Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co.— KDKA, Pittsburgh; KYW, Cleveland; WO WO, Fort Wayne; KEX,
Portland, and WBZ-WBZA, BostonSpringfield (all WBC stations except
WIND, Chicago.) Program P.M.
Running about a year. Seven days,
8:00 to 10:00 p.m. Under the blanket

CREATE

A MARKET

AND

Wi hat do you do till the product
comes? Or, more specifically, how
can you sell an advertiser on a schedule when he doesn't have distribution
in your market?
Proof positive that it's possible is
offered by KFJZ TV, Fort Worth,
which last week kicked off a four-week
spot saturation schedule for Cocoa
Marsh, to be followed by a 48-week
follow-up contract.
The story began about six months
ago, when Joe Evans, national sales
manager of KFJZ TV and Jerry McNally, account man of Blair-TV, paid
a call on Vincent Daraio, timebuyer at
Hicks & Greist agency, New York.
The account under discussion: Cocoa
Marsh, a chocolate-flavored milk
booster, made by Taylor-Reed Corp.,
Glenbrook, Conn. (sponsor, 8 February 1958, page 30).
Knowing the company s proclivity
for children's shows, the sales duo
explained KFJZ TV's strength in this
field, the market potential of the 552,000 Dallas-Fort Worth families, as
well as its knowledge of the food market and food brokers in the region.
Both Daraio and Ted Grunewald,
H&G account supervisor and vice
president, agreed the story was impressive, but pointed out a major
hitch: though Cocoa Marsh is expanding itsdistribution, it would probably be a year or two before Cocoa
Marsh would be introduced into the
Fort Worth-Dallas area.

SELL

A SCHEDULE

Rather than wait that long, Evans
went back to Fort Worth and began
surveying his market to determine
Cocoa Marsh's immediate opportunities. Checking food brokers, he
learned that Russell-Bergquist Co., a
firm with a good record in specialty
food sales, would be willing to take on
Cocoa Marsh and, in addition, had
extra warehouse space that would allow carload shipments to the market.
The combination of the strong children's programing, the active broker,
the sound market, and, to top it off, a
full-time merchandising staff of three
carried by the station, indicated a hereand-now market introduction to sales
manager Evans.
The brokerage firm began telephone
negotiations with Taylor-Reed; impressed, the company o.k.'d their appointment subject to a schedule clearance; and the rep and the agency
worked out a schedule. In February.
Evans and Bob Bergquist met Grunewald and Malcolm P. Taylor, company
board chairman in Chicago to sign the
papers
"opened"
the market.
As a that
result
of advance
field work
by KFJZ TV and broker merchandisng men. Cocoa Marsh had distribution
n the majority of chain store outlets
n the area before the campaign began.
It expects the saturation campaign to
close the gap. Cost will be about $600
a week for the first four weeks, about
$400 a week thereafter, according to
sponsor estimates.
^

theme "Behind the Scenes," each station is given latitude to select areas it
wants to explore and time given to each
subject ("lateral programing"). Continuity comes vertically in that the
same subjects appear once weekly, on
the same night, about the same time.
There are five other stations which
have similar shows:
• WCTN, Minneapolis, Twin Cities
at Night. 6:15 to 8:00 p.m.; 10:00 p.m.
to midnight. KLZ, Denver. Denver
at Night. 6:30 to 7:15 p.m.; 9:30 to
10:00 p.m.; 10:30 p.m. to midnight.
KFSR, San Diego. Night Line, San
Diego. 6:15 p.m. to midnight. WFBM,
Indianapolis. Indianapolis at Night.
8:00 p.m. to midnight. KRNT, Des
Moines. Tonight's Newsreel. 10:00
p.m. to midnight.
The latter five, with one exception,
are about a year old. All are similar,
probably due to all having the same
representative firm, Katz.
^
sponsor

•
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Cocoa Marsh features "Cosmo the Clown" in newest campaign. Ted Grunewald,
v.p., Hicks & Greist, Cocoa Marsh agency, receives the sales message. At right is
John Russell, company's food broker.

Last week sponsor carried an exclusive report on a survey
of farm families' communications activities (29 March,
page 38). Conducted by the University of Wisconsin on a
financial grant from IT BAY TV, Green Bay, it basically
showed that radio and tv get 86.4% of the time farmers
spend with mass media. This has prompted readers to ask

RADIO/TV

What is the "image" of today's farmer? Is he still Hiram
Hayseed, or is he pretty well indistinguishable from his
city cousin? The answers to these "image" questions below
come from Bob Parker, Farm
Director of WBAY
TV.

QUERY;

Is the farmer
Q) How do rural and urban viewing and listening habits differ?
A) In general
large degree.
though: There
tening during
at noon.

for additional points suggested by the study. Significantly,
the underlying theme of these questions in much the same:

they don't differ to any
There is one exception,
is more farm radio listhe early morning and

Q) Would it be logical to suppose that the farther a rural family lives from a city, the more its
mass-media habits depart from
urban or semi-urban patterns?
A) Apparently not. The University of
Wisconsin divided farm areas into
three categories — high, medium, and
low urban counties — as the charts on
page 39 of the 29 March issue of
sponsor show. These divisions are
based on such factors as percent of
county population engaged in industry

still a hayseed ?
other than agriculture, census definitions, retail trade, distance from urban
center, etc. And while the patterns
portrayed in the charts are not identical for the three groups, you nevertheless can't say that proximity or distance from a city was the deciding
influence.

Q) In terms of the air media,
what does this point up?

A) Visiting is a very popular leisure
time activity, particularly on weekends. Also card playing, group
sports,
driving. dancing, hobbies, and pleasure

A) In my opinion, the study shows
that you can treat the farmer and the
urban dweller like brothers. However, the study also shows that it would
be wise to make a special case at noon
and during the early morning, especially for radio. This is when the
farmer listens for his occupational
"know-how" — time, weather, university information, farm business information, etc.

Q) In general, how would you
say that a rural family stacks up
sociologically with its city counterpart ?
A) In the broad sense, mechanization,
good roads, and increased availability
of mass communication have narrowed
the difference to almost zero.

Q) Granted that in the main rural
and urban dwellers are pretty
much alike, are there nonetheless
some differences worth noting?
A) Yes — and they probably will continue to exist for years to come.
TV's Bob Parker

The 'lifTorence is almost zero

than the city man. He can't escape his
inevitable morning and evening chores
(in addition to his regular farm
work), though mechanization is cutting down both the time and the burden.

Q) What about other rural leisure activities?

Moreover, as increasing numbers of
farmers get parttime city jobs — and
conversely — as more city dwellers
move into "suburbia" you get an interchange that acts as a leveler. One
apt analogy is to compare the farmer
to a medium-sized city businessman.

WBAY

farmer — particularly in dairying and
livestock — puts in a longer work week

To begin with, you have a tremendous occupational difference.
The

Q) What sort of business-economic trends do you note among
study?
farmers
aside from what's in the
A) Both from inferences in the study
and from other sources, it's evident
that the small farmer is finding it difficult to operate profitably today and
therefore many are leaving the farm.
The trend is toward the larger operators— the fellows who can invest goodsized amounts of capital and cope with
complex business problems. That's
why I said before that when you compare the rural dweller to his city cousin, you might well think of a mediumsized businessman as a standard image. ^

SPONSOR
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TV

Network

Bristol-Myers dropped out of four shows ; Philip Morris out of two. Sterling Drug and P&G buy into Suspicion

w

ith the 26-week mark under its
belt, network tv shows these latest
changes :
Nine evening shows have been replaced; Bristol-Myers dropped out of
four; Philip Morris out of two; Pillsbury switched from alternate sponsorship of / Love Lucy to share a halfhour of Perry Mason with Armour;
Lorillard changed its weekly purchase
on The Court of Last Resort to alter-

1.1THIS

MONTH

Network

Status

Sales

nate sponsorship of No Warning and
Jefferson Drum.
Here's a rundown of the changes by
networks :
ABC: Bristol-Myers and General
Mills dropped Scotland Yard; Pantomime Quiz, sponsored by Associated
Products
replaces
Telephone
Time. Other
shows Bell's
off are:
Walter
WincheU File (Revlon) ; Colt .45
(Campbell
and Mennen)
and Mike

Week

IN

SPONSORED

%

Ending

Wallace (Philip Morris). Bristol-Myers also dropped out of West Point
and one of John Daly's newscasts.
CBS: There are comparatively few.
er changes on this network. Purex
dropped a half-hour of Perry Mason,
while Bristol-Myers is out completely.
Dick and the Duchess, cancelled by
Helene Curtis, is now on sustaining.
NBC: The shows off are Sally
(Royal and Chemstrand) ; Court of
Last Resort (Lorillard) and Giselle
McKenzie (Scott and Schick). Replacing them respectively are No
Warning (Royal and Lorillard) ; Jefferson Drum (Chemstrand and Lorillard) and Turning Point (Scott and
Schick). Hazel Bishop dropped its
alternate sponsorship of Treasure
Hunt, and Lewis & Howe left Wagon
Train. Sterling Drug and P&G bought
alternate half-hours on Suspicion. ^

12 April
Nighttime

HOURS

SPONSORED

%

Live

ABCtB««

- MAY

TELEVISION

Daytime

Live
37.9
90.8
87.8

*/'

tv's spring housecleaning

^ Latest network score-board shows nine evening shows
replaced and a handful of sponsors switching time periods
^

BASICS/APR.

7.7

HOURS

ABCf-

36.9
42.9

NBC ^|^b^24.4

65.9

■ ■Ml—

18 2

t Excluding participation s

Tv

Dimensions

Today
Tv set sales index

Tv homes index
1958

1957

U. S. homes

50.6

49.5

Tv homes

42.5

39.3

Jan. 1958

Jan. 1957

12 months
1957

581,486

623,359

6,560,220
6,804,783

(formerly RETMA)

SPONSOR

•
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12 1956
months

2. ALPHABETICAL
Sponsored
PROGRAM

Nighttime
SPONSORS

COST

AND

PROGRAM

Network

INDEX

Programs

6-11

PROGRAM

AGENCIES

p.m.
SPONSORS

COST

AND

AGENCIES

Ford, JWT
Adventures

at

Scott

Adventures

of

McGraw:

A-F

Island:

38,000

R. |. Reynolds,

33,000

P&C,

Esty

Tennessee

Ford

Alcoa-Goodvear
Dr-F
•Steve

Allen

Armstrong
Dr-L
Bachelor

38,000

Theater:

& Bowles

G.E. Theatre:
•George

Circle

108.000

V-L

Alcoa, FSR; alt Goodyear, Y&R

Theatre:

S.

Armstrong

38,500
(altwks)

Amer

Cork,

Gunsmoke:
Have

BBDO

Scouts:

Benny:

Sc-F

65.000
(altwks)

C-F

Tobacco,

Amur

•Big

Record:

BBDO

Robin

Will Travel : W-F
Presents:

Hood:

I Love

Tobacco, BBDO

Burns

W-F

Arrow:

W-F

& Allen:

Sc-F

Caesar

Invites You:

Californians:

Cavalcade

47,000

Max

50.000

Oldsmobile, Brother

8,500

A-F

V-L

Bowie:

Broken

V-L

Mu-L

Journey:

Pat Boone:

The

Mu

CV-L

W-F

of Sports:

Sp-L

Factor,

Ralston

Purina,

•Kraft

CBB

Sc-F

Drum:

32,000

Amer

31.000

Miles, Wade;

40,000

Carnation, EW.R&R;

Cen Mills, BBDO

40,000

Helena

Rubenstein,

Ogilvy,

37,500

Singer

Sewing,

45,000

Gillette,

Campbell-Ewald

Chicle, DFS
Ralston Purina, Gardner

Y&R;

B

Lipton,

&

M

Elect, Y&R,

It To

•Life

of Riley:

Line-up:

M

78,000

Cen

Mars, Knox
nett

Reeves; alt Kellogg,

BBDO

& Grey

Clark:

V-L

14,500

Beech-Nut

Lifesavers,

42,000

Lever Bros, JWT

59,000

Chrysler,

58,000

L&M,

Bur-

Toni,

North

Q-L

Bristol-Myers, Y&R

29,000

BBDO
Johnson

35,300

Cold Seal, Campbell-Mithun

24,000

R

&

Johnson,

Dr-L

•Rosemary
Climax:
Club

V-L

Dr-L

Oasis:

•Perry

V-L

Como:

Country

Bob

Clooney:

140.000

V-L

Music

Jubilee;

Cummings

Mu-L

Show:

8.000
(i/2 hr.)

36,000

Sc-F

Mc-E

Campbell

Chemstrand,

Soup.

Remington

Sc-F

Squad:

Sc-F

BBDO

Make

Me

Mason:

Laugh:

Rand,

30,500

Lever Bros, BBDO;

34,000

open Y&R;
P&C,
Bates

37,000
28,000

My-F

Perry

Mr.

Compton;

17,500

C-L

My-F

40,000

Williamson-Dickie,
Evans
& Assoc;
Carter
Prod. Bates; Ceneral Foods,
Y&R

Daly

December
Richaru

News:
Bride:

N-L&F

6,000tt

Sc-F

Diamond:

A-F

Adams

Patrice
Name

Dragnet:
Wyatt
Doug

My-F

Earp:

W-F

Bristol-Myers, Y&R;

Q-L

Brown

&

No

Log:

Amer

Tobacco, SSC&B;

American

Tobacco,

Purex.
Weiss;
F&S&R; alt

Ozzie

alt Libby-Owens-Ford,
Pillsbury, Armour

Edwards

Father
•Eddie

Knows
Fisher:

News:
Best:

Lorillard, L&N

People's

V-L

•Color show, (L) L
sustaining, participat
costs including Ulen.

N-L&F

38.000
I
1

115,000
(altwks)

Whitehall,
Scott
L&M,

Paper,

DFS;

P&C,

Bates;
JWT;

Lever

Bros,

Q-L

Funny:

Choice:
To

M-F

Sc-F

Person:

Colgate, Bates
R. J. Reynolds, Esty
Frigjdaire, Kudner

Kellogg. Burnett; Whitehall, Bates

V-L

31,000

Royal
McBee,
Y&R;
L&N
(4/6 S)

23,000

Pharmaceuticals,
Kodak, JWT

37,000

Is Right:

Q-L

Associated

alt

P.

Lorillard,

Parkson

Products, Crey

2.000
24,000

R. J. Reynolds,
Y&R
Borden,
Y&R;

Esty; Toni,
Amer

North

Home

Products,

34.000
34,000

Florists
Delivery
Time-Life, Y&R

39,000

Amer Cas, L&N; Bristol-Myers. BBDO
Philip
Morris,
Burnett;
KimberlyClark, FC&B, Allstate, Burnett

I-L

Playhouse 90: Dr-L&F
•Price

21,500

Speidel, K&E;

Assn.,

alt RCA,

Grant;

alt

K&E

Sylvania, JWT

Compton
American

Y&R

Airways, JWT

41.000

l/2 hr.

DFS; General Foods, B&B
Mills,

Hour:
Sc-F

Quiz:

Are

Derby,
Mc-E;
Gen
Mills,
TathamLaird: DFS; Cen
Foods. Y&R; Reynolds Metals, Buchanan:
Frank
L&M,

9,500+t

Sc-F

Amateur

35,000

Gen

Pan American

38,500

A-F

& Harriet:

People

35,000

alt H. Bishop.

Gumbinner

34,000

55.000
23,000

Dr-F

Warning

Pantomime

4 days open

Williamson.

Factor, Anderson-McConnell

U. S. Rubber; F. D. Richards
Navy

Cen Foods. B&B

30,000

Sc-F

that Tune:

29.500

75,000

M-F

Dr-F
& Eve:

i/2

7,500

I-L

MuV-L

Person
Disneyland:

(i/2
hr.)
(Vihr.)
35,000

Munsel:

Original
R. |. Reynolds, Esty; alt ChesebroughPonds, Mc-E

John

W-F

the Press:

alt

alt wk open

Max

Buick, Kudner;

Kimberly-Clark,
FCB;
Noxzema,
SS
C&B; RCA & Whirlpool, K&E; Sunbeam. Perrin-Paus:
Amer
Dairv.
Campbell-Mithun;
Knomark,
Mogul

DD&B

36.000

Jill: Sc-F

Millionaire:

Mc-E

Wildroot

53,000

My-F

That

Meet

Y&R;

J. Reynolds, Esty

Lorillard,
(4/25 S) L&N;
Kraft, JWT

Beaver:

Maverick:

Y&R

in 41

Whitehall, Bates; alt Lever, JWT

Kaiser Companies,
Dick

11 wk

36,000
36,000

W-F

Y&R

Maxon

Y&R;

Y&R
L&M, DFS; Sperry Rand

A-F

Leave

Love

Lipton,

38.000

34,000
Chevrolet,

BBDO

My-F

Tv Theatre:

Lassie:

45,000

34,000

W-F

& Whirlpool, K&E

A-F

Lucy:

Jefferson

A-F

Circus

Elect,

RCA

DDB

Boy:

Cheyenne:

Cen

V-L

W-F

Gun,

Hitchcock

Father:

47,000
115,000
(alt wks)
32,000

C.
lohnson.
Needham,
Louis
&
Brorby;
U. S. Time,
Peck;
Greyhound, Crey; Pharma-Craft, )WT

43,000
(altwks)

V-L

I've Got a Secret:

Jim

38,000

Dr-F

Gobel:

Godfrey's

Show:

Polly Bergen:

Bold

Show:

V-L
Benton

MyA-F

Jack

Ernie

Can,

The

Real

McCoys:

Restless

Gun:

Rin

Tin:

Sc-F

W-F

35,000
37,500

JWT
Tin

Warner-Lambert,
Nabisco,

A-F

SSC&B;

alt

sust

K&E

36,000
Schlitz, JWT

Mc-E
Schlitz Playhouse:

Dr-F

38,000

(P) Film, t + Cost is per segment. List does not include
r oo-op programs — 8 e chart. Costs refer to average show
I production.
They ire gross (include 15% agency corntime charges. This list covers period

Listing continues
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^

RECREATION
PORTABLE TV AND

ROOM
RADIO

.. Including even tiniest transistor pocket sets —
!• )) Pulse is the sole service accurately reporting
total audience. Obviously auto radio is but part
of the outside plus of millions. Measuring out-of-home is
nothing new to Pulse. Pulse has been doing it since 1941!
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P A

C O

3. NIGHTTIME

TUESDAY

MONDAY

SUNDAY

,

CBS

CBS

CBS

The Last Word

Outlook
Hansel & Cretel
Sports in
ihn~Da
h
I You Asked for It
Sklppy Peanut

My

Bachelor

Friend

No net service

Flicka

John

Daly

D Edwards
Brown £ Wmson

News

|ohn

Daly

News

Father

D Edwards
Whitehall
(repeat feed)

Name

That

Tune
Disne^M

Whitehall i"

Burns
& Allen
Carnation
alt
Oen Mills

Adventures at
Scott
Island
Reynolds

IVrby

.

Talent Scouts
Ralston-Purlna
Dinah Shore

Sid Caesar
Invites You
[elena Rubinstein

Chevy
(9-10)Show
Chevrolet

Ball-Arnaz

Broken Arrow
RAls-Purina
alt Miles

Show

Adv.

To Tell The
Truth
Pharmaceutical!

of

McCraw

(4/14; fi:3(>-fl:30)
Welk Top Tunes
New
Talent
Dodge-Plymouth
(9:30-10:30)

Welk

West

Studio One
In Hollywood
Westlnghouse

Top Tunes

Point

Phillips-Van

(10-11)

NOTE:

L preceding

Index

continued... Sponsored

PROGRAM
* Dinah Shore
Mu-V-L

COST

Chevy

Show:

150 000

SPONSORS
Chevrolet,

Phil Silvers Show: Sc-F
Sgt. Preston: A-F
Sinatra: V-LSF

32,000

Quaker

67,500

Chesterfield, Mc-E

$64,000 Challenge: Q-L

35,000

P. Lorillard,

$64,000 Question:

39,000

Revlon,

Q-L

AGENCIES

Burnett;
Oats,

R.

).

Reynolds,

Esty

Revlon,

BBDO

52,000

Pet Milk, Cardner; alt S. C. Johnson,
FCB

Gale Storm Show: Sc-F

39,500

Nestle. B. Houston;
E. H. Weiss

55,000

Westinghouse,

Studio One
1), 1.

Id Hollywood:

Ed Sullivan Show: V-L
Sunday News Special: N-L
Suspicion:

My-L&F

40,000
d/2 hr.)
79,500
9,500
79,500

Helene

Curtis,

Mc-E

Amer. Chicle, Bates; Luden's. Mathes;
Colgate-Palmolive,
Bates
Mercury, K&E; alt Kodak, |WT
Whitehall, Bates;
ucts, Bates

36,000

The Thin Man: My-F

40,000

To Tell The Truth: Q-L
Tombstone Territory: W-F

BBDO

alt Carter

Prod-

Sterling Drug (4/14, 4/21, 5 5) DFS;
P&C '4 28, 5/5) Cray; Vi hour
open 4 14, 4 21, 4 '28

COST

Tales of Wells Fargo: W-F

Danny Thomas: Sc-F
*Tic Tac Dough: Q-L

♦Red Skelton: CV-L&F

Sugarfoot: W-F

Programs

This Is Your Life: D-L

WBT

Y&R;

Network
PROGRAM

Camp-Ewald

42.000

P&C.

Nighttime

AND

6-11

p.m.

SPONSORS
Amer

AND

Tobacco,

AGENCIES

SSC&B;

Kudner
Colgate-Palmolive,

alt

BuicJ

Bates

P&C, B&B
52,000
47,500

Cen Foods,

23,500

Warner-Lambert,

22,000

RCA, K&E
Pharmaceuticals,

42,500

Bristol-Myers,

B&B
Lenncn

24,000

Brown

Top Dollar: Q-L
Trackdown:
A-F

33,500

Amer
Tobacco,
BBDO;
Mobil Oil. Compton

Treasure Hunt: Q-L

22,000

20th Century: D-F
Twenty-One: Q-L

45,000
30,500

Turning Point

&

Newell

alt

Socon

Parkson
Y&R

& Wmson,

Bates

Hazel
Bishop
(L
4/15),
Spector
Clamorine,
Product Services
Prudential,

Reach

McClinton

Pharmaceuticals,

Parkson

Schick,

&

Warwick

U.S. Steel Hour: Dr-L
Voice of Firestone: Mu-L

60,000

JWT
14 12 S)
U.S. Steel, BBDO

28,000

Firestone, Sweeney

Wagon Train: W-F

25,000
l/j hr.

Drackett, Y&R;
Mc-E;
Edscl.
B&B

Leglcr; alt Scott

& lames

Lewis-Howe
(L 4 16
FC&B;
Ceneral Food

12 april 1958
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FRIDAY

THURSDAY

EDNESDAY
CBS

12 APR. -9

NBC

ABC

John

CBS

ABC

NBC

Daly News

MA

SATURDAY

CBS

NBC

ABC

CBS

NBC

Bristol-Myers

Wagon Train
(7:30-8:30)
'racked.
LewisHowe (L 4/16)
Edsel, Gen. Foods

(7:30-8:31

Richard
Diamond
Private
Detective
P. Lorillard

You Bet
Life Your

Jefferson
Lorillard Drum
alt
aimstrnd (4/25 S

DeSoto Ton!

Top & Dollar
Brn.
Wmson
The Real McCoys

Show

of

(4/19;
People's Choice

,c M,ll
0, k;

The

Kraft Theatre

Ford Show

Lowell

Patrice
Bulck Munsel
alt
Friffidaire

BrUtol

Schhfz
Show

Plyhse

Month

7:30-9)
Thomas

Have Cun, Will
Lawrence

of Month

Whitehall

Welk

Turning

Poin

Myan
; 9:30-11)
losemary Clooney
The Lux Show

Star Jazz Show
Hall

of

Fame
Your Hit Para

No Net Service

COST

PROGRAM
Mike

Wallace:

Wednesday
Lawrence

Fights:
Welk:

Welk

Top

West

Point:

What's

I-L
Sp-L

Mu-L

Tunes:

V-L

A-F

My

Line:

Betty White:

CV-L

You
You

•Your
Zane
Zorro:

19,000

Dodge

12,000

Phillips-Van

&

Helene Curtis,
Rand, Y&R
Plymouth,

For It: M-F

18,000

Skippy Peanut

51,750

Ludgin;

ArnazShow:

CV-F

Month:

115,000
275,000

165,000
of Fame:

North

DeSoto, BBDO;

Quaker

Oats,

Butter, CBB
Toni, North

P&C,

B&B

49,000

Amer

Tobacco, BBDO;

W-F

45,000

Cen Foods, B&B; Ford, JWT

37,000

AC

Ford, JWT— 4/14
Monsanto,
NL&B— 4/13
Dupont,

BBDO— 4/19,

Pontiac,

McM,

alt Toni, North

Hansel
Dr-L

& Gretel
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5/9

J&A; P&C— 4/15

Hallmark, FC&B— 4/25

*High

Adventure

with Lowell

CV-L

Omnibus: M-L
* Shower of Stars:

CV-L

*Shirley

Storybook

BBDO — 4/27

Delco,

Camp-Ewald— 4/19

250,000
230,000

Thomas: D-F
* Jerry Lewis Show:

Rexall,

115,000

Oldsmobile,

200,000

Union
Carbide,
Mathes;
Ltd., JWT— 4/20, 5/4

Brother — 4/15
Aluminum

Chrysler, Mc-E— 3/17
Temple's

Spark Plug, Brother; 7-Up, JWT

225,000
210,000

Wide

World:

M-L

J. H. Breck, Ayer; Hill Bros. Coffee,
Ayer; National Dairy, Ayer — 4,18,
Cen. Motors, McM
5 8

•

AGENCIES

220,000
Spector;

Wide,

SPONSOR

AND

Peck— 4/30

$200,000
200,000

225,000

42,000

A-F

Remington

M-L

Conquest: D-L
*Dupont Show of The
Emmy Awards
Dr-L
* Hallmark Hall

Mu-L

Dr-F

Theatre:

Crey

Crant

Toni,

Life: Q-L

L. Ball-D.

Plymouth, Crant
Heusen,

SPONSORS
Timex,

All Star Jazz Show:

H. Bishop,
NL&B

Young:

COST

PROGRAM

Mc-E; Miles, Wade

37,000

Hit Parade:
Grey

Dodge, Crant

Specials and Spectaculars

AGENCIES

Ayer

36,500

Bet Your

Loretta

14,500

AND

Morris,

Dr-F

Wyman:
Asked

45,000

Mennen,

38,000

Wingo
Jane

Philip

29,500

Q-L

SPONSORS

15,000

J&A— 4/13, 4/27

There's more to Florida

■ her 1957:
'nial home* reached

Florida is always a big surprise to visitors. Not its climate. Not its natural
wonders, nor its unusual marine life. But its galloping economic expansion,
particularly in northern Florida. One indication: in ten years, the number
of "home office" insurance employees in Jacksonville has increased 750%.

..and toWMBRTM

Key to the entire northeast Florida-

south Georgia area is WMBR-TV, Jacksonville's dominant sales medium.
ARB shows that throughout its area 1VMBR - TV maintains a total-week
average lead of 131% over the competing station. This dominance results in
fantastic values. Two nighttime ID's available recently (but not for long!)
garnered a total rating of 91.5. Total viewer impressions: 758,900.
Cost per thousand viewer impressions : 24 cents I And with 46 of the top 50
shows on WMBR-TV, adjacencies like these are the rule rather than the
exception. Easy to see why advertisers find there's so much more to . . .
Channel 4, Jacksonville - W3I B B"T\
An Affiliate of the CBS Television Network
Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

4. J
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DAYTIME

TUESDAY

MONDAY

SUNDAY
ABC

CBS

NBC

ABC

A

CBS

NBC

ABC

IS
ABC

CBS

NBC

10:00
Lamp

10:15

Unto
Feet

Carry Moore
Leter

My

10:30
How

10:45

Look Up & Live

Do You
Rate?

Carry
Dough Re Mi

Treasure Hunt
Sterling Drug
PAG

11:00

(3/31

S)

Arthur Godfrey

11:15

Eye On

Brlstol-Myer«

N. Y.

Dotto

11:45

Camera

How

(4/14-4/28)
Price Is Right
Lever
Bros

Our

Miss

Love of Life
Amer Home Prod

Brooks

12:30
Search for
PAG
Tomorrow

12:45

Wild Kellogg
Bill Hickok

Cuiding Light

Treasure Hunt
Brlllo

Tac
PAG
Church A
Tonl alt

Sterling

Chese-Ponds

Dixie Cup

Tic

alt

Price Is Right
alt

alt Ches-Pnds

Stand
Dotto

Lerer

Love PAG
of Life

Dough
alt
Dwlght
PAG

Search
for
Tomorrow
PAG
Guiding Light

It Could Be You
DUle
Cup alt
Pharmaco

alt

Brands

Truth or Cons.

Colgate

12N
12:15

Do You
Rate?

(4/1 S)
Arthur Godfrey

Truth or
Consequences
Sterling alt Lerer

Colrate

Three

Dough Re Mi

alt Johnson

Johnson,

11:30

Moore

Gen Foods
Florida Citrus

Tic Tac
Dough
Stand PAG
Brands

It

Could

Be

You

Chese-Ponds
Brlllo

1:00
No net service

Watch
Mr.
Wizard

1:15

Close-Up

No net service

1:30
Frontiers
Faith

1:45

Close-Up

News
(1:85-1:30)
News

As the World
PAG

of

lust

(1SK-1:3»)
As the
PAGWorld
Howard

Miller
Viek Chem

Howard

Miller

Howard

Miller

alt

2:00
Beat The Clock

2:15

No

Net

Service

Howard

Miller

Beat The

Clock

Bristol-Myers

2:30
2:45

College News
Conference

Art Linkletter
Stand Brands

Comment

Camnbell

Youth

Johns Hopkins
File 7

Wants

Matinee
PAG
Libbyalt

American
Bandstand

Dean

Pike

No net service

Look

Here

Do You Trust
Your
Wife?

4:00
4:15

Hearing
tust

..
No net service

Wide Wide
World
(4-5:30. alt wki)

Paul Winched
Hartz Mtn

Face-Nation

Omnibus
(4-5:30, alt wki)
T'nlon Carbide
Aluminium Ltd.

Creat Challenge
•uat (5-6)

Wide Wide
World

Conquest

Omnibus

5:00
5:15

Texas Rangers
SwaeU C».

5:30
5:45

Matinee
American
Bandstand

Big

Payoff

Verdict Is Yours
Stand Brands
Bristol-Myers

Matinee
Chese Ponds

Brighter Day
PAG

Queen
a Day
Dixiefor Cup

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Tool alt

Do You Trust
Your Wife?

Verdict Is Yours
Van Camp
(L4/22)
altSwift
lust

American
Bandstand

PAG
(3-4)
Matinee

Do Your Tnj
Your Wife!

PAG
Gen Foodd

Open

American
Bandstand
Com Products

4:30
4:45

Kitty Foyle

Chese-Ponds
alt
Johnson
(4/14)

3:30
3:45

Kitty Foyle

Soup

l,mKM

3:00
3:15

Art Kellogg
Linkletter
Swift
alt Ttonl

(4/13;
Lane
Ranger
Oan Mill!
foliate I'almol
Cracker Jack

NOTE:

American
Bandstand

Kellot-f

5-6)
M. Saber

Challenge

L preceding dat- means last date on air.

Grape Juice

American
Bandstand

Secret Storm
PAG
Edge of Night
Florida Citrus

Queen
a Day
Stand for
Brands

PAG
Modern Romances
Sterling
Brlllo alt

Comedy

Time

Sir Lancelot
Kellogg
alt

PAG alt
Pharmaco

Comedy Time
alt sust

Bandstand

PAG

Wild

Mickey Mouse
Club
alt Armour

Mars

S following date meai

& INDEX

Bill

Hie

alt suit

Mouse

B. F. Club
Goodrich
Am Par

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S
NETWORK TELEVISION
COMPARAGRAPH

Modern Romance
Sterling Drug

Welch

American
Bandstand

Kellogg
a.tcZprS'
Superman

Mickey
Creat

Edge of Night
PAG
Stand Brands

PAG

PAG
Brighter Day
American
Bandstand

The network schedule on this and preceding pages (44, 45)
includes regularly scheduled programing 12 April to
9 May, inclusive (with possible exception of changes
made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly scheduled programs to appear during this period are listed
as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled programs not listed are: Tonight, NBC,
11:15 p.m.-l:00

Mickey Mou
Club
Mattel. Mill
alt Gen Ml

A G R A P
THURSDAY

IEDNESDAY
BS

NBC

ABC

^T

How

Price Is Right
Gen Foods

NBC

Re Mi

Carry
Moore
Sunshine
Bisc
Libby Paint
alt Pitts.

Treasure Hunt
Dow Chemical

Gen.
Mills alt
Pittsburgh Paint

Dough

SATURDAY

CBS

Gerber

ABC

Dough Re Mi

alt

CBS

NBC

Capt Kangaree
(9:30-10:30)
Ludan
Brown <9:45-l»)
Shoe
(10:15- 10 :S»>

Do You
Rate?
(4/3

lit p*n

S)

P&G

alt Florida Citrus

alt. sust

Arthur Codfrcy
Gen Foods

Libby

Price Is Right
Alberto Culver

Howdy Deody
Baking

Ruff b

Treasure Hunt
Corn

Prod

alt

Price Is Right
Lever alt Corn Pre*

Dow Chemical
alt Miles

alt BOB
Truth or
Consequences

Truth

or Cons.

Heckle O
Gen Foods

Sandura
Truth or
Consequences
Gen Foods

Dotto
Colgate

Dotto

Reddy

Gen Food*

Mighty Mouse
Gen Foods alt

Drackett

.7-M vera

otto
.irate

ABC

NBC

Nestle alt
Gen Foods
Treasure Hunt
Drackett

Godfrcv

FRIDAY

CBS
Carry
Moera
Llbbyalt
sust

Dough Re Mi

ite?
ust
2 S)
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Saturday
Jeckle

Andy's Cang
Minn.

Mining

Playhouse
True Stwy

Tic Tac
of Life
lome Prod

Scti

for

"AG
jing Light

Dough
Loye

of

Life

It Could Be You
Gen Foods alt
Chicken of Sea
! Lehn

&

Tic

Tic Tac Doueh
Dixie
Cup
P&G (4/10

Tac

Love of Life
Amer Home Prod

Search for
Tomorrow
PAG
Cuiding Light

Flnk^ (]

No net service

It Could Be Yot
Alberto Culver
alt Miles
P&G

P&G
Tomorrow

Dough

alt SOS
P&G

Minnesota Mining
alt P&G

P&O

It Could

Be

(12-1)
You
Concert
from
Carnegie Hall

Drackett
Cuiding Light

alt

No net service

Close-Up

(4/19; 12-1)
Lone
Ranger
Gen Mills
alt Nestle

Close-Up

Close-Up
(1:25-1:30)
■<ie World

Howard Miller
COOD

Howard

1 Payoff

P&G
Plllsbury
Beat The Clock
sust alt
Llbby
(L4/24)
Johnson & Johnson

Miller

Cup

(5/7)

Day

Storm

Miller

Howard

Miller
No net service

Swift

Howard

Beat The Clock
bemi
all Kodak
Sunshine Bisc

Miller

Art
Kitty Foyle

Howard

Big

Payoff

Matinee
(S-4)
P&G

You
Trust
Your Wife?
Gen Foods

Matinee

Johnson

P&G

net

servic*

No

net

service

Miller
No

net

service

No

net

service

Kitty Foyle
Major

Matinee
P&G
Big

No net service

(2:30 to concl.)
Theo. ingHamm
BrewCo.. Jackson

Matinee

Verdict Is Yours
Libby alt sust
Gen Mills

Do You Trust
Your Wife?
Gen. Foods

for a Day

Chicken of Sea

American
Bandstand

Amer Home

of Night
P&O

P&G

Milk alt
tlantlB

Modern Romance
Dixie Cup alt
Time

SOS
alt sust

American
Bandstand

Brighter
Secret

Day
Storm

Edge of Night
P&G
Plllsbury

Queen for a Day
Bm. & Wrason alt
Minn.
Mining
Miles alt

P&G
Modern

Romance

Woody
Woodpecker
Kellogg

Comedy Time
Miles
P&G alt

American
Bandstand
Eastco.

Inc.

tionalCo..
Brewing NaCo.
Brewing

Drackett

No net service

Florida Citrus
alt

The Buccaneers
Kellogg
alt
Prod

Day

QueenSOSforalta Da)
Amer

Home
P&G

PTod

Edge P&G
of Night

American
Bandstand

Corn
Mickey Mouse
Club
Brls-Myers.
Pills
alt Gen Foods

Brighter
P&G

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

(See

above)

(See

above)

(See

above)

Modern Romance
Sterling Drug all
Comedv
Gen

Time

Foods
Mentho

alt

Mickey
ClubMouse
Gen
alt

a.m., Monday-Friday, participating sponsorship; Sunday
News Special, CBS, Sunday, 11-11:15 p.m. (Carter and
Whitehall); Today, NBC, 7:00-9:00 a.m., MondayFriday, participating; Captain Kangaroo, CBS, 8:00-8:45
a.m., Monday-Friday. 9:30-10:00 a.m., Saturday, participating; News CBS, 7:45-8:00 a.m. and 8:45-9:00 a.m.,
Monday-Friday.

League

Baseball

Whirlpool

Payoff

alt sust

Do

Verdict Is Yours

No

Linkletter
Staleyalt
Swift

American
Bandstand

Drug

No net service

Nat'l Hockey
Queen

Comedy

I

American
Bandstand

Cora Prod
alt sust

P&G

Howard

Plllsbury

Matinee
P&G

S Mills all
(.Manila
Shter
P&G

Art Kellogg
Linkletter

Kitty Foyle
Dixie

Matinee

5<et

As the World
P&G

As the World

£fhe Clock

[%£

(1:85-1:30) sust)

>u>t

Sterling

Detective Diary
Sterling Drug

Mills
sust

All times are Eastern Standard. Participating sponsors
are not listed because in many cases they fluctuate.
Sponsors, co-sponsors and alternate-week sponsors are
shown along with names of programs. Alphabetical index
of nighttime programs, together with show costs, sponsors
and agencies starts on page 42.

As the annual hiatus approaches, SPONSOR

How
Do those in the field expect radio
to top its own record in summer,
L958? This week SPONSOR went

ASKS:

Big Will Radio Be In Suir
more than ever when the going is
tough.

to three of radio's "tradesmen"' to
find out whal they look for this

Because we have put these beliefs
into practice local sales indicate a high
level of summer business. Sales to

Alex

date at the national spot level are satisfactory, and will probably increase in
the next six weeks. This lag, I believe, isnatural, since the effectiveness
of radio on the local level is more

Buchan, vice president of WING,
Dayton, and Air Trails Network

\\ e expect radio business to he better
than ever in the summer of 1958. We
also expect to work harder than ever
to make this expectation come true.
\ li-t of indications favorable to
radio this summer would include increases in out of home listening,
through automobile, portable and transistoi set use; increased acceptance by
advertisers of seasonal products and
services; constant improvement in programing techniques, and the ability to
sell them effecthch .
Working against these favorable
factor- are two negative trends — the
uncertain economic climate of the
country, arid the normal tendency toward retrenchment that such condi-

quickly felt.
Our largest single Air Trails summer project, the annual broadcast of
the 500 Mile Race of Two Worlds, direct from Monza, Italy, on 29 June,
will be more successful than last year's,
solely on the basis of business already
booked. In addition, requests already
received indicate that this live origination will be carried by about three
times as many stations as last year.
Arranging for this special feature, including rights, lines, short-wave facilities, travel reservations and language
problems is a lot of work. But work
is fun when it produces results. We
expect to have fun this summer by
working hard in radio, to make our
business better than ever.

William H. Crumbles, general i
lier. W HHQ,

Memphis

We expect
the best

out programing excellence, won't do
the job. I herefore, we're constantlj
improving the sound of oui stations,
and the soundness >>f our ail ideas
Sini e radio is the best ma-- advertising medium, advertisers nerd
it

extremely high number of sets-in-use
that is reflected during the summertime makes radio an even more attractive advertising investment in this
period. Agencies and advertisers agree
that wherever people go, radio goes
with them. It has became America's
foremost leisure time companion.
The ancient ritual of the summer
hiatus is happily becoming a thing of
the past. Alert advertisers no longer
let up on advertising pressure. Almost
all consumer categories enjoy high
sales during the summer, in fact a
large number of products have their
peak selling seasons during the summer months. Food stores hit their top
sales period in July-September. Drug
stores do better in the summer quarter
than in winter. These facts, coupled
with the high summer listening makes
summertime a premium time of the
year for radio advertisers. An advertiser's dollar will go farther.
Furthermore, advertisers who cease
to make their brand impressions during the summer months run the risk of
losing part of their share of the market
to their more consistent competitors.
A customer who has developed new
brand preferences during the summertime may not be there in the fall when
the advertiser returns.
Since summer radio is substantially

lion- generate. Since I'm no economist. Ican't debate on this level. But
good times or bad, sales are the key
to busini ss success. So, we're working
harder on sales, proving to advertisers
thai radio produces results.
We also know that sales alone, with-

In Memphis, the heart of the midSouth, more than in most markets,
more people spend more time outdoors
— and radio has become the number
one outdoor advertising medium. The

spurred by out-of-home listening, modern, independent radio programing
It is my opinion that more advertisers
will take advantage of radio's inexpensive penetration and flexibility than
ever before. Radio advertising is extreme!) well suited for use on quick
notice and for short campaigns, and
for the man) advertisers who at this
time seem reluctant to make long range
commitments, radio is the answer.

fares best. People on the go, in automobiles and with portables, listen
often, whenever they can. Therefore,
modern programing is ready for the
listener when he is ready to listen.
Historically, the summer season at
WHBQ radio has always been the best
season. If present barometers of business are any indication, this summer
will be no exception.
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JACKSON,

ler, 1958?

MISSISSIPPI

• • .

the South' s fastest growing TV Market
■H

Bill Currie, station manager, WRAL,
Raleigh

aWe're
big expecting
summer

Radio's spring and summer prospects
for eastern North Carolina in general,
and the Raleigh metropolitan area in
particular, are bright. All broadcasters are radiating optimism based on an
overall upswing in all billings. Raleigh,
with its surrounding suburban environs, enjoys a peculiarly favorable
economic stability, and the much publicized business "recession" has been
felt less here than generally. Its effect on radio has been mostly to spur
local merchants to increase their advertising budgets.
Industrial growth has boosted
Raleigh's population but the firm state
and educational payrolls keep business
on an even keel here. Also encouraging in the radio picture as far as
WRAL is concerned is the surprising
number of new radio accounts which
have been developed by the local sales
staff during the first quarter of 1958.
During these three months which are
perennially slower than later periods in
the year, there has been an increased
interest in radio locally on the part of
volume advertisers, who buy not only
consistently, but in depth.
As far as national spot business is
concerned, WRAL is enjoying the
greatest billing in its history, and the
pace is increasing. Because Raleigh
has a high per-family income — higher than such outstanding markets as
Miami, Albany, Evansville or even The
Bronx, an advertiser who uses volume
radio in this market can anticipate a
greater sales increase per dollar invested. ^

12 april 1958

AVERAGE
FAMILY
INCOME

$573500
High BUY-POWER in the fast-growing Jackson market! Income from expanding industry, oil, gas, cattle, cotton, timber
and wholesale trade means a billion dollar market waiting
for you. Only two TV stations reach this prime market —
WJTV and WLBT.
Television Magazine

Market

Book 1957

233,310
SERVED

BY

TWO

GREAT

STATIONS

WLBT

WJTV
CHANNEL

TV HOMES

12

CHANNEL
IQLUNGBi

3

NEW

COVERAGE
Wl MA-TV

Lima's only television station,
has multiplied its power
TWELVE-FOLD!

Now 45,000 more UHF

sets

are added to
WIMA-TV's

expanded

grade B coverage area, for a
new total of
113,700 UHF

homes in booming

Western Ohio. WIMA-TV's
extended coverage embraces an
area having an effective
buying income of $681,654,000 double the former figure.

Now, families
throughout
WIMA-TV's
increased
dominant
coverage
area will benefit from improved
reception and an even clearer picture.

A-TV
*"'

CHANNEL

35

Television, Inc.
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Marketing tools, trends,
research data and trade tips

*

FILM-SCOPE

12 APRIL

1958

It will be late this month or early May before the dam
ing of new syndicated series for fall.

Copyright 1958
50R PUBLICATIONS

breaks on pilot show-

With advertisers marking time about fall tv plans, syndicators don't want their product
to look old when actual buying begins.
But, when the dam breaks, look for a flood: there's too much product around for anyone to hold out.

The selling season on new series may be late-starting, but large regional advertisers aren't holding back on renewals of their current series.
Here's a rundown on big regional renewals to date:
• Ballantine Beer (Wm. Esty) is currently negotiating for a fourth year with Highway
Patrol, in 25 markets. (HP will be one of the few syndicated series to go into a fourth year
of production.)
• White King Soap
• Continental Oil

(EWRR)
(B&B)

has renewed Sheriff of Cochise in 67 western markets.

will again sponsor Whirlybirds in 65 markets.

• National Biscuit (BBDO), on a two-year contract, has Sky King again next year in
80 markets.
• Continental Baking (Ted Bates), alternate-week sponsor of Annie Oakley in 90 markets, has also renewed.
• Although renewal contracts haven't been signed, Falstaff Beer
year with State Trooper in 71 markets.

Here's the status of some large syndication
their current series next year:

(DFS) plans another

advertisers who

won't be renewing

• Nationwide Insurance (Ben Sackheim), which exhausts all 52 available episodes of
Mama this fall in its 32 markets, is shopping around for a new series of the same type.
• Brylcreem (Kenyon & Eckhardt) has decided not to renew its current series in 20
southwestern markets, but is looking for a new series.
• Corn Products' Bosco (Donahue & Coe), current alternate-week sponsor of Annie
Oakley in 90 markets, has moved into network. The company has bought 15-minute segments
of The Buccaneer and Sir Lancelot, and participations on American Bandstand, all ABC TV.

Roy Rogers' old NBC TV film shows (100 of them) will be syndicated via a
distribution company set up by Rogers:
Empire Productions, Inc.
Empire, headed by Edward L. Koenig, Jr., will handle strictly off-network product.

Flashes from the film field: Ziv's Target lias been sold to date in 1 II markets . . .
Screen Gems' Ranch Party is in midst of a sudden sales spurt: 18 sales in two weeks . . .
San Francisco Beat (CBS TV Film) — first re-runs of the Lineup — starts this week in 13 western markets for Stoh's Beer . . . WCBS-TV, New York, has TPA's New York Confidential
lined up for the Saturday, 7 p.m. time slot this fall.

For further film news, see SPONSOR-SCOPE
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and FILM

WRAP-UP,

p. 64.

Key trends and developments
in marketing and research

MARKETING
12Copyright
APRIL 1958
1958
sponsor publications inc.

The , growth
in the number
.

WEEK

of working women

is having ever-widening effects

on marketing.
One example: Milner Products (Pine-Sol, Perma Starch) has just decided to adapt its
successful promotion, the Homemaker's Forum, to the employed female.
Dubbed the Working Women's Forum, the new promotion will be run along
the same lines as its precedessor. Consumers are invited to send in, with labels, tips of
practical use to women. Prizes are expense-paid vacations. Homemaker's Forum received 2.5
million labels during the first six months of 1957, the company reports.
The
summer
network
in 1958

new promotion has been tapped to tie in with Perma Starch's $1 million springad campaign. Here's how the drive breaks down — 60% to spot tv, 30% to
radio, 10% to magazines and newspapers. Milner will spend another $1 million
for Pine-Sol. Half goes to network radio.

Behind the Milner Products decision are some
woman's

amazing statistics on the U.S.

move into the office and factory.

• There are now 22 million women in the work force, about a third of the total.
Of the 10 million new U.S. jobs expected to be created by 1965, about half will be filled by
women.
By 1975, sa\s the Census Bureau, 32.5 million women will be at work.
• More married women are working.
ried: in 1950, the figure had risen to 25%.

In 1940, 17% of working women
It is now more than 30%.

were mar-

• More older women are working.
Today, well over 40% of all women between
35 and 54 are in the work force. This percentage is more than double the figure in 1920.
The Census Bureau estimates that by 1075. more than 17 million married, widowed or
divorced women between 35 and 64 will be working. This will be half of all women in
thai age group and more than half of all working women.

One interesting side effect of the working women trend is the decline in furniture polish sales. The laboring female is too busy for this arm-aching chore and, besides,
she — as well as her homemaking colleague — has been conditioned to easy-to-use products.
Capitalizing on these facts is wax-maker S. C. Johnson. The firm has just brought
out a pressurized household polish called Pledge which can be used on furniture
and other surfaces as the homemaker does her dusting.
Johnson is now pushing the product to the trade and a spot Iv campaign is being readied
via Benton & Bowles. Target: the 80%
use a furniture wax or polish.

of today's homemakers

who seldom or never

Daytime tv will be used to reach the homemaker and nighttime tv will be aimed
at the homemaker and working women. The daytime campaign starts 21 April while the
after-dark schedule may not begin until the fall. More than 00 major markets will be bought.

Retailer trading stamp and tape redemption programs

are going great guns.

Total retailer promotions during 1957 went up 30%, reflecting the heavy use of such programs, reports Premium Practice magazine.
A total of 395 promotions were reported last year as compared
in 1956.

54
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Old Ben was a supersalesman. One of the greatest that ever lived. Deep in
the winter of his life he took 13 ragged colonies, with no
money, no industry and (on the face of it) no future — and sold
that to France as a great investment.
Ben had a big account and sold a big idea. His analysis of
the problem and his campaign strategy was so masterful a thing that it
should warm the blood of every "pro" in promotion. He found
the "talkable differences" in his product — reached every possible ear with his
story — hammered his points home with such genius that he came
away with a promise which altered the course
of history.
Another immortal salesman is advertising. One of the most
powerful forces for progress yet conceived, it too, has changed
the face and habits of the world.
Jay Victor & Associates are among the practitioners in this
field. We doubt we will ever alter the course of nations because we have yet
to land our first nation as a client. Our interests are more contained.
What we seek most of all is to alter a company's sales curve — upward. This
we are presently and pleasantly accomplishing for
some 30 clients in our shop.
If (like Ben Franklin) you're planning a new alliance — why
not look to us for arms and ammunition.

00

JAY VICTOR

& ASSOCIATES

advertising and public relations

1225 RAYMOND

BOULEVARD,

NEWARK

2, NEW

JERSEY

National and regional spot buys
in work now or recently completed

SPOT

BUYS

scranton's TOP morning show
BY NEARLY

TWO TO ONE'

RADIO

BUYS

I PULSE-NOVJ957:CHART8ASED0NAVERAfiEl

Thomas J. Upton, Inc., Hohoken. N. J., is going into major markets to push its iced tea. Campaign starts late this month for 10
weeks. Minutes during prime time are being used; frequency depends upon the market. Buying is not completed. Buyers: Tom
Comerford and Marie Mooney. Agency: Young & Rubicam, Inc.,
New York. (Agency declined to comment.)
F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co., Brooklyn. N. Y., is lining up
schedules to promote its beer in areas of distribution: New York,
New England, New Jersey, Virginia and Florida. The campaign
kicks-off late this month for 26 weeks. Minute announcements dur-

•CMcfAeeMs

ing daytime segments are being used; average frequency: 15 announcements per week per station. Buyer: Ed Fieri. Agency: BBDO.
New York. I Agency declined to comment.)

I SHARE OF AUDI ENCE FOR 12 QUARTER HOURS, f
1 6:00 TO 9:00 AM, MONDAY THRU FRIDAY] f

TV

BUYS

E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., Fabrics Division, Wilmington.
Del., is preparing two campaigns to sell its textile fibres. Schedules

SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA

start in May. First campaign, in 40 markets, is to promote women's
wear made of duPont Dacron-cotton blends; the second campaign,
in 15 markets, is for women's wear made of duPont Orion-wool
blends. In each market the schedule runs for a week, ties in with a
key retailer in each city. For the Dacron-cotton promotion, 24 oneminute announcements are being slotted per market, during daytime
and fringe nighttime segments. For the Orion-wool, 36 one-minute
announcements per market during the same time segments are being
used. Buyers: Trow Elliman and Jackie Moore. Agency: BBDO.
New York. (See Newsmaker of the Week, SPONSOR 29 March, for
full details. )
Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York, is planning a campaign in major markets for its Ajax cleaner. The 52-week schedule starts this
month. Minutes and chainbreaks during nighttime segments are
being placed; frequency varies from market to market. Buyer: Gene
Grealish. Agency: Bryan-Houston. Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)
Ceneral Foods Corp., Post Cereals Division. Battle Creek. Mich..

Live-look quality
Immediate playback —
no processing
Practical editing
Record from studio or
remote camera
Tapes fully interchangeable
between machines
Tapes eraseable, reuseable
Lowest overall cost

is purchasing announcements in various markets for its Post Toasties. Schedules start this month; minute announcements during afternoon segments are being bought, Tuesday through Friday. Frequencies depend upon the market. Buying is not completed. Buyer:
Bob Innes. Agency: Benton & Bowles, Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)
Bymart-Tintair, Inc., New York, is entering 1!! major markets for
its Tintair and Tintair Satin Crerne Formula. The schedules kickoff late this month, run till forbid. Minutes, both adjacencies and
participations, are sought. Thursday through Sunday: frequencies
vary from market to market. Commercials being prepared are both
live and filmed: filmed announcements feature actress Terry Moore.
Buying is not completed. Buyer: Doris Gould. Agency: Product
Services, Inc., New York.
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STEUBENVIUE

We offer you a large share of
Northeastern Ohio's buying audience
You reach Northeastern Ohio's real
buying audience through WGAR.
Because WGAR surrounds your
commercials with radio for grownups ... of all ages.
For example, WGAR presents weather
reports that listeners depend on. Upto-the-minute weather information direct from the weather bureau . . . and
from the famous Krick weather service,

using the giant computer UN IV AC
for accurate daily and long-range
predictions.
WGAR maintains this policy in all
its programming . . . variety shows . . .
accurate news coverage . . . good music
. . . weather shows . . . drama— featuring performers from top CBS talent.
So reach your real buying audience
through WGAR.

Radio for grown-ups
... of all ages

WGAR
CLEVELAND

OHIO

Represented
by
Henry I. Christal Co.
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A pictorial review of local
and national industry events

PICTURE

WRAP-UP

B. Mitchell Reed of KFWB in Hollywood was certain that the
song Raintree County would get an Academy Award nomination. He
said so on the air, and even offered to eat a hat if he was wrong.
Result: the score for the movie got a nomination, but not the song
itself. So Reed paid off his bet by devouring a woman's hat on
the corner of Sunset and Nine -with an interested audience watching

Spring in Orlando, Fla.. brought sunny skies and balmy breezes,
but to the d.j.'s of WABR it meant dishpan hands and housemaid
knees. WABR promised a complete spring housecleaning job to the
listener who gave the best reasons why she needed it done. Mrs.
Bert Grether was the lucky winner, and here she watches (along with
some
of her eight children)
as the housecleaning
job progresses

iHRfl
The Wilson Concrete ( o. .1 Omaha recentlj bought wries ol Bpots on KMTV, and
asked 1.., "firm"
tract
The} got it: a 16lb. contract in concrete. 'I., to r.) : KMTV's
rlarrison Kohl; client Wayne IV Wilson; .Inn
Lipsey, I niversal

Vdvert's'g, Wilson's agen \

Telectro Industries Corp. id Long Maud
< 11 \. N.Y., is introducing a new stereophonic
magnetic tape recorder for radio stations,
motion picture and recording industries.
Model 938 is both portable or console,
and
offers
21-hour
automated
programing

Harold P. See (1.) of KRON TV. San
Francisco, accepts for his station a 1957 Alfred I. duPont award from Dr. Francis P.
Gaines, chairman of awards committee. Mrs.
Alfred I. duPont, donor of the awards presented last month in Washington, looks on
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News and Idea

Wexton Co. received two new accounts this week: Fine Editions
Book Club, and Harmon-Kardon,
hi-fi manufacturer . . . Robinson, Adleman & Montgomery, to handle radio
and tv advertising for Pioneer Food
Stores . . . Allenger Advertising,

WRAP-UP
ADVERTISERS
Two new packaged products will be
introduced this month in the east:
• General Mills moves into midAtlantic and New England States
with its Hi-Pro, high-proteins, readyto-eat cereal.
Hi-Pro will be plugged on General Mills network shows, Garry Moore,
Beat the Clock, Verdict Is Yours,
American Bandstand and Wyatt Earp,
as well as local spots.
• Betty Crocker's Bisquick biscuits will be introduced via the Jack
Paar Shoiv and Tex & Jinx, in the New
York area.
Campaigns: Radio spot will be
featured in key local markets for
House of 4711 Cologne when it goes
national this year.
Is milk worth 40 cents a quart?
will be the theme of new campaign of
Metropolitan Dairy Institute, recently
acquired by Campbell-Mithun.

Jelly from McCann-Erickson to William Esty I which becomes account's
fourth agency; others: JWT and
Compton I .
Veteran broadcaster Don Searle
this week announced his purchase
of Gorden Gray Advertising, Los
Angeles.
Searle will change the name of the
company, which handles special event
advertising (movie premieres, store
openings, etc.), to Special Events, Inc.
Agency appointments: Doherty,
Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, for Mueller Company's macaroni, spaghetti
and egg noodle products . . . Fuller &
Smith & Ross, for Waring Products,
an account recently resigned by Anderson & Cairns.

AGENCIES
Accounts continued this week to
move around in wholesale lots.
The shifts included:
• Eversharp - Schick
Injector
($1.5 million) from Cunningham &
Walsh to Compton Westcoast.
(Which, incidentally, just merged with
Carvel, Nelson & Powell, Portland,
Ore.)
• Lanolin Plus ($2 million) from
Kastor, Farrell, Chesley and Clifford
to EW-R&R.
• Chesebrough -Pond's Vaseline
12 april 1958

New partnership : Sherill & Preis,
Dallas, has been formed by former
DFS account executive Robert I. Preis
and W. W. Sherill Co.'s William W.
Sherill.
Awards: Annual sweepstake award of
Seattle Advertising and Sales Club this
year goes to Miller, MacKay, Hoeck
& Hartung, for its ad campaign for
Sick's Ranier Brewing Company.
At the same award banquet in Seattle, Grant Advertising domestic manager Lawrence R. Mcintosh received
a distinguished citizen award from
Washington governor Albert R. RoselNamed to new posts: Robert D.
Williams
and Ross
Hoy, to Leo

REACH 2 GREAT
INLAND EMPIRES
KXOA

New Faces: Robert P. Kenny, appointed International Activities Director, B. F. Goodrich Chemicals . . .
Robert R. Dickey, named sales manager, Ross Operating Valve Co. . . .
William G. Salatich, to Gillette Safety Razor, as general sales manager . . .
Ross Randolph Millhiser, elected
v.p. of Philip Morris . . . Joseph R.
Owen, to General Electric's Specialties
Electronic Components department, as
advertising and sales promotion mgr.

Brookline, Mass., for Yarin International .. . Elliot, Jaynes & Baruch, for
Evron Co., pharmaceutical chemists.

SACRAMENTO
1ST PULSE OCT. 1957

KXO
El
Over

Centro
- imp.
50%

I Valley
Valley

:e
for
31
Every Survey)
7th

Farm

more quarter hour firsts
6:00 a.m. to midnight
*SRDS
51st Market population*
45th Market Retail Sales*
22nd Market Sales Per

Years
County

KXOA
KX O

Hsld*

Rep — Raymer or
Riley Gibson, Pres. KXO-KXOA

sored bj the Chicago Automobile
Trade
Association and the Used Car
Dealers association, encouraging working people who have money in the
Lank, and who need cars, to buj now
as a blow against recession talk.
The NBC sales staff is pitching a new
out-of-ChicagO network show. Wild
Kingdom. \ weekl) roundup of the
animal kingdom, the show is producednarrated by Don .Meier and Martin
Perkins, former Zoo Paraders.
The listener loyalty demonstrated bv
picketing of NBC by her fans when
WMAQ failed to renew Mar) Werry-

Burnett as accounl executives . . . Norman Graham, to Cohen & Ueshire,
as copj supen isor.

CHICAGO

REPORT

Some encouraging signs of a
Spring upturn:
• \ few film and recording studios
are enthusiastic aizain. rspecialK Filmack, which chalked up a recordmaking sales month in March.
• The Fred \. Niles plant reports
that there lias been consecutive shooting on their stages everj working da)
since November first.

fiebl's Journal last month is still gathering momentum. A series of "Radio
Neighbor" fan clubs are being organized in an attempt to get the show back
on the air. To date. WMAQ has a total of 8100 letters of protest.
New local shows to bow in Chicago:
• WBBM-TV has added another
news program, Russ Bensley Sightly,
12:15 a.m.. following The Late Show.
• WGN-TV adds Sports Unlimited
19 April at 9:30 p.m. The sponsor is

Stations are pushing the anti-recession campaign with aggressive
sales approaches and some new
programing:
• \\ ard Quaal. v. p. ami general
manager of WGN announced last week
that during the past year, WGN has in■ reased its sales force, sales promotion
stall, ami advertising, publicity and
promotion budgets as an indication of
their faith in aggressive selling and in
the overall importance of advertising.
• \\ GN TV and radio is supporting

Squirt.
• WAAF introduces Backstage, with
Jack McGuire.
a half-hour Monday

the ""J ou Auto Buy Now" drive, spon-

o:ne
always
stands
out

529V2

•

Crockett

REPS.: National FORJOE

DAYTIME

•

• V.I. P. with interrogator Norman
Ross celebrates its first year on
WBKB. During the year, V.I.P. has
gained recognition from the national
press because of the prominence of the
V.I.P. guests. The show is sponsored
by Talman Federal Savings and Loan
Association.
• Wed Howard at WMAQ

observes

Melody Magazine's 8th birthday.
• Music Til Dawn with Jay Andres
on WBBM celebrates its fifth.
When baseball officially arrives here
this month, WGN-TV will bring fans
home games of both major league
teams, televising all 77 home contests
of the Chicago Cubs and the 53-game
White Sox daytime schedule. Theo.
Hamm Brewing of St. Paul, and the
Oklahoma Oil Co. of Chicago co-sponsor.

What's

Miller, named

BROWN

at Chicago

Edwin Berg, assistant media director of Campbell-Mithun. Chicago, talks
to University of Illinois Commerce students next week on "Getting Ahead in

Louisiana

- Southern CLARKE

happening

agencies :
Realignment of Foote, Cone &
Belding's media staff was announced
last week when Gordon Buck was shifted to general management. John L.
Rigotti is v.]). in charge, Edward M.
Stern, director, and Robert E. Ryan,
manager.

INDEPENDENT

St . — Sh r eveport,
& COMPANY

New programing on local stations
has not eclipsed the perennials,
some of which are celebrating anniversaries this month.

Kudos to: Howard

1480 KILOCYCLES • NON-DIRECTIONAL^
WATTS

Show, a live, half-hour variety format
featuring music and comedy in a daily
a.m. time slot.
. WGN-TV adds Your Big Night,
a Saturday talent trial hour in color,
sponsored by Polk Brothers.

"Network Disk Jockey of the Year,"
and Don McNeil named favorite daytime M.C. by the national poll of TVRadio Mirror readers.

ij* S^reveport it's...
1000

1 1: i u I iida\. of behind-the-scenes news
of the local and national entertainment
scene, sponsored bv Eileen Cortney
Cosmetics, Colomb's Lounge,
Cloister Inn, and Pedicone's Italian Restaurant.
• WBBM adds The Jim McShane

CC

Herb Grayson, former CBS ChiAdvertising."
cago p.r. head, has joined Mohr &
Eichoff.
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Alabama's Oldest Station
Alabamas Newest "Programs
Leland

Childs

Thousands
are members

. . .

of Alabama
of a happy

folks
group

known as "The Early Risers'
Club." Popular Leland Childs is
host to club members
bringing
them
favorites
in popular
recorded
music,
interesting
anecdotes and latest news
and
weather
headlines.
All this
makes
"getting
up" a cheer
instead of a chore as 300 or so
calls from all parts of the
county to Leland per day attest.
Later

in

the

day,

Adept at reportir
"Spectator
Sport
> proud

to be t

ball games for

Leland

returns
to emcee
the "Hi
Neighbor
Show."
In his most
"neighborly"
fashion,
Leland
swaps patter and introduces
"live"
music
by Alabama's
top
folk music
group, the
Willis Brothers.

and

Leland's
easy-going
manner
homespun humor make this
radio veteran a big favorite

a Bender is an equal de-

with local audiences. Your clients'
products will be big favorites,
too, when they are endorsed
and sold by Leland!

Ingenious

and
the

WAP

I Biwutgbut

/////
T/ieJN
^i IEW^Vo/ce

of Alabama

sister station to WABT,

Alabama's
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Best in Television

ingratia
youngsters

IA
RADIO

4
I
sets tun

Owen
Man" Spann
and to "The
"SpanrM<
deliver the lastest r

Preston Selz bas been named seni01 writer at Kcm'>. Madden & Jones.
His former connections include Maxon: Beaiiiiiont and Hohiuan:
FC&B,
ami fatham-Laird.
Wish-Bone

Products.

Inc.. of

Kansas City, Missouri. »ot's into network t\ for the first time as co-sponsor
on Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts beginning April 7. to introduce its new
product, a cheese dressing. Previously
\\ ish-Bone products have been introduced market-by-market.
Tired Chicago admen, reps and station men are invited to "relieve the tv
industry tension h\ entering the week
night "Major League of Softball"
played in Grant Park.

FILM
CBS TV Film ran a special Neilsen
on its Annie Oakley series in February
and came up with a total audience
rating of 27.1.
The survej involved 62 markets.

Sales: Gross-Krasne's African Patrol
has been sold in 24 markets . . . CNP's
[ ni mi Pacific was sold in March to advertisers in23 markets, and stations in
18 cities, bringing total sales to 94
markets . . . Our Miss Brooks re-runs
(128 episodes) sold in 72 markets in
three weeks.
I\AB Convention

flashes: Sterling

Tv's display at NAB will center around
its cartoon strips . . . CBS TV Film
will unveil its four series for fall at
the Los Angeles convention: three offthe-network. one first run . . . Tex Ritter, star of Ranch Party, will be featured at Screen Gems' convention
booth.
Ratings data: March ARB gives
Silent Service (CNP) high ratings in
its time period in seven of the top 10
markets: New York. Chicago, Philadelphia. Boston. Pittsburgh, Cleveland
and Washington.
28.4
African Patrol racked up
ARB rating in El Paso, makin
rated svndicated show in that

t top-

Promotion : Forty mayors from West
Tennessee turned out for the premiere
of Screen Gems' Casey Jones in
Casey's home town of Jackson, Miss.
Official host was Lloyd Jones,
Casey's son, who works for the same
railroad his father did.
Features note: Tarzan is coming to
tv. Sy Weintraub has acquired rights
to 14 Sol Lesser Tarzan films, which
he will release soon for tv distribution.
Personnel:
Howard M. Girouard,
to CNP as northeast sales representative for Victory Program Sales . . .
Edward Law son, to AAP, as publicity supervisor . . . Bob Carroll,
named sales director, Hayward-Brown
Enterprises . . . Nat V. Donato, appointed sales director, Telepix Movies
Ltd.
Bob Morin, sales account executive, and Marilyn Weiner, press representative, both at NTA . . . Lou
Shainmark has resigned as advertising and public relations v.p. of Guild
Films . . . William L. McGee, to

^-MILLION people
2-B1UI0N IHCOft*
IN THE WFBC-TV 4 STATE MARKET

WFBC-TV leads all South Carolina television stations by far*.
Its total 4-state market is comparable with Atlanta, Jacksonville, New Orleans or Miami. Within "The Giant's" 100 uv/m
contourt
is the South's
greatest
textile-industrial area and the fabulous Carolinas mountain
play-

DATA

Population
2,021,900
Incomes $2,240, 1 53,000.
Retail Sales $1,590,398,000.
Homes
511,900
(Data from SALES MANAGEMENT
ing Power May
10, 1957)

Survey of Buy-

^^

•According
ground.

^JgChannel 4

WFBC-TV

to NCS

I

"The Giant of

No. 2

Video-l 00,000 Watts
(FCC Maximum)
Audio-50,000 Watts

Southern Skies'*

Antenna Height— 1204
feet above average
terrain— 2,204 feet
above sea level.
Nationally by
Represented
WEED
Television Corp.

NBC

NETWORK
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58-COUNTY

Interstate TV, as western division manager . . . William L. Troyer, named
resident v.p. of the national division
of Alexander Films.

SHARE

OF

AUDIENCE

100%

REPS
New presentation by Blair-Tv aims
at selling the teen-age market.
Direct mail promotion, sent this
week to 5,000 clients, highlights these
facts about teenagers:
• They have more than $9 billion to
spend annually.
• Teenagers buy over 70% of all
phonograph records, take one in every
four snapshots.
• 49% of first brides are in their
teens.
Presentation is pitched at selling
spots on various d.j. shows Blair represents.
MeGavren-Quinn moves into the
national rep picture as a result of
its purchase of Burke-Stuart.
The five-year-old firm now has offices in New York. Chicago, Detroit.
San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Reps appointed: Richard O'Connel, for KUNO, Corpus Christi, and
WDXR, Paducah. Ky. . . . Adam
Young, for KYA, San Francisco . . .
Walker -Rawalt,
for WINK
and
WINK-TV, Fort Myers, Fla
Everett-McKinney, as national rep for
WADK, Newport, R. I., and FosterCreed, as regional rep, same station.
Blair-Tv, for WNHC-TV, Hartford
. . . Venard, Rintoul & McConnell,
WHOO. Orlando . . . Kettell-Carter.
for WGIR, Manchester, N. H.

SETS

IIM-USE

SIGN-ON TO 6 PM-21.5%
6 PM TO SIGN-OFF— 50.8%
Sign on to 6 PM

KIEM-TV3
Eureka
California
25.2

Mon.-Fri.
Saturday
Sunday
6 PM to Sign off
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

55.6

52 1
47.1

58.0

50.0
56.5
55.7
57.6

50.0
54.7

40.0
52 3

47.0
53.3

47.0
41.7

48.0

23 3
18 1)
50.5

43.0
39.4

43.8

Above figures are based on survey supervised by Dr. Kenneth H. Baker,
Calif -Ore's Director of Research & Development. A total of 22,400 telephone calls were made during seven consecutive days between July 6 &
August 6, 1957.

THE
CALIF-ORE
TV TRIO

bridges the entire
populated gap
between Portland
and
San Francisco

Added personnel: Kenneth Goldblatt, to the tv sales staff, HeadleyReed . . . Peter T. Childs, named ac-

lighted this
all three
newals
week: networks' lists of re• Chevrolet announced its renewal
of the Pat Boone Show on ABC TV.

KBES-TV5
Medford
Oregon
23.8

17.7
16.7

Promoted:
John
T. Bradley,
to
mid-western sales manager, H-R Television; and French Eason, to midwestern sales manager, H-R Representatives .. . George Bingham, to v.p.
in charge of the Boston office of
Walker-Rawalt.

count executive. Branham Company's
Los Angeles office . . . Paul Wilson,
to the New York sales staff. Richard
O'Connell.
Auto makers and U.S. Steel high-

KOTI-TV2
Klamath Falls
Oregon
24.9
20.8
23.1

Three
CALIF-ORE
THE

TV TRIO,

Don

SMULLIN

STATIONS

as*
.«c
,.l associates
blair-^**^

Telford, Mgr.

representatives
national

B»» York
Chlcaao, San FranelMO. Seattle. U« AnatlM,
alia*, Dttrtlt. Jackionvllla, «t Loult, Boston.

KOTI
KIEM
KBES

Markets — One

Billing

CHANNEL
2
Klamath Falls, Ore.
CHANNEL
Eureka, Calif.

3

CHANNEL
Medford, Ore.

5

CBS
£3C
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Chev} will also hold on to its Dinah
Shore slot on NBC TV o\er the summer month-, rotating Stan Freberg and
Rowan \ Martin as emcees.
• Both Lawrence \\ elk shows {The
Laurence li ell. Shan : Top Tunes and
Talent) have been renewed 1>\ DodgePlymouth on \l'.( IA .
• I ,S. Steel has renewed its Steel
Hoar on CBS T\ for the fall season.
• General Motor-' V.C Spark
Plug division has renewed Zorro on
\IU
l\.
Other renew ers include Miles Laboratories, which will continue to sponsor Mickey Mouse Club and Wednesday \ight Fights, both on ABC TV.
New

network

buys: Lever Bros.

'will replace Dodge as sponsor of
Groueho Marx' You Bet Your Life
i NBC T\ i. Toni has also renewed
the -tries, which about guarantees it
through L959.
The show will he broadcast in a new
time slot this fall: Thursday. 1010:30 p.m.
Kellogg Co. this week became an
alternate sponsor of What s My Line,
joining Helene Curtis cosmetics on

the \\CBS-T\

show.

Jack I'aur Show and Today will add
two new participants this month: Dixie
Cup division of Canco. and PharmaCraft. for Fresh deodorant.
Dixie Cups will also be pushed via
quarter-hour segments of NBC TV's
1 I daytime programs.
CBS Radio adds General Motors
Corp. as a seven-day-a-week sponsor.

Who says that the day of 24-sheet
exploitation
has gone out of radio?

The companj will sponsor a five-minute news program nightlv.
fers
os:
s
kud
Two NBC inneewr staf s this
l
ived
ard
week ndreicneg
Head
for
. aw
e
g
a
a
t
r
s
out
news cove

As far as WEBR, Buffalo, is concerned, that da\ and age is bigger
and brighter than ever.
WEBR has been pouring it on with

They're correspondent Frank McCee and cameraman Maurice Lew.
Sports sehedules:
cast regional college
four Saturdays next
emanate from East,
cific coast areas.

ad page upon ad page in Buffalo newspapers, using two- and four-color jobs
to tell listeners of its programing, personalities and its objectives.
The ads also have this intent: stimulating the listener into writing what
he or she likes and wants from radio
nowadays.

NBC will broadfootball games on
fall. Games will
Big Ten and Pa-

*>

NBC TV will also cover two major
golf tournaments: the National Open
(14 June I and Tournament of Champions20
I and 27 April).
Some changes on the network
scene: William Dozier and Guy Delia
Cioppa. named v.p.'s CBS TV . . . Angus Robinson, appointed tv network
sales manager. NBC Central division
l a newly created post ) . . . Alfred J.
Scalpone, named independent producer for CBS TV.

RADIO

STATIONS

KLAC, Beverly Hills, Calif., will
buek programing status when it
goes completely live Monday (14).
The change of policy includes the
installation of special electro-acoustical
equipment to give what the station
terms "truly measurable"' hi-fidelity
sound.
Manager George Norman, formerly
with Adam Young, estimates that the
change-over in policy plus equipment
will cost around .$100,000.

Westinghouse Broadcasting continues its news expansion.
The latest move is the enlargement
of its Washington news service. Purpose: to give national news in terms
of local implications.
Rod MacLeish, chief Washington
newsman, named Ann Corrick as an
assistant.
Anti-recession campaigns continue: WELM, Elmira. N. Y., currently
conducting an all-out local public relations campaign tied to the theme:
Now . . . you can get a better buy;
so . . . better buy nowV The slogan
is aired on all station breaks.
Exploiting the news: After the tornado hit Wichita Falls. Texas, KFWB
set up keep phone contact via the Texas
Rangers' radio, since all telephones in
the area were out.
Another use of beep phone:
WQAM,
Miami,
carried
Canadian

Fans who listen equally to C-0 and Independent station* recently testified
to the greater believability of C-0 commercials. A study by Motivation
Analysis, Inc. showed C-0 stations are more authoritative and more credible.
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MEASURE

WTVJ's

Look at ratings, geographic coverage, and cost, of
course
coverage.. . . but by all means measure WTVJ's total
Only WTVJ delivers unduplicated network coverage of the entire $2 billion South Florida market.
All other Miami network affiliates split their audiences with Palm Beach stations.
Proof? ARB shows WTVJ decisively first in
both Miami and Palm Beach!

WTVJ
^

MIAMI
CHANNEL

4
Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

sponsor

•
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election results direct from CFdF.
Montreal, for the benefit of Canadian
residents vacationing in Florida.
Promotion

Cleveland Indians games. Central National Bank of Cleveland and Carling
Brew will again sponsor . . . joined this
year l>\ Standard Oil Co. (Ohio).

contests and stunts:

• TS HB. Kansas City, celebrated
April Fools Day by switching the identities of its d.j.'s on the air.
• WHBC. Canton. Ohio, is producing a series of spots aiming each week
to promote one phase of business. Announcements such as: "Paint up— Fix
up," and "Buy a spring wardrobe."
• WTSP, St. Petersburg has a newaudience participation gimmick that's
sure to please sponsors. When a bell
rings, the station calls local folks
to ask if they remember the commercial immediately preceding the
hell. If so. cash is awarded.

Recorded endorsements by baseball
stars are being offered by Harry S.
Goodman for local use.
Products covered by these announcements: Milk, bread, tires, soft drinks,
autos and banks.
More on baseball:
WERE,
eighth year, will broadcast

for the
all the

Public service: A special House Subcommittee on Traffic Safety lauded the
efforts of WIP, Philadelphia, in behalf
of its extensive highway safety campaign.
Station v. p. Ralph Brent states "the
best \\a\ to reach the motorist is while
he is driving . . . via car radio . . ."
Transfer: Sale of KFPW to George
Hernreich, Ft. Smith businessman from
the Griffin Group.

New on the job: Bill Weaver, sale
manager, KXOA, Sacramento . .
James T. McGuire, assistant manager. KPAM & KPFM, Portland, Ore
. . Robert E. Mitchell, general man
ager, WINZ, Miami . . . Dean Mox^
ley, director of client service, and Al
Mackay, account executive, K-GO,
San Francisco . . . Doris Boyd, promotion, WIBG, Philadelphia . . . Raymond Baker, general manager,
KMLB, Monroe, La. . . . Jim Bollinger to the sales staff, WAVE,

Louisville . . . Robert Bartusch, assistant manager, WLOX, Memphis . . .
Harry W. Moore, Jr., director of
sales development, WTAR, Norfolk,
Va. . . . Larry Fraiberg, sales manager, KP.IX, San Francisco . . . Clyde
R. Spitzner, director of radio sales
and programs, WFIL, Philadelphia . . .
Jack Potts, from WCTC, New Brunswick, to WNJR, Newark, N. J. . . .
Charles W. MacKenzie, sales representative, WKMH, Dearborn, Mich.
. . . Robert J. Wetherall to the news
staff of WCCO, Minneapolis . . . Alexander W. Dannenbaum, Jr. and
Wilmer C. Swartley named to WBC
board of directors . . . Robert Clauson and Martin Hawthorne, sales
representatives, KYW, Cleveland . . .
Robert McAndrews, named to NAB
board of directors.

TV
The

STATIONS

latest edition of the Storer

Story, house organ, is entirely devoted to public service and community projects in the Storer stations' areas.
To give the issue greater viewer focus, items about Storer people were
omitted.

Be a PILLAR of the R.T.E.S. LISTENING POST
and
WIN A PRIZE!
enter the listening post Job Lead Contest:

Phone Contest Headquarters WI 7-6910
the Listening Post is the free job placement and guidance service of the industry

SALES • PRODUCTION
• MEDIA
PUBLICITY • RESEARCH
MANAGEMENT
• WRITING
Contest ends May 2, 1958, prizes awarded to persons furnishing most verified leads
• 2 "My Fair Lady" tickets
• Westinghouse portable radio
• RCA transistor radio
THE

68

RADIO

AND

TELEVISION

Phonograph and top 21
records

$25 Masters gift certificate
Subscription to Ross Reports
TV Index

• Royal portable typewriter
EXECUTIVES

SOCIETY

INC.,

HOTEL

BILTMORE,

SPONSOR

N.

•

Y.

17,
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More about public service:
WKYTV, Oklahoma City, has a lineup of
psychiatrists to answer questions dealing with childhood problems.
New

locations

and

affiliations:

KGUL-TV, once of Galveston, has
permission from the FCC to call itself
a Houston station . . . KBXT-TV,
Bryan, Tex., and WJIM-TV, Lansing,
tc CBS TV . . . WFAA-TV, Dallas, renews contract with ABC TV.
Promotion-wise : WTVJ,
Miami,
offers swimming pools, etc., as prizes
to the junior set for four-line rhyming
safety slogan; tied in with Popeye
Playhouse.
Add Baseball: KMTV, Omaha, will
telecast a 26- week schedule of major
league games on Saturday afternoons.
Anniversary: WBAY-TV, Green
Bay, highlighted its fifth year on the
air on St. Patrick's Day.
People and promotions: Barry
Long to KBTV, Denver, as account
executive . . . Robert
Levenstein
named to research department and
Michael Wiener to production department ofTvB.
^

WSAZ-TV

DELIVERS TO YOU A

46.9%
SHARE

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON
MARKET
"Based on Feb. 1958

ARB

CHANNEL

HUNTTMGTON-CHARLESTO/S,

W. VA.

Sf.B.GL
UriTWOBS
Affiliated with Radio Stations
WSAZ. Huntington 6 WKAZ. Charleston
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
C TOM GARTEN. Commercial Manager
Represented by The Katz Agency

12 april 1958

{Cont'd from page 31)

A BILLION
DOLLAR

American Tobacco feels the contest,
running since 22 February, has thus
far been moderately successful. Ratings
have shown no spurt, but the company
believes sales have been helped.
• The third broad category is one
into which both $64,000 Question and
the Patrice Munsel Show contests fall:

MARKET*
AND CHANNEL

It's this sort of show promotion
that's been the big trend since the first
of the year. Since that time Price is
Right, Treasure Hunt, Top Dollar,
Dotto and Wingo have all found their
way into network schedules.
On this show the viewer is required
neither to buy nor look at the sponsor's wares (other than at commercial time). On the Question all he
must know is how to write his own
name and how to play Bingo. The
Munsel promotion requires a bit more:
design a dress for Patrice Munsel and
win, not a Buick or Frigidaire (sponsors), but a trip to Europe.
Public interest
The networks feel this is the type of
programing the public wants, and will
look at, and it's what he'll be getting,
at least through the summer months.
• Fourth, and by no means least,
is the contest that uses a show, not as
an integral part of the contest, but
merely as a medium through which
to promote it. Into this category fall
Pony {Wagon Train) and Dial Soap's
Win-an-Oil-Well (Big Record).
In contests such as these, the sponsor
uses the show as a merchandising aid
aiming at sponsor identification. But
most important is the sales activity it
creates.
For example: Edsel itself (through
Foote, Cone & Belding) is primarily
responsible for the Wagon Train contest. Edsel dealers are the prize givers;
each of many contests is run on a local
level. To the contestant who names
the Wagon Train pony in each area,
each of 1,100 Edsel dealers awards a
Shetland pony prize. Some 400 dealers
actually have the pony on display in
their showrooms.
Note: In addition to Wagon Train,
Edsel is also planning radio and tv
spots, and a one-shot on Wild Bill
Hickok to help promote its contest. ^

3

KTBS-TV

they're run strictly to hypo audience
interest, i.e., ratings, with the sponsor
divorced from the contest.

such contests as Edsel's Name-the-

OF AUDIENCE

in the Combined

Huntington-Charleston

TV GAMES

DOMINATES
ARB — Nielson prove it!
Ask your Petry man for details
NBC
ABC

*. . . 46 counties and
parishes in East Texas,
west Louisiana.
~ South
Arkansas and North-

8

"ScooescQku/ott £odL

Affiliated with NBC Radio in Omaha <

Represented by Edw. Petry & Co., Inc.
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
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Doing business with the FCC
here on out.

WEEK

will probably be a different proposition from

That is sure, despite what might or might not be done about a code of ethics for the
Commission and other federal regulatory agencies.
The House Legislative Oversight subcommittee issued its interim report, with four major
recommendations. Three are actually aimed at holding Commissioners more aloof from those
with business before the FCC. The fourth clarifies the power of the president to fire a commissioner.
Chairman Oren Harris (D., Ark.) promises that the subcommittee will introduce legislation within a few days, embodying the recommendations.
Such legislation, he said, would force the FCC to draft its own code of ethics, rather
than setting one up by Congressional action. It would make acceptance of payments or
honorariums by Commissioners illegal.
The bill Harris favors would make all letters in a contested case, all telegrams and even
all phone calls and personal contacts, a part of the public record. This would permit adversaries to counter.
Whether or not the subcommittee is able to agree on proposed legislation as quickly as
Harris wishes, or whether or not it is passed, is one thing. Just as important — perhaps more
important — is the fact that things are changing at the FCC without new legislation.
It would not, for instance, be advisable for an applicant for a contested tv channel to
attempt to speak privately with a Commissioner right now. In the past, some commissioners
testified, they had engaged in such conversations and saw nothing wrong with it.
No commissioner will be permitting any industry group to pay hotel bills for him. Attendance at the NAB convention in Los Angeles will be expensive for those commissioners
Any gift to a commissioner which appears to have an\ reasonable value will be returned
faster than a boomerang.
These changes have been made.

A code of ethics could only formalize them.

The interim report did not name anv commissioners as guilty of anything. It did sav it
is up to the Department of Justice to prosecute any law violations uncovered by the subcommittee probe. It said quite definitelv that there had been perjury in the conflicting testimony,
and called on Justice to act.
Harris said the subcommittee wants to look into 20-25 other contested tv cases. He added that bearings would likelv be held only on between one and four.

Payson Hall, of Meredith Publishing, termed

the Barrow

report before the

FCC this week as "offering a cure where there is no disease."
Hall's reference was pinpointed at the reports recommendation for a three-station limit
on multiple ownership in the top 25 markets.
Hall argued that local ownership will not bring better programs or service because often
such ownership suffers from lack of money to withstand losses.
Warned Hall:

weakening the strong wrill not benefit the tv industry.

The FCC on Monday (14) holds a special hearing on the long-pending clear channel
case. The main issue: should clear channels be preserved in this day of thousands of radio
stations.
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Reflection of the economic climate: Frigidaire has been inundated
from agencies who want to pitch for its $IO-million account.

with

requests

Frigidaire's plan is to limit the invited presentations to 10.

Among the recent letouts by a network was a salesman of over 20 years' service
who found out he had no equity in a $500,000 sale because of this technicality:
The schedule hadn't gone into effect when he got his notice.

A rep who informed his tv stations about the warnings against triple-spotting
from Compton and B&B got this deadpan response from a broadcaster:
His station would gladly pledge itself not to run more than two national advertisers in a stationbreak.

Product diversification within companies has become so rampant that major agencies
have a tough time deciding whether they can go after an available account.
Philosophized the board chairman of such an agency this week: "You know, it's easier
for an agency to get an account than for an account to get an agency."

Color enthusiasts are looking for a hypo in '59 from a large color tube that
Paramount Pictures is now readying for production.
DuMont will produce the lube, which, it is hoped, will make it possible to market a
multi-tint set for under $300.

Soft drink advertisers in the New York area apparently feel that 1 1 p.m. is the
ideal time to make the parched viewer brand conscious.
On one New York station the sequence at that hour is: Hoffman ginger ale, a canned
fru iI juice, and No-Cal.

The late John U. Reber's phobia about being interviewed by the press or
quoted in print had an odd aftermath this week.
Reber is due for a posthumous award from the NAB.

Ex-associates, looking for back-

ground material, couldn't locate a published profile of the man
radio-tv department for over 20 years.

who headed JWT's

Barter has left its stamp on the terminology of the business. Take, for instance,
a term like "representing a gross value" of $
To buyers at cardrates the term "gross value" has this meaning: The top rate
minus frequency and other discounts. In barter it often means a fictitiously high rate
designed to make the barter deal look like a real bargain.
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"DECOY," starring Beverly Garland
[One look and ten of America's top stations bought "decoy" within two weeks after sales began. Six weeks
Water, "decoy" had been sold in 17 of the 25 major markets, plus 36 key secondary markets. Now, "decoy"
lis sold in 80 markets — 24 of the 30 major ones and 56 secondary markets!
First ratings prove "Decoy" is winner by a landslide against every kind of opposition.
Oklahoma City... 34.1 A.R.B.... Friday 9 PM

Buffalo... 25.8 A.R.B.... Tuesday 10:30 PM

Against "Cavalcade of Sports" 18.9,
'Walter Winchell File" 6.9
Boston... 24.3 A.R.B.... Sunday 10:30 PM

Against "Highway Patrol" 25.3 "O'Henry Playhouse" 7.7
New Orleans... 28.9 A.R.B.... Thursday 10 PM

Against "State Trooper" 10.5

"What's My Line"

7.6

Against "Gray Ghost" 14.3,
"News and Million Dollar Movie" 2.8 and O.i

ism*

ifei

IK

Produced by Pyramid Productions

"Decoy" looks— and IS— No. 1 ! For ratings like these, call
OFFICIAL
representatives:
Atlanta I Jackson 2-4878 • Beverly Hills/
Fayetteville I Hillcrest 2-5485 • Ft. Lauderdale / Logan 6-1981

■ 6-3528 • Chicago I Dearboi
-apolis I Walnut 2-2743 •

FILMS, INC.

■ 1-4088 • Dallas / Emerson
/Juniper 5-3313 • St. Louis /JYorktown

<

CONOCO
i Cont'd iron) pag
Whirlybirds timebu) ing was restricted to slots between 6:30 and
9:30 p.m. "we don't want to go beyond 9:30 because main people in our
marketing areas go t<> bed early, says
B&B's Paul Benson.
Everj night of the week is represented on the if hirlybirds schedule.
Selection of the evening for a specific
market depended primarily on timeslot availabilities and program competition, according to Benson. 'Tor instance," lie states, "if we had a choice
of competing with a drama or an adventure series, we those the drama to
give the viewer more of a choice."
The task of lining tip alternate sponsors was made easier h\ one factor.
"Conoco is a big naive in its markets
it's like P&G in New York." says
Ralph Baruch. "and these local firms
are happ) to lie associated on tv with
a firm of that stature." The only restriction imposed b) Conoco was "no
beer or wine companies — the idea of
mixing alcohol and gasoline doesn't
appeal to us."' sa\s acct. exec. Benson.
Merchandising
With lime-slots and co-sponsors
firmed up. the \ast merchandising
campaign was started by CBS TV Film
Sales. "We spent over $100,000 to
pu-h // hirlybirds for Conoco. This is
the first time, to our knowledge, that
a syndicator has conducted and financed an all-out promotion campaign
to launch one of its properties." says
\\ alter Scanlon, merchandising manager for CBS T\ Film Sales.
// hirlybirds, produced for CBS by
Desilu Productions, got the benefit of
three major promotional gimmicks:
• Miss Whirl) birds contests condinted in major markets.
• Helicopter shows — and rides for
local dignitaries, Conoco dealers, etc.
• Guest appearances at several dealei luncheons 1>\ Desi Arnaz, president
- hi Productions, and show stars
( raig Hill and Ken Tobey.
Probably the most successful in
terms of local interest and attendant
free newspapei publicity were the Miss
Whirlybirds contests. \ml the) were
born of a fluke
almost.
Scanlon, in Omaha la»t year for the
~hou premiere, cast about for a contest idea to promote Him Ixhinls. Investigation ollocal laws revealed that
onl) beaut) contests were allowed

"thai settled it it was a Miss W'hirlyI'irds contest or nothing," says merchandiser Scanlon.
The contest was promoted via tv
spots and calls to model agencies, high
schools, insurance companies, universities, etc. Over 60 girls entered the
contest and attended a luncheon for
144 Conoco dealers, Nabisco distributors, local political figures and Army
and \a\ \ brass.
The winning girl was picked by
three judges, including screen star
George Nader, on the basis of her
appearance in street clothes (no bathing suits allowed), and her potential
as a goodwill sales ambassador for
IT hirlybirds. Her prize: trips to New
York and Hollywood and a role in a
Whirlybirds episode.
Following the success of the Omaha
contest, the same promotion was used
in other major cities. The latter winners received the Hollywood trip and.
if not a role in Whirlybirds, a part in
some other tv film production, e.g.
Sheriff of Cochise, Official Detective.
Helicopters were used at the Omaha
and other dealer luncheons to take
guests for rides, to deliver dignitaries
to the luncheon site, and to transport
newspapermen. In some markets Bell
Helicopter Corp. furnished the whirlybirds; in other areas CBS TV Film
Sales rented helicopters.
In cities where the Miss Whirlybirds
contests were held, movies were taken
during the luncheons for showing on
tv newscasts by the station slated to
carry the show.
"Our main objective in these markets was to stimulate interest and excitement in Conoco dealers," says
Scanlon, "and everything we did was
designed to achieve that goal."
Service station operators were
brought into the picture too. They received posters and window streamers
by the thousands to help promote the
Whirlybirds series. Letters from Desi
Arnaz also were mailed to station men
to build support for the film show.
Letters from CBS TV Film Sales to
dealers and jobbers urged: "Talk up
the advertising program on even call,
and get your trade really steamed up
about the sales potential it makes possible. If you do, new sales records
are in the making."
Tv stations received elaborate promotion kits (valued at $25 each by
Scanlon). They included film trailers,
iv slides, six telops, photos and newspaper advertising mats. The stations

also were sent booklets describing
ways to merchandise the series — ranging from special telecasts to contests.
"Every one of the ideas outlined was
used somewhere by some station, according to our reports." says Scanlon.
What was the payoff for this merchandising? Aside from the nonmeasurable dealer enthusiasm, which
Conoco admen report is high, audience ratings are the best basis for
evaluation. Here's an indication of
the ratings setup:
• Out of 12 Conoco markets checked
by ARB in December, Whirlybirds is
the top-rated show in eight areas in its
time period. Ratings spread for the
show runs from 13.7 to 54.8.
Discussing the power of merchandising, Fred Mahlstedt. director of
operations and production at CBS TV
Film Sales, cites a trend.
"More and more you'll see shows
that fared badly in network go into film
syndication — and get good ratings."
He topoints
when it ausually
showtakes
the airouton that
network,
has a sponsor, so the merchandising
and promotion are often slighted.
In syndication, however, these facets
are hit hard because the sale of the
program to new sponsors in new markets is tied directly in with its success.
Mahlstedt has another interesting
theory on program merchandising. He
believes this activity helps sell a sponsor's product — aside and completely
divorced from the tv show.
"Look at it this way." he says.
You're driving along the highway and
can use some gas — you're not in dire
need of it, just ready for it if you're
motivated to pull into a station. You
pass several stations of the standard
appearance — and then you see one
that's all decked out with streamers,
pennants and posters. Isn't there a
good chance that these merchandising
pieces will motivate you to pull into
that station just to see what the deal
is? You may never watch the show
advertised, but you've bought gas. The
same type of thing could hold true
in food stores — you could be attracted
to buv a certain brand because of
shelf strips and posters."
New commercials
\\ ilh Whirlybirds merchandising
paying off in hig audiences, Conoco
is launching new commercials.
One series will feature show stars
Ken

Tobe) and Craig Hill. Another
i Please turn to page 76 I
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HREVEPO
A "WET PAINT" sign usually means "hands offl"
But not this one! It's up there
merely to let you know that we're improving our
property with a brand new RCA 3-V
Monochrome and color film camera chain. It permits
us to broadcast high definition pictures of
the finest quality television presently permits.
It also makes us the FIRST IN SHREVEPORT
LOCAL

COLOR

FILMS AND

WITH
SLIDES.

Your Raymer Man has the complete
information about this and everything else that
has made us the colorful, copied TV
station in Shreveport. Make your impression on
this rich market
in color!

channel

shreveport, la.
Represented by PAUL
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H. RAYMER
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CONOCO

vigor from Conoco, takes to the road
singing praises for the fuel.

i Cont'd from page 7 I I
group will be with talking automobiles
used as the pitchmen.
"We'll continue to use individual
commercials to sell each of our products or station service," account man
Benson told sponsor. "We don't believe in trying to sell more than one
thing
a time."
All at
commercials
are one minute in
length, and all push the theme, "hottest
brand
The going."
animated commercials sell the
quality of Conoco products through a
unique approach. They're built around
the chance meeting of a Conoco-powered auto (happy, peppy and glamorous), with a bleak, drab and sad car
not enjoying the Conoco benefits.
A discussion ensues between the two
autos, with the non-Conoco model
complaining, of "no pep ... no power
. . . and I feel so unprotected." The
smooth-running Conoco car steers the
less fortunate friend into a Conoco
^tfltion where an animated pump
pours in the gasoline as it plugs the
product properties, e.g. "it cuts wear
as it increases mileage." in a Popeye
voice.
The car finds new life and

JACKSONVILLE'S

FAVORITE

Radio, other media
Radio is used by Conoco as a supplement to its tv activity, "mostly in
areas where we can't make an efficient
tv purchase," says Benson. The company will not release radio expenditures and measurement is not available from other sources. Generally,
however radio is on the increase.
He says this will be particularly
true in weather and sports shows.
"Where we want radio and can't get
into these shows, we'll buy spot announcements adjacent to them," Benson states. Why weather and sports?
Conoco aims its radio primarily at the
male audience. Timebuying also is
affected by this aim; early morning
and evening are Conoco's favorites.
Expenditures in magazines, all
farm publications, totaled $73,468 for
Conoco in 1957; in 1956 it was
$69,527, according to PIB figures.
Newspaper figures are not available for
1957 yet from ANPA; in 1956 Conoco
spent $1.1 million in this medium.
Outdoor advertising totaled $524,296
in 1957, $455,470 in 1956, according
to Outdoor Advertising Inc. ^

"Six Gun Saturday" is a rootin', shootin', laugh-filled 2l/2 hours of
entertainment for the youngsters from six to sixty. They'll enjoy—
Sunrise Ranch starring Gene Autry — 7:30-8:30 AM
Cartoon Corral with Tommy Tucker— 8:30-9:00 AM
Prairie Playhouse starring Roy Rogers — 9:00-10:00 AM

NBC-ABC

■ ■ ■

%l^l

FLORIDA'S

I

W

Channel 12

COLORFUL

CONSULTANT

(Cont'd from page 30)
that he brings in from this outside
world fresh ideas gathered like pollen
as he buzzes from company to company, make him the ideal crutch for
his client to lean upon. His word is
law. It is closely akin to a physicianpatient relationship.
Parallel goals
Carley feels the current recession
may produce a still greater need for
consultants. "Too often, in times like
these," he says, "the client makes the
major mistake of cutting back on advertising. 'This is expendable,' he decides, forgetting that sales come after
advertising — that they are the projection of advertising. If the agency can't
change this thinking, then it may take
some consultants to turn the trick.
Basically, the aims of the consultant
and the agency should be parallel.
"The consultant can also help define a clear-cut sales goal without
which it's impossible to plan marketing and advertising strategy. This is
very often the root of advertising
troubles; a tv format may get the
blame and it may very well turn out
to be the wrong format — but you'll
never know until you get back to the

COWBOYS

"Jaxie" says there's a chuck wagon load of results waitin' for you,
pardncr, when you corral this top western talent in Jacksonville's
$l'/2 billion market.

WFGA-TV

TV

Jacksonville,

Florida

STATION

basic
In sales
many goal."
cases, a consultant helps
the client company choose an agency.
He will involve himself in budgets, in
media, in markets.
As for the marketing consultant
business, the American Management
Association Directory of Consultant
Members lists 120 firms specializing
in this field. From what backgrounds
do such marketing consultants come?
An example might be a look at the
three specialists in the firm of George
Fry Associates which recently added
a marketing service. Franklin Bell
was ad manager for Heinz for 28
years, was with N. W. Ayer and with
Lord & Thomas. Stewart Peabody was
ad manager for Borden's for nearly 30
years, and with H. K. McCauu. The
third member of the team, Clarence
Eldridge has spent about 40 years in
advertising, first at Y&R, then as general manager of Post Cereals Div.,
General Foods, and after retirement
as consultant to Campbell's Soup.
Perhaps there is no better argument
for the consultant in advertising than
Eldridge; he is currently consultant to
the 4A's itself.
^
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HORACE

said it for us.

Whatever prosperous
hour PROVIDENCE
bestows upon you,
receive it with a
thankful hand: and
defer not the enjoyment
of the comforts
HORACE
of life."Ibid XI to
Line 22

The

PROPERTIUS
Bullatius

Prosperous PROVIDENCE
Bestowed upon YOU
are a PLUS
from

hours

WHDH-TV
Channel
5 - Boston
i The Only

Boston

Station

Rating

a Providence

Look at these latest PROVIDENCE

^

Zorro
Lawrence Welk

^

10. 5
. . 20.6

■— ^

Welk Top Tunes 18.4
Tombstone Terr. 10.1

American Bandstand 9.7
Wyatt Earp . . . 13.9
Wed. Night Fights 9.7
22>
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Listing

ARB's
In Certain
Time Segments
WHDH-TV
Boston is No. 1
in Providence

€

*»>{<

±uZ^Ui*

Tv and radio
NEWSMAKERS

^— I«- «
^PQpp
■
*

• Live-look quality
• Immediate playback —
no processing
• Practical editing
• Record from studio or
remote camera

• Tapes eraseable, reuseable
• Lowest overall cost

! TERRE HAUTE,
i|

Indiana's 2nd Largest

TV Market

Don Blauhut has been promoted to directoi ol television and radio foi Parkson
Advertising Agency, Inc. Prior to this, he

^JI^L

was associate tv and radio director for
Parkson. In his new position, Blauhut will
represenl the agency in the supervision of
its programs:
Twenty One, To Tell The
Truth, and The Original Amateur
Hour.
For three years he was radio tv director for
Edward Klettcr Associates. Before this he was radio tv director for
Raymond Spector Co., Inc., where he helped initiate This Is Your
Life. As radio tv director for Peck Advertising Agency in 1950,
Blauhut bought and supervised network tv programs.
His radio
producing and writing experience goes back to 1944, while he was
writer-producer-director for an independent Columbus. Ohio station.

James T. Aubrey, Jr., will join the staff
of CBS, Inc., as vice president, creative
services, effective 28 April. He is returning to the network after 16 months with
ABC TV. where he was vice president in
charge of programing and talent. Aubrey
is filling the position previously held by
Louis Cowan who was recently appointed
president of the CBS TV network division.
He will be responsible for assisting executive, operating and service
management in obtaining maximum

effectiveness in each of the Com-

pany's operating divisions having to do with creative product. He
will have no direct operating responsibilities, but will act as advisor
to the chairman of the board and the president. Before joining
ABC TV. Aubrey was manager of network programs, Hollywood,
for CBS TV. He becomes a member of the CBS editorial board.

Thomas W. Moore has been appointed ABC vice president in
charge of tv programing and talent. He succeeds James T. Aubrey.
Jr. (see above I. Moore joined ABC TV last November as head of
sales. He previously served as general manager of (IBS-TV Film
Sales and prior to that as an account executive on the West Coast.
Moore started in the communications field with the Meridian St'ir
as classified advertising manager. Following service in W.W. II, he
became vice president in charge of advertising and public relations
for the Forest Lawn Memorial Park in Los Angeles. William P.
Mullen, manager of ABC-TV Detroit Sales Division, has been promoted to succeed Moore as ABC vice president in charge of tv sales.
He joined ABC TV sales department in May. 1955.
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RADIO

WOW'S

THIRTY-FIFTH

ONLY RADIO
DELIVERS

YEAR

OF

OPERATION...

OMAHA,

WOW

A

AVERAGE
RATING
(7 AM-7 PM Mon. thru FrU
Mon. — Fri. Shor

-in the Huge, 102-County
WOW Area!
(Pulse, Nov. 1957)

There is No Recession in WOW-Land!

REGIONAL RADIO

tftuafa

WOW

CBS
AFFILIATE

FRANK P. FOGARTY, Vice President and General Manager
BILL WISEMAN, Sales Manager
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY, Representatives

WOW
WHEN

and WOW-TV,
and WHEN-TV,

OMAHA

• KPHO

and KPHO-TV,

PHOENIX

SYRACUSE

• KCMO

and KCMO-TV,

KANSAS

KRMG,

TULSA, OKLAHOMA

Meredith Stations are affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazn
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SPEAKS
Spot: the shadow

SPOTS

Cood sign?
Overheard on Madison
Avenue,
the
following
snatch
of
greeting between two admen:
1st adman: "How's business?"
2nd Adman: "Billings are down, but
meetings are up 38%."
Puzzler: The following release from
WNBC-TV, Hartford, is printed in its

medium

Tt)da\ national spot radio takes in twice as many

client

dollars as network radio. And national spot tv is twice as
big as national spot radio.
In 1().~>7 spot tv and radio added up to a $500 billion
billing. About one out of every four air dollars went into

entirety: "The Metropolitan Water District, which serves Hartford and eight
suburbs, reported today that water consumption ran 1.400.000 gallons above
normal in the 45 minutes immediately
after the Oscar Awards Show ended on

-pot advertising.
The picture looks rosy . But it could be rosier still. Today

WNBC Televison at 12:15 A.M."
Communications: In a Madison
Avenue restaurant the other day, a

spol has almost everything in its favor. Its flexibility and

waitress dropped a tray of orders. Included in the debris was a bowl of al-

pinpointed impact are in tune with present-day marketing
techniques. Every market has good stations. Reps are

phabet soup. The bus-boy who cleaned
up the mess salvaged enough noodleletters to spell out on her next tray
"STUPID."

prompter and more reliable when it comes to avails than ever
before. The in-and-out policy of so many
with spot.

clients works best

But national spot still falls short in prestige. Too many
advertisers who should be using it more freely and effectively
still consider spot somewhere

between billboards and sky-

writing. To them, spot is the also-ran medium.
know the difference between spot and spots.
Some agencies, notably BBDO,

They don't

Y&R, Bates and Esty, work

hard for spot. This generally takes the form of educating
clients. It's hard work because spot is a shadow medium.
By shadow medium we mean one that hardly anyone has
much to say about. Aside from a few standard statistics such
as TvB-Rorabaugh spot figures, there isn't much to counteract the hard sell put out by other media in their own behalf.
The advertising publications contribute sins of omission.
Printers3 Ink issues a monthly advertising index in cooperation with McCann-Erickson. Nobody seems to be unduly
disturbed that spot is not mentioned. When Advertising Age
published a chart of all ad media according to their share of
the advertising dollar, spot was notably absent.
In our opinion the station representatives are the key to
tin- situation. With few exceptions they have allowed themselves to fall into a "Let's keep it top secret" philosophy
when it comes to information about spot. Some of this is
justified; too much talk will get a rep in trouble with both
the client and the timebuyer. But too little talk is a poor antidote tor the plethora of -lull' poured out by the other media.
What we'd like to see is the release of some unified, basic
slat ist K<il inhumation on -pot by national representatives,
possibl) through SRA. Vnd accompanying that, a desire to
use

publicity

and

promotion

more

fully on behalf of spot.

Recession-proof: Dr. Frank Stanton,
CBS president, told this one at a recent dinner in his honor at St. Louis:
"Economic history, over the long pull,
certainly suggests a motto for all of
us: When up, prepare for down; when
down, prepare for up. I remember a
friend telling me of a man who considered he had the perfect job. He installed telephones in homes and offices.
The reason he had a perfect job, in his
own words: 'When times are good, I
put 'em in; when times are bad. I take
'em out. I'm always busy.' "
Disallowed: When WTOP-TV, Washington recently ran an income tax program, the following letter was received: "I am a working teen-ager.
I've spent about $50 for Elvis Presley
souvenirs like pictures, jacket, hat. etc.
This is our official fan club uniform
and we wear it all the time. Can I
deduct this from my tax like nurses
and waitresses, etc. do?"
Question: Asked one adman, "What's
behind all this merging of agencies —
Merger, Incorporated?"
Progress: bum Fong. Chinese restaurant on West 52nd Street in New
York, announces a new service —
"Executive Luncheons" complete with
Dictaphone at the table and a typist
to transcribe what the "bug" picks up
for delivery to the office or agency.
Such bits of executive conversation
as, "You got my egg rolls and I've
got your spareribs."
12 april 1958

This is the kind of hold our station has on people
Loyalty on both sides, in more ways than you'd expect.
A great and prosperous market well worth knowing about.
A realistic rate card, subject to no deals.
Not a triple spot all 'round the clock.
Let George P. Hollingbery tell you about us all.
ONE

OF

AMERICA'S

GREAT
AREA
Reaching
2,881,420 People

a

whio-tv
CBS
channel

STATIONS

dayton,
ohio

c
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COULD AGENCY
COST-CUTTING
BOOMERANG?
Excessive operating
costs go on the block as
agency heads weigh
pitfalls of cutbacks.
Here is a round-up of
top management solutions to profit squeeze
Page 33

The FCC
versus
Linwood Threedle
Page 36

e letv's
t litt
Daytim
quie
revolution

radio's apart of the picture!

talk

Page 38

Radio is a definite part of the picture of the

SPOT

with the

American scene. It's everywhere that people are.

PETRY
fiXDIO MAN !

That's why the choice of advertisers is Radioespecially flexible, economical Spot Radio.
You know what you've got when you buy Spot.

comeback trail

radio division

Edward Petry & Cov Inc.
the original station representative

New

York

• Chicago

Network radio
hits the

• Atlanta

■ Boston

• Detroit • Los Angeles

- San Francisco

• St. Louis

Page 42

The mails in her life say
the nicest things
In 1957 Big Aggie got 213,820 tender sentiments
from the land where WNAX Radio is King
Big Aggie carries on quite a love affair with the

ing states; North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska,

mails. And it's been going on for 36 years! Last
tar she received a whopping total of 213,820 letters
nd (aid-, from every corner of Big Aggie Land —
nd beyond .... 459 counties in 11 states. Such an
overwhelming testimonial of affection brings a

Minnesota, Iowa. Big Aggie's NCS #2 Market
Coverage Area takes in 175 counties with 2,217,600
population and 609,590 radio homes.
Annual retail sales amount to over $2,400,000,000.

blush to Big Aggie's cheeks. But it proves an important point. WNAX-570 gives listeners what they
warn in radio entertainment and service: gives advertisers what they want — active listener response.
Most ol the mail in Big Aggie's life comes from an
area spread across five ol the nation's richest farm-

All this makes Big Aggie Land America's 41st radio
market. WNAX-570 gives national advertisers a
media with programs people like and listen to —
popular shows that sell to people with money to
spend. Your KatZ man will get you a date with Big
Aggie.

CBS RADIO

WNAX-570
Peoples

Broadcasting

Corporation

YANKTON,

S.D.

Opens America's purse for mass- market advertisers
As the shopping-list indicates, 17 of America's biggest advertisers have been quick to see and use the
tremendous power of PURSE-SUASION. It combines the persistence of saturation with the impact of
television. 20 spots every week — rotated week after
week to cover a station's complete daytime audience.

Prove PURSE-SUASION'S low-cost selling power
on any product for Home or Family. Blair-TV's Test
Market Plan provides documented research on saleseffectiveness at no extra cost to the advertiser. Phone
your nearest Blair office now for the complete, exciting story.

Blair-TV represenfs these major-market
WABC-TV— New
WBKB-Chicago
KTTV-Los

WCPO-TV — Cincinnati
KGW-TV— Portland
WDSU-TV-New
Orleans
WFLA-TV— Tampa

WFIL-TV — Philadelphia
WXYZ-TV— Detroit
WHDH-TV— Boston
OFFICES:

NEW

YORK

■

TEmpleton 8-5800
JACKSONVILLE
ELgin 6-5770

•

DALLAS

CHICAGO

■

Superior 7-2300
•

Riverside 1-4228

LOS

BOSTON

■

KEnmore 6-1472

ANGELES

■

Dunkirk 1-3811

DETROIT
WOodrd

SAN

•

ST.

LOUIS

1-6030 CHestnul 1-5686

FRANCISCO

YUkon 2-7068

•

SEATTLE
MAin 3-6270

stations:

KING-TV — Seattle-Tacoma
WPRO-TV— Providence

York

Angeles

KGO-TV— San Francisco
WIIC — Pittsburgh

WBNS-TV-Columbus
WMCT— Memphis

KTVI — St. Louis

KFRE-TV — Fresno
WOW-TV— Omaha

WEWS-Cleveland
WJZ-TV — Baltimore
KFJZ-TV-Dallas-Ft. Worth
WNHC-TV- Hartford - New

WNBF-TV— Binghamton
WFBG-TV — Altoona
r
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solutions to the increased profit
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the reps boosted 1st quarter spot radio sales

Hani selling by the reps pushed spot radio sales up 15% over the corresponding quarter in 1957; NBC's sales incentive plans helped do the joh

The trial of Linwood Threedle
36

Tv radio programing, as we know it, falls apart in 1960 as investigations of FCC by the Subcommittee becomes top form of entertainment
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Both CBS and NBC are urging clients to use performers or hosts on daytime dramatic shows to do the commercials.
Admen caution on misuse
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CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN ALABAMA is the home of

WSFA-TV's 35 Alabama counties *

1,000,000 people in 35 counties— one-third of

Population

A1 ,
, .
, ,
Alabama
s population
and ,retail, sales!

Retail Sales

r r

You reach this big and growing market only

through
Signal.

WSFA-TV's
You

maximum - power

VHF

Cannot COVer it with any Other TV

1,093,100
$

741,637,000

Food Store Sales

$

184,927,000

Drug Store Sales

$

21,859,000

Effective Buy|n9 ,ncome

* 1,062,690,000

Source: Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, May 1957.

station or combination of stations!
Mark Central and Southern Alabama

on your

list ... and buy it with WSFA-TV!

The WKY

*WSFA-TV's 35 Alabama counties, including 29-county market area defined by Television Magazine 1957 Data Book,
plus 6 counties which have proved regular reception. Does
not include 3 Georgia and 3 Florida bonus counties.

Television System, Inc. WKY-TV

and WKY

Oklahoma City . WTVT

Tampa-St. Petersburg

Represented by the Katz Agency
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on radio —

"Please answer on your
7:15," the folks
wril ,■ Frank
Field. Frank's
in the Corn
Bell area embracing parts
of four states
served by
Radio KMA.
No one who
knows Frank
Field will ever
underestimate the pow

NEWSMAKER
of the week
This weekend, radio listeners will get their first dose of an
anti-recession remedy that proved effective during the slump
of ,54 as The Advertising Council begins another national
all-media campaign to stress the positive factors of our
national economy. Tv and print will join radio shortly in
promoting the theme "Confidence in a Growing America"
with clients and media donating an estimated $15 million in
time and faith. Heading the effort for the Advertising
Council is Charles G. Mortimer, president of General Foods.

For almost 18 years now Frank has
been dishing it out for a quarter-hour
every morning at 7 :15. Weather and
gardening are the chief subjects on
which he is expert, but roads, recipes,
egg prices, the almanac and many
other subjects come within his pur"Frank says" is a common-place
quote that starts many a conversation
in the soil-wealthy provinces of Iowa,
Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas.
There are no sacred cows in
Frank's letter basket. He frequently
disagrees with the U.S. Weather Bureau and his batting average is good
enough that his detailed weather reports for a 10-state area are treated
pretty much as gospel.
Everyone in KMA-land knows
Frank Field. Imagine the consternation Frank caused Dr. Sidney Roslow when the good Doctor made his
first area Pulse for KMA. Frank's
7:15 a.m. show came up with a 16.6
rating and a 48% share of audience.
Dr. Sidney thought his tabulating
machines were playing tricks on him.
So he ordered the data re-tabulated.
Now, Dr. Sidney knows about Frank,
too.
Dr. Sidney can tell you lots more
about other KMA personalities who
inspired Homer Croy to tab KMA
"The Eeart Beat of the Corn Countr " in his famous book, "Corn Country."
They might be a little biased, but
you can rely on the Petry men to give
you just the facts.

A) SHENANDOAH, IOWA

:W$=

The newsmaker:
Charles Mortimer, Brooklyn-born 58year-old president of General Foods who has been named to guide
The Advertising Council's prosperity campaign, is a good example
of the adage. "To get a job done, pick the busy man." On three
sides of a triangle, Mortimer is a busy man. In White Plains, he is
the community pillar — married and father of four children. In the
same community, he guides the destinies of a company whose net
sales should pass the billion dollar mark this year. In New Jersey,
Mortimer is a breeder of horses and dairy cattle. Now he adds to
these responsibilities the task of supervising the campaign of The
Advertising Council aimed at strengthening the bootstraps by which
the nation can pull itself out of the doldrums.
The campaign is beginning in radio because it is the medium
geared to the fastest kick-off. Copy and e.t.'s are going out to all
the stations. After that will come tv, magazines and newspapers.
For tv there will be three one-minute and three 20-second public
service messages as well as a cartoon titled "The Hot Dog Man,"
the latter being the old depression story of the roadside operator
who put himself out of business by running scared on recession talk.
The campaign, slated to run until August, will probably be given a
total of $15 million in time and faith by print and by all the networks and independent stations in addition to about $150,000 in
mats and mechanical services by McCann-Erickson, the same agency
that volunteered and served in the 1954 drive. Heading the Mc-E
task force is Vice President Russ Johnston.
Mc-E's president, Marion Harper, is himself very much interested
in the effort, and to judge by last Friday's meeting of The Council
at New York's Racquet Club on Park Avenue, there are some other
interested parties, for present were: NBC's Bob Sarnoff, ABC's
Leonard Goldenson and CBS's Merle Jones along with Robert
Anderson, U. S. Secretary of the Treasury.
"Recession begins and ends in the mind of men," says Mortimer,
and ex-account exec for George Batten, who came to General Foods
in 1928, rose to executive v.p. in 1952.
Mortimer is a graduate of the Stevens Institute of Technology,
and the recipient of two later honorary degrees — one from his Alma
Mater and the other a Doctor of Laws from Long Island University.
He came into advertising through the Batten Agency, joined General
Foods and became its corporate sales manager in 1938. In 1943,
Mortimer was promoted to vice president in charge of advertising,
four years later took over responsibility for all marketing. ^
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In Eastern Iowa most front ends look like this.

-TV

CBS

Television for Eastern

Iowa

• Channels

•

Mail Address:

Cedar

Rapids

•

National Reps:

The Katz Agency

t€i

V

M&

seems
even funnier
from
here

t

Take Danny Thomas. He has been a funny fellow for a long time.

But it wasn't until he appeared on the CBS Television Network
that a nationwide audience laughed him into the Top Ten — where
he has been ever since.
Is he funnier than he used to be? Perhaps. For nothing stimulates
a performer like applause. And programs in almost every category
get the most applause on the CBS Television Network.
Take "Gunsmoke," television's highest rated Western.
Take "G. E. Theater," television's highest rated weekly drama.
Take "Alfred Hitchcock Presents," television's highest rated mystery.
Take "I've Got a Secret," television's highest rated quiz show.
Take the four "Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz Shows" television's highest
rated "special" broadcasts this season.
And take the average program on the network's schedule.
This schedule has consistently won television's largest average
nighttime audience in the 65 consecutive Nielsen Reports issued
between July 1955 and now.*
Since success, like laughter, is contagious, advertisers have
discovered that good products, like good programs, do better on . . .

THE
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CBS TELEVISION

NETWORK

When they toil . . . when they tile . . .
the Twins dial WDGY personalities
That's why WDGY is first in the
Twin < lities . . . and why WDGY billings are at an alltime high. . . Tt's Storz Station locally-centered prov t;i ii! in i n-_r that does it, as personified by warm, friendly
men like Bill Bennett. Bill brings to bear on his four
<l;iily entertainment and selling hours the distillation
n| a diversified show-business and radio history. He's
a comedian, an M. C, TV performer, recording star,

teen-dance innovator, columnist, magician, and amateur
clown. Above all, he's a salesman . . . likeable, and a
perpetual smiler. Bil is often described as the Northwest's outstanding radio personality.
Talk to the man from Blair, or WDGY G. M. Jack
Thayer about Bill; and Dan Daniel and Don Kelly and
Stanley Mack and BUI Armstrong and Bill Diehl and
Joe Delia Malva and Ralph Martin and George Rice.

WDGY

Minneapolis -St. Paul
WDGY

Minneapolis St Paul

REPRESENTED

IONS
ODAY'S

> 8YORZ,
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PRESIDENT
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TODAY'S
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Kansas City
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New Orleans
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WQAM
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Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
19 APRIL 1958
Denver apparently has become the test point of Benton & Bowies' campaign
■peNMR publications mo.
against triple-spotting of tv commercials.
Lee Rich, B&B media v.p., disclosed this week that the agency has canceled all its tv
spots in that city.
Meanwhile, another P&G agency, Compton,

indicated that it had given one of the

Denver stations a week to "clean up" any triple-spotting of Compton spots.
Rich told SPONSOR-SCOPE that B&B acted after it was informed from Denver that the
changes couldn't be made right away (since elimination of third spots would involve 20%
of the billings).
However, according to Rich, a goodly percentage of the stations have
their station-break schedules since B&B issued its anti-triple-spotting
Consensus of opinion among Madison Avenue reps: B&B eventually will
down, because stations will be able to sell the spots to local and regional

cleaned up
ultimatum.
have to back
advertisers.

Remarked one rep: These advertisers, as a class, "care more about sales results than how
many commercials are strung together."
National spot can expect some heavy buying out of BBDO,
the next several months.
SPONSOR-SCOPE

learned this week that BBDO

New York, during

clients have been advised that lots of

prime and desirable fringe (late night) tv time has become
responding with requests for recommendations.

available and they're

There's also much new interest in daytime tv and prime radio spots.
Suggestion made bv a BBDO timebuying executive: Expand tv packages so that the
buyer can mix fringe with prime spots. A schedule would be made more flexible and
the average cost-per more enticing.
The center of new national spot activity during the past week shifted markedly to Chicago.
Much of it was pinpointed at Leo Burnett, which came through with tv placements
on Toni, P&G's Jiff Peanut Butter, and Marlboro.
PORT in NEWS WRAP-UP. page 61.)

(For details see CHICAGO

RE-

In the Eastern sector. Eskimo Pie started placing a four-week radio saturation campaign through Cunningham & Walsh. The schedule will run in May and June.
Note: Lever's Praise is extending its heavy spot schedules to the Midwest. K&E
is doing the buying in both radio and tv on the basis of predetermined schedules developed
by the agency and Lever field men.

Detroit's automotive giants this week will have before them a spate of agency
recommendations about next season'6 network tv. How long they'll take to make decisions is anybody's guess — in view of the current state of their market.
SPONSOR-SCOPE's

check with the agencies on the submitting end indicated:

• The Ford line will take over Edsel's present piece of Wagon Train, canceling the Zane
Grey Theatre, and continue with Ernie Ford.
• General Motors will continue with Wide Wide World and Zorro as well as Dinah Shore
and Pat Boone.

(McCann-Erickson's blueprint for Buick is on Detroit desks.)

• Chrysler Corp. already has O.K.'d the Welk shows; it will look at replacement or revision ideas for Climax! and explore the possibility of spot for DeSoto.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE^'"^/
TvB this week was making book that when the list of the top 100 advertisers
for 1958 comes through, it will show a grand slam for tv for the first time.
Tlie exceptions will, of course, he the distillers, who, as a class,, still are taboo in the
medium.
The higger agencies look for the start of a real breakthrough
cisions toward the end of April.

in campaign de-

Advertisers, who have been deferring decisions the past two months, are showing a disposition toward getting some of their campaigns rolling.
An estimate out of McCann-Erickson strikes this optimistic note: Advertising bills for
the first six months of 1958 will exceed those for the like months of 1957 (though
some of the margin will have come from rate increases).
A new line of thinking is developing on Madison Avenue: More and more

agencies

are expounding the philosophy that audience numbers by themselves don't make
the whole story.
The new credo goes like this:
In making a choice of programs, it might be advantageous to sacrifice rating points
for such factors as 1) prestige accruing to the product, and 2) higher sponsor identification.
Observed a veteran adman: The departure from complete dependence on numbers eventually will seep into the time buving departments.
Seven Up, now going through a phenomenal
its ad budget in air media.
thus:

growth, again will put the bulk of

Tv and radio's share will run to around $5 million, which roughly breaks down

• In addition to alternate weeks of Zorro, the $4.5 million outlay for tv will cover two
or three massive saturation flights for spot and network participations.
• Another half million will be spread between spot radio and network radio flights.
Sano Cigarettes (U.S. Tobacco) is using four New

York

effectiveness of radio to sell 'em by the carton.
The schedule: 80 spots a week collectively on WINS, WMGM,
The first flight will be three weeks for a total of $4,000.

stations to test the

WMCA.

and WRCA.

For what it's worth, this twin-observation might be taken as a sign that the blue is
beginning to filter through the murky overcast of the economy:
1) The makers of farm machinery are loading up their payrolls.
2) Stations in rural areas are finding the gleanings from local merchants much
better than in over a year.

One thing that the topflight advertisers in tv have learned is that to gain the maximum advantage out of the medium you have to have long-range planning.
The successful method: Work from a blueprint that is tied in closely with product and marketing planning and the anticipated growth of the company.
In other words, instead of running with a hot pilot you operate according to a set of
plans and a soundly devised strategy.

Look for mounting opposition to the Internal Revenue Service's move
force the excise tax on co-op advertising — just when retail sales are tightening.
The flow of this sort of money has increased considerably the past six months.

to en-

Two years ago the volume of co-op money was estimated between $200-250 million.
Knowledgeable agencymen figure it's now running at the rate of $400-500 million.

10
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued.

\ three-hour interdepartmental presentation at Y&R last week on the status
and outlook of tv provides a broad clue to what the hip agencies will be telling clients
,'^ a prelude to recommendations.
Y&R's analysis and evaluation of the held went wide and deep into the complexities of
l\ : among the facets broughl oul were:
VIEWING: There's scant basis for talk about programing reaching the point of
boredom — not when sets-in-use and average hours of viewing keep mounting from season to
season.
AVAILABLE

NETWORK

SHOWS : The market is glutted with more

material

I ban ever. Y&R's list is over the 350 mark. (An index to the changing selling pattern of
producers is the fact they abandon a pilot once it's made the rounds.)
WESTERNS: There's no immediate sight of a downtrend in popularity, and they
si ill mav prove the best bet for ratings in the coming season.
SITUATION COMEDIES: Despite a so-so record the past season, they show signs of
staging a big comeback.
VARIETY SHOWS: The plethora of singer-fronted programs has given this type a
black-eye. Exception : The show whose star becomes closely identified with the product
-a la Dinah Shore and Pat Boone for Chevrolet.

Advertising Research Foundation, with the cooperation of the U.S. Census Bureau, has classified tv households as of January, 1958.
Highlights of the breakdown:
TOTAL

TV HOMES

% ALL HOMES

41,924,000

URBAN

83.2^

TV HOMES

For users of NTI here is how these tv homes
NORTHEAST

11.650.000

EAST CENTRAL

7.621.000

RURAL

23.354,000

WEST

NON-FARM

RURAL

9.959.000

TV HOMES

3.611.000

are distributed regionally:

CENTRAL

8.063,000

SOUTH

PACIFIC

8.717.000

5.873.000

Other notes from ARF's January compilation:
• Average number of tv sets i>er household is now 1.09.
• Total multiple-set homes:
3.417.000, or 8.7% of all homes.

McCann-Erickson's fast-rising Pete Peterson is leaving the agency for a marketing berth at Bell & Howell.
He'll start off with a floating title and eventually wind up as president, with C. H.
Percy becoming chairman of the board.
Peterson, a creative operator, handled the account while in McCann's Chicago office.
Marion Harper, Jr., recently made him an assistant to the president.
Named Peterson's successor at McC-E: Donald
per, started bis agency career as a researcher.

B. Armstrong, Jr., who. like Har-

There's no disposition on the part of the tv networks to repeat radio history
and turn to sectional hookup selling when the going gets rough.
What little exploring that's been done on the subject shows that — technically and in other
ways — the sectional concept is hardly as feasible in tv as it was in radio in the late '30s.
Then again, agencies aren't enthusiastic about tv split networks; they're making
planning tough, and they're a nuisance in figuring out rebates.
Business for the radio networks this week was quite perky.
CBS added to its list such accounts as Simmons Bed, Scott Paper
American Home, and Chung King Foods.
GMC
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(Cutrite),

NBC's newcomers included: Calumet Baking Powder (General Foods), Simmons,
trucks, Lever's Breeze, and Armour.
ABN:
GMC, Kitchen Art Foods, Miller Brewing, Ex-Lax.

1958
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued.

From the way network tv plans are shaping up among major advertisers, daytime business this fall may pile up to the point where all three networks will be loaded.
Price (compared to nighttime), an attractive discount structure, and daytime
tv's ability to deliver buyers in multi-million chunks are the prime factors.
Of the package-goods kingpins, both P&G and Colgate are expected to pour even
more money into daytime than they did last season, while Lever has upped its daytime contribution to 30% of its entire network budget. Indications are that General Foods
will make it around 25%.
Network daytime, however, is headed for lean gleanings this summer.
centage of time sold compared to time programed shows up as follows for April:
NETWORK

HOURS

PROGRAMED

PERCENTAGE

ABC TV
60
CBS TV
130
NBC TV
120
Source: CBS, Inc. monthly report to board of directors.

The perSOLD

34.6%
73.1%
60.0%

NBC Spot Sales is recommending to the stations on its tv list to extend rate
protection in prime time from three to six months.
Some weeks ago the Geoffrey Wade agency put out a bid among stations in general
for a year's rate protection.

Results of the feeler have not been disclosed.

NBC TV thinks its new discount plan will be an effective weapon
ing with CBS TV for fall business.

for compet-

The new NBC TV plan, which becomes effective 1 October, offers extra benefits to yearround and multi-program (day and night) advertisers and is so set up that present
clients won't be at a disadvantage. An alternate-week evening show and an alternate-week daytime program are both entitled to a 10% annual discount, under the new plan.
Highlights of the plan:
HOURLY DISCOUNTS:
Maximum for volume will be upped to 10%.
ANNUAL DISCOUNT:
Maximum jumps from 10% to 15%.
LINEUP INCENTIVE: A discount scaled from 1% to 5% for over 100 stations in
the daytime. Minimum lineup required to earn 5% : 136 stations.
These discounts make it possible for an NBC TV advertiser to earn up to 30%
discount.

CBS TV's maximum:

25%.

There's a movement afoot to do something about the mushrooming of spot
plans.
Groups of reps will be holding informal luncheons during the next couple weeks to devise, among other things, ways of (1) simplifying plans and packages, (2) putting discount structures on a business-like basis, and (3) rectifying practices that militate
against the integrity of spot as a medium.
Several agencies — particularly Compton — in recent months have complained about
the increasing number of plans and discounts.
The IBEW strike against CBS TV — at least on the New York front — has revealed one extraordinary sidelight: that the work of 800 professionals (union people) could be performed by 300 non-pro9 (executives and staff employees rushed into
the breach).
Some of the CBS TV directors were even amazed at the dexterity with which the amateurs— who had a maximum of 48 hours' training — handled the live shows.
Possible explanation of the phenomenon: Years on jobs where resourcefulness and
fast thinking were mandatory for success.
For other news coverage In this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;
Spot Buys, page 56; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 61; Washington Week, page 71; SPONSOR
Hears, page 72; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 78.
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An answer to

THE RATING

WEEK

RATING WEEK A DISSERVICE
Competition in the television industry is a
healthy force. We welcome it. Our ratings
through the years prove we thrive on it.
But occasionally, competition can lead to
unsound practices, such as "rating weeks."
A prominent trade publication recently
described these rating weeks as they often
occur, "You don't have to look at the calendar to know when the local TV shows are
being rated. It's the week the movie telecasts stop playing re-runs of Charlie Chan
and begin featuring Clark Gable and Gary
Cooper — and schedule large-space newspaper ads to alert viewers."
Special programming and promotion for
one week of every four is a disservice to the
public — usually a one-week entertainment
feast followed by a three-week famine.
It is a disservice to researchers, undermining the faith they have so painstakingly
established in the validity of their services.
It is a disservice to the broadcasting
industry which must have a trustworthy
rating system.
And obviously the distorted measurements
that rating weeks can produce are a disservice to advertisers and their advertising
agencies.

NEEDED CORRECTION
Primary responsibility for correction rests
on the TV stations.
They must make the decision to even out
their programming so that audiences may
enjoy top fare every week.
They must schedule newspaper and other
promotioh throughout the month, not load
it heavily in one week.

QUESTION

In the end, TV will find this the most profitable policy, for it will build viewer loyalty
not easily shaken by short-term promotions.
It will build advertisers' faith in a station's
ability to deliver solid ratings not for just
one week, but for fifty-two.

WTVJ ABANDONS APRIL RATING WEEK
SPECIAL PROMOTION
Because of rating- week competition, WTVJ
had no choice but to meet it with rating-week
programming and promotion of its own. That
was because many segments of the advertising and television industry, while aware
of rating- week evils, were not aroused. WTVJ
could not combat an industry-wide practice
alone. No single station could.
However, to encourage other stations to
take a step that WTVJ and most responsible
TV stations have long felt desirable, WTVJ
has not run any special programs or intensive
promotions during the April rating week in
Miami. It is WTVJ's hope that it need never
do so again.

INVITATION TO THE INDUSTRY
We hope all TV stations who face this problem will consider abandoning the excesses of
rating week programming and promotion.
With the forthcoming NAB Convention
giving all stations an opportunity to discuss
and act on the problem, and with the spotlight of publicity focused on the practice by
the trade press, WTVJ believes the time for
united industry-wide action is here.

Mitchell Wolfson, President,

WTVJ -MIAMI
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Timebuyers
at work

Our
Apologies
In our intense enthusiasm to announce KONO's vast superiority
in the San Antonio market, we
inadvertently used a wrong
word. For shame!

The new February-March,
1958 Hooper really gives
KONO only

28.3%
SHARE OF AUDIENCE
THROUGHOUT THE DAY
with ONLY

Sandy Casman, Hicks & Greist, Inc., New York, points out that,
despite all the talk in the trade that buyers are primarily concerned
with statistics, most buyers have been trying to look beyond the
bare ratings and size-of-audience figures for some time now. "Even
buyers who do buy by the book say they would rather not," Sandy
says, "but have little choice because of client pressure. For the
most part, there is no blind dependency on ratings — or any other
single factor — to the exclusion of
every other consideration.
And
I don't believe there is a buyer
anywhere
hasn't aat client
one time
or another whoadvised
to
weigh such things as which of two
or three stations in a market has
more 'prestige'; the comparative
selling impact of program
personalities who deliver live commercials; the over-all buying power
and special buying habits of a region; seasonal conditions, broadcast times and adjacencies; and the availability of station merchandising. Nowadays, many agencies (including our own) have men
traveling in the field to appraise station programing first-hand."

17.5%
RADIO SETS IN USE
. . . more
audience than
the total of
SIX other
stations
(including
three networks).
Want more facts? Want more
sales for your client in
San Antonio?

See your H ■ K representative
or Clarke Brown man
860 kc

5000 waits

KONO
Radio

Doug Humm, Charles W. Hoyt Co., New York, feels that stations
should revamp their feature film programing to give better product
identification. "The way it is now, the commercials in feature film
shows are often lost in the shuffle of the magazine concept," Doug
says. "Even when an advertiser sponsors a large segment, his commercial impact is severely diluted
by the impersonal nature of the
, ,,, .„, feature film show. And when that
happens, of what value is the big
rating of the show? Yet the solution is quite simple. The stations
should feature strong local personalities to give coherence and

O.
m
m

tiser will get maximum

personalization to both the advertising and the programing — commenting on the films and inte-

the sponsors'
products.
This is thegratingonly
way that an
advervalue from his commercials, In the feature

film's present format, the public looks upon commercial interruptions as an annoyance and subconsciously shuts them out until the
movie returns. A strong personality would sustain the interest
through the commercials and the results would be very effective."
19 april 1958

of Maryland FOOD sales are covered
by W-l-T-H at lowest cost per thousand
And the other 29% are so far from Baltimore
that they're controlled by distribution centers
outside of Maryland.
When you buy W-I-T-H, you buy all of
Metropolitan Baltimore's burgeoning population of 1,550,645**— up 20.2% in the past
seven years alone. You get blanket coverage of
•Sales Management, 1957

It "figures"!
Baltimore's best
radio buy is . . .

the total effective buying market — and no
waste coverage. You get by far the lowest cost
per thousand.
That's why W-I-T-H has twice as many
advertisers as any other Baltimore radio station. That's why, for food and every other
product, it rates as your first choice.
"Metropolitan Research

W- 1 T H
Tom Tinsley, President

R. C. Embry, Vice-President

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Simmons Associates in Chicago and Boston;
Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans; McGavren-Quinn in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles.
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A new standard of performance
for color television systems...
The RCA

TM-21 Color Monitor

This new color control monitor is a reference standard for evaluating the quality of color
television pictures from any source. Providing the most precise and brilliant color picture available . . . this new monitor accurately reproduces the scene as the camera sees it.
QUALITY CONTROL OF COLOR PROGRAMMING-The TM-21 is used in Color
Camera Chains, Switching Systems, Master Control and Transmitting Control for
monitoring color picture quality. It is the basic instrument for checking registration,
shading and deflection linearity . . . color fidelity of the entire TV system . . . chroma
to monochrome ratio . . . color phase or hue adjustments.
BEST POSSIBLE COLOR— When used to display color pictures in clients' rooms and
executive offices, the TM-21 lets the station put its "best color foot forward." Clients
will be impressed by the bright, high definition picture.
COLOR ACCURACY AIDS PROGRAM PRODUCTION-Production departments can
use the new monitor for accurate continuity control of color programming. Producers
and directors will get a true color picture of what's happening on the set. Costume and
background colors can be seen in proper relationship. Lighting can be accurately
evaluated, production aided.
SIMPLIFIED MONITOR ALIGNMENT— Initial adjustment is extremely simple. Built-in
test switch reduces set-up time to minutes. Screen grid selector switch provides quick
viewing of primary colors.
LONG-TIME STABILITY— Once set up, monitor adjustments "hold." Extra stability
has been designed into brightness, contrast, decoder, convergence, and linearity circuits.

Get maximum return from your color TV investment! Ask
your RCA Broadcast and Television representative for further
information on the new TM-21 Color Monitor. In Canada:
Write RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
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Check these additional technical features:
• Feedback techniques and precision
provide long-term stability.

components

• Automatic brightness tracking for color balance.

• All

components

at

black

level,

stabilized

by

tubes

easily

accessible.

• Automatic wide-band operation during monochrome picture intervals.

• Convergence circuits designed for rapid setup.
• DC restoration
feedback.

and

• Stabilized black level shows effects of pedestal
adjustments, aids close control of color in

• Stabilized diode demodulators.

RADIO

picture

low-lights.

CORPORATION

BROADCAST

AND

TELEVISION

CAMDEN,

N. J.

of AMERICA
EQUIPMENT

49th an
Madisoi
D.j. convention

I read with considerable interest your
reporting on the Disc Jockey Convention in Kansas City and would like to
add my own thoughts.
Last fall, after 10 years of running
a local station in this medium-sized
market, we decided to make a drastic
change in format. Briefly, we
"clammed up" our d.j.'s and disallowed the empty-headed chatter limiting their talk to commercials well presented news-on-the-hour, and public
service announcements interspersed
with tuneful middle-of-the-road music
throughout each hour.
After three months of this we ordered a Pulse survey and held our
breaths. The results amazingly justified the change.
Our conclusion, therefore, is that

TV-TULSA

covers

45 counties

where

.

.

.

d.j.'s, except for the few top-ranking
and highly paid showmen working in
the larger metropolitan markets, are
audience-killers unless controlled.
Arthur J. Barry, Jr.

RETAIL SALES TOTAL
$1,405,638,000.00*
Food Sales total
$306,757,000.00*
Drug Sales total
$49,078,000.00*
you get the fabulous 45.;
ONLY [with

president, WEOK,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
•

We'll

Alt-Media

be

-I...I

1

of

Evaluation

this

mueh

Study

Recently I ran across your 1954 "AllMedia Evaluation Study" written by
Ray Lapica. Since first making a few
notes I have had occasion to return to
it again and again. Do you still have
a copy available that you could forward? If not, do you know of any
other source? Portions of it were run
in SPONSOR. Would any of these be
available? After working in related
fields, I find this the most concise layout of guide posts to straight thinking
about radio advertising I have discovered. Are you planning any similar current study?
Allen Sayler
KRIZ
Phoenix,

Ariz.

I am probably at the end of a long
line of persons who have read with en(Please turn to page 22)
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TO SELL KANSAS - BUY KTVH
WABAUNSEE
Eskridge

ONLY
KTVH
Delivers
100%
NSAS
e&ge

KTVH, pioneer TV in Kansas, gives YOU a rich Central Kansas market with an estimated $1,000,000,000 effective
buying power... more than 290,000 TV families! And most important — ALL KANSAS FAMILIES, viewing TV
programed for Kansans. All selling is local — So are TV viewing habits... AND only KTVH delivers 100%
Kansas coverage.
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WICHITA PLUS 14 OTHER IMPORTANT COMMUNITIES OF KANSAS
KTVH dominates the hub of this rich Central Kansas area — WICHITA, plus coverage over 14 other important
Kansas communities with 100% unduplicated CBS programing. To sell Kansas ... buy KTVH!
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Howard 0. Peterson, General Manager • Represented Nationally by H-R Television, Inc.
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49TH

From the winner of the

AND

MADISON

(Cont'd from page 20)
thusiasm, sponsor's All-Media Evaluation Study, published in 1954.
If the above is still available for distribution, Iwould appreciate your
sending me a copy for personal reference. And if such does exist, please
bill me for it.

KfaUETY
SHOWMANAGEMENT AWARD

Also, if there have been later media evaluation reports by SPONSOR,
knowledge of their existence would be
welcome.
A. L. Sulzburgh

(For the Re-Birth of Radio!)

To the George Foster Peabody

A. J. Wood & Co.
Phila, Pa.

Sponsor Asks

Less that a year ago, your Sponsor
Asks column asked the question "Does
publicity and promotion help increase
... the category

Service
of PublicRelations
7%?Y^
*"^-^>yC1'
and Human

(^oncjratulationd!
We're proud of our sister operation, KLZ-TV
for being the first and only Colorado

TV or Radio station to

the ratings of a network show?" or
something similar to that.
Answers were given by, I believe, an
independent public relations counsel
who handled advance publicity for the
NBC-TV Sally show, and a network
and an agency executive.
Could you possibly send me that reprint or that tearsheet? Or the issue?
If you have any related material on
program publicity, I would be interested in that, too. Bill me accordingly.
Hal Copeland
The Hal Copeland Co.
Public Relations
Dallas, Texas

win this highly coveted award for distinguished and meritorious
public service (for "Panorama").

Right show, wrong station

Another outstanding example

of KLZ's programming

the public interest. KLZ-Radio's DENVER
LINE and

in

AT NIGHT. .. PARTY

other personality shows — winners of the Variety

Showmanagement

Award — are better than ever with SELLING

showmanship.

REPRESENTED

BY

THE

KATZ

AGENCY

Just want to point out that in the
March 29th issue of SPONSOR on pages
62 and 63 where the Telepulse Ratings: Top Spot Film Shows were listed, there were some Baltimore erroneous listings. For example, under Sheriff of Cochise, sponsor has WJZ-TV
as carrying the show when it is, in
actuality, on WBAL-TV; under Popeye suddenly WMAR is carrying the
show instead of WJZ-TV, the way it
has always been.
With hundreds of ratings and station call letters, it is certainlj understandable that the magazine could err.
This is just to point out the errors to

560 Kc
CBS

FOR

THE

ROCKY

MOUNTAIN

A. H. "Chris" Christensen
advertising, sales pro. mgr.
WJZ-TV, Baltimore

AREA
you.

delivers

the

South Bend - Elkhart
and Fort Wayne
markets

M/CH/GAN

South Bend-Elkhsirt

/ND\IANA

GET AGE families buy most
of all soaps and detergents
GET AGE families buy
most of all automobiles

THE GET AGE: The years between

1 6 and 49. For advertisers, the

golden age of man ( and woman ) . GET AGE families, as a group, spend
more than two-thirds of America's money

... an average of one-

third more, per household, than any other age group.* And you get
more GET AGE families (more of al] families, for that matter) for your
money on ABC Television than on any other network!

GET AGE families buy
most of all drug products

GET AGE families buy
most of all hair tonic

72% of ABC's average audience** is made up of GET AGE households! Corresponding
figure for each of the other two networks is 64%. Cost per thousand for GET AGE householders on ABC

is $3.92. The other two: $4.95 and $4.55.***

What's in the GET AGE for you? Over half of America's families. The young families, who are acquiring
homes and all the things that go into homes . . . whose buying habits are still in the formative stage. And
families at the very peak of their earning power— who are spending more than they ever will again. Families
who are sold on ABC Television — because ABC programming is aimed right at GET AGE people. Maverick.
Disney. Caesar. Pat Boone. Wyatt Earp. Dynamic programming for a dynamic audience— the audience
you buy most efficiently on . . .

ABC

TELEVISION

IN INLAND

CALIFORNIA

This group of mountain-ringed radio
stations, purchased as a unit, delivers
more radio homes than any combination of competitive stations . . . at by
far the lowest cost-per-thousand.
(Nielsen & SR&D)
Beeline stations lead in programming, too. In news programs, for example, Beeline stations lead in their
individual markets with locally produced shows. Beeline radio news
editors coordinate closely with McClatchy newspapers to bring listeners
complete up-to-the-minute
coverage.

(and western Nevada)

VteCAodbcJUq

KOH
KFBK

CdtAJaOAtAf

O RENO

° SACRAMENTO

KBEEO

MODESTO

KMJ

© FRESNO,

KERN

° BAKERSFIELD

Sacramento, California
Paul H. Raymer Co.,
National Representative
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by Joe Csida

Sponsor
backstage
Behind

WILS

the fee tv scenes

First I phoned the Olympia in Miami Beach,
and was told that the house was completely sold
out. When the ladies who answered the phones
for the theaters in downtown Miami, and in

106 r Greater Audience
than

Station

Coral Gables conveyed the same depressing message Irealized that I had vastly underrated the
appeal of Sugar Ray Robinson and Carmen
Basilio. I never should have waited until the
very afternoon of the day of the middleweight championship tussle.
But I realized, too, that if this situation held true for any appreciable
number of the other 170-odd theaters, arena and other establishments around the nation, which were showing the Teleprompter
closed-circuit telecast of the fight, that we were probably about to set
a new high gross for a closed-circuit sports telecast.
Ned Irish, the executive vice president of the International Boxing Club, promoters of the bout, subsequently confirmed this. The
IBC's end of the closed-circuit telecast take was somewhat over
$300,000, and approximately $60,000 better than that taken in for
the previous Robinson-Basilio tussle. Fight towns (New York, Philadelphia, Boston, New Orleans, Los Angeles, Denver, etc.) were
all virtually SRO. In New York at the Loew's Broadway flagship
house, the State, they were putting a $5 and $7.50 per seat bite on
the customers, and had customers begging to be bitten. Practically
all other Loew's and RKO houses in town put the ropes up two
to three hours before fight time.

B —

all

day

5000
LIVELY WATTS

More Listeners Than All*
Other Stations Heard In

LANSING

Can fee tv be stopped?
In the Cow Palace in Frisco, the State Fair Music Hall in Dallas
and in arenas in Houston, Louisville, Rochester and Syracuse, local
fight promoters ran the telecast preceded by a handful of live bouts.
In Frisco fans spent $25,000 to catch the fight at the Cow Palace,
though about 10,000 of the arena's 16,000 seats went begging. The
Cow arena box-office was scaled up to $5.50. It was significant in
Frisco, that in addition to the 6000-plus fans who made it at the
Cow Palace, at least three theaters, the Paramount, the Golden Gate
and the Telenews did from good to SRO business with the fight. The
latter house, as a matter of fact, only contains 400 seats, but it had
no trouble in filling all of those at $6.50 per ducat.
Irving Kahn estimated shortly after the fight that the telecast
grossed very close to $1,500,000, kicked in by 364,876 fans. It takes
no imagination at all to see, on the basis of this fight, why fee television cannot be stopped. Closed-circuit or Government-licensed vhf
or uhf channels, I don't know. But stopped, never! As soon as
more, less expensive and better-performing equipment can be built,
it isn't hard to conceive of twice the 175 locations which carried the
Robinson-Basilio tiff carry any number of other major sporting
events. Or other key entertainment events. I do not believe the day
is very far off when we will see some major event grossing $5,000,000 to $10,000,000 in a closed-circuit telecast. And if— as is entirely
{Please turn to page 31)
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'17 Central Michigan
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Scheherazade

Scheherazade sold continuity as a way of life. In her case she had to.
The mother of all soap operas did it so well that she
wound up being the favorite wife of the king — which was the best kind
of consumer acceptance you could have in those days.
Continuity pays off just as well today
providing, of course, you've come up with an interesting story
about what it is you have to sell.
That's where advertising raises its pretty little head.
Over at Jay Victor & Associates we have more "kings" to serve than our
immortal lady listed above. Some 30 of them. They're known
affectionately as clients. Clients seem to prefer only one type of
story — the one with the word "success"
in front of it.
We seem to be writing them reasonably well because
our heads are still attached to our necks and more kings seem willing
to listen to us all the time.
If you're seeking a new agency perhaps we can come up
with somthing for you. We're more than willing to try. And if we can
do business, believe us, we'll give you 1001
nights of effort every year.

JAY VICTOR

& ASSOCIATES

advertising and public relations
1225 RAYMOND BOULEVARD,

NEWARK

2, NEW

JERSEY

Sweet

Music For Profit- Minded

Station Owners

Oh... those heavenly
MGM Feature ratings!
A LONG PLAYING RECORD that keeps spinning to dizzier
heights. With more and more stations going into their second
year of MGM Feature Programming . . . Leo continues to lead
the hit parade. The stars, the stories, the showmanship are simply
unbeatable. Call, write, wire today for complete information on
groups and packages designed for your special needs.

A SERVICE OF
LOEWS INCORPORATED
Richard A. Harper, General Sales Mgr.
1540 Broadway, New York 36, N.Y.. JUdson 2-2000

Sponsor
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continued .

possible — the government ever clears any substantial time for tolltelevision on home channels, and the fee tv forces get 30,000,000 to
50,000,000 homes equipped with coin meters or their equivalent —
if that day comes, I foresee grosses of $15,000,000 to $25,000,000 on
a single event. I think that if 50,000,000 seats were equipped to
take quarters to receive a fee tv show, people who own half those
50,000,000 sets would have been happy to drop four quarters into
the slot to see Sugar Ray and Basilio batter each other around the
square. There would have been your $25,000,000. It'll come. Just
wait and see!
The theater boys were happy
The bout surely made a lot of theater exhibitors happy. And it's
nice to see any phase of television bring the movie men a little joy.
Tv still looms as one of the top 10 forces of destruction, so far as
theaters are concerned.
I have written almost as many words as there are post-1948 prints
in movie studio vaults about the inevitability of the eventual release
of the newer movies to television. Right at the moment we are going
through a period when film production executives are assuring exhibitors that they will under no circumstances release their post-1948
product to television. I remember, quite vividly, the time when most
film production executives were giving exhibitors similar assurances
concerning pre-1948 product. So do large numbers of exhibitors
apparently. For one of the more startling entertainment business
developments of recent weeks was the move of the Theater Owners
of America in this area. The board of directors of the exhibitor
organization authorized its president, Ernest Stellings to explore the
possibility of working out a plan to set up a non-profit organization,
for the express purpose of buying up post-1948 films to keep them off
television.
At first blush, and working from a totally inadequate base of
knowledge about the plan itself, it strikes me as a highly impractical
one. But I admire the efforts of the exhibitors to protect themselves,
and I wish them well. I still believe, however, that the exhibitors
have only a single, very small finger to stuff in the disturbinglylarge hole in the dike. Television has long since proved itself an
insatiable ogre of program material of all types, Hollywood movies
most indeed not excepted. When the ogre is ready for another helping of fresher film product, he'll pile the plate with some of those
post-'48 goodies, TOA or no TOA.
Someone

will find a way, yet

The brighter, more affluent exhibitors have long since diversified
their operations, just as have the brighter and more affluent businessmen in every phase of American industry, including showbusiness.
Many of them, of course, have gone into the television business
themselves. And very profitably so. Many of them are working
feverishly to get into the fee tv business, closed-circuit and otherwise.
As a matter of fact I know a couple of bright, affluent television
men who are checking the closed-circuit video business pretty carefully. Their attitude is that they can promote a closed-circuit fight as
well as the next guy, and I surely believe they are right. The truth
is that here and there a bright, affluent advertiser and agency executive is day-dreaming about ways and means of harnessing this
closed-circuit colt to his merchandising problems. The truth is, too,
I think that one such guy will succeed.
^
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where
is
| body?
everyJ^HE latest 19-county
Telepulse and ARB
Reports claim that nearly
everybody is Eastern North
Carolina is at home
watching Channel 9. But if
you want to talk to these
Tar Heels, Hollingbery can
arrange it.

WBEN-TV

11:30
THEATRE
nightly

When budget is the consideration, consider this:
"Your TV Dollars Count for More on Channel A."
This has been the buy-word in Buffalo since
1948 when WBEN-TV first pioneered television
in Western New York.
And if picking spots for a spot-campaign is your
current concern, "spot" judgment again dictates
WBEN-TV, particularly in our two top-movie
programs. Both enjoy the highest popularity in
their respective time slots. Women — and plenty
of them -enjoy our MATINEE PLAYHOUSE.
Adults — and plenty of them — make it a point
to see our 11:30 Theatre.

WBEN-TV
MATINEE
PLAYHOUSE

There's a good spot for you on these "good
buys" in Buffalo. HARRINGTON, RIGHTER and
PARSONS, our national representatives, will be
Johnny-on-the-spot when you call them
for details.

WBEN-TV
-.4,
CBS
in
Buffalo

1:00-1:45 pm
Mon. thru Fri.

pioneer

station of Western

New

York
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Could cost-trimming
^

boomerang?

It could, say agency heads, at a time when pressure

for better servicing is at peak.

Danger: short-range view

^ Only a handful of hard goods agencies reflect lower
client spending. Madison Ave. is Caution, not Panic Street
By Evelyn

Konrad

Will 1958 be a year of wi
economy
drives
and
cost slashing
among the top air media agencies?
This is the big question among
management of other major agencies
since mid-April, when K&E and Maxon
issued their now-famous salary-cutting
memos to their staffs.
The answer must be qualified:
• Many agencies with car accounts
have been feeling a pinch since early
this year and are reviewing operating
costs with jaundiced eye. K&E, with
its 10-25% salary slash above $10,000,
made the most drastic move. MacManus, John & Adams, agency for
Pontiac and Cadillac, has cut neither
staff nor salary but is watching expenses more cautiously than ever.
Campbell-Ewald, with its Chevrolet
success, is actually expanding.
• Package goods agencies are split
in their reaction to 1958 cost-consciousness. A handful are tightening belts
on general principle, using recessionfears as an excuse for weeding out
some unproductive personnel accumulated during previous boom years and
holding a stricter line on expense accounts. But the majority of package
goods agencies, which have suffered
neither account nor billing loss, are
moving ahead at the same operating
level as previously, some even adding
new personnel for additional or expected business — as in the case of
Compton and Grey, for instance.
Says Bart Cummings, president of
Compton : "We work on a cost account-
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Typical

agency

cost breakdown

Class of work

Account contact, service
Creative services
Research
Media
Mechanical
Accounting production
General & administrative
All other

% total income

20.0
18.0
2.6
4.9
1.5
2.0
9.0
4.0
62.0%

Cost-accounting expert, Ira Rubel (right), sees mounting number of agency inquiries
as symptom of management concern over operating costs. Figures above are Rubel's ruleof-thumb for a healthy proportion of salaries to agency income, based on his work with
top agencies. "We like to use salary ratios (% of salaries to income) from a particular
agency's own experience, taking a normal year with reasonable profit as base to adjust
this year's

expenditures."

ing system through which we can review every 30 days just where we stand
by departments and by clients. Our
feeling is that total salaries should
never exceed 60% of gross agency income and ours tend to fluctuate
healthily between 59 and 60% at all
times. This way we have both control
of operating expenses and a safe cushion against sudden business changes."
On the whole, agency presidents and
top management committees are reluctant to push the panic-button with
staff-trimming and realignment of responsibilities. Billings forecasts for

the year is favorable in most big
agencies and management is aware of
the dangers of false economies.
"It's historic in this business that
agencies have to cut staff when there's
an account loss," says Ernie Jones,
president of MacManus, John & Adams.
"But that's not the problem of the majority of agencies today. We might
suffer some loss of billing without losing an account, but the workload remains the same. Our answer to this
problem is twofold: (1) an evertighter control of expenses beyond
(Article continues next page)

Ernest Join--, pres. MacManus, John &
Adams, sees answer to profit squeeze in tight
inting 1>\ clients, rather than staflor
service reduction since workload is the same

Arthur Fatt, pres., Grey, warns against
false economies: "We'd rather reduce profits
than undermine successful agency structure."

Gil Burton, v.p., gen. mgr., GB&B, says
his agency's continued growth is typical of
1958 billings expansion in food, drug advt'g.

salaries: l2l close cost-accounting by
clients. Since some clients require
extra services, they must be covered

thumb can guide the process. Some
agencies overstaffed during previous
years in anticipation of continued
growth and have to correct this situation now. Says a BBDO executive:
"There's no concentrated trimming
here, but we have been correcting an
over-staffed situation since the beginning of last summer. We had a big
year in 1956 and we overhired in anticipation ofgrowth at the same rate.
Now we've got the same employment
picture that the nation had in March:

Where else to cut
While salaries are the single biggest
agency cost element, there is fat to be
trimmed in other areas, less likely to

with fees."
More elient demands
Must heads of agencies, while they
agree with the latter solution to the
profit squeeze, find it easier said than
done. At this very moment, when billings in some product categories (cars,
appliances, other hard goods) are falling off, clients are making bigger demands for services than ever before.
On the one hand, they're forcing agencies to maintain large staffs to provide
the extra servicing. On the other hand,
thej want these pulses to be thrown in
gratis, particularly in return for tv
package show commissions.
"The only way we're able to mainlain our full staff at the moment despite some $5 million loss in anticipated l>illin<: for the year is through
Borne prett) fierce bargaining," the
president of an agency billing over
$30 million told sponsor. "Since we
can'l 1 1 mi our staff without loosening
out Ik»I<I on some accounts that expect
ilit-r extra services, we've got about
li\<- different basii contracts with
< lii ui- at ihi- point. We may begin
bj talking 1595 commission, but costaccounting l.\ clients guides us after
that."
There i- fat to be trimmed in man)
agent j operations, but no one rule of

We're hiring more, yet firing at the
same
time."
Unlike
1948-1949, when some firing
for economy's sake went on in smaller
shops, the trimming down of staffs in
1958 is most prevalent in two or
three gigantic agencies which showed
enormous growth in billing between
1955 and now.
Says Ira Rubel, cost-accounting specialist and management consultant to
agencies: "An agency's budget or
forecast based on expected volume and
income, current salary levels and expense estimates should provide for
enough profit so that if the agency's
income is cut by 10% it can still operate at a break-even (without a loss).
Otherwise, an agency is in danger, because itdoesn't matter so much what
the financial position of an agency is,
as in which direction it is moving.
Even big fat surpluses can disappear
in a short year or two of unprofitable

impair the agency's service to clients.
Expense accounts can add a fat chunk
to the cost of operating. The president
of $38 million agency told SPONSOR;
"We spent an unbelievable $250,000
for entertainment and expense account
payments last year, or 60% more than
in 1956. Here's one area we're watchAnother
area of agency cost-triming closely now."
ming is in the approach to new business. During the 1955-1956 boom, a
number of agencies hired top-salary
executives not so much for their services on existing agency accounts, but
as drawing cards for new business.
This strategy applied particularly to
big-name tv executives at a time when
personal contact with tv network brass
could mean the difference between negotiating a prime nighttime buy or
being out cold. Such speculative hiring is unlikely in the 1958 climate.
"Agencies may have to be more cautious about the money they invest
speculatively in their efforts to attract
new business," says Chet LaRoche,
president of C. J. LaRoche. "But it's
equally dangerous to trim in a panic.
We must keep our product, that is our
agency services, in good shape and not
destroy it by false economies. Good
tv departments are as essential as they
were in earlier years and more so, and
(Phase turn to page 74)
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How

radio reps are boosting sales

^ NBC Spot Sales used a sports car contest to whip up
enthusiasm, boosted March sales 25% over March 1957
^

Active rep sales policy has boosted first-quarter 1958

sales 15%

above first-quarter

^^pot radio in this year's first quarter
showed a healthy sales increase —
thanks to hard selling.
According to Larry Webb, managing director of Station Representatives
Association, spot radio sales for 1958's
first three months will be about 15%
ahead of the same period last year.
"The increase," Webb told SPONSOR,
is a tribute to aggressive salesmanship,
with a high percentage of the additional dollars deriving from accounts new
to the medium."
Webb's mid-April appraisal of spot
radio's growth reflects invigorated and
high-pitched sales activity among the
reps.
"Our men are going after new advertisers, showing them what radio can
do for them and creating new business
that way," says John Blair sales manager, Art McCoy. (Among new accounts, McCoy cites Plymouth, Bakelite, Pittsburgh Paint, and cigarette
brands.)
What makes them sell

1957,

according to SRA

To whip up enthusiasm and a sense
of participation among the staffers,
NBC Spot Sales put a thorough promotion behind its own contest, posting
hourly reports as they were received
from the New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Detroit and Hartford offices.
Says George Dietrich, director of
NBC radio spot sales: "The competition among the men was so keen that
four were tied as the contest entered
the final day, each man having won
four heats. Often the salesmen worked
until late evening, soliciting business
through long distance telephone calls
and closely scrutinizing any competisituation." A substantial share of
Thetiveresult:
the increase in radio sales came from
regular accounts, but the major
amount came from new accounts attracted toNBC Spot Sales. During the
contest, the number of such new clients was about eight times greater than
the number of new clients in an average month.

The NBC Spot Sales contest, while
an unusual added incentive plan, is in
some ways typical of the efforts national reps are making to generate excitement among their staffs. Most common form of gearing payment to sales,
for instance, is a system of bonuses in
addition to salary, based on their sales.
Some reps pay on a commission basis.
New spot advertisers
The result of incentive plans and
encouragement tactics was apparent
during the first quarter of this year.
Here's a list of clients using spot radio
in first quarter of 1958 who were not
in the medium in first quarter of 1957:
Colgate Dental Cream, A&P Co.,
Anitone Co., Ting, Woodbury Soap,
Butcher Wax, Quaker State Motor Oil,
Kentucky Club Pipe Tobacco, Hamilton Watch, duPont Remington Mall
Chain Saw, Savoy Car Wash Co., Griffin Shoe Polish, Barbasol, Taylor Packing Co., Sal Hepatica, Bayuk Cigars,
Continental Baking, Sunoco, Glade,
Pretty Feet, Sterling Silversmith, Ray
Ben Sunglass Co., Standard & Poor,
Armour Co. for chili con carne, Four
Fishermen Fish Sticks, Brer Rabbit
Molasses, Dovol Baby Bottles, Mrs.
Wagner Pies, Somerset Records, Campho Pheneque, Save the Baby, Red L
Frozen Fish Dinners, Dristan, Lea &
Perrins Worcestershire Sauce, Queen
Bee Royal Jelly Vitamins.
^

What are the incentives that generate the selling enthusiasm among radio reps in this year of hard-sell?
One of the most novel approaches is
the five-week spring sports car contest
that NBC Spot Sales started among its
staff members. The contest, which
ended 31 March when a tv and a radio
saelsman each won a 1958 Corvette for
maximum performance, produced the
same remarkable radio sales results.
Says Thomas B. McFadden, v.p. in
charge of NBC Spot Sales, who initiated the Sports Car Rally: "This contest was an important factor in raising
our radio sales by a sizable amount.
The winners were selected on the basis
of 25 daily races or 'heats' conducted
each day until the closing of the contest. Daily winners were decided by
point values assigned to each sales
order. As a result, spot sales in radio
for March were up 42% over February and 25%
above March
1957."
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Contestants, NBC Spot Radio salesmi
sales contest, ending 31 March.
Wini

: 1958 Corvette which was prize in five-week
hosen on the basis of a daily point-system

The day
the FCC
hit the
roof
by W.

F.

Miksch

0\ late 1960, the activities of the
House Subcommittee on Kickbacks.
Hidden Bank Accounts and Questionable Traveling Expenses (formerly the
Subcommittee on Legislative Oversighl I, had reached a crescendo. Every
day down Washington's Pennsylvania
\\enue tumbrils rumbled, bearing
frightened members of the various
Federal regulatory commissions to
"that Cethsemane
on Capitol Hill."
There, in the green-walled, tearstained hearing room crowds of spectators jammed to watch FCC or FTC
commissioners stripped of their Diners'
pluh credit cards and drummed from
the hall. Many of the women in the
audience brought -.-their knitting to
while away the duller portions of the
testimony, and two Commissioners and
"lie Subcommittee '--counsel had been
jabbed |>v needles when they got too
close.
Tv cameras panned and dollied
about the chamber, and radio microphones bristled everywhere. Sponsorship of air media coverage of the
bearings was a sell-out. Since many
Bessions ran far into the night, ratings
"I -mil t\ ^hows as Perry Como
dropped

behind

decimal

point--, and

the "adult Western" trend fell apart
in the face of this much more "adult"
Eastern. In radio, music-and news
gave h -^ to just ..lain nev - ol which
about 999? had to do with the hearing in W aldington.

Concerned by what such one-sided
programing might do to tv and radio,
sponsor decided to send a reporter to
Washington to study first-hand this
phenomenon that had induced a whole
nation to become hysterical over such
relatively small matters as who paid
what to get a higher tower or an
added 50 watts and how much government-paid-for-breakfast should cost in
Des Moines.
Thus on a chill autumn morning, the
SPONSORman arrived — complete with
box lunch and tape recorder at the
Subcommittee's chamber. Outside on
Capitol Hill the wind blew cold and
rain slanted down. But inside, it was
warm from the heated denials and
quite dry despite the fresh whitewashing. The SPONSORman settled down
between a nervous Congressman and
an espionage agent for NAB, then
switched on his recorder. The transcript of the hearing follows:
chairman: Your name is Orken P.
McTeagirt and you are in advertising.
Is that not correct?
WITNESS: Yes sir, it isn't not correct.
I am vice president of broadcast media
for Finn & Haddie Agency, billings
$4.5 million. But before —
CHAIRMAN: And I believe that you
have on a previous occasion met FCC
Commissioner Linwood Threedle, the
accused? (Points across table at a
slight, jaundice-colored man
down with chains ) .

loaded

witness: Yes, but before I—
chairman: On that occasion you saw
the accused accept from the president
of radio station WEAK a sum of
money, a book of green trading stamps
and a glass ash-tray inscribed with,
"For signal success buy the WEAK
WITNESS:
The latter was only a belated Christmas gift, sir. Those ashtrays flooded our agency last Yuletide.
signal."
And now before I pro —
chairman:
(Impatiently)
Before you
what, Mr. McTeagirt?
witness:
Before I proceed with my
statement, I should like to clear the
air on one point.
I want to make
public how I came to be here.
chairman:
Very well, but make it
brief.
witness: Lo, there I was as recently
as last fortnight, ensconced in my private brainstorming cell at the agency,
when behold, in barged a fellow bearing a subpoena
— is hardly relevant
chairman:
That
lo this hearing.
witness: It's relevant to me. I want
to go on record as saying that I would
have appeared here as a voluntary witness. You didn't have to send that
subpoena fellow. I am a good citizen,
duty-wise and all that. If you'd just
asked me nicely, I'd have been delighted to come here.
chairman: If your delight was so
great, how come you bit the nose of
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the subpoena server who called on you?
witness: Sir, I did not bite his nose.
I simply gritted my teeth in rage and
he stood too near to me.
committee's counsel: {Leaping up)
Mr. Chairman! Point of order, Mr.
Chairman! We are straying far afield.
We can't spend all day on this FCC
case. Let's just ask the commissioner
for his resignation and then get onto
that ICC thing.
CHAIRMAN: (Livid) Sit down and
shut up, Mr. Counsellor! And if you
ever get between me and the tv camera
again, you'll learn why we've had such
a big turnover in Committee attorneys.
[Beams at the Zoomar the leer that
gets him better than 1,800 fan letters
a day.) Now let's get back to our
witness. Mr. McTeagirt, how did you
come to know the manager of WEAK?
WITNESS: I was buying the other station in his market. It's the best way
to get to know station operators.
chairman:
station?

Why didn't you buy his

witness: Because — and this may get
very technical — the WEAK transmitter
is built against the side of a mountain.
Our account, the Chopped Chicken
Liver Chocok'tc Loaf Co., is interested
in the market on the other side of the
mountain.
WEAK
the
hill.

couldn't get over

chairman: The market you are referring tois Powderhorn Hollow, Kentucky— ?
SPONSOR
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witness:
That's right. It's the 490th
ranking metro market in the U.S.
chairman:
And what took you there
last April?
witness: I was on a field trip for the
agency.
chairman: And did you pay for your
own hotel rooms. ... I beg your
pardon, Mr. McTeagirt. I forgot for
a moment
that you're
and
not
the defendant.
Leta itwitness
be struck
from the record. And while you were
in Powderhorn Hollow, you called on
the owner of WEAK?
witness: Yes. I explained what I had
already told his rep. That our agency
needed the other side of the hill.
chairman: And he told you what?
witness: He said that four-and-a-half
feet more on his antenna would do it.
chairman: Was anyone else present
at this meeting.
WITNESS: Yes, sir. (Points to the defendant.FCC
)
Commissioner Threedle
was there.
threedle:

(Trembling so hard his

chains rattle.) It's a smear!
CHAIRMAN: (Turning on Threedle.) If
you distract the camera crews from me
once more, I'll demand your resignation! (Addresses McTeagirt again.)
Did the Commissioner mention how he
came to be in Powderhorn Hollow?
witness: Yes, sir. He was in a sports
car rally outside Washington and got
lost. He'd wandered far off course,
arrived by way of the Alcan Highway.

1958

HH^HBH

chairman : Did he mention how much
this cost the Federal government in
gas and oil?
witness:
He

said

something

about

'"somebody would pay for this." Could
he have meant the taxpayers?
chairman:
It's possible. Now what
did Threedle have to say to the WEAK
tower problem?
witness : He said it could be fixed.
chairman:
Aha!
He definitely used
the word "fix" — eh?
THREEDLE:
(Shrilly,

with

chains

a-

jangle.)
You're leading the witness!
If I said it could be "fixed" I only
meant the tower could be made a little
higher.
It was simply a gesture of
friendship.
chairman:
Threedle, you're hogging
the cameras again!
THREEDLE:
(On his feet, chains and
all.) But you're crucifying me for a
lousy ! four-and-a-half
feet of radio
tower
chairman: Threedle, to speed up this
hearing, why don't you just resign?
threedle:
(Huffily.)
Okay, I quit.
chairman:
Tut, tut. We usually do
it more
gracefully than that. Like
saying thank you to the Committee
for its consideration and all that.
THREEDLE:
I quit, and that's that. I
can always get a job with Uncle Ben.
chairman:
Uncle
Ben? Uncle Ben, eh? And who's
threedle
: The owner of WEAK, that's
who.
^

Daytime

television's quiet littl
in daytime network television, the soap
giant will also produce — via Compton
or Benton & Bowles — at least one of
the 30-minute soapers which will replace Matinee. A decision on the Matinee hour was imminent at presstime.

^ Soap operas may be making a comeback.
Half hour
serials on the nets will soon outnumber the shorter ones
^ Though ratings spurred interest in 30-minute drama
strips, costs, better plot development
are also factors

No audience drop
The rise of the 30-minute soaper
does not portend cancellations for the
quarter-hour soap operas now riding
the schedule. Far from it. The current crop of quarter-hour soapers are
doing well in terms of audience (see
box) . They are the hard core of sur\ ivors which lasted out the long shakedown process in which more than a
dozen 15-minute dramatic strips traveled the cancellation route, mostly on
NBC. However, it is unlikely that the
networks will experiment with the
shorter-length serial during the foreseeable future.
There has been some discussion, as
a matter of fact, about converting the
Wilbur Stark-Jerry Layton produced
Modern Romances on NBC to the 30minute length. For a number of reasons, not the least of which is the
competition of another half-hour soaper, nothing is planned at this point.
It's been the ratings, of course,
which have stoked the interest of the

by Alfred J. Jaffe
I here's a quiet little revolution going on in network television.
It's taking place during the day, and
it may foreshadow a comeback for the
soap opera — which never caught on in
video as it did during network radio's
halcyon days.
Here's what's
hour serial is
into a position
nence. Within

happening. The halfunobtrusively moving
of programing promia short time there will

be more half-hour soapers on daytime
network television than the quarterhour variety.
There are currently four 30-minute
dramatic strips on CBS and NBC contrasted with five of the conventional
15-minute shows. Two of the halfhour strips — NBC's Kitty Foyle and
CBS' Love of Life — are recent additions to the schedule {Love of Life was
lengthened from 15 to 30 minutes on
14 April). In addition, two half-hour

serials will be moved into the hour
vacated by Matinee, NBC's 60-minute
live dramatic series which came acropper after high hopes.
As for ABC, while there is nothing
definite about its future daytime program plans (other than there's going
to be more of it), there is a clear leaning toward the half-hour serial in
preference to the quarter-hour version.
Probable strategy will be to kick off
a half-hour serial between 11:00 a.m.
and Noon in the fall and then back it
up with another.
As might be expected, tv bellwether
P&G is intimately involved in this programing transition. It was P&G which
threw its powerful backing behind the
first half-hour serials on tv — As the
World Turns and Edge of Night. The
pair made their debut on CBS two
years ago. By virtue of P&G's buys
on Matinee and its dominant position

The current daytime drama

lineup
RATINCt

NAME

OF SHOW

Half hour

NETWORK

TIME

STORY

LINE,

HISTORY

10.8

SPONSOR'

As the World Turns

CBS

1:30-2:00

P&G, Van Camp, Atlantis, Vick,
Pillsbury, Swift

Day-to-day problems of lawyer and family; no radio counterpart;
started 2

Edge of Night

CBS

4:30-5:00

P&G, Standard Brands, Florida
Citrus, Vick, Pet Milk, Atlantis,
Pillsbury

April 1956
Experiences of a detective lieutenant;
no radio counterpart,
started 2 April

NBC

2:30-3:00

Sust.

CBS

Noon-12:30

American Home

Kilty Foyle
Love of Life

9.1

1956
Adaptation
of novel of same name; no
radio counterpart, started 13 January
1958
Two
small-town
sisters come
to New
York; no radio counterpart; started 24
September 1951; went to half hour 14

Sust:
Products, P&G
9.0

April 1958

hour
Brighi.r Day

CBS

4:00-4:15

Guiding Light

( BS

12:45-1:00

Modern Romances
CBS

9.4

Sterling
Kraft

12:30-12:45

P&G

Everyday life of a minister; was originally on radio; started on tv 4 Janu-

10.8

P&G

4:45-5:00
Nii(.

Search for Tomorrow

P&G

Drug,

Libbv,

Trials
and tribulations of Bauer family;
ary 1954
was originally on radio; started on tv
30 June 1952
Self-contained dramas lasting a week;
was originally on radio; started on tv
4 October 1954
Story of a widow who remarries; was
originally on radio; started on tv 3 September 1951
Problems
of a widower
bringing
up
three children; was originally on radio;
started on tv 1 February 1954

Brillo,
6.7
10.8

'15-4:30
Secret Storm

•BPONBOB'i

Coaparagraph.

CBS

15 Much

11

American Home

April

perl'.

Products

Hirch report,

9.8

average minute an dlencc.

sus

.tain, ratine not given.

NEW

-evolution
networks in the half-hour soap opera.
The shows that cast the die were As
the World Turns and Edge of Night.
Both have been doing as well as or
better than the quarter-hour types after
an unpromising debut.
Kitty Foyle, the only other half-hour
soaper with a rating history, is far
from being an audience success and
there's been a recent shakeup in the
staff producing the strip. The current
script doctoring will modernize the
story and background since it is now
felt that by sticking too closely to the
book, the serial had a dated quality.
Despite talk to the contrary NBC
says it is far from giving up on the
show. It is generally felt that the halfhour soapers require a lot of script revisions and molding before the successful story line is finally achieved.
There are other factors besides the
rating story which are pushing the networks toward the half-hour form.
Most programing people are convinced
by now that, generally speaking, the
15-minute length is not too good for
television. "For some reason," said
a network daytime programing executive, "fifteen minutes seems shorter to
viewers on television than on radio."
It is also felt that better plot and
character development is possible with
half-hour soapers. The old leisurely
pace, a style developed during radio
days when producers wanted to make
sure that the homemaker didn't miss
any part of the plot, doesn't permit too
much to happen on a single day. Many
admen originally believed that women
would avoid the longer-length tv soap
opera because they were too busy, but
the audience figures indicate otherwise.
One reason ABC favors the halfhour length is that it will be easier to
clear. While it is true that two 15minute shows are just as long as one
half-hour show, the fact remains that
it's harder to find two good shows
than one.
The cost element
Finally, there's the factor of cost.
Other things being equal, 15 minutes
of a half-hour show will be less expensive than a quarter-hour show. The
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LIFE

FOR

WEB

A way of putting new life
into sponsor identification values is being pushed bv both
CBS and NBC Radio.
The method: using leading
performers or hosts on daytime
dramatic shows to do commercials.

show

RADIO

ADS

might

sold

have

others

soaps in the past."
Bill work
Hoffman,
BBDO's
netradio specialist,
opined:
"There are values in associating a soap opera performer
with a product, but utmost care

Sponsor reaction to the idea
is not overwhelming but there
is some use of this ad technique. Both Pharmacraft and
Good Housekeeping use a long
list of soap opera performers to
do commercials on CBS. In
both cases, the performers step
out of character to deliver the
On NBC, Madeline Carroll,
who plays the leading role in
pitch.
Affairs of Dr. Gentry, delivers
commercials for Trushay, all
over the NBC schedule but she
does not sell the product in her
own show.
Admen handling network
radio accounts made clear that
using soap opera performers
(as opposed to well-known
stars) must be handled with
care. One soap executive said,
"This is one way to get attention but you have to keep in
mind that, over the years, the
serials have been plugging a
large variety of products, many
of them competitive. You don't
want to use a performer for
selling a soap product when the

quarter-hour soapers on CBS generally
run about $10,000 a week, or $2,000
per segment. However, As the World
Turns and Edge of Night costs about
$17,000 per week or $1,700 per 15minute segment.
If the half-hour soaper pans out the
way present signs indicate it will, daytime programing men will exhale a
huge sigh of relief, especially at NBC.
When a soaper catches on, it can stick
for a long time. The present list of
quarter-hour soapers on both CBS and
NBC have been running from four to
seven years.
NBC, which has had more trouble

Julie Stevens,

ft plugs

CBS Radio, does

must be taken so that it doesn't
disrupt
believability."
To assure
there is no such
disruption CBS recommends
that performers in serials be
used out of character. This is
so that the listeners' personal
picture of soap opera characters, built over the years, is not
destroyed.
In addition to Madeline Carroll, NBC has Don Ameche on
tap for commercials. Ameche
is now the host of a half-hour
dramatic
Don Ameche's
Real
Life strip,
Stories.
^

than CBS in finding the right shows,
started its soapers in 1953, when it
filled in the 11:00 a.m. to Noon slot.
These were soon replaced by Home.
In 1954, NBC had a full head of steam
up with nearly three hours of 15-minute dramatic strips, including a twohour block from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. The
3:00 to 4:00 p.m. segments fell by the
wayside in 1955 and by the summer of
1956 the only dramatic show on NBC
during the day was Modern Romances.
Now that the half-hour soaper seems
to have proved itself, NBC is attempting its second try at making the soap
opera succeed.
^

A LOOK

AT TOMORROW'S

it the meeting of the Ohio Association of Broadcasters in Cleveland last ueek. Gerald Kartell of
the liarlell Family Radio made
some interesting predictions about
the future of radio. Here is an
excerpt from Hart ell's talk.

RADIO

alliliation. ()nl\ imagination, study,
production, salesmanship — all on a local level, with a sensitive finger on the
pulse of the people to indicate the next
move.
I'm not disposed to criticize research
that leads to a successful conclusion.

Plymoutl

But I'm confidently looking toward a
perfected method of program previewing by which management is given an
indication of audience preference. I
suppose it's somewhat like the Broadway producer trying his show in Boston or Philadelphia before it opens in
New York. For a half dozen years,
Bartell Family Radio has conducted
response samplings of this kind, and
I expect we get closer to a valid method with every session. But procedures
are at best undisciplined, and responses quite random.
Yet how much more valid than a

Gerald

Bartell

Tomorrow's radio will be marked bv
a happier union of interests between
ownership and its people, with considerably more generous rewards for effective effort.
We are heading, in short, for the era
of professionalism in our industry on
a local level. The day of "accommodation programing" for an advertiser or
agency is passe, although a sponsor
who is willing to pay for a daily half
hour of curling, cribbage, and whist
scores from around the city will somehciw find stations to take his money
and program ideas. Refinement of program materials based upon audience
sampling and testing will become the
not-so-secret weapons of the avant
garde. The era of talent selection based
upon chance remarks is not in the
books for tomorrow's leaders. Have
\on heard, ""Dear, 1 think your newsman is much too intense — especially
Foi breakfast."
Aside from facilities variations,
ever) Btation in every market will have
essentially the Bame opportunity for
program and sales success. I nless the
course of history is revere i. there'll
be n<. programing leg-up by network

programing predicted exclusively upon
a tabulation of the records purchased
by youngsters in their early teens!
This does not necessarily preclude the
enjoyment of this music by adults. But
the unweighted extension of the teenage taste to include all age groups —
and then to program those records exclusively— is an erroneous conclusion
based upon a specious premise.
Leaders of tomorrow's radio will not
be formula operators as we know them
today. The emergence of a dynamic
programing based upon the ebb and
flow of audience response factors is inevitable. And this is a much harder
way of operating a radio station, but
it's a lot more rewarding from many
viewpoints: (1) It builds manpower
by making radio people react quickly
and intelligently to a changed set of
circumstances. Since this reaction must
be motivated by understanding, each
of the elements in the personnel structure of the radio station must be convinced. In that process are molded the
patterns of creative thinking as well as
the sinews of company loyalty. (2) It
forces constant analysis of the audience
and audience potentials. Instead of
looking at his audience from the Olympus of his office window, management
will mingle and jostle and rub shoulders and knock knees and analyze. (3)
It makes more money because a sales
organization alert to change understands dollars and cents and how to
make more of them.
^

■ ^lymouth. caught in a sales slump
with other automobile makers, made
a dramatic off-season entry into spot
radio last week. Beginning Monday,
7 April, it launched a campaign to run
for eight weeks on 55 stations in 20
major markets.
The campaign represents a significant expenditure. The company will
not disclose the spot budget, but
sponsor estimates it to be in excess
of $190,000.
Plymouth is no stranger to spot radio; no auto manufacturer is. But
traditionally automakers concentrate
their spot activity at introduction time,
that is when their new models come
out each fall.
The company will not confirm that
this is the largest spot buy (outside of
introduction time) in Plymouth's history, but it does admit that there's
been nothing as consequential in the
past three to four years.
In the past, when auto manufacturers used spot radio, they tended to
stick to traditional sales points — style,
performance or economy in buying
and operating. About the only variation came toward the end of the model
year, when the inducement of a high
trade-in value for a present car toward
a new one was stressed.
Timely theme
This new campaign is based on a
different theme: "Today's Best Buy —
Tomorrow's Best Trade." L. T. (Lou)
Hagopian, Plymouth director of advertising and sales promotion, believes
the theme has a timely value in view
of the current tight market in new auto
sales. He explains the idea this way:
"Auto buyers today are more interested than ever in value. For that reason we are confident that this campaign will re-emphasize that Plymouth
offers more for the money to buy and
trade

than

competitive
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Suffering from an industry-wide sales slump, Plymouth launches a heavy "off season" radio spot campaign

^ Forsaking usual appeals of style and performance,
this campaign emphasizes high potential trade-in value

lets on spot radio to spur sales
Continuity for the campaign comes
with a distinctive jingle which goes
like this: "(Vocal group) Today's best
buy . . . (male voices) in an automobile . . . (group) tomorrow's best
trade . . . (male voices) in an automobile .. . (group) Plymouth! Plymouth ! Definitely — best buy — best
trade in the low-price three! Plymouth."
The jingle has built-in flexibility.
The campaign schedule calls for 20and 60-second spots. The jingle takes
about 20 seconds and, in that time
segment, is used alone. The jingle is
used in a 60-second slot followed by
a 20-second announcement listing exclusive Plymouth features, then concludes with the jingle again.
Wherever possible, the spots are
scheduled for "traffic hours" — early
morning, late afternoon and late evening— to reach motorists, the prime
prospects.
The company is shooting for maximum tie-in with the campaign. It will
incorporate the jingle into some commercials on its three network tv shows
— The Lawrence W elk Shoiv, Mondays,
on ABC; The Betty White Show,
Wednesdays, on ABC, and Climax,
Thursdays, on CBS.
Also it is offering a complete merchandising kit to its dealers, including an offer of a free record of the
jingle for a dealer's local use if he
wishes. Participating radio stations
will use their own merchandising services to bolster the dealers in their area.
As another part of the campaign the
company bought a kick-off ad in 1,700
daily newspapers on 7 April, and will
repeat in more than 1,200 weekly
papers throughout the country. Some
outdoor boards are also scheduled.
Why

radio

Plymouth declines comment on why
it chose to break a campaign now,
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Plymouth's ad manager, L. T
belief that "auto buyers have nev

with a spot radio foundation. It's
worthy of note, however, that its two
major competitors are heavy users of
radio: Ford with its Road Show, 26
programs a week on the CBS radio
network, and Chevrolet, which has
been conducting an ambitious spot
campaign since the first of the year.
Then too, Plymouth has felt the
automobile sales slump as much — or
more — than its competitors in the lowpriced field. In fact, all Chrysler Corp.
makes are down substantially in sales
from last year this time. According to
insiders in Detroit, this may mean
some executive shifts in Chrysler Corp.,
including some top-level changes.

dio campaign on
so be factor

Additionally, of course, spot radio
offers Plymouth several timely advantages; itcan be set up fast, to provide
a strong effort aimed toward selling
new cars for summer driving. Besides
that it permits the company, now in an
unsteady market, to achieve a high
penetration during a particular period,
without a long-term commitment.
It's obvious that the same advantages of spot radio which appeal to
Plymouth also appeal to many other
advertisers. According to Station Representatives Association (see page 35),
spot radio sales for this year's first
quarter are running 15% ahead of
last year.
^

^

The biggest-spending net radio clients of pre-tv days

are back in the medium today — but not spending as much
^

This fact points up today's challenge to web broadcasters: Keep the clients in and increase their stakes

Network
Top lO Web

radio on the cornel

Radio Clients of '48— A decade later

tank in
1948

1948

P&C

2
3
4
5

$12,339,668

$18,199,384

STERLINC DRUC

9,063,366

GENERAL

MILLS

3,518,756

7,190,599

3,724,388

GENERAL FOODS

6,774,593

GILLETTE

3,300,129

6,267,319

5,562,378

5,317,036

6,172,592
573,195
4,471,376

5,043,752

2,921,452

«

MILES LABORATORIES

5,885,540

7

CAMPBELL

5,819,758

SOUP

LEVER

9
10

LIGGETT & MYERS
AMERICAN

HOME

PRODUCTS

s^^^r^,^

at ike many another ex-champion,
network radio is finding the comeback
trail a long pull. Each giant step
seems offset by a touch of charley
horse.
• The biggest-spending radio sponsors of pre-television days are all back
in web radio this year — but they aren't
spending as much.
• When net radio closed its books
at the end of 1957, there was an estimated percentage gain in dollar volume over L956 of about 40% — but
there still remains a multi-million defini hang-over from the lean years
tint >■ n .
• \\ hen the comeback bid began,
all four radio nets streamlined for creative Belling and programing. This
played a major part in attracting the
old advertisers as well as new ones —

's? zvr^r^^

4,592,772
No ml

radio dollar figure*

but already two networks have undergone extensive alterations of concept
and realignment of personnel.
Do these qualifications to radio's
triumphs mean it is in trouble, that
the renaissance is at the point of stalling? Or do they simply clarify the
challenge net radio faces?
"I can speak with some authority on
the relationship of trouble to network
radio," says NBC President Robert W.
Sarnoff whose radio network has had,
since 1953, a cumulative loss of about
$9 million. But Sarnoff adds that "the
current talk of crisis seems strangely
outdated. If it were three to five years
ago, I could better relate it to our own
experience. Then, many network affiliates were at the breakaway point.
Most of our major sponsors had pulled

available

3,474,699
for 195*

out; radio salesmen couldn't get a foot
in the doors of the biggest agencies;
the network's annual dollar volume
wasHow
melting
to
true away
this was
a look at the dollar
for net radio in the

nothing."
is obvious from
volume estimates
last decade. By

1948, the webs had hit an all-time high
of about $210 million total volume, according to the estimate of McCannErickson's Central Research Bureau.
Three years later, it had shrunk to
$179 million, and by 1955 it hit a low
of about $90 million. The first signs of
recovery came in the following year
when such advertisers as Ford and
Lever made headlines with network radio buys ranging up to $5 million.
Since then the downward trend of net
radio has been reversed.

19 april 1958

One of the things that sparked net
radio's comeback was the drama inherent in radio — the kind of drama
that print media, for example, cannot
compete with. Packages incorporating big star names were made available
and these helped attract into the medium not only some of the old-time
mammoths but also some of the newcomers that now dot the radio clock.
However, one agency executive
pointed out that the trend of the moment in web radio is now away from
the star personality and in the direc-

>ack trail

SOME ADMEN
WHOSE
FIRMS ARE BACK
IN NET RADIO

tion of newscasts and "magazine-ofthe-air" type of participating formats.
To make any generalization about
sponsorship can be misleading since
different clients have different objectives and must relate them to their allmedia strategy.
Thus
Mutual
and the
on ABC

the client who buys news on
may buy a soap opera on CBS
client who buys Breakfast Club
may also sponsor a sportscast

J. S. Fish,

Advertising
dent, General Millsvice presi-

on NBC. Campbell's Soup which had
dropped out completely from the net
radio scene and which, as late as last
year, used no radio except spot, is back
this year on NBC. Of the top 10 net
radio majors of pre-tv days, four
(Sterling Drug, General Foods, Lever
and Liggett & Myers) are or have been
signed up to be on all four nets in
1958.
CBS Radio is projecting a gain in
1958 over last year, and NBC Radio
has right now on its books more firm
orders for the first half of this year
than it wrote in the entire first six
months of 1957. MBS, with the largest
sales staff ever, is pushing hard its
The road back
What factors led the old time advertising giants (see chart), some of
whom had dropped completely from
the net radio scene in the early 1950's,
back into the fold? Here are some of
those advanced by admen involved in
the return:
• It is a good media value; circulation and cost are well related.
• The networks have made the medium more flexible, enabling the advertiser to move in and out quickly as
he does in spot or newspapers. Shortterm campaigns are now possible.
• Greater opportunity for extending
the basic buy through merchandising.
Such services as NBC's "Salesvertising" give clients a chance to promote
his sponsorship through tie-ins, cutins, closed-circuit sales meetings, etc.
SPONSOR
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"immediacy concept'' with the accent
on news, while ABC. after the recent

E. W. Ebel, dent.
Advertising
General Foodsvice presi-

abandonment of its "live network"
experiment, is now revising its programing infavor of more news, sports,
religion and public service.
The challenge now to net radio is
to build the investment volume of these
clients. One thing, many admen feel,
that will hasten its comeback will be
for all nets to get together in making
public the company-by-company dollar figures as it once did and as net
television does for its clients or TvB
for spot tv clients. Only then, according to these admen, will network radio
be on the way back to the prestige it
once enjoyed. As things now stand,
with no information on actual expenditures available, no one is able to
correctly measure the fresh growth of
the medium.
^

William
H. Scully, Advertising
vice pres., Pepsodent Div., Lever Bros.

Bell & Howell: "time to buy when
^ Bell & Howell, out to disprove "recession" thinking,
has allocated record high ad budget for second quarter
^ Company believes now is a good time to advertise,
cites its current relief time buy at 25% off the card rate
I he biggest topic of conversation
these days is. as it has been for several
months, the economic recession. Almost daily there are discussions about
the downturn, with its cutbacks in
manufacturing, basic industries at low
production levels, record numbers of
people drawing unemployment compensation.
This might seem hardly the time to
launch a record high network television advertising campaign to sell a
high ticket luxury item. But to Charles
H. Percy, president of Bell & Howell
Co., Chicago manufacturers of photographic equipment, its an excellent
time. Percy bases his contention on
two points:
• Business in general: Suggesting
that recessions reflect a negative psychological attitude, Percy says "If we
keep so busy carrying out new plans
and promotions, we won't have a
chance to know that there is a 'recession' on."
• B&H business in particular: Percy

alrj

adjusts

from

is allocating a record-high advertising
budget — $600,000 — for the second
quarter of 1958. This is about triple
the $200,000 the company spent during
the same period last year. The major
expenditure is in network tv, where the
company, and its agency, McCannErickson, Chicago, has bought rate
card time valued at $450,000.
Buy when

they sell

Here too, the company is able to
lake advantage of the times. The time
purchased is relief time. "We were able
to buy the time at 75% of the original
cost," Percy says, and continues, "the
time to buy is when everybody else
wants to sell."
This move on B&H's part is not out
of character. The company has had a
steady growth pattern since 1949 and
has, in fact, quadrupled its sales gross
between that year and 1957.
This growth represents many factors.
The photography market has taken
tremendous strides since the war and

tshade

now lion
represents
annually. a potential of $1 bilIn 1957, according to an industry
estimate, about 780,000 8mm cameras
were sold, accompanied by about
520,000 8mm projectors. These are
considered as being bought for home
movie making. So too are 25.000
16mm cameras and 20,000 16mm projectors sold last year, though these
latter represent only about one-fifth
of total 16mm sales. The balance is
sold for professional use.
The photo industry over-all has experienced an 80%-plus volume increase in the past 10 years. "This ties
in directly to population increase,"
says Carl G. Schreyer, Bell & Howell
vice-president of marketing.
Bell & Howell has ridden the crest of
this post-war photography boom by
racking up a higher-than-industry-average 125%-plus increase in sales during
this period.
The company was founded in 1907
as a producer
of professional film-

Ease of operation is suggested by showing mother
taking
movie
of daughter
while
father
is away
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others sell"
making equipment. Although it offered
the first 16mm camera in 1922, thereby opening the home movie market,
as recently as 10 years ago the professional equipment side accounted for
the
ness. majority of the company's busiExpansion into home-use equipment
has been largest since the war. The
basic items have been redesigned and
improved 8mm and 16mm cameras
and projectors. To these the company
has added slide projectors and tape
recorders.
Following World War II B&H sales
began slipping, reaching a low of
about $13.2 million in 1949. Since
then the rise has been steady and fast.
They reached $45,579,069 in 1956,
jumped to $52,218,476 last year.
Product research
A major factor contributing to this
sales growth has been a heavy investment in new product research, development and engineering. The company
spends 8% of each sales dollar for
this, and it has paid off handsomely.
In mid-1956 the company introduced
the first 16mm "electric eye" camera
which incorporates a light-sensitive
cell mounted on the front of the
camera to record the amount of existing light and automatically adjust the
lens setting. In 1957 the electric eye
feature was

added to the company's

Firming plans for Bell & Howell's record second quarter budget of $600,000, bulk of
which is going into network tv, are (left) Carl G. Schreyer, vice-president of marketing
and Pierre (Pete) Marshall, director of advertising. Company chose tv to demonstrate its
new
product
developments
to maximum
number
of people before summer
season
starts

8mm line. Sales of its 8mm cameras
in 1957 were 83%, ahead of 1956, a
fact which Percy attributes to the new
invention.
"Sales and profits should be up
considerably in 1958, thanks largely
to new products," Percy expects. About
half the company's estimated $60,000.000 sales in 1958 will be accounted
for by products introduced since mid1956, he estimates. And new products
introduced since mid-1952, will account for about three-quarters of 1958
sales, he believes.
New products also create new sales.

Child
is shown
using camera
with "electric eye,"
sensitive light cell that sets the lens automatically
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"More than half the sales of the new
Auto Load (a self-threading 8mm
movie projector) which we are introducing this year, will be made to consumers who would not otherwise have
bought a movie projector," Percy says.
Lest this sound unlikely, statistics show
that about 6 million home movie
cameras have been sold, but only about
4 million projectors are extant.
New products will be the theme of
the coming network tv push. The company says that the basic approach in
preparing the commercials is to stress
{Please turn to page 76)

Threading new "Auto Load" projector with one hand
shows
ease, speed of this former
mechanical
task

With

talent costs on the rise, SPONSOR

How

ASKS:

valuable is a star's name
in a tv commercial?

Two admen and a newspaper man
tell how they feel the big-name
stars can he used most effeetively
in carrying the product message
to the television audience.

uct image, or strengthen the endorsement of the product.
These are the real values. Under
these conditions, the use of stars even
on spot commercials can be quite effective. However, it is important to remember that intelligent use on their

A.

own programs is of even greater im-

o

L. Hollender,
vice president an
director of radio-to, Grey Advertising
[gem ». \ew York

upgrade
product

I he answer ranges from no value
whatsoever to peak effectiveness. The
yardstick we require to measure the
extent of this value, is based on specific instances. Stars may be employed in commercials for spot use, or
they may be engaged to present the
commercial message for the sponsor of
their show. Within bounds of this
latter category, their participation may
be confined to simple lead-ins and
lead-outs, or they may be the pacesetter for the entire commercial.
Values will vary in every instance, but
there is one absolute common denominator: <r edibility.

portance.
The lesson that should have been
learned by many during the early days
of Jack Benny's "Jello Again," has apparently been forgotten by a large segment of the advertising fraternity.
Watch television tonight and notice
how many programs simply function
as spot carriers. It makes very little
sense to us to just scan ratings and forget all the other ways of using the
show to heighten commercial effectiveness and increase its sales values.
Effective use of the star, credible use
of the star, enthusiastic use of the star,
can give you twice the sales effectiveness with half the rating.
But above all, make it credible;
make it worthy of belief.
Roger Pryor, vice president, radio and
television. Foote, Cone & Belding, New York

"must" in ilieir basic approach to the
commen ial concept.
Don't use a star merely for a star's
sake, bul onlj when they can heighten
commercial interest; upgrade the prod-

While I can't hope to understand all
the ramifications of consumer motivation, I do believe
that play
the viewer's
subconscious
mind must
a large
part in causing his hand to reach for
the products which these and other
people of similar importance are recommending. Surely somewhere along
the way there must be some thought
reaction which says to the consumer,

El

"These people just wouldn't say that
about a product unless they thought
it was that good — and if it's good
enough for them, it's good enough
for me." So he buys it.

William
M. writer,
Freeman,
ness News staff
The NewFinancial-BusiYork Times,

It's the old story of engaging Maril\ n Monroe or Sophia Loren to sell the
nylon strength of tires. It just doesn't
make sense. Hut let Perry Como do a
commercial on Foamex Mattresses, and
who'd doubt it?
< redibility, therefore, is the key to
all commercials, and copywriters are
learning more and more, that it is a

around the house in their mothers'
clothes, boys can't wait to get into
long pants, and, in the adult world,
surely no one can deny that many a
new automobile is purchased primarily to match that shiny new one
standing in the nextdoor driveway.
Take Arthur Godfrey, for example,
or Garry Moore or Dave Garroway or
any of the dozens of other personalities
who have proved themselves to be
extremely successful salesmen. Why
are these programs generally considered to be good television buys?
Audiences of comparable size can be
bought elsewhere. Perhaps even at a
lower cost. But it is the ability of
these people to move the product. It
is because who and what they are.

New York, and author of "The Big Name."
I know of no scientific study
termining the precise value of the
of stars' names in tv commercials.
we have had sufficient evidence of

deuse
But
the

effective use of the technique to indicate that a tasteful tying of the proper
personality with product does give
added impact to the sales message.
There is abundant evidence to prove
that people in all walks of life are
influenced by what others do. Little
girls are
forever
found
parading

tween star
and uctprodmust
be logical

The use of a star as a salesman in
television
advertising
can
sell in
(Please turn to page 48)
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du PONT AWARDS
FOCUS ON KRON-TV

This highly honored Foundation has cited

Public service is a Priority Project at KRON-

KRON-TV "In recognition and appreciation
of outstanding public service in encouraging,

TV, now selected among the country's
larger television and radio stations for

promoting and developing American ideals
of freedom and for loyal, devoted service to
the nation and to the communities served

". . . conspicuously demonstrating a healthy
and continuing concern for the deeper and
more permanent

by it."

KRON-TV

SAN

FRANCISCO

CHRONICLE

. NBC

^^
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AFFILIATE

. CHANNEL

interests of the
4

. PETERS,

public."

GRIFFIN, WOODWARD

SPONSOR

ASKS

(Cont'd from page 46)
\olume when the link between performer and product is logical.

WSBT-TV

There have been a number of costly

PRIMARY COVERAGE 748,800 TV VIEWERS IN
PROSPEROUS
• HOUSING

fiascos over the years when an advertiser has not gone beyond linking an
attractive product to an attractive personality. Such an advertiser, using a
dancing star to sell a tractor or a
rugged outdoor star to speak up for
a cosmetic, makes the classic mistake
of forgetting believability.

MICHIANA*

CONSTRUCTION

Gains in 1957

• SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

Hit record high in 1957

• SPENDING
Leads 7th Federal Reserve District for 1957

• HIGH

SPOT CITY

Mr. Reagan not only serves as host
and occasional star of the General
Electric Theatre, but tours the country
for at least six weeks annually as a
representative of the company to its

For 4th consecutive month
(Sales Management Magazine)

• DEPARTMENT

STORE

SALES

Showed up better than any other
major Indiana city in 1957.

LOOK what's happening in
South Bend . . . Indiana's 2nd Market
Business is good in South Bend, Indiana. The facts
above attest to that. In addition, there are other signs
such as: The South Bend-Mishawaka City Corporate
Area is 1st in Indiana in Effective Buying Income
per capita — 2nd in Indiana in total Effective Buying
Income — 2nd in total Retail Sales — 2nd in Food
Sales — 2nd in Drug Sales.

vertising was a failure, and "Breakfast
at Sunrise," the picture it was designed
to help, was a failure, too.
Another more recent failure, is that
of a well-known movie star who endorsed aleading brand of soap, then
told an interviewer she never used it.
tising.
This destroyed some expensive adver-

stations aren't even in the running. See your Raymer
man or write us.
*U counties in Northern Indiana and
Southern Michigan. Set count, 208,000
3.6 persons per family.

SOUTH
BEND,
IND.

COMPANY

* NATIONAL

employes, its neighbors and its customers. The star often plays the role
of a man forced to fight against great
odds, and this stereotype carries over
to the in-person appearance for G.E.
The company benefits by the image of
the fighter-for-the-right that the public
long has had of the actor.
This believable situation is quite a bit
different from that in the late Twenties,
when Constance Talmadge, then a
reigning star of the silent screen, posed
for 400 endorsement photographs in a
single day. Her representatives sold
the star's services as an endorser to
whoever would pay the price. The ad-

WSBT-TV dominates this great market. No other
area station comes close to WSBT-TV in the number
of top rated shows carried. Chicago and Michigan

ASK PAUL H. RAYMER

Ronald Reagan is a first-class example of how a name movie star can
be used on tv to serve as a good-will
ambassador and star salesman.

REPRESENTATIVE

It's good common sense for a personality to endorse a product appropriate to him on the television screen.
When he enters a living room and
speaks for something you belieye he
would logically know about, you are
inclined to go along with his sugAll things being equal, however, the
gestions.
well-known star has the plus value of
achieving more immediate recognition
to the viewer than the regular announcer. ^
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WE
k INTERRUPT
\ FOR AN
IMPORTANT

CLCI.p.
LAUNCHES
'JUPITER'
This Jupiter is a group of 52 top-quality
feature films. Every film in this new package has been hand-picked to deliver programming ofthe highest calibre. Instead
of one or two big-name attractions,
all 52 of the Jupiter features have
been assembled to bring you top
share-of-audience figures, feature
after feature . . . week after week.

D

LOOK FOR THE SILVER LINING Ray Bolger
CAPTAIN BLOOD Errol Flynn
POSSESSED

i

ANGELS

Joan Crawford

WITH DIRTY FACES James Cagney

KEY LARGO Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall
MR. SKEFFINGTON Bette Davis, Claude Rain;
JANIE Robert Benchley
CASABLANCA

Bogart, Bergman

DESTINATION

TOKYO

ESCAPE

Cary Grant

IN THE DESERT

Alan Hale

FOUR'S A CROWD Rosalind Russell
G-MEN James Cagney
THE GREAT

MR. NOBODY

Eddie Albert

INVISIBLE STRIPES Humphrey Bogart
JUNE BRIDE Bette Davis
DODGE CITY Errol Flynn, Ann Sheridan
STALLION ROAD Zachary Scott
THE TWO

MRS. CARROLLS

TIGER SHARK

THE UNSUSPECTED
DAUGHTERS
TWO

Claude Rains

COURAGEOUS

GUYS FROM

TOO YOUNG

Bogart, Stanwyck

Edward G. Robinson
John Garfield

MILWAUKEE

TO KNOW

THIS WAS

PARIS Ann Dvorak

STRANGE

ALIBI Arthur Kennedy

SINGAPORE
AN ANGEL

WOMAN
FROM

Jack Carson

Joan Leslie

Virginia Field

TEXAS Jane Wyman

CASTLE ON THE HUDSON Burgess Meredith
OIL FOR THE LAMPS OF CHINA Pat 0 Brie
NIGHT UNTO

NIGHT Ronald Reagan

VALLEY OF THE GIANTS Wayne Morris
THE WALKING DEAD Boris Karloff
WE ARE NOT ALONE

Paul Muni

WOMEN IN THE WIND Kay Francis
MELODY FOR TWO Marie Wilson
MAN WHO

TALKED

TOO MUCH

George Brer

LOVE, HONOR AND BEHAVE Thomas Mitchel
THE LADY TAKES A SAILOR Eve Arden
IN CALIENTE Pat O'Brien
I FOUND STELLA PARRISH

Kay Francis

HELL'S KITCHEN "Dead End Kids"
HEARTS DIVIDED Dick Powell
FOOTLIGHT

PARADE

EMBRACEABLE

James Cagney

YOU Dane Clark

EDGE OF DARKNESS
BUSSES

. . . including "Oscar"-winning
'Casablanca' and 'Key Largo'
and 8 Academy Award Nominees

Ann Sheridan

ROAR Eleanor Parker

THE BIG SHOT Humphrey Bogart
BABBITT Guy Kibbee
ALIBI IKE Joe E. Brown
GAMBLING

ON THE HIGH SEAS Jane Wym;

THE MYSTERIOUS
TORCHY

RUNS

DOCTOR

FOR MAYOR

Eleanor Parker
Barton MacLanc

LOOK

FOR

THE

SILVER

POSSESSED
Joan Crawford, Van Heflin, Raymond Massey

LINING

June Haver, Gordon MacRae
Academy

Academy

Award Nomination

CAPTAIN

Award Nomination

BLOOD

Errol Flynn, Olivia De Havilland
2 Academy

■o

m

ANGELS

WITH

DIRTY

Award Nominations

31

DESTINATION

FACES

3 Academy

TOKYO

Cary Grant, John Garfield, Dane Clark

Cagney, O'Brien, Bogart, Ann Sheridan
Award Nominations

Academy

Award Nomination

i *

MR.

SKEFFINGTON

CASABLANCA

Bette Davis, Claude Rains
2 Academy

Bogart, Bergman, Henreid, Rains
3 "Oscars". . . 5 Academy Award Nominations

Award Nominations

Joyce Reynolds, Edward Arnold, Robert Benchley
Academy

Award Nomination

MORE HITS FROM d.Cl.p.'S
NEW'JUPITER' GROUP - ,
, .

OP
INVISIBLE
Humphrey

JUL*
TALLION

ARB

STRIPES
Bogart, William Holden, George F|

Share-of-Audience: Boston 60%

ROAD
DODGE

CITY

tonald Regan, Alexis Smith, Zachary Scott
iRB Share-of-Audience: Huntington, W. Va. 67%

Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland, Ann Sheridan
ARB Share-of-Audience: Salt Lake City 76%

ESCAPE

IN THE

DESERT

Helmut Dantine, Philip Dorn, Alan Hale
ARB Share-of-Audience: Boston 50%

UNE
Jette Davis, Robert Montgomery
^RB Share-of-Audience: Chicago 50%

FOUR'S

A CROWD

Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland, Rosalind Russell
ARB Share-of-Audience: Miami 78%

THE

GREAT

MR.

NOBODY

Eddie Albert, Joan Leslie, Alan Hale
ARB Share-of-Audience: Miami 75%

aapr
Prices for Individual pictures on request.

p. MEN
lames Cagney, Lloyd Nolan, Margaret Lindsay
^RB Share-of-Audience: Boston 50%

THE

TWO

Humphrey

MRS.

CARROLLS

Bogart, Barbara Stanwyck

ARB Share-of-Audience: Sacramento

75%

Distributors for Associated Artists I Productions Corp.

345 Madison Ave., Murray Hill
75 East Wacker Drive, Dearborn
1511 Bryan Street, Riverside
9110 Sunset Boulevard, Crestvlew

6-2323 I
2-2030 H
7-8553 |
6-5886

new york
Chicago
Dallas
los anoclxs

Marketing tools, trends,
research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
19Copyrlght
APRIL 11958
Westerns are still the most marketable syndication
wares, as far as station peo958
'
r
sponsor publications inc.
pie are concerned.
FILM-SCOPE

gleaned this from a questionnaire response it completed this week.

The survey, addressed to a cross-section of FILM-SCOPE's field trend spotters — which
included managers, program directors and film buyers — disclosed that next to westerns the
biggest demands from sponsors were action-adventure and mystery -detective series.
Several of the respondents added this observation: Regardless of type, a good, quality
sbow will still find a buyer.
A noteworthy comment, spurred by FILM-SCOPE's
Tipton, manager of KLZ-TV, Denver:

latest questionnaire, came from Jack

"Local prospects for complete sponsorship have diminished because of the sharp increase
in film prices.
"If gross film costs could be regulated parallel to the Class "A" half-hour one
time rate, we feel sure we'd have many more local sponsors for syndicated series."

Look for a second year of production on 26 Men.
Although it's not yet renewal time, ABC Film is assured of practically 85% current sponsor renewals, so it'll start production on the second series this summer.
Some current sponsors: Winston Cigarettes, A & P, Ceneral Electric, Colgate-Palmolive,
Pepsodent, Pabst Brewery, Hood Dairy, Standard Oil.
The series, on the air since October, has reached the 170 market point, in 46 states.

Next anticipated action by the Justice Department in its probing of feature
film distributors is a suit against MCA and Paramount and their $50 million deal.
The latest two-fisted Government punch is the suit slapped last week on Columbia, Screen
Gems and Universal. Companies are accused under both Sherman and Clayton anti-trust acts
of lessening competition in the industry and conspiring to restrain trade.
First blow to film distributors came last year, when MGM-TV and other groups were accused by the same department of block booking. That suit is still pending.
Note: Screen Gems sees no real challenge to its newly-acquired Universal films, will go
ahead with release plans. Two packages (52 pictures each) have been released, one will be
available this spring, one this fall, and another in the winter.

Flashes from the Film Field: NTA will shortly be opening Paris, Brussels and Rome
offices; Leo Lax will head them . . . MCA's sales staff will be capitalizing on Ralph Bellamy's
Tony awards in selling Follow That Man . . . Nichols Industries, toy pistol makers, plans a
heavy southwest 52- week schedule with Ziv's Cisco Kid; company is currently testing the
show in Shreveport . . . The four new-to-syndication film series CBS TV Film will unveil at
the NAB convention are Mr. Adams and Eve, You Are There, The Eve Arden Show (all offnetwork), and Vignetts, a family educational series . . . Pilot on TCF-TV series, Navy Frogmen, will be offered this week to New York agencies and advertisers . . . Early renewals on
CNP's Silent Service have come in from Schlitz, Shaeffer Beer, Robert Burns, O'Keefe's
Beer, Interstate Insurance, Swift & Co. and Nabisco.

(For further film news see SPONSOR-SCOPE
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and Film Wrap-Up, page 61.)

Key trends and developments
in marketing and research

MARKETING
19 APRIL 1958
bponsor publications iNo.

No matter what direction economic

WEEK

conditions go, spot tv and radio have noth-

m» to f<*ar from the rise of the supermarket buying committees.
The committees are generally favorably disposed toward local media, anyway, because of
their pinpointing power.
Said one agency president who has had extensive personal experience on the food brokerbuying committee level: "No. 1 promotional medium
tv; No. 2 is spot radio."

with buying committees

Buying committees, a comparatively recent development
chain field, represent a new

is spot

in the supermarket

client-agency problem in ad communications.

Core of the problem: Should the advertiser put on a slam-bang, four-color presentation
with lights and music to get a new product listed or a new promotion okayed? Or should he
present the facts briefly and unglamorously?
There appears, oddly enough, a strong leaning toward the latter. The thinking here is
that the committees are burdened with evaluating so much product information, a
one-page fact sheet will be welcomed.
True, there are occasionally requests for details, such as the consumer advertising proposed or already at work. One timebuyer reported a chain asking for data on
a radio station purchase in one market. The chain wanted to know the station's call letters.
name of show, time of day, number of announcements, name of program personality, length
of campaign, etc. But, the buyer said, this is rare.

Tv's coverage among "buying" households is even greater than that indicated
by the ARF figure showing that 83.2% of U.S. households own tv sets.
The ARF figures, gathered by the Census Bureau in January, also disclose that 88. 1 ' <
of husband-wife households have tv. The percentage owning tv for "all other" households is
66.7. Conversely, the all-other group represent a substantial proportion of non-tv homes.
Nearly half, as a matter of fact.
It may come as a surprise to some that nearly 20%
not of the husband-and-wife type.

There's a growing interest in contests among

of all U.S. households are

manufacturers.

One indication is the rise in their number. It's estimated that the number
tant contests rose about 5% in 1957 over the preceding year.

of impor-

Another indication is the current Hit Parade Mystery Tune contest, first major cigarette
contest run in many years. This is more complicated than most, requiring identification of
a mystery tune on NBC TV's Hit Parade plus a 25-words-or-less sentence completion step.
Reason for this two-step device: Contests are basically sampling devices. American
Tobacco takes care of the sampling end by requiring entrants to enclose an end
panel from a carton of Hit Parade. Identification of the mystery tune serves the
second-step purpose of building an audience for its commercials.

It couldn't be any more natural.
Sunkist Lemons and the Tea Council are joining forces to sell iced tea with lemon this
summer via television, radio, magazines and newspapers.
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ASCAP
SALUTES
OSCAR
WINNERS
ASCAP

Academy winners since 1934:

1934 — "The Continental" -Con Conrad, Herbert Magidson
1935 — "Lullaby of Broadway" -Harry Warren, Al Dubin
1936 -"The Way You Look Tonight" — Jerome Kern, Dorothy Fields
1937 — "Sweet Leilani" — Harry Owens
ASCAP

congratulates

ii A

■

JIMMY
PUBLISHED

■

the 1957

Winners

l938-"Thanks for the Memory" -Ralph Ranger, Leo Robin

Til

VAN

E
WAY"
1939-"0ver the Rainbow"-E. Y. Harburg, Harold Arlen
-.....„-»-.„,
1940-"When You Wish Upon A Star"- Ned Washington, Leigh Harline
- SAMMY CAHN
..».„,
„
«
„
». „
,._
_._ „.„_
1941— The Last Time I Saw Paris -Jerome Kern, Oscar Hammerstem 2nd
MARAVILLE
MUSIC CORP.
«.....,.-,.
1942- White Christmas -Irving Berlin

HEUSEN
BY

1943 — "You'll Never Know" -Harry Warren, Mack Gordon
1944 -"Swinging On A Star"-James Van Heusen, Johnny Burke
1945 — "It Might As Well Be Spring" -Rodgers and Hammerstein
1946 — "On the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe"-H. Warren, J. Mercer
1947 — "Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah" — Allie Wrubel, Ray Gilbert
1948 — "Buttons and Bows" — Jay Livingston, Ray Evans
1949 -"Baby, It's Cold Outside" -Frank Loesser
1950 — "Mona Lisa" -Ray Evans, Jay Livingston
1951 -"In the Cool Cool Cool of the Evening"-H. Carmichael, J. Mercer
^■Jj^soJJW

^^^*^3BIBBS^^^^^

F/1a^8

SAMPAS

1952 — "Do Not Forsake Me, Oh My Darlin' " — Oimitri Tiomkin, Ned Washington
1953 -"Secret Love" -Sammy

| Y%*f% fU
*)\Ar/^J

Fain, Paul Webster
1954 -"Three Coins in the Fountain" -Sammy Cahn, Jule Styne
1955-"Love is a Many Splendored Thing" — Paul Francis Webster, Sammy Fain

|H|!^|f

1956 -"Whatever Will Be, Will Be" ('Que Sera, Sera')- Ray Evans, Jay Livingston

National and regional spot buys
in work noiv or recently completed

Five Minute Segments
Daily or Strip
Now Available

In WMAR-TV'S
Rich Maryland
MARKET
* • •
THE

ELEVEN

O'CLOCK

reported by MATT

Monday

THOMAS

thru Friday

11:00 to 11:05 P.M.
• An
meed
newscaster
• trained news writers and cameramen
• world-wide,
nation-wide,
Marylanc
• WMAR-TV
and CBS newsfilm
• facilities of Associated Press and
The Sunpapers plus AP wirephotos

^

SPOT
RADIO

BUYS
BUYS

Tidewater Oil Co., Eastern Division. New York, is lining up
schedules in eight Eastern seahoard markets for its gasolines and
oils. The short-term campaign runs in May. Minute announcements are being scheduled every half hour from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00
p.m. and every hour between 7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. Buying is
not completed. Buyer: Gene Vaslett. Agency: Foote. Cone &
Belding. Los Angeles. (Agency declined to comment.)
General Electric, Appliance & Television Receiver Div., Louisville,
Ky.. is lining up announcements in various markets to promote its
refrigerators. The schedules start 3 May, run for varying lengths,
depending upon the market. Minute announcements during both
daytime and nighttime segments are being bought. Average frequency: 20 per week per market. Buyer: Tom Lynch. Agency:
Young & Rubicam, Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

TV

BUYS

Necchi Sewing Machine Sales Co., New York, is planning a campaign in scattered markets for its sewing machine. The schedules
begin 1 May for six weeks. Minute announcements are being placed
during daytime slots; frequency varies from market to market. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Don Green. Agency: Grey Advertising Agency, New York. (Agency declined to comment.)
S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc., Racine, Wise., is going into major and
minor markets for its furniture wax, Pledge. The campaign starts

11:05 WEATHER

REPORT

reported by DON BRUCHEY
Monday thru Friday
11:05 to 11:10 P.M.

*

*

•

11:10 to 11:15 NATIONAL SPORTS
FINAL, Monday thru Friday
now fully sponsored

WMAR-TV
channel/
SUNPAPERS

TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD.

TELEVISION
AFFILIATE
OF
THE
COLUMBIA
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
i by THE KATZ
AGENCY,
Int.
Detroit. St. Louis, San Francisco,
Atlanta, Dallas. Los Angeles

in early May, runs for nine weeks. Minutes and I.D.'s during daytime periods are sought; frequency depends upon the market. Buyer: Pete Berla, Agency: Benton & Bowles, Inc., New York. (Agency
declined to comment.)
Sterling Drug, Inc., National Brands Div., New York, is entering
top markets for its Phillip's Milk of
in early May for 52 weeks. Minutes
quency varies from market to market.
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., New
comment.)

Magnesia. Schedules kick-off
and 20's are being used; freBuyer: Bob Bruno. Agency:
York. (Agency declined to

McKesson & Robbins, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn., is preparing schedules in top markets for its reducing product, Kessamin. The campaign
starts late this month and early May, runs in flights through the
middle of the summer. Day and night minutes with heavy saturation, are being slotted; frequency depends upon the market. Buying
is not completed. Buyer: Dick Boege. Agency: Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, Inc.. New York.
I Agency declined to comment.)
Emerson Drug Co., Div. of Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.,
Baltimore, is scheduling announcements in major markets for its
Bromo-Seltzer. Announcements are minutes, placed in daytime and
nighttime feature films. Buyer: Joe Hudack. Agency: Warwick &
Legler, Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)
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They buy as a family .

because they were sold as a family. . .

by their local Meredith station!

KANSAS
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA
TULSA
Meredith
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KCAAO
WHEN
KPHO
WOW
KRMG

Are

Affiliated

1958

With

BETTER

KCMO-TV
WHEN-TV
KPHO-TV
WOW-TV
HOMES

and GARDENS

The

Katz

Agency

The

Katz

Agency

The

Katz

Agency

John Blair & Co. - Blair-TV
John
Blair & Co.
and SUCCESSFUL

FARMING

Magazines

Capsule case histories of successful
local and regional television campaigns

TV RESULTS
MOVIE

MOVIE
SPONSOR:

Stale Theatre

AGENCY:

Direct

Capsule case history: I sing local tv as a major portion
of their budget to advertise Hollywood productions has been
proving verj successful to movie houses throughout the
country. A new attendance record was set by the State
Theatre of Omaha, Nebraska, after they had purchased a
saturation campaign on KETV, Omaha, to publicize their
upcoming I)isne\ production "Ole Yeller." State bought ten
10-second announcements which were run for a six-day
period prior to the showing of the film. No other television
station was used for this campaign. The day the movie
opened, State broke an all-time attendance record for the
theatre. "We have never had a more successful tv promotion than the one enjoyed on KETV," said John Mattis,
manager of the State. "We had youngsters standing in line
for well over a block to see the picture." In the past the
movie house has used radio and television in the area, but
"none of the results equalled
KETV, Omaha

SPORT
SPONSORS:

GOODS

these 10 announcements."
PURCHASE: Announcements

AGENCY:

Direct

Howco

Exchange

AGENCY:

Direct

Exchange, a regional film distributor. At the suggestion of
WSOC-TV, Howco purchased a tv schedule on the station's
25-plan. Howco had used television in other areas of the
South but only WSOC-TV was bought in Charlotte. The
local theater which carried the film did heavy business. The
movie house drew an almost capacity crowd each time the
picture ran. Movie houses in Gastonia, Monroe, Albermarle,
Salisbury and Rock Hill, all within the station's coverage
area, which also showed the film, had similar successes. In
fact, every theater running the film within a 75-mile area
of Charlotte met with surprising box office receipts. Theaters
playing the picture outside of WSOC-TV's coverage pattern
did not do nearly as well as those in the Charlotte coverage
area. "You can be assured we will use tv on our next campaign," stated Scott Lett, the branch manager of Howco.
WSOC-TV,

AUTO

& EQUIPMENT

Local Wholesaler and Dealers

SPONSOR:

Capsule case history: "Rodan," a recent fiction release,
was advertised on WSOC-TV, Charlotte, N. C, by Howco

Charlotte

PURCHASE:

Announcements

SUPPLIES

SPONSOR: Economy Auto Stores, Inc.

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: A little short of a year ago, George

Capsule case history: Economy Auto Stores, Inc. has been

A. Grenholm, manager of V. Tausche Hardware Co., a

a steady advertiser in Chattanooga since they opened an

wholesale sports store of LaCrosse, Wis., conceived a plan

outlet in this city. The company had used television but

whereby four local sports good stores, each in a different

had never advertised on WRGP-TV,

community of the LaCrosse trading area, would sponsor a

spending considerable sums on every medium available in

show each Friday called Fite Nite Sport Nite, on WKBT,
LaCrosse. The cost per telecast, $100, was divided propor-

Hamilton County, they decided to try WRGP-TV. Working
in cooperation with the copy and advertising departments

tionately among the sports outlets and Tausche Co. After

of the station, the auto store prepared an effective tv cam-

launching the program, the sponsors found that in almost
every case, items advertised on their show resulted in near,
or complete, sellouts. The long-range sales potential of the
show is demonstrated by the fact that from 70% to 90%
of their advertising is devoted to this particular program.

Chattanooga. After

paign. "The results received from the announcements were
nothing short of perfection", stated Economy's executive,
Earl E. Tennyson, Jr. Tire sales alone for the month of
February exceeded any other February in the store's preceding 11 years of operation. This was by far the most

Sales figures have climbed consistently since its beginning.

successful advertising campaign the auto accessory store had

The first contract was Bigned for an eight-week test campaign. It was immediately renewed for an additional 26-

ever experienced. Other tv campaigns also have met with

week flight and again this past March for another 26 weeks.
WKBT,

LaCrosse

PURCHASE:

Programs

outstanding success. "In addition, we have gained customers
who keep returning for additional items," said Tennyson, Jr.
WRGP-TV,

Chattanooga

PURCHASE:

SPONSOR

•
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T. I spot editor
A column

sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television
SARR A
NEW
YORK:
200 EAST 56TH
CHICAGO: 16 EAST ONTARIO

STREET
STREET

This 60-second commercial sells Camay Soap by transforming an ordinary
bath into a fabulous experience. The setting takes the viewer from reality
into the world of luxury — where cares are forgotten. Unhurried voice-over
matches the mood; beautiful product shots never interrupt the pace. Seemingly relaxed sell! Produced by SARRA for THE PROCTER & GAMBLE
COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD. through THE F. H. HAYHURST CO.
LIMITED.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

Prime examples of the product-in-use technique! Everyday situations — everyday mishaps like spills on the floor — prove in these 60-second commercials
that Johnson's Stride is "the wax you don't have to re-wax every time." By
actual demonstration they ease, rather than urge, the viewer into buying
Stride the very next time she shops. Produced by SARRA for S. C. JOHNSON & SON, INC. through NEEDHAM, LOUIS and BRORBY, INC.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

Lively and believable, this series of commercials for Alps Brau Beer are really
fun to watch. Bavarian dancers! Skiers zooming down Apline slopes! Attractive people everywhere enjoying Alps Brau Beer . . . enjoying the jingle
sung by a real Bavarian barmaid. An unusually good combination of casting,
continuity and music that sells as forcefully as it entertains. Produced by
SARRA for CENTLIVRE BREWING CORP. through GRANT ADVERTISING, INC.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

There'll be no doubt in your mind that babies are still the #1 attention
getter when you see this series of 60-second spots for Pet Milk. Babies yawn
and fall asleep . . . but the audience doesn't! Even a bachelor would find the
situations appealing. Official doctors' formulas are written out to give
authenticity to correct infant feeding. Produced by SARRA for PET MILK
COMPANY through GARDNER ADVERTISING COMPANY.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street
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A pictorial review of local
and national industry events

PICTURE

WRAP-UP

Basic advertising principles related to sound is core of Peters, Griffin. Woodward's new desk top spot radio presentation being shown here
to Lee Rich (center), B&B vice pres. and media dir., by PGW's N. Y.
radio -I-. development mgr. Lud Richards (left) and a./e. John Francis

"Pete" Moore (U, ad dir. of Dodge
l)i\. of Chryslei Corp.) accepts transistor
radio .1- firsl prize Erom Charles Fritz
of John Blair & Co. for besl radio commer< ul in Becond
annual
Blair survey

Miss Kay VAN (actually model Paula Sams) was featured
in promotion by KVAN, Portland, Ore., when station switched
to new "instant radio" formula — music and news 24 hours a day.
Kay VAN was formerly voted Miss Oregon Press Photographer.
Station manager Larry Lau watches, posing in the background

KTVU, San Francisco-Oakland, brought
its well-known seal emblem to life at recent
l'.a\ \na Sportsmen's Show.

The talented

seal, balancing ball with KTVU's channel
number, will be used in other local events

Judgeville,Henry
F. Todd
(center)
Tenn., recently
ruled in
favor of
of Nashradio
listener who sued to stop Nashville's WSIX
from switching to rock 'n roll. Station restored
"quiet" music to its time slot
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News and Idea
WRAP-UP
ADVERTISERS
Shulton has allocated about Simillion for a saturation campaign
just before Father's Day.
The bonanza will go to various media via Wesley Associates.
New campaigns:
• Ar. Winarick, manufacturers of
Dura-Gloss nail products, is launching
its new Dura-Gloss nail hardener via
tv and print media, in Metropolitan N.
Y. prior to a national campaign.
• Borden's is introducing its
Instant Whipped Potatoes in the upper
New York and New England areas.
The product is a packaged mashed
potato in flake form.
Promotions :
• Both the Tea Council and Sunkist Lemons will be joining hands in
tv spot this summer for an all-out
campaign to sell tea with lemons.
• U. S. Steel is launching the second phase of its consumer products
promotion, via print media and announcements onCBS' Steel Hour. Core
of the campaign is the use of steel
products.
• Giveaways: Kellogg is offering
via tv announcements on ABC TV and
CBS TV programs, an old time train
model for coin and two cereal box tops
. . . Joe Lowe Corp., for Popsicle
and other 'side' confections, is conducting a"space travel" contest, via
all media, to attract the youngsters . . .
Gold Medal Candy Corp., for
Bonomo's Turkish Taffy, offers a
free trip to Disneyland in a "name this
famous person" contest. Promotion
beamed
via
tv. to large children's audiences,
• Legorama,

a new

promotion

drive for Remington's Princess
Lady's shaver to find the "princess of
legs." Winner to appear in Gunsmoke
commercials on CBS.

AGENCIES
McCann-Erickson was this week
assigned the G.M.C. Truck and
Coach division of General Motors,
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This makes two former Kudner accounts in the McCann shop, the other
being Buick.
The G.M.C. business has been running around $1.5 million.
DSF Chicago has been handed
about $1- million worth of Swift
business resigned recently by
JWT.
The products: Pard dogfood, Swift'ning, Jewel Shortening and Salad Oil
and Commercial Shortening.
SSC&B has added to its stake in
the Best Foods combine.
The agency now also handles the
Rit Products Division.

'But Boss . . .

Other BF products at SSC&B: H-0
Quick Oats; H-0 Instant Oatmeal;
Presto Self-Rising Cake Flour and H-0
Cream Farina.
Doyle Dane Bernbach added two
new accounts this week. One for
Thorn McAn Shoes, amounting to
over a million in advertising-promotion
... the other, the $400,000 account of
Benson & Hedges cigarettes, product of Phillip Morris.
B&B, originally handling both Benson and Hedges and Parliament, now
concentrates on the latter.
More agency appointments : BBDO
for Omega watches . . . Hume, Smith,
Mickelberry for the national advertising of Storer Broadcasting . . . Garfield Advertising for Hillcrest's YarnGlo and Under-Glo . . . Reach, McClinton for Stevens Candy . . . Norman, Craig & Kummel for Colgate's
Vel Powder . . . F&S&R for The Dollar Savings Bank of New York . . .
Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc, for
WMGM, New York.
Agency mergers: Grant and Abbott Kimball merger completed by
the integration of their San Francisco
offices ... In Seattle, Grant and the
Burke Co.
Kudos: Distinguished Citizen award
to Lawrence Mcintosh, manager of
the domestic division of Grant, from

five station wagons? ? ?
What are we getting into now,
the cab business?"
"Mobile News Patrols", he snaps.
"Two-way radios. Reporters.
On the spot coverage anywhere
in Greater
Cincinnati!"
t

\=

"But Boss, think of the

MONEY! Why not do it like
everyone else. Tips, second
hand stuff from the newspapers,
friends on the police force."
"Thai's not how we got to be

Aa i FIRST

in Cincinnati!'"

Come to think of it,

a--

I guess he's right.

radio

CINCINNATI

BUY THE
"OIL RICH" WEST TEXAS
MARKET

89,274 SETS
As of July

1, 1957

. . . with
Kind

of money
CSI

PER

this

to spend

. . .

HOUSEHOLD

MIDLAND

$7,428

ODESSA

$7,049

BIG SPRING

$5,931

KM ID-TV v^J
MIDLAND.

TEXAS

■■7S

homes

at the

LOWEST
cost

per

of any

tising Men and Women
8th annual banquet.

Burnett's L.A. office . . . Betty Thomas to Donahue & Coe as merchandising director . . . Richard Shoppelry
to West-Marquis as junior account executive .. . George Irwin, to Heintz
& Co. as v.p. and member of the plans
board.

at the AAMW's

Agency newsmakers:
In New York : New v.p.'s include
John M. Keavey, KLM account executive at EWRR; Alfred Goldman, copy director of Reach, McClinton; Farrell Gilmore, account
executive at Ted Bates.
Three assistant v.p.'s have also been
named at Bates : George W. Craigie,
Christopher P. Lynch and Albert
J. Petcavage.
Some new BBDO additions:
David Clark, account executive; T.
Neal Wilder, account group head on
Schenley ; Frederick J. Edwards, account executive; and Harold Davis,
time buyer.
In other New York agencies, J.
Dennis Molnar, named account supervisor on Revlon, at Dowd, Redfield
& Johnstone . . . Thomas F. Masterson to Robert Otto as account executive . . . Tyler Kaus, to the copy staff
of Wexton.

Philadelphia: Leonard Stevens, radio-tv director, Weightman, Inc. . . .
Cleon Yohe, media supervisor, Harris D. McKinney.

home

station

tasion, as account executive and member of plans board at Kennedy, Walker
& Wooten, Beverly Hills . . . Bemie
Ebert, producer and Chet Miller, account executive on Star-Kist to Leo

Upstate New York: At the Rumrill
Co., John Van Arsdale, appointed
executive v.p.; George Darcy elected
aa v.p.
director; Robert McMahon named

MORE
radio

Washington's Governor Albert Rosellini for "home town boy makes good"
. . . Special citation for public relations in advertising to Arthur Fatt,
president, Grey, from Assn. of Adver-

in the

Heart of Florida

Virginia : M. D. Newman named account executive for Cabell Eanes,
Richmond.

WSUN
St.

Radio

Petersburg-Tampa

Represented

by VENARD,
McCONNELL

Southeastern:

JAMES

RINTOUL
S. AYERS

&

In Chicago: Roland Berns, appointed v.p. at Executive Advertising . . .
Joe Watkins, to Grant as copywriter
. . . Don Wells, to FC&B as merchandising executive . . . Tom Garrabrant, named media director of North
. . . Ray Young, to Leo Burnett as
copywriter . . . Roy Kosinski, to
Don Kemper as media director.
In Detroit: Doyle W. Lott, named
v.p. at Grant, and account executive
for the Dodge Division account . . .
Jerry Moynihan, assistant media director, Campbell-Ewald.
West coast people : Jack Kerr, promoted to account supervisor at McCann-Erickson, L.A. . . . Andre Anas-

More on assignments:

Dick Higgs,

to the radio-tv production staff of Allen & Reynolds, Omaha . . . Kenneth
Strandberg to the account staff of
Nemer, Minneapolis . . . Sam Young
as account executive for Carroll's San
Antonio office.

CHICAGO

REPORT

Despite the IBEW's strike at WBBMTV-AM, programing and business was
conducted smoothly at the station.
From the viewpoint of new business
it was a good week — as can be attested
from the spot buys noted below:
The Chicago highlights in the news
included:
WNBQ conducted a color tv seminar for 40 members of Foote, Cone
& Belding on April 15. The demonstrations oftv programing techniques
and a tour of the station's facilities is
part of a continuing training program
conducted by FC&B.
Real, old fashioned, live radio in action was the theme of WMAQ's open
house. Master of ceremonies, vocalist,
musicians, guest interviewers and
sports reporters were on stage before
a studio audience, celebrating the 37th
anniversary of Station WMAQ and
the first anniversary of the Chan Show.
WGN's

Research division completed a

survey showing the extent of children's influence on family buying
habits. Generally, the study reveals
that the tricycle set is highly responsive to advertising on tv programs for
children and about 85% of them almost always recognize the advertised
product in the stores.
The Pet Milk Company, Station
WSM Nashville and the Grand Ole
Opry, and the Keystone Broadcasting
System, are conducting a nationwide
contest to discover a new western music star. Each of the KBS stations are
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holding individual contests, sending
tapes of their local winners to a panel
of Grand Ole Opry star judges. Gardner Advertising Company, St.
Louis, Pet Milk's agency, has huilt the
complete merchandising package being
used to promote the contest.
In spite of the current domestic
slump, international advertising
for this year is quite healthy
among consumer goods manufacturers, according to Joseph W. Biety,
foreign advertising manager, Parker
Pen Company. In a speech before the
Midwest International Advertising Association in Chicago, Biety reported
that some 30 leading companies are
most optimistic for 1958 and plan to
spend more advertising dollars than
in 1957.
The Station Representatives Association, in a closed meeting at the Ambassador East elected these new officers
for 1958: President, Jack Davis,
Blair-TV; V.P., Roger O'Sullivan,
Avery-Knodel; treasurer, Bill Condon,
the Katz Agency; secretary, Tom Taylor. Peters-Griffin- Woodward.

New spot tv business out of Chicago:
• Hamm's Beer, through Campbell-Mithun, in a concentrated effort to
open the North West as a major marketing area, is going into a nighttime
announcement campaign in Seattle.
• Toni Company, for new products Self and Adorn, through North
Advertising, opens in 60 markets with
nighttime announcements.
• Procter & Gamble, for Jiff
Peanut Butter, through Leo Burnett,
opens up 35 new markets along the Atlantic Seaboard using nighttime minutes and 20-seconds aimed at the family audience.
• Marlboro, via Leo Burnett, is reported ready to open a big spot campaign using nighttime 20-seconds in
the top 15 markets, supplementing recent half-hour spot buys in those same
markets.

• Live-look quality

• Practical editing
• Record from studio or
remote camera

TV's "Bowling Queens" show, the
only tv program in the country featuring star women bowlers will be available to stations all over America start
ing with the new bowling season. Filming of the show will be done in Chi
cago, and turned out as a 26-week series. The show, which has been seen
only in Chicago so far, was sponsored
by Universal Bowling and Golf.

NETWORKS
Mutual's new
Hammer will
fore the trade
next Monday

president, Armand
make his debut bepress at a luncheon
(21).

The purpose: To disclose a "timely
national - plus - local - level point - of - purchase plan Mutual
now has under
Tv network sales:

And via a newcomer to Chicago's ad
scene, Executive Advertising, Inc.,
these campaigns: Lanolin Plus with
minute saturations in four major markets; McDonald's Drive Ins, entering the national picture, starting in the
Chicago market with minute tv saturationQuaker
;
Industries, Kenosha,
Wisconsin, going into the ten top markets with day and night minutes ; Suzy
of Paris Lingerie, saturation tv minutes in key markets.

• NBC: Kemper Insurance Co.
buys into News on Wednesdays, and
participations on the Jack Paar Show
. . . American Tobacco renewed its
way."
sponsorship
of Tales of Wells Fargo,
for the 1958-59 season . . . PhillipsVan Heusen bought one-half sponsorship of three Suspicion programs (to
air 26 May, 2 June and 9 June) .
• ABC: General Foods, for Jell
0, signed for additional segments on
Do you Trust Your Wife.

Kudos to: Erwin Wasey, Ruthruaff
& Ryan, for keeping the annual $2
million biller, Lanolin Plus in Chicago; and to Earle Ludgin & Company
for bringing This Week magazine here
from Madison Avenue.

Mfg. Co., for Zino-pads, will sponsor two segments on ABN's Breakfast
Club.

Other agency appointments:
\skania Regulator Company,

• Immediate playback —
no processing

signed to devote full time to the creative programing field.

Radio network

sales: The Scholl

Network Notes: John Guedel, producer, and Art Linkletter, star,
Chi-

cago, to O'Grady -Anderson-Gray,
Brook Hill Farms, Inc., Chicago, to
Edward H. Weiss & Co.; Chicago,
Rock Island and Pacific Railroad
to Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson;
Red Jacket Mfg. Company, Davenport, Iowa, to Russell T. Gray, Inc.;
Carl Buddig & Company, Chicago
meatpackers, to H. W. Kastor & Sons;
Stevens Candy Kitchens, Inc., to
Reach, McClinton & Company.

signed long-term agreements with NBC
for continuation of People Are Funny
. . . Congrats to Chet Huntley and
Welles Hangen of NBC News for
couping honors in the annual Overseas
Press Club awards.
Network

names:

Carroll Hansen,

appointed program coordinator for
CBS-owned radio stations . . . John
White, named director of national
sales for ABC radio.

REPS
• Tapes eraseable, reuseable
• Lowest overall cost
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Appointment of Alexander G. Field,
Jr., new program manager for WGNTV has been announced. Field, who
will continue in his special broadcast
services capacity at the station succeeds Edward J. Roth, Jr., who re-

Dodge, and its agency, Grant
Advertising, have copped top honvey.
ors in John Blair's second nationwide Spot Radio Commercial Sur-

need ont
survey for proof positive the
the advertiser and agency category than any otht
delivers more of them for less money than an
well. If you want to reach the teams that bu
in the field. It's as simple as one an

*

The question asked was — "What magazine
do you read with fair regularity?"
, The question asked was — "What magazines
do you read every isue — every other
issue — less frequently?"
In both cases every respondent was validated
as a decision-maker in the broadcast field.

'amine any recent independent
SPONSOR is read by more decision makers in both
\ditorial publication in the broadcast field. It
publication in the general advertising field as
he time SPONSOR is the basic book
me make

Before you finalize your budgets get to know the complete story of trade papers and what they can do for
you. We've prepared a 50 page color slide presentation outlining how to get the maximum out of every
dollar spent. It's a "must viewing" for every station manager who's shooting for more national spot dollars.
We'll be happy to show it to you at your c

SPONSOR

sells the TEAM

that buys the TIME

\\ inning commercials were selected
by more than 2.000 broadcasting and
advertising executives.
The next five winners: (2) Beechnut Cum (Y&R); (3) Chesterfield
iMcCann-Erickson; (4) Camel (Wm.
Esty) ; (5) Pepperidge Farms
lOgilvy. Benson & Mather); and (6)
Budweiser (D'Arcy). (See news pictures, p.60.)
Presentations: A unique presentation, utilizing a tape recording, is being shown to agency and advertiser
groups by Peters, Griffin, Woodward.
The 20-minute presentation focuses
attention on radio's ability to (1) sell
product ideas and (2) implant mental

your
extra

pictures of a product in the mind's eye.
Blair v.p. John W. Davis this
week was elected Chicago president of the Station Reps Association.
Other officers elected were: Roger
O'Sullivan, radio sales manager of
Avery -Knodel, vice president; Katz account executive William Condon,
treasurer; and Peters, Griffin, Woodward account exec Thomas A. Taylor, secretary.

SPONSOR
An army of extra sensitive ears
works at SPONSOR to keep you
in front of the industry and
the industry in front of you.
SPONSOR is the listening post
of thousands of successful
executives all over America
because its very publishing
concept (of news in brief and
observations in depth) has made
it the most widely read, widely
quoted and the best respected
publication in the entire
broadcast field.

Rep appointment this week: John
Blair, for KTLN, Denver . . . Maynard Moore, named New England
sales rep, Pilot Radio . . . Jack Masla,
for KRKD, Los Angeles.
Added personnel: L. Edward Tilden, Jr., to McGavren-Quinn as sales
rep . . . Joseph M. Friedman, to the
sales staff of H-R Television . . . Robert H. Biernacki, to Radio TV Representatives, asjunior sales executive
. . . Richard S. Abell, Headley-Reed
sales staff in L.A.

That's why men who plan
their future read SPONSOR —
at home. You should, too.
Give it your unhurried time
and it will give you so much
more in return. One idea will
pay you back a thousand fold.

FILM

Now — for less than a penny
a day — just $3.00 a year —
you can have 52 issues of
SPONSOR
delivered to your
home. Try it on this
money back guarantee.
Only gift subscriptions for advertisers or agencies are eligible.
■

SPONSOR
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In a unique deal with TV Stations
Inc., TPA this week made its first
sales of Jeff's Collie (first offnetwork run of Lassie) to 30
small market stations.
Deal was made through TV Stations,
which reps the 30 stations, and represents a total of $100,000 for 39 weeks.
Starting date is 1 September.
The sale is an outgrowth of TPA's
new programing-in-depth plan, which
has been sold to date to 50 stations.
Plan enables stations to buy film
series for advance scheduling. Stations
can buy from one to five programs at

a time with viewing dates ranging over
a period of a year.
Some other programs available: New
York Confidential, Tugboat Annie,
Charlie Chan.
Few other sales were recorded this
week. However, Screen Gems' Triple
Crown features were sold to several
stations, bringing the total markets
sold to 70.
Promotion: WKRC-TV director
Howard Bruns' resemblance to
Mike Hammer led to a rousing
promotional sendoff for the MCA
Series in Cincinnati.
Station ran a Who is Mike Hammer?
contest, with hourly spot announcements on Bruns' (mystery man)
whereabouts as Mike Hammer (trench
coat, porkpie hat, et. al.).
Several local entrepeneurs tied in
with the promotion. Cincinnati sponsor is Wiedemann Brewing.
On

the personal appearance circuit: Phyllis Kirk just completed a
personal appearance stint in New York
City on behalf of the Thin Man . . .
Jeff Richards is currently in New
York heralding the start of his new
series, Jefferson Drum.
Convention notes: NTA

wiU build

its NAB presentation on a California Gold Rush theme.
Displays will all feature a westernfrontier motif.
Rating data: Top-rated show in
Puerto Rico is Jungle Jim, a series
using re-runs for months. BRI TV
index gives it a 52.9 March rating . . .
Roy Rogers and Gene Autrey features,
in anywhere from first to seventh runs,
are still going strong. They appear in
ARB top-ten in several markets.
Bette Davis recently made an impressive showing in Chicago. Ten of
her Warner features on WGN-TV
massed a cumulative average rating of
14.9, nearly twice that of the nearest
competitor.
New Division: A new sales force to
handle everything but Warner
film has been set up by AAP.
Name: Gold Mine Division.
Just released: Eighteen recent RKO
films were released this week for tv.
RKO TV will handle the Showcase
Package.
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as basic as the alphabet
EGYPTIAN

ii i \\mu4

Peering back through the
mists of time, many scholars
believe that our letter B
started as the Egyptian picture-sign for courtyard or
house.

m
<

PHOENICIAN

!i;Sh1

"^Sep

IB

Somewhat later, the Semitic
inventors of the alphabet
adapted the house-sign and
let it stand for the first
sound of befh (house).

GREEK
In the

early

Greek

(boi/s/rephedon
or ox-turning), alternate lines
from right to left, then Ii
to right. The result
mirror-image letter, befa.

ROMAN
Liking the archaic Greek letter, the Romans carved it
in stone in the rounded form
we know and use today.
i/ data by

1

Dr. Donald

J. Lloyd, Wayne

State Univi

The basic letters for successful radio advertising in
Detroit and southeastern Michigan are WWJ. This
is Detroit's original radio station — the friendly voice
that has entertained and informed most of today's
adult Detroiters since their childhood — the welcome
voice that holds a unique place in the hearts and
loyalties of its listeners.
Start your radio campaign here — with the WWJ
Melody Parade, WWJ News, with popular personalities like Hugh Roberts, Faye Elizabeth, Jim
Wood, Bob Maxwell,
basic thing to do!
m

m

m m

m

WWJ

and Jim DeLand.

m

WORLD'S

m

am and fm

RADIO

FIRST RADIO

Owned and operated by The
NBC

National
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It's the

News

Affiliate

Peters,

Griffin,

est radio buy to reach most
Michigan consumers.

Seventy
cent of Michigan's
populationpercommanding
75 per
cent of the state's buying power
lives within WWJ's daytime primary coverage area.

STATION

Detroit

B

Woodward,

Inc.

Kudos: Three Chris awards of the
Film Council of Greater Columbus
went to Transfilm For film* made
for I 1 • ANPA, Bureau of Advertising;
2) Standard Oil, and (3) Fortune.

in \\ bite Sulphur Springs, W. Va. . . .
The spring meeting of Missouri
Broadcasters Assn. at the U. of Missouri commences 30 April . . . American Women in Radio and Television holds its convention in San Fran-

Strictlj personnel: Two account executives have been named to newlycreated central division of ABC Film:
Frank D. Benson, south, and Floyd
Blankenship, midwest.
James Fonda, to Screen Gems, as
producer . . . Charles E. Denney,
named v. p. and assistant to the president. TPA . . . Judd L. Pollaek, appointed executive producer in charge

cisco, 24-27 April . . . A.N.A. cancelled its spring national meeting this
year — resulting from an expanded
workshop program.

of MP()"s new west coast operation . . .
R. Could Morrison, to the international staff of Guild Films . . . Robert
T. Donnelly, named account executive, in the Chicago office of CBS TV
Film . . . Bob Olds, appointed creative director. Alexander Film . . . Jaek
Bower, to MGM-TV as eastern sales
and service rep for commercial and
industrial film.

ASSOCIATIONS
NAB's annual convention in L.A.
27 April-1 May includes 17 sessions for radio-tv management, at
which some 30 speakers and 50 panel
members will discuss more than 40 different topics.
Sessions will be held at the Biltmore
and Statler Hotels.
Speakers will include: Frank Stanton, president. CBS. Inc.; John C.
Doerfer, chairman. FCC and Marion
Harper, Jr., president. McCann-Erickson.
New RTES officers: Donald McGannon, president, Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co., succeeds John Daly
as president.
V.p.'s nominated were: Geraldine Zorbaugh, v.p. and general attorney CBS Radio; Don Durgin, v.p.
and tv network sales manager, NBC,
and Frank PeUigrin, \.|>. and secretary H-R Reps.
< onvention time: The 4th District
\F\ Convention will hold its meetings in Tampa 24-26 April.
Vmong those who will participate in
a media and tv clinic are: B. J.
\lamler. Vlam Young, Howard Abrahams o( TvB and Cordon Buck of
( bicago'a FCB.
Other Association Meetings: 4A's
annual meeting take- place 24-26 April

TV

STATIONS

The Association of Maximum Telecasters will probably adopt a symbol of its own for exhibition on
the air by the membership.
The decision on this will be made at
a AMFT meeting during the NAB
convention in L.A.
AH in a day's work: First day of
second quarter brought seven new
sponsors into the WRCA-TV (New
York) fold.
New advertisers include Dan River
Mills, P&G, Democrats for Grogan, American Tobacco, ColgatePalmolive, Standard Brands and
Ruppert Brewery.
A live children's participation series
has been created by WCAU-TV for a
Philadelphia margarine maker.
Table King Margarine is sponsor of
the Saturday afternoon show, Jack
Valentine's T-K Ranch. Commer-

York area, will be WNTA-TV,
WNTA and WNTA-FM.
Affiliations: WKXP-TV,

Station sales: A group of Illinois
businessmen have bought controlling
interest in WTVP, Decatur, pending
FCC approval.
Heading the group is Chicago ad
exec George A. Bolas.
New studios: WHTN-TV, Huntington, W. Va. this week starts broadcasting from new studios in Charleston.
Several programs will be aired from
Charleston daily.
New on the job: Keith C. Strange,
named assistant promotion and p.r.
manager, WFBM and WFBM-TV,
Indianapolis . . . Robert E. Clark,
appointed sales service manager, and
Beth Talsma and John Cofoid
named to the promotion department,
all at WOW-TV, Omaha . . . Terry
H. Lee, to WVUE, Wilmington-Philadelphia, as managing director . . .
Ernie Byrne, named executive pro-

5000
W
besu buu

KFeTi
9

cials will be integrated into the show's
format.
Product promotions:
Buy A Car Week promotion over
KSTP and KSTP-TV hypoed a sudden
sales spurt in Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Auto sales were up 83% the first
week of the promotion; week following they soared to 102% above
the norm.
• Four 60-second spots daily were
highlights of WHTN-TV (Huntington, W. Va.) National TV Servicemens Week. Spots were devoted to
the Electronic Technicians Association
in the West Virginia area.
More on baseball: G&D Wines
and Vermouth will bring National
League-less New York 77 of the
Philadelphia Phillies' games over
WOR-TV.

Lexington,

has joined CBS-TV as an interconnected affiliate . . . WFAA-TV, Dallas, has
renewed its affiliation with ABC-TV.
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Ask -the Meeker Co.
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Call letter change: W ATV, WAAT
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ducer, and Charles D. Miller, production manager, both at KMOX-TV,
St. Louis.
Alexander

W.

Dannenbaum,

sales v-p, and Wilmer C. Swartley,
Boston vp., have been named to the
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. board
of directors.

RADIO

STATIONS

conos to the New Jersey shore, WCAU
(1) Listening posts — roadside
plans:
stands, gas stations, motels, beach concessions, etc. — where listeners can hear
news, weather and road conditions at
any time.
tory.
(2) A resort map of WCAU

terri-

(3) Tie-ins with auto clubs and
state police on vacation safety cam

The Hartford, Conn. Advertising
Club distributed awards for live

paigns.
(4) Programs originating from resorts and summer theaters in the area.

programing this week.
Top honors in both radio and tv
categories were carried off by NBCowned stations in West Hartford.
The merit awards went to WNBC for
Central Connecticut on Parade and
WKNB radio for Skyway Patrol

The bingo game, which WMUR
TV, Manchester, N. H., now tele
casts five hours a week, has gained
a number of national advertisers.
They include Chunky Chocolates,

Anti-recession drives among radio
stations the country over continue
to take on momentum. Here're a
few of the latest:^
• WIL, St. Louis, is running a
$5,000 listener contest on Now is the
time to buy because . . .
Contest is supplemented by jingles
and station breaks pushing the up-beat
theme.
• KWIZ, Orange County, Cal.,
spots 15 announcements per day on
the same theme, recession deterrents.
The station is also highlighting encouragement tunes, such as Happy
Days are Here Again, Bye Bye Blues,
Easy Street.
• WKAP, Allentown, Pa., has been
running a four-month campaign against
recession talk incorporated into their
daily programing.
Latest move is editorials, broadcast
daily, urging listeners to buv.
Campaigns :
• RAB this week released promotion kits to member stations in
preparation for National Radio
Month, in May.
Kit includes all sorts of stunt suggestions toward this purpose : draw attention to radio by creating the biggest noise your towns ever heard.
• A unique summer campaign
is in the works at WCAU, Philadelphia, aimed at keeping its audience intact during vacation
months.
With its potential audience encompassing summer resorts from the Po19 April 1958

Pepsi-Cola, Woolworth's. Oakite and
Lestoil.
In FM: The recent activity in the
FM market is reflected in ten new
spot accounts acquired by KGLAFM, Los Angeles, including two nationals (Diner's Club, Columbia LP
Record Club) and eight local advertisers.
Anniversaries: Rev. R. R. Brown
this week celebrates his 35th year
in radio as minister of World Radio
Congregation, over WOW, Omaha.
Rev. Brown hasn't missed a broadcast since he went on the air in 1923.
In the public service:
• Frank Pepper, news editor of
WTAL, Tallahassee, received a Florida State Highway Patrol award for
his promotion of safety in his daily
news broadcasts.
• Eighth annual Rotary Radio Aucion over WHOP, Hopkinsville, Ky.,
brought in almost $14,000 for the Roary Student Loan Fund.
Auction was broadcast three hours
lightly, for six nights.
Station buy: A group of Los Angeles radio broadcasters have bought
KEAP, Fresno, from B. L. Golden,
for $150,000.
Headed by Herb Edelman, the group
includes Howard Tullis, ad agency
head, Mortimer Hall and Mort Sidley,
both of KLAC, Los Angeles.
In new posts: Clyde R. Spitzner,
to WFIL, as radio sales and programs
director . . . Charles
Crawford,

named national contact and sales development manager. WTOP, Washington . . . Ray Nelson, appointed president of Bremer Broadcasting Corp.,
recently acquired by NTA (WNTA
and WNTA-FM, formerly WAAT and
WAAT-FM, Newark).
Daniel J. Hereford, to WIL, St.
Louis, as account executive . . . Allene
Biggs, also to WIL, as administrative
assistant . . . Keith Pettack, to
WRIT, Milwaukee, as announcer . . .
Clay Braun, to KDAY, Los Angeles,
as account executive . . . Dick Provensen, promoted to program director,
KGFJ, Los Angeles.
Two promotions were announced
this week by Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co.: Virgil Evans, to managing director, WBT, Charlotte, and
Paul B. Marion, former national
sales manager, named WBT's
manager.

sales

More names in the news: Ken
Hildebrandt has resigned as general
manager of KMYR, Denver . . . Walter H. Stamper, WAPO (Chattanooga), commercial manager, elected
president of the Chattanooga Sales Executives Club . . . Sam J. Slate,
WCBS, New York, general manager,
is honorary chairman representing the
radio-television industry of National
Sunday School Week.

CANADA
Radio

listening habits in Montreal are the subject of an extensive survey just completed by

CJMS.
The one-question survey of 15,000
radio owners will be analyzed and
findings published for the industry.
The question : What- is the one thing
you want, but are not getting from
your present radio stations?
New marketing manager: Robert J. Emens, former U. S. regional
sales manager, has been named marketing manager of S. C. Johnson &
Son, Canada.
Other

new Canadian appointments: M. J. Mooney, named senior
account executive, F. H. Hayhurst Co.,
Toronto . . . Jean Baulu, appointed
announcer and Bob Grierson, to the
sales staff, at CJMS, Montreal ... J.
Douglas Nixon, to CBC's Toronto
staff as assistant director of radio network planning (English). ^
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Your Omaha

order talks biggest . . .

. . .Pulse
where
the saying
biggest
Pulse*
The latest Pulse says what
had been
for years.
KOWHis!
is first a.m.; first p.m.; first all day; 32 out of 40 first place
quarter hours ! These are the measures of KOWH's continuing
dominance of Omaha's radio day, a dominance extending
over 7 years.
The reasons : Programs and personalities that get
through
to
people.
Audiences
aren't the doonly
who turn to KOWH.
Advertisers
too.ones
Good coverage, too, on 660 kc.
Turn to Adam Young or
KOWH General Manager
Virgil Sharpe.

KOWH

Omaha

Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
19 APRIL 1958
CopyTlght
SPONSOR

The FCC this week moved to break down the status of exclusive occupancy
stations on 12 of the existing 24 clear channels.

1958

PUBLICATIONS

WEEK

I NO.

of

The stations involved in a proposal to add additional unlimited -time stations to these 12
channels are all located in the east and middlewest.
They comprise: WRCA, WABC and WCBS, New York; WMAQ, WGN, WLS and WBBM,
Chicago; KDKA, Pittsburgh; KYW and WCAU, Philadelphia; WHAM, Rochester and
KMOX, St. Louis.
How the channels will he assigned: five additional major Class I stations in specified
western states, while the other seven would be assigned to additional Class II stations where
needed to provide primary service.
Everybody involved in the proposed upsetting of the clear channel applecart has until
15 July to file protests, opinions and whatnot.
What the FCC has in mind for the other 12 clear channels: Possibly raise their power
to as high as 750,000 watts.
Significance of all this to advertisers: No change in primary coverage for the "de-exclusivized" channels and extension of the primary coverage areas for stations subject to the huge
power boost.
While the House Legislative Oversight subcommittee mulls the matter of getting back on the FCC track, a new bill affecting FCC procedure has hit the House
hopper.
This bill, introduced by Rep. Henry S. Reuss (D., Wis.), "to restore confidence" would:
• Set up broad areas of equality between competing applicants for a radio frequency or
tv channel, with all bidding against each other and the FCC making the award to the applicant with the strongest case.
• Give first preference to applicants with local connections and having no oilier interests in mass communications. Second preference to local people with interests in mass
communications.
• Set up a code of ethics for the FCC, raises salaries from $20,000 to $22,000 and double
the term of service from seven to 14 vears.

Storer and Westinghouse both debated the advantages of local ownership in
testimony before the FCC on the Barrows network study report.
Storer executive v. p. Lee B. Wailes said if the FCC would see to it that AT&T charges are
more reasonable a fourth live network would be possible.
Even more to the point, Wailes argued, the commission should permit privately owned
and operated intercity relay systems — providing such networks could own seven VHF stations
instead of the present limit of five.
Westinghouse stations president Donald H. Gannon, who like Wailes. cited the public
benefits of programing know-how deriving from group ownership, made these two
points :
1. Westinghouse was not happy with the networks for refusing to permit stations to record network programs with videotape for delayed use.
2. Such delays would eliminate conflicts with the station's own programing.
Wailes had this to say in answer to queries about Storer's buying and selling of
stations :
The sole purpose was to move the company into larger markets, as an alternative to
growth in view of the limitation of station ownership.
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A round-up of trade talks,
trends and tips for admen

^
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Lever Bros., which has upped its arl hudsjet substantially for the next fiscal vear in sunCwyrlght 1958
'
^
(or publications inc.
port of a lot of new products, is also setting a new profit-margin target.
The desired goal: 4%, or practically double the previous mark.

Marlison Avenue legalities are keeping a watchful eye on the lottery games flooding lv (even NBC TV has one on the boards).
Two likely sources of trouble: Postal authorities and states that have anti-lottery
measures on the books.

Kraft is contemplating reviving the title of one of radio's most esteemed programs— the Kraft Music Hall— this fall.
Paul Whiteman was its original star, and Bing Crosby presided over the Hall for
about a decade.

Most of the top-ranking film commercial producers now agree on this:
tem of having them bid for a job has become pretty well outdated.

The sys-

Those favoring shelving of the system arauo that today's estimates show hardly any
difference in prices among the five or six leaders.

A heavy user of tv appears to have incurred frowns from department stores by
offering a bra free with every girdle purchased.
The stores' gripe: The customer almost automatically is in the market for a new
bra after she's disposed of the girdle problem.

If S. C. Johnson pulls out of the Steve Allen show or reduces its stake to a halfhour on alternate weeks, it will be because it's plagued by a problem common to quite a few
tv advertisers: too many brands thrown together.
Should Johnson quit Allen altogether, it will team up on an alternate basis with two
other nighttime network half-hour shows.

Major agencies still have to make a lot of headway in getting cooperation between print copy and tv storyboard art directors.
A recent incident points up this antagonism : An art director junked a $1,000 set made
for
a magazine
for them.
too. ad before the agency's tv commercial people found it would come in handy

Ex-NBC
lection:

pages — now scattered all over the business — are most amused

by this recol-

Having to memorize the faces of NBC v.p.'s in the framed photos hung on the walls
of the locker room. The constant trouble was that no sooner had one set been commited to memory than a new one was substituted.
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Ampex* 1

VIDEOTAPE* RECORDING 1

• Immediate playbackno processing

• Tapes eraseable, reuseable
• Lowest overall cost
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1
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between machines
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COST-TRIMMING
I Cont'd from page 3 I
the) continue to be important factors
in client choice of agencies."
The overwhelming majority of ageni 5 beads are today as concerned with
maintaining the level of service offered
to clients a> the\ are with cost-trimming. \~ a top I Vs executive told
SPONSOR; "In a year like this when
there's more account restiveness, few
agencies feel tlic\ can afford to cut
hack their stalls except for the historic
reason of specific account losses. But
this is a bad time to tamper with the
structure of a successful!) operated

We need the personnel to continue
servicing our clients at peak efficiency,
but costs had to be trimmed. Everyone in the agencx understands this.
and chances are good that an early
restitution will be possible."
Outside K&E, agency management
took dim views of the move, considered ita "far too public announcement
of despair," according to the president
of one of the top 30 agencies.
The billings ratio
While ratio of personnel to
varies widely, agencies with the
most profitable ratio of people
ing would actually be hardest

billings
lowest,
to billhit by

agenc)
There." are historic precedents for
the type of sweeping salarv cut thai
K&E instituted this month. Y&R did
it twice in the thirties and each time

long-term set-backs in billings. "We've
always tried to operate on the basis of
having a few unusually talented people working in our shop rather than

managed restitution by year-end. The
philosophy behind it is that it is better
to keep a full staff at lower salaries
than lose hard to replace personnel.
Views about the effectiveness of such

many pedestrians," says Guild, Bascom
& Bonfigli's v.p. and general manager
Gil Burton. "This theory has worked
up to staff
now, reduction.
but it wouldn't
give room
for
Salaries
and

a sweeping salan -slashing move are
very mixed. A top-level K&E executive told SPONSOR he felt the move had

bonuses represent about two-thirds of
our gross income. Today we bill at
a rate of $10 million a year with only

been

eight accounts and it's been the rule

"statesmanlike

and

farsighted.

In the Syracuse Market

WSYR-TV

Covers

70,000 More TV Homes
Than Its Major Competitor
This striking margin of coverage superiority, delivered by
WSYR-TV alone, makes this station far and away the most
effective and economical buy in a market where buying
power exceeds $2l/i billion annually.

lather than the exception for us to
double our billing and personnel year
Two symptoms point up that agency
after year."
management is more concerned with
operating costs this year than at any
time since the 1949 business setback:
Management consultants and costaccounting firms such as agency specialist Ira Rubel of Chicago are doing
a carnival business. "The number of
agencies asking for our services has
stepped up considerably over the past
two years," says Norman Fowler, Ira
Rubel partner currently working on a
cost-accounting project at McCannErickson. "But we tend to advise
against cost-accounting by media because itcould prejudice agency recom( Ira Rubel told SPONSOR of steppedmendations."
up inquiries by management of multimillion agencies during the past two
or three months: "Concern over costs
is at a peak. In the past two months,
I've actually been responsible for the
firing of some 500 agency people.")
• Executive employment agencies
have seen a new pattern of job-switching develop during the last six to eight
months. Walter Lowen, Maude Lennox and other personnel specialists ac
tive in ad agencies sum it up with this
recent example:
"One agency with two tv copywriters
lone earning $20,000, the other $12,000 1 felt some loss in billings recently
without losing any account. The
agency fired the $20,000-a-year man,
raised the $ 12,000-year man by $500
and a few weeks later hired a $9,500
tv copywriter because the work required two men. The only trouble is,
when you're paying $10,000, you're
not getting $20,000-value. Agencies
should watch out for false economies

... and That's Before Counting the
Big Bonus... WSYE-TV,

Elmira N. Y.

When you buy WSYR-TV, you also get its power-packed
satellite, WSYE-TV, delivering big plus coverage of the
Elmira-Corning area— a complete additional market at no
additional cost!
. . . and, incidentally, if ratings fascinate yOV, read the
current ARB report for Syracuse, showing WSYR-TV's
clear margin of superiority from sign-on to sign-off.
Gn

th, Full Siory from HARRINGTON,

RIGUTF.R

& PARSONS

WSYR-TV
Channel 3 ♦ SYRACUSE, N. Y. • 100 KW
Plus WSYE-TV

channel 18

ELMIRA, N. Y.

Maude Lennox manager of tvat Says
this time."
radio personnel, Joan Sinclair: "Major
agencies which had casting directors
earning $12,000 are now letting the
producers do their own casting and
just keep on a gal at $90 to $115 a
week for SAG reuse payment bookThe tv directors of two agencies
where such streamlining was put inkeeping."
to effect in the past three months view
the results with mixed feelings. According to them, it takes up highpriced producers' time and takes each
producer longer than it took the experienced casting director. Conclusion: Adoubtful saving at best.
^
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YOU

MIGHT
WATER SKI 400 MILES*
YOU NEED WKZO RADIO
BUT .

6-COUNTY
PULSE
REPORT
KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA— MARCH, 1957
SHARE OF AUDIENCE— MONDAY-FRIDAY
WKZO
Station
20 "B"
6 A.M.- 12 NOON

35

12 NOON-6

30

Station "C"
9
10

P.M.

6 P.M.-I2 MIDNIGHT

21
29

10

21

—

TO COME OUT ON TOP
IN KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN!
Here's how to set sales records in Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids and
Greater Western Michigan!
Reach and hold the biggest share of
the radio audience with WKZO.
Pulse figures at the left prove
that WKZO delivers it— morning, afternoon and night!
Many of the most impressive ratings are for WKZO local shows —
with several giving up to 41% Share of Audience — or over twice
the share of the nearest competition!
Want more facts? Ask your Avery-Knodel man!

WKZO

Me fa'tyl f/'tafkta

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

CBS Radio for Kalamazoo-Battle Creek
and Greater Western Michigan
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

*Lyle Lee, Galatia, Illinois,
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set this record in 1955.

JACKSONVILLE'S

FAVORITE

BELL
& HOWELL
(Cont'd from page 45)

COWBOYS

the exclusive features of B&H products. Besides the Auto Load these include new models of both the electric
eye
cameras
and the operated
"Sun Dial"
cameras,
with manually
lens.

"Jaxie" says there's a chuck wagon load of results waitin' for you,
pardner, when you corral this top western talent in Jacksonville's
$l>/2 billion market.
"Six Gun Saturday" is a rootin', shootin', laugh-filled 2'/2 hours of
entertainment for the youngsters from six to sixty. They'll enjoy—
Sunrise Ranch starring Gene Autry — 7:30-8:30 AM
Cartoon Corral with Tommy Tucker— 8:30-9:00 AM
Prairie Playhouse starring Roy Rogers— 9:00-10:00 AM

P.G.W.

NBC-ABC

"Colon.

Channel 12
GA-TV
WF
FLORIDA'S
COLORFUL
STATION
WW!

\§n

I

W

Jacksonville,

Florida

^, Everyone Score*
butyou,Srviiale//
Yup — everybody on the team. But
what in blazes happened to timebuying? They were all counting on
you to grab this KIMA-TV combination. They were banking on this
big, exclusive TV buy— this billiondollar bonanza. But you just flat
booted one of the nation's top 75
markets. Why, I'll never know. But
they won't let you forget it, Smid.
Believe me, they won't.
Quite a market
. . .
Population
Automotive sales

563,875
$1 16,239,000

This is B&H's second sortie into tv
in the past few months. Following an
eight-year hiatus, the company returned to tv last fall with an eightweek schedule in 12 markets to introduce its then new 8mm electric eye
camera. The tv campaign was budgeted
at about $150,000. It began, but did
not run to completion. Trade sources
reported that the decision to cut back
was based on "budget considerations."
In last fall's campaign, about onethird of the budget was allocated to
tv. This current effort will put more
than half the budget into tv.
"We are using tv for the introduction of these products," says Carl
Schreyer, "because this medium provides graphic demonstration of new
and unusual products. A large audience can grasp the idea of a new product in a few seconds when it is demonstrated on tv," he points out.
Late spring and early summer are
strong sales periods for camera makers
since it's then people begin making
firm vacation plans. "Because tv can
reach millions of people in a relatively
short time," Schreyer continues, "we
are using it during our major selling
season to reach everybody possible.
The campaign gets under way on
30 April, runs until 30 June. The
schedule includes four shows, all on
the NBC network. They are: Restless
Gun, Mondays, on 105 stations; Wagon
Train, Wednesdays on 156 stations;
Suspicion, Mondays on 133 stations,
and NBC News, Monday-Friday, on 73
stations.
Plans are to use one participation a
week on each program, for a total time
buy of 12 minutes. The new products
will be featured in situations with
filmed demonstrations of the products
in use.
The news approach
"We

NATIONAL

REP

WEED

TEI

PACIFIC

NORTHWEST

MOORE

(. ASSOCIATES

are using a 'news' kind of

approach in these commercials," reports Pierre Marshall, B&H advertising manager. "Movie making is a
family affair, and so we want to show
our new product to the whole family.
We selected these programs because

SPONSOR
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they represent a cross-section of the
broadest possible audience — anybody
who might buy our equipment."
This reasoning was amplified by a
spokesman for McCann-Erickson, B&H
agency. "We based our choice of network tv, with its tremendous exposure,
on recent studies that confirmed our
suspicion that there are substantial
markets for our products in almost all
educational and income strata."
Wherever we can, the agency spokes-

WRAL-TV

man continued, "we are going for the
male viewer, because in network tv at
night you tend to get women anyway
unless the program is something specifically for men, like sports. So we
chose shows that might be considered
more attractive to men.

The regional siation with the
regional personality

RALEIGH,

NORTH

CAROLINA

Despite the foreshortening of last
fall's tv campaign, it had an effect on
this year's plans. "The success of the
tv phase of that campaign, coupled
with the need for fast, dramatic and
comprehensive presentation of our new
features, was behind our decision to

Dominant

Share-of-Audience

Sign-on to Sign-off

expand the use of tv in this campaign,"
says ad manager Marshall.

(FEBRUARY

A continuing program of research is
carried on by both Bell & Howell and

ARB)

its agency. Here's how it's used to
plan the commercials. Consumer attitude surveys reveal two common characteristics ofa home movie shower.

And just look at the market
WRAL-TV serves

One is a sensitivity to audience attitudes, the other is a fear of boring the
viewers. In most cases, the survey
shows, the actual films are interesting
to the audience, but the preliminaries,
including threading the projector, can
become tedious.

From Greensboro
to the coast,
from Virginia to the
South Carolina line
— a total of more
than
2 million population

The commercials, then, will stress
the fact that Auto Load, which requires less than a minute set-up time
because

it doesn't

require threading.

Merchandising

backing

Besides the network tv schedule, the
company is planning ads in 10 cities
in Sunday newspaper supplements, as
well as regular newspaper insertions
and a page in each of three photography magazines. Strong dealer merchandising, including counter cards
and window displays, will add pointof-purchase emphasis to advertising.
Two contests are being run in conjunction with the campaign. One is
for salesmen of the company's retail
dealers, with prizewinners receiving
shares of B&H stock. Another contest
will be held for the company sales
force.
^
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Put your sales messages on the most seen screen
— ask about current availabilities, market data

FULL POWER

New

CHANNEL

5

Studios: Western Blvd.

REPRESENTED

NBC AND

LOCAL

COLOR

• Raleigh, North Carolina

BY H-R, INC

Tv and radio

on

InwndVHmgt

A 12-County, $743,538,000
Market Covered by
KPQ WENATCHEE
5000 W - 560 KC

NEWSMAKERS
Gerald O. Kaye has been named president of Atlantic Television, Inc., the corporate owner of WATV, Newark, N. J.,
and also general manager of the tv station. He will be responsible for the sta-

A Market Apart from Seattle
and Spokane
FORJOE & CO., Nationally
ART MOORE & ASSOCIATES
Seattle and Portland
PAT OHAUORAN, National Soles
NOrmandy 3-5121, Wenatchee

tion's programing schedule, which will be
revised to include first-run feature motion pictures, half-hour shows, sporting
and special events, educational programs
and local community presentations. He will also be in charge of
over-all policies and general direction. Prior to W. W. II Kaye set
up and handled promotion and sale of the first 7,000 RCA Victor tv
sets in New York. He also organized the New York dealers for the
sale of RCA Victor tv receivers and developed their merchandising
and advertising campaigns. Among his other past associations are
Avco
Corp.,
TV
Guide, WNEW
and the American
Weekly.

John H. Eckstein has been appointed Director ofBroadcast Accounts of the Wexton
Company, New York, in charge of creative
and administrative activities for the

a subliminal ad

ROANOKE, VA.
we spend

WSLS

• TV

most of our

ROANOKE,moneyVA.
for
WSLS local• audience
TV
ROANOKE, VA.
promotion

n o l

KE, VA.

agency's 21 am, fm and tv station accounts. He will also act as broadcast media
consultant to the company's other clients.
Eckstein previously served as director of
advertising and promotion for the American Broadcasting Company, where he pioneered promotional campaigns for the industry, particularly in the areas of station and
audience promotion. Prior to this, he was a copywriter and production manager for National Screen Service Corp., after spending three
years as head of his own company, Television Research Institute.
He was also associated with Time Inc. for two and a half years.

Thomas J. Murray was named general
manager of WKAZ RADIO in Charleston,
West Virginia, it was announced 2 April
by Lawrence H. Rogers, president and general manager of WKAZ and WSAZ-AMTV, Huntington, W. Va. He previously
served as assistant sales manager of
WFBR, Baltimore, Maryland, and prior
to that as a member of the sales department of the Charleston Daily Mail. Following W. W. II, he joined
the local sales display department of the Baltimore Sun Papers.
Murray is a graduate of Duke University and serves on the board
of directors of the Advertising Club of Baltimore and the United
Cerebral Palsey of Greater Baltimore. He is married and has a son.
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1/5 of Autos
all
Canadian
are registered
in our
Hamilton
Toronto Niagara
coverage
area

ONE TV STATION

REACHES

15 OF CANADA

"Within our huge coverage area there are 638,426 registered automobiles. This number represents 21.807"
—over one-fifth of all registered automobiles in all of Canada this year. Another black and white fact
proving CHCH-TV serves the richest market in Canada." Source: Sales Management Elliott-Haynes.
For further information call: Montreal: UN 6-9868, Toronto: EM 6-9236,
<sk
Hamilton: JA 2-1101, Vancouver: TA 7461, New York City: PL 1-4848,
Chicago: MI 2-6190, San Francisco: YU 6-6769
CHANNEL jy CANADA

CHCH-TV

SPONSOR
SPEAKS
Let's sell optimism
Radio and television stations everywhere are doing their
bit to dispel recession thinking.
A cross-section of stations chiming in with encouraging
and tactual reports of better business conditions include
\\ \KK. Atlanta; WFBR, Baltimore; KELO-TV, Sioux Falls;
WANE, Ft. Wayne; KPHO, Phoenix; WLAC, Nashville;
WYDE, Birmingham; WAVI, Dayton; WJTN, Jamestown.
Sponsor's concept of "Let's Sell Optimism" is nothing if
not factual. We recommend that stations ferret out the bright
spots in the communities they serve and pass them along to
their listeners and viewers. You'll find that local merchants
as well as your audience will love you for it.
The NAB Convention issue (26 April) will feature a
"Let's Sell Optimism" theme. Back in 1949 and again in
1954 the anti-recession efforts of broadcast stations did much
to chase the dark economic clouds away.

Recession

fear or sound business

The Advertising Council took the bit in its teeth last week
when it began work on a major anti-recession campaign to
change consumer psychology as it had helped to do during
the 1954 setback. (See Newsmaker of the Week page 4.)
The Ad Council's move underscores once again the importance ofthe advertising industry in America's economy.
This is the year when agency management can rise to the
challenge and accept its position of leadership.
The question today is: What has agency management done
to counteract a recession psychology within its own rank as
well as throughout the advertising industry?
While the profit squeeze has been a growing problem over
the past two years, the danger now exists that some agency
heads may use the recession fever as an excuse for wholesale cut-back, out of proportion with current billings. Such
a cost-cutting stampede, weakening client services and the
structure of an agency, would work against future interests of
agenc) management. I For analysis of cost-cutting, see p. 33.)
SPONSOR congratulates Grey Advertising's president, Arthur Fatt, for his -la IT memorandum reassuring his personnel
aboul the agency's future and outlining its growth pattern.
This type of forward thinking will offset recession fears.
THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Network radio has
regained many of the advertisers it lost in the
rarlr '50's (see page 12). Now is the time for
the networks to regain prestige by getting together and revealing monthly client hillings.

lO-SECOND

SPOTS

!•

Agency type: A \<>ung lady, recently
come to New York and hard at work
in her first job with an agency media
department, was asked if she had made
many friends yet. "No," she replied,
''but I've got lots of acquaintances-inSynopsis: From the program log of
TV Guide, this description of a movie
on WNHC-TV, New Haven, Conn.—
"Dangerous Number. (1937) Time
depth."
approx. After returning from the Orient where he tried to forget his former
sweetheart, a handsome New Yorker
rushes her away on the brink of her
impending wedding and marries her
herself." Sounds a little too off-beat
for the tv family audience.
Showcase: Horace Schwerin, president of Schwerin Research Corp., told
Minneapolis Ad Club members that,
'"Excellent results can sometimes be
obtained from sponsoring a Western,
but it is not the easiest type of show
with which to harmonize your commercials." Unless, of course, you're in
the saddle or shootin' arn business.
Bumper crop: When Dee Sweet, of
Indianapolis station WISH-TV, goes to
the San Francisco convention of Advertising Women in Radio and Television she will have $832 spending
money — profits from an acre of Maine
potatoes she won at last year's conclave. The Maine Dept. of Agriculture, donors of the prize, packed the
crop in 10-lb. bags bearing her name
(Dee Sweet Brand), shipped them to
Indianapolis. There, Dee herself promoted her spuds in local supermarradio. kets. Proving there's money in farm
Keeping her modest: Psyche, the
White Rock girl well known in air
media, is on display in New York's
Grand Central station but is presenting abit of a problem inasmuch as her
white gauze sarong keeps slipping.
Every few days watchful attendants
haul it up into place again. The sack
that failed.
Safe: Herb Sheldon, Dumont air personality uses four of his own shows to
sponsor his own product — Pop-A-Day
Pops, vitaminized lollypops. The best
client-talent relationship to come along
in a long while.
AWOL: On ABC TV's Rin Tin Tin,
Benny, a trained rabbit was supposed
to run away from Rinty. He did, and
his trainer is still looking for him. So
that wasnt the Easter Bunny you saw
Benny.
hopping down

Wiltshire — that was

T didn't see a well-stacked babe
in the whole damn hospital!'

LOCALE:
SUBJECT:
SITUATION:

Moscow

City Hospital

Dick Cheverton, WOOD
Broadcasting News Director
Lousy! Recovery from plane
crash at Moscow Airport not
assisted by cheesecake or
decent grub.

What was Chev doing in Russia, anyway? Getting
background for news, of course. It just happened he
got more than he bargained for in a plane crackup.
He did return to Grand Rapids with rare insight on

one facet of Russian life. WOOD news personnel
habitually travel far and wide to write and produce
news programs that WOODlanders listen to and
watch first and most.
Everybody in Western Michigan is a WOODwatcher!

WOOD-TV is first — morning, noon and night,
Monday through Sunday — November '57
Grand Rapids ARB
WOOD-AM is first — morning, noon and night,
Monday through Sunday — April '57 Grand
Rapids Pulse

WOOD
WOODIand

Center, Grand

AIVI
TV
Rapids, Michigan

WOOD-TV - NBC Basic For Western and Central Michigan: Grand Rapids,
Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Lansing. WOOD - Radio - NBC.

Programmed exclusively for the

IAULANNEL SU!
with hooks .
If you sell to the masses, appeal to the masses!
';:.
There's the
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Vews Hook — We have NBC hourly news programs with loc
features; ski reports, road conditions, etc.

There's the Ci

ural Hook— We have classical music programs, discussic
programs, public information programs, et

I here's the Religions Hook — We have a wide variety of religious progran
reaching all faiths.
There's the Rock and Roll I look — We have the Lucky Lager Dance Tirm

\\
There's the 6
^<

— We have Bob Hope, Groucho Man
Gildersleeve, Monitor, Nightime, etc.

\

oiled Musi
library.
There's the Popular Music Hook — We
have the Quality Oontn

V

There's the Publu Service I look

v

We have medical discussion reports
Public School activities, Local and Stat
Police and Government reports, etc.

There's the Personal Servici I look — We have plenty of time signals, road
ski and weather reports.

Salt Lake City,

Ogdei

and Provi,

-'Apply to your Katz representative for hooks.

America's 35th Marke
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Proof Again
IfWXEX-TV
OMINANCE!

...

TV TAPE:
NEW VISTAS,
NEW PROBLEMS
Tape promises residuals for live shows, improved commercials
for sponsors, station
opportunities. But union struggles are clouding its immediate future
Page 3T

Those easy
listening
radio commercials
Page 34

re's what the March, 1958 ARB Metropolitan Report for Richmond shows:
J Sign-on to sign-off —
jnday thru Saturday —
fXEX-TV has more Vi- hr.
RSTS than any other
ichmond area TV station*

RJ 7 P.M. to sign-off—
Sunday thru Saturday —
WXEX-TV rates FIRST
in 46.7%

of all Vt-hours.

Station B— 27.3%.

Station C— 26%.

How Compton outgrows itsown
expansion plans
Page 36

n the air. Excludes children's hours of 5 to 7 V.M. Monday through Friday.

WXEX-TV
NBC

BASIC-CHANNEL

8

Irvln G. Abeloff, Vice-Pres.

epresentatives Select Station Representatives in New York. Philadelphia. Baltimore Washington. Simmons Associates in Chicago and Boston;
larke Brown Co. in Dallas Houston. Denver. Atlanta. Miami. New Orleans. McGayren Quinn in Seattle. San Francisco. Los Angeles

Special NAB
Convention Issue
Faces page 48

Broadcasting is basic...
and the basic buy is the dominant station
Westinghouse
Broadcasting Company's
business in 1957 was the
highest in its history and every
month so far in 1958 has
exceeded the corresponding
month in 1957.
"Your future is great
in a growing America.'
BOSTON, WBZ + WBZA, WBZ-TV

• BALTIMORE,

WJZ-TV • PITTSBURGH,

KDKA, KOKA-TV • CLEVELAND,

KYW, KYW-TV

• FORT WAYNE,

WOWO

• CHICAGO, WIND

• PORTLAND,

KEX • SAN FRANCISCO,

KPI

Now-Proved by New Depth Study

KRNT RADIO
Is -far and away -THE MOST

BELIEVABLE
STATION

IN

DES MOINES, IOWA
MORE

LISTENERS, TOO!

This Central Surveys study reveals

FACTS-FINDING

many interesting facts that show

"If you heard conflicting accounts of the same
incident on different radio stations, which

without question KRNT is the station to use to get the kind of results

station would you believe?

an advertiser must get these days.

EXAMPLES

KRNT

52%

No. 2 STA
No. 3 STA

18%
17%

Personalities Preference
Central Surveys has been engaged in
nation-wide market research and public
opinion surveys for over 20 years.
Among the more than 200 clients are
many PUBLIC UTILITY companies. List
shown on request.

• 2/3 name KRNT

personalities.

• 40% name KRNT
EXCLUSIVELY.

personalities

• Re: Sta. 2 & 3. NO personalities named
by 72% and 90%, respectively.

KATZ has the NEW
SPONSOR

•
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- the TRUE - facts on Des Moines Radio Listening!
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General
Manager
Arch L. Madsen
EDITORIAL
DEPARTMENT
Managing
Editor
Alvin W. Outcalt

DIGEST

News
Editor
Ben Bodec

OF ARTICLES

Tv tape: new vistas, new problems
31

CBS -Hike is in-t first round as unions sense deep economic changes;
\ ideotape means economy in production as well as profit from resale

What
32

are the facts about tape?

There have been sonic questions about tape's expense, interchangeable
beads, failing of tape images, etc. Ampex' C. R. Paulson answers them

Tv spots go into mail order

Senior Editors
Alfred J. Jaffe
Evelyn Konrad
W. F. Miksch
Associate
Editor
Russ Carpenter
Midwest Editor (Chicago)
Gwen Smart
Western Editor (Los Angeles
Pete Rankin
Film Editor
Beth Drexler Brod
Assistant Editors
Jack Lindrup

34

Television -pots ba\e a new look in Omaha.
They're mail order catalog
on KM T\ . Here's how tins new selling concept works for J. L. Brandeis

Radio commercials make easy listening

Gloria

35

The trend toward livelier jingles and the "light touch" in copy that
began in radio about a year ago looks as if it will continue to grow

Contributing
Joe Csida

How

Production
Editor
Florence B. Hamsher

Compton

outgrows its own

expansion plans

36

^ Compton celebrates its 50th anniversary (28 April) here is an inside
view of ibe agency from some of the executives responsible for its growth

38

vl"'1 radio quiz — first in a series of puzzlers on all phases of radio
.mil l\ advertising designed for fun and to test your industry knowledge

39

Surveys show housewives don't get "excited" about white bread. Ward
Baking Co. changed that with a new sales representative — Emily Tipp

41

Getting

Test your advertising I.Q.

Tv's new star sales personality:

Emily Tipp

A small premium — but big sales
i-

a

farmers
"tough

to
sell."

John Blair:
42

ask

for

Chas.

a

particular

Pfizer

did

antibiotic
it

with

in

seven

livestock
radio

feed

stations

First $100 million rep?

'bis month John Blair celebrates 25 years as a leading radio representative, si'on-ou tells how his business was built and predicts its future

Florowitz

ADVERTISING
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Associate Sales Manager
Jane Pinkerton
VP-Western
Manager
Edwin D. Cooper
Southern
Manager
Herb Martin
Eastern
Manager
James H. Shoemaker
Production
Manager
Jane E. Perry
Sandra Lee Oncay, Asst.
Administrative
Staff
Georqe Becker
Jessie Ritter
Marion Sawyer
Circulation

Web
43

radio's warm

W.nn,
weather ahead
seeking
to capitalize

sponsor
52

weather clients
has
on

asks:

started influx of new
the coming
upsurge

clients into web radio
in outdoor
activities

Should stations be ranked by total tv
coverage or by metropolitan area?

' '"'"' -••" '">» presidents challenge the ranking of tv markets by standard
politan area.
No. of sets delivered should be criterion, lliev sa\

FEATURES
76
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Spot Buys
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Ten Second Spots
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It Takes 31 Newspapers to cover the Rich
Mississippi Valley Area ... And even then,
FULL COVERAGE
is missing!

Daily Newspaper
No Daily Paper
Under 10,000

m

10,000
10 50,000
Over 50,000

WOC-TVS

48 COUNTY MARKET — Population* — 1,686,000
519,100
TV Farm Homes**
54,912
422,800
Effective Buying Income*
$2,757,557,000
$2,007,749,000
97,101
Retail Sales*

TV Homes*

THERE IS NO WHITE SPACE IN VYOC-TV LAND ... AND WOC-TV'S
UNDUPLICATED COVERAGE IS 51% MORE THAN THAT
OF ITS NEAREST COMPETING TV STATION!
The Quint-Cities Station
— Davenport and Bettendorf in Iowa: Rock Island, Moline and East
Moline in Illinois.

WOC-TV

WOC TV

- Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting
operates WHO-TV

SPONSOR
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Col B. J. Palmer,
President
Ernest
Res. C.
Mgr.Sanders,
Mark Wodlinger,
Res. Sales Managei
PETERS, GRIFFIN,
WOODWARD,
INC.
EXCLUSIVE
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE

Company

and WHO-Radio-Des

Moines

which

also

owns

and

9

TOM GEORGE
Enrybody in Detroit
loves Tom
WJBK-DETROIT

DAN
BAXTER
Most exciting
all-nite show
IBK-DETROIT

CLARK

REID

"Hear, ye . . . hear, ye!". . . Familiar
words in the days when the Town
Crier served the broadcasting needs
of the people. Today, in great measure, this function is being performed
by the Storer Broadcasting Company. It is done in the spirit of
responsible (and responsive ) service.

Heairkexx!..tfcLe town crie:
This responsible service— with the
loyalty it has gained— is personified in the modern-day "deejay."
He is a part of the vigor of his community, sensitive to his audience.
With music as his bell, he not only
is heard, but listened to . . . Productive results of his salesmanship
on Storer stations prove it.

BOB E
Keeps working
' playing listeners
tmiling 'til dawn
WGBS-MIAMI

CAL MILNER
Gets the
driving audience
home with a smile
WGBS-MIAMI

*£
Storer's town, criers of Radio
JACK BERRY
popular host of
the " Peachtree Party"
3:30-5:30
WAGA-ATLANTA

^ocr

GEORGE

"The helpless
JIM HARPER

.L
LEIBERT
iami's
biggest

TRENT

wrning man
'GBS-MIAMI
WGBS-MIAMI
housewife's
helper"

Mr. Music to Atlanta's
night listeners
WAGA-ATLANTA

£j.

*ZS

|^| Stores Broadcasting Company"
WSPD-TV

Toledo

WSPO
Toledo

WJW
Cleveland

WJW-TV

WJBK-TV

Cleveland

Detroit

WJBK
Detroit

,

WAGA-TV

Atlanta

WIBG
Philadelphia

WVUE-TV
Wilmington
-Philadelphia

WWVA
Wheeling

WAGA
Atlanta

WGBS
Miami

National Sales Offices: 625 Madison Ave., New York 22, PLaza 1-3940 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498

New Trend in
Commercials??

NEWSMAKER
of the week
The reps built a gracious bridge this iveek to the people
who professionally are closest to them by creating the
"Silver Nail" Timebuyer of the Year Award. Frank Silvernail, retired BBDO timebuyer, became first of its recipients.

PONTIAC

for

MacManus.

|ohn

The newsmaker:
By honoring Frank Silvernail with a
luncheon and a plaque, the reps were paying homage to both a person and a symbol. Silvernail represented to them more than a
buyer of their wares. He symbolized the sort of operator who has
a genuine interest in the product he buys, who likes to suggest ways
of improving it to the seller, and who constantly seeks to kindle a
kindred enthusiasm for the product among his associates in the
organization.

&

Such was the pattern of Silvernail' s working life in the 20-yearsplus he spent as an agencyman. When, as a matter of rote, he set
up meetings between visiting stationmen and accountmen, Silvernail
wasn't befriending the broadcaster so much as trying to acquaint a
colleague with the inside angles and values of a somewhat complex
medium — spot. It was as though he were saying to a young assistPONTIAC

for

MacManus,

John

&

Adam

New Trend or Not
East Coast or
West Coast...

ant account executive: "Listen to what this fellow's got to say and
you'll learn something you can't afford to miss knowing."
To Silvernail, dealing in spot was something personal and not just
a statistic. Frank Headley, SRA president, who presented the plaque
to Silvernail, put
award. Through
created the award
to honor the man
and scope to our

it this way: "In a sense we did not create the
his pioneering and the heritage he left, Frank
for us. There had to be a new and creative way
who has continually brought new understanding
industry. The old ways were never enough for

Before joining BBDO in 1943 Silvernail was with Y&R, and
Pedlar & Ryan.
^
Frank."

"Spectacular" or
Low Budget...
Live Action or
Animation

Silvernail (1.) accepts Gist annual "Timebuyer of the Year" award bom Headley
SPONSOR
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Interview:
McCann-Erickson Broadcast Supervis<
he selects WLW TV - Radio Static

"WLW

TV- Radio Stations offer

advertisers that golden glow of
success in time well-spent."

"And one reason is the
splendid service and cooperation
of the famous Crosley Group."

"Yes, the WLW

TV- Radio Stations

know how to help push products from on-the-air
to point-of-sale all over the area."

Such service is Premium
real Premium

Call your WLW

Stations Representative . . . you'll be glad you did!

Network Affiliations: NBC; ABC; MBS • Sales Offices: Nev
Los Angeles, San Francisco. Bomar Lowrance & Associates, I

SPONSOR

•
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quality .

quality!"

Detroit,
ork, Cincinnati, Chicago, Cleveland • Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales:
Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of AvCO
Atlanta, Dallas

This one television station
delivers four standard
metropolitan

area markets

1,040,465 households
942,661 TV households
■ 3,691,785 people
$3% billion annual retail sales
$62/3 billion annual income

plus
AMERICA'S

10th

TV

MARKET

WGALTV
LANCASTER,
NBC and
STEINMAN

STATION

.

PENNA.
CBS

Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative:

The

MEEKER

Company,

New York
Los Angeles

Inc.
Chicago

i Francisco
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Most significant tv and radio
news of the week with interpretation
in depth

for busy readers

SPONSOR- SCOPE
26 APRIL 1958

As the broadcasters assemble in Los Angeles this week for their annual convention,
these broad strokes of opinion gleaned on Madison Avenue hy SPONSOR-SCOPE may
provide a clue in shaping thoughts and planning:
NETWORK TV: The old reliables — the package goods people — indicate their overall network budgets will even top current outlays. But there will be a tendency toward late
commitments and a short-step-at-a-time attitude among both the durables and the heavyspending toiletries.
NETWORK RADIO: Price and flexibility make this a handy medium for advertisers
who are marking time for the big recovery burst or are bent on quick promotion campaigns.
A fairly healthy glow is forecast.
NATIONAL SPOT TV: Will benefit handsomely from two tendencies: (1) hesitation about tying down a big bundle in network tv, and (2) interim pinpointing of campaigns in selective markets. Told there are lots of good spots available, clients now react
this way: Let's see vour recommendation.
NATIONAL SPOT RADIO: The trend is toward shorter runs and more frequent flights.
More than ever, the times favor this built-in virtue: saturation at comparatively low
cost. As the economy revitalizes, the frequency factor will weigh heavily for hard-hitting
purposes.
New national spot business did a sprightly nipup this week.
On the tv side, the accounts included Wheaties (BBDO) ; P&G's Lava Soap Burnett; Sun Oil (Esty) ; Dunstan (Bryan Houston) ; General Foods' Good Season Salad
Dressing (FCB. Chicago). Lava is going into 25 markets for 13 weeks.
Radio's best hauls were from GMAC (Campbell-Ewald) , 15-35 announcements a week
in over 80 markets, and Lipton Tea's double-barrelled campaign for 6-8 weeks (schedules
double when the temperature goes up to a certain point) .

It was a fairly active week of new business for the radio networks.
was in limited schedules. The accounts by network:
ABC: Glamorene and Harrison Home Products.

Most of it

CBS: Chrysler, Glamorene, Sterling Drug, Groves' NoDoz and Tetley Tea.
NBC: Chrysler, GMC Trucks, Mack Trucks, Groves' NoDoz and Dr. Scholl. The Mack
orders involve 40 segments on Monitor to be run off in various flights.

Sunoco
summer.

should have the rest of its spot campaign

going full blast by mid-

So far it's running schedules in eight markets where Sunoco new high-octane pumps have
been installed. Schedules are linked to the installations.
Altogether it distributes in 26 states, or a total of 48 markets.

Spot is sure to be the beneficiary of a line of self -questioning now going on at
top management policy meetings.
The question: Isn't this the year to go selective?
The implications of the query: Instead of operating on a blunderbuss principle, narrow
the sales target to certain markets and levels of prospective customers . . . bullseye your advertising at areas where there are enough people with incomes, tastes, and ways of
life to make them the most susceptible buyers of the product.

SPONSOR
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SPONSOR-SCOPE

continued

Hordes of stations are preaching faith in the American

economy, but in Hemp-

stead, Long Island, there's a radio station — WHLI — that's backed up its faith with
coin of the realm.
It's spending $75,000 for additional transmitting equipment — only 18 months after
moving into its new headquarters costing over $250,000.
(For more on this theme see Let's Sell Optimism, page 4.)
Ironic as it may seem, a batch of NBC Radio affiliates soon will get a spot schedule out of a major Madison Avenue agency because the client wanted to be associated in some way with Monitor.
Told by the agency that his regional distribution didn't make him a valid customer for Monitor, the client wanted to know what else could be done to give his dealers the
impression that he was linked to the NBC weekender.
The agency's answer: Buy a schedule of Monitor chainbreaks in the markets where
you have distribution and promote the connection.
Gearing the ratecard to the latest ratings apparently is becoming
thing among radio stations.

a growing

It's not uncommon for a station that's dropped to second or third place to adjust
the rate accordingly to meet the competition — but with the abiding hope that the next time
around it'll be back on top and return to the former rate.
A rep explained the ratecard seesawing thus: "It's important to the broadcaster to
maintain his volume, and he can't do it by being inflexible."
Promotionally-alert WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, is lending manufacturers
tv sets a hand in perking up summer sales.

of portable

The tie-up, though directly with Philco, stresses the advantages and pleasures of outdoor tv in the summertime.
A series of on-the-air promotions will illustrate tv's flexibility.
For instance, an early morning gardening series will invite viewers to phone in specific questions and watch from their garden plots the answers being telecast to them.
There also will be programs aimed at youngsters while they're at play outdoors.
Rheingold Beer is demonstrating via FCB that there's room for showmanship
in local live radio — if people are alert to the opportunity.
The brewer picked up a half hour of the world premiere ceremonies of the St.
Louis Blues motion picture in St. Louis and by AT&T wire broadcast it over four New
York stations.
The incentive was the fact that Nat King Cole, who does Rheingold commercials and is
star of the movie, m.c.'d the St. Louis event.
Sidelight: The site of the origination might be called Budweiser's own backyard.
As the business dip continues, note the trend among the package goods giants to
bring out more and more new products and back them with an increasing share
of their advertising dollars.
In other words, industrv is trying to jog people out of their buying lethargy by tantalizing them with fresh merchandise — some of which has been on the backburners waiting for
the appropriate moment for introduction.
The manufacturer, instead of sitting back and watching sales go down on his established
and profitable items, will put the accent on articles that will stimulate new sales.
Implications
Implications
them dwindling
P.S.: Lever

for retailers: More store traffic from those who like to try the new-fangled.
for ad agencies: Custodians of budgets for older products will find
as the push toward newer items develops.
Bros, alone will introduce eight new items this year.
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continued.

The Tod Storz stations have drawn some sharp ground rules to cut down abuses
of the local rate.
New regulations which limit qualifications for the local rate — as drawn up at a
Chicago meeting of Storz people with John Blair and Adam Young — -include these:
CONTINUITY: Must be written at the local level in each market. It must consist of
such information as retailer's local name, address, telephone number, or any other local information or sales point for at least 51% of the commercial. General product or institutional
copy must be limited to half the commercial time.
DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCT: Limited to immediate trading area of the city;
product must be manufactured or processed from only one source within this trading area.
AGENCY RECOGNITION: Local product account does not employ an ad agency or
is not represented by an ad agency or branch of a national agency operating as a
local agency. The billing must be rendered locally. Checks in payment must be on banks
within the market involved.
As a Storz rep views the dividing line: It puts a stop in a realistic way to the practice of many accounts and agencies to take advantage of the lower rate by going around
the rep and dealing directly with the station.
Accounts like Ford and Gidf would be barred from benefitting from the lower
local rate.

Westclox has committed itself to around $400,000 worth of pre-Christmas promotion on CBS TV:
half of the Wonderful Town special in December.
Over-all cost of the two-hour December event : $500,000 net for the program and $220240,000 gross for the time and facilities.

These may be taken as signs of the economic climate and a clue to where advertising strength lies:
1) The total beer market is getting stronger and the hard liquor field is beginning
to feel stress and strain.
2) The soft drink and candy bar businesses are holding their own comfortably.

The heavy gains made by the Screen Actors Guild in commercial
could boomerang in the long run.

use payments

Agencies — SPONSOR-SCOPE learned from producers this week — are using fewer people in film commercials to save some of the additional extended payment money required bv
the terms of the new SAG contract.

Compton appears to be more lenient than Benton & Bowles in penalizing tv
stations for triple-spotting during chainbreaks.
Denver stations have been given a three-week reprieve by Compton to "clean up
the situation." B&B previously had pulled its chainbreak spots from the same market.
Questioned by SPONSOR-SCOPE this week for the grounds of his agency's drastic action, B&B media director Lee Rich said:
"We have two reasons: (1) triple-spotting is bad business because it dilutes the effect
of advertising, and (2) we're determined to preserve the effectiveness and integrity of tv,
since 70% of our billings are in the medium."
Rich added that he was gratified with the results of B&B's attitude toward triple-spotting,
and that he had received many letters of commendation from leaders of the broadcast industry.
Rich's comment on the NAB code: "In one paragraph it permits two 20-second commercials and an I.D. In another it admonishes against slicing off time from a network show.
I challenge how anyone can get 50 seconds into a chainbreak without depriving a
network advertiser of time he's paying for."
SPONSOR
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continued.

Bob Eastman, until recently ABN
business in a month or two.

president, is expected to be back in the rep

He'll limit himself, as a start, to radio, and have offices in New York, Chicago and San
Francisco.

Because of the cutback in production, Buick took a $5-million nick out of its advertising budget for the coming year.
That leaves its new agency, McCann-Erickson, with about $18-million to administer.

Esty gradually is making up for that Colgate wallop and seems headed for what
could become a $60-million year.
Colgate's departure created a $12-million hole. But in recent months Esty has recouped
about $8 million in billings — $6 million via Sun Oil and $2 million via Chesebrough
Vaseline.

WLEA, Hornell, N. Y., this week filed an amended complaint — giving more specific details — in its $50,000 suit against A. C. Nielsen and WWHG, also of Hornell.
Nielsen had asked that the complaint, charging him with providing false and misleading
data which damaged WLEA's
jected the request.

business, be dismissed; but a N. Y. supreme court justice re-

Advertising in general showed a billings improvement
1957 — at least in the early part of the year.
The source: McCann-Erickson's
ad expenditures.

over the like months of

research department which accumulates figures on

Apparently running well ahead of the pack were network tv and radio. With official network radio billings unavailable, the McC-E calculators used a rule-of-thumb of their
own for estimating; dollars.

The old wheeze about "an ill wind'* can be applied to the stepped-up speed of
bill-paying by agencies.
While buying was booming, timebuying departments found themselves so snowed under
by paperwork that payments to stations ran as much as two or three months behind.
Today's business pace provides the timebuying department
okay the bills as they come through.

with ample time to

Observers feel spot tv may be missing an opportunity in not catching frustrated
tv network advertisers before they switch to Sunday supplements.
The supplements are having a corking good year, and a check with media heads in topflight agencies indicates that much of the prosperity has come from second-choice behavior.
Assured by his agency that his budget doesn't suffice for a splash in nighttime
network tv, the advertiser looks for the next spectacular medium, and often he deems
it to be a four-color supplement campaign.
In other words, he thinks such a splurge will give him the image of leadership and
prestige he aspired to in a network series.
A management official in one of the top three agencies estimates that of every five clients that yearn for network tv, only one doesn't experience frustration.

For other news

coverage

in this issue, see Newsmaker

of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 26; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 55; Washington Week, page 67; sponsor
Hears, page 68, and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 74.
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NOW SHOOTING
STEVE

McNALLY

STARS/

"5 HOURS TO LIVE" ... The father of a
10- year old boy holds the stolen $100,000.
An international criminal holds the serum
that can save the boy's life. Will the exchange
be made in time to save the boy's life?

'SUSPGWE!
"THE BANDIT'S CAVE"... A ruthless bandit
escapes with a fortune! How long can a man
of action hide out without losing his reason?

WESTERN
"NO WAY OUT" ... A nurse is kidnapped
to help a wounded outlaw. Can the law
close in before the gang decides she has
outlived her usefulness?

-MVSTZZY!
DAVID

BRIAN

STARS 7

"TATTOO

ARTIST" ... The police find

the body of a dead man— dead but very
much "alive" with intriguing clues to his
murderer. Can police decipher the clues
and come to grips with the killer?

.Ulft/EMFORCEMEMT!
"POLICE DOCTOR" ... A wounded
gunman, rushed to the hospital, wings a
police officer and holds him hostage in an
examining room. Can the police doctor
overpower the gunman and save the officer?

.ACTlOM-APmrURE/

AT ZIV STUDIO!
AT THE NAB CONVENTION:
SEE
ZIV
EXHIBITS
FOR

THE HOT HOT,
SHOWS OF 58!

This dynamic new

programming

in cooperation with Adam
take advantage

Young

was developed by KTHT
Inc. We

advise you to

of the low rates now, then watch

the

ratings go up ... up ... up .. .

90

KTHT
REPRESENTED

ADAM

NATIONALLY

YOUNG,

5000 watts

BY

INC.
•
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Timebuyers
at work
Southern California

Catherine Noble, Marschalk & Pratt, Division of McCann-Erickson, New York, feels that buyers should frequently take a look at

ii

"MYSTERY
Plays SOUND"
KBIG'S

packages of many low-rated spots which, in the aggregate, add up
to larger audience than the high-rated spots deliver. "Recently we
reviewed availabilities in a multiple-station market," Catherine reports. "It developed on careful
analysis that we could build a
package of spots on the third station in the market, consisting of
five time periods; these had aggregate rating points equivalent to
one spot in prime time on No. 1
station. Yet the cost was one-half

that of a prime time spot. As a result, the advertiser — a seasonal
user of tv with a limited budget —
was able to add many more time
periods to merchandise to the
trade and could spread them throughout the afternoon and nighttime. The package buy on No. 3 station delivered audience at a
cost-per-1,000 that was 60% of one prime time spot on No. 1 station. Granted, there was duplication within the five-spot package,
but it was

affordable

duplication

at such

a low

cost-per-1,000."

Morr Reiner, Media Supervisor, Product Services, Inc., New York,
comments: "When to buy bullish, when to buy bearish? By bullish
and bearish I don't mean heavy saturation buys vs. sparse schedules. Imean buying a minor test market to pre-test a major test
market. Why pre-test a test? When a new product challenges
giant brands in a field reputedly

a

* k

Game

EVEN IN THE SPUTNIK
AGE the copybook
maxim holds ...to move
goods, you must first
move people.
KBIG'S "MYSTERY SOUND" contests
are moving Southern California radio
listeners by the thousands this winter.
ENTRIES SUBMITTED
43,944
in the first nine |P?fj§
contests ( October- De- El&&£i
cember) based on handcuffs clicking, a stick rubbed along a
fence, a rock crusher crushing, Angel's
Flight funicular railway funicularing,
and a camel saying whatever itis camels say.

"MYSTERY SOUND"
GIVES A light lift to all.
plus prizes to the first
fifteen correct answerers
(vacation trips, appliances, perfume.
dining and dancing at glamor spots).
LIKE ALL KBIGADULTappeal programming of
memory music and
"just enough" news,
"Mystery Sound" is lowpressure, easy-going, friendly— and fun.
BUT... like KBIG commercials, it
moves Southern California to action!
Your KBIG or Weed
contact would like to

with Continental Six Month Floor
happened
to crack' (as
'impossib
Wax)
a le
campaign must be flawless. Taking about 10% of our
total test fund, we pre-test in the
microcosm of a minor market. All

show you a new geographical mail breakdown
based on contest mail.

'bugs' in commercials, package design, distribution, etc., are ironed
out. A corrected campaign is
readied. Then it is tested in a major market, where we can pinpoint our field of inquiry to basics

that spell tv success — impact of day vs. nighttime, of minutes vs.
20's, projected sales vs. advertising expenditure. Les Persky, our
president, chose this two-level testing for Continental. We pre-tested
in Florida, cracking the wax market there. Shortly we will move
into all major markets in Ohio using every station for the final test."
SPONSOR
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JOHN

POOLE

BROADCASTING

Nat. Rep. WEED

CO.

and Company

Bryan Houston
Chairman of the Board,
Bryan Houston, Inc.

THE BIG (2)
IN
^-^

Agency

ad libs

TULSA
They've got a secrett
Media men are frequently blasphemed by being pegged a gossipy, loose-tongued lot. I have
just come back from several thousands of miles
of automobile travel which proved conclusively
that radio salesmen can. when they wish, keep a
secret. Without one Government seal saying
TOP SECRET, radio salesmen have accomplished the impossible job of selective secrecy:

Tulsa's industrial expansion tops every
key industrial market in the nation.
Tulsa ranks 2nd in the nation in per
capita ownership of personal automobiles.

They have told everybody in the advertising business — except their
own station operating staffs — that automobile radios represent a
most important part of the radio market.
As a result of this oversight, an elementary but vital part of
station promotion is being consistently ignored.
You know and I know that millions upon millions of automobile
riders listen to radio every day. You know and I know that in this
restless nation millions of people are in automobiles every day and
out of reach of their familiar radio stations for which the tuning
buttons of their cars are set. In this day of turnpikes and thruways
and super highways we combine fairly high speeds with dangerously
high monotony. We look to radio to relieve the driving tensions
and monotony and, in our automobiles, we are, in effect, the single
largest attentive and captive audience that any medium could conceivably hope for.
Where's the local station?
Very few automobile radios are good enough to bring in a distant station while the car is at a 55 or 65 mile-an-hour speed.

Tulsa's population is increasing at the
rate of 3,000 families per year — 8th
fastest growing city in America.
The "Eyes of Oklahoma "— KVOO-TV
— are focused on a billion dollar
market. When you buy KVOO-TV
you see results. Buy now ... see better
profits.

"Get a local station," says the driver to the spouse. "This static
drives
Whereme isnuts."
the local station?

How the hell would I know?

I can go into any service station and get an attractive folder on
one or a dozen items to be bought, guides to local historical landmarks of presumed interest to a tourist, but never have I seen a
leaflet or a card giving me the call letters and dial numbers of the
local stations for say a hundred miles in either direction from the
service station.
So we take pot-luck. We turn on the radio and twist the dial until
we pick up a station that seems to be fairly loud, and we'd like to
know whether we are going toward it or going away from it, so we
listen for a while.
"This is your old friend, your old pal, your old buddy, Joe Glutz."
"This is the fat fun-maker spinning his lovely platters for you just
as soon as we hear this announcement."
We get so much personality from local announcers we have to
open the car door now and then to let the ooze out on the roadway.
W'c gel liumor, music, news from Washington and obituary reports.
but only rarely do we get any indication of what station we are
listening to and where it is located. Wouldn't it be just as easy for
these personality-plus boys to give their affiliation?
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ad libs continued .

"This is Joe Glutz on Stalion XXX in Local City."
Perhaps the most irritating of all such omissions happens in programing directly aimed at the car audience: While driving in this
recent period of unsettled weather, we got very concise local weather
reports from old friend Charlie Flipflop and Local Joe Doaks who
then went right into the latest rock and roll without bothering to tell
us where "local" actually was.
On our recent trip we must have ridden by at least two dozen
radio aerials within one hundred yards of the right of way. As
we'd come to one of these aerials, which of course are visible for
some distance, we would strain our necks and risk accidents looking
for the station's number on the dial. Some stations showed their
call letters, some showed their power output, but only two said anything simple like "Dial 1130."
How to help the car audience
If the automobile market is as important to radio as it is claimed
to be, it's time someone made a real effort to make it easier for the
automobile driver to use his radio. Certainly automobile drivers
are among the most persistent of radio audiences; they will start
twisting the dial as the station they've been listening to begins to
fade because the car has moved out of its reach. But eventually annoyance may win out over persistence with even the staunchest radio
fan if he has to fight the radio dial while he is trying to keep both

&

MERCHANDISING Tie-ins with 36
Acme Stores which include

**

feature stock displays . . . pointof-sale posters . . . air-plugs on
Acme's daily wcue
announcements.
MAIL PULL Fantastic returns. Like
2,300 cards and letters from a
"one-day-only" offer which
produced high volume sales, gave
the product a solid send-off.
MORE LISTENERS PER DOLLAR Large,
loyal audiences plus a realistic
rate card add up to I 1 .7 95 more
listeners in the Greater Akron
Metropolitan Area for your
dollar on cue.
Mm-m'-m. Merchandising, mail
pull, more listeners per dollar.
Listeners like what they get on
cue. And so will you.
National representative
Avery-Knodel

•Tim Elliot, Pres.

The ELLIOT STATIONS
Akron,

GREAT

INDEPENDENTS

•

Station ideas for car audience
promotions are welcome
Have you done an adequate promotion job to reach the car
audience within your own station s coverage area? Bryan

"Jean Elliot, Vice-Pres.

WCUE

eyes on the road.
A lot of good radio listening undoubtedly gets lost because the
driver or his passenger grows tired of looking for a station. Yet, if
that same driver were given adequate information, he would know
when he was approaching the coverage area of a station that could
entertain him for the next 150 miles. Instead of turning the radio
off, because of static or weakened reception, he would be an attentive listener for the next three hours as he approached the station.
Maybe now that we are going to invite observers from many
countries to see our next nuclear explosions and secrecy as such is
no longer an unqualified blessing, somebody could also let radio
station owners and announcers and old laughing Charlie with his
platters in on the fact that automobile radio users like to know
what station they have tuned in. The station operators who come
up with a handy dial guide or at least see that their local personality
tells his listeners where he is, will win a receptive, large and loyal
audience among automobile radio users.
^

wice
Providence.

GOOD NEIGHBORS

Houston's recent trip and commentary indicate that many
stations overlook this important area of exploitation. Since
the automobile audience is certainly a vital factor in selling
summer use of radio, now is the time for station promotion
men to develop plans for making their station the most popular driving companion. In order to stimulate better radio
audience promotion, we invite station executives to exchange
comments on this topic. Address your replies to Agency Ad
Libs, c/o sponsor, 40 East 4,9th Street, New York 17, N. Y.

sponsor
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Before you firm your fall TV commitments, get the full details of this important new concept from.

FILM
NETWORK

49th am

CLFVELAND

Madisor
we
Academy

count
don't
Cleveland

made a snide remark about "no commercials." Atother points in the program there were more slighting references to commercials . . . notably by
Bob Hope, one of the most heavily
commercialized personalities in show
business. Doesn't this come under the

While
2 mv mWCUE's
signal
does get into
Cleveland, we
don't claim it as
coverage,
don't
include it in
our
market data.

heading of "biting the hand, etc.?"
It seemed to me to be in poor taste,
particularly since many a Hollywood
studio might be in dire financial straits
were it not for commercials. And what

Our primary area
has more people
(over 1 lA million)
than any one of
2(S states, more
than five states
combined. Retail
sales in the area

of the financial status of most Hollywood stars? They don't say a word
when they get their checks for commercials.
The lull in proceedings at the Pantages Theatre seemed to be the biggest

billion dollars.
Per-household
spendable income
is lir; above
the U.S. average.
We deliver 11.79?
more listeners
per dollar than
any other station
in the Greater
Akron
Metropolitan
Area.

gripe we read about. Why couldn't
the Academy get with a sponsor and
cover the time necessary for the commercials with some of the vaunted
entertainment available ... a song, a
monologue, film clip, etc. I can see
where a sponsor would like to have
the captive audience in the theatre sit
quietly and listen to their pitch, but
I can also see where an intelligent
sponsor would be glad to sacrifice
that theatre audience for the millions
of listeners and viewers the program
would garner.
In the opinion of a small town radio
program director with limited experience 17
l years), the show left much to
be desired in production, too. Oh . . .
the settings were gorgeous, the stars
beautiful and the dresses rather decol-

TheWCUE
Market Data book
belongs in your
file. See the new
color film on the
Elliot stations.
Write or call us,
or Avery-Knodel,
for the book
and the booking.

■> Elliot, Vice-Pres.

WCUE
AKRON,

OHIO

5 r tTi©ns

GREAT

INDEPENDENTS-

awards

I've been wanting to sound off ever
since the Academy Awards presentation aired on NBC radio and tv.
The entire production got off to a
bad start, as far as I was concerned,
when the President of the Academy

GOOD

NEIGHBORS

WICE

lete . . . but fluffs! I've never seen a
commercial show that would permit
the performers so many glaring mistakes! They couldn't even read the
Teleprompter! Jack Lemmon was an
exception. He left the impression that
he knew why he was there, what to
say and how.
I read some glowing review- of the
I Please turn to page 24 I
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49th & MADISON
(Cont'd from page 22)
show in the days following, some of
which mentioned the "fine production
and MCing!" Maybe those reviewers
were watching another show. . . .
This is the first time I've ever written
any trade paper with a gripe about a
program. . . . But when an industry
that owes so much to the American
form of commercial broadcasting pub-

10,000

POWERFUL WATTS

licly derides it, I think it's time to
register a protest.
Martin Karant

TO DELIVER THE GREATER

program dir., WKPT
Kingsport, Tenn.

LONG ISLAND MARKET (Nassau-Suffolk)
LONG H
ISLAND
COVERAGE
. .". "" "" ''
create
LI^V
~W
NASSAU SUFFOLK
TOTAL
Population
Net Income

1,200,000

$2,928,340,000

Per Family
Retail Sales

525,000

$755,604,000

$8,503

1,534,786,000

1,725,000

$3,683,944,000

$5,698

564,961,000

2,099,747,000

Food Store Sales

403,423,000

152,997,000

556,420,000

Auto Store Sales

252,922,000

93,225,000

346,147,000

WHLI

HAS THE LARGEST

ISLAND MARKET!

DAYTIME

AUDIENCE

* THE 2nd LARGEST MARKET
** NOW

IN THE MAJOR

LONG

(Pu|se)

IN NEW YORK!

REACHES 5,500,000 PEOPLE

*** GIVES YOU
TREMENDOUS,
IMPORTANT,
"BIG MONEY" MARKET COVERAGE
**** AMAZINGLY
THOUSAND

LOW, LOW, COST-PER-

WITHIN

WHLI'S COVERAGE
AREA
Population
5,477,000
Net

Income

Retail Sales

$11,758,859,000
6,125,535,000

H 0,000 WATTS

WHLI

HEMPSTEAD
LONG ISLAND, N. Y.
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always welcomes readers' comments

Tornado telecast

It is indeed rare when a television station has an opportunity to serve its
community unselfishly and thoroughly.
For this reason, I thought you would
be interested in an experience, a rather
frightening experience, our station
covered last week.
At 5:35 p.m., April 2, 1958, this
station was warned of a tornado approaching Wichita Falls. At 5:36, I
myself ran outside and saw that not
only was the tornado approaching
Wichita Falls, but it was forming
directly over our television station.
At 5:37, I gave instructions to my
cameramen and chief engineer to take
our live cameras out of our studios
into the open on our parking ramp
and point them at the forming tornado.
At 5:40 p.m., our news director, Bill
Hood, was on the air live describing
the formation of the tornado. The
tornado struck at 5:42 p.m. the funnels
hit the ground less than 100 yards
from our live cameras. Our Zoomar
lenses had them in perfect detail!
Bill Hood then described to the
entire area the exact location and
progress of the funnels. There is no
imagining the terror and anxiety we
removed from the awe-struck, frantic
viewers of the station. We continued
this live tornado telecast until 5:58
p.m., when the danger had passed.
This station has been deluged with
letters and telegrams of gratitude and
congratulations
from the viewers in
this area, and I believe all of us feel
justifiable pride in our station.
Syd Grayson

Represented

president,
KSYD-TV
Wichita Falls.
Tex.

by Cill-Perna
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is coming to TV this fall!
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OF,

HOW TO MARRY

CONCLUSION
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A MILLIONAIRE"

TV

ENTERTAINMENT

115 MARKETS,

"PREMIERE

PERFORMANCE"

a new cycle of outstanding 90-minute films, of which
Calling Northside 777, starring James Stewart, is one.

. . . for advertisers and their agencies: phone, wire or write... for full details about the BIG NIGHT!

uykXnUA -Tteur-

FILM
NETWORK

1

National and regional spot buys
in work now or recently completed

^ 1 SPOT
RADIO

BUYS

Eskimo Pie Co., Philadelphia, is
ice creams. The schedules kick-off
announcements are being slotted;
market. Buyer: Cliff Greenspan.
Inc., New York. (Agency declined

KING-SIZE
KING-SIZE in COVERAGE -KOA-Radio
blankets 302 counties in 12 states, reaches
and sells over 3V4 mil
KING-SIZE
in POWER - KOA-Radio
speaks to these Westerners with the
50,000 Watt voice they understand and
have trusted for over 33 years.
KING-SIZE

in

AUDIENCE

ACCEPT-

ANCE — By programming in character
with its area... and providing a strong
lineup of NBC programs, KOA-Radio has
established audience leadership throughout the West.
KING-SIZE in VALUE -KOA-Radio delivers more for your money, day and
night, seven days a week. It's your best
buy in the RICH WESTERN MARKET.

BUYS
going into major markets for its
in May for two months. Minute
frequency varies from market to
Agency: Cunningham & Walsh,
to comment.)

Crown Central Petroleum Corp., Baltimore, for its gasolines and
oils, is scheduling announcements in its areas of distribution: N. Y.
state, Pa., N. J., Conn., Md., N. C, S. C, Tex., Va. and W. Va.
Campaign begins this month for about four weeks. Minute announcements during early morning and early afternoon are being
slotted; frequency varies from market to market. Buyer: B. Farren.
Agency: Al Paul Lefton Co.. Philadelphia. (Agency declined to
comment.)

TV

BUYS

General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, is lining up schedules in MidAtlantic states and New England introducing its new High-Pro
cereal, to supplement its network advertising. Commercial slant: a
ready-to-eat, high-protein cereal. Minute announcements are being
used, with frequency varying from market to market. Buyer: Lee
Gaynor. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., New York. (Agency
declined to comment.)
Philip Morris, Inc., New York, is entering top markets for its
Marlboro cigarettes. Schedules vary in length; 20-second announcements during daytime segments are being slotted; frequency depends
upon the market. Media Supervisor: Gus Pfleger. Agency: Leo
Burnett Co., Inc., Chicago. (Agency declined to comment.)
Ceneral Foods Corp., Post Cereals Division, Battle Creek, Mich.,
is slotting announcements in various markets for its new Alpha-Bits
cereal. Minute announcements in children's programs are being
scheduled; the pitch of the film commercials is the cereal itself —
which is in the shape of the letters ALPHA— B-I-T-S. At this
stage, the budget is modest, but watch for an increased expenditure
for a major push. Buyer: Irv Wilson. Agency: Benton & Bowles,
Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

RADIO

DINYIR^^
One <
One of America's gLea) radio
5 0,000

JflQQ :
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•

85 0

and TV BUYS

Esso Standard Oil Co., New York, is preparing a radio tv campaign for its Esso Extra gasolines and oils. The radio schedules
starts 16 May and runs for eight weeks; in the South 13 weeks. Minutes are being placed during early morning and early evening hours
and peak weekend traffic hours. Frequency is saturation: 30 to 80
per week per market. In tv, the same starting date as radio, runs

Kc

for four weeks. Minutes, 20's and I.D.'s are being scheduled Sunday through Saturday. Average frequency: six announcements per
week per market. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Sy Goldis.
(Agency declined to comment.)
SPONSOR
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RADIO BALTIMORE

NOW has More jCisteners*
than am other two
BALTIMORE RADIO STATIONS

Combined!
*ln Homes

In Business Establishments

Nielsen (December-January, 1958)
says WCAO has more listeners than
any other two Baltimore stations;
75% more listeners than the next
highest station.

Hooper says WCAO has more listeners than the next three highest stations73%
;I
more than the next highest station.

Hooper (January thru March, 1958)
says WCAO is first in total rated
time periods, with almost 80% more
audience than the next highest station; 1,250% more than the lowest
station.

In Car Radios
Hooper says WCAO has more listeners than any other three Baltimore
stations; 178% more than the next
highest station.

Keep your eye on these other Plough, Inc., Stations:
Radio Boston

WCOP

REPRESENTED
NEW

SPONSOR
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YORK

CHICAGO

I

I

Radio Chicago

NATIONALLY
LOS ANGELES

I

WJJD

I

BY RADIO-TV
BOSTON

Radio Memphis

WMPS

REPRESENTATIVES,

ATLANTA

SAN

INC.

FRANCISCO

SEATTLE

27

We pause
for local station
identification

In addition to its network awards, the National
Academy of Television Arts and Sciences gives
Emmys for the best programs and performers in
two local areas -New York and Los Angeles.
In seven-station New York, five out of the eight
awards went to CBS Owned wcbs-tv.
In seven-station Los Angeles, four out of the eight
awards went to CBS Owned knxt.
There is a significance to these natas selections
which is inescapable, particularly in the fact that
eight of the nine awards to wcbs-tv and knxt
were for local live community service programs,
such as news, sports and education. (Each station,
for example, was awarded the Emmy for the best
local news program.)
These Emmys provide further recognition of the
key role played by each CBS Owned station in
the daily life of the local community of which it
is part and parcel.

CBS Television Stations
CBS Owned WCBS-TV Channel 2, New York; KNXT Channel 2,
Los Angeles; WBBM-TV Channel 2, Chicago; KMOX-TV Channel 4, St. Louis;
WXIX Channel 19, Milwaukee; WHCT Channel 18. Hartford

Among Kansas City men and women
it's a WHB world
because WHB talks to more men and women than
the next three Kansas City stations combined
IT'S AN
MORNING,

EDDIE CLARKE
TOO ! A fine exam-

ple of WHB's dominance among
men and women i- Kansas City's
"Morning Mayor," (see pictures
on wall) who attracts 47% of
all the men and women who
listen to the top Jour Kansas
City radio stations. Eddie is a
20-year veteran of Kansas City
radio; an outstanding civic
leader, and a sought-after speaker. IN- deep, cheerful voice is
the iim-i li-tened-to in town.

New audience composition analysis reveals: 51.7% of all the
men and women who listen to the top four Kansas City radio
stations . . . listen to first place WHB. (Nielsen, Dec, 1957,
6 a.m.-6 p.m.). In every quarter hour, not only is WHB
first in total audience . . . but in addition, reaches more adults
than any other station.
So to reach Kansas City housewives . . . and the men in their
lives . . . WHB is the buy any hour of the day. Whether it be
Metro Pulse, Nielsen, Trendex or Hooper . . . whether it be
Area Nielsen or Pulse . . . WHB is the dominant first throughout . . . with audience shares consistently in the 40% bracket
and tremendous 96-county coverage. Talk to a Blair man . . .
or AVI II; General Manager George W. Armstrong.
710 Jcc.

lAf H

E*

Kansas

City
WDGY

REPRESENTED

IONS
TODAY'S

TODD

STOR2,

RADIO

PRESIDENT

FOR

• HOME

TODAY'S

OFFICE: OMAHA,

SELLING

NEBRASKA

Minneapolis St. Paul
BY JOHN

WHB

Kansas City

WTIX

New Orleans

REPRESENTED

REPRESENTED

BY JOHN

BY ADAM

& CO.

BLAIR

& CO.

YOUNG

WQAM
REPRESENTED Miami
BY JOHN
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Tv tape: new

vistas and problems

^ But CBS strike is just the first round in labor struggle
as the unions sense deep economic changes in the future
^ Tape promises residuals for live shows, a new way to
improve commercials, new opportunities for the station
^Lvery technological innovation carries within it harbingers of change that
are good for some and somewhat disap ointing to others.
This week it was apparent videotape
was in such a class.
The strike of the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
aganist CBS, though not due to tape
alone, focused attention on the likelihood of momentous changes in tv.
While the snarled issue of union
jurisdiction remains cloudy and uncertain, other facts about tape are becoming clearer:
• It dangles the lure of residuals
before producers of live programing.
• It offers the networks an economical method of producing groups
of shows together (a specter of which
gives union leaders sleepless nights)
• It provides stations with a readymade technique for producing com
mercials via studio and camera meth
ods they already are familiar with.
And that doesn't make producers of
film commercials, particularly smaller
firms, terribly happy. With 26 Ampex
videotape recorders delivered to stations, production of commercials on
tape is now an accomplished fact.
• But on another front, it offers
producers of film commercials an
added dimension, rather than a competitive medium to film. However, it
appears likely that, in the future, substantial numbers of
commercials,

SPONSOR
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which might otherwise be put on film,
will end up on tape. This will happen
not only because of tape's economy
but because of tape's miraculous ability to be played back instantaneously.
(It's been pointed out more than once
that the economy of tape can be deceptive ifthe client becomes overlyentranced with the possibilities of
shooting and playback ad infinitum.)
• To the advertiser, tape comes primarily as a boon. It gives him (1)
still another way of improving his tv
sales message, (2) the prospect of residuals in certain programing cases,
(3) the hope of more economical programing on network television.
• The networks, of course, are already well supplied with tape for network repeats during daylight saving
time. Starting tomorrow (27 April),
all three video webs will set tape machines in motion to provide programing at the same local time in nearly
all tv markets as it is aired during
the winter season. At presstime, NBC
was expecting momentarily the first of
six RCA color tape machines for DST
use in Burbank.
The promise of residuals for live
programing now appears particularly
strong in the area of dramatic shows
— because the rerun potential of dramas is great.
Outlook for drama
Particularly promising is the outlook for daytime
network
dramatic

strips. The once-burning issue of
whether the added cost of filmed dramatic strips could be recouped and a
profit pocketed, too, has become academic. Sponsors like P&G and American Home Products can look forward,
once union jurisdictional problems are
solved, to re-use values from shows
produced live or in a "live" manner.
As for network programing in general, the potential economy of tape has
already ignited the explosive union
situation. The IBEW strike was a reflection of union fears regarding unemployment intwo areas: (1) that resulting from network taping of groups
of shows together (taping weekend network shows during the week is one
possibility), (2) that resulting from
network shows taped by outside film
firms, in which case IBEW's rival, the
International Alliance of Theatrical
and Stage Employees, would have
jurisdiction.
CBS has borne the brunt

of these

Commercials are being produced via videotape at KGW-TV, Portland, Ore. Standing
by machine is Walter E. Wagstaff, manager

-. bul \IU: and NBC, whose technicians are represented by the National Association of Broadcast Employeea and Technicians, are currently
involved in negotiating these matters
too. I ntil tliis is solved, advertisers
and producers will not know just how
much in tin- wa\ of program costs they
can figure on saving. While residuals
for technicians are no matter for immediate concern (the unions are worried more almut job security), some
fears have been expressed that if unions push any featherbedding demauds, these could turn out to be real
headaches. Residuals for technicians
were never pulled off by the film
unions and. even though there is no
likelihood of their being adopted in tv,
the mere talk of it gives networks and
producers the shudders.
Also hanging in midair is the question of jurisdiction between AFTRA
and SAG. AFTRA efforts to set up a
joint authority with SAG over taped
commercials fell through early this
month, nearly two years after SAG's
rejection of a merger with AFTRA.
With the outlook for clear-cut jurisdiction dim, the situation appears firming
up as follows:
Where a program or commercial is
taped from a live show or pre-recorded in a broadcasting studio, the jurisdiction will fall within AFTRA's domain, as well as that of IBEW and

NABET. Where the job is done by a
film firm, it will be covered by SAG
and IATSE.
Opinions as to how fast commercials
on tape will get off the ground differ.
A number of taped commercials already have been shown on the network.
Charles Powers, in charge of commercial production for McCann-Erickson
on the West Coast, reports that 30%
of Studio One commercials have been
on tape since the show moved to Burbank in January.
While there has been some added
cost for tape, Powers said, he has been
able to use tv recordings without an
increase in the budget. The added
cost is for tape facilities — $500 an
hour of actual use — plus the cost of a
studio and crew (in taping, the studio
is not shared with the show) . One way
of keeping the cost down, said Powers,
is to shoot two weeks of commercials
in a single day. The saving here is
about 40% of added costs per commercial.
Powers admits the 40%

saving is

theoretical because "having time you
do things a little more perfectly. The
actual saving thus comes closer to
Commercials

first?

A number of people feel that in the
15%."
beginning
taped commercials will see
more use than taped programing. Jack
Burrell, manager of technical opera-

tions for NBC in Burbank, reports that
the demand for tape machines in netxvork repeats will limit their use for
other purposes. But, he said, the instantaneous playback abilities of tape,
will cause a heavy demand for the recorders to produce commercials when
they are available. Next step, according to Burrell: recording weekend pro.
graming during the week.
Murray Bolen of B&B's West Coast
office foresees 2% of program production and 20% of commercial production on tape by this time next year.
The 20% figure includes replays. He
has advised two clients interested in
taped commercials, however, not to
get mixed up in it until the union picture gets clearer.
Besides the Studio One commercials,
taped plugs on CBS include an AllState commercial on Playhouse 90 and
a few done on Art Linkletter's Houseparty for daytime airing. A big factor
in taping commercials now is convenience, said Guy della Cioppa, director
of CBS networks shows in Hollywood.
Linkletter, for example, had his commercials taped so he could go to the
Brussels Fair.
As for outside commercial firms,
there appears more interest in the East
than the West. Two studios in New
York with Ampex equipment on hand
are Telestudios and Elliot, Unger and
Elliot.
George Gould, president of Telestudios, said his Ampex recorder was
available for immediate use by agencies, sponsors and package producers.
He estimates that tape can save about
40%

in the production of commercials. Telestudios plans to hold a series of workships to familiarize admen
and producers with tape techniques.
In the program area, Gould said that
he was negotiating with two producers
for taped program series, one of them
being a soap opera.

Bill Unger of Elliot, Unger and Elliot, made clear his belief that tape
will not be in competition with film
but with live commercials. "Tape cannot do everything," he said. "Outdoor
shooting with tape is not practical.
I'll bet a western shot with tape will
cost five times what it cost on film. On
the other hand, tape is ideal for a pilot

Fape will be competitive «iili live commercials rather than film, says Bill linger of Elliot,

on a live tv show."
Unger felt sure that a substantial
number of his firm's clients could reduce commercial costs by shooting on

Linger and Elliot, one ol \< i"ork firms using the method. Firm has spent $100,000 so far on
equipment, which includes rei order, camera chain. But that's only the bare minimum, he says

tape. He warned against over-simplifying the cost picture, however.
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"You can't say flatly that tape will
save so much money. It depends on

IS VIDEOTAPE

PRACTICAL

NOW?

the commercial."
Unger is concentrating now on experimenting with his equipment. He
regards it as a new medium and said it
can't be used to best advantage until
techniques are explored.

You get Sunday off, too!
KNXT, CBS o&o in Los Angeles, is
now producing a weekly taped news
analysis program, reportedly the first
station to do so.
The show, Clete Roberts Special
Report, is seen Sundays at 4:30 p.m.
and is sponsored by Salem.
Roberts said the picture is not only
of high quality but that even film inserts on tape look better than the
original.
Another advantage is that Roberts
and agency men from Esty don't have
to work on Sunday.
As for the station, it reports that
the Roberts show and other taped
programing is making it possible to get
more work from the same manpower.

26 afril 1958

GIVES

SOME

ANSWERS

dustry is already using the term "reviding" to denote the techniques of
electronic effects generation.

Switchover
West Coast commercial producers
are playing it cagey on tape. Jack M.
Warner, vice president of Warner
Bros., disagrees with a prediction
made by one SAG official that all of
the major studios will have tape in use
by a year.
"Warners," he said, "will adjust to
meet a changing situation but will not
plunge right now into the purchase of
equipment for which it doesn't see an
immediate need." He added he considered the Ampex recorder too expensive for the big producer as well as
the little guy. Significantly, Warner
also made the point that the studio
would not make plans for tape production until union jurisdictional problems are ironed out, especially among
the technical unions.
A similar viewpoint came out of
MGM. Both Sam Marx, executive producer at MGM-TV, and Bill Gibbs, director of industrial and commercial
films at MGM, took the position that
it is premature to use tape for production.
It is clear, however, that once the
majors feel the time is ripe they will
jump into tape with both feet. It is
also clear that once the labor tangle is
unsnarled so will everybody. ^

AMPEX

A. The new horizons of flexibility
afforded in videotaping have dictated
the establishment of a new concept of
effects production to replace the limited flexibility of film editing. The in-

Q. They say the biggest problem is
the inter changeability of tapes, that
tapes made on one machine won't play
back on any other.
A. Nonsense. All production -model
VR-1000's properly aligned per Ampex

Because of the wide lack of knowledge concerning the use of videotape and the cost of its installation, SPONSOR asked C. R. Paulson (picture above), national sales
manager, Professional Products
Division, Ampex Corp., to give
his answer to certain statements
commonly made about Ampex
equipment. The statements and
his answers are shown in this question-and-answer form.
Q. Will the cost of conversion to
videotape operations for a tv film company exceed $200,000?
A. A tv film studio wishing merely to
substitute tape for film as the recording medium, continuing to shoot with
one camera and one mike, need invest
no more than $70,000. But this is not
the way for a progressive film company to plan its move into its future
bread-and-butter operation. A basic
black-and-white videotape production
center, consisting of two cameras, a
video effects generator and switcher,
and an Ampex VR-1000 Recorder, will
cost about $100,000. A more elaborate
production system, or color recording
capabilities, will still not put the system
price over $200,000. Further, any business manager realizes that his cost of
operation consists both of original system amortization and running operating costs. In the latter area, the differential between film and tape costs becomes most startling.
Q. Is it true that there will be no real
break-through for videotape until editing becomes practical?

standards will play each other's tapes
interchangeably. We have a machine
now in Milan, Italy, in the U. S. Exhibit of the Milan Samples Fair. Tapes
are being made on that machine for
playing back over American television
networks. We are continually receiving recorded tape samples from television stations and networks which we
review on any VR-1000.
Q.

What about the problem of maintaining an adequate supply of tapes.

A. Yes, this has been a problem since
the networks went to such large programing operations with videotape.
That is why suppliers of videotape are
struggling with (and improving) their
ability to produce more tapes faster.
It is certain that videotape manufacturers will shortly be geared to supply
the new demands of television quite
adequately.
Q. We have no way of knowing
whether videotape will last for years.
How do we know the high frequencies
wont slowly fade out?
A.

Simply because magnetic tape

stays permanently magnetized until deliberately or accidentally erased. Prop,
er storage with protection from magnetic field will not damage information previously recorded, even after a
period of years.
Q. Does it cost as much to install
videotape equipment as the price of the
machine?
A.

Ridiculous. Interconnect the cables, supply proper power, check out
the machine — and your VR-1000 is
ready to record and play back. If
this costs $45,000 — someone is paying
their help too much. Average installation time has been four to six hours
with two men.
^

Tv spot sells via mail order

RADIO

19581;

By Bill Miksch
I he trend toward "off-beat" radio
commercials that began a little over
a year ago is still going strong — and
now
looks like it's getting even
stronger.
Copy is more interesting and entertaining and jingles are livelier and
sprightlier than ever. In fact, anyone
who was following the medium in 1946
would scarcely recognize the relationship of commercials
then and now.
The old George Washington Hill concept of "shock and annoy 'em" appears
to be entirely dissipated. It will be a
long time until anyone in a copy department comes up with a shocker like
"Spit is an ugly word" or a "Lucky
Strike green has gone to war" phrase
repeated ad nauseum.
This does not mean that "hard sell"
has passed away, supplanted by "soft
sell." Today's radio commercial is

U

i livi
spot announcements as
a mail order catalog is the essence of
a unique advertising campaign started
Last week in Omaha.
The live spots are those of J. L.
Brandeis Co., Nebraska's largest department store. Thirty-five times a
week, from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. (seven
one-minute -pots daily). Brandeis displays and demonstrates merchandise
ovei K\IT\ merchandise that can be
ordered immediately, via telephone or
mail order. It works this way:
• Before the actual 52-week campaign began, KM TV and Brandeis
combined their mailing lists and sent
mail order blanks to the entire list.
(KMTV's alone was more than 15,000), The blanks were included in a
booklet explaining how to use them in
accordance with the spot announcement-. (There are no pictures in the
booklet).
• \\ lien Brandeis began its spot
schedule, it culled 35 items to be
shown each week from various department- in the store. Each item is given
an order number, for viewer convent
ence: each -pot i- devoted to one or
two items.

Brandeis also added a giveaway attraction to the announcements, a free
item during each spot. Each mail order book contains a home viewer
award number; in the course of a spot
announcement a number is called. The
merchandise being advertised in the
spot is given free to the holder of that
number.
In-store traffic, wheh has already increased noticeably on those items advertised, isconsidered by Brandeis to
be an extra plus to the campaign. The
announcements are merchandised to
the extent that advertised items are
promoted through counter displays. In
addition, Brandeis has devoted one
window to a closed-circuit tv set that
duplicates the announcements.
Although the long-term campaign —
which KMTV claims is the largest single package ever negotiated in Nebraska— has barely gotten underway,
Brandeis is more than satisfied with
the outlook for its first tv venture.
First sales results haven't been tabulated. But within the first week of airing the spots, Brandeis received more
than 700 requests for additional order
books.
^

probably the "hardest" sell ever because it comes sugar-coated.
John Blair Co., station representatives, recently conducted its second annual Spot Radio Commercial Survey
in which 2,232 agency, client and
broadcasting executives picked their
favorite commercials. Mentioned as
top-flight were 22!! radio commercials
— some regional, some national. First
place went to Dodge (Grant Advertising). The next five, in order of
preference, were: Beech-Nut Gum
(Y&R) , Chesterfield Cigarettes (Mc-E) ,
Camel Cigarettes (Esty), Pepperidge
Farms (Ogilvy, Benson & Mather),
Bud weiser (D'Arcy ).
The trends
What trends in radio commercials
were uncovered during this survey?
Most significant, according to Paul
Blakemore, Blair's advertising manager, wereobvious
these: effort in the adver• The
tising agency creative field to link the
characteristics of the product with the
characteristics of the radio commercial.
• The very thorough study that
agencies are making in the use of
sound.
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The trend toward "off-beat" commercials continues

strong.

.IGHT SELL

Agencies explore the dramatic effect of sound

^ The old concept of "annoyance through repetition"
has passed.
Now the accent is on more entertainment

• The effort to inject entertainment
into the radio commercial.
The Dodge commercial which came
in first is a good example of both the
intelligent use of sound and the matching of product with commercial characteristics. The one in the series that
seemed to capture most interest was
one in which the length of the car
was stressed through sound. The actor
announced he would walk the length
of his Dodge; then was heard a
measured footfall that suggested the
chassis stretched from Newark to Pitts-

SUBTLE

HUMOR

IS

KEY

My name is Warren P. Burchfield, friendly young druggist, with another story of blessed relief thanks to John-

Back Plaster treats a backache as simply as you would
a headache.
DRIVER:

FRIENDLY:

gentleman driving a dynamite truck. Almost immediately he turned to me saying . . . (SOUND: CAR
MOTOR)
DRIVER:

Notice the grimace of pain etched on my rugged outdoor features?

FRIENDLY:

Yes.

DRIVER:

Exactly.

FRIENDLY:

Well, there's no need to tolerate that.

All of the earmarks of a muscular backache.

O.K. Let's switch seats and I'll put it on. (THEY
SWITCH) Hey! This warm, flannel backing is giving
my muscles firm support along with soothing heat.
Yes.

DRIVER:

Its prompt relief has begun already. Now I'll be able
to continue my active outdoor driving life while enjoying blessed relief . . . (SOUND: THEME)

FRIENDLY:

And continue it he did. Friends, next time muscular
backache strikes you, why not say, as others do, "suf-

Goulding-EUiott-Graham

This Johnson's

with N. W. Ayer produced

.AND

REVIVAL

this s

s

OF OLD

Dear, I"m going to the store with my shopping list.
Do you want to add anything?

ACE:

Let me see the list. Liver — bacon — asparagus —
mink coat — chocolate cake — oh no, Jane.

JANE:

Now dear, you promised I could go in and see about
that mink coat.

ACE :

It's not the coat.

You left off Lady Borden ice cream.
Borden

this morning.

It's the

JANE:
ACE:
JANE:
ACE:
JANE:
ACE:

Oh, I ordered
Lady
cream of the creams.

ACE:

I know.

JANE:

JANE:
ACE:

It's made with extra, extra cream.
Yes, Jane, I know all about that.

ACE:

No other ice cream can make that statement.

ACE :

Oh, I don't know. I was talking to a dish of ice cream
just the other night and it told me —
ice cream, Goodman
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JANE:
ACE:

Ace created this series wi th Dohert

fering quickly relieved" thanks to Johnson's Back Plas(SOUND: THEME MUSIC FADES)

& Johnson

COMEDY

JANE:

JANE:

ters.

> for Johnson

JANE:

26

plished painlessly from a listener's
standpoint. In fact, so captivated have
radio audiences become with the
Beech-Nut historical parodies that stations throughout the country get many

TO THIS COMMERCIAL.

MUSIC

son's Back Plasters. I'd been out making deliveries
when my bicycle chain broke, and I was picked up by a

•

The only product story they have to
tell is "flavor," and this is accom-

(starring ex- Allen's Alley ite Parker
Fennelly) are another outstanding
series that point up the matching of
product characteristics with commercial copy. They achieve, without the
least boredom, the most difficult task

FRIENDLY:

SPONSOR

unique in selling a reasonably-priced
impulse item through a ratio of about
six lines of humor to one line of sell.

Ogilvy, Benson & Mather's radio
commercials for Pepperidge Farms

THEME

the

In the entertainment area, Y&R's
commercials for Beech-Nut Gum are

ically demonstrated the Dodge's overall length.

SOUND:

For Lady Borden

of a radio commercial:
telling
whole product ingredient story.

burgh. When he next spoke, his voice
sounded as though it came from a
great distance. No mere mention of
feet and inches could have so dramat-

TEAM

for use on CBS

MARKS

Radio

THIS

I'll bet it wasn't Lady Borden.
um quality ice cream.
Well, I'm glad you remembered

Lady Borden is premi-

to order it.

Oh, I've got a memory like a donkey.
You mean an elephant?
Dear, you vote your way, I'D vote my way.
That's a deal.
Hahaha, I thought you were getting mad because I
put the mink coat on the list.
Jane, you keep ordering Lady Borden ice cream and
you can have all the mink coats you want.
Oh sure.

Only on radio you tell me that.

It's cheaper that way.
, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield Agency

oHcited commercials written in the
same vein by radio fans — and they're
good !
It must sell
Ed Graham, who with radio t\ -tarBob and Ray have formed the firm of
Goulding-Efliott-Graham and are generally credited with the present creative surge in radio copy (they sired
Piel Brothers. Bert and Harry, and the
more recent sensation (see page 39 I —
Emily Tipp for Tip Top Bread), points
out one pitfall of the present trend of
humor commercials. "A good salesman." says Graham, "has a sense of
humor, hut he never loses sight of the

How

Compton

billing!

^ On 28 April, Compton celebrates its 50th anniversary,
with a $75 million rate of billing, 60% in air media
^ Agency's development in past 10 years reflects big
agency revolution to broad marketing service concepts
By Evelyn

Konrad
keting and using advertising and promotion to achieve profitable marketing

fact that he's out to sell. Just being
fimm is not enough. And to try to be
too funny can backfire. A straight com.
mercial well done is still preferable to

3ome 23 years ago, Jake Frazier,
vhen a partner in the Blackman Co.
advertising agency, wrote a letter to a
former classmate in Cincinnati. By
return mail. Frazier had landed the
P&G account.

a comedy commercial that falls flat."
G-E-G never forgets the sell; the
humor of Bert and Harry Piel. for
instance, comes naturally from their
very earnest effort to sell beer.

agency. It marks its 50th anniversaryon 28 April with billings 10 times
bigger than a quarter of a century ago.

Under Cummings' leadership (he became president in 1955), the growth
and change in Compton has reflected
recent revolutions in the advertising
industry and today puts in focus the
role of the advertising agency in the
future:
goals."
• Agency growth in the past decade
outstripped progress made during any

But as Bart Cummings, Compton's
crew-cut young president, puts it:
"Attracting new accounts to an
agency has turned from an art into a

comparable period in advertising history. Compton mushroomed from $17
million in the late forties to $75 million in 1958.

Goodman Ace, tv and radio's highest-paid comedy writer, has done a
series of five commercials for Lady
Borden's Ice Cream and five for Borden's Coffee. But he has worked
closely with Harry Bressler. vice president and director of radio/tv commercials for Borden's agency. Doherty,
Clifford. Steers & Shenfield. Ace and
his wife. Jane, have revived the characters that were a sensation in radio programing during the 1930's — Easy Aces
— for these commercials, and Bressler
makes sure that Borden ice cream or
coffee get consistent mention in the
scripts.
Bressler likes to call commercials of
this type "off-beat" rather than
"funny" or "light touch." In his own
shop he sees a trend away from jingles,
although he feels a good jingle in a
saturation campaign is still a great
tiling. "W ith the resurgence of radio."
says Bressler, "it's becoming a problem to get your commercial heard —
hence the trend toward 'off-beats.'
Where an account doesn't have the
budget for saturating a jingle, they
can often compensate with ingenuity
by slotting less often with interesting
and entertaining commercials that
command listener attention."
In short, the continuing trend toward quality commercials in radio
points up one thing. In the face of tv
dominance, the creative radio writer
now emerges with a new -tature. Like
murder, quality will out.
^

Today, Compton, successor to the
Blackman Co., is still a P&G anchor

• Compton's air billing accounts for
the lions share of agency growth. Today it represents nearly 60% of total
agency billing, or some $45 million.
This is a rate comparable to or above
the rate of air billings at the top 30 air
media agencies.
• Compton has capitalized on the

The aura of scientific specialization
science."
today permeates all phases of the
agency's operation. Compton senior
v.p. Al Flouton defines the agency this
way :
"Compton is a businessman's agency, approaching the total job of mar-

CURRENT

COMPTON

Tv network shows
\^ yatt Earp
The Guiding Light
Doug Edwards & The News
House Party
This Is Your Life
Trackdown
Leave It To Beaver
Edge of Night
Tv syndicated shows
State Trooper
Sea Hunt
Highway Patrol
Last of the Mohicans
Annie Oakley
Annie Oaklev
Badge 714

TELEVISION

Origination
ABC Hollywood
CBS New York
CBS
CBS
NBC
CBS
CBS
CBS

New York
Hollywood
Hollywood
Hollywood
Hollywood
New York

ACTIVITIES

Gleem,
SponsorDrene
Ivory, Blue Dot Duz
(Duncan Hines. Sectional)
American Can
Socony
Inst. & Reg. C&S Coffee
Ivory Bar
Remington Rand
Inst. & Reg. C&S Coffee

Markets
Green Bay, Wis.
10 Midwest mkts.
San Diego, Cal.
14 West Coast mkts
Roanoke, Va.
Charleston, W. Va.
Paducah, Ky.

Hieleman
Sponsor
Hieleman
Fizrin
Langerdorf
Sterling
Big Top Peanut Butter
Big Top Peanut Butter

Current tv properties enjoy average low $2.98 cost-per-1,000 commercial r
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ncreased

450%

in 12 years

importance of marketing services and
through them has developed a close tie

Nonetheless, the era of multiple services has made its impact on Compton.

with innumerable phases of its clients'
total business that were Never-Neverland for the agency of yesteryear.

The stress is upon "team-work," not
on the forcefulness or creative genius
of any one individual.
"The era of colorful individualistic

"We're as concerned with our clients' profits as we are with their sales,"
says Compton's 44-year-old president,
Bart Cummings. "Such an outlook
puts product advertising into a different perspective and makes it necessarv
for the agency to be intimately concerned in all areas of developing and
marketing a product, not merely the
promotion of this product to the consumer."

agencymen is not gone," says Holbrook. "The same range of men and
talents exists now, but today an
agencyman cannot be a one-man band."
Diplomatic a/e
At Compton a role of diplomacy
falls to the account executive, who becomes an administrator and coordinator ofthe agency service, rather than
the originator of advertising ideas.
His role is to "stimulate creative
thinking on many fronts."
Characteristically, under Compton's
account executive training program,
trainees are either rotated through the
media, research or market planning
departments during their two-year incubation period, or else assigned di-

Client service

Cummings' concept of client service
today is in line with the attitude of
management in most major agencies
today. But implicit in it are two byproducts that give Compton growing
concern :
(1) If agency service of the future
is to be performed in terms of clients'
total needs to insure profitability rather than the creating and placing of ads,
how can agency remuneration be put
on an equitable base?
"We're not irrevocably committed to
the 15% commission, if we can find a
better way," says Cummings. "We've
talked to some of our clients about it
in search of a solution, but there's
none forthcoming yet. Certainly clients need differing levels of service and
some are not as profitable to us as
others."
For instance, Compton has been
knee-deep in new product development
for its clients — a type of venture that's
always a costly investment for an agency at the start. During the past decade, the agency worried through the
birth of 15 such new products, saw
one-third of them mature to national
distribution, but invested as long as
five years in the development of one
product before the agency broke even.
The solution, according to Cummings: "To keep client confidence at a
peak and account shifting to a minimum, so that such in-depth investments
can be mutually profitable. Basically,
clients don't like agency-hopping any
more than agency management. It costs
them money because of training time
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Advance planning, keynote to Compton's
growth, includes projecting client air spending for two or three years. Studying figures
above are Bart Cummings, pres. (r) and Jim
Fleming, executive v.p. Future growth includes plans for future client diversification

and the inevitable advertising hiatus
during the new-agency-client honey(2) Can agencies lose their creative
function in the maze of new services
moon."
that are more and more tenuously related to the actual sale of products to
consumers?
"Agencies have developed increasingly into top-level management consultants as well as marketing experts,"
says Bob Holbrook, Compton board
chairman, who came into the agency
in 1933 during the era of Jake Frazier,
Larry Mead and Dick Compton (McE's
president Marion Harper, Sr., was a
partner of the agency for a time, Holbrook recalls).
"But agencies can acquire the stature needed to assume this role without
impairing their primary creative function. The agency with a broad business
outlook channels its creativity, and
thus effects contribution to the marketing process.

rectly to account supervisor "godfathers" charged with developing in
them a business outlook.
Creative strength lies within the specialized departments, and here the individual department heads stamp the
approach to campaign planning with
their own personalities.
Lewis Titterton, tv/radio programing v.p., today heads up a department
of 10totaling
people 36.
in Compton's L.A. office
and,
"When I came into the agency in
1944, there were eight of us handling
radio," Titterton told sponsor. "Tv
required
considerable
staffing."
A slender,
mustached
man with a
British accent. Titterton has a "feel
for public tv taste" that resulted in
Compton beating the cost-per- 1,000
commercial impressions of the average
network evening show by nearly $1
with its current properties.
The agency's television network
shows (not counting programs in which
Compton clients buy participations)
include such top-rated vehicles as
Wyatt Earp and Trackdown. (See listing of Compton properties on opposite
"We
page.)
they're

feel that
Westerns,
when
good, will hold up through
{Please turn to page 70)

SPONSOR

CHALLENGES

Test your advertising I.Q. . . .
SPOT
I his questionnaire on spot radio is the first in a series of
"fun" quizzes to help you test your general knowledge in
all phases of air media advertising. Future subjects in the
series will include network radio, spot and network tv, film,
timebuxers. reps, agencies, and other industry areas. If you
have been reading sponsor regularly, these quizzes should
1) The biggest advertiser in spot radio in 1957 was:
a. Procter & Gamble
c. General Foods
b. General Motors
d. American Tobacco
2) 1935 was the first year that advertising expenditures in
spot radio were tabulated. How much was spent in spot
radio in 1935?
a. 14,000,000
b. $9,000,000

c. $14,000,000
d. $19,000,000

he fairly easy to crack since answers to the questions have,
in many cases, appeared at sometime in print. Original
sources are mentioned where it seems advisable. Each question has multiple answers; pick the one you believe to be
right. Answers and scoring appear on page 40. Good luck
— and have fun testing your own knowledge of spot radio.
11) Of the cigarette companies, which is the largest user of
spotR. radio?
a.
J. Reynolds
b. Liggett & Myers

c. American Tobacco
d. Philip Morris

12) Of the oil companies, which is the largest user of spot
radio?
a. Texaco
c. Standard Oil of N. J.
b. Continental Oil
d. Sinclair Oil
13) Of the soap companies, which is the largest user of

3) How much was spent in 1948?
a. $75,000,000
c. $134,000,000
b. $98,000,000
d. $177,000,000

spot radio?
a. Procter & Gamble
b. Lever Brothers Co.

4) According to the best estimates, how much did advertisers spend in spot radio last year?
a. $65,000,000
c. $250,000,000
b. $185,000,000
d. $345,000,000
5) What was the first radio station ever to carry a spot
commercial?
a. WEAF, New York
c. WBBM, Chicago
b. KQUE, Albequerque d. KDKA, Pittsburgh
6) What industry spends the most money today in spot
radio?
a. Food
c. Soap
b. Cigarettes
d. Automobiles
7) Which advertising agencies tied for first place in spot
radio billings?
a. Mc-E and Esty
c. B&B and Mc-E
b. JWT and B&B
d. BBDO and Mc-E
8) Which of the following is not a common
commercial time segment?
a. 10 seconds
c. 20 seconds
b. 15 seconds
d. 30 seconds

RADIO

spot radio

c. Colgate Palmolive Co.
d. P. T. Babbitt Co.

14) Of the automobile companies, which is biggest spot
radio spender?
a. Ford Motor Co.
c. Chrysler Corp.
b. General Motors Corp. d. Volkswagen
15) How many a.m. stations carry spot commercials?
a. 1905
c. 3222
b. 2137
d. 5487
16) In spot radio, the term R.O.S. means:
a. Right On Schedule
c. Rent Or Sell
b. Run Of Schedule
d. Rescue Our Salesmen
17) In spot radio, the term T.F. means:
a. Ten Four
c. Tuned Frequency
b. Time Firm
d. Till Forbid
18) According to Station Representatives Assn., what percentage ofspot radio business emanates from New York?
a. 90%
c. 60%
b. 73%
d. 48%
19) Which of these famous campaigns did not run in spot
radio?

9) Who was the first big advertiser to buy spot radio
chain breaks in large quantities?
a. Barbasol
c. Beech-Nut
b. Chei rolel
d. Bulova

a. Singing Sam the Barbasol Man

c. Brush your teeth with
Colgate

b. It's time to retire

d. Pepsi-Cola hits the spot

JO) During 1957, which one single product was advertised
more than any other on spot radio?
a. Pepsodent
c. Ford cars
b. Maxwell House coffee
d. IVpperidge Farm Bread

20) So far this year, spot radio business is running how
far ahead of the same period last year, according to SRA?
a. 5%
c. 15%
b. 10%
d. 20%
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^ijfcr
.an for wide product

Emily Tipp, Ward Baking's Tip-Top lady, has pr,

Tv's new
^

star salesman:

iifihnuls. bread, rolls

Emily Tipp

Ward Baking Co. is boosting its share of market with

a quaint cartoon character, Emily Tipp, the Tip-Top lady
^ Designed to combat housewife apathy about white
bread brands, she builds interest that is reflected in sales
^^everal times this week a little old
lady named Emily Tipp will appear on
some 50 tv stations. She will come on
screen carrying a small footstool, set
it on the floor, climb its two steps and
begin to talk about Tip-Top bread, a
product of Ward Baking Co., New
York.
Emily, as she's called by Ward officials and account people at J. Walter
Thompson, New York, her agency, is
one of the more popular personalities
on tv. She has received hundreds of
letters, poems and greeting cards from
her audience; she has several fan clubs
(with printed membership cards)
which get advance schedules of her tv
appearances, and on 1 April some public schools in New Jersey held birthday parties for her with Tip-Top cup
cakes and candles.
"Emily," the account group head at
JWT reveals, "is 61 years old. She is
a widow with several grandchildren.
Her affection for the baking business,
and the name Tip-Top, date back to
her childhood; as a little girl growing
up in upstate New York her father
owned a bakery where he made and
sold cakes under the label Tipp's Top
Quality Cakes.
"We think Emily is a wonderful
spokesman for Tip-Top," the group
head continues. "She's certainly mature; indeed in some ways she's a little old-fashioned. But she's had a
family, and experience in home-making,
so she knows about such problems.
She's not impressed with newfangled
ideas — her clothes show that — but, by
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the same token, she has great integrity
and won't compromise with quality."
There is, of course, one catch. Emily
Tipp is a cartoon creation.
And a very successful one. She was
created by Ward's account group at
JWT. Ed Graham, Jr., of Graham.
Goulding, Elliot (also producers of
Bert & Harry Piel) contribute to the
dialogue and action.
She debuted last 12 July in three
test markets — St. Louis, Birmingham
and New York. Her success was immediate and higher than planned. The
agency had commissioned an advertising awareness study in the three
markets before the series started, and
have followed up with two since. This
is how successful the Emily Tipp spot
campaign has been:
Tune 1957

19% spots
iefore
began)
Use Tip-Top
as
regular brand
Consumer aware(]
ness of Tip-Top
69
as brand
Consumer awareness of Tip-Top

R. Arnold Jackson, president, Ward Baking
Co., believes friendliness of Emily Tipp, plus
soft sell, makes her welcome to tv viewers

March
25%1958

87

46

84

17

69

Recall of Tip-Top
advertising
message

Backing a winner
Following the test marketing the
company and agency threw their full
advertising weight behind the obvious

A. F. (Gus) Guckenberger, vice-president
for sales and marketing, planned commercials
to build housewife interest for Tip-Top bread

are used regularly, with newspapers
employed only to introduce new packaging.
The company is giving the campaign
heavy support. Ward's total advertising budget, sponsor estimates, is about
$3,000,000, including sales promotion.
Of the media budget about three-quarters goes into tv, with the remaining
quarter divided between radio and outdoor, the latter somewhat heavier.
Why was tv chosen? Two reasons,
according to the JWT group head.

TIPTOP
Though she was created specially for tv,
Emily Tipp is used in a variety of places by
Ward Baking to get top merchandising mileage from the campaign. Top left is a pointof-purchase piece for stores; bottom left is a
car card, and top, an end label for bread loaf

winner. A heavy spot campaign went
into all the markets in which Tip-Top
has distribution on 7 October, running for six weeks. The campaign is
continuing in flights: after going off in
November, it came back in early January through late March. It's on again
now till June, then takes a summer
hiatus, returning in the fall.
The campaign covers the company's
21 markets, concentrated largely on
the east coast, running as far west as

ANSWERS
1) d. So you thought of P&G, eh?
2) c. $14 million. SRA estimate.
3) c. $134 million. SRA estimate.
4) b. $185 million. SRA estimate.
5) a. On Aug. 28, 1922, The Queensboro Corporation of Queens, New
> ork, paid $100 for 15 minutes on
Manhattan's WEAF to advertise real
estate in Jackson Heights, then a cornfield— now a major suburb.
6) a. Food is the category that leads
with an estimated annual investment
• hi it-nth running in the neighborhood
of about $1 17 million.
7) d. Mc-E and BBDO tied for top
*- 1» * » t radio hillings honors.
8) b. 15-second spots are virtually
unknown in -| >< >t radio.
9) d. Bulova, hack in the 1930'a began the chain-break custom with its
buy of time-signals.
10) a. "You'll wondei where the yel-

St. Louis. These major markets, plus
surrounding agency points, comprise
about 37% of the national market.
The air campaign is all spots, primarily tv, running on about 50 stations. They are split about evenly
between 20's and 60's. Some 13 radio
stations carry spots, but these are used
in markets where tv penetration is
weak or nonexistent, or to reach special markets, such as foreign or racial
groups.
In addition outdoor boards

TO SPOT

RADIO

First, since Emily is a cartoon character, she needs animation and motion.
Another reason is tv coverage; though
the company sells in only 37% of the
country's total market, this group has
ever 50% of the tv sets.
The selection of spots as the vehicle
for carrying Emily Tipp also resulted
from multiple considerations. In previous tv campaigns the company used
participations in children's shows. It
wasn't totally successful. Says the
group head : "We could get the kids to
ask for Tip-Top, but somehow this
wasn't translated into sales. I think
premiums are the only incentive that
really activates children."
So with Emily Tipp it was decided
to change the approach, by using the
interest generated by the commercials,
rather than creating program interest.

I.Q. QUIZ

low went" was the line most often
heard on spot radio in 1957.

HOW

11) c. American Tobacco's Hit Parade campaigns help boost higher still
this heavy user of spot radio.

Score five points for each

12) a. Texaco led, but Sinclair's big
saturation of "quickies" ran close.
13) b. Pepsodent push put Lever at
lop, but Colgate was crowding.
14) a. Ford Motors just about managed to edge out Chrysler Corp.
15) c. Latest FCC count is 3,222—
and they all sell commercial time.
16) b. More run-of-schedule is being
sold as time slots fill up.
17) d. Till forbid — heaven forbid!
18) c. This figure has varied little
through the years.
19) b. Don't hear much about Fisk
Tires today, do you?
20) c. stantial
Not like
1957's gain— but subnonetheless.

DO

YOU

RATE?

question you answered correctly. Here's how you rate:
85 to 100
You're an authority on spot radio. You should be head of a
radio rep firm or an agency media director, if you aren't already.
70 to 80

You're well versed on spot radio,
and P&G is probably looking for
you for its broadcast media staff.
55 to 65
You ought to stay home a few
nights and read sponsor to brush
up on spot radio.
50 or less
Turn in your briefcase and slide
rule — you're through!

26 april 1958

Housewives were defined as the main
target, with children secondary.

A SMALL

PREMIUM

Kids and tv

as it moves north, we'll move from
market to market with it. Only spot
gives us this kind of promotional flexibility.
Every Emily Tipp commercial is
made for a specific product. So far
20 have been completed. Of these 15
are for white bread, the rest for specialties.
"There are three themes we incorporate into our commercials," explains
A. F. (Gus) Guckenberger, Ward vicepresident in charge of sales and marketing. "The first is 'Get that Tip-Top
feeling,' which gives us name identification. The second theme is 'the protein milk content' of the bread, while
the
third
is an 'energy and growth'
idea.
"Each commercial always carries the
first thought ; then we try to get one of
the other two in. We never try to get
all three in one commercial. Recall
studies show that both the first and sec
end are coming across nicely," Guckenberger adds.
"We had an unusual problem in creating this campaign," he continues.
"Though the total bread consumption
is up, sales of white bread generally is
in an almost continuous decline, thanks
to the introduction and wider distribution of other types of bread. Surveys
{Please turn to page 72)
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SALES

The campaign began in early March
and ran for six weeks. Monson and
Leo Burnett, agency for Pfizer's agricultural sales division, selected seven
radio stations in the Iowa region with
well-known farm directors. Each of
these has high repute in his area, and
Pfizer wanted this kind of personal
salesmanship, to sell the Terramycin
theme.
Each of these directors carried the
offer three to five times a week during
the six weeks. Besides that, each did
on-the-spot interviews with successful
farmers in his region who were using
Terramycin.

group head says. "Spot permits us to
turn around on a dime; we can replace
commercials or shift emphasis, on a
market-by-market basis, and do it all

fruit season. We'll begin in the South,
where the crop comes in first. Then,

BIG

ington self-charging flashlight, with a
retail list price of $7.95, to be given to
any farmer who bought a ton or more
of feed containing Terramycin.

"Nobody has yet invented a device
to separate kids from tv," notes the
group head, "so we believed that being on tv would guarantee us a young
audience. Having decided that, it left
us free to select any time periods we
wanted. We decided to make a rough
split between daytime and nighttime.
We feel that we reach more prime
prospects, housewives, at less cost, during daytime. But we also want to
broaden the base to insure reaching
working wives, or other wives out during the daytime, so we go into nighttime too."
There is another plus for spots, the

very fast. Here's an example: One of
the Tip-Top products is dessert shells.
These are promoted for use with fresh
fruits. So we plan to follow the fresh

— BUT

Richard

Monson,

Pfizer

feed

supplement

ad mgr., says radio proved "very successful"

I erramycin, a frequently-mentioned
antibiotic a few years ago, is less publicized today.
Except in farm areas. Thanks to a
new program of regional campaigns,
Charles Pfizer & Co., Inc., Brooklyn,
N. Y., is making livestock farmers conscious of Terramycin and its value as
an additive to livestock feed.
It's not an easy "sell" for Pfizer.
The company markets no line of feeds
itself. Several feed manufacturers offer Terramycin as an additive to their
feeds, but they also offer competitive
brands.
So Pfizer has to sell the farmer
twice. First, that the extra cost of
buying feed with its additive will be
reflected in better livestock growth.
Second, that he should ask specifically
for Terramycin.
Early this year Richard Monson,
feed supplement advertising manager
lor Pfizer, began looking over the
country for markets with greater potential sales. He decided on the Iowa
region, including the state parts of adjacent states. This market is highly
competitive for feedstuffs, but rewarding if penetration is successful, since
it produces upwards of 3^2 million
hogs a year.
Monson created a multi-purpose
campaign to go into the market. He
established a premium offer — a Rem-

A farmer purchasing Terramycin
feed was issued a receipt that included
not only
dealer's
names
but the
the farmer's
name andand
amount
of
the feed purchased. A line was added
by the dealer which certified "This
feed contains Terramycin." The farmer
then mailed the receipt to the radio
farm director who, in turn, forwarded
it to Pfizer for processing.
Besides acting as a promotional aid
for the feed manufacturer who included Terramycin in his feed, the
promotion aided the feed dealers.
Pfizer made available in-store signs
that explained the free flashlight offer.
Dealer tie-in was strong; they not only
used the signs, but used the offer as
one of their own promotions.
The Iowa regional. campaign ended
on April 15. Monson terms the promotion "extremely successful. We expected itto boost our sales," he says,
"but the results were far more substantial than we expected. The promotion
enabled us to help both manufacturers
and dealers, as well as build a stronger
identification of our product, Terramycin. The best proof of its success is
that we are now planning a similar
campaign, for laying feeds, to begin
shortly in Texas," he adds.
Radio stations used in the Iowa
regional campaign were : WOC, Davenport; WMT, Cedar Rapids; KXEL,
Waterloo, and WHO, Des Moines, all
in Iowa, KFAB and WOW, both in
Omaha, Neb., and WNAX, Yankton,
S D.
^

A 25th

anniversary

profile

Will Blair be the
first rep to hit
$100,000,000?

John

Blaii

^ This month 25 years ago, John Blair entered the radio
rep field; tv rep firms were later added in 1948, 1954
^ Blair's growth — and spot growth — has been so rapid
that Blair may be pushing the $100,000,000 sound barrier

^^(> swift has been the acceleration of
national spot that within the two or
three years the sound barrier of the
medium— $100,000,000 a year in tv/
radio billings by a single station representative firm — will probably be shattered.
Most likel) candidate for this honor
is the firm headed by John Rlai:
which this month marks its first qua!
ter centur) . Actually, the "firm" comprises three entities: John Blair & Co.
the parent company that todaj exclu
sivel) represents radio stations; BlairTV, founded in 1948 as the first 100%
television rep; and Blair Television
Associates, a 1954 entry designed to
handle stations in markets that do not
end form to Blair-TV's sales policy.
In a field noted for its attitude of
"don't saj anything that may give
comfort or aid to the competition"
John Blair is more open than most.
lint even here the closest SPONSOR
could gel to official billing information
was the statement that "during 1957
the radio division handled more national advertising volume than the
CBS radio network, the No. 1 biller in

radio." Network radio billings are
available, but recently one of the net
work presidents unofficially told spon
sor that his 1957 estimate for all nel
radio was around $60,000,000. That
would put Blair Radio alone at more
than $20,000,000.
John Blair was not the first national
station representative. Nor, until recent years, has he moved into top contention insize or prestige.
What, then, have been the forces
that have brought Blair to a leadership position?
The team concept
John Blair, who entered the national
rep field via General Outdoor Advertising and J. Walter Thompson, would
debate (perhaps even resent) the conclusion that it is John Blair himself.
He is wedded to the concept that the
team makes the firm.
John Blair looks like a man who
knows his mind. He does. He looks
tough and decisive. He is. He looks
like a man who gets things done. He
does. He looks like a man whose mind
is not easily changed.

It isn't.

What doesn't show as readily on his
rugged features are key tenets that
characterize the way he lives and that
mould the firms he heads.
John Blair believes that you work
for what you get. He is generous with
the men in his organization who produce: impatient with those who don't.
He believes in strong leadership, but
doesn't stop there. Significantly, when
men like Murray Grabhorn, George
Boiling, Dick Buckley, Bill Weldon and
Bob Eastman left, their successors carried on with ever-increasing success.
The reason: Blair picks his top men
carefully, rewards them well, and
backs them up with a hard-hitting,
tightlv-knit team of sales-producers, research specialists, sales-development
experts, program consultants. While
Blair has said, "The only asset our
company has is the people who make it
up." it is well to note that his people
must fit into a philosophy that calls
for ever-expanding service to Blair clients. It is not unknown for Blair to
take an also-ran station, research it
from stem to stern and recommend
new rate cards, new sales techniques,
an< I new programing- — in short, a new
station. In the process, Blair experts,
on the radio side for instance (Art
McCoy, Ward Dorrell, Wells Barnett,
among others) will spend countless
hours in hotel rooms as well as allnight station sessions analyzing the
station and its competition.
Blair bids high for the men he
wants.
When Hill Weldon resigned as
(Please turn to page 73)
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radio's warm

weather

^

season

in

Spring

activities and
^

sees

clients

interested

Four network total of sponsored hours for week beginning 26 April is 104.7 hours — same as last month

bought into 50 minutes of newscasts on
MBS; A&M Karagheusian (NBC) and
C. H. Masland & Sons (CBS) , both carpet companies, purchased in time for a
spring cleaning and buying campaign.
With warm weather adding to outdoor activity, Evinrude Outboard Motors bought into Monitor (NBC) ;
Hertz Rent-A-Car purchased news segments on CBS; Quaker State Oil Refining Corp. increased its time on

For example, with an eye on spring
housecleaning, the O'Brien Corp., makers of varnishes, enamels and paint,
purchased 80 minutes of time on various CBS shows; Grey Industries, for
its Silvaplate, Rub -on -Silver, etc.,
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Here's a rundown of other happenings by networks:
ABN: Some incoming sponsors are
Ex-Lax, Philco, and Kitchen Art Foods.
Clients out include Chevrolet, Liggett
& Myers, Toni and The Texas Co.
CBS: Two publishing firms purchased time — Hearst and Cowles. Other newcomers are Beechnut-Life Savers and Faultless Starch. Dodge, Edsel, Nestle, Grove Labs and Johnson
& Johnson are out.
MBS: Added sponsors include The
National L.P. Council and Grey Industries.
NBC: New business included buys
by Behlen Mfg., Burlington Industries.
Carling Brew, General Electric and
Ruberoid. Out are the Campbell Soup
Co.. Nestle and Kiplinger. ^
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50.6
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index

./.
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MBS; and Commercial Investment
Trust Co. bought into Monitor for automobile financing.

outdoor

housecleaning buying into network radio

fretwork radio saw a variety of
newcomers purchasing time this month.
A majority of these sponsors have
one common aim — to capitalize on the
warm weather ahead.
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Chart at right shows a four-network

CURRENT

breakdown

NETWORK

of radio

sales, in terms d program time, for the current week*
compared with four weeks ago. Sales figures in business indicator are taken from the complete current list
of network

radio clients below

of comparability,

6-second

week

of program

beginning

time.

26

29 Mar.

INDICATOR

Hours Sponsored
19 Apr.''

26 Apr.

29 Mar. 26 Apr.

29 Mar.

Basics. For purposes

and

8-second

commercials

32.3

are considered as 30 seconds of program time while 20second and 30-second commercials are considered two
minutes

LIST

BUSINESS

Program

Week
26 Apr
29 Mar beginnin

as well as the previous

list run in the last issue of Radio

CLIENT

19.3

April, minute

as such are figured as five minutes

commercials
of program

sold

32.3

II

ABC

time.

29.6

20.5

ABC

■

22.7

NBC

MBS

CBS

i lis figures are for week beginning 19 April.

36.6

II ll

■ a

ll

In the list below, covering

15.8

Plough: Musterole, St. Josephs Aspirin, etc.; Newscasts; 45 min.
Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class; 60 min.

AFL-CIO:
25 min.

institutional; Ed. P. Morgan; 75 min.; /. W. Vandercook;

American

Cyanamid

Co.:

Ancronized chicken:

Breakfast Club;

R. J. Reynolds:
Camel;
Newcasts; 90 min.

10

Sandura Company:

Scholl Manf.: Zino Pads;

Assemblies of God: religious; Revivaltime; 30 min.

Van

Bonkers Life: White Cross Hospital Plan; Paul Harvey; 15 min.
Breatrice

Foods:

Thomas

D. Richardson

Co.;

Breakfast

Club;

10

Weekday

floor covering;

Newscasts;

25

min.;

Weekend

Breakfast Club; 5 min.

Breakfast Club; 5 min.

Nuys Savings and Loan Assn: Breakfast Club;

Voice of Prophecy: institutional;

10 min.

Voice of Prophecy; 30 min.

World Vision, Inc.: religious; Dr. Bob Pierce; 30 min.
Dr. Thomas

Bristol-Myers: Bufferin; Breakfast Club; 15 min.

Wyatt: institutional;

Wings of Healing; 30 min.

Buironi Foods: spaghetti; Breakfast Club; 5 min.

CBS

Campana Sales: Ayds, Italian Balm; Breakfast Club; 5 min.
Ex-Lax: Newscasts; 20 min.
Food Specialties: Appian Way pizza pie mix; Breakfast Club; 5 min.
Aero
Mayflower:
George
Sevareid News; 60 min.

Fred Fear Easter Eggs Color Co.: Chick Chick egg colors; Breakfast Club ; 10 min.
General Mills: Cheerios;

Weekend Newscasts; 50 min.

Gospel Broadcasting: Old Fashioned Revival Hour; 30 min.
Billy Graham:

religious;

Products:

board

covers;

Breakfast

Club;

5

Midas Muffler: auto mufflers; Weekday Newscasts; 25 min.

Chun

Milner Products: Perma Starch, Pine-Sol; Breakfast Club; 10 min.
Co.: apple sauce; Breakfast Club; 10 min.
Sunshine

Roberts
Evangelistic
casts; 30 min.

Assn.:

Philco Corp.: electrical applia
refer

religious;

Oral

Breakfast Club;
to weekly

brand

or

Galen Drake, Amos

V

Andy, Suspense,

Sales: Robt. Q. Lewis; 5 min.

15 min.

Clairol: Galen Drake, 5 min.
Colgate-Palmolive: Backstage Wife, 2nd Mrs. Burton, Our Gal Sunday, Dr. Malone; XIVz min.
Foods: Robert Q. Lewis; 5 min.

Cowles Magazines: Robert Q. Lewis; 5 min.

Roberts'
10 min.

advertlaer

15 min.
15 min.

King Sales: Arthur Godfrey;

Comstock

Nylonet Corp.: Ice Cake foot lotion; Newscast; 10 min.
Oral

Eri

Carnation Co.: Houseparty; 15 min.

Miller Brewing: High Life; Newscasts; 45 min.

C. H. Musselman

Bancroft,

Bristol-Myers: Arthur Godfrey, Helen Trent, Mrs. Burton, Ma Perkins; 82y2 min.
Campana

National Brands, div. of Sterling Drug: Dr. Caldwell's;
Boys; 25 min.

Griffing
min.

Foods: Ma Perkins, Dr. Malone; 20 min.

Best Foods: Gunsmoke,
Johnny Dollar; 30 min.

cleaners; Breakfast Club; 5 min.

silicone ironing

Home

Net

Beechnut-Life Savers: Helen Trent, Nora Drake, Dr. Malone, Couple
Next Door; 50 min.

Corp.: wheat germ; Breakfast Club; 5 min.

KVP Co.: freezer wrap, shelving paper: Breakfast Club; 5 min.

Mogla

American

Herman

Products: Houseparty; 7%

Barbasol; Sports Time;

Kitchen Art Foods: Py-O-My Mixes; Breakfast Club; 10 min.

Lewyt Corp.: vacuum

Bird

Armour: Arthur Godfrey;

Hour of Decision; 30 min.

Highland Church of Christ: religious; Herald of Truth; 30 min.

Krechmer

American

t

Broad-

Curtis Circulation Co.: Arthur Godfrey;

15 min.

(Please turn to page 46)
the brands were advertised. Except for about half a dozen of their sponsors, brand
information was not available I'n.m (Its List shows client sales known up to 16 Apr.
All data are In icnns <>t prwrain tinie. evcei. t for Mlts and NBC where commercials
shorter than a minute are listed separately.
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In the leadership spotlight
. . .WGN - radio!
WGN

LEADS ALL OTHER CHICAGO

MEDIA

IN HOMES

REACHED!

That's why top-drawer advertisers buy WGN-radio in Chicago.
And you will be in the best of company when you join the nation's smartest time-buyers who select WGN with confidence year after year. Because WGN helps sell millions of dollars worth of goods for
^- '"',
these top-drawer clients. New, better-than-ever programming
(■ Mff)M
for '58 is in keeping with WGN's policy of top quality at the
/., m»^-o» lowest possible cost.
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RADIO'S

CURRENT

CLIENT

LIST
Dawn

Faultless Starch:

Wo

J Tonight;

Ford

Motor: Ford div.: Ford Road Show, Bing Crosby, Rosemary
World
Sews Round-up, Arthur Godfrey, Edward R. Murrow, Musical I ariety; 280 min.
Frito Co.:

Arthur Godfrey ; 15 min.

Heatter;

Robert Q. Lewis, Amos

Billy Graham
V

Andy, Galen Drake, Sez

Herti Systems: Business News, Bill Downs — News, News; 60 min.
Insurance Co.: Jack Benny; 30 min.
Vitamin

Products:

Garden Gate; 5 min.

Vitamin

Corp.:

30 min.

Vitamins;

Gabriel Heatter,

Answer

Man;

Knouse Foods: Arthur Godfrey;

15 min.

Co.: Robt. Q. Lewis;

Lever Brothers: Pepsodent, Dove; Frank Singiser — News; 5 min.
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.: L & M; News — John Wingate, True
Detective Mysteries, Squad Room, Exploring Tomorrow; 25 min.
P. Lorillard: Newport;

Kendall Co.: Galen Drake, Robt. Q. Lewis, Amos 'n Andy; 15 min.
Kitchens of Sara Lee: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Lewis-Howe

Evangelical Assn.: Billy Graham;

Products: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Hearst Publications: div. of Hearst Corp; Our Gal Sunday, Dr. Malone, Road To Life, 2nd Mrs. Burton; 30 min.

Hudson

8 20-sec.

Grey Industries, Inc.: Silvaplate, Rub-on-Silver, Silvacrystals; Newscasts; 50 min.
Hudson
40 min.

Home

adjacencies;

Gospel Hour, Inc.: The Gospel Hour; 25 min.

General Foods: Arthur Godfrey; 30 min.

Hartz Mountain

Inc.: Ex-Lax;
True Detective Mysteries, Squad Room, Exploring Tomorrow, Secrets of Scotland
Yard;
25 min.; Gabriel

General Electric: Kate Smith Show; 20 min.

General Electric: Houseparty; 22'4 min.
General Mills:
If ho; 20 min.

Bible Students Assn.: Frank & Ernest; 15 min.

Ex-Lax,

15 min.

newscast adjacencies; 24 20-sec.

Lutheran Laymen's League: religious; Lutheran Hour; 30 min.
Dumas Milner Corp.: Pine-Sol, Perma Starch, Pine-Sol Room Deodorant, White Wave,
Mystic
Foam,
Mysticlene;
The Kate Smith
Show; 20 min.

5 min.

Libby, McNeil & Libby: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.: Gunsrnoke:
C. H. Masland

10 min.

& Sons: Galen Drake, Rusty Draper, Amos V

Andy,

Robert Q. Lewis, World Tonight; 105 min.
Miles Labs.: Wendy Warren, Bill Downs, News; 50 min.
Dumas Milner Products: Robt. Q. Lewis, Nora Drake, Ma Perkins,
Mr. Malone, Helen Trent; 45 min.
Mogen

David

Wine

Corp.:

Arthur Godfrey;

Niagara Therapy Mfg. Corp.:

15 min.

Arthur Godfrey:

15 min.

Nylonet Corp.: 2nd Mrs. Burton; 7% min.

Nylonet Corp.: Ice Cake; John Wingate — News; 15 min.
Pharmaceuticals: Serutan and Kreml; Gabriel Heatter; 10 min.
Quaker State Oil Refining Corp.: Game of the Day; 150 min.; Ken
French — News; 25 min.; Sports Flashes with Frankie Frisch; 30 min.
Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class; 30 min.
Reader's
Digest:
40 newscasts,
True Detective
Mysteries,
Squad
Room, Exploring Tomorrow; 235 min., 25 20-sec, 25 8-sec; Condensed
Book; Kate Smith; 35 min.

O'Brien Corp.: Galen Drake, Robert Q. Lewis, Amos V Andy, Gunsmol.r. City Hospital,
World
Tonight,
Sports Resume,
Suspense,
Johnny Dollar, FBI, Indictment, Sez Who; 80 min.

R. J. Reynolds: Winston;

Philip Morris: Country Music Show; 25 min.

Sleep-Eze Co.: Sleep-Eze; News — Westbrook
Lester Smith; 45 min., 10 20-sec.

Pharma-Craft

Corp.: Arthur Godfrey;

15 min.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.: Sports Time;

Singer Sewing Machine

Co.:

Standard Brands: Arthur Godfrey;
Sterling
Wm.

15 min.

Wings of Healing: religious;

15 min.

Word

Arthur Godfrey;

Allis-Chalmers: institutional; Farm & Home
American

America's Future: booklet; John T. Flynn—News;

5 min.

Bristol-Myers Co.: Bufferin;
Sews
Steve McCormick, News— Ken
French,
Sews
Richard Rendell, Sews — Lyle Van, News — Lester
ws
John Scott; 30 min., 13 20-sec.
Church: religious; Back To God; 30 min.

Colgate-Palmolive:
Instant Shave, After Shave, and other men's
toiletries, Brisk toothpaste; Sportsreel with Bill Stern; 50 min.
idjacencies,

Wings of Healing; 60 min.

NBC

15 min.

MBS

10 20-sec.

Voorhis, News —

of Life Fellowship: religious; Word of Life Hour; 30 min.

Drug: Gunsrnoke; 5 min.

Coty Products:

Van

15 min.

Wrigley, Jr.: Pat Buttram Show, Howard Miller Show; 150 min.

Christian Reformed

15 20-sec. adjacencies.

Co.: Imdrin; Gabriel Heatter — News; 5 min.

Tint 'n Set.: Henry Mustin — News, John Wingate — News; 30 min.
Voice of Prophecy: religious; Voice of Prophecy; 30 min.

Plough, Inc.: Robt. Q. Lewis; 10 min.

Shulton, Inc.: Arthur Godfrey;

Rhodes Pharmacol

IS 8-sec. adjacencies.

Motors: Rambler;

Monitor;

Hour; 25 min.

55 min.

B. T. Babbitt Co.: Bab-O; My True Story, Bandstand, True Confessions, One Man's Family, Affairs of Dr. Gentry, 5 Star Matinee, Woman in My House, Pepper Young's Family; 50 min., 10 30-sec.
Behlen Mfg. Co.: Pre-fabricated farm buildings; This Farming Business; 15 min.
Bell Telephone: Telephone Hour; 30 min.
Billy Graham

Evangelistic Assn.: Hour of Decision; 30 min.

Bristol-Myers: Bufferin; Hourly News; 105 min., 21 30-sec; Trushay;
Bandstand, True Confessions, One Man's Family, 5 Star Matinee,
Woman In My House, Pepper Young, Monitor; 20 min., 19 30-sec.

{Please turn to page 48)
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TJNTGlTJttTLrYB A RT E L L
FAMILY
RADIO

SA.3ST

1^1^-A.lSrCISCO

Here is one of the truly great cities of the world. Sophistication to satisfy the cosmopolite. Mecca for education,
music, art. Western hub of business and finance.
Ever alert to excitement, Golden Gate people will enjoy
the new KYA ... its companionable music, stimulating
Games for Family Fun, its gaiety, reminiscences, vitality — all familiar to San Francisco's pattern of living.
And for the added fillip, incisive news reports with
terse, tart editorials.
Uniquely San Francisco in composition and quality, this
radio is a carefully researched programing bearing
the Bartell Family stamp of scholarship, salesmanship,
showmanship.

AMERICA'S FIRST

RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS

Sold Nationally by Adam Young, Inc. for WOKY
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The KATZ Agency

CK YOUR SHOTS
ST. LOUIS with

in

RADIO'S

CURRENT

Brn. & Wmsn.:

CLIENT

Burlington Industries: Bur-Mil Cameo
8 30-sec.

SELL
ly way
eh this
Country
Western

LIST

continued . . .

Kools, Viceroy; Hourly News; 110 min., 21 30-sec.
Stockings; Various Shows;

Calif. Packing Co.: Del Monte; Hourly News; 105 min., 22 30-sec.
Carling Brew: Red Cap Ale; Monitor; 75 min.
Carter Products:
Little Liver Pills; True Confessions,
Woman In
My House, One Mans Family, News of The World, 5 Star Matinee,
Nightline; 50 min.
Commercial Investment Trust Co.: automobile financing; Monitor;
95 min., 19 30-sec, 30 6-sec, 1 30-sec.
Dow Chemical: chemical prod.; Red Foley Show; 25 min.
Evangelical Foundation: religion; Bible Study Hour; 30 min.
Evinrude Motors: outboard motors; Monitor; 25 min.
Ex-Lax:
Ex-Lax;
Bandstand, Pepper
Young's Family, One Man's
Family, People Are Funny, Great Gildersleeve, Life & The World,
My True Story; 45 min., 5 30-sec, 2 6-sec
Foster-Milburn:
Doan's pills; My
10
min.

True Story, One Man's Family;

General

Electric: various products;

General

Foods: Calumet baking powder; Various Shows; 8 6-sec.

General Mills:

Cheerios;

Monitor;

Bandstand;

10 min.

50 min., 10 30-sec.

Gillette: Gillette prods., Paper-Mate, Toni prod.; Boxing; 25 min.
A & M Karagheusian: Gulistan carpets; Monitor; 50 min.
Kiplinger Washington

Agency: Changing Times magazine; 4 15-min.

prog.
Lever
Bros.: Rinso; Various Shows; 12 30-sec; Breeze; Various
Shows; 12 30-sec.
Libby McNeill & Libby: canned foods; My True Story, Woman

in

My
House, Pepper Young's Family, Bandstand, True Confessions;
45 min.

POWER

Liggett & Myers: L&M;

Monitor; 25 min., 5 30-sec

Lutheran Laymen's League: religion; Lutheran Hour; 30 min.
Midas Muffler Shops: mufflers; Hourly News; 110 min., 22 30-sec.
Morton Salt: salt; Alex Dreier — News; 5 min.
Mutual of Omaha: On the Line With Considine; 15 min.
North American
Northwest

Van Lines: moving; Monitor; 15 min.

Airlines:

Monitor;

25 min.

Nylonet Corp.: Ice Cake foot lotion; Bandstand; 5 min.
Pabst Brew: Monitor; 50 min., 10 30-sec; Various Shows; 10 30-sec.
Plough,
Inc.: St. Joseph aspirin, children's aspirin, Dr.
olive tablets, Mexana; Monitor, My True Story; 20 min.

Edward's

P&G: Gleem; Various Shows; 21 30-sec, 20 6-sec
Purolator Products: oil filters, etc.; Monitor; 45 min., 9 30-sec.
Quaker Oats: Quaker Oats and Mother's Oats; Various Shows; 4 30sec, 2 6-sec.
Q-Tips, Inc.: Bandstand, True Confessions, Woman in My House,
News of the World; 50 min.
RCA:

appliances, radios, tv sets, etc.; Monitor; 50 min., 10 30-sec.

Ralston Purina: feed division; Harkness—News;

25 min.

Rexall Drug: Hansel & Gretel; 60 min.
R. J. Reynolds: Camel; News of the World; 25 min.; Prince Albert;
Grand Ole Opry; 30 min.
Ruberoid Co.: roofing & siding;

Monitor; 50 min.

Sterling Silversmith Guild: silverware; Monitor; 20 min.
Sun Oil: oil; Three Star Extra; 75 min.
Swift & Co.: Allsweet marg.; True Confessions, My True Story,
Bandstand, Affairs of Dr. Gentry, 5 Star Matinee, Woman In My
House; 45 min., 7 30-sec
United Insurance Co.: insurance; Monitor; 5 min.
Voice of Prophecy: religion;

Voice of Prophecy; 30 min.
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Congratulations and Best Wishes to the

VCp

NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION
OF

BROADCASTERS
Now Holding Their 36th Convention
in Los Angeles
It has been five years since members of the NAB gathered in
Los Angeles. And, five years ago, TV GUIDE appeared on
the publishing scene as a national magazine.
In 1953, TV GUIDE had 10 editions listing 73 TV stations.
Our first issue circulation was 1,562,560.
Today, 50 editions of TV GUIDE log over 350 stations.
Our March 8 issue sold 6,715,820 copies.
Like the NAB — TV GUIDE shares the responsibility of working
with the TV industry in serving the TV public.
"We salute the NAB

fqTfl'fl

on a job well done.

5th ANNIVERSARY

1953-1958

"Let's sell optimism"

. . .

OPONSOR'j practical, factual crusade titled "Let's Sell Optimism" has been joined by
hundreds of public service-minded radio and television stations. They like what it
stands for and what it is accomplishing. For they know that the air media, the most
personal and persuasive of all advertising forces, have the power to restore public confidence inthe economic stability of the nation. So "Let's Sell Optimism" is both an
opportunity and a challenge to you. A similar campaign conceived by SPONSOR in 1949
(yes, we were in the throes of a depression then) worked wonders.
Today with greater broadcasting facilities and experience, the impact of factual
"bright-spot" air campaigns in hundreds of communities is even greater. We hope
you will accept the opportunity and the challenge in your community. If your campaign isbased on careful research and effective presentation of the cheerful side of
your local economy the results can be applauded by businessmen, city and state officials, viewers, and listeners.

Let's sell optimism.

— EDITOR

AND PUBLISHER

. . . how tv/radio stations are doing it!
^3\ this week, tv/radio station antirecession campaigns are sweeping
across the country.
At sponsor's presstime an estimated
300 tv and radio stations had responded to sponsor's "Let's Sell Optimism"
promotion by actively following
through with anti-recession service
programs under sponsor's
campaign name or their
effort is in addition to the
vertising Council, NAB.
TvB on-air efforts.

"optimism"
own. This
current AdRAB, and

The unprecedented reach of broad-cast media, with 3,222 am and nearly
600 tv stations on the air today, indicates that the impact of such wholesale
anti-recession programs could help
turn the tide of public confidence more
rapidly and more effectively than at

26 april 1958

any time in history of broadcasting.
Station response to this campaign is
expected to double by end-May, thereby surpassing the efforts made subsequent to sponsor's first "Let's Sell
Optimism" promotion in 1919 and the
one during the 1954 business set-back.
These are the significant characteristics of the current broadcaster antirecession fight that set it above the
1949 and 1954 efforts:
• More station-originated campaigns. Many more of these station
campaigns, based on the success they
met during prior business crises, are
station-originated. When sponsor first
developed the concept of throwing the
power of radio stations behind a promotion of healthy business attitudes
back in 1949, governors as well as

state legislatures, state associations
and chambers of commerce, encouraged by broadcasters, supported the
drive. This year, the management of
taneously.
many
stations took the initiative spon• More facts, fewer slogans. Antirecession campaigns today are generally better conceived, more thoroughly
researched and more professionally
presented than they have ever been.
These air campaigns are not campaigns
of sloganeering: they're factual, creative stimuli to break through local
business inertia, based on local facts.
Scripts reflect the years of air advertising experience gained in the intervening years and merchandising to
local trade and consumers uses the
Continued on page 4

CONVENTION

SPECIAL

"Lei's sell optimism" — Cont'd
streamlined
techniques developed
in
producl selling.
• Greater local business support.
Stations currenllx broadcasting antirecession campaigns have had prompt
and more effective support from local
manufacturers and retailers in supplying information for the campaigns and
in following
the stations*and
leadtheir
through
their
trade associations
own
public relations.
• Enlightened self-interest behind
station effort. Since competition for
advertising dollars within markets has
become sharpened because of the ]>eak
number of stations, stations tend to relied national business conditions more
directly than thev did during previous
economic set-backs. In 1954, for instance, tight tv time availabilities still
reflected the freeze.
At the same time, the 1058 recession
(following all-time high production)
is unquestionably the most talked-about
set-back in recent history. Characteristicallv. much of the talk and writing
has furthered pessimism, frequently
unnecessarily.
Against sensational headlines
Says WAVI's H. K. Crowl of Dayton. Ohio: "Here in Dayton, we have
been plagued with newspaper stories,
i not al\\a\s based on facts) painting
a bleak picture for business and labor.
This, in turn, produced an intense feeling of pessimism among our local retailers and among our consumers.
Some weeks ago, we decided to try and

counteract the negative influence of
local newspapers. The station's stafftaped business forecasts by top local
businessmen and employers to reflect
their actual plans for the future and
played these several times daily starting 20 March. The station's news staff
continuously searched out new business
leaders to quote in order to keep the
campaign timely and in context with
local developments.
Upon reviewing the handling of business news by their own news staffs, a
number of station operators have found
an unfortunate parallel to the very
sensational headline approach they
have deplored in the newspapers. As
a result of such reviews, many station
news directors today do a more balanced job of reporting. For instance.
if they're reporting lay-offs at a local
factory, they also tell the figure for
total employment in the area, news
about industries planning an expansion
or other positive business facts.
One broadcaster puts it this way:
"The 'Let's Sell Optimism' campaign
is great. Two weeks ago in Vermont
I heard a Boston station. WCOP. announce the number of persons rehired
at Raytheon and other places. This
develops confidence — other manufacturers also enthuse."
Feature good business

news

Actually the good news is there to
be found, radio and tv news staffs now
realize and the dissemination of

do something about the situation."
In mid-March. WAVI launched its

good news has virtually immediate
good effects upon the community where
the approach is beins tried.
For instance, WFBR. Baltimore,

"Operation:

mailed

Bootstrap!" designed to

The

out

requests

Voice

llii> j. the Voice of WANE with a thought of community
interest. . . .
We have a letter from an interested listener who feels that the
constant talk ami report* about a recession could very easily
lead n- to a depression. He enclosed in his letter, a story which
we lee| should be broadcast. I'd like to read it for you now.
"\ man lived bj the side of the road and sold hot dogs.
lie was hard of bearing, so lie had no radio, hut he sold good
hot dogs.
He put up a sign mi the highway, telling how good they were.
He stood h> the side of the road and cried. •Buy a hot dog.
Mister.'
ami people bought.
He increased In- meat ami bun order- and he bought a bigger stove to lake care ol In- Hade.
He got hi- -on home in. in college to help him. lint then,
something happened.

for "good

busi-

MR. Nashville
Business Man
Do you believe times are us
bad as some people are trying
to make us believe? We don't!
And, because we don't, our stations— in cooperation with the
Tennessee Association of Broadcasters— are taking steps to influence the citizens of our State
to start thinking in the right
direction.
Based on research conducted
by our Association, we are
convinced that this so-called
"recession" need be nothing
more than a temporary thing.
We might even call it a temporary "expedient." It comes
at a time when 'most everyone
agrees that a leveling off period is in order. We are putting
our shoulders to the wheel in an
all-out campaign to level off
this leveling off period as quickpossible.
Aly as heavy
schedule of messages
radiating ivith optimism is being carried by each of the undersigned stations. We hope
you will tune us in often and
find out what we mean when
we say "TENNESSEE MEANS
BUSINESS!"
ness" items to 2.000 business heads in
the Baltimore area starting 28 March.
Said U.S. Senator John Marshall
Continued on page 6

of WANE
His son said. 'Father, haven't you been listening to the radio?
There's a big depression on. The international situation is terrible, and the domestic situation is even worse."
Whereupon, the father thought. 'Well, my son has been to
college — he listens to the radio and reads the papers, so he
So. the
father cut down his bun order, took down his advertisought
to know."
ing -igns. and no longer bothered to stand on the highway to
sell hot dog*.
His hot dog sales fell almost over night.
'You were right, son,' the father said to the boy. 'We are certainly in the middle of a great depression.' "
There i- some worthwhile philosophy in this story and we
would like to suggesl more optimism and less pessimism.
This has been the Voice of WANE with a thought for community interest.
^
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Only sunshine reaches
more homes in thisIff

BILLION DOLLAR
MARKET

In Metropolitan
Baton Rouge WBRZ
WBRZ

BATON
ROUGE

In Baton Rouge
total TV area

ir

WBRZ

23 off the top 25 shows in the Metropolitan
Baton
Rouge area are on WBRZ-ABC-NBC!
—and look at these facts from A RBI
Metropolitan

Baton

Rouge

Sign on WBRZ - 60.4
»° noon Station B - 37.7
Total

TV

Area

(Monday through Friday)

•

Noon .o WBRZ - 66.5
6pm
Station B - 31.9

(Monday through Friday)

si9non WBRZ-83.2
to noon station B - 16.8

Noon to WBRZ -80.9
6pm
Station B - 19.1

ROUGE,

•
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6p-oWBRZ-76.2
Midnight Station B . 23.8

LOUISIANA

Represented by Hollingbery

sponsor

* P* '• WBRZ - 60.9
Mldm9hl Station B - 37.4
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Business

is good in Kel-o-land

O" a special television program Thursday night
the KEL-O-LAND stations announced a campaign to try to counteract all the gloomy business
talk currently being heard.
joe Floyd, president of Midcontinent Broadcasting Co.. and Evans Nord. general manager,
in an interview ivith news director Paul Beckstrand explained that many businessmen and
others have expressed the opinion to them in
their contacts throughout the area that all the
talk about the so-called recession is doing more
damage than anything else, and that in actual fact
economic conditions are pretty good.
Floyd announced a BELLRINGER campaign
ivhich is now in progress on the KEL-O-LAND
stations as a public service. He asked businessmen throughout the area to send in examples of
signs of good business. These will be featured on
the radio and TV stations, accompanied by the
ringing of a bell, to call attention to the bright

"Le/'s sell optimism" — Cont'd
Butler. "This is the type of project
which is needed to counter the so-called
"had news' which has been disseminated in recent weeks, and I congratulate Station WFBR for taking the initiative."
The result: WFBR received reports
of business-better-than-usual from a
restaurant and tavern equipment supplier; an insurance company; shoe retailer; payroll service firm; booming
howling alley chain; an automobile
club; and an overseas airline. These
varying businesses reported business
10 to 28% above comparable periods
in 1957.
Such campaigns to promote good
business reports abound among tv and
radio stations today. Stations KELO,
KELO-TV and KDLO-TV of Sioux
Falls, South Dakota, calls its search
for such news items the "Kel-0-Land
Cood Business Bellringer" program.
Its first bulletin to businessmen (see
box above i and its accompany ing t\
I'M. -lain resulted in 415 letters and
I II! phone calls.
Air campaigns
Typical

of ilir letters i- one

i o\\ ENTION

:

produce results

SPECIAL

from

side of the economic

news. Theme

of the cam-

paign is ^Business is good in KEL•0•LAND.'',
Typical BELLRIISGER stories will include increased sales, increased production, expansion of
facilities, opening of new buildings, introduction
of new products, and other business occurrences
which reflect the bright side of the economic picture. Floyd said that although it may be true that
some isolated parts of the country may be experiencing economic difficulties, the signs which
have been brought to his attention do not indicate that this is true in KEL-O-LAND, which includes most of South Dakota, and large portions
of southwestern Minnesota, northwestern Iowa,
and northeastern Nebraska.
The BELLR1NGER campaign is an effort to
point up this basically happy picture, and dispel
some of the gloomy talk, much of ivhich generates more of the same, although it may have no
actual basis in fact.

Alvin R. Anderson, president of the
Aberdeen Livestock Sales Co.: "Your
theme 'Business is good in Kel-0-Land
— Let's keep it that way' is an excellent idea. On January 7, 1958, the
Aberdeen Livestock Sales Co. paid to
consigners the largest dollar volume
in their 21-year history of operation.
"In November 1957 the average
price per head for cattle at this sale
was $111. On March 10, 1958, the
average price per head was $140.10.
This is further evidence of a healthy
economy in Kel-0-Land."
Letter response indicating improved
business spanned such diversified fields
as food retailing, car sales, appliances.
For instance, B. J .Vinslauski, head of
Monarch Ranges which sells the type
of appliances and equipment supposedly hardest-hit during the current setback wrote KELO-TV that his first
quarter 1958 was 40% over first quarter 1957.
The common denominator of stations' search for favorable business
news is the fact (1) that their approach
is scientific. 1 2 1 that they eliminate
empty puffery, and (31 insist upon
facts and figures.
Station KUDL,
Kansas
City, Mo.,

has an "Operation Optimism," a series
of beeper telephone interviews of leading local business men. The interviewers ask: "How's business?" "How
has the recent recession publicity- affected your business?" and "What is
your outlook for business in 1958?"
The capsule reports are scheduled
through the day. Emphasis in the
answers is upon facts.
There are many other examples of
such station appeal for favorable business news, including the group effort of
the members of the Tennessee Association of Broadcasters, initiated bv association president John Hart, WBIR,
and these directors: H. W. Slavick,
WMC; Carter Parham, WDEF; Frank
Corbett. WGAP; Henry Linebaugh,
WATE;
F. C. Sowell, WLAC.
Commercials

are factual

Representative of their "Tennessee
means business" on-air campaign is
this one-minute announcement, derived
from a promotion to businessmen (see
"Tennessee means business! Busipage 4) :
ness in our state is looking up! The
folks who invest big money in business
Continued on page 8
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• CBS Television Film Sales, Inc.
is holding "open house" during the NAB Convention. Members of our sales staff
will preview our newest programming and merchandising innovations ... introduce you to some of our famous film personalities . . . talk over your particular
film programming problems. Discover for yourself why ours continue to be "the
best film programs for all stations." Come see us at THE BILTMORE
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■•/.«'/'.s sell optimism" — Cont'd
in factories, in stores, in homes for
sale those folks make it verj clear
thai llic\ have confidence in the Future
oui Future.
Ind the^ know.
The)
don't imest that kind of mone\ unless
the) do know. For instance, Springfield, [ennessee, is getting a new plant.
to be operated 1>\ Unsworth-Precision
Castings Division of Harsco Corp.. to
make pressed-steel automotive components and die castings. It will employ
;'()() people. The Tennessee Eastman
Corp. ha> invested another sl<» million
in its big plant at Kingsport. And at
the other end of the state, at Memphis.
the Kellogg people are putting up a
$6 mill, on mill to produce breakfast
cereal. Many communities are getting
natural gas for the first time — another
inducement to economic growth in a
state that already has many inducements. There are many reasons for
Tennessee folks to have confidence —
and optimism. Business looks up in
Tennessee!"
Stimulate immediate

buying

Some stations are concentrating their
brand of "let's sell optimism'' campaigns on the consumer, urging that
now's the time to buy. In fact, some
stations, like WAVI, Dayton. Ohio.
for instance, carry on an effort to encourage consumer buying alongside
their business news campaign. Station WAVI does the consumer-directed
effort in commercials tagged with a

Air

slogan: '*\ allies were never better. wh\
not bu)

it now !

Such buy-now campaigns are even
more extensive than the campaigns directed at businessmen. For instance.
the Bartell Familv Radio stations.
WAKE. Atlanta. Ca. and WYDE. Birmingham, Ala. are running a musical
jingle to get across the idea. ''Bin
toda) for a better tomorrow."
The jingle, which was only a part of
the total campaign, ran like this:

around the theme of "Business is good
in Phoenix" and the way to keep it
that \\a\ is to buy.
U.S. Senator Barry Goldwater from

"For a bitter tomorrow, buy today
Buy today for a better tomorrow!

Arizona considered the stations' effort
important and valuable, wrote KPHO
general manager, Richard B. Rawls:
"If every news source in America
would take up your positive program
of confidence, this country would seen

There's a great new world on its nayPrepare for a better tomorrow!

forget the words 'recession,' 'depression', 'adjustment,' or whatever your

We've got the way and know-how to
see our problems thru.
So whatever you do, buy
Buy today for tomorrow!"
The Bartell stations handled the
"buy now" campaign as they might
have promoted any other major advertising effort, with a brief introductory
teaser campaign, point-of-sale cards
distributed for the breaking of the
campaigns, car cards and newspaper
ads to point up the meaning of the
on-air teaser. While the campaign has
been on the air only since 1 April, it
already has had the wholesale endorsement ofcity and business leaders. As a result of this initial success, other stations in the Bartell
Group (which include WOKY, Milwaukee; WAKE, Atlanta; WYDE.
Birmingham; WILD. Boston; KCBQ.

particular economist wants to call it."
These broadcast campaigns have
proved conclusively that "selling" can
be effective in the most troubled of industries. Stations KSTP and KSTPTV, Minneapolis-St. Paul, put on a
"Buy a car week" campaign in its
unsold time.
The results: In the five-county
Twin-Cities metropolitan area, new
car sales were up 83% during the
KSTP buy-a-car week. During the
subsequent week, the impetus of the
campaign carried sales 102% above
the week before KSTP went to work.
In terms of unit sales, these were
the results: During the week prior to
the promotion, 559 cars were sold.
During the KSTP buy-a-car week.
1.023 cars were sold and in the following week, 1.128 cars were sold. ^

r rom March 23 to March 30. KSTP Radio and KSTPTV. Minneapolis-St. Paul, devoted all its available time to

advertising
reverses
car sales
trend

promoting "BUY A CAR WEEK." It was not a "must
buy to participate" deal. It was a sincere effort to help
dealers sell automobiles, thus benefiting the econoim of
the area KSTP serves. A letter was mailed to every
licensed automobile dealer in the 5-county area (247 of
them) explaining the proposed promotion and asking for
his cooperation. This was followed up b) a displa) kit
of colorful banners and stickers and other display material. Then, for eight days, KSTF Radio and T\ saturated 900,000 radio homes and 720,000 TV homes with
promotion announcements, interviews, news stories, tapes,
slides, films, jingles and other devices urging listeners
and viewer- In "lni\

I ON\ ENTION

San Diego; M \. San Francisco;
KRl \. Phoenix I joined in the effort.
News ID's with a moral have been
the backbone of the effort made b)
KPHO radio and tv in Phoenix,

SPECIAL

a car tlii- week."
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T. V. spot editor
A column

sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television

SARRA
NEW
YORK:
200 EAST 56TH
CHICAGO: 16 EAST ONTARIO

STREET
STREET

Never underestimate the power of good photography — as in these 60- and
30-second spots for new superwhite Kolynos Tooth Paste. Simple home situations come alive . . . and dental demonstrations, ethically handled, carry
more than ordinary conviction. An authoritative voice-over completes the
message, always in keeping with the relaxed pace of the commercial.
Produced by SARRA for WHITEHALL LABORATORIES CO. through
TATHAM-LAIRD, INC.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

When a woman throws a hot iron over her shoulder — you're looking at one
of SARRA's 60-second commercials for Van Heusen Shirts. Essentially, these
spots are straight "sell" — carried off by Bert Parks, in style! With most of the
action on his own shoulders (no pun intended) , Parks gets over all the
selling points of Van Heusen Shirts with plenty of product identification in
high "key photograph.
Produced
by SARRA
for THE PHILLIPSVAN
HEUSEN
CORPORATION
through
GREY ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
INC.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street
60- and 20-second spots and 10-second ID's for better Sunbeam Batter
Whipped Bread leave no doubt that this is superior bread — no holes, no
streaks, no poor end-slices. In one commercial, for example, slices are fanned
out via stop motion. In another, jam oozes through ordinary slices. In every
one, a convincing demonstration focuses the viewer's attention on Batter
Whipped Sunbeam, with a short jingle for a lively close. Produced by SARRA
for QUALITY BAKERS OF AMERICA COOPERATIVE,
INC.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

Memorable because it's the funniest to date! This series of 60-second commercials for Jax Beer is a three-way creative effort. Written and voiced by
Allen Swift . . . with puppetry by Paul Ashley . . . and brought into advertising focus for the TV screen by SARRA. Hilarious dialogue and delightful
puppets in rib-tickling situations never miss the primary purpose — to sell
Jax Beer! Produced by SARRA for JACKSON BREWING CO. through
FITZGERALD ADVERTISING AGENCY, INC.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street
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Effective radio has more than two dimensions
There's far more to good radio that only depth of programming and talent can
provide. That's why Bob Crane, Harry Babbitt and a host of other KNX'ers offer
so much to listeners and advertisers alike. If you're buying radio stations that
feature Music to Drown Commercials By, that's one thing. If, on the other hand,
you'd like to set your message in an aura of believability and listener attentiveness then you want KNX. Proof? The meaningful study of listener attitudes recently
completed by Motivation Analysis, Inc. offers demonstrable proof. No wonder
Southern California's #1 radio station is 50,000 watt KNX ... reaching more different people more often each week than any other radio station in Los Angeles.

Represented by
CBS RADIO SPOT SALES
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Who's who
at your
NAB
The activities of your NAB
are many and diverse, ranging
from direct service to members to
Harold E. Fellows, president and board chairman of the National Association
of Broadcasters, is an active speaker. As spokesman for the broadcasting
industry, he travels about 100,000 miles a year, makes
about 60 speeches

projects which benefit the
entire broadcasting industry.
The photographs on these pages,
taken exclusively for SPONSOR,
show who's who at your NAB.

The office of assistant to the
president for joint affairs,
held down by Howard Bell
handles association matters
pertaining to radio/tv jointly.
Activities include administrative functions such as meetings of the directors and
committees relating to joint
radio/tv affairs. In the past

Howard Bell (r.), assistant to the president ii
charge of joint affairs, and secretary Milnon
Hoel edit galley proofs of Convention progran

year, duties have included
follow-through on such projects as dissemination of Freedom of Information kits to
the industry in liaison with
public relations, coordination
of NAB activities with state
broadcasters, etc.

John Meagher (r.), NAB radio v.p., and his
assistant, Tom
Coulter, check
a recording

Thad
talks

H. Brown, Jr.
with Dan
W.

(r.), NAB v.p. foi
Sheilds, his

The duties of NAB secretary-treasurer Everett Revercomb are comparable with
those of any secretary-treasurer of any group or business. Picture at left also
shows these members of his
staff (1. to r.) : Adaline Macloskie, Clara Ross, Margaret
Kiff, Ella Nelson, Mrs. Gene
Jordan, Revercomb and Walker, Janet Lauterbach, Helen
White and Alice Dann. This
department supervises all association election procedures
and proposals to amend bylaws and is responsible for
exhibits, registrations.

Everett E. Revercomb, secretary-t
NAB, surrounded by staff including a
treasurer William Walker standing at 1

This is your

NAB

This is your

NAB
Station Relations, staffed by
six people (three field reps were
covering their territories when
this picture was taken), seeks to
expand NAB active membership
while also trying to improve
service to member stations. Station Relations has just concluded an intensive membership
campaign endeavoring to attract new members to NAB. In
just over four years, tv station
members have increased 42' r.
radio station members b\ 29' 1 .

IcGranaghan, asst
manager; Vincent T. Wasilewski, manager and Mary
Lee Cowles,
secretary

The Government Relations Dept.
represents NAB in relations both national and international. Through

I lie NAB
Legal Dept. has
three functions: to act as attorney stor \ \B: 2 i to participate
for \ VB in am legal matters
affecting the broadcasting industry; and 3) to answer any
inquiries on legal problems from
\ \li members. Recently the department has represented NAB
in main FCC proceedings, as
well as in tax matters where
states or cities have endeavored
to impose taxes on advertising.
In addition, the department prepares briefs on legal matters.

its manager the department establishes and maintains personal and
formal relationships with all governmental agencies and persons concerned either directly or indirectly
with the broadcasting industry. The
manager coordinates all government
liaison of all NAB departments.
Through member service bulletins
and correspondence the department
advises NAB members of specific
and
general
legislative
activity.

Legal Dept.: (1.
ell, Jr., chief at
Chaisson.
J

trade press this group keeps the industry informed
mtributions that free broadcasting makes to the nation
3 NAB Public Relations Service headed by Don Martin

Organizational Services, established in 1955. serves as
the liaison arm of \ \l> in the industry's contact with national groups and organizations in the public service and
educational fields. One <,l the department's early projects
was the organization ol the Association foi Professional
Broadcasting Education. This department also answers
member requests for Information aboul broadcast industry.

< n\\ i.\ i [ON
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In the photo above: (1. to r., standing) : Stanley
Raiff, Edith Anderson. Larry Simms. John Couric, and
Donald Martin, assistant to president in charge of public relations; (I. to r., seated) : Dorothy Cavalier, Joan
Pritschel and Sheila Walker. This p.r. department has
supported free tv, promoted National Radio Month,
publicizing

theme

"Broadcasting

Seixes

\merica."'

26 aprii. 1958

The Television Code of NAB. which became effective in 1952,
sets standards of programing and advertising which help the individual broadcaster determine what is in good taste. More than
300 tv stations and all three networks subscribe to this method
of self-regulation. Compliance with the Code's provisions entitles them to display the Seal of Good Practice of the NAB.

In the photo at left are
(1. to r.) : Leona Shalk,
Irma Kerrigan, Tower,
James Hulbert and Rosalie
Blackburn. The EmployerEmployee department provides extensive services to
broadcasters in the field
of labor relations and
business economics. It

In hoth radio and tv, the NAB Engineering Department "covers the waterfront." The department is constantly at work on the simplification
of outmoded rules and regulations of
FCC which need updating. For two
years this department petitioned the
Commission for an extension of remote control privileges for all stations regardless of power or antenna.
The authorization was granted last
September. Other achievements: FM
coverage map, a revision of the NAB
Engineering Handbook.

counsels station management on general or specific problems. The department interests also
include collective bargaining, NLRB proceedings
and arbitrations, and labor legislation that may affect radio-tv broadcasters.

NAB's Research Dept. (1. to r.) : Audrey
Robertson, Joyce Benner, Linda Hopkins,
Richard Allerton, res. mgr.; Louise Aldrich

Responsible for all outgoing material
Robert Prest, Frank Connors. Lac >
LaRue (Bud) Courson, mgr. of prodi

ie Production Departm
meth McKee, Tom Youngblood and
building maintenance is in its scope

Press releases, newsletters, booklets, brochures, publications and kits
flow from this department of NAB. Approximately 15 tons of paper are
mimeographed in the course of a year, 2 million envelopes are addressed
and mailed. The Production Department maintains a complete list of addressograph plates of all radio and tv stations; it is constantly revised.
26 april 1958

All departments of NAB rely on the
services of the Research Department
for special studies and surveys. The
department also provides general service to members in respect to individual requests, maintains the library,
works with outside agencies and organizations. An average week brings
this department a dozen or more requests for information not only from
members, but also from non-members;
these latter are referred to the Station Relations Department for action.
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HOMER
OUT
HOMEREE

In Alaska, in Korea, in Moscow, Bob Hope has pursued his incredible television Odyssey. Not even Homer, who had only words to

In the nighttime hours, where competition is keenest and viewing
heaviest, NBC Television is now the Number One Network.

rely on, could impart to his countrymen the sense of understanding
of remote peoples and places that Bob Hope consistently achieves
with his NBC Television shows.

network by 14%, the third by 39%. In terms of half-hour wins,

The April Trendex reveals that NBC
NBC

The Moscow

show mixed oil and water. It evoked unparalleled

at night leads the second

has 20, the second network 14, the third 8. This report climaxes the greatest one-year audience shift in television's first decade.

critical enthusiasm and captured at the same time one of the largest
audiences of the year. It would take a mighty fast-draw Western
to out-do a combination of Hope and Ukrainian spear dancers.
In his 8th year on television, Bob Hope has surged ahead to new
peaks of audience popularity— just as NBC Television, in its 10th
year, has forged into unquestioned supremacy in program popularity.
ARB, Nielsen Multi-Network Area Report and Trendex all agree:

Together, "Mr. United States"* and the network most preferred
wherever there is full freedom of program choice, are riding the
crest of the greatest audience endorsement in their joint histories.
*From the 1958 George Foster Peabody Avjard citation to Bob Hope for
his "Outstanding Contribution to International Understanding."

NBC

TELEVISION
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president's

How

answer

— he turns cautious when trouble blows up, but by and
large he keeps spending! Compared to other recession

to:

can air media

help overcome
recession thinking?

years, this time he"s showing a stubborn streak of confidence in his own welfare.
One which we can well adopt.
Manufacturers are taking pains to cut inventories on the
one hand and to build up sales features and marketing campaigns on the other. Appliance manufacturers, for instance.
plan to introduce new models earlier than ever. Auto companies are pulling top executives out of their offices to spur
dealer enthusiasm, clearing the way for the new cars Detroit
is making. You can expect new7 models from these and
other manufacturers to be introduced about as fast as they
come from product development staffs. This means earlier
introduction of 1959 models.
Television advertising closes the gap between product development and sales.
Television still continues to grow in numter of tv homes,
number of people watching and the hours they spend with
tv . . . giving credence to the effectiveness of the medium.
That advertisers are aware of this is confirmed by the
reported 13.7% increase in network gross time billing in
January and February of this year, as compared to last. A
positive vote for tv's commercial effectiveness.
Advertiser attention is now focused on the current period of recession and now, more than ever, the excessive
critical blasts at television by other media and self-styled
cynics, has increased multifold.
Negative criticisms have captured far more than their
rightful share of the limelight.
There are those who seek to serve notice that advertisers
are looking away from the potent selling tv medium, but
this is not borne out in fact.
There is no defection from tv at the present time. On the
contrary, there have been changes within the medium and
with the continuing growth of tv outlets, the advertisers will
have additional choice of tv combinations — and will do so
but, again, within the medium.
Tv- — now the No. 1 national advertising medium — how-

TvB President Norman Cash

W, : have

all the forces needed for recovery except some
additional purchasing power and. perhaps, the return of
some confidence.
\\ hile it is probabhj a fact that no single medium can
lick the recession alone, I concur wholeheartedly with Wrede
Petersmeyer, president of Corinthian Broadcasting Corp..
who recentl) advanced the thesis that tv as an advertising
medium and as a stimulus to consumer sales has "with its
known persuasiveness of sight-sound-motion . . . created
demands for goods to an extent never dreamed possible
before tv."
He posed a pertinent question: "Have we not found in
tv the secret catalyst Eor speeding the whole economic spiral
of increased demand for goods, that leads to increased eraployment
and must
buying
power, andanew
on and
on ad that
infinitum?"'
Businessmen
demonstrate
the truth
demand
Foi goods and services is not rigid and fixed, but is often the
result of promotional efforts.
I place m\ bet on the consumer, who is still confident —
of himself.
This year's consumer is a tough nut to crack

T>|{ presentation,
I heatre
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ever, cannot take anything for granted, can't let competitive media win ad dollars by default. If 1958 is to be a
"hard sell" year for advertisers, it must be a "hard sell"
year for the television industry.
Tv has proved its ability to sell hard even with soft sell
commercials . . . and there's plenty of proof.
The commercial effectiveness and sales success stories that
come out of the medium speak for themselves.
Tv's great future potential is local-retail advertising, long
considered an exclusive source of revenue to the newspaper
business.
This is worth considering — between 1949 and 1957. total
sales to U. S. consumers rose $100 billion, while homes
owning tv sets increased over 40 million.
In February, 1958, average tv home viewing grew to a
high of six hours, seven minutes daily (including commercials) .It can only be concluded that the relationship
between the health of the economy and the growth of tv is
of great consequence at this particular time.
Despite recession talk, the effectiveness of commercial
television should outweigh any readjustment of advertising
budgets from television.
Yet, in many quarters, tv is on the defensive. Let's face
it, its critics are either not aware, or too aware of the
selling effects of tv.
(Please turn to page 20)
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RAB President's answer on page 18

There's more of me that you should see

NASHVILLE
represents only 21.4%
of all the tv homes
served by WLAC-TV.
Specifically,
Channel 5
effectively reaches
443,000 TV HOMES
IN 103 COUNTIES
IN 4 STATES.
More advertisers buy more time on
Nashville's
audience
The reason: #1Greater
salesstation.
results.
Witness:
WLAC-TV
Station B
Station C

122 clients*
57 clients*
(doesn't report)

The South' s Great Multi-Market Sales Station

\"

T. B. Baker, Jr.
X

$

\^

Executive Vu-i'-Prcsidt i
General Manager
Robert

M. Reuschle

The Katz

Age

RAB
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answer to:

can air media help overcome
recession thinking?
radio stations jump in nationally to organize such promotions everywhere. We felt so strongly about it in fact that
we launched an overnight research effort in Detroit. Cleveland and other centers. Our members had the full guidance
on other
how tomedia.
organize an "auto week" within days — far ahead
of
Result: spearheaded by RAB-station members, the radio
stations in over 50 markets were able to lead the way toward organization of "auto weeks."
But all of these things are only "helpful." They are
extra-special efforts — worth doing but not a long-range,
truly effective weapon.
The real weapon is basic selling. Many more people now
have the money to buy than are buying. Something has
happened to make it no longer fashionable to spend freely.
But this is only one more obstacle added to the many a
salesman faces at any time.
It will now take more calls.

RAB

President Kevin Swe

^%pparentl\ there is some strong sentiment for holding
torchlight parades accompanied by chants to the effect that
business is good, the outlook is rosy and faith will work
wonders.
These things are all true but unfortunately the news of
recession has penetrated so deeply that slogans alone, "optimism" campaigns alone, and other media-wide activity alone
has little chance of achieving worthwhile results. The more
sloganing. the vsorse off we may be if the net effect is that
consumers grow suspicious.
This does not mean "good news" items used over the air
can'l be helpful. RAB believes that they have considerable
value when valid and related to local market conditions.
Actually, we've been making sets of such good news items
available to RAB members for months.
This docs not mean special anti-recession promotion can't
help. On the heels of the successful "You auto buy now"
promotion in Cleveland, BAB immediately advocated that

RAB presentation, 'Your future ia bright," 3 p.m., Wednesday,
\ (.. .1 30, Embassy Theatre

< 0N\ ENTION
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It will now take more thorough explanation of the product's virtues.
It will now take more time to stimulate desire.
But obviously if the need for the product exists or can be
encouraged; if the prospects have cash they are stockpiling,
they can be sold.
It's quite clear that radio happens to have the characteristics which just match recession needs — by circumstances
which pay no tribute whatsover to radio's sellers.
We can't take any credit for it as media salesmen but
radio just happens to be —
• Low cost, suited for repetition, of such a nature that
clients are inclined to feel free to invest in high saturation.
• Suited for "leaping off the page" onto the prospect's
lap to explain gently, insistently, dramatically or patiently
why the product is good and useful.
The best way to beat the recession therefore is for stations, networks, station representatives and others in media
to take this radio story to advertisers on every level.
If every manufacturer and retailer for his own part sells
more effectively, more persistently, more dramatically, the
net effect will be a swing back to the buying mood. Along
the way "optimism" campaigns will provide stimulation but
the real job will be done daily by the industry's salesmen.
How should radio broadcasters apply this day-to-day hard
selling philosophy?
• Among broadcasters, this is obviously a time to train
new salesmen better — a time to re-train veteran salesmen.
Radio broadcasters will now want to become increasingly
well informed about how their business works, about the
successful ideas others have used. We know that in the
radio industry at least the desire to sharpen knowledge of
{Please turn to page 20)
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VER!

PLACES-FASTER

* IS GOING

THAN

EVER!

PLACES-FASTER

The firm and unshakable endorsement of NBC Radio's MONITOR by national
advertisers has sky-rocketed billings to a record $5,000,000 annually!
MONITOR

is doing the job it set out to do. At low cost it is delivering and

selling to huge audiences. Here are some current MONITOR
NATIONAL

ADVERTISER

AMERICAN

MOTORS

LISTENER

COMMERCIAL

campaigns:

IMPRESSIONS

PER

CORPORATION

"GENERAL
MILLS, INCORPORATED
LIGGETT &. MYERS
TOBACCO
COMPANY
THE

NESTLE

PABST

COMPANY,

BREWING

PLOUGH,

WEEKEND

21,461,000
21,962,000
10,102,000

INCORPORATED

20,600,000

COMPANY

21,962,000

INCORPORATED

21,461,000

Already in 1958 more than 70 national advertisers have used MONITOR.
MONITOR

is vital, always on the move, going

places faster than ever with

audiences- and advertisers. You can go places, too, on.
THE

WEEKEND

|V| Q M
RADIO

SERVICE

I Tdfc R
OF

NBC

RADIO

URGENT
Attention
RADIO STATIONS!
II you came to the convention
in hopes ol discovering the

GREATEST PROGRAM
IDEA
since the top 40 . . .

MERRAL FOX
president ol Fox Idkas.
at the Biltmore Hotel.

Inc.

GREATEST SALES
IDEA
to take back to your sales
department . . . come to
Mi krai. Fox's suite at the
Biltmore 1 [otel between
7:30 AM and Midnight.
Merral Fox, one of Amei u a's
great idea men
(lour national
awards in five years) is ready
to give you this great idea,
il you are ready to say "yes"
or "no".
II you are looking for something
to give your station a sales and
program advantage over competition, telephone the Biltmore,
ask for Mi RRAL Fox, and make
an appointment, provided
youi territory is still available.

P.S. Ask anybody who knows
Merrai Fox . . . and the}
will assiue you his ideas
.in- new . different, pra< ii< al,
and most often spe< ta< ularly
sin cessful. Ovei ion leading
slat ions aie mm
using
Ml RR M

FOX'S

ideas.

This sensational program idea is
only one week old.
o\\ IN HON

SPECIAL

TvB
{Cont'd from page 16)
I say, it is absolutely essential that the true values of tv,
as the catalyst to stimulate and maintain a healthy economic
position in our country, must be told. They must be told
frankly, completely, based upon accurate and dependable
tv research.
Tv station operators' business is selling television. They
have available to them, through their own research staff and
sales staff experiences, much information concerning the
selling effectiveness of the medium. The Television Bureau
acts as a central source for television research.
In this year of particularly "hard sell," station management must grasp every opportunity to employ all statistical
data available and add new creative selling techniques
geared to the general and specific needs of advertisers.
Since department stores represent a sizable source of
potential new revenue for telecasters, stations can and
should work closely with the stores, showing them how
television can work for them.
For the advertisers, the growing stability of television
audiences means that a television purchase is now a seasoned business venture. The audiences are moving toward the middle ground. No longer do we have the runaway show. In fact, the gamble has been so minimized
that the average audience reach is now comparable to the
top 10 of the past. Buyers can and should be shown how
they can anticipate the audience reach.
Station management should also participate, whenever
possible, in the discussion of public issues related to television and television programing. Theyr can do themselves
and the industry a favor right now in bringing out television's positive factors and putting criticism in its proper
perspective. Tv is bigger and better than ever, with more
and more knowledge of the medium available. Advertisers,
agencies and telecasters should continue their search for new
and better ways to use this great selling force but it is up
to the telecaster to pioneer the way.
^

(Cont'd from page 18)
selling techniques and selling facts is acute because we are
experiencing a "boom" in RAB membership amid general
recession trends elsewhere. Stations are demonstrating their
desire to get sales facts and know-how in the one best way
anything can be demonstrated — namely by stepping forward
and paying for it in the form of their RAB membership.
• In client contact, radio can apply recession-period hard
selling through deeper preparation. Circumstances perhaps
have brought it about, but radio today happens to be better
equipped than ever before to show the advertiser how to use
its impact best. Many in radio now sell by preparing for
the client taped examples of the most successful copy in his
own field. This form of sales assistance, accompanied by
creative use of radio-plus-marketing data, gives the advertiser guidance which pays repeated dividends.
• Among consumers, radio can obviously be effective in
driving home any of a number of facts about the essential
strength of the economy. These are true facts — important
facts. But, to be candid, for every slogan reminding the
listener about future growth (and hence reminding him that
this growth has now paused), I'll be happier with a hardselling, persuasive, ingenious, convincing message selling a
specific product
and natural!) on radio.
^
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Symbol
of fine
television
films

OFFICIAL
FILMS
INC.
The
DecoyAdventures of Robin Hood
Sir Lancelot
The Buccaneers
The Big Story
Sword of Freedom
Vagabond
My Little Margie
Star Performance
The American Legend
Trouble With Father
The Star And The Story
Dateline Europe

VISIT OUR

HOSPITALITY

Overseas Adventure
Cross Current
Rocky Jones, Space Ranger
Willy

SUITE

NO. 2322-2323
BILTMORE
NAB CONVENTION-LOS

Colonel
My Hero March of Scotland Yard
The Hunter

HOTEL

The Scarlet Pimpernel

ANGELES
NEW

YORK

. ATLANTA

BEVERLY HILLS • CHICAGO
• DALLAS • FAYETTEVILLE
FT. LAUDERDALE • MINNEAPOLIS
SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS

CINCINNATI
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There's an important new landmark on the historic
Washington scene. A modern structure -the first
ever designed from the ground up for color television-now houses WRC-TV and provides the most

*v%*
WRC-TV-4

advanced radio facilities for WRC. In its new home
WRC-TV

is more than ever a showplace of the Capital

and Washington's leadership station in programming, in public service and in service to advertisers.

f»zl
I 1
NBC SPOT SALES

MEET

THE

BRITISH

PEOPLE

l\.

mm
An exciting new human interest
series of 13 quarter-hour TV
programs . . . designed to acquaint
Americans with British life.
A new TOPIC every week
describes the British people;
how they work, play and live.
TOPIC is an up-to-date series
of telecast films of actual visits
and interviews conducted in a
casual and entertaining manner
by the well known husband and
wife team of Julius and Joan
Evans. This American couple
chats with a Rhodes scholar at
Oxford, talks to a British
housewife on market day, interviews a Member of Parliament
and visits other people and places
which typify Britain and the
British. The films give Americans
a chance to understand their
British counterparts.
# A pilot film can be seen by
arrangement at our B.I.S. Office.
Room 1111, 448 S. Hill Street,
Los Angeles 13, Calif, (across from the
Biltmore). Call MAdison 6-4411

FOR FALL RELEASE
For Your Public Service Programming.
Information sent FREE Upon Your Request.

BRITISH

I ONVENTION

SPECIAL

Radio-Television

Division

INFORMATION

SERVICES
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Advertiser and agency opinion :

Here's what admen would like to
see discussed at convention
^^tation men attending the convention will discuss topics
of interest to advertisers and agencies as well as problems
of direct concern to themselves as station operators. To
help NAB members pinpoint these topics, sponsor went to
half a dozen key advertiser and agenc) executives and

asked them : What problems of interest to advertisers should
stations thrash out at the convention? Among the subjects
these executives mentioned were opportunities for creative
nighttime radio programing, rates, ratings, overcommercialization of air media.

Alan Garratt, Advertising Manager, ACC Division of The
American Tobacco Company. Stations ought to get together at
the convention and come up with ways to make spot easier to
buy. For example, when we buy a spot radio campaign, we
have to check rating books for every market and every station.
But we buy spot like a network. There ought to be a single
source we can go to for this information. Maybe Hooper or
Pulse can put it together in one book. Or, what about a group
of say 50 CBS or NBC affiliates banding together and putting
out audience data? Another thing I'd like to see discussed is
the question of pre-emption of network television shows. Preemptions interrupt continuity and prevent the regular advertiser
from selling when he might particularly want to be on the air.

Lee Rich, vice president, director of media, Benton & Bowles.
Stations at the convention should take this opportunity to
make television more flexible to buy. I'm talking about spot,
of course, since that's what the stations are most interested in.
I have no specific policies to recommend but, for example:
Stations sell 10-second anouncements, they sell 20's and they
sell minutes. Why shouldn't they sell 30's also? I'm sure
there are many new ways of offering spot tv that advertisers
would be interested in. Another thing. Tv is already a great
medium but there are some things stations can do to make it
even greater. I'm talking about triple-spotting and other kinds
of over-commercialization.
Let's keep it under control.

George Abrams, vice president and director of advertising,
Revlon, Inc. One of the most important subjects stations
should get into at the convention is this subject of ratings.
This concerns not only advertisers, of course, but stations, too.
This is what they have to sell — this is their method of audience measurement. I've said it before and I'll say it again:
The personal coincidental interviewing technique is the answer
to the ratings problem. Most people agree with this but say
it's too expensive. Based on Miles Wallach's test in Syracuse,
we think the industry can afford it. Another subject stations
should get into is the problem of keeping radio alive at night.
This can be done but it requires creative experimentation to
find programing

•
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What

the NAB

convention

should

discuss
Edward H. Mahoney, vice president, director of tv
and radio. Cunningham & Walsh, New } ork. One
subject stations ought to get into at the convention is
how to let agencies know about top local shows. Right
now we often lia\e to do a bit of digging. Any rep
who comes around with a package of good local shows
will get attention on Madison Ave. This subject of
local shows — whether they be live or film — is very important to us. With the changing merchandising patterns of recent years, we have to be flexible in our
broadcast operations. Our media department works
closely with tv/radio group on such local show buys.

Arthur Pardoll. group media director, Foote, Cone & Belding, New York. A number of topics should be discussed by
radio and television stations at the Convention. First, rates
must be related to the values and potential available to advertisers. Sharp rate increases, particularly in mature television
markets and in early morning radio, must be justified largely
on the basis of additional media values.
Secondly, more attention should be devoted to overcommercialization. Of grave consequences is the practice of cutting
network television promos and even the opening and closing
portion of shows to accommodate more spots. Thirdly, I'd like
to see some thought given to improving nighttime radio shows.
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«■ MOTION
PICTURE
MUSIC
American Society of Composers, Authors and Pub- 1928-1958. The listing of recordings includes not
lishers now presents a special issue of the ASCAP only the song titles with their composers,
Program Guide entitled "30 Years of Motion authors and publishers, but also the names of
Picture Music." The Society's membership ^^fe^x the performing artists and the available
includes those men and women who have
if/^tN^L
recordings.
Radio
and television
procontributed
the big Hollywood
hit tunes
gram men will find this booklet a trewhich were presented to the public from
mendous source of programming material.

tSfa
AMERICAN

SOCIETY

OF

575 MADISON
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COMPOSERS,
AVENUE,

NEW

AUTHORS
YORK

22, NEW

AND

PUBLISHERS

YORK
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TV ADVERTISERS... LET US PROVE

THAT

Spot TV can double..
even quintuple yow
Special Nielsen analyses just completed for
NBC Spot Sales show that when Network TV
advertisers add low-cost Spot TV to their
network television programs, they can quickly
reach twice, three times, four times, or even

Let NBC Spot Sales— at no cost to you—
order a Nielsen analysis to prove it. For this
study, simply choose the Spot TV schedule

five times the number of different homes they

best suited to your selling needs. You'll receive the results showing unduplicated-audience totals for your network program alone

now reach in key markets.

and unduplicated-audience totals for your

Spot TV can do a job like that for you, too!

network program plus your spot schedule.

triple . . . quadruple or
key market audiences
Note: A phone call to NBC Spot Sales
starts immediate action on a special
Nielsen analysis for you. At present,
these studies can be made for the New

HERE'S
HOW THE SIZE OF UNDUPLICATED
NEW YORK
MULTIPLIES WHEN
YOU ADD WRCA-TVS
POPULAR
LOW
SPOT TV PLAN TO SOME
PRIME
NIGHTTIME
NETWORK

PROGRAM

A

PROGRAM

B

York, Chicago and Los Angeles
markets. No cost for the study... no
obligation

to buy the Spot

(nNBClSPOT
bcJ

schedule.
1-WEEK

SALES

4-WEEK

1-WEEK

4-WEEK

AUDIENCES'
COST 14/50
PROGRAMS:

i1
PROGRAM

1-WEEK

C

4-WEEK

Cumulative audience delivered by network program
■■

Cumulative audience delivered by network + 14/50 Spot TV Plan

'Percent of total television homes. Source: NSI, New York. December 1957

TWO-GET

■

v

w n h c ~Yy
LAIR -TV

Sources:

Television

Hartford-New

30

•

< u\\ EH I lt>\
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Magazine,

February

Haven Total Area, November

1957/ARB,
13-19, 1957.
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With our appointment (May 1) as national sales representatives for WNHC-TV, Hartford-New Haven, we now
represent aH of the fine Triangle Television Stations:
BLAIR-TV
WFIL-TV,

Philadelphia

WNHC-TV,

Hartford-New Haven

WNBF-TV,

Binghamton

WFBG-TV,

Altoona-Johnstown

BLAIR-TV

Associates

WLBR-TV,

Lebanon-Lancaster

WNHC-TV, the ONLY station covering a vast area of
893,640 TV homes ... the entire state of Connecticut PLUS
portions of Massachusetts and Long Island. WNHC-TV,
delivering 60.4% MORE audience than next station in
latest ARB total area study.

Television's First Exclusive
National Representative

New York— TEmpleton 8-5800
Chicago— SUperior 7-2300
Boston— KEnmore 6-1472

Detroit— WOod ward 1-6030
St. Louis— CHestnut 1-5686
Dallas— Riverside 1-4228

BLAIR-TV

Los Angeles— DUnkirk 1-3811
San Francisco— YUkon 2-7068
Seattle— MAin 3-6270

Jacksonville — Elgin 6-5770

26 april 1958
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Where

to meet the reps & exhibitors

V.A.P.. Inc.
Exhibit Rooms 2345-2352
\M(

Gates Radio Company

Biltmore

Film Syndication, Jnc.

Exhibit Room- 2356-2357

Biltmore

M.& V Uexander Productions, Inc.
Exhibit Rooms 2354-2355— Biltmore

Spaces 1-11

Exhibit Rooms 2107-2108— Biltmore
CBS Television Film Sales, Inc.
Newsfilm
Exhibit Rooms 1348-1352— Biltmore
Company

Ballroom Foyer — Biltmore

Exhibit Room 2358— Biltmore

Garden Terrace Room — Statler

Modern Talking Picture Service
Exhibit Room 2225— Biltmore

Harry S. Goodman Productions
Exhibit Rooms 2102-2103— Biltmore

NTA

Television Attractions

Exhibit Room 2331— Biltmore

Film Network, Inc.

Exhibit Room 2344— Biltmore
National Telefilm Associates, Inc.
Exhibit Rooms 2328-2330— Biltmore

Guild Films Co., Inc.

Broadcast Music, Inc.

Radio

Medallion TV Enterprises, Inc.
Space

Genera] Electric Company

Governor

Vmpex Corporation
Wilshire Room — Stader

Collins

Ballroom Foyer— Biltmore

Exhibit Rooms 2324-2325— Biltmore
Hollywood Television Service, Inc.
Exhibit Room 2337— Biltmore
International News Service —
Telenews
Exhibit Room 2131 — Biltmore

Space 1

Flamingo Telefilm Sales, Inc.
Exhibit Boom 2319— Biltmore
Foto-Video Laboratories, Inc.

Lang-Worth Feature Programs
Exhibit Rooms 2305-2306— Biltmore
MGM-TV
Exhibit Rooms 2333-2334-2335— Bilt-

National Telefilm Associates, Inc.
Famous Films Division
Exhibit Room 2341— Biltmore
A. C. Nielsen Company
Exhibit Rooms 2112-2115— Biltmore
Official Films, Inc.
Exhibit Rooms 2322-2323— Biltmore
RCA Recorded Program

Services

Exhibit
more Rooms 2300-2301-2302— Bilt(Please turn to page 34)

Los Angeles Room — Statler

Representatives
Avery-Knodel
Town House

Gill-Perna
Biltmore

John Blair

Harrington, Righter & Parsons
Statler

Edward

Chapman-Park
Boiling
I'.illn

Broadcast

John E. Pearson
Town House

lime Sales

Headley-Reed
Statler

Radio TV
Biltmore

George P. Hollinghery
Statler

Paul H. Raymer
Biltmore

H-R Reps

(< o Hollywood Office)

Chapman-Park

IleniN

Katz Agency

I. Christal

Everett-McKinney
Town House

The Meeker
Statler

Forjoe Co., Inc.
Biltmore

NBC Spot Sales
Biltmore

•

I ONVEN il<>\

SPE< m

Reps

Simmons Associates
llolK wood Roosevelt

c/o Los Angeles ( )lli< ,■

32

Petry

Biltmore

Co., Inc.

Venard, Rintoul & McConneU
Statler
Weed

TV Corp.

Town

House

Adam Young, Inc.
\mkissaclor
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Your "Doe"
Means
Buck'Well Spent
n daytime

(that's per thousand
minutes,, if you please)

Call PGW. Your "Doe" will go a long way
Denver market on

in the rich

K BT V.ekmel
DENVER'S

FAMILY

STATION

John C. Mullins, President
Represented Nationally by Peters, Griffin, Woodward,

SPONSOR
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Joe Herold, Station Mgr.
Inc.
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EXHIBITORS

Take

i Cont'd from page 32 I
Radio Corporation of America
Exhibit Rooms 2226-2227-2228— Biltmore & Ballroom — Biltmore Space 7
Raytheon Manufacturing
Los

FIVE

and

read...

The

Co.

Angeles Room — Statler

)©©»
STORY

Roy Rogers Enterprises
Exhibit Room 2336— Biltmore
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.
\\ Qshire Room

Statler

Space 17

92°Brltto

nLenue

Screen Gems. Inc.

Dear Charlie.

Exhibit Rooms 2303-2304— Biltmore
Sesac, Inc.
Exhibit Rooms 2134-2135— Biltmore
SPONSOR
Fxhil.it Room 2340— Biltmore

™S Is -"ore than *76 000 ,

P°°''*"

Standard Radio Transcription
Services, Inc.
Exhibit Room 2361 — Biltmore
Sterling Television Co., Inc.
Kxlul.it Room 2219— Biltmore

"^ avcL
' ou r°f

men and'c?ev'
^ trma, ion? tIme>
yours>
u,,,.,,
xme , your rtno 7. ' Tom
We "*" contlnue d0in„ *.«
Camera

Telemat
Exhibit Rooms 2320-2321— Biltmore
TelePrompTer

the sa^ or «?£<*
tVi?1" "My media

adv^isin, that ve use
,
Helen «pert

Corporation

Ballroom — Biltmore

Space 5

Television Programs of America,
Exhibit Rooms 2221-2223— Biltmore
Trans-Lux Television Corporation
Exhibit Rooms 2215-2362— Biltmore
I nited Press Associations
Exhibit Room 2326— Biltmore
\\ orld Broadcasting System, Inc.
Exhibit Rooms 2200-2201— Biltmore

B*R GETS BEARD CURLED B

Ziv-Economee Television
Programs
Exhibit Rooms 2100-2101— Biltmore
Ziv Television Programs, Inc.
Exhibit Rooms 2338-2339
Biltmon

.'.I •

( ()N\ I \ HON

Sl'K( l\l.
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BUSINESS
IS
AT
WTCN-TV

MINNEAPOLIS

• ST. PAUL

^*And with good reason . . ."WTCN-TV
is now the best television buy in the
Twin Cities.

fabcl
television

network

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

THE

KATZ

AGENCY

C
B
A
6
&
0
0

LIN
UORCf
NOKI

MI6GINS.
(REINER.

Bi
Vkt
Managtr.

KMI-

Radio, it's fhe KMbC-KFRM

HJ>

Heor/ of Am.nco

Te<

KMBC

of Kansas

City — KFRM {*% the !

Marketing tools, trends,
research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
26 APRIL
Copyright

1958
1958

publications iNc

Wilson Meats is in the market for a hew series to replace its current run >vith
Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal in 25 markets.
MCA

isn't taking the show

into another year of production.

Wilson's new agency, hopes to find a star as satisfactory to Wilson as Dr. Hudson's
John K&E,
Howard.

Although syndicators claim they're holding hack on pilots until I June, there
was no dearth of new product heing pitched to agencies this Meek.
Agency l\ head? sa\ they've seen plenty of film product, but so far aren't committing
themselves.
Some pilots doing the rounds: Ziv's Dial 999, TPA's Thunder Ridge. NTA's This Is Uice,
CRS TV Film's Colonel Flack, MCA's S.A. 7. Official's Western Union.

Advertisers looking for viewer-familiar syndicated series this fall will also have
a wealth of off-network shows to pick from.
The likely list so far includes both winners and losers: Eve Arden Show, You Are There,
Mr. Adams and Eve, Sally. Loretta Young (those not starring Loretta). Adventures of Jim
Bowie, Burns & Allen, Circus Boy. Court of Last Resort. Ozzie & Harriet. \Ye^t Point, Navy
Log, Robin Hood.
Note:

CBS TV Film will probably package Eve Arden and The Brothers as a single series.

KETV, Omaha, is the hrst station to buy the complete Paramount
700 features.
Deal covers a span of years and reruns.
The price estimated to be in excess of $800,000.

package of

By studying the latest Rorabaugh Report you'll get a clue as to why syndicators are betting on westerns and adventure series as the top sellers for the coming
season:
the biggest regional advertisers prefer these two types of tv film.
In terms of sponsor categories Rorabaugh indicates this line of preference:
BREWERS: (these constitute the largest regional buyers) show a marked leaning toward
adventure series:
FOOD:

(the ?iexl largest u>er- of s\ndicated film I the strongest

AUTOMOTIVES.
vorite.

CASOLINE.

APPLIANCES.

DRUGS:

yen is for westerns.

mysteries are the No. 1 fa-

Flashes from the film field: 56% of stations now telecasting CNP's new Union Pacific are scheduling it in prime time between 8 and 10 p.m. . . . Ziv reports that in a check
of its national advertisers it found 21 c<< of its sponsors also have one or more network shows
. . . NTA is spending in the neighborhood of $200,000 in an intensive three-week ad campaign to promote its Rig Night programing plans for fall.

For further news of film see SPONSOR-SCOPE,
26 april 1958

and Film Wrap-up, page

Key trends and developments
in marketing and research

MARKETING
26 APRIL 1958
cpyright i9M

8P0N80R PUBLICATIONS INC.

kill I :

*('«' another to the many

WEEK

reasons why spot broadcasting's flexibility is impor-

The store hour patterns of supermarkets differ greatly east and west of the Mississippi.
For example: western supers have more evening openings than eastern stores.
Super Market Institute reports that 97% of new $1 million-a-year supers west of the Mississippi are open six or seven evenings a week. This compares with 44% east of the river.
The contrast in Sunday openings is even more marked.
of the new million-dollar supers are open on Sunday.
Figures cover 147 supers opened in 1957.

In the western areas, 57%

In the east the figure is only 11%.

While this is no sudden development, its importance is being increasingly recognized byair media sellers and buyers.

While tv networks are not normally highly-touted for flexibility, they can, on
many occasions, compare favorably with other media on this score.
One factor is that show sponsors can switch to a new campaign swiftly merely by switching commercials.
That's one of the reasons Pillsbury is using tv to kick off its hefty drive to introduce
seven cake mixes at one fell swoop. Warren Peterson, Pillsbury marketing director,
said of the upcoming tv network-national magazine drive: "Tv is more flexible.
You have to schedule farther in advance when you use magazines."
The kick-off is 1 May, follows tests in two markets. U.S. consumers will get first
word of the new products on Pillsbury's portion of Playhouse 90, a recent buy.
Following this will be additional pressure on three CBS daytime shows. Pillsbury has one
segment each on Art Linkletter's Houseparty, Edge of Night and As the World Turns. The
ad barrage will be completed in the national magazines.
(Pillsbury's daytime buys, incidentally, are all on Thursday. This gives the advertiser
the contiguous "three-brand rate": the client gets each segment at 26.6% of the hourrate rather than 40%, which is the single quarter-hour cost.)

There are a number of reasons for Pillsbury's unusual step in offering seven
brands for debut at one time.
Not least among them is the additional shelf space Pillsbury will carve out for itself, a
factor of tremendous importance these days and particularly important in the multi-brand cake
mix field. Another factor is high consumer impact. Pillsbury marketer Peterson points out:
"These days grocery retailers and wholesalers are interested in immediate consumer acceptance."
The flour firm has gotten good acceptance for its new brands from the wholesale trade.
Pillsbury is now busy pushing its retail distribution.

Radio advertisers (and all others, too) please note:
Practically everybody goes supermarket

shopping by automobile.

Facts and figures backing up this statement are in the recently-released Super Valu Study,
a detailed survey of six midwest voluntary supermarkets by Progressive Grocer magazine.
The study found that 91% of all customers drive to the stores. Even in the
city stores the figure was 84% and in suburban stores it was as high as 98%.

50
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THE FIRST COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF
THE FREE TIME OF FARM FAMILIES
NOW COMPLETED!
This 114-page Study was made by the University of
Wisconsin, with a special WBAY

grant. 523 Farm M Fam-

ilies, most of them living in the Land of Milk and>foney,
have a mighty interesting story for you Agencies
and Advertisers.

WRITE FOR YOUR

FREE STUDY

M

THE

LAND

WBAY
SPONSOR

•
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As media competition

Should

grows,

SPONSOR

ASKS:

stations be ranked by total tv

Three station presidents challenge
the ranking of television markets
li\ standard metropolitan area.
Number of sets not population
should
he criterion,
they say.
John F. Dille, pres., WTRC, Elkhart, hut..
WSJV-TV, South Bend, Ind.. WKJG
and WKJG-TV, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Markets should
be rated by
coverage, not
metro area

It is a continual source of amazement
to me that many agencies still rank
television markets by the size of their
standard metropolitan areas instead of
by the actual coverage of the tv station or stations.
There is little to be said for the
SMA concept of ranking tv markets
other than simplicity, non-controversy
and tradition. On the other hand.
ranking tv markets by tv coverage is
not onl\ utterly logical and completel)
justified from a research standpoint,
luit it enables an advertiser to make
extreme!) efficient buys.
The plain fact is this: there is often
little correlation between the size of a
metropolitan area and the coverage of
its television stations. In other words.
advertisers who rank markets by SMA
when developing a market list for a
spol bu) very often short change themselves in terms of potential audience
reached.
When markets are ranked 1>\ their
l\ (overage area, they are ranked by
the number of people effective!)
reached by television, which is exactly
what tin; advertiser is buying.
Man) large agencies have established criteria based on Grade B areas

or surveys which determine the efle :tive coverage areas of tv stations. This
automatically places all markets in
terms of actual homes delivered —
which is just what the advertiser wants.
Furthermore, the interurbia trend
has diminished the importance of the
metropolitan areas. Population is no
longer clustered about the cities but
often spreads out in elongated tongues
which link city to city. Ranking by
tv coverage will reflect the new population patterns and deliver maximum
homes to the advertisers.
Wholesalers and retailers have long
recognized the importance of reaching
people outside of metropolitan markets, and have channeled their thinking into area concepts. As a result,
they often make extremely economical
buys.
A great many stations have a rich,
exclusive area to offer advertisers —
an area which often cannot be reached
in its entirety by any other means —
although their home city is not listed
among the top 30 metropolitan markets. Furthermore, many stations have
satellites and advantageous combination buys which an advertiser may
overlook unless he uses an area approach.
John
C. Cohan,
co-owner & general
manager, KSBW-TV, Salinas and KSBY-TV,
San Luis Obispo, Calif.

I
Advertisers
"Am
getting
shouldI ask:
maximum
circulation?"
There is only one reason for ranking
tv markets and that is to establish potential circulation for the purpose of
I mi \ in» television time.
If markets are

ranked by metropolitan area rather
than by tv coverage, then the rankings
will not reflect the potential circulation. In the West, for example, you
can have a metropolitan area of more
than 50,000 but with little circulation
outside. On the other hand, you can
have a television station which is not
listed as a metropolitan area but will
deliver circulation over a wide area,
thus giving the advertiser much more
The challenge of our time is to impotential.
prove our advertising and selling methods. From 1946 to 1956, America increased its productivity by 64% yet
distribution increased by only 22%.
Many of the yardsticks we use to
measure advertising potential are today outmoded.
Nor is there any one yardstick that
will accomplish this. However, every
buyer of television time should ask
himself the question: Am I getting the
most circulation for my advertising
dollar?
Simple arithmetic quickly reveals
that a television station delivering
100,000 sets at a rate of $350 per hour
in a single station market, is a better
advertising buy than a station serving
300,000 sets at a rate of $600 per hour
in a three station market.
Buying television time by metropolitan areas only, rather than by tv coverage creates a situation in which the
advertiser does not get the most for
his advertising dollar, particularly
when you study those metropolitan
areas from No. 60 to No. 150. A station which is predominant in 50 communities, none of which are of sufficient size to be classed as a metropolitan market, will deliver much more
audience to the advertiser than a station in some metropolitan markets on
the list.
To cite just one example: Our home
county, Monterey, has a population in
excess of 185,000 with no metropolitan areas in the county. Another California counh. covering about the same
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Maine Citizens at Work

rage or by ?
land area, has one metropolitan city
by rank. Yet, the total population of
the county is only 114,000. In this
particular comparison, ARB coverage
plus rating reports indicate five times
as much audience for one station in
the non-metropolitan area as opposed
to the station in the metropolitan area.
In another California case, it can be
illustrated that a station in a nonmetropolitan area has 15 times as
many regular viewers as a station in
a metropolitan area. This points up
the fallacy of buying time on the basis
of anything but tv coverage plus viewing.
The buying of television time is extremely complex. Every station should
be bought on the basis of number of
sets delivered daily and not because
the station is located in a metropolitan area. This is the only way the
advertiser will get the most for his tv
advertising dollar.

Shipbuilding in Maine is older than the Nation.
The Bath Iron Works, builders of destroyers, destroyer escorts, and presently missile-firing vessels,
is one of the blue chip industries that contribute

Joe

Floyd,

president, KELO-TV,
Falls, S. D.

Sioux

substantially to the economy of the 13-county area

SERVED AND SOLD DEST DY WCSH-TV
Cost-per-1,000
can be more
favorable in
smaller markets

It's a $1,110,896,000 market comprising southern Maine
and eastern New Hampshire.
NCS #2 and the later Pulse and ARB area studies all give
Channel 6 wide margins of coverage and viewer preference.

The two main advantages for the advertiser in ranking markets by television area coverage rather than by
metropolitan size are: first, he will be
able to properly evaluate his buying in
terms of people and homes reached
and second, he will be able to bu\
more efficiently with maximum audience per dollar invested.
It is obvious that a two-station market of 100,000 population will charge
a much lower rate than a market of
(Please turn to page 65)
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NBC-TV

affiliate
Weed-Television

WCSH-TV
PORTLAND,

MAINE

I A pictorial review of local
and national industry events

PICTURE

WRAP-UP

Almost 33,000 post curds were the result of only two commercials
run by Ketchum. MacLeod & Grove to test viewer response to Thoro.
fare Markets shown on KDKA, Pittsburgh. Swamped are (1. to r.)
Warren Russel of KM&G, hostess Kay Neumann. Charles Llewellyn

When KTVH, Wichita, was denied permission to cover semi-finals of
NCAA basketball game in Louisville, the station decided to take the
clients to the game instead of vice-versa. Two busloads of clients
iraveled to Emporia. Kan., where KTVH provided tv sets and food

Emil Mogul

1 1.1, ad age

trophy from Leslie T. Harris of CBS tv Film
Sales, N. Y.

Mogul won troph\ for "out

ing" for promotion of The Honey mooners,
handisvia "Honeymooners' Sweepstakes"' contest.
Show is sponsored by Konzoni Macaroni Co.
KTBS TV, Shreveport, wanted a station
trademark and asked viewers for ideas.
Winnei from among men than 22.000 entil'-: this modes! charactei bj a housewife

John

W.

Davis,

newly

elected

Chicago

president of Station Rep Assn., receives congratulation* from SR \ president Frank M.
Ib.i. Ile> (1.), SRA mng. dir. Larry Webb (r.)
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News

and Idea

WRAP-UP
ADVERTISERS
An expanded ad campaign to
promote its toy and game products is underway by the Sidney
A. Tarrson Co., Chicago manufacturer.
It centers on tv spots on leading
local children's shows in 40 major
metropolitan markets, including Chicago, N. Y., Philadelphia, New
Orleans, Seattle, Los Angeles and
Atlanta.
Par-T-Pak Cola is scheduling a saturation spot campaign in the San Francisco Bay Area and San Jose.
207 one-minute radio spots per
week will be used. Agency: HonigCooper & Miner.
Campaigns:
• California Sherry will be featured in wine cooking demonstrations
on 75 tv stations throughout the
country — explaining the uses of
wine in cooking.
• Thos. D. Richardson Co.,
makers of mints and candies, plan an
all-out, all-media, campaign, featuring announcements on Breakfast
Club (ABC) from 30 April through
June.

AGENCIES
The big spin of the week in agency
circles was Emerson Foote's resignation as Geyer chair-man to return to McCann-Erickson.
At McCann, Foote will be a director, senior v.p., operations committee
member, and participate in creative advertising and marketing. He had been
executive v.p.
Morh & Eicoff was appointed to
handle the Grant Co., Chicago
account.
Billing will be approximately $2.5
million annually on an estimated 300
tv stations. All network time will be
placed by the N. Y. office of the
agency — all spot announcements placed
in Chicago.

26 april 195!

D'Arcy held a seminar for 35 U. of
Missouri students on the theme of
advertising and its contributions
to the economic welfare of the
nation.
Participating in the lectures were
Roger Bacon, account executive;
Herbert Vogt, sec. ; and Richard Greer,
public relations manager of DArcy.
Change of names: Simmonds &
Simmonds, Chicago, becomes Tobias,
O'Neil & Gallay, Inc., with offices
in Chicago and N. Y. . . . Killingsworth & Associates becomes Killingsworth-Moreland Advertising, Los
Angeles.
More
on
appointments:
Emil
Mogul, for Regal Shoe Co
L. H.
Hartman Co., for Merkel, Inc. . . .
FC&B, for Lever's Air-Wick . . .
Bresnick Co., Boston, for Dawson's
Brewery . . . Ross Reisman Co., L.
A., for Tri-Way Productions . . .
Riedl & Freede, for Mission of
California, Inc.
Strictly Personnel: William J.
Peterson, elected v.p., Cunningham
& Walsh . . . Sherman Slade, executive v.p. and manager of the L. A.
office, Honig-Cooper & Miner . . .
William Dempster to the executive
staff of Calkins and Holden . . .
Leslie Munro, copy supervisor,
Fletcher D. Richards . . . Richard
Snow, v.p., C. M. Johnson, Bethpage,
L. I. . . . Gerald Freeman, radio/
tv director, Keller-Crescent Co., Evansville . . . Lee Currlin, associate
media director on the P&G account,
B&B . . . Violet Sodergren, media
buyer, Wesley Aves, Chicago
. . .

FACTS!
W0RL=B0ST0N
1. AUDIENCE

3. COVERAGE = Saturates
GREATER BOSTON —
REACHES INTO 6
N. E. STATES.
4. COST = We Challenge
You To Find A Lower
Cost Per Thousand.

By

THE FACTS ADD
BOSTON'S

time period, contracted firm and noncancellable on an every week basis
for 52 weeks, goes from 5% to 7%.

UP

BEST BUY

W0RL
BOSTON

NETWORKS
Like NBC TV, ABC TV has issued
a new rate card revising the discount structure.
The significant changes in the card:
• While still offering the maximum
32%% discount, the discounts on each

= ADULTS.

2. PROGRAMMING =
No Razzle Dazzle TEEN
TYPE Music.

The "950 CLUB" Station
Represented Nationally

Hea

dle

y

— Ree

d

Co.

• rime period- contracted firm tor
2(> alternate-week telecasts over 52
consecutive week- are entitled to a ■">' ,
discount.
• One-minute participation: 22^ of
hour rate in (lass \ time 161 ■_>' < in
Class C & l> time i four commercials
per one-half hour) and l.V, ol hour
rate in Class (' & 1) time with six commercials per halt hour.
Network notes: A million dollar
damage suit filed by David Robbins,
film producer and tv packager, against
producers of Dotto, daytime quiz show

. . . P & G renews This Is ) our Life
sponsorship for the 1958-59 season . . .
Joining network: KVKM-TV, Monahans, Texas, becomes ABC TV affiliate
15 Vox.

Kudos:

United Negro College Fund

"Lincoln" award presented to ABC for
its Negro College Choir broadcast . . .
American Federation of Women's
Clubs, Southern California, honors
Shirley Temple's Storybook for "a new
high level of child and adult viewing"
. . . Saturday Review presents NBC TV

Is MAIL PULL
YOUR Dish?

with five awards for "distinguished
achievement
in the public interest."
New faces: Dirk John, to the news
staff of NBC, radio-tv . . . Irv Lichenstein, named director of exploitation
for NTA's o&o stations.

CHICAGO

REPORT

The big talk of the week among
reps was the sudden emergence of
Lewis-Howe as a user of saturation radio spot.
The buy: 40 announcements per
week in about 30 top markets via McCann-Erickson.
Hopalong Cassidy is back, and
Keyes, Madden & Jones has him.
Representation of Hoppy, via a tv and
radio package, and for franchising
branded merchandise, has been placed
with this Chicago agency by William
Boyd. One hundred and four radio
half-hours and twelve one-hour tv programs are part of the new Hopalong
program package.
Two closed circuit telecasts are
scheduled to originate here: The first
one on Station WNBQ April 23, "The
Better Business Bureau Story." The
film is being presented nationally on
the NBC-TV network as a service to
the Association of Better Business Bureaus. Jules Herbuveaux, NBC v.p.
and WNBQ general manager, will host
the Chicago board of directors, 75 top

Try Bill Mack's Famous Recipe
Bill Mack is KWFT's great country anl western r
He serves up big, heaping portions of mail — co
500 pieces of mail each week!
Bill's a fabulous fellow. His daily disc jockey s
the national Country and Western Jamboree's
He's equally popular as band leader and vocali
Mercury Starday . . . has had 50 original i
lished . . . has made personal appearances
"Saturday Night Country Style," "Big D
"Louisiana Hayride."
Got something to sell? Bill Mack can sell it— throughout
KWFT's great coverage area — Vi mv/m ra lius of nearly 250
miles, man.
in the rich Southwest. Nearly 4 millic i people! See your
H-R
Ben

Ludy

President
L OW
FREQUENCY

&

General

Manager
"

business leaders of the area, at a luncheon preceding the showing.
The Broadcast Advertising Club
heard James W. Seiler, Director of
the American Research Bureau, speak
on the Arbitron, ARB's newest electronic device for measuring tv audi-

ences.

"The Big Inning," a baseball television quiz debuts Sunday on WGN-TV.
The half-hour program, featuring telephone calls to contestants, is sponsored
by Manhattan Motor Sales, via Burlingame-Grossman.
Texaco designated April 18 as
"WGN Day," and all radios in their
service
that day.stations were turned to WGN

620

Wichita

Falls, Texas

KWTV, Oklahoma City, and the
\\er\-Knodel Company hosted Chica-
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...but be sure
the shoe is
well polished!
When you enter San Diego homes
through KFMB, your shoes are shoved
in the door by such well-groomed
stalwarts as Edward R. Murrow, Eric
Severeid, Walter Kronkite, Lowell
Thomas. And we have a whole corps of
ing the local news beat
with equal vigor and conviction in

With news ranking first in interest
these days, you have thirty-odd i
casts daily opening doors and pc-.,^
books for you — adding conviction to
YOUR voice because of the good

1. •

If you have a selling job to do in the

-

WMBD-TV
@PEOR,A
FIRST
66 DAYS
OF TELECASTING

Agency activity:
Grant Advertising upped its total
hillings to the $100 million level by
acquiring its second west coast agency,
the Burke Company of Seattle. Grant
recently absorbed the six offices of Abhott-Kimball.
Dancer-Fitzgerald- Sample

Arb Reports-

(4-6 PM WEEKDAY
VARIETY PROGRAM)

if dominates the 5 to 6 segment— leads in 20 out of the

New faces in new places:
James C. McDonough has joined
EWRR as account exec. McDonough
formerly was v. p. and Chicago manager of Al Paul Lefton Company.

ASSOCIATIONS
BPA

president Elliot Henry, in a

20 quarter-hour periods!
if delivers 200% more adults

1) The annual seminar ... a
two-day work session devoted to radio/tv promotion ideas, projects and

combined* . . .

if delivers an average adult
audience of 76.5% (37.4%
men — 39.1%

CONTACT

women)*

YOUR

P.C.W. COLO-

NEL FOR THE COMPLETE
ABOUT

>3/

. . .

FACTS

PEORIA TELEVISION!

PEORIA

WMBD-TV

So reports "Summergram," a newsletter of summer-selling tools providmonths."
ed by RAB to its members. It quotes
Sindlinger & Co.'s finding:
Radio listening increases 89.5
million hours on an average summer day . . . compared to an average day in February.

was

awarded Pard Dog Food, Swift'ning,
and Jewel Oil, Swift and Company
products resigned by JWT.
Berry Refining Company, marketers of Hy-Test 303 Fuel Oil in Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin and Michiban, named H. W. Kastor & Sons
to handle its advertising.

promotion piece to station managers, urges membership in the
Broadcasters Promotion Association for these reasons:

than the other two stations

crease in radio use during the warm

go timebuyers at luncheon film presentations last week.

problems.
2) The monthly idea exchange
. . . BPA "idea" bulletin covering audience, sales and merchandising promotion and an employment exchange.
3) Profitable contacts . . . with
other station promotion people.
Plugging National Radio Month:
NAB mailed promotion kits to stations to help radio broadcasters sell
the medium during National Radio
Month in May.
Theme of the campaign: "Radio
is close to you ... at home ... on
the move ... in your community
. . . Radio is close to all America"
Among the contents of the kit are:
70 spot announcements; 72 promotion
and program ideas; fact sheets on radio, and other data sent to all NAB
members.
"America's retailers will stage
their biggest promotion campaign
this summer, resulting from the in-

BMI, through its president Carl
Haverlin, is presenting the original
scripts, documents, etc., pertaining to
the radio series, The American Story,
to the Columbia University Libraries.
Meetings and conventions: The
Connecticut
Broadcasters
Assn.
holds its convention 23 May . . . The
Kansas Assn. of Radio Broadcasters meets 24-25 May . . . American
Management Assn. convenes 19-20
May, with President Eisenhower and
Vice-Pres. Nixon scheduled on the program . . . the Canadian Assn. of
Radio/TV Broadcasters meets 12
May in Montreal.

FILM
NTA reports an 18% increase over
last year in total contracts written
during the first quarter.
Net income, however, due to "higher
costs," was down from $508,631 to
$422,006.
Sales :
• Four

Ohio

supermarket

chains have joined with a Cleveland wholesale grocery supplier
in a cooperative sponsorship of
Target over WJW-TV, Cleveland.
The supplier is Spartan Grocers and
the chains: Square Deal, Payfiar and
Savmor of Cleveland, and Food Fairs
of Lorain. It marks the first tv venture
for all.
• Recent multi-station sales by Sterling TV included Abbott & Costello.
Bowling Stars, Bowling Time and various cartoon series, plus several single
stations sales of other offerings.
• Fifteen sales this week of ABC
Film's Galaxy 20 package of features
brings the total markets sold to more
than 40. Another ABC product,
Kierans Kaleidoscope, 26 quarterhour films, was bought by Ray Forest
for his WRCA-TV's
atre.
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Hitch YOUR

Wagon
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GO UP/

and Watch Your Sales ^^

Serving
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/

VITAL Stations
s
2 Important Market
ple
Peo
on
NMK
over 3

FIRST

7

and Getting

FIRSTER

No.
A Vital Force
in Selling Today's

OMAHA

all the
time

KMYJT
No.
A Vital Force
in Selling Today's

Check the RATING of your/Choice
Your STAR STATION is
a MUST Buy Station!,

the Star stations
IF RESULTS ARE A MUST, SO ARE THE STAR STATIONS
DON

W. BURDEN

— President

DENVER

KOIL —
KMYR

Omaha
—

Denver

KWIK — Pocatello
NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

AVERY-KNODEL
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x

Other sales recorded tin- week ini killed LAP's Vanguard package of
features to five stations.
New offerings: Two new Warner
-cries went under the camera this
week: Howdy Podner, half hour
comedy series, and Public Enemy,
hour-long adventure to star former
All-American Frank Gifford . . . AAP
started selling its new Jupiter package
of 52 Warner films, which includes
Key Largo, Casablanca, Captain Blood.
MGM is unveiling three packages of
short subjects this week at the NAB
convention: Our Gang comedies (52),
a Crime Does Not Pay series (48),
and Passing Parades (65).

as impossible as trying
to sell Portland without

J2 Ji!
Shauu) apes aside, the one sure way
to
sell the big-buying
Oregon
and'is
Southwestern
Washington
market
KPTV-your lowest cost-perthousand buj with top audience

-laiiy Portland,

Oregon

SCRANTONS TOP MORNING SHOW
BY NEARLY TWO TO ONE!

fSTATIONE^
I 10%^ — 7

1 PULSE-NOV.1957: chartbasedon average!

1 SHARE OF AUDIENCE FOR 12 QUARTER HOURS,!
■ 6:OOT09:00AM,M0NDAYTHRUFRIDAY)
f

•flak, Meeker

SCRANTON,

PENNSYLVANIA

In the foreign markets : Six series,
totaling
672
dubbed
half-hours,
were sold recently in Latin America
by ABC Film. Series are 26 Men,
Code 3, Racket Squad, Sheena, Passport to Danger and Three Musketeers.
Sheriff of Cochise is the first series
available through NTA's new foreign
offices.
At the NAB convention: Regis
Films will hold open house at its
Hollywood studios during the NAB
get-together . . . Gene Autry, Gail
Davis \Annie Oakley), Tod Andrews
(Gray Ghost), Kenneth Tobey and
Craig Hill [Whirlybirds\ , and Tim

CHANNEL 2
the only advertising
medium
completely
covering . . .

MIDLAND
ODESSA
BIG inSPRING
"OIL-RICH"

WEST TEXAS

KMMIDLAND.
ID-TV
TEXAS
ONE

OF THE

FIRST 100 MARKETS

Moore {of Amos 'N Andy) will all
put in personal appearances at CBS
TV Film's NAB suite . . . AAP will
highlight caricaturist Sally Zippert in
its convention exhibit.
A new entry into tv film production
this week is the Mirisch Co., independent film producers.
Mirisch will produce two series for
fall in conjunction with Louis Edelman
and NBC.
Strictly personnel: Five salesmen
have been added b\ AAP for its
new Gold Mine division: Len Hammer, eastern division ; Lester Tobias,
western division; James Stern,
southeast; Sam Posner, midwest;
and Bill Mattingly, southwest.
Mel Dellar has been named executive producer of MPO's new west
coast operation . . . John Porterfield has joined the sales-syndication
force of Gross-Krasne . . . Sheila
Morrell, named to the p.r. department. \TA.

WHBF
01

^STHEBO*

RADIO

The

& TELEVISION

station

marketing
in the

of

success

Quad-Cities

®
REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL. INC.
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RADIO

STATIONS

Fox Ideas, Inc., is marketing
comedies routines for stations to
intersperse between the plaving of
the Top 40.
Altogether the recordings of each
comic runs to an hour and the roster
includes Henny Youngman. Joe\ Bishop, Sid Gould, Phil Foster. Peter Donald, Morey Amsterdam. Buddy Lester
and Jackie Miles.
The bingo invasion spreads: Under the name of "Carlo," the new national pastime will be brought to radio
audiences via WCOP, Boston and
WHIM, Providence. Sponsors: Star
Markets, Boston, and United Star Markets, R. I. and Mass.

in Spanish.
Sponsors are P. Ballantine. R. J. Reynolds
and Progresso
Brand Foods.

^

Business up in Bridgeport : WICt/s
first-quarter business topped this
time last year by 13.2%.
National business upped 56.9%
during the quarter, and local business
held its own. Pretty good, in view of
current conditions.
Long term contract: Talman Federal Savings and Loan of Chicago

signs up for IS hours of programing
per week for three years on WFMT,
Chicago.
The hours cover the a.m. classical
music shows, and Sunday opera.
Tradition continues: For the fifth
consecutive year. Chrysler Corp. and
the Plymouth Div. sign to co-sponsor the midwest football Game of the
Week, via WJR, Detroit. Airs in the
Fall.
Radio's

psychological

warfare

The "top 40" debate waxes: Rock
'n Roll and the "top 40" in pops lost
another round on WISN, Milwaukee.
Listeners and clients opposed the
change of format . . . prefer standard tunes.
Habla espafiol: WHOM,
will air Yankee home

New York,
and road

games with play-by-play descriptions

THE OLD WEST LIVES iGfilH...
2T

EL RANCHO VEGAS

Las Vegas, Nev.— DUdley 2-1300
INDIVIDUAL
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against the recession continues:
• WKAP, Allentown, Pa., regularly airs editorials urging listeners to
push the wheel of prosperity b) their
purchasing power. Slogan: "If you
want it. buy it . . . Your money
greases the wheel."
• WINS. \. Y.. commences a fullscale campaign via spot announcements. Theme: "You auto buy
now" and "Buy days mean more
days." West Warwiek, R. I.,
• WWRI,
pay
checks the local employment service
dailj via beeper telephone and dubs
program // ant I Job? . . .

• WEOK. Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
ends each newscast with a local report
on the good things happening in business.
• W.IP, Philadelphia, opens fire
on "operation optimism." Three
one-minute broadcasts daily highlight
the brighter side of the economic picture.
• WTNJ, Trenton. N. J., in cooperation with local merchants, is airing
sale of "Recession Block-Buster"
coupon books for $3 . . . valued at over
s KM) in merchandise and services.
• At a luncheon honoring Edward
Ragsdale.
general
manager,
Buick,

Norman Knight, president of the
Yankee Network, urged the defeat of
recession by "creating more business and more opportunities . . ."
(See story on stations' anti-recession
campaigns, page 36.)
New affiliation: KENT

of Shreve-

port, La., adds NBC to its MBS affiliaKudos: Joseph Seideman, account
executive, KBIG, Catalina, Cal., named
one of the top ten creative salesmen of
the year by Sales Executives Club of
L. A. . . . Department of Defense Reserve Award to WIS, Columbia, S. C.
. . . James Bormann, director of
news and public affairs, WCCO, Minn.St. Paul, received the Minnesota Safety Council Award . . . Gladys Webster, WCAU, Philadelphia, presented
an award of merit by Phila. Ad Women Club . . . Top Awards from the Pa.
Associated Press Broadcasters Assn.
copped by WEJL,
WCAU, Phila.

Scranton and

National Safety Council's 1957 Public Interest awards to: WCUE, Akron,
Ohio; KMOX, St. Louis; WCBS,
N. Y.; WDGY, Minn. - St. Paul;
WWDC, Wash., D. C.
Promotions, stunts, contests:
• KRUX, Phoenix, under co-sponsorship of Pepsi-Cola and A.R.A. Automotive Air Conditioning, offered
prizes to listeners guessing correct
time the mercury would zoom to
108 degrees.
• WBZ & WBZA, Boston, throw
ing a weekend party at Jug End Barn
anniversary.
in Mass. to celebrate the resort's 30th
• WCUE, Akron, promoting a
new concept of programing ... to
encourage the audience to listen
with "both ears."
New faces in old places: Bert CowIan, appointed general manager,
WBAI-FM, N. Y. . . . Robert Sinclair, promoted to station manager,
WCHS, Charleston, W. A. . . . Norman Wain, morning news editor,
WDOK, Cleveland . . . Tony Graham,
named production manager, WEED,
Pittsburgh . . . Donald MacLachlan
to general sales manager and Michal
Sands to assistant station manager,
WGSM, Huntington and WGBB, Freert, N. Y.
SPONSOR
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More people on the move: Robert
M. Hetherington, general manager.
KXLW, St. Louis . . . Kirk Zumwalt,
account executive. KDAY, Los Angeles . . . Kenneth Kurtz, news editor, WIS, Columbia. S. C. . . . Herb
Landon, director of public relations
and John Newman, director of advertising and promotion. WMGM. N. Y.

TV

STATIONS

The general managers of the Corinthian stations and the central
Corinthian staff form N. Y. meet
in Palm Springs 1-4 May.
Purpose : to cover policy and operaiing problems, and provide the
opportunity for voicing ideas and
opinions.
The general manager participants include: Robert McConnell,
WISH & WISH-TV, Indianapolis; R.
Morris Pierce, WANE & WANE-TV,
Ft. Wayne; James Richdale, KOTV,
Tulsa; Paul Taft, KGUL-TV, Houston.
The staff participants include: C.
Wrede Petersmeyer, president;
Robert Bryan, sec.-treas.; Johnston
Northrop, asst. to pres.; George
Jacobs, engineering director; Don
Kearney, sales director; Robert
Salk, programing director; and
Charles Smith, research director.

Station opening:
Diego, opens its
studios 4 May. It
AM & FM stations

KFSD, Inc., San
new million-dollar
will house its TV,
and studios.

Temporary quarters: KREX-TV,
Grand Junction, Colo., gutted by
fire, erected temporary studios through
the use of tent cameras . . . loaned by
KBTV, Denver.

Public service, education:

"PAAR-TICIPATION" is the keyword to get your share of the
great multi-billion dollar North Florida-South Georgia market —
your lowest cost per thousand buy to cover the growing Jacksonville area.

• WCNY-TV, Carthage- Watertown, N. Y., begins a pilot program
of educational tv for in-school viewing.
Subject: elementary science.
• WBAP-TV, Ft. Worth, eases
the teacher shortage scene by offering
Adventures In Education, a weekly telecast for teacher-training program.
• WJBK-TV, Detroit, offers a
cellege credit course — American History to 1865, in cooperation with the
U. of Detroit.
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your
nearest P.GW.
"Colonel" for avail- ■;
abilities.

WFGA-TV

NBC

Represented
by Peters,
Griffin,
Woodward, Inc.

wSB*

DOMINATES

DAYTIME
— THE
(|p
e Tennessee
in Middl
In 134 of 160 weekday

quarter hours between

9 A.M. and 5 P.M., WSIX-TV

is in First or

Second place in Nashville's 3-sration market!*

AGAIN Channel 8
delivers more audience per dollar!
The Highest-Rated
night-time movie
(55.3 share of audience)

The Highest-Rated
live program — wrestling
(50.5 share of audience)

Represented by:
H. R. TELEVISION, INC.
CLARKE BROWN COMPANY

Awards:
WMAR-TV , Baltimore,
honored for community service by the
Community Chest and Red Cross . . .
WXYZ-TV, Detroit, Youth Bureau
show named by Big Brothers of America for distinguished public service . . .
WTIC-TV, Hartford, cops the Grand
Award from the Ad Club of Hartford
for public service advertising . . .
WBTV, Charlotte and WBTW,
Florence, S. C, recipients of 1957
Public Interest award by the National
Safety Council.
Promotions and assignments: William Morrison, to the sales staff,
KRON-TV, San Francisco . . . Walt
Bodine, director of news and special
events, WDAF & WDAF-TV, Kansas
City . . . John Stodelle, local sales
manager, KFMB-TV, San Diego . . .
Jack Joyner, news director, WSIX &
WSIX-TV, Nashville . . . Fred Vance,
named station manager, KVOA-TV,
Tucson . . . John Zehntbauer, elected chairman of the board of directors,
Fisher Broadcasting Co. . . . Leonard
Mosby, appointed program manager,
WMBR-TV, Jacksonville . . . William
Johnson, sales service supervisor,
WTTG-TV, Wash., D. C. . . . Jack
Lynn, named programing director for
WNTA-TV, Newark . . . George
Whitney, Jr., sales manager in L. A.
office for KERO-TV, Bakersfield, and
KFMB-TV-AM, SaH Diego.

FINANCIAL

YOU
CANT
MISS! WEAU-TV
THE

Stock market quotations: Following stock in air media and related
fields are listed each issue with quotations for Tuesday this week and Tuesday one week ago. Quotations supplied by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner
and Smith.
Clum^c
Stock
New
AB-PT
AT&T
Avco
Columbia Pic.
Paramount

IN

WISCONSIN
in the heart of Wisconice the population and
r new
1,000
foot tower

Storer
RCA
CBS "A"
20th-Fox
Loew's Bros.
Warner

Tues.
April 8
i nri, Slwh

Tues.
April 22
Exchange
17
177%
6
29%
15
14%

- %
- %
+3%
-- %%

33%
30%
22%
24

34%
31%
22%
26%

+ 1%
+ 1%

19%
19
58%
58%
8%
American Stock Exchange

Westinghouse

Allied Artists
3%
Assoc. Art. Prod. 10
C&C Super

WEAU-TV

- %

16
173%
6
27%
15
13

Dumont Lal)s
XT \

3

+ 1%

+ %
+2%
+ 1
+ %

A

3%
2%

3%
2%
+ 1

Guild Film-

. 1958
+2%
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{Cont'd from page 53 )
200,000 to 250,000 people which has
three or four stations. In other words
the cost-per-thousand to the advertiser in many situations is more favorable in the smaller markets because
fewer stations share the audience.
Utilizing this practical approach, the
advertiser can often make a more favorable buy in a lower ranking area
than in a larger market.
As a case in point I would like to
take the Sioux Falls metropolitan area
(since it's the one I am most familiar
with) of 86.000 people and compare it
with a major market of 418.900 people also located in the north central
region of the United States.
It might seem at first glance that the
second, or larger market is relatively
more important, while the former
could be easily overlooked without
serious loss. But such is not the case.
Total coverage of the above markets
tells the real story. We find that although located in a smaller metropolitan market, the first station. KELOTV, has a 1,000-foot tower, high power, favorable terrain and, most important, two strategically located boosters.
We then discover that the smaller market station has a coverage of 1.2(Mi.ii(i(i
people with 244.931 sets, and as an
added bonus, the majority of these sets
are able to receive only one channel.
In examining the "major" market we
find that it is served by three stations,
and therefore the potential audience is
divided by three.
Now let's see what these facts do to
ratings and comparative cost-per-1,000.
At 8:30 p.m. on a given Friday the
ARB reveals that the highest-rated station in the "major" market reached
80,247 homes. With a 20-second rate
of $213.75, this vields a cost-rer-thousand of $2.66. But the station in the
"smaller" market. Sioux Falls, by the
same criteria, reached 85,109 homes at
8:30 p.m. Since the rate was only
$113 for 20-seconds, this means the
cost-per-1,000 was $1.32, approximately half the cost to the advertiser for
the same amount of homes and people
reached. It is apparent which is the
better buy. Yet if markets were ranked
by metropolitan populations, you
would find that the "major" market is
49th in the nation, and the smaller
market the 188th.
These results are consistent at any
time of the day or night.
^
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iadjues' GhxkoL
For 21 years, Ferris Skarp has corrurienlecL
oyu a, potpovurrloffea^estk^
captivates mid - Ohio u&omeru . Present Pulse
of 10. 1 pUcesKer^oiui£Lr^bui/r?6vlewn bfV&e,
top 10. Her Loyal audience, qromyiQ ww,
tfe populaJljjvLlYiatJara^ accepts k&r approval
ofpaxWjpdJJm> products,

WBNS Radio
asfeJoU glair

CBSWcolumbus.owo

GwttAfi6em4 ofi Afu4te Station

PULSE REPORT^

a 3 months study
of listening habits
reveals

WVNJ
has more listeners

in essex county
than any radio station
in New York or New Jersey
Essex County: population 983,500
Effective Buying Income $2,324,743,000
per family E.B.I.— $7,940
Source: Sales Management —
Survey of Buying Power -May 1957

WW

RADIO

W7

IwlJP

STATION

Newark, New

Jersey

OF %\\t Kctoaik iNews

% A copy of this revealing report will be mailed to any advertiser or agency.
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON
26 APRIL
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Copyright 1956
PUBLICATIONS

WEEK

As the industry spotlight shifted to the NAB convention in L. A. this week it
left in its wake this assortment of hearing testimony, bureau edicts and whatnot:

I NO,

FEE TV: The tv networks and numerous affiliates were asked by the FCC to explain
their on-the-air activities on the issue of cash-on-the-barrelhead tv.
The action was in response to complaints from Zenith and Skiatron that the exponents
of free tv went overboard on presenting their own side.
The FCC request falls far short of the sort of probe some Congressmen asked. Of
significance to their attitude is the fact that lately they've been deluged with anti-fee-tv mail,
whereas some months ago the majority of the few letters received seemed to favor a paytv trial.
In its let's-see-what-you-have-to-say epistles to networks and stations the FCC implied
charges of improper slanting of news and programing on the subject. All were
invited to send details of programs and the presentation of both sides.
BARROW NETWORK STUDY REPORT: Affiliates of all three tv networks in
testifying on the report before the FCC urged that networks be let alone.
The gist of the testimony: The purpose of the report was to protect the affiliates from
the networks . . . but who needs protection? . . . weaken the networks and you weaken us
at the same time.
Richard A. Moore, president of KTTV, L.A. Independent, took sharp exception to this
viewpoint. He charged option time and must buy violate anti-trust laws, served to nationalize tv and insulate big national advertisers from competition by small local advertisers.
Moore argued that good network programs cleared just as well outside option time and
that option time merely serves to give poor programs a "base on balls." Only in 10 markets
with more than three tv stations, he added, does the local advertiser have a crack at prime
time.
BMI AND THE SMATHERS BILL: A parade of star witnesses took issue with Senator Smathers about outlawing network ownership of music publishing, licensing and recording companies.
Performers as well as broadcasters affirmed it made no difference to radio or tv stations
whether they played ASCAP or BMI music.
Tennessee Governor Clement declared that the formation of BMI had allowed his state
to grow a hill-billy music industry, while ASCAP had frozen out this kind of music.
LEGISLATIVE OVERSIGHT SUBCOMMITTEE: Rep. Oren Harris and this group
unexpectedly got back to the FCC this week.
Harris called for hearings on the FCC's handling of communications

indus-

try patents.
The new probe was aimed at charges against RCA, which has pleaded innocent to Justice Department allegations of monopoly. Trial of this case is pending.

The Appeals Court agreed to turn the hot-potato Miami Channel 10 case back
to the FCC for further hearings.
The court directed the FCC to probe whether there were attempts to influence the FCC
by anybody connected with any of the applicants for the channel. (It will be recalled the
testimony on this point created lots of fireworks before the House Legislative Oversight
subcommittee.)
Another question the court tossed into the FCC's lap: Should Commissioner Mack have
disqualified himself from voting? (Mack, it will again be recalled, resigned under fire from
the subcommittee.)
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/ round-up of trade talks,
trends and tips for admen
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Recalled
this week at a farewell luncheon to Frank Silvernail
(page 6) was his now
...
sponsor publications inc.
classic bit of advice to Harold Fair when he landed in New York for Bozell & Jacobs:
"Be nice to all station reps, but never pay for your own lunch."

Watch for the Ed Sullivan show to become more and more what the Rudy
Vallee show was in the earlier days of radio: an incubator of personalities and ideas.
The tryout of Allan King in some situation comedy bits is a sample.

Add to the list of agencies bartering films for random
son & Takaro, N. Y., which specializes in mail order accounts.

spots: Kushins, Ander-

Its current article of barter is the Errol Flynn Theatre.

After inspecting the tv film fare available out of Hollywood, a veteran Madison
Avenue radio-tv director observed this week:
"It looks as though the bigger agency will have to get back into show business
out of self-protection and develop a few new ones of their own."

One of the hush-hush operations at the McCann-Eriekson
media trend and planning evaluation.

corporate level is

Reason for the secrecy: a matter of tact. What with so many subdivisions and offices
involved, advance revelations could pull the nose of many

a "local" expert out of

joint.
The report that FCC legalities are getting interested in the rash of bingo games
will recall to industry veterans the Pot o' Gold episode in the 1930's.
NBC fought the FCC's designation of "Pot" as a lottery to the higher courts and
emerged a victor. Meantime the show had gone off the air and the excitement of getting
something for nothing had died down.

Maybe because of their background or maybe because of the nature of their trade, the
heads of station rep organizations rate well up in the ranks of the best-dressed men
on Madison Avenue.
A poll probably would include these winners: Lew Avery, George Boiling, John
Blair, Robert Meeker, Ed Retry, and Paul Raymer.

When spot sellers check the credit of one of the biggest current users of the
medium they discover this puzzle:
Dun & Bradstreet tilts a questioning nostril — yet the account's credit line at the local
hank is good for as much as a couple million.
The key: The head of the firm is an old-line rugged individualist who believes informal ion passed on to D&B can only help the competition.
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Alabama's Oldest Station
Alabamas mmmm
Newest
Programs
mmmmmmJ
ji mi
Witty,

entertaining Jim

Lu-

Dave Campbell . . .
A telephone, interested listeners, and Dave Campbell —
these make up one of the
most popular nighttime programs inthe Birmingham area,
"The People Speak."
As moderator of this awardwinning show which broadcasts
isteners' conversations with
Dave on any and all subjects,
Dave keeps phone calls and
comments coming in at a

Able,

incisive Charlie Davis

heads up WAPI's news staff,
which
has won
more awards

rapid pace. And listener interest is captured at just as
rapid a pace!
Through research and active
participation, Dave is also a
recognized authority on hunting and fishing, giving his
colorful, accurate reports on
"Sports Outdoors."
His genial disposition, good
humor, and genuine interest
in people and their problems
makehis Dave
a "personal"
of
listeners
. . . and friend
they
are many in number! These
same folks will be friends of
your clients' products, too,
when Dave delivers your sales
messages.

WAPI
The^NEWiVoice
sister station to WABT,
SPONSOR
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Pleasing to the eye, Barbara
Bender is an equal delight
to the ear as she fills her

M
ist

on

"Breakfast

hosts
"The
Neighbor."

of Alabama
Alabama's Best in Television

Early

at

the

Ris

RADIO
sets tuned to
Owen Spann "The Morning
Man" andtheto latest
"Spannland"
deliver
music,

COMPTON
[Continued from page 37)

IT

MAKES

SUCH

WONDERFUL
IN

MUSIC

ROCHESTER

next fall," says Lewis Titterton.
In making network tv buys. Titterton works hand-in-hand with Frank
Kemp, media v.p. A long-time Compton man, Kemp rose from the media
ranks, recalls working at the agency
when Compton's media department included Bill Maillefert now Petry vice
president in charge of radio; Fred
Apt, now media director at Parkson;
Dan Potter, corporate planning director at Norman, Craig & Kummel;
Miles Wallach, head of his own new
research firm.
Kemp, a ruddy-complexioned, softspoken man in his early forties, heads
up a department of five associate media directors who help plan strategy
for accounts, 18 timebuyers and
sistants, and 14 print buyers and
sistants. When he came into the
partment in 1938, it numbered
than 20.

asasdeless

"We're particularly conscious of
media efficiency, and our aim in buying net time is maximum circulation,"
Kemp told sponsor. "Sponsor identification with programing could never
be proved to sell goods, but effective
commercials reaching a maximum audience will sell. When we hear of a

-^/your

product

when good fellows get together!
Personally, we think that your product and our viewers
were just made for each other! And, believe us (or any
Rochester Area Survey!), we've got a LOT of viewers in
this rich Rochester territory!
If you're seeking real pay-off spots in this area, buy
CHANNEL 10, the channel that gets the majority of viewers,
over all, from sign-on to sign-off, according to the Latest
Rochester Metropolitan Area ARB Survey, February, 1958!
The meeting of your product and our viewers will be accompanied bythe background music that is so popular with
every sponsor — the jolly ringing of the cash register with
the one-word lyric — SALES!

time period coming open on a network
through our contacts, we immediately
put out a program availability sheet to
all our buyers and to all the account
men in the agency to see whether
they're interested. If one is, we can
Titterton and Kemp discuss the time
move fast."
period available, but Titterton is responsible for the programing buy.
"We're very happy about the results
this year," says Kemp. "Our costper-1,000 of commercial minutes on
our nighttime programing in December 1957 averaged $2.98 against the
$3.84 average for a nighttime halfhour on the three networks."
Al Seaman, exec v.p. and creative
head of the agency, is responsible for
the Compton approach to advertising
copy and commercials, once the network buy has been made, and Frank
Brandt, head of tv commercials, for
production and execution of copy.
"Our tv billings have actually exceeded the tremendous rate of growth
of the agency as a whole during the
past decade," says Cummings. "And
it is likely that it will continue to account for a large share of total billings
during the future."
SPONSOR
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taking the word

ACROSS THE WIDE MISSOURI
Time was when river traffic was the only way of getting the word
across the Missouri and into the Kansas and Nebraska territories.
Now in the electronic era, KCMO-Radio
service with the speed of light. The same

in Kansas City performs the same

service, we say, because KCMO-Radio

brings the exchange of ideas and the exchange of goods and services
to homes

in parts of four states— all of them touched by the "Mighty Mo."
And add to this KCMO-Radio's

award-winning news and outstanding record of

public service in the million-population Greater Kansas City market.
In more ways than one, 50,000-watt KCMO-Radio
voice in Kansas City.

is the most powerful

A
KCMO-TV
The Katz Agency
WHEN-TV
The Katz Agency
KPHO-TV
The Katz Agency
WOW-TV
John Blair & Co.— Blair-TV
John Blair & Co.

Kansas City, Missouri

Represented nationally by Katz Agency
iliated with

NEW STAR SALESMAN
(Cont'd from page 41)

WE

HAVE

NEVER

MISSED

A DEADLINE

show that housewives just don't get
very excited about white bread; they
take it for granted. So we felt that we
had to create the kind of advertising
that would first draw interest to itself,
then take that interest and transfer it
to Athestudy
product."
done in New York showed
that, following the introduction of this
campaign, Tip-Top gained not only in
brand recall but in share of market.
The creation of Emily Tipp reflects
a pioneering spirit by R. Arnold Jackson, Ward president. The idea is a
vertising.
distinct departure from competitive ad-

ASK ANY OF OUR CLIENTS AND
WILL TELL YOU THAT WE NOT
MAKE OUR FILMS GOOD, WE ALSO
THEM ON TIME, ^animation inc.^
MELROSE AVE. / HOLLYWOOD 46,

THEY
ONLY
MAKE
8564
CALIF.

'list furnished <m request

REACH 2 GREAT
INLAND EMPIRES
KXOA
SACRAMENTO
1ST. PULSE OCT. 1957
1S"
more quarter hour firsts
6:00 a.m. to midnight

KXO

51st Market population*

El Centro - Imperial Valley

45th Market Retail Sales*
22nd Market Sales Per

Over 50%
Audience
for

of
31

Nation's

7th

Farm

County

"I think Emily Tipp does this exceptionally well. Her approach is that
of a friendly visit, and she makes people happy to receive her into their
Last year Ward Baking had an alltime high total sales record — $104,homes."
208,177, a 3.9% gain over 1956. "We
expect a modest sales gain for Tip-Top
this year," Jackson says, "for which
Emily Tipp and our new packaging
canA take
credit."
full promotion
and merchandising
campaign has been built around the
campaign. Emily Tipp appears almost
everywhere the company name occurs.
In the new package design (advertised
as designed by her grandson, Linton
Tipp), in trade advertising, on pointof-purchase displays, on outdoor
boards and car cards, and even in a
corporate ad in Barron's, giving the
company's financial highlights for
1957, there is a picture of Emily Tipp.
In cases where Ward feels that TipTop doesn't get enough prominence, a
series of picture post cards, from 12
cities around the world, is being sent

Valley
Years

(Every Survey)

"We were looking for the kind of
salesman who would knock quietly at
the door, be admitted and give a
friendly sell. But we had to be sure
that our salesman would be friendly,
so that viewers would let him come in
willingly, and even be happy to see
him," he says.

KXOA
KXO
Rep — Raymer or
Riley Gibson, Pres. KXO-KXOA

to buyers and operators. Hand written, the cards are signed Emily Tipp.
Neither the company nor the agency sees any foreseeable limit to Emily
Tipp's effectiveness. Because she is a
single character, it is easy to introduce
new characters and maintain interest.
Then, too, says the group head, "as we
understand her better, the commercials
become both easier and better."
SPONSOR
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JOHN
BLAIR
(Continued from page 42)

WNEM-TV
CHANNEL

head of Blair-TV recently his offer to
Ed Shurick, then v.p. and director of
station relations at CBS-TV, was so

5

OFFERS YOU A
4 BILLION DOLLAR
MARKET
THAT NO OTHER ONE
STATION CAN COVER
ACCORDING

TO THE

ARB SURVEY
(JANUARY '58)
Ask Your Petryman

WNEM-TV

Q
§

N

SALES

*'

WESTERN

MONTANA

1

1

Sl

MIM

Jfik^Pfc
TIMEBUYERS:

YOUR JOB IS
TOO TOUGH!
IF YOU'RE NOT USING

KM SO

ch 13

TO SELL WESTERN

MONTANA

• 42,000 TV HOMES
• ONE DOLLAR PER 1000
• 80% UNDUPLICATED
CALL

OR

WRITE

NAT. REP. GILL-PERNA

KMSO — MISSOULA, MONTANA

attractive that despite Shurick's obvious fondness for the CBS organization and counter incentives by Frank
Stanton, Shurick took the job.
Paradoxically, Blair is labeled as expense-account conscious by men who
have worked for him. SPONSOR has
checked these charges and concluded
that while John Blair will put money
where it counts he has little use for
front or frills. His offices are trim
and functional, his lobby almost nonexistent. He comes from Chicago
(where his father before him was a
prominent advertising man for nearly
half a century) but he has the thriftinstincts of a New Englander when it
comes to expense accounts, excessive
rents, and many another cost item that
spells the difference between a profitable business and one that is not.
When it comes to service and promotion expenses John Blair goes all
out. Today 13 people are employed
in sales development alone. He is one
advertising practitioner who believes
in the power of advertising; he is one
of the few station reps who have consistently practiced what they preach
when it comes to promoting their own
firms and the spot media they represent. His trade paper ads promoting
the values of spot have made their impact for years; in 1957 the television
division won first place in its category
in sponsor's annual awards for the
best trade paper ad campaign of the
Good service
year.
To get a line on Blair — independent
or network champion? — we asked
where it counted most. We asked
timebuyers. They said they didn't
look at it that way; they only knew
that Blair handled good stations and
provided unusually reliable, helpful,
and prompt service. They spoke flatteringly ofBlair salesmen.
So today John Blair, with his 187
employees (43 of whom are stockholdershis
) , 10 offices, his burgeoning
volume, marks his twenty-fifth year at
the peak of his profession.
Blair's current extra-curricular activity isplanning a building of his own
in Chicago. "He's taking his time about
it," says a friend, "but he'll move
when the time is right. He jumped fast
enough when tv came along."
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62.5%
BIGGEST SHARE OF AUDIENCE
IN AMERICA IN MARKETS
OF 3 OR MORE STATIONS
FIRST

in the nation in share of audience

FIRST
FIRST

in 407 of 469 rated quarter-hours
with 15 of the top 15 shows

FIRST

with 5 of the top 5 syndicated show;

Tv and radio
NEWSMAKERS
Raymond E. Nelson lias been named
president of the Bremer Broadcasting
Corp., corporate owner of WNTA and
WNTA FM, Newark-New York, and also
general manager of both radio stations.
He will be responsible for over-all management policies as well as the station's
daily activities. Previously he served as
vice president and general manager of the
National Telefilm Association Film Network, and prior to this was
director of national spot sales for the Television Bureau of Advertising. Nelson was eastern production manager at NBC for several
years and served with MBS as program exec in charge of the network's tv experiments. He was president of the Keystone Advertising Agency and Nelson
Productions,
Inc., for nine years.

You don't hove to know how to
use a sextant to get your bearings. You're always headed in
the right direction on the Golden
Spread when you use Channel
4-Sight.
More than 100,000 TV sets in
a vastly healthy and wealthy
Power:

Visual
Aural

100

kw

50 kw

Antenna Height 833 feet above
the ground

Paul C. Louther has been promoted to
vice president in charge of radio, and radio station manager at WVET, Rochester.
Louther had been program director for
both radio and tv at the Veterans Broadcasting Co. The promotion serves to bolster the needs of what VBC terms "modern
radio," with Louther concentrating on exploring new techniques and methods in
radio broadcasting. The station will abandon more traditional forms
of radio, and plans heavy emphasis on up-to-the-minute news coverage. Louther has been with WVET and WVET-TV since 1948,
when he started as copywriter. Taking over as program director
will be another 10-year man with the company, F. Chase Taylor, Jr.,
who continues as operations manager in addition to this new duties.
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Brazzil

has been

appointed

in charge of sales for WTVJ,
announced by Mitchell Wolfof WTVJ.
His new position
at the head of all branches

of the station's sales department.
Before
joining WTVJ in 1953 Brazzil served as a
member of the National Broadcasting Co.
network tv sales department for a year and
a half, Prior to that, he was tv sales manager for KSTP-TV, Minneapol
and also served as regional sales manager for WMCT,
Memphis.
Replacing Brazzil as national sales director for WTVJ
Ken Bagwell, formerly
assistant director of national sales.
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plugging a contest in which the prizes
are ponies. Now automobiles are giving away horses.

i SPEAKS
AMST

SPOTS

Switch: Edsel radio commercials are

Security? John Hayes, president of
WTOP, Washington, D. C, tells this
one about the program manager of a
large independent station that was undergoing one of its many management
changes. On his way out to lunch, he

stands for good telecasting

From time to time we hear reports from station managers
of the excellent work and exchange of ideas stemming from

told his girl, "I'm going out to get a
bite to eat. If my boss calls, be sure

the activity of a growing organization of tv stations — the
Association of Maximum Service Telecasters (AMST).
But the crowning tribute came this week from Buddy Sugg,

and get his name."
Good sport: Ad in N. Y. Times—
WANTED: Men in good physical condition to play aggressive contact sport
on TV show in preparation. High potential money prizes. All sizes &
weights. Apply in person. Wilton
Productions . . . And if they turn out
drop.
to be aggressive enough, it will be one
show the sponsor ivill be afraid to

new l\ appointed NBC Vice President in charge of NBCowned stations and NBC spot sales. Said Buddy, "Of all the
industry organizations I've been associated with, AMST has
helped me most and given me the most satisfaction."
What gives his comment special validity is the fact that
since resigning his post as head of the Oklahoma Publishing
broadcast properties, he has terminated his affiliation with
AMST. Buddy says that AMST (which cooperates closely
with the NAB) works hard at improving tv station practices
with respect to public service and engineering. Many of the
108 member stations maintain stronger codes of ethics and
practices than the highly-regarded NAB Code. They are
talking of branching out in new directions of better television
service. They will meet at the NAB Convention in Los
Angeles to decide on an identifying symbol to be used promotionally by all AMST stations.
The only requirement for membership in AMST, headed
by Jack Harris, KPRC-TV, Houston, is utilization of maximum power authorized by the FCC. But what these members
arc trying to achieve is the optimum in telecasting.
We can only applaud this effort.

The summer

hiatus

From all indications sponsors will again use reruns and
old movies to protect their time-slot this summer.
The success of the $64,000 Question, which debuted in the
summer, and the annual return of Mike Stokey's Pantomime
Quiz arc proof that summer viewers will tune in a show
worth watching.
Why not use the summer season as a workshop to test
new la lent and introduce new faces to the summer audience?

Book for the times: Jules PeifTer
who works for CBS Terrytoons has
just published a book titled, "Sick,
Sick, Sick." Well, well, well.
Biblical: John McClay, assistant to the
v.p. at KYW. Cleveland, comes up with
these quotes from the Bible that apply
to the life of a broadcaster —
When
arrive:(Mark
Could14:
'st
thou
not rating
watch books
one hour?
37).
Change in ownership: After my departing, shall grievous wolves enter in
among you, sparing not the flock.
(Acts 20:29).
For program managers: He tliat
ivithholdeth corn, the people shall curse
him. (Proverbs 11:26).
For censors: Naked, and ye clothed
me. (Matthew 25:36).
Company party: Who has wounds
uithout cause? Who has redness of
eyes? They that tarry long at the
wine. (Proverbs 23:29).
Passing the buck: Friend go higher.
(Luke 14:10).
Prosperity: For its Confidence in a
Growing America campaign, the Advertising Council might well pick up
the slogan of those fur-tipped pencils
now going around — "Think mink."

this WE FIGHT FOR: Clients want
cation for every ad dollar they spend
\ow is the time for broadcast and talent
to take the lead in resisting demands that
impair the peak efficiency of tv and

justifitoday.
unions
would
radio.

Wordy: New York's WOR Radio is
sending out promotion in the form of
a pocket dictionary with a covering
card that reads: "YOUR WORDS
ARE WORTH MORE ON WOR RADIO." Next they'll send the poems of
WORdsWORth!
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